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"OTHER MEN'S DAUGHTERS'
Daughters,
OTHER Men'sproduced
a feature

and directed by Ben
Wilson, is added proof that
good sense is more important
than millions and sincerity of
purpose, greater than

which will be
released by the Grand- Asher

Corpora tion

early in October,

may be

seen

the harmonious combination
of an excellent story

from the

pen of a famous novelist,

fine

acting by distinguished stars,
directing

and

extremely artistic production.

Because Evelyn Campbell,
wrote "Other Men's Daughters" with a vivid, human
appeal, that interest has been
preserved in its screen edition.

cast for this picture.
It is
neither awe - inspiring nor

grotesque.

Yet nothing of effort or

In this picture,

inspirational

upon production nor
were all the greatest and most
famous stars of screendom
spent

artifi-

cial display.

Distributing

No awe-inspiring sum was

Nowhere

is

there the

money has been spared
to make "Other Men's
Daughters" a perfect
creation.

With Bryant Washburn and
Mabel Forrest in the leading
roles, brilliant and satisfying
acting is assured.

And all that

can be added to a picture by
the assembling of an accomplished supporting cast is
here in evidence.

Released by the Grand- Asher
Distributing Corporation at 15

West

Forty-fourth

New York
Rights

street,

Foreign

City.

Controlled

by

the

and gaudy show which
taxes, too greatly, the mind of

Apollo Trading Corporation,

the observer.

City.

lavish

1600 Broadway,

New York
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Pastel in the Moonlight

Lloyd Hughes and May McAvoy as they appear in
Thos. H. Ince's presentation of "Her Reputation." It's
a First National attraction for September release

—

—
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Bringing the Public Into the Fight
Plans Are Inaugurated for Putting the Great Voice of the People Behind the Efforts of Theatre

Owners
ever there has been a time

when

IFthe exhibitors of the country have
stood on

common ground and

in

perfect agreement that one topic dominates in importance that of all others
within the industry, that time is today.
These men are unanimous as to the
dominating importance of the subject
in question
that of the elimination of
the war tax of 10 per cent on admissions to motion picture theatres.
The main question is how best and
most effectively to achieve the object
to make this most desired removal a

We

to

Eliminate the Theatre Tax

is no disputing with
success the statement
that if there is one thing more than
another respected by an elective office
holder it is the views of the men and
now the women, God bless 'em even if

believe there

any degree of

—

—

PETITION
Sign here

to

eliminate

the

10%

Amusement Tax

CAPITOL THEATRE
Youngstown, Ohio

fact.

not a matter of personalities. It
is a matter of accomplishment.
Hundreds of exhibitors organized
effectively are fighting for the great
end which they believe to be necessary
for the financial salvation of many of
their less securely established brothers.
It is

TN

178 Pearl Street

John Jones
Mrs.

M.

Davis

1343 John

Street

Trade Review

order to bring to the aid of these

Additional local interest will be lent
the securing of these signatures
through the fact that any house in
which the petition is posted will be
designated in prominent fashion, as
well as the name of its owner or manager and of the town in which it is situated.

OTMPLY

post the petitions in your
lobby with properly sharpened pencils attached and let your fellow-townsmen do the rest or the big part of it.

^

do

its

emergency justifies.
There are many ways

effect a plan to bring to

to

will

utmost

to

help the theatre owners of the country
go into this campaign with an energy
and a singleness of purpose that the

* theatre owners who are waging this
campaign Exhibitors Trade Review
has initiated and is putting into full
the aid of
these exhibitors the influence of that
large public whose chief amusement is
to be found in screen entertainment.
Through petitions well printed on
good stock already prepared by this
publication its theatre owner subscribers will be able with a minimum of
trouble and at no material expense to
secure the signatures of their patrons,
whether the number be one thousand
or ten thousand or fifty thousand.

ERE

is the
opportunity for the
theatre
owners of the United
States to harness to their band wagon
the Voice of the People, a sound which
in Washington ears outroars that of the
mightiest cannon.
Letters and telegrams from ten thousand theatre owners to their elective
representatives in the Capital City
would make a stir. And we are conceding that that number of exhibitors
take the action indicated.
But let that number be multiplied by
a hundred or two hundred times ten
thousand, as photoplaygoers swing into
line, and note the inevitable difference.
For two million signatures is not a
large mark at which to shoot.
Anything that is worth going after at
all is worth going after "hard," and the
promise is here made that Exhibitors

"LJT

which an

in

exhibitor can assist in securing these
signatures from his townspeople.

T F you
the politicians do not always do that

'way back home.
Since the beginning of representative

government the legislative delegate of a
community has been known to keep a
well-flattened ear to the ground in the
effort to get even a rumble of what
topic was on the minds and the tongues
of his constituents.
Once the impression is firmly implanted in his head that a considerable
number of his neighbors want one thing
badly enough to sign a petition for its

consummation your everyday Congressman, although he may be unconvalesced from a severe attack of illness,
automatically sits up and takes notice
even if he passes up the nourishment
that usually accompanies that more or
less tearfully

awaited action.

are one of those exhibitors
occasionally discusses matters

mutual interest with your

may

publicly

clients

make reference

document posted

in the

who

lobby

to

— and

of

you
the

we

advise this action on the part of the
exhibitor or by some silver-tongued
friend whom he may elect to perform
that office for him, briefly describing
the campaign in which your patrons

have a most

You may

vital interest.

if you care to go into deexplain to your patrons if vour
house happens to be one of those having rates breaking the dime that instead
of paying a 10 per cent tax they really
are paying as high as 13 1/3 per cent.
For that is exactly what happens
when your customer pays 2 cents tax
on a fifteen-cent admission.
Rut this is of course merelv one

tails

:
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angle of the public's side of the shield.
You may tell your neighbors that the
elimination of the tax will mean the expurchasing
dollar's
the
tension
of
power of motion picture entertainment
from $1.10 to over $1.13.

TN

other words,

if

your

admission

15 cents the removal of the tax represents practically
the addition of another ticket to the
strip purchased by a single dollar.
are dealing in the low box ofrate

is

normally

We

charge or stressing it because it is
the houses with low admission charges
that are most vitally hit by the admisfice

sion tax.
as every one knows it is
that kind of house that forms the great
bulk of the motion picture theatres.

Then again

The larger houses with the higher
prices are hit by the tax, to be sure,
but relatively not so hard.
It is these larger houses, nevertheless, that can most effectively aid in
now being started to
the campaign
bring in the great public as an ally of
the theatre owner.
It would be interesting to know how
many picture theatres there were last

year on Uncle Sam's

more

money

list

who

paid out
States

the United
Treasury as their contribution
to

under

the tax herein discussed than they recorded as profits.
Also how many more who paid out
really substantial sums as admission
taxes and made little or no profit on the
period.

T

is

this latter

phase of the situation

"J

that

is

stirring

up the theatre ownhands of Con-

ers to seek relief at the
gress.

The small man is the hardest hit respecting his humble enterprise, and
many of his clients are in the same
category.
They are among those who
have to count the pennies, especially
when they are to be disbursed for purposes of entertainment.
Let us quote to you just a few
paragraphs from the circular that a little later will

find

its

way

to

your door

nished free.
In case any theatre desires more they will be forwarded on
receipt of enough to pay cost of printing and mailing.

Some owners will obtain 250 signatures and some 10,000.
As the campaign progresses and the
petitions are forwarded to this office
Exhibitors Trade Review will keep its
readers posted on what is being done.
are sure it will be interesting read-

We
Stop and realize what no more
w ar tax means to your box office.
It
means bigger audiences it
means bringing hundreds of thousands of people more often to the
"Movies."

—

would be the greatest and best
thing that could happen to the inIt

ing.

Let

be clearly understood that the
is not

it

action outlined in the foregoing

designed to embarrass in any

work among

earnest

now

theatre

way

the

owners

going
forward
from several
Neither will it be permitted to

sources.

do

so.

HP
A

this

dustry.

And

can happen

YOU

if
help
about.
Not alone by writing to your
Senator or Congressman.
The
men in Washington are not going
to be swayed by the appeals of a
comparatively small group of motion picture theatre owners.
But they will be influenced by
the appeal of hundreds of thousands of signatures of patrojts of
motion picture theatres, for their
patrons carry the big
it

to bring

it

VOTING

POWER.

ACH

of the petitions which may be
displayed in the theatre lobby will
contain space for 250 signatures.
It
is a simple matter to provide additional
sheets in case the number signing up

demands

The

it.

are printed on good
stock and up to three of these are furpetitions

HE

chief point to be emphasized in
connection is that the petitions
with their signatures will reach the
point where the most good will result.

In the event that exhibitor differences are composed at least in so far
as the attack on the war tax is concerned, regardless of others
and there
be appointed a committee representative of all parties in interest the petitions secured through the initiative of
Exhibitors Trade Review will be at the
service of that body.
bespeak for these petitions,
which should be productive of real benefit to harassed exhibitors and the citizens who stand in line at the box offices
you will agree that is pretty
nearly the whole country the careful

—

—

We

—

—

which we

believe also you
will agree they fully deserve.
Make known your wishes in the mat-

attention

ter

and

we'll

meet them.

Three officers who also are picture "fans" visit Cecil De Mille, who is producing "The Ten Commandments" for Famous Players.
In the group are
Mr. Dc Mille, Major General Wendell C. Neville of the Marines; Rear Admiral Luther E. Gregory, head of the American navy yards; and Brigadier General Amos A. Fries, chief of Chemical Warfare Service.

:

:
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Famous Players Drops Block Bookings
To

Establish Zones for Pre-release Demonstrations

and Invite Exhibitors

to

Examine

Before Buying
"Where
the caption
UNDER
We Leave the Old Road" the
of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation this week issued a statement
that in its importance to the industry
and far-reaching consequences probably has been exceeded by none put
out by that company in its eleven years
of business life.
So far as the corporation is concerned the policy of block bookings
of pictures is a thing of the past.
The tip that came to the meeting
of the Chamber of Commerce in New
^ ork August 2 that the same company
was preparing an important
ment apparently was right.

state-

Each key-center chosen will be
with the thought that its result
will be a fair criterion for the
surrounding territory. You will
not be asked to accept a Broadway showing alone as a basis of
Back of these demonstration
theatres will be placed the best
exploitation force in existence,
plus the advertising co-operation

Paramount in providing an
adequate but not unnatural cam-

PXHIBITORS

paign.

over the quotations received this year
for motion pictures which have not yet
demonstrated their value to the public.
Under the circumstances the prices
quoted do present a real problem to
the buyer.
However, in an effort to
protect himself against over-paying for
bad pictures the exhibitor is unconsciously working a hardship on the
production of real box-office merit.

of

You

are invited to

watch these

runs closely and do your buying
accordingly, but not before you

know.

Famous Players state the company will not quote any prices or
give or sell any pictures in the future
until they have had their first runs in

hibitor.
shall not expect for

at least five

key

cities

and

until the ex-

hibitor has been assured of the exhibi-

tion value of the pictures."

One of the members reflected the
feeling of his fellows when he declared, "It sounds too good to be true."

HPHE

vital part of the statement issued by the company, or one of

the vital parts,

is

contained in the

following paragraph

"To meet what Paramount

con-

siders a vital necessity in the business
today, and beginning with the productions
announced for release after

November i, every branch and district
manager of this organization has
been instructed not to negotiate any
contract
with any exhibitor until
after that exhibitor knows what he is
buying. No exhibitor will be asked to
sign a contract for future Paramount
pictures until he has witnessed an actual demonstration of their' box office
value."

"We

throw to the

winds every

fotir

other policy than that of standing on
our quality ioo per cent," the announcement says, "and rising or falling unqualifiedly on the results of our
pictures at the box office as evidenced
by their appeal to the public."

'"P
A

HE

Famous Players

agement outlines

its

-

Lasky man-

sales

plan as

follows

Paramount

will establish in the

United States an adequate number of exhibition zones.
The best theatres in each zone
will be chosen for the pre-release
demonstrations'.

'

value.

"I am informed that at a meeting
yesterday there was read a statement
which is about to be issued," said
Arthur Hirsh, "in the course of which
the

"However, by the same reasoning,
every fair-minded exhibitor should be
interested in protecting product that
has demonstrated its real value at the
box-office and it should be the exhibtor's interest as well as the producer's
to see that such product receives not
less than it is worth. Good pictures
must bring their just reward if good
pictures are still to be made.

After we have made the demonand only then, are we
ready to negotiate with each exstration,

We

ture

more than

it is

any

worth.

pic-

But

after we have demonstrated it
neither shall we expect the exhibitor to try to buy it for less than
its true value to him.
feel that our productions
will measure up to the public
demand, and we believe that after
we have demonstrated the real

We

value of the pictures and fair
prices may then be established in
accordance with the actual drawing power of the pictures.
We ask you to watch for the

coming announcement of the demonstration zones and the list of
theatres in which our productions
will be proven out for you.

TN

the course

of

its

statement

the

* company says it firmly believes that
in quality and drawing power its productions will more than meet its expec-

'

company. "But just
prove on demonstration,

hibitor," says the

as they will
we feel, to be greater in quality than
any previous productions released by
this organization, so do we feel that
in justice not only to the product but
to the exhibitor, these pictures should
be accompanied by a plan which will
really and actually demonstrate their
true value before the exhibitor is

asked to sign a contract.
"The time has gone by in this industry when there can be any compromise
between the good picture and the bad.
The time has gone by when exhibitors
can be asked to or should buy on a
plan that no longer fits the needs of
today.

state

worry

of

"In certain parts of the country,
buying combinations are being formed,
under one pretense or another, in order to force down prices. Destructive
forces are being set at work which
can, in the end, do nothing but add
further complications to an already
difficult situation without solving the
question of what good pictures are
really worth.

"The present-day demand by the
public for better pictures has resulted
in a better grade of productions at a
higher cost. But whether the pictures
are truly better can only be proven
through the box-office. And for those
pictures that are so proven, there is
unquestionably
a
higher
box-office
value. If that greater value is demonstrated, higher production costs are
justified and must reap their just reward for the producer."

tations.

"Pages could be written outlining
our opinion of their value to the ex-

throughout the coun-

try are in a great

'"P

HE

company

declares too man}- ex-

hibitors today are
faith in the pictures.

regardless of merit,"
liver its best at the

backed up by an
mind.

buying

without

"No
it

production,
says, "can de-

box

office

uncertain

when

exhibitor

"No picture can receive justice at
the hands of an exhibitor unless his
mind is at ease as to its quality. In
no other way can he approach the task
of putting over each picture with the
degree of confidence that is necessarv
for a proper result.

"We

believe that in adopting this
of selling pictures on
their
demonstrated merit only we are going
to make it more possible for good pictures to succeed and less possible for
bad pictures to be made."

policy

—
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Exploit Your Theatre and
Many

Inexpensive Ways of Keeping Houses' s

By DUKE

TO

have a good picture and to

see that

it is

properly advertised

is one thing and to keep the name
of your theatre on the end of every
Both are
one's tongue is another.
equally important. Try not to let a single day pass without putting across
some little stunt that will place the
name of your theatre in the spot light.
Exploitation ideas will suggest themselves by the thousands once you get
started, and no doubt local conditions
and happenings offer better suggestions

than any outsider could recommend;
however, it it advisable to keep a stock
of stunts up your sleeves, or in your
needed.
files, to use when they are
Trade papers and press books contain
many thoughts that should be placed in
an indexed file for future reference
and used often.
Get your patrons to consider your
theatre in the light of a public utility
something that is absolutely essential in
their lives.
See that you take a vital
interest in all matters that pertain to
the good of the city by "plugging" it in
your ads and running slides or trailers
with appropriate art and titles.
For instance, if your city is trying to
get a new Union Station, have a trailer
made showing the most delapitated
parts of the old one with titles reading
"Some reasons why we need a new
Union Station ;" if the streets need
paving show some bad spots around the
town and give the exact locations on

sure to bulletin

on election

Keep Hammering
Name On Every Patrons Mind

MURTA

all local

election returns

night.

Keep your theatre immaculate. Use
carpet cover and seat covers in warm
weather, if you can possibly afford it.
Replace all the heavier drapes with
cooler ones and use growing plants in
every available space.
Make the interior cozy in winter by a careful study
of the color scheme used in its decorations.

The front of your house should be
decorated whenever there is an excuse
for doing so. Have on hand a stock of
flag decorations or perhaps two sets so
that one can be freshly laundered.
To this decoration can always be
added the colors of the convention or
whatever it happens to be. Parades,
holidays and other local happenings
should also be occasions to dress up
your theatre.
It's the spirit of always
recognizing the thing that the public's
attention is focused on, that will cause
people to look upon you as a live one.
Every theatre should have a window
dresser and card writer on its staff. If

:

the

titles,

so that they

may

any idea that you may have in mind.
Keep your lobby displays as dignified
as possible and whenever cutouts or advertising of unusual size are used make
sure that they are something worth
while and out of the ordinary.

Find room for a private projection
in your theatre building and furnish it in a tasty manner. Give special
showings to the press at all times and
to any group where you think you can
obtain some free publicity by so doing.

room

It tickles the vanity of the average
person to get an invitation to a special
showing in a private projection room.

A

monthly

blotter distributed to the

and schools with your
program and other copy if used regularly each month will soon get to be a
welcome and looked for piece of adveroffice buildings

tising.

Safety matches with paper covers do
not cost much when purchased in large
quantities and you can furnish them to
all the cigar stores, drug stores, hotels,
restaurants, pool rooms, etc., wherever
men are likely to ask for a match. Keep
the places supplied regularly, for it's
the continual plugging of these little
stunts that counts.
After a man has
received a book of matches at all his
favorite cigar places with your ad on it
he will soon begin to think that you are
a pretty decent fellow, for you always
supply him with matches.
Small scratch pads to place beside
phones with your ad on each pad are
always effective because they are always there when some one is in need,
of a piece of paper for memoranda.

be easily

recognized.
Feature all substantial
charity drives in the same manner.
Keep out of politics, however, but be

Keep out

of politics,

but show election returns.

your house is too small to keep them
on the pay roll regularly engage them
on a part time basis, at a nominal fee.
Do the same with a good publicity man
who can get stuff into the papers. They
are worth whatever you can afford to
pay them.

The home

office

publicity

depart-

ments of the producing concerns

up nights
you can use to

sitting

out stunts
exploit pictures, and
it is vitally essential that you have men
ready at a moment's notice that execute
that

Every

theatre should have a
dresser and card writer on

good
its

window

staff.

-

a' e

figuring

Engage a good
stuff

publicity man who
into the newspapers.

can

get

Be Infrequent

Exploitation Should
And Then Should Be

Carefully Selected as to Quality and Type, Says

Joseph Quittner
last issue Joseph Quittner of
State Theatre of Middletown,
N. Y., discussed the problems of
the exhibitor in the small town. Among
the points touched upon were the
likes of the townspeople in a picture
way, good will building, creating employe morale, and advertising.
Today Mr. Quittner touches on exploitation and ballyhooing, on contests,
and the buying of film from a sales-

our

INthe

man.
"Exploitation usually is successful
when competitive interest is aroused,"
said the Middletown man continuing
his talk.

"The spending of a great deal of
money in lobby displays in a small town
which has no great amount of traffic
passing the door

is

really a

proves profitable to create atmosphere
in the interior of the theatre if it be of
the quality

which applies

to

the par-

ticular picture.

"You should go very
ploitation

light

and ballyhooing

on ex-

in soliciting

the patronage of certain classes of persons.
"It

may

be out of place for

me now

an example of exploitation,
one in which I approach a so-called
amateur week, not entirely with pictures but
run in conjunction with
to quote

them.

I did on one occasion take
on in a town of 18,000 persons an
amateur week.
"We put on thirty-five amateur acts.
According to the newspaper reports and
my observations on the final night
twenty-five minutes after the house was
opened, the aisles were jammed and the
police had difficulty in clearing them.

teur night

Admissions Equal Population

"The newspapers
away 2500 persons.
town of the

size of

we turned
To do that in a

said

ours

is,

I

think you

will agree, quite unusual.

"Next week I am running a dancing
There is nothing unusual in
what I am telling you in the way of
contests except that instead of an amacontest.

waste of

money.

"How was

that

done?

winner slated to compete

of exploitation on too
many occasions is boring and produces
It should be infrequent,
no results.
and then carefully selected as to its
quality and type.
"To give a concrete illustration there
are certain pictures that admit of exploitation in the particular localities in
which they are shown. If the exhibi-

"The form

By

unusual

co-operation
with
the
newspapers, accentuating the natural
interest of the townspeople by cultivating the competitive spirit, so that
each night's proceedings produced a
exploitation,

in the finals.

"Many
We know

persons came every
night.
this must be a fact because
in that town of 18,000 we recorded
18,000 admissions for the week. This
was done by writing to the newspapers
and giving their readers something that
appealed to the imagination.
"So next week in conjunction with
the county fair I am having a dancing

is keen enough to determine this
then those are the pictures he must ex-

tor

whole six days.
exhibitors are skeptical about
running a dancing contest for more
than one night. On the other hand, I
am running a series of articles in the
newspapers, starting today, one week in
advance of the opening, treating of the
development of the dance.
contest, lasting the

"Many

ploit.

Ballyhooing and

Traffic

"Street ballyhooing, it seems to me,
very limited in its advantages, for the
reason that the number of persons on

is

is limited in a town like ours.
productive of very little result and
does not justify the money that could
be spent creating atmosphere by lobby
decorations, etc., which also may be a
waste of money if the traffic passing
the door be small in volume.
"On the other hand, x it sometimes

the street
It is

Putting on Week's Contest

DETAIL OF BOX

"It is my intention to print something interesting and also out of the
usual.
I first declare in advertising
that it is my desire to f osier the beauand the music
tiful art of dancing
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Then I anwhich accompanies it.
nounce it is my intention to determine
by competition who during the week is
the champion dancer of the counties.
"In order to make my articles interthe
esting I have prepared copy on
dances of the savages, showing how it
was inherent in human nature to dance.
Then I trace the development through
the various folk dances down to the
colonial and up to the modern.

Buying a Distinct Art
"There will be a distinct type of
As an illusdances for each night.
tration on the second night, I am staging farmers' dances and in this I will
have the co-operation of the Dairymen's League."
"I keep my eyes on the newspapers
and on the gossip."
Mr. Quittner turned to the purchase
of pictures, which he declared is an
The hit or miss
art within itself.
policy, he added, is a very poor one
Exhibitors, he said, seem to
indeed.
take great pride in qualifying as wonderful showmen.
"To be of a boastful nature is said
sometimes to be one of the attributes
of the show business," Mr. Quittner
went on. "I wish to impress one cardinal point that in my opinion every exhibitor should observe.

It

more

cheaply.

That

"But he

is in business and is ena hearing, and you should
make the opportunity for him. And
also remember he knows his business.
But you, too, know your business.
"That being the case never talk to
him on his business. Always talk to
him on your business.
"Every Monday morning a salesman
is taken by his manager and given a
line of talk with which to present his

titled

to

He is filled with enthusiasm
and with a lot of praise for his product and organization which you cannot combat because your best information is merely rumor.
"That salesman only has to consider
his pictures while you have to consider
picture.

the pictures of

Getting the

all

companies.

Jump on Salesman

"I wish to impress this point: Never
talk to the salesman about the merits
of his picture. Always agree with him
that his picture is good.
"But when you talk on prices talk
on the whole picture situation. With
that you are familiar and the sales-

man

is

not.

"This immediately gives you com-

on you

mand of the situation, stops the salesman from talking about picture prices,
and brings these down to your level.

him with courtesy and attention.
not mean that you are going to

"Also, if you can, consider the selling policy of each producing organiza-

"When your
treat

get a picture any
is not the idea.

salesman

calls

may

\

rrc

The men

tion or exchange.

season the selling policy is* fixed. They
determine the methods by which the
pictures are going to be sold and also
the manner in which the salesman
should approach the individual exhibitor.

Know What

Don't do it after.
"Don't let the enthusiasm of the
salesman sway you for the time being
and then afterward go into the exchange and ask for adjustments.
"No man has a right to ask for adjustments on the basis that the picture
didn't turn out as he believed it would
when he signed the contract.
"He should know what he is buying.
If he doesn't and buys a cat in the
bag he assumes the hesponsibility.
"Superlatives should never influence
tract.

—

him.

"Let your salesman talk and talk to
you as to what he has, but let the price
adjust itself to your own peculiar situation."

.•.a.iojti

—tlkt
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Buying

ifou're

"If you know the selling policy of
the salesman, if you have some ideas
of it either from the trade papers or
the actions of the salesman as compared with what was done the preceding year, you are then prepared to meet
him and have a decided advantage.
"Never barter with the salesman. Do
your thinking before you sign a con-
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head of these companies know their
business, and at the beginning of each
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EDITORIAL
s<

AT

Sight and Seen

HPHE

99

a recent meeting of exhibitors in New York two
were uppermost in the minds of those attending.
One of these was the question of contracting
topics

to play a picture before seeing

it.

intimated by one of the members attending the
meeting the unexpected has happened.

As was

The Famous Players-Lasky forces have put the old order
behind them and are starting out on a new deal.
The

indicates

action

that

is

it

The term independent will lose much of its significance, the main difference in an open market being that
the advantage will continue to lie as a general rule with
the organization of large resources as contrasted with a
younger company that has yet to build its structure.

The

indicates

confidence on the part of the executives of the company that its
product is going to stand the test
of pre-review before contracting to
buy on the part of the exhibitor.

Also very

likely

means, the

it

that in ex-

tending to the buyer an opportunity
to see his goods before he engages
to purchase them, they are going to
obtain in added rentals sums sufficient to offset the increased overhead involved in the marketing of
each picture.

For

stands to reason it costs
a great deal more in the aggregate
sell
pictures singly than in
to
groups.
it

It costs

more to exploit each picnumber of key cities be-

ture in a
fore that production has been disposed of in the territory, than it
does when the market already has

absorbed

it.

The company makes a sound appeal to reason when it declares that
present day demand for better pictures has resulted in a better grade
of productions

at a

life is

shifts

We

believe it is up to us to pass
the news, business information
and good exploitation ideas and real
reviews on the best pictures to buy,
as well as other information that

comes our way, to our readers, in any
form or fashion, according to the
way the spirit moves us and according to the space we have available.

We believe the EXHIBITORS
TRADE REVIEW has every other
business paper for the motion picture
exhibitor, producer and distributor,
beat a mile and then some.

We

believe in fair play and that

good word goes twice
talse or an unkind one.
a

as far as a

We believe the EXHIBITORS
TRADE REVIEW is the huskiest and
most vigorously promising business
paper for the motion picture industry
that ever happened, and that it is
going to

happy

Welcome Home
an
REALLY
motion

life.

the action
It

is

is

We

believe
on the side of real benefit to the industry.

difficult

to

forecast the ultimate results, but that

they will be far-reaching

That the step

will

is

certain.

be followed by other companies

is

almost as sure.

When

the industry will be on a footing of greater
stability than ever before in its short history.
it

is

interesting
picture

No won-

der many men who once having
been a part of it, in station humble
or elevated, are never quite contented until again they are in it

and of

it.

We

don't have to mention the
name of the genial Chicago philosopher, the student and the man
of the world who was one of the
first to find in the screen a most
satisfying outlet for his boundless
activities, to identify him to the
men of the trade at large.

Of course, Mr. Kleine never has
been apart from the film business
except in a comparative way.

That the man who was so successful in other days and in periods
not so remote at that should decide again to enter the ranks of
motion picture executives is cause
for congratulation.
Exhibitors Trade Review joins with others in extending its cordial greetings to Mr. Kleine on again taking up
the reins.

On

producer."
table.

is

lead a long,
hilariously prosperous

"If that greater value is demonstrated higher production
costs are justified and must reap their just reward for the

on the

it

business, this
industry, isn't it?

continue to

and

higher cost.

laid its cards

many

the best of evidence that these
of position or of general
business policy are on the side of
sanity and make for substantial
progress.

jam

was
meant to be enjoyed, and that it is
up to us to help others enjoy it.

"P>ut whether the pictures are
truly better can only be proved
through the box office," continues the official statement.
And for those pictures that are so proved there is unquestionably a higher box office value.

The company has

witnesses

is

E believe that
chock
W/
* * full of good things, and

all

same executives believe

industry

sudden and radical changes in
methods of operation.
That it
survives them and grows healthier

OUR CREED

in force.

The promise

—

equal opportunity.

promise-

a

as well as an acquiescence in an
exhibitor call for a change that has

been growing

market for once will be wide open, where the best
reap the rewards of his skill and a good picture will have even a better chance than it always did
have in other words, it will have practically a full and

man may

the July
of

INBoard

list

Footing

of selected pictures issued by the National

Review there appear eighteen subjects of six
reels or more in length, with four or five reels. Eleven
productions are in six reels, five in seven, one in eight and
one in eleven. This means that out of twenty-two subjects
fifteen or 68 per cent are listed at not more than six reels.

Of

the latter department the average length probably will
run near to 5500 feet. Which would seem to indicate the
footage given to pictures is not unduly great, after all.

:

:
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something in this golt stuff, after
thousands of others we have derided and
as far as we have dared ridiculed those "nuts" of all
ages and conditions of decrepitude who have extolled then-

SAY,
all.

own

fellows, there's

Among

pounding a pill.
This is just to say even if never again do we hold a club
over anything as small and as elusive as a golf ball we shall
feel a certain amount of large charity for these gabby inskill in

dividuals who talk in a patter that hereafter will be not quite
so unintelligible and boresome as it was before we tried our
hand, our unskilled hand we hasten to add, on eighteen holes
on each of two consecutive days.
Already we have dark designs on the chief cup in that
coming tournament of Danny's. Nothing but a high regard
for the hitherto unblemished golf reputation of some of the
gang will keep us off of that course.

ANDERSON has got away a good
CARL
new enterprise, the Anderson Pictures
to

start

on his

Corporation. It
is now announced the concern will be ready for business in
thirty-three branches early in September.
Mr. Anderson begins operations with eighteen productions lined up, and they will be presented for exhibitor consideration "sight and seen," as the expression of the
younger male generation has been transposed by film men
to meet the exigencies of a controversy.
The slogan of the new company is an attention compelling one, a thought that will strike a response in the exhibitor

"We shall sell good pictures at fair prices and depend on
our widespread distribution to provide the large gross."
word
RAN
good enough
into a

the other day on the links that sounded

to be converted to the film vocabulary

Divot.

not necessary to explain with too great particularity
it fell into our ken, but we thought it would replace with effectiveness the rather common "flivver" thing
almost invariably employed when a picture does not regIt is

how

ister.

Our

rather confused and somewhat mortified understanding or significance of the term is that it represents aiming
at a specified object and not only missing the target but
tearing up the grass.
Producers have been known to do

something

W/

like that.

HEN

we' heard that by reason of the departure of
C. L. Yearsley from his old position of First Na-

manager, his former associate, Robert
("Bob") Dexter, had been elevated to the top of the department we went gunning for a picture that looked like
tional's advertising

the successor of "Bill."
Not finding one in the "morgue" we instituted inquiry
in the neighborhood of the office of this silent advertising
man, but up to date we have been unsuccessful in securing
a likeness.

We'll get him yet, even if we have to drag out the ancient
reticent advertising man immediately becomes a
matter of large news and a challenge to combat.

Kodak.

A

SIDNEY OLCOTT receiving the congratulations of
his friends on the establishing of a unique record. Two
super-specials — and that may be said without straining the
is

term

— landed on

in the life of

A

WRONG

line in

made

Joe Ouittner's storv

in last

week's

Middletown exhibitor say something
other than his intended. "As a matter of fact the tendency
of the time is toward pictures of action and less toward
those requiring explanation by titles."
issue

the

Broadway within

a fortnight

is

something

any director.

Old New York" and "The Green
theme and treatment, but as some
arises to remark they are complete

It is a fact that "Little

Goddess" are far apart
one with perfect truth

in

evidence of Sid's versatility.

They
border

are- both

away within

line of "bigger

and

that

somewhat

intangible

better."

Board
THE
Morals

of Temperance, Prohibition and Public
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, largely
credited with responsibility for the enactment of the prohibition amendment, has again declared itself.
Among several other departments of recreation enjoyed
by normal humans which are lambasted by the board
is

that of the

motion picture.

the board does say about the fillums is somethin'
For instance: "While our daughters are shown
fierce.
how to smoke, drink, deceive and play the harlot something
ask us?
should be done, should it not?"

What

Why

has brought a comforting thought
CONWAY TEARLE
complain of the large salary paid screen
to those

who

the statement that no matter how great
larger
the actor acting for motion pictures he is not worth a
salary than $500 a week.
The player goes on to say the idea that this or that
player receives a tremendous monetary remuneration for

He makes

actors.

mind

just

:

He does concede and maintain
drawing power warrants a full share of the profits
of a photoplay, however.
So Mr. Tearle really makes his point in defense of the

his or her "art" is silly.

that real

present sizable salaries.

WE

have received a very attractive card setting forth
"Mr. A. H. Blank requests the honor of your
presence at the opening of his new Des Moines Theatre,
The Capitol, Saturday evening, August 25, 1923."
Very sorry, but we have just got to stick around home
and see the new baby safely in bed— and we have hopes at
this not remote distance that the approaching issue is going
to be some baby at that.
We'd like to sit in on the birth of Mr. Blank's baby too.
that

We

know

We

recall that occasion
he's a regular fellow.
when the boss of the latest Capitol wired

in Atlantic City

a friend to reserve for him a good room.
The result was a suite at an expense of

joker with impatience waited for the yell
when he arrived. All he heard was

"You're a brick.

ERNEST

It

couldn't be finer

$85 a day. The

from the victim

!"

TORRENCE,

the man who recently has
tasted quite a bit of the sweets of fortune is fortyThe Scotchman specialized in the piano
five years old.
at Stuttgart and in London at the Royal Academy studied

From 1903 until 191 1 he played romantic
voice culture.
lover parts in England and then he came to America for
work in musical corned}'. On the screen it was "The
Covered Wagon" that securely put the tall chap on the
motion picture map.
BLAIS.
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Dorothy Mackail, TemJames Rennie, Roger Lytton, Bebe
plar Powell,

in

Wood's latest
Paramount effort, "His
Children's

Daniels,

Left to right, standing:

Monte Katterjohn,
adapted the story,

Wood,

the

John

Warner

Crute,

who

Sedley,

;

Mr.

director,

Davidson,

Henry

Beth Merrill, Lawrence
D'Orsay, Mary Eaton
and Joe Burke seated
Hale Hamilton, Dora
Mills
Edwin
Adams,
Mills, George Fawcett,
Helen
Rowland
and
Regina Quinn.

Children."

Sally

Oland,

.Around about Hollywood
rumored that Kudolph Valentino
be loaned to Goldwyn by J. D.
Williams to play "Ben Hur" and that
June Mathis, Goldwyn editorial chief, will
take a director and cameraman to Europe,
engage a cast there and supervise producis

IT

will

tion.

Blanche Sweet, after a long study and experimentation with make-up, is at her worst
so far as appearance is concerned for the
character of Anna Christie. She is giving
an earnest performance of the role.

Arthur

Edmund Carewe, whose

Svengali
in "Trilby" is creating a sensation, has
been engaged to play in Norma Talmadge's
"Dust of Desire."

One more film of studio life! Universal
making it with Hoot Gibson, Billie Dove,
James Neill and William E. Lawrence.
The picture will be known as "The Extra
Man.

is

'

Engaged

to portray the character of Jasin the presentation of "The Bad
at the Majestic Theatre, Broderiek
O'Farrell decided to stay in Hollywood.

per

Hardy

Man"

is back from New York
having state righted his feature
"Broken Hearts of Broadway" without the
aid of a middleman.
He will shortly start

Irving Cummings

after

production on a second big feature for the
open market.
Charles "Buck" Jones is starting a new
production, as yet untitled, at the Fox Studios, after having enjoyed a ten-day vacation at Catalina Island.

Mrs. Leslie Carter met with an accident
on board the yacht of Charley Bay that
laid her up for several days.
She was
able to be out at the showing of Mae

Murray's

"The

Writers this week.

French

Doll"

Mrs. Carter

at
is

The

shortly

to return east for a stage production.

Priscilla Dean is considering two or three
offers for a new contract.
Her old one

with Universal will end at the completion
of

"The Storm Daughter."

Jacqueline Logan, Percy Marmont, Sigrid
Holmquist and David Torrance are to have
principal roles in "The Light That Failed."
The producers are going to put a little
jazz in Kipling with spectacular scenes

along the Nile in which British troops and
Bedouin horsemen will take part.

gins was formerly director and co-director
for Cecil De Mil'le.

Marangella has arrived from the
and taken charge of Warner Brothers

The Sunbeam Theatre on Compton Avenue was destroyed by fire during a perform-

Careful
west coast publicity department.
search of the communities by the young
man has failed to reveal any bright lights,

ance.
The operator and several persons
were injured.

Louis
east

it is

Circle ' is the working
of the initial Ernest Lubitsch producFlorence Vidor,
tion for Warner Brothers.
Marie Provost, Warner Baxter, Adolphe
Menjou and Creighton Hale head the east.
'

'

reported.

The Marriage

'

title

George

Gould,

managing ediNews, is looking
Mae Murray and

formerly

tor of Motion Picture
after the interests of

other stars.

showing of the "Secrets of
Life," the insect films made by Principal
Pictures, took place at the Ambassador
Hotel and was approved by the private audience.

The

first

Tom Moore has been signed as one of
the principals in "Big Brother," the Sam
Wood picture to be made in the east following the completion of "His Children's
Children."
English screen actors have organized here
the British Cinema Club headed by George
K. Arthur and have opened a clubhoust.
Charles Chaplin is Honorable Host in Perpetuity.

Hedda Hopper, Helene Chadwiek and
Carmel Myers will play the three wives of
Lew Cody in Rupert Hughes' "Law
Against Law," now being made by Goldwyn.

A new
lar

policy for

Grauman

's

Million Dol-

Theatre was announced this week,

call-

ing for two performances a day instead of
continuous. All seats will be reserved and
the sale will be two weeks in advance.

That Marie Provost has been secretly
married for five years was revealed this
week when H. C. Gercke filed a divorce suit
against the star. Miss Provost and Gercke
are alleged to have been married when the
star was a Sennett bathing girl.

Two

players are seriously ill, Eddie Polo
Polo is reported in a
and Francis Ford.
critical condition in Mexico City, and Ford
is down with tropical fever in Los Angeles.

Sada Cowan and Howard Higgins have
formed a writing team to collaborate on
originals and adaptations. Miss Cowan has
been five years with Lasky and Mr. Hig-

King Baggott and Baymond Schrock
have just completed the script of "Custody of the Child," in which Mr. Baggott
will again direct Baby Peggy.
Bennie Zeidman, who is to make "The
Peek's Bad Boy" series for Sol Lesser, has
engaged Eddie Cline to direct the first
comedy, titled for the time "The Good

Bad Boy."
It looks as though Mary Miles Minter
would soon be back either on the screen
or stage. Miss Minter stated she has offers
from three motion picture producers, a
New York theatrical manager and a vaude-

agent.

ville

Contracts were signed this week between
West Coast Theatres and Mack Sennett,
whereby the new series of Sennett comedies will be released through the Goldwyn Gates exchanges. The first "Nip and

Tuck" will have its first
Loew's State, Los Angeles.

showing

at

John Zanft, who handles the Fox chain
of theatres, is in Los Angeles looking over
the Los Angeles theatrical situation. Zanft
really is here to open the Fox Oakland
house August 25, but his presence led to
the report that a Fox house in Los Angeles
is a possibility.
is

She
Another child is to be advanced.
Muriel Frances Dana and will head her

own

productions.
posts now illuminate
concrete roads at United.

Ornamental lamp
the

new

Charlotte Morgan has just finished with
George Larkin in "Mysterious Goods" and
has been re-engaged for another production.
Bill

Franey has been added

of Joe Rock's latest comedy.

to the cast
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GANG!

NIBLO'S

WHAM! SLAM!
From
there

looks

the

of

things

seems to be plenty

they look fero-

In make-up,
of

new Metro fea"The Eagle's Feather."
Kirkwood is featured.

cious

but.

in

reality

and

action in the

Metro

unit

ture.

made

"Strangers of
Night."

Jas.

they're

just romantic. It is the entire

cast

which

the

—
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Highlights in the
GREEN GODDESS' PLAYING
TO GOOD BUSINESS
Since Opening Night the Production

Has Enjoyed Crowded Houses
"The Green Goddess"

has taken the pubOpening on Tuesday night, August 14, crowded houses have
been the rule since at the Sam H. Harris
Theatre in West 42nd street.
Distinctive Pictures Corporation, which
produced this feature with George Arliss
as the star, has given the much talked of
'photodrama a splendid presentation which
is winning the admiration of the crowds.
Joseph C. Breil's overture and accompanying music have received marked approval.
The prologue to the picture consists of
a single dance by Olive Ann Alcorn, known
throughout the country for her original
conceptions of interpretative dances. Miss
temple devotional
Alcorn presents a
a dance which fits beautifully into the
mood of the later temple scenes in the
Miss Alcorn and Clark
photoplay itself.
Robinson, art director for Distinctive, designed the set for the dance which starts
and finishes on a dark stage.
During
the rest of the time Miss Alcorn dances
with either an amber spot on her head and
shoulders or in the rays of a single overhead
spot with steel blue color effect.

fancy in

lie

New

York.

'

'

'

'

Anderson

Company
in

to

Start

News

on the lookout for a man representing himbe Edward M. Whaley, a representative of the Rocky Mountain Scenic Studios of Denver, Colo., a concern which does

RECORD ATTENDANCE FOR
WHALING PICTURE

not exist, Whaley having sold much advertising for the screen in Kansas, which,
of
course, never will be delivered.

One Hundred Thousand Paid

self to

Rothacker in Paris
Waterson R. Rothacker sends post cards
that he is in Paris.
He and Charles
E. Pain, Sr., chairman of the board of
directors of the Selznick Distributing organization and attorney for the Rothacker enterprises, are making the trip together.
They will return on the Majestic sailino-

August

22.

John Obrt Resigns
John B. Ohrt, for three years an important executive in the home office of the
Universal Pictures Corporation, has resigned in order to establish an accounting

and

efficiency

bureau under his own name.

to

"Down

to the Sea in Ships," the Hodspecial produced by the Whaling
Film Corporation, has surpassed all expectations during its four week run at
Balaban & Katz's Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, 111., according to the reports re
ceived at the Home Office. Over one hun-

kinson

dred thousand Chicago motion picture fans
have paid admissions to see this story of
the almost forgotten whaling industry.

The audience appeal of this feature was
evidenced by the three months run to capacity audiences at the Cameo Theatre New
York.
The showing in Chicago was preceded
by an intensive advertising and publicity
campaign.

Early

September

Definite announcement was made yesterday by Carl Anderson, president of the
Anderson Pictures Corporation, at its offices,
723 Seventh avenue, that an arrangement
had been reached whereby the product and
salesmen of the Anderson Company would
be in the thirty-three branch offices of
F. B. O. early in September.
This is a definite step toward the much
discussed centralizing of distribution, an

economic necessity toward which,
Anderson 's opinion, the industry
evitably moving.

in
is

Mr.
in-

Eighteen feature productions are to be

marketed by intensive selling, rapid and
widespread distribution and each of the
eighteen

pictures

will be individually exAdditional pictures which pass
requirements of exploitation possibiland entertainment excellence will also

ploited.

the
ities

be handled and announcement of the producers and the subjects will be made in one
season.

"A

certified accounting on each picture
goes automatically to the producer, and a
general 'cards on the table' policy will obtain," said Mr. Anderson.

The Zora Realty Company has leased for
term of years the entire fourth floor of
723 Seventh avenue to Anderson Pictures
Corporation. It is expected the offices will
be ready for occupancy August 30th.
a

Tax Reports Soon Due

—

Exhibitors

Warned Against Faker

A warning has been sent out by C. E.
Cook, business manager of the M. P. T. 0.
Kansas, urging all exhibitors to use precaution in entering ticket sales and government
tax in their books. The time is near when
a check will be made by the government
and exhibitors who have been lax on the
job may experience some trouble
Another warning also has" "be"en" sent over
the State of Kansas for exhibitors to
be

A DISTINCTIVE

w^kV^V,
^.
ueor

tTiUmph '"

Arllss

th *

* h<
;

New York

criti

«

ACHIEVEMENT
universally acclaim

the

remarkable portrayal of the

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan feature special, -The Green Goddess,"
presented bv
It also marks a triumphant return to
the screen for Alice Joyce.

D.st.nct.ve P.ctures Corporation.

See

Chicago Showing

'
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RUPERT HUGHES RETURNS
TO STUDIO
Von Stroheim Mayor
Other Goldwyn

of Skiddoo
Activities

and

Director Rupert Hughes has returned
with the principal members of his company

Goldwyn

to the

studios after a

week

where a number of scenes in his new pro-

Law,

'
'

tentatively called

were

"Law

Against

filmed.

Director Erich von Stroheim encountered
on his first appearance in Death Valley,
where the climax of "Greed," takes place
the first rain which that bone-dry section
of the country has had in seventeen years.
The company has occupied the deserted
of Skiddoo and von Stroheim was
unanimously elected -Mayor.

town

Victor Seastroni wili make another location trip to San Francisco next week
with several of the members of the east
of "The Judge and the Woman,'' his first

Goldwyn

in the scheduled three weeks.

Alan Crosland

picture.

Director King Vidor reports that he lost
half a day filming "Wild Oranges" in the
swamps not far from Savannah, Ga., due
His
to an injury to Ford Sterling's foot.
schedule was upset but he still expects to

is

Truart Closes Foreign Sale
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and genmanager of Truart Film Corporation
consummated a sale with Max Glueksman
for "The Empty Cradle" featuring Mary
Alden and Harry Morey, adapted from
Leota Morgan's novel "Cheating Wives"
and the first Elaine Hammerstein producThe latter was diBroadway Gold.
tion
rected by Edward Dillon from the story by
The deal covered
W. Carey Wonderly.
the territory of Argentine and Chili.
eral

'

'

'

'

Publicity

and

Advertising

Director

Louis O. Macloon, director of publicity
for Cosmopolitan Corporation, will hereafter also handle all advertising for Cosmopolitan pictures and the new Cosmopolitan

Theatre on Columbus Circle.

As Director

of Publicity and Advertising, Macloon will
be assisted by John E. Melnerney and Sue

McNamara.

TO HANDLE MISSION
PRODUCTIONS

C. B. C.

making rapid progress

on "Three Weeks."
Emmett Flynn is putting the final editing
and titling touches to "In the Palace of
the King" and Tod Browning is nearing
the end of his work on "The Day of Faith."

or ten

days spent in Yellowstone National Park
duction,

have the location "shots" completed with-

•

First

'The

Release,

Barefoot

Boy'

Ready This Month
Announcement comes
C. B.

this

week that the

Film Sales Corporation has been
by Mission Film Company to

C.

selected

handle the distribution of its all-star feature special "The Barefoot Boy." C. B. C.
will also distribute three more Mission
specials, on which work is to be begun at
once.

"The Barefoot Boy," suggested by John
Greanleaf Whittier's immortal poem of that
name, has a real all-star cast, every name
in the lineup having audience and boxoffice value.
Featured are John Bowers,
Marjorie Daw, Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall, Otis Harlan, Virginia True Boardman, Eaymond Hatton, Harry Todd, and
those two well known child players, Frankie
Lee and Gertie Messinger.
David Kirkland, who directed Constance
Talmadge in
The Virtuous Vamp,
"Temperamental Wife," "In Search of a
Sinner," "The Love Expert," is the director of the "The Barefoot Boy."
Since the recent completion of this big
feature, there has been much speculation
'

'

'

to

as

medium that
Company would select

distributing

the

Mission

Film

the
for

and its subsequent productions.
The Mission Film Company was formed
with the purpose of making "pictures with
that is, pictures which should
a mission
not be propaganda in any way, but which
this

I

'

'

—

should be all-star feature productions of
the highest calibre, clean and wholesome
throughout.
It is the belief of Leon Eice, president
of the organization, that pictures can be
box-office pictures, and still keep absolutely
clean of any hint of salaciousness or suggestiveness.
The wisdom of this belief is
attested to by those who have witnessed
The Barefoot Boy, ' in preview showing.
While suggested by Whitter 's great poem,
"The Barefoot Boy" is not a juvenile picture.
Mr. Bice, together with Mr. Kirkwood, the director, themselves brought the
feature to New York, and after carefullv
going over the distributing situations, selected C. B. C. for their market.
Joe Brandt, who has long had the belief
that salaciousness was not necessary to a
box-office success, and whose organization 's
big feature output has been proof of that
belief and its wisdom, was highly enthusiastic over the opportunity to handle this
feature, and expressed his belief that it is
one of the biggest pictures he has ever
seen and that it will be an overwhelming
success from every angle.
'

'

'

Arthur

Kane,

S.

Jr.,

Joins

Staff

of

Associated Exhibitors
Arthur S. Kane, Jr., has launched upon a
career in the motion picture industry, joining the advertising and publicity staff of
Mr. Kane was
Associated Exhibitors.
graduated last June from Yale University
where he specialized in English.
Mr. Kane was born in Kansas City, and
as
a boy called each of many cities

"home"

as his father,

earlier in his dis-

various posts in
his ambition eventually to
become identified with the producing end
of pictures.

tinguished

pictures.

career

It

filled

is

Canter and Brown Join

Mammoth

A. Canter, who until recently was sales
manager of the Associated Photoplays, has
been appointed assistant to general man-

ager Victor B. Fisher of the Mammoth PicAnother appointment
tures Corporation.
was that of Southard Brown to head the
advertising and publicity department of
the newly formed organization.

"
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"OH, BRING BACK"

COLEEN AND ALICE

Oh, what a pal was Sunnybrook!
Earle Williams and Pat O'Malley
seem to be thoroughly enjoying this scene from the Reginald Barkei
production, "The Man Thou Gavest Me."
Louis B. Mayer presents it

We

wonder who Coleen Moore and Alice Lake are "framing" on in this
scene from Irving Cummings' "Broken Hearts of Broadway." Probably
"just a couple of good girls," in the story "trying to get along."

via Metro.

EDUCATIONAL DELEGATES
PREVIEW PICTURE
Producer

Congratulated by Director
of Visual Instruction
Nearly 200 delegates from the annual
Is

convention of the National Education Association passed through Los Angeles on their
way home from San Francisco and were
extended the courtesies of some of the motion picture studios.
One of the productions in which the delegates took interest was Charles Eay's pieturization
of Longfellow's poem, "The
Courtship of Myles Standish."
Through
the influence of some of the teaching staff
of the Los Angeles public school system
the delegates were given a preview of
many important shots in this historical

ships were worked on exhibitors adjacent
to the anticipated location of the new
houses. A combination motion picture theatre and ten-story hotel at Fortieth and
Main streets was among the proposed proWith their goal increased valuation
jects.
of property reached, the real estate companies then calmly announced that "plans
for the theatres had fallen through."

—

Auerbach Announces Sales
Louis Auerbach of the Export and Import

Film

sales

on

New

director of visual instruction,
York
City, sent the following letter to the pro-

Company,

Inc. announces two
Jungle Goddess," the fifteen
episode animal serial, and "The Curse of

"The

Drink."
The Standard Film Company
Brothers)

(Weiland

Pittsburgh purchased the
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
of

irights to these films.

photoplay.

The showing was attended with much enthusiasm because of the growing interest in
visual education, which received large attention at the San Francisco convention
and the need of films with both entertainment and instructional values. After witnessing the preview, Ernest L. Crandall,

—

Marr Recovers From

Illness

Alan D. Marr, assistant general sales
manager of Associated Exhibitors, is back
at his desk after suffering from a severe
attack of pleurisy.

bed

Mr.

Marr was

home

in

eon-

Elmhurst, L.
I., for ten
days, after which he spent a
week at Ocean Beach, Fire Island, recufined to his

at his

perating.

ducer:

"Permit me to acknowledge with sincere thanks your courtesy in giving me the
opportunity to preview your forthcoming
picture, 'The Courtship of Myles Standish,"
and to investigate the conditions under

Oe

—

It is just this

Beaches and Lakes
Production has shown a marked stimulus
With practically
at Universal City lately.
all of the stages crowded with big sets for
pictures now in the course of filming, five
of the most important companies on the lot
have packed up their kits and gone away
on location.
Priscilla Dean, star of the Universal
Jewel productions, is busily engaged at
Laguna Beach, making a number of interesting exteriors under the direction of
George Archainbaud for her current production,

"The Storm Daughter."

Which

is

a drama of people who brave the unknown
terrors of the sea. Members of the cast are
Thomas Santschi, Bert Eoach, Cyril Chadwick, William B. Davidson, and J. Farrell

McDonald.
Santa Cruz Island has been selected by
director William Craft for his latest chapter of "The Beasts of Paradise," a thrilling serial starring William Desmond.
Jack Hoxie, is also away on location at
the present time at Lone Pine, California,
for location work on "The Moon Eiders,
directed by Bobert North Bradbury. Those
who have important parts include Willinin
Welsh, Elinor Fields, Fred Kohler and

"The

Steel

railroad

serial

Trail," Bill Duncan's big
now being produced under
personal direction of the popular star, is
Duncan and his
forging rapidly ahead.
company are now at South Fork, CaliforEdith Johnson and Harry Carter are
nia.
among the stock players who have
journeyed north with Mr. Duncan.
Edward Sedgwick has his company at
Chatsworth Lake, California, making a
number of exteriors for Hoot Gibson's

type of play that will

welcomed by the better class of patrons
plays that have both a literary and an

historical value, yet so constructed as to be
full of dramatic interest.
"The artistry and photography of your
production seem to me superb. It is clear
also that you have spared no pains to be
authentic to the last detail, in your historical representation. Best of all you have
not destroyed, but rather enriched and en-

latest starring vehicle, "The Extra Man,"
a five-reel feature production of studio life.
Other members of the company are Billie
Dove, the petit brunette who plays the feminine lead, James Neill and William E.

hanced the beautiful Longfellow legend.
"You are indeed to be congratulated."

Lawrence.

Film Industry Made 'Goat' for Real
Estate Ventures

Lay Plans

It developed this week that Kansas City
real estate companies have used exhibitors
as the "goat" in increasing the valuation

of property. Several weeks ago there came,
within a period of two weeks, announcements of live new suburban theatres that
were to be constructed, -nil at logical locations for theatres. Bents immediately were
boosted and in some cases genuine hard-

Five Companies on Location at Coast

Ealph McCullough.

which it was made.
"This is a most commendable undertaking.

PRODUCTION AT "U" CITY
AT FULL SPEED

IS
Here's Milton

HE OR

Sills

in

a

ISN'T HE?
new

role,

which

is

causing

exploitation controversy among the doctors and
lawyers. It is in connection with Universal's special,
The question is "Is one legally
"Legally Dead."

much

—

dead when hanged?"

for

Lasky Convention

Tentative arrangements for the international convention of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, to be held in Kansas
City next May, were made this week by
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribuMr. Kent
tion, who was in Kansas City.
predicted that the convention next May
would surpass by far any previous gathering held by Famous Players.
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Joe

Rock,

Star

|

[

Betty

Gallagher,

Lead.

Harry Edwards,

Dir.

Alf

Goulding,

Dir.

Mabel

Forrest, Lead.

'
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Supply

Demand

Is

Grand-Asher Policy

Segregation of Departments, Dominated by
dation of Organization

SAMUEL

were probably the

human

only

ance.

On

Their

Way Up The

Road!

EWARD

industry.

TD

Because these two men had both been
in the exhibiting and distributing business
for almost twenty years prior to their venture in producing, they felt that they were
well qualified to make and to judge the
type of picture, which would satisfy the
demands of public and exhibitor alike.
With a perfect knowledge of the field, they
were enabled to start on a sound foundation of manufacture, rather than upon
money, alone.

honest endeavor to supply exFortune decrees
hibitors' wants.
high favor for those who supply a
pressing demand.
The Grand-Asher organization
believes that opportunity beckons
with pointed finger toward more

Many

tive features.

Such a path cannot be very far
out of the way from the shortest

Features Ready

cut to success.
With a following in the distributing field that numbers a vast
majority of the full-faith, worth-

while

other,

Billie Ehodes, and others.
The first of
these feature productions, "Mine to Keep,"
starring Bryant Washburn and Mable Forrest, has just been released and is running
now in first run New York Theatres.
Two more features, "The Love Trap"

and "Other Men's Daughters," both with
Washburn and Forrest, are ready for release and the fourth, which will star Billie
Ehodes, was written by Adam Hull Shirk
and is called "Leave it to Gerry."
Meanwhile, Sid Smith, Monty Banks
and Joe Rock are working on a series of
twelve two-reel comedies which will, it is
believed, set an entirely new standard of
short subject production. .In these pictures
the finest of sets are being used and every
detail of production is being handled with
the greatest care.

Well

Known

an

follows

and better comedies and, incidentally toward less and more destinc-

The Grand-Asher Corporation how owns
the Grand Studio at 1438 Gower street, Los
Angeles and controls the output of anthe Berwilla Studio, also in Los
Angeles.
At the Grand Studio, which has
been equipped with one of the largest indoor stages in Hollywood, three units are
constantly at work producing short subjects, while at the Berwilla, Ben Wilson is
producing features for Grand-Asher starring Bryant
Washburn, Elliott Dexter,

usually

independents,

both

Grand and Harry Asher are

Sam

taining the right kind of publicity and advertising which assures successful distribution.

Harry Asher in the New York Office
supervises the plans of distribution and
gives the organization the benefit of the
tremendous amount of knowledge and experience he has acquired in his association
with the industry.
In this
the

office,

Edward M. James main-

legal department
which was established for consultation on
connected with the
all business matters
Here, also, is the east coast
company.
publicity department headed by F. Heath
Cobb and Mindret Loeb. From this office

Grand-Asher

<he entire country is supplied with stories
and copy designed to keep the public in-

formed of the movements of the company.

Consistent Policy Plan
Directors

Foun-

In every department of the organization
A conthe same policy may be noticed.
stant and apparently sincere attempt is
made to form a new and, perhaps, daring
ideal of motion picture production.
De-

interest is of paramount importThe grotesque, weird and awe-inspir-

is never allowed to intrude for it is
the belief of Ben Wilson and those who
are associated with him in the making of
the Grand-Asher features, that the audience
appreciates most what it can best understand that the ordinary layman cannot
enthuse over the experiences and sensations
of a deep-sea diver while he may become
deeply interested in the problems of a book

ing

clerk.

comedies, too, the same human
striven for. In the pictures the
comedians are not particularly funny looking.
Any one of them might easily be your
neighbor of a person whom you pass, unIt is what they do
noticed, on the street.
that 's laughable.
And because this is the
case it is essential that the short subjects
be built upon a definite story or plot rather
which often domthan upon the ' gags
inate the picture.

In the

interest

is

'

'

'

Careful Casting

liter-

equipped with a full gas tank
and a complete set of new tires.
Bon voyage!
ally

tains

Is

Hopes

GRAND

and Harry Asher
two men in
the world, who realized that the GrandAsher Corporation would be destined to become one of the largest and most influential producing firms in the motion picture
V.

s

Harmony Keynote,

same care and thought which is
being expended by Grand-Asher upon the
technical details of the manufacture of
their pictures is expended upon casting

The

In the comedies, particularly, althem.
most no actors new to the business are considered for a part. Each is carefully chosen
from the ranks of those who have shown
ability
their
laughter.

to

consistently

provoke

The leading woman for Sid Smith is
Others in this unit
Duane Thompson.
are Jack Henderson and Harry Cornelia.
With Monty Banks are Catherine Bennett
and Ena Gregory, his leading woman, Billy
Kelley and William Blaisdell. Joe Rock's
leading woman was Billie Rhodes until she
was chosen to play in feature productions,
exclusively. Betty Gallagher is now taking
place and Fatty Alexander is also
working with this unit.
The Art Department which is headed by
J. Morgan Goetz, formerly with Associated
Editors, has already shown a tendency to
create distinctive designs and handlings
which greatly facilitate the production of

,her

attractive advertising.

Well known directors have been chosen
to supervise their making.
Has Faith In
Charles Lamont
is directing Sid Smith; Herman Raymaker
Samuel V. Grand has said of the
and Harry Edwards on the Monty Banks
situation which confronts the Grand-Asher
unit and Arvid Gillorganization: "In all
strom and Reggie
my experiences in
Morris for Joe Rock.
the business world I
These short subhave never yet seen
Exhibitor Wants
Grand and Asher
jects are being made
a truly good and harwith
great
regard
monious organization
"DRINGING to bear upon the problems of production an experience gained in
for the original plot.
accomplish
fail
to
practically two decades of exhibiting and distribution Samuel V. Grand and
The story is never to
what was expected of
Harry Asher are peculiarly well equipped to sense what the exhibitor needs in the
be sacrificed to a lot
So I have created
it.
way of box office material.
of "gags."
Where
such a one. First: in
Fortifying these two leading Boston exchangemen-producers on the pictureof
stars
are
necesgags
acquiring
making side is Ben Wilson, who is heading the feature department.
sary, however, much
undoubted worth and
Mr. Wilson has been successful in the various departments of production, in
time
and
thought
acting ability; secfeatures' and in short subjects, including comedies and serials.
will be spent upon
ond: by getting such
Besides the expertly supervised longer subjects there are three comedy units
making them as perable men as Ben WilOld favorites head the'
each turning out twelve two-reelers for the company.
fect as possible.
son to direct and proS'd Smith,. Monty Banks and Joe Rock.
list here
Not only on the
duce my feature pic-

Harmony

;

Know

'

'

'

'

—

stages

new

the
standard of w o r kmanship in evidence. With Mr. Adam Hull
Shirk at the head of the scenario and
west coast publicity department, stories of
undoubted worth are almost sure to find
their way to the screen. And after the pictures are finished F. Heath Cobb, the director of exploitation and manager of the New
York Office, co-operates with Shirk in obis

tures;

parting from the common idea, often noticeable in feature pictures, of spending
tremendous sums of money on sets and
scenes which play but an unimportant part
in the story, they try to keep as far within
the bounds of the original script as possible.
In the choice of their stories is evidenced a desire to make pictures in which

third:

by

gathering together a
business force which will absolutely insure
successful selling.

'

With such an organization and

a policy

promotes rapid growth it appears
highly probable that the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation will soon become one
of the foremost in the business.

which
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"MINE TO KEEP" — Grand-Asher
The first Ben Wilson production for
Mabel Forrest. This feature has
is

now

appearing in

G.-A., starring Bryant Washburn and
just been booked by U. B. O. and

New

York's

first

run houses.
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KANSAS EXHIBITORS WILL
HOLD CONVENTION
Wichita

Chosen for Next Meeting,
September 24 and 25

At a meeting
of the M. P. T.

of the board of directors
O., Kansas, at the Hotel
Baltimore, Kansas City, Wednesday, the
date of the next semi-annual Kansas convention was set for Wichita, Kas., September 24 and 25, at the Hotel Broadview.
Pleasure will be combined with business
at the convention, $250 to be awarded at
the movie ball in conjunction with the
convention on the first night for the best
impersonations of movie stars. Then there
will be a more serious phase to the meeting.
State legislators and widely known
men of the Middle West will be invited to
is
attend.
It
reported from a reliable
source that a war will be declared on block
selling. The M. P. T. O. K. also disapproves
of booking combines and exhibitors will be
warned to investigate thoroughly all such

combines

before

becoming

affiliated

with

them.

On Sunday, September

23, the

executive
board will meet to dispose of much routine
business prior to the opening of the convention.
The free banquet, which proved
such a big success last year, will be duplicated again this year.
Incorporation papers, changing the name
of the Kansas body from the Kansas State
Exhibitors Association to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas, were received Thursday.
Members of the Kansas board attending
the meeting were: B. G. Liggett, Gauntier
Theatre,
Kansas City, Kas., president;
Harry McClure, Emporia, Kas.; G.
L.
Hooper, Topeka, Kas.; E. B. Biechele, Kansas City, Kas.; Fred Meyn, Kansas City,
Kas.; C. M. Smith, Kansas City, Kas., and
Samuel Handy, Kansas City, Mo., attorney
for the Kansas body.

Three of the series have thus far been completed and they constituted the program
They reveal in microat the Ambassador.
scopic perfection the life of the Bee, Spider
and Ant. They are not designed as classroom or scientifically dry subjects for nontheatrical exploitation, but are addressed
to the public in the confident belief that
they are intrinsic entertainment.

Theatre

Owners

Drive
Insurance Reduction
Start

on

A concentrated drive to effect nationwide
reductions in insurance premiums charged
to theatres, has been started by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
This movement received impetus at the
recent Atlantic City meeting of the na-

high

An
have

letter

is

Screen.
The story
contemporary Viennese

Classic of the

taken

from

a

play, presenting an intimate love conflict
in a continental setting of intrigue.
According to the first reports, there will
be but six leading characters in the production, but because of the out-of-the-ordinary characterizations, an all-star cast
has already been engaged for the filming
which will start shortly. Florence Vidor,

executive of Pittsbuigh.

Harry Sherman

Miller has undertaken the financing of
the newly formed company.
For the six
productions that are to be released capital
to the extent of $500,000 will be underwritten and an additional half million dollars is to be expended in the production
of additional product.
Miller's experience in the motion picture
industry dates back to the period when in
association with E. A. Eowiand and John
B. Clark he was one of the principal factors in the formation and financing of the
Metro Pictures Corp. He was one of the
original
stockholders in
the
Pittsburgh

Blyth, Director of Sales and Distribution
for Selznick Distributing Corporation, that
"Modern Matrimony" a five-reel comedy,
starring Owen Moore with Alice Lake in
support has been scheduled for release on
8th.

Paramount Exchange.

This comedy was

"A

Changes in Personnel

in the

Paramount Pittsburgh Exchange.

Five Reel Comedy from Selznick
Announcement comes from David E.

Lichtman, President of Preferred
Pictures, announced the following changes

became active

"Hunt" Miller, has at various times in his
picture activity been associated with and
interested in the Mutual Film Corp., the
Universal Sales Co., the Feature Film and
Calcium Light Co. a Pittsburgh exchange,
the Willat Studios, the Metro, and the

tinent fact was shown that theatres, as a
rule, constitute an infinitely better fire risk
than many other buildings in the community and yet the theatre rates are much
higher.

Al

first

motion picture industry about ten years
ago through his interest in a number of
northwest theatres and a film exchange.
H. B. Miller, more familiarly known as

It was pointed out that where such insurance processes were in vogue, actual
savings in premiums of from 25 to 47 per
The very percent had been effected.

made in the Selznick
studios under the working title of
Dollar Down." It was written and directed

of

Harry A. Sherman is at the head of the
newly formed Harry A. Sherman Productions Corp., which is being financed to the
extent of One Million Dollars to make a
series of feature productions which are
to be released through Vitagraph. Sherman,
will have associated with him in the venture H. B. Miller a pioneer motion picture

being paid by theatre
insurance date blank and
been forwarded to theatre

.

In giving a review of the present day
motion picture situation after having completed what is practically a survey of exhibitor conditions through the country, Mr.
Miller announced as follows:

"My

investigation rather surprised me as
to the extent that the Vitagraph Co. holds
the good will of the exhibitors of the

South Wabash Avenue.
Haskell M. Masters has been appointed

country.
They have not been splurging
with million dollar productions during the
last few years but have been delivering to
the exhibitor a product that has been consistent in its box office earning capacity.
After all that is what the exhibitor wants
and must to be assured of, a picture that
he can buy at a price that is right, that

Special Eepresentative.

will

in the sales personnel

of his organization:

Norman Sper has been appointed Manager of the Albany Exchange, replacing
Eobert Harris, resigned.
Paul Bush has been appointed Manager
of the Preferred Chicago Exchange at 808

make money

for him.
believe that this is the most opportune
time for an independent producer to enter
the field, providing of course that he can
make an affiliation with a substantial releasing organization such as Vitagraph.
Naturally there again is the provision that
the producers must have a definite line
on the wants of the exhibitor and not let
visions of high spending becloud his eyes
in making his productions.
"There is a cry at present that the industry is on the eve of an era of over production. I maintain there is never an over
production in the field of good pictures that
the exhibitor can buy at the right price.
I am aware that the next few months are
going to witness something of a sales war
in the industry, but at the end of the year
the conditions are going to be such that

"I

Marie Prevost, Creighton Hale, Warner
Baxter, Adolphe Menjou and Harry Myers
are the six chosen.
As for the story, which is being adapted
by Paul Bern under the general supervision
of Ernst Lubitsch, it is described as not
a pretentious screen play with unnecessary
lavishness the outstanding feature, but on
the contrary, as a delicate thrust and parry
type of dramatic creation with which the
Viennese playwrights have become identified.

Principal Pictures Has Two Premiers
in San Francisco

Two premiere presentations last week revealed the scope of the activities of Principal Pictures Corporation when, in San Francisco at the Warfield Theatre, Sol Lesser
presented "The Meanest Man in the
World," with Bert Lytell, Blanche Sweet
and Bryant Washburn in leading roles, and
in Los Angeles, at the theatre in the Ambassador Hotel, a preview offering of three
one-reel subjects from "Secrets of Life."
"The Meanest Man in the World," is
a film version of George M. Cohan 's stage
play; "The Secrets of Life" series is an
innovation in motion picture entertainment.

Is at the Head
Newly Formed Company

owners.

September

PRODUCTIONS
JtiROUGH VITAGRAPH

Harry A. Sherman

premiums

owners.

Ernst Lubitsch to Start Production of
'The Marriage Circle.'

Warner

J

tional officers and board of directors of
the organization.
It is the purpose of the officials of the
body to effect reductions in the present

by Victor Heerman.

Ernst Lubitsch is about to commence production on his second-American-produced
photoplay,
"The Marriage Circle," a

SHERMAN

anyone who comes along with a good

pic-

going to be in a position to get a
maximum of sales for it if he keeps the
price right and is going to be satisfied with
a fair percentage of profit on the investture

is

ment made in the production. To my mind
of the two slogans that we have had in
the industry, the first "Bigger and Better" and more lately "Better and reason-

ROY STEWART
He's coming strong. Looks more
this chap.
and handsome than ever in his latest Universal,
"The Love Brand."

Watch
virile

able in rental prices" the latter is the one
that is finally going to work out the salvation of the industry both from the producer's and the exhibitor's standpoint."
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DATA COMPILED DURING
FILMING OF FEATURE

and ten tons of sand and gravel in preparing the plaster and cement for building
the various sets, three hundred and forty
tons of plaster, one hundred and sixty-two

Rex Ingram's 'Scaramouche' Will Re

bales of fibre in mixing the plaster, 762,264
board feet lumber, two tons of nails, two
hundred tons of casting plaster, modeling
clay, five tons; electricity, 250,000 kilowatt,
hours.
A research department with a staff of
eight began its activities six months before the first scene was filmed.
There were 11 architects and designers.
Three diligences, or four-wheeled stage
coaches of the period, were reproduced as
well as three heavy berlines, or fourwheeled cabs.
dainty, glass encased two
wheeled cabriolet. A huge chaise and 45
wagons and other cruder vehicles including
three large strolling players
wagons.
Three barracks, each large enough to
accommodate 1500 persons, was built to
serve as dressing rooms.
staff of nearly 100 men was used to
check the extra talent into the studio,
check out the costumes in the morning and
check them in again at night and put them
in shape to be re-issued the next day.
A wig company established headquarters
on two floors of one of the studio's property buildings and kept a force of from
12 to 54 men and women there to fit wigs
and keep them in good condition.
Box lunches were distributed every day
on the sets where crowds were used. Altogether about 37,000 lunches were given

a Colossal Offering

Eaf ael Sab a t i n i s
Scaramouche,
French historical novel the screen version
of which is serving as Eex Ingram's next
production for Metro is said to be his most
'

'

'

'

'

elaborate effort.

The number of people used in all the
scenes, including principals and extras, totals in the neighborhood of 10,000.
Twenty-two cameramen and their assistants photographed the scene showing the
Eennes mob charging the Palais de Justice
all the scenes showing the pitched battles
between the Paris populace and the government soldiery.
Fifty-five men and women spent four
months making the costumes.
The workers included art designers, cutters, fitters, hand sewers, costume designers,

operators, finishers, pressers, embroidcable armorers, metal workers and

erers,

shoe makers.
The material used, in round figures, included: 40,000 yards of muslin, 40,000 yards
of lining, 10,000 yards of cloth, 10,000 yards
of satins, brocades and velvets; 300 hides
of leather, 10,000 spools of thread, 10,000
spools of silk, 4,000 hats, 1,000 miles of
gold and silver thread for embroidery,
10,000 yards of lace, 4,000 wigs, 200,000
buttons, 300,000 hooks and eyes.
Four hundred and twelve tons of cobblestones were used to pave the streets of
Paris, Gavrillac and Eennes.

An army

of

carpenters,

stone

masons,

street builders and other workers built the
village of Gavrillac on two weeks' notice.
It covers an area of 60 acres and is 10
miles from the studio. It is circumscribed
by a four foot stone wall. An "automatic"
river was installed in the natural gully at
one edge of the village. Its source is in
six water tanks, each with a capacity of
1200 gallons, erected at a point a few hundred yards above the town. The tanks are
fed by pipes leading from a well, 6,000 feet
distant.

The following materials were used in the
production of thij feature:
Six hundred

A

'

A

out.

Goldback made the screen adapAlice Terry and
Lewis Stone head the east of more than
thirty principals.
John F. Seitz photographed the production.
Willis

tation.

The

Eamon Novarro,

Will

Open

new

Crescent

in

December

Theatre at Fiftyfourth street and Western avenue, Los Angeles, will open its doors during the Christmas holidays. It will have a seating capacity of 1400, a full sized stage and up-todate equipment, according to an announcement by Graff Brothers, associated with
Hollywood Theatres, Inc., and West Coast
Theatres, Inc.
The house will be devoted to pictures, but will be so constructed
that it can be turned into a play house
at any time with little trouble.

TRANSFERING KINEMA TO
LONG RUNS
Angeles House to Have
Projection Machines

Los

Fan

The Kinema Theatre in Los Angeles, one
the

of

run

first

houses

West Coast Theatres,

in

the

chain

of

Inc., closed its doors

August 17, and ceased to be
It will not cease,
name.
however, to remain in the limelight however, for following weeks of negotiations
Friday,

on

known by

that

executives of West Coast Theatres, Inc.
have concluded plans for the transformation of the Kinema into a national premiere
long run houses.

With the new season springing the biggest line-up of multiple-reel features in the
history of motion pictures, the proposLion
to transform the Kinema into a two-a-day
house along luxurious lines was entertained
To
and finally brought to a realization.
carry out the new finished plans it will be
necessary to keep the house closed for a
period of several weeks in order to allow
of the various changes.

The theatre will be gutted from top to
bottom, only the walls and balcony remaining. New decorations and magnificent
The lower floor
effects are to be installed.
will
be transformed entirely, over 500
luxurious divans having been ordered to
occupy one-half of the capacity of the entire

house.

An

orchestra of symphonic proportions
occupy the pit. When the new Criterion Theatre opens it will be the proud

will'

possessor of the first double set of highspeed projectors in the country.

These four machines are being installed
order to do away with the possibility
of any mishap to the presentation, two
complete sets of film being run at one and
the same time and whenever it should so
happen that a film breaks, shutters on the
second set of film will be immediately withdrawn and the show goes on without inin

terruption.

Exhibitors Prepare for Strike

Kinema Theatre in Los Angeles, one
THE
the chain of
run houses
of the
in

first

members of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce of New
York are preparing to resist the demands
of their operators and expect a strike, which
Officers

and

latter say will be forthcoming in the
event the exhibitors fail to meet the increase of 15 to 25 per cent asked for.
The exhibitors expect the outlay required as a result of a strike will approximate $100,000 annually, but declare their
readiness to meet the issue.
A statement was made by an official

the

of the Chamber of Commerce that the membership of the union demanding the increase was 900, whereas in the city there
were 4000 men licensed to operate projection machines.

'Spice of Life,' Denny's

Next

The supporting cast has been chosen for
Denny's new Jewel picture,
Eeginald
"The Spice of Life" and camera work is
under way.
Beatrice

THEY'VE STARTED SOMETHING
Movie
skirts

stars are attempting to bring back the wig fad, which hasn't been in vogue since the days of hoop
and powdered noses. Helene Chadwick, Goldwyn star, and her pal, Marjory Daw, have joined the
wig-wags and are appearing at all Hollywood functions, wearing the new marcell caps.

Burnham

plays

the

chief

sup-

Denny. Others in the
cast of "The Spice of Life" are Hallam
Cooley, C. L. Sherwood, Leo White, Arthur
Millette, Wm. Carroll, Laura La Yernie,
Gordon Clifford, Lucille Ward and Eugene
Cameron.
"The Spice of Life" is an automobile
story with plenty of action of the sort that
athletic
Denny's
admirably
suit
will
prowess. The picture will include a ?nappy
ring battle, such as ha« mjule hiai famous
in "The Leather Pushers."

porting

role opposite

'

'

September

1,

'
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EXCLUSION SIGNS POSTED
ON WEST COAST
Visitors

Will Not Be Admitted
Studios Without Pass

to

If you are going to Hollywood with a
view of seeing the pictures in the making,
you had better arm yourself with a pass-

port signed by the highest in command for
sign will
exclusion
after this week the
bo posted on the gates of all filmland.
The Producers Association held a meeting
and passed a drastic resolution forbiddingtourists, salesmen, friends of actors and emThis act, it
ployees entering the studios.
is said, followed the lecture tour of a woman who came here armed with credentials
from high officials in the industry admitting her to the studios, and who then went
on a lecture tour telling of the "vice and
depravity" she found there which of course
were untrue.
The following sign has been posted on
most of the studio entrances:
The studios, who are members of the
after
Producers Association, agreed that
August 15 no visitors are to be admitted
within the studios.
"This action has been taken because of
abuses resulting from admission of visitors,
and this notice is to ask the co-operation
of all concerned in not inviting anyone to
the studio, and in the case of uninvited visitors to receive them in the waiting room."
'

'

'

'

'

'

Ten Nations Represented

Pickford-

at

ANOTHER LEAP TO FAME FOR LON
represented the genius behind Universal's elaborate presentation of "The Hunchback of Notre
In the lower row you see Director Wally Worsley, Lon Chaney, architect Elmer Sheeley.
In the
rear are Jimmy Bryson representing Carl Laemmle, general manager Julius Bernheim, of Universal City,
business manager William Koenig and presentation expert Jack Brahaney.

Here

is

Dame."

Fairbanks Film Plant
Ten widely separated regions of the
world are to-day compressed within the
twenty or more acres comprising the Pickford-Fairbanks studio lot at Hollywood.
Spain was requisitioned by Mary PickKosita,
f oid for her newest super-film,
Olde England and Medieval France, which
'

'

'

recently furnished the setting for "Douglas Fairbanks in Eobin Hood" are represented by castle walls and quaint villages.
Numerous backwoods cabins proclaim themselves as part of Jack Pickford's next
scene of action, "Valley of the Wolf,"
while Arabia, Mesopotamia, Persia, China
and India represent the territory through

which Douglas Fairbanks
forthcoming

shadow-play,

will

romp

"The

Thief

of

forth on both the Douglas Fairbanks and
sets, while Miss Pickford's
company is doing a little camera target
practice preparatory to their film season,
which will open very soon for production
of "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."

Jack Pickford

Films Ready
York Preview

for

New

Sol Lesser of Principal Pictures Corporation will give a preview Thursday evening,
August 30, of the new series of Microscopic film subjects which have caused such
considerable comment in the West.
The Town Hall, New York City, has been
selected for this novel showing and invitations have been sent to members of the
Press, the trade, Educators, Scientists, and
all interested in the new invention as perfected by Louis Tolhurst in Los Angeles.
There will be three subjects shown at
the Lesser preview.
These deal with the
Each is a
Bee, the Spider, and the Ant.
classic in itself and have caused the greatest of interest from all witnessing them.

Aronson Closes Deal for Truart
While on his tour through the East and
Middle West, Alexander S. Aronson, general sales manager for Truart Film CorPittsburgh longenough to negotiate the Truart franchise
with Harry Lande, of the Lande Film
Company. The territory Covered by the
poration,

stopped

off

at

"Black

"Women

est

Men

Marry," "The Empty
Cradle," the Elaine Hammerstein productions commencing with
Broadway Gold
and
The Drums of Jeopardy.
'

'

'

'

'

'

Mr. Aronson also closed for the territory of Ohio and Kentucky with Mr. Lande
and the Lande Film Distributing Company,
which has offices in Cleveland and Cincinnati.
The same productions are covered
by this latter franchise as under that with
the Lande Film Company of Pittsburgh.

in his

Bagdad."
At the present time open season holds

Microscopic

franchise is Western Pennsylvania and
West "Virginia and includes the following
productions already completed as well as
those forthcoming under the Truart banner:

Grauman

Celebrates
The 250th performance of
The Covered
Wagon" was celebrated at Grauman 's
Egyptian Theatre, Los Angeles, with a Sid
Grauman Jubilee which was attended by
leaders of the industry and officials and
screen celebrities. The cast including Lois
Wilson, J. Warren Kerrigan, Tully Marshall, Charles Ogle, John Fox Jr., Alan
Hale, Ethel Wales and Guy Oluver made
Sid

'

'

personal appearances.
This production has grossed an average
of $22,000 since its opening, and much of
its success is due to the presentation given
by Grauman which includes a score of
Indians
brought from the
reservation.
These Indians are encamped in Cahuenga
Pass, and are an advertisement for the theatre

day and night.

Production Editor Honored
Along with President Coolidge who was
recently made a life member of the Amherst Club of New York, James S. Hamilton, assistant to Lloyd Sheldon, production
editor at the Paramount. Long Island stu-

was given an honorary membership.
Mr. Hamilton, who was graduated in 1900
from Amherst, is the author of the college
dio,

song,

"Lord

delphia,

opens
City,

Segal

was

at

of

the history of film exploitation.
Newspapers whose circulation totals, according to
A. B. C. audit, more than five millions, already have agreed to run the famous story
in sixty-seven installments, each of which
will bear the credit line:
"Published by arrangement with Associated First National Pictures, Inc. Watch
for the screen version directed by Frank

Lloyd

with

the

'Criterion

this

week.

Theatre,

for an. indefinite

Corinne

Griffith

run.

as

Countess

Zattiany. "
This figure includes only the
big city newspapers which have contracted
for the publication to date. The list is being increased daily.
When First National purchased the
screen rights to Gertrude Atherton's best
seller it also acquired the newspaper serialization rights.
In order to obtain the
maximum value, the privilege of publication
was not offered to the press until the approximate release date was ascertained.
Under the present arrangements with the
newspapers publication will not start until
on or immediately after October 15.
This means that the serialization will
be concluded shortly before the presentation of the picture throughout the country,
and the exhibitor will be assured of direct
results at the box office.
Another unusual aspect of the serialization is the generous credit line which will
be carried under every installment.
This
creates direct tie-up with the picture, a
factor which has often been wanting in
serial publication in the past.

Fourteen Hearst newspapers
large

cities,

will

publish

in

as

many

"Black Oxen"

with the announcement of the forthcoming
picture.

edy
Phila-

He

Atlantic

August 20 with "Broken Hearts of

Broadway"

advance interthrough the newspaper serialization of
"Black Oxen" which will be unique in

Have You

Pictures,

New York

in

Reacb

to

a Title?

-Monty Banks has completed a golf com-

a Visitor

Royal

Serialized

First National will create

Geoffrey Amherst."

David Segal
David

Oxen"

Five Million Readers

for

Grand-Asher

under

Herman Haymaker but hasn
get
call

a
it,

title

for

it

yet.

"Foozle." but

't

direction

been able

He would
is

like

of
to

to

afraid the genSuggestions

eral public wouldn't get it.
will be gratefully received.

—
:
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McCONVILLE NOW WITH
UNIVERSAL
Scenario Expert to Supervise All
Jewel and Super Jewel Scripts
the
joined
has
McConville
Bernard
Universal forces. Carl Laemmle, president
of the Universal Pictures Corporation, has
selected him to supervise all Jewel and
Super Jewel scenarios. McConville already
has begun work at Universal City, and has
under way several productions for Mary
Philibin, Reginald Denny and Baby Peggy.
McConville was one of the first well
known screen writers. His earliest work
in the film game was with D. W. Griffith,
when Griffith's scenario staff included Mc-

Frank Woods, Mary O'Connor and

Conville,

Anita Loos. All of these have branched
out into supervising positions. McConville,
especially, occupies an enviable position in
He has the distinction
motion pictures.
of having written for practically every big
star in the field, at one time or another,
including Mary Pickford, Charles Bay,

Norman and Constance Talmadge, Theda
Will

Bara,
Gish,

Rogers,

Tom Mix and

Lillian and Dorothy
similar stellar lights.

'Covered Wagon'
Gross $96,210

Seven

Companies

in Dallas, where the thermometer registered

103 in the
twenty-third

week

New York

turned

its

absolute capacity.
Los Angeles passed its nineteenth week,
while Chicago turned seventeen weeks and
to

The engagements in
Newark, Portland and Dallas represented
Boston

thirteen.

the

week

first

in each city.

Three more road companies open next
week, to be followed by four others within
Based upon the rethe next four weeks.
turns thus early in the season the road
showings of "The Covered Wagon" are
expected to exceed the phenomenal record established by "The Birth of a Nation" several seasons ago.

Capacity Attends Showing of Bennie
Zeidman Production
Irving M. Lesser, general manager of disof Principal Pictures Corporation, is much elated over the reports he
has received from the Circle Theatre in
Indianapolis concerning the opening of the
"Bright
production,
Zeidman
Bennie
Lights of Broadway," starring Lowell Sherman, Doris Kenyon and Harrison Ford.
Not only was the opening attended by
capacity audiences, but the picture was
greeted with frequent applause, and the reviewers on the big dailies were most kind in
tribution

their

of his efficient wielding of a night stick
How
to quell infractions of law and order.
he cleans up a tough section of the city,
makes the gangsters respect him, incidentally wins the girl of his heart is picturesquely told in Beaumont 's most human
style.

OF MAMMOTH
PICTURES CORPORATION

POLICIES

Newly Formed Company Will
ize in Distribution

Special-

and Sales

An important event of the new season in
independent film circles is the formation
of

Mammoth

the

which

Corporation,

Pictures

will specialize in the distribution

and

of superlative box office attractions
upon a carefully worked out and equitable
franchise plan.
sales

Victor B. Fisher, who is known in the
producing and distributing fields, is vicepresident and general manager.
Simultaneously with the opening of the
New York offices in the Loew Building,
Mr. Fisher issued the following statement
policy of Mammoth is the result
of an intensive investigation, extending
over several months, of the needs of the
American exhibitor and exchangeman.

MICHIE PRODUCTION FOR

EARLY RELEASE

comments.

This picture was directed by Webster
Campbell, and is one of the latest group
of five to be offered by Principal, the
"Temporary Marriage,"
being
others
"East Side, West Side," "The Spider and

Rose," and "Gold Madness."
Herbert Rawlinson to Be Featured
"Jack O' Clubs," a forthcoming story

the

by Gerald Beaumont, has been bought by
Universal for Herbert Rawlinson.
It will
be put into production at an early date,
so that it will be ready for release early
in the winter, when the story is to appear
in the Red Book.

"We

have found that the countrywide

demand

for pictures of high merit, proa lavish scale and upon the
principle of dollar on the screen for dollar
spent in the studio.' The majority of buyers and exhibitors favors productions based
upon a widely read novel or successful stage
play.
is

duced upon

'

"Our

first production fulfills this demand
every particular.
The initial offering
is a production based upon George Gibbs
novel
Youth Triumphant,
which for
months ran as the featured serial in the
Green Book Magazine and was read by
many.
Since that time it has gone through
five editions in book form.
"It is with this exclusive type of pro-

in

'

'

'

'

duction that we enter the field, and the
extraordinary interest which our preliminary announcements have created in the
field is not only highly gratifying to us
but there is positive assurance that our
proposition and policy is meeting with the
unqualified endorsement of the independent
wing of the industry.

"Our ample resources insure continuous
operations, and the past business history of
the directing heads of this organization
is proof that a fair and square deal will
be received by all who, in the near future,
will be associated with us in our activities."
The corporation will handle the entire
output of the studios of the Fisher Productions on the coast. This contract calls for
seven super pictures in addition to the
production already mentioned.
A definite
title for this offering has not as yet been
determined.

September 29
The early release of a Gordon Michie
Production starring Monte Blue and Irene
Rich by the Selznick Distributing Corporaon September 29, is announced by David
R. Blyth, Director of Sales and Distribution.
The story was written by Grace Sanderson Michie and deals with a boy and a
girl who were raised together in a small
town and were childhood sweethearts.
How he labored under the disadvantage
of a scarred face, sustained when saving
her from a fire and how after leaving the
town and the girl, embittered by an injustice forced on him by the dereliction of
others, he returned completely altered in
appearance through an operation in plastic

surgery and how he
name, the girl and

The forerunner of an influx of photoplays with a Spanish setting, reported to be
due soon to strike Broadway and a number of regular attraction theatres, will be
Mary Pickford 's screen offering, "Rosita,"
which will open at the Lyric theatre, September 3rd.
While Miss Pickford 's production seems
to be the first to reach Broadway, this is
not due to any effort to "get the drop"

won back
the

his

respect

good

of

the

people.

The title for this production is yet to
be decided upon but a decision is expected
in the next few days.

To Renew Fight on Kansas Censorship

Law
With

the

M. P.

now functioning

in

T. O. Kansas zone plan
an effective manner, an

anti-censorship bill and an amendment to
the Kansas labor law are possibilities that
may be realized in the Sunflower state.
The blue law scare that was created in
Kansas City, Kas., last week by the county
prosecutor's office, purporting to close all
theatres on Sunday, strictly enforcing the
antique labor law, has fallen flat.

Developments this week have uncovered
the fact that the root of the upheaval was
within the organization of retail grocers
not the reformers who sought to "get

—

—

hack"

competitors who operated on
Sundays. Failure on the part of the grocers
to stand behind the movement originated
by them, caused the reform wave to vanat

smoke in the night.
To have such a law as the labor law on
the statute books a law which prohibits
any person not engaged in a public necessity from working leaves a possible menace for exhibitors in the future. With the
M. P. T. O. K. now possessihg more power
than at any other time in its history, it
ish as

—
—

believed that the time now is ripe to
support an amendment to the labor law,
making Sunday closing a local option, and
an anti-censorship bill, as the popularity of
censorship is fast waning in Kansas.
is

New Comedy

Organization

Hollywood Enterprises is the latest comedy organization to start work on the coast.
It was formed to star Eddie Gribbon, funny

man

of the old Mack Sennett comedies,
twelve two-reel short features.
Frank
Bonn will be second comedian.
John J.
Glavey organized the company in association with Ray Gilliliand, O. C. Monohan and

in

James
is

Spanish Invasion of Photoplays

Be Distributed by Selznick on

Will

"The

The seven road companies of "The Covered Wagon" playing in that number of
for the week ending August 18
cities
reached the gross of $98,418. The business
was divided according as follows:
New York, $10,860; Los Angeles, $23,412;
Chicago, $13,800; Newark, N. J., $14,272;
Ore.,
Portland,
Texas,
$12,746;
Dallas,
$13,302; Boston, $10,026; total, $98,418.
This average of over $14,000 a week is
sensational for the middle week of August,
with extremely hot weather in Boston and
shade.

moving human interest story
John F. Foley, a fighting Irish cop,
known as the "Jack O' Clubs" because
It is a fast

of

J.

McNamara.

scenario

comedy

editor

J.

and

Grubb Alexander
will

turn

out

the

scripts.

Agnes Ayres Added

to Cast

As "The Ten Commandments" goes into
its
closing days, Cecil B. De Mille announces the addition of Agnes Ayres to
the

star

tale

which he

players featured in this
producing for Paramount.
It is said that this picture will be finished
this week.
list

of
is

Morrie Ryskind Resigns

on others that will follow, as "Rosita"
has been ready for presentation for several
weeks, merely withheld for the recognized
opening of the regular theatrical season

Morrie Ryskind, Director of Publicity for
Preferred Pictures Corp., has resigned to
take effect September 1. Meanwhile he is
vacationing at Log Tavern Camp. Milford.

Labor Day.

Pa.

'

September

1,
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MEIGHAN AND COMPANY
ON LOCATION
Project

Hydro-Electric

Large

Being

Used for Background

MEIGHAN and several ParaTHOMASplayers
are now at Huntington
mount

Lake,

Cal.,

where one of the biggest hydroworld is in
in
the

projects

electric

progress.
Some of the blasting of a 13-mile tunnel
at Huntington is to be filmed as a background for scenes in Mr. Meighan's starring
an
original
"Woman-Proof,"
picture,

George Ade story.
This tunnel passes through a mountain
of Huntington Lake
available for electric power. It is said to
be the longest tunnel of its kind in the
This location is 340 miles Northworld.
east of Hollywood in the Sierra mountains.
The picture is being directed by Alfred
The following are the supportE. Green.
ing players who are at Huntington Lake:
Lila Lee, who plays opposite Mr. Meighan;
Eobert Agnew, Charles A. Sellon, Vera

making the waters

Eeynolds,

"Bill"

Gonder

and

"Mike"

Donlin.

Sol

Lesser

to

Arrange

Distribution

Plans Before Sailing
With the arrival in New York City of
Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures,
speculation is rife as to what plans will
be made for the distribution of the Principal product during the coming twelve

months.
Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. Lesser
the vice-president of First National, his
distribution channels have not been decided
The award will be made entirely
upon.
upon the merits of each proposition submitted.
Formerly, releasing arrangements were
made by Principal Pictures after the production was completed, each picture, or series of pictures, being arranged for sepNow the entire output for the
arately.
coming year will be contracted for before
Mr. Lesser leaves for Europe on Sepis

tember

9.

Pictures already completed include, "The
Man in the World"," "When a
Man's a Man," the first Langdon comedy,
and the first three subjects of the! Tolhurst

Meanest

series.

Production to Start on David Smith's
"The Man From Brodney's"

"The Man from Brodney's" the David
Smith production picturized by C. Graham
Baker from the novel by George Barr McCutcheon has been cast and work will begin immediately at the Vitagraph studios
This production is one of
in Hollywood.
the twenty-six specials which Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph announced
for the season of 1923-24.
J.

Warren Kerrigan heads the

and

cast

other leading roles have been assigned to
Calhoun,
Wanda Hawley, Pat
Alice
O'Malley, Miss Dupont, Bertram Grassby
and Kathleen Key. Others who have important parts in this great special are
Arthur Hoyt, Glen Cavender, Henry Hebert,
Eobert Bolder, Otto Hoffman, Dave Clifton, Eugene Beaudino, Charles Wellesly

and Henry Barrows.
McCutcheon 's novel

from

which

this

photoplay has been adapted is one of the
popular stories by the author of the

"Graustark"

series.

Fitzmaurice and Company Return
After Three Months Abroad
George Fitzmaurice and the company of
players

appearing

filmed.
The returning
sisted of Lionel Barrymore,
nett, Bert Lytell, Barbara

were

con-

Eichard Ben-

LaMarr,

NEW SCREEN MATERIAL
FOR METRO

and

Montague

Love, the principal players;
Ouida Bergers responsible for the scenario,
and Herman Bruenner, company manager.
During the time Mr. Fitzmaurice 's company was in Eome, more than 400 scenes
were staged and upon his arrival in New
York stated that not only was the first
half of the production completed, but that
he had assembled it in continuity form.

Weber and North Feature Draws Big
Crowds

to Central

J. Cobe, Manager
of the Central Theatre, "Don't Marry for
Money" is one of the most satisfactory pictures he has played at the Broadway house.
This feature opened at the Central Sunday, following ' Marriage Morals
to capacity business August 20, and kept the

According to Andrew

'

'

'

crowds coming.
Monday showed no perceptible cessation in the audiences. It was
produced by B. P. Fineman, with a cast,

by House
Eubye De Eemer,

and including
Chadwick, Aileen
Pringle, Wedgewood Nowell and George
Nicholls.
L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby
North are distributing "Don't Marry for
Money" as well as "Marriage Morals."
headed

Peters

Cyril

Milton E. Hoffman Announces Complete List of Features

AFTEE

months spent

in a search for
material, Milton E. Hoffman,
production manager of Metro Pictures Corporation, has completed his work. He has
announced the purchase of "Woman's Intuition," an original story by Sada Cowan
and Howard Higgins, which completes the
list for the coming season.

screen

Hoffman

Mr.

Men

office.

Edward Grossman,

district manager of
Kansas City and Omaha branches of

Preferred Pictures Corporation, who last
week received a promotion to a post in the
home office, will leave to assume his new
duties in about two weeks.
Hoyt G. Morrow, well known to exhibitors in the Kansas City territory, will

pains

in

day.

Fortunately Mr. Hoffman was not com-

any certain star or director
mind when selecting stories. He bought
his stories and then obtained the players
pelled to have

in

most

fitted to create the various roles.

The other Premier Features as announced
by Mr. Hoffman include, "The Eagle's
Feather," by Katherine Newlin Burt;
"Held to Answer," by Peter Clark MacFarlane; "The Living Past," by William
J. Locke; "Desire," by John B. Clymer
and Henry E. Symonds; "The Book of
Fate
and
Borrowed Plumage,
by
'

'

'

'

Production has been
completed on two of these Premier Features, while the others are in the course
of production or having scenarios prepared.
All will be completed several months in
advance of release dates.
Mr. Iloffman selected James Kirk wood,
Lester Cunco, Mary Alden, Elinor Fair,
George Siegmann, Craufurd Kent and William Orlamond as the principal players in
"The Eagle's Feather."
In "Held to Answer," House Peters,
Evelyn Brent, James Morrison, John SainNatalie de Palmer.

H. H. Murdock of Metro, Kansas City,
has joined the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan forces
in Kansas City, while Joe and William
Levy, who for several years have been connected with Fox's Kansas City exchange,
have become affiliated with the Universal

the

particular

Those chosen are
the work of the foremost writers of the

'

Switch

took

his selection of stories.

'

Kansas City Exchange

succeed Mr. Gross-

man.

Bull Montana are numbered
the prominent players in the east.

and

polis

among

Living Past," Mr. Hoffman dea real showman's picture and
production details are now being arranged.
For "Desire" Mr. Hoffman announces
another cast of popular players.
John
Bowers, Marguerite De La Motte, David
Butler, Estelle Taylor, Walter Long, Edward Connelly and Ealph Lewis enact the
more important roles.
Mr. Hoffman is now completing the selection of the cast and arranging other de"T}ie

scribes

Lichtman Appoints Morrow
Hoyt G. Morrow has been appointed by
Al Lichtman to manage the Kansas City
Exchange of Preferred Pictures CorporaMr. Morrow is well known to the
tion.
trade, having served as Dallas Manager for
Artcraft exchange.
old
Later he
opened the First National Exhibitors Circuit in Dallas, and for a year was sales
manager in the Southwest for Peacock
Productions Inc., supervising the Kansas
City, St. Louis, Oklahoma City and Dallas
Exchanges.
the

Joins Associated Exhibitors

tails

as

for

the

filming

of

"The Book

of

Fate."

"Borrowed Plumage"

is

announced as a
and plot de-

a daring theme
that will hold

story with

velopments
the interest.
This Premier Feature will also have an allstar cast.

Woody, general manager of Associated Exhibitors, announced the appointment of V. P. Whitaker as an additional
J.

S.

special representative of that organization.
Mr. Whitaker was branch sales manager
for Select Pictures when Arthur S. Kane

and Mr. Woody were executives of that

or-

ganization, later joining the staff of AssoMore recently he has
ciated Producers.
been the personal representative of Thomas
H. Ince.

Shauer Coming

"Woman's

the

story

just

tion.

"Desire," "The Eagle's Feather" and
to Answer" have already been com-

"Held

pleted.

Joseph Advanced
Maurice Joseph has been advanced by
Lacmmle from branch manager of the

Home

New Haven
manager

New Haven post is S. S. Liggett.
Exhibitors and rival exehangemen gave
a testimonial luncheon to Mr. Joseph in appreciation of his long services in New
Haven.

Accompanying Mr. Shauer will be
Harold Pitman of the company's Legal

department.

Sam Sax Going South

Universal Exchange to general
His successor

of Cleveland, Ohio.

in the

ment.

'

Intuition,"

purchased to complete the series of Metro
Premier Features, will soon be in produc-

Carl

E. E. Shauer, director of the Foreign department of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, will sail for New York on
September 1, on the Aquitania, according
to cable advices received by Joseph H.
Seidman, assistant manager of the depart-

under his

direction in
Samuel Goldwyn 's production of
The
Eternal City," Sir Hall Caine's novel, arrived August 11 on board the Aquitania
after spending three months in Eome, where
all the exterior scenes of the ^production

company

Full Line of Paper
L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North
announce the completion of all accessories
and campaign books on Will Nigh 's
Marriage Morals" and B. P. Fineman 's "Don't
'

'

'

Sam

National Sales Manager for
L. Lawrence Weber -and Bobby North, left
for the South in the interests of "Marriage
and
Don 't Marry for Money.
Morals
Sax,

'

'

'

'

-

Marry

A

for Money."
full line of paper,
novelties and exploitation aids
have been prepared for exhibitor.

heralds,
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ADOLPH ZUKOR
JD ECAUSE

he is the
Pioneer of Features; because through
his unusual organizing
ability and through his
genius for securing and
holding about him men
of marked capacity he
has from the smallest
beginnings
erected
a
great structure; because
while he has devoted
'

attention chiefly to
the problems of finance
and
distribution
he
never has lost his sense
of fellowship with the
man in the street; because through his love
of the artistic and his
sensitive
response
to
those
elements of a
story which touch the
his

deeper emotions he always has retained the
faculty of quickly recognizing what really is
in the best sense popular dramatic appeal.

p/35-

S

September

A

1923
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Romance

Business

of the Motion Picture

Adolph Zukor, from Sweeper

Incidents in the Career of

of Store to Ruler of

A

Great Organization

AMONG
romances

the striking business
with which the motion
picture industry is studded there
is none that stands out in a brighter
light than that of Adolph Zukor.

tion himself if unable to obtain what
he was certain could be turned out.
Be that as it may, in 1912 he secured the rights of "Queen Eliza-

history of this man is one
that well may afford inspiration to the
American, young or older; actual or
declared, present or intended.
It is one that has its beginnings made
in the
to order for the story book
and
village of Riese, near Budapest

Sara Bernhardt, the Divine Sara as
she was known to the world at large.

all

The

life

—

from what

is

—

commonly understood

truthfully may be described as humble.
Certainly the first employment of
the boy Adolph following his arrival in
the United States when he was sixteen years old bears no evidence of the
possession of powerful or influential
friends.

That

job, for

it

hardly ranked as a

was sweeper in a fur store.
The work must have been well
done, for the lad was advanced to an

position,

apprenticeship.

Hp

HE

progress was so hastened by
the invention of a fur snap that at
the age of twenty years he removed
to Chicago and entered the fur trade
on his own account.
Three years later the furrier married
a Chicago girl, and in 1903, six years

A

afterward, he returned to New York.
Here he went into business with a
young man whose name since has become equally well known and the man
whose daughter later became the wife
of the younger Zukor
Marcus Loew.
The enterprise was the Penny Arcade, in Fourteenth Street
a style of
amusement then very popular and the
forerunner of the moving picture show.

—

—

of which Mr. Loew
president and Mr. Zukor the treas-

The concern,

was

prospered and developed into
the Marcus Loew Enterprises, which
as the motion picture expanded and

urer,

beth,"

T

a

subject

TNABLE

producwhich if we recall was in
four reels, to one of the established
companies he sold territorial rights on
it,
thereby becoming one of the first
of the host of state righters who have

^

tion,

followed the same path in later years.
The project proving a success Mr.
Zukor organized the Famous Players
Company, associated with him being
Daniel Frohman, whose business activities prior to that time had been
confined to the stage, and with Edward
S. Porter, long a director of pictures

Edison studio.

at the

was an ideal combination. Mr.
Frohman had a wide acquaintance
among ranking stage players and better
than that he had their confidence. He
was one of the few men able to induce
the more prominent actors to appear
It

before the screen, a branch of work,

United States

in the

that time
ridiculed.

to

they

tively

engaged

HE

in its

improvement but for a transformation.
It has been said the treasurer of

Loew

Enterprises appealed to producers to supply pictures that were
more worthy of the possibilities plainly
residing in the new amusement, the
novelty of which was beginning to
wane, threatening to undertake produc-

up
and

manufacture.

story

of

the

man

interviewed.

was

printed, but the photorejected.
The action was

graph was
symptomatic of the antipathy of the
old guard toward the new-comer who
preached revolutionary things good
pictures with famous players and of

—

feature length.
Times change.
are not going into the history
of the rapid development and of the
many shifts that have followed those
days.
Famous merged with the Lasky
Company and then absorbed the Bosworth.
Paramount was formed. The
state right organization had become a
full-fledged national organization.

We

f

A

N

ten

years

that

concern,

little

which was directed from two rooms,

displays financial statements with assets
of half a hundred millions.
But the man who has been at the
front of it is today as quiet and as
modest of demeanor in his spacious
Fifth avenue offices as he was ten or
more years ago in the little room in
the Times Building.
Mr. Zukor has been much in the
limelight in the last few months as a
result of the Federal Trade Commission's hearings into the business activities of the Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation.
Last spring

we asked Mr. Zukor just
view was of the proceeding.
"I'll tell you," was the prompt reply.
"If I knew what they wanted me to
do I'd be glad to do just that.
But

what

his

may

I can't find out."

production of the Famous Players, the first of its own
creation throughout, was "The Prisoner of Zenda," starring James K.
Hackett.

try as I

The subject was in
and was a sensation.
Also it was so far
knows the first motion

porary Husband,
a screen version of Edward Paulton's stage farce, which went
into production this week for First National, under the, direction of John McDermott. The big four in the cast of this
farce are to be Sidney Chaplin, Owen
Moore, Sylvia Breamer and Tuily Marshall.

TP

initial

that occasion.

refused to be satisfied with the
quality of the product that marked
the period around 1910-11.
He believed there was room not only for

reviled

—

one-reel subjects.

was among those who

at least, that

had

Mr. Porter was an authority on the
technical side of photoplay making as
well as of projection
he is the inventor of the Simplex and still ac-

side of the water,

ZUKOR

great

the

to dispose of the

fastened more tightly on the fancy of
the public acquired theatres and exhibited the familiar one and less than

V/f R.

featuring

photograph

The

as

this

writer

on

picture,

this

street,

in

at

one of these be-

ing an ante-room.
office

staff

consisted

of

Ben

Schulberg and a stenographer.

pvWINDLING

space
forbids
an
-L' anecdote here, but we are going to
tell it. The writer was assigned by a
motion picture trade paper to interview

Mr. Zukor.

The
porter

"Her

.Tem-

'

Boston Blackie Film Finished
Bobert F.

The office of the company was
two rooms in the Times Building
The

site for the exterior scenes for
'

feature length,

anyway, to be given
a formal trade showing in a regular
theatre.
The Lyceum was filled on

Forty-second

Exteriors Are Started
Cal., lias been chosen as the

Long Beach,

story was obtained and the recarried back to his office a

Hill has just completed his
picture
Daughter of Crooked
Alley," one of the "Boston Blackie"
stories by Jack Boyle. The cast includes
Thomas Carrigan, Laura La Plante, Joseph
Dowling, Owen G-orine, Tom Guise, Albert
Hart, Sidney Bracy, Kate Lester, Lillian
Worth and Fred Stanton. The film will be
one of Universal 's important fall releases.

current

"A

'Fast Freight'

Soon Completed

Truart's "Fast Freight" is the most ambitious effort of Richard Talmadge to date.
His supporting cast includes Eileen Percy,
Marshall,
George Nichols, Bruce
Tully
Gordon, Al Freeman and Mathew Betts.
W. K. Howard, director, expects to complete the picture within a few days.

'
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GOLDWYN

PRODUCTION

Bobert

who

Yignola

G.

is

directing

"Yolanda' with Marion Davies in the title
role for Cosmopolitan announced «this week
nearing completion.
is
planned to be the biggest
that Mr. Vignola has yet made, not exceptWhen Knighthood Was in
ing even
Flower.
At the present time he is engaged in
picture

the

that

"Yolanda"

is

'

'

'

making

interior scenes which require the
use of two studios, the Jackson and the

GRAND-ASHER
will be two football games in
THEEE Ehodes
feature picture for
first

Billie

Grand-Asher entitled "Leave it to
Gerry." One is a typical kid game and
the other a college struggle on the gridiron.
Buster Collier plays the leading role opposite Miss Ehodes. Others in the cast include Claire McDowell, Kathleen Kirkham,
Joseph W. Girard, Virginia Warwick and
This will be a Ben Wilson producothers.

The
Work started August 13th..
story is by Adam Hull Shirk and adaptation by Arthur Statter.
tion.

Earl Olim, technical art director for
for
Hollywood
left
has
Grand-Asher,
northwestern Canada in search of suitable
settings for the new Ben Wilson producThe tentation featuring Elliott Dexter.
tive title is "The Pride of Possession."

To

faciliate

comedies,

quicker production

the

of

Ben Verschleiser, general
the Grand Studios in Holly-

Mr.

manager of

wood, OK'd the purchase of three Mack
Trucks equipped with special bodies to
carry

sets, special lights, etc.

Joe Eock has completed

"The

Bill

Col-

lector," his ninth release, under the direction of Beggie Morris. With the. same, director he has started on number ten as yet
untitled.

Sid Smith is working on the eleventh
of his series of twelve two-reel comedies.
The picture is called "Big Game' and
In
is being directed by Charles Lamont.
the film Sid plays about with a number of
ferocious wild animals.

Monty Banks

now engaged on

is

his

eleventh comedy, directed by Herman Eaymaker. The picture has not yet been given
a title. Still another of the series remains
to be made.

A BIT
Rex Ingram, taking

man

is

lining

up

O'

UNIVERSAL
Photography has been completed at
Universal City on "The Acquittal," the
screen adaptation of Eita Weiman's stage
play, and the film according to reports, is
now in the hands of Clarence Brown, the
director, and a staff of experts for cutting.

The picture, featuring Norman Kerry
The
and Claire Windsor, is lavishly set.
courtroom scene, employing several
hundred people and marking one of the
big dramatic moments in the play, was
big

The
a pretentious piece of stagecraft.
court was reproduced from newspaper pictures of actual trials, several of the most
important in the country during the past
year being guides for the action and the
design of the scenery.

Director
final
the

Tod Browning
scenes

for
of

last

week

shot

Somers
Arthur
Faith" for Gold-

Boche's "The Day
wyn. The picture is now in the cutting
room.
Eric Von Stroheim is in Death Valley seeking locations for the desert scenes
the great fight between Mcin "Greed"
Teague and Marcus Sehouler, and their
death manacled together.

—

Alan Crosland has returned from Big
Bear Lake, Cal., where he sought locaElinor Glyn's "Three Weeks,"

for

tions

which

now being

is

cast

and which

will

soon be ready to go into production.

King Vidor and the company making
Hergesheimer 's "Wild Oranges"

Joseph

ALLIED P.&D.

arrived in Jacksonville, Fal., to beUsing Jacksonville as a base,
gin work.
Mr. Vidor will take his actors to the
swamp region near Savannah, Ga., where
nearly all of the sequences will be photo-

has

"Eichard, the Lion Hearted," the first
Associated Authors' picture featuring Wallace Beery as King Eichard, the role he
created in "Douglas Fairbanks in Eobin
Hood," has just passed through the tedious
It is set
process of cutting and editing.
for early September release through the
Allied Producers and Distributors corporaChet Withey directed the production
tion.
under the" supervision of "Frank Woods.
Thompson Buchanan, Elmer Harris and
Frank Woods constitute Associated Authors.
After a week of ideal weather amid the
scenic glories of Arrowhead Lake, the Associated Authors' company of players makMore Women!" for release
ing "No
through Allied Producers and Distributors
Corporation, have returned to the Ince studios to complete the interior scenes of this
Elmer Harris production. The players include Madge Bellamy, Kathleen Clifford,
Matt Moore, Shannon Day, Clarence Burton,

graphed.
Victor

mob

Seastrom

is

now making the
"The Master

scenes in Hall Caine's

Man.
Next week he will again take
company to San Francisco on location.
'

of

'

his

Charles

Brabin

has

completed

cutting

"Six Days," Elinor Glyn's
story, and
in titling.

original screen
that production is now far along

"In the Palace of the King," which
Emmett Flynn directed as his first Goldwyn picture, was reeeatly shown in preview at

Pasadena.

The

final

cutting

is

now being made.

Stanhope Wheateroft, H. Beeves-Smith and

George D. Baker is cutting Gilbert E.
Gable's production of "Slave of Desire,"
which is the title selected for this picturization of Honore de Balzac's great

the director, Lloyd Ingraham.

novel,

"The Magic Skin."

A BIT

O'

REST

a few minutes off to eat a hasty lunch while the camerasights for a scene in "Scaramouche," Mr. Ingram's
newest production for Metro.

his

Pathe plants.

HUMOR

As evidence, witness this
Reginald Barker is specializing on new "types."
scene from his latest Metro effort under the Louis B. Mayer banner, titled
"The Man Thou Gavest Me."

'

September

1,

1923
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DOUG

JR.

HAD THE GRIP

FINISH FILM AT BEDSIDE

Douglas Fairbanks Jr., starring in the Paramount picture "Stephen Steps
Out," surprised the Boy Scouts of California recently with a typical "Scout"
handshake. It happened when the younij celebrity appeared at the Monroe
Centennial and Motion Picture Exposition.
Note the Fairbanks eyes.

PARAMOUNT

Paramount 's

The Call of the Canyon,
latest Zane Grey production,

Others in the company are: Charles
Alma Bennett, Lillian Leighton,

Helen Dunbar, Leonard Clapman,
Clayton and Arthur Rankin.
First
will be filmed at Flagstaff, Ariz.
Preparations are being made by
Melford for the filming of campaign
along the upper Nile which are an
tant part
Kipling's

in

his

production

of

Eddie
scenes

George
scenes
impor-

Rudyard

"The Light That Failed,"

for

Paramount.
British troops, native, warriors, Bedouin
horsemen and the principal masculine players

will

journey into the desert to make

these scenes.

'

screen.

l

A notable group of players has been
Metro to support Viola
gathered by
Dana in the first of her series of five
pictures for the 1923-1924 program.
Gordon,
McGregor,
Huntly
Malcolm
Chadwick and Edna Flugrath ap-

Cyril

UNITED ARTISTS

pear in support of Miss Dana in "The
Soeial Code,' which has just been completed under the direction of Oscar Apfel.
Miss Dana's newest picture for Metro
now in the course of production on the
West Coast has the following cast asWarner Baxsembled in her support:
ter,
Rosemary Theby, Robert Schable,
Mabel Van Buren, Templar Saxe, Billy,
Elmer and Leo White. It is being made
under the direction of Oscar Apfel.

Those among exhibitors and the puolic
generally, who have found fault with the
constant reappearance of faces all too

To prevent further loss of time and
money because of the illness of Evelyn
Brent who appears in the Metro picture
"Held to Answer" now in the course of

"William

S.

Hart

in

Wild Hickok,"

is

the title of this Western star's initial production for Paramount.
This feature was
started at the Lasky studio on August 20.

Mr. Hart will produce all subsequent
Paramount pictures at this studio where
he will maintain his own production unit.

'

Wilson and Richard Dix will have the leads
Zane Grey's
"The Call of the
Canyon," which is soon to start under the
direction of Victor Fleming.
The heavy
in the new feature will be Noah Beery.
Ricardo Cortez will play a light character

METRO

'

'

'

in

Ogle,

Ruggles of Red Gap
is now undergoing cutting and editing at the hands
of James Cruze, who produced it for Paramount with Edward Horton, Ernest Torrence, Lois Wilson, Fritzi Ridgway, Charles
Ogle and Louise Dresser heading the cast.
Walter Woods and Anthony Coldeway
adapted Harry Leon Wilson 's story to the
'

has been started. Exterior scenes are being filmed in the vicinity of Flagstaff,
Arizona.
Paramount has just completed its first
Zane Grey production, "To the Last Man,"
a picture which Mr. Lasky maintains is
the best western outdoor picture he has
ever seen.
The featured players are Richard Dix,
who plays the role of a young war veteran,
and Lois Wilson as a New York society
girl.
Heading the supporting cast are:
Noah Beery as a rowdy Westerner, Eicardo
Cortez as a dissolute New Yorker, Charles
Ogle as an Arizonan and Alma Bennett as
his daughter.
Jesse L. Lasky stated last week that Lois

role.

Evelyn Brent from appearing at the Metro studios
on "Held To Answer," the director and cameraman
followed her suggestion and shot the necessary closeups at her bedside. Heavy
emotional expression was demanded but Miss Brent carried pluckily on.
illness prevented
to finish several scenes

'

There is a strong contrast between the
present work on the modern story of Cecil
B. DeMille's Paramount picture, "The
Ten Commandments," and the scenes
taken several months ago on the Biblical
prologue.
Where the prologue part of the drama
concerned itself with large crowds and spectacles, the scenes now being shot are simple.
So simple, in fact, that only but four principal characters are used in its production.
The mass movement of the prologue has
been replaced by the intense concentration
of the dramatic incidents concerned with
the tale of very modern people.
Recent additions to the cast of this picture are:
Agnes Ayres, Charles Ogle and
Roscoe Kearns.
Production of

When

familiar in certain screen character roles
will be glad to learn that Douglas Fairbanks, in completing the cast for his new
film fantasy, "The Thief of Bagdad," has
stepped wide from the beaten path.

In no picture heretofore produced on the
Pickford-Fairbanks lot has the policy of
"new faces with as little make-up as possible" been so comprehensively followed as
In the last
in "The Thief of Bagdad."
three months casting directors have gone
into every conceivable place in Los Angeles
and vicinity seeking types for the characSome selected had never
needed.
ters
thought of "going into the movies," and
almost were shanghaied when their abilities and fitnesses were realized.
The cast for Lloyd Hamilton's first fivecomedy, "Mammy's Boy," being
reel
made for the D. W. Griffith organization,
will include Irma Harrison, Tom Wilson,

at the Metro Hollywood stuHarold Shaw, director, ordered electricians and cameramen to Miss Brent 's

completion
dios,

bedside at the Hillview apartments, Hollywood, where a necessary half dozen closeup scenes of her face were shot.
This is said to be the first time a motion
picture has been finished under such conditions.
It was done at the suggestion of
Miss Brent herself, who was not permitted
to go to the studio by her attending physician to complete the picture.
Work of editing Jackie Coogan's initial
production for Metro, an adaptation of
Mary Roberts Rinehart 's famous story
"Long Live the King" nears completion.
Jack Coogan, senior, who supervised the
entire

declares

production,

that

"Long

King"

will reveal a new Jackie.
The inspired eight-year old star scintillates
like a gem in a new setting in his first
The transition of
production.
special

Live the

LaVerne and Edna May Spurl.
Jack Noble already has begun
photographing at the Mamaroneck studios, where the picture is being produced.
The cast is largely the same as that se-

bound

Al Jolson before he tendered
an abrupt resignation from motion picture work.
Charles Chaplin's new picture, which
he wrote and directed himself, was given
a preview last -week in Hollywood to a
small group of close friends, including
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, who
report enthusiastically upon it.

completed is
Struggle
busy
with the filming of "Pleasure Mad," his
second Metro-Louis B. Mayer attraction
for the Fall schedule, he has also set in
motion the preliminary work for his third
production, "Women Who Wait," baaed
upon the old New England classic, "Cape

Lucille

Director

lected

for

Jackie from the tattered and beloved vagato the child born to the purple
should win him an even firmer place in the
hearts of the fans.

While

Barker—with

Reginald

Eternal

Cod Folks."

'

'

—

"The

'

'

'
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BENNET—F.

B.

O.

Production

the

announcement that Eddie Hearn and

Jane Novak are to be starred in a

Anna Q. Nilsson is the second member of
the east to be chosen for interpretative
The

"Flaming Youth."

first

was

Moore, who plays the leading
Colleen
character, Patricia, Mona Fentriss's youngest daughter, an alluring naive young girl,

whose ambition

mode

to

her

emulate

mother's

of living forms the basic plot of the

story.

With

only

more

few

a

scenes

to

be

Edwin Carewe, who has been di
First National's "The Bad Man"

taken

reeting
for the past ten weeks, will finish this week.
Immediately after the concluding scenes
are taken Carewe will pack up the negative
and master film and leave for New York
.

City.

Norma

The supporting cast for
madge's next feature, "Dust
will be headed by Joseph Schildkraut.

Talof -Desire,"

The

picture goes into production next week.
Other principals already named are Arthur

Edmund Carew, Hector Sarno and

Earl

Schenck.

TRU ART
"Fast Freight," the first Richard
madge production for Truart Film

TalCorcompleted in

poration release, will be
It is retime for release in September.
ported to be one of the most thrilling
pictures the "stunt-king" has ever made,
and is being produced on a larger scale
It is
than any of his previous vehicles.
being made by Carlos Productions, Inc.,
and is the first of a series to be distributed by Truart in the independent
market.
Included in the cast supporting the
star are Eileen Percy and Tully Marshall.
Edward Dillon, directing Elaine Hammerstein for Truart Film Corporation, has
arrived at the Truart studios, Los Angeles,
from New York and has already com-

menced

casting

for

"The

Drums

of

Jeopardy," which was adapted by Arthur
Hoerl from Harold MaeGrath's famous
story. It is to be Miss Hammerstein 's next
starring vehicle.
The actress has already
left New York and will arrive in Los Angeles within a few days.

WALDORF— C.

B.

C.

With Jack Mulhall and Pauline Garon
in the leading roles Harry Cohn, general
manager of the Waldorf studios, has completed the cast for
ket.

ture

'
'

"The Marriage Mar-

It will be made into a six-reel feafor C. B. C. release.
Among the

chosen are Shannon Day, Vera Lewis, Marc
Bobbins, Kate Lester, Mayme Kelso and
Jean de Briac.
The Marriage Market
will be produced under the direction of
'

series

feature productions totalling approximately $1,500,000 under R. C. control. The
features will be made by Chester Bennett
who has the stars under contract, and will
be distributed under F. B. O. release.
The present plan calls for a total of
eleven, five starring Miss Novak. The first
will be a costume featuring starting September 15. Mr. Hearn is to be seen in six
productions the first starting October 1.
They will be on the order of Hoot Gibson's
Universal productions.
of

FIRST NATIONAL
roles in

'

'

WARNER

BROS.

When Mae Marsh arrived at the
Warner Brothers' studio, Jack and H. M.
Warner immediately got busy with their
staff preparing the stages for the
production of David Belasco's stage play
Daddies,
in which Miss Marsh will star.
Sets are being constructed, preliminary
work hastened and the cast assembled to
meet the filming date of this production.
Among the players who have been signed
are:
Monte Blue, Harry Myers and Claude
Gillingwater.
William Seiter will handle
the megaphone.
It is from the pen of John Hobble and
will be remembered as the Broadway stage
play sponsored by David Belasco a season

studio

'

'

'

'

discovery,

ASSOC. EXHIB.
Mabel Normand 's new production, scheduled to get underway next week, will be
delayed owing to an accident to the star
at Coronado Beach when she was thrown
over the head of her horse and suffered a
broken collarbone. Miss Normand was rendered unconscious and lay on the beach for
sometime before she was found, and taken
to the Coronado Emergency Hospital where
she was identified by the name engraved
on her watch.
She is still in the hospital and besides the

broken bone
juries

not

is

suffering

from minor

in-

her face which it is said will
her appearance or leave permanent

mar

ARROW
The final scenes on John Lowell 's latest
Blazed Trail feature, "Floodgates," are
being shot on the dangerous La Chine rapids near Montreal.
Unable to find any
water sufficiently perilous in the Adirondacks, the company, including John Lowell,
his
leading woman, Evangeline Russell,
and several members of the supporting
cast, with George Irving, director, and Joe
Settle,
photographer,
left
for
Canada.
Word has been received that Miss Evangeline Russell successfully did her stunt of
swimming the dangerous La Chine rapids.

most recent
England working for

Griffith's

in

Gaumont.

His first foreign starring vewill be "Bonnie Prince Charlie."
Ivor is also planning to double on the
During his off hours from the
stage.

Gaumont studio he is rehearsing the leading
He
part in "Kiki" with Gladys Cooper.
will return to the Griffith fold in this country around November 1.
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra has set
a new mark for orchestra leaders on foreign shores.
During his recent trip to
London, many conductors took a week off,
went to the capitol and just listened. This
interest was occasioned by the Bioscope 's
" Exploiteer, " who warned them of the
sure-fire favor wave that was bound to
follow and advised them all to learn the
Whiteman style of jazz rhythm.

Up and down

the

Strand several thea-

tres have been "cooling the passers-by."
It is an exploitation stunt, whereby electric fans, blowing vari-colored ribbons, are

directed on the passing throng from within
the lobbies.
Lillian Clark, managing editor of "The
of London, arrived last Friday
on the Lapland.
She is here to investigate producing and distributing conditions.
Stopping at the Astor.
'

.

'

A

special dispatch from Paris, states that
figures issued for 1922 show the net receipts

produced by the tax on amusements in
France on behalf of the Poor Law Administration were 266,000,000 francs.
Of this
sum the picture houses provided 82,000,-

The amount of this tax varies from
25 per cent, according to the standard
of the shows. It is levied solely for endowing hospitals and other charitable institutions with funds.
000.

7 to

to

scars.

is

hicle

Cinema

or so ago.

J. Le Saint.
"Forgive and Forget" has just been completed at the Waldorf studios under the

Hayakawa's

Sessue

"La

will be
in Paris.

Bataille.

first

"

French picture

It is

being filmed

"William Tell," an Althofambos feature,
starring Conrad Veidt, is fast nearing completion.
It is said this picture will be
heavily exploited in the United States. The
rapid drop of the mark has played havoc
with the film business in Germany and the
producers are prone to look toward Uncle
Sam for an out. '
'

'

Butcher's Film Service, Ltd., announces
of
The School for Scan'

the completion

'

dal" at their London studios.
ram Phillips production with

It is a Bet-

an

all-star

east.

More German pictures under way or nearing the cutting rooms include "Everything
for Money,
a topical theme on the fall
of the mark; "The Merchant of Venice";
'

Howard

Mitchell
with
Standing, Pauline Garon, Philo
McCullough, Josef Swickard, Vernon Steele,
Lionel Belmore, Estelle Taylor and William Scott.
Harry Cohn in conducting a nation wide
scenario contest to get scripts, which can
be released under the titles "Innocence"
of

IVOR NOVELLO,

1

Edward

direction

Across the Pond

Rumor that Robertson-Cole was to shut
down production was off set this week by

'

Wyndham

"Marguerite,"
The Street
'

'

'

'

Troy.

upon
"Faust";
based
and
The Downfall of
'

'

'

The second Betty Blythe feature is under
Herbert Langley and
in London.
Liane Haid, a popular German actress, is in

way

and "Pal O'Mine."

the support.

PRINCIPAL PICT.
The second of the "Peck's Bad Boy"
featuring series to be filmed by Principal
Pictures, has been cast and production will
be started immediately.
Joe Butterworth
will play the "Bad Boy," Mary Jarre Irving the "girl," and Forrest Robinson
"Pa" Peck. The title will be "Peck's

Bad Boy and

his

Pa."

Insures Grand-Asher Star
V. Grand entered into a
contract with Bryant Washburn for a se-

When Samuel

of five feature productions to be released by Grand-Asher one of the first matters that was taken up was an insurance
policy for a half million dollars for the
star in order to meet possible contingencies.
ries

WELCOME STRANGER
Lloyd Hamilton seems to "at home" to the redmen
in and about some certain village, depicted in his
latest Educational comedy release, "The Optimist."

"

'

'

"

''

September

'

1923

1,
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Warner Brothers Get Print of Barry's
The Printer's Devil

Distribution
rr^HEKE

Century Comedies
released by Universal in September.
* "Back to Earth," "Eound Figures,"
"Bringing Up Buddy" and "Nobody's
Darling.

will be four

This practically closes out the domestic field on all Kipling features now released.

'

"The

MacKaye's

Scarecrow,"
starring Glenn Hunter, will soon be released
under the title of "Puritan Passions." It
will be distributed through the W. W. Hod-

Percy

A

bran Exchange at Atlanta.

kinson Corporation.

"Lost in a Big City," the Blazed Trail
special being released by Arrow, was shown
before a private audience at the Lincoln
Theatre, Troy,
gust 19.

New

York, on Sunday, Au-

Frank Whittle,

The Arrow Film Corporation received a
print of "The Sting of the Scorpion," the
first of the new series of ten Western features starring Edmund Cobb, made by Ashton Dearholt Productions of Los Angeles,
and to be distributed by Arrow.

Four releases are announced by
ciated First National for September.

Asso-

"Her
Blade," "The

Reputation," "The Fighting
Wanters" and "Potash and Perlmutter.

Principal Pictures announces that they
are about to close a deal which will completely cover the United States with fran-

Maker.

chises for their five latest pictures,

'

Principal Ready to Close Deal

A. J. McAllister, of the same company
Exchange of
closed with the Art Film
Baltimore on "Paying the Price" and
"The Call of the Hills."

" Bright

Marriage, "

porary

of

Broadway, " " The Spider and the Rose,
"East Side, West Side" and "Gold Mad'

ness.
This transaction will cover the
Minnesota, North and South Dakota terri'

'

and when it is consummated the
United States will be completely covered.
tory,

The Cadillac Film Corporation, of Boston, sold to the entire Gordon Circuit LeeKleinBradford 's
feature
Captain
schmidt's Adventures in the Far North."
'

'

Buster Keaton's "Three Ages," which
released by Metro, is making a hit with
Southern exhibitors after the pre-release
showings which were given in the South.
This picture is feature length.
is

Associated Exhibitors to Release David
Copperfield, September 23
September 23 will witness the official release of "David Copperfield," the picturization of Dickens masterpiece, through
Associated Exhibitors.
Persons who have
had previews of this offering declare that
it breathes the true Dickensonian atmos-

Marriage
Metro;
"The
Suez,"
Circle" from "Only a Dream," Warner
Brothers; "The Judge and the Woman"

of

"The Master of Man," Goldwyn;
"The Heart of Boston Blackie" from "The

,'from

Daughter of Crooked Alley," Universal;
"A Flyin' Fool" from "A Gun Gentleman," Fox; "The Man Thou Gavest Me"
from "The Master of Woman" and originally

"The Law Bringers,"

Louis

to reveal the little

rambling streets and villages of
"Dickens Land" as the master novelist described them. An all-star cast appears and
is in

eight-reels.

F. B. O. to Release

attained before.

BOOKINGS
The following were reported

Houdini's latest release, "Haldane of
Secret
Service,"
the
which
contains
scenes taken in Europe and America, has
been acquired by F. B. O. and will be released the end of September. Gladys Leslie
plays the leading feminine role.

B.

from "Upside
Down," Universal; "The Judge and the
Woman" from "The Master of Man,"
Goldwyn; "Slave of Desire" from "The
Magic Skin," Goldwyn.

—

Paterson.

"The

Canton,
O.
Minerva, Pittsburgh;
Royal, Little Rock; Strand, Easton; Capitol, Philadelphia; and West End and Lyric,

"Main

Metro Pictures Corporation announce the
following productions
for
September release: "The French Doll, "Strangers of the

"Three

'

Richard Kipling, president of the KiplingEnterprises, sold four features to Samuel
Ludwig of the Premier Film Exchange,
"The Battlin' Kid," "The Gringo Devil,"

The Man Hunter and Golden Silence.
The deal was for Minnesota, North and
South Dakota and northern Wisconsin.
'

'

'

'

'

'

PAGE ELINOR GLYNN
There

The
in

entire Kipling catalog vwas involved
a deal with Tom Brennan of the Elta-

Keep."—By

least

from

is

little

I

doubt but that Ben Turpin spent

"Three Weeks" rehearsing
his latest two-reel Pathe
"Pitfalls

of

a

this scene.

comedy,

Great City."

at

It is
entitled

—In

New York

City and
Theatres, A. H.
Schwartz Theatres, Brooklyn, B. K. Bim,berg's Theatres, and houses controlled by
Charles Haring. In New York State, Eastman, Rochester; Shea's Hippodrome, BufStrand, Albany; Strand Theatres,
falo;
Binghamton and Schenectady; Universal,
Auburn; Strand, Ithaca; State, Middletown;
Academy,
Newburg;
Bellview,
Niogara Falls; Strand, Poughkeepsie; Empire, Syracuse; Troy, Troy: Nate Robbins
Circuit, Utica; Olympic, Watertown; Hamilton, Yonkers, and Little Playhouse. Mount
Yei non.
Finklestein and Rubens Chain, Capitol,
Slate, St. Paul, Park, Brainard, Hibbing,
Garrick, and Virginia, all in Minnesota, and
the Garrick, Duluth.

vicinity,

'

to

WARNER BROTHERS'

"Cap'n Dan."

and

Mo.

U. B. O. for the
Jefferson,
following New York houses:
Proctor's 23rd, Proctor's 58th, Regent,
Proctor's 125th, Hamilton, Coliseum, Fordham, Franklin, Prospect, Yonkers, Mt.
Vernon, White Plains and Jersev City.

"The Harbor Bar,"

Lips"

;

GRAND-ASHER

through Allied Producers
and Distributors Corporation under the title

Ages.

Strand,

Texas.

to be released

Night," "Roughed

Mass.;
Toledo;

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
"Tea—With a Kick."— Capital, Dallas,

that
Authors
announce
Buchanan's film production of

of

Who Came Back." — Modern

Girl

Lawrence,
Pantheon,

St. Louis,

Associated

novel,

week:

"Are You a Failure?" Binghamton,
Binghamton, N. Y.; Apollo, Indianapolis;
Pantheon, Toledo; Palace, Tulsa; Palace,
Pueblo, and West End and Lyric, St. Louis,
Mo.
"Daughters of the Rich." Arcadia,
Savannah; Binghamton, Binghamton, N. Y.;
Hartford;
Strand,
Bridgeport;
Dawe's,
Pantheon, Toledo;
Canton,
Strand,
O.;
Melba, Dallas; Criterion, Oklahoma City;
Newark, Newark, N. J.; U. S. Photoplay,

"Mine

is

this

—

Houdini

Mayer; "The Clean-Up"

Thompson
Peter B. Kyne's

Up,"

PREFERRED PICTURES

the

the presentation

bank

of Douglas
first
MacLean's independent productions for Associated Exhibitors, has been set for release
September 30, according to an announcement made by J. S. Woody, general manager of Associated. The enthusiasm of onlookers at pre-release showings in California gives every assurance that in this attraction this popular comedian rises to far
greater heights of artistry than he ever

phere throughout.
inns,

a

Release Date Set

"Going

'

The exteriors are said
The following changes of titles were re"Lucretia Lombard"
ported this week:
Warner
from
"Loveless
Marriages,"
from
"Slaves
of
Desire,"
Brothers;
"The Magic Skin," Achievement Picfrom "East
tures;
"Life's Highway"

in the story are

robbery and the capture of the bandits by
Barry, single-handed, with an empty shot
gun, and a pretty love story.
.

"Tem-

Lights

plant.

The highlights

special representative of
Lee-Bradford Corporation, closed with the
Merit Film Co., of Pittsburg, for their
'
Eeputations,
territory
on
Shattered
"Partners of the Sunset" and "The Image
'

print of Warner Brothers classic, "The
Printer's Devil," starring Wesley Barry,
arrived in New York and was received with
enthusiasm by the company's screen committee.
"Freckles," Harry Myers, who is
principal in support, and Katherine McGuire, leading feminine role, were greeted
with praise for their work.
This production is an original story by
Julien Josephson and was directed by William Beaudine. The story is replete with
comedy situations, pleasing moments and
pathos, with a bit of melodrama thrown in.
Most of the settings are laid in a small
town newspaper office and the press rooms
are so constructed that nothing is left
open for criticism from men who are familiar with a newspaper and printing

Street."

Fox

Circuit,

Loew
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Three Masters of Broadway

the three years
DURING
that Samuel L. Rothafel,
exhibitor,

showman,

HUGO

ural musician and public benefactor has presided over the
artistic division of the expansive Capitol Theatre the clientele of that great playhouse
has climbed steadily in numbers.
The astute showmanship of "Roxey" has been
doubly proved by his broadcasting of the theatre's Sun-

day night musical program.
This combined with his intimate chats over the radio has

music
music

brought the theatre thousands
of

new

RIESENFELD

entertains more than six
million patrons in the
Rivoli,
Rialto and Criterion
Theatres every year.
Not
only does he direct the destinies of the three houses but
he conducts the orchestras,
writes music settings to the
photoplays, encourages aspiring singers and instrumentalists, and has written musical
comedy scores and symphonies. Dr. Riesenfeld is known
as "the man who made classic

nat-

friends.

popular
classic,"

and
and

popular
a

potent force for the
screen presentation.

PLUNKETT
JOSEPH
Awards in recognition

is eligible to the parade before the Altar of
of his sincere efforts and achievements as
the first water.
For two years after completing
his education the future managing director of the Mark Strand was
a juvenile actor.
Before attaining his majority he managed several
stage companies.
He succeeded to his present post in 1919, following
a period as a motion picture producer.
Mr. Plunkett has maintained
and increased the prestige of his house.

a

showman

of

most
finest

'

September
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Exhibitors

Sehad, Inc. chain of thea-

embraces

the
Colonial,
Arcadia, Lyric, Princess, Strand, San
Toy and Schuylkill avenue theatres in
Beading, Pa., now includes the Capitol and
Colonial in Lebanon.
tres

George Ryder, for many years manager
of the Strand Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio, has
been appointed manager of Loew's Liberty
Theatre, Superior avenue and East 105th
street.
J. Diebold,

part of Pennsylvania were in New York
City this week, buying and picking up
ideas in the big town.

Manager of the Strand thea-

of Cedar Eapids, Iowa, has purchased
the Waterloo theatre.
tre

theatre

company operates a chain

of houses

in the northern section.

The Arlington Chemical Co. will spend
over $350,000 on a theatre which they will
erect
on their Broadway property in
Yonkers, New York.
The site is one of
the most coveted in the city.
The Gem theatre, Barbao, Wisconsin,
has been taken over by the Al Ringling
Theatre Co., operating the Ringling.
The
Gem has changed ownership several times.
Due to competition with the Ringling house,
nobody could make it pay.
Eddie

Balaban and Katz, Chicago, operators of
the Chicago Riviera theatre have increased
the capital of the Riviera Theatre Co. from
$300,000 to $700,000.

Kathryn Whitman, daughter of Franklin
Whitman who recently came to Junction
City, Kansas, as manager of the Cozy
DurTheatre, is an author and harpist.
ing the fall and winter seasons, Miss Whit-

man

will play her harp regularly during
the performances. She has studied in both

Kansas City and Chicago and expects
come to New York within a year.

to

Rugg, proprietor of the Eureka
Theatre at Weston, Mo., gave expression
to a question of interest to every exhibitor,
Mr. Rugg dethat of Sunday showings.
"How
mands, in the Weston Chronicle:
can it be any different from a moral standL.

point to sit in that tent next Sunday night
and witness "The Storm," which is
purely a theatrical performance backed
by the Chautaqua system, than to sit unand
der the roof of the Eureka theatre
witness a similar performance backed by a

ihomesman?

Homer

'

is

sponsoring the project
at Worthington, Ne-

Frank

Aprile, proprietor of the

Rex

thea-

tre in Geneseo, New York, has purchased
the Strand theatre, there. The Strand was
formerly operated by Blauvett and Maritt.

John H. Finn has been re-engaged as
manager of the Temple theatre in Rochester
by the B. F. Keith Corporation. John has
been manager of the house since it was
built in 1909 by J. H. Moore.
The Aldine theatre, Philadelphia, which
was recently taken over from Felt Bros,
by the Stanley Company will re-open
Labor Day.

M. Freeman, postmaster
N. C, has entered exhibiting

at Troy,
as a side
line, having taken over the Pastime theatre from E. A. Bailey.

Pinkelman and Corey who own five small
theatres at Quincy, Illinois, are reported to
be planning the erection of a high class
motion picture theatre on Hampshire street.

Jack Rosenthal has taken over the management of the Astor theatre, Philadelphia,
Mike Hoffman, resident manager for the
past two years, having resigned.

The Desmond with a seating capacity of
newest and largest picture house
in Port Huron has had a change in business management. W. S. MacLaren of the
Jackson, Lipp and Cross of Battle Creek,
Claude Cady of Lansing and Herb Wail
of Port Huron have formed a corporation
to manage the theatre.
1,000, the

George Tetrault, owner of the Grand in
is
beginning to wonder just

F. O. Williams, for two years assistant
manager of the Globe and formerly with
Western Vaudeville office, will manage the
Electric theatre at St. Joe.
The program
will consist of big pictures and four Junior

how many

Orpheum vaudeville

business

acts.

Watervliet,

Italian

celebrations

there

are.

The Italians of Watervliet seem to celebrate every two weeks and this means that
almost disappears on the festive

nights.
J. C. Cole recently purchased the Apollo
theatre, West Seattle, Wash.

Benick has purchased the Grant theaPhiladelphia, for $100,000.
It was
built a few years ago by Philip Greene,
a prominent real estate dealer.
Eli

tre,

Salem Starling of the Vernon theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Indiana will celebrate his first
anniversary in the business Labor Day.

Frank J. Rembusch now controls seventeen theatres, having recently acquired the
Rialto and Gayety in Indianapolis, Indiana.
This gives him six houses in that city.

The American Legion has been working
for some time for an auditorium in Tampa,
Florida.
Plans have been accented bv thr>
City Commission for a building with a
seating capacity of not less than 4,000. The

name
William D.

Harris, former manager of
the Olympia theatre, New Haven, Conn.,
is
now general manager of the Eastern
Amusement Company in Portland.
The

Graves

is

secretary.

Dave McLeod has purchased
theatre at
E. D. Wert.

Milton,

North

the

Dakota

Star

from

S.

Barken recently took over the Nemo

theatre, Detroit avenue at West 84th street,
Cleveland, Ohio.
The house has been
closed for several months.

The Mozart theatre in Elmira, N. Y,
owned and operated by W. W. Berinstein,
will reopen on
September 4th.
About
$75,000 has been spend in
house.

in

remodeling the

William Benton who operates the Capitol
Ballston Spa, New York, has acquired

the Ballston theatre from F. C. Yelverton.

Although W. R. Bratton, manager of the
Stella theatre, Council Groves, Kas., has a
whole county to draw patrons from, doesn't
take advantage of the fact.
He gives his
patrons the best in pictures and equipment
that he can get.
And he finds that it's

worth

it.

C.

manager

of the Kelley Theatre in Iola, Kansas, used a spotlight on top
of the theatre to attract the attention of
the public. The light was shot straight upward and, as there was no moon, it was
visible for a great distance.
The light attracted almost as much attention as would
the beam from a monster searchlight in
the city.
Gill,

Nick Caserett

$45,000 theatre
braska.

theatre is a 1,000 seat house recently erected
by A. A. Richards. The deal involves an
expenditure of $100,000.

Michael J. Walsh, part owner of the
Strand, Yonkers, New York, has merged
the Strand, Hamilton, Orpheum and Broadway theatres into one company. Matthew
Chrystmas and Harry Roth of the Hamilton are vice-president and treasurer, respectively, of the new company.
Guy A.

now with

of a

The National Theatre Syndicate, headed
by L. R. Crook, have taken control of the
new Richards theatre at Modesto, Cal. The

G.

Zorn, Toledo, Ohio, exhibitor is
the Butterfield chain as manager
of the Regent theatre at Toledo, Ohio.

Nixon-Nirdlinger 's Colonial, the largest
theatre in the Germantown sectien of Pennsylvania, is now under the control of the
Stanley people.
Thel property was purchased for $400,000 on an option taken
three years ago.

be

of

the

big

building

will

probably

"The Memorial Auditorium."

The Silverman Brothers who operate theatres in Altoona, Pa. and other towns in that

Approximately
the Seattle

six hundred members
Young Men's Business Club

of
at-

tended one of the evening performances at
Manager Frank Steffy's Coliseum theatre,
during the run of "Slander the Woman "
when the musical specialty "Seattle
Town" was presented on the bill all week.
"Seattle Town" is a fox trot written by
Harold Weeks a local music write,u and
dedicated to the Young Men's Business
Club.

Harold L. Youngblood, owner of a moving picture theatre at Cushing, Okla., filed a
petition in the federal court at Oklahoma
City August 14, alleging that he was a
bankrupt.
In the petition Youngblood
listed his liabilities at $594,613 and his
assets at $13,450, of which exemptions of
$100 was claimed.
Thirty-six firms were
listed as holding unsecured claims against
him.

The Star theatre in Dansville, New York,
formerly operated by Blum and Werdein,
has been taken over by Charles Martina
of Mount Morris, New York.

On September 1st, work will start on the
new Shea theatre at Buffalo, New York.
The Shea Amusement Company headed by
M. Shea will built and operate the house.
Rev. Mr. Smith, pastor of the Baptist
church at Bolton Landing, New York, is

now owner of the Navajo theatre there.
The house, which is open two nights a
week, was purchased from Paul Fosmer.
After September

1st,

straight

week runs

will prevail at the Clinton Square and
and theatres in Albany. This policy

Ley-

was

announced by Oscar Perrin, manager.
N. T. Ragland sold the Virginia theatre
Florida, to the Florida Amuse-

Sarasota,
ment Co.
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SHOOTING FOR LOVE
Hoot Gibson is starred in this Universal feature, which was written and
directed by Edward Sedgwick.
Laura La Plant has the feminine lead.
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Directors

of Thrills

GENTLEMEN
still

row

I

:

OldJ2zdy^^stor<Sqys

see slim, nar-

shouldered heroes
frequently
very
slugging and battering
into
o b 1 iv i o n
some
huge, brawny ruffian outweighing him by forty pounds or so. Now, boys, be reasonable.
It simply isn't going to be in style the coming season.

out

new

•

"T\EAR AL:
*-J
dred and

I

notice you are going to give away one hundollars in exploitation prizes on your

the contest?

De Wolf Hopper should be barred from
ld Lady Astor.

To Joe Hopp
"T\EAR JOE:

read where you are more strongly than
ever applying your characteristic showmanship in exploiting your pictures at the Fort Armstrong Theatre, Rock
I

elephant stunt was a good one, Joe. It surely must
have helped "Circus Days" toward the S. R. O. situation.
And there is no reason why you should not have that
century bill Al Lichtman is giving away as an exploitation
prize.

Set the picture in, Joe, and start now counting all the
mothers-in-law in Rock Island. You may count the hundred
later

Old Lady Astor.

-

To

Sol Lesser

"P\EAR SOL: Now

that you are going across the pond to
some of your worries on foreign distribution, why
not bring back a few of the Englishmen's ideas on selling the

L/

settle

picture to the public.

keys.

wonder which one of you

re-

Old Lady Astor.

To William Hollender
manner

I

am

fully acquainted with the excellent

which you have been handling newspaper tieups, as well as book store, department store and tobacco
store tie-ups in your exploitation of Balaban and Katz
in

T\ EAR SIRS AND GENTLEMEN:

I want strongly to
suggest that you urge the exhibitors throughout the
country to get behind the Exhibitors Trade Review campaign against the admission tax.
United effort will win success and credit will go to all.

Old Lady Astor.

To
jP\EAR JULES

Jules Mastbaum
where you are strongly urging all
become more active in community affairs.
I

:

exhibitors to
are surely on the right track, Jules, and as president
of the Stanley company you and your Philadelphia managers
have an excellent opportunity of showing others just how it
can be done.
idea of it, summarized, would be that each exhibitor
should appoint himself chairman of an aldermanic committee of one to promote anything and even-thing that tastes
even slightly of civic and community interest.
I believe he would then be able to make his theatre a
municipal forum, a strong arm for his local chamber of
commerce, and the city hall of entertainment.

My

Old Lady Astor.

To Heath Cobb
T\ EAR HEATH

I note what you say about the crazy insane peculiarity of the show business toward the superfluous use of yellow ink.
Your arguments are convincing, Heath, and as we hope
you noticed we followed your suggestion and ran the cover
in "grand and glorious blue."
This week it's red. Next will be green.
More will follow in rapid succession, and then the cycle
will begin all over again with blue.
But there will be no yellow, Heath, you can bank on that.

ing point the others would follow, and certain conscientious
who have tried for years to find out just what
the public wants would feel like crowning you with a laurel
wreath.
Old Lady Astor.

:

Old Lady Astor.

Why

producers

see

You

features in Chicago.
You are certainly among the leaders.
not point the
way with a new idea along the line of popular pictures by

popular vote.
A house organ and a ballot-box would turn the trick.
With your Windy City newspaper entree, editorial comment would make it a general midwest-wide movement.
With the vote of Balaban and Katz patrons as the start-

All

State Associations

We're ashamed to admit it, Sol, but there are several exup and down the Strand who seem to be a step

"T\EAR BILL:

famous-overold Lady Astor.

will be the first

To Will Hays and Sydney Cohen, and

hibitors

ahead of us on exploitation.
If you do, I would like to have tea with you upon your
turn and gather up the bits of newer ideas.

symphony

I am looking forward
reading of some one of you, who has awakened some
morning with a new style of presentation on the pipe

Island.

Your

of

to

night organist.

fifty

"Mothers-in-law."
Don't you think

style

jazz rythm.

I

To Al Lichtman

r\EAR MUSICIANS:
^
Whiteman

Paul
and
Paul Specht have crazed
two continents with their

-

Old Lady Astor.

To the
Organists

To Chris Deible
"P\EAR CHRIS: You

have one of the most beautiful
Youngstown, Ohio. And I witnessed further improvements made this summer.
Don't you think your clientele in the steel town would apIt
preciate some sort of simple prologue presentation?
would rank your Liberty Theatre with the best and sound
the keynote for imitators in Akron, Canton and similar size
centers.
It's coming to it, Chris, sure as you're born.
Old Lady Astor.

^

theatres in

To Hal Roach

To George Blaisdell
"P\EAR GEORGE I note what you say about applying
:

"P\EAR HxAL

golf term "divot" to certain efforts in the film business.
are quite right, George.
It certainly would' fit some
comedies to a "tee."
I have often wondered whether certain producers were
not actually trying to build a picture that would correspond
with the Cherry Sisters of vaudeville fame.

Old Lady Astor.

I

noticed you winding your

way down Pea-

cock Alley a few days ago.

the

You

:

noticed that you were
and dined, and
praise was sung over your head.
I just want to say that I believe you deserved every bit of
it, for you are the go-getter type the industry needs.
And now, Hal, I am looking forward with keen interest
to the first of your new series of comedies, featuring Will
Rogers.
Old Lady Astor.
I also

that

much
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FOR MERIT

OH, BABYLON!
Another

Broadway

favorite

recruited to the screen.

time

from

Scandals.

George
Betty

This
White's

Winslow,

Atlantic City Beauty Winner.

A REAL "SCANDAL"
who

has just signed up to
play one of the leads in Kipling's big Fall production, "A

Modern

Babylon." Glad to
meetcha, Betty, trooly!

'

September

"

'

1923
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Pfayers ~V/e TGncnay
XHIBITORS

well as fans, like to
the stars who
Besides; theatre
play in then' pictures.
men have to keep posted if they are to
pass along live news in their programs
This department
and newspaper items.
has been inaugurated to help you give your
patrons red-hot information about the
'doings" of the luminaries.

I?

as

know something about

r"'

l

Colleen

Moore, First National's newest
enact

the

Patricia

of

in
"Flaming Youth," Warner Fabian's novel.
The cast will include Milton Sills, Elliott
star, will

role

Dexter, Myrtle Stedman, Sylvia Breamer,
McGrail, Ben Lynon and Edith
The film is scheduled for Fall reHallor.

Walter

Sara Mullen has returned to New York
from Maine where she has been filming
"Evidence." The picture will be released
on the independent market.

Harold Austin who has just finished the
"The Love Master," the forthcoming Strongheart feature is Laurence
title role in

Trimble's latest

"William
is

S.

Hickock"
Paramount picture.

Hart in Wild

the title of Bill's

first

Bill

Rhodes

Billie

starting her

"You're

sir,"

so

kind to me, sir," and

"sweet"

things in order to get their
parts.
Miss Pringle is a wealthy society
girl who gave up a butterfly career to
enter the movie.
other

Wesley Barry recently celebrated his
seventeenth birthday at the Warner Studios.
A birthday party was given on the
set where "Freckles" is working on his
forthcoming production "George Washington,

Jr."

Monty

for First National.
Bull has been loaned
to Director Maurice Tourneur by Metro.

"Kids Wanted"
Banks'

latest

the title

is

of

Grand-Asher comedy.

who

splendid
work in " Merry-Go-Kound " will have the
stellar role in
My Mamie Eose.
Philbin,

did

such

'

'

'

Our congratulations

to Colleen

Moore and

Emmett MeCormick, Western

representative to Associated First National, who were

married in Los Angeles

last

Doug is going to have his unshorn hair
marcel-waved for "The Thief of Bagdad."
To add insult to injury, he has to wear
a hair-net and a ribbon to keep the marcel
down. It took Mary's firm insistence to
conquer his flat refusal to wear the femine accessories.

Four-year old Mickey

week.

work on
Fairbanks

Douglas

spent his first
Jr.
a screen star in the heart
of the Turkish Empire making the Turkish
Theoepisodes of "Stephen Steps Out."
dore Roberts is featured with the boy star
and Noah Beery, Harry Myers and Frank
Currier
head the supporting company.
G. N. -Baker, authority on Turkish matters,
is in charge of the technical problems.

two weeks

as

'

'

'

'

'

characteristically

"I

like

it

though."

By the way, Nita Naldi told Glenn that
since seeing him as Merton, she prays every
night "Oh Lord,
actress."

Another pair of newlyweds are Katherine MacDonald and C. F. Johnson, a Philadelphia
millionaire.
Katherine
once
avowed she 'd be an old maid.

Montmartre in Hollywood, reTheda Bara was seen lunching with
Lois Weber, the" producer.
Can that mean a comeback for Theda ?

At

the

cently,

make me a good movie

Zena Keefe has just completed "Dusk
to Dawn" which will shortly be released.

He

Cyclone."

is

considered one

of the

ablest child actors on the screen.

Chief Lightfoot a brave of the Cherokee
who has done westerns with a number of companies now announces that he

tribe
will
too.

make

killed

own

his

that

pictures and direct

Lon

an accident

in

1

denied by Universal.
East to attend the

them

Chaney had been
Utah have been
Chaney is coming

in

premiere

of

Hunchback of Notre Dame."

"The

Monte Blue's wife who was suing the
rushed to his side when
he was badly hurt while making his last
picture.
Although neither of them will
star for divorce

confess to a reconciliation it is very probable that their reunion will result in just
that.
The doctors declare that it was Mrs.
Blue's devotion that turned the wavering
scales in Monte 's favor.

Louise Fazenda has signed a long term
contract for featured roles of stellar significance with Warner Brothers.
Her ex-

Johnny Hines is now engaged in the
Warner Brother's production, "Conductor

work

"The Gold Diggers" won

in

her a starring contract for she played the
role on highly dramatic lines proving that
she is an artist as well as a comedienne.

Harold Lloyd was so glad that he had
been born so that he could marry Mildred
Davis, that he gave his charming wife a
diamond and sapphire bracelet for her birthMildred
reciprocated
day.
by giving
hubby a surprise stag party in which about
fifty

men took

part.

1492.

against Law" the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan production has been held up due
While
to an accident to Helen Chadwick.
at work near the Giant Geyser in Yellowstone Park, it unexpectedly spouted and
Miss Chadwick and an assistant director
were badly burned.
It appears that Lila Lee 's path of love
has suddenly become hilly. Mrs. Gertrude
Kirkwood has withdrawn her suit for divorce against her husband, so it looks as
if there wouldn 't be any wedding bells for

James Kirkwood and

Baby Peggy

is

now

at

work on "Editha's

-

time.

Hunter's
of the

first

Water

year-old

baby

"Ma"

They

left their

in Chicago.

Lets hang out the "welcome home" banner for Dorothy Dalton who has returned
from a three months' tour in Europe.
Gloria

mous

Dwan

Swanson's next picture for Fa-

will be "The Humming Bird" Allan
will direct the production.

Tom Moore

is expected to have one of
leads in "Big Brother" a new RexBeach story purchased by Famous Players.

the

Many notables of the French colonv in
Los Angeles greeted Mile. Jeanne Balzac,
great grand-niece of Honore de Balzac
when she arrived in Hollywood from Paris.
She will play a part in Balzac's storv
'

The Magic Skin.

Renee Adore, the little French emotional
actress will have the feminine lead in the
Universal

Lilian Leighton will have the role of
Pettingill in "Buggies of Redgap."

seeing New York for the
is here to play in Glenn
Paramount Picture "West
Tower." Tom Gallery, her

is

She

husband, accompanied her.

'

Lila.

'

Zasa Pitts
first

"Law

Burglar. "

Mae Marsh will be starred in David
Belasco's play "Daddies," which will be
produced at the Warner Brothers studios.

McBan is now at
"Born of the

his fortieth picture

Barbara LaMarr is enjoying a trip
around the world with her brand new husband Jack Daugherty.

cellent

"If anyone thinks a motion picture
player has an easy life, he should follow
me around for a day and he would change
his mind," said Glenn Hunter.
Glenn gets
up at 7:00 every morning except Sundays
is at the Famous Players studio at eightthirty and works until five.
Then he goes
to the Cort Theatre, stopping enroute to
have a bite of dinner. As ' Merton ' he
is on the stage practically all the time from
eight-thirty until ten-forty-five. After that,
he's ready to go to bed. "I have to lead
a regalar ascetic life in order to be in condition to work almost seventeen hours a
day, ' he said.
No suppers after the
theatre or anything like that. The sleep is
too valuable to me."
And then he added

it

Bull Montana transferred his famous
brown derby from the peg on the Metro
hat-rack last week to the United Studio
where he began work in "Jealous Fools"

Reports,

Do you know what a gaw-gaw is? Ask
Aileen Pringle who plays in the production
"In the Palace xsf the King." The word
is her own and it was made to fit girls
who say to the production manager "Yes,

taking a rest prior to
feature for Grandto Gerry."

is

first six-reel

"Leave

Asher,

Bob, Ben Turpin's cross-eyed dog, has
returned home after an absence that filled
the comedian's heart with gloom.

Mary

ture.

the only husband-and-wife coSo far they have played together
in "Mine to Keep" and "The Love Trap."
stars.

find.

lease.

Doug and Mary are forever finding someone o» their doorstep and not uncommonly
the visitor is a duke, an earl or a baron
An earl, who is marin search of a job.
ried to an actress, recently went along
with Doug and Mary on a vacation and
then spent the whole day of their return
with them drinking tea, having tests made
of his wife and making the studio folks
rather cross because he kept them from
having a critical preview of Mary's pic-

Bryant Washburn and Mabel Forrest are

now about

all-star

production

"The

Six-

Fifty" now being made under the direction
of Nat Eoss.

Page
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THE MAN BETWEEN
A

Finis Fox Production released by Associated Exhibitors. Allan
Forrest, Vola Vale and Edna Murphy featured.
Footage 5176.

'

'

September

1,

'
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Ned impersonates

HISTORICAL FILMS FOR

PATHE RELEASE
Series of Three-Reelers to

sored

CHRONICLES

of

By

Be Spon-

Yale

REVIEWS OF CURRENT
SHORT SUBJECTS

weeks thereafter.
The Extension Department of Yale University which has published fifty printed
Chronicles of America
volumes of the
'

'

'

production
of
sponsor
the
the
Chronicles in film form. The pictures which
will follow the same standards that have
made the books historical authorities
among scholars, will average three reels
They will cover the important
in length.
events from Columbus down to Appomattox.
The production of these films is the result of eight years of concentrated effort
to give the people of the United States
history in new form, to make it love and to
bring forth all of its dramatic highlights,
yet of genuine interest in conjunction with
these films is the fact that the original idea
of the Chronicles of America was inspired
by an address by Theodore Roosevelt, whose
suggestion led Yale University to carry it
will

tion stunt

The country's most noted specialists in
every field of historical endeavor have been
pressed into services in the making of the
films.
A competent corps of research workers co-operating with the specialists are
now working in conjunction with leading
production experts to evolve the true story
of the great American history dramas which
will be shown on the screen beginning in
October.
On the average it has taken seventeen
to complete each and every continuity of the thirty-three films in the seFrom synopsis form to the straight
ries.

months

story continuity and then the final production continuity, the historical specialists,
the research workers and the production
staff co-operated in visualizing the entire
film play before a crank was turned.
The work on the costumes, the props,
the sets, the characters, all attest to research accuracy.
Pathe plans to give to the exhibitors
with each subject a complete line of exploitation material, in keeping with the
Distinctive destrength of each subject.
partures will be made in publicizing and
advertising the reels so that patrons of
theatres will be drawn to the box office
to see historical romances full of suspense,
interest and thrills, while basically true in
every detail to the facts in history and
sponsored by one of America's leading institutions of culture and learning.

New Mirthquake Comedy
Arrow has 'just received a Mirthquake
Comedy production starring Dunn, entitled
"Oh! Teacher." It was produced by Eddie
said to be a combination burLittle Red Schoolhouse"

Lyons and

is

lesque

"The

and "The Sante Fe Trail."

Schlank Buys Old Studio
distributor,
film
Schlank,
Morris
R.
bought the old Francis Ford Studios on
Sunset Boulevard. The price has not been
made public, but is said to be several
times greater than Ford paid William
Horsley for the plant about three years
ago.
The property is now being used by
Choice Productions, Inc., to produce specials.
George M. Mitchell, president of Choice,

says his firm will retain possession of the
plant until the lease expires in about one
year.
x

is

one-reeler.
The impersona"old stuff" but is sufficiently

amusing.

'Navy Blues,' Educational
Here is crackerjack humor in an unusual
atmosphere. Jimmie Harrison as Lieutenant James Warren is ordered back to his
ship just as he is about to start on his
honeymoon. Dorothy Devore, his "first
mate," disguises as a sailor-boy and attempts to follow hubby. She gets on the
wrong ship, steals the admiral's boat to get
over to the right one and is greeted with
a "full guard and band for the Admiral."
She is forced to wash the deck, and her
inaptitude with the hose causes a lot of
trouble.
She is chased all over the boat
and finally caught and brought before the
admiral. She and hubby confess and he is
given thirty days' leave. An airplane
takes them ashore to begin their honey-

moon.
Most of the scenes were taken on the
United States battleship
California.
This Christie comedy certainly ought to
'

Running The Gauntlet, Universal
In the tenth chapter of the serial, "In
Days of Daniel Boone," starring Eileen

the

Sedgwick

go over

'
'

big.

'High Kickers,' Universal

ham

Follies Girls are featured in this Century two-reel comedy. Mary the "hired
girl" longs to join the chorus which is
stopping at the boarding house. While the
girls are rehearsing at the beach, Mary is
permitted to dance with them. She looks
so charming in a bathing suit that the
coach tries to kidnap her but she is rescued by a "snapshot bug" who is a lodger

Jack

Mower,

Susan

and

Susan

is held captive and takes her out.
In the woods, they are captured by Indians,

led by Redmond.
The fugitives are taken
back to camp and Susan is made to watch
Jack, being rushed between a double line
of Indians who beat at him with various
implements. This incident, which is said to
have actually occurred in history, gives a
fine idea of the Indian torture of "run-

ning the gauntlet."

'Hold Everything,' Educational

'

'

and

Claire escape from the burning cabin. Claire
leads Susan to the woods and they are captured by the Indian allies of the Tories.
Jack crawls to the rear of the tent where

'

Jack Cooper, Doris Eaton and the Gor-

out.

the Signor and with the
aid of the victrola fools the guests. Just
as he is going away with a check the Signor appears with some prison guards who
march Ner/y and his pal back to their cell.
Neely Edwards and Bert Roach are fea-

tured in this

America Pictures Cor-

poration will produce thirty-three short
subjects films dealing with the epoch;
making events in American history, to be
"Colreleased by Pathe Exchange, Inc.
umbus," the first in the series, will be released about the middle of October and one
e/ery four weeks thereafter,

of

'

Bobby Vernon as Dick in this Christie
two-reel comedy, thinks that the best way
to rejuvenate
the inmates of the Old

Mama"

home is to put "Aggravatin'
on the vie and let jazz "do it's

darndest.

"

Ladies'

It

does!

The flappers of

'61

shake a wicked shoulder, take to golf and
maul the police who attempt to arrest our
hero when he becomes mixed up with Taxi
Tom, a jewelry thief. There's a lot to this
comedy. It is not merely a series of incidents strung together but has a plot as
well as first-rate nonsense. It might even
induce Grandma to try Dick's method.

at the house.

Doris Eaton is an appealing little thing.
The comedy situations which verge on the
slapstick are not new but the
old reliables" will probably continue to draw the
'

'

laughs.

'Fighting Fists,' Universal

Jack Ford as a westerner who is asked
by the owner of the bank to get back the
money that was stolen by a band of robaccepts the undertaking in order to
obtain the reward for his mother. He rescues the bank owner's daughter who is kidnapped by the gang, retrieves the money
and wins the girl. The titles of this tworeeler are rather poor but the fast action,
hard riding and fighting will please those
bers,

'Jungle Pals,'

Fox

Three " monkeyteers, " Max, Moritz and
stars of this Sunshine tworeoler.
A professor brings them back from
the jungle as "the missing link." Although
they wreck the house and cause the maid
to leave, they rescue the professor's daughter when she is kidnapped.

Pep are the

The cleverness of these monkeys is astonishing.
They slide down the banisters and
have a pillow fight just like real kids. One
of them kisses the maid's hand quite gallantly.
There is a close-up of one laughing
Their inin remarkably human fashion.
geniousness will furnish first-rate diversion
for any audience.

'Pitfalls of a

Big

City,'

Pathe

In this two-reel travesty of popular melodrama, Ben Turpin is the innocent country
boy left in despair by the city vamp. He
dreams that he seeks her out in the city
only to find that she has a husband. Brokenhearted, he goes to the barroom to drown
his sorrow (in lemon soda) and there meets
By drawing the
la number of her victims.
longest straw, he is chosen to shoot her.
The tragedy is averted by his waking up
and finding himself still on the farm. The
furnishes
some good laughs.
burlesque
There is the inevitable chase and the usual
Dot Farley manages her eyes
knockouts.
almost to compete with Ben's.

Sing Sing, Universal

When Signor Bari Tona sings at Sing
Sing, his voice is so strong it removes a
portion of the brick wall and Nervy Ned
and his "valet" escape. Ned has picked
up a letter engaging the great singer to
entertain at the home of a social leader.

who

like

'
'

cowboy

'

'

pictures.

'The Cat That Failed,' Pathe

Mamma

Mouse

unwittingly allows her
with the Cat who maltreats
her victim and then entices him to a trap.
Cat demands five bottles of milk of Mamma
Mouse as ransom for her baby but a Private Detective of the canine family resMamma Mouse has learned her
cues him.
lesson that "It Is Never Safe to Trust the

baby

to play

Cruel.

'

'Her Dangerous Path,' Pathe
"Should She Become

a Politician's Secthe question posed in the fourth
episode of the Hal Roach short story serial, featuring Edna Murphy.
By reading
the sands Wong tells Corinne that the politician is unscrupulous, that she will be
"framed" and that she will learn that the
young reporter who will save her and
with whom she will fall in love, is married.
She refuses the politician's offer.

retary?"

is

Pathe Review No. 35
Living pictures of fur-coat babies, an
exposition of the making of a woodblock
print and close views of tree-top home
makers are included in this reel. An interesting portion are the scenes of the

Japanese
Indians
in
Formosa,
"first
cousins" to the American redmen.
The
Pathecoior section shows beautiful Niagara
Falls from various vantage points.
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Lee-Bradford to Release New Colored
Animated Cartoons
Arthur A. Lee, President of Lee-BradCorporation, was able to persuade
three of New York's leading cartoonists,
Messrs. Frank A. Nankivell, Walter E.
Stark and A. S. Hutchinson to devote all

ford

their time to making a series of cartoon
comedies in color. This has never before
been attempted and after nine months'
hard work, they have perfected their pro-

The first subject, "Robinson Crusoe's
cess.
Eeturn on Friday" is now complete. There
will be twelve of these

Bedhead Comedies.

Lee-Bradford control the world's rights on
series and will shortly offer them to
the leading independent exchanges throughthis

out the country.

Want

to

Become Cockeyed?

In "The Pitfalls of a Big City," Dot
Farley's acquired " cross-eyedness" will be
seen to have passed the experimental stage.
Miss Farley, through constant practice was
able to imitate Turpin for five minutes.
Then one day she hit upon the idea of holding two fingers in front of her and concentrating with the left eye on the finger
of the right hand and with the right eye
on the finger of the left hand. Half an
hour's practice each day soon made a crosseyed screen mother for Turpin.

Clever Juvenile Cast
Juvenile
first
the
early in September
has one of the finest juvenile casts ever
assembled for a picture production. Bennie
Alexander of "Penrod and Sam" fame and

"Yankee Spirit,"
Comedy to be released

Ernest Butterworth who has played with
Mary Pickford and Bill Hart, head the
The supporting cast includes sevencast.
year-old Tom Hicks who weighs 125 pounds.
Koger Keene, nephew of E. W. Hammons,
George Ovey,
president of Educational.
Billy Williams, the Matzetti Brothers and
the Yancanelli Brothers.

Pathe

's

Devotees of Bridge
of a limited number

issue

of

prints of Expert John R. Bowker's bridge
problem one-reel picture, "The Nine of
Spades," is said to have revealed the existence of an unexpectedly large proportion
of bridge players among the regular patrons
of different classes of houses.
This is plainly indicated in exhibitor inquiries, even from the remote
sections,
about the Bowker novelty.
"The Nine of Spades" is an exposition
of the playing of a band of bridge in which
that comparatively insignificant card as-

sumes an extremely important

role.

Repeat Booking for Serial
Pathe reports a repeat booking on the
Ruth Roland serial, "White Eagle" by the
North Birmingham Theatre, North Birmingham, Alabama, the population of whicjh
is

only 2,000.
This instance

demand

for

'

of

the

insistent

White Eagle
as the North
'

'

'

is all

popular
the more

remarkable
Birmingham's
second playing of the serial will be its
third run in the town, the Dunbar Theatre
having also played it once.

Navy Approves 'Navy Blues'
"Navy Blues"

Every scene from

the

comedy,
starring
Dorothy Devore, was made under the supervision of Navy officers and the finished
comedy has been approved by the Navy
Department in Washington. Harold Beaudine and his company spent twenty-one
days on the Pacific Fleet flagship making
the comedy.

Hollywood Enterprises to Produce
Series of Comedies
John

with a number of local men,
has formed Hollywood Enterprises ahd will
shortly start production on a series of
twelve two-reel comedies, starring Eddie
Gribbon. Negotiations are under way for
the signing of Mary Anderson as leading

woman

for the

first

production.

The McNamara Studios opposite Universal City have been taken over and temporary

offices
established
there.
Mr.
will direct the comedies which are
his original stories.
After the first unit
gets under way, it is planned to organize
a second unit to make features.

Glavey

Bamford Books Pathe

Serial

The strength of the appeal made

to exhibitors catering to a high class of patronage by the Hal Roach 10-episode "short

stories" serial, "Her Dangerous
indicated
by C. R. Bamford

Path"

Wilderness Tale as Prologue

"And Women Must Weep,"

one of Edueational's Wilderness Tales by Robert C.
Bruce, with a special musical accompaniment, was presented at the Newman Theatre in Kansas City as a prologue to the feature "Homeward Bound," last week.

"And Women Must Weep,"

an adaptaCharles Kingsley poem, "The
Three Fishers," is a dramatic story of life
among the fishermen and their families in a
little coast village.
It has attracted unusual attention both for its beauty and its
dramatic values, in this countrv and abroad.
of the

'My Country' Rebooked

"My

Country," one of the Wilderness
Tales by Robert C. Bruce, which attracted
a great deal of attention during its unusual
showing at the Capitol Theatre in New
York a year ago, has been recalled to this
theatre for its third week's showing.
Mr. S. L. Rothafel, Director of Presentation of the Capitol Theatre, was so impressed with this single reel Bruce subject
that he had written for it the first symphonic score that had ever been prepared
for a motion picture.

Century Girls to Be Insured
Julius Stern, president of Century Comedies, who is now on the Pacific coast super .ising his company's
next
season's
product, has made known his intentions to
insure the entire group of Century Follies
Girls.

this not unexpected move
the protection needed in productions of
this nature.
These girlie Century Comedies require the absolute attendance of
each member of the Follies Girls unit. Illness, death, and other unlooked-for occurrences are costly, and insurance to protect
this producing unit was turned to.

The reason for

is

Short Subjects Selected

"The Busher, " a Mermaid Comedy, and
"The Gray Eider," one of the Wilderness
Tales by Robert C. Bruce, are included in
the list of selected pictures issued as a
Photoplay Guide by the National Board of
Review from pictures reviewed during
July.

"The Busher"

is

a two-reel subject fea-

turing Lee Moran in a story adapted from
the "You Know Me Al" letters by Ring
W. Lardner, and was supervised by Jack
White.
The "Gray Rider' 'is a one-reel
scenic drama.

IF

is

of
the
Asheville,

Majestic Amusement Company,
N. C., who wrote to Pathe:
"Please send me contract at once for
"Her Dangerous Path." Have just seen
the first episode of this serial, and in my
opinion it is going to be the best serial
released in years."

tion

R. H. Cuddihy, Publisher of the Literary
Digest and producer of the humor reel
"Fun From the Press" is now in Berlin
studying motion picture conditions.

Glavey, writer and producer, in

association

Christie-Educational

Cuddihy Abroad

J.

a

THE ROPE EVER BROKE

Sid Smith had even the "old heads" gasping when he took this chance for his latest GrandAsher comedy, "Built on a Bluff." Rollie Asher, assistant to Charley Lamont, Sid's director,
thought it was "too blamed realistic."
It turned out all O. K. and the rope didn't break.
Below, you get a good shot of the beach at Santa Monica, just north of Culver City. '"Built
on a Bluff" is scheduled by Grand-Asher as a September release.

September
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
A

'Strangers of the Night'
Produced by Fred Niblo for Louis B.
Mayer. Metro release. From stage play
by Walter Haickett.
Adapted by Fred
Niblo and Bess Meredyth. Camera work
by Alvin Wyckoff. Length 7800 feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ambrose Applejohn
Poppy
Anna Valeska

Matt Moore
Enid Bennett
Barbara La Marr
Robert McKim
Otto Hoffman

Boralsky

Pengard
Mrs. Pengard

Emily Fitzroy

Lush
Ambrose Applejohn

man

Thomas
is

a

sedate

Ricketts

young English-

on the Cornish coast. Every day in every
way he does precisely the same thing. In him runs
the blood of pirate ancestors and he is fed up on
He yearns for romance and
the daily humdrum.
adventure.
Just as he decides to sell out, and seek
Then
the open road, comes a knock at the door.
from out of the night enters two sets of strangers
each seeking the treasure of the pirate, Captain
living

Through them Ambrose learns of the
Follows lively action while
treasure and locates it.
the young man tries to hold it and the strangers
Finally with the aid of his
try for its possession.
aunt's ward, the conspirators are foiled, and Ambrose finds adventure and romance, and love right
in his own home.
Applejack.

we know anything about

pictures here
one that is going to stand out distinctly in the year's product. Fred Niblo has
rung the bull 's eye, not only in turning
out a production that is entertainment to
the last degree, but with such artistry that

IF

is

been spoiled, too, by overacting.
shade
to the right or left, an overtone of interpretation here and there, and it would have
been zero for the picture. But thanks to
an intelligent cast who saw its opportunity
and seized it, we were spared the pain
of false and jarring notes, so to speak.
Mr. Moore walked away with the performance. Miss Bennett was second in the
honors only because she had less to do.
Both of them gave the best performances
of their career, and perfect is the only
word to fit them both in their respective

Moore got the audience

roles.

from

the

start as the bored young Englishman, and
Miss Bennett's flight from a demure young
English girl to the cabin boy aboard the
pirate ship was a thing of joy.
No less
credit must go to Barbara La Marr, this

time as a vampire crook, Eobert McKim,
as the fake Bolshevist conspirator; Otto
Hoffman and Emily Fitzroy as the rival
crooks and Thomas Bicketts as Lush, the
all-obedient and methodical butler.
Each
was a performance to be proud of and that
of
Mr.
particularly
Bicketts
cameo.
"Strangers of the Night" is as fine a picture as will be seen in a long, long time.

W.

C.

M.

'Drifting*
Universal-Jewel Photoplay In Six Parts.
Adapted from stage play by John Colton.
Scenario by Tod Browning and A. P.

absolutely the last of Molly in the
Molly either died or got well, who
knows people have done both. Although
Repin and Cassie are shown to have lost
their last dollar on a horse race, the latter
even being deprived of all her available
street clothing, they evidently experience no
^hat

's

picture.

—

difficulty in making their way to
Hang
Chow, a feat which can only be explained
by the supposition that it must be dead
easy to beat one's way and bluff railroad

conductors in Chinkland.
The picture has its thrill moments and
melodramatic punches and the Oriental atmosphere is well developed and preserved,
but so far as weaving a plot into compact,
convincing order, the direction slumps heavily.
Its best points are the extremely fine
acting of Priscilla Dean in the character
of Cassie, the subtle delineation of that
prince of rascals, Dr. Li, by William Wong,
Anna May Wong's touching portrayal of the
little Chinese maiden, Rose Li and Wallace
Berry's apt impersonation of the heavy villain, Jules Repin.
Matt Moore is not a particularly impressive figure in the part of
hero Jarvis and his knife duel with Repin
is strung out to a somewhat wearisome extent.

The dash of the Chinese cavalry to the
rescue of the villagers imparts a good resounding thump of action to the finale, but

Younger.
Director,
Tod Browning.
Cameraman. William Fildew. Running
time. Seventy-five minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Cook

Cassie

Priscilla

Captain Jarvis
Jules

Wallace Beery

Burke

Madam

Polly

Voo

J.

Farrell

Dr. Li
Rose Li

Hepburn
Mr. Hepburn
Mrs. Hepburn
Chang Wang

MacDonald
Rose Dione

Molly Norton
Billy

Dean

Matt Moore

.'

Repin

Edna Tichenor
William

Wong

Anna Mae Wong

Bruce Guerin
William Moran
Marie de Albert
Frank Lanning

Cassie Cook, American girl, engages in the opiumtraffic in China, her confederate being Jules
The latter having failed to bring in a big
shipment of the drug from Hang Chow, a village
in the interior, they are both hard-up.
Cassie is
anxious to return to the U. S. and take with her
Molly Norton, a chum, who has become a "smoker."
Cassie and Repin lose all their remaining money on a
horse race.
Cassie then determines to go to Hang
selling

Repin.

Chow and
Jarvis, who

only a captious eritic could find anything

which to cavil.
There are no lavish sets, no great names
The plot
in the cast, no wonderful story.
is whimsical, the love interest is thin and
it did not cost a whole Jot of money to
make compared to the tremendous expenditures we have heard about. By all accepted standards then, it should have been
But Niblo had the
just a passable picture.
good sense to surround himself with writers who knew their business and players
who could act. Too much credit cannot be
at

given to these capable assistants. In mak
ing the adaptation the play was followed
closely and persons who enjoyed the stage
presentation will see what they are lookingfor.
Miss Meredyth turned out an even
flowing continuity and the cast could not
have been improved. Over all is the fine
Italian hand of Niblo in the direction.
There is no dragging in of heroics although the temptation must have been
great.
In hands other than those of an
artist

this

would undoubtedly have been
of

done. In fact there is no dragging
anything. What occurs is in natural sequence and always plausable. This applies
even to the vision, and if there is anything more difficult to handle than a drama
that depends upon a vision for slapstick, it
is not within memory.
It could have easily
in

investigate, having heard that Captain
is supposed to be interested in opening
an abandoned mine in the region, is suspected of
being a Government Inspector.
She and Repin
reach Hang Chow and consult with Dr. Li. Cassie
poses as a novelist and wins Jarvis' confidence, Dr.
Cassie
Li's daughter, Rose, is in love with Jarvis.
a government report from Jarvis, who is
threatened by Dr. Li and Repin with an uprising
Meanwhile Cassie learns to love
of the hill tribes.
the dope sellers
the man she is waging war against
and becomes inspired with a horror of the traffic and
her part therein. Jarvis and his man Burke refuse to be
Jarvis denounces
frightened away by Li's threats.
Cassie and sends Burke to a military post for the
Chinese Cavalry in anticipation of the attack.
He rallies the villagers to fight the invaders. Cassie
persuades Repin that she is willing to help smuggle the opium away, but instead takes it to Burke's
Hepburn a missionary child
Little Billy
cabin.
seeks refuge in the cabin with Cassie, who fights off
with
force
a rifle until they set fire
the assaulting
Jarvis and Repin engage in a knife
to the cabin.
and killed by Rose Li.
shot>
duel and the latter is
Cassie helps little Billy to safety and in turn rescued
cabin.
Jarvis, now sure
by Jarvis from the burning
of her' loyalty, realizes that he loves Cassie.
steals

—

many loose
are too
THERE
"Drifting." Either the film

ends to
has been

badly cut or the scenario writers have
tangled up the continuity considerably,
with puzzling results. At the outset, heroine
Cassie Cook's professed affection for her
chum, Molly Norton a "smoke" addict
whom she promises to bring back to the
o-ood old U. S., naturally leads one to befieve that Molly is going to cut a figure in
the course of coming events. But Cassie
leaves her pal in Shanghai and flits to the
village of Hang Chow, in the interior, and

the battle in Hang Chow, although staged
with a huge army of extras and wild fury
of combat, might also be curtailed with advantage to the film. Summing up "Drifting" offers a fair measure of exciting situations, is handsomely photographed and
pleases the eye with its foreign color, but
suffers from lack of logic and confusion of
ideas in plot construction. In exploiting the
film reference may be made to the "secrets
of the opium traffic", its melodramatic
thrills and the good work of the star in the

—

leading role.

'The

G. T. P.

Man Who Won'

by William WellScenario by E. Adamson. Camei'aJoe August. Footage 5050.

Fo.r photoplay directed

man.

man

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dustin

Bill

Farnum

Jessie

Jacqueline Gadaden

James

Lloyd Whitlock
Ralph Cloninger

Scipio
Birdie

Mary Warren

Toby Jenks
Sunny Oaks
Sandy Joyce
Minkie

Conroy

The Twins.... Muriel McCormack
The Drunkard

Pee

Wee Holmes
Harry Clark

Lon Poff
Andy Waldron
K»nneth Maynard
&- Micky McBan

Bob Marks

with the poverty of her home
and the failure of her husband "Zip" to strike oil,
runs away with "Lord" James, suspected of being
Jessie,

disgusted

'
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Bill, notorious
the leader of a gang of bandits.
gambler, lends Zip his best horse to try to get his
Zip rides to James' but is not strong
wife back.
James' men maul Zip and
enough to fight him.
Bill assisted by
send him home tied to the horse.
Toby, Sunny and Sandy have been taking care of
Zip's children. James has promised Jessie that he
would bring her children to her but his attempt
To give Zip
to kidnap them is frustrated by Bill.
a chance to get Jessie away from James, Bill determines to drive tha stage filled with gold to the
bank in the next town counting upon James and his
gang to leave the ranch and follow him. Jessie who
has seen James shoot one of his men is only too
glad to go back with Zip. James' gang hold up the
stage but Bill succeeds in shooting all of them. He
himself is shot and dies when he has reached the
bank.
Oil is found on Zip's land and he and
Jessie turn to future happiness.

ALTHOUGH

the plot of this story is
simple, it is replete with human intersaying that
est. It seems to be proof of the
"there 's so much good in the worst of us."
Even the villain isn 't all bad. He can shoot

But he insists and Lisa warns
George's new move.
him that since he puts their love on a business
the silent partner, with a right to share
fifty-fifty in the profits.
Coombes is in love with
Lisa and after George makes money in the street
meets her occasionally at social affairs. Lisa saves
money secretly, buys a string of imitation pearls
instead of genuine, when George gives her fifty
thousand dollars for a birthday present, and tricks
him into paying double the value of the bill she is
supposed to owe, pocketing the balance. Coombes,
with the aid of brokers Harker and Nesbit, draw
Coburn into a speculation which they know will
ruin him. Coombes believes that if George goes broke
The disaster comes. George
Lisa will leave him.
opens his wife's desk in a wild search for funds to
the imitation pearls and
across
him
and
comes
save
raised bills. He refuses to listen to Lisa's explanaan ally of Coombes'
Page,
Gertie
tions and leaves.
persuades Lisa to join her in a trip to Europe.
When Lisa discovers that Coombes is on board and
Gertie deliberately set out to break George and win
his wife, she rushes ashore and the steamer sails
Lisa seeks out George, tells him
without her.
that she merely saved the money for him, so that
they could begin life anew and husband and wife
are reunited.
basis she

is

means an easy trick to point
a film without becoming prosy
and lessening its entertaining values. But
director Charles Maigne and a clever cast
of players have successfully accomplished

by no
ITa ismoral
in

that very thing. There's a lot of genuine
interest in this story, which slams
the evil of stock gambling with varied
well-aimed wallops and does so without unnecessary preaching. And the sympathetic
interest quality is present in large quantities.
You can't help feeling that Friend
Wife has right on her side.
Well, he gets 'em, has the conceit and

human

husband, and Patterson Dial does a great
deal with a small part that of Cora
Dredge, whose painful experiences with a
stock-plunging marital partner furnishes
Lisa with the "horrible example" which

—

warns the

latter off the

tion.

rocks of speculaG. T. P.

'Shadows of the North'
Universal Photoplay in Five Parts. AuthScenario by Paul
or, Edison Marshall.
Schofield. Director. Robert Hill.

man, Harry Fmcler.

Camera-

Running Time,

Fifty-five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ben (Wolf) Darby
Beatrice Neilson
Jeffrey Neilson

Hemingway
Ezra (Pancake) Darby
King, the

William Desmond
Virginia

Ray Brent

Dog

Browne Faixe

Fred Kohler
William Welsh
Albert Hart
James O. Barrows
Rin-Tin-Tin.

In Northwest Canada Ben Darby and his father
operate a mining claim.
Ben, who is known as
"Wolf" on account of his fighting prowess, enlists
and goes to war.
His father remains in
charge of the mine.
Three claim-jumpers get possession of the property during Ben's absence. One
the three is the parent of the girl Ben is in
Beatrice Neilson.
Another wishes to
love with
wed the girl. Ben and his father plot to regain the
Ben abducts
claim but the older man is murdered.
Two of the crooks overpower Ben, the
Beatrice.
third, Beatrice's father, is wounded. She brews tea
which contains poison, the two active crooks drink
It then transpires that Beatrice knew
it and die.
nothing of the claim having been stolen, Ben wins
her and all ends well.
of

—

THERE

is

plenty of action in this film

and some remarkably fine scenic effects,
the outdoor views are extremely beautiful
and a skilfully manipulated shot of a canoe
carried down the rapids deserves especial
mention. Yet the story is nothing out of the
ordinary, and careless direction appears to
be responsible for the haphazard manner
in

man and

steal another man's wife, but he
good to her and endeavors to keep his
promise to bring up her children.
Bill is a gambler and a rather hard man,
but he is noted for his love of children and
horses.
Toby, Sunny and Sandy are just
hoboes one of them has run away from his
wife yet they do their best to take care

a

is

of

—
Zip

The

which many situations are thrown

to-

gether and fail to register convincingly. The
result is a picture which may pass muster
as an average program attraction.
The chief drawback to "Shadows of the
North" lies in the impression conveyed of
an obviously "machine-made" production.

—

children.
tots in question

's

do some admirable

acting, without giving the impression that
it is acting.
Ralph Cloninger contributes
a fine portrayal of the sensitive, simpleminded Zip. Jacqueline Gadaden is convincing as the young wife whose love of
comfort gets the better of her love for her

husband.
Dustin Farnum, as Bill, is a squarejawed, straight-shooting westerner whose
fists are harder than his heart.
All the
cast lend capable support.
"The Man Who Won" has enough hard
riding, shooting, dance-hall scenes, and open
spaces to satisfy the fans of "westerns"
and enough human interest, drama and
comedy relief to please the others, so none
of your patrons should have cause for complaint.
The picture will be released August
2Cth.
D. R.

The Silent Partner'
Paramount Photoplay In Five

Parts. AuthMaximilian Foster. Scenario by Sada
Cowan. Director, Charles Maigne. Cameraman. Walter Griffin. Running time.

or,

Sixty minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lisa Coburn
George Coburn
Ralph Coombes
Harvey Dredge
Cora Dredge
Jim Harker
Gertie Page
Mrs. Nesbit
Mrs. Harker

Owens
Charles Nesbit

Leatrice Joy

Owen Moore
Robert Edeson
Robert Schable
Patterson Dial
E. H. Calvert

Maude Wayne
Bess Flowers

Lura Anson
Bert Woodruff
Robert Grey

George Coburn, Wall Street clerk, leaves the employment of Ralph Coombs to start speculating on
His wife. Lisa, who has seen ruin
his own account.
come to others by the same route, is opposed to

gambling fever completely soaked out of
his system and the conclusion finds him a
wiser, although not a sadder man, for he
sees the error of his ways, wins back wifie
and is ready for a fresh start with the
get-rich-quick bull cut out for keeps. Also,
the villain, who is not so very
villainish
from a melodramatic standpoint, although
he 'does overturn the stock market temporarily with the idea of ruining hero
George and annexing the latter 's wife; is
very properly left in the lurch at the finish.
So here we have a tale which is likely
to appeal to the average man or woman
because of the reflection
why that might
'

'

'

—

happen

to

'

'

me."

And the women folks will find additional
material for praise in the alluring gowns
displayed by the guests in the society
scenes, a point
which deserves mention
when exploiting the picture. Further advertising matter may be found in the
names of the principals, both Leatrice Joy
and Owen Moore having quite a large following of admirers in movieland.
Miss Joy, by the way,

is
all that her
implies in the role of the wife, Lisa
Coburn. Her personal magnetism, undeniable beauty and powerfully expressive pantonine make the character stand out in
bold relief all through the feature, a refreshingly natural and straight-to-the-heart
performance. Owen Moore gives a cleancut portrayal of the somewhat bullheaded

name

It is a cut-to-order pattern tale of the

much-

maligned "wide open spaces", whose characters crash through melodramatic moments
swiftly enough, but in singularly automaticfashion. With the exception of the fighting
scenes, which are well staged, and the canoe
episode previously referred to. the general
tone is lacking in realism.
Also, when the heroine, who wanders casually about the wilds attired in an up-todate Central Park riding outfit, is grabbed
by the temporarily agg ieved hero and hurried off to his shack, she astonishes the beholder by appearing next morning wearing
a fresh assortment of clothing. The question
"where did she get 'em?"
naturally arises
A trivial incident, perhaps, but it is just

—

such trivial departures from a logical line
of reasoning which provokes hostile critiG. T. P.
cism by eagle-eyed movie fans.

—
September
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Feature Release and Review Charts
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

MARCH
Star

Feature

Adam and Eva

Director

Report From

Length

Distributor

Business

Prices

Marion Davies
Robt. Vignola
Chicago, McVickers
Paramount
7,700
Very Good..
Miss Davies doesn't do the acting she did as "Mary Tudor." Philadelphia Evening Ledger.
Special Cast
Paramount
10 Reels.
Okla. City, Rialto
C. de Mille
Excellent.
De Mille outdone himself in a remarkable photoplay. Acting and photography above average. Post.

—

Adam's Rib

.

Forman

—

.

.

.

.

.

35 55
10 20
tt*.

5,700
Akron, O., Orpheum
17-22
Good
Spasmodically amusing,
Plain Dealer. Acceptable. Cleveland Nesw.
Frank Mayo
Kansas City, Cr
10-20
4,126
Bolted Doore, The
Good
Monte Blue
Franklin
Warner Bros
25-50
Brass
9 Reels. .Seattle, Blue Mouse
Excellent.
Realistic treatment of marriage question. Seattle Times.
One of really big ones of season. P. I.
Special Cast
10-15
Call of the Hills, The
Fred Hornby
Lee-Bradford
5 Reels.
Chicago, State
Good
6 Reels. .. Birmingham, Bijou
10-20
F. B. O
Can a Woman Love Twice Ethel Clayton
Jas. Home
Good
Light. Phil. Evening Ledger. Colorless, hold the interest though. Inquirer.
10-20
Daddy
Jackie Coogan
Hopper
First National
5,738
Kansas City, Prospect
Splendid.
Interesting. Comedy very good. Birmingham News.
-8 Reels
MKee Oourtot. ,E. Clifton
Down to Sea In Ships
Hodkinson
Bethlehem, Pa., Orpheum.
AExcellent
Greatest marine drama ever filmed. News. A "he-man" picture. Plain Dealer.
15-20
Special Cast
Brabin
.Universal
Youngstown, O., Strand
Driven
5,400
Very Good
Marvelous acting towers above hundreds of others. Globe-Democrat.
.25-35-50
Special Cast
East Side, West Side
I. Cummings
Principal Pet
Seattle, Columbia
Excellent.
5,200
As popular as stage version. Times. Highly entertaining. P. I. Interesting entertainment. Star.
17-22
Fourth Musketeer, The
Johnnie Walker.
K. Howard
F. B. O
5,800
Akron, O., Orpheum
Good
Not too convincing mixture of scandal and thrills. Post.
Gallopin' Through
Jack Hoxie
Not Credited
Sunset Prod. S.
5 Reels
Glimpses of the Moon
Bebe Daniels
Dwan
Paramount
6,502
Indianapolis, Circle
Exceptional
30 50
Will please most critical. News. Artistic settings. Star.
William Russell.
Good Bye, Girls
Fox
4,746
J. Storm
Sais-McCormick.
Good Men and Bad
Not Credited
Selznick
4 Reels
Gladys Walton
Universal
Gossip
Baggot
5 Reels
In the Devil's Bowl
Neal Hart
15-20
Hart
Steiner, S. R
5 Reels.
Youngstown, O., Orpheum
Good
Isle of Lost Ships
Nilsson-Sills
Tourneur
First National
7 Reels.
Milwaukee, Strand
Gocd
40
Highly improbable, but full of interest. Journal. Realistic. Sentinel.
Leah Beard
Toledo, Temple
Wordsley
Assoc. Exhib
6 Reels.
Fairly Good. .25-35-50
Is Divorce a Failure
Convincing. News-Bee. Spectacular. Blade. Exciting and interesting. Times.
Special Cast
Hodkinson
Scott Beal
5 Reels
Just Like a Woman
Special Cast
Not Credited
5 Reels
Lamp In the Desert
C. B. C. SR
Alice Brady
Kolker
Paramount
6 Reels. .Phila., Arcadia
Leopardess, The
.Good
50
Melodrama of the emotional variety, plenty of thrills. Inquirer.
Little Church Around the
20-30
Claire Windsor
Seiter
Warner Bros
Wilmington, N. C, Royal
6,300
Only Fair
Corner
Rises to great heights. Oregonian. Photoplay uncommonly good. Evening Sun.
25 -60
Standing-Marsh.
Oscar
Apfel
Hodkinson
Boston,
Boston
Good
The
5,200
Lion's Mouse,
One of the greatest comedies of the season. Post. Most successful burlesque. Adv.
10-25
Goldwyn
City.,
Empress
Fine
Special
Walsh
6,334
Okla.
Cast
Lost and Found
Should please. Times. Entertaining. Oklahoman Very good. News.
Johnnie
Mastodon,
SR
Wilkesbarre,
Capitol
Good
Hines
Hines
6,442
Luck
15-25
Pola Negri
Goldwyn
Birmingham, Trianor
Good
5,518
Not known
Mad Love
Pola Negri's most natural acting picture. News. Produced with intelligence. Post.
Special Cast
Arrow, S.R
McCutcheon
5 Reels
Man and Wife
Universal
Special Cast
Archanband
5 Reels
Midnight Guest, The
30-40
Norfolk, Va., Norva
Very Good
Ruggles
Paramount
6 Reels.
Mr. Billings Spends Dim.. Walter Hiers
fastest
seen.
Landmark.
Good
hot
weather
entertainment. Ledger-Despatch.
comedies we've
One of
Paramount
Borzage
7,339
'Nth Commandment, The. .Special Cast
Metro
Birmingham, Bijou
Good
10 20
Beaumont
6 Reels.
Viola Dana
Noise In Newboro, A
Selznick
5 Reels
Marguerite Courtot.John Okey
Outlaws of the Sea
20-35
Big
First National
Charles Chaplin.
Chaplin
4 Reels. Wilmington, Grand
Pilgrim, The
Chaplin's latest masterpiece of mirth. News. Another Chaplin success. Journal.
50 55
Paramount
Milwaukee, Butterfly
Good
6 Reels.
Special Cast
Paul Powell
Racing Hearts
A good picture. Wisconsin News.
Lively, amusing, likeable, sure to please. Journal.
Fair
First National
Thompson
6 Reels. .Scranton, Pa., Capital
Refuge
K. MacDonald
30-40
Good
First National
6 Reels. .Richmond, Va., Broadway.
Hillyer
Special Cast
Scars of Jealousy
Great thriller. Times-Dispatch. Worth seeing. News-Leader.
35 -55
Good
Allied P. &
5 Reeis.
Los Angeles, Symphony
Ben Turpin
F. R. Jones
Shriek of Araby, The
Holds interest fast. Herald. Well liked. Examiner.
Universal
4,255.
Single Handed
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgwick
Sanford Prod, S. R.
5 Reels
Smilin' On
Pete Morrison
Not Credited
10-30 50
Erc;llent.
Aklahoma City, Criterion
Metro
6 Reels.
Special Cast
Ralph Ince
Success

Are You a Failure?

Special Cast

Preferred
occasionally exciting, interesting.
Worthington
Universal

—

—

—

—

.

—

.

—

—

—
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.
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.
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.
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—

.

—
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.

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

—

D

—

—

.

Much

Temptation

better than the title.
Special Cast

Tents of Allah
Three Jumps Ahead
Vanity Fair

Blue-Alden

Vengeance of the Deep
Western Justice
When a Woman Turns

Special Cast
Caldwell-Hill

Where Pavement Ends
White Flower, The
Your Friend and Mine

— Portland.

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

.

.

Masterful.
Telegram. Heart-interest drama. Portland Oregonian.
Good
Milwaukee, Alhambra
C. B. C. SR
6,500
Le Saint
Better than average acting. Journal.
Assoc. Exhib
6,849
Logue
Very Good..
Toledo, Rivoli
Fox
5,162
Jno. Ford

.

50

—

Tom Mix
Mabel

.

Goldwyn
Hugo Ballin
Nothing of a sensation. Times.

Ballin

—

Berringer
Caldwell
Not Credited

Tom Kennedy

Selznick.

Arrow
Norca
Metro

Toledo, Rivoli
Highly entertaining. Blade.
8 Reels.

Good

IS 30 -50
15 75

Fair

25-35-55

SR

Rex Ingram
Special Cast
Delightful change. Journal. Full of romance. Herald.
Paramount
Betty Compson .... Ivers
Metro
Badger
Special Cast

—

—

.

.

4,753
5 Reels

.

SR
Pict.

.

—

7

Reels.

.

.

Dallas, Tex., Palace

Beautiful work.

— Dispatch.

5,731
5,750

APRIL
Report From

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Feature

Business

Prices

Exceptional
20 40
Los Angeles, Granwain
Universal
6,942
Reginald Denny.
.R. V. Lee
Not heavy, smooth and interesting. Express. A knockout. Record. Aroused enthusiasm. Examiner.
Columbia, S. C, Ideal
Fair
Associated Exhib
Alice Adams
Florence Vidor
Telegram.
Book faithfully transcribed to screen. Journal. Good, excellent adaptation. Oregonian. Excellent
20-25 35
Baltimore, Garden
Goldwyn
6,821
Good
Sloman
Backbone
Special Cast
Pleasant
hour
and
half.
.American.
different.
Sun.
a
Plot too obscure. Post. Something
Bethlehem, Pa., Palace
Fairly Good
Paramount
8 Reels
Fitzmaurice
Bella Donna
Pola Negri
One of the real triumphs of the season. Herald.
Principal Pet
6,189
Bright Lights of Bway
Campbell
Special Cast
20-30
Atlantic City, Colonial
7,503
Capacity
First National
Bright Shawl, The
Dick Barthelmess.. .Robertson
Some good action. Daily Press. Excellent. Albany News. Conventional. Albany Journal. Most refreshing. Charlotte-Observer.

Abysmal Brute, The

.

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

.
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Exhibitors Trade Review

Dustin Farnum .... Campbell

Fox
5 Reels..
Milwaukee, Rialto
— Oklahoman.
Entertaining and thrilling. — News.
.Selznick
Archinband
Metro
.Clara K. Young.
6,800
Los Angeles, Kinema
— Times.
Something a
different. — Express.
An intriguing
Harry Carey
Val Paul
F. B. O
Reels
Milwaukee, Suxe's Rialto
—Journal.
Action and
Sedgewick
Ed. Gibson
Universal
4,819
Birmingham, Rialto
Fairly amusing. — News.

Bucking the Barrier

Good— unusually

Clansmen of the North

Travers-R.

Cordelia the Magnificent.

.

.

.

.

Fair

.

.

little

Crashing Thru

Good

.

25

so.

Dwyer

.•

25

affair.

5

.

.

Good

.

25

thrills.

Dead Game
Flames of Passion
Forbidden Lover, The

Special Cast

Bedford-Sparling

Go-Getter, The

.

.

.

Independent Pet

Craft
Not Credited

Grumpy

E. Griffith

.

Her Fatal Millions

—

—

.

.

Jacqueline

.

Rustlers, The
Lost In a Big City

John Lowell
Shirley

Youth

of

Man From Ten

Arrow, S.

Irving

Mason

Henry Otto

John Gilbert

Guy

Strike

R

(Gold Madness)
Nobody's Bride
Old Sweetheart of Mine
Prodigal Daughters

.

Fox
Average picture.

.

.

.

Thomby

Principal Pet

4,719

—Journal.

Poor

Portland, Blue-Mouse

Fine

Herbert Rawlinson..H. Black
Universal
4,861
Wilmington, Bijou
Dexter-Eddy
Metro
P. Garson
5,063
Gloria Swanson ... Sam Wood
Paramount
6 Reels
Kansas City, New Centre
One of the super-society dramas of the year. Seattle Times. Swift moving. Seattle Star.
Harold Lloyd
Newmeyer
Pathe
Richmond, Colonial
6,890
Easily best comedy of season.
News Leader. Can't afford to miss it. Times-Dispatch.
Neal Hart
Not Credited
Steiner, S. R
5 Reels
Youngstown, O., Strand
Full of thrills, raw melodrama. Eve. Ledger. Humor adds delight. Enquirer.
Holubar
First National
6 Reels
.Phila., Carleton
Dorothy Phillips.
Graphic and powerful. Norfolk Landmark. Should not miss it. Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch.
Alice Brady
Kolker
Paramount
Okla. City, Capitol
5,375
real tale.
Boston Advertiser. Full of action, stirring, holds interest. Toledo Times.
Hendryx
Fox
Shamokin, Pa., Victoria
Charles Jones
4,517
Interesting.
Wisconsin News. Good. Milwaukee Journal.
Special Cast
Rupert Hughes
Goldwyn
Kansas City, Circle
8 Reels
It's the Iliad of Hollywood.
Has humor, romance, thrills. Times.
Douglas MacLean Home
First National
4,509
Cleveland, Park
One isn't asked to believe it just laugh. Press. Entertaining. News.
Special Cast
Not Credited
Burr Nickle, S. R
5 Reels

Bride,

.

.

The

A
Snowdrift

—

—

—

.

Tansy
Temporary Marriage
Tiger's Claw, The

40-50

Good

15-20

—

Fair

10-20

Good

25-35

.

.

Hillyer
Special Cast
Principal Pet
6 Reels
Hennebery
Paramount
5 Reels
.Cincinnati, Strand
Jack Holt
Fair
Oriental atmosphere well sustained. Enquirer.
Time worn story. Times.
Town Scandal, The
Universal
4,704
Kendall, Wis., Terrace
Gladys Walton
Baggot
Fair
Trailing Wild Animals
Metro
Animals
Not Credited
6,247
Trail of Lonesome Pine
Hazleton Pa Gland
Mary
Minter
Maigue
Paramount
6 Reels
Excellent
Entertaining. Does justice to the novel. Milwaukee Journal. Most artistic. Seattle Times.
Trimmed in Scarlet
Smith
Universal
Special Cast
5 Reels
Westbound Limited
Phila., Pa., Regent
Ralph Lewis
Johnson
F. B. O
6,100
Big
Appealing moments. Startling scenic effects. Inquirer. Dynamic action. Portland Journal.
What Wives Want
Conway
Universal
Seattle, Columbia
Good
Special Cast
4,745
Holds the interest. P. I. Unusual plot. Star.
Within the Law
Richmond, Va., Broadway.
Capacity
First National
8 Reels.
Norma Talmadge.. Lloyd
Thoroughly enjoyable. News Leader. Worth seeing again. Times-Dispatch.
Wonders of the Sea
Williamson
F.B.O
Los Angeles, Miller's California Poor
Lulu McGrath
5,700
Mi Educational, entertaining, fascinating. Herald. A real thriller. Express. Has mystery and beauty. Record.
You Are Guilty
Boston, Bowdoin Square
Fine
Kirkwood-Kenyon. Not Credited
Mastodon, S. R
5 Reels
Really fascinating tale of an honest thief. Boston Post. Holds throughout. Adv.
Good
Melford
Seattle, Liberty
Special Cast
Paramount
7 Reels
You Can't Fool Wife
Convincing and entertaining, never lagging in interest. Times. Domestic drama of high social life. Post-Intelligence.

—
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.
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.
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—
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—

—
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.

—

.

—

—
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.

—

.

.

28

25-35-50

40-50
25-50-75
20-35

1

—

—

.'

—

—

—

I

50

10-30

Excellent

—

—

—

.

.

15-25

Capacity

Good

—

.

Fair

Excellent

.

.

Sunshine Trail, The

—

.

.

.

—

Souls for Sale

Fine

—

.

—

.

—

.

10-25-50

5,894

—

Woman

15-35

Fine

Allentown, Hipp

—

Salty Saunders

15-30

20-30-50

Fine

—

4,407
— Post.

—

Safety Last

Snow

.

7,119

Fox

Storm

J.

Bates Post.

35-60

.

Interesting society drama.

Slander the

.

.

.

Lovebound

Madness

.

—

Law

Good

Good

—

.

—

High Speed Lee

10-20

4,962
5 Reels

Selznick

Paramount
Cleveland, Allen
7,771
Alive with action and comedy. News.
Too detailed farce melodrama. Plain Dealer.
Roberts-McAvoy. W. de Mille
Paramount
7 Reels
Louisville, Rialto
Holds one's interest. Theodore Roberts makes the picture. Courier-Journal.
Viola Dana
Beaudine
Metro
6 Reels
Toledo, Valentine
A funny fast moving comedy. Times. Amusing and interesting. Blade.
Reed Howes
Budley Murphy.
Arrow S. R
4,720
Special Cast
Henderson
Arrow S. R
6,400
Birmingham, Trianion
One of Curwood's best. News.
Wm. Fairbanks.
Lewis King
Arrow, S. R
4,939
Special Cast

Fair

35-50

MAY
Feature
Affairs of

Lady Hamilton..

.

Bavu
Black Shadows
Boston Blackie

—

—

Cradle, The
Fighting Strain, The

.

Fog Bound

.

—

Who Came Back

The

Remittance Woman, The.

Rip Tide, The

The

Pretty

and

An Hour

Universal
First National
Stirring screen versions.

.

.

Special Cast

Adolfi

K. McDonald

Shertzinger

Special Cast

McRae

Thos. Meighan

Al.

4,904
7

Arrow, S. R
First National

Hodkinson
Gripping tale.
Paramount

Green

Many

interesting situations.

.

.

Moody

Ind. Pict., S.

Lunt-Palmerri
Ethel Clayton

Weight

Goldwyn

Ruggles

F. B. O.

Special Cast

Jack Pratt
.

First-class fun
Bellamy .... Jno. Wray

.

.

R

7

.

Baltimore, Peabody

Good

.Allentown, Pa., Lotus

Good

28

10-25

4,920
7 Reels

— P.Reels.
7

.

.

Good

Columbia. Ideal

.

I.

6,270

Bethlehem, Lorenz
Good
Paramount
7 Reels.
Rather commonplace, but exceptionally fine cast. Cleveland News.
Fairly good. 15-25-35
Dallas, Tex., Old Mill
Paramount
5,632
.

.

—

.

—

— Herald.

Refreshing amusement. Journal.
Birmingham, Bijou
6 Reels.
Metro
One of Ince's best. News.
Fox
4,608
Burr Nickle, S. R.
.5 Reels.

maker.

Soul of the Beast

Madge

Stepping Fast

Tom Mix

Sunken Rocks
Wandering Daughters

Alma Taylor
Not Credited
Special Cast
First National
Jas. Young
Striking study in contrasts. Seattle Times. Amusing
Jack Hoxie
Not Credited
Sunset Prod S R

Franz

Reels..

.35

Louis Globe-Democrat.

Exceptional entertainment
Arrow, S. R

Compson-Tearle.
Brennon
well played.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Henaberry
Walter Hiers

—

..

5,760
6 Reels
.5,800

— Times.

— St.

Special Cast

>4j

Wolf Tracks

15-25

25-60

.

Power Divine, The
Ragged Edge, The

Sixty Cents

Exceptional

Fine

Philadelphia, Palace
Splendid
Reels..
— Inquirer.
Philadelphia,
Capitol.
Splendid
Preferred
6,100
Forman
Special Cast
Good, outside of noticeable carelessness in construction. — Evening Ledger. Intensely interesting. — Inquirer.

Little Red Schoolhouse
Lonely Road, The
Man From Glengarry

Rustle of Silk,

15-25-40

—

.

.

.

Weil,

10-20

.

.

Fortune of Christina
Fools and Riches
Herbert Rawlinson. .Blache
Girl of the Golden West .... Kerrigan-Breamer
Carewe

Do

Fine

—

.

Prices

A relief. Excellently brewed farce. Advertiser.
Universal
Lehrman
5,105
Hoot Gibson
Hazleton, Feeley
Normal
Truart, S. R
5 Reels.
Alden-Morey
Not Credited
Steiner, S. R
5 Reels
Not Credited
Neal Hart
Lorenz
Reels.
Bethlehem,
Pa.,
Excellent
Willat
Paramount
8
Dorothy Dalton.
Good entertainment. Bait. Evening Sun. Rattling good mystery. Thrills. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Playgoers, S. R
5 Reels
Special Cast
Not Credited

Double Dealing

Empty

Ne'er

Average

—

—

Crossed Wires

Girl

Business

Hodkinson
Oswald
8 Reels
Universal
Kansas City, Centre
Paton
6,988
Should satisfy most exacting fan. Phila. Enq.. Abounds in thrills. Phila. Ledger.
Pathe
Salisbury
5,000
Special Cast
Fox
Toledo, Rivoli
Dunlam
4,522
William Russell.
Afoves swiftly, showing prison life. Blade.
Dillon
Arrow,
S.
R
5,820
Special Cast
J.
Los Angeles, Tully
Paton
Universal
4,944
Roy Stewart
Herald.
Fairly convincing North Western, and takes well.
Universal
Boston, State
Baggot
4,705
Gladys Walton
Liane Haid
Wallace Beery

.

Broken Violin, The
Burning Words

Report From

Length

Distributor

Director

Star
.

—

.

Good

10-20

.

—

.

,

.

.

6 Reels.

.

..Philadelphia, Victoria

and highly dramatic.
.

5

— Seattle Star.

Satisfactory

30

Reels
1

I

—
September
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1923

1,

JUNE
Feature

Star

Director

Bargains

Special Cast

Below the Rio Grande
Counterfeit Love

Neal Hart
Special Cast

Not Credited
Not Credited
Not Credited

R

Burr Nickle S.
Steiner S.

Report From

Length

Distributor

R

5 Reels
5 Reels..

.

5

.

Business

.Youngstown, O., Orpheum.

.

.

Prices

15-20
25-60

.Good

Fine
Reels.. .Boston, Boston
— worthRseeing. — Advertiser.
Realistic. — Traveler.
Special Cast
McRae
Hodkinson
Louis, Delmonte
Excellent
4,504
Thoroughly enjoyable. — Star.
Special Cast
Foreman
Okla. City, Criterion
Preferred
6 Reels..
Good
Noteworthy. — Times. Good warm weather pictures. — News. Highly entertaining. — Oklahoman.
Playgoers S.

Packed wirh wholesome melodrama

The

Critical Age,

25-50

St.

Daughters of the Rich

10-30-50

.

Desert Rider, The
Jack Hoxie
Devil's Partner, The
Norman Shearer..
Divorce
Jane Novak
Big, interesting, pounds
Don Quickshot
Jack Hozie
Fog, The
Harris-Landis

Hoxie
.Not Credited
Bennett

.

home point. —
Marshall
Powell

Good entertainment.

R
5 Reels
Ind. Pict. S. R
5 Reels
F. B.
6 Reels... .Toledo, Pantheon
Times. An old, old story but excellent entertainment.
Universal
5 Reels
Toledo, Valentine
Metro
6,541
Sunset Prod. S.

—

—

,

Good

— Blade.

25-35

Exceptional. 20-30-50

—

.

Times. Aptly presented. Blade. Packed with thrills. News Bee.
Daniels-Moreno.
.Campbell
Paramount
6 Reels.. .Norfolk, Norva
Fair
Filled with thrills.
Constitution. Full of interest.
Times. Miss Daniel's best. Daily Oklahoman.
Heart Raider, The
Agnes Ayres
Ruggles
Paramount
Birmingham, Strand
Good
5,075
Plerity of action.
K. C. Journal. Full of interest. Norfolk Landmark. One of Miss Ayres' best. Ledger.
Last Moment, The
Special Cast
Reade
Fine
Goldwyn
.6 Reels... .Allentown, Pa., Strand
Leaves you guessing. Journal.
Man of Action, The
Douglas MacLean. .Home
First National
6 Reels..
Seattle, Liberty
Capacity
Has everyone guessing and laughing. Times. Mirth, mystery and melodrama. P. -I. Really funny. Star.
Michael O'Halloran
Irene Rich
Meehan
Fair
Hodkinson
7 Reels..
.Los Angeles, Million Dollar..
Leaves a pleasant impression. Herald. Rather good. Express.
Mysterious Witness, The... .Robert Gordon
Zeliff
F.B.0
4,822
Only 38
Special Cast
W. de Mille
Paramount
Normal
6 Reels.. .Hazelton, Pa., Grand
De Mille prevented a calm plot from becoming a bore. Portland Oregonian.
Paddy Next Best Thing
Mae Marsh
Fine
Cutts
Allied P. & D
6 Reels..
Boston, Beacon
Mae Marsh winsome and fascinating. Posf.S
Railroaded
Herbert Rawlinson.. Mortimer
Universal
5 Reels
Sawdust
Gladys Walton
Conway
Universal
Baltimore, Garden
Good
4,940
Good, as pictures go. Post. It all rings true. Evening Sun. Pleasant. American.
Sun Dog Trails
Special Cast
King
Arrow S. R
4,586
Trifling With Honor
Special Cast
Pollard
Universal
Kansas City, Gladstone
Good
7,785
Tense moments. Dramatic incidents. Cleveland News.
_
_
Western Blood
Pete Morrison
Not Credited
Sanford S. R
5 Reels
Woman With Four Faces. .Compson-Dix
Brennon
Average
Paramount
6 Reels.. .Kansas City, Apollo
Youthful Cheaters
Glenn Hunter
Tuttle
Hodkinson
6 Reels
Exciters,

The

—
—

.

—
—

.

10-35

—

—

.

.

—

—

.

—

35-50

—

—

.

—
—

—

30-40

—

.

35-55

.

.

20^*5

.

20-25-35

—

—

10-20

—

.

10-30

.

JULY
Star

Feature
Brass Bottle,

Director

Length

Distributor

|

Report From

7

Prices

Business

\

25-35-55

Tourneur
First National
6 Reels.
Dallas, Melba
Poor
Unreal and fantastic as to be not convincing. Dispatch.
Special Cast
Borza?e
First National
5 Reels.. ..Birmingham, Trianon
Fair
Filled with human nature and glowing with life.
Birmingham News.
Special Cast
Paramount
6 Reels.
Milwaukee, Strand
Good
J. Storm
Wise. News. Mighty good entertainment. Nor. Landmark.
Good entertainment. Richmond Times.
Harry Carev
Val Paul
F. B. O
5 Reels.. ..Milwaukee, Saxe's Rialto
Good
Harry Carey proves himself the man's star of the screen. Sentinel.

The

Special Cast

Children of Dust

—

.

.

.

15-35

—

Children of Jazz
Interesting.
Desert Driven

—

—

.

f

25

—

Dutchman
Forbidden Range

Carleton
Not Credited

Special Cast

Flying

F. B.

O

5,622
5 Reels
6 Reels.

P^"
40
P ^'

—

.

.

Neal Hart
Steiner, S. R
Henaberry
Paramount
Okla. City, Criterion
10 30 50
Good
Jack Holt
Season's laughing sensation. News. Will delight all. Oklahoman. Very funny.
Times.
W
10-35
Homeward Bound
Thomas Meighan. Ralph Ince
Paramount
6 Reels.
Birmingham, Strand
Fair
to
Good story of sea. News. Gave unbounded satisfaction. Post. See this for thrills. Advertiser.
Itching Palms
Special Cast
Home
F. B. O
5 Reels
10-20
Law of the Lawless, The.
Dorothy Dalton.
Fleming
Paramount
Birmingham, Galax
Fair
6 Reels.
Unusual. Birmingham News. Somewhat drawn out but exciting at times. Portland News.\
.25-33-55
Love Piker, The
Excellent.
Hopper
Goldwyn-Cosmop.
.6 Reels. ...Baltimore, New
Anita Stewart
Fair entertainment. Morning Sun. Something for everyone. American. Good entertainment. News.
Milwaukee Journal.
You'll love it.
Man Between, The
Finis Fox
Assoc. Exhibitors
6 Reels
Special Cast
Man's Man, A
F. B. O
5 Reels
J.Warren Kerrigan

Gentleman of Leisure, A.

.

.

—

.

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

—
—

.

:

.

—

—

McGuire of the Mounted
Penrod and

.

.

Sam

.

Wm

.

Desmond

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

—

—

—

—

Made Wife, A
Shootin' For Love
Seif

—

McGowan-Holmes. McGowan
Trilby
Special Cast
Young
Powerful of the famous French novel and play.
Victor, The
Herbert Rawlinson.. Haemmle

Stormy Seas

.

—

Assoc. Exhib

.

.

.

Very Good.. 10-25-40
.

'.

Charlotte, N. C, Broadway.
— Observer.National
— Dallas
Weird and
Journal.
Universal
Kansas City, Liberty
Good comedy drama. —Journal-Post.
First

p

Fair

.

Reels
7,302
fantastic.
4,888

20-35

10-20

Average

.

5

.

Fair

W

,

.

Skid Proof

.

Good

First National
6 Reels .... Birmingham, Trianon
Perfect portrayal of everyday life of an every day American boy. News.
Wilkes-Barre Pa., Poli
Hartford
Hodkinson
Harry Morey
4,932
Story of forceful energy. Post. A film of Canada. Advertiser.
Dillon
Universal
Kansas City, Globe
Special Cast
5 Reels.
Mahanoy City, Pa., Elks
Sedgwick
Universal
5,160
Hoot Gibson
Fox
Birmingham, Bijou
Charles Jones
5 Reels.
Age-Herald.
Satisfying,
exciting.
Toledo
Times.
Plenty of thrills and action.

Special Cast

Rapids, The

.

5 Reels

Universal

,

.

.

Big

.

.Good

10-30
25-35

jNii

AUGUST
Feature

Fox

Night Wind
Broken Wing, The

William Russell
Special Cast

Circus Days
Destroying Angel,

Cline
Jackie Coogan
Leah Baird
Con. Talmadge .... Franklin

Alais the

Report From

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Forman

Business

8 Reels
5,163
Assoc. Exhib
6 Reels
First National
6,859
Dulcy
First National
8,729
Fighting Blade, The
Dick Barthelmess.. .Robertson
Assoc. Exhib
5 Reels
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elsom
Boston, Tremont
Capacity
F. B. O
7,415
Human Wreckage
Mrs. Wallace Reid.. Jno. Wray
Much dramatic merit. Powerful. Advertiser. Held us spellbound. Transcript. Towering drama. Globe.
First National
6,336
Reynolds
Huntress, The
Colleen Moore
Fox
12 Reels
If Winter Comes
Special Cast
Fine. .:
Universal
5 Reels. ...Portland, Columbia
Parke
Legally Dead
Milton Sills
Unusual and original. Oregonian. Remarkable theme. Telegraph. Trifle far-fetched. Blade.
Fair
Universal
5 Reels .... Boston Loe w State
Love Brand The
Paton
Roy Stewart
Fiery tale, one of best. Post.

The

Preferred

First National

—
—

—

,

Miracle Baby, The

Out of Luck
Scarlet Lily,

The

Dustin

Second Hand Love

Shadows

of the

Fools

in

it

55-1.10

10-35-50

25-60

O
.

.

.

I.

Shertzinger

Big

25-35-50

Times.

6 Reels

First National

Fox
5 Reels
7 ,054

Universal

Tom Mix

Blystone

Special Cast

Hillyer

Fox
Goldwyn

25-35-55
Tex., Palace
Fine
— Journal.
— Dispatch. Lavish.Dallas,
Reels
25-33-55
Baltimore, Century
Good
Goldwyn
6,946
Vidor
First-rate movie. — Morning Sun.
for everybody. — American. Simple, winsome, captivating. — Evening Sun.
—
—
melodrama.
Express.
Good version of the play. Journal-Post. Vigorous, frank

One

— With a Kick
Three Wise
Tea

Tipped Off

F. B.

—

,

Seattle, Columbia
Universal
6 Reels.
—Sedgwick
Thrilling. — Toledo
Times. Entertaining, laughs in every scene. P.

Charles Jones

The

Something

Fox

Wm. Desmond

North

Soft Boiled
Spoilers,

Famum

Harry Carey
Hoot Gibson
Spontaneously funny.
K. McDonald

—

—

—

Man Who Won, The

Prices

•

8,928

of the greatest of the year.

Hugo

Special Cast
Special Cast

Vic.

Special Cast

Not Credited

Assoc. Exhib

Playgoers, S.

5

R

5

Reels

—
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Exploitation'

Ideas
SPECIAL PRIZES FOR
REAL IDEAS
Lichtman Offers $150 for Best Stunts
on Mothers-in-Law

"Mothers-in-law" is a Gasnier producfrom the story by Frank Dazey and
Agnes Christine Johnston. It was adapted
by Olga Printzlau. It is presented by B.
P. Schulberg, with a cast including Gaston
Glass, Euth Clifford, Edith Yorke, Josef
Swickard, Craufurd Kent and Vola Yale.
tion,

TO

the exhibitor who puts over the most
successful exploitation campaign for

"Mothers-in-Law" Day, Al Lichtman,
president of Preferred Pictures, will give a
prize of $100.
A second prize of $50 will
also be given.

from

pers:

trade

L.

TO VOCALION
Will Add
Lirtk
Distinctive Cam paign

Record

Music

C.

C.

Burr announces the purchase

of
as one of the
produce for the In-

"Lend Me Your Husband"
four stories he

will

a heavy schedule of
one
advertising,
newspaper
daily
sheet posters in elevated and subway
stations, car cards throughout the metropolitan district, window displays and a
campaign
sniping
—
covering the prin.

—

-

,

the way in
Distinctive
whicn
CorporaPictures
putting
tion
is
across "The Green

^BB^^^^^&ttik

Pictu r e
Motion
News; Epes Winthrop Sargent, Mov-

Goddess,"

ing Picture World;
John S. Spargo, Exhibitors Herald, and
Eddy Eckels, of the
Trade
Exhibitors

ture

Review.

York

The

prizes

December 31,
some months after
" Mothers-in-Law"

dess"

'
'

closes,

gener-

attractive

sheets

ever crefor the exploitation of a motion picture.
The
design is by
Eugene Savage, noted here and abroad for
his poster paintings and illustrations.
The
poster "gets across" with great effectiveness the basic ideas of the picture oriental
picturesqueness, sinister menace, intense
drama and massiveness.
The column of
struggling human figures rising through the
center of the poster is one of the most striking effects ever achieved.
It is a nine
color job executed by the J. H. Tooker
ated

compete

FOR YOUR PROLOG!
For those first run exhibitors, who will present
Thos. H. Ince's First National feature, "Her Reutation,"

thought
the film,

featuring May McAvoy, here is a real
your prolog. It is an actual scene from
one of the biggest cabaret sets ever used.

for

Special Prizes
The theme of the picture, which should
be the basis of the campaign, is that
mothers-in-law have never been given their
just dues.
The first step is to write to the
newspapers, suggesting that since we have
Father's Day and Mother's Day, we should

Day"

—

One-sheet posters one set pictorial and
one set with New York newspaper comment are distributed throughout the subway and elevated lines of Manhattan, the
Bronx and Brooklyn, and in the Hudson
Tubes and New Haven railroad. Car cards
are on every line in Manhattan, the Bronx,
Staten Island, Long Island, the Long Island
railroad and the West Shore railroad.

—

Two

Clubs, ministers, teachers, and
prominent citizens will help, if properly

CLOSE-UP!
Revealing the Aurora Borealis effect obtained by Mr.
I nee by using a simple futuristic drop in the above
scene.
You can do the same. May McAvoy and
George Larkin are the dancers.

dependent market during the 1923-24 season.
It is an original story written by
Marguerite Gove especially for the screen.
Previous
announcements
have
named
"Restless Wives," "Youth to Sell" and

"The Average Woman," the other stories
of the forthcoming Burr series.

of the

most effective window

dis-

obtained from Aeolian Hall
which has placed in its 42nd street window
a six-foot colored enlargement of a scene
from "The Green Goddess" with a panel on
either side, one advertising the Vocalion
records used in the scene and the other anplays

—

—

—

Company.

as well.

Tested Idea First
In order to test out the practicability of
this idea, Preferred wrote a sample letter
which was printed in the New York Sun
and Globe.
This letter is given in the
press book.
The next step in the campaign is to arrange with the merchants for tie-ups. On
"Mothers-in-Law" Day everybody will be
urged to do something for his mother-inlaw buy her candy, flowers, a book, etc.
Then, when the time comes, the exhibitor
will announce that he has succeeded in
booking the ideal picture for "Mothers-inLaw Day" the picture that proves "a
mother-in-law" is just a mother with
another child to love.
The possibilities of this campaign, given
in detail in the press book, are almost unlimited.
Every wide awake exhibitor can
think of local applications of the idea.
approached.

are

fully

should send to the Advertising Department
of Preferred at 1650 Broadway, New York
City, a complete report of their campaign,
together with clippings, photographs, and a
statement of what the campaign did for
their business on the picture.

Womens'

God-

Green

acknowledged
most
the
artistic and power-

in or-

have a "Mothers-in-Law

The

among

released on Sep-

to

twenty-four
for
stands

ally

der to give everybody a chance to
win.
Exhibitors,
who

wish

fea-

City.

The

will

sheet

tember ninth,

its

starring

George Arliss now
the
at
running
Harris
Sam
H.
New
in
Theatre

not be awarded until
the
contest

is

boroughs

cipal

that's

the
pa-

Moon,

C.

to

BILLBOARDS,
Burr Buys Gore Story

The judges will
be the exploitation
experts
leading

TIE-UP 'GREEN GODDESS'

were

nouncing

Goddess"

the
is

fact

that

"The

Green

now playing

at the Sam H.
the first step in a

Harris Theatre. This is
national tie-up between the Yocalion com-

pany and "The Green Goddess" which will
be available for all exhibitors throughout
the country.

The Mallinson Company has dedicated a
rshade

of green to Alice

Joyce, calling it
will be used in all
fabrics put out for spring sale by this silk

1 '

Goddess Green.

corporation.

'

'

It

'
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THE 'RINGLING' TOUCH
A

who resembled

A FULL HOUSE

Jackie Coogan, and two elephants
Combine it with a bit
of real showmanship, as in the case of manager Joe Hopp at the Armstrong
theatre, Rock Island, 111., and you have the formula for tremendous box office
results with First National's "Circus Days," Jackie's latest.
boy,

RARE STUNTS FOR
'TRILBY' AT OMAHA
Radio, Laundries, Public Library, Silk
and Shoe Merchants All Tied In

HB.

WATTS, managing

and work of

the

Eialto

city's most popular evening newspaper.
Window tie-ups were secured with music
stores on the records and sneet music of
Claire du Lune,"
"Ben Bolt" and
two songs featured in the score. Hook-ups
were accomplished with book stores on the
novel, with the Walk-Over Shoe Co., who

"Au

gave a window, featuring Andree Lafayette
wearing the latest models of Walk-Over
shoes, and with the Real Silk Hosiery
Mills,
who conducted a contest offering
prizes of silk hose to ladies with same foot
size as Miss Lafayette.

USING RADIO HELPED

this institution.

tie-up

was

affected

witn the

Omaha

whereby a specially prepared bookmark was inserted in each book
loaned by the library for a period of ten
days.
Thousands of the bookmarks, which
called attention to the showing at the Rialto and offered to lend the reader a copy of
du Maurier 's "Trilby" were circulated.
A tie-up was affected with one of the
newspapers for front page space, by having
Library,

Miss Lafayette wire a contribution to the
paper's pet charity- a milk and ice fund
for poor kiddies.
An appealing telegram
was sent with it, telling of her sympathy
for the under-nourished youngsters of her
beloved France.

—

My Home Town,"

and

of course, plenty of reference was made to
Mr. Tully, to Andree Lafayette, and to
"Trilby," together with tne naive information that "Trilby" was to open at the
Rialto Theatre in Omaha the following Sunday.
A laundry in the town permitted the imprinting of the shirt Doards used in aii clean
ehirts sent from their place of business for
ten days, reaching six thousand customers
direct. The billing on the cardboards called
the attention of the recipient to the con :

'

'

'

able run.

'RIN-TLN-TIN'

NOISE

ONEever planned

of the best exploitation campaigns
and carried out successfully took place recently in Los Angeles for
the world's premier at Loew's State Theatre of the Warner Classic.
"Where the
North Begins," starring the famous police
dog hero, Rin-Tin-Tin.

Window tie-ups with appropriate displays
were arranged for with the Owl Drug Company, calling for three large downtown windows and ten in neighborhood stores. In
addition, the Owl Drug Co. distributed 65,000 posters for their day at the Motion
Picture Exposition, in which Rin-Tin-Tin
and Where the North Begins ' were cred'

'

CIRCUS
—now
DAYS'

in

Town

FEATURING

Jackie

Coogan

qounqest and most darinq
Bare^Back Rider and a marvelous aqqreqation of Cloums, Freaks, Animals, Stuntsters and Aerial Wizards.
as the world's

POSITIVELY

"WO-

was on "Hollywood,

was

a wonderful business in
sweltering heat.
Trilby
opened with the best business for the seven
weeks preceding, and enjoyed a most profitresult

of the

'

as a citizen of Hollywood,
to secure an invitation to talk

to the world over the big broadcasting station of the Woodmen of the World,
AW, ' ' one of the strongest in the country.
His address, which consumed ten minutes,

The

ited.

Coffin,

maneuvered

KIDS

One of the biggest newspapers even gave
the picture a nice editorial.
spite

PUBLIC LIBRARY USED

A

O'

a newspaper,

invited all the children of that city to
visit the New Mission and
New Filmore theatres the opening day of the
Universal serial, "In the Days of Daniel Boone."
Prizes are to be given for
the best "Daniel Boone" essay at the close of the serial.
Call,

<rast between the old-styled French hand
laundry as seen in "Trilby," now playing
at the Rialto, and the modern equipment

Public

•
Theatre in Omaha, and Ray Coffin,
publicity director for Richard Walton Tully,
collaborated on a campaign for the new
Tully production, "Trilby," which pulled
the populace from their homes in sizzling
heat, and put the picture over to the biggest business of the summer.
Several unique angles were played up
very successfully. Whole-hearted co-operation was received from all newspapers, who
gave freely of their space in news columns,
on pictorial and even editorial pages. A few
of the high-lights of the campaign follow:
For the first time on any picture, every
motor bus operating in or out of Omaha,
permitted the use of a half sheet card over
the driver's seat, facing the passengers.
The serialization of the "Trilby" novel
by du Maurier was played in advance of
the showing, in the Omaha Daily News, the

Ray

The San Francisco

!

Greatest

THE
Show on Earth
-At The-

FORT ARMSTRONG
ROCK ISLAND

t^rY -July 29th
A window

and tack card, conceived by Joe Hopp at
Island, 111., which put over the message in
freak bit of copy, freakishly set
a single word.
up, but it certainly was the "atmosphere" ticket.

Rock

A

Other window tie-ups were arranged with
Colburns, furriers, and Klein's, furriers. An
electric fan tie-up with window display and
newspaper ads was arranged for with the
Silverwood 's,
A. M. Smith Electrical Co.
a men's store, collaborated with a win-

dow showing Palm Beach suits, and Politz
and McDowells, another men's store, contributed with a window tie-up on fall suits.
The Family Brick lee Cream Company
aided with a tie-up in their newspaper advertisements.

One of the outstanding features was
Rin-tin-tin Night on the Cinderella Roof
Dance Hall, and a
Where the North BeAdvertisegins" night which followed.
ments carried the slogan, "Come and Dance
in the Snow" and the public's attention
was directed to the fact that the entire cast
of the producion would be present at the occasion.
'

'

In conjunction with this, a large amount
newspaper space heralded the picture
before its world's premier and during its
Extensive bill-posting also filled Los
run.
Angeles with streamers, window cards and
one hundred canvas banners on automobiles all doing their share to stimulate interest in the showing.
Following the opening, reviewers showered the papers with enthusiasm comments
on the merits of the production, and so
of

was the showing that it was
found necessary to place the Warner Classic
in the Alhambra Theatre for an extended
successful

run.

'
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A REAL 'MERRY GO ROUND'

MORE CINDERELLA STUNTS

W MAIL EARLY

THE

Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre,
one of the most conservative of the
leading theatres in the matter of exploitation,
"stepped on the gas" for
"Merry Go Round" and woke up Brooklynites more than they had been awakened
in several summers.
Despite the hot weather handicap, and

WO

Bex Ingram's
WHEN
Metro "Where
Pavement

production for
the
Ends,"
played the Parkview Theatre, • Johnstown,
Pa., the management tied-up with Nathan's
The Big Store, on a result-getting stunt.

SEE

LOVAL LIVES

'!.

-<™.i.m?

'!...*.,.,.

Mrh4r«n»W Rmhfefl

!!.,

..

„•

H.:r.-.,

R

CENTMl" THEATRE

'

NOW

The

the fact that really big productions arc
not yet "sold" to Brooklynites for warm

weather consumption, "Merry Go Bound"
whirled into favor on the opening day and
kept it up until closing. On Sunday, the
starting day, an extra performance had to
be given after the regular closing hour at

A

miniature merry-go-round about three

feet across, and operated by a motor, with
miniature figures of the characters in the

story taking the place of horses usually
seen on a merry-go-round, was next secured
and placed in the lobby. The title of the
picture was stenciled in transparency beneath the merry-go-round, and with a light
concealed back of this it made a flash that
could not be missed. The date was also
included in the teaser copy on the paraphernalia.

Next came the half-sheet cards on the
Brooklyn street cars, these being carried
both before the show and during the run.
Twenty-four-sheets were prominent on all
billboards, and those previously up which
announced "coming" were sniped with the
date, which the new twenty-fours already
carried. Heralds, the

How many for example, are as small as
those pictured here?
'

Again taking advantage of the hot
enterprising
weather, the
various
soda
fountains were prevailed upon to have
"Merry Go Bound" specials, ranging all
the way from drinks to ice cream.
As a fitting prologue Managing Director

"Where
store

done.

"Experts say that the average
women's feet in Johnstown is 5
while in some other cities
'

new effective stunt used by Charley Geigeon "Loyal Lives" for his Central theatre, New
York.
Every mail box on Broadway and Seventh
Ave., from 36th to 96th streets was used.

a

Los Angeles showing.

it

is

size for
or more,

only 4%.

But are the experts right ?

"Johnstown has always been noted for
unusually pretty women, but how does

its

the size of their feet compare with other
cities?

Hyman, who

believes in exploiting a picture
from within the house as much as from
He
the outside, staged
Viennese Nights.
had a special back drop built representing
the merry-go-round in the picture and its
adjacent amusement devices. This drop
had small, round transparencies to represent electric light bulbs, and the effect was
heightened by having all detail in semidarkness to represent a night scene at the
carnival resort.
'

'

'

'

foreground were refreshment
opening a tenor, dressed
as Norman Kerry; a soprano, representing
In

the

tables,

and

at the

a fashionable merry-maker seen in the picture; another soprano made up as Mary
Philbin, and two ballet dancers made up as
boy and girl merry-makers, were discovered
in various poses.

A

solo

with Kreisler's "

opened

the prologue
Liebesfreud, " and then

violinist,

the Mary Philbin soprano sang "The Gld
Befrain. " After this came
a Viennese
Polka by the dancers, and the prologue
closed with
Auf Wiedersehn,
sung by
the tenor. With the finish all lights on the
set were dimmed out and the picture was
flashed on, the curtain being lowered into
'

'

'

'

it.

the North Begins," the Warner Bros, feature, lends an excellent drug
tie-up possibility.
The illustration gives an example of what can be
It shows just how far the Owl Drug Company went with the picture
at

'

Here's a

rich

dummy

theatre tickets
and rotogravure newspaper sections were
also used, the latter being put out the day
before opening.

ladies in Johnstown have
would rival Cinderella's?

'

distributed

fans.

the

"How many
feet that

sides

these

carried advertisements in

So much interest was aroused by this
novel plan that the daily newspapers carried
accounts of the contest, the Johnstown Tribune, describing it as follows:

night to take care of the overflow. This
show was forced on without advance notice.
Through a tie-up with Moxie, the drink,
that company supplied to the theatre 10,000
fans which were then imprinted on both

with "Merry Go Bound" copy and
to patrons of the Brooklyn
Mark Strand and to office workers all
through the business section. The copy on
the fans was carried in four places, (two
on each side) and boosted Mary Philbin in
addition to giving a resume of the atmosphere prologue to be presented. As already stated, the weather was the warmest
in years, and nothing could have been
more appropriate nor more appreciated than

store

announcing they would present a pair
of Alice Terry slippers to the first four
girls who were able to wear the star's size
and who appeared for a fitting between certain hours.
Other prizes were also offered
and the stunt went over in great style.
dailies

"Here

is

an opportunity to

find out.

Alice Terry, who stars in the photoplay,
'Where the Pavement Ends,' has feet like
Cinderella. '
'

'

REVIVAL WEEKS

THEBE

seems to be an epidemic of Revival Weeks in Toledo, but from all reports it is a profitable epidemic.
The first
was at the Valentine several weeks ago,
which was a revival of a recent success. The
Pantheon has just closed a week of revivals.

Now

the

Valentine

announces

an

all

comedy Eevival Week for next week, with

"A

the following selection of mirth maker:
Sailor Made Man" and "Shoulder Arms"
on the same program, "Down on the

Farm," "The Nut," "A Small Town
"The Kid," "The Hottentot," and
finally
Grandma 's Boy,
to
close
the
Idol,"

'

'

'

'

week.

The managers of both these houses report unusually good business on the weeks
that
they have designated as Revival
Weeks, even though there has been some
good natured rivalry along the lines of "imitation is the sincerest form of flattery"
advertising.

six window displays for "Penrod and Sam," the
Bill exploits the big ones for Balaban and Katz
First National attraction.
And they were all in
theatres, Chicago.
All the displays were book stores.
the loop, read by thousands daily.

William Hollander tied-up

"

September

1,
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LIVE STUNTS BY
LIVE MANAGERS
MILTON

F. RUSSELL of the Capitol
Altoona, Pa., put over a
theatre,
teaser campaign in conjunction with Gold-

wyn-Cosmopolitan's

"Three Wise Fools"

painting the side-walk corners and
placarding the entire town with the simple
cryptic quotation, "Y Y Y Fools."

by

Haug

introduced a cracker stunt
theatre, Mobile, to put over
man, in clown
"Soul of the Beast."
attire, paraded the Mobile streets passing
out small envelopes, inscribed with the title
And inside of each envelope
of the film.
was a tasty animal cracker!
C.

D.

at the

Crown

A

Down the streets of San Francisco this ballyhoo
merchant worked, passing through department stores
and all places of public gathering. The illustration
tells

one side

of the story.

'THREE AGES' AND

K. K. K.

exhibitors are skeptical about
MANY
putting over suggestions contained
in

press sheets.
In contrast, here is an exact
account of a part of the publicity campaign

put over

by

Metro

on

Buster

Keaton 's

full-length comedy, "Three Ages,"
for its showing at Loew's Warfield theatre
in San Francisco.
Every detail of this angle of the campaign was based on the line-up as compiled
in the press sheet.
The stunt started three
weeks before the opening of the picture
As the first step, letters were sent to a
hundred prominent citizens warning them
in the following terms:
PREPARE! This concerns
personally.
San Francisco will soon know the
power of (signed) K. K. K.
initial

Prizes for the most perfect pair of femThis stunt is being used by
inine feet!
several exhibitors showing First National's
"Trilby." M. J. Cullen of the Branford
theatre, Newark, gathered his beauty contestants at the Dreamland Swimming Pool
for the awarding of prizes which, of course,
were furnished gratis by the hook-up with
the shoe merchant.

Universal 's "The Shock," featuring Lon
Chaney, offers a startling lobby display.
John Applegate, recently appointed manager of the Albermarle theatre, Brooklyn,
enlarged upon it by building a mammoth
volcano in front of his box office. Red silk
streamers, glow-lighted and blown by a
fan from beneath, gave the eruption efIt proved a strong magnet.
fect.

Roy McDougell, manager
tion

theatre, Jackson,

of the

Attrac-

Maine, stacked his

Negri feature.

"A Singing Usherette," as she was billed
on the screen, added a touch of variety to
Manager Newman's Columbia theatre pro-

to

last

week

in Portland.

one from New York's Capitol
folded throw-away revealing

A

know what cheating

terday's

leads to see 'Yes-

Wife."

In conjunction with the Chicago Evening
American, Balaban & Katz successfully put
during
contest,
over a " Whale-o-gram "
their extended run of Hodkinson's "Down
A whale-o-gram is
to the Sea in Ships.
a wise crack, from ten to twenty words, applied to whales or whaling ships.
'

'

This happened last week at Loew's WarCostumed in eveat San Francisco.
ning clothes, a man went up and down
Market street, into the department stores

field

'

Ages," the theatre strip and date sheet
were added to the 24-sheets around town.
The date sheets also were white on black.
Four days before the opening there was
put up a second 24-sheet reading the same
as above with the addition of the name of
theatre and play date.
The final series of 24-sheets which broke
the news to the San Francisco public car-

and public places, occasionally letting out
The crowds laughed at
a roar of mirth.
him and with him. A sign upon his back
read: "Just saw Buster Keaton in 'Three
Ages' at Loew's Warfield. Am still laughHa, Ha, Ha!"
ing, Ho, Ho, Ho!

KEATON 'S KOLOSSAL KOMEDY
"THREE AGES" in huge letters strung

ried

The first one-day flight, covering the
length of the Pacific Coast, was utilized in
exploiting Goldwyn's production of "The
Spoilers" at the Liberty theatre in Seattle.
An invitation to the Mayor of Seattle to
see the picture was sent via the airplane
from the starting point at Santa Monica.

across the length of the poster.
In the above the "K's" were white on
black and the crest of the letters red on
yellow.
It was a new paper, but the K's
were the same carrying out the idea.
The first posters started the "K. K. K.
furore.
The announcement that the " K.
K. K. " had engaged a local theatre created
further excitement.
As will be seen, the
billing was so arranged that the "K. K.
K. " secret was not revealed until the verylast, thus arousing public interest to a fever

v

Pola
using

—

'

effective.

and
bill,

on the outside the teaser line "You've
gone far enough don't do it again!" In
side the copy read: "We don't want to
mention any names, but someone has been
cheating and been found out. If you want

appeared mysteriously everywhere in town hinting that the "K. K.
K. " had big things in store for San Francisco.
These snipes had every one guessing.
Stenciling and crude painting on various
good spots around the town added to the
general expectation of excitement from "K.
K. K."
The first 24-sheet put up read:
PREPARE! K. K. K. IS COMING
The lettering was white on black.
Two weeks before the showing of Three

was most

Chaplin
double

Pola's First National vehicle, "Passion,"
together with Charley's "The Idle Class,"
and advertised "their engagement" as apThe stunt
plied to their courtship affairs.
can be done with any Chaplin and any

Here's

snipes

The bold announcement in tremendous white letters on a black background

"box" by re-uniting
Negri.
He booked a

theatre.

The letters caused no little comment.
The prominent citizens showed the letters
to their friends and 'phoned the police who
told them not to be unduly alarmed. Next

pitch.

—

gram

YOU

small

The other side of the story in connection with the
human sign-board, shown on the left of the page, is
the laughing part.
Wherever he went he kept constantly laughing
loudly.

to the credit of manager
of the Columbia theatre, Portland,

Another one

Newman

In stunting "Legally
Ore.
Dead," he
phoned every doctor and lawyer of his town
with the question "Is a man legally dead
Read

It
the story in the first column of this page.
of a real K. K. K. tie-up that is bound to
arouse the highest curiosity and their interest in the

tells

film.

when he

is hanged?" and, during the conversation in answer, applied the invitation
to come and see the picture.

'

'

'
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a Columbia Picture
Gems of the Screen
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PERCY
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lewis Daytpri,PhiloM<^

HARRY COHN

West Coast
for
six

Theatres, Inc., believe in 'punch' display

The above runs on
all newspaper advertising.
colums and presents three vital messages under
one banner.

HEARST GUNS HELP FILM
PROBABLY no picture which was ever
received so much
publicity as ' The Enemies of Women,
the
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan production exhibited
at the New Theater.
The Hearst newspapers the Baltimore American and the
Baltimore News gave the production wide
publicity.
Before it was shown the Baltimore News ran the Ibenez story in installments.
illustrated
Each installment was
and each caption stated that the picture
soon would be shown here. When the film
was shown both Hearst papers carried pictures and stories practically every day, in
addition to the reviews by the critics and
stories about the large audiences which attended.

shown

Baltimore

in

'

'

'

—

The

film

—

was shown

and
seats were taken

six times daily

each performance all
and hundreds of persons stood to witness
at

Here is a lithographic achievement in
24-sheet on C. B. C's newest feature
may read" is the basic thought,
observation. Joe Brandt and

runs

one
but

of

the

it

PATHE SUPPLIES NOVELTIES
millions of youthful movie fans
WITH
delightedly absorbing Harold Lloyd

"goggles"

as fast as it has been possible to
manufacture and distribute them, and the

Ben

Turpin
mustache and "cock-eyed
glasses" combination going with an almost
equal rush, Pathe is expanding its exploitation novelties campaign to include most of
the outstanding items among its current
and forthcoming releases.
The "Our Gang" 2-reel comedies are
found to lend themselves happily to this
sort of exploitation, especially with
Our
Gang" Clubs formed and forming in so
many cities and towns under the slogan of

and you

will

shed the silver blood of a

celebrity."

Accordingly, Ralph billed the feature in

"2nd Knockout Crowded Week" as
The 3-Ring Circus of Pictures Paramount 's Big Laughing Surprise of All

its

—

'

'

Times.

'

THE DIGNITY OF NOTRE DAME

FRED

V.

GREENE,

Jr.,

special

adver-

manager for Universal 's big spec"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," has

tising
ial

just issued an exceedingly clever booklet on

'

'

"Gangway

for

The amount

Our Gang!"
of space which

the

loeal

newspapers are giving to these juvenile organizations is said to be an immense stimulant

to

exhibitors'
the

Pathe no.-elty

the production.

Dignity and beauty combine to make this
most striking pieces of paper done this season. "He who
almost commands a stop for a descriptive as well as artistic
the Cohen boys, to the head of the class for "better posters."

layout as well as in color.

—

demand

for

the latest

"Our Gang"

hat.

This is of strong paper, to ship flat, but
as worn is a real urchin 's delight with its
splashes of red ink "Our Gang" photos
and inscriptions. On one side, "Hail, Hail,
Our Gang's All Here!" and on the other
"Our Gang Comedies," with space for the
exhibitor's imprint.
It is said to be admitted that an army of urchins, all topped
by these hats, attending an ' Our Gang '
opening, and parading to and from the
theatre, is an entirely feasible spectacle
not likely to be overlooked by any enter-

this feature, which should particularly appeal to city managers who can cash in with
hotel guests, tourists and the like.
It is in dignified form, which can be admirably circulated amongst the hotels. Every passenger sailing in and out of New

York from foreign shores is receiving a
copy. It carries handsome illustrations and
is

with a master touch.
is a framed cut of
Cathedral together with

laid out generally

On

the frontispiece

the Notre Dame
the names of the forty-six principals, a
mention of the additional assemblage of
over three thousand artists and the director's

name, Wallace Worsley.

'

prising

The

showman.
release

of

Harold

Lloyd's

new

feature comedy, "Why Worry," has inspired the issue of a novelty feather dart
with a tag attached. One side of the tag
is
for the exhibitor's imprint; the other
" 'Why
bears
the
pertinent
advice:
Worry?' Tickle away your troubles. See
Harold Lloyd and be tickled pink!"

BILLS 'HOLLYWOOD' AS
3-RLNG CIRCUS
JONES-LINICK & SCHAEFEE'S presentation of "Hollywood" at their New
Orpheum theatre, Chicago, was described by
Polly Wood in the Herald-Examiner ?as "tie
best example of showmanship I have ever
yet seen in motion pictures."
She further detailed the picture as
"highly intelligent entertainment, warning
the public "not to miss it!"
And, as is his usual custom, Ralph Kettering cashed in just about one hundred
per cent by loading the J-L & Sexploitation guns to the muzzle with "what-thecrities-said.

And now Baby Peggy has been put in doll form.
This novelty is now being sold nationally by the
Amberg Doll Co., by special arrangements made with
Century Comedies.

This

is

one of the four styles

being popularized.

'

Ashton Stevens, probably the middle
West's most illustrious critic, furnished
Kettering with additional excellent copy by
calling "Hollywood" a "star-stuffed monster benefit performance," concluding with:
"Stick a needle in any corner of the screen

Another of the Baby Peggy dolls, this time with
wrap and hood. Many exhibitors expect to cash in

new Century Comedy novelty, using the
as prizes at special matinees and the like.

with this
dolls

September
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Movie Theatre and Assembly Hall Form

Community Center
THE some

demands

public

THE COLONIAL THEATRE

amusement

for moving
pictures, many excellently planned
structures have been erected, even in
most desirable
our smaller towns.
combination is to have a moving picture theatre with an assembly room
above where meetings, dances, etc. may
be held.
In this way such a theatre
building performs a dual service and
becomes a civic center for the town.
Many other communities would do well
to follow this worth while example.
of

and

sort,

Monroe, N. Y.

W.

I.

HALL,

Architect

A

A
is

most interesting theatre building
It was
in this article.
after plans prepared by W. 1.

illustrated

built

Hall, architect.

New York

It is

located at

Mon-

town having

a population of less than 2,000 but in a well
roe,

;

a

populated farming

The

district.

building, as the floor plans show,

is

110 feet

in width.

by 39 feet 9 inches
footings and foundation
concrete up to the first

in length

The

walls are of
floor.

The second

floor

wood

joists

are carried on steel I beams which in
turn are supported by pilasters of hard
brick. The curtain walls between these
pilasters are of Natco hollow tile set
vertically and bonded in piers every
fifth course.

The design

of the front, while not
very pleasing in appearThe front wall is of red tapesance.
try brick with black mortar in the
It is topjoints which were raked out.
ped in front with a metal cornice. All
elaborate,

is

Town

for Small

the window frames and sash are of
metal. The windows in the auditorium
are all glazed with amber colored wired
glass, while those in the assembly
room are all clear wire glass.
The rear wall of the first story is of
eight inch common brick with four inch
hollow title laid on the inside and
bonded in the brick work at every fifth
course.
The sectional view gives the size of
the different structural members. The
second floor joists are of fir, three by
twelve inches, set twenty inches on center and bridged double between bearThe rafters are bridged the
ings.

same as the joists. A hanging ceiling
of two by four's support the metal ceilThere is
ing of the assembly room.
also a metal ceiling in the auditorium.
five ply tar

The roof was covered with

paper and slag and sloped to rear.
The lobby floor is of cement blocked
off in small squares,

and

this is inclined

carried by ten
inch steel I beams spaced twenty inches
to the foot. The auditorium floor itself is also of comcrete. This space was
not excavated but the concrete was laid
on a six inch bed of well settled cinders.
The concrete is four inches thick
and inclined as shown in sectional view.
The stairs conform to the best modern practice and were built of pressed
The treads
steel strings and risers.
were filled with one and one-half inch
All doors are
thickness of concrete.
Kalamein excepting those at the front
entrance which were glass doors. Needless to say the projection booth and all
partitions were constructed either of
tile or brick so as to make them fire re-

towards the

street.

It is

sistant.

No

attempt was made at ornament-

ing the exterior except as stated above,
but the interior has been made as comfortable

and

artistic as possible.

cozy and restful interior.

The

It is a

chairs,

of which there are 457, were furnished

;
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by the American Seating

Company.

The

stage curtains are of heavy fireproof velour with asbestos screens.

At the present time only motion pictures and light entertainments are contemplated, but should plays be given requiring dressing rooms, etc., these are
to be added at the rear of the stage.

Ample

toilet

on both the

rooms have been provided
first and second floors.

Particular attention was paid to
the heating and ventilation and a reThis is
versible fan was installed.
driven by a three horse power electric motor.
This ventilating outfit is
capable of exhausting the air in the
room or replacing it in one minute.
The building is heated by a low pressure steam system.

Considerable pains were taken to
have the electrical equipment A No. I
and only the most modern devices
were employed. In this respect the
building was passed 100%. perfect
by an inspector from the New York
Board of Fire Underwriters.
This theatre building is a credit to
the building mechanics in the vicinity
as all the work was done by local men.
The excavating, laying of footings and
the carpenter work was done by the
James B. Carpenter Company of ChesN. Y. The heating plant was installed by the C. S. Knight Company
of Monroe, who also did the plumbing.
The painting was done by Vandermask
& Cook of Monroe, N. Y. All electrical work was done by the Orange
ter,

and Rockland Electric Company of
Monroe. Fred Kistler of Brooklyn, is
the contractor also one of the firm of
the Kistler and Bolton Theatre Co.,
;

Inc., the owners.
The cost of the
building was $42,000.

There are several points that

must

be carefully considered when building
an auditorium of this sort.
Where
metal ceilings are not used, either half
inch plaster boards should be used or a
first class plastering job on metal lath
should be employed. Where there is a
basement containing a heating plant,

particular pains should be taken with
the ceiling to have it fire resistant and
this can easily be done by having the
joists covered, the same as the auditorium, or have a light steel and concrete fire safe floor.
It is a good plan to have the floor
of such a building of sufficient strength
to bear a live load of 90 pounds per

square foot.

Steps should be avoided

wherever possible

in the aisles, etc.,

and

a slope is used, it should not be over
one foot in ten. In cases where steps
cannot be avoided, they should not
have a rise of more than eight inches
and the tread should be at least ten
if

inches in width.

No

should be

less than three
All chairs should be
set not less than thirty-two inches from
back to back and should be firmly secured to the floor and no seat should
have more than seven seats intervening
between it and the aisle.
Separate
chairs with arms should be provided

aisle

feet in the clear.

pews or benches should be avoided.
Special attention should be given to
there
besides the front,
the exits
should be an exit towards the rear and
;

should not be less than five feet in
doors,
width, closed with fireproof
this

made

to

open outwardly and arranged

so as not to obstruct the required width
of exit.

In some cases galleries are called for.

The

best practice is to have their capacity not more than one-third that of
the lower floor. Emergency exits from
the gallery should not in any case lead
to the main floor of the theatre, to
avoid the confusion of two crowds of
people mingling.

Stairways should always be as wide
no case less than four
The rise should be not
higher than seven and three-quarter
inches with a ten-inch tread, provided.
Circular or winding stairways should
not be used.
as possible, in
feet in width.

5"L£APE\
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EVERY SEAT
GOOD SEAT

Increased Illumination

Even Illumination
Sharp Definition

w '""WZWR

Flat Field
Inese teatures improve picture
quality wherever

the

exhibitor

uses the

w wr

«tor

*-»

«r

(s>

From photograph showing

actual

size

corrugations.

of

Bausch

CINEPHOR OPTICAL
SYSTFM
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YOU WANT REEL PROJECTION
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT

17 West 60th
I
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Street,

CO., Inc.

New York
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Cinephor Condensers
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n
a
1
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KEEP MOVING AHEAD
—

A

mero'ejjey cfhdetP
J
/I and

Let us show you how little it would cost to make
an attractive motion picture of your manufacturing

M/aisde//

Big business cannot hesitate
ing ahead.

it

must keep mov-

Use moving pictures to display your products.
picture painted in so many words doesn't mean onehalf as much as a motion picture of the product.

,

story.

Slide Pencils
NEGATIVES STORED FREE
Write for

(No. 168

full particulars

Blue

No. f69

American 10 Points
1.

QUALITY.

known

Prints

and clearness.
trained by years

brilliancy

REPUTATION.

Gained in 10

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

RESPONSIBILITY.

concern of strong financial standing.
LOCATION. In the proper
geographical location,
assuring
quick delivery anywhere.

EQUIPMENT.

of

the

most modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approved by
both city of Chicago and Board
of

8.

All

Fire

Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS.

Accustomed

to serve exacting requirements.
9.

PRICES.

Reasonable and com-

petitive.
10.

6 other

GUARANTEES.
Write for
our unique guarantee of quality
work.

in
colors.

Titling

An

Ordinary film reduced
American Standard

to

(Absolutely

fireproof

passed by

all

slides,

fire

underwriters.)

We
ing

neat pencil layouts

have a film printcapacity of one

million

feet

and

weekly.

AMERICAN

decorative effects,

FILM

CO., Inc.
Laboratories
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in colors.

T

BROADWAY

CHICAGO, ILL.
and
London, England
Samuel S. Hutchinson,
President

inexpensive

method of making

Safety Size.
film

A

Black

Editing

for

Expert

years of experience.

173

Made
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of exstaff,
perience, assures highest quality
prints obtainable.
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no.
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one thickness/
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perforations
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Interpretative Music for the Movies
Putting

the

bhoiv

Over

By JOSEPH FOX

CRITICISM,

unless

is

useless.

purpose of giving us a better understanding of our subject. With which
foreword we will get along with our
subject.

When the management of a picture
theatre spends anywhere from one hundred, to a thousand or more dollars
every week for music, one would naturally suppose that said management,
would expect some real results from
such an expenditure. Yet in face of
such reasonable expectations, there are
hundreds of picture house managers,
who do not make the orchestra pay one
cent in increased attendance.

When we

broached

Number Four

be of a con-

it

But
we only approach perfection by
making mistakes, and constructive criticism is made, or should be, for the
structive nature,

very good reason that there was none
to

if I

could keep
I

would

my

fire

constructive criticism brought about some satisfactory
results,
according to our friend the
manager, and this is how it came about.

house

them

off the unfair

all

tomorrow."

We

man had

little

First of all the manager and the
leader got together, and talked the matter over.
The leader was quite ready

do anything in his power to put his
end of the show over, if the manager
would give him support.
to

With amiable relations established
matters went smooth, and without any
great hardship worked on anyone. Pictures of the orchestra were placed in

the erroneous idea that

was dead-wood, and the
idea of making his musicians a real
feature of the show never entered his
another

Just

case

of

poor

showmanship.

Now

this same man arranges his picprogram with good taste. If he
had a somewhat tedious feature to run,
torial

one is always sure of a slam-bang
comedy, that leaves the patron with a
good laugh on his lips as he makes for
the exit. The stage in this place is all
dolled up in a most artistic manner
the ushers are paragons of politeness,
and in fact the place is run, with the
exception of the musical end, in a regular way.

This

is

the

way

programs used

the music part of the

be managed in this
house. The orchestra had certain hours
to work, and they used to work those
hours regardless of the time the feature was run, .and without regard for
anything but themselves. They played
a little jazz number between shows, and
when their time was up they just naturally left the picture flat, even though
there happened to be but a few feet to
to

the clinch.

Nobody ever remarked about the
musical setting the feature got, for the

on

is all a matter of showmanship.
the finest picture orchestra in the
business does not get a chance to spread
its stuff, how in the name of common
sense can they be expected to become
an asset to the house? If they are not
featured once in a while what incentive,
except their pay, to spur them on to
And, Mr. Manager,
greater efforts ?
never lose sight of the important fact
that the public likes its music dressed

It

up, and put over with a little
(yes, and that's the very word).

swank

Music with pictures has become so

much

BACK ISSUES
'TP HIS

May
j

article

5

issue

was started

in

the

of this publication

and continued in the July 7 and AugThere is such an abundance of good reading for both the exhibitor and musician in this construc-

ust 4 issues.

tive article that not one issue should

In the event that you may
have missed any, or all, of these inbe missed.

upon application they
be forwarded promptly.
stallments,

will

a neat brass frame in the lobby, and
the hours that they would play lettered
on a little schedule card. They so arranged
matters
that
they
always
opened and closed the picture during
the hours they were on duty. Special
pains were taken to FIT the picture
with real interpretative music, and the
public,
through the press, was ac-

quainted with this vital fact. Between
shows the orchestra was featured, and
featured big.

While the news reel and the comedowere being screened, the orchestra took
their place on the stage, and when the
curtains had closed, and opened again,
there they were all dressed up in tux's
ready to go.

Sunday between the hours of 12.30
and 2 P. M. the orchestra was in concert.
Sometimes singers would be employed to give variety to the performance, and other novelties are to be
tried out in the immediate future.

a

part of

the picture business

real theatre tries to get along
without it. As well expect an artist to
paint a real landscape with one color,

that

his orchestra

filbert.

is

If

this subject to a

Now that's a fine attitude for a manager to have toward his men.
talked a little longer on the subject of
music, and finally he began to see a
little light ahead.
This

savers when a poor picture
the program.

life

However, our

manager the other day, he said, "What
do you mean make money with the orSay, that bunch costs me
chestra?
about six hundred bones a week, and
list,

remark about.

More time is taken by the leader to
provide music that gives atmosphere,
and now instead of finding the orchestra something to worry about the management finds that they are the real

no

expect a picture to get to the
It
of the people sans music.
can't be done.
as

to

hearts

Give the public music with their picThey'll pay for it, and pay with

tures.

a smile, IF it is the right sort of music.
And the only way to get returns from
a high salaried musical organization, is
Look over
to ADVERTISE them.
some of the musical programs of other
houses, and see how the big fellows
Some of these
believe in their music.

spend more for their music
than they ever think of spending for
the rest of the program, but they get
it back, or they wouldn't keep music.
theatres

Thev would
age,

piece

revert back to the old three
piano-player, and
piano,

stool.

Organists are by

means

just fixtures.

illustrated

by the case of Jesse Craw-

who manipulates

the pipe keys for
Balaban and Katz in their wonder theatre, the "Chicago."
ford,

Jesse

was imported from Los

An-

geles at a rather high figure. Some of
the wise ones, at the time, thought it
was too high. That was over two years
ago. Since that time, however, he has
not only made much more of a name
for himself, but has placed the name of
Balaban and Katz on the top of America's list of feature

Well, the outcome of this arrangement has been, so far, beyond the fondest hopes of the boss.
People crowd in
to hear the concert, and the papers have
given the musicians more than one fine
writeup.

no manner nor
This is excellently

organ music.

Almost even- week at the Chicago,
there is a special Jesse Crawford novelty presentation and the entire Windy
City has come to look forward to it as
an event.

—
September
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Have You Heard Our

NEW MUSIf^

Three Latest Hits?
The World

—

m

Mon

Flanders

(L'Adoree de
Coeur)

Colonel

Bogey

Du

Flowing

Pare

March

Alford

Winter Comes
Land of Might HaveBeen
Mill by the Sea

Romantic

If

On Miami Shore
Phantom Legions
Roses of Picardy
Smile Through Your
Tears
Some Day You Will
Miss Me

Novello

Adams

Lively
Jvlclodic

Jacobi

Dramatic
Romantic

Ward-Stephens

Wood
Hamblen

Plaintive

Pathetic

Darewski

There's Silver in

Calm

Wright

Flows
World Is Waiting

de Freyne

Plaintive

for

the Sunrise
Allegro Precipitoso

Conspiracy

Romantic

Seitz

Emotional Love Scenes

Agitato

Savino
Savino

Rustic Allegro

Savino

Valse

Inc.

STREET^* SCHIRMER,

Meditative
Cheerful
Sentimental
Victorious
Birth of Love

Can be used

Sympathy

Chime Effects
Violin Solo ad. lib.
Baron
Hungarian
Baron
Bright
Dell' Acqua
Brilliant
Burks

Villanelle

Serenata de

la

Noche

Nubian Desert Song

Amani

Berceuse

Cui

Oriental

Sentimental

Flowing

IV. Moonlight Sail
The Young Prince and
the

Young

Princess

Korsakow

Pastorale

Rubenesque

W.

Call of the Sylphs

E. Frascard

Romanza
Menuet a la Mozart
Spanish Dance
Romanza Andaluza

Rimsky-Korsakow.
Korestchenko

Flowing
Romantic
Antique

Sarasate

Dramatic

L.

Slater

Lively

G.

Than Your Gold Can
Buy
Edna
I Want to Be Loved
Like a Baby
Oriental Dream
You Must Come Over
Tonight
I Don't Believe You
Say it with a Ukulele

Dramatic

by

itself

ARTHUR BROS

Hungarian or Gypsy
Gypsy or Roving
Joyous
Spanish or South American Dance
Desert Chant
Love Scenes
Nature, from (1)

Photoplay Series,
3 E. 43rd
Street

till

(2)

Carl

G.

SCHIRMER,

J.

Graff

Leonard Ivory

Art Conrad
Art Conrad
Art Conrad

Fox-Trot

Waltz
Oriental

Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot

Vol.
New
York

An

THE BIG SUMMER HIT
SAY IT WITH A UKULELE

Resignation
Light

SPECIAL OFFER— 9 Late Orchestrations,
Including "SAY IT WITH A UKULELE"

excellent number for
village scenes. (Reuben.)
Fairy, bright.

Calmness

till

—

FOX TROT

Full

for

—from

$1.00— ORDER

American

(2),

Passion with Spanish

HAWAIIAN MELODY

Orchestration 25c

Miric

1658 B'way.

Dept.

NOW

Pub.

W.

Co.
N. Y. C.

Apathetic

WELDED WIRE
Amer. Music Pub. Co.

Witol

Inc.

Fischer

Nature, tranquil moveOriental from
ments.
Pochissimo piu mosso.

Calm, Nature

De

us.

Longing (minor.)

Desert Scene
Chinese, Street Scene

Wm.

style

Sample Violin Parts
of our New

Religious

Oriental
Lively

Jere

any
write

"FREE UPON REQUEST^

Crist
Crist

Ballad

Bangor At

and Composers
instrumentation and
program.
If
interested

Bright Scenes

;

5100

,

Any

Approach of royalty, coronations, triumphant return

Dreamy

Rennie

<

Special Arrangers

scenes

Cesek

Emma

it

orchestra

the

Detroit, Mich.

Atmosphere

Glazounow

with

Schirmer Inc.

almost to blows
Undercurrent, plotters
meeting, uprising, treason
Shipwreck, destruction,
tenor
Carefree and happy,

(4)

Meditation
Twilight
Arabian Dance
Chinese Dance
Londonderry Air
My Heart's More

you about

either

Love Scenes

or (4)

Rimsky-

library in a nutshell)

Cooper Square,

River Scenes

Savino
Savino

Strickland

cisco

Zingaresca
Zingaresca

tell

Carl Fischer
New York

Mother Scenes

Dramatic suspense

Spanish

W

SOLORCHESTRA ORGAN ALBUM

Consolation

Savino

Strickland

york

THE SYNCHRONIZER
(A complete movie

Riot, terrific storm or
volcanic eruption

Pompous

Inc-

THEY'RE PUBLISHED!

etc.

Santa Anna's Patio
To Mission San Fran-

1

Famous

of our

Galaxy and Miscellany Series

Picturesque Scenes
Martial
Optimistic

woodland

Misterioso alia
Processional

Chappel-Harms,

After Battle

Pursuit, intense wrangling,

Savino

Tragic Andante

Dramatic Allegro

FREE UPON REQUEST

Let us

Your Hair
Where the Lazy Mississippi

— HARMS, INC.

East 34th Street, N. Y. C.

41

—

Publisher

Suitability to Pictures

on Request

Catalogue

Orchestra

Sample Violin Parts
Strong
Dramatic

d'Hardelot

Because
Christ
Closer

Style

Composer

Waiting for the Sunrise
Winter Comes

CHAPPELL

For Photoplays

Title

is

If

ROSES OF PICARDY

REELS

Melancholy
Comedy Scenes

For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

Sentimental
Scenes Oriental

740 7th Ay*..

Cheerful
Sentimental

New

York

CLASSIFIED AD

Love Scenes

DEPARTMENT

Sign

of

R»te$

Rip

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on Ions; time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Picture
and exchanged.
rent.

era

and

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for

Portable

Ruby Camof your wants.
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Keep us advised
Exchange.

AT LIBERTY

Kuhn

:

t

Quality

Louis
Phone Chelsea 0634

Kuhn

11

THEATRICAL PRINTING

Studios

291-293 Eighth Ave., N. Y. C.

Manager
—Thoroughly

Many years exat liberty.
familiar with the game. High
perience.
Excellent references.
Adclass theatre preferred.
dress C. L. N. 1920 Park Ave.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Exhibitor

100 notehejds and 100 envelopes, beautifully printed,
back-ground, not over four lines, $1.25.
tinted
S PRESS. Box 421A. Kankakee. Illinois.
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Theatre Construction
is

devoted

news and publishes the

Rothacker Changes Power System

subsidiary.

The

entire power system in the Eothacker
Chicago laboratory has been changed.
The coal burning boilers ia/e been
thrown out and in their stead installed a
system of motor driven combustion oil burn-

—

KANSAS CITY, MO. St. John Theatre has
been purchased by H. Wilson of the Bancroft Theatre, there, and has been opened

News
This Department

bought and a big theatre will be put up
by the Anthracite Amusement Company, a

as a five and ten cent house.
to

KANSAS CITY, MO Auditorium Theatre,
Hope, has been opened by C. L.. McVey.
SPRINGFIELD, MO. The Jefferson, under management of S. E. Wilhoit, has undergone remodeling.
CHANTJTE, KAS. The People's Theatre
has been added to the Capitol Enterprises

theatre building

earliest

—

news obtain-

able concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,
where motion picture equipment will be used.

New Theatres
CONWAY, ARK.— S. G. & Theodore

The coal burning boilers were "sealed"
behind dustproof doors in the basement but
where there is coal in the vicinity their
is bound to be an element of dust and before starting for Europe Watterson E.
Eothacker ordered the change.

—

of

Smith

will build a theatre at Conway, operation
soon to be started, costing approximately
$50,000.

SEARCY, ARK A new theatre to
known as the Lightle, operation soon

ers.

be
to

be started, will replace the old Grand Teaclosed recently.
BETHELHEM, PA Work soon will be
started for the new $200,000 Rainbow Theatre,

West Broad Street, same to accommodate 2000 persons.
MAHASOY CITY, PA The Loyal Order
of Moose have closed the deal for the purchase of the Family Theatre, owned by
Harry Knoblauch for $95,000.
WILKES-BAHRE, PA. The old Majestic
has been renamed the Irving and will run
road shows and movies.
Over $1,500,000 has been spend by the
Company
of
Chamberlain
Amusement
Shamokin to acquire houses at Tamaqua,
Mahanoy City, Danville, Lansford and Pottsville.
The latest is at Mahanoy City where
the Kaier Grand Opera House site has been
tre at 48

—

Kansas

City.

INDEPENDENCE. KAS The Strand has
been added to the Capitol Enterprises of
Kansas

City.

—

DALLAS, TEX. Jack Joyce opened
new suburban theatre, Oak Lawn, at

his

the

entrance of Highland Park, August 6th.
DENTON, TEX. The Palace and the
Princess theatres are now under control
of Dent & Campbell with the latter as resident manager.
DALLAS, TEX. Famous Lasky Players
are contemplating the erection of a building of their own in the near future for
exchange purposes.

—

—

SCHULENBURG, TEX
Spreckles have
Schulenburg.

BEARDON.

Von Mindon and
opened a new theatre at

ARK.— Elmer

has

Harrell

leased the theatre at Bearden.

—

SLATINGTON, PA. The William Coleman
Theatre has been sold to Frank Nado same
to undergo remodeling.
EASTON, PA, The Third Street Theatre
is closed for remodeling; also the Star, un-

—

der same management.

PROJECTOR
FOR

EXCELLENT RESULTS

B&H

"TENSELIGHT"

AUTOMATIC ARC REFLECTOR
FOR
and CARBON SAVING
THE BEST YET

CURRENT
Write to

BIRKHOLM & DE HART

Quarter

"We

Half

Size

Size

254 inch
inch
3
inch

inches

5 to

HLFstfti*

cannot recommend

Keystone too highly"

$50
9 to 11 inches

$60

"That's the report from the Smith
Theatre, Pittsburgh, after using

KEYSTONE BRAND FLOOR COVERING

"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.

for

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Descriptive Booklet

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

S.

31 N. Second
A.

See

/

«rHSTfrkt^ _
352 N. ASHLAND AVENUt
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

eight years

our

story.

Harrisburg, Pa.

St.
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"Spectators crammed the Rivoli," is
the
Herald's comment on "The
Cheat's" sensational New York run.
"Ought to make a great deal cf
money," adds the Tribune.

George Fitzmaurice
PRODUCTION

I

Adapted by Otiida Bcrgere from the story by
Hi ctt r Turnbull

Ct (paramount (picture

M
r

With the Movie Camera thvu the

RUSSIAN B0ISHEV1K REVOLUTION
HE

First Official

tures to

Motion

Come Out

Pic-

of Soviet

Russia.

A SENSATIONAL THREE REEL SPECIAL
FULL OF ACTION AND UNUSUAL INTEREST.
-

The Only Genuine and Authentic Records
of Happenings During and After the Red
Revolution.

distributed

by

M ONDlAL
COM panY

220W42^St.N.Y.
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Clinging Vine in Soft Velvet

Eyes Appealing, Tresses Shimmering, Truly
Capivating Ann, Miss Forrest as she appears
in Weber and North's "Marriage Morals"
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Are Picture Theatres
'Old Subscriber Believes

Time

Ripe

Is

is little

reels.

One of our old friends who terms
himself one of the "smaller fellers" and
signs off "Old Subscriber" rises to rethat

perhaps

we have

started

something.

Boxed

off in

the center

column

is

his letter in its entirety.

Read

We

it.

hope

know

it

It

may

does,

you thinking.
for we really want to
start

how to go
we start.

about finishing
anything
statement recently has been
made by one of the producing companies devoting its attention entirely to
short subjects that by reason of the lessening of the number of long features
it has increased its output by 30 per

THE

It Prefers.

mistaking the unrest

just

Their classification, it would seem to
under the present cirucmstances is

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

class of exhibitors re-

garding the lengthier features.
In some programs minutes count.
In our issue of August 25 we suggested the possibility of varying the
lengths of subjects that were shown in
the premiers footage in excess of the
customary in the
the requirements
family programs.
The suggestion was made that in the
case of those exchanges carrying several prints of a subject that one or
more be retained at the original premier length and the others cut down to
the popular form of approximately six

mark

Classified?

Follow Plan of Legitimate Field and Let the Public

to

Choose the Type Show

THERE
of a certain

Be

to

us,

week under the
fading "Why Not Short Ones?"
Your

me

has started

thinking.

You

are

on the right track.
And now, if you want

to do a good
turn for a vast majority of exhibitors
I suggest that you "carry on."
I for one do not hesitate to raise
my voice in loud outcry that Something Has Got to Be Done.
This is not a howl against the real

super-feature.
is no disputing that there is
big field for the big theme the
really big picture that costs several

There

—

a

hundreds of thousands of dollars.
But it is certain that field is not
among the average small houses.
Why can't the producers realize
that the booking possibilities of extra length product with extra length
prices are restricted to the high class
theatres which offer a full evening's
entertainment of one show only or

those running continuously throughout the day?
The solution as I see it is the
classification of theatres with each
class offering its

ditferenet

form

of

entertainment and letting the public
in

on the know

of

what

it

is

all

about.

In the legitimate field they have it.
Everyone knows where to go for
their vaudeville, their musical comedy, their
opera.

burlesque

Why

line

up

with

or their light
can't the film industry

some such

common

cent.

sense plan.

There is one way in which we may
learn whether or not the situation regarding longer subjects, of which in the
past we have heard much, has changed
any in recent months.
That way is for exhibitors who have
any particular thoughts on the matter

the producer make whatever type picture they desire, but not
expect one type to play all classes of
house.
become heartily sick of
I have
down conscientious film
turning
salesmen who are being paid good

to write us a letter, just a brief one,
setting forth their observations ->nd experiences.
Just what is the ideal length of a

feature?
No one, least of
exhibitor, will attempt to lay

all

down

an

a
yardstick rule to govern the length of
a motion picture.
As regards the suggestion of our
correspondent that the theatres be
different
classified, each offering its
form of entertainment, we are frank to
say it is a large question.

Then

more or

less definitely established.

editorial last

T

OOKING

at it from their angle it
must be conceded that, after all,
there is some feasibility attached to the
general idea. They would all undoubtedly come under the column head of
"Family Theatres."
They would eventually specialize in

family programs, appealing with a
varied program to every member of the
fireside group.
That would mean the
short standard feature, the comedy, the

news

reel and probably a scenic, educational or serial subject.

In the family movie house there
would be no more room for presentations or prologues, and a low admission price would certainly prohibit full
orchestras and heavy advertising.
Under another head we would of
course see the orchestrated, prologued,
"Strand Theatres," for it was certainly the Strand idea a few years back
that pulled many a house out of the
family ranks.
That was a classification in itself.
Now, however, comes the real superfilm which threatens to consume a full
elaborated pictures.
Let us call these
evening's entertainment and that feature is what is troubling the "smaller
fellers."

He

let

money for attempting in every way
high-footage
high-priced,
foist
to
features upon "us smaller fellers."

OLD SUBSCRIBER.

admits

afford

producer.
"The smaller fellers," one of which
himself
counts
correspondent
our
are more or less bound by the size
of their treasury to obtain in the way
of entertainment what will come within the size of their limited bank roll.

is

in public

favor but

And accordingly he cannot
necessary high rental defor such costly productions.

it.

meet the

manded

"pAMILY,

Strand and Super Movies!
There you have it in a nutshell.

The

question

is

:

enough advanced
possible

Maurice Tourneur, however, says it
can and should be done. And he is a

it

his patrons are of a class that cannot

Are we as yet far
make classification

to

?

Are you in favor of such a move?
Do you want lengths and prices
match arranged on some new basis

to
to

your particular policy and the purse
strings of your patrons?
We'll admit we are far from sure
just how ripe the time is for such a
change. We would like your opinion,
Mr. Exhibitor.

fit

.
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Press Taking Motion Picture Seriously
Increasing Authority of Photoplay Editors

Is Significant

Factor in the Attitude of the Country''s

Important Newspapers
Mr. Denig for ten years has been affiliated
with the motion picture industry, a part of
that time on business papers.
He brings to
exhibitors a message of great importance,
that is, that newspapers are coming to take
the Motion Picture seriously. They are treating it as formerly they exclusively displayed
affection for the stage. Keep in touch with
your neivspapcr, encourage them to do their
own reviewing, and incidentally do your utmost to make reviewers comfortable when they
come to your house. No town is too small
to warrant its newspapers reviewing the pictures that are shown in it.
Ed.

—

newspapers
THE number which

of
in large
for
the reviews of
motion pictures are written by
press agents is decreasing.
This is unfortunate for poor pictures, but a lot
better for strong ones.
paragraph
of favorable comment under a signature that means something to the readers of a newspaper is more to be desired than a half column blurb with
publicity oozing from between the flowing lines an obvious truth that sometimes is forgotten when the returns
from clipping bureaus are being measured.
cities

A

NEWSPAPER

By LYNDE DENIG

deem it worth while to
motion picture departments,
not as an adjunct to the advertising
office, but as an essential editorial feathese should

conduct

ture.

No
star

producer, distributor, director, or

need ask for more than unbiased

and discriminating treatment at the
hands of editors who are competent to
pass judgment on works of an artistic
character.

ITH

newspapers

news

stories,

ana

photographs

—

Lynde Denig

lief

more conservative of

the publishers

tracting audiences likely to appreciate
pictures of artistic merit.

JT

would be

difficult

to overestimate

the influence of great newspapers,
such as the Kansas City Star and the
Louisville Courier-Journal, which have

a tremendous influence.
Surely it is a matter of far-reaching
importance that publications such as

hopeful

sign

when

to discuss the artistic value of pictures
made by such-and-such a director, and

have

definite opinions as to the star
This is
best suited to a certain role.
It is akin to the
a healthy condition.
attitude of the live dramatic editor
toward the stage.

THIRD

editor to write about, whereas the leading picture houses are a vivid part of
city life, and in physical equipment they
are far superior to the antiquated legitimate theatre.

agents' effusions.

have been won over to a position that
must prove of inestimable value in at-

a

supply entertainment for theatregoMany important cities in the Middle West and South are fortunate if
they get one good show a week.
There is really little or nothing of
local theatrical interest for the dramatic

been or are being converted

the

is

ers.

The point is that the newspapers we
all want to reach are coming to take
motion pictures seriously. They have

a consistent effort on the part of the
producers and distributors of the higher type of picture to win just this serious consideration, and little by little

it

to

that it is of vital moment whether an employe of the local theatre
or an employe of the newspaper writes
a review.
Probably most producers
and exhibitors prefer to roll their own.
despite the f ore-going observation as to
the relative value of individual com-

For many years now there has been

Surely

factor to be considered is
the decrease in the number of road
companies that once were relied upon

j^"OT

corded the legitimate stage.

considerable credit belongs to
who have made pictures
worthy of arousing intelligent discusFor there is no question at all
sion.
about there being a feeling of expectancy caused by the unusual number of
big productions already on the market
and those in preparation.

\

stands out as a significant factor in the
attitude of important newspapers toward the screen.

to the bethat the screen justifies the same
sort of treatment that has been ac-

Then

producers

-

After visiting nearly one hundred
newspapers in the key cities of the East,
Middle West, and South, the increasing
authority of the motion picture editor

ment and press

realized

newspaper editors are ready and eager

of the stamp
Y^/
mentioned, pictures stand or fall
on their merits, just as feature stories,

publishers no doubt
wisdom of
the
treating with respect a form of entertainment which attracted the best element in the community.

have

Publicity Editor, First National
Pictures

are accepted or rejected according to
their quality.

Three factors have been largely

in-

strumental in bringing about the present encouraging condition.
First,

due credit should be given the

great exhibitors of the

country

who

have made their theatres the most

at-

tractive public places in town.

Men
apolis,

like

Robert Lieber of

Sam Katz

Indianof Chicago, John H.

Kunsky of Detroit, Colonel Fred Levy
of Louisville, Harry Crandall of Washing, A. H. Blank of Des Moines, M. L.
Finkelstein of Minneapolis, and others
whose names will readily come to mind,
catered to and satisfied a class of people
who a few years ago regarded motion
pictures with scant favor.

Probably these have been the most
potent influences in bringing about the
establishment of motion picture departments of a high caliber that are being
read by just the audience that producers wish to reach with productions
such as "Black Oxen" and "Ashes of
v engeance.
The words "high caliber" are used
advisedly, for the editors appointed to
handle motion pictures are for the most
part keenly interested in the artistic
betterment of the screen young men,
or frequently young women with a college background and a natural distaste
for that which is cheap and tawdry.

—

They

sincerely wish to advance what-

ever indicates progress and strive to
reflect that spirit in their columns.
"Fewer and better pictures" appeals
strongly to this class of photoplay editors which is prevalent in the key cities.
Also "fewer and better publicity stories may carry a distinct appeal.
The cry is for something different,

something fresh, something

name

in

which

of the company does not appear in every other line. The editors
in question are thoroughly in accord
with the belief that the strength of a
story is not to be gauged by its length.

the

September

8,
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Wisconsin Joins Drive on Tax Fight
Unanimous on Necessity

for Starting Congressional

Review's Campaign

BUT

in

Wisconsin the exhibitors

represented in the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of the state in
annual convention have gone on record
in favor of the elimination of the admission tax of 10 per cent. They also
want the seat taxes removed.
The Wisconsin men took the position
sentiment was unanimously in
that
favor of the abolition of these taxes,
the general subject of which was admitted to be the most important of the
several questions that came before the
members for consideration.
The decision was reached that the
desired result could best be accomplished if each theatre owner made it
an especial point to get in touch with
his representative in Washington and
laid before him an exact outline of the
manner in which the exhibitors of the
country regarded the impost.

Action,

Tying Up with Exhibitor Trade

Bring in Public

to

step that may have been taken looking to that end, but rather from conversations with those who are usually
to be found on the front of any movement for the betterment of exhibitors.
In no single instance has there been
any inclination to take any action which

did not include in

scope

its

all

Why should people be taxed for
pleasure? Going to "the movies" is
often the sole happiness of millions
of people in moderate circumstances.
It is not a luxury to be classed with
expensive motor cars or Russian
sable fur coats.
You

other

you

There remain three full months before the assembling of Congress, time
in which exhibitors will have full opportunity to harness to their own efforts to
eliminate the tax the names and the influence of their patrons.
And don't underestimate the power of
If you secure the signathose names.
tures of 500 of your patrons you are
multiplying the influence of your own
name with your congressman by just

Co-operation, teamwork, is what
do it. Just as some other organizations might try to increase the
war tax on admissions to motion picture theatres to reduce the tariff on
some favorite industry so you, as a
motion picture theatre owner, should
combine to take the tax off the books
of the Revenue Department.

that

number.

will

^ND

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

PETITION
Sign

here

to

eliminate

the

10%

Amusement Tax

CAPITOL THEATRE

by the scarcity of superfluous penmake your appeal direct to their

John Jones

178 Pearl Street

Mrs. M. Davis

1343 John Street

all the time you may keep in the
back of your head the immense importance of the proposed action to the
well-being and possibly financial salvation or necessary aid of your less strong-

^JNTD

two or three copies of the petition carrying the name of your theatre and
your town with space on each for 250
names.
be without

expense

to

that that will not be much.
The copies when filled may be forwarded to this office, where they will
be placed before the congressman of
the district in which the signers live or
in the event there has been named a
central committee representing the theatre owners of the country the names

for

will

it

be confided to

its

care.

And just by the way we are convinced there are many reasons for believing that long before the opening
of Congress the waging of the campaign against the burdensome theatre
war taxes will be in the cpntrol of a
central committee.
say this not from any definite

We

the extra pen-

to your employes, to your dooror doormen, if you have more
than one, and tell them what the tax
means to the family with the slim purse.

We will forward to any exhibitor one,

will

whom

mean less entertainment for the
members of the family, and ask them
to sign the petitions so as to make more
Talk

resents this tax.

If any extra
the theatre owner.
copies may be used they wifl be supplied
by us at the exact cost of paper and
printing, and you may have our word

If on the other hand your people are
more pleasantly situated point out to
them the position of their less fortunate

man

its

'J'HESE

personal interest.

sure the abolition of the tax.

opening

previous issue Exhibitors
Trade Review is preparing for posting
in the lobbies of motion picture theatres petitions calling for signatures by
that vast majority of the public which

pages in

nies

nies

tures.
its

will do it.
If your
one of those especially

fellows, those to

Youngstown, Ohio

attend motion picin

teamwork

clientele is
hit

desires to
of the men
call to the attention
from Wisconsin, as it also wishes to
bring to the notice of exhibitors everywhere throughout the country, the fact
that an organized effort is being made
by this journal to bring into the fight
the massed influence of the millions of

As was pointed out

war tax

if

J^xhibitors Trade Review

men and women who

can help cut out this
join with us.

parties in interest.

'pHESE
in

petitions will be well printed

on good stock and
any number desired.

may

As was pointed out

be secured

week the

Let us reprint from the circular that
go forward to exhibitors just a bit
of the statement referring to the tax:
No more war tax means bigger,
will

better business.

Right now is. the time to begin a
well planned, well organized, united
movement to eliminate the foolish
ture theatres.

paying that tax.

The war

last

"ten per cent" is a fiction in the case
of those houses charging 15 cents admission, in that the tax actually amounts
to 13 1-3 per cent., and that in the case
of the elimination of the tax practically
another ticket is added to the number
that a dollar will purchase.

war tax on admissions

ly intrenched brother exhibitors. Many
of these in the past few years have discovered what it means to pay taxes
out of a deficit created by reason of

to

motion pic-

tax on admissions has done
the country
a service
that has counted big in the payment of
the indebtedness contracted during the
war and in the readjustment period.
its

service to

—

It has been a good and faithful servant of Uncle Sam. It has poured a
heap of money into his coffers, and it
is entitled to a good long rest.

And don't miss an opportunity to intimate to those of your customers with
whom you are on intimate terms that
the petition is coming and ask them to
pass along the word to their friends, so
that when the petition is posted the
minds of your people are all set.
If

won.

you get on the job the

You

can't be stopped.

battle is

•
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Selling the Public for the Exhibitor
Story of

Doing to Exploit in Thorough Fashion a Production Before a Camera Is Turned on It

What One Company

Is

By W. RAY JOHNSTON

some time past we have been
conducting a campaign which we

FOR

of
believe is unique in the annals
is, we
that
industry
;
picture
the motion
have been conducting a direct-to-thepublic advertising and publicity camon behalf of one of our pictures

paign

upon which production has not yet even
been started.
Revolutionary as that may sound to
we
the average film man, nevertheless
believe it to be a distinct step forward
aid.
in exchangeman and exhibitor
Some time ago we entered into an
arrangement with Mother's Home Life
magazine, a monthly periodical pubto
lished in Chicago, whereby it agreed
through the medium of its
magazine and through twenty-two othnewser national magazines and 523

publicize,

papers, a picture which we are to produce in the Fall.
In return for this publicity, which
was to be in the form of a contest, we
agreed to give certain winners of that
contest parts in the production in question

—"Gambling Wives."
Home

Life has a subscribhundred
er circulation of over seven
thousand, with news stand sales running
The conit well up bevond that mark.
was not
them
by
conducted
be
to
test
one
to be the usual beauty contest, but
deterbe
to
were
winners
the
which
in
mined by the number of subscriptions

Mother's

public,
along with "Gambling
Wives."
This advertising and publicity, be it
noted, has been confined to channels
outside of the regular motion picture
trade papers.
The idea and object has
been to arouse tremendous and widespread interest among the motion picture going public, thereby creating an

eral

Vice-president Arrow Film

Corporation
be stated, came from practically
every nook and corner of the United
New aspirants for screen honStates.
ors have been entering the contest
This was natural inasmuch
steadily.
as the advertisements regarding this
contest, issued by the magazine, are
appearing in over five hundred metro-

may

politan

newspapers

magazines,

many

and

assured box

office value for the picture.
contest ends with the October
issue and immediately thereafter production starts on the picture in California.
But the publicity will not end
with the termination of the contest.
On the contrary, Mother's Home
Life Magazine will devote practically
unlimited space to the progress of the
contestants.

The

twenty-two

of which are devoted

to the interests of film fans.

All of these advertisements and storas well as all advertisements in

ies,

other magazines and newspapers, prominently feature the Arrow name and
trade mark and the name of the pro-

it may be seen that the interest
never be permitted to flag so that
by the time the picture reaches the exhibitor in the late Fall it will have had
an intensive direct-to-the-public selling

Thus

It will readily be seen, thereduction.
fore, that the combined reader circulation of these magazines runs into the
millions and that it is continually selling the name of the production to the

will

campaign of practically six months behind

general public.

This production

is

to be

made under

the personal direction of Dell
son.

This fact

is

Hender-

duly recorded in the

men and

exhibitors.
to
is

us that
released

when
it

will

have a ready-made audience waiting
for it which, according to present indications, and they are conservative,
should be greater than that of any published novel or stage play.

should be greater because not only
be as large, if not larger, than
the following the usual novel or play
has, but because it will possess that
All who cast
vital personal element.
votes will feel that they have a finger
It

The magazine agreed

will

to send the ten

successful contestants to Hollywood
and return with all expenses paid both
ways and while there. We, in turn,
guaranteed to make elaborate tests of
each of the ten persons fortunate
enough to secure this chance.
these ten

a campaign cannot fail to be
of the utmost benefit to both exchange

Thus it appears
"Gambling Wives"

advertising and publicity used.

they secured.

Of

it.

Such

we

in the pie.

Of

course

it

is

unnecessary

to

say

"Gambling Wives" will be given a
production commensurate with its importance.
The securing of ,J)ell Henthat

guaranteed to select

two who, in the opinion of the
director, showed the most marked qualThese two
ifications for screen work.
at least

derson is a guarantee of that.
This is in the nature of an experiment with Arrow, but it is an experiment in which every member of the
organization is whole-heartedly interested and are working to their utmost

sre to receive a guaranteed part in the
p-oductton and to receive a salary.
The other eight may or may not receive parts in this or some other Arrow
production, but in any event they will
have had the opportunity of visiting
Hollywood and a try-out in pictures.
In addition to the motion picture
angle, the various contestants will have
an opportunity of winning one hundred
other prizes.
In the first issue, dated July, 1923,
of Mother's Home Life magazine, in
which the announcements appeared in
the form of a two-page spread, this
fact was conveyed to the subscribers of
the magazine and before the book had
been off the press a week over fourteen thousand entrants had come in.
This avalanche of contestants, it

it

And we feel, and
a success.
fact are sure, it will be a success,
for we believe we have conceived and
executed the greatest exhibitor aid the

to

make

in

W. Ray

Johnston

motion picture industry has yet known.

Mother's Home Life Magazine publishes a weekly paper known as the
Movie Opportunity Weekly, which is
mailed to all contestants.
It will readily be seen, therefore, that
in addition to creating a vast advance

Wives" it
exchangeman and exhib-

public interest in "Gambling
benefits every
itor

Arrow pictures, for
name and product to the

handling

selling the

it

is

gen-

We are proud of "Gambling Wives"
and we are going to make it a picture
of which everyone connected with it
And given
likewise be proud.
these elements we feel the picture is
predestined to box office success, with
the inevitable consequence that the exchangeman distributing it and the ex-

will

hibitor showing
rich reward.

it

are

bound

to reap a

;
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The Fortunes
Story of Theatre

Owner Who Adopted
Small

overhead to
some definite figure as one of the

IN

trying to bring the

ways

of arriving at a

show
and pay

the house would

plan whereby

We

electricity for three

down

months we got the

to about $55, the lighting of

the theatre being reduced from around
$46 to about $18, by eliminating waste,
and the power being cut down to
around $35, illustrating how waste can
be eliminated. For instance, the mar-

quee was using 10 watt bulbs, about
seven to a letter, we discovered by usand
ing the white transparent letter
placing a 25 watt lamp behind it, we
could save thousands of watts, giving
us a more luminous electric Marque
watsign, at a consumption of half the
down
tage, which would have brought
our electric bill to still less than the
$55.

waste m electric
being cleaned
was
house
the
current,
nights with the lights all on. I discontinued this and cleaned the house by
daylight, opening the doors and using

To

.

,

illustrate further

three cleaning stands for places where
the daylight could not penetrate.
The discovery was also made that

three janitors getting $75 and working
part time were 'yessing' themselves
along, one of them working nights and
the other two coming in at 8 in the
morning and leaving around 11. Having had their own way about things for
a long while they

came

and

left

as

We

decided that the
be done by one
could
work
janitorial
man who would work from 36 to 48

fancy dictated.

hours a week, so we found the man and
gave him $40 to work at least 40
hours, thus saving $35 on this item.
In comparing notes with other houses
in town, we found that they were getting their electric bills monthly and
thus getting an advantage of rate, because of the greater number of kilowatts consumed, where we were not
obtaining this advantage thru getting
our bills weekly; the weekly kilowatt
hours showing a lesser consumption

We

than the monthly kilowatt hours.
showed the Illuminating Company this
fact and secured from them a rebate of
nearly $750, and a differential making
same adit possible for us to get the

X

Drastic Measures to Stop Leaks In Large and Fine

Town House He Had Acquired
In the fifth installment of Exhibitor X's
he describes among other things hozv

story

he reduced his electric light

bills.

a profit, and in
off its obliga-

time liquidate
into
tions, we decided to look carefully
discovered that the
the lighting.
weekelectric bill, which was rendered
a week,
ly, averaged from $85 to $125
which seemed a very large amount as
with which
I know of other theatres,
cities three
I have been connected, in
over
$40 a
paying
not
size
the
times
week for light and power.
After watching the consumption of
bill

of Exhibitor
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vantage, paying our bills weekly, as
those houses paying their bills monthly.
To get tile house on a paying basis,
one of the first essentials was to go
through the items making up the overhead and standardize them, making
sure that value for the dollar was being
received and at the same time endeavor
to provide the entertainment which
would please the populace and bring in
enough money to pay the overhead and
leave a profit to pay outstanding indebtedness.
This paragraph being inserted here
so that other exhibitors can see that
we were pursuing a definite plan to
solve the riddle as to why the house
had proved a losing proposition since
its opening, and so that other exhibitors might find a lead here and there
which might prove helpful to them.
In this chapter, it will be seen that
the lighting and power make up a big
item when they reach an average of
It also became apparent
proper method had been
used in designing the lighting of the
theatre this item for light and power
could have been reduced to around $35
or so, and all the light and power required been obtained.
Those contemplating the building of

$100 a week.
the

that

if

new

theatres,

leaving this to the
when they are ready
to open the house and get their first
bill from
the Illuminating Company
that they have an item of overhead
which is far greater than it should be.
For instance, in this same citv, one of
the big stores made arrangements with
a manufacturer of electrical apparatus,
to ship in a dynamo and generator and
when the Illuminating Company heard
that the power and light machinery was
on the side track they sought the dein

architect, find out

partment store account and showed
them where it would be to their advantage to use their service, 2nd the
rate they obtained, was far less t u an
that obtained by anyone else in the ci'y.
After the store had a sibned contract
they shipped back the electrical apparatus and paid the maker for its use for
this purpose. Aside from this ruse, it is
possible to know what your rate for
light and power will be in advance of
opening the house, to know exactly
what your bill will be. It is also possible to have your own electric plant
or to buy power from the local company and generate your own juice and
use your own power, this being merely

a helpful hint how to control a big item
in the overhead of any house.

We

know

of a motion picture theatre seat-

ing 500 in a little village with 600 inhabitants where the manager with the
aid of a generator, a gas engine and
some storage batteries for emergency
use, the whole plant costing him less
than $1,200, makes his own juice for
light and power and thus is not at the
mercy of any Illuminating Company.
The point of this argument, being
that light and power are two big items
in the overhead, and that when they
present themselves in the first monthly
or weekly bill, you
cannot manage
them as well as when they are overtaken at the beginning, when they may
be controlled, and that they are items
which the management should control
and not the Illuminating Company.
were very particular to have the
lights all on at a certain hour, fifteen
minutes before the house opened,
whereas they were on at least a half
to three quarters of an hour before the
house opened before we started to control the light bill, likewise they were
all off ten minutes after the house exited at night, and there was no free
use of light and power thereafter as
though it was as free as air.
In previous installments we have
shown where it was proven that large
sums paid for newspaper advertising
did not
influence
greater business
which placed the expenditure for advertising within
reasonable bounds
here we have disclosed another important item, light and power, and how
it was placed within control.
also found that we could buy
bulbs for much less at the Independent
factories, there being something like
forty of them in the East.
saved

We

We

We

$50 on our purchase of
electric bulbs, guaranteed equal to any
made by the trust which controls over
98 percent of the bulbs made in this
something

like

country.

By keeping the electric room under
lock and key, we also controlled the
use of the bulbs.
checking overhead costs, we
In
found that we. were paying two operators whose salaries and hours were
fixed by. the local, whereas other houses
in town were paying but one operator
and using a reel boy for an assistant.
In other words other houses were operating for at least $30 less per week
and we decided if they could do this,
we also could. So we let one operatoi
And we decided that our requirego.
ments from the operator would be con-,
fined to the thirty-six hours a week, nc*
overtime.

EDITORIAL
High Cost

WHAT

sources of photoplay material. The plays are largely exhausted, that is, those which are suitable for transference

of Screen Material

to the screen.

end of the mounting prices for
plays adaptable to motion pictures ?
That is the
question one producer asked during the past week.
He answered the inquiry even as he asked it and let it
be said the person talking is one who by training, native
judgment and responsible position is highly qualified to
is

to be the

As

to the

supply of books

making of them there

—

we have been

no end.

is

That

is

told that of the

And

true.

it

is

probable that in the long run or until such time as the industry decides to take up original material the writer of books
will supply the larger proportion of the stories that will
be adapted to screen entertainment.

discuss the problem.

"Percentage" was the word employed by the film man.
"They talk about percentage as a means of settling rental
our news columns this week will be found the storv
controversies between exchange and theatre," he went on,
of the Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation, or"but why not employ the same plan for determining what
ganized by men prominent in the ranks of exhibitors
sum shall be paid to the owner of the rights of a play or
and in theatre owner organization.
even a book that may be required
by a producer for adaptation?"
The formal announcement of the
The speaker declared the rising
opening of business next month
What
The
Real
Business
prices of plays was becoming one
will be read with marked interest
of the more serious questions with
Paper Is.
by the trade at large.
which producers had to deal.
The whole project has been a
HP HE modern business paper is the
They were increasing, he said,
subject of controversy, in and out
text book of any progressive busiuntil it had reached a point that a
of exhibitor ranks.
ness.
It is more valuable than a
person owning a play which had
large library of finest printed and
Distributors of the old school,
put in three months on the boards
bound volumes, because it is contoo, have looked with a coldly critiwith indifferent success demanded
stantly
being
revised
and kept
cal and naturally not with a deup to $50,000 for the photoplay
abreast of all new developments and
tached eye on the proposed distrimade
had
story
that
rights, while a
events affecting the business.
bution of pictures by men who fora hit on the stage was quoted up to
merly had been known in the inIt is reliable, concise, fair, honordollars
and
two hundred thousand

The Open Door

IN

able and progressive.

dustry only as exhibitors.

higher.

always
easy to read
It is

"These figures constitute a menace to the profitable making of pictures," declared the man who had
brought up the subject.
"You may say it is our own fault,

intensely interesting.
It is

mend

reading columns are not for
sale, nor does it bait advertisers with
''write ups."
It does not "shade"

news

influence any particular
to
faction or individual, nor does it suppress anything that will be of value
to its readers.

the play would stand to make a lot
of money in the event the production went over big.
If it didn't he

—

perative.

narrowing down

to

those who will be responsible for
conduct.

its

Messrs. \Y. A. True, Harry
Davis, L. J. Dittmar, W. D. Burford and Sydney S.
Cohen, the
principal officers, all have made
their marks as exhibitors and as
successful men.

L
All this is true of the R E
business paper one that is all that
it should be.
Such a business Paper
is the Exhibitors Trade Review.

"This rule would make the seller
very careful as to the standing in
production ability and also for integrity of the producer with whom he chose to do business."
The executive, who personally has bought a goodly number of expensive stage productions, expressed the opinion
that within the coming year the evil
and he classed it as an
evil
of high cost of picture material would reach such a
point that the change to a percentage basis would be im-

—

which is about to open offices in
thirtv or more exchange centres is
the prominence as business men of

Undoubtedly the men behind the
Distributing
Corporation
realize
that the lower the expense of production the greater is the skill required to produce healthy entertainment. If they can achieve this re;*ult there is no question that there
is a niche for them to fill, there is
a place for them in the sun of the
motion picture field.

does offer advertisers the best

A

—

or six per cent, of the net profits.

Possibly the outstanding factor
connection with the enterprise

medium

for legitimate promotion of
legitimate sales in its particulr field.
It does offer the industry the best
means of keeping in touch with
events transpiring in its particular
field and of keeping abreast of the
times.

five

in

According to the statement of the
president the policy of the company
will
be "healthy entertainment at
small prices."

It

would have no complaint coming
because the story would not warrant any large returns.
"One plan occurring to me would
be if necessary to allow the owner
a cash guarantee, if such it might
be called, a small one naturally, and
a contract bringing to him ten per

is

is

Its

a cash basis to a contingent or percentage arrangement the owner of

The market

it

ness.

matters.

bookings or

book;

that could be required of a wideto the interest of one particular line of busi-

it

cent, of the gross

a text

awake newspaper devoted

would nevertheless.
In the event of the changing from
"I believe

more than

all

that the situation is the result of
competitive bidding, and that adoption of a percentage basis would

not tend to

with live matter,
and understood, and

filled

books and plays a-

built

that

up as
it

it

can be done.

The motion
sions

was

One of the industry's great distributing organizations has been
organized by exhibitors. That proves

is

open to

picture industry
all

is

one that

in

all

its

divi-

comers

For the man who can make a motion picture, just the
same as for the one who makes a mouse trap better than another, the "world will wear a path to his door, even though
his

nouse be in the woods."

—
September

8,
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HAD

a very enjoyable chat with Sol Lester the other day
Hotel Ambassador. The California
film man is in New York preparing for the departure
for a six weeks' trip to the other side, for which with
Mrs. Lesser he plans to sail on September 8.
The first time we met Mr. Lesser was quite a number
recall that on the parof years ago in San Francisco.
ticular occasion he showed a film vault containing 5,000
reels, which at that time represented a lot of film to be
in his suite at the

We

within any four walls.
Since then the former San Franciscan has stepped fast.
His enterprises have increased in number and in scope.

THE

new selling policy of
director of a circuit of
"I
large theatres I welcome the change," said Mr. Lesser.
don't think any theatre! or any group of theatres ever obWhat is objected
jects to paying what a picture is worth.
the

conversation turned on the

Famous

Players.

"As

to is buying it unsight and unseen, without any adequate
knowledge of its drawing value.
"In a very small way I have been following the lines
Whenever I have made a
indicated in the announcement.
picture I have tried it out and made distribution arrangements according to the results. I figure a picture is worth
what it will attract to the box office.

burg 65 per cent of the population is over 65 years old.
"What chance have I got?" was the question put to Mr.
Hill.

T QOKET)

in

on Charles Goetz, manager of Dependable
Me was feeling fit and happy.

Pictures, last week.

"We

"Why not?" he said.
with Jacob Fabian, for

Warner

of the screen for

runs in

first

have just closed a contract
Brothers' eighteen classics
Jersey, starting with

New

Johnny Jones.'
"We) also have sold the eighteen
City and the State of Union Hill."

'Little

to the State of Jersey-

T UST

a couple of lines to pass a bouquet to Brother P.
A. Parsons of Pathe for his most attractive insert of
But P. A.
last week.
It was class typography all the way.
has been doing things like that for a long time and under
He comes pretty near being the plu-grand
the same roof.
dean single-tenure advertising sharp.

"

"DUMPED

"I think the Famous Players company has taken a constructive step and believe it will be a good thing for other

into old scout Herman ("Doc") Bruenner in
Mrs. Astor's tavern Saturday afternoon. He is just
home from a three months sojourn in "The Eternal City."
The former Biograph treasurer and the present business
manager of the Samuel Goldwyn company admitted he
was glad to be back in the U. S. A.
We were told that the interiors of "The Eternal City"

companies

are nearly completed.

to follow."

LESSER said he would prefer to see the plan in
He thought,
operation before commenting further.
however, the scheme would operate about the same as before,
except that prices of films would vary and the exhibitor
would be protected in case a production proved to be a flop
for which an exhibitor naturally objected to paying a tremendous price. "If a picture is good he is willing to pay,"
he added. "That holds true always."
Regarding the suggestion that twice as much was beingspent in production this year than ever before the Californian said it was true there was great activity in Los Angeles.
"Pictures formerly made in four or five weeks now consume eight or ten," he added.
]y/JR.

1

'J

HE

film

man

is

very

much

interested in his

new

series

of one-reel subjects which are to be distributed one
each month under the brand name of "Secrets of Life."
He said there would not be much money in the project and
he was not looking for it, but that he was glad to be able
to do something toward linking the motion picture with
science.
"It dignifies the business," he said.
The summer in Los Angeles from an exhibition viewpoint
has been a splendid one.
Asked as to his building activities Mr. Lesser said there
were six houses under construction in San Pedro, in

—

Pomona, in Santa Monica, and in Los Angeles at Fiftyfourth and Western, at Washington and Vermont and in
Pasadena avenue.
"It's a hard town to keep up with, that Los Angeles,"
said Mr. Lesser.
"It's a miracle town.
Yes, the population has doubled again in the last ten years.
There's no
overseating there."

jyrOXLEY HILL,
tells

the Metro big chief in New England,
a story of an exhibitor who added his contribution

symposium of VWhy My Town is Tough."
Vermonter who confided to him that up in his

to the perpetual
It

was

a

KELLY

A.
of Havana , who is about the whole
thing of the Havana Film Company, is preparing to
return to Cuba after a month in New York buying material
for his exchange.
In the course of these few weeks he has sat in on the
projection of 155 feature subjects.
In one day he saw
on the screen seventeen productions, and that was on a
Sunday, which number he looked over as well as going to
church in the morning.
As this may be a Sunday record we'll go into it a bit.
Mr. Kelly saw four subjects in what he calls the forenoon,
six in the afternoon, of which three were eight-reelers, and
at night between 7:15 and 1 :30 he looked upon seven more.
The endurance prize is awaiting him at this office.
The old-time and all-around film man said he had bought
enough film to last him for a year, that already he had secured 145 subjects and might take on another hundred.

JJARRY

JJAVE

you good folks out over the country been noting
the big things that are cracking back here in the east
these days?
It looks as if the season were opening with
a bang.
August 27 First National gives a trade showing of
"Dulcy." August 29 in Manchester, Mass., Hodkinson
gives a preview of "The Scarecrow," for which occasion
the attempted chaperonage of Ned Holmes.
Metro is showing a half dozen of its specials in the course
of the ten days.
On the evening of September 2 in New York theatres
there will be openings of Universal's "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" and Fox's "The Silent Command." The
night following comes Mary Pickford's United Artists' release of "Rosita" and Fox's "If Winter Comes."
On September 5 the world premiere of Inspiration Picture's "The White Sister," with Lillian Gish, occurs at
the Forty-fourth Street Theatre.
And there are others, too.
Yes, we have pictures aplenty, say the reviewers.
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Character and Artistry
Realism with a Distinctive Touch

Notre Dame. An exact reproduction of the cathedral
and dress of the people in 1482. Right, Cesare Gravina
in a character bit.

From The Hunchback

of Notre

Dame

:

September

8,
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TO MYRON

TO GEORGE

OldHidy^^storSqys

SELZNICK

MYRON

EAR

D

When you protect
the other man's money
you protect his confidence in you.
Your "trust fund in
escrow for the producer" is a whale of an

idea

which sounds almost too

.

TO COLLEEN MOORE-McCORMICK
MRS. McCORMICK: Now that you and

What a remarkable
performance you have given us in "The Green Goddess !"
No finer work has been seen on the screen.
I shall go again, just to be thrilled by the sheer dramatic
force of your portrayal.
Old Lady Astor.

Jack

we

BILL: Your wire
DEAR
going
move bag and
to

Westport, Conn
That's good news,
it

to

Old Lady Astor.

ting

an

FINIS

FOX

FINIS: Your using a phonograph in your cutroom while editing your productions gives me

Bill,

„...because that brings

hand saying that you are
baggage from Hollywood to

at

and we don't care what prompted
you a few thousand miles closer

42nd

Street.
then, why not lay aside just one of your gats
England stories for the fans.
a few real

And

disposal.

Old Lady Astor.

notice you use heavy operas for tragic cutting and jazz records for comedy trimming, I think I
shall put in a little Vic and adapt your plan almost enI

tirely.

remind me of you when I slaughter some article
on "the most stupendous set ever erected" to the accompaniment of "The Dagger Dance."
And I think I shall play "Yes, 1 Have No Pajamas"
performance you have given us in "The Green Goddess"!
while editing the "New Fall Season Policy."
It will

Old Lady Astor.

TO GEORGE
G. K. As yet
DEAR
read how you have
:

I

K.

SPOOR

have not been shown but have
added depth to the length and

breadth of the screen.
Also that you spent a cool million in experiments before getting what you wanted.
Now that you have discovered the third dimension
with your double-eye camera and have succeeded in lifelikening the image

on your "differentiated" screen, would

me help the exhibitors abolish the admission tax.
You could do wonders, G. K. with your influence among

you mind helping

Old Lady Astor.

TO ARTHUR BROMBERG
ART: It sure is good news to

DEAR
wonderful growth.

I

news brings me the informaDEAR VIC youBroadcasted
have some "Tea With A Kick."
:

tion that

where Sid Grauman says it's corkingly good.
what does Sid mean.
Anyway, Vic, I'll say there is plenty of kick in the stills
and the exploitation with which you are permeating the
see

diffi-

on your Atlanta territory.
And now you are one of if not the biggest independent
exchange men in the nation.
Through your new Dallas, Kansas City and St. Louis
offices I know you will create several hundred more Bromberg stickers among the exhibitors of the central and south
culty in getting set

west.

With a clean sweep there is nothing stopping you from
king-pinning the whole state-right map.
Long live the king
Old Lady Astor.

TO THE PRESS AGENTS
read
DEAR SCRIBES
copy writer who,
:

in

I

spiring

Forbes Magazine of a perworking on an Ivory Soap

campaign, produced this
"The alkaline elements and vegetable fats in this product
are blended, in such a way as to secure the highest quality
of saponification alone, with a specific gravity which keeps it
on top of the water, relieving the bather of the trouble and
annoyance of fishing around for it in the bottom during his
1

For which bit of writing, the advertising manager of
"It floats."
company substituted the two words:
Press men, if ye would make a hit,

the

Just ponder o'er these lines a bit;

Just

The

stuff verbose will

For

brevity's

still

never

fit,

the soul of wit.

Old Lady Astor.

atmosphere of filmdom.

Old Lady Astor.

TO DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
EAR DOUG: Hats off to you for throwing

read of your

remember when you had

ablutions."

TO VICTOR HUGO HALPERIN
I

and

make
New
With your studio up in Westport, and our own little
Washington Square, think of all the village sets at your

idea.

Just as

of Tuesday,
the Apol-

14, at

TO BILL HART

are all eagerly looking forward to
your next trip to little old Broadway.
May all your troubles be removed by your First Nation merger and here's our great national wishes for your
everlasting happiness.

DEAR

I

to

lo theatre.

Old Lady Astor.

TO

:

thank you
wonderful eve-

want

August

to be true.
Don't falter and you will soon be the most independent
of the independents. Remember, Myron. I's a promise!

are married,

D

for a
ning, that

good

DEAR

ARLISS

EAR GEORGE

TO CARL LAEMMLE

open

Europe): We miss you.
CARL: (Somewhere
DEAR
Here comes "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which

your studio to Los Angeles tourists during your filming the "Thief of Bagdad."
understand that over twenty-three thousand visitors
got a peep at your mammoth sets and your democracy.
That was a wise exploitation hunch on your part, Doug,
and we are anxiously awaiting the arrival of the big pic-

bound to be another leap to fame for Lon Chancy and
another feather in your cap.
And you are not here to witness the Broadway throngs'
appreciation of your efforts.
And, now that the industry is falling right in line with
your belief of seeing the picture first, you dodge the lime-

D

in

We

ture here in our

own Bagdad on
x

the

Subway.
Old Lady Astor.

is

light.

When

are you coming back?

Old Lady Astor.
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Leaders All

ELMER PEARSON
"DECAUSE

while sitting in a swivel chair in New
the problems encountered

York he understands

by his salesmen and branch managers; because having been in their positions he understands the problems of their exhibitor-customers; because through
his travels over the country he maintains that inti-

mate contact with the men of the trade he established
in

i&A*.

other years

:

:

.on/-.

s

:.

:

:

:

—
September

8,
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From Salesman

to Chief Executive

Story of the Steady Progress of Elmer Pearson, Vice President of Pathe Exchange,

During a Dozen Years

TO

pERHAPS

distributing organization means
the covering of a lot of ground and the

man whose employment

travel the route from salesman
to the executive head of a large

•overcoming of a

lot of obstacles.

It means the acquiring, too, of a lot
of valuable experience, the only way
incidentally in which a knowledge of
the ways of the trade or any trade
may be absorbed by actual contact
with the men who form the clientele
of your company.

—

It

conveys, too, to every salesman

and employe

in

that particular orinspiration parallelling

ganization an
that residing in the breast of a soldier
of Napoleon
that in every knapsack
iwas a marshal's baton.

—

it is well to retrace briefly the prior business career of the

uting

Then there was a change to the
Cudahy Packing Company, where he
took up the work of salesman, becoming sale manager.

Other lines of work were in hardware, in a railroad office, with a milling company and with a lumber con-

/JHAT

cern.

of Pathe, who in the latter part of
1910 set forth from the Omaha office
of General Film as a salesman.

young man acquired

is the story of Elmer Pearson,
vice president and general manager

was hardly a year later he was
called from the road and installed as
It

branch manager, with a couple of
years yet to go before he reached the
thirtieth milestone.

may

be assumed his administration of the exchange during his tenure
of a year and a half was successful,
inasmuch as the books recorded a net
It

profit for the period of $700,000.
As a sidelight on the salaries prevailing in exchanges in those days it

not without interest to note that the
top compensation of the Omaha manager in that time was $75 a week.

is

Among

which the
knowledge of
men and things were Hastings and
Lincoln, Neb. St. Louis, Kansas City
and Omaha.
In these various positions Mr. Pearson had an opportunity to study the

in 1914

Mr. Pearson

entered the service of the company of
which he is now the executive head
as branch manager of its exchange in
first

Omaha.
The following year Mr. Pearson
went to the Selznick exchange in the
same city.
V. L. S. E. called him in 1915 to
take charge of four offices, Salt Lake,

Denver, St. Louis and Kansas City,
with headquarters in the latter city.
In 1917 Mr. Pearson went to Chicago with Essanay, and in the same
year he became the general sales manager of the George Kleine system.
In 1918 and 1919 he served First
National, in charge of the Minneapolis and Milwaukee branches.
In the latter year Mr. Pearson again
entered the service of Pathe as feature
sales manager.
In practically each of the following
years there has been advancement,
first to director of exchanges, then to
general manager and finally to vice
president as well as general manager.

the

cities

in

a

;

business policies of firms in different
lines and to acquire among other
things the knowledge that gaining
the confidence of your customers is
one of the first essentials in successful business.

pOSSIBLY

it

was

of this trait that

the possession

was responsible

for Mr. Pearson's rapid
his initial film position.

When
eral

TT was

in the distrib-

has been as steady as it has
been progressive in advancement.
For ten years previous to Mr. Pearson's entrance in the film world he
h?d been connected with a half dozen
large concerns and in various capacities, starting in his seventeenth year
as bookkeeper in a wholesale grocery
house.
field

promotion

in

he entered the service of Gen-

Film he knew selling as

it

was

practiced in other lines.

roughshod methods were
vogue in some quarters in motion
If

in

pic-

that time Mr.
Pearson was not influenced by them.
He adhered to his training and his inclination, and he gave the exhibitors
of the Omaha district a square deal.
And it is the square deal to customers that the head of the Pathe
preaches today. He has said privately
and he has said publicly that he does
not believe an unwilling customer is
a desirable customer.
ture

distribution

at

Back in Omaha a dozen years ago
he laid down the general rule that if
an exhibitor from a small town was
limited in profitable film purchases to
$30 that that was the figure to sell
him on, not a larger sum.
And those were the "happy days"
from the viewpoint of the exchange
when an exhibitor had to "come
through" if he wanted to continue in
business.
In conversation recently Mr. Pearson expressed the view that the cancellation clause in all contracts should

be so worded that an exhibitor would
be able within two or at the most not
over four months' time to change his
entire service.

HE

opinion was advanced that a
contract can be made permanent
only as it is reciprocal and mutually
satisfactory that an exhibitor would
rather maintain his integrity and re1

'J

;

tain his self-respect by living up to
his contract, and that there would not

many controversies with
exhibitors if all distributors had canr
cellation clauses that were fair to the
theatre owners.
Mr. Pearson is a firm partisan of the
serial, on one occasion calling attention to the fact that in many theatres
the best day of the week is that on
which the serial is shown.
The Pathe head is a believer in percentage for important pictures where
be nearly so

experienced in determining in advance just what they will
For orditake in at the box office.
nary pictures he favors rental.

difficulty is

"RELUCTANCE

to discharge an emone of the characteristics
attributed to Mr. Pearson. It is exL
plained that the Pathe head believes
every man who, after investigation is
taken on has ability, that it is up to
the company to give him an opportun-

ploye

is

make good,

to tender encouraid where needed, and
that the failure in any instance is in
a measure a reflection on the organiity to

agement or

zation.

Another business rule of Mr. Pearis that a salesman is more successful where he feels a sense of security

son

in his position.

"No business can be better than its
If the organization is
organization.
big and strong your business is going
to be big and strong in just that proportion," he has declared.

T7LMER PEARSON

is an up-standing type of the go-getter business

W

hile salesmanship is his long
suite he does not neglect the physical
side, the preparedness angle of life as

man.

were. He loves the outdoors, and
for years has been a practitioneer of

it

golf.

.

W hile

:

strong on the drive it
really is on the green that he

he

is

is said it
displays his skill that when it comes
lo putting, to dropping the ball in the
hole and closing the chapter, he is a,t
his best that he does not permit himself to get out of practice on this particular point of the game.
Which shows that the Pathe chief
recognizes the importance of details.
;

;
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Two

Masters of

Washington

TOM MOORE
Dn

the left, President of Moore's Theatre Corporation,
which operates the Rialto Theatre, one of the largest
and handsomest houses in the District of Columbia
territory.
Mr. Moore entered the industry more than
fifteen years ago.

HARRY

M.

CRANDALL

Crandall Amusement company, which
operates a chain of theatres in Washington, Martinsburg, W. Va., and Cumberland, Md. Starting in the
motion picture business about ten years ago with an
airdome, the organization which he now heads guides

Head

the

of

the

destiny of ten large houses and has two. magunder construction in the Capital. He

nificent theatres
is

also at the head of the Associated
for his territory.

First National

September
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Among
ANNOUNCEMENT

was made

Exhibitors
week

this

that Samuel Harding, owner of the
liberty theatre, one of Kansas City's
down town first run houses, had leased the
theatre to the Universal Film Company of New
York for a period of five months. The company is planning to show some of its biggest

,

productions in the house, which now is being
remodeled, it is said, as well as pictures
from other companies. Lee D. Balsly, Universal branch manager at Kansas City, will
become house manager of the Liberty, which
opened August 31.

The Regular Season of the Michigan
Circuit of Theatres, controlled by W. S. Butterfield, will open its formal Fall season on
September 2nd and this year all classes of
attractions will be handled, as Michigan has
shown a tendency to desire the spoken drama.
Raod Shows, Vaudeville and Tabloid Musical
Shows, as well as high-grade pictures will
be handled by the entire circuit of 23 theatres.

The W.

S.

&

Bayer

Butterfield, interests of Michi-

gan have taken

office space in the Joseph
Building, Detroit, for general representation in handling booking of pictures
and musical tabloids. This office will be the
headquarters of E. C. Beatty, General Manager of the Corporation, with E. T. Ryan,
Jr., as local Office Manager.

Mack

The Oak Lawn Theatre, Dallas, Texas,
owned by A. J. Urbish opened with "The
Jack Meredith. Consolidated exploiteer made the opening speech for the house.
Souvenirs were distributed. Music was played by two bands, one inside and one outside.
Flirt."

Another fire occurred in the Colonial TheaThe damage
tre in Camden, New Jersey.
is estimated at $500.
The fire which started
in the projection room is believed to have
been caused by a cigarette.
Hildinger and George D.
Charles
C.
Bishop, exhibitors of Trenton, New Jersey,
have discontinued the Sunday operation of
amusements at Woodlawn Park near Trenton, because the Hamilton Township Committee in charge of the section, threatened
to revoke the the license for the park for
failure to cease

Sons who own the new theater

at Lehighton, Pa., have been awarded a contract to redecorate and repaint the Trinity
Lutheran Church there.

Sunday amusements.

About $40,000 was spent on the improvement of Al Gottesman's Strand theatre at
Shenandoah, Pa.
sets, curtains,

renovations include newand wall coverings.

The Majestic Theatre at Harrisburgh,, Pa.,
has re-opened after a complete renovation.
Vaudeville and motion pictures are shown.

A

meeting of the creditors of Max Spiegel,
promotor and first manager of the
Rialto Theatre at Allentown, Pa., revealed
theatrical

that Spiegel's debts were in excess of $1,Mrs. Mitchell H. Mark, Spiegel's
250,000.

mother-in-law offered $350,000 in settlement
of the claims on condition that all valid securities owned and pledged by him for loans
These amount to
be turned over to her.
about $150,000.
Spiegel is in a sanitarium
Stamford, Connecticut, where he was
at
placed last December after he attempted to

commit
Daniel Hake has been succeeded by James
E. Kelly as manager of the Opera House
at York, Pa.
Ernest S. Hickey has succeeded Mr. Kelly to the managership of the
Wizard Theatre.

The

seats, floor

suicide.

Dr. Benjamin Stuckert, manager of the
Strand Theatre at Allentown, Pa., has had
installed an advertising sign ten feet wide
and three feet high. It projects horizontally
just above the marquee.

A community motion picture theatre has
been started at Millville, Columbia County,
Pennsylvania. The borough has six hundred
inhabitants.
The theatre will be run without
profit except to the theatre at large.

at Bethlehem, Pa., now contributes his services to the Kurtz and Lorenz

attending phy-

The Aldine Theatre, leased by the TopkisGinns Theatre from Felt Brothers, will be
opened sometime in September. It will show
Keith vaudeville and pictures.

The controversy between Singer Brothers,
owners of the Peekskill Theatre and the
Advance Theatrical Company, owners of the

Liberty Theatre, Camp Dix, New
was destroyed by fire of incendiary
origin, it is thought.
The Liberty was the
principal place of amusement attended by the
army men of the cantonment. The loss is
reported to be several thousand dollars.

About $20,000 is being expended for remodeling of Green and Altman's Park Thea-

.

The

Cyrus Jacobs, manager
of the Globe theatre, Kansas City, who is

much improved, according

Colonial

Theatre

at

to

is

been
have

has
Brothers

Peekskill,

amicably adjusted.
Singer
purchased the Colonial Theatre for an amount
which was fixed by the arbitrator, and his
determination is understood to be acceptable
to all the parties.
The agreement to settle
the
quarrel
between these litigants was
brought about through mediation of
Elek
John Ludvigh, Treasurer and General Counsel of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, to whose disinterested efforts and patience the parties

desire to

make

public ac-

knowledgment.

The Rajah Theatre, Reading,
mer & Vincent house closed for
has

re-opened with

vaudeville

the

Wilsummer,

and

pictures.

Pa., a

The Comerford Amusement

Co., with headauarters at Scranton, Pa., has bought the
Stone Opera House and the Binghamoton,
two Binghampton. N. Y. theatres for $775.000.
H. M. Addison, manager of the two
places is retained by the new owners.
The
chain is also negotiating for playhouses at
Rochester, N. Y. and Syracuse, N. Y.

The Academy Theatre at Scranton, Pa.,
acquired during the summer by the Comerford Amusement Co., has re-opened
with
road shows.
Alfred Gottsheim, owner of the Strand at
Shenandoah, Pa., has re-opened the playhouse
after spending
improvements.
on
$20,000
Vaudeville and First National pictures will
be shown.

tre at

Philadelphia,

Pa.

B. Shugars of Pottsville. Pa., has accniired a twenty vear lease on the American

Mr. Shugars, will probably make extensive alterations and new pept
at Pottsville.

ject'on apparatus will be installed.

minl

'-p^tal

$18,000.

press agent for the

Theatres.

for the

American

is

The iian;

said to

be

The

Jersey,

Sunday motion picture shows are permitted
at

Montevido, Minn., for the

first

history.
The city council
slight opposition, recently passed a
city's,

at

Frank Sayle plans to erect
Muskegon Michigan which

January

a

new house

will

be ready

The Mission Theatre

Eldorado. Ark.,
has closed to renovate, decorate and repaint.

J.

Barnes of Barnes

at

& Holmes who owned

the Lyric of Coulterville, Illinois, has bought
out the interest of his partner.

The
opened

Lotus, owned by Fred
Sheridan, Wyoming.

Bezold

Clay.

The H^stettler Amusement Comnanv of
Omaha. Nebraska have bought the Opera
House and the Wall Theatre at Fremont
and the Opera House at Kearney.
A. H. Records of the Majestic Theatre,
Hebron. Nebraska, has purchased the Empress at

Deshler.

The Strand Theatre in Newburgh, New
York, has been rented by Carl F. Michelfelder of

A

new

ordi-

nance which permits Sunday showings.

New York

and often insists that all the
be sent to the theatre when he has
something especially good.
tre gratuitously

pupils

The Strand Theatre, Aberdeen. South
Dakota, has been sold to C. W. Klitz to
satisfy a mortgage of $1,682.50 held by him.
Mr. Thomas R. Boland, the popular manager of the Empress Theatre at
Oklahoma
City, Okla., left August 22nd, for New York
City where he goes to attend a meeting of
the officers and directors of the First National
Film Corporation. He will be gone for about
three weeks and will visit a number of other
Eastern Cities before returning home.
T. R. Richards has been appointed booker
for Enterprise Distributing Corporation
at
Oklahoma City, Okla.. succeeding M. M. Holstein, resigned.

The Gem Theatre
installing a new
tilating system.

City.

general beautifying is planned
Williamsport,
at

Grand Theatre
Keeney holding.

Archie Miller believes that good will is
one of the best investments a theatre owner
can make.
He is always trying to get newfriends for his theatre at Devils Lake, North
Dakota.
He admits the children from the
Devils Lake school for the deaf to his thea-

has

at

Dr. T. Hayes who owns Dreamland at
Providence, Kentucky, will open a new theatre with a seating capacity of five hundred,
at

time in the
with but

1st.

for
Pa.,

f

at

Sherman, Texas

is

Blizzard Cooling and Ven-

he
a

Manager R.
new Gardiner

S.

Ferguson has purchased a

screen

for

his

theatre

at

Harlan, Texas.

W.

Theatre

Meadway former

condition' of

the hospital suffering of heart disease,

in

E. F.

Opera House

While the prcpnVor of

Acri's theatre,

in

Northeastern Pennsylvania section attended a meeting of theatre managers in Atlantic City, Reverend Alan Presslev Wilson, pastor of St. John's Episcopal Church
assumed managerial charge.
the

Bert
Miss.,

Meyer has returned to Minneapolis,
take over the management of the

to

Palace theatre for Finkelstein & Ruben. He
succeeds Billy Mich who is now manager of
the Palace theatre at St. Paul.
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HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
THEATRE OWNERS WILL
BE DISTRIBUTORS
Formed Organization to Start
Functioning During October

Neu.lv

'"PHE Theatre Owners

Distributing Corporation created for the purpose of supplying all theatres with motion pictures of merit
under equitable contract arrangements, will
begin an active participation in the field of
distribution during October.
According to the statement of W. A. True,
president of the organization it will operate
from over thirty exchange centers, "not only
on the basis of service and efficient handling,
but will absolutely eliminate the evil whereby
exhibitors are compelled to book their attractions under the 'sight unseen' system, months
in advance of showings in the theatres.
"We know," says Mr. True, "that the exhibitors, who are in constant touch with the
public, are very frequently unable to supply
the public with what it wants under the presknow that
ent system of distribution.
film rentals, which have been climbing higher
and higher are reaching the point where a
further increase will prove a serious boomerang to the entire industry.
know that
the present operation of the industry greatly
hampers the independent producer of reputable pictures, as well as the independent au-

We

We

thor, director

and

artist.

—the

"Therefore, the exhibitor
tre
tre

owners of America

—

in

Owners Distributing
to make a definite stand
selves, but for the public,
ducers and the economic

actual thea-

forming the Thea-

Corporation, intend
not only for themthe independent progood of the entire

industry.
believe that our success holds, for the
future as well as the past, on the fundamental
policy of healthy entertainment at
small
prices.
protest against the folly of S2
admissions and the attitude of many of the
national distributors in following the policy
of 'all the traffic will bear.'
The exhibitors
themselves know the attitude of the public
and the exhibitors will, through this, their
own distributing organization, make a determined effort to secure and to present worthy
attractions at reasonable prices.
"It is entirely fitting that the theatre owners should do this.
Witness the formation
and the successful operation of a similar cooperative plan by the California fruit growers.
Incidently, the independent producers of

"We

We

California sent a committee to the National
Convention of the M. P. T. O. A. to plead for
just such a channel of distribution as the

one we have formed.
"The Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation has proceeded constructively and
carefully building up toward the time when

We

are now ready.
this step could be taken.
Our sales Organization will be second to none

United States.

in the

will be fully manned
cy will offer to all

owned

and

Our

distributing service

and equipped. Our poliproducers an exhibitor
distributing

controlled

service

under the same equitable business advantage
that we, as theatre owners, expect for ourselves."

Commenting upon Mr. True s announcement, Sydney S. Cohen, President of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
said, "The need of a theatre owners distributing corporation found expression in 1921 at
At that time
our Minneapolis Convention.
a resolution was passed authorizing the Board
of Directors to investigate the situation relative to the formation of such a body.
"At the Washington Convention in May,
1922, the committee on business relations submitted a unanimous report, which was likewise unanimously adopted by the Convention,
urging the Board of Directors and officers to
The
continue its activities in the matter.
Board of Directors unanimously resolved that
as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America was purely a membership organization, a separate organization be created for
the distribution of pictures.
"Following

this decision, the

Theatre

Own-

Distributing Corporation was formed in
Both at Minneapolis and
December, 1922.
Washington, the M. P. T. O. A. gave notice
to the producers and the trade generally that
These inrelief was needed in distribution.
terests have seemingly given no heed to this
public notice by the theatre owners and conThe time for resditons have grown worse.
The
olutions and conferences has passed.
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation
ers

now

take a hand. Its principles are sound.
Its operation will be efficient and I am absolutely convinced that it will prove a boon to
the theatre owners, the independent producers
and the public. It is a logical development
in the economic history of the motion picture
will

industry."

The

W.

officers

of the

A. True, President

new
;

organization are.

Harry Davis, Vice-

L. J. Dittmar, Treasurer; W. D.
Secretary and Sydney S. Cohen.
Chairman of the Board of Directors.

president;

Burford,

HONORS GO TO ORANGE
AUSTRALIA
Town

First

Outside of United States
See 'The Covered Wagon

to

ORANGE, AUSTRALIA,

a country town
with a population of 7,000, has won the
race for the honor of being the first city
outside the United States to present "The
Covered Wagon" to the general motion picture public.

Cables received from Managing Director
John W. Hicks, Jr., of the Famous-Lasky
Film Service, Ltd., by the Foreign department of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, report the Australian premiere of the
great American picture as one of the greatThe
est triumphs ever scored by the screen.
feature attracted attention throughout all

Australia.

Arrangements were made some weeks ago
by Managing Director Hicks for a try-oul
of this picture before a typical Australian
The picture opened on August 20
audience.
and ran for four days to capacity crowds.
City officials, newspaper publishers and other
public men in the audience united in declaring it to be the greatest motion picture ever

made.

The Orange run was terminated

at the

end

of arrangements for first-run showThe picture will
ings in the larger cities.
open at Melbourne on September 8 for an
indefinite run and premieres for Sydney and
pletion

Australia

other

cities

will

be

announced

shortly.

Hammons
E.

Film

W. Hammons,
Exchanges,

Europe

Off to

president of Educational
Inc.,

sailed

from

New

Saturday, September 1, on the
Steamer Adriatic on his annual visit to Europe to confer with his associates abroad.
Mr. Hammons will be gone for about six
weeks, most of his time abroad being spent
in London, where he will take up the ar
rangements for the handling of the program
of Short Subjects which he recently announced for Educational.

York on

Other representative theatre owners from
every section of the country are behind the
movement, including the Presidents of many
state organizations, notably, R. F. Woodhull
of New Jersey, Martin G. Smith of Ohio.
Fred Seegert of Wisconsin, A. R. Pramer of
Nebraska, Eli W. Collins of Arkansas Joseph
W. Walsh of Connecticut, Frank G. Heller of
Indiana, Merle Davis of Montana, E. M. Fay
Island, Howard Smith of Western
York, David Adams of New Hampshire,
C. P. Sears of Missouri. Others include William Bender, National Treasurer of the M. P.
T. O. A. and Glenn Harper, secretary, M. P.
T. O. of Southern California and Arizona.

of

Rhode

New

Little

Old

New York Becomes
Two Continents

Hit of

of

Within a month of its opening at the new
Cosmopolitan Theatre on Columbus Circle.
New York, Marion Davies in "Little Old
New York," has achieved what is said to
be the greatest triumph ever accorded an
Following its
American film in London.
London premiere at the Empire Theatre, the
of the London
and picture with

critics

JOHN

M.

STAHL

Whose production genius for several moons has enHis latest is
chanced the First National program.
"The Wanters."

star

.

.

Miss Davies- as
of the screen.

lavished both
characterizing
one' of the greatest artists
dailies
praise,

MILTON HOFFMAN
.Production manager of Metro's Hollywood studios
who has just announced the new season's line-up of
premier features.
.
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FOR

SIGNED

LUBITSCH

TERM OF YEARS
W ill Produce Two

*-

ing

news

recent

been

has

company

a

Year

make

to

no way

Ernst Lubitsch
another producone picture a year

in

effect

his

affiliation.

"We

have signed Mr.

rect for us for a

Lubitsch to

number

of

years,

di-

his

agreement calling for the filming of two
pictures annually which will be known as
Ernest Lubitsch Productions. This is the
second contract he has signed with the

Warner

Brothers.

"Under the terms of the first contract,"
continued Mr. Warner, "Lubitsch
was
scheduled to make but one picture. While
this

contract

sent

arrangement has been made a

tinct

agreement.

is

still

The

in

force,

first

the

Lubitsch pro-

which is already under way, is
'The Marriage Circle,' the story of which
is based upon a modern stage play personally selected by the director.
duction,

OPENS
EXHIBITOR QUARTERS

Circle.'

properly film this first production, we
have placed the entire resources of the
Warner Studios at the beck and call of

New

the fame us foreign director.

innovation
ANEW
of immeasurable

that is expected to prove
benefit to exhibitors is
about to be instituted by the Commonwealth
Film Corporation in the Godfrey Building,
729 7th Avenue, New York City.
In an interview recently, Mr. Zierler, President of Commonwealth, asked the writer,
"have you ever stopped to think that of the
many exhibitors you come in daily contact
with in the film district, how few of them

Preferred Stock Iasue
production and distribution
activities by Preferred Pictures Corporation have prompted that organization to
Increased

issue 10,000 shares of preferred storck, according to an announcement by Al Lichtmau, president; J. G. Bachmann, treasurer,
and B. P. Schulberg, producer of Preferred
Pictures.
This preferred stock is to bear 8 per
cent dividend on a par value of $100 a
share.
With each share of preferred stock
is given as a bonus one share of common
stock.

Grainger Returns

predis-

COMMONWEALTH

To

by

agreement with
the Warner organization," declared Harry
M. Warner, following the announcement
that the famous director has bade another
will

pgw contract signed, Mr.
make two pictures annualWarner banner, following

under the
the completion of 'The Marriage

that

engaged

this
will

ly

Warner Brothers

for

T^HE

Pictures

"With
Lubitsch

have an office conveniently located? Outside
of the proprietors of theatre chains, not one
out of fifty has a business office in the film
district.
Of the theatres in Greater New
York, to say nothing of those out of town,
those represented in the film district are
vastly in the minority. You can count on the
fingers of one hand, the exhibitors having
such an

R. Grainger, General Sales Manager of
Goldwyn, has just returned from an imporJ.

tant trip to Detroit, where he concluded some
big deals for first run of the Goldwyn-Cos-

mopolitan seventh year specials in

Innovation Combines All the
Comforts of a Private Office

first

houses.

run

office."

Mr. Zierler went on to state that he has
had the idea in mind for sometime that exhibitors would welcome some sort of headquarters that they could use as a business
the district where they transact most
of their business.
And now he is going to
try and give it to them.
Commonwealth has taken over the entire
15th floor in the Godfrey Building, the
greater part of which was only recently the
Famous Players Exchange.
space of 2500 square feet right off the
entrance of what will be Commonwealth's
new home has been set aside for this new
innovation. Here the exhibitor can attend to
all of the business that he would ordinarily
transact in his own office instead of doing it
on the "curb" and this service will be free.
Here he can dictate his correspondence to
a stenographer specially engaged for this
purpose. He can make and receive telephone
calls.
Messages and mail will be held for
him, and delivered to him personally.
He
can make and keep appointments.
All the
trade journals will be on hand for his
perusal.
There will be reading and writing
tables for him.
In fact, it will practically
be his own office, and he will be asked to
consider such and make it his own headquarters, to be made use of in any way, he
sees fit, that will help him transact his business. All services will be gratis.
office in

A

—

City License Law
Tested
in County Court
A move to establish by a test case the
authority of the Jackson County court,
Kansas City being the principal city of the
county, to collect license from motion picture houses under an order made June 2,

Kansas

was made

recently when the prosecuting
attorney issued a complaint against A. M.
Eisner, president of the Kansas City Division of the M. P. T. O. A. and owner of

the

Broadmour

theatre.

Mr. Eisner is charged with operating a
motion picture theatre without the county
license.

The information was sworn

to

by

county license inspector. Mr. Eisner
was arranged before Justice J. J. Shep.
ard and pleaded not guilty and was released on $500 bound, his preliminary hearing being set for September 1.
The new law provides that all motion
picture theatres bounded by the Missouri
river, the state line, Fifteenth street and
Holmes street pay $100 annually. Theatres
outside this district and with a seating
capacity of more than $800 pay $50 annually.
Theatres outside the district with
a seating capacity less than 800, and shows
outside the city limits are supposed to pay
the

$25 annually.

A STAR IN A DOLL'S HOUSE
The

worji at least for a grown up person to live in, has just been built
Marion Davits while working on a Connecticut farm for scenes in "Yolanda."

smallest house in .the

for

:

September

8,
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STATEMENT ISSUED
DAVID SMITH
Is

Addressed

BY

Theatre Owners and

to

the Public at Large

ttipiONEER TRAILS"

the picture of the

West, directed by David Smith and
which will be one of the early Fall releases
of the twenty-six specials scheduled for
1923-24 by Albert E. Smith, president, is so
striking in its appeal to exhibitor and patron,
that Mr. Smith for the first time in the history of Vitagraph has issued a statement over
his own signature confirming the merit of
The statement is addressed
this photoplay.
It
to the theatre owners and the public.
reads
"It is seldom that I have addressed you
concerning Vitagraph productions.
" 'Pioneer Trails' is the greatest attraction
of the day. It is an epic of the old West and
has even,' element known to picture production
No one can apthat will satisfy the public.
preciate the sensation and danger of travel
by the old stage coach until they have seen
this picture.

"The

cast

is

remarkable

in that

realistically portrays the role to

every actor

which he

is

assigned.
"I

am

proud of

it.

I

recommend

it

to

you

I have put into
because I know its values.
this production the experience of thirty years
of picture producing, and I give you my
pledge that it is one of the greatest pictures
of the year.
It is not my custom to praise
productions we have made, but this one so
far surpasses the screen offerings of today
that I want everyone to enjoy the satisfaction

that

it

affords."

Richard A. Rowland's Niece a MidSummer Bride
Man- Louise Beaton, prominent Philadelgirl, became the bride of Malcolm Mitchell. New York millionaire, at St.
Thomas's last Wednesday morning.
Immediately thereafter Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell were
tendered a wedding breakfast by the bride's
uncle, Richard A. Rowland, at his West-

phia society

chester country estate.

Miss
Beaton
became
well
and
favorably known throughout the motion picture
industry through her appearance in several

Metro pictures. Her best remembered
cess being "A Message from Mars."

Malcolm Mitchell

is

a yeung

suc-

New York

millionaire. His wedding present to his bride
was a specially constructed Packard car

which with a large number of other costly
gifts, awaited the arrival of the wedding
party at the Rowland's.

Among

the

many who

attended the wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell by
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Rowland, were
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Atkinson, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Mooney, Barbara La Marr and
her husband Jack Dougherty, I\Ir. and Mrs.
Meador, Tom Persons. Mr. and
J. E. D.
Mrs. Herbert Lubin, Herman Bruenner and

breakfast given

Dr. Engel.

playhouse.
Among the unusual features of
the theatre are a 550,000 electrically controlled
organ and a projection room located under
the balcony close to the stage.

Constance Binney's First Ready
"Three O'clock in the Morning" is the
which has been given the first of the
productions starring Constance Binney for
distribution by Associated Exhibitors.
Executives of Associated had their first view

title

week of the finished
The production follows

this

Largest British Cinema Opens With
"Within the Law'

Norma Talmadge's "Within

the

Law."

a

current First National picture, was selected
to open London's biggest and most luxurious
cinema, the Shepherd's Bush Pavilion, which
presented its first picture on August 15. The
house was built by Air. I. Davis, owner of the
Marble Arch and Shaftesbury Pavilion.

Two

and a half years were taken to complete the new theatre, which accommodates
3.000 with standing room for £ 00 -more.Prior to making his plans, Mr. Davis toured
the United States where he inspected the
leading

theatres in the larger cities in an
discover their best points, all of
which were later embodied in the hig London
effort

to

of

Mann

from

Page's

which

it

picture.

closely

the

"Clipped
adapted, but

story.

was

lines

Wing,"
"Three

O'clock in the Morning," the title selected
by C. C Burr, the producer, fits the action
quite as well.

Sam Sax
Sam

in the

Sax. National Sales

South
Manager

for L.

Lawrence Weber and Bobby North, who

is

on a trip through the South, wires that
"never in his experience has he seen the enthusiasm which exhibitors and exchangemen
are showing -for his offerings
'Marriage
Mn-pV and 'Drr't Marry for Money."
"All of which." appends S. S^. "prove:^
more forcibly than ever that this is an Independent Year."

MOSCOW

NEW

BUYS

BURR'S
SPECIALS

Takes
Independent
Exchangeman
Four in Advance of Production

MOSCOW.
g AMUEL
Moscow Films,
the

President of the
of the Independent exchangemen who have contracted
for the C. C. Burr 1923-24 Big Four Specials
in advance of production.
"C. C. Burr's unfailing sense of box office
value, plus square dealing, assures him of one
hundred per cent distribution through our
organization." states Mr. Moscow in announcing his purchase.
.Among the previous Burr pictures tor.
which Mr. Mosccw secured the New England
territory are "Luck." "Sure-Fire Flint" and
"Burn 'Em Up Barnes."
"Restless Wives." "Youth to Sell," "The
is

latest

Average Woman" and "Lend Me Your Husband" are the four pictures bought by Samuel

Moscow

in the current deal.

Notice of Removal

:

Tefft Johnson,
tree lance director, an••"umces that he has moved his office from
7
20 West 42nd Street, to 565 Fifth Avenue,

New

York.

:*-«"«

-

-

-
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TROUBLE BREWING
KANSAS CITY

—

IN

;;

-

_!

(

which appears headed for

prohibiting

several

of

the

announces pre-release and other
bookings of "Why Worry" which indicate
the fairest kind of sailing weather for Harold
Lloyd in his new feature comedy.

largest

Labor Day week

companies from serving exhibitors of
Kansas, developed this week in Kansas City
and Topeka, Kas., the state capital.
The situation, which is the climax of a
long series of events occuring between W. B.
Rogers of the Columbian theatre, Wamega,
Kas., and exchanges of Kansas City and
exchange members of the joint board of arbitration, may result in the filing of a charge
under the Kansas Anti-trust law by Charles
Kansas,
attorney general of
Griffith,
B.
against exchange members of the film board.
The facts, briefly, are: Mr. Rogers, who
was oversold on pictures, received notices
from time to time to appear at hearings of
the joint board of arbitration, but did not do
Finally registered letters, mailed on the
so.
film

from

will see the new Lloyd
at important houses in every
key centre in the United States, with many
first runs booked for an indefinite period.
Among the latter are first runs booked by
eral

St. Louis, and the Poli Cirincluding New Haven, Hartford, Waterbury, Bridgeport, Meriden and Worcester,

Skouras Bros.,
cuit,

Mass.

Edward Bowes

the

Film Board of Trade.

Before consenting to use the name of the
Mr. Griffith restate in such a charge.
quested a preliminary hearing in order to
The meetascertain the merits of the case.
ing was held; jn Topeka August 21, and it
is the consensus of opinion among non-participating exhibitors who attended the hearing that Mr. Griffith may be inclined to file
the charge under the name of the state of
The injunction, if granted even
Kansas.
temporarily, would have far-reaching results,
ggr

Sabatini Coming to America
author
Italian-English
Sabatini,
Rafael
world-wide fame following the publication of
his great romance, "Scaramouche," is coming to New York for the premiere of the

Rex Ingram-Metro

film version of his story.
21, at the

This will take place September
Forty-fourth Street Theatre.

Visits

Studios

Edward Bowes, Vice-president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, and Mrs. Bowes,
who in private life is Margaret Illington,
arrived last week in the Goldwyn studios at
Culver City, California, where Mr. Bowes
will confer with Abraham Lehr, vice-presi-

ney General

members of

date

release

comedy opening

several film companies, de-

Griffith that charges under the
statute be filed against exchange

starts a pre-release indefi-

run at the New York Strand. The same
date, will witness the opening of a pre-release
week's engagement at the Eastman Theatre
In Buffalo on that date Shea's
in Rochester.
Hippodrome will begin a pre-release indefinite run of the Lloyd production.
According to Pathe's statement, the gen-

nite

same date,
manding deposits approximating $1200 and
threatening discontinuance of service, were
received by Mr. Rogers, Mr. Rogers's next
step was to retain an attorney and attend a
Joint Board of Arbitration meeting in Kansas City, which brought no concise results.
Mr. Rogers then went to Topeka, retained
an attorney there, and requested of Attoranti-trust

Feature

TJATHE

se-

rious results, either the dissolution of the
Kansas City Film Board of Trade or an in-

junction

Comedy Starts Labor
Day Week With Big Runs

New

Attorney-General of Kansas May File
Anti-Trust Charges

A MUDDLE

PRE-RELEASE OPENINGS
OF 'WHY WORRY'

ALAN
Who

has

been

just

MARR

D.
appointed

general

assistant

manager of Associated Exhibitors by John Woody.
Mr. Marr had been assistant general sales manager
of

the

organization since last

September.

dent in charge of production, regarding the
general policies to be adopted in making the
Goldwyn product finer than ever before.
Final details for the production of "Ben
Hur" will be decided upon during Mr. Bowes
visit.
After a preliminary conference be-

tween Mr. Bowes, Mr. Lehr and June Mathis

who has preWallace's immortal story, it was stated that a definite announcement regarding the director for "Ben

Goldwyn
There

is

a twofold interest for Mr. Saba-

In addition to
in the trip from Italy.
the film version, there is to be a Broadway
stage presentation of the same story, written
summer by Mr. Sabatini himself.
last
Charles L. Wagner will present it and Sydney
Blackmer will enact the title role, which is
portrayed in the Metro picture by Ramon
Navarro. Alice Terry and Lewis Stone are
the other featured players.
tini

Two Goldwyn

Set Records

Two Goldwyn

Cosmopolitan Specials in the
of 11 took Baltimore by storm when
"Enemies of Women" and "The Spoilers"
Despite the
were shown there last week.
fact that the week included some scorching
days both attractions surpassed all previous
records for business at the theatres in which
they were shown.
first list

Director,

Editorial

pared the scenario for

Lew

Hur" would be made

first.

Skies Cleared Again
The threatened strike of motion

picture
the local theatres of
New York City has been averted by a settlement reached August 30 between the

machine operators

in

Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
and Operators Union Local 306. The
operators gained an increase over the existing scale ranging from 7% per cent .to
the
seating
to
15 per cent, according
capacity.

Playing at the New Theatre "Enemies of
opened at 10 o'clock Sunday morning to a full house and all day the "Stand-

Women"

Room Only" sign hung outside the door.
"The Spoilers" opened to a packed house

ing

Century Theatre which has a seating
capacity of 3500 and was the best business
this theatre had had all summer although the
weather was 85 degrees.

at the

Red Russian Revealed

A

motion picture of Soviet Russia, showing the events which took place during and
after the Red Revolution, is being released
by the Mondial Film Company, of 220 West

42d Street, New York City.
It is being presented under

the

title

of

Camera

Through the
Russian Bolshevik Revolution." Most of the
"With

the

Movie

scenes were taken under the supervision of
the Soviet Government and show the conditions in Russia during the last few years.

The "Third

FLOYD LEWIS
both the sales and exhibition end of
A
pictures who was added to the list of special representatives of Associated Exhibitors last week.
veteran

in

International" in session prethe interesting shots, and in
connection with same the delegates from various countries are pictured on their arrival
and taking part in the ceremonies.
sents

ROBERT

some of

J.

DEXTER

By

special request in last week's issue, he steps forth
from his shell of modesty and the photo finally
obtained.
He is the Associated First National Publicity

and Advertising Manager.

September

8,
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UNIVERSAL

BABY PEGGY GOES WITH

INTRODUCES

NOVELTY

PRINCIPAL PICTURES

Camerascope and Dimension Production Stills Supplied to Exhibitors

Sol

T>ABY PEGGY,

NOVEL

A

departure in the supply of adinformation
concerning
"The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," soon to be
presented by Carl Laemmle, has been taken
It
by the Universal Pictures Corporation.
is the distribution among Universalis exhibitor patrons of a little Camerascope, or pocket
stereoscope, in which the exhibitor can see
especially prepared scenes from the photodrama.
By means of the three-dimension qualities
of the little Camerascope, the great depth of
the sets can readily be appreciated, and unusual idea obtained of the wonderful picture
qualities
of
the production.
With each
Camerascope ten double image stills from
Universal anthe picture are included.
nounces it will distribute additional Camera-

JJ

vance

"The

of

Hunchback"

mystery

collection,

Sehlesinger Sails for Europe
Gus Sehlesinger, General Manager of
Warner
Brothers'
Foreign
Department,'
sailed for Europe on the Majestic, September
1, to look ater the Warner interests on the
other side and to complete negotiations for
the Warner Classics of the Screen for 192324.
While in Europe, Mr. Sehlesinger will
make a complete tour of all countries where
motion pictures are shown, and make stops
in London, Paris, eBrlin, iVenna. Barcelona,

Rome. Budapest and

the

Hague.

One

of the foreign manager's most important missions is to complete the negotiations for the eighteen Warner Classics of
the Screen now in course of production.
He
will take prints of the first three which are
already
completed,
"The Gold Diggers,"

Johnny Jones" and "The Printer's
Devil," and will arrange for their distribution throughout Europe.
In addition, Mr.
"Little

a starlet in

motion

It is said that Baby Peggy's salary and the
cost of the pictures she will make each year
will exceed $1,500,000.

Lesser

placed Jackie Coogan under conthe now famous youngster comwork with Charles Chaplin in
"The Kid." Under Lesser 's direction, Jackie
has made all of his photoplays and just recently signed a contract with Metro Pictures Corporation.
tract after
pleted his

"Damned,"

picture

three and a half years

and famous as

The contract was entered into and closed
between Sol Lesser, President of Principal
Pictures Corporation, and the child's parents Mr. and Mrs. James Montgomery.
The deal for the Baby's services, for the
next three years, was started in Los Angeles, but was not verified until Sol Lesser
arrived in New York en route to Europe.

this

also will be similarly
treated.
Universal has the exclusive use of
the Camerascope in the motion picture field.

the

old,

pictures .received a big cash consideration
for her services on the screen.

feature later.
The Camerascope is to be obtained by the
Universal plans to make and
theatre owner.
distribute similar stills on its later Super
Pewel productions. Stills from "A Lady of
Quality," Virginia Valli's next, will follow
scope-stills

President of Company,
Signs Three Year Contract

Lesser,

NOT AFRAID OF COPS
Baby Peggy
Jewel

scene from
production, "Whose
in

a

her

initial

Baby Are You?"

Sehlesinger will carry a print of the Warner
Special, "Where the North Begins," produced by Harry Rapf. Particular stress will
be laid on this production, due to the bookings which it has already received in this
country, and the fact that S. L. Rothafel
booked it for the Capitol Theatre, New York,
week of August 26, several weeks ahead of
the actual release date.

Ho

lkinson's Boston Bookings
W. W. Hcdkinson Corporation show Gene Stratton-Porter's "Michael O' Halloran" asserting itself in New
The picture will play
England territory.
three first run houses in oBston, day and
date booking, beginning August 27 and conFurther reports
tinuing through the week.
show two more bookings. One is Fay's Theatre of Providence, R. I., and the other is
Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre at L^s
Reports from the

is not my desire," said the film execu"to establish the fact that Baby Peggy
receives a tremendous salary.
So many inflated reports of picture stars' salaries have
been circulated that I would rather refrain
from stating the amount of money the little
girl will receive each year. I
convinced

"It

Universal-

tive,

am

however, that she will rank as the highest
paid film actress in the world."

A

cash advance was

who

made

to the little ac-

turn have placed it in
Trust Fund in Los Angeles.
According to Lesser, Baby Peggy will start
her new contract not later than October and
she will be seen in big feature productions
tress' parents,

in

adapted from world famous books and by
Her pictures will be made
noted authors.
in

Hollywood.

—

Baby Peggy Jean that is her full name,
has made millions laugh.
She has appeared
in many comedies, but has never participated in feature length productions.
She is
now in Hollywood completing a contract
with another picture company.

Angeles.

THEY EMOTE AND ENTRVNCE WITH ABILITY AND CHARM
w hich opened last week at the Capitol theatre, Mew York. They reveal Priscilla
e nd of the strip you are looking at Mae Murray in the act of "dolling up" for a
scene in her latest Metro special, "The French Doll."

The first two photos are scenes from the Universal-Jewel production "Drifting"
Dean and Sheldon Lewis in the heavier roles of this dramatic feature. At the

—
:
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF
FEATURE

CHANEY HONOR GUEST AT
RECEPTION
With Writers
Motion Pictures

Informally

Chats

Lion-Hearted"

the

'Richard

o*

Fills

Motion Picture Play Gap

just
HAVE
Chaney was

a story familiar to numerous book
FROM
lovers the world over, "Richard, the

tures and picture actors.
You may discount, if you care to, some of
the things, the complimentary things, we are
going to try to say about this man who portrays the kindly and the hideous, who makes
you sympathize with a character no matter
how deeply the personality behind it may be

Lion-Hearted," pictorial romance based on
Six Walter Scott's novel, "The Talisman"
has been filmed by Associated Authors, and
is announced for immediate release by Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation.
This picture inaugurates something new in
While it forms
the motion picture industry.
in itself a complete and finished narrative,
at the same time it supplies a gap in the
story of "Robin Hood" as produced by Doug-

sunk

las

the Astor, where Lon
guest of honor at an informal luncheon given in order that
the player might meet some of those who on
business papers and newspapers write of picleft

in iniquity.

First of

who

has

all,

just

Hunchback

in

be said that the
completed the role of

let

it

Universale

man
the

"The Hunchback

—

without feeling an abounding re-

spect for the man Chaney and a still larger
admiration for his ability to study and to absorb the ways and the peculiarities of mankind.
Much was said in the course of that short
hour, but the impression left by the actor was
that of a man filled with an understanding of
humans, weak as well as strong.

One

thing

may

be set

down

at the begin-

ning, and that is Mr. Chaney's unalterable opposition to personal appearances or to letting
the public into the studio or any other proceeding which tends to lessen the illusion of
the person out in front of the screen.
Mr. Chaney made reference to the picture
in which he has just completed the lead-

—

ing role.

"Some of the men and women who have
been permitted to enter the studio won't believe the cathedral in 'The Hunchback' cost
"They will say the
§190,000," he declared.
company might have been transported to
Paris and money saved. But they won't understand that the buildings around that
noble structure would have been of twentieth century construction.
just had to
have those of the vintage of the fifteenth
century.

We

"It would be hard for these skeptics to
understand that we drove right on to that set
twelve great trucks, each of them bearing
two sunlight arcs. With the motors of each

fea-

ture this picture presents a pictorially comprehensive record of that historical period
between the time King Richard left England
on the Third Crusade until his return, and
the story of the "lion-hearted" monarch's ad-

of Notre Dame," is a former exhibitor in his
native state of Colorado his home town being Colorado Springs.
No one can sit with this player at a table
for an hour, as it has been the privilege of
this writer,

Fairbanks.

Combined with the Douglas Fairbanks

venures

INIMITABLE LON
Whose superb

portrayals of difficult dramatic roles
have indelibly stamped the name of Chaney as the

Tiffany of Heavies.

truck driving

full

As

power there was not a trem-

There's nothing flimsy in
or in the floor.
constructions of that sort." But it is not our
thought to talk of any particular subject in
this necessarily brief resume of a conversation with one we will not describe as an interesting character but rather as a multiplicity of characters.
Reference was made to the portrayal of
It was
the leading role in "The Penalty."
brought out that for five weeks the player
had studied a legless man in San Francisco
in order that he might the more faithfully delineate that great part.
As to the characterization of the Chinaman
in

"Shadows"

it

was

uncovered

that

again there was a living, breathing human
being behind the interpretation, China Jim of
Colorado Springs.
In order properly to portray a character,
unusual character, Mr. Chaney said, it
was most essential for a player to get out of
himself.
The names of other actors famous
to followers of the screen cropped up.
"Chaplin," said the player, "is the greatest
pantominist of all."
He spoke highly of
others, friends of his, but declared they did
not possess the same faculty of being able so
utterly to detach themselves from their own

an

personalities.

in Palestine

has been pictured with

the fine sweep of an epic and the warm appeal of romance and exceptionally strong
heart interest.
the initial offering of

Associated Au-

thors, "Richard, the Lion-Hearted" represents the best efforts of three nationally

known

photoplay

and

authors

directors

Thompson Buchanan and
It was produced under the
supervision of Frank Woods, with

Frank Woods,
Elmer Harris.
personal
the other

men

two

in close

experienced motion
advisory co-operation.

picture

Special care was exercised in the selection
of a cast and Associated Authors, in choosing the star were of one opinion that the
role of King Richard should be played by
none other than Wallace Beery.
Kathleen Clifford was cast for the role
of Queen Berengaria, and Marguerite de la
Motte, was engaged to play Lady Edith
Plantagenet.
John Bowers is seen as Sir
Kenneth. Knight of the Leopard, whose
courageous struggles against overwhelming
odds from beginning to end form one of the
interesting angles of the story.
Charles Gerrard, as the Sultan Saladin, ruler of the
Saracens. Tully Marshall, Clarence Geldert.

—

George Seigman and Wilbur Higby complete
the cast.

Reviewer Gives Chaplin's Woman of
Paris a Healthy Boost
Under the headline "Chaplin Smashes
Sacred Film Conventions," the motion picture
reviewer for the Preview section of the Los
Angeles Times gives the highest of praise to
Charles Chaplin's seven-reel feature photodrama, "A Woman of Paris," the comedian's
first serious contribution to the screen which
is
scheduled for premier showing in New
York in October prior to release through
United Artists Corporation.
The reviewer sees in this picture something
different, but giving something better in place
of the discarded old photoplay conventions
declares there isn't a slow movement in the
whole film predicts it will hold the spectator breathless throughout
says it is human
and engrossingly simple in every scene;, that
;

;

has universal appeal, and that there is no
minutes of the run of the picture that
does not carry a chuckle or a laugh.
It was written and directed by Mr. Chaplin and features Edna Purviance and Adolphe
Menjou in the leading roles.
it

five

•

Boylan With

First National

Malcolm Stuart Boyland has been made
West Coast Publicity Director for Asso-

He takes the place of
ciated First National.
Jack Neville, now touring the West for that
Company.
Frederick E. Stanley and Harold Matson:
remain as executive assistants.
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HAL ROACH MAKES TOUR
OF KEY CITIES

SCHULBERG TAKES OVER
SELIG STUDIOS
New

Stage and a Big

Tank Among

the First Improvements to be

"D

Will Meet Exhibitors of All Sections
to Discuss Picture Details

Made

SCHULBERG

has taken over the
Selig studios in Los Angeles for the
exclusive production of Preferred Pictures,
to be released by Preferred Pictures Corporation, of which Al Lichtman is president.
He has acquired as well a large ranch at
Alhambra, just outside of Los Angeles,
which will be used for large exterior sets and
P.

HAL ROACH

RODUCER
"P week
got together on

•

mal

Until now these studios have been shared
by Mr. Schulberg and Louis B. Mayer, who
has made all of his pictures there. Increased
plans
Preferred,
of
production
however,
greater
space and additional
necessitated

Mr. Roach's meetings with New England
were informally arranged by
Stanley B. Waite, Pathe Sales Manager
Two-Reel Comedies, who was formerly
Branch Manager at Boston.
At New Haven, Pathe Branch Manager
C. D. Haskett had more than a score of the

exhibitors

equipment.

Among the first improvements to be made
in the property will be the building of a large
new stage and a big tank.
The Selig studios, from now on to be called
the Schulberg studios, were among the first
on the West Coast, and are among
Continual
the landmarks of Los Angeles.
rebuilding and remodelling, however, have

made them

modern and

completely
equipped as any studios in the world. Space
and equipment are sufficient to allow six companies to work simultaneously.

A

plot of

and

as

as

ground adjoins the studio build-

used for large exterior
ings,
sets, such as the Colonial home in "Maytime," on which construction has just been
completed.
this will be

The Alhambra ranch, which will also be
used exclusively for Preferred Pictures, is
about twenty minutes from Los Angeles, on
the Pasadena Road, and it contains some of
the most beautiful
California.

exterior

locations

in

all

The acquisition of this property will enable Mr. Schulberg to make more elaborate
pictures at smaller cost, and is in an important step in the increased production plans of
Preferred.
Incident to this announcement Louis B.
Mayer, president of the Mayer company,
has disclosed pending negotiations which will
provide the Mayer company with studio
facilities on the West Coast.
Mr. Mayer's proposition calls for the immediate construction of a brand new studio
in the heart of the Hollywood section, the
studio to be erected for the Mayer company.
It will be sufficiently large and well equipped
to take care, not only of all the present
Mayer units but also of other units which
are about to be added.

last

basis
exhibitors in New England and New York
This was the start of Mr.
State territories.
Roach's long-planned tour of motion picture
distributing key centers for the purpose of
meeting exhibitors of all sections of the
country and discussing with them details of
the mutual interests of the exhibitor and the
producer.

locations.

to be built

during

a frank and inforwith a number of representative

progressive

HAPPY, HAPPY, HAPPY
The

Wedding Party held
They are Colleen Moore

co-stars of First National's

Los Angeles, August 18.
and John McCormick.
Jack is First
western representative.

in

Holman Day
Added

and

Marion

National's

Fairfax

to Writing Staff

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
has further strengthened its West Coast writing department by the acquisition of two well
known figures of the literary and dramatic
They are Holman Day, author of
world.
more than a thousand short stories and several novels which have already been picturized and Marion Fairfax, noted playwright

and screen writer.
Mr. Day has joined the scenario staff in
an advisory capacity and his first work will
be the titling of "Thundergate," a picturization of Sidney Herschel Small's "The Lord
of Thundergate," which has just been filmed.
Miss Fairfax has been engaged to write
original stories and adaptations of popular
plays and stories contracted for by First
National for release during the Fall and
Winter months.

exhibitors

of

that

territory

as-

sembled to talk things over with Hal Roach.
The same kind of informal conference was
arranged at Boston by Pathe Branch Manager Joseph Partridge.
At Albany, at the
end of the week, Branch Manager Frank
Bruner rounded up twenty-five or thirty picture showmen, all eager to fire pertinent and
pressing exhibitor questions at the producer.

Blue

Law Propaganda

Here's one that pictures the depths of
zero in blue law propaganda, as told in an
excerpt from the Kansas City Star:
"From cautious and painstaking vigilance against
possible
dangers to the
moral welfare of the Kansas public, A. B.
Carney, vice chairman of the board of administration, wins the wicker gravy bowl.
Mr. Carney, it is reported, has written to
the state board of film review asking them
not to permit
the exhibition in Kansas
of the film showing the athletic activities
of the young inmates of the Boys' Industrial school near Topeka.
He gave as his
reason that the athletic activities' as shown
in the film might lead the boys to commit
crimes in order to be sent there."

Sawyer Places Barbara La Marr Under
Five Year Contract
Arthur H. Saw^yer, of Associated Pictures Corporation, at present in New York
announces the consummation of contracts,
whereby he has secured the services of
Barbara La Marr for a period of five
years, involving four special feature vehicles per year starring Miss La Marr for
release by Associated First National.
The
contracts were signed immediately upon
the arrival of Miss La Marr in New York

from Rome, Italy, where she has been
engaged for several months in the making
of "The Eternal City," for Samuel Goldwyn.
The series of specials in which this actress will star will be supervised by Arthur
H. Sawyer and will be produced by him
for Associated Pictures Corporation, which
organization will release the pictures under a franchise from First National.

Mr. Sawyer will return to the coast
from New York on September 1, following a series of conferences concerning the
La Marr contract with Herbert Lubin, his
partner, and Richard Rowland and other
executors of First National.

SOUTHERN EXHIBITORS VISIT MOVIELAND
As you

M

see them: Ed. Greenblatt, Isis theatre. Houston, Tex.;
\urice Barr, Strand theatre, New Orleans;
Clfirance Greenblatt, St. Charles theatre, New Orleans; Reginald Barker the director and A. D. Saenger,
vice-president of the Saenger Amusement company in the south. The meeting place was the Louis B. Mayer
studios where Barker was making his latest Metro special "The Eternal Struggle."
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They Will Amuse And

Thrill

You

HAROLD LLOYD
In his ninth year with Pathe.

Now

WILL ROGERS
Who

joined the Pathe
ranks under the Hal Roach
banner in two-part comedies.

has

his

own

producer.

"Why

RUTH ROLAND

Worry" just released. Now
making "The Girl Expert."

The

serial
queen who has
never failed to keep Pathe
audiences
"thrilled
to
the

ears."

JOBYNA RALSTON
Harold

woman,
the

Lloyd's

new

smoother

MARIE MOSQUINI

leading

whose beauty

An

adds

'SNUB POLLARD'

BEN TURPIN

Starring in an entirely new
series of Hal
Roach single
real laugh provokers.

on the Pathe program in his
own brand of shorts

touch.

STAN LAUREL
Another head waiter in Hal
Roach's film restaurant serving

fine

comedy

cooking.

Presented

by Mack

EDNA MURPHY
Whose

histronic ability and
particular beauty is bidding
high for Pathe stardom.

Sennett

excellent example of Ziegerror in not entering
Pathe 's gain.

feld's

filmdom.

MICKY DANIELS
The
the

leader of "Our Gang,"
Roach idea that has become an institution.

September
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New

Pathe Program Sparkles with Variety

Offers Exhibitor

and Patron Service Based Upon Plan of Satisfying Entire Family With
Production of Every Type

DIVERSIFIED

to the Nth degree.
That about describes the Pathe

ferings for the ensuing year.

manager
might be:

desires

tising
it

an

If

These three novelties in the way of
Patheserials, contrasted with current 15episode releases and Ruth Roland's forthcoming "Ruth of the Range," is expected
to bring from exhibitors valuable opinions
respecting the relation of these two serial

of-

the adver-

additional

line,

sparkles!

It

well known fact that Pathe's
position in the front ranks for years has
been due to the appeal of its product to
Now it is appealing to the
the masses.
It

a

is

classes as well.

forms.

Regarding feature
policy is unchanged.

productions

When

it

Pathe's
acquires

distinctive quality and entertainment value such as "The Call of the
Wild,"
"Nanook of the North," "The
Isle of Zorda" and "Black Shadows," they
will be announced for release.

features

of

'

The 1923-4 program is permeated with
the production efforts of specialists in
It is
every branch of the film industry.
truly a "built-for-the-family" composition.

Headlights of Pathe's Specialty Offerings for the
Coming Season.
1

suit

taste,

to

Pathecomedy Nights.

Several new features have been added.
There are many more novelty reels. Fresh

—

The further step
"comedy days,"

Notable from the start, on
have been the "Our Gang"

features.

this account,
2-reel com-

They

are being featured
everywhere.

now

prac-

During the coming year, in addition to
"Our Gangs," Pathe will release 13
other 2-reel comedies from the Hal Roach
Studios starring Will Rogers, and an
13

number featuring Stan

Laurel.

From the Mack
13
Mack Sennett

Sennett Studios come
2-reelers,
and six or
eight comedies of the same length starring Ben Turpin.
In all probability there
will be still others.
More than an average of one per week of these all-comedy
program features alone is assured release
with the Pathe stamp.

NOTHER

important

Pathe

coritribu-

the 10-episode "short story"
serial novelty beginning with the recently
released "Her
Dangerous Path/' with
Edna Murphy, from the Hal Roach
Studios.
Two other examples will be released
during the season. They are: "The Way
tion

is

.

a
Man," adapted from
Emerson
Hough's novel of western pioneer days
and now being produced under the supervision of George W. Seitz, and "Leatherof

stockings,"

Fenimore

a

serial

Cooper's

stocking Tales."

screen

version

immortal

of

J.

"Leather-

single

New Pathe
—TheEn'arges

News

staff of correspondents.
Cohen
tDUring Europe.
Scoops.
7
Elaborating Pathe Review
New subjects la'd out with feature sets.
"T'-e History of Fashions."
8
The "Big Little" Feature
Aesop's Film Fables in cartoons.
9
Yale Historical Featurettes
400 years of American history beginning
with Columbus.
10
The New T"->e Serial
Built to break down the policy of high-class
theatres against the old style.
11— Hal's New "Spat Family"
A human interest comedy based upon a
"triangle" we all know.
12
New Exploitation Twists

—

many

commanded by popular dramatic

of

scope.

—
—

of estab-

already
theatre owners, finds its profit-insuring keynote in the
highly successful development of the 2-reel
comedy as a dependable drawing feature. It
exploitation
adds, the needed final touch of
advantages which extends to the entire allcomedy program the advertised attractions
definite

lishing

taken with success by

Short fun

—

the

in all sections.

of every type.
Roach's Ninth Year
Celebrates with broad expansion

— Hal

reel

6

popular demand for good
*- short comedies was never greater as it
is today, Pathe declares to be demonstrated
y

listed.

films

5

policy is purely based upon experience of survey.
Likes and dislikes of
the fans have pointed the way.

A

2

All-Comedy Show-Window
Mirth makers in large numbers.

The new

equal

—

already

year.

T HAT

and Expansion
Harold Lloyd his own producer. AcquisiSennett Comedies.
New novelties,
serials and educationals.
Catering to Whole Family
A guide post for the exhibitor on building
"family programs."
The rJew Lloyd Features
"Why Worry" and "The Girl Expert"

4— The

units have joined the ranks.
In truth, it looks like Pathe will blaze
a trail the coming season over which many
others will wend their way the following

edies.
tically

2

they

Programs

r

— Growth

tion of

your most whimsical exploitation
tie it
up with admirable campaigns on everything from Special Family
to

!

1

—

Campaigns

for

changing "twxe"

to "thrice-

a-week" patrons, Pathecomedy Nights,

WIDELY

published

the attractive

new

etc.

announcements of
com-

lines of 2-reel

Pathe's standard
short subjects output have furnished exhibitors with a fresh stimulus toward extending their use of programs of varied
the whole
interests arranged to attract
The new season promises to see
family.
wide adoption of this policy as one of the
most certain means of assuring stabilized
attendance.
With the addition of Ben Turpin, Mack
Sennett, Stan Laurel and Will Rogers 2reel comedies to the Pathe list, more than
an .average of one varied program per
week will benefit by the drawing power of
these 2-reelers, aided by their exploitation
advantages.
Pathe's reports from different sections
show that picture audiences are made up
of a few characteristic groups, and that the
preferences of these groups are very plainly indicated. These preferences, aside from
dramatic features, are particularly strong
for comedy and for the news reel; other
groups are drawn to the theatre by the
serial episode, by the tense action of 2reel dramas, and by the animated cartoons.

edy

product

added to

the minds
INhibitors
and

several thousand exgreat multitude of picture patrons, Harold Lloyd's feature comedies are the biggest attractions on Pathe's
entire list of product.
of

a

first

release for the new seathe statement is made
date (Sept. 16) will see

"Why Worry,"

first

runs opened

the

release

in

every key centre in

the United States.

"DEFORE

the end of the season Pathe will
release at least one other Lloyd feature

of those under contract.
This next feature, now in production at the comedian's

new independent Hollywood

Studios, will

be called "The Girl Expert."
It marks
Lloyd's beginning as his own producer
following his amicable separation from the
Hal Roach producing organization on account of the need of both for expanded
studio facilities.

At a Glance

As you read you will see 'just how this
organization is catering to Mother and
Dad, Sister and Brother, the Kids and the
Old Folks, to You and to Me.
The schedule arrangement is cleverly
well-balanced. And then, just to garnish it

Of Lloyd's
son,
that

Lloyd's engagements of Jobyna Ralston
under a three year's contract as his leading lady, following her pronounced success in "Why Worry," completed the personnel of his independent producing or-

ganization.

Fred Newmeyer and Sam Taylor, direcmany Lloyd comedies, continue as
members of his present staff, on which
also are Tim Whelan and Ted Wilde as
"gag"
men; Robert A. Golden, assistant director; Walter Lundin, staff cameraman; Gaylord
Lloyd,
Roy Brooks,
Charles Stevenson and Wallie Howe, members of casts, and Gene Kornman still
tors of

photographer.

William R. Fraser, Lloyd's uncle,
is
General Manager of the Harold Lloyd
Corporation, and John C. Ragland eastern representative.
All product for some
time to come is under contract for Pathe
release.

pHRONICLES

^

of

America Pictures
and Pathe

Corporation will produce

Exchange,

Inc.,

will

short subject films
making events in
first in the series
be released about

The Extension

release

thirty-three

dealing with the epoch-

American history. The
titled "Columbus," will
the middle of October.

Department

of

Yale

University which has published fifty printed volumes of the "Chronicles of America,"
will sponsor the production of the Chronicles in film form.

These

historical films

which

will

average

three reels in length, will bear the official
seal and stamp of Yale University as to their
scholarship, their historical accuracy and
their human interest value.
They will be
released by Pathe one every four weeks.

This series
of
thirty-three mountain
peaks of history will cover the important
events from Columbus down to Appomattox.
Those responsible for the" production
of the films are leaving no stone unturned
to give to the exhibitors of America the
first historical, accurate and dramatic true
story of America showing the events that
have built the nation from pioneer days
to leadership in world affairs.

The work on the costumes, the props,
the sets, the characters, all attest marvels
of research accuracy.
It is stated furthermore that the results have lived up to all
the traditions of Yale for historical truth
in every phase and angle of the film drama.
Pathe plans to release these historical
subjects one every four weeks, and to give
to the exhibitors with each subject a complete line of exploitation material, in keeping with the strength of each subject.
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Climbing mountains

a

is

time of

mere
it.

A

Yet Ruth Roland doesn't seem to be having an easy
to a serial queen.
scene from Ruth's latest Pathe serial, "Ruth of the Range."

trifle
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And Here is a Brilliant All-Comedy Show Window
ONE

scan of the line-up and there is
doubt that Pathe is amply prepared to furnish the laughs for the
little

world.

laughs, laughs for the
tired business man, human laughs.
Looking at if from one angle, they have
literally cornered the market in comedies.
With the Harold Lloyd feature comedies,
short
Rogers
comedies,
Will
Our
the

Big laughs,

little

Studios, 13 two-reel comedies starring Will
Rogers; 13 featuring Stan Laurel, and
probably six of another brand; from the
Mack Sennett Studios, 13 two-reel Mack
Sennett comedies with celebrated favorites in the casts, and six or eight others
starring Ben Turpin.

The "Our Gang" comedies made at the
Roach Studios will number 13 for the year.

assurance to exhibitors that no expense is
spared to make each of these comedies as
distinctive from every viewpoint that enters into quality as are

With the opening of
Roach
celebrates
secutive

Stan Laurel comedies, Hal Roach
Family
comedies and the Spat
comedies to say nothing of Aesop's Film Fable cartoons and the
humor generously handed out in

During

—

big

dramatic

season

this

at

hibitors

to

programs.

hand

which has been
this
result,
pushed by Pathe with special vigor

:

the

of

Hal

dis-

one comedy

reel

each

for a period of nine years
has given Roach an insight into
that production specialty which has
established him as an adept in the
psychology of audienres and a

shrewd showman who thoroughly
understands the commercial angle.
r^periencf of these nine years
goes into every new single— reeler
produced of the Roach Studios.
More than four hundred of these
have been shot, sealed and shipped
This in itself
to Pathe to date.
is a record for continuously consist•

ent effort to give the exhibitor
his public demands.

After

this

Roach

what

Harold Lloyd, Snub Pol-

lard starred in the series; then Paul

Parrott and Stan Laurel.
year will see the

HAL ROACH
Whose
in

creative genius as producer has aided greatly
the Pathe program one of spice and novelty.

making

These studios also supply the all-animal
single-reelers
known as "Dippy Doo
Dads," which have added a valuable new
form of comic interest.
Universally attractive items on these
programs will be more single-reel Hal
Roach Comedies starring Snub Pollard. A
continuation of the weekly Aesop's Film
Fables and Topics of the Day releases is
also announced in Pathe's product program.

includes

and

week

cleverly constructed and
carefully produced shorts
presenting favorite comedy stars and
casts, and released with exploitation accessories as appropriate and
attractive as usually are issued in
"features," have established themselves as the "box office backbone"
of popular varied programs.
With the. single exception of the
standard News reel, they are declared to have accomplished more
in the way of promoting Pathe's
campaign for comedy special days
and all-short subject bills than any
other type of product.
Owing to the rapidly increasing
volume of business done with 2-reel comedies, and to their influence in enlarging
the market for 1-reel comic items of the
all-comedy program, Pathe has created a
new sales department charged with the
handling of them.
Before the new season is far advanced
the work of this department will be increased by the addition of new lines of 2reeler comedy product which will bring the
grand total of this list up to at least 64 subjects for the year, all from celebrated studios
and featuring public corned}- favorites.

type

period

M AKING

'"PHESE

product

that

since.

during the past two years, has received added impetus from the
proved drawing power of noted
brands of 2-reel comedies.

new
From

Pathe

Harold

their
short
comedy
The campaign looking

forthcoming

on

Starting with a little money and
Lloyd, Hal Roach began
making single-reel pictures, which,
to his surprise, Pathe accepted and
later made the basis of contracts
which have been continuous ever

will

to

The

a

season
conproducer of
ninth

of whichboth
producer
tributor are proud.

be marked
by unusual prominence given by exthat

as

new

the celebrated single-reelers known
everywhere as Hal Roach Comedies.
This is a recognized record
in business co-operation, and one

Topics of the Day Pathe evidently means to maintain an established

supremacy in laughland.
Abundant evidence is

his

programs.
has
he
Pathe
has
reproduced, and
leased, more than four hundred of

—

with

year

comedies

:

connection

the

Hal

Gang comedies, Ben Turpin comMack Sennett comcd es,

edies,

any of the so-called

"super productions."

its announcement of
comedy brands, Pathe gives

In connection with

new

2-reel

The new
Doo Dads"

"Dippy

all-animal single reel novelties
from the Roach Studios following up the instantaneous success scored by the examples al-

ready released.

Snub

Pollard,

who

record for playing

and

in

more

in

theatres,

holds
the
Roach
more si'.igle-reelers,
than any other com-

edian featured in single reels, will again be
seen as the star in this series beginning
with an early Fall release.
It is said on
good authority that the 1-reel Hal Roach
Comedies play regularly in more than eight
thousand theatres during the life of the
film.

EXPANSION AND ELABORATl ON OF NEWS AND REVIEW REELS
EXHIBITORS

everywhere are assured
by Pathe News that its fresh record

of service

made during

the

last

twelve

months is to be accepted as a promise of
even more thorough and speedy screening
of big world events during the coming
season.

A

material broadening of

Pathe

News

covering and transmitting
wide world happenings and topics of interest is announced.
In accordance with
the expansion Editor Ernanuel Cohen is
now on a tour of European centers.
facilities

for

These European points are headquarters
of the staff cameramen whose feats of film
news reporting and resourceful methods of
breaking speed records in transmission of
their negatives has done so much in keeping Pathe News foremost in this depart-

ment

of the motion picture industry.
the alertness and experience, and the
tireless energy of these members of its foreign staff Pathe News is largely indebted
for the outstanding film news "scops" of
years which have drawn from
recent
American exhibitors the warmest expression of praise and confidence.

To

While Editor Cohen
organization and

abroad, the Pathe
for exceptional service in connection with events in
the home country are strengthened and in-

News

is

facilities

creased.

With
news

all

the

new

details for filming big

and big topics and speedily transmitting the prints to exhibitors, such feats
of foresight and scoops are reasonably certain to become almost a common occurrence in the new Pathe News.

IN

the

news of

attractive

new program ma-

of

particular interest to exhibitors everywhere is the Pathe Review announcement.
material expansion of the
Review's range of natural subjects and industrial and scientific novelties will be effected for its weekly issues during the ensuing year.
terial

A

These subjects
"Camera Visits"

will
include
to the more

of the Continent, but
lend themselves to color work.
cities

not only
important
others that

Pathe Review has arranged a Studio
Production Program on a broad and elaborate scaie involving the
sets that would do credit
ture productions.
Here
series on the History of

building of studio
to first clas* feawill be created a

Fashions.

—
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NEW

HAL'S

Cat," "Milton Mouse," and the rest of his
gallery of comic human and animal types.
The reel is suited to -the need of almost
any kind of program, and the volume of
exhibitors' expressions of appreciation is
stated to be constantly increasing.

SPAT FAMILY

READY FOR TRADE
Human
the
releases

Triangle

Pathe Novelty List

to

T^OR

coming season Pathe's

list

SERIAL
STIRS INTEREST

Producer

of

Hal

Roach,

whose "Our Gang"
and

edies

series of 2-reel comhis single-reel all-animal "Dippy

are novelties which established
themselves in the estimation of exhibitors
and patrons from the date of their first
latest Roach screen comedy invena series of 2-reelers dealing with
realistic adventures and
bearing the

the
general

An

title

of

fronted.

husband,

of

frequently, in a way wheretheir patrons will no longer be deprived of the thrills and the irresistible
force of suspense that are supplied only in

more and more
by

form

a triangle of characters shrewdly calculated
to carry out Mr. Roach's "Spat Family"
idea.

Pathe announces a series of

change

a

know-it-all brother, a
determined sister, and the sister's plaintive

English

this problem involves
policy, which is happening

To some houses

"The Spat Family."

overbearing,

monocled young

houses are con-

tically all classes of picture

is

serial productions.

The great mass of other houses which
regularly play the best serials will be afdetermine the
forded an opportunity to
comparative merits of three examples of

2-reel
"Spats" for the new season. The first release, scheduled for an early date, is called,
six

"Let's Build."
It
has been pre-viewed
with results highly gratifying both to Mr.
Roach and to Pathe the spectacle of a
family constituted as described erecting a
"portable house"
on a mountainside lot.
each in the way of the other two and all
at cross-purposes, was found to be uproariously funny.
Other "bonehead" operations of "The Spat Family" thus far

—

filmed are said to carry out the
idea with equally comic effects.

Summary

will

con-

4

"Our Gang"
Ben Turpin

13
8
13
13
13

Mack Sennett
Stan Laurel
Will Rogers
The Spat Family

6

SINGLE REELS:
I

AiSOP'S FILM FABLES,

4

TWO-REEL COMEDILS:

—

I

Hal Roach 1-reel Comedos
Pathe News
Pathe Review
Aesop's Film Fables
Topics

of the

52
104
52
52
52

Day
Features:

Now

Hal Roach

2

SPECIAL SHORT SUBJECTS:
33

Chronicles of America (100 Reels)

new

10-episode

"short

story"

style

This has already been successof serial.
Hal Roach
the
fully inaugurated with
Pathe-serial, "Her Dangerous Path."
this serial novelty is

Although

midway

ly

in its

first

run,

its

service

to

releases.

who have

expressed a desire
using quality as their
yardstick rather than length of film, will
be given full and ample opportunity to
demonstrate their alertness as showmen in
connection with the new array of Pathe
Product.
to

exploit

In

grams

pictures,

the

place,

first

will

short

subject

pro-

be suggested, devised and en-

couraged.
Second, Pathecomedy nights will be suggested as an attractivj novelty connected
with the playing of ail-comedy programs.
Third: Pathe's plan will stimulate the
attendance of patrons three times a week
who now go to the theatre only twice
in each seven days.
The new constructive exploitation will
revolve around novelty, variety and the
ideas that have made the vaudeville show
so popular.

launch this campaign sucfor the exhibitor's benefit, Pathe's
plan call for an augumented array of exploitation material for each and every item on
program, so that the showman will
its
have a diversified line of accessories to help
him put his show, his ideas and his personality across.
There will be posters, ads, lobby displays, black and whites, press sheet, cuts,
mats, and a trailer on each 2-reeler benation-wide
publicity
sides
a
campaign
that will be correlated in all the prominent
cities.

This effort will be co-ordinated with
Pathe's new sales force which is now being organized to handle 2-reel comedies exclusively.

Incidentally

novel

exploitation

constructive

accompany short subject

made by
the

of

listing

In order to

Harold Lloyd Feature Comedies

the advent of "The Spat Family"
series,
the Hal
Roach contribution to
Pathe's season's list of 2-reel comedies
including "Our Gang," Will Rogers and
Stan Laurels rounds out four releases for
each month of the year.

the

its

cessfully

Patheserials

With

-^*-tinue to make their unique weekly appeal on its varied programs.
midway in their third year, these modernized
highly comic adaptations of the wisdom
of the ancient Greek philosopher are declared by exhibitors to be even more popular than ever.
Paul Terry, the cartoonist genius of the
Fables, reveals possession of an inexhaustible fund of incredible adventures in which
to present ever fresh angles in the lives and
characters of "Farmer Al Falfa," "Henry

of Pathe Releases

for 1923-4

Roach

with

additions to

Exhibitors

new season will demonstrate one of
important
most interesting and
problems with which the owners of prac-

The

many

programs for the
new film year, Pathe announces that its
exploitation Department will inaugurate a

THE
the

issue.

tion

^

to Knock Doivn Old Prejudice
Against Episode Pictures

Tends

Doo Dads"

Pathe Plants to Feature Family Programs and Shorts in Publicity

pOXXURREXT

NEW FORM OF

of

again enriched by the crea-

is

versatility

tive

Comedy

Interest

Added

SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN
EXPLOITATION

now

bare-

interest

and

quality have already broken down the "no
serial" policy of quite a number of the
best class of picture theatres in the coun-

short

this

subject

a

strong

attempt

will

be

new
is

force to see that the
given equal representa-

tion with the feature, both in electrical
display and lobby layouts.
Every possible channel will be used to

acquaint the general public with the importance of and the policy behind every

Pathecomedy.

try.

"Her Dangerous Path" will be followed
on Pathe's serial release by a new Ruth
"Ruth of the Range"
Roland production.
which means fresh competition for the
two other "short story" Pathe-serial which
are scheduled to follow it.
The first of the latter, which is now
in production under the direction of Geo.
B. Seitz, is a 10-episode screen version of
Emerson Hough's novel of western pioneer
of
days bearing the same title, "The
a Man," a serial of some of the most exciting events in the history of this coun-

Way

try.

Many of its "locations" are along the old
"Covered Wagon Trail" from the Mississippi on through Colorado and Arizona.
The

third

example

"short story" serial

of

now

in

10-episode
production has

the

"Leatherstocking,"
present
title,
a screen chapter-play version of the
world-famous "Leatherstocking Tales" of
for

and
J.

its

is

Fenimore Cooper.

With
gram it
GEO.
One

of

the

B.

SEITZ

Pathe mainstays from the novelty production angle.

unusually inviting serial proexpected that the Patheserial
will fortify itself with all classes of exhibitors and patrons to an extent far beyond its enviable record of many former
years.

this
is

MACK SENNETT
Who

adds two comedy units

to

the

Pathe variety

September

ft,
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PRODUCTION

Thomas

J.

UNIVERSAL

A mution picture set, which surpasses in
magnitude and exceeds in expense any ever
designed for the filming of a photoplay in
the East, is that which has just been completed behind the Cosmopolitan Studios at
127th Street and Second Avenue and which
will be used in the making of "Yolanda,"
Marion Davies next super feature for the
The biggest set
Cosmopolitan Corporation.
ever built in the East was that constructed
by Cosmopolitan for the filming of Stanley
Weyman's romance, ''Under the Red Robe."
The latter set, while a mammoth piece of
work and hailed as a record-breaker when
it
was construced behind the Cosmopolitan
Studios a few months ago, would have been
dwarfed in comparison with that erected for
the new Marion Davies picture.

One

of the most lavish and realistic reproductions of a musical comedy that has ever
been photographed as part of a motion picture ,is one that has just been filmed in the
making of "Cain and Mabel," a Cosmopoditan
picturization of H. C. Witwer's story of the

same name.

One

episode in the picture depicts a musical

comedy in which the heroine, Mabel Vandergrift, impersonated by Anita Stewart, plays
the leading role.
In order to give this scene the last touch
of realism and to have it perfect to the minutest detail, the Cosmopolitan Corporation
engaged Ned Wayburn to rehearse a special
chorus of thirty-two
Ziegfeld
"Folliec"
beauties.
These girls appear as a background for Miss Stewart, and give what is
described as almost a complete production
in itself.

EDUCATIONAL PICTURE
Firmly believing that

it

is

possible to in-

comedy productions with the same elaborate and unusual settings and lighting efvest

fects that are used in special dramatic productions, Jack White has inaugurated this
production scheme with the beginning of
the present series of twelve Mermaid Comedies for Educational release.
To this end, Elmer Floyd a noted stage re-

vue prcducer has been secured to enhance all
future Mermaid Comedies with artistic settings and backgrounds which will blend and
harmonize without detracting in any way

from

the swift

Cosmopolitan's

moving comedy

plot.

mammoth "Yolanda"

Jess Robbins, well known comedy director,
has been signed by Universal to direct Baby
Peggy in her third Universal-Jewel produc-

at

tion.

for

The

picture will be a comedy drama of
or six reel length, filmed from a Lois
Zellner continuity of an original story by
Bernard McConville.
The working title of
the play is "Settled Out of Court."
five

Tom

Santschi

is

completing the second of

two important characterizations for Universal, both of which promise unusual interest
for fans who watch for his work.

The

one was the polished heavy of
Universal-Jewel all
star production directed by Harry Garson in
which Santschi appears with Anna Q.
Nilsson, J. Warren Kerrigan, Winifred
Bryson and others. In that a fine dramatic
role is gradually increased in interest to a
scene in which his hypocrisy is discovered by
the character impersonated by Miss Nilsson,
and a lashing administered to his shoulders
via a long overseer's whip in her hands,
a thrilling scene which is expected to enfirst

"Thundering Dawn," a

The second is one of the leading roles
with
Priscilla
Dean in
"The
Storm
Daughter," which George Archainbaud is
directing.

After

three

weeks'

in

"The

METRO
Milton E. Hoffman, production manager of
Metro Pictures Corporation, has selected
Harold Shaw to direct the picturization of
"The Livng Past" taken from William J.
Locke's famous novel, "The Tale of Triona."

now

this

supporting

shot

Truckee filming some of the location scenes
"Hospitality," his

second feature length

comedy for Metro.
The time of action for "Hospitality" is the
early 30's and in it Buster will appear minus
his famous pancake hat and in costumes of

The

feature comedy is being diBlystone while prominent
among the supporting cast are Natalie Talmadge Keaton, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Keaton,
parents of Buster, and Master Joseph Talmadge Keaton, who is fast following in his

the period.

by

rected

Jack

Dad's footsteps.

Mary

who had an

unusually fine

role in the recently completed

Metro Premier

Alden,

Feature, "The Eagle's Feather," in which she
enacted the feminine lead, has another big
role in the new Reginald Barker production
of "Pleasure Mad," a Metro picture to be
presented by Louis B. Mayer.
"Pleasure

Mad" was
Blanche

adapted by A. P. Younger from
novel, "The Valley of

Upright's

Content."

EXCELSIOR PICTURE
will be co-directed by
Frederick Bond, for many
Von
years with the D. W. Griffith forces
Frederick Hobletz will be assistant director.
The camera work will be handled by Joseph
Walker and H. William Menke Gleb De Vos

"Beyond the Veil"

Mozumdar and

;

art director. Krag Johnson is production
manager, assisted by Captain Parsons Teddy
Hanscom, editor, "Cap" Towers, chief prop-

is

;

work

Production has already started on the picture, which is being directed by William
Parke. This is the second Rawlinson vehicle
to be filmed under Parke's direction.

is

at

;

sojourn on Catalina
has returned to

Herbert Rawlinson
Universal City to start
Noblest Roman."

It

made

is

Buster Keaton and his company have been

thrall.

Island

announcement of the

cast selected and first
"Fashion Row," Mae Murray's
new Metro-Tiffany picture, is well under way
under the direction of Robert Z. Leonard.
"Fashion Row" is scheduled for release in
December.
Freeman Wood, Earle Fox, William Haines
and Mathilde Brundage have leading roles in
support of Miss Murray.

With

scenes

GOLDWYN

No

Hopkins.

"The Living Past"

cast of
time.

erty man, Callie Barros, script clerk, and E.
Christofferson, office auditor.

Headed by A. K. Mozumdar, noted Hindu
religious leader, the Excelsior Picture Company, will make a series of special productions at the Cosmosart Studios in Los Angeles.
Such is the announcement received
regarding the newest independent production
organization the activities of which already
have aroused considerable interest since it

was known

that

he

by

"Prince" Mozumdar, as
thousands of followers
in The Universal Messianic Message was
to produce a picture largely autobiographibeing adapted to the screen by cal, yet fundamentally entertaining.
is

called

1 1 is said to be the largest set ever created in
set, the next vehicle for Marion Davies.
adjacent to the Cosmopolitan studios at 127th. street and Second avenue, New Y ork City.

his

the

East.

It

stands on

the lot
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PARAMOUNT

tionally brilliant cast,

William de Mille is now enjoying his first
vacation in many months, having completed
the titling and editing of his latest Paramount
picture, "The Marriage Maker," which Clara
Beranger adapted to the screen from Edward
Knoblock's stage play, "The Faun." He will
return in two weeks to start work on his
next production, "Everyday Love," from
Julian Street's novel, "Rita Coventry."
E. Lloyd Sheldon and Julian Johnson have
begun work at the Paramount Long Island
studio on the adaptation of "The Humming
Bird," a play by Maude Fulton, which will be
Gloria Swanson's next picture. Allan Dwan,

Mr. Tourneur

running Glenn Hunter
a close race for the hard-working honors at
Paramount's Long Island studio. Hunter is
working in "West of the Water Tower,"
under Rollin Sturgeon's direction, and on the
stage at the same time, while Fawcett is
working in two pictures simultaneously. He
is finishing up his work in Sam Wood's production, "His Children's Children," and is also

Chew

Water Tower"

same

at the

in

"West of

the

time.

The

is

in

been

the

direction of

is

appearing as Charles

Cliff

in

PREFERRED

George Fawcett

been

includes, to date,

the piece
are Scott R. Beall and Jack Tourneur. son of
the director who makes his debut in the field
with this picturization.
Arthur L. Todd is
in charge of the photography.

will direct.

iginal

which

Sidney Chaplin, Owen Moore and Sylvia
Breamer. The remaining member of the cast
Production begins
will be chosen this week.
next week.
Maurice Tourneur's newest production,
"Jealous Fools" is now half finished and will
b eready for First National release in another
month.
In the cast are Jane Novak, Earle Williams, Bull Montana, Ben Alexander, Marion
Feducha and George Siegman.
Assisting

story of "Will Bill Hickok" is an orwritten by William S. Hart and has
adapted to the screen by J. G. Hawks.
Smith is directing and the photography
charge of Dwight Warren, who has
associated with Hart for nearly six

Work
B. P.

on "Maytime" has been started at
Schulberg's studio. Mr. Schulberg

has just announced completed cast which
will enact the Preferred version of Rida
Johnson Young's stage play, which has

been running on the stage for six years.
Ethel Shannon and Clara Bow will be the
leading women players, and Harrison Ford,
will be the hero. William Norris, who played
in the stage version, will have the comedy
part of Matthew, and other players will be
Wallace MacDonald, Netta Westcott, Josef
Swickard, Martha Mattox, Robert McKim,
Betty Francisco, Edna Tichenor and Mertha
Sterling.

FOX

years.

A

trio of popular feminine players will appear in support of William S. Hart in his
new Paramount picture, "Will Bill Hickok,"
according to an announcement just made by
the star and Jesses L. Lasky.

WARNER BROTHERS
Heading the large cast of players engaged
for the filming of the new Lubitsch production, "The Marriage Circle," are Florence Vidor, Marie Prevost, Warner Baxter, Creighton Hale,
Harry Myers and
Adolphe Menjou. The story has been
adapted to the screen by Paul Bern under
the personal supervision of Ernest Lubitsch.

Mav Brand is the author of "The Gun
Gentlemen," which will be produced by William Fox under the title of
"The Flyin'
Fool," in which Tom Mix is starred.
Betty
Jewel will play the feminine lead. The director

Tully Marshall, who during the last five
weeks has worked no less than six First National pictures, has been cast for a character
role in another production to be made by that
company. His latest role is in "Her Temporary Husband," a farce comedy, to be directed by John McDemott.
Marshall is to be a member of an excep-

Warner Brothers Hollywood

Hillyer.

E. Smith, president of the season of 1923-24.
exceptional cast has been selected for this
Leading players are Seena Owen,
story.
Martha Mansfield, Wilfred Lytell, Bradley
Barker,
Paul
Doucet,
William Walcott,
Francis Miller Grant and Fred Miller. This

An

SELZNICK
The Gerson Pictures Corporation of San
Francisco began the filming of a new series
of six five-reel melodramas, directed by Tom
Gibson, and featuring Ora Carew, supported
by Jay Morley, and a capable cast of players,
on August 13.
The whole series of pictures will be released to the State Right Market by Gerson's
own organization, and not handled through a
national release as were their former pictures.

They made

last

year twelve "Plum Center

Comedies" featuring Dan Mason, F. B. O. release, and the early part of this year "The
Cricket on the Hearth," a feature picture
with

an

star

all

All studio
studio,

to be given to the
in September.
will be done in Gerson's

cast,

world by Selznick

work

own

1927 Page Street, San Franwith locations in and near the city,
program^ to follow Will Nigh's "Marriage
will be in the trade papers shortly,
cisco,

one of the best known mystery stories
ever written and millions of motion picture fans will welcome its translation to
the screen.
is

BURR
C. C. Burr brought back visions of the
palmy days at Fort Lee, New Jersey, once the

busiest film-making center in the East,

when

he recently took his Charles "Chic" Sale
production unit over to New Jersey town
"Hoodman Blind," one of the few Fox
Film Corporations specials which was not* for several days' filming of exteriors, under
the direction of Gregory La Cava.
completed when the record making 72 pa°;e
insert in trade papers of the nation was
is

MAMMOTH

now

well under way at the Fox
Studios in Hollywood, according
to a statement from the New York headquarters of the organization.
prined,

West Coast

At Fox Coast Studio Bryan Foy, son of
renowned Eddie and oldest of the "famous
seven,"

FIRST NATIONAL

Lambert

is

through Vitagraph. It will be the second of
the specials he will contribute toward the
twenty-six super features announced by Albert

has

director's

now

reached

the

dignity

ot

a

With the return last week of A. L. Jaffe
one of the directing heads of the Mammoth
Pictures Corporation tr the coast, plans were
laid for the next picture which the Fisher
Productions will make for distribution under
the

Mammoth

megaphone.

WEBER-NORTH

VITAGRAPH
Rapid progress

being made at the YonkWhitman Bennett Productions
by Chas. Giblyn, director, in filming "The
Leavenworth Case," the famous detective
story by Anna Katharine Green.
Producer
Bennett will release "The Leavenworth Case"
ers studios of

is

banner.

L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North are
hard at work on "It's a Boy," the next on
the program to follow Will Nigh's "Marriage Morals" and B. P. Fineman's "Don't

Marry

for

Money."

"It's

a

Boy"

is

by

William Anthony McGuire, author of "Six
Cylinder Love."

studios as they appear at night. From one of the humb'est beginnings of all producers this organization
show spots of Los Angeles. It is now listed as a stop for all "rubber-neck" busses.

now

resides in

one of the

September

8,

1923
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PREFERRED

DISTRIBUTION

"Mothers-in-Law" had its world premiere last week at the New Grand Central Theatre in St. Louis.
After the opening Mr. Skouras wired to
Al Lichtman, president of Preferred, as follows

:

"

'Mothers-in-Law' is a great audience picIt gives thorough satisfaction to our
patrons, and business increased daily throughture.

PATHE

out the run."

FIRST NATIONAL

"The Broken Wing" has

The same

(date,

September

2,

will

witness

the opening of a pre-release week's engagement of "Why Worry" at the big and beautiful Eastman Theatre in Rochester.
In Buffalo on that date Shea's Hippodrome will
pre-release
begin a
indefinite run of the Lloyd
production
which follows the thrills of

"Safety

Last"

with

"Why

Worry's"

pure

The

"The Dangerous Maid" is
a notable one and consists of Conway Tearle,
Tully
Marshall,
Morgan Wallace, Lou
Morrison, Marjorie Daw, Philip Dunham,
cast

Charles

of

Otto

Gerrard,

Matiesen,

Wilson

Hummel, Kenneth Gibson, Ray Hallor,
Thomas Ricketts, Ann May, Kate Price and
Jack Dillon,

in

support of Constance Tal-

farce complications.

madge.

Pathe's advices from Chicago show that
twelve big weeks at Orchestral Hall fail
to give that city nearly enough of Harold
Lloyd's "Safety Last." The twelfth week
ended on Saturday, August 25, but the lessee
of Orchestral Hall had already arranged for
a further extension of this record-breaking
run to the end of the theatre's season, Sep-

Director Heerman was assisted by Edward Brophy, while cameraman Glen Mac-

tember

James

30.

The Asher Circuit of Chicago has entered into the spirit of Pathe's new product
2-reel comedy campaign with its constructive showman angle by closing an unusually comprehensive booking contract including whole series of these subjects featuring four different stars.

ALLIED P. and

D.

Williams broke all Hollywood filming records on "The Dangerous Maid," shooting
more than 7,500 feet on many successive days.
"The Dangerous Maid" is a romantic
comedy-drama of the turbulent days when the

Duke

rebelled

against

King

Constance has her first really
serious role in the production and makes a
charming figure in a cavalier's costume.
II.

Prominent among the big productions being lined up for early fall release is John
M. Stahl's new picture, "The Wanters," a
scintillating comedy-drama of New York society life, recently completed and now ready
for Louis B. Mayer presentation through Associated First National.

view

of

the

Stahl's last offering,
its
successor,
"The

record

Wanters," is eagerly
awaited by both the trade and the public,
and according to all reports it is going to
more than equal the high standard set for it.

Having completed final location and interior
Thompson Buchanan is now busy cutting, editing and titling his Associated Authors' productions 'Cap'n
Dan," adapted
from Peter B. Kyne's story "The Harbor
Bar,"
and slated for autumn release
through Allied Producers and Distributors

"The Eleventh Hour," the Fox Film Corporation version of Lincoln J. Carter's famous melodrama, will be released September
2, according to advices this week from the

shots

Corporation.

Following the completion of the cast and
a few interior scenes made at the Ince studios, Culver city, Elmer Harris's "No More
Women !" company, at work on the third
Associated Authors' production for autumn
release through Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation, is now at Lake Arrowhead, a beautiful site in the Southern Sierras.

The company

remain at Lake Arrowhead for exteriors for two or three weeks
and then return to the studios, where a
score of sets now are in preparation.
will

HODKINSON
Following closely on the heels of "The
Scarecrow," the latest Film Guild production, is the Regents Pictures Corporation's
"The Drivin' Fool," featuring Wally Van.
Both pictures are being distributed by the

W

W. Hodkinson

Corporation.

FOX

New

York

of
the
organization.
Shirley Mason are costarred in this spectacular, honest-to-goodness thriller, and the cast boasts such names
as June Elvidge and Alan Hale.
Bernard
J. Durning directed the special.

Charles

A
star

special production, a William
series feature, an Imperial

Farnum
Comedy,

and an

Educational Entertainment conclude the list of releases by Fox Film Corporation fo rthe first seven days of September,
week.

according

MAMMOTH

to

statement

a

For the past year, Hepworth has been
working quietly and steadily, saying little
production plans, so its
its eight productions to be released this season is one of in-

or nothing about

announcement

this

that

the

Eight special productions will be the Hep-

The

to

New

to

exhibitors

for

1923-1924.

"The Pipes of Pan," from an
In the
original story by George Dowhurst.
cast of this picture are Alma Taylor, G. H.
Mulcaster, Eileen Dennes, John MacAndrews,
Buena Bent, Hugh Clifton, Lawrence Hanfirst

is,

ray and Leslie Attwood, and it has been
personally produced by Cecil M. Hepworth.

ARROW
Arthur

C. Bromberg, President of the
Pictures Company, operating at
present in eight southeastern states, with the
home office in Atlanta, Ga., and branches in
Charlotte and New Orleans, last week closed
a deal with the Arrow Film Corporation,
whereby he secured for his organization
fifty-two two-reel comedies, three serials,
twenty-six feature pictures including the new
series of Edmund Cobbs and Arrow's Big
Eight, for distribution in Texas, Oklahoma

Progress

and Arkansas.

AY WON FILM CORP.
Nathan Hirsh, president of the Aywon
Film Corporation announces the sale of the
new series of six George Larkin features to
Mr. Rifkin of the Eastern Feature Film

Company

of Boston, Mass., for the territory
England.

New

of

feature, Leah
"The Destroying Angel," was the
at Manager L. S. Fohlman's Capi-

The Associated Exhibitors
Baird

in

attraction

Theatre, Dallas, Tex., last week, and
scored a triumph, according to advices received at Associated's home office.
tol

SELZNICK

first

release of his concern will be "Enemies of
Children." This picture which is based upon
George Gibbs' novel "Youth Triumphant"
was finished last week at the coast studios
of the Fisher Productions, Inc., and prints

and negative were rushed

week of

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

PICTURES

effect

its

terest.

Victor B. Fisher, General Manager of the
Pictures Corporation has issued an
the

new

HEPWORTH

Mammoth

to

of the

this

Negotiations with Gene Marcus of the
Twentieth Century Exchange organization of
Philadelphia were brought to a successful
conclusion last week.
Mr. Marcus' concern signed up the entire output of Mammoth producing companies.

announcement
Patsy Ruth Miller, the rapidly rising leading woman o fthe screen, plays opposite
Van and the remainder of the cast includes
among other notable ptayers, Alec B.
Francis, Ramsey Wallace, Wilfred North
and Wilton Taylor.

offices

Jones and

first

group of Fifteen Preferred Pictures, had its world premiere in St. Louis
on August 19, playing simultaneously at
three leading houses, the West End, Lyric
and Capitol.

by

established

just been booked
York, early in Oc-

"The Broken Wing," the

"The Dangerous Age,"

county, Kentucky, about the year
1870 has been reconstructed for Jack Pickford's forthcoming photoplay "Valley of the
Wolf," being produced for fall release
through Allied Producers and Distributors
Corporation.

New

season's

worth offering

In

Wolfe

Monmouth

of

to play the Rialto,
tober.

York.

New

York's younger

Ziegfeld "Follies"

is

set as well as the
well represented in the

"Wife in Name Only," which
soon to be released by the Selznick Distributing Corporation.
picture titled
is
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"The Gold
Diggers

see Hope Hampton registering the tender message of "gimme."
Does she
get it?
She does.

Below you

Tohnny Herron

Louise

A

is

getting his
meet the

along the path of romance.

Fazenda

carries

to

the

role

chorus lady who
holding something."
said that it is the best work
of her entire career.
typical

ol

the

is

"always

It

is

first

in

stacles

David Belasco Production Just Listed For Release Among the Warner Brothers
Excellent Example of Clever Screen Adaptation from the Stage.

An

how

lesson

Classics.

ob-

—

!
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
4

Tea with

that he resembles

a Kick'

Associated Exhibitors Photoplay in Six Parts
Author, Victor Hugo Halperin. Director,
Eric C. Kenton.
Cameramen, William
Marshall and Phil Rand. Running Time,
Seventy-Five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bonnie Day
Art Binger
Ralph Lewis

Aunt

Doris May
Creighton Hale

Jim Day

Rosmary Theby
Stuart Holmes

Pearl

Napoleon Dobbings

.

Irene
Hesperis McGowan
Mrs. Juniper
Birdie Puddleford
Kitty Wiggle
Editor Juniper
Mrs. Bump

Irene D'Annelle
Gale Henry
Dot Farley

Louis Fazenda
Dale Fuller

Edward Jobson
Spike Rankin
Harry Lorraine
Sidney D'Albrook

Reverened Harry White
Pietro

Tiny Ward

King Kick

Montgomery

Convict Dooley

Earl

Hazel

Hasel Keeren
Julanne Johnston
William DeVaull

Owen Van

Peebles

Napoleon

Sam

named after him.
distinctly new sensation

It must be a
for
Mr. Holmes to have an audience laughing
with and at him instead of hissing him for

rank
scoundrelism. Louise
Fazenda,
that
popular comedienne, fills the role of the lovesick Birdie Puddleford, a real "darb" of a
character sketch that goes across with a bang.
Doris May is a pretty, lovable heroine and
Creighton Hale plays her good-looking sweetheart in capable fashion.
Every member of
the huge star cast contributes his or her bit
to the picture's success
and deserves full
credit for sincere, clean-cut work.
It's a safe bet that "Tea With a Kick" will
prove a good money-maker for any exhibitor
booking it.
Skillful direction, handsome
photography there are any amount of luxurious interiors and pretty outdoor shots
and fun galore, it wins the entertainment
stakes in a gallop.
G. T. P.

—

Hank Mann

Spindle

Sa Su Pitts
Chester Conklin
Snitz
Edwards
Puddleford
Oscar
William Dyer
Business Man
Harry
Todd
Chris Kringle
Billy Franey
Convict Hooney
Victor
Potel
Bellboy 13
Bonnie Day attempts to raise money to free her
father, wrongfully imprisoned, by starting a lesson
course for her schoolmates at a young lady's seminary but is expelled. Heh aunt orders her to wed Napoleon Dobbings, a wealthy catch. Her sweetheart, Art
Binger, breaks up the supposed marriage by capturing
the minister, who is a disguised crook. Bonnie opens
Napoleon Dubbings starts the members
a tea room.
Purity League after her by stating
of the local
He dopes
"tea with a kick."
serving
that she is
the tea with liquor and the investigating reformers
PudBirdie
persuades
also
He
become intoxicated.
Brainy Jones

'Mothers-in-law'

Jiggs

dleford to stage a fashion show as a rival attraction.
Bonnie announces that she will be ready to serve
big crowd results, but the
"tea with a kick."
only "kick" in the proceedings is that furnished by
Art Binger's efforts and Bonnie s
Bonnie's dancers.
earnings free her father. Napoleon plots to have the
boat they are married on blown up, but his henchman, Pietro, forgets to place the bomb and the
lovers are finally united.

A

going to give 'em something new in
Producer Vicsaid
line,"
laugh
tor Hugo Halperin, when in his author caHe
pacity he doped out "Tea with a Kick."
kept his promise. This picture would make
a guy with toothache forget the dentist for
the time being and force a grin out of the
most hardened cynic that ever scowled.
And it's unique in more ways than one.
There's twenty-seven, count 'em, twenty-seven real stars disporting themselves in the
we won't ask
film and two thousand extras

I'M

the

—

you

to count the

latter,

but they're there

—

There's a fashion show Golden Gown Revue—to quote the subtitle, displaying Paris
modes galore, the sort of thing that will
score a tremendous hit with the women folks.
All of which will serve the. exhibitor nicely
when it comes to exploitation, not forgetting the facts that raps at the reform tribe
are always welcome in films, and prohibition
enforcement is an ever timely topic.
Mr. Halperin put a melodramatic background into the plot, but wisely refrained
from allowing the serious mood to predominate for more than a split second. There's
a thrill here and there, but at the crucial
moment it always turns into hilarity, leaving
no room for argument as to probability

The result is that nobody cares a cent
whether the story is convincing or not, the
main thing is that the characters stir up more
fun than a basketful of snakes and accomplish the difficult feat of successfully pi tting

over a comedy of considerable footage.
Who ever thought of seeing Stuart Holmes
the heavy villain par excellence of so many
sensational features, play a comedy put and
get away with it in great style? Yet, Mr.
Stuart does exactly that little thing. He's the
villain of the piece alright, but a comic one
a wealthy, conceited ass who imagines

—

Napoleon the Great be-

cause he has been

A Gasnier

Production, released by Preferred Pictures Corporation.
Story by
Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnston. Adapted by Olga Printzlau. Length.
6,725 feet.

The

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Girl

Clifford

Gaston Glass
j ose f Swickard

Edith Yorke
Her Chum
Vola Vale
The Other Man
Craufurd Kent
Wherein a mother-in-law saves her boy and her
boy's wife from the greatest sorrow of all. He was
raised in country simplicity, she as a pampered,
only heiress. Encouraged, he follows her to the city,
they marry, and a child is born.
Her code is
broad, very broad, and her frivolous ideas run along
without any great interruption on account of friend
husband's financial activities, until
.the boy's
father dies and the "mother-in-law" comes to live
with them
The girl continues to toy, without indiscretion, but secretly.
A slight slip and "happenstance" catches her red-handed.
The mother-in-law
takes the baby in pawn for her redemption and goes
hack to. the farm with the explanation to her boy
that the baby's health demanded the change.
Circumstantial evidence later places the husband in a
similiar light of infidelity and the situation is used
to best advantage by "the other man."
The Wife
acquiesces in his suggestion of stealing the baby and
sailing for Paris, but they forget the mother-in-law.
For friend husband's mother, discovering the p'ot,
gives chase in a Ford and, with a horse whip,
finally settles, once and for all, the girl's misunderstanding.
The mother is willing to lie to her boy
to save his peace of mind, but the girl eventually
b'urts out the whole truth and the theme is woven to
a consistent finish and the "mother-in-law" becomes
.

.

!

just

"mother"

to both.

NO

matter the weather, the opposition,
of the general status of your locality,
your program needs this picture.
You may safely herald its coming as a
headline attraction, for it has practically all
the elements of human appeal and, to top
it off, it has been done in a big way.
Your first impression of this film will be
that Gasnier has done much to kill the
"mother-in-law" joke. It is an admirable
treatise of a rather dangerous theme, made
radiant with the simple motif: a mother-inlaw is just a mother with another child to
love.

With its dominant note of mother love, a
heavily drawn baby touch, and the atmosphere of Miss Clifford 's elaborate gowns, it
will naturally appeal mostly to the grownup women of your audience.
The manifold exploitation possibilities of
the title alone, however, will bring the men,
the flappers and the younger Romeos, and
thoroughly satisfy their most exacting Missouri

demands of "show me".

For the

moral is sugar-coated delightfully and, like
the healing of the sick, "great will be the
rejoicing thereof".
Bill it heavily.
Pay no attention to what

some belligerent
technical errors.

have misplaced

a

may point out as
True, the electrician may
lamp here and there and

critics

.

.

cer-

porgivwill

draw big and go over big.
The film is deservedly another proverbial
feather in the cap of Preferred Pictures.
There are several good exploitation stunts.
Probably the best with the least effort is
the promotion of a "Mothers-in-law" day
in your locality.
You can start this as soon
as you make up your mind to use the picture and, once started, it is bound to excite
all kinds of interest.
Fully described in
the press book.
Window display tie-ups on elaborate
gowns, baby clothes, and abbreviated bathing suits, will all help.
The 24-sheet has
been cleverly designed for cut-outs in making up a simple, but extremely striking

lobby display.
In summarizing the picture proper,
can safely advertise the facts that the
has been very carefully selected and
character portrayals in every instance

you
cast

the
are

truly superlative; the settings are rich and
highly elaborate, constantly bordering on
the spectacular; the photography is consistently superb; the story sincerely human
and modern; the direction of finished excellence.

Ruth

.

Friend Husband
His Father
Her Mother-in-law

the continuity writer perhaps hurried
tain sequences or a change of character
trayal occasionally, but.
Gasnier has
en you a real finished proauct that

Laurels, for the players will probably go
divided between Edith Yorke as the Mother
and Ruth Clifford as the Girl. Swickard 's
rendition of the irate father is also of exceptional flavor, while Glass, Kent and Yola
V?'» al1 r«n<inr pleasing portrayals.
E. E.

Biinky'
Universal Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Gene Marker. Scenario and Direction by
Edtvard Scdgzvick. Cameraman,
Virgil
Miller.
Running Time, Sixty Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Goeffrey Islip (Blingk)
Mary Lou Kileen
Mrs. Islip
Col. "Raw Meat" Islip
Priscilla Islip

Van Dusen
Major Kileen
Husk Barton
Lieutenant Rawkins
The Adjutant
Bertrand

Hoot Gibson
Ester Ralston
Mathilda Brudnage
DeWitt Jennings
Elinor Field
Donald Hatswell
Charles K. Frensh

John Judd
William Lawrence

W.

T. McCulley

Colonel Is'ip, retired, had been a fighting man
of such virulence in his army days that he earned
His son, known
the sohriquet of "Raw Meat."
generally as "Biinky," was on the contrary a quiet
youth whose mother, brimful of society aspirations,
wanted her son to be an' officer because it seemed
fashionable.
assigned as

So through father's interest Biinky was
second lieutenant in the fighting 143rd

on

There Blinkey's
Mexican border.
His nearest experience to military

Cavalry
trouble's

the
began.

So
came from training with the Boy Scouts.
it
was a hard matter learning to ride and shoot.
But he managed to blunder through until a fateful
night when bootleggers held him up and took his gun
away. Biinky was in disgrace, but when the Major's
daughter was abducted he rose to the occasion, for
With his Boy Scout experience
he loved the girl.
life

he

finally

found her and covered himself with glory
army patrol fell down on the job.

while the regular

ANOTHER

amusing Hoot Gibson

vehicle,

well photographed and cleverly handled
by director and players. The moulding of a
timid youth into heroic form is the theme
upon which the plot of "Biinky" pivots and
some capital comedy is the result, with an
occasional deft touch of sentiment to flavor
the whole.
The scenes of army life on the border are
set forth with painstaking accuracy, the military atmosphere is wonderfully effective when
utilized as background for the awful blunders
the well-meaning but unsophisticated hero
makes when he butts against the iron hand
of martical discipline.
Biinky learning to ride and shoot straight
is responsible for a legion of hearty laughs,
for Hoot Gibson is never more at home than
when playing all sorts of monkey tricks in

—

!
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connection with a rampant steed. But there
more to the story than mere humor, for the
love romance is sympathetic and ends in de-

Yet it doesn't appear logical that the deceased should have come out into the open

lightful fashion.

cause his horses were being stampeded. Wise
men didn't run such foolhardy risks in roughand-ready Arizona during the early eighties,
where the action is supposed to take place.
Richard Dix, as Jean, is a handsome, likeable hero and plays the role with plenty of
dash and ginger. Lois Wilson gives an appealing performance as Ellen Jorth, Noah
Beery looks and acts the heavy villain to perfection, Robert Edeson is convincing as old
Isbel and the support is adequate.
The camera offers many fine views of
ranch and forest, the mountain scenery is
ruggedly impressive and the long shots cleverly handled.
The film affords fair entertainment and can be successfully exploited as a
"Westerner" with lots of fast action and colorful atmosphere.
G. T. P.

is

Judged from the purely artistic standpoint
the film ranks Al. The cavalry stuff is immense, there are some remarkably impressive
exteriors, including fine long shots and colorful backgrounds.
Hoot Gibson offers a refreshingly natural and convincing character
sketch in the role of Blinky, and It can confidently be predicted that the star's admirers
will be well pleased with their favorite's latest contributon to the screen.
DeWitt Jennings shines brilliantly in the
part of the belligerent old Colonel "Raw
Meat" Islip, Esther Ralston is a pretty and
lovable heroine and Charles K. French makes
a pronounced hit as her father, Major Kileen.
The support is adequate and the soldier types
true to life.
In exploiting "Blinky," attention should be
called to the fact that it differs widely from
the ordinary "Westerner" and is the sort of
picture likely to appeal to all classes of
patrons.
The star's name ought to be widely
featured.
G. T. P.

To

,

Jorth
. .

.

Gaston Isbel
lue
f
Lee Forth
-

•

•

•

Daggs

oimm Bruce
- •

Richard Dix
Lo is Wilson
Noah Beery
Robert Edeson

Frank Campeau
Fred Huntley
Edward Brady
Jean Palette

Guy

Oliver

s- Guy
Winifred Greenwood
Gaston Isbel, Arizona ranchman, accuses his enemy
Lee Jorth of stealing his cattle. Jorth is supposed
to be a sheepraiser, but has collected a bad gang
around him in the camp where he lives with his
daughter Ellen.
Gaston's son, Jean, on his way
home from Oregon, meets Ellen and falls in love
with her.
Her admiration is changed to horror
when she learns that he is one of the Isbel family,
the members of which are at feud with her father.
Later, more of Gaston Isbel's cattle are stolen,
among them Jean's favorite horse, which is presented
to Ellen by her father.
Jean visits Ellen and recog-

nizes

his horse.
Ellen then realizes that her father
a thief, returns to the camp and denounces his
Jorth and his men start to raid the Isbel
homestead.
Guy Isbel is killed. Gaston proceeds
with his men to Jorth's place, is tricked into ambush
and slain.
Blue, a comrade of Gaston's, takes
command, shoots and kills Jorth, and a pursuit of
the Jorth gang follows.
A dynamite charge is exploded in the mountains and Jean alone escapes alive.
Wounded, he makes his way to a cabin and hides
in the loft above.
Thither comes Ellen, decoyed by
Colter, her father's villianous foreman.
Jean's presence is discovered and Colter about to finish him off.
when Ellen shoots him. Colter's pal arrives, Jean
falls upon him from above and stabs him fatally.
Ellen and Jean pledge mutual vows of love.
is

followers.

'"PHE

be-

Carmelita de Cordoba

Dorothy Cumming
Robert Schable

Horace Drake

Charles

Stevenson
Helen Dunbar
Richard Wayne

old-time feud between ranchmen and

sheepraisers, intensified in this case by a
private quarrel of ancient standing, forms
the plot basis of this film.
Admirers of "straight" Western stuff will
doubtless find much to please them in the picture, which abounds in spirited riding stunts,
flying bullets and perforated human targets,
culminating with the wounded hero falling
through a cabin ceiling on top of the final
survivor of the opposing gang and carving
him to a fare-you-well.
But there will be many patrons inclined to
ask. in the words of George M. Cohan
"Wat's all the shootin' for?" and pronounce
it rather crude melodrama.
Although the episode where the presence of
Ellen's wounded lover in the cabin overhead
is betrayed by his blood dripping on to the
ladder rungs, naturally recalls a similar incident in "The Girl of the Golden West," the
situation is well staged and a'quiver with suspense.
Old stuff, but well done
There is well sustained pathos in the scene
where Guy Isbel's wife ventures out during
the siege of their home to bury her husband's
body, lying where he fell in the field.

Gruy Oliver

Edward Kimball

Carmelita de Cordoba,
daughter of a wealthy
South American, is in Paris buying her trousseau
wedding to her father's elderly business
Her beauty attracts the attention of Claude
Mace, posing as the Indian Prince Rao-Singh, a
swindler who has amassed a fortune and brands al'
Dudley Drake,
his treasures with a spurious crest.
a young American, also falls in love with her and she
weds him.
Her father disowns her. The couple
go to New York and settle down in a small apartment, while Dudley works hard to put over a big
business deal by which he hopes to become rich.
Carmelita nays a visit to the country home of Lucy
Hodge. There she again encounters Rao-Singh. She
Begambles and is "staked" by the fake prince.
coming heavily involved financially she accepts a
dollars.
thousand
Dudley's
him
for
ten
check from
business venture nroves successful and he deposits
She has promised to
$25,000 to his wife's credit.
dine alone with Rao-Singh in his apartments, but
him
her check for the
instead goes there and tenders
Denouncing her as a cheat, he hrands her with
debt.
She shoots and
a red hot iron on the shoulde-.
wounds him. Dudlev ta''es the b'ame for the shooting, is tried and pronounced t^uiltv. but Carmelita
arises in court, exhibits her shoulder and acknowfor her
partner.

Dudley is freed,
that she did the shooting.
Rao-Singh mobbed and husband and wife reunited.

ledges

_

THERE

is

every reason for believing that

"The Cheat" will prove a winning investment for the exhibitor, due to the drawing
power of its widely advertised star and its
spectacular magnificance.
The interiors are the last word in prodigal
luxury, the lawn fete is a truly gorgeous affair. Director George Fitzmaurice handles the
crowds with magical skill and achieves wonders in the way of- exquisite lighting effects.
All of which offers fruitful exploitation material

and ought

to

bring

Photoplay

In Six Parts.
Adapted
Rita Wciman's Story, "Upstage."
Scenario By Thomas J. Hopkins.
Direc-

From
tor,

Harold Shaw.
Cameraman, John
Running
Time,
Seventy-Five

Arnold.
Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Viola

good box

office

results.

Several years ago Paramount filmed "The
Cheat," Cecil B. DeMille directing and Fanny
Ward and Sessue Hayakawa appearing in the
principal roles.
It wasn't such an elaborate
production as the new version, upon which
money has been so freely lavished, but candor compels the admission that in point of
dramatic strength the old picture greatly
surpassed its successor.
Evidently the revamped Carmelita was designed to show Miss Negri in a mildly pleasing light, as opposed to such roles as Bella
Donna and other ladies of doubtful chastity
whom she has previously impersonated. Yet
there is no denying her beauty and talent, she
plays the part with grace and vivacity,' wears
a variety of bewilderingly beautiful gowns
and, all in all, gives a performance which
should satisfy her most ardent admirers.
There is a lot of hokum in the film, but its
fast action and colorful atmosphere will ap-

Marette

Arline Pretty
Francis Powers
Georgie Woodthorpe
Burwell Hamrick

Mr. MacPherson
Mrs. MacPherson

Dugan

Billy

Dana

Tom Moore

Nola Luxford
Sidney de Gray

James Patterson II

Lucy Hodge
Tack Hodge

Judge

Metro

Mamie Dugan

Pola Negri
Jack Holt
Charles de Roche

Dudley Drake
Prince Rao- Singh

'Rouged Lips'

Norah MacPherson
James Patterson III

Paramount Photoplay In Seven Parts. Author, Hector Turnbull.
Director, George
Fitcmaurice. Scenario By Oniia Berg ere.
Carmeraman, Arthur Miller.
Running

Defense Attorney
District Attorney

Leonard Clapham
11

f}
Mr

merely

'The Cheat'

Duenna

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Colter

fire,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Minutes.

£
Ellen

under the assailant's

Time, Eighty Minutes.

The Last Man'

Paramount Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
Zone Grey. Scenario by Doris Schroeder.
Director,
Victor
Fleming. Cameraman,
James Hoive. Running Time, Sixty-Five

e an

right

peal favorable to the great majority of patrons.
Charles De Roche's performance as the fake
Hindu prince lacks that air of subtle craft
one would expect in a crook who successfully fools society both here and abroad, nor, as
might logically be looked for, are his swindling tactics exposed at the finish.
Jack Holt
fills the husband role satisfactorily and the
support is well balanced.
G. T. P.

Norah MacPherson, orphan daughter of a Scotch
father and Irish mother, inherits a diamond ring and
plucky disposition from her parents.
Employed in
a dentist's office she meets Jimmy Pattersonlll, son
of a wealthy merchant, who persuades her that she
ought to be on the stage.
Norah gets a job in

musical comedy and

with Mamie, another chorus

lives

and the latter's crippled brother, Billy. Jimmy is
in love with Norah, who refuses his gifts and urges
him to settle down to work and quit being merely
a gilded youth.
Jimmy tells his father he
girl,

When

girl, the old man
arranges for his father to
night
Norah
presentation
dresses up gorgeously and buys imitation pearls to
Mariette, one of the chorus girls,
adorn herself.
taunts Jimmy about a rival whom she says has
given Norah the pearls.
Jimmy believes, when he
sees Norah in her finery and drives away with
Norah humiliated, talks bravely about her
Marietta.
iwn motor car, pawns her ring, buys a little auto
Reaching
ind drives haughtily from the theatre.
home she finds Jimmy's car before the door, while
Jimmy is upstairs hearing the truth about Norah
The lovers are reconciled
from "Mamie and Billy.
and drive off in Jimmy's big machine, towing the little
car behind, to obtain the blessing of Patterson II.

wants a job and loves a chorus

laughs

at

him.

meet Norah.

On

Jimmy
the

THERE

are no slow moments in "Rouged
Lips," which presents Viola Dana in a
role peculiarly well suited to that dainty little
star's abilities and offers a pleasing romance
not devoid of pathos and studded with crisp,
bright comedy hits.
With a democratic theme that smacks of
intimacy you are introduced to the highMiss Dana's
lights of back stage theatricals.
personality is the motif and her vivacious
mannerisms the tempo of this novelty twist.
It is a feature you may safely put down
as one which will maintain the suspense and
demands of any audience. Its novelty pep
is delightful.
The public usually responds favorably to a
peep behind the scenes and there is every
reason for believing that this plot, dealing as
it does with the life of a chorus girl who has
a hard struggle for existence, instead of rolling in luxury at the expense of millionaire
admirers, according to the popular view ot
her profession, will score heavily on the box
office target.

The human interest element is served up in
generous quantities and gets its grip on the
onlooker right from the start.
One finds it
quite easy to believe that cute little Norah's
powers of fascination are strong enough to
induce her somewhat shiftless lover to quit
loafing in the traditional rich man's son's
style

and tackle a

may sound

job.

—

tough proposition but
wait until you have seen Viola Dana as Norah and you will understand the angle.
That
versatile star never looked prettier or played
a role with more convincing vim and allurment.
Nor could a better selection have been made
than Tom Moore for the part of the wealthy
swain.
His ingratiating smile and happy-golucky manner are skin-tight, tailor-made fit
for the character of James Patterson III.
who comes out O. K. as a regular fellow in
the long run.
There are many other clever bits of acting.
It

like a

September
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who makes all the trouble, convincingly,
Nola Luxford is an excellent Mamie Dugan,

lady

Burwell Hamrick scores as her crippled
brother and the support as a whole is effective.

One of the best situations is Norah's entry
into stageland, the first night of the musical
comedy show being

forth with fine artis-

set

and praiseworthy detail. It's quite
pathetic when Norah draws upon her scanty
funds to dress up in the fashion she conceives

Associated Exhibitors Photoplay in Six Parts
Based on Louis Joseph Vance's Novel of
Same Title. Scenario by Leah Baird.
Director, W.
Van Dyke. Running
S.
Time, Seventy-Five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

finish

tic

make her irresistible in her prospective
father-in-law's eyes and is queered by the unlucky sham pearl purchase which her rival
but merriment folturns to ill advantage
lows with the coming of the odd little auto
she buys and her adventures in the traffic
will

;

jam.
In. exploiting this feature dwell upon the
fact that it portrays the real story of a chorus

and

feature

Tom

Moore.

life

girl's

Dana and

'Does

It

the names of Viola
G. T. P.

Pav?'
ml

Fox

photoplay directed by Charles Horan.
Story by Beatrice Dovskie. Footage 6652.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Hope Hampton

Doris Clark

John Weston
Martha Weston

Robert T. Haines
Florence Short
Walter Petri

Jack Weston
Alice

Peggy Shaw

Weston

Senator Delafield

Charles Wellesley

Mary Thurraan

Marion

Claude Brooke

Attorney Alden
Harold Reed

Pierre Gendron
Roland Bottomley
Marie Shotwell
Bunny Grauer

Francois Chavelle
Mrs. Clark

The Boy

Doris Clark, companion in the Weston household,
discharged by Mrs. Weston, who imagines that
her son Jack is becoming infatuated with the girl.
Doris is a "gold-digger" and has captivated John
Weston. Although he and his wife have got along
for twenty-five years and he is passionately devoted
is

John Weston leaves his wife,
In his new
obtains a divorce and marries Doris.
luxurious home, John imagines that he has regained
He is in a continual whirl, surrounded
his youth.
by Doris's fast friends. Doris and her mother manage
When he discovers
to keep Weston signing checks.
Francois Chavelle, music teacher and lover of Doris
in her boudoir, she admits that she never loved
Weston. She goes to Paris with Chavelle and WesAs a last resort
ton loses his mind from the blow.
to restore his memory, he is brought to his old home.
He does not know his wife or son but recognizes his
daughter. Mrs. Weston declares that she will nurse
him back to health, and he is expected to recover.
to his daughter Alice,

THIS

is

another presentation of

the

old

story and modern problem: Does it pay
for a middle-aged man to divorce the mother
of his children and marry a young woman
merely because he is tired of the monotony
Obviously the
of life? Will he be happy?
answer is "no." The man will be deceived,
his wife grief-stricken and his children dis-

graced and unhappy.
All these results are expected and that is
why they cannot stand prolonged treatment.

The theme

is

so

familiar

that

the

picture

seems too long. When an audience knows
what is going to happen and it happens lei-

The
surely, the audience is apt to squirm.
picture could well stand cutting, perhaps particularly in the beginning.
The acting as a whole is satisfactory, although there are moments when it seems
overdone. The melodramatic theme is probably responsible for this. Hope Hampton
makes a successful "gold-digger." Mr. and
Mrs. Weston, played by Robert T. Haines
and Florence Short, are an average, middle-

aged couple. Mary Thurman as Marion and
and Walter Petri as Jack are convincing
young lovers. Pierre Gendron, who has the
role of Harold Reed, Weston's young secretary, in love with Alice, furnishes the comedy relief.
There are some good interior shots of Weston's homes and some pretty "living statues"
posed by Miss Hampton.
The picture is frankly meant to "teach a
lesson."

Many

mons and

there

of the subtitles are little seris an insert of a good edi-

torial.

The film may best be exploited as a study
of the divorce question with beautiful Hope
Hampton in the leading role.
D. R.

Mary
Sara

Hugh

Leah Baird
Leah Baird
John Bowers

Miller

Law
Miller

Whittaker

Drummond
Max Weil
Hugh Whittaker

Noah Berry
Ford Sterling

Curtis

is in very bad health and doctors
decide that he has only a few months to live. During
storm in a small town near New York he meets
Mary, a girl, who deserted by her lover, contemplates
To protect her he persuades her to go
suicide.
through a secret marriage with him, take his name
and return home without scandal persuing her. She
Hugh sails abroad on a friend's yacht,
does so.
regains his health, makes money and returns after
six years.
He falls in love with Sara Law, stage
Hugh's former law partner is trying to
favorite.
marry Sara in order to gain the estate left by the
Sara, who recognizes
supposedly dead Whittaker.
Hugh as 'her husband, is the victim of kidnappers
strange adventures.
of
variety
through
a
and passes
Hugh follows the trail of the girl he adores and in the
are defeated
plotters
the
herself,
finale she reveals
and husband and wife united.

a

THIS
top

mingled

is a bright comedy drama running at
speed throughout its six reels of

thrills,

romance and

fun.

The

Facing the dilemma of two wives, with his
the little Mexican girl, Philip battles
a whip-poor-will call reminds him of
"Over There" and his memory returns. With the
rejuvenated airplane, he makes his getaway with the
girl during a clash
between the rebels and the
Mexican Federal army, and it is later disclosed that
"Mrs. Marvin" was merely a plant of the U. S.
secret service, the ransom paid merely a collection
of paste gems, and Santos own right-hand man a
"wife."
love all

The Destroying Angel

plot

of light construction, but admirably handled
by director and players and provides Leah
Baird with a dual role to which she does fully
is

justice.

Also Miss Baird has reason to congratuon the well balanced support rendered by other members of what is certainly
an all star cast in the full sense of that
late herself

for

blindly

until

Federal

officer.

A

PECULIARLY

different type of comedy-drama, over which your audience
.may or may not enthuse, but which you
can bank will not displease from any angle.
Prepare them for a new twist, a film dealing with bandits, blood and Mexican brawls,
all stirred thoroughly with "Tumble-Tom"
thrills and touched off with a burlesque
flavor.
is

The leader of the rebel army, for instance,
His very
a smile from start to finish.

presence spells possible death for all those
who cross his bidding, but he is the town
clown, a Barney Google of Mexico.

Walter Long did

his best

with this part,

but Walter is a finished heavy artist, not a
finished comedian.
The titles alone carry
over the situations whenever comedy is attempted.
The great redeeming feature of this film
is the character of Inez Villera ,as presented
in the story, and the remarkably clever
portrayal of this part by Miriam Cooper.
Here is a distinctively new type of heroine
a slip of a girl, who worships her lover
before she ever sees him, idolizes him in
reality with a love of dogged devotion and,
when confronted with the possibility of losing him, welcomes death as a privilege. You
may smile at the thought of it, but it is

—

beautiful.

much-abused phrase.
For the names of Ford

Sterling,

John

Bowers, Noah Beery and Mitchell Lewis, as
well as that of the leading woman, possess
considerable value from an advertising standpoint, a fact exhibitors will do well to remember when exploiting the features.
Another point well worth stressing is the
mystery angle dealing with the hero's disappearance and return, years later, in time to
confound his enemies and win the affections
of the girl to whom he has already given the
child of his name.
Author Louis Joseph Vance is noted for
his literary cunning in the line of weaving a
complicated net around his principal character and disentangling them with sudden and
unexpected swiftness at a crucial moment.
In "The Destroying Angel" the Vance mystery method is employed with huge success,
there is plenty of suspense, a surprise twist
which works out well and abundant comedy
seasoning. The result is a very pleasing picture, affording lively entertainment and pretty
sure to rank as a lucrative box office asset.
The photography throughout is of excellent
quality, exteriors and interiors are skillfully
filmed and good lighting prevails. G. T. P.

The heroine lives her life in prayer, conversation prayers with no artificiality. She
talks to God as she would to her best friend
and coaxes him, child-like, to solve her problems.
Kenneth Harlan, her hero, is methodical
and, as such, is perfectly cast. The remaining players all do justice to rather minor
roles.

Play up the atmosphere of this picture.
It is burlesque extravaganza, lightly sensational, really a good hot weather film.
Its
publicity possibilities are rather limited but
the press book possesses a few clever ideas
you can use handily with little effort.
The story is thoroughly entertaining and
the titles are exceptionally fine. Tom Forman plainly slipped rather frequently in direction, especially in the comedy sequences.
When a slip happens in a good picture it
glares.

Forman 's finished touch also makes
much in any picture coming from

one expect
his office.

A

completely demolished airplane, snapped
spick and span,
a Mexican desert
without explanation, is nothing short of
Mack Sennett plagiarism. In short, we like
Tom better in straight dramas.

back into practically a
brand new machine on

'The Broken Wing'
A Tom

Form.au Production released by
Preferred Pictures Corporation. Adapted
from the stage play of same name by
Paul Dickey and Charles W. Goddard.
Length. 6,216.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Philip Marvin
Inez Villera

Captain Innocencio Dos Santos
Celia

Sylvester
Bassilio

Cross

Luther Farley
Quichita

.

Kenneth Harlan
Miriam Cooper
Waiter Long
Miss Du Pont
Richard Tucker
Edwin J. Brady
Ferdinand Munier
Evelyn Selbie
.

.

Philip Marvin attempts a trans-continental aerial
record and encounters a terrific storm in the Southwest.
His mechanician is swept off the plane to
his death and Marvin crashes to earth with the
demolished ship.
Nursed back to health by the
child-like devotion of Inez Villera, a pretty little
Mexican, Marvin regains everything but his memory
and his liberty.
Santos, a Mexican bandit, keeps
his real name a secret and negotiates for a ransom.
Inez calls him "B. V. D.", because his underwear
carried those initials and, under that abbreviated
name he is eventually married to the girl. When
help finally comes for the arrangement of the ransom,
comes in the form of "Mrs. Marvin," Philip's
it

as a whole, "The Broken Wing"
a picture that will more than please the
majority of audiences.
It is replete with a series of thrills nicely
gathered together with a suspense motif.
Those of your patrons who have read the
story will doubly appreciate the conscientious
effort of the producer in carrying out the
original theme to the finest detail.
The highlight of the picture is the series
of titles revealing the girl's prayers. If you
can get a copy of these from your local
exchange they will alone give you ample
copy for a clever bit of publicity.
For those who care to go strong in exploitation there are
unlimited possibilities
with the use of either a stationary or flying
aeroplane.

Taken

is

Dropping your ad copy from the sky would
attract
considerable interest and
give you some healthy box office receipts.
certainly

If an old plane is available for your lobby,
one broken wing will tell the story to the

passers by.

E. E.
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Noah
'heavy'

Beery,

the

whose

superb

portrayals

have made his
name
drawing power.

a

m
Leah Baird doesn't look

this

so destructive in

photo but,
title

Ford Sterling

after

all,

says she's an

the

angel.

registers

Below you

see Miss
Baird on the night of
her runaway wedding.
It
is
her histrionic

As Max
Wiek he is having his
own troubles with his
star (Leah Baird) who
furious anger.

ability

refuses to go on in
her role in "The Lip

Stick

to

portray

di-

versified roles that has

kept her

Revue."

name

a screen

fixture.

Introducing
A

Thrilling

Dominates

The Destroying Angel

Comedy from

in the

the Novel by Louis Joseph Vance.
Leah Baird
Role of the Mystery Woman. It is a September Release on
the Associated Exhibitors Schedule.

September

8,

1923
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DIVISION
EDUCATIONAL
OF FOX ENLARGED

Short Subjects
'Yankee

Spirit,

Educational

two
HERE
made by

although pursued by Indians, manage to
get back to their own camp. Jack is
caught once more and in accordance with
Redmond's orders, is tied to a stake and

reels of excellent comedy
"reg'lar fellers." Ernest Butterworth as the first born of a large
family is the joke of the neighborhood when
he takes the baby out in the carriage.
To
preserve his dignity, Ernest fights. In the

a

meantime Baby is kidnapped. Ernest gets
the boy scouts out and they capture the
gang and Ernest's father too. When Dad

Cliff Bowes nd Virginia Vance are featured in a chronicle of the troubles of two
pairs of newlyweds on their wedding day.

are

implores Ernest to tell the boys who he is,
Ernest calmly remarks, "I never saw him
before in my life." Afterwards, however,
he admits the relationship and the scout
master fixes it with Dad so that Ernest
won't get any more lickings.
Director Norman Taurog certainly understands boys. If all the Juvenile come-

good as

dies are as

this one, the series

New

Papa,' Educational

Mama

window.

Cameo comedy

This one-reel
amusing.

is

sufficiently

Skylarking, Pathe
Harry Gribbon and Kewpie Morgan have

two-reel comedy in
"The Gumps" series, featuring Joe Murphy, Fay Tincher and Jackie Morgan.
Uncle Bim cables $5,000 to Andy and
Min to buy a house for he is going to pay
him a visit. Andy is "taken in" by a shark
who sells him a $50,000 home. During a
party in honor of Uncle Bim, the real
owner puts in an appearance and Andy
heartbroken because he has lost Uncle's
money, pretends to shoot himself. The
swindler is captured by the police and the
money recovered. Uncle declares that he
would give all that he owns if his nephew
were not dead, so Andy promptly comes
Faithful readers of the cartoons
to life.
It
will probably
will enjoy the picture.
satis "y the average audience which doesn't
object to a little slapstick.
the

'His

is

'Uncle Bim's Gift,' Universal
is

started.

Daughter's rejected suitor marries
The brides begin
just to be near his love.
their hen-pecking right away and the end
of a perfect day finds the younger couple
being marched off to jail for breaking a

going to be a whale of a success.

This

is

fire

first

parts in this two-reel Mack Sennett comedy,
which centers about the pranks of two mischievous children and a winged auto invented
The "smartby the Pa of one of the tots.
ness" of little Jackie Lucas is the most
entertaining part of the picture.

Her Dangerous Path, Pathe
The

episode of the Hal Roach serial
Edna Murphy answers the question,
"Should She Marry an Artist?" Corinne is
shown that the loose life of the artist colony
fifth

starring

will result in her husband's being killed in
a fight over a model. She declines the artist's
proposal.

The second

of the "Sing

series is clever
ly infuse your

The

jollity.

ancient and

baby

to

Them

and amusing.

Again"

It will

audience with a

sure-

.

.

Farmer Al Falfa and Henry Cat go to
walruses in this Aesop Film Fable.

Our hunters are chased by the bear family
but they managed to make all of the Grizzlys
keep the walruses company on the triumphal
return voyage.

of

spirit

the
contrasts
methods of putting a

introduction

modern
The

sleep.

modern

mother no
She turns

longer sings to her offspring.
radio, encloses her darling in a
barrel-like crib that is revolved by elecstroll.
The
tricity and goes out
for a
"Comrades,"
numbers
presented
are

on the

Pathe Review No. 36
Ice gardens, scenic wonders of the microscope and the boat races of Iceland are deThere are some interpicted in this reel.
esting scenes of the training and feeding of
whippets at "Dog College" and some bea-

views of

tiful

"When You and I Were Young, Maggie"
and "The Curse of An Aching Heart."
The scenes

illustrating the latter,

show

-

.the

Grand Canyon of Colorado.

Take the

the

proposing to the man. After marriage, he does the dishes, while she smokes
and reads a magazine. The subtitles add
This series
to the humor of the reel.
should be very popular.
girl

Air,

Pathe

This one-reeler featuring Paul Parrott is
another "building" picture. The humor consists in brick throwing and the success of
the hero in evading death by falling off iron
girders.

It

will

please

those

who

like

this

type of comedy.

'His School Daze,' Universal
Bert Roach is such an enterprising mouse
trap salesman that he obligingly furnishes
mice to households that haven't any. As
a result he has to flee for his life and by
accident is made a deputy sheriff to catch
a band of robbers.
He steals the schoolmaster's clothes and the children mistake
him for the new teacher. He accidentally
catches the robbers who have hidden the
loot in the schoolhouse and is given the
reward. Although most of the comedy situations have been used before, the comparative novelty of the plot makes this
one-reeler satisfactory diversion.

Timely Urban Classic
The

current Vitagraph release of Urban Popular Classics is of particular interest to hikers who are enjoying tramps
through the woods during the season of
It is called "SagebrushIndian summer.
ing Through Yellowstone National Park."
In this great national preserve hikers who

own

their

own camping

outfits

and who

alone" are called "Sagebrushers."
scenes recorded by two youthful
sagebrushers on a recent trip show the
great geysers, the Grand Canyon and the
Terraces of Mammoth Springs.

go

it

The

'The Wilderness Trail, Universal

'Horseshoes' Semon's Latest

In the eleventh chapter of the serial
"In the Days of Daniel Boone," featuring
Eileen Sedgwick and Jack Mower, Boone
rescues Susan and Jack from the Indians.
Jack returns to the Indian's camp to

"Horseshoes" is the title determined upon for Larry Semon's latest comedy for
Vitagraph. This new comedy is said to be
one of the brightest this ingenious comeIt will be released durdian has made.

watch

them and Susan and her

father.

to

ing the season of 1923-24.

Cameramen

Meet Growing Demand

^T^HEN

Fox Film Corporation added an

education division to their production activities more than a year ago, it made the
confident prediction that they intended to
make "two blades grow where one grew
One of the best
before" in this new field.
proofs that they are fulfilling this promise
comes in the form of an announcement stating that liberal prices will be paid for all
sorts of unique, thrilling, picturesque and
humorous short film subjects submitted and
accepted, that come under the head of Educational Entertainments.
Since organizing their Educational Entertainments enterprise a little more than a
year ago.
Fox cameramen have been detailed to all parts of the world to make these
pictures and the result has been so successEducational Entertainments have
ful
that
ceased to be an experiment and are now one
During
of the established Fox productions.
the past season eighteen of these Educational
Entertainments have been released.
For the coming season Fox has already
announced a program of 26 Educational Entertainments, all of them warranted to be of
greater pictorial interest and beauty than
anything heretofore released.
With this new department enlarged, Fox
anticipates a growing demand and is making
ready to meet it by seeking outside its own
production activities for suitable educational
pictures.
It is the
free lance cameramen
that the Fox company wishes to reach with
this offer.

may

Subjects

The Walrus Hunters, Pathe
spear

'Companions,' Educational

Seeks Aid of Free-Lance

be

submitted in negative
in length from 500

form and should range

to 900 feet after editing and titling.
Onlyfilms of which original negative in first class
condition is available will be considered. Mr.
Harry McDonald, is manager of the Educational Entertainments division of Fox, and
to him must all submitted subjects be shipped,

Fox Film

in care of Educational Division,
Corporation, 800 Tenth Avenue,

New York

City.
Mr. McDonald states that acceptance
or rejection will be immediate after viewing
films submitted.

Pathe Special of Tennis Match

When
new

Miss

Helen

Willis,

17-year-old

champion "Wonder Girl of the
Golden West," arrived on the coast she
found herself preceded by a Pathe News
Special covering the scenes of her triumph
tennis

over Mrs. Molla Mallory at Forest Hills,
N. J., and was expected to make personal
appearances at showing of the film.
The fact of Miss Wills being a Pacific
Coast girl gave her defeat of Mrs. Mallory exceptional interest throughout that
territory, and the Pathe News Special is
its response in the way of extra service
to exhibitors.
The Special covers all of
the outstanding scenes of the great tennis
championship battle, with special poses of
the young victor and the vanquished veteran of the courts.

—

New

Presentation for 1923
24 Series
of Screen Snapshots
A new form of presentation of the
Screen Snapshots reel which C. B. C. Film

Sales Corporation is distributing on the
State Right Market distinguishes the new
1923-24 series.
Instead of opening the reel with the
drawing aside of a miniature pair of curtains,

little

wooden doors marked "Closed

—

the public
Hollywood Studios" slide
open and disclose a vista of Hollywood
which dissolves into the scenes following.
At the end of the reel, the Hollywood
vista flashes back and the
doors swing
closed and are barred.
to
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ALLURING ANNA.

A ROSE BLOSSOM

Anna

You'll agree
Ethel Shannon is a
ypicaf American Beau-

that

Q. Nilsson is
following a long list
of triumphs with the
leading role in "Thuntypical

She has the

ty.

American Beau-

ing

versal production.

role

in

Schulberg's

B.

lead-

P.

feature

"Maytime."

Popular With the Casting Director

A STRUGGLING POET

A ROGUISH SMILE

That's the part that Cullen Landis has in
the Graf production "The Fog," a Metro
release.

The

picturization

Tom Moore
Dana's

was made from the

supplies

"Roughed

it

as

Lips"

a
a

for

Metro

based on Rita Weiman's story.

William Dudley Pelley story.

NOT A STRANGER!
Enid Bennett whose beauty enhances "Strangers of the Night"
the Metro picture from the play "Captain Applejack."
Enid's win-

some

style

is

popular with millions of fans.

In the Cast of Metro's "Desire"

RALPH LEWIS

foil

WALTER LONG

DAVID BUTLER

EDWARD CONNELLY

Viola
release

"

September

'

1923

8,
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Pfayers ~V/8 TGixjoj
JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT

will

support

Norma Talmadge in "Dust of Desire."
Arthur Edmund Carewe, Hector Sarno and

Netta Westcott, who will make her
screen debut in "Maytime," is beginning to
worry about not going back to England.

Seena Owen will have the feminine lead
in Cosmopolitan's "Unseeing Eyes."

much

She

Earl Schenck have also been engaged.

j

Walter McGrail's motto for villains is
you have to be a bad man, be a good
bad man."
"If

Mac Murray says she has no time for
hobbies because she's on the set at eight
and doesn't leave until six. She admits,
however, that she is vastly interested in
everything decorative from sets, and costumes to apartments.
bad boy
Joe Butterworth will play the
second Peck story to be filmed by
'

'

'

in the

Roland, famous serial star, will
leave the screen temporarily for a flight in
vaudeville.
She will make a six- weeks
tour over the Orpheum theatres.
Her contract with Pathe has expired and she has

announced that at the completion of her
vaudeville.
She will make a six-weeks
dramatic productions of feature
Ruth has had her fill of serials.

next picture.

Bryant Washburn who has just completed

"Mine

Keep," "The Love Trap" and

to

Other Men 's Daughters
for
GrandAsher will be in New York City early in
October when he will confer with GrandAsher officials about new plays in which

'

'

'

'

he will star.

We

you won't be disillusioned
when we tell you that "Trilby's" beautiIn
ful feet aren't Andree Lafayette's.
the close-ups, they belong to Betty Boher,
an extra.

I

Lorraine Eason who refused an attractive
from Florenz Ziegfeld and is now
climbing the ladder to motion picture fame,
takes part in

Mary

Pickford's "Rosita."

is the sole support of her
Dad is her manager
mother.
and Mother's job is to keep down Peggy's

Baby Peggy

1

Johnnie "Walker's next
'i

Richard Talmadge has had eleven minor
accidents since beginning filming his first
At
independent picture
Fast Freight.
one time, he was laid up for a month.
Some of the thrills are a jump from house
to house, four stories high on Hollywood
Boulevard, a dash on a motorcycle twenty
feet high through a twenty-four sheet billboard stand and a thirty -five feet jump
from the Fourth Street viaduct to a box
'

'

'

'

car.

father and
egotism.

starring

Borden Harriman, son of the railroad
magnate Oliver Harriman will appear as
a barkeeper in the Film Guild's production
Scott Fitzgerald's story

of P.

which Glenn Hunter

is

a

new

"Grit"

in

starred.

Diana Allen will take part

Dark"

picture that

in

"After

Sam Bradley

is

making.

Mary Astor
John

Olga Thiefes Frank sailed for South
America to work in Universal pictures with
Eddie Polo.

vehicle

"The Worm."

will be

will play the lead opposite
Barrymore in "Beau Brummel.

Pauline Starke was recently selected as
one of the six most beautiful screen actresses.

Sigrid Holmquist the young Swedish star
Gentleplays opposite Jack Holt in
man of Leisure."

Two more pictures are in the immediate
offering
for
Herbert Rawlinson's use.
They are the Saturday Evening Post
story, "Clay of Ca'lina" by Calvin JohnClubs" by Gerald
ston; and "Jack O'
Beaumont, which will appear in Red Book
Magazine in November or December.

Dorothy Mackaill is spending her time
getting naturalized when she isn't working
in front of the camera for Sam Wood in
Paramount picture, "His Children's
his
Miss Mackaill has taken out
Children."
her first papers and plans to become an
American citizen just as fast as she can.
She was born in Hull, England, and received -her dramatic schooling in Thorne
Academy, London. She came to the
United States three years ago.

"A

Ernest Truex

is creating the leading role
Clifton's production of "Six
Cylinder Love" at the Fox New York studios.
Mr. Truex had the lead in the stage
production for two years in New York and
the road.

Elmer

in

Dick Barthelmess has completed "The
Fighting Blade" and has started on a modern story under John S. Robertson which
will be released before the former.
Constance Wilson, sister of Lois, has
She is leading
broken into the movies.
lady for Walter Hiers in "Fair Week."
Jr., son of the noted achas joined the cast of "Pleasure Mad"
The picture is
to be released by Metro.
an adaptation of "The Valley bf Content"
Blanche Upright's novel.

William Collier

tor,

week,

we

Glenn
hours a
day? Well, he has broken his own record
by putting in an entire twenty-four hours.
He left home at 6:00 A. M. for a location
last

said that

seventeen

Flushing, Long Island, where exterior
scenes for "West of the Water Tower,"

in

his

Paramount

first

picture,

were

filmed.

rushed back to the Cort Theatre for
the evening performance of "Merton of
the Movies" and then motored to Douglaston, Long Island, for the shooting of some
night scenes.
It was 6:00
A. M. once
more before he got home. If Glenn keeps
this up, he's going to make the ten-hour
workers feel that they are leading a life
of indolence.

hope

offer

Remember

Hunter works almost

He

Mary Pickford was

a recent spirited bidder for several rare paintings and antiques
in the auction hall of a noted Pacific coast
She's wondering how she is gocollector.
ing to use all her new acquisitions in
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," her

London.

in

Ruth

straight
length.

Principal Pictures.

America and Americans so
that she hasn't even been homesick,
although all her relatives and friends are
likes

Doris

Kenyon, who has been featured

of the most successful Independent pictures, as well as those sponsored by
Famous Players and others, has been engaged by Mr. Burr to appear in "Restless Waives," which is scheduled for proin

some

duction within two weeks.
last feature in which William Deswill be starred for some little time,
owing to his return to serials for Universal, will be released under the title "The

The

mond

Breathless

Moment."

It

called "Sentenced tn Soft

directed by

Bob

May McAvoy

was

originally

Labor" and was

Hill.

is

featured

in

First

Na-

Lloyd Hughes
tional's "Her Reputation."
The supwill have the masculine lead.
porting cast includes James Corrigan, Casson Ferguson, Eric Mayne, Louise Lester,
Brinsley Shaw, George Larkin and Eugenie Besserer.

Gloria Swanson will make one more production in the east and will return to Hol-

lywood early

in

November.

For the last few months Sid Smith has
been rushing construction on his bungalow home in Los Angeles which was finished a short time ago. On the day when
the house-warming was to have taken
place, the house proved its inferior construction by falling to pieces.
The incident was so funny that Charles Lamont
thought it worth while to immortalize it
in pictures which he has done in "Built
on a Bluff," starring Sid Smith. This was
Sid Smith's tenth two reel
series of twelve for

comedy

of his

Grand-Asher.

Construction has already begun on his
house.

new

Jack Earle, seven foot giant of Century
Comedies, has been added to the cast of
Pal the dog's new comedy, "Pal Puts It
Over." His appearance in this picture is
due to the fact that the story in which he
and Engle are to be featured in is not yet
in

readiness.

Herbert Sherwood, the English comedian, was recently added to the cast of
this

new

canine picture.

"Personal supervision makes for perfec-

Doug's firm belief. He is on the
the Pickford-Fairbanks studio from
early in the morning until late in the evening and even goes so far as to supervise
No dethe visits of guests to the studios.
tail which might make for the betterment
of the picture is ever overlooked.
tion"

is

lot at

In "The Thief of Bagdad" he is investing a fortune and, as he says is "dedicating his digestion" to the picture. "If personal supervision and work mean anything,"
dad'

is

said Doug, " 'The Thief of Baggoing to be a whale of a success."

Beatrice Burnham is playing the lead
opposite Reginald Denny in his first 1°24
Jewel "The Spice of Life." which is in
production at Universal City under the
direction of Harry Pollard.
"The Spice of
Life" is by Byron Morgan and was written especially for Denny.

Ena Gregory, young film actress, has
completed her work in Emmett Flynn's
"In the Palace of the King," for Goldwyn.

—
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-j-UDGING

from
the
ought to be
nothing about the new
C. B. C. feature, "Forgive
Forget" to

J

is

forgive

left to right,

are

:

Raymond

McKee, Wyndham StandEstelle Taylor, Vernon Steele and
Philo
McCullough. Josef Swick-

ing,

forget.

or

Next

Garon.

from

standing

and

either

Pauline

to her

cast, there

The

butler is Lionel Belmore.
The young lady
perched on the table end

ard of the poetic locks is
the center of attraction.

Around about Hollywood
WALTON has started
GLADYS
production of Frank R. Adams'

the
de-

r

lightful story,

the

der

direction

"The Near Lady," unBlache

Herbert

of

at

will direct the new Universal
Pete Morrison, the working title
It will be
of which is "The Ghost City."

Jay Marchant

serial

for

released in

December.

Universal City.

The

old multiple switchboard at Universal

had over 300 branches, was
that
staff of sevchanged for an automatic.
eral hundred men worked for twelve hours
to get it into operation.
City,

A

Harry Cohn, general manager of Waldorf
Jack Osterman and Eddie Lambert, Keith
and Orpheum performers, visited Ernie

Adams, Century
Hollywood.

Comedy

while

player,

in

Fred Niblo has started casting for "Thy
Name Is Woman" and will begin production
on August 20. Bess Meredyth is writing the
continuity. This will be his third independent
production for Louis B. Mayer.
George H. Mitchell, president of Choice
Productions, has bought William H. Clifford's
"In Satan's Service" and is filming it with
an

all-star cast.

Motley R. Flint, vice-president of the PaciSouthwest Trust and Savings Bank, of
Los Angeles, has been elected to the board
fic

of directors
Corporation.

of

the

Selznick

The bank

is

James Ryan, who has been casting director
the

Fox New York

studio

since

Sam

Kingston stepped out, has been sent out here
to take charge of the western studio casting,
replacing Arthur Ford.
Ryan is one of the
best in the business and generally' liked by
everyone.

"The Busher" is the first of Ring Lard"You Know Me Al" series to be filmed
by Mermaid Comedies. Lee Moran will appear as Jack Keefe, the demon pitcher. Mike
Donlin you remember Mike and Grover
Cleveland Alexander remember him too
ner's

—

are

among

—

—

the real ball players in the cast.

Carli D. Elinor, director of the California Theatre Orchestra, and his wife have
just returned from Europe.

A

high-powered phrase

in Hollywood is
Dean-Browning combination." This
means Priscilla Dean and Tod Browning, who

"the

have many successes to their

Campbell, with Pauline Garon and Jack Mulan all star cast.

hall leading

Allen

Holubar's

Metro release

will

initial

be "The

production

Human

for
Mill,"

an adaptation of the novel, "The Bishop of
Cottontown."

Work

wardrobe for
Aileen Pringle, who will have the leading
feminine role in Goldwyn's "Three Weeks."
Under the direction of Sophie Wachner, costume director, a staff of designers is now
planning a large number of gowns and capes
to be worn by Miss Pringle.
has

begun

on

the

credit.

Shaw's long experience abroad
be utilized in the filming of his next
picture "The Living Past," adapted from
William J. Locke's story "The Tale of
Triona."
The cast will be selected as soon
as the scenario is completed.

Harold

will

Emmett Flynn will soon
new picture for Goldwyn.

Percy

Orpheum

Bronson,
circuit,

a
is

in

vaudevillian

of

the

Los Angeles renew-

ing his acquaintance with Eulalie Jensen, a
featured player in "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" and "The Magic Skin." Percy and
Eulalie had the principal roles in the musical
road show "Peggy from Paris."
Percy is
thinking of entering the movies too.

start

work on

The exterior scenes of "The Spice of Life"
are being filmed at Monterey.
Allen Holubar's first picture for Metro
be "The Human Mill" to be adapted
from John Trotwood Moore's novel of the
will

same

title.

Rome

of

fall

at Universal
picture "The Extra

onds

took only thirty secin Hoot
Gibson's

City

Man." Although the set
representing Rome fell in splinters, no one
was hurt, for Director Edward Sedgwick had
gone over the ropes and wires to make sure
that
the
"fall"
would be safe for the
"Romans."
Harold Lloyd has decided that a

The Kinema Theatre

closed with the presentation of Clara Kimball Young's picture
"Cordelia the Magnificent."
When it reopens it will be known as the Criterion Theatre and will be redecorated and the lower
floor transformed entirely.
An immense orchestra will occupy the pit.
The arrangements which the Gore Bros. Adolph Ramish
and Sol Lesser have made with prominent
producers call for long run premieres of
only notable productions.

to the studio
rid of those

Duchesse de Gramont visited the Fairbanks on her way East from the William
Randolph Hearst San Simeon Ranch.

another

Bernard McConville, one of the best known
scenarists in the industry, has been appointed
supervisor of Jewel and special
feature
stories for Universal.

a

Alan Hale has

already been signed.

The

Distributing

interested in three
special productions being distributed by Selznick.

at

Studios, has started production with Edward
Le Saint directing, on "The Marriage
J.
Market," from the novelette by Evelyn

indispensable if he
extra pounds he has

is

daily run
is to get

acquired

lately.

The Standard Film Laboratories of Hollywood offer as their first economic picture
"The Port of Golden Opportunity," a sixreel feature depicting the growth of Los
Angeles.

Dagmar Godowsky, film actress, and Frank
Mayo, picture director, are the principals in
matrimonial

Godowsky has gone

disagreement.
to

New

Jackie Saunders has changed her
"Jacqueline."

There

is

may marry

a

rumor about

his

Miss

York.

that

divorced wife's

name

to

Lew Cody
sister.
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Exploilatiotf

Ideas
FORTY CIRCUS STUNTSCOUNT 'EM
Coogan Feature Has All New York
Three Ring Atmosphere

EVER
York,

in

A New

Invention

There was a pair

hobby
unearthed by Capt. Jim. These

horses, also

of

bucking

a new invention, much
along the
of a pogo stick but with a hobby
horse to ride instead of two flat ends, and

were
lines

since "Circus Days" hit New
the real showman has been in

Truart Feature Blessed with Advantages of Stage Version and Book

WEST, who
ROLAND
picture version of

Hold Your Horses, The Elephants
Are Coming.

his element.

EXPLOITATION FOR 'THE
UNKNOWN PURPLE'

his

Unknown

The

attraction has been listed in every
highway and byway of the city as the result of one of the most elaborate exploitation campaigns ever attempted in metropolitan Gotham.
The First National attraction was listed
at the Strand Theatre but "Circus Days"
was in evidence in many of the streets on
the humbler east side as well as on the
palaced avenues of the west side.
The picture was exploited just as its
title indicated it should be.
Jim Loughborough, handling the exploitation end of
the run for the Lesser offices, got every
conceivable kind of circus entertainment
into a street ballyhoo and covered the city.
There was a Ford tractor. This carried
some of the clowns and was loaned free
of charge.
There was the calliope, manned with
real tent artists, that paraded up and down

He's Here!

JACKIE

directing the

own

Purple," which

is

play "The
being made

by Carlos Productions for Truart release, was
the sponsor for the play when it
played its sensational run of over a year
at the Lyric Theatre, New York, and for
its two seasons on the road.
also

Well!

Well!

Well!

is

Who? Why,

COOGAN
in

And now Mr. West is working closely
with the officials of Truart and especially
with the publicity and advertising departof the releasing corporation.
The
entire facilities and files of Mr. West's

ments

New York

"CIRCUS DAYS"

office

have been placed

at

the

disposal of Truart.

The many unusual

stunts used in conthe stage version will be
brought into play and records of actual
results obtained from them will be offered
for the benefit of exhibitors in the cam-

nection with

Biggest

Show Ever Thought

of

Mark Strand Theatre

NOW

Broadway.
There were the camels, unearthed by
Capt. Jim from some mysterious source.

paign book which

PLAYING

A Sol Lesser Presentation
A First National Picture
During the parade which swept

New York

was ready to give his brain
such a tryout because of the pub-

the inventor
child

would accrue.
entire line up made a parade

licity that

The

than a block long and

it

kept

more

the childdifferent units
all

ren interested.
When the
separated, each one created a side show
that drew its circle of admirers.
This simply marked the beginning of
the
extensive
campaign. The
United
Cigar Stores tied up on the strength of
the scene in which Jackie Coogan lights
the pipe of his miserly uncle. This was
tied up with Buckingham tobacco and the
still
scene of the incident featured the

window

being prepared and

Use Purple Light

into the

atmosphere of "Circus Days," free bags
peanuts were passed out during the procession.
On each bag was the above copy.

three-ring
of

is

special exploitation articles which will
be furnished.
Added to this will be many unusual
angles of exploitation made possible by the
broader film version of the play, and because of its unusual qualities.
in

First

is

its

distinguished

all

star

cast

headed by Alice Lake, Henry B. Walthall
and Stuart Holmes and other well-known
names; then the value of the play's name,
known in practically every city about the
country
also,
the exceptional possiblities
for novelty exploitation because of the
theme which has to do with a peculiar
purple ray of light by means of which a
man can make himself invisible.
;

display.

Still

More Windows

McCreery's came in with
boy's toys and clothes.

a

window on

Gimbel's came in with a window on the
tie-up featuring "Toby Tyler", the
story from which "Circus Days" was
adapted.
A bank took up the saving maxim
brought out in the picture and used it for
its windows with the line: "Save to Help
Your Mother as Toby Tyler Saved to
Help His. See Jackie Coogan in 'Circus
Days' at the Strand."
One of the features of the circus parade
which concentrated upon the thickly set-

book

tled east side

was the

free distribution

of

peanuts in advertising bags. The youngsters sought for the bags just as eagerly
as their contents, because the bags were
done up in regular circus style, as a personal memento from Jackie Coogan.
All in

An

excellent
example
of
Australian
advertising.
Notice the striking simplicity on this Coogan layout.
It was for First National's "Oliver Twist."

all

it

was

a circus for

New York

youngsters and proved conclusively the

ef-

ficacy of exploitation in the big places as
well as elsewhere.

J- Smilin'ThrouqhJg,
,J

HEATRE GcoSt

iOJLJE?BE"^

*Vc White Way Block."-

"B" of Australian copy. Again the simple
touch, the cut heavily dominating.
This one and the
cut in the first column are both from Sydney.
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FIRST GUNS FIRED IN BIG

AD CAMPAIGN
Warner Bros. Begin Three Quarter

The Exhibitor is a public man and
he must never jail in what he believes
of

a Million Dollar Spread

HE

HP

and

elaborate
three-quarters
of a million dollar advertising campaign was
fired last week in eleven of the largest newspapers in the United States.
This was in the nature of a four-colored,
double-spread in eleven selected publications.
This advertising campaign will be carried on
in
the
magazines
and newspapers of
national importance

throughout

right.
If a man
with power, especially by
the public, it is for him to use that
power, exert it, to make the most of
always for the public good so far
it
The finest elements
as he sees it.
of success are determination, force,
personality all tempered with calmness and courage and a goodly element
of humour.
to be his

program of

—

—

th-»

country.

In

LOCAL SPORTING EDITORS
SHOULD HELP YOU
Get

Them

to Cover the Big Fight
Goldwyn's New 'Spoilers'

invested

is

opening gun of the Warner Brothers'

1- extensive

-

SUCCESS

of the cleverest exploitation stunts of
ONE
connection with
the season was pulled
in

the showing of Goldwyn's Jesse D. Hampton
production of "The Spoilers" at the Stillman
Theatre in Cleveland.
description of the big fight between Milton Sills and Noah Beery in "The Spoilers,"
was written by one of the sports feature writers of the Cleveland
News and published,
under a two-column
head, in the middle
of
the
sporting

A

page two or three

launching th„
motion pic-

days in advance of
opening of the

biggest

ture

the

advertising
campaign ever attempted, the Warner
Brothers'
are
taking
a
decisive
step to help solve
the problems of the

picture.

Here's

not
the
attention

represenen route
from studio
with
special print of Rex
Beach's
'Spoilers'
personally to screen

our

pictures

of
In other

derful

scenes
appreciate

Kilbane and
Tremaine be guests at

to his public.

private

which Carrier arranges.

circulation of a specially
and
selected list of metropolitan newspapers
magazines which will carry the Warner advertising at frequent intervals amounts to
And more than one
over eighteen million.
thousand newspapers in other cities and towns
will be pressed into service.

The combined

the prominent magazines selected
Saturday. Evening Post, The Cosmo politan, and The Literary Digest. Realizing that the theatregoers of the country read
the "fan" magazines extensively, the Warners
have selected the following: Motion Picture
Magazine, Classic, Picture Play, Screenland,

News sports staff,
was detailed to describe the fight in the
photoplay. His account, carrying his name
as the writer of the article, was published
under a double-column head.

tX e a

The

TN

»Wa

I

At>H)

the knowledge of the fact that
WITH
actually a revolumammoth campaign
this

is

A.

I

MX

vertisements.

Besides the tremendous circulation brought
about by the selected publications, the Hearst
papers are spending $60,000 in advertising
the American Weekly, the copy of their advertising being a reproduction of Warner
This
Brothers' two-page ad in four colors.
unusual advertisement will run in specially
selected newspapers not connected with the

Hearst publications.
In addition to this extensive newspaper and
billboard
campaign,
advertising
space has been acquired by the Warners in
all of the important cities, calling attention
to all of the Warner product, particularly
the eighteen Classics of the Screen.

and punch

thrills

Mr.

Campbell comwith the famous
Benny Leonard and K. O. Loughlin match
in Camden, N. J., several years ago, the fg.nt

A

-

Fun and Movie Weekly.

tionary method of advertising motion pictures
the Warner Brothers determined to cover
the entire country like a blanket with their
announcements. Consequently, practically all
the leading dailies of the country were selected as being worthy of handling the ad-

screening

Kindest personal

regards."
Ray Campbell, of the

Among

magazine

fight

would

the picture not
to the exhibitor, but

Photoplay, Film

produc-

latest

tion
for you and
friends
at
Cleveland. Account won-

toward

sells

:

now

tative

words, the campaign

are

Carrier,

Eddie

Goldwyn

Brothers'
Classics
of
the
Screen but to arrest the attention of
the public at large
and inform them of

Warners.

s,

telegraphed
Eddie
Bang, sporting editor of
the Cleveland News, as follows: "Am advising

Warner

better

onn

of
Exfor Go'.d-

ploitation

placed to
exhibitor's
to
the

endeavors

Was

wyn Cosmopolitan

advertise-

call

it

B

Eddie

Manager

ments which will be
carried
throughout
the
United
States
are

How
Done

exhibitor.

The

iri

pared

screen

this

fight

that "turned ten thousand normally sane men
into stark, raving maniacs for a period of
thirty-six minutes."
Of the film combat Mr. Campbell said:
"Like a pair of infuriated wild animals,
Sills and Beery wrestled and punched
and
kicked and clawed. Their arms worked like
pistons.
One seemed to hear the crunch of
their fists against quivering flesh.
"For several minutes they struggled around
the room. Each man bled from a half dozen
cuts, their clothes were torn in shreds, their
massive chests rose and fell as they continued
battering, battering, battering with skin-rom
fists."

A

A PROLOG WITH A KICK
A
Both

above pictures are actual scenes from
Associated Exhibitors feature, "Tea with

of the

the new
a kick."

N

Van

tation of this film.
The setting of the tea pot can be made either
in cut-out compo board form or if "up stage" can be
elaborated upon in very realistic manner in circular
lay out.
The number of girls is of course optional but
should be either six or twelve, if the spelling of the
title is
to be used as shown in the lower photo.
Serving of real tea in the lobby would attract all
kinds of attention.
would suggest, however, that
you leave out the kick.

We

combination of E. S.
manager of the Kel-

Hinning,

ley theatre,

It immediately conveys to the first run exhibitors
an excellent idea of what can be done in the presen-

Searchlight Stunt

exploitation
Iola,

Kas.,

and

Homer

Gill

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, proved to be
productive of good crowds at the Kelley
of

theatre last week.
The night
So to the top of the theatre

Hinning

and

Gill,

installed

was dark.
went Van
a

powerful

search light that shot straight up in the
air, being visible for miles around, and
like flies the patrons swarmed about the
house, a good portion of them buying
tickets.

—

'
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TOBACCO TIE-UPS HELP

Fools, California Theatre," were also used.
They were 9 by 42 inches in size.

'WISE FOOLS'

Eight hundred inches of display advertising were used in the five Los Angeles newspapers.
Six special stories were landed
interviews with Boardman, Gillingwater,
Crane, Francis and Vidor, and a special
story with art about King Vidor, the Director, looking at a screening of the picture
in Florida, where he is now on location,
while getting the music score and the audience applause broadcasted via wireless from

Brings in Heavy Newspaper Advertising Lineage From Merchants
the showing
FOR
Wise Fools"

of Goldwyn 's "Three
the Chicago Theatre
in Chicago, Mr. Hollander of that theatre,
and Walter D. Nealand, exploitation man
assigned to the Chicago branch exchange
of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, arranged two big
city-wide tie-ups with the United Cigar
at

stores.

One was with the New Vintage Ricoro
cigar and the other with the Herbert Tareyton London Smoking Mixture. A special
poster,
twenty inches high by twelve
inches wide, was printed on pink stock.
The Ricoro tie-up contained a reproduction

the California.
L. W. Barclay, Los Angeles Goldwynner,
assisted Mr. Miller in putting over the campaign.

Brager's of Baltimore, Maryland, has
progressed further with the Baby Peggy
contest than all other department stores to
Brager's has gone so far as to andate.
nounce the Mayor of Baltimore has consented to act as judge in choosing the
"Baby Peggy" of that city.
All summed up it means that this novel
and highly interesting contest will now enter a new field, and open the way for exhibitors in these cities to ride in on the
publicity these department stores obtain.

The copy on

the Tareyton tie-up poster
your Pipe' with Herbert Tarey-

smoking mixture.
it you '11 like.

A

The Baby Peggy Doll is directly responswinning over these stores for the

'There's

ible for

'

'

stores are running the contests in the interest of their doll sales.

'Three Wise Fools' Spread

AN

exploitation campaign that took in
practically every angle of advertising

put Goldwyn Cosmopolitan's King Vidor
Production, "Three Wise Fools," over for a
big two weeks' run at
California
the
Theatre, Los Angeles.
Roy Miller, who handles the advertising
of the California, started out with a billboard
campaign, using 50 twenty-four
sheets, 300 three-sheets and 1,000 window
cards.
Supplementing these were
250
special window cards distributed through
the manufacturers of a popular cigar made
in Los Angeles
the Santa Fe.

A

Tie-Up

the

Coogan

Feature

'King'

with American Legion

AS

an exploitation stunt for Jackie Coogan's "Long Live the King," which Metro will release in the fall, a live tie-up can
be effected with the American Legion.

SHOW

'THE BIG

neat cut-out idea used in the New York Strand
lobby in connection with Jackie's "Circus Days"
which permeated the atmosphere with "This way,

A

In every town of the United States
These ex-soldiers
there are war veterans.
could be drilled to portray the Palace
Guard of fifty six-foot men, who are prominent in this feature, and paraded through
the
streets
with a herald announcing
"Long Live the King."

Ladees and Gentulmen."

'Broadway Gold' Rotogravured

—

tieup was made with the Santa Fe
people, a window strip being made up from
the special exploitation still showing Gillingwater,
Francis
and Crane smoking
cigars. These commanded the best locations
in the city, being displayed in cigars and
drug stores in the downtown district. Three
hundred special strips reading, "Three Wise

As stated recently the Jones Store of
Kansas City started in with plans to run
the Baby
Peggy contract two or more
weeks.
The other fourteen department

In Savannah, Georgia, B. H. Levy Brothhave "broken ground" to find the Baby
Peggy of Georgia.

'

London

department stores
the country have started in
copy recently run on "High Fliers" by the
Al Ringling theatre of Baraboo, Wisconsin,
to "cash in" on the Baby Peggy Contests,
as originated by Century Comedies.
fifteen leading

ers

The Tareyton tie-up shows them
smoking long-stemmed pipes.
" 'Three Wise Fools' agree the New
Vintage Ricoro is 'The self-made cigar' "
is the copy above the pictures of the three
Below the cut, which carries their
actors.
names, was the following: "In Goldwyn
Cosmopolitan
production
Three
Wise
Fools,' John Golden 's stage success," with
blank space below for the imprint of the
theatre showing the film.

something about

date
TOthroughout

—

cigars.

read
ton

Department Stores Join Hook-Up of
Finding a 'Peggy' in Every Locality

stores
and each one is a leading institution,
have completed plans to run the contest.

of a still, showing William H. Crane, Claude
Gillingwater and Alec Francis as they appear in "Three Wise Fools," smoking

" 'Fill

BABY PEGGY CONTESTS
CREATE INTEREST

A

full-page

lay-out

of

from

scenes

Gold," Elaine Hammerstein's first production of a series for Truart Film Corporation, is the feature of a
special rotogravure section prepared by the
Picture Press, Inc.
The roto section is a
portion of daily newspapers number in excess of fifty throughout the country.

"Broadway

They can do this in Los Angeles. At the Cinderella Roof Garden
cast of Warner Bros.' Rin-tin-tin feature, "Where the North Begins
Yes, the dog was there too.
in person.

the entire
'

appeared

Revealing
print of

how

Universal

The Hunchback
safe.

It

These boys were all trained "over there"
and still retain their military tactics which
necessary in putting this
all that is
They will also have an opstunt across.
portunity to earn some extra money, and
at the same time advertise the picture extensively.
is

safe and transported the first
Notre Dame" under heavy insurance
iri
Gotham by an armed guard.

played
of

wis met

New York
in

a

special
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JUST A HINT TO LIVE

and the large crowds at the fair
These moving pictures of the
crowds and of the popular local girls were
shown by Manager Graham with "Souls
for Sale" at the Lyric for the remainder

dates

grounds.

WIRE MANAGERS
Some 'Bagdad' Studio Visitors May
Have Been from Your Town

Bagdad."

Managers

of the

leading hotels of Los

Angeles and Hollywood are pro-

Huge

of the week.

Post Cards

From

A

Stars

Goldwynner Homer

Gill of Kansas City
mailed out 150 post cards, each conmessage regarding "Souls for
taining a
Sale" and each signed by a star appearing

office

in

the

fans of Florence,

the picture to the local

Kansas for the showing of the spectacular
Hollywood picture in that city.
These cards were sent from Los Ange-

angle of co-operative mercantile
advertising recently developed by the
Warner Brothers through the special efforts of Lon Young, will be a great exploitation medium for all exhibitors who
have contracted for "The Printer's Devil,"
"George Washington Jr." and others of
the series of Warner Pictures.

On the
ductions,

Wesley Barry

series of Warner proexhibitor
has
more than
100,000 window displays waiting
for him to help exploit his pic-

the

ture.

These

machinery

ranged

than an excerpt from an enthuacknowledgement addressed to "Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Fairbanks,"
as
follows:
"We
were so pleased at your courtesies that when we get back to
our home in Atlantic City, our
little local paper
shall give an
account of your thoughtfulness
to
a
public so fond of you

figure

A

production.
fected with

campaign
"Enemies

A

great

was

tie-up

at
of
ef-

United Bakeries, a

owned

by 242 retail
whereby an insert
reading "Hot Ovens Arc 'Eneconcern

mies of Women.' Serve Krisp
Krust bread and see 'Enemies
of Women.' Strand Theatre beginning
Sunday,
September
2nd," were placed in every loaf
of bread delivered for two weeks
in advance
of the picture.
A
special
window hanger 14x22
was also placed in the windows
of every grocer in
Louisville,
the hanger bearing the same

message as the

inserts.

Valuable publicity
obtained by a tie-up

Bagdad" is completed in December, approximately 23,000 people from all
of

Louisville

HAROLD AND HIS GIANT
planning to book "Why Worry," the
Lloyd Pathe feature, you can start now
looking over your locality for the biggest man in
town. You can use him nicely for a giant ballyhoo.

and each of them showed a local view
This inexpenof interest to movie fans.
sive stunt aroused much interest and comles

ment.

For Movie Struck Girls
"Souls for Sale" was shown by Manager
John C. Graham, Jr., of the Lyric Theatre, Butler, Pa., simultaneously
with the
Butler Fair.
Also the big annual dollar
day of the Butler Merchants, so that every
farmer for twenty miles around was in
town with his family for that day.
of

Here's

A
sia

on 'Omar
Maker'

the

Tent

colorful looking gentleman from Perthe streets of Louisville in a

rode

Haynes touring

car.

His appearance

at-

He wore a red turban.
tracted attention.
He had distinguished manners. His skin
was swarthy and dark.

the

Pittsburgh Exchange arranged for a moving picture camera man on that day to be
carried around in an automobile to take
screen tests of girls desiring to enter the
Movies.
Besides these pictures, the movie machines were set up to snap political- candi-

One

Newspaper interviewers sought him. He
gravely announced himself as Omar from
Persia discoursed upon the weather, the
Haynes touring car, motion pictures and
1

international politics
fable impression.
;

and
-

left

most

a
-

also

with

the

a

single

reel

"A

Laundry Quandary" in the out
skirt theatres for two weeks every laundry in Louisville was

If you are
latest Harold

venir.

was

Laundry Association.

By running

sections of the world will have
become interested personally in
the production and will make a
special effort to see and have their friends
see it.
Their interest will be further stimulated
by the fact that when the picture is shown
in their cities or vicinities the pass which
admitted them to the Fairbanks studio will
be mailed back to them as a special sou-

;

Snow-

T.

very com-

groceries

us feel right at home; exerted every energy to see that
we saw all. All your co-workers appeared to be happily employed, and free to converse and
confer with you, all of which
stamps you, Mr. Fairbanks, as
an executive as well as a star."
According *to the statement of
the head guide an average of
125 persons visit the studio each
At this rate, by the time
day.

Robson

is

Bakery Tie-up

Women," Cosmopolitan's

made

M.

in

plete exploitation
Louisville
for

in
read
or rather

Wm.

else

all

a
life-sized
a special lay-

OLDWYNN H.
G' den put over a

enjoyed
more than passing consideration
was the extreme courtesy of
your guide. He seemed thoroughly in love with his work:

Goldwynner

or

in

Barry

out display

was thoroughly
and what is worthy of

"The Thief

either

iipwi),

'Little Journey,'

—

Wesley

displays,

both."

visit,

merchandise, and in

fiersoll

—

"The

Redipoint

soll
- ll<;

siastic

part:

hook-up

with the IngerPencil
Company
for window displays with
22,000 dealers handling the In-

better proof of the success
the experiment
is available

letter

life-sized

for.

The

NOTHER
—

for appro-

cut-outs of the star and interesting lay-outs of Wesley Barry
using or applying one of the
selected kinds of merchandise ar-

No

A

call

photographs,

tie-ups

priate

works.
of

Ef-

NEW

vided with a limited number of
passes to the Fairbanks studio
which they supply to out-oftown guests wishing to visit a
representative
motion
picture
plant.
These passes admit the
visitors in small groups under
the special conduct
of
guides

who show how

Hook-up

Manufacturers

fected by Warners for Star

THE

Pickford-Fairbanks studio mail
clerks are fairly staggering
under the
burden of a daily load of letters that come
to thank Douglas Fairbanks for the privilege of having visited the studio, thus indicating the success of a special arrangement put into effect to exploit his forthcoming film masterpiece, "The Thief of

THOUSANDS OF WINDOWS
FOR WES BARRY

af-

induced to place in each bundle of laundry
an insert reading "Wash days are 'Enemies of Women." Send your clothes to
the laundry and see Blasco Ibanez 'Enemies of Women' at the Strand beginning
Sunday, September 2nd." Approximately
80,000 of these inserts were used.

By

courtesy of the Louisville Railway
the
following message was
painted on their 22 bulletin boards in the
most prominent locations: "Careless drivers are enemies of women, don't get hurt."
This message remained on these 6x8
boards for two weeks prior to the showing and will be kept there during the
showing.

Company,

It is a violation of the Louisville City
Ordinance to place advertising matters in
automobiles, but Mr. Snowden secured
permission from the officials to use a card
hanger reading: "Careless drivers are
'Enemies of Women.' Obey the law" and
placed same in autos, also on the traffic
semaphores.
'

•

-

—
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The accusing hands
appropriate lobby display used on First National's "Slander the Woman" by H. B. Clarke of the Garing Theatre, Greenville, S. C.
At the right is an example of how they do it in London. It is a display in celebration of
pointing at the "disgraced" woman is the striking base of the idea.
._Uj"Eirst National Week" at Manager Rawling's Tooting Pavilion.
A star identification contest wasi the feature.

An

;

A

Luggage and Fight Fans

TWO

good angles were used for the showing of Goldwyn's Jesse D. Hampton proA. H.
at
duction of "The Spoilers"
Blank's Des Moines Theatre in Des Moines,
Grove, manager of that
la., by Herbert
The first was a tie-up with the
theatre.
Likly Luggage shop in that city which resulted in one of the most striking window
displays of the season.

The idea to be conveyed by the display
was the difference in one's traveling accoutrement to Alaska in the days of the
gold rush and those used by travelers of
today.

The display was simple but most effective and caught the eye of every person
who passed the window.
A special screening of the film was arranged by Mr. Grove for the sportingwriters on the Des Moines newspapers.
The showing
Fourteen of them attended.
netted three good news stories about "The
three
of
the sports pages
and "squared" the theatre for a
banner announcing the showing at a boxingbout at the Auditorium. About 1,000 fight
fans were in attendance and none of them
could help reading the banner which was
directly above the ring.
The Garver Hardware Company gave a

Spoilers" on
dailies,

their BREATH— and Gasped—
and then somebody shrieked followed
by more shrieks seemed that even
some of the
sheiks
shrieked BUT

HELD

from Baraboo

Bit

—
—
—

'

'

'

baby's balloons didn't know the
difference they
soared serenely till
everybody had had a wonderful time
watching this wonder comedy and if
you don 't come out and say it was
POSITIVE
you'll
never
a
again be asked to accept the "office
the

—

—

sin.

WOW—

Under the flare caption of
GASPS?
IT'S A POSITIVE WOW!" appeared the
'

'

following:

Here's

"HIGH FLY-

comedy,

a

ERS," we

—
—

recently saw at the big
Chicago Theatre with
The Girl of
the Golden West
and sat up
at 55c
nearly high enough to touch the ceiling
and no rebate for making the climb
even tho so high and so far away
couldn 't hear the softer music nor
"cipher" the voices BUT none of

—
—

'

'

' '

—
—

'

—

that

— including

difference when
The
struck the screen Folks
the visiting "office boy"
held their breath—
'

—

'

'

—POSITIVELY—
they GASPED — and
chair

—

—

made any

High Flyers

a

—

—

Xj^OR those of you, who believe that little
straight from the shoulder talk, spiced
with considerable slang, will attract the attention of your patrons, we submit some
copy as recently ran on "High Fliers" by
the Al Singling theatre of Baraboo, Wiscon-

arm

or

keep from slipping

'

then they grabbed
off

the

—to
—and

arm

anybody's

edge

boy's" verdict.
The feature was Norma Talmadge in
The Voice from the Minaret,
which was
not overlooked in the ad lay-out. The Al
'

'

'

'

Ringling theatre, however, apparently believes that its patrons want to know about

good comedies.

Seeks Prize Lets All In Free
manager
AF. BATTISSON,
Yukon,

of the Lyric
theatre, at
Pa., is after a subscription prize offered by the Yukon Review.
The prize is an automobile and Battisson is
•

well up toward the top. To show his appreciation to his supporters, he recently closed the
box office of his theatre, opened the doors and
let
the whole town in free for the day.

good display in its island window in a tieup with the Alaska ice cream freezer. It
Younger
also had a painted background.
Bros. Department Store gave a book window display and the Harris-Emery Co. gave
a book display in its book department.
The result of the campaign, in which Mr.
Grove was assisted by Homer Gill from
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan's Kansas City exfirst S. E. O. sign in four
The
the Des Moines theatre.
matinee business reached an unusually high

change,

was the

months

at

level.

Hentzau Plan Book Ready
L. F. GUIMOND, Director of AdMR.vertising
and Publicity for the Selz-

Distributing Corporation announces
the campaign book on "Bupert of
Hentzau" is now completed and in the exchanges throughout the country.
nick
that

sixteen pages of real,
It consists of
practical exhibitor aids and newspaper insert of four newspaper size pages which
carry all of the publicity material and ad

and production cuts.
Several unique and serviceable novelties
for the exhibitor to give away in his exploitation campaign are embodied in the
list of accessories and are unushially low
priced.

HERE COMES THE CALLIOPE
In exploiting Jackie Coogan's "Circus Days" for the New York Strand theatre an entire parade was used.
A real calliope with music rendered by Captain Louis Sorcho was the screaming ballyhoo for this First
National Idea.

—

.
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Feature Release and Review Charts
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

MARCH
Feature

You

Business

Prices

Chicago, McVickers
Marion Davies
Paramount
7,700
Very Good..
Robt. Vignola
Miss Davies doesn't do the acting she did as "Mary Tudor." Philadelphia Evening Ledger.
Paramount
10 Reels.
Okla. City, Rialto
Special Cast
Excellent.
C. de Mille
De Mille outdone himself in a remarkable photoplay. Acting and photography above average. Post.

—

Adam's Rib
Are

Report From

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Adam and Eva

.

Bolted Doore, The
Brass

Forman

Special Cast

a Failure?

Preferred
occasionally exciting, interesting.
Universal
Worthington

Spasmodically amusing,
Frank Mayo

—

—

.

.

.

.

35-55

.

10-20

5,700
Akron, O., Orpheum
Good
Plain Dealer. Acceptable. Cleveland Nesw.
4,126
Kansas City, Cr
Good

17-22

—

10-20
Warner Bros
25-50
Monte Blue
Franklin
9 Reels. .Seattle, Blue Mouse
Excellent.
Realistic treatment of marriage question. Seattle Times.
One of really big ones of season. P. I.
10-15
Call of the Hills, The
Lee-Bradford
5 Reels. .. Chicago, State
Special Cast
Fred Hornby
Good
F. B. O
6 Reels. .. Birmingham, Bijou
10-20
Can a Woman Love Twice Ethel Clayton
Good
Jas. Home
Light. Phil. Evening Ledger.
Colorless, hold the interest though.
Inquirer.
10-20
Daddy
Hopper
First National
Kansas City, Prospect
Jackie Coogan
5,738
Splendid.
Interesting.
Comedy very good. Birmingham News.
-8 Reels
Down to Sea In Ships
Hodkinson
MKee—Oourtot .E. Clifton
Bethlehem, Pa., Orpheum.
AExcellent
Grearesr marine drama ever filmed. News. A "he-man" picture. Plain Dealer.
15-20
Driven
Special Cast
Brabin
Universal
Youngstown, O., Strand
5,400
Very Good
Marvelous acting towers above hundreds of others. Globe-Democrat.
East Side, West Side
Special Cast
I. Cummings
Principal Pet
5,200
Seattle, Columbia
Excellent. .25- 35-50
As popular as stage version. Times. Highly entertaining. P. I. Interesting entertainment. Star.
Fourth Musketeer, The
17-22
Johnnie Walker.
K. Howard
F. B. O
5,800
Akron, O., Orpheum
Good
Not too convincing mixture of scandal and thrills. Post.
Gallopin' Through
Not Credited
Sunset Prod S R
Jack Hoxie
5 Reels
Glimpses of the Moon
Bebe Daniels
Dwan
30-50
Paramount
6,502
Indianapolis, Circle
Exceptional
Will please most critical. News. Artistic settings. Star.
Good Bye, Girls
William Russell.
Storm
Fox
4,746
J.
Good Men and Bad
Sais-McCormick.
Not Credited
Selznick
4 Reels
Gossip
Gladys Walton
Baggot
Universal
5 Reels
In the Devil's Bowl
Neal Hart
Hart
Steiner, S. R
5 Reels.
Youngstown, O., Orpheum
15-20
Good
Isle of Lost Ships
Nilsson-Sills
Toumeur
First National
Milwaukee, Strand
7 Reels.
Gccd
.40
Highly improbable, but full of interest. Journal. Realistic. Sentinel.
Is Divorce a Failure
Leah Beard
Wordsley
.Assoc. Exhib
6 Reels. .Toledo, Temple
Fairly Gocd..25— 35-50
Convincing. News-Bee. Spectacular. Blade. Exciting and interesting.
Times.
Margaret La Motte
Just Like a Woman.
Scott Beal
Hodkinson
Very Good. 15-25-30-35 -50-75
5,000
Toledo, Keiths
Lamp In the Desert
Special Cast
Not Credited
C. B. C. SR
5 Reels
Leopardess, The.
Alice Brady
Kolker
Paramount
6 Reels. .Phila., Arcadia
Good
...SO
Melodrama of the emotional variety, plenty of thrills. Inquirer.
Little Church Around the
Corner
Claire Windsor
Seiter
Warner Bros
20-30
Wilmington, N. C, Royal
6,300
Only Fair
Rises to great heights. Oregonian. Photoplay uncommonly good. Evening Sun.
Lion's Mouse, The
Standing-Marsh.
.Oscar Apfel
Hodkinson
25-60
5,200
Boston, Boston
Good
One of the greatest comedies of the season.- Post. Most successful burlesque. Adv.
Lost and Found
Special Cast
Walsh
Goldwyn
10-25
Okla. City., Empress
Fine
6,334
Should please. Times. Entertaining. Oklahoman. Very good. News.
Luck
Johnnie Hines
Hines
Mastodon, SR
Wilkesbarre, Capitol
6,442
Good
Mad Love
Pola Negri
Not known
Goldwyn
15-25
5,518
Birmingham, Trianor
Good
Pola Negri's most natural acting picture. News. Produced with intelligence. Post.
Man and Wife
Special Cast
McCutcheon
Arrow, S. R
5 Reels
Midnight Guest, The
Special Cast
Archanband
Universal
5 Reels
Mr. Billings Spends Dim.. Walter Hiers. ...... Ruggles
Paramount
30-40
6 Reels.
Norfolk, Va., Norva
Very Good
One of fastest comedies we've seen. Landmark. Good hot weather entertainment. Ledger-Despatch.
'Nth Commandment, The. ..Special Cast
Borzage
Paramount
7,339
Noise In Newboro, A
Viola Dana
Beaumont
Metro
10-20
Good
6 Reels. .Birmingham, Bijou
Outlaws of the Sea
Marguerite Courtot.John Okey
Selznick
5 Reels
Pilgrim, The
Charles Chaplin.
.Chaplin
First National
20-35
Wilmington, Grand
4 Reels.
Big
Chaplin's latest masterpiece of mirth. JVews. Another Chaplin success. Journal.
Racing Hearts
Special Cast
Paul Powell
50-55
Paramount
6 Reels.
Milwaukee, Butterfly
Good
Lively, amusing, likeable, sure to please.
Journal. A good picture. Wisconsin News.
Refuge
K. MacDonald
Thompson
20-30
First National
Good
6 Reels. .. Wilmington, N. C, Royal.
Scars of Jealousy
Special Cast
Hillyer
First National
30-40
6 Reels. .Richmond, Va., Broadway
Good
Great thriller. Times-Dispatch. Worth seeing. News-Leader.
Shriek of Araby, The
Ben Turpin
F. R. Jones
Allied P. 8s
35-55
5 Ree.s.
Los Angeles, Symphony
Good
Holds interest fast. Herald. Well liked. Examiner.
Single Handed
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgwick
Universal
4,255
Smilin' On
Pete Morrison
Not Credited
Sanford Prod, S. R.
5 Reels
Success
Special Cast
Ralph Ince
Metro
Aklahoma City, Criterion
Ej client. ... 10- 30-50
6 Reels.
Much better than the title. Portland. Masterful. Telegram. Heart-interest drama. Portland Oregcnien.
Temptation
Special Cast
Le Saint
C. B. C. SR
Milwaukee, Alhambra
.50
6,500
Gccd
Better than average acting. Journal.
Tents of Allah
Blue-Alden
Logue
Assoc. Exhib
6,849
Three Jumps Ahead
Tom Mix
Jno. Ford
Fox
Toledo, Rivoli
Very Good.. 15- 30-50
5,162
Vanity Fair
Mabel Ballin
Hugo Ballin
Goldwyn
15-75
Toledo, Rivoli
Good
8 Reels.
Nothing of a sensation. Times. Highly entertaining. Blade.
Vengeance of the Deep
Special Cast
Berringer
Selznick
4,753
Western Justice
Caldwell-Hill
Caldwell
Arrow SR
5 Reels
When a Woman Turns
Tom Kennedy
Not Credited
Norca Pict. SR
Where Pavement Ends
Special Cast
Rex Ingram
Metro
.25^ 35-55
Dallas, Tex., Palace. ........ .Fair.
... ....
7 Reels.
Delightful change. Journal. Full of romance. Herald. Beautiful work. Dispatch.
~,
White Flower, The
Betty Compson
Ivers
Paramount
5,731
Your Friend and Mine
Special Cast
Badger
Metro
5 750
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APRIL
Feature

Star

Director

Abysmal Brute, The

Report From

Length

Distributor

Business

Prices

Reginald Denny... ,R. V. Lee
Universal
20-40
Exceptional
6,942
Los Angeles, Granwain
Not heavy, smooth and interesting. Express. A knockout. Record. Aroused enthusiasm. Examiner.
Alice Adams.
Florence Vidor
Associated Exhib
25-50
Seattle, Blue Mouse
Good
Is evidence that a novel can be filmed as written.
Times. Star gives an appealing portrayal and a good cast supports her. Star.
Backbone
Special Cast
Sloman
Goldwyn
20-25-35
Baltimore, Garden
6,821
Good
Plot too obscure. Post. Something different. Sun. Pleasant hour and a half. American.
Bella Donna
Pola Negri
Fitzmaurice
Paramount
8 Reels
Bethlehem, Pa., Palace
Fairly Good
0r| e °f the real triumphs of the season.
Herald.
..„
„„
„
Bright Lights of Bway
Special Cast
Campbell
Principal Pet
6,189
Dick Barthelmess.. Robertson
Bright Shawl, The
First National.
20-30
Atlantic City, Colonial. ....... Capacity
7^503
Some good action.— Daily Press. Excellent.— Albany News. Conventional. Albany Journal. Most refreshing— Charlotte-Observer.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Bucking the Barrier

Dustin Farnum.

Fox
Reels
Milwaukee, Rialto
— Oklahoman.
Entertaining and thrilling. — News.
Selznick
Archinband
Metro
6,800
Los Angeles, Kinema
— Times.
Something a
different. — Express.
An intriguing
Harry Carey
F.B.O
Val Paul
Reels
Milwaukee, Suxe's Rialto
—Journal.
Action and
Ed. Gibson
Sedgewick
Universal
Birmingham, Rialto
4,819
Fairly amusing. — News.
.Campbell

Good— unusually

Clansmen of the North
Cordelia the Magnificent.

.

.

.

.

.

Travers-R. Dwyer
Clara K. Young.
.

.

5

.

5

Flames of Passion
Forbidden Lover, The
Go-Getter, The

Special Cast

.Not Credited

.

Her Fatal Millions

Viola

E. Griffith

Reed Howes
Special Cast

25

25

Lost In a Big City

Lovebound

Shirley

Madness of Youth

John Gilbert

Man From Ten

Guy

(Gold Madness)
Midnight Patrol, The
Nobody's Bride
Old Sweetheart of Mine
Prodigal Daughters

6 Reels

—

moving comedy. Times. Amusing and
Budley Murphy.
.Arrow S. R
4,720
Henderson
Arrow S. R
6,400
One of Curwood's best. News.
.Lewis King
Arrow, S. R
4,939
Irving
Arrow, S. R
7,119
Henry Otto
Fox
4,407
Interesting society drama. Post.
Fox
4,719
J. Storm
Average picture. Journal.

fast

.

.

Mason

.Toledo, Valentine
interesting.
Blade.

.Thomby

.

Principal Pet

Hall-Theby
Willat
Herbert Rawlinson..H. Black.
Dexter-Eddy
P. Garson

Birmingham, Trianion

.

.

Poor

Portland, Blue-Mouse

Fine

10-25-50

Birmingham, Rialto

Fair
Fine

10-20

4532

Wilmington, Bijou

4,861
5,063
6 Reels

Metro
Paramount

—

.

.

.

—

.

—

—

Woman

.

The

.

.

—

.

.

—
.

.

.

Shamokin Pa

Fox
— Wisconsin
News.
Rupert Hughes
Goldwyn

Good.

Interesting.

4,517
— Milwaukee
Journal.

,

.

15-25

Capacity

40-50

Good

15-20
50

Good

10-30

Excellent

Victoria

,

Fair

Excellent

.

—

Hendryx

Charles Jones

Souls for Sale
_

—

.

—

A
Snowdrift

15-35

Allentown, Hipp

—

Salty Saunders

15-30

20-30-50

Fine

Swanson
Kansas City, New Centre
.Sam Wood
of the super-society dramas of the year. Seattle Times. Swift moving. Seattle Star.
Harold Lloyd
Richmond, Colonial
Newmeyer
Pathe
6,890
Easily best comedy of season. News Leader.
Can't afford to miss it. Times-Dispatch.
Neal Hart
Reels
Youngstown,
Not Credited
5
O., Strand
Steiner, S. R
Full of thrills, raw melodrama. Eve. Ledger. Humor adds delight. Enquirer.
Dorothy Phillips
Phila., Carleton
Holubar
First National
6 Reels
Graphic and powerful. Norfolk Landmark
Should not miss it. Norfolk Ledger- Dispatch
Alice Brady
Kolker
Okla. City, Capitol
Paramount
5,375
real tale.
Boston Ad -ertiser. Full of action, stirring, holds interest. Toledo Times.
Gloria

35-60

5,894

Selznick
Universal

One

Safety Last

Good

.

—

.

10-20

Fine

—

.

.

—

Bates Post.

Fair

Good

.

—

Fairbanks.
John Lowell

Strike

—

.

.

Wm.

The

—

Beaudine. ........ .Metro

A funny

High Speed Lee

Bride,

Fair

Good

.

4,962
5 Reels

Selznick

.

Dana

Jacqueline

Snow

.

Paramount
Cleveland, Allen
7,771
Alive with action and comedy.
News. Too detailed farce melodrama. Plain Dealer.
Roberts-McAvoy.
W. de Mille
.Louisville, Rialto
Paramount
7 Reels
Holds one's interest. Theodore Roberts makes the picture.-— Courier- Journal.
Special Cast

.

Rustlers,

Independent Pet

Craft

Bedford-Sparling.

Grumpy

Slander the

.

thrills.

Dead Game

Law

25

affair.

little

Crashing Thru

Good

so.

Kansas City, Circle
Fair
It's the Iliad of Hollywood.
Has humor, romance, thrills. Times.
Sunshine Trail, The
Douglas MacLean. .Home
Cleveland, Park
Good
First National
4,509
One isn't asked to believe it Just laugh. Press. Entertaining. News.
Tansy
Special Cast
.5 Reels
Not Credited
Burr Nickle, S. R.
Temporary Marriage
Special Cast
Hillyer
Albany, Clinton Square
Principal Pet
6 Reels
A good domestic drama. Journal. Good story with good talent. -Times-Union.
Tiger's Claw, The
Jack Holt
Hennebery
Paramount
5 Reels
Cincinnati, Strand
Fair
Oriental atmosphere well sustained. Enquirer. Time worn story.
Times.
Town Scandal, The
Gladys Walton
Kendall, Wis., Terrace
Fair
Baggot
Universal
4,704
Trailing Wild Animals
Animals
Not Credited
Metro
6,247
Trail of Lonesome Pine
Mary
Minter
Maigue
Paramount
Hazleton, Pa Gland
Excellent
6 Reels
Entertaining. Does justice to the novel. Milwaukee Journal. Most artistic. Seattle Times.
Trimmed in Scarlet
Special Cast
Smith
Universal
5 Reels
Westbound Limited
Ralph Lewis
Phila., Pa., Regent
Big
Johnson
F. B. O
6,100
Appealing moments. Startling scenic effects. Inquirer. Dynamic action. Portland Journal.
What Wives Want
Special Cast
Conway
Universal
Seattle, Columbia
Good
4,745
Holds the interest. P. I. Unusual plot. Star.
Within the Law
.Richmond, Va., Broadway.
Norma Talmadge.. .Lloyd
.Capacity
First National
8 Reels.
Thoroughly enjoyable. News Leader. Worth seeing again. Times-Dispatch.
Wonders'of the Sea
Lulu McGrath
Williamson
Los Angeles, Miller's California Poor
F. B. O
5,700
Educational, entertaining, fascinating. Herald. A real thriller. Express. Has mystery and beauty. Record.
You Are Guilty
Kirkwood-Kenyon. Not Credited
Boston, Bowdoin Square ...... Fine
Mastodon, S. R
5 Reels
Really fascinating tale of an honest thief. Boston Post. Holds throughout. Adv.
You Can't Fool Wife
Special Cast
Seattle, Liberty
Good
Melford
Paramount
7 Reels
Convincing and entertaining, never lagging in interest. -Times. Domestic drama of high social life. Post-Intelligence.
Special Cast

8 Reels

.

—

—

.

10-20

—

.

.

25-35

—

.

28

—

—

M

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

—

28

—

—

25-35-50

—

—

—

.

—

—

.

25-50-75

—

—

—

.

40-50

.

.

.

.

—
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20-35

'

35-50

—

—

MAY
Feature
Affairs of Lady Hamilton..

Bavu
Black Shadows
Boston Blackie

.

.

Liane Haid
Wallace Beery

Oswald.

.

Hodkinson

.

Prices

.

10-20

—

—

15-25-40

—

.

15-25

—

25 60

—

Double Dealing

Empty

Cradle, The
Fighting Strain, The

Fog Bound

—

.

Fortune of Christina
Fools and Riches
Girl of the Golden West

Who Came Back

.

Red Schoolhouse
Lonely Road, The
Man From Glengarry

K. McDonald

Shertzinger

.

Arrow, S. R
First National

McRae

Hodkinson
Gripping tale.

MacDermott

Thos. Meighan

Power Divine, The
Ragged Edge, The
Remittance Woman, The.

.

Adolfi

Mary Mack

of the Movies
Ne'er Do Weil, The

.

Special Cast
Special Cast

Mary

Al.

interesting situations.

Moody

Ind. Pict., S.

Lunt-Palmerri

Weight

Goldwyn

Ruggles

F. B.

Special Cast

The

Pretty

and

Soul of the Beast

Jack Pratt
.Brennon
Compson-Tearle.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
well played.
Walter Hiers. ..... .Henaberry

7

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

— P.Reels.
7

R

Sunken Rocks
Wandering Daughters
.

.Bethlehem, Lorenz
Paramount
Rather commonplace, but exceptionally fine cast.
..

—

—

.

.

10-20

.

-

.

.

Fairly good

Good

.

15-25-35
1C-20

.

.

.

10-25

Good
— Cleveland
News.

Dallas, Tex., Old Mill
.Paramount
.5,632
First-class fun maker.
Herald. Refreshing amusement. Journal.
Birmingham, Bijsu
Metro
6 Reels..
Madge Bellamy .... Jno. Wray
One of Ince's best. News.
Franz
Fox
4.6C8
Tom Mix
Alma Taylor
Not Credited
Burr Nickle, S. R
.5 Reels

.

Good
Good
Good

Good

Columbia, Ideal

First National
Special Cast
6 Reels. ..Philadelphia. Victoria
Jas. Young
Striking study in contrasts.—Seattle Times. Amusing and highly dramatic. Seattle Star.
Dallas, Palace
Griffith
10,834
White Rose, The. Dempster-Marsh-Novello .Griffith
Not Credited
Sunset Prod ., S R
5 Reels
Wolf Tracks
Jack Hoxie
Seattle. Winter Garden
Elaine Hammerstein. .Earle
Selznick
5,000
Woman Game, The
.

28

I.

6,270
7 Reels.

—

Stepping Fast

.

— Inquirer.

4,920
7 Reels

O

Arrow, S.

Allentown, Pa., Lotus

Reels.
—Sr.R Louis Globe-Democrat.

Special Cast

.Ethel Clayton

Kansas City, Ellsworth

5,500

Paramount

Green

Many

Intensely interesting.

Baltimore, Peabody

— Times.

F. B.

35

.

5,760
6 Reels
5,800

Exceptional entertainment.

Rip Tide, The

An Hour

—

.

—
—
Good, outside of noticeable carelessness in construction. Evening Ledger.
.

Little

Sixty Cents

Business

8 Reels

R

Crossed Wires

Rustle of Silk,

Report From

Length

Distributor

Universal
Kansas City, Centre
Average
Paton
6,988
Should satisfy most exacting fan. Phila. Eng.. Abounds in thrills. Phila. Ledger.
Special Cast
Salisbury
Pathe
5,000
William Russell.
Dunlam
Fox
Toledo, Rivoli
Fine
4,522
Moves swiftly, showing prison life. Blade.
Special Cast
Dillon
Arrow,
S.
5,820
J.
Universal
Exceptional
Paton
Los Angeles, Tully
Roy Stewart
4,944
Fairly convincing North Western, and takes well. Herald.
Fine
Universal
Boston, State
Gladys Walton
Baggot
4,705
A relief. Excellently brewed farce. Advertiser.
Lehrman
Universal
Hoot Gibson
5,105
Truart, S. R
..Normal
Alden-Morey
Not Credited
5 Reels... Hazleton, Feeley
Neal Hart
Not Credited
Steiner, S.R
5 Reels
Excellent
Dorothy Dalton.
.Willat
Paramount
8 Reels. .. Bethlehem, Pa., Lorenz
Good entertainment. Bait. Evening Sun. Rattling good mystery. Thrills. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Playgoers, S.R
Special Cast
Not Credited
5 Reels
Universal
4,904
Herbert Rawlinson. .Blache
Philadelphia, Palace
Splendid
First National
Carewe
7 Reels..
.... Kerrigan-Breamer
Stirring screen versions. Inquirer.
Philadelphia, Capitol
Splendid
Forman
Preferred
Special Cast
6,100
.

Broken Violin, The
Burning Words

Girl

Director

Star

.

—

Satisfactory

Good

30
25-35-55

.

Splendid

10-20

.
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JUNE
Director

Star

Feature
Bargains

Special Cast

Below the Rio Grande
Counterfeit Love

Neal Hart
Special Cast

Not Credited
Nat Credited
Not Credited

Burr Nickle S.

R

Steiner S.

Report From

Length

Distributor

R

5 Reels
5 Reels..

.Youngstown, O., Orpheum.

.

.

Prices

.Good

.

Reels.. .Boston, Boston
— worthRseeing. —5 Advertiser.
Realistic. — Traveler.

Playgoers S.

Packed wirh wholesome melodrama

Business

15-20
25-60

Fine

.

Hodkinson
M=Rae
4,504
St. Louis, Delraonte
Excellent
ThorDiifh'y enj'yyable. Star.
.Foreman
Preferred
6 Reels.. .Okla. City, Criterion
Good
Noteworthy. Times. Good warm weather pictures. News. Highly entertaining. Oklaho man
Hoxie
Sunset Prod. S. R
5 Reels
Desert Rider, The
Jack Hoxie
Norman Shearer.. .Not Credited
Ind. Pict. S. R
5 Reels
Devil's Partner, The
Bennett
6 Reels
Toledo, Pantheon
F. B.
Divorce
Jane Novak
Good
Big, interesting, pounds home point.
Times. An old, old story but excellent entertainment. Blade.
Critical Age,

The

Special Cast

Special Cast

Daughters of the Rich

—
—

—

25-50

10-30-50

—

.

.

Jack Hozie
Harris-Landis

Quickshot

Fog, The

25-35

—

—

Don

Marshall
Powell

Reels
6,541

Universal

5

Metro

—

—

Exceptional. 20-30-50

Toledo, Valentine

—

.

Times. Aptly presented. Blade. Packed with thrills. News Bee.
Paramount
6 Reels.. .Norfolk, Norva
.Campbell
Fair
Times. Miss Daniel's best. Daily Oklahoman.
Filled with thrills. —Constitution. Full of interest.
Birmingham, Strand
Ruggles
Paramount
5,075
Heart Raider, The
Agnes Ayres
Good
Plenty of action. K. C. Journal. Full of interest. Norfolk Landmark. One of Miss Ayres' best. Ledger.
Reade
Goldwyn
6 Reels. .. .Allentown, Pa., Strand
Fine
Last Moment, The
Special Cast
Leaves you guessing. Journal.
First National
6 Reels.. .Seattle, Liberty
Man of Action, The
Douglas MacLean. .Home
Capacity
Has everyone guessing and laughing.— Times. Mirth, mystery and melodrama. -P. -I. Really funny. Star.
.Los Angeles, Million Dollar.
Meehan
Hodkinson
7 Reels.
.Fair
Michael O'Halloran
Irene Rich
Leaves a pleasant impression. -Herald. Rather good. -Express.
Zeliff
Mysterious Witness, The.. .Robert Gordon
F. B.0
4,822
6 Reels.. .Hazelton, Pa., Grand
W. de Mille
Paramount
Normal
Only 38
Special Cast
De Mille prevented a calm plot from becoming a bore. -Portland Oregonian.
Allied P. 8s D
6 Reels.. .Boston, Beacon
Paddy Next Best Thing
Mae Marsh
Cutts
Fine

Good entertainment.

Exciters,

The

Daniels-Moreno.

.

—
—

.

—

30-40

—

.

10-35

—

—

—

—

.

35-50

—

—

.

.

35-55

.

.

.

—

.

20-45

Mae Marsh winsome and fascinating. — Post.
.

Herbert Rawlinson.. Mortimer
Conway
Gladys Walton
Good, as pictures go. Post.
Special Cast
King

Railroaded

Sawdust

—

Sun Dog Trails
Suzanna
Trifling With Honor

Universal
Universal
It all rings true.

Arrow

Mabel Normand

.

Special Cast

Pollard

Tense moments.
Western Blood
Woman With Four Faces.

Pete Morrison

.Compson-Dix
Glenn Hunter

.

Youthful Cheaters

R

S.

Reels
4,940

5

Sennett
Universal

— American.
Family

St. Louis,

.

R

Sanford S.

Brennon

Paramount
Hodkinson

Tuttle

Pleasant.

20-25-35

4,586

Dramatic incidents.

Not Credited

Good

Baltimore, Garden

— Evening Sun.

Fair

Kansas City, Gladstone
—7,785
Cleveland News.

15

Good

10-20

Average

10-30

5 Reels

6 Reels..
6 Reels

.Kansas City, Apollo

.

JULY
Brass Bottle, The
Children of Dust

Children of Jazz
Interesting.
Desert Driven

Tourneur

First National
First National

Report From

Length

Distributor

Director

Star
Special Cast
Special Cast
Filled with
Special Cast

Feature

6 Reels.
6 Reels.

.

Business

— Wise. News.

—

.

O

.

.

.

Harry Carev

Val Paul

F. B.

.

—

—

.

McGuire of the Mounted.

Sam

—

.

.

Wm. Desmond

—

.

10-20
.

.

.

Good

25-33-55
Journal.

Assoc. Exhib

.

Average

10-20

Fair

Very Good.. 10-25-40

.

.

20—35

Fair

—

—

.

.

5 Reels

N. C,
— Dallas Journal.
Weird and
— Observer.
Universal
4,888
Kansas City, Liberty
Good comedy drama. —Journal-Post.

Special Cast

10-35

— Milwaukee
Excellent.

.

—

McGowan-Holmes. McGowan
Young
Powerful of the famous French novel and play.
The
.Herbert Rawlinson.. Haemmle

Stormy Seas

10-30-50

Fair

—

.

Skid Proof

Good

5 Reels

Universal

—

Made Wife, A
Shootin' For Love

Victor,

.

.

First National
6 Reels .... Birmingham, Trianon
Perfect portrayal of everyday life of an every day American boy. News.
Hartford
Hodkinson
Harry Morey
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Poli
4,932
Story of forceful energy. Post. A film of Canada. Advertiser.
Special Cast
Dillon
Universal
5 Reels. ...Kansas City, Globe
Sedgwick
Universal.
.Hoot Gibson
5,160
Mahanoy City, Pa., Elks
Fox
Charles Jones
5 Reels.
Birmingham, Bijou
Plenty of thrills and action. Age-Herald. Satisfying, exciting.
Toledo Times.

Seif

Trilby

;

Special Cast

Rapids, The

25

Fair

—

.

—

Penrod and

—
—

.

.

—

—

.

—

Good

.

—

.

40

—

.

.

5 Reels..

.

.

10-25-35-50
15-35

Birmingham, Trianon
8 >rsage
Fair
nature and glowing with life. Birmingham News.
Paramount
6 Reels.
Milwaukee, Strand
Good
J. Storm
Mighty good entertainment. —-Nor. Landmark. Good entertainment. Richmond Times.

human

..Milwaukee, Saxe's Rialto
Harry Carey proves himself the man's star of the screen. Sentinel.
Special Cast
Carleton
F. B. O.
5,622
Flying Dutchman
Neal Hart
Steiner, S. R
Not Credited
5 Reels
Forbidden Range
Henaberry
Paramount
6 Reels.
Okla. City, Criterion
Jack Holt
Gentleman of Leisure, A.
Season's laughing sensation. -News. Will delight all. -Oklahoman. Very funny.
Times.
Thomas Meighan. .. Ralph Ime
Paramo ait
5 Reels. ...Birmingham, Strand
Homeward Bound
Good story of sea. -News. Gave unbound ed satisfaction. Post. See this for thrills. Advertiser.
Special Cast
Home
F. B. O
5 Reels
Itching Palms
Paramount
6 Reels. .. .Birmingham, Galax
Law of the Lawless, The.. .Dorothy Dalton. .Fleming
Unusual. -Birmingham News. Somewhat drawn out but exciting at times. Portland News.
Hopper
Anita Stewart
Goldwyn-Cosmop ... 6 Reels.
Baltimore, New
Love Piker, The
Morning Sun. Something for everyone. American. Good entertainment. News. You'll love it.
Fair entertainment.
Finis Fox
Assoc. Exhibitors
6 Reels
Special Cast
Man Between, The
J.Warren Kerrigan
F. B. O
5 Reels
Man's Man, A
.

Prices

Good

.Portland, Liberty

.

First National

7,302.
fantastic.
.

.

Broadway.

.Charlotte,

.

.Big

.

Good

10-30
25-35

AUGUST
Feature
Alais the Night Wind

Broken Wing, The
Circus

Days

Destroying Angel, The

Report From

Length

Distributor

Business

Forman

Coogan

Cline

Grifnth-Tearle-DexterArchainbaud
Leah Baird

Preferred.
First National
Selznick

8 Reels. ..St. Louis, Lyric Skydome, Capitol. .Big
5,163
St. Louis, Arsenal Airdome
Poor
St. Louis, Kings
7,527
Fair

Assoc. Exhib
First National

6 Reels
6,859
8,729
5 Reels

.

.

.

.

Con. Talmadge.
.Franklin
First National
Dick Barthelmess.. Robertson
Assoc. Exhib
T. Moore-Elsom.r
Mrs. Wallace Reid.. Jno. Wray
F. B. O
7,415.
.Boston, Tremont
Human Wreckage
Capacity
Much dramatic merit. Powerful. Advertiser. Held us spellbound. Transcript. Towering drama. Globe.
First National
Huntress, The
Colleen Moore
Reynolds
6,336
Fox
12 Reels
Special Cast
If Winter Comes
Universal
Milton Sills
Parke
5 Reels. ...Portland, Columbia
Legally Dead
Fine
Unusual and original. Oregonian. Remarkable theme. Telegraph. Trifle far-fetched. Blade.
Universal
Love Brand, The
Roy Stewart
Paton
5 Reels.
Boston, Loew State
Fair
Fiery tale, one of best. Post.
Fox
Man Who Won, The
Dustin Farnum
Miracle Baby, The
Harry Carey
F. B. O
Universal
Sedgwick
6 Reels.
Hoot Gibson
Seattle, Columbia
Out of Luck
Big
Spontaneously funny. Times. Entertaining, laughs in every scene. P. I. Thrilling. Toledo Times.
Salomy Jane
Logan-Flynn
Melford
Paramount
St. Louis, Missouri
6,270
Excellent
Scarlet Lily, The
Shertzinger
First National
K. McDonald
6 Reels
Second Hand Love
Fox
Charles Jones

Dulcy

.

Fighting Blade,
Harbor Lights

The

.

.

—

—

—

of the

North

Soft Boiled
Spoilers,

Tea

The

— With
Kick
Wise Fools.

Three

Blystone

Special Cast

Hillyer

Tipped Off

Universal

Fox
Goldwyn

—

.

—

.

.

5 Reels
7,054
8,928

.

.

.

—

.

Dallas, Tex., Palace
of the greatest of the year. Dispatch. Lavish. Journal.
Assoc. Exhib
Hugo
5 Reels
Goldwyn
Vidor
6,946
Baltimore, Century
American. Simple, winsome, captivating. Evening Sun. First-rate movie.
Good version of the play. Journal-Post. Vigorous, frank melodrama. Express.
Special Cast
Playgoers, S. R
Not Credited
5 Reels

One

.

.

—

Wm. Desmond
Tom Mix

Special Cast
....... .Special Cast
Something in it for everybody.
a

.

—
—

—

Shadows

Prices

Fox

William Russell
Special Cast
Jackie

Common Law

Director

Star

—

—

Fine

30-40
20
30-50

55-1.10

10-35-50

25-60

25-35-50
30-50

25-35-55

Vic.

—

—

—

—

25-33-55.
Good
— Morning
Sun.

——
September

8,

—

—
675

1923

SEPTEMBER
Feature

Director

Star

Length

Distributor

Norma Talmage ...Goosson

Ashes of Vengeance

From

Report

Business

Prices

10 Reels ,
Blinky
Hoot Gibson
Universal
6 Reels
Broadway Gold
30-50
E. Hammerstein ..Dillon
Truart
6,814
...St. Louis, Grand Central .. .Very big
A melodrama, not superior or inferior to most of its kind.- Post- Dispatch.
Clean Up, The
Herbert Rawlinson .Parke
Universal
S.000
50-2.75
Covered Wagon, The
Special Cast
Cruze ..
Paramount
Fair
10,000 ... Dallas, Majestic
One of the greatest pictures in the history of the film industry. News.
Ranks as one of the best motion pictures ever produced. Journal.
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue
F. B.
Enemies of Women
L. Barrymore
Goldwyn
Miwaukee Garden
35-55
Good
Hold the interest throughout. Superb. Journal.
Dazzling beauty.
Examiner, ion. Los Angeles Examiner.
Exiles, The
Rubens, Gilbert
Goldwyn
10 Reels
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
Metro
7 Reels
Gun Fighter, The
William Farnum
Fox
Charles Jones
Fox
6 reels
Hell's Hole
First National
Special Cast
6,566
Her Reputation
J. Wray
Paramount
Very good ....25-60
Grey-Naldi-Nagel
Dwan
Lawful Larceny
5,503 ....Boston, Orpheum
Allure and suspense to a high degree.
Post. A mighty good picture.
Traveler.
First National

—

.

.

—

—

.

.

O

—

.

—

Fox
Warner

Beaumont

Blue-Vidor

—

—

.

Tom Mix

Lone Star Ranger, The
Main Street

Seattle, Blue Mouse
Return proving as popular as first runs when

Bros

—

Return engagement hailed as an event out of the ordinary run of things. Times.
Lee Parry
Fox
Monna Vanna
Philbin- Kerry
... Rupert Julian
Universal
M-n-y-Go-Round
Both elaborate and dramatic. Destined to be a favorite.

Potash and Perlmutter

Bernard Carr,

Rougeo

Viola

—

Badger

Excellent
played to capacity.

?,000

—

it

—

7

Star.

Very Good

10,000 ...Portland, Columbia
Wonderful picture. Oregonian.
Journal.

First National

— 25-50
50-75

Reels

Gordon
Rupert

i^ips
of Hentzau

Souls in Bondage

Elmo

St.

Strangers of the Night
Purple,

The

The

Untameable,

News No.

Pathe

—500,000 barrels

69.

Stahl

Pedro,

—

Gothenburg, Sweden. Swedish
Americans and U. S. sailors attend
New York
Gothenburg Exhibition.
Zimbalist, famous violinist adds
City.

—

200 year old violin to his $100,000 collection.
New York City. Indian
Chiefs dance on City's busiest section.
Ebert
Germany. President
Berlin,
officiates at 4th anniversary celebration
German Republic's Constitution.
of

—

—

Germany.

—

—200,000

cyclists

annual fete. Dublin, Ireland.
President Cosgrove unveils memoriat

heroes,

to

al

who

died

Dayton,

freedom.

largest airplane
New York City.

in

Ohio.

makes

— First

fight

for

—World's

In
transcontinent-

trial flight.

mail plane flys from San Francisco
Portsmouth,
to New York in 27 hrs.
N. H. (That Territory Only)— Celebrate 300th anniversary of settling of

al

Portsmouth.

— Campaigning
Pathe

Universal

70.

Dublin,

Ire-

—ex-

for election
News picture of

De

Valera before arrest. Washington, D.
Gov. Pinchot of Pennsylvania to
C.
addressing
strike
in
coal
mediate
miners and operators at Harrisburg,
Mud contaminates
Pa. Omaha, Neb.
Venice, Cal.
city's water source.
Annual Bathing Girl Parade. Detroit,
Mich.— All-metal airplane 1,800 lbs.
Rotorua,
completes maiden flight.
New Zealand. Volcano works havoc
Hoboken, N. J.
in Australian isles.
George Washington lands 22
S.
S.
PortsLilliputians and one giant.
mouth, N. H. (That Territory Only)
Governors Brown and Baxter greet
each other, at official opening of
bridge between New Hampshire and
Maine.
Omit
International News No. 70.
Boston, New Orleans and Philadelphia Daring mountain climbers find
steaming hot springs amid summer ice

—

—

at Monroe, LouisiPhiladelphia
Only Governor
Pinchot joins in laying cornerstone for
brotherhood building at Harrisburg,
Pa.
International Snapshots.
Los
Angeles and San Francisco Only
Arizona Reservation Redskins stage

Legion convention

—

—

—

Ranier, Washington. Boston
Ancient well-known scenes re-

—
New Orleans
Nantucket.
Only—Joyous time for veterans at

Only

created at

Very good

Rivoli

White

.30

..

strike

Christy
Curley to

to
situation.

ermen
events

—
Presidents

history

of

aviation

U.

S.

for

Pelham,

home

at

N.

after

tour of

Y.—Jim

Barnes

Mass.

Is

bathing

—
—
—

girls.

Quantico, Va.

— Marines

—

—

Money

—

many

to

New

enter theatrical field.
the
Central

York— Priscilla,

Park
Zebu is proud mother of a bouncing
boy. New York.
Pretty Peggy Joyce

In tabled form so you may
quickly find what you want, the
Release and Review Chart of the
Exhibitors Trade Review gives you
the star, director, distributor, and

—

goes for airing
police dog.

McLean,

in

park with her new
Cal.
Miss
dancer, does some

—

San Francisco,
novel

unique steps for Kinograms.

all features.

News No.

International

available, the business

report from the theatre and the
press comment from certain localities are added.
This week has been appended a
summary of the various contents of
news reels. At a
current
the
glance you have everything. That
means time saving.

fox

haired

and get under way.
Antwerp, Belgium. Jewels
worth
millions
are
carried in novel pageant staged by
diamond
merchants.
Nottingham,
England. Prince of Wales meets few
thousand subjects when he arrives for
corner stone ceremonies.
Hoboken,
N. J. Troop of midgets and light
weight girl boxers arrive from Ger-

released.

on

wire

set out on long hike to historic civil
war battlefields. Gloucester. Mass.
Yachts in fisherman's race hoist sail

Save yourself considerable time
keeping these pages always
They contain practically
handy.
all the highlights of every picture

^e,

Pan,

—Two

by

Whenever

— Peter

terrier presented to President Coolidge
poses for some close-ups.
Venice,
Cal.
hundred thousand people
turn out to see the annual parade of

Slowpractices for pro-tournament
motion analysis of strokes exclusive
Washington, D. C. Presipictures.

Time

in colorful

C—

—

off

—Yachts

Kinograms No. 2280. Dayton, O.
The world's largest airplane, the Barling Bomber, makes fine showing in
test flight, Wash., D.
Brig. Gen
Sawyer, Commander Boone reappointed White House physicians.
Boston,

Dayton, Ohio, Hazelhurst, Long Island and San Francisco, Cal.
Kinograms No. 2279. Mineola, N.
Y. U. S. mail planes span the continent in 27 hours.
San Pedro, Cal.
Big underground oil tank burns, endangering city. New York. General

Gouraud

in

—

—

Hangchau, China. Despertowns menaced by oil
San Pedro, Cal. Epoch-making
the

in

—

in

at

in

installed
personalities

parade. Chirace for the famous
Lipton trophy.
Mariazell,
Austria.
—Thousands flock to famous shrine
in annual pilgrimage.
Boston.
(Boston prints only, "Matty" signs new
pitcher for the Braves no less a persan than Mayor Curley.
cago.

ate battle saves
fire at

mark

300 year

benefit game for
Tilting champions in
ex-service men.
thrilling carnival at Marseilles, France.
Trained birds prove world's best fish-

pitch

Coolidge

— other

Hollywood, Cal. Band of
Arapahoe braves give orphans the time
of their lives.
Portsmouth, N. H.
"Birthplace of the Navy" celebrates

on
Boston Only
Mathewson signs up Mayor

coal

reports

Mrs.

House

the news.

war dance for orphans at Hollywood,
Washington Only John Hayes
Cal.

Hammond

and

dent

—

ana.

—

fields, at

Louis,

4,532

—

News No.

Pathe
land.
clusive

Bernard Carr
..St.
—PostReels
Dispatch.
5

for the Walton fans.
First National

Marshall

flow and burn.
Virginia to Maine flight in the lime-

Leipsig,

Reels
5,778

R... 6

CONTENTS OF ALL CURRENT NEWS REELS

San

light.

S.

R

Truart, S.
Universal

of crude oil overLangley Field, Va.

meet

...Fox
... Metro
Metro

Jerome Storme

Special Cast
Jackie Hoxie

BRIEF
Cal.

.50

Fox
Sanford Prod.,

Good entertainment

Wanters, The
Where Is This West

Good

Denver, Colorado

9717

Selznick

Not Credited

Buster Keaton
Walthall- Lake
Gladys Walton

Three Ages

Unknown

Heerman

All star
Special Cast
Special Cast
John Gilbert
Special Cast

Command, The

Silent

Metro

Dana

liquor destroyed

69.

Illicil

by Federal agents

at

New

York.
Tractors "solve logging
problems in
California
mountains.
(Boston only) Mermaids in swiming carnival.
(Chicago only) Young

—

j

—

inventors exhibit new types of planes.
(Salt Lake City Only)
Utah towns
swept by disastrous floods and many
other interesting subjects.

—
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EVERY SEAT

AMERICAN REFLECTING ARC
Projection

Latest in

Equipment

A

GOO

D

SEAT

m

Cuts Projection Cost 75%
Supplies Plenty of Light
10

to

20

to

Amperes with D.
Amperes with A.

IS
30

Eliminates

Automatic
Guarantee Correct Trimming

of

all

Condensers

Arc
Arc

C.
C.

at all

EUREKA PRISM SCREEN

H
H

Control
Times with Extreme Ease

From photograph showing

Standard High Grade Equipment Manufactured Under Special Agreement.

RHEOSTATS— WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
TRANSFORMERS—AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO.
REFLECTORS— BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
MOTORS— ROBBINS & MYERS CO.
We Guarantee All Equipment

corrugations.

1

|

Reel Projection Shows

1

i
1
si

Real Results

1
®
g
|

I
1

S.

24 Milk Street, Boston, Mass.

ON THE COAST

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
17 West 60th

I
1

Street,

CO., Inc.

New York

is

Like Stopping the Clock to Save Time

THE NEW

SCREEN

MINU/A

HAS BEEN CHOSEN FOR THE

De Luxe Special

NEW FOX THEATRE
OAKLAND, CAL.

Built

to

specification,

will

pay for

increased patronage that
Samples and Literature

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

it

on

itself

Broadway, New York

ST.

by the

attracts.

Request

MINUSA CINE SCREEN

CO.

LOUIS, MO.

WE HAVE EQUIPPED THE
FINEST THEATRES
WITH

CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES
Let Vs Estimate On Your Job

WILLIAM CAMPH

&

CO.

New York

Columbus Ave.

City

Telephone, Riverside 3289

WE MANUFACTURE

STAGE SETTINGS

—

TRIMOUNT PRESS

SCENERY

Velvet and Velour Curtains

jSoMtp
220

115

Scenic

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION"
Street
New York

West 46th

ALBANY STREET

BOSTON MASS

ifetutJtns
1

City

Largest plant in

New England

§
j
I

Buying an Inferior Screen' to Save Money

RAVEN
HAFTONE

691

g
g

Don't Hesitate

ASK YOUR DEALEE OE WEITE

or

American Reflecting Arc Corporation

Sixty-Five

of

I

Special Stereopticon Attachment

One

size

of

Operation.

For Particulars Write Your Supply House

actual
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THE MODERN THEATRE
A

Visit to the Majestic Theatre
Patrons' Comfort

large
EVERY
movie houses,

city boasts of its fine

which

they

are

rightfully entitled to, so this week
you to Dallas, Texas, to
inspect the Majestic Theatre.

we

will take

This house represents one of the most
complete theatrical building units in
It is an up-to-date firethe country.
proof structure carefully planned by
John Eberson, Architect, to fill every
conceivable need of an amusement
house, both in front of the curtain line
as well as back of it.
It is built of reinforced concrete and

and

steel

in Construction

cian to throw various hues on side
walls and ceiling, giving the auditorium
the most natural and surprising color
effects designed to represent southern
Roman skies with all their burning sunshine glory, or the calm and quiet moonlight nights.

The main floor of the theatre is
haped in double-bowl fashion, with wide
and roomy aisles, which are an essential
part in the construction of theatres. The
ventilating and cooling system is complete.
Always regarding the comfort
of the audience the management of this

house took great pains to see that the
temperature is kept at the proper level.
Should the weather be far below the
freezing point or far above the boiling
point, this house is always comfortable
due to the above mentioned system,
which is absolutely under the control
of mechanical apparatus.
Adding to the comfort and service
given to the patrons of this house, a
high-speed electric elevator, of considerable capacity, was installed to serve
both balconies. This is an innovation.
It relieves the house of the thought of

stories

five

is

U ppermost Thought

high, with a facade exe-

cuted in polychrome and
glazed terra cotta, in modern semi classical architectural style, with a seating capacity of 2,800.

^ *t>

From
house
clear

view

every seat in this
patron has a
and unobstructed
of the stage and
the

balanced.
The elevator
service sells out the upper
part of the house as well
as the lower.
This extra
service is enjoyed by all.

•

.

screen.
There is a complete absence of posts or

other objects which may
deter the vision of the
audience. Another feature

worth mentioning

having an empty gallery.
The tiresome climbing of
many stairs has caused
numerous patrons to turn
away from houses rather
than be winded before
seeing
the
show. As
the accompanying photo
shows this house is well

Electric

The

Equipment

and scenic
equipment of tnc stage is
most elaborate and substantial,
fhe comfort of
the dressing rooms cannot
be rivalled by the best hos-

at this

time

is the location of the
projection booth. It is situated on the first balcony,
center, and gives the operator full screen view,
and a direct throw instead
which
the
slanting
of
causes picture distortion.

electric

telries.

All dressing

rooms

have outside windows and
are fitted up with handsome furnnure and ward-

Floor Plan

robes.

Each dressing room

contains
a
and private

The

floor-plan arrangeprovides spacious
lobbies and foyers which

ment

shower-bath

wash rooms,

equipped with ventilating

attracting

fans, glass shelves, inter-

patronage. These and all
of the anterooms are decorated in Louis XVI style,
while
the
auditorium
proper was treated in an
exterior scheme representing a Roman garden, with
garden walls and houses
and an elaborate pergola

communicating telephone
and signal systems, all of
which afford the comforts

add greatly

to

of the private boudoir.

The

installed,

with
all

whose

with the period style of
architecture used. Every
want of the patron is
looked after by this efficient staff and the strict
law of obedience is ad-

dimof the

auditorium circuits, whicfr
permits the state electri-

manned

costumes were designed
by the owner and architect. They are in keeping

In order to create the
best lighting effects a multi-colored lighting scheme

mers controlling

is

staff of attendants

ceiling.

was

theatre

by a large and experienced

MAJESTIC THEATRE, DALLAS, TEXAS

hered

to.
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outside lobbies are executed in

Casaba marble with bronze fixtures and
doors which extend a mute invitation
to the passerby to enter.

The Kiddies

Now

No show

house
In order to
take care of them the architect devised
a veritable playground.
The basement
is fitted up as a large playroom with
is

all

for the kiddies.

complete without them.

that is interesting

no

children,

to

matter what their age and s ze mav be
Everything from a duck pond to a
fairy castle from a merry-go-round to
a doll house; from a miniature meragerie to a sand pile and chute has been
;

;

installed.

Here they can romp and play
heart's

to their

content while their elders en-

joy the performance.

A

up-to-date nursery,

practical,

charge of four competent nurses,

which contains eighteen baby

in

and

cribs,

is

provided for the infants who are too
young to play about) the playroom. Exceptionally good care is taken of these

i#»#*»#M»*»**»**f»«M^>*«

*»«•*»««*»»» »«»«•*»****•{-«••»!«»»»»»•*

»Mt»»»t»f

young patrons.
has been found that V.V9 playroom
and used by not less than
1,000 children in a week and it has
become necessary to employ more thar.
a dozen attendants to watch the children while at play.
It

is

The Auditorium, from Stage, Majestic Theatre

visited

Building Plans

The

building plans of this theatre
will give you an intimate insight as to
The archithe layout of this house.
tect has not overlooked one item of

comfort which

is

ihe

really

drawing

power of any show house.

The Majestic
controlled by

theatre

the

is

owned and
Amuse-

Interstate

ment Company of Dallas, Texas, and
the architectural work done by John
Eberson, of Chicago.

LIBERTY THEATRE REMODELED AND DECORATED
Two Harding Brothers, of Kansas
City are spending a large sum of money
in a short space of time on the redecoration and refurnishing of their Liberty Theatre.
The work is to be carried on by both day and night shifts.
Large groups of artisans invaded the
house immediately after the close of
the Sunday performances on August
12.
Radical changes are to be made in
aspect of the house. The color scheme
will embrace French Gray as the dominant. Relief to be worked out in robin
egg and blue. The theatre is to be refurnished throughout.
The architecture of the Liberty is already of pleasing design. Spacious lobbies and large waiting foyer provide for
the handling of overflows without inconvenience to the patrons. Practically every need and desire of the customer is taken care of in the appointments of the house. Checking booth,
retiring rooms, public telephone desks,
nooks for visiting are all provided.
Ever since its opening on July 11,
1918, the Liberty has been devoted to
presentation of motion pictures embellished with occasional prologue and
musical numbers. Such policy will be
continued in the future. The fall opening, which is scheduled for August 31,
will give Kansas City its first chance at
Universal's "Merry-Go-Round."
It is
anticipated that this production will receive a long and popular run.
This
labels the type of pictures that are to
receive a home in this popular first run
With new atmosphere, with
theatre.
choice photoplays, with excellent man-

agement and with

liberal

and energetic
up

exploitation, the Liberty has girded
its

loins to join in the fall fray for busi-

ness.

to

L. D. "Pep" Balsly has been added
the staff in the capacity of house

manager.

His

energy

and pregnant

ideas will result in atmospherical pro-

logues and fascinating details of presentation that are bound to make town

Exploitation continues under the
S. Nesbitt and
will be both extensive and original.

talk.

management of Earle

.

Detail of

Box and Balcony,

Majestic Theatre

Foyer and Mezzanine. Majestic Theatre

—
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CHICAGO, ILL.—Oman & Lillienthan, 64
W. Randolph Street have completed plans
for the $75,000 theatre to be erected at Lincoln,
Robey & Belle Plaine Aves., by

Theatre Construction

Owner, Jacob Horwitz, care Peters
witz, 10 LaSalle Street.

News

HARVEY, ILL

—

NEW

New Theatres
HARVEY, ILL.—P. T. Haagen, 155 N.
Clark Street, Chicago has completed plans
for the $125,000 theatre for Center near
154th Street, to be erected by owner, Firtpatrick McElroy Company, E. J. Miller, V.
It*.
302 So. State St.
YORK, N. Y. E. De Rosa, 110 W.
40th Street, has completed plans for the
new theatre for 16S1 Broadway to be
erected by Neponsit Bldg, Co., 110 West
40th Street, New York City.
POTTSVILLE, PA. W. H. Lee, 32 South
17th Street, Philadelphia, has completed
plans for the theatre soon to be erected at
Pottsville by Chamberlain Amusement Co.,
care L. J. Chamberlain, 46 West Independence St., Shamokin, Pa.
ROYERSFORD, PA. S. Abramson, 2313
Walnut Street, Philadelphia, has completed
plans for the theatre soon to be placed on
Main Street by owner, Coane & Pizer, care
architect.

—

NEW

Hor-

care Majestic Theater, South Fifth St. is
contemplating the erection of a theatre,
site not selected, architect not selected.
YORK, N. Y. Harry Creighton In-

used.

be

&

Peck,

—

able concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,
will

H.

159
E. Ontario Street,
completed
plana for the $50,000 theatre to be built by
Garden Theater, J. C. Scully, Harvey chge.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL. E. F. Lampman,

This Department is devoted to theatre building
news and publishes the earliest news obtain-

where motion picture equipment

— Chicago,
Frederick
has

347 Madison Avenue has completed
plans for the $10,000 theatre to be erected
at 211 W. 125th Street by owner, Palther
Realty Company, 17 East 42nd Street.
TOMPKINS VILLE, N. Y. J. Whitford,
Staten Island has completed plans for the
$75,000 theatre for Tompkinsville.
Owner
not advised.
JiEWPORT, R. I. Pih.. Horgan, 239
Broadway is contemplating a $20,000 theafor
Thames Street.
Architect not
tre

galls,

—

—

selected.

PA.

—Marr

MICH.

&

MENASHA,

—Hickey

&

and upward

Veiguth,

Company,

J.

one reason for the rapidly
of the
Hotel Martinique.
Another is the consistent
economy of the entire establishment. Here you may enjoy
a Club Breakfast at 45c, conis

growing popularity

Lux,

TRENTON, MO.—Owner Company forming, architect not selected for drawing of
plans for $75,000 theatre for 9th & Wash-

I

ington Streets, Trenton. Care, A. E. Elliott,
618 Crysler St., Independence, Mo.
HOISINGTON, KANS. Bert Baker, Main
St. is contemplating a $20,000 theatre for
Main Street, Architect not selected.

and Egg, and Rolls and Coffee
Special Luncheon and Din-

—

ners of superior quality are also
served at the most moderate

Watkins 5482. 37 W. 20th

St.,

possible prices.
No location can be possibly
more convenient than that of
the Martinique.
One block

Inc.
N. Y.

from the Pennsylvania Station
(via enclosed subway)
Nine
blocks from Grand Central
one block from the greatest
and best Shops of the City
half a dozen blocks from the
Opera and the leading Theatres
and directly connected with
Subway to any part of the
Vthe
City you wish to reach.

WE DO
Enlarging

—

-

—

contemplating a theatre.

is

— Copying

—

REELS

son.

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT
Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh

New

Ave.,

York, N. Y.

Motion Picture
and exchanged.

and

era Exchange.

of your wants.
Ruby Cam727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE
Eight

at

Avenue,

Chairs in good condition.
the Leader Theatre, 41st and
Philadelphia.
Maker offer.

AT LIBERTY

York

A-l

organist; fine large library; twelve years
experience
excellent work assured.
Will
Write or wire best offer.
Organist,
DC, Exhibitors Trade Review.

picture

J)lartiaiq[uc

& Son

Theatre Architects

Mold OHUlpin
Broadway-32-A?33-St&
NEW YORK

Rochester, N. Y.
"Pioneers in theatre designing and originators
the bowled auditorium, now Universally used."

.WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

Box

AT LIBERTY

1

(Leader) and Pianist both union and experienced desires position in first class picture house
where ability and conscientious work are appreciated.
Excellent library, expert cueing, best of references.
Address Arthur Ziegler, 1940
Will go anywhere.
North Kedzie Ave., Chicago, 111.

Violinist

O
10—.TICKETS—
TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

ROLL

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUt
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

;

go anywhere.

(Affiliated wiih

347 Cutler Bldg.,

^4

Opera

hundred

installed

Lancaster

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

Leon H. Lempert

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for

Portable

Keep us advised

rent.

Now

For Sale by
New

—

—

WELDED WIRE
740 7th Ave.;

—

SCRANTON, PA. The Academy has been
taken over recently from the Charles H.
interests bj< the Comerforc Amusement Company. Harry Spiegel has been
named Manager under General Manager
Jack Jones.
The theatre has been remodeled throughout.
SLATINGTON, PA The William Coleman Theatre has been sold to Frank Nado
who will remodel it for the coming sea-

sisting of Fruit or Cereal, Bacon

—

Tayson Laboratories,

—

Miles

211 Grand Avenue, Milwaukee have completed plans for the $50,000 theatre soon
to be erected at Tayco St. & Winnebago
Street, Menasha by Stock
628 Broad Street.

for Market & Monument Place, Ind. to be
erected by Famous Players, Lasky Corporation, New York City.
OTTUJ1WA, I A. Vorse, Kraetsch &
Kraetsch, 911 S. & L. Bldg., Des Moines,
la. have completed plans for the theatre
to be erected by Circle Amusement Company, Ottumwa.
ALTO, IA. City of Alta, care Alta Lbr.

City for $95,000.

C.

WIS.

—

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. Arland W. JohnAvenue, New York City, has
completed plans for the $1,500,000 theatre

—

Brandt, 1114
plans tor t"e
Kresge Bldg., has
theatre soon to be erected at N.E. corner
Gratiot Ave. & May St. Owner name withheld.

Assoc.,

—

— A.
completed

DETROIT,

and

The New Oak Lawn was
opened recently to capacity.
KANSAS CITY, 3IO.— The Ligerty owned
by Samuel & David Harding closed recently
for repair and decorating and will reopen
Aug. 31.
JLNCTION CITY, KAS —The Cozy Theatre has been leased by M. W. Jencks, now
operating the Grand, Orpheum, Isis and
Novelty theatres in Topeka, Ka., with G. L.
Hooper.
SALINA, KAS. The Grand has been
leased by the Midland Theatre Circuit and
will open September 1st.
MAH Aft O Y CITY, PA. The Family Theatre owned by Harry Knoblauch has been
sold to the Loyal Order of Moose, Mahanoy

Sharp, N. B'way have completed plans for
the theatre soon to be erected by New
Philadelphia Amusement Co., A. V. Ave),

Manager.

Ellington

D.

son, 1562 Fifth

DALLAS, TEX.

—

PHILADELPHIA,

—

—

Co.

—

NEW

IRWIN, PA

511 Waltnut Bldg., Pittsburg, Pa. has completed plans for the $75,000 theatre for
Main Street, Irwin, to be built by Owner,
L. G. Mannty, Irwin.
DOVER, O G. Ebling, 612 Newman
Stern Bldg., Cleveland, has completed plans
for the $80,000 theatre for 123-24 Third
Street, Owner, The Dover Pythian Castie
Company, J. A. Barr, Chm. Dover.
LORAIN, O F. J. McFadden, 543 Broadway, Lorain has completed plans for the
$150,000
theatre
for
Lorain,
site
not
selected, to be built by owner, L. G. Brady,
195 William Street, N. Y. City.

^*"p

best for the leait money

FOLDED

quickest delivery

codptoESS guaranteed
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Hhree Rousing Cheers/

r*]\iis chap

"3%

JAMES CRUZE
has done
^/HEN

it

again

bloomCovered
Wagon," and then repeats with a
comedy classic like "Hollywood,"
and then follows with a perfectly
ripping comedy like "Ruggles of
Red Gap" you have to admit he's
there!
Eh, what? You can wager
a chap produces a

ing success like

"The

your blinking box-office he is.
View "Ruggles" at your exchange
now.
JESSE

L.

Adapted by Walter
Coldewey from the

LASKY

PRESENTS

Woods
story

by

and Anthiny
Harry Leon

Hi/son.

jl

JAMES CRUZE

production

WITH

//

d (paramount (picture

EDWARD HORTON, ERNEST TORRENCE,
LOIS WILSON, FRITZI RIDGE WAY
CHARLES OGLE and LOUISE DRESSER

Ruggles of red Gap
,1~

I

m

PRINTS THAT LAST
4,,,

————
.„

„„

„„

,j.

f

HE

condition of a print after

it

has

been projected reflects the care with
which it has been made in the laboratory. Photographic excellence, while
*

,„_,:*

the

first essential, is

not the only thing"

to look for in first class prints.

Distri-

butors and exhibitors have a right to expect
durability as well.

A poor print of a good picture

does no one any good.

STANDARD PRINTS

are not only better

They stand up under hard
usage. The scientific process by which they are
made and the care taken in every phase of their
creation give them longer life. Some of the industry's leading producers realize this and their
work goes through STANDARD FILM LABORATORIES from camera to screen. They have
found distributors and exhibitors better satisfied
with STANDARD PRINTS.
photographically.

flilm
nta^ne/arcf
Iralforalories
"
JohnM.MckoIaus
*J

J

*

S.MTompItins

Seward and jRom a ine Streets
ffolli/

4366

ffollt/w&od, California
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Sunrise on the Crest of Life and Molly
"I can't keep from tailing you that I love you" is
the age old story Kenneth Harlan is telling Florence
Vidor in a scene from the Preferred Pictures version
of "The Virginian."

?

:
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Talking on Rentals and Percentages
Wherein a Feiv Questions Are Asked and Also Answered, with a More or Less Rambling Discussion on Many Matters "Appertainin To."

WHAT

is the destination of the
super-specials, the great smash

productions,

when

they

finish

on Main Street? Or, in the
case of those which are "road showed,"
when they come to the end of that partheir runs

Will the second run houses be able
to take up the great production at the
point where their natural predecessors
have laid it down and carry it along
with an adequate profit to themselves

and to the distributors?
These questions are suggested by the
unusual number of really remarkable
pictures which have broken on Broadway during the last few days.
And also they are suggested by the

number

similarly great pictures which are in the works and nearly ready for their premiere showings.

of

WfHEN

the owner of a good-sized
second-run house stretches his legs
under the glass-topped table of the exchange manager, accepts one of the lat-

examines
and with an air of unconcern which very likely is assumed says
"Well, what is your bottom figure on

ter's special cigars, carefully

his

light,

this big

picture?"

What is the manager going to say?
The executive knows there are many
factors entering into the equation
more or less defy exact analysis.

which

He knows

the picture has been road
that particular community

showed in
and that thousands have seen

The great question
additional thousands

is

as to

may

it.

how many

be attracted
to a theatre displaying it
thousands
that would not be so drawn by an
average attraction.
The manager knows that if he puts
on the subject what he believes to be
a figure essential to cover the producers
and distributor's overhead his prospective client will tersely say "Nothing do-

—

ing."

Will the manager not say "Let's try
percentage"

TT'S a

great question this price thing.
has been getting greater each succeeding year, and perhaps at the same
time also nearer solution.
It

way

or

sooner

way

that is equitable
and consequently satisfactory to exhibitor and distributor, must be found.
If the distributor is keen for a perout, a

centage arrangement on the strong picmay with equal force
insist upon a like plan for the acknowlture the exhibitor

ticular trail?

equal

Nearer solution because
later a

edged lemon he

obligated to play.
of pictures upon
which there seems to be no particular
amount of discussion as to release
terms is the middle division, the average subject, which of course constitutes the great majority.

The

only

is

class

"^"HAT
is

holds true of the second runs
true also of the third and sub-

Many

every-day houses
districts have
been known to pay high rentals for
pictures that went big in the first runs
and then had them "die on their
hands."
For some inscrutable reason their
patrons just would not be impressed by
the clamor created in the centres. This
sequent runs.
situated

is

in

residential

the exception,

it

happens.
The general rule

admitted, but

is

is

it

that a picture ad-

judged big in the centre is also big in
the suburb and in the smaller town. Addone
vertising and exploitation have
their intended work. The suburban or
rural dweller has waited for the picture
to come to him so that he may see it for
30 cents instead of 50 or 75 cents.

UT

the rental question, much discussed in the past couple of months
by reason of the increased production
of pretentious pictures, is now out of
It is a condition.
the theoretical stage.
The pictures are here and more are

B

coming.

No live exhibitor can look on just
four pictures which have been shown
around Times Square in the last four
days without wanting to book them.
We all have heard and participated
in discussions in which the remark is
passed that the cost is running too high,
that the exhibitor can't meet it.
But when these costly productions
based on genuine dramatic stories are

thrown on the screen we all
"Bravo! Give us more of them!"

say

believe when the theatre owners
personally see these pictures to
which we refer they will feel as we do
that they are bound to restore the
motion picture in the regard of the
great public.

"Y^E

—

We

believe these productions are gohave a deterrent influence upon
one class of men in the community, in

ing, to

—but

every community

composed of

this class

exhibitors.

It

is

is

not

com-

posed of the producers of stage plays.
For just as sure as this is 1923 the
stage has not as yet felt the full competitive force of the motion picture.

The pictures of which we have seen
several in recent days are going to create a new clientele for the screen.
They are going to take from hitherto
untapped channels millions of dollars
which are going to pass through the
box offices of the motion picture theatres.

^HE

question of the moment then is
the establishment of an equitable
basis of dealing between the distributor
and the exhibitor, a basis that will en-

courage the former and protect the

lat-

ter.

The
you

three questions put in front of

at the opening of this article are
as ominous as they may at first

not
appear.

The motion
is

picture industry always
The present is no

in a state of flux.

exception.
The industry is entering upon a new
era, a great era.
Don't let any one tell

you

it isn't.

New

conditions require new methods
of operation.
If it is percentage, equitable percentage as one of our canny British contemporaries describes it, let's discuss it
and find out if it is the solution of the
problem, the means that will guarantee
to us a supply of these wonderful pictures.

For these the industry must have.

The

public, once

demand

its

them

appetite

is

whetted,

and will support
them. T n many houses it will pay extra
money to see them and be content.
And there's no cause for serious
concern in a situation of this sort.

will
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Bringing a House Out of the Slough
That's

What Harry Brandt Did with

THERE'S

a theatre over in Brooklyn which in a period of three
or four years has been transformed from a lemon of the yellowest
hue to a full-fledged moneymaker.
The house is one that frequently is
mentioned by exhibitors in conversation.
It is referred to as an example
of what may be done in the way of
rehabilitating a property that is run
down, going to seed as it were.
The theatre is the Parkside and its

owner is Harry Brandt.
It was a disgruntled salesman who
called the house to Mr. Brandt's attention. The theatre owner was in a
Coney Island picture house late in the

evening when the exchange representative wandered in carrying a
sized grouch.

large-

—

there's a fine clientele in the immeneighborhood.
If
some one
diate
would go after it and transform it he

would get something worth while."
f")N the way home that evening Mr.
Brandt looked over the property.
The result was that he opened and
soon closed negotiations for its purchase.
t

"What

do to put it over?"
responded Mr. Brandt to a question.
did

I

"Well, I just made the entire theatre
look different from what it was before.
"I found the plastering coming
down. The leather backs of the 600
There
seats were split wide open.

was

a dilapidated screen.

What

ripped out and replaced in very short

was

order.

tomers

"This

all

was done very inexpen-

sively.

"I got

my

work on the

porter at

where there was the nucleus

lobby,

a very pretty

display.

ming.
"Inside of a week the lobby looked
new owner's ship had come in.
"The lobby display supply house
put up a combination poster and photo
display on the outside of the theatre
as if the

which was very

effective,

boasts of

its

wonderful houses.

TT

was
owner

the policy of the former
irrespective of the cost of a

subject to play pictures following a
certain house miles away, but to

ignore productions which could be
bought much more cheaply and which

were

letter

box

office

attractions, be-

cause they played in the house which
was nearest to the theatre.
"I put into the theatre pictures I
was sure would match those being
shown by the opposition house, productions I knew were box office at-,
tractions.
I did some advertising."

When

Mr. Brandt

first

these

things

be

were only about
the

first

One of
new owner did

half filled.

things the

He discovered slowly but surely
that the people with whom he t'.ked
in the lobby were saving more and
more "Well, we would come over here
more often if we could always be sure
of this kind of a show." He made it
a point to satisfy his patrons that they

would.

HE

1

inauguration of a mail list
helped a great deal in developing a
new clientele. Occasionally the new
owner took the directory of the Flatbush Chamber of Commerce and he
still continues the practice
and mailed
c ut a "get-up" on a certain picture or

'J

—

—

an entire week's program.

of

Each week Mr. Brandt issues a
program covering the seven days. As
feature there is a personal editorial
which there is a heart-to-heart talk
with the patrons of the theatre.
"In these talks sometimes I W'll go
into the history of the making of one
of the pictures,"
said Mr.
Brandt,
"and very often I find that people will
come out into the lobby and talk to
ine about the articles, so I know the
in

stuff is read.

any time if I
and one we can
bank on to pass the word along to
my employes and let the news cir"I don't hesitate at
a picture is good

know

In every bit
culate to the patrons.
of literature that goes out we in-

clude the message that the management will back up the quality of the
picture that we are talking about.

^LSO

in every piece of literature
that leaves the theatre and printed on every page of it is the slogan
'There is nothing too good for Park-

side patrons.'"
"I have found, too, that not only do

we

get patronage from the opposition
house, but we also get it from neighknow
borhoods several miles away.
this because we get the names sent in
for our mailing lists."
Mr. Brandt makes it a point to encourage his patrons to show an interest in the equipment of the house,
saying it gives them a personal concern in the theatre.
"If you take any man, woman or
child up to the booth and show them
how a picture is thrown on the screen
they sort of feel they have some exclusive knowledge of the theatre,"
said the owner.

We

I

done

with that house. I also knew if I did
not do it in a very short time that I
would go broke.
That's how bad

business was.
"I immediately got in touch with
decorators and my lobby display
people, with the projection experts
with whom I do business, and from
the rear exit doors to the lobby doors
of the theatre I had the entire inside

looked over

the Parkside he noted that the seats

paint

could

to get acquainted with the cuswho came to the house.

a

Ark.
"In inquiring of the former owner
as to what he had used for a program
I was shown a one-sheet printed in
many colors outlining the program.
observed
something

I

as one of the prettiest theatres
Flatbush, which is a section that

was had been on such a long
The
it was hard to find it.
ceiling was covered with dust.
"In the projection room I found a
couple of generators that must have
been the pair used by Noah in the

I

that

known

time that

knew

in

was able to exploit all of the pictures
I was showing on any day.
"The Parkside Theatre now is

t lere

HEN

of

He

applied
paint and recovered the white trim-

in

"There's a house up by the park I
wish some one would get hold of and
rive me a chance to sell some of my
pictures," he growled.
theatre that is, it
"It's a good
could be made one very easily, and

the Parkside in Brooklyn by the Judicious Use of Projection,
Music and Pictures

my

Harry

Brandt

HE

biggest thing, in Mr. Brandt's
opinion, that helped put the theatre over was the showing of the best
1

'J

—
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pictures plus personal contact with
the patrons. "It is human for a person going into a theatre," he said, "to
be gratified when he is able to say
'Howdy' to the person running the
theatre and to be greeted with a smile.

"Employees

too,

are instructed spe-

before anything else is told
them that courtesy, politeness and a
smile for the patrons will get for them
substantial recognition from the management, but that the falling down on
cially

any of these essentials will
dismissal.
"It

their

keep your
and happy. I find
employes going out and boosting
is

beneficial also to

employe

my

mean

satisfied

standing in the community is someIf properly taken care of a
theatre owner's reputation can go a
long way toward making people look
on his place of business with an air of
respect. "Which, after all, is very essential for the success of the house."
Mr. Brandt was asked as to the kind

success in any theatre were met
quality in projection, music and pictures.
These were preceded by the
ripping out of the interior and the redecorating.

he showed and the pro-

The projection machines are inspected and repaired by an outside
projection expert once ever}' month.
"Good projection is as essential as
good music, and good music is as essential as are good pictures," declared
the Parkside man. "With the absence
of any one of the three no theatre
can be successful."

thing.

of pictures

ducers he patronized. He replied he
played no favorites, his only object
being to secure the best he could get.

And whenever he was successful in
booking a subject in which he was
particularly interested he made it a
point to get
patrons.

word

of that fact to his

management of the theatre. They
know we are trying to give the best
we can, and because they are satisfied

Asked as to how his patronage had
changed since he took hold Mr. Brandt

of that they go out and don't hesitate
to talk about it themselves.

he now had a regular
house at both of his evening performances and that the matinee business
had shown a steady improvement.

the

J ROM
been
1

the first
exhibiting

day that
I
have

I

have
never

said that instead of a half filled theatre at night

His

walls,

The accompanying photograph

of
the Theatre
of Commerce, an
elective post of the ball committee,
and is chairman of the board of di-

rectors

management.

Brooklyn.

m-

lm

sat.

ihf

The Parkside Theatre, Brooklyn

of

finance committee

the entire establishment look different.
He announced a change in the

fcfc

are

Mr. Brandt is interested, like his
brother William, in exhibitor organization work. He is a member of the

picture.

particular care was taken to
see that three great prerequisites to

said,

and water

the Parkside front shows the new
marquee erected by the Ideal Sign
Company of Brooklyn.

the owner of
p ECAPITULATING,
the Parkside declared he made

Then

of soap

every three months.

shown, and it is not my intention to
show, a salacious or an indecent
"I am proud that I am a theatre
owner, not because of the money to
be made in the motion picture business, but because of the fact that my

Mr. Brandt

washed with plenty

Owners Chamber
;

original

board.

of

the

Theatre Owners of

He was

a

member

of the

committee on the arbitration
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The Fortunes of Exhibitor

X
t

In Which

He

Tells

How First Run

Manners Fa iled to Catch the Fancy of the Townspeople
Locality Where Worki ng Men Predominated

WHEN

two operators cost a house
$100 a week with overtime, in a
city of this size giving but three

shows a day,

time to take notice.
did.
got the one operator and
reel boy for $o0 and no overtime.
also found that the law required
lighting of exits, outside during daylight and the house was using something like 60 watt lamps for this purpose in broad daylight, whereas 25 watt
lamps would just as well answer the
purpose, so we changed to the 25 watt
lamps.
So far, much of the story has been
taken up with the elimination of waste,
the obtaining of value for the dollar
and the standardization of overhead,
leaving for the time when this had
been accomplished the same careful attention to the presenting of entertainment.
is

it

We

We

knew

that

we had

the finest theatre not alone in town, but for many
miles, our seats were the most comfortable, it was conveniently located, so
far as the theatre was concerned, it
was not due to any fault of the theatre
that people were not attending and the
reason must be elsewhere.

In passing, the fact ought to be mentioned that when the theatre was built,
a full size stage should have been built,
and could have been built for a small
additional expenditure, in fact over
$50,000 was wasted in the building of
the theatre through useless things here
and there which no one ever saw, much
less appreciated, for with this stage our
position would have been impregnable.
It would have made it possible for us
to have made the theatre more of a

The owners

re-

was an error and
made of it here

acfor

municipal enterprise.
alized that this

knowledgement

is

the guidance of exhibitors

who

are in
screen was
against the back wall with a fifteen
foot apron, a stage with rigging loft
could have been installed for the same
through
more careful
expenditure
spreading of the investment.

doubt on

We
it

this point.

Our

were forever trying to discover
was that people would not come

to this beautiful theatre, we
lowered
our prices, we felt that perhaps we
were looking at it from the wrong perspective, in providing the same splen-

dor, magnificence, service,

one

In the sixth and final installment Exhibitor
further tells of the changes he made in the

management of

his

house

in

order

to

get

rid of red ink.

We

We

why

X

is

accustomed

all

the eclat

to find in the large

cities, when as a matter of fact over
eighty per cent of the people never left
the city for more than a day at a time
and then they were camping nearby or
had gone to some adjacent city.
In
other words, most of the people were
not familiar with the high class manner

which large first run houses were
conducted in the big cities, and they
would have none of it here.
An examination of the stores, restau-

in

rants et cetera about town, disclosed
that lunch carts and marble slab restaurants predominated, and the dirtiest of
all
was patronized best, in fact the
proprietor of this lunch cart had once
tried to operate a high class restaurant

and failed.
There wasn't a table cloth on any
table in any restaurant in town, the
hotels were the only public eating
places boasting table cloths and linen.
This was a workingman's town and
the gold braided uniform, kid gloved
usher, wilton velvet carpet and all the
flunkies,
gold,
silver,
magnificence,

splendor and all-of-that

suggested

him pomp and circumstance, and

to

he

couldn't get up ambition to "doll-up"
after a day in the shops amidst oil,
grease and perspiration, with the result
that he patronized the other theatres in
town that were more after the fashion
of the shop, with lavatories opening on
the theatre auditorium, where thrilling
action pictures with life in the open,
the "shoot-em-up" stuff was being

shown.
While there were some in town who
liked our marble, bronze, lighting and
the rest of the glitter, there were not
to make the theatre a
profitable success and, in passing, it occurred to us that perhaps our perspective was wrong in building the theatre
for not making it less elaborate so that
any man could come and enjoy our
all

enough of them

entertainment without having the "dollup" before entering, in large cities, sav,
cities
of 250,000 and
above there
would be enough people who would
prefer our theatre to make it a profitable venture, whereas in a city of
around fifty thousand there are not
enough, so we decided to take awav
some of this pomp and circumstances.
polished the brass twice a week
instead of six times.
In passing, it is
well to mention that keeping the brass
polished daily consumed a lot of time
and cost more money than it was
worth, something in place of the brass
which would have required less polish-,
ing would have been far more desirable.
changed our lighting scheme so
that the magnificence and splendor of

We

We

the house was less noticeable, we eliminated considerable of the service, the
uniformed flunkies and kid gloved at-

in a

tendants; we kept the lavatories shining, but let more darkness accumulate
on the shining surfaces about the theatre, the aim being to make it so the

working man would feel at home without being in full dress we dropped the
slogan, "the million dollar theatre,"
some days we dropped the adverting
completely, then many people would
telephone in and that gave us an opportunity to find out who our customers
were and what they liked.
;

Here was

a lead that the

manager

developed with much patience until we
had a list of over one thousand names.
In every other business a list of customers is obtained and used to sell future orders to. Why not in theatricals ?

At

the

box

office

telephone, at the

manager's

telephone was a schedule
telling the
exact time any picture
would appear on the screen, also all
other information in concise form as
to the kind of story, who were in the
cast and such other information as

might prove interesting.
We encouraged people to call up and
ask anything they wanted to knowabout our programs.
People came in and asked us if we
would run slides for them, we encouraged their visits, ran the slides always for nothing merely to encourage
their good will and in this way made

many
knew

friends
that

if

we

for

the

theatre

;

we

could meet every incity we could make

habitant in the
friends for the theatre, possible customers and in this way get names for
a mailing and telephone list; without
these friends our case was
hopeless.
also knew from long observation
in other theatres that theatres as a general rule were the one place where
courtesy and amiability among the employe's were seldom found.
Our aim
was to make the theatre evervbody's
theatre, and was partly successful.
The other exhibitors in town were
surprised to see us advertising the ticket sale for a circus that was soon to
appear in town, the popular idea being to help yourself and let the other
fellow take care of himself.
I can point to an instance of where
this plan of selling tickets for things of
this sort in a few years built up one
end of a city business section until
now it is more frequented than anv
other portion of the city.
For I was
engaged to develop the particular street
which was cut-off from the other business section by an overhead railroad
crossing and most of the people did not
shop beyond the crossing.
Anyway the circus came and we had
hundreds of people in our lobby on cir-

We

;
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cus day buying circus

tickets,, hundreds
two or three days
ahead, we got their names and addresses and gave them a talk on our

more telephoned

in

show, several thousand came to our
saw our lobby display and lots
of them came to see our show on circus day, going to the circus in the afternoon and our show at night; we
theatre,

couldn't stop those who wanted to see
circus
from attending, but we
brought thousands of them as far as
our front door and sold some of them
our show, especially the country peothe

Our

lobby being a long one with a
mosaic floor, it occurred to me that if
some benches with cushioned seats
were placed in the lobby, people would
like it, so we had the benches made
and placed there.
engaged young girl ushers that
would have been taken for Follies girls.
We always feared that either Mr. Ziegfeld or some of the local admirers of
feminine beauty would lure them away
from us, so we put this same smile in
then began to study
the box office.
what kind of pictures people liked.
discovered they wanted a lot for their
money, something like double feathe way from twelve to
all
tures,
twenty- four reels, which may sound
but
unbelievable to other exhibitors,
such was the case here.
For months the house had not
shown the slap-stick comedies, and one
of the sure ways of finding out what
kind of comedies your audiences like

We

We

We

is

to sit

among them and

listen to the

We

found they liked slapwe booked comedies of this

They did not care for the societywe booked action pictures,

dramas, so

melodramas and pictures of that

sort.

When

the salesmen called, I put all the
cards on the table, showed them state-

ments and told them just what we
would pay for film and they could take
it

or leave

it.

This brought up an interesting point,

and that was what a picture was worth
It always seemed a
to an exhibitor.
puzzle to me how exchanges arrived at
a picture price for a town, if they
at the price, we would like to
know it, for the prices of pictures bore
no relation as to what they were really

guessed

worth.
I decided that the price of any picture should be determined by what the
picture actually drew to the box office,
and that no exchange, however large,
was going to make of me a gambler.
If I

Three or four other exchanges accepted my analysis of the situation,
got behind the plan, with the result that
they received for their film a fair price
and we paid just half for film of what
we have paid a year ago this gave us a
;

chance

pay our bills and keep the
Sheriff away.
When its became real hot, early in
June, we decided we would have to
have reductions on some of our breadand-butter films, all of the exchanges
granted our requests.
In comparing the business of this
to

Summer

ple.

laughter.
stick, so
kind.

wanted

to

;

gamble

I

would become

a gambler, act in the open rather than
call myself an exhibitor and let the exchanges make of me a gambler.
I found one salesman who tried to
see things through my eyes, with the
result that we played his picture on a
percentage and he got what he considered a fair price for the film, apparently his exchange being satisfied.

with

that

of

last

found that we were doing

year,

less

by

we
half.

In trying to find a reason for it we
could not help but conclude that the

wayside
camping automobilist, the
dance halls, just outside the city limits,
and the radio were all factors and there
was no use trying to see it otherwise
for we could find a couple of thousand
people enjoying these diversions almost
any night.
While on this subject of film rentals, it seems to me to be only a matter
of

time before the exhibitor will be

wiped out entirely and our theatres for
the most part will be operated by the

many
distributors, much as are
the
chain cigar and other stores. For instance, the distributors do not seem to
want the exhibitor to make any
money, for, every time a picture makes
any money for the exhibitor, the next
picture with the same star in it, or
made by the same director, costs the
exhibitor three and four times more.
This is a fair statement of facts.
One picture with a woman star cost
us $300 last May, the same star's new
pictures are $800; a picture made by
a prominent director cost us $400 in
June, the new pictures from this same
director are held at $1,600 and so on.
Some of the exchanges want a flat
rental, away up in the clouds, and then
all
eliminating
thus
percentage,
a
chance of the exhibitor making any
money.

We did succeed in getting our overhead down to a figure which had all
the waste squeezed out, we managed to
increase our patronage and even tho
hot
we
the weather was unbearably
managed to go thru the Summer with
paid.
We had a cooling
all bills
system and everybody in town knew it
on warm nights it was as cool as an
iceberg in our theatre.
Our worries now concerned the get-

We

for the
Fall.
ting of pictures
couldn't think of paying- the prices the
exchanges are asking, and if they continue to ask these prices we are not
going to operate the theatre, we shall
lease it and become a rent collector,
being forced out of the business be-

of endeavor, who bear far more lasting relations than do the distributors
of film.
Manufacturers make it possible
for
merchants to remain in
business.
In analyzing the situation, we have
concluded that it is one of economics.
On the surface of things four essential
elements are required to make a success of the venture, a theatre, capital,
pictures and an audience.
have the theatre and the capital
before we can get the audience we
must have the pictures, and none of
the distributors
are willing to let us
have the pictures at the prices we can
afford to pay based on box office draw,
and if we pay the prices they ask, we

We

will lose

our

capital.

Several of the distributors are in the
exhibiting business, they have the pictures and the capital, all they need is
the theatre and they can get their audience, for their capital could
not be
taken away in theatre leases, the gambling element is eliminated so it seems
to me, we would be far better off to
lease the theatre to one of the distributor-exhibitors
and eliminate worry
from our daily routine, collect a profit
on the lease, get back some of the
money they have taken away from us
;

and

let

them

see

what

can afford to pay.
We have reached

prices exhibitors

the

conclusion

no other course open to
us, unless we buy up every theatre in
town, then we would have our audience, so to speak, and lack only the
that there

pictures.

where

is

We

know

this plan

is

of

several cities

in operation.

pay.

We

do not think that the distribuall wrong, but they are not
looking after their potential customers
as are the manufacturers in other lines
tors

are

in
all

lines of endeavor, is entirely
eliminated, the s^me business ethics do
not prevail, as are understood throughout the world.

other

had made it posfor us to continue operating the
theatre so as to obtain a profit the investment deserved, or such a profit as
we could have made in any other line
of endeavor with the same money invested, we would have
built
several
other theatres, as there is no limit to
the money controlled by the men in
back of this venture. But, judged by
their experiences sinee operating this
house, and their experiences with the
distributors, they would not invest one
dollar in other theatres.
Strange as the conclusion may seem
to "The Adventures of Exhibitor X,"
we have decided that there is only one
course to pursue and that is lease the
theatre to one of the distributor-exhibitors, and this we have done.
are
assured of a profit now on our investment for many years to come
we
regret that the distributors and makers
of pictures did not let us have pictures
we wanted at prices we could afford
to pav, so that we might have continued in business and built other theatres, for we know of some towns where
theatres are needed.
If the distributors

sible

We
;

cause of our inability to get pictures
we wanted at prices we could afford to

We

have discovered that it is a business
which credit, as understood in

THE EDITORIAL PAGE
Back to the Beginning
ACCORDING to a brief announcement printed
of our

in

one

news pages seven downtown

theatres in Troy,
N. Y., have reduced their admission prices to ten
cents and are "apparently making plenty of money."
It is stated the situation was brought about through one
manager cutting his prices to that sum and the others then
following suit through fear of losing patronage.
The experiment, which by the majority of exhibitors undoubtedly will be construed as a step in the wrong direction,
will be watched with close interest.
Last year two large houses in New England cities made
the same move. In their cases, however, the theatres were
either idle or had been unsuccessful.
It will not require many weeks for the managers of
Troy's Astor, Strand, Rose, Colonial, King, Palace and Alpine to discover whether they have acted wisely or otherwise, and in case it proves to be the latter to establish a

remedy.

Coming Along
ACCORDING to the Treasury Department

reports the

from theatres or other places of entertainment for last June under the admission tax
amounted to $6,343,774 as compared with $5,546,772 for
June, 1922, and for July to $5,140,506, compared with $4,620,893 for the same period of the preceding year.
total collections

•

The

figures are heartening

as

A

well

as interesting.
thirteen per cent increase over 1922 in the sums expended
for entertainment in the months where by common consent
the bottom of the summer pit is reached means that exhibitors are speaking by the card when they say this
has been better than its predecessor.

summer

Concern for Americans

THE him

great disaster in Japan has been brought home to
industry in a most painful way. Several of
the
the companies doing an international business main-

tain offices in Tokio,

among

these being

Famous

United Artists, Universal and Fox.
According to the latest reports all Americans

Players,
in

Tokio

are safe.
It is believed that owing to the earthquake starting on a
Saturday many of the business houses were closed and
consequently that the office forces would be away from the
city. It is to be hoped the belief may prove to be a fact.

Getting

It

Right

GOOD newsDepartmentWashington
Commerce

the announcement
will include in its
that the
of
biennial census statistics of motion picture production. One of the great advantages of such a record will be
the securing of definite information regarding the proportion of picturemaking that is engaged in on the west coast
as well as on the east.
Many statements not altogether reasonable have come out
of the west regarding the production activities in and around
Los Angeles that is, in reference to the percentage of the

out of

be most valuable. It will afford opportunity to check up on
many points where without the accompanying figures it will
be more or less a matter of guesswork in instances where
definiteness

When

position to

—

Frequently we read that as high as 80 and 85 per cent, of
the production of the country is photographed in the City
of Angels. If it be a fact it is a good thing to know in order
that we may convey our due homage to what
Sol Lesser
describes as the "Miracle City," which is praise indeed from
a San Franciscan.
It is in its larger aspects, however, that the census will
1

'

make necessary adjustments.

New Backgrounds

TWO

of the new fall pictures are notable for the striking backgrounds they provide for the entertainment
and incidentally the education of American picture-

goers.

In "If Winter

Comes" we

see picturesque examples of
photographic bits selected from eight of
the old towns. Also there are views of ancient and stately
castles with spreading lawns in the foreground.
"The White Sister" takes us into Rome, with its great
mansions and winding mountain roads, its remarkable interiors
and they do seem genuine and brings us views
of Vesuvius from near and far.
The two subjects are examples of the efforts being made
by American producers to bring to life the localities indicated in the work being transferred, to give to these that
conviction which puts the finishing touch on great dramatic stories.
rural

England

in

—

—

Killing Realism

HAL

ROACH

in a talk in New York has told of
the recent action of a large majority of the coast
producers in debarring the public from the studios.
He related some of the incidents that had precipitated the
action, and declared it was necessary in order that the

visitors should be prevented from spreading their illusion
dispelling propaganda.
That there has been among the people at large a rapid
increase in the number of those who feel that what thev
see on the screen is unreal, that the dangers portrayed ap-

proach pink teas, is beyond question.
The impression is hurting attendance. Players do undergo dangers, as the casualty lists will prove.
Large sums of money are expended in the building of
That these should seem to be what they are supsets.
posed, to be is the aim of the economical producer, and if
in achieving that end he saves money wherever he can do
so without sacrificing reality he is simply meeting the loudlv
expressed call of the exhibitor for economy in construction.
Let the public get its ideas of motion picture production
from the screen, and it will approach its entertainment with

much

greater zest.

Motion Picture Day

is

total.

is of large importance in surveying the field.
the industry knows just where "it is at" it is in a

THE

decision of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America to set apart a percentage of gross receipts
on Monday, November 19, for organization purposes
is recorded on another page.
hope the result will fully justify the hopes of the
promoters of National Motion Picture Theatre Day, that
the occasion will bring to the houses observing it an S.
R. O. attendance and that the war chest of the organization
will reap a substantial sum.
If exhibitors exploit the day and make a point to put
on a program a bit out of the ordinary it is very likely
their receipts will be so increased that their contribution
to the national fund will make no appreciable dent in their
week's returns.
One of the great handicaps heretofore to effective work
by a national exhibitor organization has been absence of a
treasury. Here is the chance to create one.
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Boston

last

week, as one of a number of

Hodkinson company,
the exchange of the same distribu-

business paper guests of the

we dropped in at
where we renewed acquaintances among others with
L. J. Hacking, sales manager, and Edward McAvoy. They
reported a good summer in the New England territory.
Well, Boston filmdom has got the golf bee in the most
confirmed way. It is stated that out on the Franklin park
links on any fine morning one may meet up with a substantial quorum of the exchange managers of the Massator,

chusetts capital.

That there

may

be

no

congestion

arrangements are
and the

so that at times the salesmen go in one fleet
managers in a succeeding wave.

made

HTHE

owner of the Majestic Theatre plays all summer
and then just to keep in proper trim goes down

long,

south and plays

all

winter.

Then there is Moxley Hill, who weighed away over 200
and got into an argument with his doctor about physical
He took up mornings on
condition and that sort of stuff.
the links, now weighs in around 180, and is described by
his casual opponents as being in the pink of condition.
A professional is employed by the colony for the winter
indoors period, so that form is maintained.
The exhibitors are as numerous on the links as the exchangemen, and it is reported- that many a theatre owner
has satisfied a business grouch by roundly defeating the
particular exchangeman with whom for the moment he

may

be at odds.

AS

we entered the Metro office with George De Carlton,
an old-time pal with whom we collided on the street,
We suggested to Moxley
a man started to break away.
Hill that if his visitor be a 'film man he be asked to stick
around a minute.
"Fair enough," said Mr. Hill. '.'Hey, Jack, come back
here.
Meet Mr. J. J. Leonard, a salesman for six years
and now one of the foremost citizens of Amherst in the
Old Bay State."
Mr. Hill continued in his introduction, describing Mr.
Leonard as one who had accomplished much as an exhibitor in a college town, declaring the theatre owner had
accumulated so much "dough" that it had become necessary for him to sleep right over the bank in order the better to guard his money.
Mr. Leonard, who in size, complexion and general front
elevation bears a striking resemblance to George Blair, the
representative of George Eastman, was inclined to deprecate the laudatory conversation of his introducer, but admitted he was doing pretty well in a business way.

M

said from his desk it looked like a big winExhibitors already were buying for the long
drive.
The head of the Boston exchange also has_ supervision over all of New England, which in his case is classified as an S J 2 per cent, territory, with a subsidiary branch

R.

New

section, has branched out in business for herself and
ing finely.

was
^ HERE
the New
is

who

/

Haven.

It was brought out in the course of a brief talk that
there are twenty-five theatres in Maine that are open in
This, of course, is
the summer and closed in the winter.
due to the large number of summer visitors to the Pine Tree
State.
"New England is the tourists' haven," said Mr.

a hearty greeting from
England distributor of

do-

is

Sam Moscow, who
Burr Pictures, and

as he did a year previously, displays a strong parti-

sanship for that producer.
Mr. Moscow said business was good, and that he was
running into a lot of good pictures. "Nothing but good
ones," he declared.

^OLLIDED

with two substantial theatre owners in Michael O'Brien of the Mystic of Maiden and Glover
Ware of the Ware of Beverly and the Strand of Peabody.
There's no apostrophe goes in front of that Ware name,
either.

JTRED MURPHY

Crown Film Company, one of
has on the walls of his sanctum the
framed photographs of some of the pioneers with whom
he was in other days closely affiliated.
In the office of Mr. Murphy we met William De Wolfe,
a member of the same family as that of De Wolfe Hopper
and also the player who followed in the cast of "Way
Down East" the originator of the role of Hi Holler, the
well-known Felix Haney.
Mr. De Wolfe is the successful manager of three houses,
the New Quincy and the Alhambra of Quincy and the
Rialto of Waterbury.
"I'll give you a tip on a good story," said Mr. Murphy,
looking at Mr. De Wolfe. "Look up the number of oldtime actors who are making good managing motion picture
theatres." It does sound interesting.
know a number
of them. Who knows some others?
the

timers,

ol'

of the

still

We

1

'J

HERE

was a very pleasant luncheon enjoyed by the

half

New

Yorkers who sat down as the guest of Vice
President Munroe of the Hodkinson Corporation. The place
dozen

Harvard Club. The historic surroundings, in the
of paintings of Colonial functionaries among other
factors, duly impressed the visitors.
In the evening there was a run down to Manchester to
witness the premiere of "Puritan Passions" and to listen to
the unusual and excellent score composed and played by
Frederick S. Converse of the New England Conservatory
of Music. For one we are looking forward to hearing the
same music played by an orchestra. It surely will be worth

was

the

way

while.

George

W. Harvey made

the trip and

HILL

ter.

in

J ILA IZEN, who has specialized in non-theatrical entertainments, and who has a host of friends in the film

1

'J

HEO.

the advance arrangements for
the travelers.

Ned Holmes accompanied

L.

HAYS,

general

manager of Finkelstein

Ruben, sends us a copy of the
Minneapolis Tribune containing an
Film Growing Up.''

editorial
article

&

page of the

entitled

"The

With the picture "Hollywood" as a theme the writer says
the screen has proved that it can invade the field of satire
and acquit itself intelligently and successfully, adding that
the satire was gentle and unforced and on a high literary
plane.

"All in

all,"

says the Tribune, "a film like 'Hollywood'
It proves that the film is

Hill.

happy sign for the future.
growing in dignity, in taste and

the offices of Eastern Film we had a word with the
husky Jeffrey Whalen, who as manager radiates good
humor and has a friendly "kid" for the stranger.

proves that as an art it may stand shoulder to shoulder with
the short stoiy, the novel and the plav. The film is growing
up."
BLAIS.

JN

is

a

in intellectual stature.

Tt

'
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The
Cheat
A Paramount Docu"Danger
ment of
FemiAhead'' for
Denine Financial
ceivers. Pola Negri
Best
at Her

thousand
TEN
lars within

dol-

her
grasp and she need-

ed money badly. And
so she cheated again.
Miss Negri handles
the role so superbly
one never hesitates
to

her

remarkable courtroom scene where "The Cheat" faces the possible scorn
THE
Miss Negri and Jack Holt are the
aring her branded back to save her husband.

the multitude
central figures.
of

by

sympathize with
every dilemma.
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TO CALVIN
COOLIDGE
T)

EAR MR.

TO MARCUS

Oldfhdy

PRESI-

DENT:
lieve are

J)

Here I besome facts and

worthy of your

figures

attention.

Fifty million persons,
less, attend motion picture theatres every week.
The film business employs three hundred thousand persons to turn out its share
of weekly entertainment.

more or

And

there are close to twenty-six thousand screens necdramatic and diversified form of
amusement to the half hundred millions.
Think of it! And then ponder over this: In the case
of eighty-five per cent, of that half hundred million, the
motion picture is the only form of entertainment they can
essary-

to deliver this

TO LOUIS

then, as a matter of fair play, is your opinion of
the antiquated form of the present day admission tax which
assesses the less fortunate in particular for the privilege of
its one great diversion?
The public and the film business alike need your help,
Mr. President, and need it badly. .Now!
.

Old Lady Astor.

:

It

was a good old radio
that brought the news of
your home-coming. It
may do European theatricals and
you a lot
of good to get together
once in a while, but Broadway needs you most.
And it surely ought to make you glad when you step off
the Leviathan and see how they are treating your newest
features around Times Square.
If not at the dock I hope to see you at the opening ceremonies of your new Boro Park theatre.
Old Lady Astor.

afford.

What

LOEW
EAR MARCUS

J}EAR LOUIS

B.

MAYER

It did not surprise me to learn that you
are planning to spend a cool million and a half on a
:

new studio.
As soon as I read where Ben Schulberg and his Preferred
family had grown to where they needed your whole house,
I figured Hollywood was in store for a Mayer monument
of studio beauty.

TO EOWIN

J.

SMITH

J^EAR ED Welcome

home. And mighty glad to see you
wearing the managerial mantle extended you by Carl
:

Laemmle.
I hope you have brought back some big ideas from the
other side which will benefit the entire industry as well as
the Universal sales department.
Old Lady Astor.

TO W.

D EAR W.

A.

TRUE

The entrance

of your Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporation into the lists of releasing rank
and file may mark an epoch in selling the picture to the

A.

:

Write me as soon as you choose the site and I shall purchase an adjoining lot for my dream bungalow.
Old Lady Astor.

TO WILLIAM FOX
J^EAR WILLIAM I especially want to

compliment you
on the policy you have installed in your Chicago house,
the Monroe.
Although Windy City patrons never really warmed up to
its location under the title of "Barbee's Loop" I have every
confidence that you will soon have it established as a midwest institution.
Old Lady Astor.
:

public.

Your

policy

is

well based and seems to ring

True

clear

through.

And I wonder if the editor of Exhibitors Trade Review
had you all in mind when he wrote last week's editorial
query "Are theatres to be Classified?"
Your protest against high admissions forced by high
rentals is a familiar form of correspondence to George.
Old Lady Astor.

D

TO MORRIS HELLMAN
EAR MORRIS: Hearty congratulations. And

Mary's "Rosita"

the golden seat?

Doug's "Thief" comes along on schedule time it
resemble a United Artists' Bagdad.
At any rate, you have a remarkable right to be roundly
proud when such competition is considered as Carl's
"Hunchback" and William's "If Winter." Joe Plunkett
and the boys admit it.
Old Lady Astor.
if

will surely

TO WATTERSON ROTHACKER

J^EAR WATT:

I just

had the pleasure of witnessing

Old Lady Astor.

TO HARRY SHERMAN

and D. W.'s
"White Rose" turning them away nightly on the Great
White Way, don't you feel a little like you were sitting in

And

is

Don't stay too long at Atlantic City and bring plenty of

Benson & Hedges.

TO HIRAM ABRAMS
JJEAR HI: With Our

it

with keen pleasure that I am looking forward to meeting the new Mrs. Hellman when you make your second stop
on the Reelcraft honeymoon special.

[he

screening of Dick Barthelmess' "The Fighting Blade."
Being a First National attraction, I know your plant did
the printing and I want to go on record in saying:
It is the most perfectly timed, brilliant and most velvetlike sample of laboratory work I have seen in many moons.
Your stay in Paris does not seem to disturb the quality
of Rothacker Prints, but hurry home nevertheless.
I have
a surprise for you.
Old Lady Astor

JJ)EAR HARRY: I see where you have been getting
chummy with Harper Brothers, the publishers, and
Sherman Productions have

set

out to do six Vitagraph "big

story" features.

You have certainly skimmed off some nice author cream
which should churn you a pretty fortune.
I've never had anything but real faith in you, Harry, and
now
I'm offerings odds.
Old Lady Astor.
.

.

.

TO C. C. BURR
JJEAR CHARLEY: Sam Moscow up

in Boston tells us
he has bought every picture you ever made and has
made more money on them than on any thing he has ever
handled.

And Sam Zierler
entire series for

now

precedent and books your
advance of production because he has never failed to make money on your product.
The state right buyers believe in you, C. C, with fullest
faith.
In turn, they deserve your entire output as a producer, don'r you think ?
Old Lady Astor.
sets aside

New York

in
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Leaders All

CARL LAEMMLE

nECAUSE
*

because

of his ability to surmount difficulties;
of his insistence on freedom to carry out

any competitive group because through the battles
he initiated a whole industry was helped to develop
in a natural manner.
;
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Five-Dollar Bill Not
for Carl

Laemmle,

ago, in 1884,

four boys landed from the steam-

Necker

ship

all set to

make

their

fortune in the new world. They took
account of stock and no one of them
had much more than $5 in his pockets.
Many years later, twenty-nine to be
exact, the four met at a party.
One
of the quartet in describing the gathering, which was the first of its kind
since they had landed in New York as

was "some party."
as each one of the four had
accumulated in worldly goods better

boys, said

it

Inasmuch

than the first million there seems no
particular reason why it should not
have been.
Carl Laemmle, the head of Universal, was one of the four lads who
counted up his cash away back in 1884.
Tt was but a few weeks since he
had left his home, and the home of
three others
Laupheim, Wurtemburg.

—

And

incidentally Mr. Laemmle never
has lost his interest in the less fortunate
of his fellow-townsmen back there in

homeland.

But that

is

not a

part of this story.
1

HE

job of this sixteen-yearold lad was as errand boy in the
delivery department of a First avenue
drug store. His hours were long, but
he devoted half of his night hours to
the study of English.
'J

first

Then

While looking in Chicago for a site
or a building that might serve as the
nucleus for a chain of ten-cent stores
he was attracted by a cue of men standing outside a store entrance.
It was
one of the two motion picture "theatres" at that time existing
thriving
would be a better word in the western
metropolis.
Mr. Laemmle "stuck around" and
watched. He saw the cue fade out in
twenty minutes, to be replaced by another fine of waiting individuals.
He
stayed there, in fact, the better part of
the afternoon.
Then he was seized with a sudden

—

—

resolution.

"Why

waste time on anything else
ten cents every
twenty minutes with a place like this."
he declared to himself. "To hell with

when you can make

the ten-cent stores

!"

Perhaps this is a good place to introduce a human factor in the affairs of
the future head of Universal
the
Cochranes.
Several of the brothers Cochrane
were connected with the Witt K. Coch-

—

rane advertising agency.

Among

these

were R. H., P. D. and Tom. The firm
had taken care of the advertising of
the Oshkosh house with which Mr.
Laemmle had been so long connected.

ing as well

The four thousand dollars did not
go very far in the way of financing new
theatres. What more natural than that
the new exhibitor should appeal to his

— of

the future.

South Dakota was the scene of the
next venture, on a ranch.
For four
dollars a month, with board, he toiled
as a farm hand, ploughing and harvesting, milking and tending cattle.
It was
scorching hot in the summer and bitterly cold in winter.

Sent to Chicago with a consignment
young man decided to
remain and went to work as a bookkeeper in the stockyards, being proof live stock the

moted to a clerkship.
It was in 1894, then twenty-six years
old, that the young man went to Oshkosh as cashier in a clothing house. In
1898 he became its manager.
When he had been with this concern
twelve years Mr. Laemmle began to
cast about.
He had saved $4,000 and
there was no opening for him in the
firm.

URING
J)

his stay

in

Oshkosh Mr.

Laemmle had given much thought

Cochrane

advertising
agency and what more natural than that
they should promptly join forces with
him.
The brothers were "hooked" good
and quick and they have remained so.
friends

in

J^~OT long
fairly

the

after Mr. Laemmle had got
started on his exhibition

career he experienced difficulty in securing a steady supply of film. Naturally of an independent disposition he
organized an exchange of his own.
In 1907 the business was incorporated as the Laemmle film service.. Exchanges were opened in Minneapolis,
Omaha, Evansville, Memphis, Salt
Lake City, Des Moines, Portland,
Oregon Winnipeg and Montreal.
;

Nine exchanges doing business confilm.
They eat up in 'the course

to the possibilities of a ten-cent store.

sume

He

of a year a lot of new stuff. Obtaining
material proved to be a problem, especially in a market that was more or

wanted a business wherein there
would be a quick turnover/ He wanted

less

It

Up Counted That

controlled by the General

tightly

Film Company.
In 1909 the concern known as Independent Motion pictures was formed.
It was more popularly known as Imp.
The name of the company in no way

character of

belied the

its

organizer.

For independent Mr. Laemmle always has been. From the beginning
he has striven to be at all times independent of any man or concern, to be
free to conduct his business unhampered.

would not be exactly accurate to
say that all the controversies about
this period were between the independ-

JT

ent forces on the one side and the more
securely eslablished manufacturers on
the other.
There were some pretty stiff scraps
among the independents, and as a rule

Mr. Laemmle never was

j^"OT long afterward the White
House Theatre, the first Laemmle
showshop, was opened in Milwaukee
avenue. It was not a pretentious structure, but it was a beginning.

young Laemmle moved to
Chicago, where he obtained employment in a department store. He worked
hard and did a little incidental dream-

volume.

of a Start

Who With Boundless Energy to Back
Much When He Came to Ame rica as a Boy of Sixteen

Was Enough

THIRTY-NINE years

the/ first

Much

in the posiof the innocent bystander.
He
was in the melee somewhere, and when
it was over he was usually on his feet.
At one time in order to prevent the
confiscation of his cameras in a patents
fight the Imp company sent a group of
players to Cuba. The star of "Rosita"
was a member.
Among the legal battles in which Mr.
Laemmle and Mr. Cochrane were engaged was that known as the Latham
Loop case, which after many months
and the expenditure of many thousands
of dollars was decided in favor of the
two.

tion

J^URING

all these strenuous days the
advertising columns of the young
trade papers carried interesting an-

nouncements.
distance

may

They were what

at this

be described as "pitiless

publicity*'

Certainly the stuff was pitiless, heaping ridicule upon the companies represented by what Imp characterized as
"Gen. Flimco."
cartoon representing the General added to the ^ayety.

A

"Laemmle Luck" was pounded in, too.
But that is all history. Mr. Laemmle
came to New York in 1910 and later
the Motion Picture Sales Company was
formed by a group of independents. In
1912 the Universal was organized.
Mr. Laemmle was among the first to
produce pictures in California. Universal City was opened in 1915.
Perhaps when the head of Universal
gets

word

as to the

enthusiastic

man-

ner in which the public has received

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" he
feel he has succeeded in making
two blades of grass grow where but
one grew before.
will

And most

certainlv he has.
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Impressionable Scenes

From

First National

's

'Flaming Youth'
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Highlights in the News
COMPLETES PLANS FOR
AMERICAN UNITS
Reginald Ford to Produce Pictures in
France

EGINALD FORD,

"D
*

who

now

of Paris

and Lon-

New

York, disclosed information which will bring closer
together the relations of the film world
He has reabroad and in this country.
cently completed the final negotiations
whereby American producing units will be
taken to Europe and pictures produced on
the other side.
The members of this organization have
heretofore had nothing to do with
the
don,

is

in

motion picture industry. The capital for
the enterprise has been supplied by some

men

of the important

in

Paris,

including

bankers and those connected with various
industries and in no way affiliated with the
They have, however, surrounded
cinema.
themselves with experienced motion picture
folk and are assured of the success of their
enterprise.

Reginald Ford also said that his productions will be produced from the American market, and that is his reason for
bringing entire American units to the other

The stars, actors and directors are
to be recruited from the best in this country,
and the scenario writer, cameraman
and technical men will be Americans, including a complete studio staff.
side.

A French director, however, has been
engaged to assist and will co-operate in all
the work that is done, in order to see
that continental ideas and customs are not

the elimination of the "fraction thereof" ruling.
Inasmuch as these theatres have few if
any private screenings they stand to benefit
more by the lower fixed rate and the relatively higher rate for special service.
More than a week ago contracts were renewed with musicians by the terms of which
all Atlanta theatres secured the same scale
Negotiations are
as prevailed last season.
nov under way with stage hands and it is
expected that the matter will be closed within
a few days.

White

is

the

first

ward
first

Jose, who
vehicle.

The

new

organization
direct

Miss

is

No

week.

in the

session

bill

Alabama Legislature last
of the Alabama General

Assembly would be complete without a Sunday closing bill, but seldom has sentiment
and voting strength been so nearly evenly
Balloting in the Senate showed the
divided.
vote 17 to

16.

Preferred Moves Seattle Office
Al Lichtman, president of Preferred Pictures Corporation, announces that after September 1 the new office of the De Luxe FeaPreferred
the
ture Film Co., who handle
Product in the Seattle territory, will be located at 2016 Third Avenue, Seattle. The office
was formerly located at 308 Virginia Street.

Pathe News Editor Returns

effected expanding and correlating the activities of the Pathe organization on the contiMr. Cohen spent three weeks abroad.
nent.

Musi-

last season.

which the operators

agreed to strike out the usual "fraction thereof" clause in their contract applying on private screenings, so that henceforth private
screenings will be paid for at the regular
Forscale and for actual running time.
merly any fractional part of an hour was
paid for as a full hour.

The Alamo Theatres
Alpha,

Vaudette,

—No.

1

and

Tudor and

No. 2
Bonita

continue to pay the $45.00 scale which
obtained the past season, but these houses
will forego the special benefit secured by

because

same and
increased

Perlin, Oakland, Calif.; Howard J. Smith,
Buffalo, N. Y.; Ernest Horstmann, Boston,
Mass.; I. W. Rodgers, Poplar Bluffs, Mo.
C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore, Md.; J. F.
Truitt, Sedalia, Mo.; A. R. Pramer, Omaha, Neb.; R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.;
Fred Seegert, Milwaukee, Wis.; A. F.
Sams, Winston-Salem, N. C; Jules Greenstone, Rochester, N. Y.; Charles Rapoport,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Martin G. Smith, Toledo, Ohio; Ray A.

Negotiations which have been pending for
days between theatre managers and
operators were concluded when both sides
Unagreed to terms for the new season.
der the new arrangement the Howard, Metropolitan, Grand, Rialto and Forsyth (where
the Keith circuit is to be resumed on September 3) will accept the increase in scale
paying $50.00 a week against $45.00 a week

—the

many

national officers and directors of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America at the recent Atlantic City meeting directed National President Sydney S.
Cohen to name the National Motion Picture Theatre Day Committee, which is as
follows:
William Bender, Jr., South Bend, Indiana, Chairman; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Glenn Harper, Los Angeles, Calif.;
E. W. Collins, Jonesboro, Ark.; Samuel

several

of

advance the general welfare of
the industry by bringing the theatre owner in closer contact with his patrons and
causing a more pronounced public appreciation of the value of the theatre as a
community service institution.
While the stimulation of business will
be centered upon one day, the advantages

Cohen Appoints Committee

market.

consideration

Theatre

Picture

the

The

his main
idea is to produce pictures in
France with Americans for the American

In

Motion
be

A

Ed-

White's

has taken over three companies with offices in
the principal cities on the continent, but

Concluded With
and Operators

will

of the public appreciation of the
the theatre owner will witness
attendance and better business.

all

cians

-Day

gained will be spread over

has

Negotiations

-L^

relations.
It will

was defeated

for the
been scheduled
second week in September, and the Eclaire
Studio, in Europe, has been taken over and
American lighting equipment installed.
For distribution in Europe, Mr. Ford
first

NATIONAL

there is plenty of news in the international
hot-bed and that new arrangements have been

margin the Sunday closing

a close

American

will

Industry's

Biggest Event

Returning from the nerve and news centers
of Europe, Emanuel Cohen, Editor of the
Pathe News and Pathe Review, reports that

Sunday Closing Defeated
By

screen star to be signed up, but it is unothers
have
derstood that a number of
already attached their names to contracts.
The first American director to affiliate

himself with the

November 19 Will Witness

biggest event within
the lines of our industry for 1923.
The enthusiasm manifested in all parts
of the country already insures its success
and theatre owners everywhere will be
found participating in this big event.
Theatre Owners are interested in this
work. They desire to provide their National Organization with funds to carry on
the work of protecting their interests, effecting the repeal of admission and seat
taxes, preventing hostile legislation in Nation and State, and giving them every element of business insurance possible.
It will be held on Monday, November
19, and on that day, all over the United
States, theatre owners will have special
programs, to advance and stimulate their
business.
percentage of their gross receipts will go to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America to provide funds
for that organization to carry on the work
of protecting their interests.
This day will bring about a closer cooperation of the exhibitors of the countr-y.
It will bind them together in mutual business

overlooked.

Pearl

EXHIBITORS TO HOLD
PICTURE DAY

RICHARD TALMADGE

will

Who

is

to be starred in a series of Carlos productions

released by Truart.

The

first is titled

"Fast Freight."

Robert
Wash.:
Spokane,
Grombacker,
Codd, Niles, Mich.; Morris Needles, New
York; W. W. Watts, Springfield, 111.; W.
C. Hunt, Wildwood. N. J.; Fred J. Dolle,
Louisville, Ky.; J. W. Walsh, Hartford,
Conn.
A. B. Momand, Shawnee, Okla.; H. E.
Huffman, Denver, Colo.; J. Silverman, AlAlbert
Nadeau, Anaconda.
toona,
Pa.;
Montana; D. J. Adams, Concord, N. H.:
A. A. Elliott, Hudson, N. Y.; Thomas
Arthur, Sac City, Iowa; Joseph Phillips.
Fort Worth, Texas.
Members of the Committee will form
their own local committees to bring about
complete co-operation of theatre owners
in

their respective localities.
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HAL ROACH TALKS TO THE

BRANDT AFTER PERSONAL

ADVERTISERS

OPINIONS

Favors Nation-wide Goodwill
Campaign for Industry's Benefit

Present Trip Will Take Him to Various Key Cities for Interviews

JJAL ROACH

A

S a means of checking up the foundation for which Independents are forecasting their biggest season this year, and with
the belief that this can be done only by first
hand observation, Joe Brandt, President of
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation, is now on
a trip through various key cities which is
being given over mainly to talking with exhibitors and getting their own personal opinions on the subject.
It has been the C. B. C. policy always to
keep in close personal touch with every angle
of the field, and for this purpose Joe Brandt
inaugurated last year a system of at least
six extended trips every year, which shall
be devoted to checking up exhibitor and exchange angles of the Independent field.
Wisely believing that the matter of personal contact with exhibitors is more important at exactly this time than ever before,
he is spending almost his entire time on this

was the guest of honor at
the weekly luncheon on
August 29 of the

Associated Motion Picture Advertisers
He
was introduced by P. A. Parsons, who
described some of Mr. Roach's activities
as a
range rider and as an Alaskan
carrier of
Uncle Sam's mail, in the latter capacity
riding horseback for many thousands
of miles

and coming down

to the moment when a motion picture director asked him
if he could
ride a horse.

"Some of

the things Mr. Parsons said are
Roach admitted in opening his
talk.
"I didn't have any money
when I
started in this business, but I have
managed
to gather a few dollars since.
true,

Mr.

"In every other business its leaders
are
talking about what is going to occur
in three
or four or five years.
In this industry it is
what are you going to do with this week's
business or next month's or on the
current
production or maybe on the fall business.

Who

getting their candid opinion of Inwhere they have fallen
pictures
down in the past, what are their possibilities
for this year, and what exhibitors really want
from the Independents in the way of produc-

pictures, "Trifling

tions.

trip

"We

never hear any one say, 'I wonder
what kind of business we are going to have
a
year from now.'
This business has reached
a point where we have got to stop
figuring
on what we are going to do tomorrow and
flunk more about the next year.
"In the last week or two'l have been traveling through New England and New
York
State and down to Baltimore meeting
exhibitors at luncheons.
We think we have got
to educate the exhibitor.
The majority of the
men I have met will average up with the
best of any other industry.
"It is true they are worried over what
is going to come
this
fall in
the matter
of the high cost of production and also

whether

they

will

be

able

to

fill

their

theatres."

Sold on the Future

The speaker

.declared he personally was
sold on the future of the business. The Hays
organization, he said, had taken over or
formed a new organization among the producers on the coast and prophesied it was
going to function successfully. Its predecessor, he said, had tried to do too many things.
Ninety-five per cent of the studios at the
coast had_ issued orders prohibiting visitors.
The reaction had been beneficial, the speaker
declared.

to

—

dependent

BARBARA LA MARR
has done such memorable work in three Metro
Women," "The Prisoner of Zenda"
and "Quincy Adams Sawyer."
She will be seen
shortly in Metro's new Barker production, "The Law
Bringers."

MacGregor to Visit Buffalo
Congressman Clarence MacGregor

is
expected in Buffalo soon to address a meeting
of the executive committee of the M. P. T. O.
of N. Y., Inc., the date and place of which
will soon be announced by J.
H. Michael,
manager of the Regent, Buffalo, and chairman of the committee. Plans for aiding the
congressman in passing his bill for the repeal of the admission tax will be discussed
at the meeting to which all exhibitors in
western New York will be invited.

Australasian to Handle Preferred
Al Lichtman, has signed with Australasian

It
is
Mr. Brandt's intention to keep in
closer touch than ever with the exhibitors
this year, he says, as never before has there
been so much at stake for the Independents.

'The French Doll' Premiere

Mae Murray's newest Metro picture "The
French Doll," was the. feature at the Capitol
The world
theatre, New York, last week.
premiere of this production occurred Sunday, September 2 and was accompanied by
an elaborate and beautiful presentation of
music and pantomine. Many prominent people of the stage and screen attended.

McCahe

Joins

Goldwyn Cosmopolitan

group of fifteen in the Australian and New
Zealand territory.
The deal was negotiated
through Millard Johnson, American Repres-

Vincent J. McCabe, until recently Canadian
head of the Associated First National Pictures, has joined the sales department of
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan attached to the staff

entative of Australasian.

of

Films, Ltd., to handle the Preferred Pictures

J.

R. Grainger.

Mr. Roach expressed the view that the fan
magazines should conserve the interest of
the industry rather than injure it.
"I am willing to take the word of the exhibitors I have met," said the speaker at

Is

another point, "and send them a picture on
percentage and feel assured that I will get
my money in the correct amount."
Mr. Roach deplored the absence of good
faith
between
salesmen
and
exhibitors.
"There is no reason why we cannot stand-

a

ardize this business just the same as any
other is," he said.
"And there is no reason
why a salesman cannot put the right price
on a picture the first time."
The speaker made an earnest plea for natirnal advertising of pictures not in behalf
of any one company but rather of the industry as a whole, quoting what had been
achieved by other industries, in this line, notably in paint and fruits. He said if the producers would take this step it would help
everybody, and that the apportioned cost
would be relatively small.
In the ensuing open discussion Mr. Parsons declared there was no business that so
needed the building of good will as that
of motion pictures and that good will could
be built by advertising what the pictures
aimed to do and what they were doing.
The association passed a resolution favoring such a campaign and pledging its aid in
carrying it out if such a step were taken.

.

Spiritualism
See

"Is Conan Doyle Right?
Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes

A

Ferrell

sensational picture with a
sensational pull.

99

September

15,
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PRODUCER TO DEVELOP
NEW TALENT

aper men, magazine writers, critics, authors, artists, social leaders and business gen
erals were invited to attend the first presentation.

FRANK MAYO WILL PLAY

Extra Girls Today May Be Stars Tomorrow, Says Schulberg

In Chicago the drama went into the Sam
H. Harris Theatre, which heretofore has been

All Exteriors Will Be Re filmed for
'Wild Oranges'

'"THE

public wants new faces. The producer who wants to keep his pictures
up to standard must be continually on the
lookout for new talent, and encourage it
when he finds it. The extra girls of today
may be the stars of tomorrow. The man
who can pick those stars, today, before
they get established, and develop them, is
just that far ahead of the game, and need
have no fear of his public."
So says B. P. Schulberg, producer of
Preferred Pictures when he announced
6.

part of the cast of "Maytime," which is
now being made at the Schulberg studios
under the direction of Gasnier.

The principal role, originally enacted by
Peggy Wood on the New York stage, will
be carried to the screen by Ethel ShanAnother important part has been
non.
given Clara Bow.
The feminine characterization third in
importance in Rida Johnson Young's play
has been entrusted to Netta Westcott the
English stage actress.
Twelve other girls unfamiliar to the
screen, will be given a chance in this picture to prove their abilities.

Goldwyn's 'Red Lights' to Be Shown
the Capitol Theatre

at

Goldwyn's mystery picture, "Red Lights,"
founded upon Edward E. Rose's stage play,
has been selected by S. Rothafel, Manager of
the Capitol Theatre, New York, as the attraction of that house for the week beginning Sunday, September 9.
This is the first Metropolitan showing that
this picture has had.
It
was adapted by
Carey Wilson of Mr. Rose's play, and was
directed by Clarence Badger.

New York

and Chicago Opening of Tf
Winter Comes'

New York

and Chicago were shown the
William Fox version of A. S. M. Hutchinson's "If Winter Comes," at premiers in both
cities on September 2 and 3, respectfully.
The Broadway opening, at the Times
Square Theatre, was elaborately prepared.

The

theatre itself has been given over to the

film for the first time in its history.

News-

the
offerings
of
exclusively
to
devoted
Considerable preparation was
spoken stage.
given the exhibition and the same spirit
which identifies New York's Rialto is evident along the theatrical and picture thoroughfares of the Michigan Lake metropolis.

Fox Gets Control

of Palace Theatre in

London, England
Under the terms of a

lease

recently exe-

William Fox assumes control of the
He will
Palace theatre, London, England.
open this house with "If Winter Comes."
Mr. Fox has arranged for an orchestra
of 75 pieces to lend the correct accompaniment to the picture on the occasion of its
cuted,

London opening.
announcement

the

This
that

fact,

together with
the royal

members of

family and those high in literary circles,
have accepted invitations, indicate that the
premiere will be one of the notable cinema
events in London.

KIRKWOOD'S ROLE

T5

ECAUSE

of the accident which befell
James Kirkwood, leading player in Goldwyn's film version of Joseph Hergesheimer's
"Wild Oranges," another player has
been selected for the part and the picture

Frank Mayo,
Goldwyn's permanent
has been selected to

will

be entirely refilmed.

also

a

member

of
organization,

acting
succeed Kirkwood.
At the time Mr.

from

Kirkwood was thrown

his horse, suffering a fracture of the

skull, from which he is happily recovering,
but which will necessitate his absence from
picture work for sometime, Director King

Vidor had completed all of the
scenes for this production and had
the company back from Georgia
studio where he expected to begin
raphy on
interiors

the

interiors

were but a

to

the

photogweek. The

last

small

exterior

brought

part

of

the

scenes in this picture.

Director
Vidor,
Frank Mayo, Ford
Virginia Valli, Nigel de Brulier
and Charles A. Post will leave for Jacksonville within a week or ten days and will
again go to the Georgia swamps near
Savannah, where the exteriors were taken
with Mr. Kirkwood.
Sterling,

Admission Tax Eliminated
seems safe to assume that the next session of the South Carolina Legislature will
repeal the 10 per cent admission tax measure
which became a law at the recent session,
but which the special commission has twice
ruled should not be enforced.
The first
ruling of the commission granted relief up
to September 1, and last week a further respite was granted until January 1, 1924.
Exhibitors are content with that decision in view
of the fact that the General Assembly convenes the second week in January at which
It

time a

bill

repeal

of

special

commission created under the law and

empowered

will be introduced calling for the
measure.
The fact that the

Away

William Devery Passes

William Devery, long associated with William Steiner, of 220 West 42nd Street, New

York

City, died suddenly, after a brief illness, on Sunday morning, September 2, at
his home 431
East 3d Street, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Funeral services were held on Wed-

September

nesday,

5.

the

reduce or entirely abate the
tax has never enforced collection will be the
strongest argument in favor of repeal.
to

Vance Joins Publicity Staff
Mark W. Vance has joined the advertising
and publicity staff of Associated Exhibitors.
Mr. Vance started his career under George
Barr McCutcheon, when the latter was a
newspaper man in the West. After working
for several Chicago newspapers he became
dramatic critic for Variety.
Later he went
to the Dramatic Mirror.

Litigation Settled

which was pending on "Mother
Eternal" has been settled between Mr. Spitz
and the Graphic Film Corporation. The dispute existing between the two parties is at
an end and will give Mr. Abramson an opportunity to the further production of his
1924 features.
Litigation

Art Title Studio Opened
Floyd

C.

Manager of
Studios, Inc.,
at

150

West

Mims,

and General
formed Cramer-Mims
has opened an Art Title Studio
President

the newly

46th Street,

New York

City.

V

A CONTRAST IN TYPES OF WOOING
Both are scenes from the Preferred feature, "The Broken Wing." In the first you see Miriam Cooper and Walter Long, who has over plied
with some Mexican perfume, tn the second scene she surrenders to the more American method of courtship as presented by Kenneth Harlan.

Forman

production.

his courtship
It is a

Tom

:
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NEW DISTRIBUTORS OF
WARNER CLASSICS

Warde Organizes Own Company

Additional

Franchise Holders Will
Cover All Territories
roster
of the Warner Brothers'

HE

franchise 'holders for the 1923-24 season
contains new names of franchise holders
who are distributing the Warner Classics
extensively for the present year and the
new season that is approaching. The old
franchise holders remain about the same,
with the exception that new branch offices have been opened which will insure
greater service for the exhibitor; and the
new franchise holders have also established
branch offices for the benefit of the ex-

Ernest C. Warde has organized his own
producing company in Los Angeles.
His
first product will be "The Wimple Stories"
introducing Thaddeus Wimple, a gentleman
of middle age whose intentions are always
the best but who has the happy faculty of
doing the right thing at the wrong time
thereby getting himself into predicaments
that afford a lot of merriment to others but
are embarrassing to himself.
The "Wimple" stories were written by
Burke Jenkins, formerly connected with the
Frank A. Munsey Company and an author
of
is

many motion picture plays. The first story
"Wimple Wants a Wife" and will

called

be ready

for release

about September Sev-

enteenth.

Departure of Sales Force
Victor B. Fisher, General Manager of the
Mammoth Pictures Corporation has announced that next week will see the departure
from New York of the members of his sales
Mr. Fisher may be among the numforce.
ber himself, although at this time it cannot
be definitely stated when he will leave.
'

Extended Run for 'Extra Girl'
Girl," first of the Mack Sen-

"The Extra

productions starring Mabel Normand
for Associated Exhibitors release, is to have
its world premiere at the Mission Theatre,
Los Angeles.
It is expected the engagement will begin early in September, and an
extended run has been determined upon.

nett

hibitors in their surrounding territories.
The new franchise holders with their
distributing territories are as follows
The Dependable Exchange, Inc., 727 7th
Ave., New York City, entire state of New
York and northern New Jersey.
Film Classics Co., Cleveland, to serve exhibitors throughout Ohio.
Three branch
offices have been established in the surrounding territory in Pittsburgh for Western
:

Pennsylvania and northern West Virginia;
in Cincinnati, for southern Ohio, Kentucky
and southern West Virginia and in Detroit
;

for the lower peninsula of Michigan.

Film Classics of Illinois, Chicago, will
serve northern Illinois and the state of
Indiana with a branch office in Indian-

m

apolis.

Film
Kansas
branch

Classics
of
Kansas
City,
Inc.,
City, Ohio and Nebraska
from a
office in Omaha.
The new product

J

'v

be marketed from Des Moines as
formerly.
The main office in Kansas
City will distribute in the western part of

will not

Missouri and Kansas.
Franklin Film Co,. Boston, New England territory. A branch office has been
opened in New Haven, having jurisdiction over the entire state.
Independent Film Corp.,
Philadelphia,
eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New
Jersey. Through a branch office in Washington,
D.
C, Maryland, Virginia and
Delaware will be served, with the exception of Wilmington, which is handled

from the Philadelphia office.
Southern States Film Co., continues in
Memphis, and both exchanges cover North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, and Tennessee.
Tunstall Film Exchange will handle the
state of Wisconsin from their
office
in
Milwaukee.
The F. and R. Film Company will take care of Minnesota, North
and South Dakota and the upper peninsula of
Michigan from their offices in

Can the dead

talk
with the living?
It is

Conan Doyle has

nation mourns, could communicate with
his successor.

Minneapolis.
In
DaHas, the Specialty Film Co.,
handles Texas, and through affiliated offices at Oklahoma City and Little Rock,
serves the states of Oklahoma and Ar-

Scientists are interested in
spiritualism.
Is there

kansas, respectively.

In San Francisco, Geo. A. Oppenheimer,
will continue to handle the Warner
product in northern California and northern Nevada, while a branch office in Los
Angeles will take care of Southern California, southern Nevada ,and Arizona.
Film Classics Inc., Seattle, major portion

reported that Sir

said that in case of necessity the spirit
of the great and good man for whom the

anything in

and studying

it?

See

Inc.,

"Is Conan Doyle Right?
Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes

of Washington, Northern Idaho and Montana.
branch office in Portland serves

A

Oregon and southern Idaho, while another
at Denver has Jurisdiction over Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico.
The W-B Exchange at 1600 Broadway,
New York City, will handle all last year's
product for New York State, assisted bv a

Ferrell

branch

real big opportunity for exhibitors
if

there ever was one.

W-

branch

B

A

in Buffalo.
In addition to this,
Exchange will handle "Where the North

Begins" and "The Tie that Binds" for the
entire state of
York and also northern
Jersey.
Regal Films, Ltd., will cover the Canadian territory, and will be assisted by

New

New

branch offices in Toronto, Montreal,
John, Winnipeg, Calgary and Vancouver.

St.

Pafhe'
Distributors

"

September

15,

1923
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THE WHITE ROSE' GETS
EXTENDED RUNS
Held

T)

Second Week at New York
Strand and Third on Coast
for

W. GRIFFITH'S "The White

Rose,"
second week at
Strand
New
York,
the
and
played to capacity audiences nearly every
day of the two weeks' run.
A few days after the engagement began
Joseph Plunkett, managing director of the
Strand, wrote to Hiram Abrams of United

against any member-theatre of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America who is
not now paying a license fee to the Society,
the entire situation remaining in abeyance
pending conclusion of the Committees' con-

Artists as follows:

"D. W. Griffith's 'The White Rose', even
with the summer weather is doing more
than a winter business.
had to stop

We

Wednesday. The

selling tickets last night,

picture itself is a great success with our
audiences, and the business is getting bigger and bigger."
Opening to big business, breaking all attendance and receipts records, and going
into a third week of an engagement at
the Strand theatre, San
Francisco this
is the report that came from M. L. Markowitz, of the Strand management:

—

"D.

W.

Griffith's

blossomed into

full

'The

bloom

White
in

Rose'

San Fran-

cisco yesterday, opening to the greatest
business the Strand theatre has enjoyed in
more than a year and breaking all previous attendance and receipts records. Today's Sunday business beat even yester-

Canadian

Motion Picture Engineers
Will Hold Fall Convention

The

Society of Motion Picture Engineers
hold their fall convention in Ottawa,
Canada, on October 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Indications point to one of the most successful
conventions in the history of the Society.
Ottawa is the Capitol of the Dominion of
Canada and is often referred to as the
"Washington of the North." It is an ideal
convention city from many angles.
It is
three hours'
journey from Montreal and
an over-night ride from Toronto.
Insofar as the majority of the members
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
will

reside

the
accessibility
East,
the
of
Ottawa, as a convention city, is a big advantage.
One can leave New York in the
evening and be in Ottawa before noon the
following day.
The Arrangements Committee, of which
Raymond S. Peck, director of the Canadian
Government Motion Picture Bureau, is chairman, is planning on an elaborate program.
in

The Papers

Committee

worth-while for
technical men.

the

promise

visiting

something
and

research

Schulberg Lends Clara Bow to Frank
Lloyd for Flapper Role

day's tremendous results."

Theatre Owners and Composers Agree
At a

recent conference between the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, represented by E. C. Mills, chairman
of its advisory committee, and the officers
and members of the Board of Directors of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, during its sessions at Atlantic City, the
first negotiations were undertaken
in steps
that hold promise of relieving much of the
misunderstanding that has heretofore characterized the relations of the two bodies.
In behalf of the society Mr. Mills stated
he did not favor present processes if some
more agreeable and better way of handling
the matter could be devised.

An

arrangement was made and mutually
to that a committee would be appointed by the Theatre Owners, to confer
with the Composers and Authors on ways and
agreed

Clara Bow, the seventeen-year old Preferred actress, has been loaned by B. P. SchulPreferred Pictures, to
berg, producer of
Frank Lloyd, for whom she will play the role
of the flapper in "Black Oxen."
Miss Bow is at present working in "Maytime", the Preferred production now in the

making

at the

Schulberg studios.

Vignola Taking Night Scenes
Night was turned into day all of last week
at the Cosmopolitan studio in New York when
Director Robert G. Vignola and his entire
company, engaged in taking night scenes for
his forthcoming production, "Yolanda." The
work required an entire week of night "shoot-

Mr. Vignola

in

mutual accord and harmony.
It was also agreed that pending the negotiations no suits would actually be filed as

associated with Mr. Vignola in the making
of other productions extending over a number
of years.

resolving

the

entire

situation

JACKIE'S FRIENDLY VISITORS
hospital

HE

engagement of Sidney Olcott, proof "Little Old New York" and
"The Green Goddess." as a Paramount director on a long-term contract was announced
this week by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporaducer

tion.

At the same time Mr. Lasky announced
that Forrest Halsey, playwright, and the man
who wrote the scenario for "The Green Goddess," had been engaged to write exclusively
for Mr. Olcott.
"Mr. Olcott's first picture for Paramount,"
Mr. Lasky, "will be made in the Long

said

Island

studio.

It

will

be

Maude

Fulton's

'The Humming Bird,' which had a
run on Broadway last season, and in it will
be seen Gloria Swanson as the star.
Miss
Swanson has just finished 'Zaza,' and in this
play the public will see a new and greater
Gloria Swanson."

play,

In making the announcement Mr. Lasky
revealed that sentiment played a considerable
part in the engagement of Mr. Olcott. When
the Lasky and Famous Players forces first
came together, in 1916, Mr. Olcott was one
of the leading Famous Players directors and
it was at that time that Mr. Lasky first met
the man who in the future will be one of
the most important Paramount directors.

Use Screen in Child Hunt
Captain William H. Funston, who is in
charge of the New York City detectives seeking baby Lillian McKenzie, who was kidnapped from her carriage on August 18 which
was standing in front of a large department
store, announced that the Century Film Corporation will appeal to the men, women and
children of the country, via the silver screen,
to join in the hunt for the missing infant.

The appeal will carry a complete description of the child and the garments worn at
the time of its disappearance.
Lesser Sails for Europe
Sol Lesser of Principal Pictures Corporation sailed

on the Leviathan for Europe

The

this

executive will visit all of
the principal countries abroad and will confer with film men on general matters per-

week.

film

taining to the picture industry.

THE YUM YUM SISTERS ALIAS FLUGRATH

-

These little crippled tots visited the miniature star on one of the sets for ''Long
Live the King," Jackie Coogan's newest Metro feature. They aee from an
orthopedic

HT

ing."
utilized the services of several
extra cameramen and assistants in additioi;
to his regular assistant, Phil Carle who was

means of

BY PARAMOUNT
Picture to Be 'The Humming
Bird' Starring Gloria Swanson

First

ferences.

was held over

for a
theatre,

SIDNEY OLCOTT SIGNED

The

screen's best

Mason,

gathered

known
at

the

trio of sifters.

Edna Flugrath, Viola Dana and

Metro studio recently and
sundae.

Somebody

paid.

treated

Shirley

themselves

to

a
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WILL HANDLE THEATRE
OWNERS PICTURES
Anderson Pictures Corporation Gets
Distribution Rights

JUST

before leaving for the Coast, Carl

Anderson confirmed the report that the
Anderson Pictures Corporation will hanof the product of the
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation.
Mr. Anderson stated that he was, naturally, deeply gratified over the selection of
dle the distribution

his organization
re-affirnvd
his

by the exhibitor body and
published announcement

Anderson Pictures Corporation is
dedicated to the policy of a square deal
to all exhibitors and will operate on the
basis of fair play, equitable rentals and
sound exploitation for the exhibitors.
that

In part,
Mr. Anderson said, "With a
complete realization of the importance of
this connection, I
to the exhibitors

MARY EATON
other corner, were both
featuring them in the
Children" his newest Para-

Mary and Dorothy, in the
Sam Wood
"discoveries."
cast

"His Children's

cf

mount

is

special.

First National Acquires Principal Pic-

tures Product

These

in

productions

will

be

like to express
assurance that the
confidence they have reposed in Anderson
Pictures Corporation will be kept inviolate.
We are prepared to operate on a big
scale.
have an arrangement consummated whereby the overhead now loaded
on picture prices goes to the exhibitor and
the independent producer as their rightful
revenue.
Moreover, we have an organization which is conceived for, and dedicated

We

to,

conference for the
past ten days, Sol Lesser, President of Principal Pictures Corporation, Irving M. Lesser,
Vice-president of the organization, and Mike
Rosenberg, Secretary, announce the completion of all arrangements pertaining to the
distribution of their current productions by
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
This includes "The Meanest Man in the
World" which was adapted to the screen after being purchased from George M. Cohan,
who starred in the stage production in New
York City, and the first of the Harold Bell
Wright features, "When a Man's a Man."

After having been

distributed

through the thirty-seven branch exchanges in
the United States, Canada, and through Associated First National in England, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, and all of the
In addition to First National
civilized world.
handling the foreign rights, that department
of Principal Pictures Corporation will func-

would

my

DOROTHY MACKAILL
Who, together with Miss Eaton shown in the first
column, were both Follies girls at the New Amsterdam in New York.
Both are now Paramount
fixtures.

Ten Cent Movies Make Appearance

exhibitor service.

"The Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation is without doubt the most ambitious plan yet evolved by the exhibitors
for their own salvation.
Their ideals and
principles are similar to our own.
And
while operating together we will prove a
tremendous help toward placing film rentals on an equitable basis for the exhibitors, our plan is also of inestimable value
to the independent producer."

Eschmann Attends Conference
E. A. Eschmann, general sales manager of
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., presided over a sales conference in Chicago,
which was attended by all the branch managers in the Mid-west and Central West
territories.
The meeting was also attended
by R. C. Seery, Mid-West District Manager and H. A. Bandy of Cleveland, Central

West

District

Manager.

all

With the exception of the first-run houses,
downtown motion picture theatres in Troy,

N. Y., are now operating on a ten cent
admission, and apparently making plenty of
money.
The condition came about through
one manager dropping to ten cents, and another, probably through fear of losing patronage, dropping to the same figure.

As

a result, a ten cent admission prevails
the Astor, Strand, Rose, Colonial, King,
Palace and Alpine, while the Bijou and
Lansing, which are residential houses, are
receiving 15 cents admission.

at

Klein Secures Foreign Rights
The Edward

Company, exporters
Motion Pictures, 25 West
43rd street, New York City, have secured
the foreign distribution rights to "Love's Old
Sweet Song."
L. Klein

and importers of

tion in this respect as well.

Criterion Theatre in Los Angeles Will
Present 'Woman of Paris'

The

cinema presentation at the Criterion Theatre in Los Angeles, formerly the
Kinema Theatre, which is now being transformed by West Coast Theatres, Inc., into
a two-a-day house will be Charles Chaplin's

—

"A Woman

of Paris."

Announcement of the closing of contracts
this picture was made by Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., General Manager, and David
Bershon, Booking Manager, for the West
Coast Theatres, Inc., and by Arthur W.
Kelley, in charge of the picture for Mr.
for

The

Chaplin.

presentation

will

occur

uncertainty of the completion of the renovating and re-decorating of the Criterion.

Not

Settled

According

to

reports

are

in

an advanced

is

said,

Baltimore, negostage for the
B. F. Keith interests to take over Loew's
Hippodrome, Baltimore, which will be used
for pictures and "family time" vaudeville.
The Loew contract expires on February i,
next.
The papers are being drawn in New
tiations

it

in

and when the deal

pleted and the Keith interests take
the Hippodrome will be rehabilitated.

is

see a spirit?
Do you know what "ectoplasm

com-

charge

1 '

and the "aura" are?
Did you ever see a horn tossed
about by the "spirits 11 ?
See

to-

wards the end of September, the exact date
not having been finally settled owing to the

York,

Did you ever

initial

production,

in

Troy, N. Y.

"Is Conan Doyle Right?
Two Parts
By Cullom Holmes

Ferrell

Sensational, startling, a miraculous

money-maker

<$)Pafhe'(f>
Distributors

"

September
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15,

OPENING OF NEW FOX

THEATRE
The Oakland, on West
pletes
11/

ITH

the formal opening of
theatre in Oakland, Cal., on

**

Com-

Coast,

Chain of Houses
a

new

August

William Fox completed his chain of
houses extending across the country and
established himself on the Pacific coast.
The opening marked a cinema event of
Motion picture stars
the western coast.
from Los Angeles, officials of Oakland
and San Francisco, together with notables

25,

from the east, were in attendance. Air.
Fox opened his new theatre, the Oakland,
with "The Silent Command," a J. Gordon
Edwards production, which had its New
York premiere at the Central theatre on
September 3.
A feature of the occasion was the arof Tom Mix, Fox star, riding his
horse Tony, through the lobby and down
the center aisle.
Just before reaching the
orchestra pit, Mix touched spurs to his
mount and Tony bounded forward, leaping
over the heads of the musicians to
the
stage.
Responding to the burst of applause which
greeted
this
act,
Tony
kneeled and bowed.
Mix replied with a
brief speech of welcome to the audience
which occupied every seat in the house.
The presentation was in harmony with
the magnificence of the new theatre and
was in charge of S. Barret McCormick,
who will manage the house. Mr. Fox will
conduct the Oakland according to the
policies which govern the leading theatres
in principal cities throughout the country.
The slogan of the new Oakland is "The
utmost in photoplay presentation." Gerardo Carbonara, musical director, wields
the baton before an orchestra composed
of 60 musicians.
Nothing has been omitted to make the theatre the utmost in
comfort and convenience.
The entire stage and. screen are visible
from every seat. The aisles are wide and
seating arrangements, with luxurious loge
chairs, are such as to insure the maximum
of comfort.
A charming rest room for
women, club room for men, a magnificent
lounge and similar modern conveniences,
combine to make the theatre one of the
rival

finest in existence.

Better Films Committees Being Organized in the South

The
spread

better
in the

films

South.

movement continues to
Asheville was recruited

week when

at the request of some twenty
Asheville citizens temporary organization of a better films committee got under
way. Mrs. James Eugene Reilley, president
of the Charlotte Better Films Committee, presided at the Asheville meeting and told of
the work accomplished by the Charlotte committee since its organization last October.
Mrs. McCord Roberts, Executive Secretary
of the Atlanta Better Films Committee was
likewise present and spoke in glowing terms
of the success of the Boys' and Girls' matinees held weekly in the Howard Theatre,
Atlanta, under the auspices of the Atlanta
better films organization.
Turner Jones, Public Relations representative for Southern Enterprises, outlined the
purpose of the movement and the principles
on which its activities are based co-operation
last

leading

—

and

service.

The movement

based on the principle that
endorsement and support
of better pictures so encourage the production
of worth while pictures that producers constantly will improve the quality of their output and that the picture people may make
more money while the public enjoys better

.the public

can by

is

its

—

pictures.
The better films movement had its inception in the South two years ago. Its purpose
crystallized when in April of 1922 six south-

eastern states participated in the Southeastern
Conference for better films.
Since then organization has progressed encouragingly and
more than thirty committees are now actively
engaged in the work throughout the South.
James Howell, City Solicitor of Asheville
and a leader in civic life, was named temporary Chairman of the Asheville Committee.
Permanent organization is to be effected within the next few weeks.

Macon

Ranks

Joins

Macon, Georgia, has its first Better Films
Committee as the result of a meeting called
August 29 by Manager George McDermit, of
Officers were elected
the Rialto Theatre.
and plans were made for the reviewing of
matinees.
pictures and sponsoring children's
Mrs. Piercy
Chestney, president
E. Clem Powers, vicepresident
Miss Martha Barnes, secretary,
The
and Mr. Charles Harrold treasurer.
representative
organization is made up of
men and women of Macon prominent in
Officers for the first year will be

:

;

;

and civic affairs.
A. C. Cowles, Public Relations representative of Southern Enterprises and E. R. Rodgers. district supervisor of Southern Enterprise theatres in Tennessee, were present at
the meeting and gave short talks on the plans
and possibilities of Better Films Committees
social

as they are

worked out

other

in

cities.

Everybody Happy Again
in

Lee De Forest Goes Abroad
Lee De Forest, inventor of the Phonofilm,
sailed Saturday, September 8, on the S. S.
Leviathan.
weeks.

He

will

be

away about

"EXHIBITORS

of Kansas City either will

have to whip into line in support of the
Kansas City Division of the M. P. T. O. A.
or suffer consequences of lack of organization, A. AL Eisner, president of the association,

announced

recently.

In the following letter, sent to members
of the organization by Mr. Eisner, the facts
are laid bare.
"Are you going to let the octopus crush
you or are you going to create your own
emancipaton day?
are you not giving
your respective organization heads and their
co-workers your support? When are you
going to realize that you alone are suffering from lack of organization? What are
you going to do about the proposed county
theatre tax, increased film rentals, increases
in operators' scale, the repeal of the admission tax and other abuses?
You are
quarreling outwardly among yourselves.
Do you not see that this indifferent,
petty jealousy is taking money from your
pocket each day of the year ? Do you
think that you are bigger or better than the
organization to which you belong?

Why

states,

Kansas, Ne-

braska, Iowa. Oklahoma and Illinois are
well organized and each member of these
organizations is getting more many times
the benefit in each by being a member
than it costs to belong to his organization.
Every exhibitor of any consequence
in Kansas belongs to the Kansas organization.

"Wake up

!

Come

out

of

your

trance

and lay aside your petty jealousy and be
the business man that the outside world
wants you to be.
Get away from your
past reputation among your associates of
being sluggish and overbearing and become
a progressive

man

of affairs."

three

absence production of Phonofilms will go ahead at the De Forest studio.
During the summer production progress has
been made and by late Autumn it is expected
enough will have been accomplished to be
ready for distribution.

During

President of Kansas City M. P. T. O.
A. Pens Scathing Letter

"Your neighboring

Buffalo have
been granted a wage increase of seven and
one half percent, and a strike threatened
Al
for September 1, has been averted.
Beckerich, manager of Loew's State and
Henry Carr, manager of Shea's theatre, represented the theatre interests in a series of
conferences with the union officials. An agreement has also been reached with electricians
and stage hands.

Motion Picture operators

CALL TO ARMS IS SENT TO
EXHIBITORS

Hubbard Returns

to Coast

his

Lucien

Hubbard,

New York

production

editor,

who

from the Coast in connection with the filming of "West of the
Water Tower," has returned to the Lasky
studio in Hollywood.

came

to
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The ex-Kaiser, appears in a picture en"The ex-Kaiser in Exile." The film
was obtained by German friends who visited

Film Companies Await News of Agents
and Representatives

titled,

of the Famous Players-Lasky
awaiting word
are anxiously
office
as to the fate of the company's branch

ex-Kaiser not long ago and Fred E.
Hamlin, a New York newspaper man. It
has been adapted to meet the American theatre demands and has been released by the

Officials

Corporation

two American managers.
from Tom D.
Cochrane, branch manager, and R. E. McIntvre, assistant manager, both of whom are

Tokvo and

in

well

known

its

has been heard

No word

in

New York

Japanese

staff.

Mr. Cochrane
D.

P.

Cochrane,

a brother of R. H. and
well-known Universal ex-

is

ecutive.

Louis Auerbach, of the Export and Import

Film Company,

Inc.,

reports

that

no word

from his company's
received
been
has
Japanese agents since the earthquake.
All attempts to get into communication with
the agents have been unsuccessful.

Repeat Orders
taking advantage of the
and
Morals"
"Marriage
"Don't Marry for Money," the L. Lawrence
Weber and Bobby North productions. Re-

Exhibitors

are

on

accessories

the

W. W. Hodkinson

peat orders for ad. sales materials are being received from the exchange
Masterpiece Film Attractions of Philadelphia and Bond Photoplays, of Buffalo and Albany, have placed their third orders each
In addition, Masteron both productions.
piece has ordered two extra prints of both
"Marriage Morals" and "Don't Marry for

Corporation.

Capt.

Ariel

Varges,

News

International

Cameraman, accomplished a

feat

when he

se-

cured motion pictures of the Japanese disaster, which are now on their way to this coun-

and

try

will be supplied to International

News

Reel patrons.

Paramount

film circles.

It is presumed that the company's office was
destroyed, and efforts are being made to learn
the fate of the two Americans and their

News Gets Pictures of
Japanese Catastrophe

International

Circuit

Books MacLean's

'Going Up'
The Paramount

Circuit

of

picture

thea-

which stretches from Dallas to Charlotte, booked the Associated Exhibitors attraction, Douglas MacLean in "Going Up."
tres,

The

offering is to run 160 playing days in
forty-one theatres.
This booking includes arrangements for
Howard,
runs in the Palace. Dallas, Tex
Capitol,
Houston
Palace.
Fort
Atlanta
Worth, and Empire, San Antonio.
This feature has also been booked for
engagements in Spyros Skouras' three first
run houses in St. Louis New Grand Central, West End Lyric and Capitol.
;

;

;

—

'The Drivin' Fool' Booked Over the
Pantages Circuit
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces that "The Drivin' Fool," produced
by Regents Pictures Corporation for distribution through the Hodkinson Corporation,
has been booked to play over the entire Pantages Circuit, comprising some of the first
runs in the Central West and the Coast, including San Francisco, Los Angeles, San
Diego, Salt Lake City, Kansas City, Memphis, and Minneapolis.

Money."

New
A

Clip Sheet Arrives

new

Yarges is considered one of the luckiest
cameramen in the game. After a slow trip
around the world, covering several months, he
had the good fortune to be in Shanghai when
the earth- forces rent the Japanese archipelago.
Tokio and Yokohama are about 1500 miles

from Shanghai, via the air route. He chartered an airplane and while the earth-shocks
were demolishing buildings and piling up
scores of dead, he flew across the China Sea
and circled the demolished cities. He secured
many pictures, including close-ups, of the
country-wide conflagration and the smoking
ruins.
T

\ arges recklessly disregarded his own safety in getting graphic views of the horror that
is

Tokio and the Gehenna that

is

Yokohama.

'Strangers of the Night' Goes Big in

Denver, Colorado
"Strangers of the Night," Fred Niblo's
screen production of "Captain Applejack,"
played to capacity every night and at most
of the matinees during its engagement at the
Rialto theatre. Denver, Colorado, last week.
This picture, which is presented through
Metro by Louis B. Mayer, grossed practically double that of any other picture showing
in Denver at that time, says the company's
announcement, with one exception, the Colorado, a house with more than twice the seating capacity of the Rialto and with a higher
admission.
This house only topped the Ri-

clip-sheet made its appearance in the
motion picture industry. It is entitled "Studio Starlights," and was created by the Pub-

alto

the

Department of Warner Brothers to
supply the newspapers of the country with
syndicate stories and special articles that will
interest motion picture editors on all pub-

Playing in opposition during the run were
two features that have been heavily exploited
for many weeks past and which were given
considerable extra advertising in Denver.

beneficiaries.

lications.

Help Pay War

Bills

American Legion posts in every state in
Union will shortly put the ex-Kaiser to
work to help pay the war bills. Wounded
veterans, jobless veterans, widows and children of veterans and the posts will be the

licity

by S300.00

Eastman's First Anniversary
That the

first year of the Eastman theatre
Rochester, N. Y., has been a success is
proven in the announcement that the attendance during the 12 months has reached
This week the big house is cele1,750,000.
brating its first anniversary by a premiere
presentation
of
Harold Lloyd's comedy,
"Why Worry?" and a supplementary program of film and music numbers.

in

Long Term Contract
Ben Alexander,

five year old prodigy of
"Hearts of the World"" and
ten year old hero of J. K. MacDonald's
"Penrod and Sam" has been placed under a
long term contract by Associated First NaPictures.
tional
He will appear first in
Maurice Tourneur's forthcoming First National picture, which M. C. Levee is now

D.

W.

Griffith's

producing.

Fourth Anniversary
Managing Director Edward
celebrating

the

fourth

L.

Hyman

anniversary

Brooklyn Mark Strand the week
tember 9 with a birthday program.

is

of the
of Sep-

"Three

Fools." the Goldwyn picture, is the
feature photoplay, with ".Main Street the
World Over." the Mark Strand Topical Review and a specially made anniversary greeting as the shorter films.

Wise

Get-Together Dinner
The Buffalo Film Board of Trade held a
get-together dinner Saturday, September 8,

LUCKY DOGS
Viola Dana's Chow dog friend of some years, is sharing his home with Sing- Sing, a PekBy
ingese, which came as a birthday present to the little Metro player from her sister, Edna Fltograth.
the way, Viola is starred in "Rouged Lips," directed by Harold Shaw and which is being distributed by
Metro Pictures Corporation

Wow-wow,

in the new Hotel Statler to which all the
salesmen and bookers in the Buffalo exchanges were invited. The. workings of the

uniform contract were explained.
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C

B.

C

ANNOUNCES WITH GREAT PRIDE
THE ACQUISITION FOR THE

STATE RIGHT MARKET
OF THE EXQUISITELY HUMAN
MISSION FILM CORP.
PRODUCTION, SUGGESTED BY
THE IMMORTAL POEM OF
JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER

CYCLE—FROM LOVELESS VALLEY OF
YOUTH TO ROMANTIC SUMMIT OF LIFE
HIS

With an
in

All Star Cast

Anv

Never Surpassed

Feature Production

FRANKIE LEE
JOHN BOWERS
TULLY MARSHALL
SYLVIA BREAMER
RAYMOND HATTON
MARJORIE DAW
BRINSLEY SHAW
OTIS HARLAN
VIRGINIA TRUE BOARDMAN
GERTIE MESSINGER
LOTTIE WILLIAMS
GEORGE PERIOLAT
GEORGE McDANIEL
Story by
A DAVID KIRKLAND
WALLACE C. CLIFTON
PRODUCTION
Territories Available Now
C. B. C. FILM SALES CORP.
1600 Broadway, New York
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Two

Masters
of

Philadelphia
Who Through Their Creative Genius and
Their Building Achievements Have Indelibly
Stamped Their Names in the Exhibitors'
Hall of Fame.

JULES
President

of

E.

the

MASTBAUM
Stanley

Company

of

With his
Mastbaum, they

America.

brother, the late Stanley
laid the foundation for
one of the nation's foremost exhibiting enterprises.
A visualizer, a builder, a broadminded public-spirited citizen Jules Mastbaum has done a great share in placing
Philadelphia on a constantly higher amusement plane.

—

FRED

G. NIXON-NIRDLINGER
extremely active figure in the Philadelphia field for more than a quarter of a
century.
His interest in the exhibiting end
of motion pictures now greatly exceeds that

An

of

his

legitimate
theatre
attention.
As
director of the Broad, Garrick and
theatres he caters to the highest
clientele of photoplay patrons.

managing
Forrest

September

15,
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Eddie McBride, a former member of the

Among The Showmen
THE
has

Lyric Theatre at Sweetwater, Texas,
been leased by Harley Sadler and
will be renamed the Lone Star, with R. B.
Ellis

A

Fox

sales staff in Buffalo, has resigned to
accept a position as assistant to O. T.
Schroeppel, business manager of the Teck.
Mr. Schroeppel recently left the Strand and

The Odd Fellows building at Humansville,
Mo., has been leased by Hodges of Springfield,

for a picture theatre.

Andrews

Salamanca, N. Y. to come to

in

He was formerly assothe Teck, Buffalo.
ciated with Buffalo exchanges.

manager.

new

theatre will be erected on the
present site of the Grand Theatre at Searcy,
Ark., to cost $15,000.

Dr. G. S. Rinehart has

contract for a
new theatre and office building at Camden,
Ark., to be erected in the near future.
let

Mrs. E. M. Billings

will erect a new $100,fireproof theatre and apartment house
at Enid, Okla., in near future.

000

George Shafer of Wheeling, West Va., intends to erect a theatre at Steubenville, Ohio,
with a seating capacity of 2,000.
Kutisker and
Eureka theatre

at

leased the Tivoli

Schoen who operate the
Hackensack, N. J., have

New

The
Washington theatre at Granite
City, Illinois will open October 5th with a
benefit performance.
Louis Landau, Jr. is

A new Grecian Theatre will open at Sulphur Springs, Ark. in the near future.

seating

capacity

of

The house

will

Fred Ullman proprietor of the Elmwood

Jack Murphy owner of the Merry Widow
theatre at St. Louis, Missouri, has purchased
the Idle Wild theatre at East S. Louis. Mr.
Murphy also contemplates opening a house
on Cass avenue, St. Louis with a seating

tre at Jefferson, South Dakota
sent three shows a week.

A. E. Jarboe, manager of the Royal theatre, Cameron, Missouri, has installed a new
Minusa Gold Fibre screen.

The Midland Theatre Circuit has secured
a long time lease on the Grand Theatre at
Special picture attractions
Salina, Kansas.
will be shown, as well as tab shows and road
shows.

Solomon, Kansas, has
been purchased by Mr. Whiteley who also
owns a grocery in that city.

Blue,

who

take the place of the
Searcy, Arkansas.
W. E.
had the Grand, will operate it.
will

at

Electric

It has

a seating capacity of

1000.

at

Linn,

Kansas

has

re-

manager.

is

theatre

Isis

at

Concordia,

Kansas,

which has been closed for some time, was
opened by C. P. Rogers owner. Mr. Rogers
also owns the White Way at Concordia.

Fred Erickson who has been operator of
the Auditorium at Jenkintown, Pa., has been
made manager succeeding Wally Helsten who
now manages the Casino at Wildwood, Pa.

held each week
with increasing success at the Opera House
Manager Dolan finds
at Mauch Chunk, Pa.

Frank Matthews has been appointed man-

A. J. Knight, of Kenneth, Minnesota, has
taken over the Cuthbert Movies theatre, CuthDakota which was formerly
bert, South
owned by L. K. Ness.

ager of Hunt's
ville, Pa.

Paul

Tisen's

Palace

Theatre at Coates-

Russian Orchestra

pieces recently played at
tre, Philadelphia.

the

of

to

Company of America. The theahas a frontage of 75 feet and a depth
of 240 feet
the Stanley

The new Willows theatre at Linton, North
Dakota has opened. The house contains 472
seats.

People's
is

Theatre

installing a

new

at

Port

Arthur,

$10,000 organ.

Dave Young of Brownsville, Texas, operator of the Dreamland theatre has leased
the Dittmann owned by A. Dittmann.
Mr.
Young will operate both houses. Mr. Dittmann will retire from the amusement field.

W. C. Quimby owner of three houses at
Fort Wayne, Indiana, is negotiating for the
Palace.
Approximately $500,000 is involved
in the deal.

The Universal theatre at Auburn, New
York has closed temporarily due to a projection room fire.
G. S. Crockett is manager
Lincoln theatre at Cleveland.

of

the

new

fice,

resigned to accept a position as exman with the Hippodrome theaLeavenworth Kas.

ploitation

—

operator to manager that was
jump made by Roy Sweetland of the

From
the

new

Auditorium Hiawatha,
September 1.

Kas.,

his

duties starting

untiring effort of "Mike" Kahn of
Crescent exchange, Kansas City, was
rewarded when Frank L. Newman booked
Warner screen classics as part of his fall
product for his Newman and Royal thea-

The

being

profitable.

tres,

Kansas

City.

Whether or not Oklahoma's child labor
law applies to theatre performances is to
be decided by the Oklahoma Criminal Court
Arrests of theatre manof Appeals soon.
agers over the state for violations of this
law are being made almost every day, and
the decision of the court will either prohibit or permit child actors to appear on Oklahoma Theatre stages.
the Griswold theatres
York, have been reopened.

The Astor and
B.

J.

theatre,

the
for
the

tre

The

them very

is

eight

Samuel F. Nirdlinger Estate and leased

Texas,

Amateur night

Stanley Thea-

The Stanley Company has purchased
Colonial Theatre at Germantown, Pa.,
about $400,000.
It was the property of

"Alabama" Walker, in charge of accesFox Kansas City branch of-

the

The
Becker Brothers' new Earle Theatre at
South Philadelphia. Pa., opened recently.

theatre

A. H. Granger

has gone to Chicago.

sories at the

Memorial

opened.

who

Buffalo,

in

theatre, at

After being closed for several months, the

The Lightle
Grand Theatre

theatre in Buffalo has taken over the System theatre in Syracuse. The System has
been operated for several seasons by Earl
L. Crabb, former manager of the Strand

tre,

The Cozy

Criterion has been re-opened in Buf-

have a

R. P. Beauchemin and Tom Collins have
taken over the operation of the Jefferson theawill pre-

The

falo by Harry Abbott, who last season managed the Garden. The new Criterion policy
is pictures and musical comedy with presentation continuous from 1 to 1 P. M. and
prices ranging from 25 to 50 cents.

3,000.

capacity of 400.

and

traction.

from

Haring and Blumenthal.

owner and manager.
G. L. Peretto has opened his new Queen
The
Theatre at South Fort Smith, Ark.
house seats about 300.

Jersey City

theatre,

The Temple theatre has been re-opened in
Lockport.
J. Raymond Thurston is managing the house for the Schine Theatre Com"The Spoilers'" was the opening atpany.

Benfield,

manager of the Olympic

Melrose,

Minnesota,

Orpheum and Strand

the

from Joseph

J.

has

New York

New

at

purchased

theatres at Morris,

Gaffney.

William Francis Van Dyne, assistant manager of the Lafayette Square, Buffalo, is
back on the job after a two week motor trip
to

Troy,

City and vicinity.

James Wallingford, who recently resigned
general manager of the Border Amusement company of Buffalo, has leased the
Central Park and Allendale, two neighborhood theatres in that city, both of which he
has opened for the fall and winter seasons.
as

Harold P. Dygert of Associated Theatres,
has taken over the Elmwood and Sampson theatres in Penn Yan, N. Y. The Sampson is being operated Saturdays and Sundays
Inc.,

only.

W. D. Trass of Dansville, N. Y., has been
appointed manager of the Andrews and
Strand theatres in Salamanca, N. Y., succeeding O. T. Schroeppel who lias gone to
the Teck, Buffalo.
That about one thousand exhibitors are to
be offered a share in the financing and profits
of the Rudolph Valentino productions was
announced by J. D. Williams, president of
Ritz-Carlton Pictures.

manager of Fox's new
Mr. Greeman was formerly manager of Fox's Liberty

Harry Greeman

Chicago

theatre,

is

The Monroe.

theatre at St. Louis.

The Stanley Company of America has
purchased the Empire theatre at Frankford.
Philadelphia. It will be operated as a straight
picture house.

The Merit Film New York Exchange is
conducting an "Exhibitor's Drive" for the period beginning September 1st and ending
Prizes are being offered all
October 15th.
exhibitors booking pictures from the exchange
during the specified time. Each booking obtains a number for the exhibitor and the
ten showmen who hold the lucky numbers
The booker of
will be awarded the prizes.
a ten-dollar short subject is also given a
number.
This novel idea originated with
The
Miss Etta V. Seagall, Merit booker.
leading circuits are booking many Merit pictures.

Morris Kaplan who operated the Palace
theatre in Brooklyn. New York, recently left
for a three-months automobile trip to Hollywood.

At Dean

street and Fourth avenue, BrookBlender and Strasberg are building a
3,000 seat house with Morris Goodman.
lyn.
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JACK

WARNER

Four Minds With a Single Thought

—

The Thought: "Classics of the Screen." With
Doggedly Fought Their Way to the Top Rung

SAM WARNER

the

Warner Brothers

a Democratic Spirit They Have
as Producers of Better Features.

September

15,

1923
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Raise Standard of

—

Is

Showmanship and Win

Reason for Warner Brothers Success in Past

as well as the Policy

Upon Which

They Base Their Future.

SUCCESSFUL PRODUCTION

our advertising, exploitation and publicity department sending out interesting reading mat-

METHODS

times.
the exhibitor and

By ALBERT WARNER
W/'HEN I was approached and asked how

"

our organization head gained the prominent position it holds in the motion picture industry today, my answer was, "it is not difficult, once you have secured a firm foothold."
The first step that the Warner Brothers
made in the tempestuous days that gained this
desired foothold was the big photoplay, "My

Germany."
When we first
approached ex-Ambassador Gerard, to obtain
the motion picture rights for an autobiography of his experiences in the country which
was later to revolutionize the world, he
plainly stated that such an enterprise could

Four Years

ward

the Germans.
After a series of conferences, we convinced
him of our sincerity and our belief in the

of his history. During the recent
authors' convention at the Waldorf Astoria,
Mr. Gerard was one of the prominent speakers of the evening at the banquet, and he
gratified us by referring to "My Four Years
in Germany" as one of the most pleasant and
satisfying associations with his diplomatic

possibilities

life.

In continuance of just what we have accomplished, as an organization composed of
brothers, the question is possibly as well
answered in a reply to the fifteen questions
contained in Mr. Will Hays' questionnaire as
any that we could ever give.
In 1921, when we were fir.st beginning to
gain recognition, we produced three feature
productions, one serial and twenty-six comedies.
The features were "Why Girls Leave
Home," "Your Best Friend" and "School
Days." The serial was "Lost in the Jungle,"
and our other product was twenty-six Monte
Bank Comedies. While this is not a large
list
of product
for an organization, the
offerings were splendidly received and they
gave us a further boost toward what we
were attempting to do and aided us greatly
in our plans for the future.
In 1922 we produced seven Classics of the
Screen, namely, "Rags to Riches," "The
Beautiful and Damned," "A Dangerous Adventure," "Brass," "Heroes of the Street,"
"Little
Church Around the Corner" and

"Main Street."
In making these productions we gained the
confidence of the industry, for we were spending money without regard, endeavoring to
obtain the novels of some of America's finest
authors for the screen. "Main Street" was
regarded as almost impossible for the screen,
the

to

it

still

—

two things it gave prestige
of Warner Brothers, and it
be a great success in all terridid

name

proved to
tories

where

it

was shown, and where

it

is

being shown.

the season of 1923-24, we are scheduling eighteen Classics of the Screen for
distribution, and one super-production. At this
date, nine productions are ready for release,
and nine are to follow before the Spring
of 1924, together with the super-production.
The first nine photoplays, now completed,
are,
"Where the North Begins," "Little
Johnny Jones," "The Printer's Devil." "The

'U'OR

Gold

Diggers,"

"The Country Kid,"

Lombard," "George Washington,
"Conductor 1492" and "Tiger Rose."

cretia

The

nine

Marriage

TTHE

Warner Brothers, after practically twenty
* years in the motion picture industry, find that
success comes through continuing hard work.
The
company of which these four men are the head has
come rapidly to the front in the last two years. Its
success has been due largely to two factors, the
making of box office winners and then exploiting
them. That seemingly simple statement covers a very
target area.
It is the mark at which practically all
producers and distributors shoot. The firm has been
successful, they have deserved what they have won,
and there is every reason to believe it will continue.

productions

Circle,"

"Beau

to

"LuJr.,"

come are, "The
Brummel," "Bab-

sell

of the Warner Brothers' greatest
ONE
achievements
the act of bringing Mr.
is

David Belasco's

direct influence to the silent
drama. This step was another plan of ours
which was looked upon as impossible. But
it

was accomplished.

Our authors and playwrights rank among

in

never be accomplished in such a way as to
correctly portray his personal disposition to-

and yet

Publicity that will benefit
the picture to the public
has been our endeavor, rather than a
direct advertisement to the exhibitor.

ter at all

"The Age of

bitt,"

Innocence,"

"How

to

Educate a Wife," "Cornered," "Broadway
After Dark" and "Daddies."
With the above productions you will see
the names of many well known novels, successful plays, and original stories for the
Considerable
screen by well-known authors.
effort was put behind these endeavors to secure the best stories available, but we have
a confidence to keep up with our public and
with the exhibitor, and we mean to give only
the best, and have that well done.
The most important factor in these strides
of the Warner Brothers, is the cost of production always mounting with the importance of productions and the process of exIn 1921, the cost of production
pansion.
varied from $50,000 to $100,000. In 1922 the
cost increased, making a production calling
for an expenditure of $125,000 to $200,000.
And in 1923, our product is placed on the
market with a minimum production cost of
$150,000 and a maximum of $400,000.

—

has been no easy matter for our orITganization
to go step by step, carefully
We have been fortunate in
feeling its way.

our enterprises and we have secured the
foothold we were after. Now we are forming our policies one year in advance, giving
the time for necessary preparations and research on all production activities.
Our directing staff has grown greatly, and
we have names that we are proud of to
Ernst
strengthen our directing energies.
Lubitsch, the foreign genius of production, has
been placed under a contract to produce two
features a year. Other big directors we have
under contract are, Sidney Franklin, Harry
Beaumont. Jack Conway, Chester Franklin,

Mai

St.

Clair,

William A. Seiter and Wil-

liam Beaudine.
are now controlling such famous stars

We

and film personalities as John Barrymore,
Lenore Ulric, Louise Fazenda, Mae Marsh,
Irene Rich, Marie Prevost, Hope Hampton,
Monte Blue. Harry Myers, Windham Standing, Alec. B. Francis, Claude Gillingwater,
Otis Harlan and Joseph Dowling. We have
under contract such interesting children as
Wesley Barry, Spec O'Donnell and Bruce
Guerin.
Naturally, with all this there must be an
In
appropriation.
advertising
enormous
carrying this out, we have taken a step which
picis considered revolutionary in the motion
ture industry. An enormous advertising campaign has just been launched which calls for
an expenditure of three-quarters of a million
colors,
four
in
Advertisements
dollars.
double-page in size, have been placed in the
leading daily newspapers of_ the United States.
In addition, striking advertisements have been
placed in magazines having the greatest cirhave
culation throughout the country.

We

the finest and best of the country, contributing
the best that is in them for the photoplay
fan.
Among them are Edith Wharton,
Charles Norris, Willard Mack, Avery Hopwood, Zelda Sears, George M. Cohan, Harriet
Comstock, Grace Flandreau, Jean Krealy,
Paul Bern, Owen Davis and numerous others

The Warner Brothers, through their scenario department have persistently worked
for a faithful adherence to theme and plot
of books and plays, making only such departures as are necessitated by lack of them
or consistent and logical development of plot.

We

have dealt primarily with wholesome
stories of American life, and in the selection of our stories we endeavor to use such
discreetness that in their locale or characterizations it would be impossible to excite
animosity in a foreign country, or to belittle American life and and customs in a

showing of our productions.

foreign

In conclusion, I can state that the Warner
Brothers have done their utmost to conform
and raise the standard of showmanship as
pledged in the formation of the Association
of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors
of America.

PRODUCER'S TASK IS NOT
AN EASY ONE
By LOU

ANWould you

important

MARANGELLA
question,

like to

Mr.

Exhibitor.

be a producer

Off hand you will want

sufficient

?

time to

think it over.
You will think of a million
things demanding your attention, and probably you would rather be where you are
than in the boots of a producer. He makes
lots of money
the producer sometimes yes,

—

—

and mostly no. Let me tell you why.
If you, Mr. Exhibitor, could take a peep
behind the scenes you would be convinced
that producing motion pictures is no easy
task.
If you could witness the trials and
tribulations of producers, you would sympathize with them a little bit when it comes
To live
to the question of booking prices.
and carry on their enterprises these fellows
have got to make enough money to hire decent casts, honest-to-goodness directors, and
Let's
take the
general all round help.
Warner Brothers for an example.
Before starting their present series of
eighteen

classics of the screen,
into a great deal

Harry M.

Warner went

of trouble
trying to secure the plays and the novels.
Further, after he had secured the eighteen
subjects for picturization, his problem was
to get the right men to direct them, and the
right people the actors and actresses to
interpret them.
But his trouble has not
ended by a long shot. And this is not written merely to glorify Mr. Warner.
Rather
it is being written in a spirit of friendly cooperation, in a spirit of enlightenment, in a

—

—

—

!

!

—
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spirit which would lay bare the many things
which go to make a decent box-office attraction, and which incidentally demands a fair
and square booking price.

To

complete the

theatrical producer has filled the bill
He has spent many hours in
to perfection.
going over the finished scripts, and he will
spend much time in looking over the finished
product. When you get the pictures you will
know and see the Belasco stamp of approval,
carried out by some of the foremost directors of today with some of the leading screen
players playing the various parts.

great

into a

motion picture studio

you that it's a monumental
Carpenters by the
a picture.
large group
dozen stare you in the face.
of electricians carry sunlight arcs and baby
Actors, actresses,
spots all over the place.
will convince

task to

make

A

directors, assistants and cameramen hustle
and bustle here and there. Music is employed
to get the players into the mood of a scene.
The camera is ready. The lights have been

The actors are rehearsed. The scene
Camera
ready to be filmed.
Once, twice, three times, a dozen times the
scene is taken by the exacting director. Film,
It can't be
film by the ream is wasted.
helped.
Maybe a rug has not been placed
maybe a chair's position has been
right
overlooked more often the actors do not get
the scene as conveyed by the boiling direcAnd
tor.
It's got to be done all over again.
thus the wheels of the industry go round.

fixed.
is

;

;

This sort of thing keeps on day after day.

A

great deal of the material that

is

filmed

never seen by the exhibitors. It is thrown
Your audiences wouldn't
to the scrap heap.
pay their good money to see it. After the
You know the
picture is made then what?
You're the
It's a tough problem.
answer.
You either take
judge for your audiences.
And since you pride yourit
or leave it.
self on being a good judge of human nature,
you naturally seek the best entertainment you
can buy. The producer fills the bills as best
he can. If you don't take his products, he's
in the dumps as to what to do with the next
story.
Once more the wheels of the industry go round.
is

—

P ICTURE
working

four or

PRODUCER SEEK?
By DAVID BELASCO

of eighteen productions,

list

Mr. Warner performed a master stroke when
he enlisted the aid of David Belasco in the
making of the Belasco stage successes. The

tf~)NE glimpse

WHAT ELEMENT SHOULD A

five,

even

six,

rT'

above question is one that embraces
every possible element that can present
What eleitself as an entertainment value.
ment should a motion picture producer look
for in a stage play to make
a greater screen version?

—

A

Again, the producers make a big mistake
consider the drawing power
No matter how
of the play they select.
big a success a New York production will be,
the knowledge of its presence along Broadway will not be as far-reaching as a sermon
version.
The advertising matter will carry
the line, "adapted from the Broadway success of the same name," and that will mean
absolutely nothing to a great many people.
Along with this thought I can say that I
have known of a great many plays that could
hardly be called New York Successes, and
yet they are filmed and credited with being
a sensational Broadway hit.

when they do not

To my mind, a play must have a real, human story, with an attractive and appealing
background

If
to be adaptable to the screen.
these elements are contained, there is no reason why a motion picture cannot be greater
than the play from which it was taken.
The films are rather new to me, although
I have always been greatly interested in their

companies

HE

'"P

films have -beckoned to me for a great
years, and it was not until the War-

many

—

ner Brothers a young and deep thinking organization came to me and presented their
plans in a clear, understandable way. The simplicity of it all, and the fascination of expanding my beloved art the drama was unfolded
and I succumbed. But not without considering, thoroughly, the possibilities of making a
great screen play out of one of my successful stage productions.

—

—

—

Take "The Gold Diggers," for instance, a
play which enjoyed a long stay on Broadway
and duplicated its success on the road. "The
Gold Diggers" owed a great deal of its sucI explained this.
cess to the clever dialogue.
But new things were pointed out by these
that
clever motion picture people things
would give a big box-office power to the
screen version of the stage play.

—

The dialogue would not be entirely lost,
because subtitles distributed here and there
could give light comedy touches.
The different characters to interpret the different
intelligent
roles could be selected from an
group of picture actors and actresses and the
large salary list, such as we pay in a stage production, would only continue throughout the
period of the actual filming before the camera.

—

that was what seemed
count.
stage and the interior of a
theatre could be presented in the films, such
as no theatrical production could ever do.

But the atmosphere

A

to

A

huge

ballet,

gorgeous costumes and danc-

A LL

these elements along with the reputaBroadway success that was also
a success in its presentation throughout the
larger and smaller cities, would add to its
drawing power in the picture house.
And
also, the tremendous amount of publicity
columns of it that heralded the stage play,
would lend itself in no small way to the
success of the screen version.
tion of a

—

waiting anxiously to see the finished product.
If it isn't good, he's to blame.
If it isn't
good, you won't book it. If it isn't good, the
producer eventually goes out of business. To
keep the wheels going, to make everybody
happy financially, good pictures have got to
be made. What a task

Another example of a great play that
should make a great film production
is
"Tiger Rose." "Tiger Rose," as most people
will remember, shows the struggles of a girl
a wild cat of the Canadian woods. Different situations present themselves in rapid succession, all affecting this unschooled girl.
To

—

You'll say that certain men are naturally
bent toward the production end of the business.
Yes, but would you, Mr. Exhibitor,
trade places with them?
Would you go
through all the heart breaking trials and
tribulations to make them? We'll wager that
you'd rather be on the receiving end.
It's
safer to pick 'em than to make 'em.

—

In selecting a play for production, I have
always taken many things into consideration.
There is my star who must have a role that
is suited to her.
There is the story, which
must have an appeal for all kinds of people.
And there is the background, the setting, in
which the story must unfold itself. This
background is a highly important factor, mind
you, and it makes and unmakes many plays.

duplicate.

Behind these scenes stands the producer

—

see the mistakes that ,have been committed, and, perhaps, do my share towards

ing numbers could be presented, with occasional flashes at interesting scenes back-stage
and in the dressing rooms of the chorus girls.
All these elements would contribute their bits
to make the screen version into a gigantic
production, appealing to the film audiences
everywhere, as no stage production could ever

the same time, and you will
immediately get a mental picture of what
the producers have to go through in order
This is
to turn out decent entertainment.
only one side of the question.
Actors and
actresses and directors are temperamental
people, otherwise they wouldn't be able to
express or to convey to others the meaning
of the story. Hence, a bunch of people with
a bundle of nervous energy.

—

successful

In the first place, you will wonder if I
believe that a stage play can more than
duplicate its successes in a screen version.
Without a great deal of hesitation, I can
answer: Yes. And, on the other hand, a
stage production can be absolutely ruined
great many
in its cinema version.
producers do not take the construction of
a play into consideration when they secure
They bethe rights for a screen version.
lieve the fact that the play has been established as a Broadway success, the same
success will be duplicated on the screen. And
many a fine play will make an equally bad
screen production.

at

The Warner Brothers have made them, and
they are able to keep on making them because they have been fortunate in the selection of their stories
fortunate in the selection of their directors
such men as Ernst
Lubitsch, Sidney Franklin, Harry Beaumont,
William Seiter, William Beaudine, etc. fortunate because you, Mr. Exhibitor, are booking their product.

a

—

can

suggesting remedies.

HE

—or

strides toward better things, and therefore I
feel that I can speak almost as an outsider
looking in as one who is an observer and

love is absolutely unknown, and when
love comes with its many conflicts, she is facing a strange new thing.
her,

Yes, the motion picture, undoubtedly, can
be greater than the play from which it was
taken, if the selection of the play has been
But to look things squarely
in good taste.
in the face, producers of today are beginning
to see the ways of us folks of the spoken
drama.
They are learning that our conDavid Belasco

struction

much

the

power

same

It
as their own.
all will realize
of a powerful story on the screen,

is

will be but a time

the

when they

and how much greater

it can be made under God's blue sky in a setting that Nature
has contributed of her own free will.

September
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1923

15,

Wesley

Irene Rich,

YY ITH

Star.

Harry Rapp,

Lead.

Sidney A. Franklin, Director.

Director.

Mae Marsh,

Lenore Ulric, Star.

Johnny Hines,

Star.

William

in

the

production

Director.

Monte

•y

Blue. Star.

HE

Warner
method of

Brothers
selecting

official

ends

the industry, there

Beaudine,

Star.

such an array of

talent

and

Barry,

placing

casts,

of

stars

the

in

is little

roles of the

wonder at the speed with
which Warner Brothers

has had

same

much

several

principal
to

picture,

do with

the finished excellence of

have forged to the front
ranks as builders of spe-

their
eral.

cial features.

productions in gen-

No

tightened

Harry Meyers,

Star.

Hope Hampton,

Star.

Ernst Lubitsch. Director.

limitation

purse

by

strings.

:
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PRODUCTION

UNIVERSAL
The

department

editorial

at

Universal

which James McKay, is chief, is
busy with the final work on a wide range
of screen subjects, from chapter plays to
City, of

the impressive film versions of "A
of Quality" and "The Acquittal."

Lady

"A Lady
as

METRO

FIRST NATIONAL
pAMERA work on "Dust of Desire,"

^ Norma

Talmadge's drama of Arabia,
was started by First National under the
joint direction of
Frances Marion and
Chester Franklin.

The
Viola

unit of five

Metro pictures starring

Dana which

are to be released suc-

Virginia Valli, is being edited under the
supervision of Mr. Henley and Arthur Ripley, his editorial aide, with Marion Ainslee
at work on the titles.

coming season forms what
undoubtedly Miss Dana's strongest and

cessively
is

this

tures.

to

Corinne Griffith and Conway Tearle are
be featured. The supporting cast are

Thomas

Thomas

Ricketts,

Mestayer,
Selwyn.

Lincoln

Guise,

Harry

and

Clarisa

Stedman

Starting with "Rouged Lips," there next
Social
Code." Now in the
course of production is her third picture
called "In Search of a Thrill."

came "The

Two other stories which will complete
the unit of five are selected and a production organization for each is being proOne

be "Angel-Face Molly"
by Fred Kennedy Myton and the other
"Love and Lies" of which further announcements are coming.

jected.

Frank Borzage
production presented by Arthur H. Jacobs,
has been advanced on the First National
release schedule and will be issued for first
runs during the current month.
of Desire," a

Richard Barthelmess' new picture for
Associated First National Pictures, pro-

duced by Inspiration Pictures and directed
by John S. Robertson, has been definitely
titled "Twenty One."
It is adapted to the
screen by Grace MacGowan Cooke and

MacGowan. The

Alice

duced

in

New

picture will be pro-

York.

Work was

completed this week on four
First National productions at the United
Studios, the final editing and titling being
rushed in order to screen them for R. A.
Rowland, First National's general manager, who arrived recently from New York.
They are Edwin Carewe's "The Bad Man,"
"Flaming Youth" with Colleen Moore;
"'Ponjola," Cynthia Stockley's novel; and
"Thundergate," a Chinese-American drama
with a featured cast.

Maurice Tourneur's newest

production,

finished and will
be ready for First National release in an-

"Jealous

Fools"

is

half

other month.
K. McDonald, whose recent First Nahas
tional production "Penrod and Sam"
been acclaimed by critics as the finest boyhood picture ever filmed, is preparing to picturize another Booth Tarkington story.
J.

work on "The Man

Passed By"

Whom

Life

about two weeks. This is
an original story by Mr. Schertzinger for
which Winifred Dunn is preparing the scenario.
It will be released as a Metro Premier Feature.
in

Arrangements are now under way in the
Metro organization for the beginning ©f
production on "The Living Past," a screen
transcription of William J. Locke's novel
"The Tale of Triona."

Among

GRAPHIC

as

follows:

— "Meddling

Women,"

by
Law-

"Broadway Parasite." by E.
"The Man Untameable," by J. M.
Gordon "Fates Fortune," by Don Dundes
"The Husband Hunter," by Milton S.
Gould, "Luxury's Lure," by Ivan.
Ivan

;

rence;

;

F.B.O.
Having finished filming "The Mail
Man," at the Pat Powers studio, Emory
Johnson has begun to personally supervise
the cutting of the picture which
for late autumn release by Film
Offices.

attractions

being

edited

of Universal.

"The Heart

of

production,

star
Hill,

half

is

Work

Boston Blackie," an
by Robert

directed
through the

editorial

all

F.
stage.

has been completed on "The
Kid," adaptation of Frances

Burglar's

Hodgson

Burnett's

"Editha's

story.

Burglar," Baby Peggy's second big feature at Universal City. It was directed by
William A. Seiter.
directed by

"The Wild Party,"

Hobert

"Upside Down," directed by
William Parke are both in the final stages

and

Blache,

of editing.

The

of "Beasts of ParaTrail," two chapter
in production, are being edited.

early

episodes

and "The Steel

Vincent McDermott will be Allen Holubar's assistant director for the filming of
"The Hunting Mill," Mr. Holubar's first
special production for the Metro fall and

plays

now

winter program.

soon to be seen in screen form.
Rights to the old play have been purchased
by Universal, and a screen adaptation has
been made by Raymond L. Schrock and
Adrian Johnson.

With

the

old-time
Tornado,"
"The
by Lincoln J. Carter, producer

melodrama
of theatrical

thrillers, is

completion of Rex Ingram's

production of "Scaramouche" which will
form Metro's most important unit of its

program the cost figures have
The
mounted into the sum of $1,139,014.
end is not yet in sight as the picture is
now being edited.
1923-24

Fred Niblo director of pictures under
Metro-Louis B. Mayer auspices, is devot:

ing himself exclusively to the production
of his next photoplay, "Thy Name is Woman," based upon the stage play of that
named presented by William A. Brady
several years ago.

Another story to be soon produced by
Universal is "Whom God Hath Joined,"
written by Hal Reid, father of the late
Wallace Reid, and author of several hits
of former days.

UNITED ARTISTS
Jack
screen's

VITAGRAPH
"The Leavenworth Case" the second of
Whitman Bennett special productions
which are to be released by Vitagraph
during the season of 1923-24 is finished
is now being finally titled and edited
at the Bennett Studios in Yonkers.

Pickford
best

is

known

using

funny

three

men

of

the

in

his

forthcoming photoplay, "Valley of the
Wolf," now in production for fall release
through Allied Producers and Distributors
comedians
these
of
Corporation. Two
are of the old school and have been starred
in

their

own

rights.

and

"Pioneer Trails," the Vitagraph special
and edited by
titled
has been finally
C.

Graham Baker and Don

prints

are

being

Bartlett

and

shipped to Vitagraph

Branches.
Stuart Blackton completed his feaJ.
ture "On the Banks of the Wabash" with
a climax taken on Manhassett Bay, L. I.
Mr. Blackton is personally supervising the
editing of this picture at the Vitagraph
studios in Brooklyn,

PREFERRED

slated

"The Virginian" has

Booking

at the studio of B. P.
of Preferred Pictures.

is

other

Baby Peggy's first Universal-Jewel
feature, "Whose Baby Are You?" directed
by King Baggott, which is practically
ready for shipping to New York offices

dise,"

the

Ivan Abramson whose last picture was
produced in 1922, released under the title of
"Wildness of Youth," has decided to reenter the production field with six features
for the 1924 season, the titles of which are

Acquittal,"

will

Victor Schertzinger has returned to the
after spending a short vacation at Catalina Island and is preparing
to start

"The

are

Metro studios

"The Age

play,

being edited under the supervision of
director, Clarence L. Brown.

its

Following six weeks of preparation,
Frank Lloyd Productions, Inc., Hollywood's newest producing organization, has
begun filming of Gertrude Atherton's current best seller "Black Oxen" for release
through Associated First National Pic-

Weiman's

Rita
is

best contribution to the screen.

of Quality," which was filmed
Hobart Henley production starring

a

completed
Schulberg, producer

just been

Billy Franey, who has been starred by
several companies and at one time had his
own producing organization, plays the
Harry Todd, anothleading comedy role.
er screen comedy man, has an important
bit in the picture, while Snitz Edwards,
who plays the part of the country town
reporter and notary public, has played
with nearly every film star.

In every photoplay of real worth there
always is some latent possibility the development of which lies with the star. In no
picture he has yet produced has Douglas
Fairbanks had a greater opportunity to dis-

play his exceptional talents to the fullest
advantage than in "The Thief of Bagdad,"
his

now

forthcoming cinema classic which
well into production at Hollywood.

is

September

15,
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ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Victor Hugo Halperin has started in his
California studios on "Souvenir," an original story which will be his second production for Associated Exhibitors.
Advance information reaching New York says
this picture will bring a new scientific discovery to the screen for the first time.

Charles "Chic" Sale has completed the
first feature in his series for Associated
Exhibitors and Gregory La Cava, the
director has started the work of cutting
and editing. This is a comedy-drama. The
star's leading lady is Polly Archer, and
included in the cast are Robert Bentley,
William Black, Leslie King, Mary Kitson, Harlan Knight and Russell Griffin.
Nick Grinde assisted Mr. La Cava in the

pear in his first production for
Asher, tentatively "Try and Get
rected by Cullen B. Tate.

di-

will star in her own picGrand-Asher.
She is now
working on "Other Men's Daughters," the
third of the Ben Wilson productions.

Mabel Forrest

production

for

Work has begun at the Fox Studios in
Hollywood on "Big Dan," the next Charles

sociated Exhibitors.
The little star plays
a role well suited to her winsome personality, with many opportunities to display her charm and talent as a dancer.

staff.

the

filming

will

in

new

title

of

Day

of

release

The next James Cruze picture will be
based on the Broadway play, "To the Ladies,"
by George S. Kaufman and Marc Connelly.
Walter Woods will write the continuity.

'A Man."

has

not

Production of "The Call of the Canyon"
Paramount's latest Zane Grey production has
been started. Exterior scenes are being filmed
in the vicinity of Flagstaff. Arizona,

of

the

screen

which John Barrymore

be starred.

BURR

directing Harold
MacDrums of Jeopardy," for
Truart release, is engaged in shooting the
first sequence of the play which takes place
in a palace in Russia.

Edward

Dillon,
Grath's story "The

Joseph Kilgour and Lionel Belmore have
been signed by Bryant Washburn to ap-

who

is to begin the production of "Restless Wives" for C. C. Burr at
the Glendale Studio has appeared in three preIt is a
vious pictures made at his studio.
coincidence, that like her present Burr series,
all these pictures were produced for the In-

dependent market.

The

GRAND-ASHER

said to

be some of the most beautiful mountain country in the United States.

Doris Kenyon,

adaptation of the famous Clyde Fitch play,

"Beau Brummel,"

the

The Sunshine Comedy previously announced by Fox under the title of "Nobody Home" has been changed to "The
Roaring Lion."
been set.

Soldiers' Home, Sawtelle, Cal., were
motion picture actors for a diy at Fanimount's West Coast studio during the filming of scenes in Zane Grey's "The Call
of the Canyon," featuring Richard Dix and
Lois Wilson.

TRUART

Reports from the West Coast indicate that
the Warner Brothers are already making
for

is

the picture previously announced as

WARNER
preparations

William Wellman

directing the picture.
The story is the
first to be written by Frederick and Fannie
Hatton since joining the Fox scenario

is

"Kentucky Days"

Color and Jazz are said to abound in
"Three O'clock in the Morning," the attraction
starring
Constance
Binney,
which has just been completed for As-

Sturgeon.

the

_

direction.

Riley Hatch has been added to the cast of
"West of the Water Tower," Glenn Hunter's first Paramount picture which is now
Long
the
company's
in
production
in
Island studio under the direction of Rollin

Disabled war veterans and nurses from

FOX
Jones starring vehicle.

PARAMOUNT

GrandIt."

Richard Talmadge production to
be offered under Truart release, which was
produced by Carlos Productions from the
novel "Fast Freight," has been completed and
is on its
way East to the home office of
first

Charles "Chic" Sale completed his first C.
Burr feature this week and will spend his
Imvacation between pictures in vaudeville.
mediately upon finishing his last scenes at the
Burr Glendale Studio, Sale left for Chicago,
C.

Truart.

HISTORIC REALISM FOR 'THE ETERNAL CITY

-

Within the ruins of the historic Coliseum at Rome, Italy, George Fitzmaurice gathered several thousand black-shirted
elaborate new Samuel Goldwyn-Fitzmaurice production. "The Eternal City." It was built in the year 79 A. D.

Fascistas

for

a

stirring

scene

in

the

Exhibitors Trade Review
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DISTRIBUTION

FOX
is the title, of the Wilvehicle and is the gist of that
star's efforts under the new Fox policy of

"The Gunfighter"

liam

Farmim

"no program pictures."

is

The Imperial Comedy, "Why Pay Rent"
the second of this new brand to be re-

leased.

tember

PATHE

SELZNICK

announces pre-release and othPATHE
er bookings of "Why Worry?
which
-

',

the

indicate

kind

fairest

weather for Harold Lloyd
ture comedy.

of

in his

sailing
fea-

new

Labor Day week starts a pre-release indefirun of ''Why Worry" at the New York
Strand, with prospects that Lloyd will dominate Broadway amusements to an extent
which neither he nor any other screen comedian has done since pictures first began to
loom bigger in the eyes of the Broadway
throngs than any other form of entertain-

nite

starring

Beverly Bayne,
the

is

now

latest producX. Bushman and
being released by

of Sales and
Distribution announces that negotiations have
been completed with Harold Franklin, Managing Director of Theatres for Famous Players
Lasky Corp., to exhibit "Rupert of Hentzau"
and "The Common Law" in their chain of
theatres included in the Southern Enterprises.

PREFERRED

Releases of the comedies included in the
will continue well inThe product under
contract is Pathe's first series of Ben Turpin
comedies from the Mack Sennett
2- reel
the third series of "Our Gang"
Studios
comedies produced by Hal Roach, and also
from the Roach Studios the first series of
Will Rogers comedies and the third series
of Snub Pollard 2-reelers.

Asher Circuit booking
to the coming season.

;

Fable, "The Walrus
Hunters" illustrates the busiest day in the lives
of Farmer Al Falfa and Henry Cat, with
the walruses much edited.
Pathe News
Nos. 74 and 75 and Topics of the Day
No. 36 are in this program.

The Aesop's

young

"The

Broken

5

comic efforts to be useful in building construction work under a boss who is "an
uneven guy, with round shoulders and a flat
head."

"Skylarking" is the meaningful title of the
2-reel Mack Sennett comedy which heads

program of

8

subjects

nounced for release on September

president of
Corporation, he said " 'Broken Wing' doing
exceptionally good business in spite of heat."
:

Preferred Pictures Corporation has just
opened a New York exchange at 729 Seventh
Avenue, on the tenth floor, according to an
announcement by Al Lichtman, president.

Harry Danto is Branch Manager.
Mr.
Danto is well known to exhibitors, having
been sales manager of the Famous PlayersLasky New York Exchange for six years.'

ASSOCIATED

EXHIBITORS

an-

30.

According to Pathe advices, Hal Roach's
Jack London feature, "The Call of the
Wild" is holding Los Angeles fascinated,
with the theatres of all that territory booking the picture 100 per cent.

HEPWORTH
Joseph di Lorenzo has been elected Secretary and a Director of the Hepworth Distributing Corporation.

Ray's

"The Courtship of

Standish," upon which the producer-star spent
eight months' work is now scheduled for release in October by Associated Exhibitors

FIRST NATIONAL
With the filming of several sea scenes at
Catalina last week, Constance Talmadge finished work in her latest photoplay, "The
Dangerous Maid." This Joseph M. Schenck
production was directed by Victor Heerman
and will be released early in the fall by
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

MAMMOTH
"Enemies
Lillian
rector,

of

Children"

The Canadian Rights

to the Hepworth pic"Lily of the Alley" have been sold to
Regal Films Limited, of Toronto.

was

Ducey, the distinguished
under the supervision of

directed

by

woman

di-

Victor

B.

Fisher.

VITAGRAPH
The current Vitagraph release of Urban
Popular Classics is of interest to hikers who
are enjoying tramps through the woods during the season of Indian summer. It is called
"Sagebrushing Through Yellowstone National Park."
"Lightning Love," a comedy produced by
Larry Semon is scheduled for release by
Vitagraph in November. Semon has evolved
some excellent laugh provoking situations by
literally

the

feature

produced by David Smith for Vitagraph, played
for one week at the Rialto Theatre, New

York

celebrities,

Flynn

two

once

tured in "Hell's Hole," the special for Sep-

tember release.
"Toilers of the Equator" the

Fox Educa-

tional entertainment to be released September
16th, is an exposition of the coffee raising
and hemp producing industries in Africa.

Fox Film Corporation announces the arrival
New York of the completed prints of
"Cameo Kirby," the film version of the famin

ous stage collaboration of Booth Tarkington
and Harry Leon.

Fox Film Corporation announced September 30th as the date for the release of the
next Clyde Cook special two-reel comedy.
The Fox Educational Entertainment, "Sunshin* and Ice," to be released Sept. 16, shows
many particularly novel sights in South

America.
"St. Elmo," which completes the list
specials for the month, will be released
the 30th.

is

Tom Mix

vehicle for

of

on

September 9th

"The Lone Star Ranger,, a version of Zane

Grey's popular novel of the great west.

John Gilbert will be seen in "The Exiles"
which Edmund Mortimer adapted from the
It is to
story by Richard Harding Davis.
be released on the 23rd.
offer another two-reel
"Full Speed Ahead" and
the action and mirthful propensities of this
short subject fully abide with the title. The
released date is the 30th.

Al

special

St.

John

comedy

will

in

ARROW
Arrow has for immediate distribution a record of the tour through Yellowstone National
Park of the late President, Warren G. Harding.
The picture is in two reels and shows
the whole of Yellowstone Park as ex-President and Mrs. Harding saw it.

Arrow reports that through the Progress
Picture Company of Chicago the Lublimer
and Trintz Circuit have contracted for "The
Santa Fe Trail," for practically the entire
circuit.

D. J. Mountan, Manager of the Foreign
Department of Arrow, has closed several contracts for the distribution of his company's
products abroad.

F. B. O.

"harnessing" lightning.

"The Midnight Alarm"

ture,

Miles

Maurice

their
in
stars
own right, play the leading roles in support
of Charles Jones, the Fox star, who is fea-

The
Charles

9.

Pathe's advices from Chicago show that
twelve big weeks at Orchestral Hall fail
to give that city nearly enough of Harold
Lloyd's "Safety Last." The twelfth week
ended on Saturday, August 25, but the lessee
of Orchestral Hall had already arranged for
a further extension of this record-breaking
run to the end of the theatre's season, Sep-

tember

enthusiastic about
In a wire to Al
Preferred Pictures

is

and

Clifford

screen

is

artist.

release

Wing."

Lichtman,

In the single-reel Hal Roach Comedy,
"Take the Air," Paul Parrott makes highly

Pathe's

Skouras,

P.

Film

of "Her Dangerous Path"
the centre of picturesque
and exciting "Art Colony" scenes illustrating
the girl problem of what she may look forward to in case she marries a handsome
episode

Edna Murphy

Charles

Fox Edu-

round them.

Ruth

David R. Blyth, Director

the

cational Subject, is one-reel and is an exposition of the old ruins in Central America
and all the traditions and beliefs that sur-

Selznick Distributing Corporation.

ment.

In

Francis

be ready for distribution Sep-

"The Mysteries of Yucatan,"

"Modern Marriage," the
tion

It will
2.

City.

Film Booking Offices announce that a revised version of Mack Sennett's "Mickey,"
starring Mabel Normand, will be released for
the 1923-24 season.
The date of release has
not been set.

September
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During the filming

of

"Beyond

the Veil," Excelsior Productions recently gave a press luncheon on the picture's
studios.
In the center, standing, is A. K. Mozumdar, head of the organization.

main

set

at

the

Cosmosart

.Around about Hollywood
HAMPTON

DEL RUTH, producer and
This is the second
author is bankrupt..
time he has failed. His first bankruptcy occurred about ten years ago, but all his
creditors were paid in full.
Los Angeles box office records are being
gone into for discrepancies in war tax re-

turns.

"Secrets"

will

picture after

be

Talmadge's

Miss

"The Dust of

next

Desire."

tour

of

the

country

his

says

an oversupply of productions

there
this

will

Norma Talmadge

likes variety in her pic-

She enjoys the change from the comparatively easy role in "Ashes of Vengeance"
where she wore silks and satins to the Arab
dancing girl part in "Dust of Desire." For
tures.

she has to work under the hot sun of
the desert all day.

"The Dramatic Life of Abraham Lincoln"
made by Al and Ray Rocket, is almost com-,

George A. Spoor's invention for third dimension motion pictures will probably be
viewed at Chicago by representatives of several Los Angeles producers.

scheduled to be released in
pleted.
It is
September.
The Rockets will continue to
produce historical subjects.

Production of "Jealous Fools" has been
temporarily suspended due to Maurice Tourneur's being ill with ptomaine poisoning.

Bill

J.

G.

Hawks who

Hart in the past
"Wild Bill Hickok."

has written stories for
writing the script for

in First National's "Her Temporary HusThe supporting cast will include
band."
Owen Moore, Sylvia Breamer, Tully MarChuck Reisner, Charles Gerard and
shall,

George Cooper.

Theodore Kosloff's famous ballet came to
Hollywood for some of the scenes in "The
Marriage Market."

Monte Blue, Irene Rich, Marc McDermott, Alec B. Francis, Lucy Beaumont, John
Roche,

Otto

Hoffman

and"

Norma

Shearer

Big Bear to film some scenes for
"Lucretia Lombard."

went

At
ing

to

the

Metro

made

for

studios, preparations are be-

the

filming

Laurette Taylor.
of two pictures she will
starring
the

of

This

make

"Happiness,"
the first
for Metro,

One room of Robert W. Frazer's Hollywood home is a perfectly equipped machine
Mechanics are his hobby and he is an
He is
amateur photographer of ability.
Anita Stewart's leading mari in "The Love
shop.

Piker."

In filming "Unseeing Eyes" from Arthur
Stringer's story "Snow Blind" the Cosmopolitan company had to go to the Canadian
Rockies.
While there, Conrad Kein, one of
the most noted guides in the section, became
very popular with the players.
He is a
philosopher, an expert yodeler and a grizzly
spotter as well as a guide.
Irene Rich is the latest star added to the
of Warner Brothers "Beau Brummel"
in which John Barrymore will be featured.
Miss Rich will have the role of the Duchess
of Yorke.
cast

on "The Way of a Man," a serial
on Emerson Hough's story of that
name has been completed. It will be released
as a C. W. Patton Production.

based

The Ashton Dearholt company
Constance Talmadge's next picture will be
It was originally intended
"The Mirage."
for Norma Talmadge.
In

Los Angeles an

effort

is

being

made

to organize the Catholic Motion Picture Acticket has been
tors' Guild of America.
placed in the field and the balloting will
take place at the American Legion Stadium,
September 5th. Thomas Meighan has been
nominated for president.

A

Gladys Walton and Henry M. Herbel, sales
manager for Universal, can be added to the
newlywed list.

is

on

lo-

cation near Willow Springs, shooting scenes
for "The Land of Blasted Hopes." Edmund
Cobb and Helene Rosson are featured.

Gladys Hoffman, screen actress, and Joseph Attie, a Pacific Studio manager, were
married after an acquaintance of two hours.
The wedding was kept secret for a month.

Neal Hart's contract with William Steiner
Productions has been completed.

The first theatre to be named after a star
"The Norma Talmadge Theatre" a 3000
seat house in Oakland owned by the West
is

Coast Theatres Inc.

is

coming season.

"Drums of Jeopardy," the Dillon Production starring Elaine Hammerstein, will soon
be started at the Goldwyn Studios.

-

is

Work

Sidney Chaplin will have the leading part

is

scenes of "Bag and Baggage" and plays jazz
records while cutting the comedy sequences.
Gloria Grey is featured in the film.

be

fall.

City, 'A Lady of Quality"
being edited by Henley and Arthur Ripley.
The editing of "The Acquittal" is beOther
ing supervised by Clarence Brown.
films receiving cutting and editing are "The
Heart of Boston Blackie," "The Wild
Party," "Upside Down" and some episodes
of two serials, "The Steel Trail" and "Beasts
of Paradise."

At Universal

Fox puts operas on the phonograph
cutting-room while editing the tragic

this

Morris R. Schlank who has returned from
a

Finis
in

Morra and her crew

are working a
twenty-four hour shift in cutting Jackie
Coogan's new picture "Long Live the King."

Irene

Pauline Starke and Jack White
married around Christmas time.

may

Tom Moore

get

Mary Pickford
Ernst

Max

Graf of Graf Productions

will return to the "legitimate"
at the Mason theatre in

"Dust of Erin"
Los Angeles.

in

will

"Half-a-Dollar-Bill," a seafaring story.

make

said that

the

first

picture

Lubitsch will direct under his
contract will be "Romeo and Juliet."
likelv that Doug will be Romeo.

new
It

is

They Each Share

in

HEY
*Y their

Charming
won

have

way

a Nation

into

the

hearts of millions. They
are prominent and petite

leaders of feminine

artistry

and the

pend upon

art of

None

fascination.

de-

their partic-

ular style of beauty but

rather on their personality

and power to

tinctively

respective

their

roles

with

characteristic

Clara Bow, who forged to the front
her work in "Down to the Sea
Ships" will next appear in "Maytime," one of the new season's group
of fifteen Preferred Pictures.

dis-

handle

natural-

of Reginald
Baker, has just signed a long conShe
with Louis B. Mayer.
appears soon in Metro's "The Law
Bringers" as a little spitfire of the

Renee Adoree, discovery

in
in

tract

north.

What

a blessing

it

will

seem

Above you see the smiling cuteness
of Baby Peggy and no wonder she

like to

smiles.
Sol Lesser, who finished the
job of making Jackie Coogan famous,
has decided to protege the little mite
to similar high fame.

It won't
see Blanche Sweet again.
be long, however, for she is working
hard on the leading role of "Anna
Christie" under the direction of Thos.
Ince for First National.

In the center, dominating
with splendid gown and
setting, you are looking at
Ruth Clifford, whose stellar

work

Can

be

it

Mae

that

Murray

jealous

is

that
gown Miss Clifford
above.
s wearing
of

:

Hardly! She has
merely stopped to
listen in a scene
from
her
latest

Meto

feature

"The

French Doll."

In the
of the

portion

left

double panel

Shannon

Day.
In the right, Florence
Day. They
both are feminine

is

highlights

in

the

Weber-

newest
N o rth

success,

'Marriage Morals"

as the frivolous

"Mothers-in-law"
an outstanding feature.

wife in
is

September

15,

1923
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™ ant COLLIER,
role
the

Jr.

"Leave It to
Billie Rhodes, Buster plays in a genuine football game and does other nice things in
keeping with his role of a college boy.

Constance Binney,

who

has

just

com-

pleted her first C. C. Burr feature, has
made a study of dance steps which will
"I believe
register well for the screen.
that poor registration of dance movements
can be reduced to a minimum by carefully
adapting a dance for the screen," said Miss
Binney. "It is important to remember
that only snatches or glimpses of your
dancing will appear on the screen even
though the cameraman may grind during
In arranging a dance
the entire dance.
for film registration, all steps must advance toward the camera and all arm

movements should be deliberate. Teamwork on the part of dancers, the orchestra
and the cameraman is absolutely essential."

Eulalie Jensen will shortly begin work
big special production to be made by
The popular feaa well-known producer.
tured player worked in "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame" and "The Magic Skin"
recently.
in a

Al St. John is fighting a serious case
of blood poisoning suffered while making
a perilous leap from an airplane during
the filming of his most recent comedy,
"Full Speed Ahead." The star is confined
at his palatial

That

(Buster) has a pleas-

Grand-Asher feature
Gerry." Besides making love to
in

Hollywood home.

Sylvia Ashton, well known on the screen
for the mother and grand dame roles she has
played in Paramount pictures, is in New York
This is the first time she
for a vacation.
has seen Broadway in thirteen years and
she says she is going to take a mighty good
look.

Washburn's

Mile. Carcita, who has appeared in a
number of foreign made pictures, was engaged by Rupert Hughes to play in his

new

production.

Rosaline Byrne made such progress as
an extra the first day of her film experience in "Flaming Youth" that a small
part is being created for her.
She is a
tall brunette of eighteen
and has dark
green eyes. Her jet black hair is bobbed
in a Dutch cut.
She is just out of the
Immaculate Heart Convent.

Young Julius Laemmle is said to have
ambitions to star in the juvenile roles of
Horatio Alger's novels.
In "The Eleventh Hour" "Buck" Jones
had Shirley Mason, the wife of Director
Bernie Durning as his leading woman.
Buck was rather backward about the lovemaking and had to be coaxed to put more
enthusiasm into his work by Shirley's

last

pletion of her role in the Warner Brothers'
picturization of David Belasco's play, "Tiger
Rose." While the picture will not be finished for the next few weeks, the title
role, portrayed by Miss Ulric, has been entirely

first.

completed.

Upon

J. Darsie Lloyd, father of Harold, gave
a party to all the studio employees.

The cast
new C. B.

of "Forgive
picture,
C.
Estelle Taylor,

Garon,

and Forget," the
includes

Wyndham

Pauline
Stand-

Josef Swickard, Raymond McKee.
Philo McCullough, Vernon Steele and
Lionel Belmore.

ing,

Barbara La Marr has signed a five year
contract with Associated Pictures Corporation.
She will make four specials a year.
Cesare Gravina, who will be remembered for his work in "Merry-Go-Round,"
has been engaged for "Editha's Burglar,"
Baby
starring
Universal
picture
the
Peggy.
Princess Valdemar's advice to girls who
wish to be beautiful is "Have nothing to
do with men!" We warn the Princess
that this is going to be remembered when
she takes unto herself a husband.

Nita Naldi has returned to New York
a brief vacation before returning to
the Coast to appear in William de Mille's
next Paramount picture, "Everyday Love",
the picturization of Julian Street's novel,
"Rita Coventry."
for

The following have been added

to the
to Gerry," the GrandEdna
picture, starring Billie Rhodes

cast of

"Leave

It

Asher
Gregory, Grace Wood, little Billie Lord
and probably Blanche Payson and Glen
Cavender.
:

Priscilla Dean is known as the firebrand
She is fiery as well as femof the screen.
She is known to be
inine and winsome.
decisive and rarely hesitates after she has
made up her mind to do something.

Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean have been
screening their first comedy on the top of

New York

The name of the
skyscraper.
"Around the Town with Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean," a Fox picture.

a

film

is

Marion Davies is well launched
costume picture, "Yolanda."

in

her

new

Conrad Nagel owns two ranches in California, one 'of forty acres and one of about
The first is valued at about
twenty-five.
Mr. Nagel will subdivide both of
S65.000.
them.
that Fatty Arbuckle will
make comedies in Berlin, for foreign consumption, and that American! capital will
It

is

reported

Pauline Garon and Jack Mulhall will
head an all star cast in "The Marriage
Market" which Edward J. Le Saint is

ilton in

"studios.

own

Barry.

back him.

Waldorf

their

Bruce Guerin, clever child actor, although only four years old, has worked
continually for the movies for over a year
and a half. He has completed his ninth
film
"The Country Kid" with Wesley

hubby.

directing at the

Lenore Ulric arrived in New York late
week from California following the com-

Dexter and' Bryant Wash-

her departure, a

farewell

reception

was tendered Miss Ulric by H. M. Warner,

Theodore von Eltz, playing opposite
Lenore Ulric in "Tiger Rose" a Warner
Brothers production, originally planned to
be a doctor. On the screen he has depicted every professional man but the doctor.
This time he is an engineer.

Elliott
will head

companies, was
announced by Samuel V. Grand, president
of the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation.
Each player will make five pictures
Elliott Dexa year at the Grand Studio.
-ter's first picture will be "The Man Who
Forgave." "Try and Get It" will be Mr.

burn

The complete cast to support Lloyd Ham"Mamy's Boy" includes Irma Harrison, Tom Wilson, Lucille Laverne and Edna

May

Spurl.

Jack Warner, Director Sidney Franklin, the
entire cast of the production and the tech-

The

departure was made
her theatrical engagement in New York the latter part of
next month in the Belasco play, "Kiki."
nical

staff.

star's

urgent in order to

Little

Miriam

fulfill

Battista,

who had

just

com-

her
work in Distinctive's "The
Steadfast Heart," is making a week of personal appearances at Loew's, Toronto,
Canada, in connection with one of her
many photoplays.
The cast of "The
Steadfast
Heart"
includes
Marguerite
Courtot,
Mary Alden. Joseph Striker,
William B. Mack and Joseph Depew.
pleted

Mabel Normand has so far recovered
from her recent injury, sustained when she
was thrown from a horse, that she has been
able to resume golf-playing, a telegram to
Arthur S. Kane, president of Associated Exhibitors, states.
It was feared at first that
her collar-bone had been broken, but this
proved incorrect.

ZaSu

who
Erich

the girl with the sad face,
completed the role of Trina in
von Stroheim's "Greed," an adaptaPitts,

has

for
Goldwyn of Frank Norris's,
"McTeague." came to New York on her first
visit.
Accompanying Miss Pitts was her
husband, Tom Gallery, handsome juvenile
lead.
He had an important part in Marshall
Neilan's "The Eternal Three."
tion

Chester Conklin, a favorite comedian of the
screen, has been signed by Thomas H. Ince,
for an unusually interesting bit in Ince's
screen adaptation of "Anna Christie."
The
role, while it offers comedy relief from some
of the tensest emotional scenes of the drama
never-the-less required some fine dramatic
touches.
Conklin has just completed his first
dramatic-comedy role of his career in Erich
Von Stroheim's "Greed" and played the part
so successfully that he was chosen by Ince
for the exacting role of "Tommy," in "Anna
Christie," which will be released by First

National

this

fall.

Doris Kenyon. star in C. C. Burr's Independent features, is said to be the poetess
of the screen, by virtue of her many
original verses written for leading newspapers
and magazines.
Miss Kenyon is probably
the only screen star who is a consistent
writer of published verse. She inherits her
talent from her father, James B. Kenyon.
D. D. who is a well known writer of essays
and verse. A volume called "Spring Flowers
and Rowen" by Doris Kenyon and James
B.

Kenyon was

recently published.

Many

of Doris Kenyon's writings have appeared in the motion picture fan publications.
Magazines publishing her poems include Good

Housekeeping. Pictorial Review, and Poetry.
Roy K. Moulton, conductor of the "Much
Ado About Nothing" column in the New
York Evening Mail lists Miss Kenyon
among his most popular contributors.

George Arliss has begun work on a DisPicture. "The Adopted Father" a
comedy of New York life. Edith Roberts
and Taylor Holmes will support Mr. Arliss.
tinctive
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Short S bjects
EDUCATIONAL TO HANDLE
TOLHURST SERIES
Principal Pictures to Present Twelve

Sub jects During Year

TTducational pictures corpoRATION has made distribution arrangements for the entire
Tolhurst

microscopic

series of the
pictures.

Louis H.

The

deal
closed this week between the above organization and Principal Pictures Corpora-

was

Another Supply of Coal Pictures for
Educational Institutions
of fifteen more sets of the
three reel motion picture film, "The Story
of Coal," produced by the Bureau of Mines
for the National Coal Association, has
been authorized by the directors of the
Association in response to the widespread
demand for this picture by educational in-

The purchase

engineering societies and chamcommerce in this and foreign counThe new films are ready for distri-

stitutions

bers of
tries.

bution.

tion.

There are twelve subjects

and
Three
These

in the series

these will cover a year in production.
of the pictures are already completed.
deal with the Ant, the Spider and the Bee.
They were shown at Town Hall, New York,
last week before a selected audience of Educators and Newspapermen.
With the closing of this deal, the doors
of a new world have been opened to the
scientific and popular scrutiny by the motion
It is true the microscopical life has
picture.
been revealed on the silver sheet before, but
The world of action
it has been ''still" life.
going on in a drop of water has not been
shown, the secret activities of insect life
have not before been revealed nor the marvelous social relations existing among "gregarious" insects such as the bees and the
ants.

"The Tolhurst subjects," says Sol Lesser,
President of Principal Pictures Corporation,
"will be just as interesting to the theatre
patron as they will be to the school classwill
be most
exhibitors
I
feel
rooms.
anxious to book them because they have
proven their value as attractions on the screen.
Tolhurst is an inventor and scientist of rare
His work is finished in every essence
ability.
His subjects are in 1000 foot
of the word.
length and will fit in on any theatre programme."

The fourth subject is now in production at
Principal Pictures Corporation studios, Hollywood. It deals with the Butterfly.

Second Screen Snapshot Ready
An imposing lineup of well-known screen
stars has been included by Louis Lewyn and
Jack Cohn in their second issue of the new
1923-24 series of Screen Snapshots, "The

of the Screen." Among the
prominent players who have made special subjects for it are Gene Sara/.en, the golf champion, Colleen Moore, Hobart Bosworth, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Stuart Holmes, Rosemary Theby,

Since "The Story of Coal" was first produced in the latter part of 1917, according
to Bureau of Mines officials the picture
has been shown to more than three and
a

quarter million people.

The

picture, which is distributed by the
Mines Experiment Station,
of
Pittsburgh, Pa., is described as follows:

Bureau

"A

trip is made
car, and the

through the mines in a
views on the screen are
mine
such as one would observe while riding in
the car. The methods employed in mining and blasting coal are depicted, as well
as the loading of the mine cars, the transportation of coal underground, and the
placing of loaded cars on the cage. The
unloading of the mine cars at the surface,
and the sizing and cleaning of the coal on
the shaker screens and conveyer tables are
also shown."

"The Story of Coal" has been shown
before practically every leading educational
institution in the country, including universities, high schools and schools of the
lower grades. In addition to this, showings have been made before various meetings of engineering societies, and has been
used extensively by city chambers of commerce, Rotary Clubs, Y. M. C. A., and
many other civic, as well as military and
religious organizations.
In addition to the showing of this film
in this country, it has been featured before
the leading engineering societies in England, France and Belgium, as well as having been loaned to such societies in AusSouth Africa, Canada and several
South American countries.
tralia,

Pitts,

Creighton
Pickford.

Ralph Lewis, Louise Fazenda,
Wesley Barry and Mary

Hale,

The
"Main

Street'

Novelty

Film Exchange one-reel picture
Street the World Over" is a good
novelty to book with Warner Brothers "Main
Street." But no matter whether the feature
is booked or not, the novelty is said to be
Iris

interesting as even the smallest village has
its Main Street.
The film shows the "Main
Streets" in the principal cities of the World.

New Sunshine Comedy Announced
"Dance or Die"

is

the

title

The two-reel laugh-getter is
in November.
a travesty on the dance craze and its marathon
and long-distance issues.
Coffroth Praises Boxing Series
James

Wood

Coffroth,

for

a

long

time,

one of the most famous boxing promoters
in the world and now owner of the Ti
Juana Race Track said: "Never before has
any picture been brought to the screen that
has done as much as the H. C. Witwer
"Fighting Blood" stories as produced by
F. B. O. with George O'Hara as Gale Galen,
to uplift the ideals of boxing as a sport."

Ruth

a

Animals

of the recently

Comedy which Fox
Sunshine
completed
Film Corporation has scheduled for release

Bathing Beauty

Ruth Hiatt, Lloyd Hamilton's leading lady
was
Comedies,
Educational-Hamilton
in
chosen winner of the prize for beauty in
the annual Bathing Beauty Parade, at Venice,
Cal. last week.

'Why Pay

Rent?,'

Fox

Why

pay rent for a 2x4 apartment when
you can get an electrically-run house for a
dollar down and a dollar a week?
But if
anything should happen to the electricity,
there's the rub
A revengeful neighbor attaches the wires to the high voltage circuit
and then the fun begins.
This Sunshine
two-reeler with Ernie Adams has plenty of
action and is sufficiently amusing but would
probably be improved if it were only one reel.
!

'Dancing Love,' Universal
Neely Edwards is featured in this one-reel
The girl of Nervy Ned's heart
comedy.
wants a marathon dance champion for a
husband, so Ned sets out to fulfill her requirements. After dancing nineteen hours with a
most delectable partner, he finds that his
He wins the chamaffections have changed.
pionship and Sweetheart No. 1 is ready to
say "yes" but Ned invites her to "meet the
wife." This is fairly good entertainment.

'Back to Earth,' Universal

A

and its accessories furnish
most of the amusement in this Century tworeeler.
A pair of real-estate sharks, park
their house on any stray lot they happen to
spy and after selling the domocile they take
in the front steps, pull a few strings and
flying house

sail off

Their

once more to search for other victims.

scheme

is

successful

until

counter a giant of a fellow
swindlers get a dose of their

'A

Man About

they

en-

and then the

own

medicine.

Town,' Pathe

A

conductor tells Stan Laurel to follow a
girl to be sure of transferring to the right
Stan follows the wrong lady, who
car.
He is taken
leads him into a lot of trouble.
for a shoplifter but manages to evade the
When he imagines he has at last
police.
caught the right car, he finds himself on
This single-reeler is satthe police wagon.
isfactory entertainment.

'The Walk-Out,' Pathe

'Main

Fan Magazine

ZaZa

and a few other slight errors, the house
serves its purpose, until hubby drives the
Then, no more
car out of the garage.
house! The fact that hubby is An Englishman, don't you know, and speaks like one,
adds to the humor. This is the kind of
comedy that will make your audience
ashamed of laughing so loudly. But they
won't be able to help it.

in

Urban

Classic

The current Urban Popular

Classic is one
L. Ditmars' series "Modern
Truths from Old Fables." It shows the aniAmong
mals of the Zoo at feeding time.
the animals are Alaskan bears, a Brazilian
monkey who eats raw eggs, a giant tortoise
who is fond of tomatoes and the twohorned rhinoceros which feeds on shrubbery.
There is also shown in this short feature
of the

Raymond

"The Prophesy of a Dying Bird" adapted
from the fable by La Fontaine.

REVIEWS
'Let's Build,'
is

is

He

a factory

hand

in this

two-

forced to walk out of
He
both his job and his boarding-house.
finally convinces the bosses that they should
For his trouble,
agree to the men's terms.
the men are taken back but Snub is disThis is sufficiently amusing.
charged.

reel

comedy.

is

'Her Dangerous Path,' Pathe
The sixth episode of the Hal Roach

short

happen to
She
Corinne if she marries a ranchman.
learns that her husband will be so busy pursuing rustlers that he won't have any time

story

for

serial

her.

and she

shows

what

will

life will disgust her
long for the comforts of the

The camp
will

city.

Pathe Review, No. 37
pictorial preof "Home Sweet Home" and a
microscopic analyzation of good and bad milk
are some of the features of this reel. There
are interesting views of the Malay rubber
men and a Pathecolor depiction of the Sevre
river section in France.

Views of the Marshlands, a

sentation

Pathe

forced to move because the landlord is tired of being a witness
They decide to
to their everlasting quarrels.
put together a portable house and have a
They accidently lay the
jolly time doing it.
Aside from a few
foundation on the car.
doors opening out of the house, the chimney
ending in the bedroom instead of the roof.

"The Spat Family"

Snub Pollard

'The Cat's Revenge,' Pathe
Farmer Al Falfa steals Henry Cat's fiddle
Henry promptly turns to the
to catch fish.
vacuum cleaner. This not only draws in the
Findine
fish but Farmer Al Falfa as well.
himself pursued by two giants of the Fish
family, Farmer learns that "Disappointment
follows undue confidence."

—
September

15,
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'Hunchback

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
£

Lon Cha

lo P' n

Ernest Torrence
Patsy Ruth Mill
Norman Kerry
Kate Lester

fjfneralda

Phoebus

Mme.

de Gondelauner

J el? an

/

Brandon Hurst

G™8°™

Raymond Hatton

s XI
t°"
Dom Claude

Tully Marshall

•

Nig el de Brulier
Harry L. Van Meter

Monsieur Neufchatel

£° dule

Gladys Brockwell
Eulalie Jensen
Winifred Bryson

ane

£.
Fleur de Lys

In the

15th century Quasimodo, Hunchback
of
is induced by his master,
Jehan, brother
Claude, Arch Deacon, to kidnap Esmeralda
gypsy girl and ward of Clopin, King of the Beggars'
His attempt is frustrated by Phoebus, Captain of the
Guard. Phoebus and Esmeralda fall in love. Quasimodo is punished by being publicly flogged. Esmeralda brings the fainting victim a drink of water
and earns his undying gratitude. Esmeralda, who has
decided to take the veil, meets her lover for a last
farewell.
Phoebus is stabbed and dangerously wounded by Jehan.
Esmeralda is arrested, tortured and
found guilty of the deed.
Condemned to hang, she
is rescued by Quasimodo, who carries her
into the
church, where she finds sanctuary.
Jehan persuades
Clopin and his men to attack Notre Dame.
They
come in thousands and Quasimodo hurls stones,
beams and melted lead down upon the assailants.
Phoebus, who has recovered, learns that Esmeralda
is still alive and rushes with his soldiers
to the re-

JNotre
ot

Dame,

Dom

lief

of

Notre Dame.

Meanwhile Jehan

carries

off

Esmeralda into a secluded part of the Church. He
attacks her.
Quasimodo comes) to the rescue. He
hurls Jehan to death from the roof, but is stabbed.

Phoebus

finds Esmeralda.
Quasimodo witnesses the
lovers' reunion, staggers to the great bell, rings it
for the last time and dies.

By George
A

STUPENDOUS

T.

Pardy

production!

In these days of super-films the hapless
is
likely to run out of adjectives
to meet the description of magnificent sets,
photography de luxe and general gorgeousAnd the weakness of his vocabulary is
ness.

reviewer

never more apparent than when gazing upon
the splendors of

"The Hunchback of Notre

Dame."
Therefore why attempt the impossible by
lamely trying to sum up matter of detail ?
It is more to the point to mention the frantic
ovation given the picture at its conclusion of
the premiere showing in The Astor Theatre,
New York.
When the members of a crowd composed of
leading lights of stage and filmdom, literary
celebrities, men and women prominent in the
professional and social life of the big city,
throw off all ordinary restraints, mount upon
the seats and scream themselves hoarse in
sheer transports of admiration it is safe to
assert that the "Hunchback" "came, saw and
conquered" and that Carl Laemmle has added another masterpiece to the screen's International Gallery.
Nor would the enthusiasts rest until the
star
Lon Chaney had been forced from the
modest seclusion of a box corner to the stage,
And Mr. Chaney
to receive their plaudits.
was too much overcome by the heartfelt demonstration to do more than utter a few broken
words of thanks.

—

—

—

—

Then he waved his hand in mute acknowledgement of the honors paid him and vanished, to reappear later in the lobby and be
engulfed by wave after wave of admirers,
It was the sort of testimonial which cannot

—

be staged or counterfeited the real thing
and during a pretty long experience in the reviewing field the writer cannot remember having witnessed the "breaking loose" of an audience in such tumultous fashion.
That the star richly earned his reward cannot be gainsaid. The Quasimodo of Lon
Chaney is a creature of horror ^ a weird monstrosity of ape-like ugliness, such a fantas-tically effective makeup as the screen has nev-

On

the morning following the shooting
She
the king has changed his mind.
body lying in the yard and is convinced
taken
to
is
count
The
word.
the king has broken his

shall stand.
Rosita is told
hurries to the

human probability will
Add to this the wonderful

all

never

Universal Photoplay in Twelve Parts. Based
on Victor Hugo's Novel. Adapted by Perley Poore Sheehan.
Scenario by Edward
T. Lowe, Jr. Director, Wallace Worsley.
Quasimodo

known and in
know again.

er

Dame'

of Notre

and terribly intense pantominic ability
impersonator, and you face a Quasimodo such as can only be imagined under the

agility
of his

Rosita's
dinner.

where

be accorded unlimited congratulations for his masterly work
His technique is truly
in directing the film.
admirable, he successfully accomplishes the
difficult task of holding together the continuity of a story which calls for the introduction and development of manifold complicated
situations, and his handling of the mob scenes,
especially in the "big punch" episode of the
attack on Notre Dame, is such as to place
him in the front rank of the directorial brotherhood, foreign and domestic.
Patsy Ruth Miller is a wistfully pretty and
sincere Esmeralda, Ernest Torrence adds new
lustre to his screen laurels by his fine performance as Clopin, Norman Kerry is a handsome and imposing figure as Captain Phoebus,
and smooth, capable support is given by the
other members of the wisely selected and tal-

To Wallace Worsley must

The production is so far as we recall Mary
Pickford's most pretentious effort. It is, too,
undoubtedly her greatest. It contains all the
essentials of a photodrama.
It has comedy
and drama and tragedy, with humor and
pathos skillfully blended.
The picture is a thing apart from the oldtime conception of a star production, where
everything and everyone is side tracked that
the particular planet may shine undimmed
by the proximity of any other.
In the first place the director stands out all
the way
stands out by reason of the smoothness and the coherency of the story and the
finely co-ordinated work of the players. The
mob scenes bear the characteristic Lubitsch
touch. Then, too, the staging is of size and
majesty and impressiveness.
Holbrook Blinn is a real king, the king as
we fancy a ruler should be, rather than of
course, he rarely is in life.
He is a rake, a
genial one to be sure; not a bad fellow at all
times, but certainly persistent in his love affairs, even if it be nceessary to order a shooting to clear the path.
Charles Rosher, the veteran Pickford photographer, is at his best, which is saying much

—

are reproduced with almost uncanny fidelity.
And over all hover lighting effects of exquisite beauty.
The plot differs widely in many respects
from that conceived by Victor Hugo, which
represented Phoebus as a base seducer, the
and
saintly Arch Deacon as a lustful wretch
wound up with the heroine's execution. But,
excepting certain literary critics, few people

Also as might be expected of a melodrama
with a brutal age, the picture is nerveflogracking in spots and such scenes as the
Esmerging of Quasimodo and the torture of
arise in tenalda, may well cause qualms to

dealing'

der-hearted folks.
Yet these are after all, but minor incidents
of
Considered as a whole— "The Hunchback
an
Notre Dame" stands out in bold relief as
of
extraordinary achievement in the history
the silent drama.
.

'Rosita'
United Artists Release Starring Mary Pickford with Holbrook Blinn. An Ernst LubEdward
by
Production. Adapted
itsch
Knoblock. Photographed by Charles RosliFootage, 8800.
er.
.

Holbrook Blinn
•

Irene

George Walsh
Mme. Mathilde Comont
George Periolat

Don Diego
Rosita's Mother
Rosita's Father

Snitz Edwards
a street singer of Seville, the idol of the
to attend the
her
deserts
When her audience
When Iater
arrival of the king she flies in a rage.
him out
pushes
at home the tax gatherer comes she
in the\ streets
sings
and
composes
She
door.
the
of
is
listeners
the
One of
a song ridiculing the king.
with her
the ruler, who under her command sings
a
In
Rosita is arrested for treason.
the song.

Little Jailer

Rosita
people

is

Diego, pleading for her release
sentenced to death. The king,
He has
orders her release.
Rosita,
fascinated by
In order to win her regard
her brought to him.
Rosita
queen.
the
of
clothes
in
robed
he has her
remaining obdurate, the king sets aside a villa for her.
Ihe
accept.
her
to
induces
family
which the girl's
mother insisting on the girl being given a rank the
latthe
betore
count
the
her
to
king decides to marryscuffle Count
a soldier.

kills

Don

He

is

discovering her future husband
the king
the man who has defended her goes to
and pleadsv for his life. The king, under pressure,
rescinding
later
execution,
gives an order for a mock
the execution
the cancellation and ordering that
ter is executed. Rosita,
is

through the picture. Edward Knoblook,
the adapter, also comes in for much praise.
The titles are worthy of the production, stately and possessing a fine literary flavor.
Mary Pickford has "growed up." It is the
woman we see in "Rosita." There is in the
first half or more of
the picture a goodly
measure of the characterization with which
we are accustomed to associate her, that of
the girl of humble surroundings attired in
tattered raiment, who charms by sheer force
of personality rather than through the aid of
the modiste.
It is a portrayal that runs the gamut of
emotions, and one that carries the spectator
along with the player.
There is a striking contrast at the opening
of the story. The king is entertaining three
ladies of the court, bestowing on them the
studied attention of the middle aged gallant.
The scene is interrupted and broken up by
the entrance of the prime minister with death
warrants awaiting signature. The king, bored,
with resignation dismisses the women.
The dramatic height of the story may be
the point where Rosita, confronted by the

all

deemed
will be inclined to object to alterations
necessary for its presentation in film form.

The King
The Queen

to

ish.

its lofty interior offering sanctuary to the oppressed.
The winding streets of ancient Paris, the
dark haunts of the city's vagrant population

Mm*

himself

the initial title to the
the interest of the
spectator never flags, not for a moment. The
tension is steady, cumulating, right to the fin-

.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

invites

for the feast.

and frowning facade,

Rosita

king

him to an adjoining room
As
shown on a bier.

TpROM the flashing of
A ending of "Rosita"

ented cast.
One of the picture's outstanding qualities is
the massive and realistic effect produced by
the sets. You feel that you are looking upon
the stately towers of Notre Dame as it existed in ancient days, with its quaint gargoyles

.

The

Rosita draws
is
count

Rosita is about to stab the king with a dagger she
It
has drawn from his girdle the count sits up.
develops the queen, jealous of Rosita countermanded
the kings final order and saved the count's life. The
two lovers are united. The king declines to remain

stress of a peculiarly vindictive nightmare.

.

villa.

the

man

is to marry, insists on one look at
She refuses to be denied. She tears
the veil from her own face and she tears the
mask from the face of the man and discovers the count who had come to her defense
and who has killed and been sentenced to
It is a truly big moment.
death.
But there are many situations of striking
force, of humor and of pathos as we have
And the mystery is maintained right to
said.

she

him.

—

the closing scene.

those not mentioned who deserve
praise are Irene Rich as the queen.
George Walsh as the count, Mathilde Comont
as the mother of Rosita, and Snitz Edwards
The music, the score of
as the little jailer.
which was written by Louis F.. Gottschalk.

Among

special

story along with added
also carries the
But it is another one of those cases
strength.

where "there

is

glorv enough for

all."

G. B.

—
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Cathedral and the library of the same town.

Winter Comes'

Presented by William Fox from the Novel
0/ the same ttile by A. S. M. Hutchinson.
Directed by Harry Millarde. Footage, approximately 8,750.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Mark Sabre
Twyning

Rev. Sebastian Fortune

Lord Tybar
Harold Twyning
Young Perch

Raymond Bloomer
Wallace Kolb
Russell Sedgwick

"Humpo"

Leslie King
George Pelzer
James Ten Brook
Arthur Metcalf

Old Bright
Coroner

Hapgood
Nona. Lady Tybar

Ann

Mabel

Forrest

Margaret Fielding
Gladys Leslie
Dorothy Allen

Effie

High Jinks

Low

Percy Marmont
Sydney Herbert
William Riley Hatch

Jinks

Eleanor Daniels
Virginia Lee

M iss Winifred
Mrs. Perch

Eugenie Woodward
Mark Sabre, thirty-eight years old, has been known
from his school days as "old Puzzlehead" partly because of his habit of squinting up his forehead and
his tendency to discover the other man's viewpoint.
His wife, Mabel, thirty-two years old, is a cold-blooded person, a snob, the antithesis of Mark and in
agreement with him on nothing. Nona, Lady Tybar,
twenty-eight years old, ten years previously has decided to marry Lord Tybar instead of Sabre, but
discovers she has chosen unwisely.
Sabre still loves
her, but blames himself for the infelicity of his
home life and sticks to Mabel while at the same time
heartening Nona to "carry on."
Effie, a girl of
Tidborough, is engaged by Sabre to serve as a companion to Mabel when the head of the house finally
is accepted in the army.
When Sabre comes home
wounded, Eme, who in the meantime has been dismissed, comes to his home with a babe in arms and
asks for shelter.
Mabel refuses to admit her, but
the head of the house insists there is a duty to be
performed and says it will be.
Mabel leaves home.
Sabre is ostracised.
Eme, conscience smitten because of the damage she has done and also filled with
gratitude, kills the infant and commits suicide. Sabre
is summoned to appear at a coroner's court for the
examination, and after a harrowing experience due
to the accumulation of circumstantial evidence is allowed to go with a censure. Sabre finds a letter left
by Effie in which she names the father of the infant,
the son of an enemy of Sabre and word of whose
death in battle is received the same day.
The result
is
a physical breakdown.
Tybar has been killed.
Mabel having been divorced and Nona free, the latter declares Sabre no longer can hold aioof from the
one she knows he loves.

Among

clamor for the faithful screen
portrayal of a novel will find something
to their liking in "If Winter Comes." Whatever else may be said of the work of the Fox
company in bringing this Hutchinson story before the camera it cannot be denied the" scenarist and the director have followed the book

A

with

fidelity.

The

adapters have taken up the story at a
point approaching the middle of the book,
thereby jumping into the heart of the tale.
To the person who has read the story the
chief question will be: Is the result a motion
picture?

Beyond doubt

it

is.

From

the viewpoint of the admirer of the
story the outstanding factor of the production
will be the characterization of Mark Sabre.
Percy Marmont is an ideal Sabre. He is the
"old Puzzlehead" of the imagination.
Running down the line in similar happv selections there are William Riley Hatch as
Fortune, Raymond Bloomer as Lord Tybar,
Arthur Metcalf as Hapgood, even if he did
seem a bit older than a schoolmate of Sabre
should Sydney Herbert as Twyning, Gladys
Leslie as Effie, and Dorothy Allen and Eleanor Daniels as High Jinks and Low Jinks.
Margaret Fielding is more of a volcanic,
explosive Mabel than the nagging cold-blooded type. Ann Forrest if she does not forcibly strike in the opening scenes as the Nona
of the author's delineation, improves rapidly
upon acquaintance.
But after all should not a production be
judged from the viewpoint of the person who
has no particular interest in the original, but
is concerned largely in the dramatic quality
of the screened subject?
It will be conceded that in this tale of modern England there is an abundance of drama.
It is produced in authentic localities
that is,
it has been
photographed in those parts of
England that are indicated by the story.
As to the latter factor, that of backgrounds
these form one of the features of the picture.
Among the structures shown are Chilham
Castle in Kent and Leeds castle, Canterbury
;

—

for bits

of "Tidborough" are Old Winchester, St. Albans, Aylesbury and Canterbury.
Too much weight cannot be attached to the
impressiveness of the natural settings of thi
production.
"If Winter Comes" is a picture that will
with advantage analyze in all its departments.
There are several strongly dramatic situa-

as fussily as a bee in midsummer.
The old song— "1 really can't keep

O

—

support

is

excellent.

For exploitation purposes, dwell upon the

n e of these latter, which truly may be
described as great, is the examination of
Sabre in the coroner's court, where Leslie
King in the role of "Humpo," the lawyer,
gives a remarkable impersonation of the merciless examiner, sharing and almost stealing
the honors from Sabre. This scene alone
and it is not a short one will put the picture
safely on the side of a box office attraction.
Mr. Metcalf and Miss Forrest also shine
in this moving sequence.
The production is one that easily falls within the characterization of an all-around pic-

Cordoba

ture.

Gridley

Very likely the most effective exploitation
that any exhibitor may employ is that admirers of the book will find a faithful portrayal
of the Hutchinson story, with its many strik-

Admiral Nevins
Admiral Meade

G. B.

life.

liant foreign

which distinguishes the production.

photoplay directed by
wards. Story by Rufus
time Ninety Minutes.

French Doll'

ard.

Director, Robert Z. Leon-

Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh.

Run-

ning Time, Seventy-Five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mae Murray

Georgine Mazulier
Wellingtan Wick
Pedro Carrova
Madame Mazulier
Joseph Dumas
Snyder

Orville Caldwell

Rod La Rocque

Rose Dion
Willard Lewis
Bernard Randall
Butler
Lucien Littlefield
Monsieur and Madame Mazulier, aided by Snyder,
an American, run an antique shop in Paris and sell
fake furniture to innocent buyers. They have a
daughter Georgine.
The latter meeting Pedro Carrova, who has won the affections of an elderly millionaire's wife, is fascinated by him. But her parents
fearing a poor match, separate the pair by means
of forged letters.
Later the Mazuliers and Snvder
go to the U. S.
where they do well.
At Palm
Beach Wick proposes to Georgine but the girl just
then sees Carrova walking with his American love. She
rushes up to and accuses him of inconstancy.
The
aged millionaire shoots at his wife and hits Georgine.
The wound is not serious and Georgine consents to
wed Wick, realizing that she has found a man worthv
,

of her love.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Edmund Lowe
Bela Lugosi

Menchen

Mr

Carl

filed down out of sight to suit the exigencies
of the American screen. The Paris scenes
are produced regardless of expense, there is
a cabaret interior which registers remarkably
well and some pretty exteriors.

The Palm Beach stuff is extremely ornate,
particularly one set in which the star dances
on a glass floor, and here we get the "thrill"
when a jealous hubby shoots at his spouse
and wounds the heroine instead.
There are some bright comedy situations,
among the best of which is the trip Georgine
takes with the canning suitor through his fish
emporium, nor should the Central Park shots
be forgotten, when the girl from gay Paree
is scandalized by the scanty costumes of a
bunch of youths indulging in a sprint for a
prize.

Mae Murray's wardrobe

is

limited, so far as this film

is

apparently unconcerned, and
she wears her bewildering succession of costumes with a snappy sort of grace as French
Also, she buzzes around
as the picture's title.

Harbaugh

Martin Faust

Gordon McEdward
Byron Douglas
Theodore Babcock
George Lessey

Collins

Warren Cook
Henry Armetta

Ambassador Mendizabal
Pedro
Jack Decatur
Butler, Decatur's

Rogers

Home

J

Richard Decatur

W.

Keene
Jenkins

Alma

Tell

Martha Mansfield

Florence Martin
Betty Jewel
Dolores
Kate Blanck<.
Mrs Nevins
Elizabeth Mary Foley
Jill Decatur
In an attempt to obtain Captain Decatur's plan
for protecting the canal zone, secret agents of a
foreign country set fire to the governor's house at
Panama. The plan is destroyed.
Captain Decatur
reports the matter to the head of the Bureau of
Naval Intelligence who commissions him to assist in
the capture of the spies, by pretending to be a victim
to the wiles of Peg Williams one of the conspirators.
He does this so well that he is courtmarshailed and
dismissed from naval service.
His wife contemplates
•

.

divorce.
To secure the good faith of the spies, in
order to learn where the base of their operations is
situated, Decatur tells them the position of a mine.
As a result, the gang take him to Panama with them
but Hisston begins to suspect him when the Atlantic
fleet comes to the Zone ten days before Decatur
stated it would.
From his ship, Hisston tries to
send instructions to Menchen to
set off the mine
and blow up the fleet. Decatur fights to prevent the
message from getting through but he is unsuccessful.
The ship hits some rocks and goes down but Decatur
is saved.
From one of the battleships, he sends a
message to the Admiral warning him of the danger
and another to the coast guard telling them of Menchen's headquarters. Just as Menchen is in the act
of setting off the mine, the coast guard arrive and
and capture the conspirators.
Peg is deported and
Decatur is reinstated with honor both in the navy
1

and

IVELY

comedy, a bit of strenuous drama,
gorgeous gowns and other startling sartorial effects,
Mae Murray twisting about
with the smooth, slick speed of an electric
eel—all these things go to make "The French
Doll" an easy picture to look at and enjoy.
It, is
good warm weather entertainment
doesn't strain the mental faculties to any degree and will be hailed with especial enthusiasm by the women folks on account of the
feminine garment display aforesaid.
The film is adapted from a French play and
possesses all the Gallic smartness and speed
of the original, with the risque angles neatly
T

Gordon EdRunning

King.

Captain Richard Decatur
Hisston

•

Frances Marion.

J.

Peg Williams
Her Maid

Metro Photoplay in Six Parts. Author, Paul
Armont and Marcel Gcrbidon. Scenario by

G. T. P.

Command'

'The Silent
Fox

Mrs.

The

gowns, her dancing, the brilatmosphere and the crisp comedy

star's beautiful

—

ing characters brought to

still"

would seem to have been adopted as her
motto by the star in playing the role of Georgine, and the action is speeded up considerably thereby. Orville Caldwell gives a satisfactory performance in
the
part
of
the
wealthy foreigner. Rod La Rocque registers
well as the gay deceiver Carrova, and the

tions.

1

'"THOSE who

drawn upon

the eight towns

his

wife's affections.

WILLIAM FOX

has succeeded in his
endeavor to present a picture that will
not only entertain, but will make the public appreciate the dangers that the men of
the navy are called upon to contend with.

"

1

"The Silent Command' is the story of
the sacrifices that Captain Decatur made
in order to carry out the commission of
the Secret Service. The chief fault is that
the audience is deliberately deceived into
thinking that Captain Decatur is a victim
Not until he is disto the wiles of Peg.
missed from the navy is it told that he
It is
is working with the secret service.
all very well to let an audience choose
Then, when the
the wrong conclusion.
right conclusion is presented, the spectators blame their error on their own lack
of discernment and praise the author's cleverness but when a wrong conclusion is
chosen for an audience, it feels resentful
because it has been duped.
subtitle, which says that men may
console themselves with the fact that even
the angels fell, tricks the audience into
believing that Decatur really "fell" instead
do not mean
of merely pretending to.
to say that an audience doesn't want to be
isn't deIt does, providing it
surprised.
liberately deceived for the sake of springing the surprise.
The other slightly weak point of the

A

We

seem
conspirators
that
the
story
is
often to act exactly in accordance with
the expectations of the secret service.
But aside from these and in spite of
them, the picture is good entertainment

!

September
by

reason

interest.

15,

of
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its

thrills,

suspense and love

Both Mr. King, the

'author,
are
to

and

be
Mr. Edwards, the director,
congratulated for faithful execution. There
are some fine scenes aboard ship, at Annapolis,

Washington and

at

at

Panama.

One

rather clever stunt is the scene at
the naval dance when a screen is let down
and the Fox news of the army-navy footThe storm ai: sea
ball game is shown.
and the fight between Hisston and Decatur
The close-up is emare very realistic.
ployed often and advantageously.
Edmund Lowe, as Captain Decatur,
Alma Tell, as his wife, and Martna Mansfield as the adventuress, prove themselves
capable players, and the support is adequate.

The

film will not fail to arouse admiraIt was endorsed
tion for the naval men.

by General Pershing and Theodore Rooseassistant
secretary
of
the
navy.
These facts ought to facilitate your getNaval men will give you
ting it across.
publicity and recruiting stations will probably be glad to co-operate with you in
exploitation.
You should have no trouble
in making "The Silent Command" swell
D. R.
your box-office receipts.
velt,

'Salomy Jane'
Paramount Photoplay in Six Parts. Adapted
from Bret Harte's Story and Stage Play
by Paid Armstrong. Scenario by Waldemar Young. Director, George Mclford.
Cameraman, Bert Glennon. Running Time,
Seventy Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Salomy Jane

Jacqueline

Yuba

George Fawcett
Maurice Flynn
William Davidson
Charles Ogle
William Quirk

Bill

The Stranger
The Gambler
Madison Clay
Colonel Starbottle
Red Pete
Mrs. Pete

Raymond Nye
Louise Dresser

Larabee
Rufe Waters

James

Neill

Tom Carrigan
Clarence Burton

Baldwin

Mary Ann

Barbara Brower
Milton Ross

Low

Steve

Logan

The Overland Stage is held up outside of the
mining camp of Red Dog.
The Vigilantes arrest a
stranger who has ridden into town. They are about
to Tiang him when Salomy Jane kisses him goodbye
and he makes a successful attempt to escape. The
stranger's real purpose in visiting Red Dog is to revenge himself on Joe Baldwin, who ill-treated the
Stranger's sister.
While in a hand-to-hand struggle
with Baldwin the latter is shot and killed by Rufe
Waters, a Vigilante.
The Stranger is suspected of
the killing and a posse starts after him.
Salomy hides
him.
In self-defense the Stranger is obliged to slay
Phil Larabee, who ambushes him.
Salomy's father
thinks his daughter shot Larabee and takes the burden of the crime upon himself.
But he is cleared
by Salomy and the Stranger, the guilty man confesses and Salomy weds the Stranger.

"PilRECTOR

George

Melford

has

caught

the spirit of the "days of '49" in

making

and worked

up into an extremeThe photography inly colorful production.
cludes some really marvellous exteriors which
were taken in the heart of a redwood forest
and fairly palpitate with beautiful atmosphere

this picture

the lighting

it

exquisite, and,
a purely artistic standpoint, "Salis

at

all

times

judged from
omy Jane" must be

set down as a sure-enough
delight to the eye.
As for the story, it is the type of narrative
which will please all admirers of Western
melodrama, while its accuracy of detail in reflecting the vanished life of the gold camp
era should win the respect of more critical
patrons.
There are many complications, yet the p^ot
is easy to follow, some bully thrill situations,
such as the escape of the Stranger from the
lynching party, the various spectacular lights
which ensue and the finale, when Madison
Clay is cleared of the murder charge and Sal-

omy

couples up with the Stranger.
Jacqueline Logan is a very satisfactory
Salomy, Louise Dresser scores a palpable hit
in the role of Red Pete's resourceful spouse.
Maurice Flynn is a good-looking and capable
Yuba Bill, and
hero, George Fawcett, as
Charles Ogle in the part of Madison Clay,
furnish capital character sketches and the
other Red Dog inhabitants are ^exactly in line

with what one would expect from the correct
screening of a Bret Harte tale.
The author's name should be freely advertised in exploiting the feature, and reference
made to the fact that it won wide popularity
in its guise as a stage play by the late Paul
G. i P.
Armstrong.
.

'The Love Trap'
A

Ben

Wilson production distributed by
Grand-Asher. Story by Evelyn Campbell.
Photoplay by Nan Blair. John Incc, director.Footage 5719.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bryant Washburn
Mabel Forrest
Wheeler Oakman
Kate Lester
Mabel Trunnelle

Martin Antrim
Joyce Lyndon
Grant Garrison

Mrs Lyndon
Rosalie
Freddie Rivers
Graves, the Detective

•

J.

Irving

Wilbur Higby
Francis Powers
Billie Lord
Laura Lavernie
Sydney Franklin

Judge Lyndon
Beatrice

Hawley

Mrs.

Wm.

Mr Hawley

Edith Stayart
Betty Small
Society looks forward to the marriage of Joyce
Lyndon and Grant Garrison, wealthy clubman. Grant
takes Joyce to a road-house There he is accosted by
a woman who shoots him.
Joyce escapes in Martin
Antrim's car. He agrees to allow her to stay at his
apartment for the night providing that she introduce
him to her circle of friends. Gossip connects Joyce^s
name with the strange murder of Grant. At his
hotel, Antrim meets Mrs Garrison, who claims Garrison's estate.
Joyce tells Antrim the story of the
murder and that the Hawleys, owners of the Inn,
have found her hand-bag and are blackmailing her.
Antrim gets Rivers to arrange a dinner for him and
Mrs Garrison at her apartment. After Rivers leaves
Antrim makes Mrs. Garrison confess that it was she
who shot Grant Her story has been witnessed by
means of the dictagraph. By a ruse, Joyce recovers
her handbag. She returns to happiness with Antrim.

Miss Shepley, Reporter

Maid

ONCE
girl

more the old melodrama of the
who is caught in the meshes of

a roadhouse murder, and extricated by the
Those of your patrons whose penhero!
chant is melodrama may sit back with a
happy sigh and prepare themselves for

an evening of joy.
titles will delight their hearts.
There is the
nothing is missing.
signing of the roadhouse register, the determination of the heroine to spend the
night at the hero's apartment; his declaration that she will have to "pay a price."
After getting the girl and the audience
"all het up" they learn with relief that
the price is merely an introduction into

Even the

In

fact,

—

—

society.

The
story.

make

actors

the "lady in

burn sustains

The support

the
Forrest

most of a

trite

convincing as
distress" and Bryant Wash-

Mabel

is

his reputation as the hero.
satisfactory.
some good interiors of the

is

There are
apartment hotel and of Joyce's home.
The title is a good one for exploitation
purposes and the fact that Bryant Washburn and Mabel Forrest are featured ought
D. R.
to help fill your theatre.

photoplay directed by Lynn Reynolds.
Story by John Frederick. Scenario by
Lynn Reynolds. Cameraman Jeff Jennings

Footage 4700.
William Barnum

Alice Benchley

Jacob Benchley
William Camp
Henry Benchley

L.
J.

—

—

tunities to display his prowess in riding,
shooting and fighting and he doesn't fail to
take advantage of them.
His admirers can
rightly affirm that his skill has no whit
diminished.
He still holds a foremost place
among the screen's "red-blooded westerners."
Doris May is a pretty and capable feminine
lead.

The photography

in the knife duel
seespecially good and there are some
fine exteriors of the western country.
You can best advertise the picture as a

quence

is

regular William Farnum western, full of fast
action and typical Farnum fights.
D. R.
4

Why

Worry'

Hal Roach Photoplay

in Six Parts.
Released
Author, Sam Taylor. Directors,
Fred Newmeyer and Sam Taylor. Running
Time, Sixty Minutes.

by Pathe.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Harold Van Pelham
The Nurse
Colosso

Harold Lloyd
Jobyna Ralston
John Aasen
Leo White
James Mason

•

Herculeo
Jim Blake

Mr

Pipps.
Wallace Howe
Harold Van Pelham, a wealthy young hypochonaccompanied by a pretty nurse and valet, goes
Paradiso, in South America, in search of health and

driac,
to

quiet.

When

he gets there a revolution

is in

progress

an American adventurer named Blake.
mistaken for a spy and things begin to
swiftly.
Thrown into jail he breaks out

started

by

Harold
happen

is

with the help of a

giant

fellow

prisoner,

Colosso,

who

is suffering from toothache.
Harold pulls the
bad molar after tremendous exertions and earns the
huge person's gratitude. Meanwhile the pretty nurse
has been captured by Blake's men.
But Colosso
and Harold begin a tremendous campaign of their
own against Blake. Colosso performs tremendous
feats of strength and finally the revolutionaries are
completely whipped, Harold discovers that he loves
A year
his nurse and the three- sail for the U. S.
later Colosso is seen in police uniform directing
traffic but forsakes his post when his old pal arrives
with news of the birth of a baby boy and they hustle
for home, leaving the traffic to take care of itself,
with woefully tangled consequences. In finding a wife
Harold is cured of his ill health ideas and all ends

lovely.

out into feature

C.

Dons May
Shumway

Maurice Foster

Virginia True Boardman
Irene Hunt

Arthur Morrison
Cecil

Van Auken

Jerry Campbell

A feud arising from the question of Nell's parentage
has existed between the Camps and the Benchleys for
seventeen years. Billy Buell, an itinerant cowpuncher
falls in love with Nell and for this reason consents to
join the Camps in order to return Nell to her own
Amos Benchley head of the clan offers to
mother.
end the feud by an encounter with Billy, on conThe
dition that Nell join the clan of the victor.
fight is fouled by one of Benchley's men who is to
From a tree he shoots
marry Nell as the reward.
at Billy but the latter is not seriously injured. Billy
abducts Nell to take her to her mother who is dying.
While Nell is at the Camps', the man who shot at
Billy comes to the cabin and demands^ that Nell be
A knife fight ensues, with Billy the
given tin.
victor. Meanwhile the Benchley's surround the cabin
and commence shooting. Billy tells Nell that both

stuff,

fast,

madcap

action

absurdities
have
diswhimsical
tinguished his every production.
And "Why Worry?" is no exception to

and

this

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lew Camp
Marjorie Camp

another feud story, but it has a
Instead of the
different twist.
feud being ended by the perennial love affair
between the children of the clans it is ended
by a love affair between an outsider and the
girl who is the cause of the dispute.
The Camps claim that Nell is of their
clan and so she is, really but the Benchleys
By marrying Billy,
refuse to give her up.
she is neither a Camp nor a Benchley but
a Buell. Rather neat, as Solomon would say
To have the end of the feud seem to depend upon the single encounter between Buel
and Amos Benchley increases the thrill and
the suspense is heightened by having the
duelers wait for the hooting of the owl as
a signal to begin firing.
The knife fight in
the dark is another intense incident.
William Farnum has some fine opporis

slightly

reel

Fox

Joe Benchley

THIS

the time Harold Lloyd began
FROM
comedies and branched
making two

'The Gunfighter'

Billy Buell
Nellie Camp

clans will be wiped out unless she marries him. She
consents and the feud is ended because the clans no
longer have anything to fight over.

The

rule.

farcical

situations

shoot

across in speed and number like unto machine gun bullets and there's a laugh in
every foot of the film.
It's

all

good

— no

clean,

wholesome

enter-

one ever caught Harold
Lloyd employing a single vulgar gesture
or allowing a taint of indecency to creep
into his work and the picture's uproarious fun fully carries out its title's sugges-

tainment

—

tion.

For

a confirmed hypochondriac
venture to say, forget temporarily
his fancied ills under its persuasive sway.
There's no time to worry while watching
Lloyd, his giant pal and winsome nurse adventuring among the trouble-makers of Para-

would,

even

we

diso.

Speaking of the giant in qucst'on, one
John Aasen, it is worthy of remark that
he is over eight feet in height and built
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In ludicrous
contrast
like
a box car.
with the slender personalities of the star

and pretty Jobyna Ralston, who plays the
part of the nurse and does it remarkably
well, this Aasen gent stands out in solid
immensity.
He's a human bear,

if ever there was
disposes of a prison wall by the
simple process of pushing through it, picks
up an assailant and uses him as a club to
knock down the rest of the attacking gang
and performs other feats which the legendary Hercules might envy.
Some of it's illusion stuff, aided by clever
trick photography, of course, but there's
enough genuine strength in evidence to
place Mr. Aasen strictly in a class by him-

one,

As

and sensational

G. T. P.

role.

'Puritan Passions'

is
doubtless not an exhibitor's worry.
Easily rectified and undoubtedly will be.
The cast is well picked, but the mystery
of it all is Glenn Hunter in the role of a
mechanical pumpkinhead wh» dares at no
time to give vent to the slightest facial ex-

this

pression.
Osgood Perkins easily dominates
as the personification of evil, while Mary Astor smooths out all the artificial ruffles of the

second

story's

for the plot,

Photoplay

Frank
Tuttle.
Adapted
"The
Scarecrow" by Percy Mackaye. Scenario
by Ashmore Creehnan and Frank Tuttle.
Photographed by Fred Waller. 6,600 feet.
directed
b\<
from the Play

Short

—

'The Untameable'
Universal Photoplay in Five Parts. Author,
Gclett Burgess. Scenario by Hugh Hoffman. Director, Herbert Blache. Cameraman, Howard Oswald. Running
Time,
Fifty-Five Minutes.
Fielding
Joy Fielding
Chester Castle
Dr. Copin

Ah Moy

Mary Astor

•

£°? d y ?' c kb y
Gillead Wingate

Osgood Perkins

Maude

.

gby..-'.'

5u
I he

Minister

Hill

Frank Tweed
Dwight Wiman

Thomas Chalmers

happens during the warmest days of witchSalem, Mass., about 1692.
A hypocritical
censor of fripperies who glories in blue-la wing the
town single-handed does hs own misstepping secretly
and a child is born. He refuses to acknowledge the
parentage and an evil spirit takes the babe in pawn
for promised revenge to the mother. After the spiritual death of her offspring she collaborates with the
devil and becomes a powerful exponent of witchcraft.
In later years the avenging hand works
through the recreation of the dead youth, but now
without a soul or any sense of feeling.
The old
witch's mirror of truth almost thwarts her own
desires for, as planned by Old Nick and herself, her
manikin son is about to marry his father's ward
when the truthful reflection in the mystic mirror
reveals the true status of his being.
And then the
youth, according to scripture, gains his soul and
sense of feeling through the love of the girl.
The
devil, enraged, takes the body of his own creation
but the soul passes on to a less morbid world. The
girl returns to her original lover, the old censor is
slated for the witchcraft noose, and the witch mother
disappears ethereally with the personification of evil.
It all
craft in

IRST let us tell you that this is undeniably an impractical plot because it makes
an illegitimate child "the goat" for its theme.
But that does not spoil the story.
Be sure you herald well the exact type this
picture really is.
It calls for a picked clientele of fans who are able to visualize and distinguish mortal from immortal as portrayed
in the flesh.
It will not appeal to the flapper, the lounge
lizard and cake-eater, nor to the less intelligent.
It will appeal to the student of imagination,
and
artistry and the hypocrisy of humans
certainly to those who desire their entertainment without the customary touch of realism
and something quite different in screencraft
"Puritan
patrons
With
such
themes.
Passions" will make a resounding impression
of thorough satisfaction.
Do not get the impression that this feature
obvious
It possesses an
is
a preachment.
moral, but it is evenly balanced at all times
with diversified novelties of the supernatural

"P
A

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Edna

ach «}.
;
Nicholas

^
Dr.

Gladys Walton
Gladys Walton

Malcolm McGregor
John Sainpolis
Etta Lee

Joy Fielding's parents leave her a large inheritance,
under the guardianship of Dr. Copin.
The latter,
through his hypnotic powers, brings out a dual personality in the girl.
As her natural self she responds
to the love of Chester Castle, a young architect, in her
hypnotic state she obeys the doctor's will even to
the extent of wedding him.
Chester, becoming aware
of the evil influence exercised by the physician, plans
successfully to overcome Copin's sinister plotting.

Joy becomes her own self again and is won by
Chester, the doctor is killed by a couple of fierce
dogs which are unleashed by Joy's Chinese maid.

/"OFFERING

an unusual plot, skilfully
photographed, well directed and cleverly
presented by principals and supporting cast
"The Untameable" affords very agreeable entertainment.

Dual personalities and the weird effects of
hypnotism are subjects possessing a curious
fascination for the average person especially
when, as in the present instance, they are so
handled as to carry conviction.
Due to the craftsmanship of director Herbert Blache, an undefinable air of mystery
broods over the whole picture from its beginning until the crucial moment when the
arch villain is unmasked and meets his just
deserts.
In this manner the ever essential
quality of suspense is artfully developed and
maintained, with the result that the spectators'
interest is stimulated and held right up to a
melodramatic climax which "gets over" in
shape.

Gladys Walton
merely as a portrayer of light, semi-humorous roles will be pleasantly surprised at her

Those who have known

work in the character of a heroine
subjected to such severe emotional strain. Her
performance in the double personality part is
marked by extraordinary versatility and dramatic strength and may be said to register a
distinct triumph in a new field for this popuefficient

lar star.

John Sainpolis is tremendously effective as
the unscrupulous physician and Malcolm McGregor wins favor as the gallant young lover.
The support is adequate.

piquant

Subjects

you would give your patrons something
different, something beautiful to be remembered and recalled, do not fail to book
If

Hugo

Reisenfeld's
adaptation
of
France's novel "Cranquebille."
It
professes to be no more than a character
study.
It is that in every sense of the word,
but it is more.
It is a study of the poor of
Paris and the police system.
Bill, a peddler of vegetables, is unjustly
arrested by an officer who claims he has
been insulted. When Bill is brought up for
trial, the court is unsympathetic, and on the
witness stand the officer is frankly per"Bill,"

Anatole

jurious.
Bill's attorney, given him by the state,
sees only an opportunity to make an impressive speech, untrue but calculated to be
heartrending.
It fails to move the judge,

who

sentences Bill to a fine and two weeks'
imprisonment.
When he is released no one will buy of
He
him, for he is branded as a jailbird.
seeks forgetfulness in drink, but the time
comes when he can no longer buy it and he
is

evicted from
Remembering

insults

an

his garret.

warmth of the prison he
who ironically refuses to

the

officer,

arrest him.

He

is

about to seek the Seine
at one time be-

gamin whom he
friended offers him food and

when a

little

shelter.

The

portrayal of Bill by Maurice de
Feraudy of the Comedie Francaise is a thing
of art.
The photography is as fine as could
be desired.
Exquisite is the word that fits
this sketch of life.

—

'Is

This
ods of

Conan Doyle Right?' Pathe

a two-reel expose of the fake methmediums.
doctor of
psychic phenomena demonstrates how the
credulous public is taken advantage of. Yet.
even the trickster admits there is something
in spiritualism although he doesn't understand it.
Because of the growing interest
in spiritualism this novelty will be a welcome
part of the program.
is

spiritualistic

A

'The Optimist,' Educational

type.
It is drastic at times, snarling

her

Legrand Films

'Bill,'

Glenn Hunter

_

The Scarecrow

with

naturalness.

Puritan Passions needs honest treatment in
your hands and, given it, will make you
monev and friends.
E. E.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

it's

mock melodrama

sequence

charm and appealing

Hodkinson

Lord Ravensbane

just walloping, tearof the most lively
kind.
Slapstick in a sense, yes but slaprefined
stick
by
the astute
polished
methods of Mr. Lloyd to something closeHis humor is as nimble
ly resembling art.
and cleancut as himself and that's saying
a whole lot.
No exhibitor need be afraid of losing
money with this film. It's a sure winning
funmaker, as good as anything Lloyd has
done in the past. The name of the star,
with reference to the fine work of his new
leading lady and the giant chap he discovered and enlisted in screen service,
ought to be quite enough to put the exploitation of "Why Worrv?" over big.
G. T. P.

fine

of the best

is

who

self.

ing

The photography throughout

quality, exteriors and interiors are well filmed
and excellent lighting prevails. The picture
should be exploited as a mystery tale strong
in thrills, with a pleasing love romance which
exhibits Gladys Walton in an entirely new

one moment

laws of two and a half centuries
ago and credulously upholding witchcraft the
at the blue

next.

All sorts of liberties are taken with the
craft of emotions. The personification of evil
is so empowered with immortal proclivities
that the cameraman is kept busy making and
double-exposing his film. Yes, it is refreshingly different.
In the exploitation department you will read
and better understand this picture's particular
Exploit it carefully and you will revalue.
Its pubceive the plaudits of your patrons.
licity features are manifold and they will get
you plenty of crowds, but be sure to hew
to the line of unadulterated truth.

Don't play up the word "Passions."
all your strength behind "Puritan."

Put

As an adaptation of a difficult stage theme,
considerable credit is due Frank Tuttle as
director. His only fault is camera angles and
spots of "too much ceiling."
The previewed print occasionally revealed
an extreme laxity in editing and cutting, but

E. W. Hammons presents Lloyd Hamilton
in two-reels of might}' good fun.
Lloyd is
a "sunshine spreader," a good Samaritan.
While comforting a poor family, he accidently catches a coin which was thrown up
by two men who are "matching" below the
window. This occurs a few times and Lloyd
believes the money has fallen from heaven.
When our reformer throws a bottle of whiskey
out of the window, the men below think
there is a bootlegger in the house. As a result,
Lloyd captures a wash-basketful of
While at the house of a millionaire.
coins.
Lloyd relates a story of his pilgrim ancestors.

This

is first-rate

burlesque.

'Face to Face,' Universal
This two-reel western deals with the capture of a hand of rustlers.
This is brought
about by the strategy of the Ranger's wife
who, when the band comes to the cabin,
signals to her husband by sending a thick
smoke out of the chimney. There are some
beautiful exterior scenes, and plenty of action in this picture.
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Exploitation]

Ideas

M

LEMIRA GOODHUE,

RS.

mother-

in-law of President Coolidge has
given her unqualified endorsement
to the Preferred Picture Mothers-inLaw, and has furthermore given her approval to a "National Mothers-in-Law
Mrs. Goodhue's statement reads
Day."
"Your
picture
'Mothersfollows
as

When Only 38 ran
manager H. B. Clark
tre

up with

tied

in Greenville, S. C,
of the Garing Theaone of the department

A

stores for a co-operative sale.
great
many specials were offered for "Only 38c"
and all newspaper advertising mentioned
the picture and the theatre prominently.

is

a

wonderful

tribute
to
of
women.

a

loving
class
deserving,
I
should like to see a National Mothers-inLaw Day instituted." Signed Lemira A.
Goodhue, Burlington, Vt. This statement
was secured thru the efforts of Phil Kahn
of the American Feature Film Co., Boston,
who distributes Preferred Pictures in that
territory. Believing she should see the picture which at last gives mothers-in-Law
their just dues, he took a print up to Burlington, Vt., and invited Mrs. Goodhue to
"I am tremendously proud of this
see it.
endorsement," said Al Lichtman, President
of Preferred Pictures.
"More than anything else it demonstrates that the enthu-

siasm which Mr. Schulberg, the producer,
and I have felt over 'Mothers-in-Law' was
not misplaced." The suggestion that a national Mothers-in-Law Day should be instituted, which
Mrs. Goodhue has endorsed, is now being taken up widely thruout the country.
With the first motherin-law of the land sponsoring the idea it
is likely to be a reality in the near future.

A

mercantile tie-up was

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Gill,

man

made by Homer
exploitation

Louis territory, with the Kroger
Grocery & Bakery Co., of St. Louis for
in St.

Enemies

of

Women when

it

was shown

at

King's Theatre. The tie-up was to advertise Kroger's Country Club brand of bread
at the same time that it exploited the picture, with the line: "Hot ovens are Enemies of Women." 300,000 loaves of bread
carried the novel message from the theatre
angle.
The pulling value of this tie-up
was tremendous because the Kroger concern caters to the masses.
It was something that St. Louis had never seen before and brought the photoplay to the attention of possible patrons from an entirely

new

angle.

H. B. Clark, manager of the Garing
Theatre, Greenville, S. C. started One Exciting Night off with a
bang when he
staged a midnight show.
It was a real
success.
For half an hour after the regular show the house was closed and the
streets of Greenville practically deserted
and then cars and pedestrians arrived in
droves.
At 12 :01 the house was in pitch
darkness and wierd sounds could be heard
in all parts of the auditorium; then the

Buddy

Stuart of Boston used the Gold
Star Mother stunt in putting over Enemies
of Women at the
Globe Theatre, New
Haven. He made a tie-up with the New
Haven Union for Gold Star Matinees during the showing of the picture.
A coupon was run daily in the newspaper which,
when presented by a gold star mother to
the doorkeeper at the Globe, admitted the

mother

Jakey Linn, proprietor of the Virginia
Theatre at Fairmont, W. Va., and Wm. H.
Robson of the Pittsburgh office arranged
a lobby display resembling an Alaskan
forest for the showing of The Spoilers.
They cut down some small Christmas
trees, and put cotton and artificial snow on
the branches. They fastened pine branches
to the bottom of the box office and borrowed all the snow shoes, skis, hunting
rifles, etc., that they could find in town and
dipped the lobby lights in green dye.
Eddie Carrier of Cleveland put over an
interesting stunt for the showing of Enemies of
at the Princess Theatre,
Toledo. He launched a beauty contest on
the movie page of the Toledo Blade under this heading:
"Name Enemies of
Women and Win a Cash Prize." This
stunt made interesting reading for the
newspaper, besides gaining a nice amount
of publicity.

Women

H. F. Snowden, of Cincinnati obtained
a stove tie-up with the Victor Furniture
Co., for the showing of The Spoilers at the
Strand Theatre, Dayton. A window was
filled with late models of heating stoves
and a card reading "Stoves like these
would have been a luxury during the Klondike Gold Rush, as pictured in Rex Beach's
"The Spoilers" at the Strand all this week.

An

advance campaign was acKenosha, Wis., for the showing of the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan picture
The Love Piker, by a series of teaser ads
running for several days. There were ten
of these in one issue and much valuable
effective

complished

publicity

in

was obtained.

ran.

women are not beautiful," "All
are not liars," and "See The Beautiful Liar," were the leaders which brought
the entries for two contests at the Fundy
Theatre, Summer Harbor, N. B., to advertise First National's The Beautiful Liar.
contest was arranged for the most beautiful women and another for the homeliest

A

man.
or a balits

own

answer for ten thousand youngsters who
crowded the floors of the Paris-Walker
Los Angeles, advertised in conwith the showing of First National's Circus Days at Loew's State Theastore

in

nection

tre.

"The Dangerous Age
munity

is

When

Citizens

of

Every

Do Not

Com-

Patronize

Local Merchants."
So read a two page
streamer head in Stratford, Ont., when
the Allen Theatre played First National's
The Dangerous Age. Good stuff.!

Manager Howard Price Kingsmore of
Howard Theatre, Atlanta, Ga opened

the

,

advance advertising campaign
on
Greater Movie Season in gala fashion using
a mammoth horse-shoe archway immediately in front of the broad stairway leading to the mezzanine floor. Witli the lobby
effectively decorated for D. W. Griffith's
The White Rose the horse-shoe enjoyed
an attractive setting.
his

When Penrod and Sam played the Modjeska Theatre, Augusta, Ga., F. J. Miller
put on a local jazz band and built a special
set for the presentation. The act went over
in nice style.

The New York Evening Mail ran an
essay contest in connection with the showing of First National's Ashes of Vengeance
It asked its readat the Apollo Theatre.
ers to turn themselves into motion picture
critics,

and offered awards of from $5

to

$100 for the best reviews of not more than
600 words to be written by readers after
seeing the picture.
If

you are looking for something

inter-

way

of souvenirs or prizes
for any Coogan picture get in touch witli
the Exploitation Dept. of the Metro Pictures Corp., New York City, which is
offering special pencil and Canity boxes as
novelty tie-ups for Jackie's features.

the

Manager Harold Home of the Palace
Theatre, Memphis, Tenn., executed a tieup with Chero-Cola Day on First NaHe sold the distributors of
tional's Daddy.
Chero-Cola on the idea of using the
Too Bad He's
slogan "Jackie Coogan

reported from near the

Canadian border.
tame farm ducks paraded the
streets of Marston, Me. for Larry Murphy
of the Palace Theatre.
The ducks were
chaperoned by a youngster who carried a
trio of

—

Missing Chero-Cola Day."

shotgun that emitted sharp cracker explosion sounds.
He bore a sign on his back
advertising the First National comedy.

Othello.

Thea-

women

esting in

won newspaper notice
The Duck Hunter are

The Export & Import Film Co. have arranged an extensive campaign in connection with their Shakespearean production

and actually

loon?"

hoped.

A

steel

"What would you rather have
The question supplied

free.

Griffith mystery-melodrama
was flashed
on the screen. Thus ushered in, it provided all the thrills for which Mr. Griffith

Two stunts that
for First National's

of the Rialto

Chattanooga, Tenn., used a very effective miniature locomotive lobby display
when he played F. B. O.'s Westbound Limited.
The engine was made of brass and

"All

:

in-Law'

manager

C. B. Stiff,
tre,

Actual spider webs made an attractive lobby display
at Ascher's Merrill theatre in Milwaukee for the
presentation of Principal Pictures'
the Rose."

"The Spider and

U. K. Rice, manager of the Auditorium
Theatre, Winston-Salem, N. C. started a
circus in connection with the showing of
He secured
First National's Circus Days.
an old stage coach, loaded it with two
clowns and an orchestra, put four horses
at the front

and started

off.

—
Page

;
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HUNDREDS OF TOOTSIES

in

RIVAL ANDREE'S
FEET!

Oodles and oodles of them!
Fat feet and thin feet, short feet and
long feet, bare feet and hairy feet, dark feet
and light feet and just feet
On First National's "Trilby" there is an

—

idea that apparently eighty percent of the
exhibitors who have played the picture to
date have overlooked.
The idea finds its impetus in the publicity
given the ankles and feet of Andree Lafayette
who plays the title role in the picture.

Contemporary artists and art critics have
them the most beautiful feet in the
world and their opinions have been broadcalled

cast throughout the country.

while

five

million

or

sibilities.

more people

For those who desire to add the finishtouch, two or more male members

have read about Andree Lafayette's feet, less
than 10 exhibitors, according to the most
recent reports, have benefitted by their ex-

ing

may

way about the stage with
crude attempt at synthetic grace.
For your comedy touch you will probably have to pay the male contestants
some small sum but it should be well

;

;

The
of

worth the money.

;

feet

local

and ankles
girls

will

lend a bright touch
to the exploiting of

"Trilby"
in
any
neighborhood.

proper.

club-footing their

:

A

be 'faked' into the contest

These can be easily rehearsed to do a
few 'balled-up' stunts with the orchestra,

ploitation possibilities.

Here are Andree's measurements to be
exact
Length, from large toe to heel, 9 inches
width at ball of foot, 7 l/2 inches
ankle
measurements 8% inches calf measurement,
size of
13-34 inches; size of stocking, 8 l
shoe, 4-B.
In Cleveland, Newark and a few other
scattered reports, the Cinderella contest has
been used to advantage.
With the co-operation of newspapers and
one retail store or chain of stores an active
canvass was begun for the woman who could
demonstrate her claim to having the prettiest

district.

Perfect Foot Contest was held in conNewark,
junction with Dreamland Park,
which is the largest in the state, and with
the newspapers ot the city. Entry blanks were
printed and given to every girl and lady who
entered the theatre or the park, telling of the
contest which was decided at the swimming
pool of the park.
The first prize was donated by Bamberger's
department store, who gave one hundred dollars worth of shoes to the winner.
A typical collection of beautiful feet
selected at random from photographs of motion picture stars, character actresses and
extras, including a burlesque presentation is
presented on this page.
A similar collection of local celebrities will
start the contest. With the store co-operating
and the newspaper sponsoring the Cinderella
search such an angle holds untold pos-

Limbs and Feet Stunts Keep 'Trilby'
Bovs Busy With Tape Line

And

the heart of the shopping

A

ANDREE LAFAYETTE'S TRILBIES'
(Above, left and right)
competitors entered in the

The extremities
Newark contest.

of

beauty

A

pair of shoes offered the
pair of feet.
incentive but the winners were, in some instances required to fit the shoes.
One of the best tie-ups so far reported
was made through the co-operation of the
Finery Silk Stocking Store and the Branford
theatre at Newark.

Above all, be sure you start the photo
contest even
if
you are mot impressed
with the possibility of awarding prizes to
the contestants in personal appearances.
In the case of photos
only,
simply
post the various pictures in your lobby,
each under a separate number, and let
the people vote for their choice "tootsies."

A

model was engaged to walk up and down
window, behind a black curtain,
showing her limbs from just below the knees,
her feet and legs being bare.

in the store's

the window a
the model would
card telling of the beautiful
Lafayette is noted for and to
Branford Theatre in "Trilby."
that over ten thousand people
this window as it was situated

Whenever she appeared
crowd assembled and

large

then

lower a

feet that Miss
see them at the
It is

claimed

a day looked at

in

As an added touch
male clown will
add the necessary

the

comedy

to the con-

test proper.

"Kid"

him

music.

with

-
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MAKE YOUR THEATRE A
COMMUNITY CENTER
Atlanta House Sets Excellent Example

With Institutional Goal
over
PUT
That

the theatre as an institution.
the policy of Howard Price
Kingsmore, manager of the Howard theatre
in Atlanta, Ga., and what he is succeeding
By means of this
in doing very thoroughly.
plan he is steadily putting the Howard theatre
on the map as a community center and as an
is

they have missed the Howard's attraction.
If Atlanta fans know that the Howard presents the best as the usual thing, and if one

if

picture

happens

be of average standing,
and be perfectly satisfied, is
to

they will like it
the belief of Kingsmore.
It is in keeping with this policy that the
Stone Mountain road will soon be lined with
bill boards advertising the Howard.
"When that wonderful sculpturing is finished on the steep side of the mountain,"
declared Kingsmore, "the road from Stone

pulling every string within my
duce the right atmosphere."

power

to pro-

Kingsmore's abounding enthusiasm
It
is
and enormous capacity for work which are
big factors in his undisputed success.
He never lets up. He himself says that the
accomplishment of anything depends upon the
amount of enthusiasm and energy one gives
He is putting punch into his
to the work.
music, his programs, and his advertising,
and in consequence his theatre is fast attaining his ideal.

institution.

"I would lose on an individual picture than
hurt the theatre in any way," said Mr. Kingsmore. "It is not a special feature that I am
trying to get across to my public, but the
theatre itself. I think that it is better in the
long run to carry out this policy.
"If it is necessary to exploit a picture by
means that will undoubtedly bring crowds to
my box office and yet may act as a boomerang
against my theatre, I'll let the picture play to
a very few before ruining the name and
character of the Howard."
Publicity is Mr. Kingsmore's strong point
And it is never
in carrying out this idea.
a special picture alone that is brought home
to the readers of his ads but rather the idea
that the Howard Theatre is presenting an
excellent picture, which is its usual custom."
The picture is there for one week the
theatre is a permanent institution.
"As a concrete illustration of how I am
going about carrying out my policy of putting
across the theatre as a community center,"
said Mr. Kingsmore, "the services held on the
day of the burial of our late president
Harding were held in the Howard theatre, by
That was the right and
my request.
natural place for them to be held."
"Atlanta boasts no other house with the
seating capacity and the artistry of structure
to compare with the Howard, and it seemed
very fitting to hold the services in our
;

theatre."

There, incidentally, in one stroke, he put
the Howard before the public as a community
center.
The memorial services are said to
have been not only very beautiful and impressive but were well attended.
The Howard theatre has also promoted
the Atlanta Symphony orchestra, an organization sponsored by a group of public spirited
citizens and which was organized as a
community enterprise.
In the Fall a series of twelve concerts
will be presented every Sunday by the orchestra at the theatre.
There will be no
charge for these concerts.
Because the
Howard theatre will be used for the Sunday
concerts and the director will be the leader
of the Howard orchestra, the theatre will
receive great benefit as directly identified
with a community movement.

The Shrine

concert held a few days ago
for the inmates of the Crippled Children's
home was held in the Howard.
Another
example of making the theatre an institution.

Atlantans are given the impression that
something is lacking in their weekly program

THE HOWARD THEAT
Where Manager Howard

Kingsmore

Price

institution

has

—

gathering the start has been made.
theatre should be the right arm for
the local chamber of commerce, a civic
spot of pride, and the community center

lic

A

at all times.

He has studied Atlanta and he says of
"If Atlanta gets what she wants at
the city
the Howard theatre she doesn't care a rap
who the manager is. I believe that, although
a manager should enter into all civic acthe public really doesn't care who
tivities,
:

he

A

—

the

policy
center.

You Can

I

want Atlanta

billboard that tells the story behind.
It is the
with the idea that the
Universal attraction, "Legally Dead," featuring Milton Sills. The Kinema, Los Angeles, started this idea to go to get what she

to

be so impressed

Howard
wants

is

the place

that

I

am

GA.
of

making

Start This

the

Now

theatre

an

and Change

Your Copy Any Time.

BARNUM

was a great advertiser. Adverwas the basis of his success, and
too, when business men did not
at
know the power of advertising as they know
tising
a time,

today. Barnum had three advertising rules.
secget the attention of the public
third, make that
ond, hold that attention
attention create interest.
it

First,

;

;

If P. T. had faced
problems,
ploitation

some of our movie exwhat would he have

He would

have put a blackboard out
and bright and early every morning"
he would have written an epigram on it. For
the epigrams follow his three rules. They get

done?

in front,

the attention of the public.
Try the following seven epigrams on a
blackboard, then try another seven next week,
and see if Barnum's rules are not right.
The wise man who knows it all is the first
to get stung.
An open mind is all right, but an open

mouth

is

all

wrong.

Some men would

rather

be treated often

than well.

A

is.

"And

installed

and a community

Mountain to Atlanta will be lined with cars
of tourists. It is beginning to draw the sightAnd I have ordered 15
seers right now.
boards, 9 x 12, to be placed along the road
"When In
at intervals, with the leader
Atlanta Visit The Atlanta's Million Dollar
Picture Palace."
That shows foresight on the part of Kings
more.
He looks into the future and sees
clearly what is going to happen, and then how
he can fit his plans and mould his ideas to
suit the time, the place, and the situation to
the best advantage.
It would seem to us that many managers
could well afford to imitate the entire
Wherever there is an atom of
idea.
a chance to make a house a place for pub:

ATLANTA,

RE,

divorce suit costs more than a wedding
but it's worth more.
Laughter is what a man hears when his hat

suit,

blows

off.

—
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Showmanship Opportunities
'Strangers of the Night'
Released by Metro

September

15,

1923

BRIEF: A mystery drama peppered with pirate
romance and spiced with comedy. Big star in heavy
settings.
Founded on Walter Hackett's stage success
"Captain Applejack," which ran a year in New York
and a year in London.

of

There is no end of possibilities of lobby
display either in heralding a picture of after
arrival.
it's
Pirate flags flying throughout
your lobby, mystery drapes with protruding
hands, the "Yo-ho-ho and Bottle of Rum"
stand, and the possibilities of dressing your
ushers or usherettes in pirate costumes.

'"THE

first stunt on this "Captain Applejack" feature is to start your entire town
on a treasure hunt.
List any number of prizes you desire, and
-1-

then, unobserved at night, let some employee
of your theatre who is sworn to secrecy hide
in unusual places a certain number of envel-

opes which will correspond to winning certi-

which you distribute.
These envelopes can be hidden under door
stoops, behind signs, behind old shutters and
hundreds of other places where they will be

ficates

slightly noticed.
to

Get a window display as near as possible
your theatre, and start a Pirates' Guessing

Contest.
The caption card in the window
tells the story.
It should read
"How many
pieces of gold in the pirate's chest?
To the
person guessing nearest to the amount goes
a pair of tickets."
There are excellent tie-up possibilities with
insurance brokers and banks. This in hinged
with the idea that even the possession of pirate's gold would cause no worry to the protected by burglary insurance. The tie-up with
the bank depends upon linking the thought
that horded valuables are dangerous to life
and property and should be placed in safe
deposit vaults.
Considerable notoriety can be raised by the
printing of duplicate identification cards to be
worn in the lapel of one coat.
Each one
carries a serial number and is listed "Stranger
of the Night."
In short, if stranger 318
meets another stranger marked 318 they are
"identified," and can have free tickets by going to your box-office.
You might turn the kids loose with the
:

paper
the

pirate's

rate of

hats,

$18.00

which may be had at
thousand from any

per

Metro exchange.

Would suggest playing up the cast strongly.
Three of your aces include Enid Bennett,
Matt Moore and Barbara La Marr.
And don't over-look Fancher 24-sheet. It's
a vivid, beautiful, highly colored poster which
should create a sensation on any stand.
As is the usual custom with Metro features, there is an excellent cartoon which you
should place in some newspaper if at all
possible.

'The Destroying Angel'
Released by Asso. Exhib.

August

19,

1923

BRIEF: A

mystery-comedy melodrama replete with
romance and wild adventure from the exciting novel
by Louis Joseph Vance. Presented by Arthur Beck.
Best catch line: "Thrilling dangers roaring comedy."
One of the Leah Baird series of matrimonial problem

—

New
announcements.

Supply them with the striking "angel" poster of Miss Baird, a mounted
cut-out if possible, for display in their windows.

Autographed photos
ready and can be had

Miss Baird are
any quantity from
your local exchange or you may advertise
that the star will send her autographed photo

really

T HERE

tices

arranged three-step
teaser campaign on this newest Associated
Exhibitor feature, with which you should
easily turn them away.
The first step is based upon a missing face
puzzle and makes a good "tickler" for the
is

a

teasers to follow.
who is featured,
in

your lobby to

nicely

A

is

a

in

"thrilling,

The porcaptions inform the

start the contest.

mask and the
patron that the un-named

trait is

Lea Baird.

portrait of

ready for you to hang

laughing,

star

is

to

picture, properly
decorated with portraits of both hero and
heroine and in the center of which is a large
interrogation mark.
The caption propounding the query is: "Why didn't he kiss her?"
Only those who have read the book or see
the photoplay can answer.
The third step excites the real curiosity.
Anonymous warnings are circularized in
every manner possible, but they should follow in order for three consecutive days.
The first one in yellow, signed "The Des
Ang," prepared the recipient for a direful
surprise meeting in the dark.
The second
in white merely repeats but impresses that
this card means business.
The third is a red
card bearing the name of The Destroying
Angel and is embellished with marks uncomfortably suggestive of the Black Hand.

This

last repeats the threat

additional

me.

suggestion

:

and carries the

"Nobody can

stop

notified the police and the newsI'm coming
They can't help you.

I've

papers.
in the dark."

See your local book stores and explain that
you are mentioning the book in all of your

especially the

two feature

by Miss Baird on "Confessions of
a Film Star" and "Girls, Here's Your
Chance."
From the cast you have several names to
articles

play with.
In addition to Miss Baird, they
the Ford Sterling, John Bowers, Noah Beery,
Mitchell Lewis and the three bathing beauties,
Clarice Joel, Glad Surface and Clara

Norman.

appear in

ment of the coming of the

The reading no-

photographic treats.
exceptional,

'Puritan Passions'

comedy-melodrama."

Free admission tickets are the prizes for the
successful ones guessing the name.
Step No. 2 outlines a program announce-

of

in

to all those who write her their impression
of the photoplay.
Her address is 25 West
45th Street, New York City.
An unusually attractive array of posters
is pictured in the press book under the caption "Jazzy Posters that will stop a Crowd."
And they will. The eleven by fourteens are

pictures

1

Features

Released by Hodkinson

September

15,

1923

BRIEF: A

novelty treatise of the witchcraft theme,
peculiar butj replete with suspense. Depends largely

upon your

Adapted by Ashmore Creelman

clientele.

from the stage play "The Scarecrow." A Film Guild
production starring Glenn Hunter. Directed by Frank
Tuttle.

SHOOT

carefully

go wrong.

on

Make

you'll suffer at least

and you can't
few missteps and

this

a

some

criticism.

To begin

with, don't tease them with
the title. It is a sad misnomer and liable
to get many an exhibitor into hot water.
If at all possible, see this picture yourself before you start any sort of exploitation.
Then you will hit on all six with
any of the following suggestions.
Appeal to the more intelligent classes in
all tie-ups.
Tell the giddy youth of your
audience that you are going to give them
a night off because you don't want to bore
them with something you believe highly
distinctive in screencraft but a little lack-

ing in romance and thrills.
Then they'll probably all come to see
what your reasons are anyway and they
will not be disappointed.
In fact, under
those conditions, even the gigglers and

younger Romeos
over

will

probably

enthuse

it.

Make all the noise you desire about
witchcraft, using boiling cauldrons and
witch ballyhoos.
Poke fun at the reformers who foster
any blue laws. Tell all those who would
make a specialty of limiting the pleasures
of humans to come and see Glenn Hunter
turn back the pages of history to the blue
laws of Massachusetts in the days when
censors were supreme.
It

may sound

a bit logical after that to

say that your church going patrons will
be your greatest enthusiasts over this film,
but it's true. Cater to the Christian Scientist, the Protestant, Catholic and the Jew.
They all agree on the base of this photoplay's theme: That the soul is born of
love and is everlasting.
Essay contests through newspaper linkups with the schools on the subjects of
"Puritan Problems" and "Witchcraft" will
pull the proper publicity.
Dress and frock establishments fall in
line for a tie-up in garments of contrast
1692 and 1923 with and without frills
"In the days of forbidden fashions" as
compared to "Aren't you glad you were
born in the 20th century?
See Puritan
Passions."
hangman's noose for Puritans who

—

—

A

:

September

15,

1923
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practiced witchcraft as well as for all their
and kin will bring about considerable
lobby or window attention.
You also
might build a "stock" for imprisoning the
hands and feet of blue law violators.
The eleven by fourteens are excellent
copy.
Use plenty of them everywhere for
they are truthful. Ditto for the lithographs.
kith

might add an apropos touch if you
will print all your 'ad' and circulation copy
in the old style Puritan language sucn as:
"ye Blank Theatre wishes to extend ye
cordialle invitation, etc." And then you
might set it all in "ye" old style English.
It

'The French Doll'
Released by Metro
,

September

15,

1923

enC

cat of Paris who
unparalleled splendor n the

,

capital

In

New York

at Palm Beach
wear thousands of dollars
worth of gowns and jewelry, and again
offers some

?/
£r
Mae
Murray

>

said

is

tc

very sensational dancing.

PROM
A

the very title itself you can readily
hunch the doll and novelty shop tie-up
and then you might go it one better by
putting over a complete doll show.
Handle this just the same as you would
a baby show or a dog show— securing
all
available dolls from merchants and
private
individuals, line them up in your lobby
under
numbers and let the prize winning doll be

named by popular

vote.

If this is too heavy for you get some
toy
dealer to put the doll show on for you.
One of the biggest tie-ups with any Mae
Murray picture is a gown contest, in which
you offer some prizes to the best guesses
of_ costumes for this popular actress.
Run
this for at least five days, following
the first
announcement with some suggestion designs
captioning your article "These designs may
aid you." Close the idea with something like

"Tonight is your last chance to mail in your
costume design."
A dance contest for all your local dancers
to complete on your stage will help attract
considerable attention to this as well as any

other Mae Murray feature.
Possibly the nearest mercantile tie-up is
with the lingerie shops in your locality. Miss
Murray has become possibly the best known
exponent of lingerie on the screen and has
carried her propaganda against red flannel
to the four corners of America.
With "The French Doll" there are two
or three particularly striking poses of Mae
Murray in lingeree which should get you a

winner anywhere.
The ad copy and posters are exceptionally
high class.

Lobby

stiles

are furnished in full

colors and are indeed an artistic treat to the
passerby.

'If
Released by

August

"Mark Sabre"

bicycles.
The press
give you details on this latter
thought as well as a tie with "a bicycle coasting contest."
Under the classification of general windows,
it becomes simply a case of how much energy
you are willing to put behind your campaign.
It is only a matter of preparing the cards,
such as "If Winter Comes Keep That
to feature
book will

—

Winter
Comes It Means Smith's Underwear"
"If Winter Comes You'll Need One of
These Overcoats"
etc.
If you can arrange a private screening in
School

—

Girl

Complexion"

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

19,

.

.

advance for the city authorities, civic officials,
ministers and prominent citizens, it will aid
you considerably. Their strong endorsements
are willingly and quickly obtained.
If you want to pull a real original stunt,
try the "Talking 24-Sheet" with this feature.
Secure a few prominent boards in the business district and slap all your 24s on upside
down. Above each one you then place an
amplifier and wire up to your theatre where
an announcer will talk to the curious and tell
them all about the striking points of this Fox
special.

'The Drivin' Fool'
Released by Hodkinson

September

15,

1923

BRIEF: A fast moving comedy-drama interwoven
with high finance and snatches of romance. Adapted
for the screen by H. H. Van Loan.
Originally written as a Blue Book story.
Presented by Regents
Pictures Corp.
Good catch line "It will make you
gasp with its reckless speed and uncountable thrills."
:

THE

localize

when you play "The

Drivin' Fool."
don't have to depend upon the suppo r t of officials unless you choose. Flare displays carrying such messages as "Don't marry
a speed maniac" and "Don't violate the traffic ordinances" will build up a dandy teaser
it

And you

campaign.

Any

you wage against burning up the
almost sure to land you on the front
page of your newspapers.
roads

fight

is

There should be no resistance to natural
tie-ups with accident and life insurance companies.
If you play the picture a week you
might get some insurance organization to go
so far as to erect a large billboard display in
the heart of your business district tieing up
with some mercantile message that will avoid
accidents and get you free publicity.
In addition to Wally Van in the leading
you have such names as Alec Francis,
Patsy Ruth Miller and Wilton Taylor to play
up in your copy. Also do not overlook the
fact that it is a H. H. Van Loan story.
There is a money link-up through the Wall
street angle of the theme which offers easy
possibility with banks and savings clubs.
role,

'The White Rose'
Released by United Artists

August

19,

1923

"If

alone on this one gives you the
J- main thought.
It is a strong tie-up with
the police department, public safety commission and civic heads encouraging careful driving among motorists.
title

This type of propaganda is already nationwide in scope and you should easily be able to

Winter Comes'
Fox

Winter Comes."
Every book store of course will be delighted
to give you everything you want on account
of the popularity of the book behind the picture.
And you may even line up with the
sporting goods establishments by getting them
"If

A s tory of a littIe m ad
?I£^
whirls
through scenes of
B

In every window see that there %re plenty
of the larger size stills for each and every
one is a sample of rare beauty.
Another striking arrangement can be had by
spelling the title out in two-foot letters, frosting them and illuminating them at night. This
idea could best be applied by stringing the
large letters across the street on wires in
front of some song shop, hooking up with a
dangling display of song copies and phonograph records of the "If Winter Comes" ballad and jazz dance records.
On every possible soda fountain and in
their windows you should place frosted-lettered cards announcing the new sundae called

BRIEF: A

big dramatic theme treated in a wonderStory of a girl who couldn't stop loving.
D. W. Griffith, featuring Mae Marsh.
Scene of story that part of South Western Louisiana
famed by Longfellow's "Evangeline."

manner.

ful

Directed by

THE WHITE

ROSE

is not a picture to
be ballyhooed or "stunted" by way of exploitation.
This type of publicity will not
prove of much value in selling this D. W.
Griffith feature.
Spend all of the money
that you usually lay out for stunts in advertising the picture in a big way and you
are certain to get results.

-*

The newspaper

advertising copy

is

superreeks

latively of the highest type.

It fairly

with remarkable catch

such as "One

lines,

worth of humanity!" "500,000,000 messengers rushing with news to
your heart!" "The Public Sobbing! The
billion

dollars

Public

Sighing!

Love
If

!"

—The

—

Public

Astir

With

you attempt any tie-ups

them along the

at all lay
lines of essay contests, in

connection with Longfellow's

poem "Evan-

geline" or on the four great love affairs
of history
"Romeo and Juliet," "Antony
and Cleopatra," "Dante and Beatrice,"
"Paris and Helen," and then tell them the
fifth great love affair is the Boy and the
Girl in Griffith's newest production.
In the ad layouts there is abundant material for one, two or three weeks' advance
campaign work. Start as early as you can
and keep getting stronger.
:

1923

BRIEF:

Powerful drama.
A faithful rendering of
A. S. M. Hutchinson's widely read novel. Filmed
almost page by page.
A very carefully selected cast
headed by Ann Forrest and Percy Marmont.
Directed by Harry Millarde.

XT ERE is a feature with probably
AA ploitation opportunities than

more exany

you
And most of them come
from the title.
Tie up with every coal company in town
and every load of fuel will carry your streaming banner message so vital right now with
the coming of the cooler weather.
Wherever possible get the coal merchants
have seen

in years.

directly

to use a

window with

the

title

spelled out in

small lumps of coal.
_

There seemingly

tie-up possibilities.

is

no limit to the window

With

the furriers suggest
a painted cycloramic background of a winter
scene and then dress it with his furs and your
eleven by fourteens.
reproduction of the "Accusation" scene
with wax figures will appeal to any depart-

A

ment store and
passer-by.

attract the attention of every
stores you link with

The drug

complexion creams, dressing the display with
a winter setting and frosted letters for the
title.

BROADCASTING THE FILM BY TROLLEY
Manager Harry Dean

Montreal, Canada, commandeered an entire street car for First
National's "IsJe of Lost Ships."

of the Capitol theatre,

—

.
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Feature Release and Review Charts
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

APRIL
Feature

Director
.R. V. Lee

Star

Abysmal Brute, The

Reginald Denny.

.

.

Not heavy, smooth and interesting.

Report From
Los Angeles, Granwain

Length

Distributor

Universal
6,942
— Express.
A knockout. — Record.

Business
Exceptional

—

Prices

20-40

Aroused enthusiasm. Examiner.
Associated Exhib
25-50
Alice Adams
Florence Vidor
6,361
Seattle, Blue Mouse
Good
Times. Star gives an appealing portrayal and a good cast supports her
Is evidence that a novel can be filmed as written.
Star.
20-25-35
Goldwyn
Backbone
Sloman
Baltimore, Garden
Special Cast
6,821
Good
Plot too obscure. Post. Something different. Sun. Pleasant hour and a half. American.
Paramount
8 Reels.. .Bethlehem, Pa., Palace
Bella Donna
Pola Negri
Fitzmaurice
Fairly Good
One of the real triumphs of the season. Herald.

—

.

—

—

—

—

Bright Lights of Bway
Bright Shawl, The.

Special Cast
Dick Barthelmess..

action.
Daily Press.
Dustin Farnum.

Clansmen of the North
Cordelia the Magnificent.

.

.

6,189
7,503

20-30
City, Colonial
Capacity
— Albany News. Conventional. — Albany Atlantic
Journal. Most refreshing. — Charlotte-Observer
Fox
Reels..
Milwaukee, Rialto
Good
25
— Oklahoman. Entertaining and thrilling. — News.
Good—
Selznick
Travers-R. Dwyer
Metro
.Clara K. Young.
Archinband
6,800
Los Angeles, Kinema
Fair
25
— Times.
different. — Express.
An intriguing
Something a
F. B. O
Harry Carey
Val Paul
Reels
Milwaukee, Suxe's Rialto
Good
25
—Journal.
Action and
Universal
Ed. Gibson
Sedgewick
Birmingham, Rialto
10-20
4,819
Fair
Fairly amusing. — News.

—

.

Some good
Bucking the Barrier

Principal Pet
First National

Campbell
Robertson

.

.

Excellent.

Campbell
unusually so.

.

5

.

.

.

.

affair.

little

Crashing Thru

.

.

5

.

.

.

thrills.

Dead Game
Flames of Passion
Forbidden Lover, The

Special Cast
Bedford -Sparling
Special Cast

Independent Pet

Craft

.Not Credited

.

.

4, 962
5 Reels

Selznick

Paramount
Cleveland, Allen
7,771
Alive with action and comedy.
News. Too detailed farce melodrama. Plain Dealer.
Roberts-McAvoy. W. de Mille
Paramount
Louisville, Rialto
7 Reels
Holds one's interest. Theodore Roberts makes the picture. Courier-Journal.
Metro
Toledo, Valentine
Viola Dana
Beaudine
6 Reels
A funny fast moving comedy. Times. Amusing and interesting. Blade.
Reed Howes
Budley Murphy.
.Arrow S. R
4,720
Special Cast
Arrow S. R
Birmingham, Trianion
Henderson
6,400
One of Curwood's best. News.
Wm. Fairbanks. .Lewis King
Arrow, S. R
4,939

Go-Getter, The

Grumpy

E. Griffith

Her Fatal Millions

.

Jacqueline

.

.

Fine. .

—

.

Rustlers, The
Lost In a Big City

.

.

John Lowell

Lovebound

R

Arrow, S.

Irving

Mason

Shirley

Henry Otto

Fine

John Gilbert

Man From Ten

Guy

Strike

(Gold Madness)
Midnight Patrol, The
Nobody's Bride
Old Sweetheart of Mine
Prodigal Daughters

Bates Post.

.

.

4,407
— Post.

Storm

Fox
Average picture.

.Thomby

Principal Pet

5,894

Selznick
Universal

4532

J.

Hall-Theby
Willat
Herbert Rawlinson..H. Black
Dexter-Eddy
P. Garson

4,719

—Journal.

AUentown, Hipp

Poor

Portland, Blue-Mouse

Fine

Birmingham, Rialto

Fine

Kansas City, New Centre
.Sam Wood
Fair
super-society dramas of the year. Seattle Times. Swift moving. Seattle Star.
Richmond, Colonial
Harold Lloyd
Newmeyer
Pathe
6,890
Capacity
Easily best comedy of season. News Leader.
Can't afford to miss it. Times-Dispatch.
Salty Saunders
Neal Hart
Steiner, S. R
Youngstown, O., Strand
Good
Not Credited
5 Reels
Full of thrills, raw melodrama. Eve. Ledger. Humor adds delight. Enquirer.
Slander the Woman
Dorothy Phillips. .Holubar
.Phila., Carleton
Excellent
First National
6 Reels
Graphic and powerful. Norfolk Landmark. Should not miss it. Norfolk Ledger-Dispatch.
Snow Bride, The
Okla. City, Capitol
Alice Brady
Kolker
Paramount
Good
5,375
A real tale. Boston Ad ertiser. Full of action, stirring, holds interest. -Toledo Times.
Shamokin, Pa., Victoria
Snowdrift
Hendryx
Fox
Excellent
Charles Jones
4,517
Interesting. -Wisconsin News.
Good. -Milwaukee Journal.
Souls for Sale
Kansas City, Circle
Fair
Special Cast
Rupert Hughes
Goldwyn
8 Reels
It's the Iliad of Hollywood.
Has humor, romance, thrills. Times.
Sunshine Trail, The
Douglas MacLean. .Home
First National
Cleveland, Park
Good
4,509
One isn't asked to believe it just laugh. Press. Entertaining. News.
Tansy
Special Cast
Not Credited
Burr Nickle, S. R.
.5 Reels
Temporary Marriage
Albany, Clinton Square
Special Cast
Hillyer
Principal Pet
6 Reels
A good domestic drama. Journal. Good story with good talent .-Times-Union.
Tiger's Claw, The
Fair
Hennebery
Paramount
5 Reels
Cincinnati, Strand
Jack Holt
Oriental atmosphere well sustained. Enquirer. Time worn story.
Times.
Town Scandal, The
Fair
Gladys Walton
Universal
Kendall, Wis., Terrace
Baggot
4,704
Trailing Wild Animals
Metro
Animals
Not Credited
6,247
Trail of Lonesome Pine
Maigue
Hazleton Pa Gland
Excellent
Mary
Minter
Paramount
6 Reels
Entertaining. Does justice to the novel. Milwaukee Journal. Most artistic. Seattle Times.
Trimmed in Scarlet
Special Cast
Smith
Universal
5 Reels
Westbound Limited
Big
Ralph Lewis
F. B. O
Phila., Pa., Regent
Johnson
6,100
Appealing moments. Startling scenic effects. Inquirer. Dynamic action. Portland Journal.
What Wives Want
Good
Special Cast
Conway
Universal
Seattle, Columbia
4,745
Holds the interest. P. I. Unusual plot. Star.
Within the Law
.Richmond, Va., Broadway.
Capacity
Norma Talmadge.. .Lloyd
First National
8 Reels.
Thoroughly enjoyable.- News Leader. Worth seeing again. Times-Dispatch.
Wonders of the Sea
Lulu McGrath
Williamson
Los Angeles, Miller's California Poor
F.B.O
5,700
Educational, entertaining, fascinating. Herald. A real thriller. Express. Has mystery and beauty. Record.
You Are Guilty
Boston, Bowdoin Square ...... Fine
Kirkwood-Kenyon. Not Credited
Mastodon, S. R
5 Reels
Really fascinating tale of an honest thief. Boston Post. Holds throughout. Adv.
You Can't Fool Wife
.Good
Special Cast
Melford
Paramount
7 Reels... Seattle, Liberty
Convincing and entertaining, never lagging in interest. Times. Domestic drama of high social life. Post-Intelligence.
Gloria Swanson

.

.

—

.

.

.

15-25

40-50

—

—

.

—

—

10-20
,

—

.

—

.

10-25-50

Fair

Wilmington, Bijou

4,861
5,063
6 Reels

Metro
Paramount

One of the

Safety Last

15-35

7,119

Fox
Interesting society drama.

Madness of Youth

15-30

20-30-50

.

—

Law

35-60

Good

—
.

.

—

High Speed Lee

Good

—

—

.

.

.

15-20

—

.

50

—
.

.

10-30

—

:

—

—

.

—

.

.

—

—

.

.

10-20

•

,

—

25-35

.

28

—

—

M

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

—

28

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

—

'

.

25-35-50

40-50
25-50-75
20-35
I

35-50

MAY
Feature
Affairs of Lady Hamilton..

Bavu
Black Shadows
Boston Blackie

Broken Violin, The
Burning Words
Crossed Wires

Director

Star
.

Liane Haid
Wallace Beery

Oswald
Hodkinson
Universal
Paton
Should satisfy most exacting fan. Phila. Enq

Special Cast
William Russell.

—

Salisbury

Dunlam
Moves

Special Cast

Roy

.

.

Kansas City, Centre
6,988
Abounds in thrills. Phila. Ledger.

Pathe

—

5,000
4,522

Fox

J.

Stewart

Gladys Walton

Dillon

swiftly,

showing prison

Arrow, S.

Business

R

Average
Fine

Empty

Cradle, The
Fighting Strain, The

Fog Bound

Hoot Gibson
Alden-Morey
Neal Hart
Dorothy Dalton.
Good entertainment.
.

Lehrman
Not Credited
Not Credited

Universal
Truart, S.
Steiner, S.

R
R

Paramount
—.Willat
Bait. Evening Sun.
Rattling good
.

10-20

15-25-40

life.

5,820
4,944

Exceptional

15-25

Fine

25-60

relief.

Double Dealing

Prices

8 Reels

— Blade. Toledo, Rivoli
Universal
Los Angeles, Tully
Paton
Fairly convincing North Western, and takes well. — Herald.
Boston,
State
Universal
Baggot
4,705
Excellently brewed farce. — Advertiser.
A

.

.

Report From

Length

Distributor

5,105
Normal
5 Reels... .Hazleton, Feeley
5 Reels
Excellent
8 Reels. ...Bethlehem, Pa., Lorenz
mystery. Thrills. Milwaukee Sentinel.

—

.
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15,

Fortune of Christina
Special Cast
Playgoers, S. R
Not Credited
Fools and Riches
Herbert Rawlinson Blache
Universal
Girl of the Golden West .... Kerrigan-Breamer
Carewe
First National
Stirring screen versions.
Special Cast
Forman
Preferred
Girl Who Came Back
Good, outside of noticeable carelessness in construction.
Special Cast
Adolfi
Arrow, S. R
Little Red Schoolhouse
K. McDonald
Lonely Road, The
Shertzinger
First National
Glengarry
From
Special
Cast
McRae
Hodkinson
Man
.

.

Power Divine, The
Ragged Edge, The
Remittance

MacDermott

Thos. Meighan

Woman, The.

.

Lunt-Palmerri
.Ethel Clayton

tale.

7

—

.

Kansas City, Ellsworth

5,500
7 Reels

Allen town. Pa., Lotus

28

Good

10-25

Good
Good

10-20

Baltimore, Peabody

— Times.

Paramount

interesting situations.

.

5,760
6 Reels
5,800

F. B.

Green

Al.

Many

Special Cast

35

Splendid
Reels..
Philadelphia, Palace
— Inquirer.
Splendid
Philadelphia, Capitol
6,100
— Evening
Ledger. Intensely interesting. — Inquirer.

.

Gripping

Mary Mack

Mary of the Movies
Ne'er Do Well, The

5 Reels
4,904

.

Sr. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Moody

Ind. Pict., S.

Weight
Ruggles

Goldwyn

R

4,920
7 Reels

F.B.O

Good

— Reels... .Columbia, Ideal
7

Exceptional entertainment. P. I.
Arrow, S. R
6,270
Silk,
The
Compson-Tearle.
.Brennon
Good
Rustle of
Paramount
7 Reels. .. .Bethlehem, Lorenz
Pretty and well played. Cleveland Plain Dealer. Rather commonplace, but exceptionally fine cast. Cleveland News.
An
Hour
Walter
Cents
Hiers
Henaberry
Tex.,
Fairly good. .15-25-35
Dallas,
Old
Mill
Sixty
Paramount
5,632
First-class fun maker.
Herald. Refreshing amusement. Journal.
10-20
Madge
Beast
Bellamy.
the
Wray
6
Reels...
.Birmingham,
Bijau
Good
Soul of
.Jno.
Metro
One of Ince's best. News.
Tom Mix
Stepping Fast
Franz
Fox
4,608
Alma Taylor
Sunken Rocks
Not Credited
Burr Nickle, S. R.
.5 Reels.
Special Cast
Satisfactory
30
Wandering Daughters
Jas. Young
First National
6 Reels. ..Philadelphia, Victoria
Striking study in contrasts.—Seattle Times. Amusing and highly dramatic. Seattle Star.
25-35-55
Dempster-Marsh-Novello .Griffith
Good
White Rose, The.
Dallas,
Palace
Griffith
10,834
Jack Hoxie
Wolf Tracks
Not Credited
Sunset Prod., S. R.
5 Reels
10-20
Elaine Hammerstein. .Earle
Splendid
Woman Game, The
Seattle, Winter Garden
Selznick
5,000

Rip Tide, The

Special Cast

Jack Pratt

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

JUNE
Feature

Star
Special Cast

Bargains
Below the Rio Grande
Counterfeit Love

Director
Not Credited
Not Credited
Not Credited

Neal Hart
Special Cast

Packed wirh wholesome
Critical Age,

The

Special Cast

McRae

Special Cast

Foreman

Distributor
Burr Nickle S.
Steiner S. R
Playgoers S.
elodrama worth seeing.

m

R

—

Report From

Length

R

5 Reels
5 Reels..
5 Reels..

Business

Prices

.'

.Youngstown, O., Orpheum.

.

.

15-20
25-60

.Good

.

.Boston, Boston
— Advertiser.
Realistic. —-Traveler.

Fine

.

25-50

Louis, Delmonte
Excellent
— Star.4,504
6 Reels.. .Okla. City, Criterion
Good
Good warm weather pictures. — News. Highly entertaining. — Oklahoman.

Hodkinson

St.

Thoroughly enjoyable.

Daughters of the Rich

Noteworthy. —-Times.

Desert Rider, The
Devil's Partner,

Jack Hoxie

Norman

The

Divorce

Shearer..

Fog, The

Marshall
Powell

Good entertainment. — Times.

.10-30-50

.

Sunset Prod. S.

R

5 Reels
Ind. Pict. S.
5 Reels
F. B.
6 Reels. .. .Toledo, Pantheon
Times. An old, old story but excellent entertainment.
Universal
5 Reels
Metro
6,541
Toledo, Valentine

R

home point. —

.

Don Quickshot

Hoxie
.Not Credited
Bennett

.

.Jane Novak
Big, interesting, pounds
Jack Hozie
Harris-Landis

Preferred

Good

— Blade.

Exceptional. 20-30-50

—

—

25-35

.

Aptly presented. Blade. Packed with thrills. News Bee.
Daniels-Moreno.
.Campbell
Paramount
6 Reels.. .Norfolk, Norva
Fair
Filled with thrills. -Constitution. Full of interest.
Times. Miss Daniel's best. Daily Oklahoman.
Agnes Ayres
Ruggles
Heart Raider, The
Paramount
Birmingham, Strand
5,075
Good
Plenty of action. K. C. Journal. Full of interest. Norfolk Landmark. One of Miss Ayres' best. Ledger.
Special Cast
Reade
Goldwyn
Fine
Last Moment, The
6 Reels. .. .Allentown, Pa., Strand
Leaves you guessing. Journal.
Douglas MacLean. .Home
Man of Action, The
First National
6 Reels.. .Seattle, Liberty
Capacity
Has everyone guessing and laughing. Times. Mirth, mystery and melodrama. P. -I. Really funny. Star.
Michael O'Halloran
Irene Rich
Meehan
Hodkinson
7 Reels.. .Los Angeles, Million Dollar.. .Fair
Leaves a pleasant imoression. Herald. Rather good. Express.
Mysterious Witness, The.. .Robert Gordon
Zeliff
F. B.
4,822
W. de Mille
Only 38
Special Cast
Paramount
6 Reels.. .Hazelton, Pa., Grand
Normal
De Mille prevented a calm plot from becoming a bore. Portland Oregonian.
Mae Marsh
Allied P. & D
Paddy Next Best Thing
Cutts
6 Reels.. .Boston, Beacon
Fine
Mae Marsh winsome and fascinating. Post.
Herbert Rawlinson.. Mortimer
Railroaded
Universal
5 Reels
Sawdust
Gladys Walton
Conway
Universal
Baltimore Garden
Good
4 ,940
Good, as pictures go. Post. It all rings true. -Evening Sun. Pleasant. American.
Special Cast
Sun Dog Trails
King
Arrow S. R
4,586
Fair
Suzanna
Mabel Normand
Sennett
.St. Louis, Family
Trifling With Honor
Special Cast
Pollard
Universal
Good
7,785
Kansas City, Gladstone
Tense moments. Dramatic incidents. Cleveland News.
Western Blood
Pete Morrison
Not Credited
Sanford S. R
5 Reels
Woman With Four Faces. .Compson-Dix
Brennon
Paramount
Average
6 Reels.. .Kansas City, Apollo
Youthful Cheaters
Glenn Hunter
Hodkinson
Tuttle
6 Reels
Exciters,

The

—

.

—
—

.

—

30-40

—

.

10-35

—

—

—

—

.

—

35-50

—

—

.

35-55

.

.

—
—

—

.

20^5

.

20-2 5-35

—

—

,

15

10-20

—

.

10-30

.

JULY
Feature

Director

Star
Special Cast

Brass Bottle, The
Children of Dust

Special Cast

Children of Jazz

Special Cast

Tourneur

First National
?irst National

3:>rzase

human

Report From

Length

Distributor

Business

—

Good

—

J.

10-25-35-50
15-35

Fair

nature and glowing with life. Birmingham News.
Storm
Paramount
6 Reels.. ..Milwaukee, Strand
Mighty good entertainment. —-Nor. Land mark
Good entertainment.

Filled with

Prices

Good

6 Reels.. ..Portland, Liberty
5 R;els.. ..Birmingham, Trianon

40

Richmond Times.
Interesting.— Wise. News.
F. B. O
Good
Harry Carey
Val Paul
5 Reels.. ..Milwaukee, Saxe's Rialto
Harry Carey proves himself the man's star of the screen. —-Sentinel.
.

Desert Driven
Flying

Dutchman

Forbidden Range
Gentleman of Leisure, A.

.

.

.

Special Cast
Neal Hart
Jack Holt

O

Carleton
Not Credited

F. B.

Henaberry

Paramount

Steiner, S.

—

—

5,522

R

Season's laughing sensation. News. Will delight all.
Paramount
Thomas Meighan. .Ralph Incs
Good story of sea. News. Gave unbounded satisfaction.
Home
F. B. O
Itching Palms
Special Cast
Paramount
Law of the Lawless, The. .Dorothy Dalton. .Fleming

Homeward Bound

.

25

5 Reels
6 Reels.

Good

City, Criterion
— Oklahoman.Okla.
Very funny. — Times.
Reels.
Birmingham, Strand
— Post. See this for thrills. — Advertiser,
.

5

5

.

.

.

.

10-30-50
10-35

Fair

.

Reels

Fair
10-20
6 Reels.
Birmingham, Galax
exciting at times. Portland News.
25-33-55
Goldwyn-Cosmoo.
Baltimore, New
Excellent.
6 Reels.
Morning Sun. Something for everyone. American. Good entertainment. News. You'll love it. Milwaukee Journal.
Finis Fox
Assoc. Exhibitors
6 Reels
Man Between, The
Special Cast
F: B. O
Man's Man, A
5 Reels
J.Warren Kerrigan
Universal
McGuire of the Mounted. .Win, Desmond
5 Reels
20-35
First National
6 Reels .... Birmingham Trianon
Good
Penrod and Sam
Special Cast
Perfect portrayal of everyday life of an every day American boy. -News.
Hodkinson
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Poli
Hartford
4,932
Fair
Rapids, The
Harry Morey
Story of forceful energy. Post. A film of Canada. -Advertiser.
.

.

.

—

—

Somewhat drawn out but

Hopper

Anita Stewart

.

.

.

Unusual.— Birmingham News.

Love Piker, The
Fair entertainment.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

Made Wife, A
Shootin' For Love

Special Cast

Dillon

Hoot Gibson

Sedgwick

Skid Proof

Charles Jones

Self

Plenty of
Trilby

thrills

Victor,

and

action.

—

Universal
Universal

—

Fox
Age-Herald.

McGowan-Holmes. McGowan
Young
Special Cast
Powerful of the famous French novel and play.
The
Herbert Rawlinson.. Haemmle

Stormy Seas

.

—

,

5 Reels.

..

.Kansas City, Globe

Mahanoy

5,160

Fair

Very Good.. 10-25-40

—

Satisfying, exciting.
Assoc. Exhib
5 Reels
First National
7,302
Observer.
Weird and fantastic.
Universal
4,888

Good comedy drama. — Journal-Post

10-20

Average

City, Pa., Elks

..Birmingham, Bijou
-Toledo Times.

5 Reels..

.

Charlotte, N. C, Broadway.
— Dallas
Journal.

10-30

.Big

.

Good

Kansas City, Liberty

25-35

AUGUST
Feature
Alais the Night Wind

Broken Wing, The
Circus

Days

Star

William Russell
Special Cast
\ Jackie

Coogan

Distributor

Director

Fox

Forman

Preferred

Cline

First National

Length
5,000
6,126
5,163

Report From

Business

St. Louis, Lyric Skydome, Capitol. .Big
St. Louis, Arsenal Airdome
Poor
.

.

.

.

Prices

30-40
20

—

—
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Common Law

Griffith-Tearle-DexterArchainbaud
Leah Baird
Con. Talmadge
.Franklin
Dick Barthelmess.. Robertson

Destroying Angel, The

Dulcy

.

Fighting Blade,
Harbor Lights

The

Human Wreckage
Dead

Miracle Baby, The

Out of Luck

—

St. Louis,

Kings

Fair

30-50

1

>

Scarlet Lily, The!
Second Hand Love
Shadows of the North

Wm Desmond
.Tom Mix

The

Universal

Fox
Goldwyn

Fools

Something

in

Tipped Off

it

Special Cast
Special Cast
for everybody.

25-35-50

—

5 Reels
7,054
8,928

—

25-60

.

Dallas, Tex., Palace
of the greatest of the year. Dispatch. Lavish. Journal.
Hugo
Assoc. Exhib
5 Reels
Vidor
Goldwyn
Baltimore, Century
6,946
American. Simple, winsome, captivating. -Evening Sun. First-rate movie.
Good version of the play. Journal-Post. Vigorous, frank melodrama. Express.
Special Cast
Playgoers, S. R
Not Credited
5 Reels
Hillyer

One

— With
a Kick
Wise

.

—

Blystone

Special Cast

10-35-50

—

.

.

Soft Boiled

55-1.10

—

—

—

—

Salomy Jane

Three

6,859
8,729
5 Reels
7,415

5,640

.

Man Who Won, The

Tea

7527

First National
First National

—

Love Brand, The

Spoilers,

Selznick
Assoc. Exhib

T. Moore-Elsom
Assoc. Exhib
Mrs. Wallace Reid.. Jno. Wray
F. B. O
Boston, Tremont
Capacity
merit. Powerful. Advertiser. Held us spellbound.
Transcript.
Towering drama. Globe.
Colleen Moore
Reynolds
First National
6,336
Special Cast
Fox
11,250
Milton Sills
Parke
Universal
5 Reels. .. .Portland, Columbia
Fine
Unusual and original. Oregonian. Remarkable theme. Telegraph. Trifle far-fetched. Blade.
Roy Stewart
Paton
Universal
5 Reels.
Boston, Loew State
Fair
Fiery tale, one of best. —-Post
Dustin Farnum
Fox
5,000
Harry Carey
F. B. O
5,624
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick.
Universal
6 Reels. .. Seattle, Columbia
Big
Spontaneously funny. Times. Entertaining, laughs in every scene. P. I. Thrilling. Toledo Times.
Logan-Flynn
Melford
Paramount
St.
Louis,
Excellent
Missouri
6,270
K. McDonald
Shertzinger
First National
6 Reels
Charles Jones
Fox
5,000-

Winter Comes

Legally

.

Much dramatic

Huntress, The
If

.

30-50

25-35-55

Fine

—

Vic.

—

—

—

—

25-33-55
Good
— Morning
Sun.

SEPTEMBER
Feature

Norma Talmage

Ashes of Vengeance
Barefoot Boy, The
Blinky
Broadway Gold

.

.

.

Goosson

Hoot Gibson
E. Hammerstein ..Dillon
A melodrama, not

From

Report

First National
State Rights

10 Reels
5,800

Universal

6

Kirkland

D.

Star

All

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Business

Prices

,

••

Reels
30-50
Truart
6,814
...St. Louis, Grand Central .. .Very big
superior or inferior to most of its kind. Post-Dispatch.
Clean Up, The
Universal
5,000
"lerbert Rawlinson .Parke
50-2.75
Covered Wagon, The
10,000 ... Dallas, Majestic
Fair
Special Cast
Paramount
Cruze
One of the greatest pictures in the history of the film industry. News.
Ranks as one of the best motion pictures ever produced. ]ournal.
Daytime Wives
F. B.
6.651
Derelys Perdue
35-55
Enemies of Women
10,501 ... Milwaukee Garden
L. Barrymore
Goldwyn
Good
Dazzling beauty. Examiner.
Los Angeles Examiner.
Hold the interest throughout. Superb. Journal.
Exiles, The
Rubens, Gilbert..Goldwyn
10 Reels
French Doll, The
Metro
7 Reels
Mae Murray
Gun Fighter, The
Fox
5,000
William Farnum
Hell's Hole
Fox
6 reels
.
:
Charles Jones
Her Reputation
First National
Special Cast
6,566
J. Wray
Lawful Larceny
Very good ....25-60
Paramount
Dwan
3rey-Naldi-Nagel
5,503 .... Boston, Orpheum
Post. A mighty good picture.
Traveler.
Allure and suspense to a high degree.
Lone Star Ranger, The
Tom Mix
Fox
6,000
Excellent ......25-50
Main Street
Warner Bros
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont
8,000 ...."Seattle, Blue Mouse
Return engagement hailed as an event out of the ordinary run of things.
Times.
Return proving as popular as first runs when it played to capacity. Star.
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Fox
8.000
50-75
M"Ty-Go-Round
Very Good
Philbin- Kerry
....Rupert Julian
Universal
10,000 ...Portland, Columbia
Both elaborate and dramatic. Destined to be a favorite. Journal.
Wonderful picture. Oregonian.

—

—

—

—

.-

.

—

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

.'

—

Potash and Perlmutter

Bernard Carr,

Rougea

Viola

l^ips

Rupert of Hentzau
Silent

Souls
St.

Bondage...

in

Elmo

Strangers of the Nigl

t

Three Ages

Unknown

Purple,

Untameable,

Tl e

The

.

Wanters, The
Where Is This West

News No.

73.

Cast

Hoxie

5,134
9,717 .... Denver, Colorado
7,809
Not Credited
Sanford Prod., S. R... 6 Reels
Jerome Storme
Fox
5,778
Metro
8,079
5,150
Metro
Truart, S.
Bernard Carr,
St. Louis, Rivoli
Universal
4,776
Good entertainment for the Walton fans. Post Dispatch.
Stahl
First National
Marshall
Universal
4,532

Schooner

Angeles

and

San Francisco).
Army of college
boys in stirring battle at Berkeley, Cal.
(Los Angeles and San Francisco only).
Under-sea cable between U. S. and
France laid (Los Angeles, Portland,
San Francisco, Seattle and Spokane
only).
Novelty races thrill carnival
crowds at Chicago, Illinois. Sidelights
of the Japanese Earthquake disaster.
Kinograms No. 2282. America retains
Davis Tennis cup in game at Forest
Hills, Long Island.
New war menaces

—

old war's orphans at Smyrna.
Greeks
appeal to League of Nations.
Gobs go
for cruise on pneumatic tires at Newport,
Rhode Island. President's sons pay him
a visit
(New York only). Coal mines
at Scranton, Penn., still shut.
(Omit
New York). Mental tests to enter college at Berkeley, Cal.
(Omit Philadelphia).
Mr. Battling Siki lands in New
York. Light heavyweight golf championship at New Orleans.
Living flag
takes part in parade at Philadelphia
(Philadelphia only). America offers aid
to stricken Japan in earthquake disaster.

—

Good

50

.

Very good

30

.

R

—

CONTENTS OF ALL CURRENT NEWS REELS

Gloucester, Mass. European Snapshots in the News of the Day. Davis
Cup Tennis Classic held at Forest
Hills, Long Island.
Interesting per-

Los

Selznick

.

at

(Omit

Reels

Metro

Henry Ford wins Lipton Cup Races

sonalities.

7

Fox

Buster Keaton
Walthall-Lake
Gladys Walton
Special
Jackie

—

First National

Heerman

Special Cast
Special Cast
Tohn Gilbert
Special Cast

BRIEF
International

Dana

star

'Ml

Command, The

Badger

—

Kinograms No. 2280. Dayton, O.
The world's largest airplane, the BarBomber, makes fine showing in
Wash., D.
Brig. Gen.
Sawyer, Commander Boone reappointBoston,
ed White House physicians.

ling

C—

test flight.

Mass.

— Peter

Pan, wire haired fox
terrier presented to President Coolidge,
Venice,
poses for some close-ups.
Cal.
Two hundred thousand people
turn out to see the annual parade of
bathing girls. Quantico, Va.- Marines
set out on long hike to historic civil
war battlefields. Gloucester, Mass.

—

—

Yachts in fisherman's race hoist sail
and get under way. Antwerp, Belgium. Jewels
worth
millions
are
carried in novel pageant staged by
Nottingham,
diamond
merchants.
England. Prince of Wales meets few
thousand subjects when he arrives for
ceremonies.
Hoboken,
cornerstone
N. J. Troop of midgets and light
weight girl boxers arrive from Ger-

—

—

—

enter theatrical field.
New
Park
the
Central
is proud mother of a bouncing
Pretty Peggy Joyce
boy. New York.
goes for airing in park with her new
Miss
police dog. San Francisco, Cal.
McLean, novel dancer, does some
unique steps for Kinograms.

many

York.
Zebu,

to

—

Priscilla,

—

—

International

News No.

70.

Omit

Boston, New Orleans and Philadelphia Daring mountain climbers find
steaming hot springs amid summer ice

—

Ranier, Washington.

fields, at

Boston

—Ancient well-known scenes
New Orleans
Nantucket.
created
Only—Joyous time for veterans
Monroe, LouisiLegion convention
Only — Governor
Philadelphia
ana.
Only

re-

at

at

at

Pinchot poins in laying cornerstone for
brotherhood building at Harrisburg,
Los
International Snapshots.
Pa.
Angeles and San Francisco Only
Arizona Reservation Redskins stage
war dance for orphans at Hollywood,

Washington Only

Cal.

Hammond

—John

Hayes

on
Boston Only
Christy Mathewson signs up Mayor

coal

strike

reports

to

President

situation.

Curley to pitch in benefit

game

for

Titling champions in
ex-service men.
thrilling carnival at Marseilles, France.
Trained birds prove world's best fishermen at Hangchau, China. Desperate battle saves towns menaced by oil
fire at

events

San Pedro,
in

the

Cal.

history

Epoch-making
of

aviation

Dayton, Ohio, Hazelhurst, Long
land, and San Francisco, Cal.

at
Is-

September

15,

1923
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THE MODERN THEATRE

An

Ideal Theatre for a
The Bellevue

at

Upper Montclair, N.
Exhibitor

UPON

inspection of the theatres
of the average small town, village or city suburb, one is quite

wondering why theatres
which combine for commercial purposes and real architectural attractive-

justified

in

with utility, are not made far
more general than they have been.
Unusual theatre buildings of artistic
appearance are both self advertising
and beautiful improving to the neighborhood, and hence any investment increase, that may be occasioned by their
being brought to this standard, will
ness,

—

yield

commensurate

returns.

Upper Montclair, N. J., nestling
amid the beauty of the Orange MounIn

tains, will

be found the Bellevue Thea-

This

house is noticeably different
from the ordinary run. Instead of the
costly and elaborate fittings and decorations we find a picture
treme quietness.

home

of ex-

The outward appearance does
lend

itself

to

the

idea

that

it

not
is

a

is

a

House

It has the resemblance of a
quaint old English tavern.
There are no electric signs to blaze
forth the feature announcement.
All
that can be seen which will tell the
passerby that this is a theatre, is a small
sign, neatly done, and hung in a conspicuous spot.

The architect, John H. Phillips,
worked along lines of beauty when this
house was planned.
of brick and stucco after
of pre-Colonial architecture.
The gabled roofs are done in
slate and all the windows have small
panes with metal mullions which gives
the building a slight Spanish effect.
As an added attraction there are two
It is built

the

fashion

in

this

of

Which Any

Feel Proud

"movie."

stores

tre.

May

Suburban Town

building,

artistically lo-

cated and from which the owners derive an income.
The trim of the store windows, as
well as doors, is of coffee brown color.
The space in front of these store windows could be made more atti active, if
space permitted, to have small plots and

trenches of earth for the growing of
plants, or at least green painted flower

boxes in front of windows, with various kinds of plants or drooping vines.
As in this case, no glaring streetsigns are peradvertising purposes.
In
truth, does any store ever permanently
profit from inartistic, unsightly signs,
one commonly finds displayed?
The main entrance is the last word
vn refinement.
When entering one gets
the feeling of walking into some private

disfiguring, big-lettered

mitted

for

home.

The interior is finished in stucco with
mission trim. The exposed beams adding to the beauty of desien.
The lounge and smoking room i<;
neatly arranged with Louis XIV settings.
An ornamental electric candledesign chandelier, suspended from the
ceiling, and two standards furnish the
light.
The doors are done in leatherette and an open stairwav leads to the
auditorium.
The auditorium, taken from the

Exhibitors Trade Review
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stage, shows the arrangement of seats
and wide aisles. Note the way a mod-

ern theatre can be built to provide a
balcony that will not interfere with
This
those seated in the auditorium.
balcony is built on the suspension order
which does away with the unsightly
poles.

The two front rows of this balcony
another
is
are reserved seats which
source of revenue for the theatre
owner.

The projection room
out-of-the way place.

is

placed in an

The operator

has a clear view of the entire theatre

and there are no "head interferences"

when patrons go

to or leave their seats,
as has often been the case, causing their
silhouettes to be thrown on the screen

much

to the annoyance of the entire
audience.
The placing of the projection room
should be given serious thought by all
exhibitors who contemplate building, or
renovating, their theatres.
An up-to-date heating and ventilating plant is installed which insures
comfort in all kinds of weather. This
is a valuable
adjunct in any small
neighborhood house or community cenr.

Floor plans, shown herewith,
Lounge and Smoking Room.

—

Floor Plans

Left,

layout of the
Mezzanine and Balcony.
trate

Main Floor; Center, Mezzanine; Right, Balcony.

the

Main

illus-

floor,

—— —

!

September

—

!

!

!

—

;
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1923

15,

—

;

Across

SPEAKING

SERIOUSLY

The Pond

A

nonsense

little

now and

then

relished

is

by the wisest men.

OY CRAWFORD,

T>
J-*-

treasurer

of

vice-president
and
Exhibitors, rethis week on the Cedric,

Associated

turned to New York
after a tour of more than a month in Europe.

Mr. Crawford studied business conditions in
London and Paris.
"There is no denying the fact that both
England and France are far behind us in the
picture industry, as regards production, presentation, and theatres themselves," said Mr.
"But, in England in particular,
Crawford.

a great advance

is

being made.
English

more important

"The

producers

realize now that their own field is too limited,
and that they must make product which will
appeal to American picture lovers also. That
is why so many of them are now engaging
American actors.
"In London a large new picture house is
now being built, which according to its proYork.
jectors, will rival the best in
"One thing which is certain to impress

New

observer of picture conditions and
which naturally impressed me favorably, is
the fact that Harold Lloyd is a great popular
Mr. Lloyd makes a
favorite in England.
deep appeal to all classes, and the billing
of any of his features is always the signal
for a packed house.
"In France more American pictures are in
circulation than are productions of any other
country. One expects to find American-made

every

features advertised in front of the leading
boulevard theatres of Paris and he is seldom
disappointed.
effects of the war continue to be
business circles in France much more
Notably in Lonstrongly than in England.
don I found a genuine spirit of optimism regarding the outlook for the fall."
Mr. Crawford said that in Paris he enjoyed a delightful visit with Paul Brunet,
formerly president of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Mr. Brunet is well and cherishes many happy
memories of his residence in New York.

"The

felt in

a recent popularity contest conducted in
INGermany
by Germany's leading film magaIllustrated Film World, Viola
Metro star, was adjudged the most
popular American screen star appearing on
the German screen, receiving more votes than
any other American competitor.

The

zine,

Dana,

It is interesting to note that although the
contest was won by the German cinema stars,
the American players, immediately following Miss Dana were, in this order of popuMary Pickford,
Chaplin,
Charlie
larity,

Priscilla

Dean and Douglas Fairbanks.

REGINALD

FORD,

of

Paris

and Lon-

don, last week paid what is said to be
the biggest price ever paid for an American
picture for distribution in Europe when he
purchased the foreign rights of the sensational photoplay, "Down to the Sea in Ships."
He declined to state the actual sum handed
over in the international deal, it is understood
to mount well up into six figures.
Mr. Reginald Ford is practically new to the
picture industry in this country, but he has
risen to prominence in Europe in an amazHe is making his New
ingly short time.
York headquarters at 586 Fifth Avenue.
Following his return to Paris next month.
Ford will close his plans made before his
departure from Europe to form a combine
and take the control of three important companies that have offices in the principal cities

to the Counthe Institute of Journalists in recognition of his work in connection with the
English moving picture trade press and for
the service rendered by his book on "Journalism."

Dhirendranath Gangopadhyaja,
producer is planning to screen a

and former Managing

Editor

her

Blackstone— They say you can judge a man
by the cigars he smokes.
Webster Yes provided he buys them him-

— —

self

Indian

Judge.

"social, re-

DO YOU KNOW THAT AT
THIS MOMENT.
(Keep Cool!)

Twenty polar bears are taking

of Paris will make a
film in Russia.
The story
deals with a bandit,
Stenka Kasin, who
chivalrously throws his wife overboard when
he is accused of neglecting his duty.

their after-

The
land,

is

proprietor of Ram's Horn, Switzergetting foaming beer for his guests?

snowing

It is

"He seems

All

speaking at a
recent dinner said that credit is due to the

young

bright

—
—

work and no play

will not

make

a press

agent.

nothing but a partly written scrawl,
shadows dancing on a wall
It's of small importance, but
If a golfer dubs a putt
Try to tell him nothing matters

girls dress,

Life
a

is

Or

well.

Adrian Brunei is in France looking for locations for the Biocraft production of "The
Rat," starring Gladys Cooper and Ivor Novello.
Constance Collier wrote the story.
In connection with the movement 'to save
Nelson's flagship, the Victory, a film will
be made under the auspices of the "Save the
Victory" fund of which Admiral Doveton
Sturdee is chairman.
The Duke of Con-'
The film will be
naught is chief patron.
historically accurate for it will be taken
from "The Story of H. M. S. Victory" by
Professor Geoffrey Callender.

very

Broke I say, old man, lend me a five spot,
you?
Broker Sorry, old dear, but I'm not thinking of making any permanent investments
The Tiger.
just now.

in

modern

a

!

Warwick Ward and Marjorie Benson are
featured in "High Stakes," Walter West's
new racing picture, soon to .he shown, by
Butcher's Film Service

fact that

be

Judge

"Bright He could acquit a used car salesbefore a jury of secand-hand car owners" Film Fan.

will

kinema for the

to

Russia?

man

such concerns subject to its
licensing regulations.
The publicity attached
to the granting and renewal of a license does
much to prevent the swindling of the public.
all

Lady Muir-Mackenzine,

in

man."

London County Council,

authority, the

which makes

Sea Island are

going around without coats?

In London, no film "school" can be legally
conducted without the sanction of the official
local

natives of the South

The

The Goran Company

Maxim Gorky

lot of

After

all

Just try
That's all!

Life.

—
—
—
—

Employer Where were you yesterday?
Office Boy
At a funeral, sir.
Employer You mean a baseball game,
don't you?
I
Call it what you will, sir
Office Boy
'

;

"saw the Giants bury the Phillies."
Still,

men probably

don't violate laws any
violate common

more frequently than laws

Hewland has been assigned

Philip

a part in

sense.

"Diana of the Islands," directed by F. Martin
Thornton.

Alexander G. Hunter, Knighton Small and
Hargreaves Mansell have been added to the
George Ridgwell's production of
cast of
"Becket" to be made at the Cricklewood studios.

H. Rowan Walker, general secretary of the
National Film League stated that
85% of the films shown in England were
American and 10% British. The figures in
the Dominions, he states, are 95% American
and two or three percent British.
British

Comnson's

Betty

to

duction.

Clive

The

last

first

Woman"

"Woman

a

Brook

episode

will

in

nicture is
Pitts' prosupport her.

the

series of
stories has

Sax
been

completed.

Malcom Tod's

first

continental engagement

He has
for Pathe Consortium Cinema.
the juvenile lead in "La Cabane d'Armour."

is

Manning Haynes is at work on "The Connew W. W. Jacobs comedy which
Lydia
being made at the Bushey studios.

Hayward adapted

the

—

is
Young Doctor (Enthusiastically) It
one of my fondest dreams to make a discovery that will be a lasting benefit to the
medical profession
Older Doctor Great Idea my boy
Suppose you devise an infallible method of collecting overdue accounts

—

The

office

sport

story

for

the

screen.

Felix Ortnan's association with Carlvle
Blackwell in "The Beloved Vagabond" has
been concluded.

!

spent the night at poker

and reports this morning that he was thoroughly shelbyized.
Stenog I sure did gum my job today.
Her Fiance Why, what were you doin' ?
Stenog Sealing envelopes.

—
—
—

British

Graham

Rohmer's "Dr. Fu-Manchu"

vert," the

ist

what

—Film Fun.

noon plunge?

and distribution methods of the
American producers and distributors, and_ he
considers publicity and exploitation a major-

journalof Kine-

now

believes

press agent says about her."

educational, love-teaching" drama with
Miss Sita Devey as the leading lady.
The
press agent claims she is the "first Indian
respectable lady actress on the screen."

advertising

Low Warren, well-known technical

an

conceited Dora's getting!"

—actually

ligious,

is

factor in selling his acquired products to the
exhibitor and the public at large.

"Yes

of

cil

in

Europe.
Since his arrival in this country, Mr.
Reginald Ford has made a close study of

"How

matagraph Weekly was elected

In the Spring

—What can they do for a man when he
goes to seed?
He— Plant him. Widozv
She

First thought is a product of the mind
second thought more frequently is a product
of cold feet.
"Colonel, do you remember the time you
proposed to me and I refused you ?"
"Madame, it is one moment of my life that
I remember with the greatest of pleasure."
Detroit Free Press.
As a woman was walking a man looked at
her and followed her.
"Why," said she,
"do you follow me?"
"Becpuse," he replied, "I have fallen in love
with you."

"Whv

so ?"
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"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.
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:
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to 6 inches

$25

improved pictures quality
±

that attracts
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SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES

audi-

Send for Descriptive Booklet

Write for information

ences.

LUIlLcI IlIH^

Kollmorgen Optical Corporation
31-43 Steuben Street

II lc

Bausch

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

CINEPHOR

Enemy of Wear and Tear

Optical System

KEYSTONE BRAND FLOOR COVERING
ideal covering for theatre floors, aisles

stairs

where the wear

is

continuous and

—

THIS THEATRE SAYS:
>4wn9

mm ^^BAUSCH
J

A.

& Lomb
The

_____

S.

"Keystone

LOMB

&

ever used."

is

and

costly.

absolutely the best we have
Pittsburgh.

—Lincoln Theatre,

OPTICAL COMPANY
The RUSSELLOID Company

Rochester, N. Y.

iS8£S i-'/J

New York

'

San Francisco

Chicago

31 N. Second

London

Washington

^JSyillglP^

See

our story.

Harrisburg, Pa.

St.
Page

24.

Theatre

Equipment Directory.
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EUREKA PRISM SCREEN
From photograph showing

When you

actual

size

of

corrugations.

see your picture

SUN-LIGHT ARCS

STUDIO

on a

AND

Eureka Prism Screen

You know

I

PROJECTION

the best screen

LAMPS

ASK YOUB DEALEE OE WRITE

1

J

it is

U. S.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
17 West 60th

Street,

CO., Inc

New York

mm

HARMER,
1540

INC.,

Broadway

Bryant 6366

|

September

15,

1923
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Columbia Projector Carbons
produce a

steady,

silent,

dependable

brilliant,

light

Whether you are operating
on

DC

— at

or

AC

high amperage or low

amperage

—at high

intensity or

low

intensity
there's a

Columbia Trim

for

your operating conditions

— inquiries cheerfully answered
with

full

information

V

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

Inc.

San Francisco, Cal.

—

;
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TOMAHAWK, W. S. Princess Theatre,
Mrs. Lillian Foster, chge. is contemplating
the erection of a theatre
Architect not
yet selected.

Theatre Construction

STERLING, ILL,.—Sterling Theater

News
This Department

is

news and publishes the

earliest

NEW

news obtain-

Bowery,

—

YORK,

N. V.

has

WINSTED, COSS.—A new

New
BETHLEHEM,

by owner,

—

E. Perova,

—

TAMA(tVA, PA. S. G. Seligman has sold
Fry building to the ChamAmusement Company of Shamokin,
which concern operating numerous other
theatres throughout the coal community
of Penn. has retained William E. Lee, of
Philadelphia and Shamokin to draw plans

—

theatre soon to be erected on 5th
Ave. nr. Magee St.. by Owner, The Majestic
Theater Corp., J. C. Marcus, Pres. 2014 5th
$75,000

Avenue.

—

—

CHARLEROI, PA. Victor A. Rigaument,
706 State Theater Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has completed plans for the $50,000 theatre
to be placed on 6th & McKean Sts. by
Robt. Coyle, Charleroi, Owner.
HOMESTEAD, PA. V. A. Rigaumont,
State Theatre Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa., has
completed plans for the $200,000 theatre for
207 8th Ave. Homestead to be erected by
owner J. E. Stahl, 07 8th Avenue.

—

MANANOY CITY, PA. The Kaier Grand
Opera House site has been bought by the
Company of
Amusement
Chamberlain
Shamokin, Pa. upon which spot a big theatre will be put up by the Anthracite Amusement Company, a subsidiary.

—

POTTSVILLE, PA.

The World Over"

and

JOHN

NORTHERN,

A.

N.

—

\EW

the $250,000 theater for

J.

be

built

Amusement

729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Room

Phone 3377-Bryant

Owner

by

W. High

New

Street, to

Philadelphia

Mgr.
MENASHA, WIS. Owner Stock Co., J.
Lux, 628 Broad St. is contemplating the
building of a $50,000 theatre for Tayco St.,
premiminary plans for which are drawn.
ROXBURY, 2*. Y. M. H. Fanning broke
ground for a new moving picture theatre
which will be 40 x 100 ft.
MASPETH, N. Y. Plans have been
drawn for a $150,000 theatre, to be erected
at the S.W. cor. Grand St. & Firth Ave.

IRIS

J.

Hodgens &

C.

Hill,

have

ONE REEL NOVELTY SPECIAL

NEW YORK

—H.

130 South 15th St., Philadelphia,
completed plans for theatre to be
built by W. B. Shugar, Pottsville, Owner.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. C. J. Marr,
N. Broadway St. has completed plans for
D.

BOOK
Street

R.

PITTSBURGH, PA. Rubin & VeShancey,
Union Arcade have completed plans for the

for a $300,000 theatre, seating capacity 2000
persons.
EASTON, PA. The Third Street Theatre
remodeling, and
is undergoing extensive
the Star Theatre, as well. Both under the

"Main

$125,000 thea-

for Winsted
Opera House.

Sharpe, 144
Chestnut Street, Willimantic, Conn, is contemplating a theatre soon to be built by
A. Dividson, care of Wauregan House, Cor.
Main St. & Broadway, Norwich, Conn.

berlain

same management.

J.

WINSTED, CONN.—A.

PA. Kurtz Theatre will
September 1st with mo-

for $75,000 the

194

now being contemplated

tre is

Theatres

reopen on or about
tion picture policj.

Shenart,

A.

L.

completed plans for the
$35,000 theatre soon to be started at 316
1st Avenue, by Gramercy Park Photo Corporation, 121 Christopher Street, Owner.

able concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,
where motion picture equipment will be used.

811.

Co., A. B. Abel,

—

—

Mat

Radios
I
r

—

—

r

—

1

YONKERS, N. Y. J. E. Andrus is building a theatre, to cost approximately $350,000, located on S. Broadway, bet. Vark &
Herriot Sts.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J Work will soon
be started on the Apollo Theatre Boardwalk; owners Nixon Nirdlinger Amusement
Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
JAMAICA, N. Y. Plans are being prepared by G. Keoster, 56 W. 45th St., New
York City, for a theatre to be erected at

SO RADIO-MATS

'

<

JO
>~

WHITE. AMBER or GBEBH.

;

NOW
$1.50

%

—

•

|

t

54

At your Dealer.
*s

OS

m

is

field,

the Stationery of the Screen

FREMONT, NEBR.— Rex

New York

R/
fdc

4.—.

—

of

Kuhn

600.

Louis

Kuhn

Jacobson and P. D. Alleman.
The Richards Theatre, Modesto, Calif.,
has been sold to L. R. Crook, president of
the National Theatres Syndicate of California.

Carr & Schad, Inc., Reading, Pa., have
taken over the Colonial and Capitol TheaLebanon, Pa., from Penn Steitz
tres,

Amusement

Co.

C. L. Peretto, has opened his new Queen
Theatre, South Fort Smith, Ark., with a
seating capacity of 300.
The
Monument Theatre Corporation,
Buffalo, N. Y., has sold the Olympic Theatre on Lafayette Square, to the Buffalo-

Broadway Corporation

—

Roth

—

for $650,000.

The Mozart Theatre, Elmira, N. Y., has
been changed to the Strand, under which
name it will reopen September 20th.

Simplex Installation
James Cardina who is building a fine community picture theatre in Bailey avenue,
Buffalo, has purchased two Type S. Simplex machines from the Becker Theatre
Supply Company for the house. George Rosing has also purchased two new Simplex machines

Fillmore

the

for

theatre.

CLASSIFIED AO

DEPARTMENT
Rattt

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh
Ave., New York, N. Y.
Motion Picture
and exchanged.

and

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for
Ruby Camof your wants.
Seventh Ave., New York City.

Portable

Keep us advised

rent.

era Exchange.
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AT LIBERTY
A-l

organist; fine large library: twelve years
experience; excellent work assured.
Will
Write or wire best offer.
Organist,
DC, Exhibitors Trade Review.

picture

go anywhere.

Commercial, Educational and Industrial
produced anywhere.

Mo-

tion Pictures

Developing,
Printed Titles.

Printing,

Hand

and

Lettered

BUSINESS BOOSTERS

Studio

Local Pictures Within the Reach of Every Theatre

PEERLESS FILM

Stephan

291-293 Eighth Ave. N. Y. C.
Phone Chelsea 0634

Quality

Schram, owner of the Orpheum and
Theatres, Kalamazoo, Mich., has purchased the Garden Theatre at Marshall.
A. B. Woodring and sons have purchased
the Palace Theatre, Blackwell, Okla., from
B. O. and W. W. Woltz.
Koen Bros., Inc., have transferred their
interest in six theatres to Essex Realty Co.,
Salem, Mass.
William Hemsky has sold the Clinton
Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la., to Joseph J.
P. C.

Box

YOUR WHOLE SCHEME OF
DECORATION AND ATMOSPHERE MAY JAR BECAUSE
OF THE LACK OF SUITABLE
VALANCES.
WE CORRECT
THE ERROR FOR YOU.
Kuhn

The Sign

ing capacity of 3000.

New

Black has been

leased by the Hostettler Amusement Company, who will convert it into a moving
picture theatre, with a seating capacity of

Howelis Cine Equipment Co.,

VALANCES?

—

for colored

people has opened at Fifth and Popular Sts.,
Owensboro, Ky.
It is reported that Marcus Loew has acquired the Lexington Theatre, at S. E. cor.
Lexington Ave. and 51st St., Baltimore, Md.,
one of the largest in the city, with a seat-

here.

For Sale by

740 7th Are.;

Mo.

—

REELS

moving picture theatre

to cost $400,000.

TAMPA, FLA. Central Avenue will be
the site for a moving picture theatre, with
a seating capacity of 800, to be erected by
J. C. Morris.
HARVARD, NEBR. E. M. Fetterman
plans to erect a moving picture theatre

WELDED WIRE

Theatre Notes'
First

EMPORIA, KANSAS —Building

formerly
occupied by Emporia Times, at 15 W. 5th
St., has been converted into a moving picture theatre by J. T. Hodges of Spring-

^

L

Flushing Ave.,

cost approximately $100,000.

Corp.,

G. Greenough, care "W. T. Gait is contemplating a theatre for 4th & Locust Streets,
for which plans are now being prepared.

devoted to theatre building

—

ENID. OKLA. A new fireproof theatre
and apartment house will be opened by
Mrs. E. M. Billings in the near future, to

916

G

ST.,

CO.

WASHINGTON,

N. W.

D. C.

..
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ADOLPH

ZUKOR

presents

A

22, 1923

WILLIAM

de MILLE

PRODUCTION

9^e Carriage
AGNES AYRES
JACK HOLT

AND

SUPPORTED BY

CHARLES

de

ROCHE

MARY ASTOR
ROBERT AGNEW
SCREEN PLAY BY

CLARA BERANGER

^ TWIN

romance with

a most unusual story.

Produced

in

William de

Mille's distinguished style.

From

"The Faun" by
Edward Knoblock.

the play

& paramount (picture

nUtrihntion

Door"— Page 737

presents

DDUCTION

ED
ME
IIC
him rltRv
by Ben Wilson

BRYANT WASHBURN

MABEL FORREST
AND AN ALL STAR CAST

DISTRIBUTED BY

GPLAND
IS W.

+4th

—

ST.,

AS H E R—
NEW YORK CITy

FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY

APOLLO TRADING
1600

BROADWAY,

CORP.

N.Y.

STUDIOS

GOWE.RS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

I4-3Z-38

To Be Released Soon

S tory by

Scenario by

EVELYN
CAMPBELL

FRANK
SULLIVAN

—

A

September

Frontispiece
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Fox' special adaptation
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HANDING YOU THE SOLUTION OF THE

WORRY

'SUPER' FILM

By GEORGE BLAISDELL

MUCH

grief has been expended upon the
question as to whether an unusual number
of great productions released nearly simultaneously can be absorbed.
The perturbation may have afforded matter for
conversation in places where film men congregate,
but after all there's nothing to it.
The solution of the enigma if it be an enigma is
simple. It's merely a matter of adjusting methods
to

trons that he has got something they cannot afford
to miss.
It's an old story that the motion picture business
will not stay put, that it will establish new customs
and follow them for a period and then seemingly

almost overnight shift to a new and a better base.
The bigger and better pictures have precipitated
a new situation, one that has been anticipated with
varying emotions on the part of producer and ex-

changed conditions.

hibitor as well as distributor.

There's no industry in the world the mechanics

Exhibitors for months have been declaring the
increased rentals talked about by exchangemen
simply could not be met, that they were at the peak
and could not be pushed any
higher.

of which are quite so plastic, so susceptible to
ready, effective alteration. Here is an amusement
already catering to the great
majority of seekers of dramatic entertainment in the
world. That majority is be-

You Hold

ing even further increased by
the very productions under
discussion.

The marketing of big pictures to the great public is a
problem.

twofold

The

re-

for its accomplishment is on the shoulders
of two divisions of the industry
the distributor and the
sponsibility

—

exhibitor.

Each must do

his

part if the distributor is to
reap a profit for himself and
the producer, and if the exhibitor

is

going

to

You

With

hibitor and Mr. Producer.
great array of super films now ready
and under ivay, it is up to you, Mr. Exhibitor, to carefully play toward mutual benefit. The season's offerings are
broader in appeal, bigger in scope and
certainly greater in money-making
the

Prepare to meet the
changed situation and absorb the fea-

possibilities.

tures of higher cost with a sensible,
necessary change of theatre policy. In
the

accompanying article
how to go about it.

tion of

make

these splendid pictures are to be made in
the future it is vitally essential that all branches do
if

make money, on the .ones already being shown and
on those about to be exhibited to the public.
That money can be made.
To make it, however, it will be necessary on the
part of the distributor in the majority of cases to
give his prints a long life and on the part of the
exhibitor to be sure when once a month, say, he
plays one of these big productions that he takes
every proper opportunity to notify all possible pa-

is

distributors with

one

or two exceptions have been

are partners in the game, Mr. Ex-

money.

And

The

the Aces

the solu-

saying nothing publicly, but
with unbounded faith in the
pulling power of quality they
have proceeded on lines already mapped out and have
completed the pictures.

The

pictures are here, and

they are good to look upon.
half dozen or more of
them have been shown in

A

New York

and some of them

in other places.

In

New York

ticket speculators

already the

have

listed

these screen productions in
their catalogues and in their
advertisements and are treating them on an equality with stage productions.
And well they may. For it is doubtful if the
average stage attraction on BroadAvay at the present time has the pulling power of the majority of
these big pictures.
The stage producers are in a blue funk or something approaching that somewhat indefinite term
They are holding back new
of despondency.
productions to see what will happen, declaring they
are not going up against this new competitor which
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has so suddenly descended upon
them.
But to get back to that marketing situation and explaining just
what is meant by the statement
that "money can be made" by
both interested divisions or rather
three divisions, for the producer
is no innocent bystander in the
situation.

He
make

has to get "his" or he won't
any more pictures, big or

thing he must do even more than
all of these.

house and number the seats in it.
After you have exploited the

The exhibitor also must adopt
that old and tried expedient of

exploiting

handling the crowd:

Reserved

seats.

Under

the present plan of announcing his product to the exhibitor the distributor will advertise his product for a few weeks,
and then so far as the trade press
is

concerned he will consign his

upon two points.
The distributor has got to plan
his campaign on the long haul

pictures to the most beneficent
care of the exploitation departments of the aforesaid mediums.
But he will not, or at least in
very large measure he does not,
continue to follow up the initial

and not for a quick one with

smash.

little either.

The making

of profit

hands and the

cook

by

all

turn

will

cor-

respondingly high rentals.
The exhibitor has got to adopt
new methods of reaching and

—

product for the benefit of the

exhibitor.

Must Change Policy

The

exhibitor must continue
employ all of the old and
proved methods of exploitation
and all the new ones being suggested by his own experience and
the bright minds employed by the
distributors and the trade press
to

for that purpose.
The exhibitor absolutely must
prepare for a change of policy to
meet the .changed atmosphere if
he would remain in the front

ranks of the

merchants

of

his

community.
He must

set aside a fixed day
or number of days in each month
or each fortnight and at this time
give his patrons a chance to see
the best that is being produced in
the studios of American motion
picture makers.
For that day or for those days
he must prepare his neighbors
by all the engines of legitimate
his
publicity the capacity of
stocking may dictate.

The complementary program
must be of a character that will
leave no Joophole for the chronic
kicker.
The exhibitor must do these
things and as many more as he
can think of. But there is one

you are

special or while
it

put these

seats

on

sale.

Prepare to start and conclude
your evening shows on a definite
and arbitrary schedule and then

—

adhere to

it.

Increase

Your Runs

Give to every one of your
neighbors who would rather miss
your particular show than take a
chance of standing for an hour
jammed in behind a rail on feet
already tired an opportunity of
knowing in advance that they
may walk into your house and sit
doAvn and see the whole sIioav in
comfort.

—

accommodating the public.
The distributor must plan for a
steady and persistent iteration
and reiteration of the quality of
his

Ask About 'Nanook'

coming

you want a specific example
what may be accomplished,

If

of

achieved

is

better, observe

Avhat

Pathe did with "Xanook," on
which subject a continuing and
consistent trade press advertising
was conducted for many months,
with the result that the production went into houses that under
the usual cut and run method
would have been impossible.
The money in the big pictures
cannot be made in the first few

months. The income must cover
a longer period, not in driblets,
but searching out the houses that
never
be
would
ordinarily
reached. Keep that advertising
going in a descending scale until
that end is accomplished.
are not suggesting larger
advertising budgets. It is simply
a matter of spreading the butter
over the slice rather than
all
simply covering one end.

We

Publish Starting Time

And on the question of reserved seats. That is a solution
for the man with the 500-seat
house just as much as it is for the
one catering to 2,000 persons.
Few

showing a
exhibitors
larger picture get out of their
community all of the twenties and
thirties and fifties that are aAvaiting a chance to get into their coffers simply because their possible
patrons will not buck the crowd
they know is going to attend the
showings.
Set apart a portion of your

With

that added incentive you
extend what normally would
be a three-day run into one of
four days and perhaps of five.

may

It's like

buying

a

Pullman

tick-

You

don't necessarily pay that
extra money merely to sit alone
but to be sure that you do sit
in comfort without being forced
to be at the gate Avhen it is
opened.
So here in the foregoing are
outlined tAvo substantial aids in
the great and most essential Avork
of putting OA er the greater productions.
et.

r

Modifying

Initial

Rentals

On

the distributor side there is
Avhat the extension of the period in Avhich the
picture is adA^ertised to the exhibitor Avill increase the returns to the

no question but

velvet point and at the same time
by reason of the enlarged clientele
of theatres enable the exchanges
modify the initial rentals.
On the exhibitor side the employment of the reserved seats
to

extend the runs through an
added number of patrons and en-

Avill

able the theatre owner to charge a
reasonable increase for the seats
so set apart.

There's no cause for concern
over the big picture thing. There
is cause for congratulation.

simply something new, and it will have to be
met by methods that are new only
in the motion picture industry.

The

situation

is

—
September
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Recapitulating Exhibitor X's Story
High Spots

in Tale of

Manager Who Took Over Half -Million Dollar Lemon with
Big Deficit and Stopped the Leaks

THE

series of articles outlining the
experiences of Exhibitor X have
aroused a great deal of interest
among theatre owners. Evidently they
have struck a note that is recognized
only too well by a host of men throughout the trade.
This story of how a house was taken over by a manager of twenty years'
experience in theatricals, a house costing a half million dollars before a door
was opened, and waste eliminated in
any number of spots, has proved one
of the most striking tales unfolded by

any exhibitor

many

in

a day.

The

closing of the story in last
week's issue is as dramatic as is any
one of its chapters. In that installment is told the story of how the house
has been leased to one of the distributing companies at a rental that will insure a profit on the investment for
years to come.

Exhibitor

X

explains that if the distributors had made it possible for the
owners to continue independent operation at a reasonable profit the latter
would have erected several other theatres, as there was an unlimited amount
of money behind the enterprise.
1

'J

HE
tor

opening of the story of Exhibitells how he took charge of

X

the theatre when it was facing a deficit
of $45,000, which was increasing at the
rate of $1,500 a week.
The house is a beautiful structure
It was built
in a city of 45,000 souls.

by

local capital

and behind

it

was

local

pride.

When

the

new manager took charge

the first thing he did

janitor to

was

to order the

throw open the gates and

permit the public at any hour of the
day or night to enter the twenty-fivefoot lobby.
Instructions were given to use every
11 by 14 photograph available and to

throw out art work one sheets, saving
$20 a week.
Exhibitor X very quickly discovered
he was catering to 10 per cent, of the
population.
Where there were persons
of means and much taste in the town,
the great majority were of those who
,-T
ork hard and who did not care to
dress for the show.
This meant that Exhibitor X altered
things so that the man in working garb
would not feel uneasy when he entered
the house.

'THE

average attendance for the first
days under the new manager
was 452. That meant nearly a thousand
fifteen

empty

seats.

Practically

all

of the

booking

for

pictures was done over the telephone,
with a resultant bill running well into
three figures.
That w as cut out flat.
7

The end

of the second week showed
the deficit to be $1,350.
Three girl ushers in plain black
dresses succeeded the six young men
in uniform, with the saving in cleaning
gloves and uniforms, meant retrenchment to the extent of $26.50 weekly.

As there were no Sunday shows the
house was offered to a Catholic clergyman for lecture purposes, with resultant good will.

The attendance jumped

a

at small additional

Exhibitor X tells how he "canned"
the orchestra and hired an organist
with an assistant to take the place of
the
group. The saving was $218
weekly.
The attendance increased about 40
per cent, for the second fifteen days
over the first period.

Newspaper advertising was
$300 a week to $36.

cut

from

J^EARNING

the local newspaper ediwas giving little space to the
theatre and knowing also the same
functionary was heavily interested in
tor

X

the baseball team, Exhibitor
caused
motion pictures to be taken of the team

and showed them on his screen. After
this the editor began playing ball with
And the newspaper, bethe theatre.
ing one of the larger creditors, previously had threatened to throw the

expense.

stage he says the position of

With the
its own-

would have been impregnable.
Attention is also called to a waste of
$50,000 in construction through incorporation of things that proved useless
ers

in operation.

On some occasions newspaper advertising was dropped.
The telephone
calls that came in as a consequence increased the list of customers by a
thousand.

hundred a

day for the third week.

company

lowances should have been made for a
full stage, which could have been done

'P

HE
ture

point
is

raised as to what a picin a
certain town.
came to the conclusion its
is

worth

X

Exhibitor
value should be

determined by what

box office.
Film rentals receives attention from
Exhibitor X. The theatre man deit

would do

at the

clares that every time a picture makes
for a house the distributor will

money

assess for another picture containing
the same star and director a price three
or four times higher than that of the
first one.
Frank admission is made that the
prices exchanges were asking for fall
pictures caused the owners of the house
real worry.
One picture with a cerstar that

tain

cost

$300 in

May was

followed by an increase to $800 for a
new production with the same player.
Where a subject by a certain director cost $400 in June, one produced by
the

same man for

fall

release

was

listed at $1,600.

into bankruptcy.

A

gruff ticket taker, drawing $25 a
week, was discharged, and one of the
usherettes took his place.

In the electric light and power bill a
material saving was effected.
As the
bills had been paid weekly the rebate
allowed those paying monthly had not

been forthcoming. The company made
an adjustment of $750.

Through

faulty designing the weekly electric bill had been $100 instead
The story of this part
of about $55.
of Exhibitor X's experience was told
in the issue of September 8 and is
worth careful reading.
janitors getting $25 a week
each were discharged and in their
places one was hired to work forty
hours at a dollar an hour, effecting a
saving of $35.
By paying the same rate for operators as was observed by other houses
a saving of $40 was effected for each
week.
calls attention
to the
Exhibitor
tact that when the house was built al-

'J'HREE

X

JN

explaining

how

he had managed

through the summer season,
Exhibitor X declares he had succeeded
in paying all bills.
That result was
achieved through squeezing out waste
and increasing patronage.
to get

"We

do not think that the distribuwrong," says the writer of

tors are all

absorbing story, "but they are not
looking after their potential customers
as are manufacturers in other lines of
endeavor. The latter make it possible
for merchants to remain in business."
It is pointed out that four essential
elements are required to make a success of
a motion picture theatre
house, capital, pictures and an audithis

ence.

Exhibitor X had the house and the
but says before he could get
the audience he must have the pictures.
"None of the distributors is willing
to let us have the pictures at the prices
we can afford to pay, based on box office draw," declares Exhibitor X, "and
if we pay the prices they ask we will
lose our capital."
capital,
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Theatre Owners Stick Pin in November 19
To Make National Motion Picture Day an Occasion

for Bringing Exhibitors in Closer Contact

with Patrons and Building Theatre Prestige

EXHIBITORS looking toward

other method operates on the basis of

their

own

betterment and financial advancement, as well as assisting in
a constructive

movement

for the advancement of the entire industry, will
be deeply interested in the plans now
formulating for a celebration of Na-

Motion Picture Day on Nov. 19.
Sponsored by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America as a day

tional

aside for bringing exhibitors in
closer contact with their patrons and
causing a more pronounced public apset

preciation of the value of the Motion
Picture Theatre as a community service institution National Motion Picture
Day deserves the wholehearted support
of every theatre owner in the country.
Already, hundreds of houses are preparing for what should be the biggest
day in the history of the industry.
During the next few weeks hundreds

more

will fall in line.

showmanship.

J\JATIONAL

Motion

Picture

Day,

sponsored by the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, offers
opportunity for a concerted, constructive

campaign

for

public

approval,

and increased
patronage, the importance of which
cannot be minimized and which may
lead to great and permanent results.
recognition,

prestige

of course essential that a proof especial appeal be offered, supplemented by other features, such as
special music, etc., as your judgment
It

is

gram

dictates.

The

managers

of

local

film

ex-

changes may cooperate if they are approached early and with an adequate
description of the importance and scope
of National Motion Picture Day. Once
the program is arranged the way i>

paved for real showmanship to assert
through
special
exploitation,
special publicity and advertising, special

itself

It is not to be wondered at that other
industries and other organizations are
enthusiastically anxious to assist
the
theatre owners in making this day an
outstanding success, for the screens of
the nation's motion picture theatres
have always been at the service of these

decorations, etc.

HIS will not be difficult, for we are
advised that the National Headquarters of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America has now in preparation material for each of these pur'J'

Plans are likewise already being
formulated to make it an annual affair,
but, at this vital time, it is the function

organizations and have never failed to

respond when called upon to assist in
promoting constructive campaigns of

poses.

of Exhibitors Trade Review, as a
real exhibitors service, to point out the
really constructive program behind the
movement set for November 19 and to
set forth ways and means whereby exhibitors may participate in the great
day with honor to themselves as well
as gain a financial return commensurate
with the interest and enthusiasm such
an occasion creates.

every legitimate nature.
It is the one big
opportunity of the
year for Theatre Owners to do something for themselves.

will be available to all exhibitors at ab-

]yATIONAL

Motion Picture Day furthers a constructive end, inasmuch

as 25 percent of each theatre receipts
for Monday, November 19, as explained in last week's issue of Exhibitors Trade Review goes to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, thereby providing the National Ex-

Organization with funds to be
used for carrying on legislative and
other campaigns.

hibitors'

likewise a worthy enterprise inasmuch as it opens up the way for individual theatres to align themselves
with all progressive civic, social and
business programs in their various communities.
National Motion Picture Day is the
logical means of impressing upon the
public mind the importance of every
motion picture theatre as a local civic
It is

r

,

HROUGH

Trailers,

slides

announcements

and

A

solutely no cost.
special booklet, in
the nature of a press book, is now being
prepared
which covers thoroughly
every angle of the National Motion
Picture campaign, including an entire
publicity campaign for your newspapers, set of letters drafted to carry a
special appeal to each of the various
civic, social and business organizations,
and a comprehensive advertising cam-

a merging of interests in
all divisions of the
industry and the extra exploitation of
special programs the theatre income for
that day should so far exceed that of
other days as to make the effort highly
profitable,
even after deducting the
25 percent for the exhibitors' national
treasury.
Concretely, how can this best be ac-

your own daily displays.
Also there will be definite ideas and
and
for
special
exploitation
plans
stunts, as well as program readers and

complished ?

similar useful messages.

J

way by

a mutual

paign to be

used

in

connection

with

We

are sure it can be done, first, by
establishing a definite contact with the
civic, social and business organizations
in each community and securing their
indorsements.
judicious use of these expressions
of support will bring their members to
the theatre on your big day both by
action or resolution from within the
organizations and by the use of such indorsements in your own advertising and

A

;

publicity.

Civic support can be secured by cooperating with the Mayor, Council and
heads of departments in special campaigns of safety, traffic, health, fire, etc.

institution.

TT

whole idea of the MoTheatre Owners of
America is to prepare the means to
pave the way and to do the work for
the exhibitor, at absolutely no cost to
him Not only to place the ammunition
in your hands but to do the shooting
wherever possible.
Toward this end, the committee of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America in charge of National Mois

tion

said the

Picture

tion Picture Day are appointing chairmen for each Congressional district
they to appoint a chairman for each
city

and county, who in turn, name
These workers will

local committees.

another angle,
is proper and
J ROM
fitting that the motion picture in1

it

dustry should, through its exhibitor body, find the expression of its aims
and ambitions in the celebration of a
duly announced day, set aside for just
such a purpose.

"pDITORIAL
papers

will

support from the newslogically

result

from

these connections, particularly since the
will
receive consideration
on its own merits.
These are all methods of promotion
from the outside, so to speak. The

movement

see that all exhibitors are acquainted
with the facts concerning the occasion

for
books, etc,,
which a special department in National
Headquarters at New York is now pre-

and

will act as distribution points

the

slides,

paring.

trailers,

press

September

22,

1923
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Opens Airdome and
That's the

Hard Luck Story

When He

It

Rains Thirty Davs

of Charlie Goldreyer

Own $500

Lost His

s

Start as Theatre

and $5500 Besides

FOLLOWING

you want a genuine exhibitor hard
story listen to what happened

a dissolution of partnership and the sale of the five
houses Mr. Goldreyer purchased the
Concourse, which he still owns.
He
then built the Kingsbridge, at Kingsbridge road and Jerome avenue
the
Hub Theatre, at 149th street and

IFluck
to

York's

Charles Goldreyer, one of
exhibitors,
prosperous

New
now

owning three of the largest and finest
theatres in the Bronx.
It was thirteen years ago the incident occurred, and to this day it is
said there is no chance the Bronx man
will

;

Jerome

avenue
leased
Plaza, at 187th street and

majority

was

just reached his

when he came

to

New York

which

very

soon

the
Bronx
Washington

afterward

sold.

It was at the beginning of 1923 Mr.
Goldreyer opened the fine Ritz, in 180th
street.
In connection with this house
is an open air theatre with a capacity
of 3800. It is one of the best outdoor
picture entertainment places anywhere.
It was equipped and fitted at a cost of
the
floor
cement
alone
$34,000,
representing an expense of $4500.

from New Haven in 1903 with a wife
It was not long
and without a job.
before he secured employment with a
fire adjuster, with whom he remained
until 1910.
It was on Memorial Day of that year
Mr. Goldreyer had planned to open an
airdome.
He had saved $500 and it
went into the new business.
The day of the opening dawned
Along
and altogether fine.
clear
toward sundown the clouds began to
gather.
By the time it was dark and
patrons started to line up at his box
There was
office the rain descended.
no show.
For twenty-nine consecutive evening
the rain did the same thing.

;

avenue,

forget the particular period.

Mr. Goldreyer had

Man

There is a pitch to the auditorium
that brings the eye of the spectator
sitting in the rear seat to very nearly

CHARLES GOLDREYER
eight

reels

the weekly

a
bill

week,

was

four a dav, and

$2.8.

Mr

Goldreyer adhered quite closely
General
Film stuff, taking no
chances of offending any one or the
wrong one, rather, by playing the product of an independent company. Thi.'house was successful, the tenure lasting for four years.

the centre of the 18 by 24 screen. Indoor and outdoor projection rooms are
each equipped with a battery of three
Simplex machines.
The admission
prices are 25 cents in the evening and
10 and 15 at matinees.

to

A T$500

the end of that time the initial
was gone, and so, too, had

$5500 borrowed money, obtained in
what proved to be a hopeless fight
against

the

Worse than

unwonted
all,

precipitation-

the theatre enterprise

went glimmering.
While Mr. Goldreyer may be ex-

also

cused for feeling a little discouraged
events will show he was not beaten.
It was not so long after his first misadventure with the exhibition of pictures that he secured another house in
Tremont avenue in the Bronx, one containing- 299 seats. The house was not so
far from what then was the new Biograph studio, and to his shows came
many players since better than just

well

known.

The house was

successful,

and after
Mr.

holding it for nearly two years
Goldreyer disposed of it.

"Y^ITH Morris Fleischman the Bronx
man then formed a partnership. A
theatre containing 241 seats, which included those in the balcony, was leased
at Seventh avenue and 131st street for
which the admissions were 5 and 10
cents.
This was in the latter part of
1911.

At that time operators were drawing
about $14 a week, cashiers $5 and piano
players
the

The

$10.

offices

of

service,

was from

General Film,

twenty-

The property, which was comprised
within the limits of a plot only 25 by
75, was bought by the firm for $34,000.

'•THEN

the firm bought in 1913 the
Pictorium, at 180;h street and Daly
avenue, a house of 600 seats, which was
held two years. During this period the
partners built the Garden Theatre, at
197th street and Webster avenue.
Then came the purchase of the University Theatre, at Jerome avenue and
Then followed the
Fordham Road.
construction of what was at that time
the largest motion picture house in the
city, the Majestic, at 185th street and
It had a seating
St. Nicholas avenue.
capacity of 1,400.
In the ensuing year the firm built the
U. S. Theatre, at 195th street and
Webster avenue, seating 2000 persons.
Goldreyer and
1915 Messrs.
In
Fleischman, owning five houses, with
one exception were considered the
The exlargest exhibitors in the city.
ception was Marcus Loew. This, be it
noted, was but five years following the
disastrous experience with the White
Plains open-air "lemon." That deficit,
may be said, had long since been
it

wiped

out.

T

1

IE Ritz has
and

a ten-piece orchestra

mammoth

a

Wurlitzer organ.

Concourse and the Westchester,
the two other theatres, music is furnished by Wurlitzer organs. The three
In the

houses

represent
million dollars.

an investment of a

Mr. Goldreyer was one of the quarwho conceived the idea and organized the Theatre Owners Chamber of
tet

Commerce.
In. his own community he is a member of the Grand Jury Association, of
the Bronx Board of Trade, of the
Lions, the Elks, and of all the civic
and charitable institutions of the borough. To the latter organizations Mr.
Goldreyer pays much attention.

^THERK

one of Mr. Goldreyer's
early houses was on a plot 25 by
75 his desk in the Ritz Theatre today
is in the centre of an office measuring

24 by 27

feet.

theatre man takes things easier
now than he did in other days, his chief
exercise at present being battles with
There
were
days,
exchangemen.
though, when he did about everything
there is to be done around a motion
picture theatre, including the work of
doorman and usher.
An original partisan of exhibitor organization, Mr.. Goldreyer has never
lost his interest in these activities.

The

THE EDITORIAL PAGE
Passing of "Pop" Lubin

THE

death

Siegmund Lubin, "Pop"

as he was
the trade at large, in Atlantic City at the age of seventy-two years, will
be noted with deep regret by a host of film men. In the
course of the many years in which he was an active figure,
as exhibitor and producer, he came in contact with a
large number of the industry's best known men.
It is probable history will record "Pop" as the pioneer
motion picture theatre builder, not necessarily the first
exhibitor, but the first one who built a house for the
special showing of motion pictures.
That was the Auditorium, erected in Philadelphia to
show the result of his experiments in motion picture
making.
Later there was a theatre in Market street in
the same city, which was followed by the Palace Theatre

of

affectionately

known

to

on the same thoroughfare.
Mr. Lubin was one of the prominent members of the
General Film Company, later entering the V-L-S-E, as the
Vitagraph-Lubin-Selig-Essanay combination was known.
The old Lubin studio at Twentieth and Indiana avenue
in Philadelphia was the scene of the making of many
pictures that were notable in their day and was the professional home of many players that reached great popularity with the public.
One of the best of these was Arthur Johnson, who died
while in the Lubin service, and one of the most natural
actors the screen has known.
Mr. Lubin's greatest production activity, as well as we
recall, was along in 1915, when besides his Philadelphia
Later
studio he maintained another on the Pacific coast.
he threw open the great Betzwood estate of 500 acres,
near Valley Forge, where were staged many of the sensational "scenes" for Lubin productions.
The outbreak of the World War marked the decline
of "Pop's" manufacturing activities. As the effect of the
war in Europe began to be felt the footage of the company
lessened.
In 1916 Mr. Lubin retired from the control of the many
properties conducted under his name and which were
heralded to the world under the well-known trade mark
of the Liberty bell.
The greatest product of the Lubin studio was "The
Barrier," which was produced just after the founder's
It was
retirement and for the benefit of the property.
a strong picture, one of the best that had been made up
to that time, and one that will stand up today or any
other day.

LUBIN

was born in Breslau, but while in infancy
JYJR.
his family removed to Berlin. He came to New York
when he was sixteen years old, returning to his old home
later in order to obtain capital with which to start an op-

reverse never more than temporarily dampened his
sunny disposition.
During the latter days of the war, when in retirement
in Atlantic City, he declared he was going to return to
the business of producing pictures.
Even then advancing
age and indifferent health could not stop him from thinking of and planning for the future.
Siegmund Lubin was an optimist in the best sense. He
has left his mark on the motion picture.
Through the
labors he expended upon it in its early days it advanced
more rapidly in the conversion of an idea into a com-

but

'

mercial fact.

Signing Contracts Mutually

THAT

was

move on the part of Associated
England recently when it announced that in the future salesmen would be an
thorized to sign contracts for the company whenever salesman and exhibitor had agreed upon terms for a booking.
The action will have the result of bringing the whole
subject to the attention of the trade on this side of the
water, where the absence of a rule of this sort has led
First

to

many
It

a radical

National

in

abuses.

was not two weeks ago

that a producer speaking
publicly in this city declared it was to be regretted there
was such an absence of good faith between salesman and
exhibitor.

"There is no reason why we cannot standardize this
business just the same as any other," he declared.
"And
there is no reason why the salesman cannot put the right
price on a picture the first time."

The

evil or one of the evils of the present practice
the incentive to the salesman with a contract in his
pocket, knowing the document has got to be forwarded
to the home office for ratification, to call upon a competitor
is

of his pledged customer and endeavor to get a higher bid.
It is an evil where the effects are not confined to the smaller
houses.
On the contrary, the more prominent the house
the more likely it is to find itself pinched.
The declaration has been made by distributors that while
the practice might work successfully in England it would
not so

work out

in the

United States.

pointed out that here many producing companies
in making contracts with distributing organizations demand the right of approval of all contracts secured by the
salesmen of the latter concern. The producer's representative, not the salesman of the film, not the exchange
manager, not the general sales manager or the general
It

is

manager, is the sole arbiter.
This situation, of course, obtains only in those distributing companies where the product is not made by a 100
per cent controlled concern.
It does not obtain where the product

urally turned his
In a laboratory

is manufactured
and distributed by the same corporation.
In the case of the latter companies there is nothing, to
prevent an immediate acceptance of the exhibitor's contract, acceptance for the company by the salesman.
In
that event the signature would represent a contract for
the theatre owner and for the distributor, not as at present
carried out merely so far as the distributor is concerned
a promise on the part of the exhibitor that he will buy a

which he had been so earnestly seeking
During his years of activity in the motion picture business Mr. Lubin experienced some sharp ups and downs,

picture or series of pictures.
The signing of a contract today binds the exhibitor but
does not necessarily bind the distributor.
It is not a fifty-fifty deal.
The situation is one of those which in the course of
events will stand ironing out with advantage.

tical

store.

When a year afterward he returned to the United States
he went to Philadelphia, where he opened an optical shop
in Arch street.
Here he went into the manufacture of
lenses.
It

was

this interest in

photographic materials that nat-

mind into motion picture channels.
Mr. Lubin experimented with chemicals
and with films. At first he got merely a succession of
smudges.
Working on an idea suggested by the Edison
pictures shown on strips of paper he finally succeeded
in obtaining that

-
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WE

had a look on Friday, through the courtesy of Tristone Pictures, at Bill Hart's "The Bargain." It is of
the vintage of 1914, it is true, but being a costume or
period picture as you may choose to describe it "age cannot
wither," even if custom sometimes may stale.
For, of course, your surely enough western is a costume
picture in so far as it is a tale of other days.
The subject is a good one. It's a fact, it shows the star
has been a bit touched by old Father Time in the past nine
years, but who has not?

trade editors and in the course of his article gets down to
He says
"One real contribution comes to this discussion from
George Blaisdell, editor of the Exhibitors Trade Review.
After saying that he disagrees absolutely with the major
conclusions he goes on to say:
" 'As regards waste it will always be with us in some
degree, and so will the other evils.
decline, however,
to take these things overseriously,. being sure that there are
forces in the industry actively at work tending toward their
this journal.

We

strangulation.'

HE

picture was produced in the old Ince studio at Inceand the story was written by William H. Clifford.
In the cast are J. Barney Sherry, who is seen in a somewhat different role as Monsignor Saracinesca in "The White

'P

ville

Sister."

Many of the players noted in the gambling house scenes
have become well known to picturegoers in the more recent
years.
It is unlikely the genuine western subject ever will become
obsolete in the United States.
For every time the word
goes out from a source it always is impossible to trace that
isn't being done any more along will come something like
"The Covered Wagon" and a host of writers and directors

it

will be trying to duplicate the hit.

over
Q LANCING
we do read

R

the pages of E. T.
this week— it's a
that journal
we noted the width of the
ball of the foot of Andree Lafayette is recorded as
2
inches. That's some Trilby
But we know it is a mistake, for we have seen the foot—
on the screen and it measures up to no such elephantine
proportions.

—

fact

7y

!

—

It is to be assumed whoever wrote that dimension was
thinking of circumference, or maybe he was thinking of or
looking at the accompanying photograph and the series of

photographs which adorned the article.
In which case we should say the perpetrator has an exceedingly good

alibi.

HAT reminds us, that speaking of the exploitation department in last week's issue Did you "get" the new
treatment of current productions? If you missed it just dig
up the issue of the 15th and look over Pages 724 and 725
under the general caption of "Showmanship Opportunities
1

'J

:

of

New

Features."

Take a good look at them, and if you like the contents
drop us a line and let us in on what you think of the plan.
And if you have any criticisms shoot those along at the
same time. Incidentally, we hope it will be particularly
worth your while to follow those pages as well as

all

the

others in the old book.

pRANK

TILLEY,

London Kinematograph,
remarks at the Williams
dinner at the Ritz-Carlton, at which time he used some
harsh language about the condition of things in Los Angeles from a business standpoint.
"Direct, forceful, even crude methods create attention
and attract the interest of the American," says Mr. Tilley.
"It is not, apparently, a good plan to be mild, restrained or
subtle.
For these reasons I spoke bluntly perhaps with a
A.

editor of

in a recent issue reverts to his

—

certain

amount of over-emphasis.

"But the

result appears to have justified the method, for
has caused the American trade papers to reply and make
some admissions. The latter are in effect rather startling,
for one looked mainly for complete contradiction."
Kine's editor quotes a number of comments made by
it

:

"

R. TILLEY finds it difficult to grasp this statement.
"If he accepts the idea that waste and the other evils
will always remain," the Kine editor continues, "why refuse to take them seriously?
I do not understand what

Mr. Blaisdell means by

'overseriously.'

not possible, surely, to take them too seriously,
because of the extent to which they are menacing the industry.
What are the forces within the industry which
are actively at work tending toward their gradual strangulation?
Certainly not the trade press.
It acknowledges,
privately, the existence of these evils, but keeps absolutely
silent about them.
"Not the lay press, which concerns itself mainly with
personal scandal when it concerns itself with anything.
Much as I would like to believe Mr. Blaisdell's suggestion
I look in vain at the moment for any signs of it."
"It

is

—

E reiterate that waste there always will be so long as
great pictures continue to be made in the United
States or in England either.
It sometimes happens that
a remarkable production is made at a low cost, but it is the
result of an unusual combination.
One of the larger companies a number of years ago
employed an efficiency expert, who came into his job with
a yardstick and a time clock. During his amazingly brief
tenure if that company produced a "Merry Go Round" or
a "Hunchback" we failed to hear of it.
As we had occasion to remark somewhere recently a director may have occasion to hold up a company in absolute idleness an entire day or even longer while he works
out something that has come to him either through his
own brain or another's which if successful in the expected
results will transform an ordinarv subject into a "whale."
There's no denying that this particular loafing is waste,
in some minds even if the suggested departure from the
script prove a winner, but the chance from the business
viewpoint is worth taking.
"Y^"

TILLEY

frankly concedes that perhaps he spoke
with a certain amount of overemphasis. That is just what we suggested he did do. So
quite naturally we decline to take his remarks overjyj R.

in the first instance

seriously.
If

the

men who

control production in this country be-

lieve a situation has arisen that threatens the full prosperity of those affiliated with the industry you may be
sure it will be corrected. And there is no one who will
detect a danger any more quickly than the men who have

thousands and millions invested.

And when we said, referring to
may prevail, we were sure

waste and the other evils
"there are forces in the
industry actively at work tending toward their gradual
strangulation" we were speaking by the card.
suggest Mr. Tilley suspend judgment until he has
If he will then reseen some of the newer fall product.
iterate fears the industry is headed for disaster within five
years we'll be surprised.
BLAIS.
that

We
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'Strangers of the Night'

As a stage success, Walter
Hackett's "Captain Applejack"
ran a year in New York and a
The screen
year in London.
version under the new title of
Night"
will
'Strangers of the
undoubtedly enjoy ten times
that success when the simultaneous showings of multiple

In this adaptation from"Captain
Applejack" Metro gives you a
highly
entertaining
mysterydrama peppered with pirate
romance and spiced with comedy.
Enid Bennett does some
of

the bejt

work

of

her stage

and screen career but does not
overshadow the work of her

prints

stellar support.

Ho,

Ho

— andwhichGood
a

is

Old Bottle

of

Applejack."

said to surpass the

A

famous stage

from the new Fred Niblo feature,
from which it was adapted.

stirring scene
hit

is

considered.

!
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TO SAM

GOLDWYN
£)EAR SAM
and
fi 1

your

"Potash

Perlmutter,"
adaptation

m

you

which
heart

OldJ2tdy^^storSqys

Jus'

:

saw

want

your

set

ago.

wholesome comedy

a whale of a
to say that

feature, Sam, and
don't believe the publicity staff of
First National can go any too strong on what they say
It's

1

want

about

I

it.

What

the loss of dialect on the screen it
enlarged atmosphere in realism portrayals.
as clean and as sure-to-please dramatic comedy, I

lacks in

it

gains with
It is

its

sorry

but

I

you changed the title from "The Scarecrow,"
suppose that's all in the cards.
One thing is certain. This Glenn Hunter feature is distinctive and you are exploiting it with the dignity it demands. My earnest hope is that the exhibitors all follow
the example you have set.
Old Lady Astor.

D EAR
on

J)EAR HOWARD:

Another Elinor Glyn and another
master stroke of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan exploitation.
That kissing twenty-four sheet for "Six Days" is going
to make more than you can count stop and wonder.
.

did,

my

TO JOE BRANDT

TO HOWARD DIETZ

I

am

Old Lady Astor.

have seen.

Just as

I

:

to express

admiration for the manner in which you are
presenting "Puritan
Passions" to the trade.
I will confess that I

the
o n

many moons

so

TO W. W.
HODKINSON
J) EAR WILLIAM

Howard.

.

Old Lady Astor.

I am told you have hit the rails again
the old trail of the Observation Outlook.
When you come back you will bring with you the unquestionable information that "it is to be the biggest

JOE

:

independent year in history."

But remember, Joe, that the Greater Movie

is

doing

it.

bringing about a classification of theatres that gives
the independent its own deserved clientele.
It means state right specialization for that class.
Let your producers prepare for that type of pictures,
for there is no over production worry on that score.
It is

TO SIDNEY KENT

jQEAR

SID.: You have had Paramount weeks aplenty,
and now you comt across with a Paramount month
And what a whopper you are making it. I am told you
are expecting to surpass a cool four million in paid and

Old Lady Astor.

TO SIDNEY OLCOTT

played business for the current thirty days.

have the laurel wreath whenever you are ready to
wear it, and it especially belongs to you for the "test
run" idea, upon which you intend basing your campaign of "performances, not promises," to the exhibitor.
1

Old Lady Astor.

TO JOHN KUNSKY
J} EAR

JOHN:

Don't

was too high
"Why Worry."

let

a price for

anyone tell you that $28,000
Michigan on Harold Llovd's

probably an unheard of figure for little old
Lloyd features of the "Why Worry" type are
almost unheard of money makers.
You will get it all back in double-jig time before you
are half through your first runs.
And I know your business faith comes from where mine
does.
You saw what Harold did on Broadway against
True,

it

TYEAR

SID: It was with deep pleasure that I heard
you had put your name on the long term dotted line
for Famous.
You and Jesse Lasky are both to be congratulated, for
I know how conscientiously you will strive to surpass
even your own masterful efforts on "The Green Goddess"
and "Little Old New York."
Your name as a producer will be a proud addition to
the already crowded banner of Paramount screen craftsmen.
Old Lady Astor.

is

Detroit, but

the

greatest

competition

ever

faced

in

the

history

of

Old Lady Astor.

filmdom.

TO REX INGRAM

REX
D EAR
Although

Welcome

you and "Scaramouche."
is ablaze with competition of the super type, I know you are just smiling to
yourself with that satisfaction that "they still have an:

the

little

J.

D.

When you say five hundred prints on
J. D.
When you say
each Ritz feature you interest me.
possibly a thousand I am engrossed.
I have very carefully read every single line you have
written and I cannot find a single flaw with the idea.
As for personal opinion, I believe it is the most masterful
stroke of showmanship I have heard this season in keeping with the Greater Photoplay Era.
Old Lady Astor.

J)EAR

:

YEARSLEY

Surely glad to welcome you back to the
old desk even if it is "only for a week."
I am just as sorry as First National that you cannot
Men like you, who have actually
stay all day, every day.
grown up w ith the screen, are its most stable asset.
When are you going to divulge the great secret? Whatever it is, you are sure to have my sincere well wishes.
Old Lady Astor.
T

TO JOE DANNENBURG

street

WILLIAMS

C. L.

J) EAR "BILL":

to both

old

other to see."
And although they have a slight edge on you with the
already crowded billboards, I am banking on you, Rex. ..
banking that you are going to "scaramouche" the fame
name of Metro so indelibly that it will weather the years
to come.
Old Lady Astor.

TO

TO

J^EAR DANNY:

I'm really sorry I won't be eligible
look in on your golluf tournament next Tuesday.
Yet you know somehow I have an impression an old woman
won't feel exactly out of. place among those fillum gollufers
and gollufers. I think she might find congenial company.
Of course, I shall miss all you boys. I do so hope, though,
you will use your w. k. influence to prevent these tenderly
reared young men from indulging in unnecessary profanity
when they make something like what do you call it oh,
yes, a divot.
I am glad, though, you have a new handicapping scheme.
I am sure most any plan will be all the same to many
I fear that Class Jay group is going to be
of the boys.
standing under the S. R. O. sign at the tee-off.
And do please don't let these boys drink too much
water.
You know they are unused to it although so
far as I recall I never heard of any of them being hurt
by anything they drank.
Old Lady Astor.
to

—

—

;
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Leaders All

MARCUS LOEW

BECAUSE

he

started

fighting

his

way

at

the

age of six as a newsboy and has never let up
because he is a showman who is a master at
hurdling barriers and riddling opposing obstacles;
because he stands in the first ranks of Greater

movie creators.
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From

Newsboy

Battling

Striking Career of Marcus Loeiv,

Who Began

His Business Life in the Streets at the Age of Six

Years and Always
one thing more than anabout which Marcus Loew
knows a lot, it is work. Surely he
should have an abundance of knowledge about that phase of life, for he
has been at it since he was six years
It was in the effort to help out at
home that the boy Marcus at the age
there's

IFother

mentioned began selling newspapers
on the streets, running errands and doing anything which could be done by a
child of that age.

Sometimes he went
ways he sold papers.

to school, but al-

Bitter weather

could not restrain the boy, nor could
maternal protests.

'pHE

school days of the man who
now owns more theatres than any
other person in the world must have
been brief, for at the age of twelve,
and small for his years, he entered a

shop where maps were made.
Between the sixth and the twelfth
year the newspaper selling had continued without interruption, the monotony
of that calling being mitigated by his
battles with other boys, favorite street
corners being the chief bone of contenIn those encounters the lad learned
who he could whip and also just
Through
those whom he couldn't.
studying his customers he increased his
just

knowledge of human nature.
On Saturday nights, in order to
avoid the competition of older and consequently stronger boys, he indulged in
on bags in Park

his preliminary sleep

Row

TT

newspaper

offices.

was an

early indication of the
ability of the later theatre owner to
be the first on the scene when a business matter entered into the question.
At the age of twelve years young

Marcus "chucked up"

his first real job.
a sense of smallness in

Oppressed by
comparison with older boys with whom
he was thrown in contact, he reached

the conclusion that after all size didn't
count, but brains and knowledge did.
So he asked for a raise and got in
return harsh words accompanied by the
information that he was only a kid.
The boss was told to keep his old job

—

and young Marcus walked

out.

At

the age of fourteen he became a
salesman in a printing plant, and was
so successful that very soon he was
taken into partnership.

y^HEN

the lad was seventeen, the
printing business seemed too small.
Ambition prodded. He Yetired from
the printing firm and entered the fur
business on borrowed money.

—

Made Good

At

the end of two years, to quote
the young man discovered he was "not quite as smart as I

own words,

'J'HE

week

first

metropolis,

the

in

had once thought I was."
As he was but nineteen the youngster was told by well-meaning friends
that he was not legally responsible for
the $1900 involved in his failure in the

with 5 cents admission, the profit
was $512. There were only 160 seats
in the house, but they were continually
filled.
The entertainment lasted about
a half hour.
Inside of six months Mr. Loew organized and conducted forty-two simi-

fur enterprise.

lar theatres in

his

Young Loew

quickly decided there
was but one thing to do and that was
not to try to make a fresh beginning
with more borrowed capital, but to go
to work and pay the debt.

—

When

New

York.

word went out

there was
others built "bigger
and better" houses. It was then Mr.
Loew conceived the idea of the neighborhood theatre, with vaudeville and
a

the

new bonanza,

pictures.

^T

salary of $30 a week, $12 of
to the support of his
mother, he took the road as salesman,
and through self-denial the money
was paid.
a

which went

At twenty-three years of age there
came the great chance, to enter upon
the manufacturing of silk capes. Ten
years later, in 1904, then thirty years
old, Mr. Loew had accumulated a substantial sum of money and was the
owner of a going business.
It

tion.

King

to Theatre

was

at that point in his career

he

entered the theatrical business, on a
small scale, with the man who in all
the subsequent years was one of his
closest friends
the man for whom he
was afterward to name one of his
David Warfield.
theatres

—

—

The

actor had met the inventor of
a penny-in-the-slot machine and interested Mr. Loew and others in the contrivance to the extent of $40,000.
The

Penny Arcade,
York, was

New

in

Fourteenth street,
and opened.

^GAIN

he had his public right, for
was proved to be sound.
in Brooklyn, which had
been devoted to two-dollar shows, was
converted, with prices ranging from 10
to 25 cents.
The lease earned $63,000
the idea
One theatre

the first year.

So

was

that

encouraged by

this

Brooklyn.

was comparatively recent that Mr.
entered upon production, taking
over the Metro company in order to be
It

Loew

sure of a supply of material
own houses.

His experience

in

this

field

for his

was

at

discouraging, but it was the success of "The Four Horsemen" that decided him to continue production. This
year will witness by far his largest investment in picturemaking, one of his
more notable subjects being "Scarafirst

mouche."

built

and the two
friends withdrew and started other
There were disappointments
arcades.
at first, owing to the selection of poor
locations due to a desire not to enter

JYJR.

competition with their formef
partners, but in Cincinnati an arcade
returned a profit of $50,000 yearly.

he

CUCCESS
k

it

success Mr. Loew went into other
cities, repeating
there the story of

followed

into

It was the conviction that if a man
would spend three or four cents to
stand up .and look at pictures he would
pay at least five cents for a chance to
sit down and look at real motion pictures that induced Mr. Loew to try

the experiment of a theatre devoted
exclusively to the latter form of entertainment.

The first trial, in Cincinnati, proved
an instantaneous success. New York
being a larger city, Mr. Loew decided
to try it on his fellow-townsmen, and
so he opened here the first real motion
picture house the city had seen.

LOEWS

left

early struggles have
in the day of
one of the most dem-

him unspoiled

success. He is
ocratic of men.

no one group

There seems to be
which he is more at

in

home than with

exhibitors.

And when

attendance at a state or national convention it is rarely that he
is looked upon as a producer or distributor but almost invariably as an
is

in

exhibitor.

He is a forceful speaker, and incidentally an unusually frank one, and
as a rule when he meets up with the
gang he is called upon either during
the sessions or at the banquets to do
And he speaks just
a little talking.
as well before dinner as after.
If there is a fight on
and of course
there usually is
he likes nothing bet-

—

—

ter than to be permitted to participate
in

it.

It's

simply a

newsboy

spirit.

recrudescence of the
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A

fine

example
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of

In this scene realism is achieved by a direct reversal of the method
used in the preceding photo. Detail is accumulated to form a complete
The mystic atmosphere is there as a finished product
visual conception.

realism in the art of stage lighting, achieved by the
The path of glow and the cavernous effects
own conception of the mystic thought by
imagination.

careful elimination of detail.
let the audience build up its

The Mystic Beauty

of

sans overheads

4

The Green Goddess'

in the art of stage lighting and one of the many dramatic moments from the 'DisGoldwyn-Cosmopolitan feature, in which George Arliss again shines with his accustomed
brilliance

Revealing a contrast
tinctive,

ival of the aviator stops the

execution of Dr. Traherne, played by David Powell, and results in
One of the dramatic moments in a production containing

Alice Joyce.

the

release of Lucilla
highlights.

many

Crespin,

portrayed

by

September
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Highlights in the News
DEMAND ELIMINATION OF TAXES
Exhibitor Burdens Laid Bare by President

Cohen

A

s

Letter to All Congressmen

PITHY

letter demanding the elimination
the admission and seat taxes with
which theatre owners are now burdened
and telling why in forceful fashion, has just
been sent to all members of the United States
Congress as part of the campaign being waged
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

of

The letter, signed by Sydney S.
America.
Cohen, President, in part, follows:
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
the United States are passing through a most
serious business depression. With the mounting cost of doing business and the city, state
and government taxes they are laboring un.der, many of them are being forced out of
business..

Theatre Owners

in

your

district

are writing us daily urging us to present to
you and your fellow members of Congress
the situation as it is and the need of affording
them some relief if they are to continue in
business.

"Ninety per cent of the Motion Picture
Theatres in the country are located in suburban or local sections of the larger cities
With all
or in the smaller communities.
the great progress that our industry has made
within the last few years in all its branches
and the great Public Service activities of the
theatre owners, there has sprung up in the

Congressional mind that full justice would
come our way.
Element of Expression

government

itself is a Public Serbelieve the Motion Picture Theatre Screen as an element of Expression and
a Publicity medium (speaking in the universal language of the eye to millions of
our people daily), is able to give more in
direct service to government and people than
can be secured through the money derived in
these war levies now again The Theatres.
know that the removal of these taxes
by Congress would meet with such a grateful response on the part of the Theatre
Owners and Public as to greatly stimulate
and advance these elements of Theatre
Service.

'.'Our

vice.

We

We

"Will you kindly give this matter your
earnest consideration.
feel that the justice of the situation will appeal to you.
The
Motion Picture Theatre Screen is now in
principle and effect the Screen Press of
America, its owners having the same service
responsibilities to government and people as
are encumbent upon the Editors of Newspapers and Magazines and entitled to the
same official and general consideration as such.

We

hearts of the public a greater appreciation
for the Motion Picture Theatre.

An

Important Factor

"The Motion Picture and the Theatre in
which the same is exhibited to the public

now constitutes a very
the affairs of the nation.
Theatre Screen

and a
to,

is

important

factor

in

The Motion Picture

an element of expression

medium almost, if not equal
Newspaper and Magazine in shaping

publicity

the

and directing popular opinion.
"Hence, we feel that any consideration of
the affairs of the Motion Picture Theatre
by Congress should include this phase of the

sible

way.

We

are

sanguine that as

soon

as the real service status of the Motion Picture Theatre Screen became fixed in the

,

American Embassy

in

Havana.

"Like the other divisions of the American
the Motion Picture Theatre Screen

Press,

kept free from political or centralized control of every character and able
at all times to give the highest and best service to the American people.
Again may we
ask you to consider the situation cited here
in such a way as to enable you to meet it
with justice and fairness in the coming session
of Congress so that jointly we may arrive
at such conclusions as to accord the Theatre
Owners an absolute square deal and conserve
in every way the best interests of government
and people."

must be

Cochrane and Mclntyre Safe
Official confirmation of the escape of

Tom

D. Cochrane and R. E. Mclntyre, representatives of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in Tokyo, from the earthquake which
wiped out two-thirds of the Japanese capital,
was received by E. E. Shauer, director of
the Foreign department, in a cable received
from Branch Manager Cochrane at Kobe on
Monday, September 10.
The Paramount office in Shiba was
entirely destroyed, together with the entire
Mr. Cochrane and
stock of film on hand.
Mrs. Cochrane, with the latter's sister, were
at a resort near Tokyo at the time the earthquake levelled the city, and escaped without
injury.
They have established temporary
quarters at the Oriental Hotel in Kobe, while
Mr. Mclntyre is remaining in Tokyo for
the present.

situation so that the usefulness of this institution to the public will be enhanced.
"Through the Public Service Department
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, helpful Motion Picture Screen cooperation has been established with the Departments of Agriculture, Post Office, Labor,
Commerce and Interior, and in this relation
the Theatre Screen is now considered in
official circles one of the most substantial
aids to government in the matter of informing the public and thus bringing about the
necessary degree of popular co-operation with

government officials.
"Because of this very pronounced form of
service and the certain extension of the same
into every division of official activity, Motion
Picture Theatre Owners feel that Congress
should now consider the Motion Picture Theatre Screen in the light as the Newspapers and
Magazine to the extent of its demonstrative
and publicity powers in the relations indicated, and the service being rendered and
yet to be given to the government and people.
"In this connection, may we call your attention to the war taxes yet upon the Theatres.
We refer to the Admission and Seat
Taxes especially. These levies and others
were made on the Theatres to meet a war
emergency and were cheerfully accepted by
the Theatre Owners who came patriotically
forward to aid the government in every pos-

Exhibitors Take Note
Pirated prints of "Shadows," the Preferred
Picture starring Lon Chancy, are being offered for sale in Havana, according to infcrmation received by Al Lichtman, President of Preferred Pictures Corporation. The
matter has been put in the hands of the State
Department the Cuban Legation and the

Weil With Independent Pictures
Jesse Weil has been engaged as director of
and advertising by Jesse Goldberg.
President of the Independent Pictures Corporation.
eil who recently resigned from the
Mr.
Selznick Distributing Corporation publicity
department will handle all advertising publicity and exploitation for the Independent productions.
publicity

W

Tom Mix Arrives in New York
Tom Mix accompanied by his retinue of
cowboys and Indian chiefs, arrived in New
York, Friday, September
This is the star's

geles.

New York

in

7,

first

from Los Anappearance

in

two years.

Chicago Premiere of 'Cameo Kirby"
"Cameo Kirby" adapted from the stage
Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon
Wi'son. will be given its premiere showing
at the Monroe Theatre, Chicago.
John Gilbert has the featured role, his leading lady
being Gertrude Olmsted.
play by

Opening of London Palace

GEORGE
Who

GALLUP

B.

rev ra! yars was in charge of advertising
for Hodkinson and has njw joined the First National
ranks where he will b: in charge of all trade paper
f-r

copy.

William Fox has leased the Palace Theatre.
London, England, for the showing of the
screen version of "If Winter Comes."
The
opening date is set for September 10.
An
orchestra of seventy-five musicians has been
engaged for the opening.
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MOTION PICTURE LACKS
RESPECT ABROAD
Robert Lieber Gives Impressions of

from an examination of British
restrictions
before the war, that
at that time did not recognize the

England

of

necessity

good

theatres

clearly

as

-

as

Print Completed on

Sweden.
"Consequently,
tions stopped in

when

the building opera1914, the British had not
lyrOTION
in Europe have yet
advanced as far as had the Scandinavian
to acquire the dignity which they have
countries.
There is, however, a strong tenattained in this country.
This is the belief
dency to build at the present time and just
before leaving London I visited a new house
of Robert Lieber, president of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., who returned
in the suburbs, a theatre with nearly three
last week from a three months' tour of Great
thousand seats, built by a man who thorBritain and the continent which, while it was
oughly understands the motion picture busiintended primarily as a pleasure trip gave
ness in its present day stage.
the First National president ample oppor"In proof of my first observation— that the
tunity to study European film conditions.
screen has not been recognized as a permanent
The picture industry abroad has not esand stab'e and dignified institution I could
tablished itself as a permanent, established cite any number of opinions of prominent
force in national life especially among the better
classes.
"I fix particularly," said Mr. Lieber,
"that the press still has
an idea that this business
of ours is a sort of flyby-night proposition that
is going to pass beyond
the horizon again. About
every time a newspaperman asked for an interview the first question he
fired at me was
'Well,
how long do you think
this business of yours is
going to last?' I gladly
took advantage of the

Industry in Europe

INGRAM ARRIVES WITH
SCARAMOUCHE

It is evident,

building

PICTURES

—

A

CCOMPANIED

London

my

give

this

to

last

several weeks.

Ingram and his company were met on their
arrival by executives of
Metro Pictures Corporation and many friends.

He was
by

Stone
by Lewis
along with Alice
Terry' and Navarro, head
It is not unthe cast.
later

that these three
players will make personal appearances at the
presentation which will
likely

be attended by Mr. Sabatini

who

this

country'

coming to
from Italy.
Mr. Ingram and his
staff were at work on the

in

We

been fitted out with a
portable projection machine, screen, and other
and here a
necessities

know

complete
"I find also in Europe,
and this holds true in the

edited,

self

to

termed,

in

'selling'

amusement of
not treated with
the same sort of consideration that is given it
in the States.

Prior to Mr. Ingram's
arrival preliminary plans
had been set for the

New

York

"I went into a few
theatres in Gothenburg,

and
Chriswas really

surprised at the excellence of their amusement
houses.
While the theatres are older and not as
large as the better houses
in the United States, yet
from a standpoint of beauty
can well be included among

"Unfortunately

I

WHAT HAS

theatres in operation because in that country
and in Norway the theatres generally close
during the short summer period. I find that
the average Scandinavian is so intent upon
making the best of his short summer that
indoor amusements have no chance. The people are intent upon being out of doors during the short time the sun shines upon them,
and men of means and men of only moderate

go

to

them week

"In England

summer homes and

ends.

find that the theatres, generally speaking, are not as good as in Sweden.
I

THIS TO DO WITH NEWS?

Glenn Hunter dropped in recently at the Paramount Long Island studios to get acquainted before
starting work on his first picture, "West of the Water Tower" for Famous Payers.
The ever
ready camera man caught him assist ng Mary Eaton of Follies fame in a dance which she does
in "His Children's Children," while Sam Wood, who is directing the picture, keeps his eagle eye
on Glenn. We'll say he's getting acqua nted.

and upkeep they
good houses.
saw very few Swedish

circumstances have their

staff

picture.

is

I

his

siderable

for
term,

Stockholm
and

New York

spent conon the
time
music score which will
be rendered along with
the presentation of the

and

what might be

result this

tiania

fully
finished

Also during the journey East Mr. Ingram

it-

lack of a
better
the 'higher
ups' in society, and as a

ours

print,

was

ready for the
premiere.

countries

as well as in England,
that the industry has not

succeeded

is

print during the journey
Several compartEast.
ments on the train, reserved for the party, had

him, and I will entertain
him with the cinema.

Scandinavian

ago

who,

month

me

weeks

Ramon Navarro who

plays the title role in this
picture and he will unfollowed
be
doubtedly

the most natural
form of amusement for
the people that has ever
been given to the world,
and I don't care who the
let

preceded to this

several

city

to
answer publicity
question.

is,

for the

world premiere of his picture at the Fortyfourth Street Theatre the latter part of SepHe will remain in New York for
tember.

have

man

New

by his wife. Alice Terry,

to conclude the final preparations

is

opportunity
which was
offered me at the banquet of the First Na-

Convention

East for

and several members of his staff, Rex
Ingram, Metro's director, arrived in New
York from Hollywood last Monday bringing with him a completely edited print of
"Scaramouche," the picturization of Rafael
Sabatini's romance of the French RevoluMr. Ingram's journey East, at this time,
tion.

:

tional

Way

York World Premiere

:

men,

all

of which belittle the screen. But this

will of course,

change even as

it

is

changing

todav."

Mary Roberts Rinehart
Mary

in

New York

Rinehart,
American auregistered this week at the WaldorfiAstoria in New York City, where she is
conferring with her publishers. It is expected
that before returning to her home in Washington, D. C, Mrs. Rinehart will go to Los
Angeles to see the celluloid version of her
"pet" novel "Long Live the King," starring
Jackie Coogan, at its premiere presentation
thoress,

in

Roberts

is

that city.

Full
showing.
were
however,
plans.
held in abeyance until
Mr. Ingram's personal
attention could be given
them. Now that the director
is
here
several
conferences have established the form of presentation with which this

picture will be released.

Prominent persons from various parts of
the country have announced their intention to
be present at the premiere.

"Scaramouche" is a Rex Ingram production
Metro Pictures Corporation by arrangeIt
was
ment with Charles L. Wagner.
adapted for the screen by Willis Goldbeck
and photographed by John F. Seitz.
for

Leishman Promoted by Universal
E. D. Leishman, Universal auditor for the
Eastern territory has been promoted to a position at the Universal Home Office, New York
City.

—

:

September

22,

:

1923
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OWNERS EXTEND ACTIVITIES TO CANADA

SOL LESSER TO ADDRESS

More Than One Hundred Exhibitors
Adopt Resolutions of Affiliation

Will

rPHE

pRIOR

scope of the Motion Picture Theatre
of America was further extende.l
by the formation of a Canadian division
which was brought about at a conference of
Dominion theatre proprietors and the national
officers,
held recently in Montreal.
More
than one hundred theatre owners controlling
about 250 Canadian houses were present and
unanimously adopted resolutions of affiliation
with the United States organization.
The
Canadian branch will be known as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Canada.
At the conference the M. P. T. O. A.
were represented by Sydney Cohen, national
president; Plarry Davis of Pennsylvania, C.
E. Whitehurst of Maryland; R. F. Woodhull
of New Jersey and National Directors Howard Smith, Buffalo
and A. T. Moeller of
National Headquarters, all of whom made
addresses.
vote of thanks for their efforts
was extended the officers and the Canadian
owners endorsed and pledged their co-operation for National Motion Picture Day, November 19. Each member of the new organization contributed five cents per seat for
his theatre as advance annual membership
dues.
The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year
President: G. B. Sparrow of Montreal;
Vice-president: J. C. Brady of Toronto;
Treasurer
J. Sperdakos of Montreal
Executive Secretary: Vincent Gould of Montreal.
Board of Directors of Quebec:
Dennis of Montreal and Mr. Bouchard of
St. Hyacinthe.
Board of Directors of Toronto: Harry Alexander of Toronto, Mr.
Gibertig of Toronto, Mr. Ginsler of Toronto.
Board of Directors of Ontario: F. Guest of
Hamilton, Mayor Cooper of Huntsville and
Mr. Coplan of Ottawa. Board of Directors
for the Maritime Provinces: F. G. Spencer
of St. John, N. B., Mr. McAdam of Halifax, N. S.
Board of Directors of Manitoba
Mr. Nicholas of Winnipeg and Mr. Kershaw
who is also Secretary of the Manitoba Managers Association.
*-

AUTHOR

British Columbia is to elect two directors,
the Province of Alberta one and three more
vice-presidents are to be elected across the
Dominion by the Directors of the Provinces.

for

Europe

last

week,

his
topic,
as
"The Screen and Proper
Stories." Lesser has also been invited as
guest of honor by the London newspapermen's organization to a luncheon scheduled
He was invited to
to be held September 17.
talk on the picture industry at this affair
also.
The subject of the film man's talk in
this instance will be "A firmer film bond

A

A

sailing

to

Sol Lesser, President of Principal Pictures Corporation, received a cable from
Ralph Pugh, London representative for Associated First National Pictures. Pugh advised
the film executive that a dinner had been
arranged in his honor by the Author's League
of England and that he was asked to address
this body on the picture industry.
Lesser will attend this dinner and will use

;

;

LEAGUE

Be Guest at Trade Functions and
Give Opinions on Picture Industry

Owners

:

S

VICTOR SHERTZINGER
Who

recently completed Jackie Coogan's

first

Metro

feature, "Long Live the King" and who will now
direct his own original story for the same company,
entitled "The Man
Life Passed By."

between Europe and America."
Lesser will remain in London only one
week after which he will depart for all important centers of Europe, returning to London however, for several weeks prior to his
return to New York.

Whom

'Dulcy'
State has proved its efficiency along
all lines calculated to improve and develop
the exhibitors' interests and has by its advance
into Canada offered to Canadian theatre owners the same substantial advantages."
The convention concluded with a luncheon
which was attended by the Mayor of Montreal and several members of the Canadian
Parliament.
President Cohen and the other
officials complimented the Canadian exhibitors
on their knowledge of exhibitor activities in
the United States and the manner in which
thev have watched the progress of the M. P.
T. 'O. A.
in

the

Cranfield on

Way

Has Broadway Premiere

Constance Talmadge's first production since "East is West," will have its
Broadway premiere at the Strand Theatre
during the week of September 16.
Chicago
has already seen the picture at the Chicago
Theatre where it had its world premiere.
"Dulcy,"

Equitable Franchise Plan
Announcement was made this week by Hepworth Distributing Corporation that its 19231924 output of eight special productions will
be released on an attractive and equitable
franchise plan to independent exchanges.

Blumenthal Returning

to Coast

R. T. Cranfield, President of Hepworth
Distributing Corporation, is on his way to
Los Angeles to look over the affairs of the

Ben Blumenthal, president of the Export
& Import Film Company, has cabled his New
York office that he will return to New York

company's interests there.

on September

12.

The Province of Ontario is to elect a Director to represent the Dominion on the Board
of Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America. Mr. H. S. Ross, K. G,
was appointed legal advisor of the Organization.

The Canadians passed a special resolution
of thanks to President Cohen for his aid and
advice in forming the new organization and
his other activities in their behalf.
The various problems and difficulties of the
Canadian exhibitors were discussed and acted
upon during the two-day session, and the
organization went on record as protesting
against
the
extension of
producer-owned
houses.
Relief from this menace was sought
and in this connection the Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporation and its plans were
unanimouslv endorsed. The Board of Directors and officers of the new body were commissioned to seek relief from the three sets
of taxes local, provincial and Dominion
that the Canadian exhibitors have to pay.
service station for Dominion exhibitors was
established at Montreal under the direction
of the national headquarters of the M. P.
T. O. A.

—

A

In

resolutions of approval and ratiwas pointed out that the business
security of the Canadian exhibitors required
the organization of a compact, effective character to enable the theatre owners to protect
their interests from "menacing forces within
and outside the industry" and that "this measure of business insurance is furnished through
the medium of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, the operation of which
the

fication

it

REALISM AND ROMANCE AS THRILL CLIMAX
from "Pioneer Trails," the special Vitagraph feature, which is causing much favorable comment
Critics almost universally acclaim this feature as one of the really big
with exhibitors and fans alike.
It is a scene

hits of the season.

-
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HAM'S INITIAL FEATURE

EXPANSION OF SOUTHERN
ENTERPRISES

COMEDY

•

Will

Shooting Practically Finished at the
D. W. Griffith Studios

1

SHOOTING

on
finished
practically
is
Lloyd Hamilton's picture, "Be Yourself,"
at the D. W. Griffith studio at Mamaroneck.
This is the picture in which Al Jolson was
to have been starred, and which was originally
called "Black and White."
Through a special arrangement with Earl

W. Hammons,

of Educational,

who

is

releas-

Ham-

and Jolson it was necessary to discard
the story which Anthony Paul Kelly had
written for Jolson. The story in which Hamilton plays the leading role is from the pen
of Arthur Caesar, who wrote "Napoleon's
ilton

Barber."

Verne and Charles Graham.
"Be Yourself" will be released within the
next few weeks by one of the large releasing
organizations, announcement of which has

ARTHUR
Who

The

H.

SAWYER

responsible for the starring contract which
just signed with First National.

is

Barbara La Marr

objectionable to the government.
Governors of all the Mexican states were
advised by wire that the production had been
The
endorsed by the central government.
first objections of Mexico were based upon

anything

reports received from its representatives
saw the picture in this country.

not been made.

Mexican Government Endorses
the Golden West'

who

which arose between Associated First National Pictures, Inc., and the
Mexican government over certain scenes in
Edwin Carewe's "The Girl of the Golden
West" were amicably settled last week and
Mr. Carewe was vindicated by the Mexican
government of the charge of incorporating
any scene in this picture dilatory to the interests of Mexico.
The Department of Foreign Relations in
Mexico City reviewed the picture on Monday, August 27, and the following day Mr.
difficulties

Rodriguez, manager of the First National
branch in Mexico City, was called to the
Foreign Department and advised that the officials had found the picture a production of
extremely high quality and free entirely from

Baby Peggy was the

recipient

last

week

congratulatory telegram from Peggy
Hopkins Joyce, on the little Peggy's newly
signed three year contract with Sol Lesser.
"Congratulations on
Peggy Joyce says
your new contract. I am happy to see anIt more
other Peggy rise to full stardom.
than ever convinces me the name is a lucky
of

a

:

one."

Three men were arrested

Main

with

street

the

holdup.

theatre.

this

July

Kansas

New

'

edged center of the motion picture industry
and with close contact to the seat of both
production and exhibition facilities, it is conceived that this will greatly enhance theatre
operation, from the standpoint of both the
general patron and officials and members of
the organization.
In every way the plans now involved are
of progress and expansion, based on growth

and extended activities for the members and
employees of the organization, and enhanced
exhibition facilities for the theatre patron, in

Three Arrests Made
nection

diately in Memphis, Jacksonville, Charlotte,
Dallas, Oklahoma City and ban Antonio, witii
provision for additional offices in other centres in accordance with anticipated expansion.
The changes in the Atlanta Office are incidental and involve the removal of the general
accounting department to the offices of the
York, owing to the
Famous Players in
efficiency of operating as a unit, an accounting system which operates over large territory
including sections in addition to the south.
To further promote the efficiency of theatre
operation, certain executives now located in
Atlanta will hereafter make their headquarYork. This city is the acknowlters in

New

Peggy Congratulates Peggy
'Girl of

XTENDING

executive activities t h rough
is the plan of the Southern
Enterprises Inc., of Atlanta, (j>a. An expansion with the establishment of District Offices in important centers in each Southern
State is the policy now in active operation.
Representing the theatre division of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, d. rector
of theatres Harold B. Franklin advises that
the Southern Offices will not be discontinued.
Referring to an article recently published
which rumored the removal of the Southern
Enterprises offices from Atlanta, Mr. tranklin reports that while the Atlanta offices will
be discontinued as a Home office, it will be
continued as a District office. Furthermore,
because of the remarkable development in
theatre activities in the southern section. District Offices will also be established immeXj

Hamilton comedies, Lloyd Hamilton
was borrowed for the picture. Because of

The picture in which Lloyd Hamilton plays
the leading role is his first feature length
comedy in which he plays dual white and
It is not a Griffith producblackface roles.
tion, although Mr. Griffith is greatly interested in the picture.
Director Jack Noble is handling the megaphone, assisted by Hugh Fay, and Lloyd
Bacon, son of the late Frank Bacon, of
Hamilton's technical staff.
Hamilton is supported by a cast comprising
Tom Wilson, Sally Long, Irma Harrison,
Edna May Sperl, Kate Bruce, Lucile La

to

J-J out the south

ing the

the difference in types represented by

Make New York Headquarters
Promote Operation Efficiency

week
11,

in con-

of

the

which
Joe Caruso, an
City,

proportion to the exceptional standard of
photoplays now, and shortly to be released.

in

$2,000 in cash was stolen.
18-year-old youth, one of the three arrested,
has been identified by Taylor F. Myers, house
superintendent at the theatre, as the man who
obtained the money in one of the most daring
holdups of the year.

Hepworth Appoints Hopcraft
Hepworth Distributing Corporation announces the appointment of Ed. M. Hopcraft
as Manager of its New York Exchange,
which is to be opened shortly.

TWO PATHE LAUGHS FOR FAMILY PROGRAMS
Evidently troub'e is brewing in the first scene for a certain family. The sign of the black hand is evident.
It is from Mack Sennett's Pathe laugh provoker
"Skylarking."
The second scene is a Snub Pollard situation in "It's a Gift." From appearances. Doc Yak is about to remove Snub's kitchen stove
in accordance with the generalities of the Landis award.

entitled

September

22,

1923
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THREE'S A

CROWD— IN

'MAYTIME'

Everything seems to be lovely in the first scene where you see Harrison. Ford a nd Ethel Shannon under the effect of cupid's etherial influence.
Nevertheless they are both from
Wallace .McD'nald entered. If it weren't for the same setting we might think t he second scene was December.
newest production for Preferred Pictures, the adaptation of Rida Johnson Young's famous play "Maytime."

GREATER MOVIE SEASON
IN BALTIMORE
Theatres Are Blazing the Way to Put
the Season Over Big

IF Baltimore

does not have a greater movie
season it will not be the fault of the Whitehurst interests, who operate four large houses
Century, New, Parkway and Garden. They
are blazing the way to put the season over
big and by the way they have started, there
is every indication that their efforts will be
crowned with success. They have stirred up
a great deal of interest in only a few days.
All four houses were elaborately decorate i
as a means of putting the "Greater Movie
Season" across on a large scale. From the
top of each theatre to the entrance brightcolored streamers blaze forth.
Many signs
also call attention to the object of the campaign.
"Greater Movie Season" these specially prepared signs read.
There are others
which say "See Them Here First," "The
Season of Bigger and Better Productions
Now Playing," and others along similar lines.
total of 5,000 posters and cards of various sizes have been used in the campaign to
make the season the greatest ever. The first
week of the greater season also found each
house putting forth its best efforts to give
the public entertainment which is well worth

—

A

of motion pictures.
The vast
picture "fans," he argues, can be
maintained at its full strength only by attracting a constant supply of fresh recruits from
the ranks of children.

popularity

army of

cured in this way, they gradually become
"fans" for everything worthy that the screen
has to offer.
Furthermore, Mr. Roach insists that the enormous permanent investments
of picture theatre owners and producers require them to look far ahead and this means
keeping the young generation interested.

—

Father of

S.

A. Lynch Dies

Stephen S. Lynch, father of S. A. Lynch,
formerly president of Southern Enterprises

and now controlling factor in International
Proprietaries and head of S. A. Lynch EnFinance

terprises

home

in

Corporation,

Asheville, N.

died

C, Thursday,

at his
Sept. 6.

Maibelle Justice Improving
author and writer for
improving from the accident
which she had on May 29, last.
She has
been confined to her bed over three months,
with a crushed ankle and torn ligaments.
Maibelle

the

screen,

Justice,
is

then
Gasnier's

SPECIAL CAMPAIGN FOR
POET'S BIRTHDAY
C. B. C. Plans to

His experience and observation assure him
that nothing attracts children to the picture
theatres like good, clean "human interest"
comedies.
Once their interest has been se-

And

Sweep Country With
December 17

'Barefoot Boy,'

TN

connection with their release of "The
Barefoot Boy," the all star special feature
which C. B. C. Fiim bales Corporation is
distributing for Mission Films, C. B. C. has
set in motion preparations for a big celebration throughout trie country of John Greenleaf Whittier's birthday on December 17.
The plan, as it has been outlined and is
being carried out, is a widespread one. Letters have g.ne out from the C. B. C. offices
to various school boards, civic societies, and
literary societies throughout the country, inviting them to participate in putting over a

J-

national celebration of the poet s birthday and
offering the co-operation that can be given
along various lines by the film, "The Barefoot Boy."
Special showings of the picture, which features John Bowers, Sylvia Breamer, Frankie
Lee, Tully Marshall, Marjorie Daw, Otis

Harlan, Raymond Hatton, Lottie Williams.
Brinsiey bhaw, Virginia True Boardman and
Gertie
Messinger,
have
been
arranged.
Franchise holders are devoting special efforts
and campaigns to co-operate with local exhib-

and

itors

societies,

and special

first-run book-

ings are being lined up for the picture.
Expressions of approval of the plan to
observe Whittier's birthday more widely
than has been done before, through the medium of special exercises connected with the
film production suggested by the poet's most
famous work, have already been received

while.

At all the houses the "Greater Movie Season" was brought before the audience at each
performance by means of slides and the results are beginning to tell.

Author Arrives in New York
Harold Bell Wright, accompanied by Mrs.
Wright, arrived in New York from their
home in Tucson and are staying at the Ambassador Hotel, where they will remain for
two weeks.
The purpose of the author's visit is to go

from various

cities.

Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation's
Consolidated Report
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in

its
Consolidated Statement (which includes
the earnings of Subsidiary Companies owned
90% or more) reports for the six months
ended June 30, 1923, net operating profits of
§1,891.048.15 after deducting all charges and
reserves for the Federal income and other

into consultation with members of the Principal Pictures Corporation and discuss the

treatment that is to be given the film version
of Mr. Wright's celebrated novel, "The Winning of Barbara Worth."

taxes.

Roach Broadcasts His Picture Message

After allowing for payment of dividends
on the Preferred Stock, the above earnings
are at the annual rate of $13.24 on the com-

from Radio Station
By

arrangement with Hal Roach,
Radio Station, Newark, N. J., broadcasted Mr. Roach's picture message at 9 :20
o'clock on Wednesday evening, September 12.
Mr. Roach's radio talk set forth his conviction that a constant and abundant supply
of good screen comedies is the most impor-

WOR

special

tant of all agencies in maintaining the general

mon

On

stock outstanding.

September

10, 1923. the Board of Dideclared the regular quarterly dividend of $2.00 per share on the Preferred
Stock, payable November 1, 1923, to stockholders of record at the close of business
on October 15, 1923.
The books will not

rectors

MADGE KENNEDY
Who

comes

to greet us again in the
Corporation feature, titled "Three Miles
picture is said to be replete with high

and adventure.

new Kenma
Out." The
type

thrills

close.
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TRADE OUTLOOK BRIGHT
IN EUROPE

"GREEN GODDESS' PLAYS

EXTRA WEEK

View Taken by E. E.
Shauer Rack from Extended Trip

of Legitimate Productions
Terminates Successful Run

Pressure

Optimistic

AFTER

THE

European motion picture industry
stands at the threshold of what promises
to be the most successful year in its history,
is
the opinion of E. E. Shauer, assistant
treasurer of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and director of the company's Foreign department, who returned on September
7. from a visit of several months to European film centers.
He was accompanied by
Harold M. Pitman of the Paramount -^egal
department and by Ike Blumenthal of the
Paramount Foreign organization in Berlin
"At no time since the war," said Mr
Shauer in discussing conditions in the film
industry abroad, "have the prospects for good
business been as excellent as they are today.
I found a great improvement in conditions
over last year and unless signs fail all
branches of the industry are certain to enjoy
an improved business during the coming

being held over an additional
week. "The Green Goddess" will end its
run at the Sam H. Harris Theatre, New

-*-

York, on September 16. The picture had its
world premiere on August 14 and according
to the original arrangement between Distinctive Pictures Corporation and the Harris offices was to remain for four weeks.
It was immediately evident that this photoplay starring George Arliss had scored a
Harris Theatre extended the
hit, and the
picture's occupancy to the maximum.
Confor use of the theatre for legitimate
productions had already been signed or the
picture would have continued indefinitely.
Hailed by the New York press as one of
the outstanding entertaining pictures of re-

tracts

cent years,

it

"box office the
and continued

began to draw money into the
first matinee after the opening
to build steadily.

twelve months.

Strand Gets 'Potash and Perlmutter

1

"Potash and Perlmutter," Samuel Goldwyn's first independent production, goes into
the Strand, New York, Sunday September
23, and on the same day it opens at the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, under special arrangements not heretofore granted a film production.

Goldwyn

Pictures

Corporation

Sues

Samuel Goldwyn

An

action was started in the Federal court
by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation to restrain

Samuel Goldwyn from using his name
any private motion picture en-

in the title of

terprise.

The complainant states that it is the. successor of the original Goldwyn Pictures Corporation which was organized November 22,
1916.

The name "Goldwyn" was derived by using
the first four letters of the name Samuel
Goldfish, one of the original incorporators,
and the last three letters of the name of two
other incorporators, Edgar and Archibald
Selwyn.

"The

KENNETH HARLAN
Who

will be starred instead of featured

from now on.

This announcement was made last week by B. P.
Schulberg the Preferred Pictures producer and comes
as a reward for Mr. Harlan's exceptionally fine work
in

"The

Virginian.'

The name "Goldwyn,"

it

is

leasing of the London Pavilion, TivPalace and Empire theatres by leading
American producers and distributors for first
run showings of big pictures marks a new

oli,

alleged,

was

patented July 3, 1918.
The complainant asks that a preliminary
injunction be issued restraining the defendant
from using the name "Goldwyn" pending the
cutcome of the trial.

Bernstein Joins Universal
Harry Bernstein has been appointed Contract Manager for Universal Pictures Corporation.
He will be located in the home
office.

forward

in

manager and vice-president of the Goldwynse-

on

in the British film industry, per-

an

artistic theatrical sense,

and

it

will also

bring about a new era of exploitation in
Great Britain which will have a tremendous
effect upon the growth of the business during
the

coming years.

"Distributing conditions are becoming more
nearly normal, with the completion of a number of new theatres, and before the year is
over our British release schedule will be on
about the same basis as in the United States."

Dent

Flynn Leaves Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
John E. Flynn, who was Eastern division
Ccsmopolitan Distributing Corporation,
vered his relations with that company,
September 15.

step

haps the most important since the war. More
attention is being paid to the elevation of the
screen to the important position it demands

Appointed

Representative
Selznick on Coast

for

Myron Selznick, Vice-president of the
Selznick Distributing Corporation, announces
the appointment of James Dent as the West
Coast representative for Selznick.
Mr. Dents' duties will consist of the securing of new productions already under way
by independent producers, for distribution by
Selznick, and the supervision of any productions being made on the coast for which
the Selznick organization have already conIn addition to this Mr.
tracted for release.
Dent will act as general representative on
any other matters affecting the organization.
Mr. Dent has spent eleven years in the
motion picture industry-, having started his
For the last
career with General Film Co.
four years he was general studio manager
for Selznick.

More

Companies Incorporate
Lower Capitalization

^ ith

Increasing in number, but with a slightly
lower aggregate capitalization, motion picture
companies incorporating and entering business
during the months of July and August this
year, show a favorable comparison with the
incorporations of a like period a year ago.
Figures recently compiled in the state's corporation bureau reveal that 50 motion picture
companies were chartered during the last two
months as against 39 in the same months a
year ago.
The companies this year, however, are
capitalized for smaller amounts, the aggregate
reaching SI, 090,200. as compared with SI, 544,500 last year.

Friedman

NO LOVE CLINCH, THIS

thrilling scene from the new Louis B. Mayer presentation on the Metro schedule of specials, now titled
"The Eternal Struggle." This is the Reginald Barker production which was captioned in the field "The
Man Thou Gavest Me." In the scene you see Barbara LaMarr and Wallace Beery.

A

to

Handle Preferred

Al Lichtman. president of Preferred Pictures Corporation, announced that he has
closed a deal with the Friedman Film Corporation Minneapolis, to handle the Preferred
Fifteen in the Wisconsin territory.

September
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FAVORABLE OPINION FOR
TWO FEATURES

MUSIC SITUATION IN THE

NORTHWEST
Two

Views,

One

for, the

American Society

of

Other Against
Composers

Critics

A BOX-OFFICE

reaching
FAR
general and the

report following the first
of the indefinite Broadway engagements of "If Winter Comes" at the Times
Square Theatre and "The Silent Command"
at the Central Theatre give evidence of the
popularity of the two special productions, according to statements from the New York
offices of Fox Film Corporation.
Crowded houses have marked the showings
ever since the opening September 2 of the
naval production and September 3 of the

to the industry in
exhibitors in particular
are anticipated as a result of agreements
reached at a conference between representabenefits

week

Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Society
of the Northwest and the American
held
of Composers, Authors and Publishers
tives of the

The
last week in Minneapolis.
izations, resolved their differences

two organand agreed

upon conditions covering the licensing of all
member theatres of the M. P. T. O. N. W.
covering the public performance of copy-

A. S. M. Hutchinson story.

Much

of the success of these two pictured
attributed to the send-off accorded
them by metropolitan newspaper critics and
reviewers of the national business publications.
Members of the press were unanimous
in their expression of favorable opinion on
the two photoplays.

righted music.
As a result of the conference which was
attended in behalf of the exhibitors organand
ization by Win. A. Steffes, president,

Messrs. Hayes; Clinton; Kaplan; Friedman;
Carrish
Buchanan;
Johnson;
Hitchcock;
and Dryer and in behalf of the A. S. C. A. P.
by E. C. Mills; Hartman; Snethen and
Summers, an amicable agreement all around
was reached pursuant to which licenses will
now be taken by all theatres in the territory
included in the jurisdiction of the M. P.
T. O. N. W. including Minnesota, North
and South Dakota and Northern Wisconsin.
The agreement reached marks the end of
a misunderstanding heretofore existing between music men and exhibitors in the
Northwest section and is in line with similar
arrangements now being made wherever responsible exhibitor organizations get together

with the music
P.
Samuel A. Hardy, attorney for the
plan
T. O. A. of Kansas, has prepared a
the
of procedure to be carried out against
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers in the cases of R. G. Liggett
and other Kansas exhibitors, next month in
people.

M

and Reviewers Greet Two Fox
Productions in New York

can

be

Gallup

at First

National

After wielding the pen of authority over
the advertising, poster, press book and publicity department at the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation offices for more than three years

VICTOR
General
tion,

Manager

which

independent

of

B.

has come to
ranks with

George

FISHER

Mammoth
the
its

foreground

new

B.

"Bruce,"
Corpora-

Pictures
Fall

of

the

features.

Settlement Expected Between Albany
Theatre Owners and Operators

-

is

Gallup,

now

Jr.,

installed

better
at the

known
First

as

Na-

tional Offices.

Mr. Gallup is in charge of trade paper advertising in Robert Dexter's department in
that institution.
In the years that Mr. Gallup lias been connected with motion picture advertising he has

Friction between the theatre owners of Albany, and operators, will probably be settled
within the next few days when it is expected
that the latter will accept the tendered 20
per cent increase in wages.
Working conditions,
however, are to remain the same.
Should a settlement be effected, it will be

made

Hardy expects

retroactive to Labor Day.

scheduled for Thursday, September
Stacey-Trent Hotel, Trenton, has
been postponed until Tuesday, September 25,

Eastern exhibitors.

a 40 per cent increase in wages, and also two licensed men
In Albany, the operators now
to the booth.
receive $35 a week. There was a recent conference between the two factions and at this

Mr.
court in Kansas City.
that the Kansas cases will
result in a precedent throughout the country,
to
despite decisions apparently unfavorable
the

Federal

Changes on Hodkinson

Staff

the resignation of George B. Gallup
and Publicity Manager of the
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, to go with
Associated First National, announcement is
made of a re-organization of the Hodkinson
personnel in several branches. George Harvey
has been appointed Advertising Manager.
Jack Edwards, formerly in the exploita-

With

as Advertising

George Roberts and Joseph Wallace spoke
for the exhibitors, while Alphonso Lafounin

a like capacity

and

heart of

his
things.

impression by his skill and
keenness for getting at the

Directors Meeting Postponed
The Board of Directors meeting of the
Motion Pictures Theatre Owners of New
Jersey,

The operators demanded

tain served
ators.

strong

a

ability

for the oper-

13,

at the

at the

same

place.

De Grandcourt

Joins Preferred

Grandcourt has joined the staff of
Preferred Pictures, for special publicity work
in connection with the premiere of "Mothersin-Law," at the B. S. Moss Cameo Theatre.
G. de

tion and publicity departments, is named
Fan
rector of national publicity, including
Ned Holmes has been specially
magazines.
di-

to supervise the exploitation and
publicity for "Puritan Passions," and Charles
Giegerish is engaged in a similar capacity

engaged

to handle
features.

announces

"The Drivin' Fool," and other
The Hodkinson managements also
the

appointment

of

S.

Nelson,

manager of the Minneapolis branch, succeeding N.

M. Smith,

resigned.

Woolfenden and Greene Join the
Ranks of Anderson Pictures Corp.
William Woolfenden has joined Anderson
Pictures Corporation in an executive capacity.
Mr. Woolfenden knows every angle of the
amusement business and his experience will
assist Carl Anderson in interpreting the public
on a nation-wide scale.
Mr. Woolfenden will handle other work
besides the selection of vehicles and the creaBeing an all-around showtion of product.
man, he began his picture experience in the
early days of the Jesse L. Lasky Company.
Irving Greene is handling the advertising
and publicity of both this corporation and the
taste

Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation.
For the past two years Mr. Greene was
x
in charge of the advertising and publicity
Predepartments of Associated Exhibitors.
vious to this he was with Pathe.

REHEARSING 'BLACK OXEN'
Tearle, leading man in "Black Oxen" is shown here rehearsing his
at his home under the supervision of his wife, Adele Rowland, the popular

Conway

new
little

First National role
vaudevillian.

"-
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LEADERS OF TRUART
ON SALES AND SCREEN

EDWARD DILLON
Who

is

directing

the

new

series of Elaine Hammer stein
features
for
Truart.
His
activities of the past represent
great promise for the state

right

voker whose pictures will be
marketed on the new plan of
leaving the question of equitable rental purely up to the
exhibitor.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
whose

at-

tractions wi'l be one of
surest drawing cards on

the
the

The popular

market during
coming season.

independent
the

star,

field.

September
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Exhibitors to Decide Equitable Rentals
Truart Takes Revolutionary Sales Step on Semon Comedies by Calling for Square Deal Bids
Production Activities Announced

ONE

of the biggest problems of the
forthcoming season will be the solution

To be
question of rentals.
?"
is the equitable rental
In advancing its policy of selling the series
of

specific

:

the

"What

Larry Semon comedy features, Truart
Film Corporation is throwing aside every preof

cedent ever established in the selling of
tion pictures to the theatre.

mo-

M. H. Hoffman, vice-president and general
manager, and Alexander S. Aronson, general
manager of sales for Truart, under whose
guidance this new sales policy will be placed
in operation, in the preparation of that policy
have assured themselves by the basic principle under which the new plan will be carried on that the arrangements with the exhibitor will be an equitable one because the
theatre manager is the one who is going to
offer the basis of that arrangement.

In advertising pages which will shortly appear in the trade journals, Truart will offer
the series of four Larry Semon feature comedies to the exhibitors of the country, calling
upon the exhibitors to make their own proposition on the series, one which they will consider equitable to themselves and equitable
also to the producer.

Theatre owners are familiar with the compractice of charging higher prices for

mon

each succeeding picture of a star series, especially are they familiar with this practice
as applied to the limited field of comedy

1UI H. Hoffman, vice-president and general
*'*• manager of Truart Film Corporation,
strongly believes that during the coming season independent production will make greater
strides toward its right fid position in the film
industry than during any previous period in
the history of motion pictures.

They are going ahead, Mr. Hoffman demaking as high a quality of product
The result is
as anything on the market.
clares,

that a just percentage of first run theatres
are -booking independent pictures from state
right exchanges.

Alex

Aronson,

same

concern's sales
manager, is finishing a lengthy investigation
trip among the principal exchange key centers.
On the last leg of his tour he wires in:

"My

the

swing around the middle west shows

healthy business with most exhibitors. The
outlook for the coming season is exceptionally encouraging. It is my firm conviction that
all independent product of merit will enjoy
unusual success with the exhibitors the coming season."

intimated by Mr. Hoffman that the
high cost' of rentals has much to do with the
budding possibilities of the independents, due
to the low overhead of production in comparison wtih the organized units, which must
of necessity carry high salaried organisations
It

is

'

between pictures.

the new sales plan of Truart the
theatre will avoid this because the arrangement entered into will be such that release
No. 4 will be rented at the same figure as
Furthermore, the contracts
release No. 1.
thus entered into by exhibitors with the home
office of Truart Film Corporation will be
lived up to regardless of any distributing
affiliations on the series, because the series
will be sold to a distributor only subject to
such contractual bookings.
,

RUART

has not entered into this plan
merely as an idea. It has committed itself
by contractual obligation to the star for an
extended period of time.
It has further obligated itself in the purchase of well-known plays and novels and is
prepared to make whatever expenditure is
necessary in order that the finished productions will be second to none of their type,
or any other type by their own statements, in
quality.

proved star of known
box-office value.
The calibre of the product
in which he will be offered cannot do otherwise than
add to the popularity which
is

a

already achieved.
The properties
which will be the basis for his productions

he

Larry Semon and Richard Talmadge, and a
fourth under the brand name of Carlos Productions, making all-star attractions similar
The fifth unit
to "The Unknown Purple."
will be announced as soon as the negotiations

now

in progress are completed.

Elaine Hammerstein production
THE
"Broadway Gold," directed by Edward
first

Dillon from W. Carey Wonderly's story in
Young's magazine, will be released generally
on September 1. This will be followed by an
adaptation of Harold MacGrath's well-known
novel, "The
directed by

Drums of Jeopardy," now
Edward Dillon.

being

This second production will be released in
It will be followed by a novel
being adapted under the tentative title "Good
Women and Bad," for release in February,

November.

1924.

Elaine Hammerstein
from three wellunder consideration will be

The fourth and
productions to be
known novels now
released in May,

fifth

selected

1924,

respectfully.

Larry Semon feature comedy will
will be an
It
be released in December.
adaptation of the famous stage success "The

The

To

Under

Larry Semon

he considers ample to supply the demand.
Truart will be represented in the independent field of production for the ensuing year
with eighteen eminent photoplays.
At least five producing units will function
during the entire year, of which three will
be star units, namely, Elaine Hammerstein,

first

Girl in the Limousine."

stars.

'T'

—

has

have known value.

"The

Girl in the Limousine" is the first.
This successful stage play not only held the
stage in New York for one solid season but
the play has been on tour in practically every
part of the United States.
Produced on the
legitimate by A. H. Woods, it has been conceded one of the outstanding stage successes.

Following this— will be "The Wizard of
Oz." The name alone is known to" nearly
every man, woman and child in the country.
Its whimsical qualities, both in book form and
on almost every stage throughout the land,
has made its name a familiar one everywhere.
After that there will be "Let's Go!" and
"Yankee Doodle Dandy," two unusual stories
uniquely adapted to the needs of this stellar
comedian.

exchange for this product of known
quality and value Truart will ask an offer
which the theatre believes equitable to itself
and to the producer the opportunity only to
In order that
get and give a square deal.
they may both survive, the arrangement between the producer and exhibitor must be
When it is both of them will
equitable.
have a square deal.
In

;

—

That is the basis
policy on the Larry
and a square deal.

of

Truart's

Semons

new

—direct

sales

booking

March, will be "The
famous in every
quarter of the globe which has appeared in
book form and as an outstanding play for
many years. This will be elaborately profollow

this

Wizard of Oz,"

in

the

story

duced by the Semon unit.
In September and November, 1924, will be
released "Let's Go !" an unusual comedy novel,
and "Yankee Doodle Dandy," an uproarious
Larry Semon
farce of exceptional nature.
is under long term contract with Truart, and
other well-known stage successes are under
consideration for subsequent release, and it
possible the last two of his first season's
will be replaced by other plays of national prominence.
is

FROM

production angle, Truart becoming season offers unlimited
possibilties to the independents. Mr. Hoffman
looks forward to it as the biggest in the hisHe says
tory of pictures.
the
lieves the

:

"Forecasting the independent field for the
forthcoming season is a simple matter. That
field will realize a greater measure of success
than has ever attended it before because it is
making the calibre of productions that qualify
it for such success.'
"It is our firm conviction that independent
productions will be found in just percentage
in the first-run theatres of the country, that
they will in their proportion be a measure of
the success of the entire industry, that they
will take their place along with all other
productions as outstanding in the public's
knowledge of the biggest attractions of the

year.

"And because the industry must have independent effort to stimulate what might
otherwise become a lethargy in production, because independent product fosters the competition which is a saving factor in the exhibitors' channel of the business, and because
the independents are producing good pictures,
1923-4 will not only be a big independent year,
but it will be one of the biggest the industry
as a whole has ever known."
With that thought in mind, Mr. Hoffman
has selected carefully and in a manner which

work

The first Richard Talmadge production,
produced by Carlos Productions, under the
working title "Fast Freight" will be released
about October 1 to be followed in January,
March and May by further productions of
this

series.

will all be adaptations of published
stories designed to fit the needs of this player.
In selecting stories for Talmadge his stunt
ability will be coupled with a personality
that will permit adventure stories of a ro-

These

mantic type.
Following "The

was
land

Unknown

Purple," which

directed for Carlos Productions by

Ro-

New York

his own
Carlos unit will

West from

success, the
tional all-star

attractions

stage
offer two addiduring the 1923-4

season for which three best-sellers and two
successful stage plays are now under conAs soon as the two properties
sideration.
are selected definite announcement of same
will be made.

In addition one other unit with which Mr.
is now negotiating will make three
super-pictures for Truart release during the
1923-4 season.

Hoffman,

Taken all in all the Truart program gives
great promise of being a formative and impressive outlay of independent offerings.
firm foundation is laid.

A
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Three Masters of Cleveland

FRED DESBERG
General

Loew's
Inc.,

Manager
of
Ohio Theatres,

who

entered

motion picture

the

field as a

unobstrusive attorney and has advanced
quiet,

to the point of recognition as one of the foreshowmen in the

most

United States.

He

guides

the destinies of the Stillman, Allen, State, Park,
Mall, Liberty and Doan
theatres in the Forest
City.

WILLIAM
Whose

H.

RAYNOR

ideas of films and their exploitation have placed him in
the front ranks of notable exhibitors.
He has opened approximately forty theatres throughout the country and, for the past
three years, has managed the Walter Read chain of houses.
His
principal duty is, that of managing director of Read's mammoth
Hippodrome in Cleveland.

MARTIN PRINTZ
Who

gained a wealth of knowledge relative to the exhibition of
pictures through eight years as auditor of the Knickerbocker
theatre and four years at the Metropolitan prior to assuming
Then he took over the Circle
control of the new Lakewood.
"Micky," as he is known to the film fraternity, has
theatre.
proved that many of his 'hunches' bear fruit.

September
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Among The Showmen
ALLEN W.whoMARTI, of

Milwaukee, Wis-

consin,
is interested in the Beverly
theatre has taken over the Myers theatre at Janesville, Wisconsin which he will
operate as a motion picture and vaudeville
house. The Myers theatre was built in 1870.
It is one of the oldest in Wisconsin.

The Northern Wisconsin Exhibitors is the
name of a new organization of northern Wis-

.

consin theatre owners formed at Rice Lake.
Exhibitors of this section felt that an organization was needed for the common good.

A

the picture field is reported at
Waterbury, Connecticut.
The Jacques and
other small playhouses are closed. The Scenic
theatre has been converted into a store and
the Auditorium will be sold at auction.
lull

in

James Gimes, pioneer exhibitor of

Brazil,
theatrical

Indiana, who has not been in the
business for some time, will have charge of
the Sourwine and Lark theatres at Brazil.
He succeeds Doctor Walsh.

Pa. which he

Moose

for many years. The
the
Family
from
the
interests and invited Althoff to

Parshley.
Mr. Fisher is the only
of the old partnership which included L. Leslie Headley who resigned some
weeks ago. Since then the theatre was operated by Harry Savage, owner. The new
company is known as the Royal Theatre
Company, Inc. They have a five year lease
on the house.

Charles

member

Knoblauch
return.

There have been several changes of importance at Albany, New York, during this
week. The Grand, in Scotia, owned by A. E
Center, of
Schenectady, has reopened. The
theatre in Cambridge, and the one in Salem,
now running one night a week, are to operate
two nights, business warranting. George Leo
has sold his house in Staastburg, and leaves
on November 15, for Miami. George Cohen
reopened the Opera House, in Newburg, with
"Circus Days" and played to the biggest
matinee in the film history of the house. The
new house being built by Abe Devore, in
Schenectady, is scheduled to open October IS.
Joseph Braff, of Albany, has taken over the
lease of the Hudson, in Watervliet, and will
reopen soon. Robert Landry, of Ogdensburg,
has acquired title to the Star theatre of that
place, and adds another house to his chain.

Howard

J.

New York
Mr. Mclntire of the Schine interests has
been endeavoring to lease the Farman theatre in Warsaw, New York. The village board
has not yet decided the matter.

managed

bought

Smith,

president

Pictures,

Inc.,

has

of Western
appointed a

reference committee to aid in settling disputes between members of the organization
and the exchanges. The members of the committee are:
George Keating, Jubilee, Buffalo
Sidney C. Allen, Allen theatre, Medina,
N. Y. and Mike Carr, Lyndhurst theatre,
Rochester.
Mr. Smith is fitting up new
clubrooms for the members in the Palace
theatre building 327 Main street, Buffalo.
meeting will be called in the near future.

Theatre Managers of Southern Enterprise
houses in the Carolinas held a convention in
Charlotte September 10th.

A new company headed by Bert Donella,
former manager of the Strand and Rialto
theatres at Alameda, California, has been
formed to build a theatre there. The new
house will have a seating capacity of 1,800.
so

season in his houses.
Not so long ago, he
sold his theatres in Colfax.

A

C. C. Spink will succeed Mr. Stevenson
as manager of Fay's theatre on Market street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Spink was formerly

with Fay's McKinley Square Theatre,

York

New

City.

Bill Gane, formerly manager of the Washburn theatre in Chester, Pa., has succeeded
C. Folk Kline who has resigned as manager
of Green & Altman's Jefferson theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Kline will devote his entire time to the Alma theatre of which he is

the lessee.

National Motion Picture Theatre Day will
be held November 19th, it was decided at
the recent meeting at Atlantic City, N. J., of
the officers and board of directors of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Twenty-five per cent of the theatre men's
gross receipts will be given to the M. P.
T. O. of America.
The day will be widely
exploited and special programs presented.

Schreck, manager of the Temple
Ashland, Pa., has acquired the
Garden theatre at Frackville, Pa. and has
opened it as a ten and twenty-five cent house.

V.

J.

theatre

at

The Albany theatre in Schenectady, N. Y.,
owned by Paul Alberts, and recently acquired by the Farash Theatre Company, of
that

no

longer be operated as a
house.
Beginning at once,
replace the films with two
changes a week, and six acts to the program.
city,

will

motion

picture
vaudeville will

Reopening of the Third Street theatre,
Easton, Pa. after extensive improvements,
found the lobby refurnished, the lighting system changed with old rose draperies to enhance its beauty and with a new motion picture state.

Oscar Althoff, manager of the Strand theatre

at

Berwick, Pa., has resigned to return

to his old love, the

Family

at

Mahanoy

are reported
to have approached Hiram Mintz with a proposal for the purchase of the old Binghamton
clubhouse in the Southern Tier city on which
is said a $500,000 motion picture theatre
it
with a seating capacity of 2000 will be erected.
It is also reported that Mr. Mintz and other
citizens of Binghamton are about to become
interested in a new motion picture corporation
in the near future.
financial

interests

Exhibitors in Jamestown, N. Y., have come
to an agreement with the local musicians'
union whereby the musicians get an increase
The battle with the stage hands
in pay.
is

still

on.

New York

for the

He

Dempsey-Pirpo
Brown former

has named R. W.
the Strand as director of the
Strand orchestra and Mrs. Emily Karnes has
succeeded George A. Bouchard at the Wurlitzer organ.
Mr. Hayman has booked all
the big Paramount and First National picfight.

pianist

at

tures for

be catered

showing

at the Strand.

Grand

theatre in Auburn, N. Y.,
has been opened by the Miles Company of
Cleveland.
C. S. Burg prepared the house
for the opening.
The Universal theatre deal
in the same town has fallen through.
The
Schine company had been negotiating for the
house.

Burtis

Pa.,

per-

to.

James Carey and G.

F.

Sanderson have

been appointed receivers for Thomas Goldberg exhibitor of Baltimore, Maryland. Although bankruptcy proceedings have been
brought by creditors, Goldberg declares he
The proceedings do not bear on
is solvent.

Walbrook Amusement Company

Goldberg

is

in

which

interested.

The Bala Cynwyd Auditorium is said to
have been leased by the proprietors to a local
Bala Cynwyd is a
exchange representative.
high class suburban section of Philadelphia,
Pa. The Auditorium is a second story theatre with a seating capacity of four hundred.
It is operated three nights a week.
E. B. Johnson former manager of the Plaza
theatre at Wildwood, Pa., is the new manager
of Hunt's theatre at Wilmington.

Charlie Dutkin, is the new manager of the
at Philadelphia, Pa.

Adolph Kraun alleged that the Orpheum
the corporation controling the
theatre at Trenton, New Jersey, is
insolvent and filed a petition in the Court of
Chancery for the appointment of a receiver.
George B. Ten Eyck, proprietor of the Orpheum said that Kraun was a stockholder
and that he sought a position after he ac-

Theatres

Inc.,

Orpheum

When

he was found incompemonths as assistant manager
go and naturally was disgrunted.

quired stock.
tent after eight

he was

The

Bethlehem,
never had a

at

Astor theatre

Hayman of the Strand and
Charlie
Cataract theatres, Niagara Falls, N. Y., journeyed to

has

it

formance in it, has had its name changed to
Garden theatre and thereby hangs a tale.
People did not like the name. It was called
the Greek theatre because of its classic Ionic
design.
But the Slavs and the Poles and
the Italians and the Russians and the Irish in
the Bethlehem Steel Works said they would
not go to a place where the Greeks were to

the

New York

theatre

the

;

Jack Allender owner and manager of the
Allender circuit in Spokane, Pullman, Dayton and Moscow, Idaho, was in Seattle recently preparing for the opening of the new

The Greek
new that

let

Mr. Ten Eyck declared that the organization

is

absolutely solvent.

Earl G. Miest has succeeded Mrs. Queena
Meitzler as pianist at the Lotus theatre, Allentown, Pa.

Both the

interior

and exterior of the Opera

D. M. Flay is now the manager of the
Star theatre in Niagara Falls, N. Y., which
has just been opened with a straight picture

House

at Slatington. Pa., are

R. T.

Holfich

policy.

J. M. Blanchard, manager of Comerford's
Strand theatre at Sunbury, Pa., was one of
the judges who elected Miss Mary Botto

The Strand theatre at Scranton, Pa., has
begun broadcasting musical programs over the
radio.
Manager Friedman has been complimented on the quality of the music.
The Royal theatre at
new management with

City.ing of George

Atlantic City is under
a partnership consistMerrill, John V. Fisher and

to

represent

is

being alterated.

owner and manager.

Sunbury

at

the

Atlantic

City

Pageant.
C. C. of Hudson County reheld a meeting for the purpose of
considering the demands of motion picture
operators.

The T. O.

cently
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PRODUCTION
GOLDWYN
his original

screen story, tentatively called "Law Against
Law." The final scene was "shot" six weeks
from the day when photography was started.

The

refilming of "Wild Oranges" is now in
progress and Director Vidor will reverse the
order as originally planned for taking the
In this case the interiors will be the
scenes.
first taken.

Prints

of

Charles

Days"

"Six

Brabin's

have been sent to the company main office.
Emmett Flynn's production "In the Palace
of the King" is nearly through the Editing
process.

Gilbert E. Gable's production, "Slave of
Desire," based upon Balzac's novel "The
Magic Skin," is in the final stages of Editing.

examining many manuscripts and
and current plays and novels,
Emmett J. Flynn has decided upon his
second production under his new alliance.
After

reading

old

be a feature based upon one
Davis' earlier melodramas, "Nellie,
Beautiful Cloak Model."
will

It

Owen

Director Flynn will
making the production

bring
to

the

in

is under way
Culver City.

at

the

Going into the ninth week of production
work, Douglas Fairbanks, as "The Thief of
Bagdad" is bounding merrily along through
the Arabian Nights.
If present production
pace holds forth this picture will be seen
on Broadway, New York, during the coming
holiday season.

company
where

The screen adaptation is being made under
the direction of June Mathis, Editorial Director for Goldwyn.

Madge Kennedy

has completed the second
of six special productions which she is making
It
under the banner of the above company.
is titled "Three Miles Out," and has to do
with bootlegging activities.

Work on "Maytime," screen version of
Rida Johnson Young's stage play is progressing rapidly at the B. P. Schulberg studios.

the

West

"Week-end Husbands" and

is

company

Elmo Lincoln has been added

to

the cast

of Mae Murray's "Fashion Row," now in
the course of filming in Hollywood under the
direction of Robert Z. Leonard.

Three of the six Premier Features have
been completed and are ready for presenta-

They are

tion.

"Desire,"

:

Feather" and "Held

to

"The Eagle's

Answer."

One of the sets for "Hospitality," Buster
Keaton's full length comedy, shows Broadway
and Forty-second street, New York, as it
was

GRAND-ASHER
Mildred Harris and De Witt Jennings have
been added to the cast of Elliott Dexter's
vehicle for this
title.

It

is

City.

"The Extra Man," which Hoot Gibson
making at Universal City, will be seen a

In
is

notable cast. In this aggregation of assisting
stars will be seen Priscilla Dean, Reginald
Denny and half a dozen other big Universal
stars.

company which

as yet

John M. Stahl's next production for Louis
B. Mayer will be "Why Men Leave Home,"
a screen version of Avery Hopwood's play
to be released by this company.
A. P.
Younger is making the adaptation.

an R. William Neill pro-

VITAGRAPH

Carl Stockdale has been added to the cast

Bryant Washburn's "Try
which is in the making.
of

the

and

Get

It,"

Russell Griffin, who plays the role of the
crippled boy in "Three O'clock in the Morning," is the leader of a gang of boys who
appear with Charles "Chic" Sale in his first
starring vehicle for this company.

Patsy Ruth Miller has been selected to play
the feminine lead in support of Douglas Mac-

called

"The

Man Who

Forgave."

F. B. O.

Al Santell

preparing to film "The Sandnext production for this or-

is

to be the second
of the all star C. B. C.-Columbia Pictures,
and the picturized version of Evelyn CampEdward J. Le Saint
bell's story "Prejudice."
will direct the new feature.

CHOICE PRODUCTIONS

on the first of a series of four
feature-length comedies to be made by Larry
started.

The

Limousine" and

it

title

will

the Man You Love," a five part
feature from an original story by Seymour
Zellif and directed by Thomas R. Mills,
has been completed and is being edited by
William H. Clifford. It will be distributed
via the independent market.

"Win

Work

is

be

"The
made

Los Angeles.

Edward Dillon, directing Elaine Hammerin "The Drums of Jeopardy," is busy

This company's West Coast studios reports
"The Man From Brodney's" is rapidly
Hearing completion under the direction of
David Smith.

that

Whitman Bennett

A

feature of six reels, without a descriptive title, will scon be placed on the market
The title of the film is
by this company.

Secret" and is now in process of
adapted from an original
It was

stein

"Satan's

casting the balance of the players.
Wallace
Beery has been chosen for an important part.

storv by William H. Clifford.

editing.

is

considering

four

stories from which he plans to select one
for screen adaptation following the final

editing of "The Leavenworth Case" which
he recently finished shooting.

C. B. C.
"The Marriage Market" is

"The Yankee Consul."

TIFFANY-TRUART

"Pioneer Trails" has been finally titled and
edited by C. Graham Baker and Don Bartlett and prints are being shipped to the company's branches.

Grace Carlyle has been signed to play opposite Elliott Dexter in the production tenta-

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

in

"Riders of the Moon," in which Jack Hoxie
starred, has been completed at Universal

FIRST NATIONAL

pile" as his
ganization.

Semon has been

is

in 1830.

tively

cast.

Girl in the

Patrick O'Malley has been signed by this
to play the male lead in "Mamie
Rose," Mary Philbin's initial starring vehicle,
which went into production this week at
Universal City.

duction.

selecting

by Fred

Schertzinger.

scheduled to arrive at
Coast studios of the above company

EQUITY PICTURES

cast

Datig, casting director, for the leading
feminine role in "The Spice of Life" starring Reginald Denny.

Daniel Carson Goodman has completed the
story and scenario for his next picture titled

in

UNIVERSAL

is

on September 18 when filming will commence
on the Clyde Fitch play "Beau Brummel."
Carmel Myers, Alec B. Francis and Richard
Tucker have been added to the cast.

Lean

Frank Campeau has deserted the heavies in
Westerns and will be seen in John Ford's
production "Hoodman Blind," which was recently started at the Hollywood studios.

Landis and Percy Marmont have
been engaged for important roles in "The
Man Whom Life Passed By," which was
written and will be directed by Victor

has no

BROS.

Percy Marmont has finished work on "The
Fool" which is a screen version of
"The Gun Gentleman," at the West Coast
Flyin'

Laura La Plante has been

Cullen

initial

WARNER

effort.

METRO

PREFERRED PICTURES

John Barrymore

CORP.

New York

Company's studios

John Gilbert is finishing production work
on "The Exiles" at the Western studios.
This is Edmund Mortimer's first directorial

studios.

KENMA

of
the'

all of the exteriors will be made.
This will
be the first production Mr. Flynn has made
in New York.
The casting for the produc-

tion

FOX

UNITED ARTISTS

Rupert Hughes has completed

PARAMOUNT
Tom

Geraghty, production editor of the
Thomas Meighan unit, has settled upon
"Woman Proof" as the releasing title for
"All Must Marry" and "Pied Piper Malone" in place of "Everybody's Uncle." He
will cut and edit the first, recently completed on location, in New York and prepare the other at the author's summer

home

J.

in

Maine.

Irvin Willat and Albert Shelby Le Vino
are in Los Angeles to prepare filming of
the third Zane Grey picture "The Heritage
of the Desert." Willat will direct and Le
Vino will write the scenario.

Walter Woods will serve as production
editor of the James Cruze production "To
the Ladies," on which work will start at
the West Coast studios September 17.
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Distribution

TRI-STONE
Co.,

Ltd., 277 Victoria street, Toronto, Ont, has
the sole distribution rights in Canada of the

New

Comedies

Edition

by

distributed

the

above company.

The

Canada

release schedule in

—

SELZNICK

C. B. C.

The Canadian Feature and Productions

"Temptation"

been

Greater
Features,
Inc.,
for
Washington, Oregon,
Montana, Northern Idaho, and Alaska. The
purchase was made by J. T. Sheffield of
Greater Features.
sold

to

will be as

follows
September 1 "Dough & Dynamite"
with Charles Chaplin September 8 "Caught
in a Cabaret" with Charles Chaplin
September
IS
"His
Trysting
Places"
with
Charles Chaplin September 22 "Those College Girls" with Charles Murray
September
29— "Our Dare Devil Chief" with Ford Sterling
October 6 "When Ambrose Dared
Walrus" with Chester Conklin and Mack
Swain October 13 "His Prehistoric Past"
with Charles Chaplin October 20 "Hogan's
Aristocratic Dream" with Charles Murray
October 27 "The Home Breakers" with
Chester Conklin and Mack Swain
November 3 "The Cannon Ball" with Chester
Conklin
November 10 "A Lover's Lost
Control" with Sydney Chaplin and November 17
"Only a Messenger Boy" with Ford

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

;

—

;

—

;

"Foolish

Parents" is to be released the
week of October 7. This is a screen adaptation of I. A. R. Wylie's novel "The Paupers
of Portman Square.

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

W. H.
Saeiiger
tiations

"Rupert

Law"

Guerringer,

of

will be

Hentzau"

In addition to bookings already announced,
"Going Up" has been obtained for early runs
in the Eastman Theatre, Rochester, Shea's
Hippodrome.
Buffalo,
Grand,
Pittsburgh,

Columbia, Erie, and Lumberg, Niagara Falls.

;

—

Sterling.

The new edition of William S. Hart in
"The Bargain" is proving itself a popular

The

lanta Savini Films, Inc.,

Ill

for

Walton

:

At-

street;

Boston, Pioneer Film Corporation, 44 Church
Chicago, Greiver Productions, 831
South Wabash Ave., Dallas
Independent
Film Service Co., Inc., 1717 !/i Commerce
street
Detroit, Ray J. Branch Productions,
202 Film Building Kansas City, Richards &
Flynn, 113 West 18th street; Louisville. Big
Feature Rights Corporation, 221 S. Third
street

;

;

;

;

street

;

Memphis and

;

the

entire

Common
Saenger

Arthur
White,
booking
manager
for
U. B. O., contracted for the same two pictures to be shown over the entire U. B. O.
circuit.

The Hugh Dierker Production, "Cause for
Divorce," is scheduled for September release.
The Louis Wm. Chaudet production, lately
acquired by this company and titled "Defying Destiny," is scheduled for an early release.

Rock.

now releasing "The Vermillion Pencil," starring Sessue Hayakawa,
as an entirely new version with an almost
complete change of story through the art of
This company

The release date of Chester Bennett's production, "The Lullaby," starring Jane Novak,
has been set for November 25.

MAMMOTH
The

initial

;

company, "Ene-

tury Exchange.

WARNER
Among

Hal Roach's feature picture version of Jack
London's dog story "The Call of the Wild,"
is announced for release on September 23.

release of this

mies of Children," has been acquired by the
Capitol Film Exchange of New York City
for the territory of Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey. Philadelphia was secured by Gene Marcus of the Twentieth Cen-

Lieber Company of Indianapolis, for the state
of Indiana.

PATHE

is

recutting.

WEBER AND NORTH

;

;

Little

Miss Mildred Rosenfeld, representing the
All Star Feature Distributors, of San Francisco, has purchased "Marriage Morals" and
"Dqn't Marry for Money" from this company for California, Arizona, Nevada and
the Hawaiian Islands.
The same two pictures were taken by The

Milwaukee, Wisconsin Film Corpora-

403 Toy Building New Haven, Pioneer
Film Corporation, 130 Meadow street New
York, Producers Feature Service, Inc., 729
7th Ave. Omaha, Independent Film Corporation, 1304 Farnam street
Philadelphia, L. &
H. Film Exchange, 1237 Vine street; Pittsburgh, All-Theatres-Pictures, Inc., 119 Ninth
street
St. Louis, Progress Pictures Corpora tion, 3435 Olive street
Syracuse, Advance
Pictures, Inc., 551 South Salina street and
Washington. Liberty Film Exchange, Mather
Building, 916 G street, N.W.
tion,

Southern

Enterprises,
Inc.,
have
booked "The Call of the Wild" for their
first run houses.
These showings include such
cities as Atlanta. Charlotte, Dallas, Oklahoma
City, Birmingham, Knoxville, Chattanooga,

revival according to distribution reported by
the above company.

The following have been arranged

of

F. B. O.

PATHE

;

—

"The

and

shown over the

—

—

representative

Amusement Company, closed negowith the above company whereby

circuit.

—

:

has

the

BROS.

out-of-town

visitors

at

this

Company's Home Office, in New York, last
week, was M. L. Finkelstein, of the firm of
Finkelstein and Ruben, prominent exhibitors
in the

Northwest.

Mr. Finkelstein declared that the Warner
Classic, "Main Street," did the biggest business of the year 1923 in both of the F. & R.
Minneapolis and St. Paul houses. Mr. Finkelstein also stated that he is completely sold on
all the Warner product, and before leaving he
booked the entire eighteen Classics of the
Screen for the F. and R. Theatres.

-

;

;

PRINCIPAL PICTURES

FOX
"The

The

arrangement for
First
Naproducts
by
company's
tional has hardly been closed, many pre-release showings are being scheduled.
Among these are Minneapolis and St. Paul.
Oklahoma City is another pre-release center
with the assurance also of Denver and
Washington. The feature for these pre-releases is "The Meanest Alan in the World."
This picture will be the first of the Principal product to be distributed by Associated
Following this will
First National Pictures.

Exiles," starring John Gilbert, will be

this

an October release.

"The
lease on

Silent

Command"

September

is

scheduled for re-

9.

"The Lone Star Ranger,"
Mix,

will
the ninth.

also be

starring

fact that distribution

Tom

ready for distribution on

"Monna Vanna," screen adaptation of
Maurice Maeterlinck's drama, which has been
listed as one of the 25 specials for 1923-4 season,- will be released September 16.

the first of the Harold Bell Wright
productions, "When a Man's a Man."

come

EQUITY

TIFFANY-TRUART

"Week-end Husbands" is set for release on
November 15.
Preliminary work will be
speeded to meet this date.

HODKINSON
"The Life of

Reilly," two-reel
duced by C. C. Burr, will be an
lease.

LLOYD HUGHES
comedy proOctober re-

Who

will portray the leading role of the philosophical
student in G. Marion Burton's play "Born of the
Cyclone" for F. B. O. This feature is now nearing
comp!etion at the Powers studios in Hollywood.

Through Alexander S. Aronson, General
Manager of Sales, negotiations were completed with Mike, Al and Lou Rosenberg,
whereby their independent exchange, the DeLuxe Feature Films. Seattle, Washington,
company's franchise for the
comprising Washington. Oregon.
Montana. Northern Idaho and Alaska.

acquired

territory

this
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Florence Billings seems to be entertaining the boys very thoroughly in this scene, especially

Tom

Moore,

who

assists.
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'The White

Sister'

Produced by Inspiration Pictures, Inc. Directed by Henry King.
Adapted from the
novel by F. Marion Crawford.
Length
Final, 10,200 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Angela Chiaromonte

Lillian

Captain Giovanni Severi

Marchesa di Mola
Monsignor Saracinesca
Prince Chiaromonte
Madame Bernard
Professor

Ugo

J.

Barney Sherry
Charles Lane

Juliette

La

Violette

Sig. Serena
Alfredo Bertone
Ramon Ibanez
Alfredo Martinelli
Carloni Talli
Giovanni Viccola

Filmore Durand

Count

del Ferice
Alfredo del Ferice

Mother Superior
General Mazzini
Alfredo's Tutor
Solicitor to the Prince
Solicitor to the Count

Antonio Barda

Giacomo D'Attino
Michele Gualdi
Guiseppe Pavoni
Francesco Socinus
Sheik Mahomet

Archbishop
Professor Torricelli
Bedouin Chief
Lieutenant Rossini

James Abbe
Duncan Mansfield

Commander Donato

When

Kane

Gail

Severi

Gish

Ronald Colraan

Prince Chiaromonte

is killed in an accident
his will is burned by the Marchesa di Mola. the older
of two half sisters.
Angela is deprived of her half
of the estate by the act.
The marriage of her
father and mother had been a church ceremony, un-

recorded, and consequently Angela had no claim on
the estate.
She goes to live with her former tutor,

Mme.

Bernard.
Captain Severi, with whom Angela
is deeply in love, is ordered to Africa. The two are
to be married on his return.
Later the captain is
reported killed in action.
Angela, desperately ill as
a result of the shock, is taken to the White Sisters'
Hospital.
Upon her recovery, which has been slow,
she decides to enter the sisterhood.
The captain,
who had been taken prisoner by the tribesmen,
finally escapes.
Before his arrival in Italy Angela
has taken the vows. The captain, seeking his brother,
goes to the hospital and meets Angela. By subterfuge
the nun goes to a house where she is told One of
her women patients is staying.
As she enters the
captain turns the key in the door and tells her he
wants her to sign an application to the Pope to be
relieved from her vows.
Angela refuses, and after
a tense scene the captain finally relents and releases
Angela.
As she starts back to the hospital she is
nearly overwhelmed by the storm and flood which
The captain, setfollow an outbreak of Vesuvius.
ting out to warn the inhabitants, is overcome and
drowned.

'By George Blaisdell

NOTHER
to the

White Sister."
That it is splendidly conceived and

finely

executed, in continuity, casting, direction and
And that it is
photography, is another.
played with unusual regard for the niceties
of dramatic interpretation is a third, at which
point it is a matter of justice to remark or
to reiterate that it is a Henry King production.

Lillian Gish makes an appealing figure as
the wistful heroine of the great story of

F.

manyfold.

The portrayal of the Vesuvian outburst and
the succeeding gale and storm and the panic
of the inhabitants are most vivid.
Inspiration Pictures has done a distinct service in its faithful portrayal of a literary
classic.

As
of

is

a long

list

some scenes and some
most dramatic scenes goes so deeply

the production in

and

with such fidelity into the Catholic
ceremonial of a nun taking the final vows
it
will undoubtedly have especial appeal for
the millions of the denomination named.
This is a matter for exhibitor consideration
insofar as it may bear upon the attitude of
those of other denominations or of no denomination.
It is the belief of- this writer that in the
event of there being doubt in the mind of
as to' whether the subject
controversial he can obtain no
better advice than from a Protestant clergyman in his community. And it also is our
belief that that clergyman after seeing the
subject will give the picture his emphatic approval.
The immediate foregoing is written because
of what has been printed and of what may
be printed tending to unsettle in mind or to
scare away an exhibitor from booking this
beautiful production.

prove

'Rubles Of Red Gap'
Paramount photoplay

Kane

there are Ronald Colman as Captain
Severi, the lover, a performance that should
thoroughly establish that young man as one
of the foremost of the male screen players
J. Barney Sherry as Monsignor Saracinesca,
and
a reverent and forceful interpretation
Giuseppe Pavoni as the archibishop, whose
sincerity in the scenes wherein Angela is confirmed as a White Sister will lead many
momentarily to believe the functionary really
is a high priest of the church.
The remainder of the cast, which is largely
Italian, is weir above the average in acting
ability.
And that is no small statement.
As the picture is flashed on the screen the
beholder is quickly drawn into the atmosphere
of this story of Roman life and love, of
church and war.
The palatial quality of the natural settings
impresses from the first. There are frequent
glimpses direct and indirect of towering and
menacing Vesuvius, preparing the spectator

Then

;

Jeff Tuttle

Fritzi

Ridgewav

Charles Ogle
Louise Dresser

Lilh'an

Anna Lehr
William Austin
Elliott

Kella

Pasha

Sidney Bracey

Senator

Milt

Brown

Guy

Oliver

Mrs. Effie Floud, her husband Egbert, her father,
U. S. Senator and Jeff Tuttle, all of Red .Gap.
She is desirious
America, are sojourning in Paris.
The Senator
of imparting a social finish to Egbert.
wins Ruggles, valet to the Honorable George, brother
of the Earl of Brinstead, in a game of poker and he
accompanies the Americans to Red Gap in The
Ruggles goes out with Egbert, who introWest.
duces him around Red Gap as Colonel Ruggles. The
editor of the local newspaper publishes an account
of the visit of Mrs. Effie Floud and family of the
The Flouds
noted British officer Colonel Ruggles.
and their relations are horrified, but decide to have
given. The
he
has
been
Ruggles assume the character
1

sterling entertainment qualities.

its

"Ruggles of Red Gap" ought to "go
over" big and prove a splendid box office
References to novel and stage play,
asset.
and stress laid upon the excellence of the

4

A

Chapter in Her Life'

Universal photoplay in five parts. Author,
Clara Louise Burnham. Scenario and Direction by Lois Weber.
Cameraman, Ben
F. Kline.

Running

time, sixty minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Leighton

Frank

Judge Ballard
a

author, and those with whom the book
is a favorite will assuredly hail with delight
its development as a screen comedy. Congratulations are due director James Cruze
and the members of a remarkably fine cast
on the result of their labors. It is a corking good picture, vibrant with keen-edged
humor, a sure gloom-chaser, rippling with
laughter from start to finish and moving
with the smoothness and swiftness of a
mountain stream.
There is a vein of gentle irony all
through the tale directed at the social
climbers of the little Western town which
calls for character delineation of the most
subtle kind, a demand which is fully met by
principals and supporting cast.
The outstanding roles are those enacted
by Edward Horton, as Ruggles, and ErnThe latest Torrence, as Cousin Egbert.
ter is the rough-and-ready Westerner to
the very life, impatient of the restraints of
etiquette, as imposed by his socially ambitious wife, a natural and mirth-provoking
performance which should satisfy the most
The Ruggles of Edward
exacting critic.
Horton is a clean-cut portrayal of that
honest but bewildered Briton, who finds
himself a stranger in a strange land, hard
put to it to accommodate himself to his new
surroundings. Charles Ogle, as Jeff Tuttle,
Lois Wilson, as Mrs. Kenner, Louise
Dresser, as Mrs. Effie, Fritzi Ridgewav as
Emily Judson and Lillian Leighton as Ma
Pettingill, are the other comedy lights in
the production.
Even Mr. Barker, the celebrated dog,
who takes such a "shine" to Ruggles, isn't
neglected in the outlining of the narrative
and contributes his bit to the gaiety of the
proceedings. That director Cruze managed
to work in so much of the novel's detail
into the film is a marvel, and not the least

Edward Horton

Ma

Sam Henshaw

alike in dramatic and fiction form, follows
the plot of the story as conceived by the

Ernest Torrence
Lois Wilson

Thomas Holding

Pettingill

Pardy

T.

trifling

ture.

Mrs. Effie
Mrs. Belknap-Jackson
Mr. BelknaD-Jackson
Earl Of Brinstead

Honorable George
Herr Schwitz

By George

alterations, the film
a few
WITH
version of "Ruggles of Red Gap," famous

cast will help greatly in exploiting the fea-

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ruggles
Cousin Egbert
Mrs. Kenner
Fmi'v Tudson

leader of the Bohemian set is a widow, Mrs. Kenner,
at deadly odds with the Floud society contingent,
Ruggles starts a restaurant to be known as "The
U. S. Grill," financed by Egbert and the latter's unconventional mother-in-law, Ma Pettingill.
Ruggles
falls in love with Emily Judson, protege of Kate
Kenner's.
The Honorable George visits Red Gap
and is fascinated by Mrs. Kenner. Ruggles cables
for the Earl of Brinstead to come and rescue his
brother from Mrs. Kenner's wiles.
The Earl comes,
but is attracted by Mrs. Fenner and weds her. The
Bohemian and society sets amalgamate and Ruggles,
who wins Emily, is the hero of the hour.

of

Adapted

in five parts.

by Walter Woods and Anthony Coldeivay
from the stage play and novel by Harry
Leon Wilson. Running time, Sixty minutes

of exceptional

players, notable among these being Gail
in the role of the wicked sister.

owner

the theatre

Marion Crawford.
Supporting her

its

may

great picture has been added
honor roll of the screen. That it
is a worthy adaptation of a famous story is
one of the titles to exhibitor favor of "The

A

for the catastrophe that breaks later.
Then in the eruption phase there are closeups of boiling lava, some of these in colors.
They are vivid and for some may approach
the terrifying.
There are tense scenes aplenty, the subject tightly holding the interest from the beginning to the end.
One of the more dramatic of these is the
preparation of Angela, believing her lover
dead, for taking the final vows, while off in
Africa, Severi, two years a prisoner of the
desert men, lays plans to escape.
There are alternate shots of the progress
on each side of this tragically divided couple,
the retardation being so planned as greatly
to heighten the suspense.
The drama still further is accentuated as
the lover returns and suddenly is confronted
by Angela in the robe of a nun. His desperate fighting with the monsignor and pleading with Angela are in vain.
The situation is one that will stir the nonchurchman. To those who follow the creed
of any denomination and of course the Catholic "especially, the impress must be multiplied

Mr.

Evringham

Claude

Evringham
Madge Evringham

Jacqueline Gadsen

Eloise

Dr. Ballard
Mrs. Forbes

Gillingwater

Jane Mercer

Jewel

Frances Raymond
Robert Frazier
Eva Thatcher
Ralph Yearsley
Fred Thomson
Beth Rayon
a very rich and dissatis'.

.

.

.

.

Zeke Forbes
Nat Bonnell
Susan
Old Mr. Evringham is
fied man.
His household is a gloomy one. sheltering
of a deceased elder son, who is trying
her daughter into an unwelcome marriage
Dr. Ballard, although the girl, Eloise. loves
Nat Bonnell.
He has cast off his younger son,
Years later he receives a
who turned out badly.
request from him to take charge of his child Madge
Jewel, while the little one's parents are away in
Europe.
Jewel comes to the gloomy house.
Her

Madge, wife
to

force

with

—
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bright spirits are not to be dampened, she tries to

make friends with everybody and gradually breaks
down the icy barriers of her grandfather's heart.
But not until she falls ill does the old man realize
what Jewel is to him. She finally gets well and the
old man becomes more and more attached to her.
straightens out the tangle of Eloise's love
Evringham
for Nat and brings the lovers together.
makes a settlement upon Madge, whom he has always disliked, and everything ends happily.

Jewel

By George

THE

old

diers,

T.

Pardy

war slogan of the British solNo!"
"Are we downhearted?

would seem

apply

to

to

good cheer brought by

the
this

message, of
picture.

It's

"Pollyana"
sentimental, of course, the
type of entertainment, which has been a
But it's good,
trifle overdone in the past.
honest sentiment, not by any means the
slobbery kind, the child heroine isn't a
moral pest, like some of her painfully sugary predecessors in so-called sunshine films,
but a lovable, natural sort of kid to whom
one's heart warms instinctively.
And for that very reason it doesn't appear unconvincing when Jewel's pretty, affectionate ways, her unflinching optimism
in the house of gloom, scatter the clouds,
dispel the murky atmosphere and guide the
grouchy grandfather to a realization of
the fact that this isn't such a bad old
venture to predict that
world after all.
ninety per cent of the folks who see this
film will be deeply moved by and highly
pleased with it. Feminine patrons in parIf there
ticular are likely to rave over it.
be a small proportion of movie fans who
may sneer at its sentimental angles, they
will consist of the incurable cynic crowd,
whose opinions are of small consequence

We

anyhow.
It

clean-cut,

a

is

touching performance

little Jane Mercer gives in the role
This talented juvenile ought to
of Jewel.
go far in her profession. There is never a
hint of affectation or camera consciousness
in her work, she is just herself, a "regular" girl and handles a by no means easy
part with a direct simplicity which speaks
volumes for her adaptability and perfect
training.
Claude Gillingwater's portrayal
of old Evringham stands out with cameolike clearness as a character study of unusual strength, and smooth, well balanced
support is given
the
principals
by the
remainder of the cast.
The film is well photographed, there are
many fine closeups, excellent exteriors and
interiors,
with pleasing lighting effects.
Lois Weber has done a remarkably good
job in her double capacity of director and
scenario writer.
For exploitation purposes the sterling
heart interest angle of the picture should
be advertised and attention called to the
capital work of Claude Gillingwater and

which

Jane Mercer.

'The Lone Star Ranger'

Duane

pardoned.
The
happiness with Helen.

recovers

latter

and

seeks

By Den a Reed

reels.

would expect Zane Grey, Lambert
YOU
Hillyer and Tom Mix to make a mighty
good

western

and

you

"The Lone Star Ranger"

would be right.
is an interesting

story, well directed and naturally acted.
The tale is of the Eio Grande territory
at the time when the Rangers were trying
to exterminate the Rustlers and outlaws
and bring law and order into Texas. Then

man with the quickest hand was safest.
Duane's had been too quick and although
the head of the rangers thought that his
killing had been justified, it was a difficult
the

task that Duane was given to win his pardon.
But in spite of danger and love

which was perhaps more
Duane finished his job.

—

Tom Mix

difficult to corr.bat

plays the fearless, quick-shoot-

Duane as only a real cowboy can play him. Tony, rightly termed
"The wonder horse," helps his master to
ing, swift-riding

give a realistic performance.
Billie Dove
of the dark eyes is a pretty feminine lead,
and the support is capably given.

The photography is good throughout.
There are some fine shots of the hilly
country and many thrilling scenes among
which are the underwater views of Duane
attempting to escape.
This has all the attributes of a first-rate
western: fast action, thrills and good act-

Authors,'
F. B. 0. photoplay in seven parts.
Lcnorc J. Coffee and John Goodrich. Scenario by Wyndham Gittcns and Helmer
Bergman. Director, Emil Chautard. Cameraman, Lucien Andriot. Running time,
eighty minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ruth Holt
Elwood Adams

Derelys Perdue
Standing
Grace Darmond
William Conklin

Wyndham

Francine Adams
Amos Martin

Ben Branscom
Betty Branscom

Edward Hearn
Katherine Lewis
Kenneth Gibson

Larry Gilfeather
Celeste

Christina

'.

Mott

Jack Jagner
A Laborer

Jack Carlyle
Craig Biddle, Jr.
Elwood Adams, architect, is so devoted to his
frivolous wife that he overlooks her vanity, love
of male admiration and penchant for mixing with
His secretary,
a fast drinking and dancing set.
Ruth Holt, a clever young business woman, is a
contrast in every way to the spendthrift Francine.
The latter is on extremely friendly terms with a worthIn a busiless adventurer, named Larry Gilfeather.
ness deal with Amos Martin, banker, Elwood introduces Ruth to him as his wife. The ruse is perfectly
innocent, but Gilfeather sees in it a chance to make
trouble and informs Francine of the incident. Francine
in a fit of jealous rage, denounces Ruth and makes a
scene which nearly ruins all Elwood's prospects.
Various complications follow, but in the linale the
common sense and fidelity of Ruth to her employer
bring about a reconciliation between husband and
wife. Francine at last realizes her own foolishness
She reforms and
and her husband's good qualities.
Ruth weds Amos Martin.

Tom Mix
Billie

:

L. C.

Poggin

Dove

Schumway

Stanton Heck
Ed. Peil
Frank Glark

Kane
Laramie
Mrs. Laramie
Laramie's Son
Longstreth
Captain NcNally

By George
"IT

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Duane
The Girl
Lawson

Minna Redman
Francis Carpenter
William Conklin

is

T.

Pardy

you come across a story
domestic life in which the eternal
rarely that

J- of
triangle figures, filmed with a due regard
for probabilities and quite free from melodramatic excess.
The usual directorial
tendency is to overstress the emotional
stuff and create artificial characters the like
of which are never seen in actual life. So

when "Daytime Wives" comes along and

Tom Lingham

holds up a mirror faithfully reflecting the

Duane, an outlaw, is given an opportunity to win
pardon by becoming a Texas ranger and capturning the Cheseldine-Poggin gang of rustlers, the
He saves Helen
most dangerous in the country.
Longstreth from a runaway-stage which two robbers
Duane captures them and
attempted to hold up.
turns them over to Major Longstreth's nephew LawFrom Laramie a poor
them.
son who release
rancher, Duane learns that Major Longstreth is
that
the
men
are members of his
Cheseldine and
gang.
When Duane spies on a meeting of the
Helen
saves him from
men at Cheseldine's home,

weakness and strength, sins and loyalty of
poor humanity, pointing a useful moral
without drugging the audience with long-

his

Lawson

capture.

posure

if

he doesn't

threatens

Cheseldine

with

ex-

compel Helen to marry him.

Duane captures Cheseldine and takes him to Humbold where Pogg'n and his men plan to rob the
hank.
Duane shoots Poggin and is wounded by
him.
The band is captured and Cheseldine and

ly finished structure of a building, this be-

only occasion where a physical
sought.
The rest of the story
holds its grip purely by virtue of the
straight human interest angle and a sound,
satisfactory climax is achieved.
Ruth Holt plays the "daytime wife," or
young business woman, without putting on
any unnecessary frills. She looks charming, dresses the part properly and acts it
sensibly, getting full value out of its dramatic crises. Wyndham Standing is excellent as the husband, Grace Darmond
fills
the wife role to perfection and the
lounge lizard Gilfeather as portrayed by
Kenneth Gibson, is so true to type that
one yearns for the chance to kick him bitterly.
There are other good character
sketches, too numerous to mention.
When the question of exploitation arises,
the exhibitor will naturally turn to the title.
It's a peach for attracting notice and can
be utilized in catch phrases handily. There
need be no hesitation either in booming the
ing

the

thrill

is

—

work

of the

—

company and

Both are 100 per

drawn

subtitle sermons, it is sure of being
received with surprise and gratification by
the average seeker after entertainment.
The rich man's spouse who travels the
jazz route, neglects her hubby and makes
an all around fool of herself is a familiar
screen
figure
and the plot, generally
speaking, doesn't offer any particularly new
angles.
But the treatment is original, the

suspense splendidly

and main-

developed

tained, every player in the cast

is

thorough-

story's strength.

cent.

'Dulcy'
National

First

'Daytime Wives'

photoplay directed by Lambert Hillyer.
Story by Zanc Grey. Scenario by Lambert

Footage 5259.

One big scene is that in which a fight
occurs between the hero and one of his
workmen, when a huge steel girder topples
downward and wrecks completely the part-

ing.

Fox

Hillyer.

is never a hitch in action
or gap in the continuity of the entire seven

ly capable, there

photoplay

in

seven

parts.

Adapted from the stage play by George S.
Kaufman and Marc Connelly. Scenario by
John Emerson and Anita Loos. Director,
Sidney A. Franklin. Cameraman, Norbert
Brodin. Running time, eighty minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dulcy
Gordon Smith
Mr. Forbes
Mrs. Forbes

Constance Talmadge
Jack Mulhall
Claude Gillingwater
May Wilson

Billy Parker
Angela Forbes
Vincent Leach

Johnny Harron

Anne Cornwall

Andre de Beranger
Schuyler Van Dyke
Gilbert Douglas
Blair Patterson
Frederick Esmelton
Matty
Milla Davenport
Dulcy marries Gordon Smith, oil broker, and proceeds to mix up in his business affairs, with a
view to helping him out.
Whie her husband is
out of town she gives a house party which includes Mr. Forbes, with whom Gordon has an important deal pending.
Van Dyke, millionaire, and
Dulcy spoils the deal with Forbes by
others.
some indiscreet talking and the husband returns
to

matters

find

in

a

pretty

mess.

Incidentally

Dulcy promotes an elopement between two of her
Van Dyke comes to Gordon's assistance, but
later turns out to b« a lunatic with a mania for
posing as a wealthy man.
Dulcy discloses the
guests.

to Forbes, with the result that he brings
Gordon into the deal again on a bigger share than
ever, so that Dulcy's meddling turns out all right in
secret

the end.

By George

T.

Pardy

"Dulcy" will no doubt
WHILE
degree of success in
a
fair

achieve
localities

where the

star has a big following, it can
hardly be listed as up to the usual high
standard of Miss Talmadge's pictures. As

a stage attraction it made Broadway "sit up
and take notice" because of its smart, witty

dialogue and sparkling comedy hits.
On
the screen it suffers from excessive padding
and an attempt to include as much as
possible of the stage dialogue, which merely results in clogging the action.
The outcome of this strained direction is
that the story drags heavily during the
first three reels.
It rallies a bit in the middle and toward the end, but if it wasn't
for the clever work of Constance Talmadge in the leading role and the loyal
support she receives from a well selected
extremely
cast, the film would rank as
mediocre entertainment.
As it stands, the star's portrayal of the

boneheaded, though well-meaning heroine,
saves the show and seldom misses the
laughing target.
The performances of
Claude Gillingwater, as Mr. Forbes, Johnny
and
Gilbert
Harron, as Billy Parker,
Douglas as the lunatic millionaire, are other
bright spots in an otherwise rather drabcolored feature.

Judged fparn^a purely

ar-

September
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1923

22,

tistic standpoint there is no fault to be
There are many fine closeups,
found.
inpretty exterior views and attractive
teriors, with clear, distinct lighting effects
always in evidence.
Reference to the long stage run will aid
picture and emphasis
in exploiting the
should be laid on the name of the star and

strong supporting cast.

'Potash and Perlmutter'

A

First National Picture produced by SamGoldwyn. From the play by Montague
Glass and Charles Klein.
Directed by

uel

Badger.
Footage

Clarence

Marion.

Scenario

by

Frances

7,700.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Morris Perlmutter

Alexander

.

Abe Potash
Rosie Potash

Head Model

.

•

Carr

Barney Bernard
Vera Gordon
Martha Mansfield

•

Boris Andrieff

Ben Lyon

Feldman
Irma Potash
Ruth Goldman

Hope Sutherland

Office

'-.Edw. Durand
DeSacia Mooers
Jerry Devine
Lee Kohlmar
Leo Donnelly

Boy

Pasinsky

•

Wide -a- wake Salesman

On the verge of bankruptcy Abe Potash meets and
quarrels with Morris Perlmutter and the two become partners. Up-to-date methods revive the busiAndrieff, a poor Russian violinist, is given
ness.
employment and falls in love with Irma Potash, to
the disappointment of Abe, who had hoped to see
his daughter marry Feldman, a wealthy attorney.
Andrieff tries to nullify the efforts of Rabec and
Fishbein, two agitators, to start a strike and fails.
The men walk out. At night the strikers force an
Andrieff tries to preentrance and begin sabotage.
The police
In a scuffle Rabec is shot.
vent it.
The firm put up $20,000, bail,
arrest Andrieff.
which takes all their capital. When Abe hears Rabec

—

the buyer. "You owe me carfare both ways."
The designer comes to the rescue and
induces the
distressed
and
diplomatically
buxom matron to retire in favor of the head
model. When the buyer envisions the dream
that succeeds the accidental entry he agrees to
buy 100 dresses if the wearer of it will go to
lunch with him. And Abe and Morris smile
their broadest.
There is a distinctly human note in the
scenes surrounding the acquiescence of Abe
in the suit of Andrieff for his daughter and of
his

Ruth Goldman, making

a double romance.

By George Blaisdell

AT

Goldwyn
work on
Goldwyn

an ambifamous story

of Montague Glass.
After viewing the fruition of that ambition
we are bound to say the producer had a good
hunch. He has given us an entertaining subject, one that contains a large amount of excellent comedy and also a measurable leavening of pathos and melodrama.
The story is of New York and its East
Side and the men and women who inhabit it.
The portraiture is faithfully executed, without
exaggeration, much less caricature.
Essentially the tale is one of business, and
as such will make wide appeal to all those
who are interested in that great problem.
Fortifying that aspect there is a pretty love
story two of them, in fact.
And if the business slant will interest the
men, apart from the intrinsic merits of the
production, the display of the many elaborate
gowns paraded for the patrons of the "Potash
and Perlmutter" establishment will
highly interest the larger feminine contingent
of photoplaygoers.

—

Alexander Carr and Barney Bernard with
rare skill transfer to the screen their famous
stage interpretations. The naturalness of their
performance is one of the high lights of the
picture.

The men
differences
frequent.

quarrel like brothers, and their
are as short lived as they are

The

reconciliation

entire capital

in

of the

titles

Among

the players besides those mentioned
who are deserving of especial mention aie
Martha Mansfield, Ben Lyon, Edward Durand,
Hope Sutherland, and De Sacia Mooers.

'Three Ages'
Metro photoplay

in six parts.
Authors, Jean
Haves, Joe Mitchell and Clyde Bruckman.
Directors, Buster Kcaton and Eddie Cline.
Cameramen, William McGann and Elgin
Lessly. Running time, seventy-five minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The
The
The
The
The
The

Boy

Buster Keaton
Margaret Leahy
Wallace Beery
Lillian Laurence
Joe Roberts
Horace Morgan

Girl
Villain

Mother
Father

Emperor

The

a luncheon given by Samuel
just prior to the beginning of
"Potash and Perlmutter" Samuel
admitted he had for years cherished
tion to transfer to the screen the

his

to

are literal transcriptions from the play, naturally the comedy does
not depend on the action alone.

die he suggests to Andrieff to go to Canada
without explaining why. The young man goes. The
court is about to declare the bond forfeited when
Andrieff returns, having heard of the situation.

recovers. Through finger prints it is established that Fishbaum was the one who handled the
Andrieff is released
pistol which fired the shot
and the two lovers are united with the parental
Perlmutter incidentally wins the designer,
blessing.

effort

As many

may

Rabec

promptly sacrificing

save from imprisonment the
same young man because his daughter loves
him.
Morris naturally objects at first to seeing
his own assets go glimmering because of an
attachment with which he is in no way a
party, but his friendship for Abe overcomes
his objections and he agrees wholeheartedly.
The picture is well made, Director Badger
and Scenarist Frances Marion being a sufficient guarantee as to that.
the

always

is

prompt and effective.
Vera Gordon, who is remembered as the
mother of "Humoresque," adds to the picture
an unusual blending of comedy and pathos.
One of the most notable of these scenes
is where Mrs. Potash accidentally enters the
salesroom of the firm wearing a particular
style of garment the firm is exploiting and
bursts upon the presence of a x Chicago buyer.
"Did you bring me all the way from Chicago just to see this?" indignantly demands

story begins in the Stone Age, with Buster
a cave man. He falls in love with the woman
who is fancied by the tribe's strong man. Buster
and his rival agree to a duel.
Buster, the weaker,
resorts to trickery, loads his club with lead, beans
the strong man and escapes with his love from his
The next episode shows the Roman Emenemies.
They arrange
pire era.
Buster has another rival.
The rival appears with regulation
a chariot <-ace.
chariot and horses, while Buster whirls in with
He is thrown into a lion's den,
runners on a car.
but makes a getaway and again wins the woman.
The action then changes to modern times. A rival
Buster's trail.
They are to decide
still hot on
is
supremacy in a football match. Buster continually
dodges his big opponent and finally scores by dint
of clever strategy, with the girl as his prize.
as-

By George

T.

BUSTER KEATON

Pardy

makes

a journey into the feature length realm with creditHis "Three Ages" possesses
able results.
all the fast action and strong farcical appeal of the short reel films which have
made his name familiar as a leading screen
comedian and established him as a public
favorite, with the additional lure of elabo-

rate settings and colorful atmosphere. For
they didn't hesitate about loosening the
purse strings when this picture was pro-

A

glance at the scenes in the
episode convinces one of
The Colosseum set is a hummer, acthat.
cording to Metro publicity statement, it
is the biggest exterior ever built, and it
certainly looks the part, while the chariot
race, staged with tremendous glitter and
whirlwind effect, hits the imagination as a
most unusual adjunct to a comedy and
worthy of any big spectacular film.
When Buster shows up as a competitor,
his steeds consist of a donkey and a horse
which looks as though his regular job was
hauling an ice wagon, and the contrast
with the magnificent chargers drawing his
rival's chariot is responsible for a volley
of laughs. Keaton's strong point is his
ability to put over slapstick humor without
seeming to force the issue. This quality
is ever present in "Three Ages," but there
is lots of legitimate comedy besides which
duced.

Roman Empire

shows the

star

up

in

a

more

versatile light

than

in

any

of

his

previous screen offer-

ings.

The feature is fantastic, quite out of the
common, beautifully photographed, will
surely please the numerous Keaton admirers, strengthen his following, and ought
to prove a splendid box office asset.
Metro has prepared a press book of unusual magnitude for the exploitation campaign
which contains a number of bril-

suggestions for booming this picture.
this aid and the fact that "Three
Ages" is the star's first feature picture
to base the advertising on, the exhibitor
should find his ballyhoo path made easy.
liant

With

'The Gold Diggers'
A

David Belasco production

distributed by
Story adapted by Grant
Carpenter from the play by Avery Hopwood. Harry Beaumont, director. Running time, Eighty-five minutes.

Warner

Brothers.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jerry

Lamar

Hope Hampton

Lee
Mable Munroe
Topsy St. John
James Blake
Barney Barnett

Wyndham

Stephen

Standing
Louise Fazenda
Gertrude Short
Alec Francis
Jed Prouty
Arity Gillman

.'

Montgomery
Trixie Andrews
Mrs. Lamar
Eleanor

Brown

Peggy

Margaret Seddon
Johnny Harron
Violet Dayne
Ann Cornwall
Dolly Baxter
Edna Tichenor
Gypsy Montrose
Frances Ross
Sadie
Marie Prade
Cissie Gray
Louise Beaudet
Wally's uncle threatens to cut him off if he marries Violet, a chorus girl, living with Jerry and her
mother.
When Uncle Steve comes with his lawyer

Wally

Saunders

"settle" with Violet, they mistake Jerry for Vi.
Jerry determines not to correct his mistakg and to
play the gold-digger to such an extent that Uncle
Steve won't mind whom Wally marries so long as
it isn't
she.
She begins immediately and is helped
by Mabel who snares Blake, the lawyer. Steve grows
fond of Jerry in spite of her gold-digging and at
a party announces her engagement to his nephew.
As a last resort she tells him a wild tale of her many
lovers, declaring that she is not fit to marry Wally.
Steve says that he will make Wally marry her. The
to

sudden appearance of Jerry's mother makes him realize
that she has been lying, and he goes away angry.
Through the efforts of Mabel and Blake. Steve returns and asks Jerry to marry him. He consents to
the marriage of Wally and Vi and Blake realizes that
he cannot do without Mabel.

By Dena Reed

HERE

a box-office picture if there ever
was one Bright, clean comedy in a showgirl atmosphere, well-acted and beautifully
photographed. It is a picture of "types";
that is what makes it so humanly real.
Jerry Lamar was fun-loving, but she had
good sense in her pretty head and she
These
naturally liked to help people.
assume
characteristics compelled her to
control of Violet's love affair. She planned
only to get a husband for Vi, but before
one
she
had
got
through
was
she
The
for herself and one for Mable, too.
role is a good one for Hope Hampton and
she plays it well, but half of the honors
go to Louise Fazenda.
Louise of the pigtails has given way to
Louise of the marcelled bob.
As Mabel, the typical one-line actress,
doing- her gold-digging with gusto, never
giving "Sweetie" a chance to escape, yet
him, she had the
falling in love with
Hers is a
Broadway audience roaring.
comedy role, but in the scene of her partis

!

ing with Blake she proved her competency
for handling a serious part. Her characterization in

"The Gold Diggers"

dom

the near future.

in

Wyndham
are

excellent

foretells

star-

Standing and Alec B. Francis
as

the

"gold-dug"

victims.

Johnny Harron and Ann Cornwall are adGertrude Short's
mirable young lovers.
characterization of Topsy, who "rolls her
own" and knows more about slang than

she does about horses, adds considerably to
the humor.
All the parts ars well taken.
There are many attractive gowns and
some colorful scenes of the "Show" and the
farewell party.
The name of the picture, the fact that
it is taken from Avery Hop\vood"s Broadway success, that it is presented by David

-
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Belasco with an

all

Hope Hampton and

star
that

headed by

cast

a show-girl

is

it

story are half a dozen reasons why you
should have the S. R. O. sign hand}'.

'Desire''

cent, unsophisticated Ruth Cassell with delightful lightness and charm.
John Bowers

wonder what new mechanical and
effects were employed in bringing the

a

to

mendation.

Metro photoplay in seven parts.
Authors,
John B. Clymer and Henry R. Symonds.
Director, Rowland V. Lee.
Cameraman,
George Barnes. Running time. Eighty minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ruth

Bob
Jerry

Marguerite De La Motte

Cassell

John Bowers
Taylor

Elkins

Madaiyn

Harlan

Bud Reisner
Mamie Reisner

,

.

.

.

David Butler
Walter Long
Lucille Hutton

Edward

Connelly
Ralph Lewis
Chester Conklin

Cassell

DeWitt Harlan
Oland Young
Mrs. DeWitt Harlan
Patrick Ryan
Mrs. Pat Ryan

Vera Lewis
Nick Cogley
Sylvia Ashton
Frank Currier
Mr. Elkins
Lars Landers
The Best Man
When just about to be married Madaiyn Harlan
through the
not
to
go
decide
Elkins
Bob
and
ceremony. Madaiyn flees to and weds the man she
family.
Harlan
the
to
chauffeur
loves. Jerry Ryan,
Meanwhile Bob becomes attracted by Ruth Casher
shows
He
musician.
sell* daughter of an old
around the city and when he kisses her Ruth at

to
first considers his caress a sign that he intends
make her his wife. Bob, however, treats the matter
Madaiyn
as a joke and for a time they drift apart.
keeps her marriage secret, but tests her parents
Jerry is
by telling them she is engaged to him.
She pays a clandestine visit to his
at once fired.
home and realizes the strength of the social barLater she is convinced that her
rier between them.
caste.
desire for Jerry outweighs all questions of
She goes to Jerry's mother, who unaware of the
that Jerry
marriage, refuses her admittance, saying
her. In despair
will not have anything to do with
Madaiyn takes poison in a cafe. The manager, supto take
posing her to be intoxicated, calls a taxi
The driver is Jerry, who thus disher to a hotel.
in
really
is
Bob, who
covers his wife's suicide.
fetters of social
love with Ruth, also casts aside the
standing and they are happily united.

By George

T.

Pardy

of
a whole lot to be said in favor
title
"Desire" as a likely drawing card. The
in the first place, and in
is a sure magnet,
blind lead for the
the second it doesn't offer a
It too often happens
story which follows.
solely for the
that' picture titles are chosen
arouse, without
curiosity they are likely to

THERE'S

acquainthaving more than a mere nodding
described.
ance with the plots supposed to be

present instance,
is not the case in the
sex attraction
for the all powerful lure of
break
between the young and its power to
s
down the constraint of caste is the picture

Such

theme sharply outlined, handled with due
Rowland V.
cacy and good taste by director
players.
Lee and his capable company of
The start is unusual. Countless films have
initial
shown the breakup of a wedding in its
deli-

groom expestages because either bride or
crucial morienced a change of heart at the
when
ment but it is refreshingly different
they are
both of 'em suddenly realize that
making a mistake and bolt the proceedings

happens m
by mutual consent. This is what
romances
"Desire" and from then on two love
happily.
develop, one ending sadly, the other
Madaiyn Harlan and her chauffeur husband
for a
furnish the tragic angle and come m
but
good deal of sympathy, as well as regret,
the sunthe consequent gloom is dispelled by
ex-fiance
shine finale, which sees Madalyn's
united to the girl he really loves.
bright
In this way we get the dark and
and
things shown in equal proportions
.

side of
the result

is

an abundance of fine photography,
very attractive exteriors,

some

handsome

and pleasing lighting efof the picture should be
exploited as that of a powerful drama of
human passion, with the theme of social
equality prominent and the names of the four
leading players widely advertised.
fects.

interiors

The

.

a very forcible and, withal, lifeEsinterest.
like drama of peculiar heart
intelligence
telle Taylor plays Madaiyn with
and appeal. She makes you believe that she
chaufhas fallen genuinely in love with her
the confeur husband and is willing to take
sequences of what the world would consider
far as
a particularly insane infatuation so
The abandonment of all
she is concerned.
seem conelse for love's sake doesn't always
vincing as presented on the screen, but yo.u
is

girl's
feel perfectly willing to believe in this
sincerity because of the earnest performance

given by Miss Taylor. Marguerite De La
Motte, on the other hand, portrays the inno-

its

title

a distinctly funny twist and stalls off serious
criticism.
Marie Prevost is a likeable hero-

'Red Lights'

ine, Dagmar Godowsky scores a hit in her
dance scene, Jean Hersholt is a weirdly repulsive figure as the maniacal inventor and
Johnny Walker plays the hero with praiseworthy vim and ability.
The picture ought to satisfy audiences in
all classes of theatres.
It is easy to exploit
as a sensational "mystery melodrama" of a
startlingly
original
nature,
seasoned with
comedy punches which never miss fire.

Estelle

Ryan

Rupert

There
including

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan photoplay in seven
parts.
Adapted from Edward E. Rose's

"The Rear Car."

stage play,

Scenario by

Carey Wilson. Director, Clarence Badger.
Cameraman, R. J. Bergquist. Running time,

'Where

Eighty-five minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ruth Carson

Raymond

Griffith

Johnny

Walker
Lake

Alice

Roxy

Dagmar

Luke Carson
Kirk Allen
Alden Murray
Ezra

Godowsky

William Worthington

Frank Elliot
Lionel Belmore

Jean Hersholt
Luke Carson, railroad magnate, sends Godfrey
Murray to bring his long lost daughter Ruth from
Los Angeles to Chicago in a private Pullman.
Ruth becomes subject to strange death warnings,
voices conveyed through the air by means of a ball
of red light, Ruth's fiance, John Blake, engages
crime investigator Scott to handle the case.
Scott
discovers that Carson's lunatic brother Ezra cherishes
Ruth and her party start
a grudge against Luke.
East in a private car attached to the Limited. Luke
Carson starts after her in a special train. Odd things
happen aboard the private car, red lights flash and
Luke catches up
Godfrey Murray is murdered.
with the Limited and is made aware of Murray's
Suddenly the private car breaks loose while
death.
Ezra appears,
the train is climbing a steep grade.
to watch the catastrophe which appears inevitable,
when the special behind will strike the private
car.
But the special hits an open switch and is
Ezra meets a well deserved fate
whirled to safety.
and the happily united party continue on the
special.
.831

George T. Pardy

A SPECTACULAR

production permeated
bizarre situations
than are to be found in a wildcat serial,
"Red Lights" provides mystery entertainment altogether unique in conception and
handling.
The plot is of the "freak" variety, a queer hodge-podge of comedy and
thrills, with a creepy, crawly atmosphere, replete with grisly background shadows, clutchings of ape-like hands, "speaking lights"
which deliver menacing messages, trains apparently speeding to inevitable destruction
melodrama gone mad, but mighty effective,
for all that.
To director Clarence Badger must be given
full credit for bringing off one of the most
hair-raising episodes in the line of railroad
adventure that has ever been filmed.
refer to the wild dash of the runaway private car down the mountain grade, after the
crazy inventor, who is responsible for all the
troubles, has cut it loose from the Limited.
It is due to collide with the train following,
but just in the nick of time a switch is
thrown through the hero's instrumentality,
the runaway swerves, swings around a curve,
and brings up on a blind track, hanging halfway over a precipice, saved on the very brink

more

startling,

—

We

of disaster.
This is the real climax, a wonderful bit of
realism, what follows being merely a roundup of characters into the conventional sunRailroad men will probably
shine ending.
be inclined to ask why, when the car was cut
off the automatic air brakes failed to function and bring it and the train from which
it
was detached to a stop, but the average
citizen won't care about that little detail.
For that matter, the whole story isn't a
thing that will stand critical analysis, but nobody will deny that for sheer sensational excitement it probably holds the record up-toThe photography is superb, the night
date.
stuff admirable and one can only vaguely

Is

This West?'

Universal photoplay in five parts.
Author,
George C. Hull.
Scenario by Clyde De
Vinne.
Director, George E. Marshall.
Cameramen, Ray Ramsay and Clyde De
Vinne.
Running time, Fifty-five minutes.

Marie Prevost

Sheridan Scott
31ake
Norah O'Neill

with

lighting

film up
high degree of technical excellence.
Raymond Griffith carries off the dramatic
honors by his clever performance in the seriocomic role of Scott, the "crime deflector."
Whenever the melodramatic incidents seem
about to be stretched past the absurdity point
something Griffith says or does gives the plot

good looking hero as Bob Elkins, David
Butler makes a strong impression in the role
of the unfortunate Jerry Ryan and the work
of the supporting cast deserves hearty comis

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

John Harley
Sallie

j ack

Summers

Indian

H oxie

Mary PhUbin
Bob McKenzie

Bimbo McGurk
5Sf? Osborne
Wild
Honey
Lawyer Brown

Sid Jordan
slim Cole
Joseph Girard
Bernard Seigel

Servant

John Harley leaves his milk delivery job in the
to go West and take possession of half a
Western ranch which he has inherited. Sallie Summers, waitress, goes West on a similar errand.
The
foreman of the ranch has designs on the property.
To scare off the new owners he and his cowboys
stage fake holdups, Indian battles and gunfights.
but Harley sticks to the limit, beats the cowbovs
at their own game and wins
Sallie for a wife.
East

.

By George

JACK HOXIE

has

T.

Pardy

plenty

to do in this
and we'll admit he earns his
money. He's there with wild horsemanship
stunts, lariat play, scrapping ability and ev-

picture

ery other little strenuous thing that goes to
the portrayal of rough life in the West as
it
used to be.
It's hilarious comedy most
of the time, though the thrills are there,, despite the fact that hero John Harley is really
up against a practical joke designed to make
him develop cold feet and skip back West,
leaving his ranch inheritance to the plotting
foreman who wants to get possession of it.
But the hero refuses to be scared and
fights fake Indians, wallops bad men and conducts himself in general as a sure enough
fightin' cuss, even if he is a tenderfoot fresh
from the effete East. The battle with the
Indians, conducted with tremendous energy
the resourceful Harley's part, until he
discovers that blank cartridges are being used,
is a well staged affair good for any quantity of laughs and the scrap in the town,
when he goes to his sweetheart's rescue, another
go-as-you-please,
whirlwind combat
full of action.
In fact, speed is the nlm*s

on

outstanding quality.

moment

in

There

isn't

a dragging

it.

Considered as a burlesque Western melodrama, for that's just what it amounts to,
this feature gets over with a bang and provides mighty good entertainment. Mary Philbin is a winning personality in the role of
shy little Sallie Summers, who arrives from
her former peaceful surroundings to find herself encircled by apparently blood-lustful ruffians, whose principal pastimes are murder
and sudden death. Hoxie plays the part of
John Harley with his usual dash and vigor,

say nothing of his ability, as manifested
a leap across a speeding train to the back
of his horse, and other such hair-raising epiThe support is adequate.
sodes.
to
in

There are many fine exterior shots, good
backgrounds and the lighting is uniformly
excellent.
The film can be exploited as a
fast Western comedy, with burlesque atmosIn
phere, relieved by a touch of romance.
localities where Jack Hoxie is a favorite his

name should

be prominent.
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KINOGRAMS GETS SCOOP
OF EARTHQUAKE
Latest Scenes of Tokio, Stricken City,

Obtained from Edward Hanaka

A GREAT

scoop has been made by Kinograms, Educational's News reel, in the
latest issue, No. 2283, which contains what
are probably the most recent motion pictures
to arrive in this country of the earthquake
stricken section of Japan.
The material used in these issues is part
of a shipment of films just received by Mr.

Edward K. Hanaka,

Kinogram's

Tokio,

of

representative in Japan,

who happened

to be

New York

and turned the shipment over
Kinograms. The pictures contain scenes
taken in Uyeno, the playground in the heart
of Tokio, and the spot where thousands gathered after the first tremors and during the
fire,
and where thousands met their death
in

Three

Four Reels

Selznick to Inaugurate Short Subject
Sales Department

Myron

Vice President of the
anDistributing
Corporation,
nounces the inauguration of a short subject
department which is to function independently of the regular sales department. It
will have its own corps of salesmen and
Home Office contract department.
L. J. Darmour, formerly in charge of the
Selznick News and editor of the Gaumont
News, has been appointed by Mr. Selznick
Selznick,

Selznick

to

manage

this

new department.

Contracts, according to Mr. Selznick,
have already been signed for twenty-six
two-reel comedies and negotiations are
now under way for some short length material.

to

Many

during the subsequent quakes.
scenes were

made

late as

as

of the

August

2.

Mr. Hanaka, who has a motion picture
laboratory in Tokio, left for Japan after receipt of the film, which he said was the last
shipped from Tokio before the great catastrophe.
He has been unable to receive any
word of the fate of his laboratory or employees, or of his family. As soon as he can
establish communication with his employees
in Japan, he will instruct them to rush all
available material on the disaster direct to
Kinograms. Mr. Hanaka is confident, however, that if any of his employees are still
alive, prints of the scenes of the disaster are
already on their way to Kinograms.

Will

Rogers'

First

in

Series

of

Six

Two-Reelers Ready
Will

York

Rogers,
Passin'

"Jus'

last

in

a

2-reel

comedy

Through," that reached

week from

the

called

New

Hal Roach

Studios,
Pathe screen

have won the
rating by unanimous vote.
The comedy, like the star as one member
of the committee expressed it
"jus' nachreported
committee's
is

er'ly

to

best

— —

passed through."

The unforced, easy-going

action of the

com-

'The

Two

Johns,'

Fox

Harry Sweet plays the double role of
John Sink and John Swim, a pair of
"dumbells."
The story revolves about a
lamp which is claimed to have been Aladdin's.
The two Johns are continually
thrown out of windows and knocked about
only unwittingly to return for further maltreatment.
The comedy is on the slapstick order but will probably satisfy the
average audience.
It is an Imperial tworeeler.

New

Series for

Buddy

Buddy Messinger will star in a new
series of Century comedies.
Sadie Campbell will continue to be his "leading lady"
and Al Herman, his director.

REVIEWS
'No Noise,' Pathe
"Our Gang" have a wild time when they
go to the hospital to visit Mickey who has
had his "tonsolitis" cut out.
Mickey impresses them so with his tales of ice-cream
and moving pictures that they determine to
get into the hospital by hook or by crook.
They obtain some vaccination cards from a
crowd of boys who are only too willing to
part with them. But the gang finds it's easier
to get into a hospital than to get out, especially
when the nurses and surgeons determine to
"scare the wits out of them." Butcher knives,
castor oil and moving skeletons convince the
gang that a hospital isn't such a delightful
place after all. The exploits of the gang are
as comical as ever.

'Moving,' Educational

As

the title indicates, this is a "moving"
tale of the troubles of one couple who are
forced out of the house and of another who

'Running Wild,' Educational
This two-reel Mermaid comedy with
Lige Conley and Lillian Hackett is woven
about a polo game.
Hector professes to
be a polo hero to please the lady of his
heart, but he doesn't even know how to
dress for the game.
He thinks a bathing
suit is the proper attire.
The passengers
of the train that brings Hector to the Polo
club provide some of the laughs.
This is
a fairly good comedy.

'Her Dangerous Path,' Pathe
In the seventh episode of the Hal Roach
short story serial, featuring Edna Murphy,
Corinne learns that though she risk her life
to get a "scoop," it will not be printed because of "logrolling."
She decides not to
become a society reporter.

Pathe Review, No. 38
Views of the grafting of

lilacs,

and a

tale of the iron ore industry are included in
this reel.
novel features are scissor art
and table manners at the zoo.
Beautiful

Two

of

scenes

Vecchio

in

simple life at the Port of
Corscia are shown in the Pathe-

the

color section.

'High

edy, so characteristic of Rogers' methods, is
said to live up admirably to the engaging title.
This is the first of a series of six 2-reel comedies starring Will Rogers now being produced by Hal Roach for Pathe. It will be
released in October.
Others will be issued
at intervals of four week's.
In the cast of "Jus' Passin' Through" are

Lige Conley

Life,'

Educational

starred in this two-reel
Mermaid comedy of the social four hundred.
Gasoline Gus is mistaken for a lord.
His gasoline is taken for hooch and he
causes a rather inflammable party.
This
will serve to divert.

Marie Mosquini, Noah Young, Earl Mohan,
and Billy Engle, with Charles Parrott di-

is

'Jollywood,' Universal
Chuck Reisner as the star reporter of
the Morning Mist goes to Jollywood for
a big story and makes the directors tear

recting.

Hoboes

move in. The landlord obliging papers
At least he can't be aca room himself.
cused of being niggardly for he covers even
the doors and windows. Virginia Vance and
Cliff Bowes are featured in this Cameo comedy which is satisfactory entertainment.
try to

in Wilderness Tale

Robert C. Bruce, creator of the Wilderness
Tales has incorporated a novel bit of atmosphere in his latest picture, "While the Pot
Boils," which will be released through the
Educational Film Exchanges in September.
The picture was taken at a hobo "Jungle,"
or camping ground twenty miles north-east of

their hair because he continually blunders
into their sets.
Chuck wrote and directed

Portland, Ore.
During the filming of these
scenes many hoboes dropped in on the movie
company, and after the first day, Bruce found
it necessary to keep
a kettle of "mulligan"
on the fire for the hungry "boes" who found
their camp occupied by the actors and di-

succeeds in capturing
two crooks but finds himself stranded in the
middle of the river with them.
This will

this one-reeler

this

McGrath

is

to

Parrott

is

one-reeler.

an amateur

detective

in

He

'A Goldfish Story,' Fox
This is a short educational showing the
breeding and feeding of goldfish in Indiana.

There are shots

of

some

beautiful

odd

specimens.

take

the part of Red Mack, a \heavy-weight
boxer, while the role of Mack's manager is
to be filled by Bob Perry, veteran actor.

amusing.

amuse.

McGrath in 'Fighting Blood'
Larry McGrath, actor, sport writer, and
former professional boxer, has just signed
with the Powers studios to appear in the
sixth,
seventh and eighth episodes' of
Blood."

is

'Finger Prints,' Pathe
Paul

rector.

"Fighting

which

The Barefoot Boy!
"Blessings

on

Hollywood

is

man." The shepherd of
Monty Banks who makes folks laugh
at Grand-Asher comedies.
thee,

little

'Derby Day.' Pathe
The whole managerie are spectators
races.

spite of "<-'-"oked business" the
Horse" loses and the conspirators learn

"Dark
"The Straight

that

of the

In

Way

is

the Best

Way."
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MILis

"puzzlehead,"

direct-

Marmont

who

plays

of

Mark

part

Sabre,

the

and
For-

rest who has the role
of Nona.
The huge
English castle in the

background

is
not a
pretentious studio set.
It is an actual manor

Hutchinson's novel. In
the center, are Percy
the

Ann

charming

ing a scene in the
great
William
Fox
production "If Winter
Comes," the screen
version of A. S. M.

in Merrie England
where the picture was

filmed.

beloved

.Around about Hollywood
ESS ROBBINS

will

in Universal's "Settled

Baby Peggy
Out of Court."

James Kirkwood who fractured his
fell from his horse recently

direct

when he

skull
will

be confined to his bed for at least another

Mary

Louise

Woods,

Hartje

grand-

daughter of John L. Scott, former president
of the Pennsylvania railroad, and one of the
best known of the Pittsburgh heiresses, has

embarked upon a

film

career.

She arrived

California several weeks ago and lier
picture will be "Flaming Youth," a
first
First National production in which Colleen
Moore is featured.
in

beautiful heiress is fighting her way
up via the "extra." route. "I have had many
offers at stardom if I will finance my own
company," she said, "but I believe that it
would not be deserving of success if I did
not fight my way up to the top as other
If I
girls have done and are still doing.
ever succeed as an actress it will not be beSuch a course
cause I could buy my way.
cheating
to stardom, to my mind, would be
against the thousands of pretty girls who are
dependent upon picture work for a living.
If I can't merit success I will never achieve

The

it."

Constance Wilson, sister of Lois Wilson,
featured player in Paramount Pictures, has
renounced a screen career for matrimony.
She was married to Ensign G. C. Lewis Jr.,
of the U. S. S. Arizona of the Pacific Fleet,
the
at the Mission Inn, Riverside, Cal. Only
immediate relations of both families attended

Mojave

Sol Lesser has signed Baby Peggy for a
three year contract to star in Principal Picin

start

at

Hollywood

Production has begun on "Her Temporary
Husband," in which Sydney Chaplin will be
featured.
The supporting cast includes
Sylvia Breamer, Owen Moore, Charles Gerrard and Chuck Reisner.

H. C. Witwer's story "Girls Will Be
Girls" has been purchased by Universal. The
company has also bought Carl Cooldidges's
60 Sec. Interviews.

Edwin Carewe said "The Bad Man," the
screen version of Emerson Browne's stage
play starring Holbrook Blinn, is the greatEnid Benest picture he has ever made.
nett, Walter McGrail and Jack Mulhall are
in the cast.

When "Hollywood"
the stars
personal appearance.
Rialto,

all

opened at Grauman's
in

the picture

made

a

Moon."

"The Living Past" the screen picturization of "The Tale of Triona," by William
Thomas J. Hopkins is writing the
J. Locke.
Casting will be begun when this
continuity.
of

completed.

did

it

so

successfully

a sequel to the picture.

Ward Crane goes from one catastrophe to
the other on the screen. He is shot, beaten
and generally maltreated. In his latest picReginald Barker's "Pleasure Mad,"
ture,
Crane is killed in an auto wreck. At least
there is variety in his misfortune.

is

Charles De Roche really broke his toe
while appearing in "Spring Magic" although
the newspapers thought it was more "publicity bunk." De Roche who has the part
of a faun who comes to life to "teach a
lesson" slipped when he took a leap into a
scene with Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt.

Gladys Walton and Henry M. Herbel, sales
manager for Universal, can be added to the
newlywed list.
Sir Conan Doyle and his family visited
Goldwyn studios. June Mathis, editorial

the
di-

rector acted as hostess.

Joseph Schildkraut

is

reported to have said

at a party that the people of

Hollywood were
moving pic-

interested in only three things
tures,

:

sex and boot-leg liquor.

Hans

who

Kraely

"One

"Deception,"

"Gypsy Blood"

is

adapted

"Passion,"

Arabian

Night"
and
visiting Ernst Lubitsch.

is
said that Finis Fox may make a
version of "Les Miserables" in France.
Ralph Lewis will have the role of Jean
Valjean and Gloria Grey will have the fem-

It

new

inine

lead.

Jesses

L.

Paramount

Lasky,

first

went

vice-president

of

New York

on
his annual fall trip.
In New York, Mr. Lasky will confer with Adolph Zukor, president
of the organization, on future production
plans for both the West Coast and Eastern
Pictures,

to

studios.

wrote the scenario for

that a syndicate of wealthy New Yorkers
have offered to send him to Austria to make

—

will

James M. Fidler personal representative
for William de Mille left for a tour of the
country to exploit "The Marriage Market."

is

Harvey Gates who
"Merry Go Round,"

Production
October.

tures.

Harold Shaw has been given the direction

desert filming "Riders of the

at

month.

the ceremony.

The Jack Hoxie production unit returned
stay
to Universal City after a three weeks'
in the mountains around Lone Pine and the

Tashman visited Edmund Lowe
Goldwyn Studios, not so long ago. It
rumored that the pair are engaged.
Lillian

the

King Vidor is going to film "Gulliver's
Travels" when he finishes "Wild Oranges."
It has long been Mr. Vidor's dream to bring

He believes that
Gulliver to the screen.
there is a great need for imaginative productions for people seek relief in fantasy
from the realism of life.
Louise Fazenda recently presented a silver
cup to the best dancers at the Ship cafe at
Venice.

Edward Bowes, vice-president of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, and his wife, Margaret
Illington, recently arrived in Los Angeles, to
arrange the final details for the production of
"Ben Hur." The director and the cast will
soon be announced.
his wife, Adele RowHollywood, after a short

Conway Tearle and
land, are
vacation.

back

in

;

September
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serious

Mr. Glass

an accident that might have
proved fatal, during the filming of "The Virginian." The Owen Wister story calls for the
appearance of the heroine in a wildly careening stage coach, driven by a drunken cow
One of the wheel horses, of the
hand.
two spirited teams attached to the heavy
coach stumbled and fell as the coach was
crashing toward the river.
The struggling horse was dragged under
the coach and for a moment, it looked as if
It righted
the vehicle would be overturned.
itself, however, and director and driver rescued Miss Vidor on the brink of the river.

Who Came

bruises

sustained

in

Cesare Gravina remembered for his work
"Merry-Go-Round" is an artist of great
He was a companion of Caruso and
depth.
other celebrities of former days.

have a part
Kenneth
Back."

will

Miriam Cooper are

also in the cast.

Friganza's

Trixie

"The Girl
Harlan and

in

first

picture

will

be

"Mind Over Matter," Mary Roberts Rinestory.

hart's

who had a

Jr.,

dose

of

Kleigitis, probably won"t be permitted by his
parents to take part in any more pictures.

Lucille Rickson is said to have had an offer
from every big producer in the industry.
She is under contract with Thomas Ince and
her work in the "Rendezvous" is said to be of

Stedman and Helen Lynch will
"The Meanest Man in the World."

Lincoln

"Poodles" Hannaford, one of the greatest
riders in the circus world and now a William
Fox comedy star recently found that there
straight
is a difference between riding in a
line and riding around the customary thirty

When asked to rescue a
circus ring.
he could hardly keep from falling off
He said that he is accustomed to
his horse.
using the pressure that comes from the centrifugal motion of the horse and when the
motion is lacking, it is hard for him to keep
foot

girl,

Burr's screen "find," Little Russell
has been accorded highest acting honors for his work in the Edgar Lewis producC.

C.

Griffin,

"You Are

tion,

Bryant

Washburn

said

that

he

has^ no

who

are "insular" or
little world of studios and know
nothing about the big current events of the
actors

world outside.

Barbara La Marr has emphatically denied
the published reports that she has adopted
Although Miss La Manan Italian baby.
was especially interested in an Italian child
during her work in "The Eternal City,"
she has stated that her maternal interests are
centered upon Robert Marvin La Marr whom
she took from the Hope Foundling Home in
Dallas, Texas last year.

Madge Bellamy has almost
Love Hater."

finished

"The

Roberta de Bergen has completed her role
as Harry Langdon's mother in "The New
Mail Man" directed by Al Goulding.

Wallace

has made love to
But one bethe screen.
and married him, Doris May.

MacDonald

eighteen stars

him

lieved

—on

Breese are

Mary Carr, who played a leading role in
"On the Banks of the Wabash," the J. Stuart
Blackton picture, which will be released by
Vitagraph, left for the Coast for one production.

Oh

for the quiet of

ZaSu

Pitts,

Hollywood

who came

to

life

!

Thus

New York

work in Glenn
Paramount picture, "West of
the Water Tower," which Rollin Sturgeon is
producing at the company's Long Island
first

time last week to

first

studio.

"The last thing at night and the first thing
at morning I hear fire alarms and ambulance
"The city is fascinatbells," said Miss Pitts.
ing but very distracting. I am not used to it.
Hollywood is quiet despite the reports to the
But I get a thrill in the subways.
contrary.
Just think of going thirty blocks in five minto go eight
It takes forty minutes
utes
miles on a Hollywood street car. The elevated gives me a shiver, though. I don't like
going around the curves and the sights in the
third story windows are not always to be
desired.
!

"My

one ambition while here

is

to

go up

the winding stairs of the statue of Liberty to
her crown. Oh yes, I have visited the aquarium what a wonderful place for fish to live
read that in the Subway Sun and the
I
Bronx zoo, a good place for animals, too."
!

—

For

—

first production for Grand-Asher.
Dexter has to wear a mustache and

He
a few of the early scenes.
grow 'em because many scenes with
smooth face had to be made between times.
So after infinite trouble he succeeded in obin

couldn't
is said that Theodore Kosloff plans to
into the moving picture business in Russia
when his contract with Famous Players exKosloff, his brother-in-law and others
pires.
are stockholders in an international film cor-

It

go

and Kosloff said that he has 320
Russia that are pledged to support
two motion picture theatres. The corporation
is composed of Russians, Americans, Germans
and Frenchmen.
poration

cities

in

Sessue Hayakawa and Tsuru Aoki, his wife
They will star in the pictunare in Paris.
zation

of

"La

taining and affixing a hirsute adornment that
Mildred Harris, his leading woman, declares
ever seen in a studio.
is the best she has
Meanwhile Miss Harris had to find a pair of
low shoes that were in character and after
she had exhausted her own large collection
fell back on her friends and finally found
what she wanted. As R. William Neill. producing the picture which is yet untitled, observed: "Thev are now perfectly okey from

head to foot

!"

Bataille."

At the age of seventeen, Gaston Glass was
for parts in Sarah Bernhardt's rewas his tour in
It
company.
pertoire
America with Bernhardt that aroused his interest in the American theatre.
chosen

picture

Grand-Asher,

for

is

Bill Hart likes bizarre things.
His house
full of color, Indian rugs, drapes and rel-

And

ics.

his front

he always has a log
room.

fire

Four-year-old Edwin Hubbell,

burning

who

in

recent-

ly had an important part in Maurice Tournier's "Jealous Fools," likes acting.
He's going to spend his salary for college when he

grows

up.

Florence Vidor has signed with Principal
Pictures to play the role of Barbara Worth in
the production of Harold Bell Wright's novel
"The Winning of Barbara Worth."

Frankie Darrow, the starlet playing in
"Half-a-Dollar Bill," had to have his "baby
bob" cut into a more boyish trim.
Consequently there is sorrow in the Darrow household.

Kate Lester will play an aristocratic snob
"Leave It to Gerry," Ben Wilson's production for Grand-Asher.
Billie Rhodes will be
in

featured.

When Lois Wilson went into the Tonto
Basin country in Arizona for the exterior
scenes of "To the Last Man," she was the
first woman Mrs. James Benson, a rancher's
Airs. Benson
wife, had seen in two years.
rode twenty-five miles on horseback to see
Lois.

Arthur Edmund Carew enjoys playing
heavy roles. He said that he wants characters he can live and not merely act.

his

Elliott

beard

first

many plays with Sarah Bernhardt and
during the war served as a red cross nurse.
Cullen B. Tate is directing and Billie Dove
is leading woman.

Mary

Kirkwood,

Edmund

other leading members of the cast of C. C.
Burr's presentation.

sighs

his

It,"

in

Guilty."

Doris Kenyon, James
Carr, Robert Edeson and

Hunter's
patience with
who live in a

Mme. Rose Dione, who plays the part of
Mme. Florio in Bryant Washburn's "Try and
was

for the

saddle.

his

;

Get

intense emotional quality.

in

play in

;

;

Keaton,

Buster

There is an assortment of characteristic
people in the opening scenes of Elliott Dexter's new Grand-Asher production, as yet untitled, that would make an Ellis Island gathering look artificial. There are whiskers of
there are old
every shape, size and color
women and young, tall and short men who
might have emerged from the Ghetto of London or the Apache haunts of Paris there are
Hester Street types, Bowery characters and
indeed every sort imaginable. They appear in
the mission scenes of the production which is
being made by R. William Neill.

Dorothy Phillips will star in Associated
First National's picturization of Avery Hopgood's play, "Why Men Leave Home." Lewis
Stone will be Miss Phillips' leading man.
Louise Fazenda will be a cook
Roach feature "Rex."

in the

Hal

William V. Mong, who portrays the leading role in "The
wrote the story.

Woman He

Loved," also

Maxine Tabnac,

five years of age, has been
she was a baby. Her outstand"The Hand-Meing portrayals were in
Down," "Tess of the Storm Country." "The
Dangerous Age" and "The Strangers' Banin films since

The latest addition to the cast of "Her
Temporarv Husband." a First National picture, is Frank Elliott, who is said to have
played more English noblemen for the screen

quet."

than any other screen actor.

Grand-Asher.

Lione

1

Belmore has been added

of Bryant Washburn's

first

to the cast

production

for
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Exploitation:

Ideas
KLUX KLAN
AKU
by approximately

parade witnessed

was
20,000 people
used to advertise Souls for Sale which was
playing the New Grand Theatre .n Pittsburg, Kan. The stunt was put over by E.
E. Frazier, manager of the theatre and
Homer Gill, Goldwyn Cosmopolitan ex-

A

float was arranged to resemble
A man dressed
a casting director's office.
as Satan stood on the front and facing
him were eight local girls seated on a carpet incline. The float was hidden until the
parade was well under way and then slip
ped into the line of march. Red flares that
burned during the procession attracted at-

ploiteer.

An

airplane giving off flares of red light,
over Broadway while the Sunday
night theatre crowds were making for
home, attracted the greatest possible
amount of attention to the showing of Red
Lights at the Capitol theatre, New York.
flying

Fox's Monroe theatre, Chicago, put over
a valuable tie-up with the Navy Recruiting
service in exploiting The Silent Command.
Its copy reads.
"Join the Navy and See
Before you start on your trip
the World.
see "The Silent Command," a story of the
American
Navy that every American

—

should

New

of the

window, which was furnished to represent
a dressing room, and proceeded to make
A large sign read "Showing the art
up.
makeup as used by Mae Murray in
of
'The French Doll'." Another read "Lorty's
Grande Duchess used by Mae Murray in
the making of her latest success 'The
French Doll'."

shown at
Souls for Sale was
Nashville,
Theatre,
Vendome
Tenn., a sign nearly a block long was
painted on a high board fence, erected
around a new building in the process of
The letters in the title were
construction.

When

Loew's

five feet high.

Two
its

unusually attractive 24-sheet post-

have been prepared by Vitagraph for
new picture Pioneer Trails.

A 1923 model automobile and a standard
parambulator paraded side by side about
was Frank J.
method of effectively exploiting
Poor Men's Wives, playing the Paramount
the streets of Atlanta, Ga.,

Manager George A. McDermit
Rialto theatre,

Macon,

Ga., put
tie-ups in

of

the

over a
connec-

soda fountain
Three Ages. Every soda dispensary in the town cooperated and each one
of them featured, "Try a Buster Keaton
Frozen Faced Frappe and see Buster Keaton in 'Three Ages' at the Rialto". This is
Frappe an orangethe new drink recipe:
ade w ith mint and place a sprig of mint
and a cherry on top when you serve.
series of
tion with

—

r

A valuable hook-up with a local daily
newspaper was made by Manager A. P.
Desormeaux of the Strand theatre, Madison. Wis., on Penrod and Sam whereby
the newspaper carried the puzzle cut of
Those
the two youngsters in 21 pieces.
who successfully assembled the picture received free passes.
"Shooting the crowd," especially on the
gala day of a county fair is always a sureThis was put over
fire exploitation stunt.
to great advantage by John C. Graham,
Jr., manager of the Lyric theatre, Butler,

which was showing Souls for Sale.
enterprising manager had a cameraman in a well bannered truck, "shoot" pictures of the Fair crowd, and this film was
Pa.,

later

shown

at the theatre.

This stunt didn't cost a cent as
the dealers were glad to loan their cars.
Manager Miller also jumped his receipts
during the showing of "A Gentleman of
Leisure" with a clever jumping cutout from
the 24-sheet of Jack Holt, the star which
he arranged in the lobby of the theatre.
theatre.

fiigure

was suspended

in

the

Star

working a

Manager Roy McMullen,

of the Merrill

Milwaukee, used the airplanes of a
"stunt" flyer at the Wisconsin State Fair
to advertise The Spoilers.
It helped pack
'em in.

mid

air

Edward

L.

Hyman,

of the

Brooklyn Mark

Strand theatre. This original feature scored
a decided hit.

An aviator distributing free tickets from
the air and two strong newspaper tie-ups
were used by Exploiteer H. T. Snowden, of
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan to advertise Enemies of
during its showing at the
Alamo theatre, Louisville, Ky. An excellent hook-up was made wit)
^ne of the

Women

local

which

ran stories telling
they caught any of
the tickets they would be the guests of the
publication on the day of the showing. Another newspaper conducted a prize competition for the best list of historical Enedailies,

women

readers that

mies of

Women.

An

if

all-child offering, composed of a class
local dancing school, a boy's jazz

from a

orchestra, a girls' jazz band and several
clever juvenile singers was a strong bit of
exploitation employed by Newman's theatre, Kansas City during the showing of

by

Wo-

Jacob Linn, proprietor of the Virginia
Fairmount, W. Va., used a
Christmas tree lobby for the showing of
The Spoilers. Two pieces of ordinary 2
by 4 pine boards were nailed together, each

Manager

making a 4 by 4 timber. Every two feet
a hole was drilled big enough to insert the
trunk of a baby pine tree one inch in

reading: "Idle Men are Enemies of
men. Enlist in the Navy, etc."

Here's a tie-up par excellent.

Six girls dressed as jockeys performing
"Danse de Gallop" was an effective
prologue to the showing of Little Johnny
Jones conceived by Managing Director
the

Here's a new bit of exploitation that
not only works, but achieves wonders. Paul
Gulick, of Universal, the
originator, is
sending out a folding stereoscope with a
set of twenty stereoscope stills from The
Hunchback of Notre Dame. The stereoscope gives the effect of the immensity of
the settings as no single still could, and
makes the recipient realize that the picture
is one that he cannot afford to miss.

Uncle Sam's Naval Recruiting Service
proved to be a valuable tie-up for Enemies
of Women while it played Blank's Des
Moines Theatre, Des Moines, la. Manager
A. H. Blank arranged with local recruiting officials to have a poster done in red
and white, displayed on their "A" boards,

Theatre,

diameter, and about three feet high. This
kept the trees the same distance apart,
and prevented them from being blown or
knocked over. These were placed on each
side of the marquise.

Fordham,

of the Strand theatre.
Erie, Pa., took the best advantage of the
fact that there was an Elks' annual State
and witnessed the showing of "Red Lights"
He had printed a number of simple souvenir tickets with the B. P. O. E. colors
These
purple ink on white background.
cards read: This is to certify that (name
of Elk) was in Erie, Pa., during the annual State convention of the B. P. O. E.
and witnessed the showing of "Red Lights"
at Rowland and Clark's Strand theatre.
J.

of

Penrod and Sam.

concealed piano wire, and the effect was
very realistic.

Thos

is

was punched and when the fifteenth punch
had been made, the bonnet was awarded.

The

Miller's

The

Mass.,

theatre,

Theatre, Baltimore, Aid., arranged a tie-up
with two drug stores in that city during
the presentation of Metro's The French
A young woman appeared in the
Doll.

ers

Lawrence,

novel stunt to attract and sustain a large
patronage during the showing of the chapter-picture In the Days of Daniel Boone.
After securing a goodly stock of Indian
war bonnets, Mr. Boscketti gave cards to
his patrons announcing that
the bearer
would receive one of the bonnets if he attended the showing of the entire series.
Each time the person attended the card

see.

tention to the advertising stunt.

Eugene M. Daly, manager

Manager Frank Boscketti
theatre,

_

The Warner
Teasers of this design, cunningly conceived to make
all who see them chuckle and remember, are being
used by Preferred Picturs to draw attention to their
latest production "April Showers."

Classic

The Marriage

Circle

strangely affecting members of the Warner Brothers organization, who are making a splendid tie-up in exploitating the
picture by tripping to "The Little Church
Around the Nearest Corner."
is
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WINTER' BRIMFUL OF POSSIBILITIES

'IF

Oral Cloakey of Ottawa, Elaborately Christens New Fox Feature
With Blaze of Box Office Cards
Ottawa, Canada, there
UPmanager
by the name
in

Cloakey.

He

and

it

calls

is

a

live

D.
of
O.
conducts the Regent theatre

the

"Home

of

Capitol enter-

tainment."

When the Fox feature "If Winter
Comes" was ready for its world premier,
Cloakey and Ottawa were chosen as the
man and

place to christen the big picture

with the proper ideas of exploitation.
That Cloakey did justice to the occasion
is putting it mildly.
So thorough was the
campaign planned that little is left for
other managers to originate.
It makes ideal copy for a publicity feature story.
The data is all there with
hardly a detail missing.
Cloakey usually
leads and others follow. In this case, there
is small opportunity for you to do other
than imitate him and the closer you come
to duplicating his entire campaign
greater will be your box office results.

passed and wondered at

the

topsy-turvy

style of bill posting.

An

elaborate float for Shirreff's Martied that product with the picture
in all the grocery stores.
A reproduction
of the actual scene of the story showing
the incident of
Mabel accusing Mark
Sabre of the birth of Effie's child was presented with wax figures in the window of
one of the leading department stores.

malade

r

.;

j

double

and

and

right

corners

are

"If

Winter

Comes" means any

select.

In

furs.

spread

to

merchantile

tie

as

the
the

on

tie-ups

center

handled

by

a
the

is

Ottawa Journal.
are the saviors of the world and in them
faith in humanity is vindicated."
Thirty-five cards with the title in frosted
letters were used throughout the city in
general windows carrying forth the various
tie-up messages such as "If Winter Comes
keep that schoolgirl complexion," "If Win-

means Jaeger Underwear," etc.
Five thousand blotters were distributed
among the employees of all government
departments. A similar number of heralds
were distributed house to house.
There was a two-page spread used in the
Ottawa Citizen which grouped the advertisements of over a score of merchants under the title hook-up. A similar stunt was
pulled on a full-page layout in the Journal.
ter

Two

hundred special cards were printed

—

Day Gone
Winter Comes" at the Regent.
These were placed in all the windows and
on the doors of the stores which customarily closed on Saturday afternoons.
to see "If

the

connection with a prominent incident in the book.
The second
was the lithograph posted upside down
with wires run from the board to a radio
store. With an amplifier and an announcer
the board "talked" to the throngs which

left

window you choose

with the copy: Closed for the

And those are just the highlights of
Cloakey's campaign.
His smaller ideas
He used
are too numerous to mention.

Topping his feature stunts are the bicycle coasting contest and the "talking
24-sheet." The first was tied with the Ottawa Journal

In the
sundries

invitations for the prominent ofcitizens at a private screening.
He pulled a special motion picture idea and
got the use of the fire department to stand
by for emergency purposes during the filming of the crowds trying to get in the Regent to see the picture.
special

in

ficials

OR

the first time in the history of pictures in Ottawa a sermon was arranged
for exploitation purposes and Rev. E. B.
Wyllie reviewed the popular novel and the
new photoplay from his pulpit. He described the book as a story without a moral
a pure character study and the motion
picture version as one of the greatest the
17/

—

—

film industry has ever produced.

To quote Rev. Wyllie: "Men who are
God-touched, like the character of Sabre,
At

left, the crowded line in waiting.
Right, the
wagons carrying forth the "Winter" message.
Below left, the topsy-turvy "Talking Billboard" and
lower right, the marmalade parade float used by

the

coal

Cloakey.

and

September

22,

1923
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PROVES AN OLD ADAGE
WITH NOVEL STUNT
Manager Exploits Picture
With Staging Weddings

Seattle

WRIGHT

IVTANAGER

H. B. "RASTY"
of the Strand Theatre, Seattle, believes
that "All the world loves a lover."
To show his faith in the good old adage, he
puts across a splendid exploitation campaign
on "Temporary Marriage" that pulled a bigweek's business.

Two weeks before the picture was announced, manager Wright came out in the
Sunday papers with a simple statement
that for a period of one week he would
bear all expenses incidental to the weddings of any and all couples who would
come to him.
His newspaper copy read as follows;
"BRIDES If you are contemplating marriage in Seattle during the week of August 11, don't fail to get in touch
with
Manager H. B. Wright of the Strand
Theatre.

—

"He

will buy the license, fee the minisgive you music, flowers and a
And there will be GIFTS
from these
prominent Seattle firms:
L. Hugh"A Ford Roadster, from
son & Co.
$80 Hoosier Cabinet, from
ter,

WEDDING!
FOR THE NEWLYWEDS
Wm.

REAL

Company.
Wedding
Evening gown,
from Eastern Outfitting Co. Hats from
Ed. Strieker's Millinery. Shoes from TurCandy from
rell's Third and Pine Store.
BrunsMercer's.
Photos from Grady's.
wick phonograph from The Harold Weeks
Melody Shop."
The teaser worked. Within twenty-four
hours two couples had arranged to be marStandard

Furniture

from Friedlander.

rings,

ried in the Strand,

with

"Rasty" as the
to day further

From day

Fairy Godfather.

A

list of attracdetails were announced.
tive wr edding gifts, donated by prominent
Seattle firms, added weight to the desirability of a Strand wedding.
At the same time, a Ford roadster, lav-

ishly

decorated with

greens and

flowers,

was seen

in Seattle's business streets, with
one of the theatre's ushers dressed in bridal
The car was not
veil carrying a bouquet.

Then the Ford roadster that
wedding gift to one of the
was hoisted above the marlabeled with the firm's name and

placarded.

was

to be the
lucky couples,

quee,
the feature picture prominently displayed.
Another mute appeal.
During this period, an evening paper ran
a "temporary marriage" contest, which received many spirited replies. At the proper
time, the stunt was hooked up to the feature, an effective lobby arranged, and the
picture opened to splendid business, with

Manager Wright announcing

five weddings.
affairs
and some
matinee weddings equally successful.
All were enthusiastically received by audiences that really were
wedding guests as well
as film fans.
No detail was lacking to make the cere-

Some were evening

—

series of real weddings were staged by Manager H. B. "Rasty"
Seattle, during the showing of "Temporary Marriage," Preferred

stunt gave

him packed houses.

PLANS BROADWAY HOUSE
FOR EXPLOITATION
Andrew Cobe

to Lease Legitimate
Theatre for First Runs

NEW

\

independent theatre on Broadway
next season will cater to independent producers desiring first run exploitation plan
engagements.
This announcement comes from Andrew
J. Cobe, well known Broadway theatre manager who completes a successful eight week
experiment of this nature at the Central
Theatre on Broadway on Saturday night.

The new

plan involves the leasing of a
prominent legitimate theatre to be converted
into a palatial picture palace with all modern
equipment for first run engagements.
An
enlarged orchestra under the direction of J.
Frank Cork will arrange special musical
scores and a special exploitation staff will
handle the special campaigns for Cobe. Mr.
Cobe himself will handle the stage.
"There is ample room for another theatre
on Broadway," said Mr. Cobe. "Many really
excellent pictures have been shelved because
the independent producer could find no time
available for first runs, as a result the exhibitors of the territory make no bids for the
really fine pictures that find no date.
I have
just finished a great experimental season at
the Central where I packed 'em with "Loyal

Wives,"

"Marriage Morals," "Don't Marry
Money" and "Daytime Wives."
The new theatre will prove a boon for

for

Wright,

lesque or make light
of the sacredness of
the occasion.

Read the story

the independents, for
will be down for all

"Rasty"

HYMAN MAKES ELABORATE
PRESENTATION PLANS
Elaborate

ward

plans

nothing

made by Ed-

have been

Hyman, managing

director of the
Brooklyn Mark Strand, to make the new
season a banner one for his house.
For the week of September 16, when the
film attraction is Harold Lloyd in "Why

L.

Worry," he has engaged Hurtados' Royal
Marimba Band and dancers as an extra
Their repertoire includes
musical feature.
both popular and classical numbers.
During the previous week which marked
the fourth anniversary of the theatre, a
Chauve Souris number was staged with re-

markable
stage,

marked

Although difficult to
was presented with

success.

this

number

artistic

effect.

It

attracted capacity

performance and greatly
enhanced the prestige of the theatre. There
were a number of other novelties on the same
bill.
One of them was "Rose in the Bud."
which comprised many artistic effects that
prompted genuine
audiences

at

each

applause.

The

dancing

num-

bers have been greatly
increased and the musivocal
specialties,
cal

and

instrumental,
are
such an appealing
nature that many of
the patrons have become "regulars." The
of

attained.

PREFERRED PICTURES
i.

distributed.
left

worth while pictures

selections by
the orchestra are also on a
high standard, and the
best effects are always

w

undone and the result
was "a top-notch hit."

said the barriers

is

it

offered by state right exchanges.
In the past, many a worthy independent
subject has suffered simply because it never
had a chance on Broadway or some other
Main street. With the prestige which the
new house will offer such features they may
now be looked upon as possibilities for front
rank honors as successful money makers.
This will especially be true on account of
Mr. Cobe's particular exploitation hobby.

W right

licenses,
the
feed the minister, supplied the music, flowers,
wedding
rings
and
later held a drawing to
determine
the
ho
really
choice
gifts

be

column.

in the first

bought

should

in his Strand theatre,
feature.
This novel

Pictures'

rqinian

monies complete. There
was no effort to bur-

Manager

DAN CUPID, EXPLOITEER!

A

of simple lines and tones has bee n fully realized by Preferred Pictures in the design
This desi gn is a work of real art, and is of remarkable value
the 24 sheets for their latest feature.
in exploiting the production.

Thev effectiveness
of

On

special

occasions such as during
anniversary
the

appropriate
souvenirs are preweek,

sented.

There
treats

for

were
all.

real
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Tips and Tie-Ups for Your Fall Selection
Exploitation Possibilities of Current Releases Offer Advantageous

Guide for
'The Gold Diggers'
Released by Warner Bros.

BRIEF:

September

8,

1923

a true screen version of the famous
'tage success by Avery Hopwood that held the boards
in New York for two years.
The theme which is
one of those that is age old but ever new, has a
universal appeal.
Plenty of action, laughter and
sophistication.
David Belasco cooperated in the
production.
Hope Hampton is featured, and Harry
Beaumont is the director.

THE
cient

This

is

very title of this production is suffito provide you with ample material

to build up a mighty effective
The fact that the proof exploitation.
duction, except for some scenic elaboration
is the same that had New York talking for
two years, is another great asset. There is
a wealth of comercial tie-ups in this picture.
The most valuable hook-up of a commercial
nature is the popular song, "The Gold Diggers," published by Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.,
This firm has had a special
of New York.
cover made for the song and music which is
a splendid advertisement for the song and the
picture.
This song is being sung in two current Broadway hits, "The Passing Show"
and "George White's Scandals."
Another interesting tie-up can be made
with the Paige Automobile Company. Hope
Hampton was presented with a Paige roadster
by Warner Bros., and the automobile people
awarded Miss Hampton a silver cup for a
transcontinental tour in a Paige.
Warner
Bros.' publicity department, 1600 Broadway,
will furnish gratis excellent photos of Miss
Hampton and the Paige car. You can elaborate this connection still further by prevailing upon the local Paige agent to loan you a
new roadster.
wonderful stunt would be
to have this driven around the streets of your
town by a pretty girl. On the car you could
place a sign announcing that the machine is
a duplicate of the one used by Miss Hampton, star of "The Gold Diggers."
Then you can make a direct appeal with
There are a lot of them in
the gowns.
the picture, and bevies of beautiful girls appear in most of the scenes gowned in the
latest modes.
This means a mighty fine
tie-up with a department store.
Show them
the stills and the six-sheet and then suggest

from which

lot

A

Specialists in

Showmanship

the plan of arranging a beautiful window display with wax figures dressed and posed as
are the girls in the picture, for their windows.
wonderful bit of exploitation could
be worked up if you have a stage large
enough for a girl to walk across it. Announce a local fashion show and offer a silver
cup for the best gown shown.
silver
cup is an ideal prize and these can be purchased for from $10 up.
The "treasure hunt" idea that is suggested
by the title of the picture can be used to
very good advantage. This stunt consists of
getting permission from the owner of a vacant lot, to hide a certain "buried treasure"
which is to become the possession of whoever finds it. Get together with your editor.
Then plant your prize, which can be cash
or anything you desire, and announce the general
plan of the "gold diggers' treasure
hunt." You can even plant a few bills and a
number of passes in the neighborhood of
your theatre.
Announce that this has been
done, and if the stunt is properly ballyhooed
and the amounts made attractive you can
start a good sized good natured riot.

A

A

Another newspaper stunt

is

to run a series

of articles on the "Gold Diggers of History."
prize can be awarded the person sending
in the best list of historical gold diggers.

A

'Red Lights'
Released by Goldwyn

September

30,

1923

BRIEF: A

mystery melodrama with many comedy
angles made from Edward E. Rose's Stage Play
"The Rear Car" produced by Clarence Badger for
Ooldwyn Pictures Corporation.
A mystery play
that outbats "The Bat."
Marie Prevost, Raymond
Griffith, Alice Lake and Johnnie Walker play the
leading roles.

r

P HERE

are enough exploitation angles on
it over in any size town.
Start your campaign with a series of teaser
ads in your newspapers. Throw against the
background about three inches deep, a column
wide, a white beam of light ending in a
circle.
Within this circle place the letters,
forming the words "Red Lights," indiscriminately mixed up.
Below the beam of light,
carry the words: "Can You Solve It?" For
this picture to put

the next two days, change the arrangement
of the letters in the circle, and the message
carried underneath, using "What Does It
Mean?" one day, and "Watch Out for the
Lights" the next.
On the fourth day and
subsequent days, the letters in the circular
should be arranged to spell out "Red Lights."
The caption under it might be "They Spell
Danger," or "Coming the Year's Greatest
Mystery Picture."
Red lanterns are a sign of danger and always placed near excavations in the streets,
street rollers, piles of lumber, etc.
Print a
snipe worded something as follows "Danger
Watch Out for 'Red Lights.' " This might
be used as a teaser without the name of the
theatre or the time, and be placed near all
danger spots on streets and side-walks, to be
covered later by another snipe giving name
and date of playing.
Arrange with a department store or a lamp
store to make a window of lamps of all
sizes, and place red globes in all of them.
This will give a mysterious effect at night,
which will attract a crowd.
large card
with some such copy as "Watch Out for
'Red Lights' " should be used.
Red flares burning in front of the theatre,
in the smaller towns particularly, will stimulate curiosity and create interest. These may
be obtained from any house that deals in railLanterns with red globes
road supplies.
placed in conspicuous store windows, in which
all other lights have been extinguished, will
provoke curiosity, which cards placed in
the windows should satisfy.
Search lights may be obtained in nearly
every city. The lenses of these can be dyed
and the search light placed on the roof of
the theatre showing "Red Lights" and operated for any length of time desired in adIf search lights are
vance of the showing.
not obtainable, improvise one with a box-like
hood, lined with bright tin as a reflector.
Use a high powered globe dyed red. This
red light might be played upon a cut-out
placed on top of the theatre, or used to play
upon a poster placed in conspicuous locations.
The red searchlight campaign might be followed up with throw-aways, reading: "Watch
Out for 'Red Lights' Their Crimson Beams
Carry a Message for You. Coming to Your
:

!

A

—

Theatre Next Week, etc."
Capitalize on the scarcity of red warning
signals at street crossings, as there is a noticeable lack of these in almost all cities.
This will give you an opportunity to circulate a petition for more warning signals,
quoting statistics of loss of lives, injuries or
accidents that have occurred in various places
in your city. Boy Scouts can be interested in
this stunt sufficiently to get them to stand
on certain corners at certain hours of the

evening bearing red lights. Automobile Clubs
should be interested in "Red Lights Safety

Campaign."

'The Santa Fe Trail'
Released by

BRIEF: A

Arrow

gripping

15

drama

of

Chapter Serial
the

Southwest

in

pioneer days, told in 15 chapters, each replete with
the elements that will always hold people spellbound.
Romance, high courage, and a winning fight against
the Redskins, as true as history can be, are all
Written and directed by Robert Dillon.
there.

Featuring Neva Gerber and Jack Perrin.

THIS

A SIMPLE BUT STRIKING SETTING
During the run of "The Covered Wagon" at Carl Adams' house in Cincinnati a giant poster was put
back of a department store window and enhanced in the foreground with a few atmospheric details.
effect was striking and presented an artistic demand for attention.

in the

The

picture series offers more than one
sterling opportunity for effective exploitaOne of these is school cooperation.
tion.
As it is a historical subject, of interest to
every American, and of especial appeal to
educators, faithfully protraying as it does the

:

September
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period in our country's development when the
West was won. According to recent statistics students favor frontier pictures. This
If possible
means a ready made audience.
arrange a screening of the first few episodes
for the school committee, board of trustees
and teachers of your community. An essay
contest for school and high school students
would be another valuable tie-up.
You have a song tie-up too. People like
a song with a good fox trot swing and one
has been especially written for this picture.
special photoplay edition has been issued,
and this bears a portrait of Miss Gerber,
the star, so that the song is well tied up
The song is available at
with the picture.
all music stores and orchestrations may be
The song
had free from your exchange.
affords an excellent window display hookup, and you can run a slide announcing that
the song can be purchased at such and such
Most likely you will be able
a music store.
to secure the free services of a song plugger
Such
to put over the song in your house.
advertising is unusual for a serial, and as it
costs next to nothing, you should take the
fullest advantage of it.
Then there's the mail campaign.
well
worded form letter to your patrons is an
effective way of selling them the serial. You
can also use the excellent series of advance
slides that have been prepared, one for each
Furthermore
episode besides the stock slide.
each episode has eight 11x14 lobby photos,
and there is a trailer of the high lights in
"The Sante Fe Trail" that will whet interest
in the forthcoming serial.

made with motor boat

The Opportunity News
With the key to the exploitation
highlights of the newest features is
what you will find on these two
guide pages for live showmen. They
show at a glance what you can do
with each picture in a "stunt" and
advertising way. They possess many
advance flashes of real money-making ideas.
They arc tip-<offs of sure

A

A

'Why Worry?'
Released by Pathe

BRIEF:

September

16,

1923

Pure farce comedy, brimful

of laughs and
original comedy action.
Story of a rich young idler,
who imagines himself sick and seeks rest and quiet
in the midst of a South American revolution. Harold
Lloyd is the star; storv by Sam Tavlor assisted by

Ted Wilde and Tim Whelan

Newmeyer and Sam

;

and directed by Fred

Taylor.

'T HIS Lloyd

six-reeler contains a gold mine
of ideas for exploitation.
It is wise to
splurge on the star's name, it's box-office
magic.
Use his face and glasses, in lobby,
posters and tie-ups
play the name in electrics
and use the oil paintings.
1

;

;

Have

the

man

tallest

around with a sign on
"Giant laughs

in

'Why

your town walk
back as follows
Worry ?' " and also

in
his

hand out heralds or the feather dart novelty,
furnished at your local Pathe Exchange Inc.
Station a hat-check boy in the lobby or
Place
a sign on the wall
"Check your wrinkles
here." Anyone applying should receive a novelty feather dart.
Use the idea of "Worry
Wrinkles removed by laughter treatment"
and in other tie-ups with "age," "worry,"
"massage," etc.
inside the theatre prior to the showing.

dealers

and manu-

A

motor boat plays an imporfacturers.
tant part in the picture, and can be used to
good advantage in exploiting the film.

fire

tie-ups.

and

clip

Read them

A

small motor boat with an appropriate
placard could be placed in your lobby, and
will prove a valuable aid in attracting atdealer or manufacturer would
tention.
gladly lend you one.
Sporting goods stores can also be hooked
up on the fight scenes, to exploit their boxStills of these scenes could be
gloves, etc.
shown in the window of these stores.

A

carefully

for they arc The
Ncivs of Exploitation.

freely

Opportunity

'The Barefoot Boy'
Released by C. B. C.

Put across one big stunt.
Get the
papers buzzing and talking, and break into
print early. Make your town stop-worrying
while they roar and laugh at Harold Lloyd
photos.

in

"Why Worry?"

'The

Way

of the Transgressor*

BRIEF:

Strong story of man railroaded to prison
vindicating himself.
Presented in clear-cut fashion,
with a well balanced love interest.
Plenty of virile
action, without preachment and authentic underworld
scenes minus the usual objectionable features. Featuring George Larkin, Ruth Stonehouse and Al FerguDirected by William J. Craft.
son.

Released by

Premium

September

20, 1923

THIS

picture affords opportunities galore
for effective exploitation.
The theme is
one that has a popular appeal, and will stand
all possible emphasis.
Stress the strong conflict and virile fight scenes, and the convincing under world stuff.
Prison atmosphere interests the majority
of people.
Build a prison cell and have a
man inside in convict garb, with a placard
outside, "I am Innocent."
This is mighty
effective lobby decoration.
Another good stunt is to dress a thin
sickly looking man in tatters, with a placard
on his back, "The Way of the Transgressor
is Hard."
Have him walk up and down before your theatre.
You can have another
man dressed as a convict, with an appropriate placard on his back, do the same thing.
valuable tie-up can be made with hardware stores to advertise their locks and other
burglar protection devices.
Window displays can be made of these appliances with
a sign, "The Way of the Transgressor is
hard, but there are transgressors.
Don't be
Protect yourself with our locks,
a victim.
This tie-up can also be used with safe
etc."

A

manufactures.

Another good commercial hook-up can be

BRIEF:

This

is

September

15,

1923

a story that has a widespread appeal

possesses romance and beauty, pathos and
based on John Greenleaf Whittier's celis of such a nature that it will
interest adults as well as juveniles.
It is presented
by the Mission Film Corp. and features a cast of
well known players including Tully Marshall, Marjorie Daw, Raymond Hatton and Sylvia Breamer.

because

it

thrills.

It is

ebrated

poem and

"The Barefoot Boy" bear in
not only a picture of wonderful appeal to the youngsters but a drama

exploiting
INmind
that

it

is

will hold the interest of adults to the
good plan would be to use the
very end.
Boy appeal as much as possible, but intermingled with love and other romantic interest.
good exploitation stunt that can be put
over easily and at minimum cost and at the
same time attract a lot of attention, would
The youngsters
be a Barefoot Boy parade.
would go in for it with zest, and by offering
free tickets or some other inducement you
would be able to get a large contingent.
Dress the paraders in overalls and straw hats
like the Boy in the picture and give a few
of them fishing tackle and horns and drums.
Then parade them through the main streets.
A Barefoot Boy matinee should also prove a
novelty and can be worked out from various
angles to meet your requirements.

that

A

A

There

is

the school tie-up that

is

also valu-

Local teachers could be enlisted and
Then a
matinees should be put on.
special showing could be held for clergymen of all denominations, civic officials, and
heads of charitable organizations. This will
cause talk and gain much valuable newspaper
lot of live window tie-ups can also
space.
A dealer who sells stockings
be arranged.
can be brought in line for a window with a
neat card reading, "The Barefoot Boy didn't
wear stockings he never had a chance to
similar arrangement
wear our brand."
can be made with local shoe and sporting
The stills offer good possigoods dealers.

able.
special

A

—

bilities in this

A

connection.

:

Utilize

the

teaser

campaign found

in

the

"Why Worry?"

press-book (page 8). Have
some printed up on cards and cover your
mailing list with them.
Also use these in
your newspapers, and enlarge and color them
for your lobby. Run the teasers as ads and
use the last one as the "tip-off" in all cases.
Sell the co-operative ad idea to your local
paper.
Place your ad in the center of the
page and suggest that they solicit shops and
tie-ups with "Why Worry ?" Have the shops
disnlay exploitation material in their windows.
Run the trailer at least six weeks in advance.
Deluge your town with posters. Get
a window in every possible shop.
Place the
pink half -sheet on every empty space you can
find.
Make sure everybody gets a herald,
and hand out freely the novelty feather dart.
Set up a scale for measuring height in your

lobby.
Advertise that men or women over
a certain height will be admitted free. Stage
this at every performance.
Get the local
reporters and photographers on hand for the
x
first break.
Make your lobby a show-window of
Lloyd, using cut-outs, oil paintings and lobby

WHEN THE

CIRCUS CAME TO

TOWN

Miller and Knevels of the Pantages theatre, Toronto, Canada, decided to go the limit on the First National
It is a fifteen piece clown orchestra in the band wagon
feature and the above photo sort of proves the fact.
and they played the airs that brought back circus memories.
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Feature Release and Review Charts
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

MAY
Feature
Affairs of

Star

Director

Lady Hamilton.. ..Liane Haid

Hodkinson

Oswald
Paton
Should satisfy most exacting

Bavu

Wallace Beery

Black Shadows
Boston Blackie

Special Cast
William Russell.

Broken Violin, The
Burning Words

Special Cast

Crossed Wires

Gladys Walton

Roy

.

—

Fox
showing prison

swiftly,

Arrow, S.

J. Dillon

Paton

Stewart

Hoot Gibson
Alden-Morey
Neal Hart
Dorothy Dalton.
Good entertainment.

Empty

Cradle, The
Fighting Strain, The

Fog Bound

.

Steiner, S.

.Willat
Bait. Evening

—
.

Universal
Truart, S.

—

R
R

Paramount
Sun. Rattling good

Playgoers, S. R
Universal
First National
Stirring screen versions.
Girl Who Came Back
Special Cast
Preferred
Forman
Good, outside of noticeable carelessness in construction.
Special Cast
Little Red Schoolhouse
Adolfi
Arrow, S.
Lonely Road, The
K. McDonald
First National
Shertzinger
Hodkinson
Man From Glengarry
Special Cast
McRae

Fortune of Christina
Special Cast
Not Credited
Fools and Riches
Herbert Rawlinson..Blache
Girl of the Golden West .... Kerrigan-Breamer
Carewe
.

.

R

Gripping

Mary
Ne'er

Mary Mack

of the Movies
Weil, The

Do

tale.

Al.

Remittance

.

Moody

Ind. Pict.,

Lunt-Palmerri

Weight

Goldwyn

Ruggles

F. B. O.

.

Special Cast

Rustle of Silk, The

Pretty
Sixty Cents

and

An Hour

Arrow, S.

Jack Pratt
.

.

First-class

Wray

Madge Bellamy.

Stepping Fast

Tom Mix

Franz

Sunken Rocks
Wandering Daughters

Alma Taylor

Not Credited
Jas. Young

.

.

Special Cast

.Jno.

,

.

— P.Reels.
7

R

28

Good

10-25

Good
Good

10-20

.

Good

.Columbia, Ideal

.

I.

6,270
7 Reels.

—

..

— Herald.

—

Fox

—

.

35

4,920
7 Reels

Good

—

Burr Nickle, &. R
First National
Seattle Times. Amusing
.

Striking study in contrasts.
White Rose, The. Dempster-Marsh-Novello .Griffith
Wolf Tracks
Jack Hoxie
Not Credited
Woman Game, The
Elaine Hammerstein. .Earle
.

Baltimore, Peabody

— Times.

Refreshing amusement. Journal.
Metro
6 Reels... .Birmingham, Bijou
One of Ince's best. News.

fun maker.

Soul of the Beast

15-25

25-60

Good
Paramount
.Bethlehem, Lorenz
Rather commonplace, but exceptionally fine cast. Cleveland News,
Fairly good. .15-25-35
Paramount
Dallas, Tex., Old Mill
5,632

Compson-Tearle.
Brennon
well played.
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Walter Hiers
Henaberry

—

Exceptional

Fine

.

5,760
6 Reels
5,800

Exceptional entertainment.
Rip Tide, The

15-25--40

— Inquirer.
Splendid
Philadelphia, Capitol
6,100
— Evening
Ledger. Intensely interesting. — Inquirer.

—S. R

.Ethel Clayton

Special Cast

Woman, The.

10-20

—

.

F. B.
Kansas City, Ellsworth
5,500
Green
Paramount
7 Reels .... Allen town Pa., Lotus
interesting situations. Sr. Louis Globe-Democrat.

Many

Prices

5,105
Normal
5 Reels... .Hazleton, Feeley
5 Reels
Excellent
8 Reels. .. Bethlehem, Pa., Lorenz
mystery
Milwaukee Sentinel.
Thrills.
5 Reels
4,904
Splendid
Philadelphia, Palace
7 Reels..

MacDermott

Thos. Meighan

Power Divine, The
Ragged Edge, The

—Los Angeles, Tully

takes weL.
Herald.
4,705
Boston, State
farce.
Advertiser.

Excellently brewed

relief.

Fine

— Blade. Toledo, Rivoli

and

Universal

Lehrman
Not Credited
Not Credited

5,000
4,522

5,820
4,944

Universal

A

Double Dealing

Average

life.

R

Fairly convincing North Western,

Baggot

6,988

Kansas City, Centre
Abounds in thrills.-— Phila. Ledger.

Pathe

Dunlam
Moves

.

Business

8 Reels

Universal
fan.- Phila. Enq..

Salisbury

Report From

Length

Distributor

.

.

Sunset Prod., S. R.

4,608
5 Reels

.

6 Reels.

...

.

10,834
.5 Reels

Selznick

Seattle,

5,000

30

Satisfactory

Philadelphia, Victoria
Seattle Star.
Dallas, Palace

and highly dramatic.

Griffith

.

10-20

—

Good

25-35-55

Winter Garden. .... .Splendid

10-20

JUNE
Prices
Business
Distributor
Length
Report From
Director
Bargains
Special Cast
Not Credited
Birr Nickle 3. R
5 Reels
15-20
.Good
Below the Rio Grande
Neal Hart
Steiner S.
5 Reels..
.Youngstown, O., Orpheum.
Nat Credited
25-60
Fine
Counterfeit Love
Special Cast
Playgoers S. R
5 Reels.. .Boston, Boston
Nat Credited
Packed wirh wholesome melodrama worth seeing. -Advertiser. Realistic. -Traveler.
25-50
Excellent
Critical Age, The
Special Cast
Hjdkinsoa
MoRae
4,504
St. Louis, Delmonte
Thoroughly enjoyable. Srar.
10-30-50
Daughters of the Rich
Special Cast
Good
Foreman
.Preferred
6 Reels.. .Okla. City, Criterion
Noteworthy. -Times. Good warm weather pictures. News. Highly entertaining. Oklahoman.
Desert Rider, The
Jack Hoxie
Hoxie
Sunset Prod. S. R
5 Reels
Devil's Partner, The
Norman Shearer.. .Not Credited
Ind. Pict. S.
5 Reels
25-35
Divorce
Good
Bennett
6 Reels... .Toledo, Pantheon
.Jane Novak
F. B.
Big, interesting, pounds horns point.
Times. An old, old story but excellent entertainment. Blade.
Don Quickshot
Jack Hozie
Marshall
Universal
5 Reels
Fog, The
Exceptional. 20-30-50
Harris-Landis
Toledo, Valentine
Powell
Metro
6,541

Feature

Star

R

.

.

—

—

.

—

.

—

—

—

.

—

.

R

.

—

—

—

—

—

.

Times. Aptly presented. Blade. Packed with thrills. News Bee.
Fair
Daniels-Moreno.
Paramount
6 Reels.. .Norfolk, Norva
.Campbell
Filled with thrills.
Constitution. Full of interest. -Times. Miss Daniel's best. Daily Oklahoman.
Heart Raider, The
Good
Ruggles
Birmingham, Strand
Agnes Ayres
Paramount
5,075
Plenty of action. K. C. Journal. Full of interest. Norfolk Landmark. One of Miss Ayres' best. Ledger.
Last Moment, The
Fine
Special Cast
Reade
Goldwyn
6 Reels. .. Allentown, Pa., Strand
Leaves you guessing. Journal.
Man of Action, The
Capacity
Douglas MacLean. .Home
First National
6 Reel^ .. -Seattle, Liberty
Has everyone guessing and laughing. Times. Mirth, mystery and melodrama. P. -I. Really funny. Star.
Michael O'Halloran
.Los Angeles, Million Dollar.. .Fair
Irene Rich
Meehan
Hodkinson
7 Reels..
Leases a pleasant imoression. Herald. Rather good. Express.
Mysterious Witness, The.. .Robert Gordon
Zeliff
F. B. O
4,822
Only 38
W. de Mille
Normal
Special Cast
Paramount
6 Reels.. .Hazelton, Pa., Grand
De Mille prevented a calm plot from becoming a bore. Portland Oregonian.
Paddy Next Best Thing
Fine
Mae Marsh
Cutts
Allied P. 8s D
6 Reels.. .Boston, Beacon
Mae Marsh winsome and fascinating. Post.
Railroaded
Herbert Rawlinson.. Mortimer
Universal
5 Reels
Sawdust
Baltimore, Garden
Good
Gladys Walton
Conway.
Universal
4,940
Good, as pictures go. Post. It all rings true. Evening Sun. Pleasant. American.
Sun Dog Trails
Special Cast
King
Arrow S. R
4,586
Suzanna
Fair
St. Louis, Family
Mabel Normand
Sennett
Trifling With Honor
Kansas City, Gladstone
Good
Special Cast
Universal
7,785
Pollard
Tense moments. Dramatic incidents. Cleveland News.
Western Blood
Pete Morrison
Not Credited
Sanford S. R
5 Reels
Woman With Four Faces. Compson-Dix
Average
6 Reels.. .Kansas City, Apollo
Brennon
Paramount
Youthful Cheaters
Glenn Hunter
Tuttle
Hodkinson
6 Reels

Good entertainment.

Exciters,

The

—
—

.

—

.

30-40

—

.

—

—

—

-.

.10-35

.

—

—

.

—

—

.

—

.

35-50

35-55

.

—
—

—

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

20^5
20-25-35
15

10-20
10-30

JULY
Feature
Brass Bottle, The
Children of Dust

Star
Special Cast
Special Cast

Filled with

Director

Tourneur
B:>rza;e

human

Distributor
First National
First Natioaal

nature and glowing with

life.

Report From

Length
6 Reels.
5 Reels.

.

.

.

Portland, Liberty

Trianon
— Birmingham Birmingham,
News.
.

.

.

Business

Good
Fair

Prices

10-25-35-50
15-35

.

September

22,

.
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Children of Jazz
-Interesting.
Desert Driven

Cast
—Special
Wise. News.

Paramount

Storm

J.

Harry Carey proves

Dutchman
Forbidden Range
Flying

O
himself the man's
F. B. O
F. B.

Val Paul

Carleton
Not Credited

Special Cast

Neal Hart
Henaberry
Season's laughing sensation.
Thomas Meighan. Ralph Ince

Steiner, S.

Good entertainment.

—-Sentinel.

star of the screen.

R

40

Good

..Milwaukee, Saxe's Rialto

5 Reels..

5,622
5 Reels
6 Reels.

— RichmondGood
Times.

..Milwaukee, Strand

6 Reels..

Mighty good entertainment. —-Nor. Landmark.

Harry Carey

25

10-30-50
City, Criterion
Good
— Oklahoman.Okla.
Very funny. — Times.
Reels.
Birmingham, Strand
Fair
10-35
— Advertiser.
Good story of sea. — News. Gave unbounded satisfaction. —-Post. See this for
Itching Palms
Special Cast
Home
F. B. O
Reels
Law of the Lawless, The. .Dorothy Dalton. .Fleming
Paramount
6 Reels.
.Birmingham, Galax
Fair
10-20
Unusual. — Birmingham News. Somewhat drawn out but exciting at times. — Portland News.
Love Piker, The
25-33-55
Anita Stewart
Baltimore, New
Hopper
Goldwyn-Cosmop. ... Reels.
Excellent.
Fair entertainment. — Morning Sun. Something for everyone. — American.
Good entertainment. — News. You'll love — Milwaukee Journal.

Gentleman of Leisure, A.

.

.

— News. Paramount
Will delight

.Jack Holt

Homeward Bound

.

.

.

.

all.

Paramount

.

6

.

.

.

thrills.

5

.

.

.

.

.

.

6

.

.

.

.

.

.

it.

Man

Between, The

Special Cast

Man's Man, A
McGuire of the Mounted.
Penrod and Sam

J.

.

.

Finis

Fox

6 Reels

Assoc. Exhibitors
F. B. O
Universal

Warren Kerrigan

Wm. Desmond

5 Reels
5

Reels

Birmingham Trianon
Perfect portrayal of everyday life of an every day American boy. News.
Harry Morey
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Poli
Hartford
Hodkinson
4,932
Story of forceful energy. Post. A film of Canada. -Advertiser.
Self Made Wife, A
Special Cast
Dillon
Universal
5 Reels.
Kansas City, Globe
Shootin' For Love
Hoot Gibson
Universal
5,160
Mahanoy City, Pa., Elks
Sedgwick
Skid Proof
Charles Jones
Fox
5 Reels.. ..Birmingham, Bijou
Plenty of thrills and action. Age-Herald. Satisfying, exciting. -Toledo Times.
Stormy Seas
McGowan-Holmes. McGowan
5 Reels
Assoc. Exhib
Trilby
Special Cast
Charlotte, N. C, Broadway.
Young
First National
7,302
Powerful of the famous French novel and play. Observer. Weird and fantastic. Dallas Journal.
Victor, The
Herbert Rawlinson..Haemmle
Universal
4,888
Kansas City, Liberty
Good comedy drama. —-Journal-Post
Special Cast

6 Reels ....

First National

Rapids, The

—

—

Good

,

—

.

—

.

20-35

Fair

10-20

Average

.

Fair

Very Good.. 10— 25—40

—

.

.

—

—

.

10-30

.Big

Good

25-35

AUGUST
Feature
Alais the Night Wind

Star
William Russell

Broken Wing, The

Special Cast
Jackie Coogan

Days

Circus

Director

Report From

Length

Distributor

Fox

Forman

5,000
6,126
5,163

Preferred

Business

Prices

St. Louis, Lyric Skydome, Capitol. .Big
St. Louis, Arsenal Airdome
Poor
St. Louis, Kings
Fair
.

Cline
First National
7527
Griffith-Tearle-DexterArchainbaud
Selznick
Destroying Angel, The
Leah Baird
Assoc. Exhib
5,640
Dulcy
Con. Talmadge.
.Franklin
First National
6,859
Fighting Blade, The
Dick Barthelmess.. .Robertson
First National
8,729
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elsom
Assoc. Exhib
5 Reels
Human Wreckage
Mrs. Wallace Reid.. Jno. Wray
Boston, Tremont
Capacity
F. B. O
7,415
Much dramatic merit. Powerful. Advertiser. Held us spellbound. Transcript. Towering drama. Globe.
Huntress, The
Colleen Moore
First National
6,336
Reynolds
If Winter Comes
Special Cast
Fox
11,250
Legally Dead
Milton Sills
Fine
Parke
Universal
5 Reels. ...Portland, Columbia
Unusual and original. Oregonian. Remarkable theme. Telegraph. Trifle far-fetched Blade.
Love Brand, The
Universal
5 Reels. .. .Boston, Loew State
Fair
Roy Stewart
Paton
Fiery tale, one of best. Post
Man Who Won, The
Dustin Famum
Fox
5,000
Miracle Baby, The
Harry Carey
F.B.O
5,624
Out of Luck
Hoot Gibson
Seattle, Columbia
Big
Sedgwick
Universal
6 Reels.
Spontaneously funny. Times. Entertaining, laughs in every scene. P. I. Thrilling. Toledo Times.
Salomy Jane
Excellent
Logan-Flynn
Paramount
St. Louis, Missouri
Melford
6,270
Scarlet Lily, The
K. McDonald
Shertzinger
First National
6 Reels
Second Hand Love
Charles Jones
Fox
5,000Shadows of the North
Wm. Desmond
Universal
5 Reels
Soft Boiled
Tom Mix
Blystone
Fox
7,054
Spoilers, The
Fine
Dallas, Tex., Palace
Special Cast
Hillyer
Goldwyn
8,928
One of the greatest of the year. Dispatch. Lavish. Journal.
Tea With a Kick
Special Cast
Vic. Hugo
Assoc. Exhib
5 Reels
Three Wise Fools
Good
Baltimore, Century
SpecialCast
Goldwyn
6,946
Vidor
Something in it for everybody. American. Simple, winsome, captivating. Evening Sun. First-rate movie. Morning Sun.
Good version of the play. Journal-Post. Vigorous, frank melodrama. Express.
Tipped Off
Special Cast
Playgoers, S. R
5 Reels
Not Credited

Common Law

.

.

.

.

30-40
20
30-50

.

—

—

—

55-1.10

."

—

—

—
—

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

10-35-50

25-60

25-35-50
30-50

25-35-55
25-33-55

SEPTEMBER
Feature

Ashes

Director

Star

Norma Talmage

Vengeance

Goosson

Length

Distributor

Report

From

Business

Prices

10
Reels
••
5,800
All Star
D. Kirkland
Universal
6 Reels
Hoot Gibson
30-50
Louis,
Grand
Central ... Very big
Broadway Gold
...St.
6,814
Truart
E. Hammerstein ..Dillon
A melodrama, not superior or inferior to most of its kind. Post-Dispatch.
Clean Up, The
5,000
Herbert Rawlinson .Parke
Universal
50-2.75
Fair
Covered Wagon, The
10,000 ... Dallas, Majestic
Paramount
Special Cast
Cruze
One of the greatest pictures in the history of the film industry. News.
Ranks as one of the best motion pictures ever produced. Journal.
Daytime Wives
6,651
F. B.
Derelys Perdue
35-55
Good
Enemies of Women
10,501 ... Milwaukee Garden
Goldwyn
L. Barrymore
Los Angeles Examiner.
Dazzling beauty. Examiner.
Hold the interest throughout. Superb. Journal.
Exiles, The
.'.Goldwyn
10 Reels
Rubens, Gilbert
French Doll, The
Metro
7 Reels
Mae Murray
Gun Fighter, The
Fox
5,000
William Farnum
Hell's Hole
Fox
6 reels
Charles Jones
Her Reputation
First National
6,566
Special Cast
J. Wray
25-60
Very good
Lawful Larceny
Paramount
Dwan
5,503 ....Boston, Orpheum
Grey-Naldi-Nagel
Traveler.
Post. A mighty good picture.
Allure and suspense to a high degree.
Lone Star Ranger, The
Fox
6,000
Tom Mix
„V
'Seattle, Blue Mouse ....... Excellent ......25-50
Main Street
Warner Bros
8,000
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont
Return engagement hailed as an event out
Times.
Return prcving as popular as first runs when it played to capacity. Star.
the ordinary run of things.
of

.

.

.

First National
State Rights

Barefoot Boy, The
Blinky

,

—

—

—

—

—

—

•

.

Fox

Lee Parry

Universal
Philbin-Kerry
Rupert Julian
Both elaborate and dramatic. Destined to be a favorite.

Potash and Perlmutter

Bernard Carr

Rougeo

Viola

—

—

of

Monna Vanna
M-Ty-Go- Round

—

—

.

Badger

—

8,000
10,000 ...Portland, Columbia
Journal.
Wonderful picture. Oregonian.

—

First National

7

;

Very Good

50-75

Reels

Gordon
Rupert
Silent

Souls
St.

i^ips
of Hentzau

Command, The
in

Bondage

Elmo

Strangers of the Night

Three Ages

Unknown

Purple,

Untameable,

The

The

Wanters. The
Where Is This West

Dana

All star
Special Cast
Special Cast
John Gilbert
Special Cast

Buster Keaton
Walthall-Lake
Gladys Walton
Special Cast
Jackie Hoxie

Metro

5,134
Selznick
9,717 .... Denver, Colorado
Heerman
Fox
7,809
Sanford Prod., S. R... 6 Reels
Not Credited
5,778
Jerome Storme ...Fox
Metro
8,079
5,150
Metro
Truart, S. R
Bernard Carr
Universal
4,776
St. Louis, Rivoli
Good entertainment fcr the Walton fans. Post Dispatch.
First National
Stahl
Universal
4,532
Marshall
'

Good

SO

Very good

30

,

—

Save yourself considerable lime by keeping these pages always handy.

They contain

practically

all

the highlights of every picture released.
In tabled form so you may quickly find what you want, the Release and Rei'iew Chart of the Exhibitors Trade Review gives you the star, director, and footage on all features.
Whenever available, the business report from the theatre and the press comment from certain
localities are

added.
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A scene from "Let's Build." The
tub doesn't seem to have been built
very secure. Looks like an earthquake.
Center top, Snub Pollard is demonstrating a novel method of locomotion "It's a Gift."

The Dippy Doo Dads
"Stepping Out"
in a comedy by that
are

One of the
name.
developing
geese
is
mulish habits of which
his

doesn't
partner
approve.

Stan Laurel is endeavoring to test
truth of
the
saying "Music
soothes the savage beast." ,He seems
to be succeeding but from the lion's
look it isn't going to last very long.
the

A

scene from the Hal
feature
"The
Call of the Wild," a
picturization of Jack
London's story.
The
dog is the star and
a good one too.

Roach

—

Misery likes company
and Mickey Daniels
has

plenty

The

whole

of

both.

gang

is

patiently watching the

amputation

of

Mic-

key's Mischievousness.
scene
from
the

A

"Our Gang"
comedy "No Noise."
Pathe

Sidelight Scenes

from Current Pathe Family Programs
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THE MODERN THEATRE

Republic Theatre— A Modern Picture House
Construction of this Building Permits the Use of
Eight Hundred Extra Seats

OCCASIONALLY
through

an

architect,

some peculiar circum-

stances of site or special requirements, has an opportunity to design a

motion picture house that affords the
advantage of an especially good plan
and increased seating capacity.
Here the plot permitted an economical plan that gave eight hundred extra
seats, all with a full view of the stage.
The ordinary rectangular motion picture auditorium can provide only about
two thousand satisfactory seats.
The home of movies which we will
describe this week is the Republic Theatre,
which covers an entire block
bounded by Keap, Grand, South First
streets and Grand street Extension,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Republic was built from origmade by Eugene De Rosa,

inal plans

by August Small, and
owned and controlled by the builders,

architect, assisted
is

Smalls
the

Theatrical Enterprises,
officers of which are J.

Inc.,

Henry

President
Small,
William
Treasurer, and Samuel Small,
;

Small,
Secre-

tary.

The

seating capacity is 2900
the
orchestra accommodates 1500, the balcony 1080 and boxes and loges 320.
The cost of construction, including
plot of ground, was $950,000. The exterior is of tapestry brick with granite
trim.
semi-circular marquee, of plain yet
neat design, covers the main entrance.
This is illuminated in such a way that
it attracts attention of both pedestrians
and motorists for a distance of several
blocks
large animated electric sign, on
the Grand street extension side of the
building, can be seen for a distance of
half a mile in both directions of this
;

A

A

thoroughfare.

Around

the theatre, on the curb nne,
placed six ornamental electric
standards fitted with five lights each.
The outer globes are of milk white

are

glass
light.

which gives forth a rich mellow
Summarizing the outside illumi-

nation of this theatre it can be said
The
that this installation is complete.
blending of the lights does not in any
way affect the eyes.
There are four signs, glass covered

and also illuminated, on the outside of
the main entrance, two either side,
which tell what is doing on the program. In addition to this there is another sign, of the three-sided kind,
placed in the center of the main entrance.
This sign also announces the
theatre's showing.

The lobby
room

ample

is

spacious.

There

is

handle the largest
crowds.
Two ticket booths are at
either side.
Decorations are buff with
brown trim. The ceiling and moldings
are done in gold leaf. Large swinging
doors, metal covered and painted to
to

represent bronze, lead into the theatre
proper.
Two large marble columns
adorn (he sides of the lobby.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Republic Theatre Floor Plans
The Longitudinal

Section shows the pitch for seat arrangement as well as the location of the Projection Booth. Orchestra, First
and Second Mezzanine and Balcony plans afford a clear insight of the theatre's general construction and layout.
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There is an immense foyer deeply
carpeted in a quiet red design. All the
stairways are of marble and have rubber treads which insure absolute quietness and prevents people slipping.
These stairways have a brass banister
rail in the center and one-way "traffic
rules" are in force which does away
with the confusion of those going up
or down.
The orchestra seats are pitched at
the proper angle and spaced in such a
way that there is no interference from
All seats
the person seated in front.
were installed by the American Seating
clear view
Company, of Chicago.
of the stage can be had from any part
of the orchestra; this is due to the
pitch and layout, and is valuable as it
insures a ready sale of the side seats
The aisles are roomy affording easy
accessibility to the patrons taking or
The boxes are in
leaving their seats.
such a position that both sides of the
The instage are seen to advantage.
terior decorations blend harmoniously.
They also are of the buff, brown and
The domed ceiling
leaf gold design.
is a work of art with a large candledesign chandelier suspended from the

A

center.

The balcony is in two sections, the
The
front rows used for the loges.
same floor pitch prevails here as in
the orchestra, giving clear vision of the
stage no matter where the patrons may
chose to sit.
Directly above the balcony, and built
into the dome is the projection room.

This is quite different from the ordinary run. Instead of the small dark
"hot box," we find a large airy room.
It has three full sized windows, looking out into the street with the ever
welcome daylight streaming in and giving the operators a cheery disposition.
It is from the booth that the shows
are made.
well ventilated room does
more to improve your shows than the
This was well
small, stuffy kind.
thought out by the builders and archi-

A

and is worthy of commendation.
There are three Power's High In-

tect,

tensity machines, of the latest model,
and a Mestrum spot light fitted with a

Three operators are
attendance insuring the best that can
be had in a motion picture house.
fire-proof chest for the storing of films
is conveniently placed so that there is
no lost motion in the handling of films
to and from the machines.
small side room is used for the
rewinding of film which is done by
motor driven rewinders.
The throw from the booth to the
screen is 133 feet and the screen is of
the drop curtain variety, front stage.
The retiring and rest rooms of both
men and women are built along the
same lines as the balance of the house,
Power's burner.

in

A

A

Every comfort is
and roomy.
taken care of to the minutest detail.
Wicker furniture is used throughout
which is easy to be kept clean. The
large

floors are of brick and side walls are
of paneled oak which extend upward to
The
within three feet of the ceiling.

The Auditorium, taken from

the

decorations here are buff and brown,
the drop ceiling blending with the oak
panels.

On the mezzanine floor drinking
fountains are conveniently located and
individual drinking cups supplied.
The stage is very large, the dimensions being 50 feet open front and 39
It is equipped with everyfeet deep.
thing that is necessary for an up-to-date
full suite of dressvaudeville house.
ing rooms, also fitted with every requirement for the actors, gives added

A

distinction to this house.

A

Moeller organ and nine piece orchestra supply the musical scores.
Usherettes, in gray one-piece uniforms, look after the wants of patrons
while in the theatre and a uniformed
attendant keeps his watchful eye on the
automobiles outside.
The heat is supplied by two enorboilers and the ventilating system
of the Spencer turbine type.

mous
is

The Republic is a neighborhood
house in a thickly settled part of
Brooklyn with admission prices as follows Week days, matinee, 20 cents,
boxes and loges 30 cents; evening, orchestra 35 cents, boxes and loges 50
cents; Saturdays, Sundays and holidays, orchestra 50 cents, balcony, 40
cents, boxes and loges 65 cents.
Smoking is permitted iri the boxes,
loges and balcony at all times.
The theatre is managed by Sigmund
Solomon and was opened to the public
on October 27, 1921.
:

Balcony, showing position of boxes and uninterrupted view of stage.

——

—
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ACROSS THE POND
Brief Contents of Current

DILLIE BURKE

and Olga Petrova were
on the Majestic when it left New York
for Cherbourg and Southampton.

Fox News,

Vol.
before the

it was
Henry Ford wins

employed by

on.

for the materialization of a home in London, representative of
the Crown Colonies and Protectorates at
which films shall be available, showing their
advantages. At the British Empire Exhibition at Wembley, next summer, these Colonies and Dependencies will have eight pictures

being

made

to

chief operator of

W. Woodward,

absolutely free from flicker.
be put on the market.

In

Germany many

big

It

will

vester,"

film in

Italiana

is

direct.

Bruno Kastner and Elga

Brink, two famous German artists, have accepted leading parts. The picture will be

made

entirely in

Rome.

will soon
Carousal of Life" the
first, was produced by Demitri Buchowetzki,
famous Russian director. The picture portrays life in its various phases. The second
is "Gosta Berling Saga," written by Dr. Sel-

Two

be

Swedish Biograph features

finished.

"The

—

make

first visit

to

White House.

—

Pathe News, No. 73 Lakehurst, N.
completes successful test
flight.
St. Joseph, Mo.
Baptismal
ceremony in muddy Missouri River
J.

— ZR-1

—

—
—

Calif.
Huge tanks of
distillate ignited by lightning.
Loma, Calif. Mt. Wilson Ob-

San Pablo,

—

—

—

—

horsemanship
marks
Horse Show
Week. Lubbock, Texas (That Territory Only) Texas Technological College is located in Lubbock
Gov. Pat.

—

—

M.

—

—

'49.

—

Pathe News, No. 74 Off Cape HatN. C. Gen. Pershing watches
airmen bomb old battleship. Belmont

teras,

Park, L.

I.

—
— Zev, American three-year-

wins "Realization." Atlantic City,
N. J. Mary C. Campbell retains title
of "Miss America" in annual pageant
old,

—

—as

200,000 people look on. Newton,
Boston College football men
start fall practice.
In the Limelight

Mass.

—

San Diego,

Cal.

—U.

S.

ArmyAviators

first

New

practice.

York-

is

contributions for
from friends of missing
ese and Americans. Tokio
pictures shipped from Japan
disaster devastated city show

Japan— .Latest

in
Uyneo
killed.

park

where

before
scenes

many were

—

Congressman Slemp new Secretary

to

—
—

—

—

tion.

go-

ing to put on the market another "Quo Vadis"
George Jacoby, well-known German
film.

producer will

out football squad of Boston Col-

quiries

time has been adhered to. The latter was
produced by Lupu Pick for Rex Films.

The Unione Cinematografia

—
for
KINOGRAMS.
Mass. — Coach Cavanaugh

stunts

swamped with
relief work and in-

which the unity of

Am

President Coolidge.
Jamaica, L. I.
New York Police Field Day. Colorado Springs, Colo. Glenn Schultz
winner in speed drivers' race up Pike's
Detroit, Mich.
(That TerriPeak.
tory Only) "Teddy," piloted by George
Wood r winner of the 150-mile International Motor Boat Sweepstakes. St.
(That Territory Only)
Joseph, Mo.
New type locomotive in operation between St. Joseph and Chicago. Portland, Me. (That Territory Only)
Eighth Annual Playground Celebra-

lege for

have

—

equal one
Dollar.
Kyoto, Japan.
Japan's youth taught physical development. Washington, D. C. President
Coolidge's sons, John and Calvin, Jr.,

here and his father is initial purchaser.
Coronado, Cal. Surf board riders do

calls

been completed. Among them is the latest
(The Street),
Stern film, "Die Strasse"
which was produced by Kar Grune, and "Syla modern

—

Japanese consulate

productions

Drawings)

German Marks

stay in air day and a half, establishing
Washington, D. C. Former
record.

Newton,

shortly

(Animated

caverns.
11,500,000
erican

News

impenetrable

Marion, O. First of special series of stamps bearing likeness
of former President Harding are sent

special

the Walkley Palladium, Sheffield, has invented a stereoscopic shutter that is claimed to be

— Pathe

Italy.
to enter

of

Jersey.

lons burn.

function will be held at either the Savoy,
Hotel Victoria or Princess.

first

New

—

The

cameramen

Saratoga Springs, New York, for title
New Leviathan of the skies in
first
successful flight at Lakehurst,

—

be

Postumia,

race.

Neff officiates.
Atlanta, Ga.
(That Territory Only) Mounted Police head Labor Day parade marked
by beautiful floats. St. Joseph, Mo.
—(That Territory Only)— 1923 "Pony
Express" attempts to beat record of
7 days and 17 hrs. made in the davs

Kinograms, No. 2283. Lakehurst, N.
ZR-1 Navy's giant dirigible balloon,
makes successful flight.
Gravesend,
England Survivors of sunken steamer
Trevessa, after 25 days in open boats
on Indian Ocean, reach home. Prides
Crossing, Mass.
Annual Whippet
derby brings out big entry and enthusiastic onlookers.
San Pablo, Cal.
Lightning sets fire to naphtha tanks
and hundred and twenty thousand gal-

present at the luncheon which will inaugurate
the movement. The League is inviting the
exC. E. A. to choose the personnel of the
hibitors to be present and the gathering will
also include representatives of home and dominion politics, art, literature and business.

Frederick

life"

J.,

the talks.

Wales has promised

Field
"leap

bout.

The British Broadcasting Company has
promised the League assistance in the dissemination of a talk on British films and the AllIt is hoped an audience
British Film Week.
of at least a quarter of a million will hear
of

athletic stars in stirring
at Chicago, 111., Thrilling

San Pablo, Cal. Pony express again
races to Golden Gate, from St. Joseph.
Mo. Thousands see Dempsey train at

sive.

—

—

the fighting of forest fires.
Gloucester, Mass. "Henry Ford" wins
Lipton cup in spectacular Fishermen's
direct

Point
servatory monster cameras to photograph the sun eclipse.
Scenes of
Japan where disastrous earthquake occurred spectacular shots of Fuji, a
volcano in violent eruption. Philadelphia,
Pa.
(That Territory Only)
"Diamond Jubilee" Patriotic Order
Sons of America celebrate. Rochester,
N. Y. (That Territory Only)
Expert

Michigan.

Detroit,

at

as balloon is shot down at
McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio. Noted
Scientists
prepare
to
study
sun's
eclipse at Santa Catalina, Cal.
Lightning bolt sets huge oil tanks afire at

British National Film League have
fixed an All-British Film Week for the early
part of next year. The propaganda and publicity campaign is to be thorough and exten-

—

sweepstakes

for

The

—

Pathe News, No. 72. Forest Hills,
Davis Tennis Cup is retained by
I.
America. Pine Pass, B. C. Airplanes
L.

naphtha

Day

and economic history.
showing their
When the exhibition is over, it is hoped a
Colonial cinema house will be ready for their
exhibition in London.

News Reels

Gar Woods' "Teddy" wins motorboat

tional

social

The Prince

cham-

golf

Thousands join in "Tech" Celebration
at Lubbock, Texas.
Cops train as
Roman roughriders at New York
City.
Air field Mascot brings home
family of 14 at
Crissy
Field,
San
Francisco, Cal.
President shows his
sons the White House sights.
Na-

Universal Films, recently made several unsuccessful attempts to save a boy from drowning
at Shepperton, while a crowd of men looked

is

200-lb.

International News, No. 74.
President Coolidge asks aid for stricken
Japan. King Neptune welcomes America's fairest daughters at Atlantic City.

Betty Blythe, who plays the leading part, is
the only American in the cast, the other players being English.

Progress

Tokio as

the

Copenhagen. The

Mr. Wilcox stated that "Chu Chin Chow"
rank amongst the world's best spectacles.

is

97.

pions of the South engage in a tournament at New Orleans, La. Battling
Siki of Senegal arrives in New York
City on the S. S. Berengaria. America's
tennis stars defeat Austria's in contest
for Davis Cup at Forest Hills, Long
Island.
U. S. Chriscraft wins Cup
Regatta from Canada's Rainbow III
at Detroit, Mich.

will

who

No.

earthquake.
The
Lipton Cup at
Gloucester, Mass. University of California students take part in tug-of-war.
Danish Manikins display the latest
modes in European bathing suits at

Mr. Herbert Wilcox, who has been on the
Continent for the last five months producing
"Chu Chin Chow," has returned to London.
Mr. Wilcox stated that he did not select Germany as his main producing centre for economic reasons, as expenses there were as
high as in England. He had to go to the
Continent because he could not procure the
necessary studio space and suitable outdoor
In Germany the Hagenbach Zoo
locations.
was at his disposal and he could not obtain
wild animals in England. It was easier to
get crowds on the Continent and Cossacks
and Mongolians played "The Forty Thieves."

Miss Pansy Seaby,

4,

ma

Lagerlof,

Scandinavia's

greatest

and winner of the Nobel prize for

writer

literature.

"The Reef of Stars," the latest picture of
the African Film Productions, Ltd., has been
completed. This is the picturization of an adventure story by H. de Vere Stacpoole. Harvey Braban plays the lead and Molly Adair
the heroine.
In the cast of "The Woman Who Obeyed,"
a British picture ma''e bv Astra-National
Hilda
Bayley,
Steward
are
Productions,

Valia,
Gerald Ames, Ivor DawHenri de Yries and Master Peter Dear.

Rome,
son,

Granger's have completed arrangements
with the Vita Company of Vienna for the
ioint production of super films which will
be known in England as the Granger-Vita
Productions. The first picture will be "The
Dauphin of France," a French revolution
story.
Jacques Feyder, one of the greatMax Linder
est French Producers, and
have been engaged exclusively for GrangerVita productions.

'
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Meyer Milgram's new theatre at Philadelphia will be completed within the next two or
three months.

THEATRE ACTIVITIES
The Plaza theatre at Sloan, Iowa, has been
reopened by Manager Eddington. Two shows
a week are now given.

The Star

Now

The Opera House, Lytton, Iowa, has been
reopened by Manager B. M. Jones.
The

at Newburn, Georgia has
town has no picture house.

theatre

theatre at Ashland, Wisconsin,
being remodeled and redecorated. The
house is operated by A. I. Latts who also
runs the Majestic in the same city.

Building has begun on the New Saenger
theatre in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. Exclusive of
equipment §168,000 will be spent.

now

tres,

York, has been purchased by Associated TheaInc. of East Rochester, New York for

The Buffalo-Broadway Corporation purchased the Olympic theatre at Buffalo from
the Monument Theatre Corporation for a
sum of $650,000. George E. Williams is the

$30,000.

new manager

The Sampson

theatre in

Penn Yan,

Both Ready

New

of the house.

a Jiffy

in

— The

at

Pottsville,

Pa.,

The City Hall, Plaza Rivoli, and Goodtime theatres at Baltimore, Maryland, have
reopened.

at

New

The Royal

theatre

closed.

Jacob Finkelstein has been appointed assistant manager of the Capitol
Britain, Connecticut.

house operates three nights a week.

is

the

The American

has been leased for a twenty-year period by
W. B. Sugars, at a reported annual rental
of $18,000.

The PiedmOiit Amusement Company have
The
added another theatre to their chain.
new house is the Broadway at WinstonSalem, North Carolina. It has a seating capacity of 900.

The New Hippodrome theatre at Pine
Grove, Pa., has been put into the hands of
the decorators and furniture men.
It is expected the place will be formally opened
in late October.

Change, the Tickets

Getting the customer from box office to seat is a matter of
seconds with the Brandt Universe Eliminates head and hand
work, makes change in half the time at less cost and with unfailing accuracy.

A BRANDT UNIVERSO
Gives you up-to-date, faultless service at
box office. Makes the right impression
from the start. Pays any amount from one
cent to one dollar by simple key depression.
the

Sent on Free Trial at

Our Risk

ten days absolutely free. Convince
yourself of its time and money-saving
Then pay in easy installments if
qualities.
you wish. You see them everywhere. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Use

$85.00
Easy Terms

it

BRANDT

MFG.

CO.

Dept. U. Watertown, Wis.
Send me without obligation,
complete description of Brandt

Universe

free trial offer

and terms.

Brandt Manufacturing Co.
WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN.

RAVEN
HAFTONE

SCREEN

USED BY THE

SAM

HARRIS THEATRE

H.

New York
NOW SHOWING THE

TRIMOUNT PRESS

"GREEN GODDESS"

115

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One

Sixty-Five

Broadway, New York

LEWIS

1896

1923

THEATRE BROKERS
The

intelligent

service
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appreciated

The same

BUYING
We
Offices,

Are

by

thousands

to
of

our

service will be given to

SELLING

Specialists.

profession

the

has

been

clients.

you

ALBANY STREET

BOSTON MASS

WE MANUFACTURE
STAGE SETTINGS — SCENERY
Velvet and Velour Curtains

in

LEASING

JBntoltp

Consultations and Advice Free,

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
1002 Mutual Life Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

220

-

&cmtc fetutuns

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION"
West 46th Street
New York

City

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

ROLL
("SK?) FOLDED
vrcusTicket/3
/

352 IN. ASHLAND AVENUt
CMICAGO, ILLINOIS

\V

TICKETS

best for the iea\t monfy

quickest delivery

coafltouss guaranteed
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PITTSBURGH, PA Plans are being
architect Peter M. Hulsken, Domestic Bldg., Lima, Ohio, for a theatre and
dance academy, to cost approximately $200,000.
Owner withheld.
drawn by

Theatre Construction

News

—E. G. Pond, E.
will build a theatre

SARA IV AC LAKE,

N. Y.

Main

St., Malone, N. T„
cost approximately $45,000.
architect not yet selected.

This Department is devoted to theatre building
news and publishes the earliest news obtainable concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,

where motion picture equipment

The American Theatre. Pottsville. Pa., has
been taken over by W. B. Shugars, on a 20
year lease, at an annual rental of $18,000.
Alterations will take place.

—

CHICAGO,

ILL,.

a
Square.
erect

C.

W. and

Rapp, 190

G. L.

State street, are drawing plans for a
theatre to be erected on N.W. corner BroadBalaban
way and Lawrence Ave., by owner,
& Katz Theatre Corp., 175 N. State street.
N.

G. A. Lanburg, 247
NEW YORK,drawing—plans
for a $7u0,000
Park Ave,

N. Y.

is

W.

theatre to be erected at 102-14

45th

St.,

by owner, M. Beck, 1564 Broadway.
NEW YORK, N. Y. G. A. Lanburg, 247
Park Ave., is drawing plans for a $100,000
theatre to be erected on 46th street near 6th
Ave., by owners, M. Beck, 1564 Broadway.

—

—

YORK, N. Y. E. De Rosa, 110 W.
40th St., is revising plans for the theatre
to be erected at 1691 Broadway, by Neponsit
Bldg. Co., 110 W. 40th St.

NEW

WICHITA, KAN S.—A

motion pic-

$15,000

be erected
ture and vaudeville theatre
by owner, R. T. Ingells, 710 Schweitzer Bldg.
selected.
not
Location withheld. Architect
is to

—

AUGUSTA, KANS. D. Bisagnio is contemplating the erection of a motion picture
theatre, to be located on State St., and to
cost from $100,000 to $150,000. Architect not
selected.

KANSAS
Sts

CITY, MO.

—

75th & Washington

will be the site for a

new

theatre, to

be erected by owner, W. C. Gumm.
struction work will start immediately.

—Pinkelman
& Cory will
theatre on Washington

new
CHILLICOTHE, MO. Howard Warner
will open in September a new theatre to

—

seat approximately 500.

Plans for a new theatre
ST. LOUIS, MO
have been made by Arnold J. Tuchschmidt,
architect,
names of

who

acting tor a group,
which have been withheld.
is

the

REGISTERS

I

to

Donnella heads
erect a theatre

WASHINGTON,

—R.

D.

C.

F.

Beresford,

Southern Building, Washington, D. C, has
completed plans for a new theatre for the
Allan E. Walker Investment Co., Washington, to be erected at 14th St. & Florida
Ave.

World Ticket 8c Supply Co.,Inc.

pleted by Architect Charles Deas, Goldwyn
Institute Bldg., Memphis, for a theatre to
be erected on Jackson Ave., by owner, F.
Suzore.

—

CHICAGO, ILL. Plans are being prepared
by John Eberson, 212 East Superior St.,
Chicago, for a new theatre to be erected at
79th and Halsted Sts., for the National
Theatres Corps., 7544 Cottage Grove Ave.,
Chicago.

—

LEXINGTON, N. C. Architect Harry Barton, Greensboro, N. C, is completing a theatre in this city for the Lexington Theatre
Company, to seat 1,200 and cost approximately $190,000.
BOSTON, MASS.
Devonshire,

is

—

Howard

C.

Crane,

200

completing plans for a theaRealty Corp., which

for the Tremont
will cost $1,500,000.
tre

WHITE HAVEN, PA

Tilghman Moyer

824 Hamilton St., Allentown, Pa., has
completed plans for a community theatre
for White Haven, which will seat 650 and
cost approximately $70,000.

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

—Excavation has been

started for a theatre at 75th & Washington
Sts., according to the plans of S. B. Harbet,

Kansas

architect.

City.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

Construction of
a theatre at Prospect & Michigan, which
will seat 800. has been started for Howard
Reynolds, 1212 Broadway, N.W., Grand RapO.

Putnam Ave.
— 614
theatre, to cost

be the site for a

new

neighborhood of

$15,000.

Edward

A.

Bank Bldg., Sheboygan, has
completed plans for a theatre for a local

Juul, Security

to be erected in this city.

Theatre Notes
now open

Watkins 5482. 37 W. 20th

St.,

Inc.

N. Y.

WE DO
Stills

— Enlarging — Copying
WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
A«.; New York

Leon H. Lempert

& Son

Theatre Architects

347 Cutler

Bldg.,

Rochester, N. Y.
"Pioneers in theatre designing and originatori
the bowled auditorium, now Universally used."

is

after a cost of $4,uuo for remodel-

ing.

in

time for the 1924

season.

The new Park Theatre. Second and South
Sts.,

Lehighton. Pa.,

is

now

open.

Wurlitzer Installs Organ in

Home

of

Cecil B. DeMille

The world's largest residential pipe organ
arrived in Los Angeles recently from North
Tonawanda, New York, in the form of two
carloads of pipes and equipment.
The big
Wurlitzer organ, which is said to break all
records for private installation, is to be
placed at once in the living room of Cecil
B. DeMille's mountain ranch home, ''Paradise," thirty miles from Hollywood in the
Tejunga Canyon.
H. F. Charles, Manager of the Organ department of the Los Angeles Wurlitzer
Little

agency, arrived simultaneously with the big
instrument.
The DeMille organ is larger than the organs of half the churches and theatres in
Los Angeles and in every respect except size
is
a duplicate of the world's largest instrument, which is the one installed in Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre in this city.
Over four hundred pipes are to be installed
These are of various sizes,
in the new organ.
from that of a lead pencil to one that is big
enough for a grown man to crawl through.

The Apollo Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., has
its doors.
The house is being dis-

Motion Picture Camera

Martin Johnson, the explorer and cinematographer, will be better equipped on his next
jungle expedition than ever before.
Mr. Johnson spent considerable time at the
Bell and Howell Co. plant in Chicago, where
the camouflaging of his Bell and Howell
camera and equipment has been devised.
When his camera is completely embellished
it will positively be invisible in the wild animal haunts which he explores.

closed

mantled.

Louis Landau will open his new $250,000
Washington Theatre, located at 19tn and

"E"

Sts.,

Granite City,

111.,

on October

It is doubtful whether the State Theatre,
Schenectady, N. Y., will close. In spite of
the fact that the house was placed in the
hands of a receiver a few days ago, at
which time it was reported the theatre
would be closed, business has been satisfactory and it has been decided to continue

operations.

The Arcade Theatre, Jacksonville,

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT

5 L h.

The Criterion Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., has
been re-opened by Henry Abbott with pictures and musical comedy.

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th

L.

The Wiest Amusement Enterprises of
Sunbury, Pa., has bought from Pontius &
Guyer the Island Park concessions of that
Extensive improvements are to be
city.

Invisible

Architect

was

Montgomery, Ala.,
Sugarman. As soon

Theatre,
S.

D.,

will

The Ashland Theatre, Ashland, Ohio,

Tayson Laboratories,

The Grand

has been sold to

S.

Klitz for $1682.50.

as alterations are completed the theatre will
open.

in the

SHEBOYGAN, WIS

company

1600 Broadway, N. Y.

W.

rushed to completion

MEMPHIS, TENN.—Plans have been com-

ZANESVILLE,

T

TICKETS

new company formed

to seat 1,800.

ids.

W0RLDra

The Strand Theatre, Aberdeen,
sold recently to C.

Co.,

will
theatre.

soon start the erection of a

$250,000

ALAMEDA, CALIF.— Bert
a

Con-

MARSHFIELD, ORE. — Robert Banks

for $30,000.

Inc.,

SALISBURY, IV. C. J. N. Davis and associates will build a theatre for pictures and
vaudeville on West Inniss St.

—

Theatres

The Sampson Theatre, Perm Yan, N. Y.,
has been sold to the Associated Theatres,
After extensive alterations the Majestic
Theatre, Bloomingdale, 111., has opened.

Site

QUUVCY, ILL.

New

eled.

and

to

used.

be

will

The Stratford Theatre, Poughkeepsie, N.
opened Labor Day after being remod-

Y.,

Fla.,

has closed for repairs and redecoration,
which will probably take about four weeks.

The Edisonian Theatre, Johnson City.
Tenn., has closed indefinitely for alterations.

Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c Der foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh
Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged.
Portable lights for sale and for
rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange.
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

The Majestic Theatre, Johnson City, Tenn..
has closed for an indefinite period for alterations.

The Grant Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., has
been sold by Philip Greene to J. Resnick.
The Lyric Theatre, Sweetwater, Texas,
leased by Harley Sadler, has been changed
in

name

to the

Lone

Star.

AT LIBERTY
Experienced orchestra leader. Violinist, arranger and
Large repertoire
composer is open for engagement.
Verney, 210 West 83rd
for concert and pictures.
St., N. Y. City.

Manager

— With

exploitation, etc.

12 years'

Box

10,

experience as booker and
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The Magic Music

of a Restful Season

The charm

of Lillian Gish and Old Italy, both as
beautiful as the haze that hangs low upon the sea
with its mist of melting opal hues. A scene from
Inspiration Pictures' masterpiece, "The White
Sister," filmed abroad under the direction of

Henry King.
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Kansas Exhibitors Ask for 500 Petitions
War Tax on Admissions,
Leas t May Do Much

Will Enter the Fight to Eliminate the

Which
response to a telegraphed request

INExhibitors Trade Review has forwarded

to

the

Motion

Picture

Theatre Owners of Kansas 500 copies
of the blank petitions against the continuance of the admission tax.
They
are

for

owners

distribution among
theatre
at the coming state convention

The Sunflower

State thus places itself in the forefront of those commonwealths which will go out to interest
the public in the great exhibitor fight
against the burdensome 10 per cent

admission tax.
All exhibitor conventions that have
been held during the year have taken a
whack at what conservatively may be
rated as very close to the foremost
topic

among

the theatre

owners of the

country.

With

the opening of the Congress
session but ten weeks away there will
be ample but not too much time to
secure the signatures of the public
against the war impost.
These signatures in due course will
be placed in the hands of the Congressman most directly interested in the
names and particularly the addresses
of the signers.
In many cases when the Congressman examines these petitions and you
may be sure he will examine them
with unusual care he is going to find
on them the names of his own neigh-

—

—

bors.

When Names Mean
There

read readily at a distance and without
the aid of glasses.
The chief caption, "Amusement Tax
Petition," is
in a
bold thirty-point

The

letter.

Help

Something

on those lists the signatures of his fellow-churchmen and
fellow-clubmen, and also of many
women who have taken active part in
will be

securing his election.
Perhaps of even greater influence
from the Congressional viewpoint there
will be names of his political antagonists, of the men and women the Representative is particularly anxious
conciliate and even more anxious

to
to

avoid offending.
In any event the man in Washington
is bound to take great interest in any
message from the "folks back home."
On our desk as we write there is one
The five lines of
of these petitions.
printed matter are in good-sized type,
large enough for the average person to

"Sign Here and
Tax on Motion

final line,

Reduce

10%

Picture Theatres,"
bold face.

The

in Wichita.

the

petition,

is

in eighteen-point

which

is

backed with

serviceable cover stock, contains
for 230 signatures and addresses.

room

Exhibitor Emergency

Two

conventions of theatre owners
will in the coming week take strong
action toward furthering the campaign
in favor of theatre tax elimination.
These are in Jackson, Mich., which
has a representation of 458 members
out of 512 theatres, and Wichita, Kan.
In Michigan already seventeen sectional meetings have been held in order
to get complete data on the tax as it
affects theatre owners.
H. M. Richey,
an
official
of the theatre owners'
organization of Michigan, is authority for the statement that 55 per cent
of the theatre owners have found it
necessary to absorb the tax and that
if relief is not forthcoming a considerable percentage of these will go out of
business.
The national organization of Theatre
Owners has recently sent to every Congressman a letter outlining the position
In
of exhibitors regarding the tax.
this note the statement is made that 90
per cent of the motion picture theatres
of the country are in surburban sections of the larger cites or in small

towns.

And it is in these theatres of lesser
capacity that the pinch of the 10 per
cent tax on admissions is most keenly
Hits Large Houses,

Too

not alone the smaller houses
that are subjected to the expense and
annoyance connected with the impost.
Recently an exhibitor from up state
was telling in New York how he handled his tax business. He said that each
day he made a deposit in a separate
account of the money he had taken in
on the tax the day before.
Then at the end of the month an
expert accountant entered and verified
the books devoted to that department
It

of exhibitor activities. On the first day
of the month a check was drawn for
the government.

The man telling the story is the
owner of three houses. To the expense
attached to the daily bookkeeping and
also the responsibility attaching to it
this exhibitor said he drew a check for
$50 each month to pay the fee of the
accountant.
As one exhibitor in the central West
recently expressed it, the government
compels the employment of a bookkeeper in the case of the exhibitor with
any large amount of business, which is
an added expense, especially to those
houses which absorb the tax.

Record

is

of Service

The theatres during the war were
more than private enterprises. In a
large degree they
tions.

were public

They worked by and

institu-

for and

with the government.
The resources of the houses of the
theatre owners just as the resources
and facilities of the producers formally
were placed at the disposal of the authorities who were prosecuting the war.
It was not done half-heartedly but
with a will and gladly.
The value of the services of the
theatre owners never was denied by
the government. On the contrary, they
were publicly, acknowledged.
So when the exhibitors of the country go to Congress and ask for a repeal
of the war tax on admissions, which
were placed at the disposal of the
"with entire truth they maintain is a
handicap to the successful prosecution
of the business of many of their less
go
financially strong members, they
clean hands.

They

felt.

a Fight in

go

with

a

record of work
at a time of

successfully performed
the country's stress.

And

in their

day of

stress they ask

the government to display a similar
public spirit and meet them, just as
they met the government, a great deal
better than half way.

Unfair Competition

One of the inequities connected with
the admission tax on theatres and an
inequity which a theatre owner may
with profit point out to his patrons is
the fact that a Chautauqua show may

Exhibitors Trade Revievu
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come into a town and put on an entertainment similar and even duplicating
that furnished in a theatre and go on
its way without owing the government
a penny.
Because it is a Chautauqua it is exempt.
It
has no material
investment, it has no responsibility to the
particlar community, yet not only is it
brought into competition with a man
who has created a valuable property
but escapes paying the taxes to which
the latter

is

liable

and for the prompt

accounting of which he co-operates
with the government.
Even more than that, the Chautauqua
is guaranteed a certain sum for entering a town, whereas the exhibitor takes
the ordinary and extraordinary chances
of business without a guarantee of a
cent.

Some Reasons

Why

Perhaps this is a good place to quote
same of the language of the circular
that now is going forward to exhibitelling of the petitions that are
awaiting their request and which will
be promptly sent on their application:
"No more war tax for motion pic-

work

that has been done by the various
organizations that now are hammering so persistenly on the one question
there will be trained speakers who will
present the facts of the situation to the
proper congressional committees.
These men will outline the business
handicaps under which the exhibition
of pictures has been conducted in the

preceding months and even years.

They

will tell of the

"Stop and realize what
to your box office.

means

this

means

—

audiences it
means bringing hundreds of thousands
of people more often to the 'movies.'
"It would be the greatest and best
thing that could happen to the in"It-

bigger

dustry.

"And
bring

it

it

can happen

if

you

will help

about.

tunately situated in

Washington Will Be Busy
This journal will give the use of its
offices and its employes to do everything possible to put over the campaign.

As

are received they will
according to the
states and districts and at the proper
time and in the proper and most advantageous way brought to the attention of the respective Congressmen,
"proving to these men, through the
medium of hundreds of thousands of
names, what the voters in their districts
petitions

filed systematically

Theatres Overtaxed

of a

united

front

in

their share of the war debt, declaring
they are taxed three times, and he
makes the demand that they should
have an even break with other indus-

petitions

and

all

Among

the

many

letters received in

from theatres owners regarding the petition is one from Gardo,
Alabama, in which Strieker & Dobbs
declare "We wish to do our bit in helping-eliminate this tax" and ask for the
this office

mailing of petitions.
J. F. Drebert of Boomer, West Va.,
writes:
"Just this moment finished
reading your plan for the repeal of
the admission tax, and to my mind
you have the right idea and the one
that will more quickly bear fruit than
any other I know of.

"Even the Least"
"There is no question in my mind
that the combined wishes o fthe thou-

the

of Blunt, S. D., asks for petitions for
500 or more names.

capital city.

Behind these

arguments which have been advanced
by the many exhibitors who have
suffered under the tax imposition.
A theatre owner expresses the view
that
the
exhibitors or the motion
picture theatres are paying more than

and

to bring their,

to the attention

of the

importance

men and women

your community.
you are in the habit on occasions
of importance of taking the platform
and addressing your house here is a
chance to give pust a one or two minute
talk and explain why these petitions
are posted in your lobby.
Make it
short and not too "snappy," but with
in

If

a gravity befitting

approach

its

importance.

And

from the public rather

it

from the private or personal

side.

Capitol Amusement Company,
controlling three houses in Superior,
Wis., and one in West Duluth, Minn.,
writes of Exhibitor Trade Review's
plan to help in eliminating the war tax
"It is very interesting and will no
doubt do a great deal of good toward
the desired end," it says. "I hope every
exhibitor, both big and small, will put
your petition blanks to
Will
you be so kind as to mail three copies
to each of the following theatres?"

The

WORK.

will bring to the attention of the committees and through
vhem to the House and Senate all the

the

brought to the attention of Congress
the different and sometimes differing
elements in exhibitor ranks will have
compromised their misunderstandings
in sufficient degree to allow the pre-

mate means

These speakers

sands of constituents of each Senator
Congressman will have great
weight. In any case I am with you in
your idea, and it is one in which each
and every one of us (even the least)
may work and accomplish something."
Mr. Drebert asks for petitions covering 5,000 names for his houses in
Boomer and Smithers.
Paul C. Morgan of the Star Theatre,
Hay Springs, Neb., sends assurances
that the theatre will obtain all of the
signatures possible and that they will
be forwarded at the earliest moment.
A. W. Martin of the Legion Theatre

want and why thej" want it."
With all these petitions in the hands
of Congressmen there will be active
work being done in Washington.
There is every reason to believe that
measure can be
before the repeal

sentation

worldly goods.

tries.

"Get behind our movement as exWe furplained on the next page.
nish the service and the petitions free
of charge to our readers.
"It is up to you-you can put this
over if you get back of us and co-operate in our well-organized movement."

be

of samll

They will describe the amount of
the investment that is at stake, small
in many cases individually but large
in the aggregate.
They will tell of the number of small
in a small communtiy, where frequently it is the only ready form of entertainment available for those less for-

tors

ture theatres.

number

houses that have gone out of business
where had it not been for the handicap
of the war tax such action might have
been avoided and in many instances
would have been avoided.

In securing the names of your patrons to these petitions use all legiti-

Exhibitor Interest Keen
the line.

We

have mentioned the foregoing as

indi-

And

so

goes

it

down

cating that the interest in the general

subject

is

not local, but extends over

the country.

The keynote is sounded by Mr.
Drebert when he says the plan is one
in which even the least may work and
accomplish something.
It is the small or less than large
houses, the 85 per cent fellows, that
will be heard the most in Washington.
For on the petitions coming from
their localities are the names that the
Congressman will recognize far more
readily than can be the case of the
Representatives from the more populous sections.
"It Shall

Remember

Be Done"

the case of the
cents admission the tax is not 10
per cent but more than 13. And that
is the tax that hits the largest number
and hits the hardest.
Remember that the impost is a war
tax, that the industry aside from that
already is taxed as other industries are,
and that the war is over.
Remember that these petitions up to
three are forwarded without expense
and that any additional will be supplied
that

in

that

these petitions will

15

at actual cost.

Remember

be sent directly to the Congressman

in-

terested or in the event of the appointment of a central exhibitor committee

they will be immediately turned over
to that body.
The petitioners are designed to help
the exhibitor and to be in his interest
solely.

Remember
ington that

them

that it is said in WashShow
can't be done."
can be done, and that you

"it

that it
are one of the men through whose instrumentalitv it shall be done.
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Meet Shehay, Whose

First Opposition

By RICHARD
a
THIS
Shehay.
is

trials

G.

If Fred isn't there his assistant, Miss
Evelyn G. Holmes, turns the trick just

More, it is a recounting of the
and tasks of an exhibitor's years

as

of varied experiences.

countered and always overcome
the
romance of a career that has always
;

man who has
has anticipated
their wants and desires, who jumps on
every opportunity to boost business, and
who is "Fred" to the people who crowd
his theatre, in consequence.
;

life

of a

We

NOW.

—

"SUBSCRIBE
You can
subscribe for seat or seats without
extra charge or obligation. The subscription seat plan enables patrons to
secure in advance the same desirable
location twice a week, and removes the
necessity
of
standing
in
line
for

who

served his patrons,

T

do not believe in
block booking for pictures,
Fred
and I, but seats, that's different. He
just sticks the following prominently
on his programs.

it is

been upward the

w ell.

jy/JORE? Sure!

the romance of those years,
during which obstacles were often en-

Most

Rats

SPENCER

of the houses of

tale

Was

His name, of course, is Fred Shehay,
and well might he be called the "motion

tickets."

picture missionary" from
things
the
that he has done with seemingly hopeless propositions.

There are lots more things about this
community center, for that is what it is
coming to be, that will pull big any-

Now he is resident manager of the
Allston Theatre, a suburb house in Boston which recently shined forth anewafter a complete remodeling and renovation at a cost of more than $25,000.
He has been assistant manager of the
house for more than five years, and
succeeds Stanley Sumner as manager

where.

t

be in good form
for romancing I should
start
telling
about what Fred did first, and end up
with what he is doing now. But this
is very much a present day romance,
good at face value or better for the
future, and aimed at you who are living
in the present and for the future. First
of all here is what Fred is doing now.

suppose that

I

to

FIRM

believer in the untold value
of the motion picture as an educator, he has started right off to make
his house felt in the community along
those lines
Again he places proper importance on
the comfort of his patrons in every
way. Third, he's an exploitation hound,
and has already effected a tie-up with a
drug store window where no tie-up ever
existed before, and has the pillmaker
yelling for more.
As for education. Every Monday

afternoon at 4 o'clock the Allston runs
an after school show for children at
10 cents all over the house. There are
educational features on the bill, reels of
fun,

and the

like.

The

big feature for the kiddies, however, comes on Saturday
afternoons.
Ever hear of community singing in a
motion picture house for the children
Df the neighborhood ? I never did, but
it's a fact now.
The idea is staged in cooperation
with the music teachers in the schools,
and prizes are awarded. Each afternoon there are four sets of slides on
songs, a thing that goes big with the
youngsters.

The

affair is

in

charge of

Norman

FRED SHEHAY
Manager

of

the Allston Theatre,

Boston.

Arnold, a well known baritone in and
around Boston, and whose voice is now
familiar to thousands of radio fans. He
gets up on the stage and runs the thing
just like school
If the kids don't sing a thing right the

time, he stops them and they have
It is the custom to award
it over.
five prizes of one dollar, and five more
first

to

of

do

fifty

cents,

the

lines

of

which are recognized being
duct, and singing.

endeavor

effort,

There is the adequate supply of ice
water distributed through the audience
after each picture, and the lobby that
smacks strongly of a sun parlor with
its
sunny hangings and upholstered
wicker chairs spread about, for .the
overflow from the waiting room perhaps. Black and gold, that's it.
I was going to tell a lot about the
places that Fred has been, and the nuts
he has had to crack in them, but I got
so enthused in the present, so absorbed
in the future possibilities this brings to
in Exhibitors Trade Review, that 1
fancy one hard nut will have to do.
It was a sort of a cracked nut at that.

you

con-

it comes to comfort for his
"folks" Fred is right there, too.
The alteration plans of the house called
for a change in the balcony stairs and
entrance
The old entrance carne out at the rear
of the balcony after one climbed three
flights of stairs, and then to get to the
front necessitated descent of the entire

"Y^/"HEN

balcony

Now the balcony entrance opens in
the fifth row after but one flight. Some
saving. Worth playing up, a thing like
Sure! Fred does play it up in
that?
his ads, on the programs, on a lobby
easel, and with signs and arrows showing the way.
Another feature that is kept in the
minds of patrons is the mighty handy
women's waiting room opening off the
lobby, cosily furnished, and equipped
with ice water and a telephone whereby
the trady spouse or sweety can be summoned and upbraided if necessary.
Incidentally, I might remark here
that all are impressed that they must
feel free to call up at anv time, for
anvthing, from seats, to what the feature of a month hence will be.

is a tale of bowling alleys and
booze, rats and cats, and mice perhaps, and of a second floor movie 'emporium styled "opera house/' existing
in northern New England, and better

'J'HIS

left unnamed.
Given that problem, evolve a paying

perhaps

proposition in the face of strong opposition by tw^o houses controlled by well

known

circuits.
Fred evolved it.
Fred ambled up Vermont way, found
the "opry house" acting as a moonshine

parlor with the connivance of those below, and before he could do business
at all carted aw ay about three truck
whole
loads of bottles, demijohns,
Johns, etc., and it is even said that o
still went out the back window-.
Next came the rats, huge and carniverous like those Poe gloated over.
Fred got a cat. The rats ate the cat.
Fred got another cat. The rats chased
7

him down Main street.
Fred got a third cat. The third cal
ate the rats.
(Sounds like a primer bill
it
was mighty serious business for
Fred.)
He took the cat home,

now

a fat cat,

and thereafter made much of him for
the rent he brought in from rat in
rested households.

!
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First
Happy
IX

big successes

in

a

G-C Six Strike Popular Fancy
and Cast Given
for Success of Initial Half Dozen

Selection of Story, Director

row,

By

one

crowding right upon the heels of

Director

another

That

is

the record of the

for the season of 1923-1924. It has set
a pace which has aroused the admiration of the entire industry and the envy
of all other producing and distributing

companies.

This great result was made possible
by the combining of the products of
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, of Cosmopolitan Productions, and the Distinctive Pictures Corporation, in one distributing concern, capable of turning
out one big picture for each week of
the year, and by the method of unit
production which is being employed by
each of the three producing companies.

Each production stands on its own
and is made without references to
any other picture being made by that

legs

its allies.

An

eminent director is given entire
responsibility for each picture and is
He is in
given complete authority.
very much the position of a general in
command of an army. His ideas arf>
carried out to the smallest detail nothing is done without his permission.

minimum.
That system has resulted in one big
hit after another until Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has six pictures scoring artistic
and box-office successes throughout the
country.

producing companies
have been satisfied if one film out of sfx
In the past,

scored a big success
it enabled them
to love and continue making pictures
until another hit could be put upon the
market.
:

JN

In many cases he prepares his own
continuity, with the advice and cooperation of the editorial department. If
he does not prepare his own continuity,
written by experts under the guid-

ance of the editorial department, in frequent conference with the director.

producing unit has its own
technical staff, including a business
manager. Nothing is left to chance or
the spur of the moment.
Every detail is carefully worked out

J^ACH

before the first scene is shot. Expense
is not spared in making each picture
the best that the director in charge is
capable of making, but every item of
expense has been duly checked up, and
there is no waste caused by changes in
story or the thousand and one other
things that can increase costs and disrupt plans when any of the details of a
production are left to chance.
The director has the final say-so in
regard to the story he wishes to film,
so that he is enthusiastic about the picture he is making and puts every ounce
of his enthusiasm, of his technical skill
and his knowledge of motion picture
technique and of human nature
into
production that he makes. He is given
casts that meet with his approval and is
backed up by the entire resources of
the company responsible for the production.

With such an independent and coher-

fact,

many

a

upon one big

With

company has

hit for

lived

an entire year.

six releases for the season having tipped the scales of success in the right direction. Goldwynits

first'

Cosmopolitan

is

in

an impregnable con-

dition for 1923-4 and is giving the exhibitors who are flocking under its
colors, attraction that will make them
friends as well as money.

Goldwyn

-

Cosmopolitan

everything within

its

power

is

doing

to help ex-

hibitors realize to the utmost on these
big features. Each production has been
given a nation-wide billposting and advertising campaign.

The twenty-four sheet posters which
have been used in the billing campaign
are striking in conception and execution with a strong pulling power.
Billboards in the big key cities have carried these posters far in advance of the
first showing in the various territories.
HP HE trade journal advertising for the
pictures has been of a unique
truthful and direct to the
point, telling the exhibitors just what
six

sort

—

terse,

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan has to offer
them and what the pictures have done
in

New York

or in other early first-run

showings.

Under

Mr. Dietz,
publicity have
prepared big, complete and
helpful
press and service books for each production, containing a large and varied
assortment of newspaper advertisements, exploitation
suggestions
and
notices, news and feature stories for the
film pages of the newspapers.
the

the direction
advertising and

UT

T>

for

ent unit for each picture, the possibilities of failure have been reduced to the

;

it is

DEITZ

Publicity

Goldwyn

Cosmopolitan Distributing Corporation

concern or by

HOWARD

and Advertising
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.

of

of

Exhibitors have recognized the value
of these service books and follow out
the suggestions carefully. Great numbers of them have written to officials of
the distributing corporation commending the books for their helpfulness.

Reason

as

not content with all this advance
help in drawing the individual picture to the attention of picturegoers.
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan consistently follows up the services book by a new and
unique bit of personal help to every
exhibitor booking the pictures. An exploitation supplement, printed on yellow
paper, is prepared Under the direction
of Eddie Bonns, manager of exploitation for each production.
In this yellow sheet supplement exploitation ideas and stunts which have
been tested and found valuable have

been assembled and
various accessories,

throwaways,

etc.,

The
explained.
heralds,

tie-ups,

which have been used

successfully with each picture are
clipped to the pages explaining them so
that every step in putting them into
practice is graphically illustrated for the
exhibitor.

This

is

a personal service to the ex-

and one that has won the highest commendation from exhibitors in
the cities, towns and villages throughhibitor

out the country.

'THE

unit idea

which

put into prac-

is

the productions by the
three producing companies, is carried
out by the distributing corporation
through its advertising, publicity and
tice in

making

exploitation departments.

This guarantees to each picture an
individual campaign in which the needs
and possibilities of each production are
carefully considered.
All of this after-the-picture-is-completed service helps the exhibitor to
realize to the greatest possible extent

on the appeal of each production.
The popular appeal is inherent in the
a combined result of
picture itself

—

happy
casting,

that

of a story, correct
inspired direction and acting
true to human nature.
unit system of production, adselection

is

The

vertising and exploitation which have
carried the first six Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan releases to big success will be
repeated in the making and marketing
of the thirty-eight other pictures on the

1923-4 program.
The high level of success already attained should thus characterize the rest
of the season's product from Goldwyn,

Cosmopolitan and Distinctive.

The

six subjects

politan's

"Enemies

named are Cosmoof Women," di-

by Allan Crosland Distinctive's
"The Green Goddess," starring George
Arliss
Jesse D. Hampton's production of "The Spoilers"; "Three Wise
Fools," a King Vidor production "Red
Lights," directed by Clarence Badger,
and "Six Days," directed by Charles
rected

;

;

;

Brabin.
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Approve Policy of Continued Advertising
Distribution Executives Discuss Question of Keeping Picture Merits Before
Exhibitors and Also Several Other Problems

THE
Exhibitors

article in last

titled

week's issue of

Trade Review en"Handing You the Solu-

of the 'Super' Film Worry," in
which from the side of the distributor
we declared the spreading of an advertising appropriation over a greater
area would result in larger bookings,
has attracted attention of distributors.
chiefs
with
Several distribution
whom the question was discussed following publication of the suggestion
agreed in the main with the principle
of advertising to exhibitors over a
longer period.
tion

Among

those

who

expressed views

on the subject were Elmer Pearson of
Pathe, James A. Grainger of Goldwyn,
Hiram Abrams of United Artists, J. G.
Bachmann of Preferred Pictures, and
W. E. Atkinson of Metro.
Mr. Grainger turned the argument
back to the exhibitor, pointing out the
advantage of advertising prior to the

showing of a

picture, declaring for the

that when it came to
advertising a picture to exhibitors the
company did not intend to "shoot all its

Goldwyn company

wad

one shot."
Mr. Pearson pointed out that where
a picture has not been nationally advertised there was a chance for an exhibiin

tor to

realize

largely

from

a

was not new, but that informing
the public of the age of a picture made
it harder for an exhibitor to sell it to
his patrons nine or more months after
had been nationally exploited.

Plan Adopted

at

The success of "Nanook," Mr. Pearson believed, was due to the fact that
it

had received no large amount of na-

tional advertising, but

the advertising
the business papers had covered a
Then
period of about nine months.
after a lapse of three months several
thousand dollars were expended in advertising
the
to
exhibitors
subject
through the business press, with a decided stimulus to bookings resulting.
in

"If a picture is exhibited as soon as
possible after release I believe it will
bring a better business," said Mr. Pearson. "That has been my experience in
the field, too. To be sure there are
some exceptions to the rule.

"Of course there is a distinct advantage in business press advertising after
a picture has had its principal showings.
good subject can be advertised for
nine months instead of one just as well
as not.
If we don't do it it is because
it is against tradition, that's all.

A

To Help

subject

that

it

vertised nationally and one that has
been advertised only to the exhibitor.
In the former instance, he pointed out,
it is harder to sell a picture that has
been some time in circulation than it is
one of which the public in many communities has no knowledge.

Beginning

Mr. Abrams declared that United
had been a consistent advertiser
of subjects that were no longer new,

Artists

previous
pointing out that only the
week much space had been employed
on "Orphans of the Storm" and "One
Exciting Night."

Mr. Bachmann expressed the view
that the great problem of the moment
was the disposition of distribution companies to crowd the market at one time
rather than to agree on a schedule of
spreading the larger subjects over a
longer period.

Mr. Atkinson pointed out that already Metro had given up the idea of
using large advertising space in advance
of the showing of a production and
said it
was the intention of the

company

in the future to await the inexhibition and the result of some
of the first runs and then to tell the exhibitors just what was what as judged
by actual performance.
itial

Advertising That Handicaps

Mr. Pearson made a sharp distinction
between the picture that has been ad-

"In the

the "follow-ups"

couple of months of a
all
of the
larger theatres show it if they are going
to.
These larger theatres are not as
much influenced by advertising as the
picture's

first

life

practically

'follow-up' exhibitors.
When it comes
advertising a picture to this latter
class of customers you find there is
no advertising to back it up.
to

"There are thousands of accounts

who

employing, say, eight pages a week
might with advantage separate these
into space devoted to pictures that are
coming, to current pictures, to those
that have just been released and leaving perhaps 30 per cent of the approfor

subjects

that

are

three,

and nine months old.
The Pathe chief pointed out as a

six

psychological sidelight that the advertising of a picture had a distinct influence on a sales force in so far as it
indicated to a salesman the interest of
a company in a particular production
and that the interest was communicated
to the man who meets exhibitors and
discusses available productions.

"From

the

time this

"Two

of

those

subjects are far
as new pictures, but in conformity with the policy
of the company we .are following them
up to the exhibitor.

from being what

is

known

Favors Inclusive Schedule

"When

a picture

is

a year old

organization

was formed we have concentrated on
a picture and every picture and advertised in the business papers for at
least ten weeks," says Mr. Abrams.

we

have gone into the business press for a
long campaign.
That, I think, will

make quite clear the attitude of this
company regarding the general proposition of continuing the acceleration of

exhibitor interest in a good picture after the theatres of larger capacity have
had their runs on the subject.

"The question of the advertising of
the larger pictures over a stated period
is not to me the most vital problem
of the moment," said J. G. Bachmann
treasurer of Preferred Pictures. "What
appeals to me as a mistake on the part
of the distributors is the putting on the
market in a group or what amounts
to a group so many pretentious productions within a short space of time.
"The

result is

bound

to react to the

disadvantage of the distributor as well
as to the exhibitor.
I firmly believe in
the idea of the distributing companies
getting together and agreeing on a
schedule so as to facilitate the absorption of the larger pictures.

"Such action
tor

a

will

give

the

exhibi-

chance to get acquainted with

the releases that are in the offing,

follow the big theatres."

Mr. Pearson agreed that a company

priation

as I am aware United Arthe only concern that has been
pursuing that policy. Of course you
observed that only the previous week
we advertised 'The White Rose' to
the extent of three pages and 'Orphans of the Storm' and 'One Exciting Night' each in one page.

"So far

tists is

now

being shown and about to be shown,
and the possibility of any one being
hurt will be practically eliminated.

"At the present time there are too
of these fast horses lined up at

many

the gate awaiting the start.
It is a
race for exhibitor favor, and it does
not benefit anyone, the producer or distributor or the exhibitor.

"There is no question but what the
further .advertising of strong pictures,
the spreading of a campaign over a
longer period, is a good idea. The public wants good pictures, and the exhibitor wants them, too.
So as far as
I can see there seems to be no good reason why the plan suggested, of keeping
the exhibitor reminded of what there
is in the market awaiting his patrons,
should not work out advantageously."

The comments of Mr. Grainger and
Mr.
week.

Atkinson

will

be

printed

next

Mr. Barnes cites the case of a subject which, while a
"wonderful picture," was filled with padding and causecl
much complaint from his patrons on account of its length.

More About Short Ones
a recent
INOnes?"
we

issue under the caption "Why Not Short
suggested the possibility of employing for

exhibitor programs two or possibly three
Among the
lengths of the more pretentious productions.
responses received was one from C. C. Griffin, who besides
managing the New Piedmont Theatre of Oakland also is
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Northern California.
Mr. Griffin scouts the possibility of the differing lengths
proving a solution of exhibitor difficulties, pointing out that
a person who has seen the longer version of a subject at a
first run house also may again enter a theatre in which a
shorter version is being exhibited.
The result would be, Mr. Griffin says, the visitor would
accuse the smaller theatre of being guilty of wielding the
scissors, adding that in ninety-nine out of a hundred cases
the information might be spread in the community the house
was cheating its patrons.
Mr. Griffin declares that while personally he is an advocate for shorter subjects he would not care for such an
arrangement as that suggested.
In the first place, he says, he believes the public demand
is for shorter pictures.
Our correspondent says film should not be run faster
than twelve minutes to the reel, and that if vocal and instrumental music are used as well as a comedy, or scenic
or news reel, "which I consider is essential in every neighborhood theatre, you cannot possibly put your show over
properly in that time."
Mr. Griffin expresses the view there are not many exFrom his obhibitors who are partial to long features.
servations, he says, he is convinced 99 per cent of all
stories can be well told in 6,000 feet.
"There are ten good reasons why the footage should be
curtailed to one in favor of long features," concludes Mr.
Griffin, "and I believe every trade paper ought to join in
the movement to cut footage."

of the larger subjects shown in New York during
the past fortnight was in 13,000 feet, but it was announced it would go out after the initial run in about 10,000

(~)NE

varying

TJAROLD

BARNES

D.
of the Rialto of Clinton, Iowa,
turns our inquiry of "What say you, gentlemen?"
back to us with "What say you?"
He construes, and very properly, the suggestion that
films could be cut into shorter lengths according to the needs
of different theatres as an admission that such a reduction
can be made.
Mr. Barnes asks how it would be possible to cut a picture without losing the thread of the story if those feet
were necessary. Also he inquires if a picture can stand the
cutting of 1500 feet without sacrificing the story why it
should have been put there originally.
That is a different matter. When many stories are cut
from the premier length in order the better to satisfy the
great majority of exhibitors there can be no question that
say
many bits of fine entertainment are deleted.
"many," not all.
One may write a synopsis of a book, to take an extreme
example, outlining the plot of its story, but in that synopsis
he is bound to omit a great many incidents that supplement
and adorn the basic theme.
Mr. Barnes declares he is in favor of long features if
the footage is absolutely necessary to tell the story and to
enhance the understanding of the characters and their environment.
"The trouble is," says the writer, "that practically all of
the long features of today are padded simply to get footage
and not to improve the picture in any way."

We

feet.

We

'

saw the production in its longer form and were entertained throughout the length of the picture. Nevertheless
there was a feeling there were sequences which might be
substantially shorten without sacrifice.
The solution of the feature length problem is for the
future.
One of the obstacles in reaching it is the difficulty
of making the public believe that a six-thousand-foot picture really is a great one.
Another would be the difficulty in getting for a subject
concededly great and also very costly a price that would recompense a producer for making it.
do know that the subject on which in the aggregate
the public has spent at least twice as much as it has for
enjoying any other was and is twelve reels in length.
know the only competitor that has approached the first in
box office receipts also was of approximately the same
length.
And of course when a producer is making a picture
which he believes to be big he is thinking of "The Birth
of a Nation" or of "Robin Hood."

We

We

A

Distributor's

View

N

a talk the other day with one of the prominent distributing executives of the industry the conversation
turned on road shows and the effect these might have
upon the industry at large. The executive plainly felt very
strongly on the general subject and so expressed himself.
The distributor declared he believed the road show to be
the greatest menace now facing the industry.
In the course of his talk he said there had been much
language employed by producers and distributors of pictures
that if money was to be made on the larger pictures there

I

would have to be higher

rentals.

Just as strenuously exhibitors singly and in groups have
declared, he said, that higher rentals are impossible.
"Let me point out to you," said our visitor, "just what
these opposed views will mean to the industry at large.
"It will mean that if these pictures are to be made and
adequate prices are to be obtained on them and the exhibitor declines to pay what is necessary to recoup the producer
then the distributor will be forced into the legitimate theatres with road shows and that those shows will be brought
into direct competition with the very men for whose business they partly were made.
"As a result the road shows will be maintained until every
possible profit has been taken from them, when they will
be turned over to the exchanges for such rentals as the exhibitors may care to pay for them."
To the suggestion that such talk was rather rough the
distributor insisted he believed firmly in what he was saying.
He expressed the view that the public wanted these
larger pictures and willingly would pay what was necessary
to see them.
"If the exhibitors want costly productions they must support the producers," was the fiat declaration. "If not then
we must go back to the program pictures, which I believe
are unthinkable."
All of which, without prejudice, is passed on to those who
may be interested.

—
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DA VIES

is as charming a host as she is a
group of film writers she demonstrated this fact in the course of a luncheon at
the Cosmopolitan studio last week. The function
and the
term is employed because no hotel in the city could have
overmatched the excellence of the meal preceded the viewing of jousts in the "Yolanda" tournament.
Among those who aided Miss Davies in greeting the
visitors were General Manager Utassi, Robert G. Vignola,
Lynn Harding, Mary Kennedy (in regal robes which she
wore with genuine grace), Ralph Graves, Luther Reed and
Louis Macloon, the latter of whom was a particularly busy
man.
m
The tournament shots were unusual. The participants
slammed and/banged each other in a fashion duly indicating

player.

To

a

—

—

the result of a season of training that

was anything but

gentle.

JRVING GREEN

is the advertising works at the offices
of the Anderson Pictures Corporation. He also is functioning in a similar capacity for the Theatre Owners DisAnd Irving can deliver the goods,
tributing Corporation.
as he has delivered them before.
For the past two years Mr. Green has been in charge of
advertising and publicity for Associated Exhibitors, and
prior to that, extending back to the close of the war, he was
in the exploitation department of Pathe.
The Anderson advertising man became connected with the
industry in 1915 and aside from service for Uncle Sam
has not been out of it since.

RED HALL, motion picture critic of the New York
Times, puts the Sidney Olcott subject at the top of the
list for the previous quarter, his following selections being
'

"Rosita," "Little Old New York" and "The Hunchback."
While there will be many who will be inclined to take up
the cudgels with the Times man who by the way is a
daily newspaper writer who takes the screen seriously
as to the order or the subjects named we give them as
coming from an authoritative source.

—

Jj^XCELLING

anything we heretofore have seen in the
way of a souvenir of any production is that of the
Warner Brothers in what the company describes as its De
Luxe Book on "The Gold Diggers."
All we are going to say is that if a Warner man calls on
to talk about "The Gold Diggers" or any other subjea
that will give you an excuse for making the suggestion just
tell him you want to see it.
You may with safety in the meantime be assured it is an
elaborate and a beautiful thing, putting far in the background even that fine predecessor, the volume issued on

you

The book

"Brass."

column

another

will be described in detail in

in a following issue.

BADGER has come to
£ LARENCE
the
"G" that has separated

it.

He

has dropped

more important
factors of his name. In the future the product of the S-L
director will be known as "Clarence Badger Pictures."
Mr. Badger has reasons for his action, and among them
initial

are

that

name with

a

that

sort

the

of a deletion

is

easier

remember, requires less space in the making of credit
cards, and finally he suggests that perhaps it sounds "more

to

'T HE American Chautauqua Institution has, through C.
H. Tarbox, one of its officials, commended "If Winter
Comes." It would be difficult to see how it could have done
anything

else.

great public has said the book was unusual, so much
so that even a skeptic had to take the word of the mass.
So if the book was good the motion picture made from it
just had to be also, for what was in the latter was in the

The

story.

pERCY MARMONT,
of

Mark Sabre

in "If

who

vitalized the heroic character

Winter Comes," has been engaged

by Metro to play the leading role in "The Man Whom
Life passed By," a story written for the screen by Victor
Schertzinger.
As the author will direct the picture it is to be assumed
the portrayal will be to his satisfaction. If any one of the
many screen players can do that Mr. Marmont should be
the one.
By common consent the interpretation of Sabre seems to
be the big thing in the Fox picture, although there are
other characters which stand out. Notable among these are
High Jinks and Low Jinks, a bit submerged in the adaptation by reason of the abundance of dramatic scenes in which

they were not parties.

YJT7"HEN "The Green Goddess" was first shown in New
York there were fears expressed by some of those
ordinarily wise in showmanship problems to the effect that
the Distinctive subject, while an artistic production of high
merit, was an interrogation point when it came to a box

regular fellow."
In holding the megaphone over "Potash and Perlmutter"
it would seem its director has absorbed some of the intense
business atmosphere pervading that dramatic comedy.
like a

OU GELLER,

who is well known in Harlem as the
manager of the 86th Street Winter Garden Theatre,
has bought the Harlem Fifth Avenue Theatre, and will open
the house after alterations are completed with "Merry Go
Round."
It is stated the acquisition of the house marks the be-

A

The exginning of a chain.
gala opening is planned.
ploitation department of Universal already is on the job to
help Mr. Geller put over the subject.
have an opportunity
p ICTUREGOERS
the screen,
comes
Metro's "The Living Past," when
will

to

it

see

in

to

what may be accomplished with foreign atmosphere by a
director who knows the particular country to be visualized.
Harold Shaw, an American who lived abroad for nearlv
ten years,

has been selected to produce this William

J.

Locke story, a tale of Russia and England.
Mr. Shaw has made a picture in the former country in
days of Bolshevist activity, days that were marked by many
hardships and much danger. In England Mr. Shaw directed
many subjects, and for a time transferred his activities
to South Africa.
Few if any directors have had wider experience in the
making of pictures in many lands than Mr. Shaw. His
wife, known on the screen as Edna Flugrath, is a sister of
Viola Dana.

office rating.

The doubt seems to have been dispelled, for after the
subject has been played at the Sam H. Harris theatre for
five weeks it will go into the Capitol, succeeding "Six
Days."

E are going home to give final inspection to a bag containing some fearful and wonderful instruments and
to dream mavbe of divots and hazards, mental and otherBLAIS.
wise.
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A

Master Exhibitor-Golfer
from

Youngstown, Ohio

CHRIS DEIBEL
The winner with lowest

score for exhibitor player at the
Mr. Deibel was entitled as well
Fall Golf Tournament.
to the trophy for the lowest gross runner up, but he
selected the Jules Mastbaum trophy for exhibitor players.
In Youngstown, Mr. Deibel runs the highest master showman score as owner and manager of the Liberty Theatre,
Mahoning Valley's most pretentious picture palace.
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TO
P. A.

POWERS

J) EAR PAT:

surely

I

was glad to hear you
were at the golf tournament on the eighteenth.
Of course, I was talking

OldjGidy^^stor^ays

—

That town

J)

from your business

way. Why did those boys laugh ?
I'm afraid it could not have been a male garment. But
if it wasn't how did you make the mistake?
Was it embarrassment or finesse? I am afraid your London friends
will be sure it must have been one or the other.

Old Lady Astor.

TO NAT ROTHSTEIN
NAT:
My
bonnet is off to you
JJEAR

as the winner of
That surely is a real achievethink how you were in competition with

the fall film golf classic.

.

ment when
some of the

I

industry's best golfers.
course, I hear you won the Samuels Trophy for low
net score, but also that you won a leg on the Film Daily

BLACK

you were able to get away
Boston to join the boys for the

tournament.

Come

:

Of

to hear
in

congratulate

I want you to tell me just what that
was you won. I am informed it was some silky
stuff and that when Felix asked you to try it on you
attempted to please him, but instead he was compelled to
admonish you that you had the garment facing the wrong

It's too bad you could not have heard the applause that
followed the announcement late in the evening when the
report came that you were out of danger.
Yes, and I understand there were real cheers when it

S.

I

prize

on.

TO ALFRED

too.

TO RICHARD WAINWRIGHT

sorry to hear you have been so ill
I
Of course, I have
as to miss the golf tournament.
known a lot of the boys to report ill at different times, but
I know you would not do that when the tournament was

So glad

was a whale,

Old Lady Astor.

jy EAR DICK

TO ABE WARNER

EAR AL:

crier stunt

you.

am

was announced a traveling bag had been won by you on
account of the committee work you have contributed to
make the day worthwhile.
Old Lady Astor.

—

me, I mean prize for
being the trade jester
not only for the golfers
but for the outfit as a whole? Even if you are a non-golfer
you will find plenty of the boys who really do know something about that elusive sport who will be only too ready to
join you in trying out your pinochle set.
Somebody informed me you told the boys a story following the presentation that put them all in stitches.
When'
I said I was going to ask you to tell me what it was all
about he said "Well, you'll be surprised," and then he
laughed. Why did he do that ?

I understand where my bovs
at the eighteenth hole, too.
played on Tuesday the eighteenth hole is nothing compared
to the ninth. That shot you made over the lake, in the ninth,
the one where the fellows were trying to fill it in with golf
And the score of 3
balls, must have been some wallop.
on that hole is going some.
From what I hear of your appearance you would have
difficulty in convincing any of your friends that you had
been indisposed.
Just the same I am very glad to hear you are looking so fit.
I do hope, though, you will renege on that declaration that
the only business you know is the golf -business, that it is
receiving and will continue to receive your undivided attention, just as it has from the middle of last June.
Old Lady Astor.

:

:

of the boys to give you
that present
pardon

about the date, but I
hear also you were there

J^EAR ABE

TO HARRY
REICHENBACH
EAR HARRY
JJ
Wasn't it splendid

it,
though, as you never missed the
which you were interested I don't know why you
should be absent from the frolics.
And judging from the noise I am told some of the boys
around you at the table in the annex were making there
must have been a thing or two doing in the way of funmaking.
Old Lady Astor.

to think of

"

Cup.
Years ago I overheard a man in front of the bar say
that he couldn't stand on one leg too long, and I hope you
don't have to, either.
Old Lady Astor.

fights in

TO ARTHUR
(EAR ARTHUR:

D
it

]

indoor golf

EAR GUY

:

will be glad to

morning.
Of course you didn't know that is the middle of the flight
for some of the boys. They do sometimes see the sun rise,
but that is usually about two hours before the game breaks

Old Lady Astor.

up.

TO ARTHUR BUTLER GRAHAM
jQEAR ARTHUR I hope you were not too much
:

cerned out on the links
paging you.

when you heard your

KANE

Of

so glad to hear you won that
course, you probably will bring

to the office

room

the cost.

I'm sure your Rialto patrons in Baltimore
hear you are returning with one of the
prizes of the tournament.
You must be a believer in the early worm slniff, because
I see it is recorded you were at the links at 7 o'clock in the

JY

set.

S.

am

and assign it to the reception
to entertain the boys who are waiting to tell you
they must have that Associated stuff no matter what

right

how

TO GUY WONDERS

down

I

office

To be sure, they may get so interested in the game they'll
forget the business that brought them there, but you need
pay no attention to that.
I understand a lot of the boys at the tournament have
been known to get tangled in a golf game and forget they
even had a home, much less an office.
You must have been a proud dad when you saw Junior
Kane walk up and get his prize. I didn't hear just what
it was, but it must have been funny, because I am told
the boys laughed over it, most riotously.
Old Lady Astor.

TO FELIX FEIST
con-

was

You know really that was from me. I had just received
a message from Rudy, in which he said he sent his best
regards and hoped you would win* a prize.
It's all right, for when I heard the next day that you
really and truly had been listed among the fortunate ones
I sent back the news to the Sheik.
Old Lady Astor.

J) EAR FELIX:

want to congratulate you on the splendid way in which you presided at the after-dinner
function.
I understand that your remarks to the prize
I

winners were most happy.
I am told one exhibitor said

if he could ever get you in
so felicitious a mood when you permitted yourself to forget
golf for a moment and talk business he would have a chance
to get a better rate on "Ashes of Vengeance." Just what
Old Lady Astor.
did he mean ?
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ROBERT LIEBER
T2ECAUSE

word

is his bond; because of experience gained
in the old days in a States Right exchange and continued
because he can see the
throughout the years as an exhibitor
fairness of the other fellow's side of an argument; because he
has long been a leader in the artistic and business development
in his state and our industry he has been steadily re-elected

his

;

Leaders All

president of the co-operative exhibitor-distributor organization
that has flung wide the door of opportunity for the development
of independent production in America.
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How

Robert Lieber Shocked Exchangeman

Informed in 1906 That Shoestring Days Were Over He Remarked He Had
$10,000 to Gamble With and Manager's Heels Hit the Floor Pronto

—

seventeen years
ABOUT
time
1906 anyway,

ago, somea man

in

walked

an

into

exchange

in

Chicago. Telling the story a number of
years afterward the visitor explained
he had just got off of a train from Indianapolis and was not quite certain as
to what his personal appearance at the

moment might have

He

explained at the time he

much about

not

indicated.

pictures,

his

knew
only

knowledge of them being such as he
might have acquired through attendance at vaudeville shows.
But he did know something about
the Pathe rooster, having seen that on
the films, and he knew, too, there was
such a man as Edison who had had
much to do with the beginning of pic-

and who also was interested in
making them.
So it was into the exchange of one
of these companies
it was not stated
which that the Indianapolis man went.
tures

—

—

When the stranger entered the door
he looked for the person in charge and
concluded it must be the important
looking individual with his feet cocked
up on a

rolltop desk.

was explained to the exchange
manager for the guess was right
that the caller was considering opening
an exchange and had come to that place

JT

—

—

out something about the best
thing to do under the circumstances.
The manager turned a very severe
eye upon his visitor.
"Young man," he said as he swung
to

find

away around

so as to get a better look,

"I want to tell you the day for entering the film business on a shoestring has
gone by."
"I am sorry if my personal appear-

ance

may have

reply of the
likely

it

it

at

an ad-

There was not much of a domestic
supply of films in those days.
Pathe
and Edison were familiar names, Col.
"Bill" Selig had his Polyscope companv
under way and George Kleine was importing material.

Theatres changed their programs
every day, and the films incidentally
were selected by the exchange.

The Lieber Exchange was sold to
General Film Company about the
ginning of 1912. It was one of
last of the independent exchanges
retire in favor of the General.

applicant.

"It

is

quite

may have been somewhat

string."

how much money have you

The visitor had no idea whether the
sum required would be $500 or $50,000.

"Well," he said somewhat hesitatingly, "I have got $10,000 to play poker
with in the film business."
The feet came down off the desk
with a bang.

ROBERT

LIEBER, now president of
Associated First National Pictures,
in a very few minutes was in the film

business.

He opened the H. Lieber Company
of Indianapolis, buying film at 10 cents
-1

One

occasions where he
flare for leadership
was at the First National get together
convention in Chicago, on which occasion there were gathered 100 duly
chosen representatives of the franchise
holders of the country.
of

the

demonstrated

the
bethe
to

his

Mr. Lieber was chairman of the seswhich began October 24, 1921,
and lasted four days. The meeting had
sions,

threatened to be a bit stormy. In fact,
if at any time there has been anything
approaching a crisis in the affairs of
First National it was on at the time.

^HE

president

jumped

into

the

breach and told the franchise hold-

HEN

the project of building the
Circle Theatre of Indianapolis was
broached Mr. Lieber entered heartily
into it, and has been actively connected
with that institution ever since. At the
time the Circle was constructed it was
one of the largest in the country. Mr.

Lieber

is

still

closely associated in

its

management.

With the exception of a few months
following the organization of First National, during which period Samuel L.
Rothafel was president, Mr. Lieber has
been re-elected regularly the head of
the company.
Since the change to
Associated First National Pictures he
has been actively connected with the
home office in an executive capacity.
The

chief of First National has just
returned from a trip of eight weeks
abroad, during which time he visited

England,

Sweden and Norway.

He

was accompanied by Mrs. Lieber and
two daughters, the latter of whom
have just been graduated from Smith
his

College.

deceived you," was the

neglected this morning, but it is possible I have got more than a shoe-

"Well,

and trying to rent
vance from that figure.
a foot

'JP-HE tour was mainly for recreation,
although the First National chief attended to important company business
during his stay in England and was
much entertained by English motion
picture men.
It is reported one of the Englishmen
remarked he was glad to meet a man
who did not seem prone to talk in the

language of exaggeration.
Mr. Lieber is noted for his conservatism, but also it is said of him that he
has a faculty for straightening out a
tense situation with tact and firmness.

ers that if

any of them were

dissatisfied

they could have their money back, at
the same time advising them that if
they did take that step he believed they
would regret it. He was taken at his
word. The meeting closed without a
withdrawal.

The story of Mr. Lieber's earlier
career is that of many another successful business man.
His education was
of the substantial sort, he having been
graduated from high school.
As he explained on one occasion, he
couldn't go to college because he had to
go to work to help fill the family larder.

Following a short experience

in the

hardware business Mr. Lieber joined

who conducted an art store
Indianapolis, manufacturing moldings and picture frames.
his father,
in

The store prospered and increased in
importance, adding departments from
time to time.
It was while discussing the question
of what department should be the next
installed that a photographer friend of
Mr. Lieber asked him why he did not
open a film exchange. That was just
prior to the events mentioned in the
opening of this story.

LIEBER has brought to the film
business the same ideas and ideals,
the same standard of business ethics,
that obtained in the building up of the
substantial enterprise in Indianapolis.
]y[R.

It

was during

his recent trip

abroad

that Associated First National took the
advanced step of authorizing salesmen
to sign and ratify contracts with exhibitors.

***

The action precipitated a storm in
British film circles, but the company is

made

move.
one of the solid
citizens of the film industry, one with
whom it Is a pleasure to meet and aLo
to do business.
satisfied

it

a wise

Robert Lieber

is
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They Are Responsible

for Successful Marketing of Principal Pictures

Beginning with "The Principal Five," These Efficient Executives Have
Laid an Almost Indestructable Foundation for Success
Reading from left to right from the top, they are: (1) Al Rosenberg, Seattle and Portland (2) Oscar Oldknow, Atlanta (3) Harry Weinberg, Des Moines
(4) Jack Bellman, New York (S) M. J. Sparks, Dallas (6) Mark Jeffrey, Boston (7) Harry Crandall, Washington (8) E. A. Sherwood, Washington (9)
Gene Marcus, Philadelphia (10) Louis Sterne, New Haven (11) M. H. Hoffman, New York (12) H. D. Hearn, Atlanta (13) Meyer Fischer, Pittsburgh
(14) W. T. Kinnebrew, New Orleans (15) A. C. Snyder, Boston (16) Jerry Abrams, Chicago (17) A. H. Blank, Omaha (18) Morris Lebensberger, CleveEdward Alperson, Omaha (22) Henry Segal, Boston.
land (19) Cbas. W. Trampe, Milwaukee (20) Edwin Weinberg, Buffalo (21)
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Highlights in the News
EXHIBITORS APPROVE PICTURE DAY
Manx

States Lining

MOTION
NATIONAL
DAY, sponsored by the

Support The National Association
of Theatre Owners

Up

exhibition ON UPGRADE
IN ORIENT

to

PICTURE
Motion Pic-

ture theatre Owners of America, has
already won the support of many state divisions of the national theatre owners body.
All signs point toward this celebration on
November 19 as being one of the outstanding events of the year.
Plans are rapidly culminating at the national headquarters toward the practical
operation of details.
According to all reports, theatre owners have been quick to
regard National Motion Picture Day as one
of the most constructive steps ever offered
by their national organization for securing public approval, prestige and increased
patronage.
Joseph Walsh, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut,
in a communication to the national headquarters of the M. P. T. O. A. expressed
the feeling of his fellow-theatre owners in
these words, "You may depend upon the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut to participate in National Motion
Picture Day one hundred percent.

My

committees have already been appointed
and I am enclosing the list herewith."
No less enthusiastic is R. F. Woodhull,
President of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners of New Jersey, who advises that
he likewise has appointed all committees
and who states the case for New Jersey
like this, "We are solidly behind this movement for the celebration of National Motion Picture Day in keeping with its importance. The entire state will be covered
on November 19.
The event will be put over in a big way
by Canadian theatre owners, who, as revealed in the following telegram published
by the M. P. T. O. A., are sending a committee to secure all details, "Mr. Gould and
I will be in New York Tuesday to discuss
National Motion Picture Day.
It is our
intention to make this an outstanding
event in Canada." The telegram is signed
by George B. Sparrow, President of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Canada.
Arkansas will be in line. E. W. Collins,
President of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Arkansas, in a letter to William
Bender, Treasurer of the M. P. T. O. A.
and a Chairman of the National Motion
Picture Day Committee, says: "I have been
advised by Mr. Cohen of my appointment
on the committee to act upon a plan for
the inauguration of a National Mption Picture Day, and that you have designated
me as chairman of the Committee.
I
desire to express my approvel of the plan
and to place my energy and efforts at your
disposal for the promotion of this important idea.
I feel that I can safely pledge
you the full support of the M. P. T. O. of
Arkansas, although the organization does
not convene until the first Monday in October. At that time I shall place the matter
before the membership and feel certain
that you may count upon favorable action."
Nebraska is already at work. Exhibitors
throughout the state have been named as
chairmen for the various districts and the
Nebraska state, headquarters are already
anticipating great success for the day. An
official
statement from that office says:
"To every thinking exhibitor the value of
this movement is apparent.
It was your
national body that carried to completion
the elimination of the tax on ten cent admissions.
It was your national body that

today makes

for you to save
on your insurance.
It is your national body that today is in
committee with members of the Society of
Authors, Composers and Publishers to adjust the, music tax.

possible

it

thirty to forty percent

"The time has come when the national
organization has a profound meaning to all
exhibitors and now is your time to help
carry on. » Monday, November 19th, has
been set aside as National Motion Picture
Day. On that day every exhibitor in the
United States is requested to contribute
twenty-five per cent of the day's receipts
to assist the national organization in furthering constructive programs for your protection and advancement.
are certain
that every exhibitor in this territory will
be glad to cooperate."

We

Sudden Death of Frank A. Tierney

A

sorrow prevailed throughout
Albany's Film Row this week, following
announcement on Monday morning that Frank
A. Tierney, a former well known newspaper
man of Albany, and one time private secretary to ex-Governor Glynn, had died suddenly
feeling of

Sunday night in this city.
For the past two or three years, Mr.
Tierney had held a responsible position with
the Fox Film company, in New York city.
He paid a recent visit to Albany, and received
a royal welcome from local film circles.
Mr. Tierney will be well remembered by
exhibitors throughout New
York state who attended the convention in
Albany two years ago. At that time, Mr.
Tierney led the songs at the banquet and was
everywhere present, in seeing that the exhibitors were enjoying themselves.

motion

picture

Robert G. Vignola Expresses His Views
on Conditions Abroad

HPHE exhibition of motion pictures
A beginning to be tken seriously in

is

the

thanks to American trade papers,"
says Robert G. Vignola, now engaged in
directing
"Yolanda,"
starring
Marion
Davies, for Cosmopolitan, who recently
completed a six months' tour of the world.
"Until quite recently," said Mr. Vignola,
"the cinemas, as they call them out there,
rendered programs "that consisted wholly
of motion pictures and a tin-panny piano
much the same as we had here fifteen
years ago.
Then the foreign exhibitors
who are always the first to bring out innovations decided that there must be something more in exhibition than merely showing an assortment of pictures and so they
orient

began to make improvements.
"For instance, there is Mr. McGrath,
manager of the Empire Theatre in Shanghai.

It

was

a curious coincidence that the

day I landed in Shanghai he should be
showing 'The World And His Wife,' my
first
production for Cosmopolitan.
McGrath not only offered an elaborate musi-

program but

a beautiful prologue that
credit to the best of our American
exhibitors.
I understood it was the first
time such a thing had been done in
Shanghai. The same effort to put exhibition on a higher footing was evident in the
cinemas I visited in Tokio, Yokohama,
cal

would do

Hongkong, Manila,
Bombay, etc.

Singapore,

Calcutta,

"Of all the oriental peoples I found the
Japanese as the most eager and resourceful
exhibitors.
Their
artistic
development
seems to be a little higher or else they have
more desire to emulate American exhibition
methods. In a native cinema in Kioto they
had a Japanese prologue that was beautito behold.
It was exquisitely artistic
and marvelously well put on.
I
should
say it compared favorably with anything
I've ever seen in an American theatre.
It
seems that the American trade papers are
doing the propaganda work. Unwilling to
ful

be

behind, the exhibitors in the orient

left

vie with one another in an effort to better
their theatres, taking their ideas from the

American trade papers.

Because they are
exhibition game as it is
played in America they indulge in a lot of
copying but they also have ideas of their
own and from what I've seen I should
say they need notv take a back seat for any
one."

new

still

at the

Pathe Releases Placed By National
Board of Review on Its Catalogue
The Pathe product is represented in the
Photoplay Guide of the National
of Review, a number of this company's releases being included in
the
August number, which is a nationally distributed catalogue of motion-pictures "for
selected programs," endorsed by the National Committee for Better Films.
One
of the nine, "The Call of the Wild," gets
the preferred rating of "a particularlygood picture."
current

Board

Passin' Through," "Roughest Afand "One Cylinder Love" are listed

"Jus'
rica,"

NOW HE

IS PRESIDENT
newly elected head of the
P. A., announced immediately after his
election "I am going to the coast for four weeks."

Victor
A. M.

Shapiro,

Good

the

luck,

Vic,

pleasant journey.

for family audiences.

"Why Worry"
especially

group and

also singled out, being
for the
family
juvenile audiences.
is

recommended
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DUMOND VISITS
HOME OFFICE

NEW QUARTERS OPENED

G. H.

AT KOBE

Personal Representative Says Fall
Season Looks Promising

Cochrane and Maclntyre Rusy Stabilizing Film Rusiness in Japan

DUMOND,

H.
personal representavjr * tive
of Warner Brothers from Coast
to Coast, last week visited the Company's

home

office

and assisting

ARRANGE AI ENT S
by

after looking over conditions
in the promotion of their prod-

Mr. Dumond declared that the Fall season should be the most prosperous of recent years and- that exhibitors in all sections are looking forward to a booming

He

business.

also

stated

that

his

Mr.

comis

Dumond

assisted in opening disoffices
for
Warner Brothers'

tributing
franchise

holders

in

Cleveland, Cincinnati

and Pittsburg before

his

arrival

in

New

York. After a conference at the Home Office he left to visit Kansas City, Omaha

and Des Moines

to lend his assistance in
stimulating interest in the forthcoming
Warner product as well as the current pro-

duction.

Trade Paper Critics Pre- View Feature
At Bayside Theatre
Irving Lesser, vice-president of Principal
Pictures Corporation, entertained a party
which comprised trade paper critics and
members of the First National advertising
and publicity department at a pre-view of
the screen version of George M. Cohan's
stage play "The Meanest Man in the
World" at the Bayside Theatre, Bayside, L.
I. on the evening of September 13.
This
picture

was recently announced

at a

First

National picture.

The

party,

which

numbered

about

twenty, motored to the Belleclaire Country
Club, where dinner was served.
Immediately after the critics and guests were
taken to the local theatre where, without

EILEEN SEDGWICK
The

serial fans are strong for this Universal star,
in her latest "In the Days of Daniel

especially

Boone." She

is

now working

in

another chaptered

thriller.

Lesser, Harry Wilson, Laurence Reid, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Sewell, Joseph Plunkett.
Sidney Smith, Joe Dannenberg, Air. and
Airs. Dick Watts, Miss Marjone Adams,
photoplay editor of the Boston-Globe;
Lynde Denig, Bruce Gallup, Matt Taylor,
Walter Eberhardt, C. L. Yearsley, Eddie

Eckels,

W.

Mr. and

Airs.

walked many miles
all

in

to bring assistance to the

of

sequent earthquake shocks completed the destruction of Yokohama.

on the

presentation

rescuing his

in

plause.

and

critics

reviewers
acof
the Warner

r

,

fact that the play did not suffer
transformation into a photoplay.

familv and taking them to

Manager Returns

Classic

ils

were

whom were Americans,
were saved before the fire and submany

foreigners,

and

lives

With another American, he

Kobe.

"The Gold Diggers," David Belasco's Broadway pla> at the Rialto Theatre, New York, and laid particular stress

the -party were: Irving

Yokohama whose

Alanager Cochrane was with his wife and

E.

claim

in

foreigners in
great danger.

the latter's sister at a mountain resort near
Tokyo at the time of the earthquake and after
witnessing much of the destruction succeeded

C.

house.
The audience accorded the picture
an enthusiastic reception, puncturing the
showing in a score of places by hearty ap-

those

is known to
film men in New York and other cities,
in his efforts to bring help for 150 stranded

Lhandler,

Mulligan,

Reviewers Acclaim Picture
the

of the heroic service- ren-

tell

dered by Alaclntyre, "Bob" as he

John Spargo, Alax Roth and

£.

Ed McNamee.

Newspaper

company

this

many

any advance notice "The Meanest Man in
the World" was screened before a capacity

Among

Temporary headquarters have been
opened in Kobe and those theatres which escaped destruction are again exhibiting this
company's pictures as a part of their work
of keeping up the morale of the public.
Inasmuch as the offices in Tokyo were
totally destroyed, the task of opening new
headquarters and obtaining enough prints to
resume business within two weeks after the
disaster was ably handled by Branch Alanager
Cochrane and his assistant. R. E. Alaclntyre.
Alany prints of the latest pictures which
were about to be released throughout Japan
were destroyed by the earthquake and fire.
One of the first acts of Alanager Cochrane
on the reopening of cable communication with
the United States was to order new film for
prompt shipment to Kobe. The pictures in
service outside Tokyo and Yokohama are now
being distributed through the new offices in
Kobe.
Reports which have reached executives of
tion.

uct in the different territories.

pany's mammoth advertising campaign
already showing the looked-for results.

have been completed

for the resumption of business in Japan
the
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

in

to Tropics

Henry W. Zeilmaker.

Universal's manager
for Central America, the West Indies and
parts of South America, who has been in
New York for a brief stay, has just sailed
swinging around the West Indies he will proceed to his headquarters in Colon, Panama.
;

Premiere of 'When a Man's a Man' to

Be Held
The

at

Author's

Home Town

Harold Bell Wright production,
Alan's A Alan" will have its world

first

"When

A

premiere

in

home

Wright and an elaborate premiere

of

Tucson.

Arizona.

This

is

the

being arranged for between the Principal
Pictures officials and the author
Wright is to be the honored guest and
many of the Arizona characters who provided
Wright with types for his book will also be
invited guests.
This story was written in
Arizona while the author was a convalescent
camping in the mountains near Tucson.
is

Clifton Rehearsing Players
Elmer Clifton, is about to start production
on "The Warrens of Yirginia," an adaptation
of

the stage play of that name.
Alartha
Alansfield and Harlan Knight are among the
principals already cast.
Clifton is rehearsing
his

players at Fox's

later

will

Review Board
The

SEE THE LITTLE BIRDIE
Just before leaving Los Angeles for New York, where he made a comedy of feature length, Lloyd
Hamilton agreed to have his picture took with two of his Pacific Coasti beauties, Ruth Hiatt and Del
Louce. From the looks of the comedian perhaps he thought that New York is a terrible place and did
not anticipate getting back home.
From latest reports he is safe.

New York

studio,

and

go South for exteriors.
Selects Classic

National
Board of Review lias
selected the Warner Classic, "The Printer's Devil," starring Wesley Barry, as one
of the best films issued during the month
of August and have recommended it to exhibitors who are looking for suitable pictures for their programs.

September

29,
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REICHENBACH TO THE
RESCUE

KANSAS EXHIBITORS
COOPERATING

Once Again 'Harry' Gets One Over
During Noivs paper Strike

Working Hand

A STRIKE

HP H ROUGH

in Hand for the
ing Convention in Wichita

of pressmen and no newspapers
the opening of First National's "Potash and Perlmutter" at the NewYork Strand September 23, did not feaze
Harry Reichenbach, press representative for

*- P.

advertise

to

Columbus

Circle.

For

twelve hours of the afternoon and evening
the criers vociferously announce the arrival
of "Potash and Perlmutter" and inform the
public that it is a picture well-worth seeing.
This plan was quickly thought up and
quickly executed.
The newspapers failed to
appear on Tuesday morning.
By Tuesday
afternoon, the criers were at their posts.
As there seems to be no indication of the
strike ending, Mr. Reichenbach has announced
that he will keep his men on duty as long as it
is necessary to replace the advertising facilities usually supplied by the press.

New

Sales Policy Inaugurated By
Independent Distributor

—

Up Go Admission

has become absolutely necessary, owing to
increased film rentals, as well as higher
wages
to musicians, operators and stage
hands.
Five of the houses have alreadv increased their admission prices, these including
the
Strand,
Eckel.
Empire, Temple and
Keith's.
The increase is about five cents.

An

Sax, National Sales Manager for
Lawrence Weber and Bobby North, has

inaugurated a new sales plan for "Marriage
Morals" and "Don't Marry For Money,"
which he calls the "look and book policy."
Announcement of the plan was withheld
until it was afforded an opportunity to
prove itself. The policy was at first limited to five groups of exchanges. Master-

Not Yet

REICHENBACHS

TOWN CRIER

Attractions, of Philadelphia:
Bond Photoplays, of Buffalo and Albany:
Apollo Exchange, New York; All Star
Feature Distributors, of San Francisco and

Revealing the method Harry used to get across
his "Potash
and Perlmutter" announcements
when the New York newspapers were effected
by the pressmen's strike.

Los Angeles, and Federated Film Exchange of Boston.
Mr. Sax outlined the policy to these exchanges, whereby none was to ask an exhibitor for a contract on either of the pictures.
On the other hand, they were to
be show n the sale to rest entirely with
the exhibitor after viewing them, and the

pleaded a lack of sufficient open dates to
take both.

piece

Film

r

—

pictures sold either separately or together.
Telegraphic reports prove interesting. In
only three instances were sales made
singly and in each case the exhibitor

Prices

Practically all of the leading motion picture theatres of Syracuse, N. Y., announced
this week that admission prices would be immediately increased. The increase, according
to the owners and managers of the houses,

Sam
L.

the cooperation of the M.
Kansas and the exchanges of

2x6

Sam Gokhvyn. Mr. Reichenbach remembered

to

O.

Kansas City, every shipment of film into
Kansas bears a card,
inches, worded:
"A: range to attend the Fifth Semi-aviual
convention of the M. P. T. O. Kansas at the
Hotel Broadview, Wichita, Kas., September
24 and 25."
Never before has more interest preceded a
convention in Kansas than the one approaching.
The admission tax. the Kansas labor
law, dealing with Sunday openings, and the
music tax are the hub around which enthusiasm and confidence on the part of exhibitors
centers.
There will be no election of officers
this month
only business vitally important
to the interest of Kansas exhibitors.

the town criers of olden times and employed
twenty bell ringers to announce the opening.
Dressed in the cap and gowns of antiquity,
and carrying scrolls and bells, the men clang
their presence at the principal street corners

from Times Square

T.

Com-

Contrary to expectations, no settlement has
yet been reached between the theatre owners
of Albany. N. Y., and the operators, who are
demanding a 40 per cent increase in wages.
A special meeting of the operators is scheduled for this week, at which the matter will
again be taken up and a settlement possibly

A demand for increased
made by musicians in some of the
effected.

which

wages
houses,

employ orchestras, has been
without any increases being made.
still

settled

Appointed Branch Manager
H. J. Bayley has been appointed as
branch manager of Pathe's New Orleans
exchange.
Mr. Bayley comes to Pathe
from Associated First National Pictures,
with whom he has been associated for the
past year as the branch manager of the
Dallas

office.

More Room Needed
De Luxe Feature Film Company,

Seattle,

Wash., needing increased office and vault
space has moved from 308 Yirginia Street,
around on the Avenue to 2016 Third. Al
Rosenberg is manager.

CASTING AND MONEY PAIRS OFF THESE STRIKING RESEMBLANCES
In "The Light That Failed." a Paramount picture, the part of "Dick Heldar" was portrayed by Winston Miller as the boy and later, when grown up. by
On the o.hcr side we have a different story to tell. One of Jackie's best friends is shown.
Percy Marmont. The resemblance of these two actors is remarkable.
We all like this scrt of friend the one who writes checks. Ollie May Baker, his financial secretary, wrote his first pay stub when he worked for Charlie
Chaplin and she is doing the same thing now that he is with Metro.
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METRO INAUGURATES NEW
DEPARTMENT
Will

Be Known

as

ENDORSE DISTRIBUTION
PLANS
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Southern California Join Ranks

'Department of

Exchange Maintenance'

ANEW
ment

HP

department known as the "Departof Exchange Maintenance" has
been inaugurated by Metro Pictures Corporation to facilitate the physical work of
exchanges throughout the country.

the exhibitors of this territory are
mind for an exhibitor owned and controlled distributing organization was evidenced at a meeting held
in this city under the auspices of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern
California for the purpose of considering
the advisibility of endorsing such an association.
The meeting was called by Glenn Harper, secretary of the local exhibitor organization, who explained the origin and purpose of the
Motion Picture Theatre
Owners Distributing Corporation, a recently
organized concern sponsored by the
Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners
of
in a receptive state of

Metro

The new department has been placed under
J. S. MacLeod, Assistant GenMr. MacLeod is now preManager.
paring a pamphlet entitled, "Standard Regulations Covering Care =md Handling of
Film" which will be distributed to the company's exchanges following which he will
make a tour of inspection of their exchanges
and institute a uniformity of film handling
and other efficient exchange methods.
W. E. Atkinson, General Manager, has sent

the charge of
eral

notice of the inauguration of this

ment

to all

new

America. At the same time Carl Anderson, chairman of the advisory committee

depart-

Metro exchanges throughout the

also gave a brief outline of the duties of the
will later be amplithe phases incidental
to the business of the exchanges.

Equipment, working conditions, housekeeping, handling and inspection of films, accesshipments, film thefts, fire prevention,
are some of the duties of the new department
which it will immediately exercise according
to Mr. Atkinson.
sories,

Copyright by Melbourne Spurr

SID

GRAUMAN

Who

secured Charles Ray s "Tre Courtship of
Miles Standish," wh'ch is be'ng distributed by
Associated Exhibitors, for an ind2fin:te run at his
Million Dollar Theatre.

Search of a Birthday," and who is in
charge of the motion picture trade journal
in

publicity for Goldwyn Pictu-es Corporation,
has just been published by the Century ComThe new book is a dog story called.
pany.
"Here, Tricks, Here
and makes an ideal
!'•'

Changes in Branch Personnel
S^es manager of the
G. A. Falkner.
Buffalo Office of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation has been transferred to the WashC, branch as sales Manager. W.
H. Wagner, Salesman in the Buffalo territory,
will succeed Mr. Falkner as Branch Sales
Manager of that office.
The title of H. P. Rhodes, connected with
ington, D.

the Atlanta Office of the corporation, has been
changed from Office Manager to Assistant

Manager.

Publicity Man Writes Another Book
A new book by Lebbeus H. Mitchell, author
of "The Circus Comes to. Town" and "Bobby

the association and president of the
newly formed Anderson Pictures Corporation, was introduced and he in turn explained to the assembled exhibitors, the
plan his company would follow in distri-

of

The necessity for standardizing film
handling was stressed by Mr. Atkinson who
country.

new department which
fied to include many of

HAT

book for boys and girls, young and old,
who have ever had a dog or longed for one.

gift

Grauman Secures Charles Ray's
Production for Indefinite Run
Sid Grauman has secured Charles Ray's

Sid

Associated Exhibitors long-run production.
"The Courtship of Miles Standish," for an
indefinite engagement in his Million Dollar
Theatre, Los Angeles, opening Monday,

September 24.
The announcement of the world premiere
was made in New York by John S. Wood}*,
General Manager of Associated Exhibitors,
added, with the authorization of the
exhibitor, that $1.65 has been fixed as the
top admission price.

who

buting the product of the theatre owners'
organization.
That the sentiment of
favored
the
departures

methods was

the

assemblage

distribution
clearly expressed by the variin

ous speakers including W. W. Whitsen,
of San Diego, who stated that the exhibitors had long awaited a real distributing;
organization of their own.

Harry Leonhardt, who

is one of the well
figures in local film c'rcles, heartily
endorsed the plan and at the same time
he
paid tribute to Carl Anderson
has known for thirty years.
Mr. Leonhardt spoke of the need of an exhibitor
controlled distributing corporation as a
medium of bringing rental prices down to
an equitable basis.

known

whom

For the Motion Picture Directors Asso-

who w ill be interested in the production end of the plan, Phil Rosen, John
Ince and George Sargeant, secretary of
the M. P. D. A., endorsed the efforts of
the Theatre Owners of America and the
Anderson Pictures Corporation as long desired mediums for the filming and distribution of better pictures at more equitable
ciation,

T

rental prices.

Wedgewood

Nowell, well known player
the Hollywood motion picture colony,
stated that the actor would welcome a
concern that would permit a director free
of

rein in

producing pictures.

He

cited nu-

merous instances where screen entertainment was greatly depreciated because of
home-office interference.
A telegram of endorsement from the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Canada
w-as received and read at the meeting
which was one of the most enthusiastic
gatherings of its kind ever held in this
city.
Those present expressed their confidence in the plans outlined which propose to lower distribution costs, eliminate
padding in production and do away with
the fabulous salaries paid to stars.

Clouds Are Gathering
Threatened with a walkout of stage employees, musicians and moving picture operators in six Northwest cities where they have
houses. Pantages managers have temporarily
delayed the crisis, until manager Alexander
Pantages, owner of the Vaudeville circuit,
can meet international officers of the stage
employees unions in Seattle, September 29.
The dispute arose aver the contention that
one additional stage hand be employed at
Pantages theatres in Seattle and Vancouver,

A

REMARKABLE INTERIOR

Hobart Henley has supervised this set for his next Universal Super-Jewel production, "A Lady of
Quality," in which Virginia Valli is starred.
It is the Grand Hall of an Englsh manor house or
castle with every detail worked out to perfection.

B. C.
Seattle Pantages at the present time employs eight stage hands, while at Vancouver
seven are on the payroll. Charles Crichmore
is district manager of the stage employee's
union.

September
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'HUNCHBACK' THRILLS

WARNERS ESTABLISH A

BOSTON

SALES CONTEST

Universal Photodrama

Premiere in
Hunchback
THE
second premiere

Valuable Prizes to Be Competed for
By Exchange Salesmen

Has Elaborate

Hub

of Notre

City
Dame' held

r

its

17, at the Tremont Temple Theatre,
Boston, and repeated the success scored two
weeks previously at the world premier at the

tember

Astor Theatre

in

New

York.

Society was well represented, but lack of
space precludes mention of all the names.
Many compliments were paid the symphony
orchestra of thirty pieces. The Boston opening was made with the same presentation that
marked the world premiere at the Astor.
H. Elliot Stuckel handled it for J. V. Bryson,
managing these presentations.
The morning and evening papers of Tuesdav, September 18, carried notices and reviews, all echoing the sentiments expressed by
the New York reviewers.

The next "Hunchback" opening

will be in

Pittsburgh, where a premier will be held
Monday afternoon, September 24 in the Pitt
The same presentation and special
Theatre.
music which marked the New York and Boston openings, will be featured in Pittsburgh,
and during the following week in Philadelphia, where it will be presented in the Chestnut Street Opera House, October 1. In each
of these cities, as in New York and Boston,
the picture is scheduled for a long run. Openings are planned for Baltimore later in October and in Washington, early in November.

'Potash and Perlmutter' at Strand for
Indefinite

Run

Samuel Goldwyn's screen version of the
famous "Potash and Perlmutter" stories
will occupy the screen of the Strand thea-

New York

tre in

for an indefinite run be-

ginning September

23-

The showing at the Strand will /be the
official New York premiere of this feature,
although Mr. Goldwyn has pre-viewed the
picture in three different suburban houses,
each with a different type of audience.

Samuel

is
Perlmutter"
"Potash and
Goldwyn's first independent production to
be released through First National. It was
directed by Clarence Badger, and features
Barney Bernard and Alex Carr, creators
of the stage characters, and Vera Gordon.

P HE

announcement comes from Warner

Brothers that the Warner Heavy Hitting
Sales contest is now getting away under a
flying start and that new business on the
Warner Classics of the Screen is already
rapidly piling in the contract department
from tL_ ii_.icfl.se l:ciders in the different territories. Over $2500 worth of prizes
will be given away by the Warners to
salesmen in their allotted sections who run
away with the majority of business during
the contest.
The contest began midnight, September
runs sixty
closing
14, 1923, and
days,
November 15, 192', midnight. The contest
was created to stimulate the sales of the
Warner's eighteen Classics of the Screen
and to encourage the men to add impetus
to their efforts for the new Fall season.

on Monday night, Sep-

THEO. BENDIX
An

old

timer in the mus'cal world who will
shortly be seen on the silver sheet.

Twenty-Four Hour Service
Floyd C. Mims and E. C. Cramer have
tablished

a

studio

at

148-150

West

es-

46th

Street, New York City that will keep stride
on the art side with the advancement of the
motion picture industry. The work done includes the creation of art titles in color and
black and white and the making of leaders
and trailers for the theatre. In the art department are J. M. deAragon and J. K. DomThe Cramer-Mims Studios Inc.
merque.
guarantees twenty-fcur hour service.

An

Interesting Novelty

Street The World Over," the John
J. Iris one reeler depicting the main streets
in the principal cities of the world has been
found a most interesting novelty by exhibitors.
The featurette received a three weeks' run at
the Rivoli, New York, and was shown during Anniversary Week. Other first-run bookthe Strand, Brooklyn, the Branings include
Hippodrome. Buffaford. Newark, Shea's
lo, Proctor's, Troy, the Strand, Albany, the
Strand, Schenectady and houses of the Loew

"Main

:

and Fox

Each block of territory has been rated
by the distributor controlling the territory,
with the amount of business that territory
is normally expected to do during the contest.
The total revenue expected in each

man's territory represents 1,000 points in
the contest for the salesman working that
territory.

A

diamond studded platigentleman's
watch, worth $1,000, heads the list of
prizes in the contest, and other prizes following in succession are a diamond ring, a
diamond tie pin, diamond cuff links, a
Westinghouse R. C. Radio Set, complete
with tubes, phone and batteries, a Graflex
Camera, a Hartman or Belber Trunk, two
equipped,
an
traveling bags, completely
Underwood or Corona portable typewriter,
and five leather brief cases. In the event of
ties between any of the contestants, each
salesman will get the prize tied for.

num

Ohio Board Passes Feature
"Pioneer Trails," the super-feature production directed by David Smith and ready
for release by Vitagraph, not only passed
the Ohio Board of Censors without a
single elimination, but members of the

Board were unanimous
this

circuits.

in

their praise

feature.

Music Composer in Pictures
Theo. Bendix, for many years known
along Broadway as a Composer of Music
and Musical Director, has forsaken the
Wagnerian forces, for the time being, and
has cast his lot with the silver screen actors.

Mr. Bendix has played a character part
Paramount's "His Children's Children"
and has finished two character parts in
Samuel Goldwyn's "Eternal City."

in

He is at present free lancing with tbe
various large producers and anticipates a
trip to the coast in about eight weeks.
M. A. Wolf in Charge
has succeeded C. W.

M. A. Wolf,

Perry,

Manager of Goldwyn-CosmopoliMr. Wolf
tan's Branch Exchange in Boston.
was for several years Resident Manager
of the Goldwyn Exchange in Los Angeles.
The Boston Exchange is now located at 39

as Resident

Church

St.

New
The

Title for

Ham's Comedy

comedy,
been
has
Lloyd
Hamilton,
changed from' "Be Yourself" to "His Darktitle

of the feature length

starring

er Self," because the former* was used for
a short subject of another organization.

PAGE DARWIN!
Apparently everybody
be quite

interested in the search for the missing link.
Taken from the
excited as he seemingly scans the horizon.
"Jungle Pals."
is

The professor himself seems to
Fox Sunshine comedy titled

of
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that the Stillman management held the picture over for a second week.
"The White Rose" had a strong advertising campaign, though not far in advance of
The picture dominated in the
the opening.
Sunday and Monday newspapers of September 9 and 10. This advertising, plus the lure
of the Griffith name, brought theatre-goers
out in force. On Sunday a heavily attended

PREMIERE OF INGRAM'S
PRODUCTION
'Scaramouehe' Has Auspicious Open*
ing at Nation's Capitol

MID

Rex Inbrilliant surroundings,
gram's "Scaramouehe," a Metro Picture, adapted from Rafael Sabatini's novel,
opened at the Shubert Belasco theatre in
Washington for an extended run on the
evening of September 15.
Every seat in the house was sold out
three days before the opening night. The
world's premiere of this picture proved an
event of international importance, tor members of the various Embassies and Legations occupied the boxes
A

opening performance

was followed

to the roof for the
seven o'clock performance, and half an hour
later a "holdout" crowd had gathered that
crowded the ticket takers almost to the front
of the lobby, theatre-goers seeming so eager
to enjoy a touch of real heart interest in a

motion picture.

PRESIDENT
mil Hold

the Reins of A. M. P. A. for
the Year 1923-4

VICTOR

SHAPIRO, immediately after
being elected president of the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers for the
year 1923-1924 at the meeting held on
September 13, arose and in his best manner,

announced:

"In trying to follow in the footsteps of
my predecessor, Mr. Flinn, I want to tell
you fellows that I'm leaving next week for
the Coast, and I'll be gone four weeks."
It certainly was a lovely beginning, but
the concensus of opinion

was

and

Washington

and

matinee

by evening crowds.
The house was filled

"VIC" SHAPIRO ELECTED

new

that the

presi-

and

dent had a vacation coming to him; during this
been
last year he has

Through the courtesy
Marcus Loew the initial performance was giv-

vice-president and acting
president a great deal of
the time to boot.
Other officers elected

New York

society people

T

orchestra

the

filled

mezzanine

floors.

of

under

en

Auspices

the

Japanese Disaster
victims. As an added at-

A. M. Botsford,
follow:
vice - president; C. W.
Barrell, secretary: Arthur
M.. Brilant. treasurer.
P. A. Parsons, Herbert
G.
Thomas
Crooker,

Elman

Wiley. Walter Eberhardt,

of the Washington Chapter of the American Red

Cross, the proceeds going
to the
for the

Fund

Red Cross
Mischa
famed

traction

world

Jerome

violinist,

played after the showing

Flinn,

Another
of the picture.
big event for the distinguished audience was the

Bill

John

Beattv,

Howard

Harry

Dietz,

Reichenbach and
board of

Yearsley,

directors.
A. L. Selig, chancellor
U. S. Chamber of Com-

appearance of
Rex Ingram.
Introduced by District

personal

merce.

of Columbia Commissioner Rudolph as "a director and producer who is
raising the standard of
motion pictures," Mr. Ingram
made
a
short
speech of appreciation.
This was the first time

In the absence of the
outgoing president. John
Flinn, who is in Europe,

the

was given by

producer

made

has
personal

a

the year's activities were
reviewed by Mr. Shapiro.

Testimonial Dinner

A

testimonial
dinner
the Motion
Picture Supply Dealers
Eastern Zone to L. E.
Barth,
National Secretary of the Association
of Motion Picture Supply
Dealers of America, on

ever
ap-

Mr. Ingram
occupied the French Ambassador's box during the
performance and Mr. Elman occupied the Japanpearance.

ese Ambassador's box.

September 13.
Barth,
Mr.

The Washington newspapers

were

unanimous

headquarters are

praising
"Scaramouehe" as the greatest
of motion picture productions.

The theatre was appropriately decorated for
the occasion, American,
Japanese
and
French
flags predominating.

M.

J.

Kavanaugh. who

handling the "Scaramouehe"' companies for
Metro, and Paul Burger
attended the
Premiere.
Leon Victor was the
is

the
Robert G.

ZR

1

soared above the Cosmopolitan's Eastern studios last week

Director
Marion Davies,

Vigncla and his assistant, Phil Carle, were busy keeping
Graves, and an army of other players, on the job.
They were
scenes for "Yolanda" when this big dirigible appeared above the large sets
and came near breaking up a mighty fini sequence.
It was a scene entitled "The
Twentieth Century Meets the Fifteenth," but it wasn't in the original script.

Lyn Harding, Ralph
filming

stin,

Eckman,

Jr.,

Joins

Goldwyn

Luz, musical director for Metro.
The
orchestra was conducted by Chester Smith.

Eckman, Jr., for several years Resident
Manager of Goldwyn's New York Exchange,
and more recently District Manager for
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan in the New York,
Buffalo and Albany territory, has joined the
Goldwyn home office executive forces. He

'The White Rose' Opens Cleveland

placed in charge of the Eastern
Sales Division, formerly presided over by
J. E. Flynn.

Brady and

cal
est

J. M. Loughborough.
symphony orchestra furnished

a musisynchrony especially arranged by Ern-

S.

has been

and

is

Held

for

Second

First National has disposed of the Chinese
rights of a group of fiftyfive productions to China
Theatres, Ltd., of. Tien-

tory

special representative in charge of all arrangements for the
showing, and assisting him were Col. J. F.

Week

Big box-office lines in Euclid avenue
signalized the real opening of the fall amusement season in Cleveland, Ohio, with D. W.
Griffith's "The White Rose" as the premier
attraction at the Stillman theatre, and so
strongly did this United Artists release appeal

Meaney
The

Signs

Andre Lafayette

star of "Trilby," Andre LaFayette,
signed a contract with Don Meaney, of
Meaney & Nehls, Hollywood, to act as her
personal representative and business manlias

ager.

in

Foreign Sales

THE MELDING OF FIVE HUNDRED YEARS
When

Metro

A

whose

Chicago, visited New York
for the purpose of assisting the local organization
in formulating plans for
the coming year.

in

China.
covers

The
China,

terri-

Ma-

cao, Hongkong and V ladsales reported by the for-

ivostock.
Other
eign
sales
department by the foreign
department are series of twelve Mack Sennett comedies to Ralph Minden, of Amsterdam, for Holland; "Daddy" and "Circus
Days" for Spain, Spanish Morocco, Canary
Islands. Portugal and Portuguese East and
to Companhia Cinematografic Hispano, of Madrid, Spain: "The
Virtuous Vamp."

West African Colonies

Gilroy Joins Anderson
Foster Gilroy, has affiliated himself with
the executive forces of Anderson Pictures
Mr. Gilroy has behind him a
Corporation.
long and successful business career as an
organizer and promotion expert.

September

29,
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Principal Pictures Starts Season Well Prepared
Phalanx of Successful Exhibitor Franchise Holders Form Strong Foundation for
Handling Heavy Neiv Production Plans

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION,

which was founded only a
few years ago, is looking forward
with absolute confidence to the approach of
the coming season as their most prosperous in history.
Although the

first of their present group
of pictures, the Principal Five, was completed only in June and the last of the
group in August, franchises
have been
eagerly snatched up by the most important
territorial buyers in practically every section of the United States.

In fact, as this is written the rights to
the entire country have been disposed of
with the single exception of the Minneapolis territory and in all probability it too
will be sold before this is off the press.
The productions included in the Principal Five are: "The
Spider
and
The
Rose,"
"Temporary Marriage," "Bright
Lights of Broadway," "East Side, West
Side" and "Gold Madness."

That no mistake was made

in

going to

the assistance of the exhibitor by releasing their group, the Principal Five, during the summer months is proven by the
list of prominent showmen throughout the
country who are playing these productions.
The long list of exhibitors who have already signed on the dotted line and started
to play these pictures includes:
Sid Grauman, who operates four large,
beautiful theatres in Los Angeles; A. H.
Blank, who owns and operates an extensive chain of theatres throughout Iowa and
Nebraska; Harry Crandall, admired and
respected by all motion picture fans in
Washington, D. C, and H. L. Rothchild,
who operates a chain of big first-run
houses in San Francisco, of which the

Grenada

is

typical.

Then there is Marcus Loew, who operates one of the largest chains of theatres
in the United States, reaching from coast
to coast.
Robert Leiber, who owns the
Circle in Indianapolis; John Kunsky, of
Detroit; Ike Libson, of Cincinnati; Asher
Brothers, of Illinois and Wisconsin; the
William Fox, B. S. Moss, and Keith and
Proctor Circuits, of New York; the large
and beautiful Leland Perrin Theatre in
Albany; The Newark Theatre in Newark;
Mike
Newman's Columbia Theatres in
Portland and Seattle these, and many

—

more

of

the

in the ever

same

growing

calibre,

are

included

Tully

Marshall, Myrtle Stedman,
George and Stuart Holmes.

TYTEXT on

Maude

list

-L*

bell.

"East Side, West Side"
of the

an adaptation

Broadway stage success

name.

Irving

story

a

is

of

Cummings

contrasts,

of

of the same
directed.
It is
high lights and

shadows.
every city
and
town
in
"East Side" and its "West
Side," representing respectively the abode
of the poor and the more fortunate possessors of this world's goods.
Practically

America has

its

Histrionic honors in this go to the two
Kenneth Harlan and Eileen Percy.
Others in the cast include Lucille Hutton.
Charles
Mailes,
Betty
May and Wally

Van.

The fifth of the group is "Gold Madness," an adaptation of the magazine story,
"The Man from Ten Strike," by J,->mes
Oliver Curwood.
This is a Cortland production, direction by Robert T. Thornby.
Guy Bates Post is the star and he Is ably
supported by Mitchell Lewis, Cleo Madison
and Grace Darmond.

many
new

producers are
adjectives to replace
"biggest," "greatest on earth" and the like,'
B. F. Zeidman has shown his originality
by claiming for himself the title of tl e
smallest film producer on earth.
Bennie
measures exactly four feet, ten inches, in

"

his

so

film

searching for

Onyx

silk hosiery.

many

After

years spent in furthering
the interests of other producers, he has recently launched forth for himself and is
meeting with well merited success.
Al-

ready he has produced "Temporary Marriage," "The Spider and The Rose" and
"Bright Lights of Broadway," all of which
are included in Principal's Five.

Despite his rapid success, Bennie is extremely modest.
He began his cinema
career as office boy for "Pop" Lubin back
in
the dark' ages when a five hundred
foot subject was considered a feature.

list.

Upon being shown

into Air. Lubin's of-

Bennie unblushingly stated his ambitions, and Pop ejaculated. "Gosh, but
you're a little fellow." "Sure," Bennie replied, "but you know, Mr. Lubin, good
fice,

'T'HE

five pictures which Principal Pictures have just released under the group
heading of Principal Five are widely diversified in subject matter.
All of them, however, are by prominent
authors and the direction in each instance

has been entrusted to men who have made
enviable reputations as producing directors.

things

come

amazed.

in

small packages."

Pop was

"So does poison," he answered,

"but you're hired."

The production schedule for the coming
year as announced by the executives of
Principal Pictures is quite a notable one.
From ten to twelve features will be included in the list of forthcoming releases
-

on

F. Zeidman
production, "The Spider and the Rose," a
colorful story of old California written by
Gerald C. Duffy, and directed by John
McDermott. Twelve stars of the first
magnitude appear in the cast: Alice Lake,
Gaston Glass, Robert
McKim, Joseph

First

the

list

is

a

B.

Dowling, Frank Campeau, Louise Fazenda,
Alec Francis, Edwin Stevens, Noah B<=ery,
Andrew Arbuckle, Otis Harlan and little
Richard Headrick.
"Temporary Marriage" was produced by
Sacramento
Pictures
Corporation.
The
story is from the pen of the popular author,
Gilbert Patten, and the megaphone was
handled by Lambert Hillyer.
The featured players are, Kenneth Harlan and Mildred Davis, ably supported by

as well as several short subjects.

CHIEF

among

the pictures on, next seaare the Harold Bell Wright
series.
One of the series, "When a Man's
a Alan," is already finished and ready for
Work will soon be started on
release.
"The Winning of Barbara Worth" which
will be produced on a big scale, the engoing to Imperial Valley,
tire company
California, for some months.
son's

list

The Harry Langdon

series

of

two

of

which are ready

worth of productions will
the year, and will be released and distributed according to the
announcement made by the executives of
Principal Pictures.
be

made during

Sol Lesser, the founder and president
Principal Pictures, has always been a
champion of the independent producer and

of

distributor.

two-reel

comedies will form an important factor in
the program. Langdon will make twelve

Although he

is

affiliated

with

First National Pictures in an
official capacity, he does not let this fact
interfere in any way with his independent

Associated

activities.

Nothing can shake

his faith in the con-

but the dawn of an
majority of the biggest productions, he says, are now being
made independently, and it was these men,
he believes, who conceived the first great
that today

viction

independent

pictures.

rPHE

is

A

era.

,

stars,

W7TLILE

first

for release.
Over $2,000,000

is another
Zeidman
production which bears the title of
"Bright Lights of Broadway." This vivid
document of life on New York's Great
White Way is from a story by Gerald C.
Duffv, and was directed by Webster Camp-

the

comedies, the

affiliation

which was

later to

become

Corporation
was
Principal
Pictures
originally formed by Sol and Irving Lesser
Exploitation Comas Western Pictures

pany
Headquarters were at that time located in Los Angeles and activities embraced both production and distribution.
Features of good box office value, although less pretentious than those now
by this company, were proconjunction with many short subLater on,
Alike
Rosenberg ,of

being

offered

duced

in

jects.
Seattle,

joined the Lessers.
The young
producers already had national distribution
,

for all of their output.

The next important step taken was to
West Coast Theatres andincorporate under the name of Principal

join forces with

Pictures Corporation.
And the year just
passed has witnessed the acquisition of the
spacious studios formerlv owned bv King
Vidor.
Quite

recently

another

important

step

toward concentration was taken. The separation of the production and distribution
activities from the exhibiting interests of
the rapidly growing concern became necessary.
It
was deemed advisable
to
keep
each on a separate unit basis anrl Afp<;srs.
purLesser
and
Rosenberg accordingly
chased all the West Coast holdings in
Principal Pictures Corporation.
This made them the sole owners of all
the properties and assets heretofore jointly

held between the

two organizations.
in no way affected

The new arrangement

the interests of Sol Lesser in West Coast
Theatres, nor of Irving Lesser and Mike
Rosenberg as heavy stockholders in the

same company.
Sol

started

his

business

career

at

the

age of fourteen by selling ice cream
cones in the Alission theatre in San Francisco which was then owned and operated
by his father, Simeon Lesser.
With this modest and unpretentious
start, he is at thirty-two years of age the
president

of

Principal

Pictures,

a

$5,000.-

000 organization, vice-president of Associated First National, the first producer
ever to be elected an official of that organization, vice-president of West Coast
Theatres, which controls one hundred and
sixty-eight theatres in California, president
of All Star Feature Productions, president
of All Star Distributing Corporation, and
presidert of Golden Gate Film Exchange,
one of the largest distributing organizations west of Chicago.
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Hollywood Hunting Season Opens With Gun Revelry
Scores of Screen Celebrities

Were Up With

on

Game

in

the

Sun the

Southern

First

California

Day

the

Ban was Removed

September
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Among
THREE
theatres

of

Southern

the

Enterprise

Labor Day and three
be opended by the first of

opened

others will
The Forsyth theatre. Atlanta, will
October.
house Keith vaudeville which has heretofore

been at the Lyric.

The Forsyth Players who have been
appearing in the Forsyth for a year and a
half, have been moved to the Lyric where
this popular stock company continues to be
one of the reigning attractions in Atlanta.

The
Palace,

Labor

C

and the
Imperial. Anderson. S.
Jacksonville, likewise re-opended on
The Imperial has a straight
Day.

picture policy and the Palace will have vaudeville, six days a week.

October first, the Plaza, St. Petersburg,
Fairfax at Miami, and the Victory at
Tampa will be opened, with vaudeville at the
Plaza and vaudeville three days, pictures four
at the Fairfax and Victory.

On

the

An independently owned theatre is being
constructed in Thomasville, N. C, and will
be ready by January first.
Col. H. B. Varner. one of the pioneer exhibitors of North Carolina and one of the
most progressive, expects to have his new
theatre in Lexington ready to open by OcThis will be one of the most
tober first.
beautiful in the state, representing a large
capital and
struction.

eighteen months of careful con-

One of the largest deals of several months
in Kansas City, involving the New Centre
theatre building, was completed this week
when the structure was sold to George A.
Metcalf for S265.000 bv Clem B. Altman and

The New Centre
the F. G. Altman estate.
theatre building, which includes office space,
was erected by the Altman interests in 1916,
replacing an old brick residence which had
stood on the corner of Fifteenth street and
The New Centre,
Troost for thirty years.
while not considered a suburban house, is in
the center of a busy transfer district.
The

Isis

theatre.

Kansas

City's

largest

suburban house, which has been closed four
weeks, opened recently to near capacity
The house
crowds, playing "Main Street."
which has undergone §12.000 worth of improvements, looks like a new theatre on the
The walls of the lobby have been
interior.
artistically finished in delft blue.

White and

old rose tints prevail in the wall decorations
in the auditorium, while the stage has been
enlarged and new scenery and velvet drapes
added. The carpet is soft gray in tone. New
statuary, baskets of flowers and plants give
Five men
an effective touch to the lobby.
have been added to the orchestra, under the
direction of Carl Stalling, director.

death of a
theatre manager been mourned so widely as
Cyrus Jacobs, manager of the Globe theatre,
a combination motion picture and vaudeville
house of Kansas City. Mr. Jacobs, who was
47 years old, was taken to a hospital Friday
He was
after an attack of heart disease.
improving steadily until Monday when a second attack induced his death.

Not

in

recent

years

has the

New

scenery, stage work have been inThe interior has been painted gray
with a blue finish as relief work, with a
border of sold striping. L. D. Balsley, forstalled.

mer

Universal branch manager at Kansas
is the Universal manager of the house,
the theatre having been leased for twenty
weeks by Universal.
City,

The

feature picture,

"Merry Go Round."

Showmen

the

went over so good that it will be retained
a second week and probably a third, according to the management.

The Pantages theatre, Kansas City motion
picture and vaudeville house, which has been
closed for summer remodeling, opened recently.
About 500 members of the Kansas
City Parent-Teachers Association, theatre and
film exchange managers and members of the
press attended a private showing of the feature pictures to be shown for the next two
weeks.
The audience, as guest of the manager, James Rice, acclaimed the house as
one of the most up-to-date theatres in the
city and the pictures were approved by the
Alterations and the installation of
P. T. A.
a refrigerating plant, at a cost of §100,000,
have been made. The cooling system keeps the
house at the same uniform temperature everywhere and is said to be the largest cooling
system for a theatre in the world, with the
exception of that in the Metropolitan, Los
Angeles.
The alterations include new rugs,
scenery and fixtures.

in the place, among which will be cushioned
that he will make a number of improvements
The walls will be completely renovated
seats.
and the lobby will also be improved.

The Queen Theatre
being renovated and

is

at

Galveston,

Texas,

made new through-

out.

The Alpha theatre at Manchester,' Ga., has
gone out of business the equipment has been
removed and the space has been converted into a jewelry store.
That leaves the Globe
theatre wihout opposition.
The Globe is operated under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A.
of the Manchester cotton mills, one of the
numerous Callaway mill properties.
It is
managed by John D. Harris.
;

The Community theatre which for many
years was operated by the International Cotton Mills in LaGrange, Ga., has closed. There
are still six houses in LaGrange proper and
its mill suburbs
the Strand and Metropolitan,
both first run houses, the Golden No. 1 and
No. 2 the Hillside, another community house
in the mill district and the Southwest La-

—

;

An

auspicious opening marked the initial
program of the Liberty theatre, one of Kansas City's largest first run down town houses,
recently.
The theatre has been closed for
three weeks, undergoing remodeling and other
improvements.
Mayor Frank Cromwell of
Kansas City received the keys to the theatre
from Samuel Harding, owner, and opened the
doors to the public at 2 o'clock Sunday. More
than 1,000 attended the initial program, after
standing in line for nearly an hour. The theatre has been re-decorated and re-finished.

Raymond

B.

formerly of the NaTopeka, Kansas,

Jones,

tional Theatres Corporation,

has joined the staff of the Howard theatre.
Atlanta, and will be associated with Manager
Howard Price Kingsmore in the operation of
the theatre and exploitation of pictures.

Mr. Jones has been in the industry for
four years, joining the staff of the Orpheum.
Topeka, immediately after his discharge from
the army.
He acted as publicity director of
the Orpheum and also the Isis theatres, Topeka, and later took full charge of the Isis
in addition to the Orpheum.
Last year the

National Theatres Corporation was organized
by G. L. Hooper, owner of the above named
theatres, adding two other large theatres of
Topeka, the Grand and the Novelty.
The
Grand is the legitimate theatre and he was
made manager of this house until the season
closed in the spring.
Since then he has been
manager of the Orpheum and publicity director for the National Theatres Corporation.

One

of his

first acts

upon joining t u e

How-

ard was an effective tie-up with the Southern
Railroad on "Hollywood."

The

City Council of Florence, S. C, has
lease of the Opera
House to M. F. Schnibben. who has held a
lease on this house for several years.
The bid of Mr. Schibben was §4,350 per
year, the lease to continue in force until June
19, 1927.
J. M. O'Dowd was the only other
having a bid. his being §5.304.
just

awarded the new

In commenting on

why

the contract

was

let

to Mr. Schnibben although his bid was below
that of Mr. O'Dowd Mayor Waters stated
over the phone today that the council felt
that it would be better for the patronage of
the opera house to have the two houses in
Florence run independently of each other.

Another reason he mentioned was that the
council was under obligations to Mr. Schnibben to a certain extent to carry out a former
promise to give him the lease.
Immediately after being notified that his
bid had been accepted Mr. Schnibben stated

school.
The Strand and Metrounder the management of Mr. Cheek,
formerly of Southern Enterprises, feature
Paramount pictures.
The Golden theatres,
with a ten-cent admission, are going after
another class of business and it is undoubtedly
because of its inability to compete with the
Golden houses that the International Cotton

Grange

politan,

Community House

Mills

closed

its

doors.

The Palace theatre at Lafayette. Ga., is
undergoing extensive improvements. Among
other things the house is installing new seats
throughout a very comfortable opera chair.
Harry E. Center is the manager.

—

the McGraw theaBrookfield, Mo., took responsibility upon
his own shoulders and started Sunday openings this month, announcing to his patrons,
through the Brookfield Argus that he takes
the stand that if the chautauqua, an enterprise of outsiders, is allowed to give entertainment Sunday, where admission is charged,
he should have the same right, especially if
he shows pictures of a religious and moral
nature.

Manager H. Wasgiem of

tre.

The new Palace Theatre at Stephens, Ark.,
was opened by Manager Hopson this week.
The Mission Theatre at Eldorado, Ark.,
has closed to renovate, decorate and repaint.
new §5,000 pipe organ will be installed.

A

E. O. Weinberg, former manager of the
Strand, Buffalo, and the State, Schenectady,
has resigned as Buffalo branch manager for
Renown Pictures Corporation. He has not
as yet announced his plans for the future.

A

committee was

appointed

to

draw up

for the M. P. T. O.
of New Jersey at a recent exhibitor meeting at Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Members
of the committee are Henry P. Nelson, Henry
Manus, David J. Hennessey and R. F. Woodhull and Joseph M. Seider, ex-officio.
constitutional by-laws

The new Willis theatre in the Bronx, New
York, has been purchased by Lawrence
Bolognine of the Consolidated Amusement
Circuit.

The Strand, the Hamilton the Orpheum
and the Broadway, four of the largest movie
houses of Yonkers, New York, have been
merged and will be operated by the Terrace
City Amusement Company, with Michael J.

Walsh

President, Matthew Crystmos. Vicepresident
Guy A. Graves, Secretary and
:

Harry Roth. Treasurer.

"
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PRODUCTION
PARAMOUNT
Ogle will play the
CHARLES
ally

role origin-

assigned to Theodore Roberts in
Melford's production "Flaming

George
Barriers."

Roberts will play in "To the Ladies," James
Cruze's production of the Kaufman-Connelly
stage comedy.
Helen Jerome Eddy will have
the feminine lead in this picture, playing op-

Edward Horton.

posite

Bebe Daniels

head the cast of Zane
Grey's third production, "The Heritage of the
Desert."
Ernest Torrence has been cast in
an important role in this production with
Noah Beery as the third member of the
featured cast selected to date.
Production
will start September 24 at the West Coast
will

studio.

William de Mille started production work
"Everyday Love," at the West Coast
.studio September 20.
Nita Naldi will play
one of the featured roles.

PREFERRED PICTURES

FIRST NATIONAL

"The Virginian" is in the cutting room and
"Maytime" is nearing completion.
Tom Forman, who is supervising the edit-

Maurice Tourneur is placing the finishing
touches on his newest production for M. C.

ing of the Wister story is expected to begin
work within a fortnight on Kenneth Harlan's
vehicle
"White Man", byfirst
starring

is

George Agnew Chamberlain.

Waldemar Young has completed

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has completed the
Turkish episodes of "Stephen Steps Out," and
is engaged in sequence of scenes with Theodore Roberts as the other principal.
George Mel ford has completed the production work on "The Light That Failed," and
is now cutting and editing.
Production of "My Man," starring Pola
_

Negri, started Monday.

Zane Grey has gone

to confer with Director Victor Fleming on
the production of "The Call of the Canyon."
Irvin Willat, who will direct "The Heritage
of the Desert," left Hollywood last week for
Lee's Ferry in Southern Utah, to study the
locale of the story first hand.
Scenes will
be taken at the exact spots described in the
original story.
Production is scheduled to
start

September

24.

FOX
The

latest

Dustin Farnum picture

is

"The

women

ing

is

Tom Mix

in the cast of "The Silent
the Molly of the cast supportin "The Flyin' Fool."

UNIVERSAL

Wabash" was taken

Jack
parted

where

Moon"

Hoxie and a large cast have defor Lone Pine, in the high Sierras,
the outdoor scenes of "Rider of the
will be filmed under the direction

Robert North Bradbury.

BROS.

"On

the

Clarence Badger will be ready within the
to start camera work on "The Swamp
Colleen Moore will have the femiAngel."
nine lead and Ben Lyon, has been selected

week

for the leading male role.

Production has been started by J. K. Mcat the United Studios, on an original
screen
story
written
for the
by Booth
Tarkington, which has been tentatively titled
"Misunderstood."

Donald

The next Richard Barthelmess picture will
that star as a modern youth in a

present

setting.

and

It

is

production

New York

entitled

been

has

"Twentystarted

in

under the direction of John

S.

Robertson.
Starting with "Ashes of Vengeance," this

company has scheduled six releases for the
month of October. Following this feature
"Ponjola" will be released. Then comes "The
Bad Man," "The Meanest Man in the World,"
"Thundergate," and "The Wanters."

METRO
Milton

Sills

enact

will

the

Dana

opposite Viola

role

in

leading

male

Angel Face

Molly." Oscar Apfel will direct, and filming
will begin in the near future.
Jane and Eva Novak have been signed for
roles in "The Man Whom Life Passed By."
Jane Novak has been loaned to Metro by
Chester Bennett, to whom she is under contract.

organization
for
Mae
Tiffany
vehicle,
"Fashion
Row," is as follows Supporting cast, Freeman Wood, Earle Fox, Mathilde Brundage,
Elmo Lincoln.
Organization,
Robert
Z.
Leonard, director, Sada Cowan and Howard
Higgins, scenarists, Oliver T. Marsh, photographer, Cedric Gibbons, art director.
Viola Dana is now at work on "In Search
of a Thrill," under the direction of Oscar
Apfel.

The

and

cast

Murray's

new

:

VITAGRAPH
scene for

the house of Capulet.

One",

Command,"

Juliet" will be produced with
in the role of the maid of

Norma Talmadge

modern

cast who are to support Mae Marsh are being rapidly assembled and only a few minor
roles must be filled.

final

shortly.

"This Freedom," the latest story by A. S.
M. Hutchinson, has been put into screen
form.
Bessie Love has been selected for the title
role in "Gentle Julia."
"The Arizona Express" will soon be produced on the screen.
Betty Jewel, who is one of the trio of

David Belasco's play. "Daddies," is scheduled to go into production very shortly, as the

.The

tion

Grail."

of

WARNER

sce-

A

beautiful
to Flagstaff, Arizona,

the

picturization

completion at the United
Studios and will be ready for public presenta-

"Romeo and

nario to Robert W. Service's "Poisoned Paradise" to be filmed by Gasnier.
By the end of September Victor L. Schertzinger will make his first production, David
Belasco's play "The Boomerang" by Victor
Mapes and Winchell Smith.
large ballroom set was built on the B.
P. Schulberg studio lots for Gasnier's screen
version of "Maytime."
Two stages were
utilized for the purpose.

on

now

The

Fools."

"Jealous
nearing

Levee,

Banks of the

Saturday afternoon
at the Brooklyn studios, and since then
J.
Stuart Blackton has been busy cutting the
last

film.

GOLDWYN

PRINCIPAL PICTURES
Percy
Lesser

to

King Vidor and his company making
"Wild Oranges" have been delayed by an-

Heath has been engaged by Sol
work with the scenario depart-

other accident.
Charles A. Post, who acts
the part of the giant villain, sustained a
broken wrist in the fight scene with Frank

ment of

Principal Pictures corporation on
the scenario and continuity of "The Winning
of Barbara Worth."
Edward F. Cline will
direct and Florence Vidor will plav the title

Mayo.
Actual photography on "Three Weeks"
was begun this week, under the direction of
Alan Crosland. Aileen Pringle and Conrad
Nagel are acting the leading roles.

role.

GRAND-ASHER
"The

Way Men

Love"

is

the

title

of

Elliott Dexter's first production for this comMildred Harris will play the feminine
lead.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

pany.

"Foolish Parents," a six part picture drama,
has been set for release October 7th.
-

W. W.

HODKINSON

Walter Anthony, expert title
by special arrangement
titles for "The Drivin' Fool."
secured

writer,
to

do

PATHE

was

The opening episode of Ruth Roland's new

the

serial

C. B. C.
"Forgive and Forget"

John Barrymore,
cn his

is

ready for release.

way

of

spoken and

to the toast to

silent

play the

drama fame,
star

Warner Brothers "Beau Brummel."

"Ruth of the Range."

October

AGAIN HEARS THE CALL
ro!e in

The subsequent

will be released

installments of
chapter-production, which comprises fifteen episodes, will be released at the rate of
14.

this

one a week thereafter.

—

:

September

;;;
;
;;

1923
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DISTRIBUTION
PATHE

IS

Conan Doyle Right

Among

been booked

by the Stanley Company of America for
theatres
throughout Eastern Pennsylvania
Jensen and Von Herberg, for their
Portland, Ore., first run house I. S. Libson,
Ohio exhibitor, for first runs in Cincinnati,
Dayton and Columbus theatres, and the
Appolld Theatre in Indianapolis.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ern, Rialto, Providence, R.

;

Brothers Circuit, St.
S. Libson Circuit, Cin-

cinnati.

I.

;

Bijou, Spring-

Mass.
Strand, Hartford, Conn.
Le
Pawtucket
Alhambra,
Milwaukee
Saxe Circuit, Wisconsin Tower, St. Paul
Garrick, Fargo
Grand, Mankota
Queen,
Austin, Texas
Dreamland, Denton, Texas
Broadway, Muskogee, Texas Shanburg Circuit
Midland, Hutchinson, Kan.
Newton,
Newton
Palace, Wichita
Grand, Salina
Columbia, Junction City Royal, Kansas City
Jensen Von Herberg Circuit, Seattle, Wash.;
Park, Roanoke
Norva, Norfolk
Tivoli,
Portsmouth Colonial, Richmond.
field,

;

;

Roy,

;

I.

;

Carmon,
Jackson, York, Pa.
Skouras Bros. Circuit Capitol
West End Lyric, St. Louis Grand, Alton,
Pa Lyric, E. St. Louis Boston, Boston
Allen, New Bedford; Strand, Majestic, ModPhiladelphia

Omaha, Nebr.
Saxe's enterprises,
Milwaukee the Southern Enterprises for the
Dallas, Atlanta, Memphis and Oklahama Ctv
and the

Toledo

Oaks, Mich.

;

:

;

Lyric, Huntingdon, W. Va.
Broadway- Strand, Detroit; Baldwin, Royal

theon,

;

Louis

;

;

;

Skouras

;

Lincoln, Union Hill
Jersey City
Strand,
Canton, Ohio Opera House, Mansfield, O.
State, Lorain, O.
Loew's, Cleveland, O.
Libson's, Cincinnati
Columbia, Dayton Pan-

Philadelphia, for their entire circuit
NewTheatre, Newark, N. J.
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y.
Ruben and Finkelstein Circuit in Minneapolis; the A. H. Blank

;

;

;

;'

territories

;

;

The Saenger Amusement Company with
headquarters in New Orleans has closed for
the 1923-24 series of Pathe two-reel comedy
productions, including the Ben Turpin and
Mack Sennett all-star comedies and Hal
Reach's "Our Gang."
The Lubliner and Trinz Circuit in Chicago
have taken the entire two-reel product for the
1923-24 season.
"Why Worry" has been booked by the
following first-run theatres
and circuits
Crandall's Metropolitan, Washington, D. C.
Stanley Amusement Company of America,

circuit,

bookings reported during the

the

past week, on the fifteen pictures of this
company, are the following houses
Lincoln, Troy
Leland, Albany
Bellvue,
Niagara Falls Empire, Syracuse Piccadilly
and Regent, Rochester
Capitol,
Passaic
Garidge, Montclair Rosenthal Circuit State,

;

man

ARROW

PREFERRED PICTURES

?" has

;

W. Ray

Johnston, Vice-president of this
corporation, closed a contract with Bob Lynch
of the Metro Film Exchange, 1321 Vine
St., Philadelphia, for the distribution in Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware of three specials "The Rip Tide,"
"The Broken Violin," and "None So Blind."
President W. E. Shallenberger closed a
Greater Features, Inc., of
contract with
Seattle.
Jack Lannon and J. T. Sheffield
are the partners operating this company in
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Colorado, Utah and New Mexico, maintaining

—

offices in Seattle,

Denver and Salt Lake
the

to

for
showings in forty-eisrht Cleveland theatres beginning Sept. 2.
The houses which booked
this feature were Angela, Avenue, Broadway,
:

Bou'evard, Camera, Carlyon. Castle. Clark
National.
Eclair.
Fairyland.
Five Points,
Glen,
Gordon. Gordon Sauare, Haltnorth,
Happy Hour, Heights, Jennings, Jewel, Keystone. Knickerbocker, Lakeview. Lexington.
Lincoln. Lyceum, Main Manhattan, Marvel,
Mayfield, Nemo. New Colonial. New Palace.
New Terminal. New Victory. Olvmoia. Pearl,

six

Dick Hatton West-

erns and six William Fairbanks Westerns, as
well as twenty-two features.

;

RUN PROGRAMS

FIRST

;

Los Angeles

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

California Overture, "Kamennoi Ostrow."
California Topical Review and Magazine.
Comedy, "The Walrus Hunter." Feature,
"The Eternal Three."

;

C. B. C.

Door" was picked

;

;

;

VITAGRAPH
Next

,

;

mund Cobb Westerns

;

"The Man

City.

terms of the contract
negotiated Greater Features secures the distribution rights for their territory for a
ten Edseries of ten Jack Hoxie Westerns

According

Territorial buyers are expressing great interests in "The Barefoot B03'" and it is
expected that a major portion of the country
will be finally sold within the week.

Brooklyn

—

Strand Overture, Special Victor Herbert
Musical Melange. Topical Review, selected.

Comedy,

"Felix

Fairyland."

in

Feature,

"Why Worry."
Chicago
of Normandy."
Comedy, "Dippy Doo Dads."

Chicago— Overture, "Chimes

News Weekly.

Peerless, Reel, Rex. Rivoli, Stork. Tivoli,
Vandora. Wade, Park Ornheum. Washins'tin
Park, Pike, Dover, Ohio Lincoln, Massillon

Feature, "Strangers of the Night."
Tivoli "Syncopation
Week."
Feature.
"Trilby."
Riviera Overture, "Jolly Robbers," New s
Weekly.
Comedy.
Feature, "Three Wise
Fools;"
Roosevelt Feature, "Ashes of Vengeance"
held over for nine days and then "Merry-

Lyric, Lancaster.

Go-Round".

;

—
—

y

—

;

MAMMOTH

Philadelphia

Victor B. Fisher, General Manager of this

company

reports

fine

results

in

his

Stanley

Rhapsody."

In a short period he has disposed of the
Philadelphia territory to Gene Marcus of the

Twentieth Century Exchange, and last week
saw the purchase of Greater New York and
Northern New Tersey by Herman Gluckman
of the Capital Exchange.

St.

News

Baltimore

—Overture,

"Orpheus." News WeekComedies, "The Cat's Revenge", "Pitof a Big City." Feature, "Her Reputa-

Rivoli
lies.

falls

tion."

Drivin' Fool" for their entire circuit comprising leading key centers in the Northwest,
such as Tacoma. Yakima. Wenatchee and
Astoria, in Washington
Portland, Ore., and

Buffalo

—

Feature, "The Glimpses of
Loezv's State
the Moon."
Comedy, "The Mystery Man."
Loew's minute views of current events.

;

Great Falls, Montana.

UNIVERSAL
in

New York

product of
six

houses.

owner of the

Yocrst Circuit

City, signed up for the ent're
this country for 1923-24 for his

Paul

— Overture,

V alkyries."

W. W. HODKINSON
& V on Herberg have .booked "The

Yo'ost.

Hungarian

"The Ride of the
Weeklies. Pathe. International and Current Events. Comedy, "Felix
Strikes It Rich." Feature, "The Cheat."
Capitol

The sale of New York State is the latest
deal made bv Mr. Fisher.
B. H. Mills of
First Graphic Exchange of BuffaV siarned
for all of New York State excluding New
York City.

William

"Second

News

Weeklies.
Comedy, "The
Pitfalls of a Big City." Feature, "The Silent
Partner."

sales

campaign on "Enemies of Children."

Jensen

— Overture.

Newark, N.

JUST AS LENORE LEFT LOS
Ulrlc hesitated just long enough for this
picture at the Sante Fe station just before boarding
Yes, the trunks are all hers.
a train for New York.
Mostly gowns for new V/arner Bros, features.

Miss

Branford

— Overture,

J.

"Raymond".

Review

of Current Events. Topics of the Day.
ture,

"Main

Street."

Fea-

Exhibitors Trade Review

A

CLAIRE

WIND-

SOR, who

the

leading

plays

role

in

Marshall N e
1 a n's
"The Eternal Three."
i

Cluster

a

Goldwyn-

current

Cosmopclitan

of

releas:.

Gems

Set in

Three
Gorgeous

Gowns

AND

below you see
petite
little
Colleen Moore as she appears
in
"Flaming
Youth," a First National
attraction
of
high favor.

A

OLA VALE'S
ning

gown

in the Prefe:red
ture, "Mothers -

eve-

worn
fea-

in-

law," forecasts draped
skirts
f;r
the
approaching season.

September
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<Pfayers ~W8 TGrvcruur
A
ALEXANDER,

BEN
of "Penrod

H
hive Newsy Shorts

hero
and Sam" has just been
term contract by
long
a
ten-year-old

Pertinent Patter about the
Players is edited to interest the
exhibitor
well
the
fan.
as
as
Primarily, however, it furnishes you
with some real,
hot-off -the-wire
news shorts for your programs,
house organs or pass arounds. Read
'em use 'em.

of five.

as leaders
ly in

Sylvia Bresmer is called upon to perform a new kind of difficult task in her
role in "Her Temporary Husband." Miss
Bresmer has to eat an ear of corn so
daintily that she wins a husband by so
doing.

Clara Bow has signed a long-term contract
with Preferred Pictures.
Betty

Blythe

will

arrive

in
25.

George

Hackathorne left for Hoi'
Tuesday, having been engaged b
versal to play the featured role of F
"The Turmoil" an adaptation of Boot'

D
Pedro De Cordoba, the

into

booth

New

mount.
After making a tour of the country, Pat
Dowling has returned to the Christie lot.
Davidson,

who

plays
the
gambler in "Salomy Jane," has played in
ninety-two pictures in eight years.
B.

Rudolph

Friml,

Jr.,

thirteen-year-old

Mary Pickford

than a

star

in

his

own

film production.

Huntley Gordon is enjoying the first vacahe has had for many months, since he
was taken West by Fred Niblo to play the
role of Jeffrey Fair in "The Famous Mrs.

tion

a

—

seen

M
who

has made quite a
for himself in comedy roles, has decided to devote himself entirely to the
dramatic field for the immediate future.

Reggie Morelli

name

is

sisters.

under contract with the
He plays opposite Con-

stance in "Dulcy."

Percy Marmont

making

re-takes

engaged this week in
the George Melford
Light That Failed," a
is

for

"The
Paramount picture.
Marmont plays the
role of Dick Helder the artist, the leading
production

male

character

story.

He may

in
Kipling's well known
be seen on Broadway this

week in the role
Winter Comes."

the French comedian
Trilby, has been loaned to

Julius and Abe Stern and
several Century comedies.

will

appear

Against Law."

Nat Pendleton, well known professional
wrestler, will return to the screen in "Yolanda," the Cosmopolitan picture featuring Marion Davies.
Eileen Percy has been cast for a prominent role in "The Turmoil," Hobart Henley's
next Universal-Jewel production.

considering other offers.
will

appear

in

who

has recently completed
the comedy relief in "The Meanest Man in
the World," has signed a contract with Rupert
Hughes to enact a prominent role in "Law

Lucile Carlisle, who used to be Larry
Semon's leading lady and who has been ill
She will
for several months, has recovered.
not return to Mr. Semon's pictures, but is

Clayton

"If

P
Victor Potel,

in

Herbert Clarke, now playing juvenile
leads with the Brockton Players, has been
selected by Grace L. Anderson to appear
in a feature production which she will make
in the near future. '

Marguerite

in

O

Canon,
in

Mark Sabre

of

George O'Brien, who has an important part
in
Thomas Meighan's picture, "Woman
Proof," was a cameraman a year and a half
ago.
By keeping his eyes and ears open
he learned what was required in an actor.

was.

Maurice

J
Leatrice Joy, who will play one of
principal parts in Cecil B. DeMille's n
production, "Triumph," is enjoying a br
vacation in Honolulu. She is accompanied
by her mother.

Fair."

department store hair
in
which
specialized
children's haircuts, and after the tonsorialist got through
lo and behold' there it

last

City in connectio

two current pictures "Merry Go F
and "Human Wreckage."
his

Talmadge

son of the noted composer, is with one of
the units producing Century comedies.
Allan Forrest would rather be leading man
for

New York

ances in

Jack Mulhall

F

G

To Dorothy Chase, noted ingenue player,
belongs the honor of introducing a new
bob, a full two inches shorter than the ordinary variety.
It all happened by accident, Miss Chase confessed.
It seems she
dressing

the

ing role in "The Call of the Canyon" which
will be filmed in a wild Arizona locale, under the direction of Victor Fleming for Para-

C

wandered

of

stage success "The Jolly Roger," will
soon be seen on the screen in the featured
Mr. De Cordoba
role of "I Will Repay."
will also be starred in another big motion
picture to be produced in the East during
the New York run of his play.
Richard Dix has been selected for the lead-

Wiliam

famous novel of that titl
Hackathorne was making personal

ington's
star

York

New York

Miss Blythe
from abroad on September
has been engaged for several months in production made in Austria, Germany, France
Shortly after her return to
and England.
the States, it is announced, she will be starred
in a series of American productions.

1

last

will

B

over the continent, especial-

the prize for beauty in the annual Ba'
Beauty parade held recently in Venice

poration production.

Jean Arthur has been signed by Fox. She
have the lead in "Cameo Kirby."
Mary Alden has finally broken away from
She has been cast for a
her mother roles.
picture in which she appears as an unmarried
woman. Recently she completed production
on "Pleasure Mad," in which she plays a
middle aged old-fashioned mother married to
a husband who, in spirit at least, is many
years younger than herself.

all

England.

Ruth Hiatt, leading lady in Educations
Hamilton Comedies, was chosen winne-

—

Jimmy Aubrey's first two-reel comedy is
"The Lobbygow" a Chadwick Pictures Cor-

has just returned

from six months in Europe, declares that
American film players are acknowledged

£p HIS

under
He is
Associated First National Pictures.
to appear in a picture that Maurice TourBen, it will be rememneur will make.
bered played a leading part in Griffith's
"Hearts of the World" at the mature age
placed

Wanda Hawley who

the

R

"Men in the Raw," a Universal picture.
Due to Sada Cowan's illness, the adaptation
of "Woman's Intuition" has been held up.
Ronald Colman, leading man for Miss
Gish in "The White Sister" said that
although his part called for him to ride a
camel, he was off the beast more than he was
on.
"For downright cussedness," he declared,
"a camel makes a mule the most docile animal
in the world.
The only way you can stay
on them is to ride on the first hump and
then wrap your legs tightly around their
necks. You have to let 'em know that you're
boss and won't stand for any nonsense."

The girls who loved Army officers during
the war will sympathize with Lucille Rick-

who scratched her arms badly on
shoulder insignia while acting with Conrad
sen,

Lillian

Nagel

in

"The Rendezvous."

Herbert R_~vlinson has returned to Universal City from a three weeks' vacation at Cata-

He will start production of "The
Noblest Roman." from a magazine story by
This picture, which inMary Whiteside.
cludes a notable cast, will be one of the
most pretentious that he has ever made and
lina Island.

JEAN HASKELL
Who
the

has become more popular than ever under
Goldwyn banner. Quite an artistic pose,
Jean.

affords

many

opportunities

for

good

acting.
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'Tiger Rose' Places Leonore Ulric in Screen Spotlight
Newest

If

arner Bros.' feature abounds uith

charm and story action
American Outdoor theme.

star's

in

a delightful presentation of the Great

September

1923

29.
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'The Devil's Dooryard"
Arrow photoplay

in

W.

fire

A

Author
Run-

parts.

C. Tutttc. Director, Lewis King.
ning time, Fifty-five minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Paul

Stevens

Sheriff
Bill

William

Fairbanks
En d Gregory
William White
Wilbur McGaugh
Claude Payton

Haley

J |"?,e

-

Allen

Bowers

Fred Bradley

Windy Wcods

Bob McKenzie

Snag Thorn

Joseph G:rard

Three thieves are hiding their loot when thev are
observed by Paul Stevens.
He keeps in the background until they have gone awav and recovers the
money they have planted. His task now is to find
the owner whom it develops has been murdered.
Paul finds that the money now belongs to a relative
one M. J. Haley.
Running down this clue he
is astonished to find that the initials
M. T. signifv
Mary Jane. He falls in love with the girl, who
returns his affection.
The bandits plot to dispose
of Paul and nearly succeed.
He and Man- are
cornered but Paul fights the assailants off' until
rescue comes, the sheriff and his men having rushed
to her aid. He wins Mary.

—

By George
HP

*

HERE

T.

Pardy

more original matter and
machine-made sensational stuff in this
is

less
pic-

ture than the majority of "'straight westerners."
Xot that it fails to register thrills, for
there is excitement enough to satisfy the
most ardent lover of strenuous melodrama,
but the plot unfolds in smooth sequence, isn't
too far-fetched and consequently carries conviction.
Lewis King has directed the feature
with a lively sense of its dramatic values, he
keeps the suspense finely strung out, wastes
no footage in superfluous padding and manages to achieve a very effective climax.

The

which hero and girl
are trapped by the bandits in a burning cabin,
is the picture's big situation, one which has
scene,

final

in

been, in substance, filmed countless times, yet
somehow it gets across with unusual force,
on this particular occasion, thanks to the
clever acting of William Fairbanks and his
leading lady, Enid Gregory. There are melodramatic situations of familiar trend which
never outgrow their usefulness and this is

one of them.
William Fairbanks gives a well balanced,
logical performance in the role of
Paul
Stevens, a part which doesn't call for quite
so many fireworks as most of the characters
he has portrayed in the past, but is all the
more convincing on that account. Enid Gregory' is a very attractive heroine and the
support is excellent.
The photography includes a variety of well filmed outdoor views,
good long shots and clear lighting.
The feature can be exploited as a Westerner of superior quality, strong in heart interest and presenting William Fairbanks in
a role which suits his personality in every detail.
In sections where the star is a pronounced favorite this film ought to give more
than ordinary satisfaction to his admirers.

"The Drivin" Fool"
Hodkinson Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
W. F. Sturm. Scenario by H. H. Van
Loan. Director, Robert J. Thornby. Cameramen, A. J. Stout and Stezr Rounds.
Running Time, Sez-enty-firc Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
John Moorhead

Moorhead
Henry Locke
Hal Locke

Wally Van

Ramsey Wallace

Richard Brownlee

Howard Grayson
Horatio

J.

L. St. Albans

John Lawson

Wilfred North
J. Aldriche.
Kenneth R. Bush

Jesse

in love with Sylvia Moorhead.
Her
constitute the Golden Gate Packing
of the partners approve of Wally 's
autospeeding activities and he is told he cannot have
the girl until he reforms. An attempt by the young
couple to elope is frustrated.
Grayson & Co. of
Wall Street, New York, want to get control of the

Hal Locke

father and

is

his

Company. Neither

Golden Gate Packing Company. The Gotham Company holds a S500.000 contract, which will enable
them to take over the Golden Gate concern unless
payment is made on a specified date. A check for
the amount is duly
.nded to the Grayson agent
1

By George

\ HIGH

speed

J-~*-

T.

Pardy

comedy drama with action
theme. "The Drivin' Fool."

as fast as its
zippy, gingery picture which ought to
raise a laugh tornado and get the money
wherever it is shown. It's the sort of film
that owes much to careful and skilled direction and Robert Thornby has all kinds of
congratulations coming to him for results
achieved.
That cross-country race, the -main event
of the plot, is handled in great style, it never
becomes monotonous, punctuated as it is with
thrills, adventure and comedy that crackles
like wireless, and hurtles into a whale of an
exciting climax.
You can class this as "lively entertainment"
and hit the descriptive target right in the
bullseye.
The romantic angle is well developed.
One naturally forms a liking for the speed
demon hero and the girl he is willing to do
most anything for. except quit trying to
break his neck, and as his fault becomes a
virtue in the windup. resulting in the saving
is

a

and her
everything
windup.
of

his

why

One

daddy from financial ruin,
"jake" and lovely at the

is

Wallace
Reid when looking at Wally Van bending
over the steering wheel and whirling ahead
naturally thinks of

"regardless."

Some

of

the late

Reid's

biggest

hits

were scored in auto stories, and Wally Van.
seems to have stepped into his shoes in this
respect.
He's on the high tension mark all
the time, his work is clean-cut. snappy and
real earnest at times, but he never makes
the mistake of stressing the heroic stuff at the
expense of the comedy spirit of the role.
Patsy Ruth Miller is a sprightly, attractive
heroine. Ramsay Wallace plays the scheming
Brownlee well and Alec B. Francis and Wilton Taylor, in their respective roles of the
two parents, give excellent performances.
The flight across the continent affords
camera scope for a multitude of fine exteriors,
there are any amount of clever long shots and
impressive close-ups. with fine lighting ef-

prove this as papers connected with her father's conviction are in a safe in the Barclav home.
McKay
gets in touch with Raymond and 'tells him that if
he will loot the safe he will "lay off" him.
-Silk"
refuses but on a tip from Wong, servant of Olive
Stark, McKay's woman, who has overheard the propositus, to do the job as it will get the goods or.
McXay. he burglarizes the safe, not knowing that
he is in the Barclay home. Finley tells Olive of
McKay's intention to discard her for a society girl.
She determines to get the papers and quit McKay.
Miss Barclay decides to destroy the papers but can't
open the safe.
She calls in Raymond.
He realizes whose property he has stolen, and pledges to
redeem the papers.
He goes to McKay's place in
time to interrupt a struggle between the leader and
Olive for the papers.
Raymond wins the ensuing
battle, which is joined by Finley, and after a spectacular chase sets things to rights for everybody.

By

^HERE

D. L.

G rah a me

are a number of reasons

picture has

good box

why

value.

office

this
It

is

the ever popular story of the vindication of
a red blooded man who though a crook has
been railroaded to prison, and prompted by
a woman's love puts up a hard, winning
fight for his benefactress.
The theme, by no means new. is presented
in convincing fashion without a hint of
preachment or maudlin sentiment. It is replete with authentic prison and underworld
scenes from which, however, many of the
usual lurid elements have been eliminated,
thus greatly enhancing their entertainment
value.

From

start to finish the action never lags

and the story moves along in logical manner.
There is a neat balance of love interest, intrigue and realistic fisticuffs that are particularly good.

There is gunplay and knifing, to be sure,
but just enough of it to get the audience on
to the edge of their seats.
George Larkin
is a real live natural hero, and his work on
the villains is exceptionally good.
Ruth Stonehouse does full justice to her
important role and Al Ferguson plays the
"rat" to the life.
This film has an ample
quota of free-for-all fights, automobile and
motor boat chases, which are all well done.
The motorboat episodes, though, are somewhat prolonged, but not enough to detract
seriously from the general entertainment.
"The Way of the Transgressor" is the
sort of picture that will appeal to audiences
everywhere as it is a skillful blend of the
elements that the majority of people like to
see when they go to the "movies."
It is especially rich in exploitation possibilities and affords a number of valuable commercial tie-ups.

fects.

Play up the title in exploiting the feature,
a tie-up can possibly be arranged with auto
concerns, the strength of the cast and goahead "pep" of the story can be dwelt upon

"The Cleanup'
Uniz'crsal Photoplay in Five Parts.

"The

\^

ay of the Transgressor"

Presented by Premium Pictures. Distributed
by Independent Pictures.
Story and Scenario by George Hively. William J. Craft,
Director.
Photographed by J. C. Cook.
Footage, Approximately 5,000 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
"Silk"

Raymond

Alma Barclay
"Moose" McKay
Olive Stark
Charlie Wong
Spider

George

Larkin

Ruth Stonehoi se
Frank Whitson
Al Ferguson
Lura Anson
Carl

Silvera

William

Moody

"Silk" Raymond, notorious safe cracker railroaded
to prison, is advised by Alma Barclay. ""The Prison
Angel," that her efforts have won him a parole.
After his release Miss Barclay meets Raymond and
interested in his case betells him that she was
cause of his profession of innocence and that her
father was imprisoned on manufactured evidence.
"Silk" declares that he will "go straight" after
He visits
punishing those who have railroaded him.
his old haunts and meets "Moose" McKay, underRaypolite
society.
in
who
mingles
world leader,
mond warns McKay that he is out to punish him

Raymond is fired
and his henchman, Jim Finley.
from one job after another because some unknown
McKay, as society man. is paying
reveals his past.
court to Miss Barclay, who refuses him. He tells her
He cannot
that he knows her "father died in jail.

Author.

H. H. Van Loan. Scenario by Raymond
L. Schrock, Eugene Lczcis and Harrey
Gates. Director. William Parse. Cameraman, Richard Fryer. Running Time, Sixty-

to the limit.

Jim Finley

Alec B. Francis
Patsy Ruth Miller
Wilton Taylor

Sylvia

on the Pacific Coast.
He holds it back until the
last possible minute.
nationwide railroad strike
occurs." It seems impossible to have the check delivered in New York on October 7, as agreed.
Wally offers to drive to New York and deliver it.
He starts off. Obstacles of all kinds are placed in
his way by the Grayson agents, but after many adventures he reaches his destination safely and delivers the check on time.
\Y ally's father, accompanied by Patsy and her parents, come East and
Wally wins the girl.

Five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Montgomery Bixby
Phyllis Andrews
Marv Reynolds

Herbert Rawlinson
Claire Adams
Claire Anderson
Herbert Fortier

Robert Reynolds
Mrs. Reynolds
Amos Finderson

Margaret Campbell
Frank Farrington

Monte Bixby 's eccentric grandfather leaves him
only a dollar in his will and fifty thousand in cash
to each citizen of the little town where he lives. His
society sweetheart jilts him. Phyllis Andrews, former
secretary to the dead millionaire, seeks to help him.
The town goes money-spending mad. Stores close,
all work stops, crooks arrive to "cleanup." Monte
resolves to save the townspeople in spite of themselves.
He takes over business, is appointed mayor,
battles with the crooks and does all he can to restore
order to the community. Phyllis and a few friends
Later he learns that the supposed
stand by him.
will was a hoax to teach him the true value of money.
real fortune awaits him and he weds Phyllis.

A

By George

THE

T.

Pardy

Cleanup" ranks as a pretty fair
corredy-drama which ought to make
money in the neighborhood theatres, although
hardly "classy" enough for the bigger houses.
Its title should help a lot in exploiting the
picture and Rawlinson's iiamj is. worth adver-

—

;
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tising widely in localities where he has a
strong following.
The plot is a harum-scarum proposition
embracing the whimsical idea of an eccentric old chap who cuts his easy-going nephew
out of his will and leaves a large sum of
money to everyone else in town, with the
result that each citizen proceeds to cut up
lively, forget what the word work means and
have a regular heck of a time generally.
This wakes the hero up, and his adventures
and misadventures in straightening matters
out are set forth briskly, with a commendable seasoning of romance, slapstick stunts
and an occasional thrill.
couple of lively scraps serve to heighten
the interest, Herbert Rawlinson excels at that
sort of thing and in the present case he
works the two-fisted racket to the limit, the
action breezes along at a merry clip and the
windup leaves everybody happy.
The small town atmosphere is capital and
the character types are convincing, the star's
performance as Monte Bixby is bright and
snappy, Phyllis Andrews, the heroine, is a
charming young person, as portrayed by
Claire Adams, and the support is adequate.

A

Good photography and

lighting

clear

dis-

tinguish the entire production.

'The Meanest

Man in

the World'

by First National. Produced by
Directed by Eddie
Pictures.
Principal
Cline. Adapted from George M. Cohan's
stage play of same name. Length, 7,000 ft.

Released

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Richard Clarke
Jane Hudson
Ned Stevens
Nellie Clarke
Bart. Nash, the office boy
Kitty Crockett, the stenographer
Carleton Childs
Mrs. Clarke
Hiram Leeds

Bert Lytell

Blanche Sweet
Bryant Washburn

Maryon Aye
Lincoln Stedman

Helen Lynch
Ward Crane
Frances Raymond
Carl Stockdale

Tom

Andy Oatman

Murray

Forrest Robinson

Michael O'Brien

Robert Dunbar

Franklin Fielding

Victor Potel
Lute Boon
William Conklin
Frederick Leggett
Richard Clarke, a young lawyer, fails to make a
success because he is too soft-hearted. One of his
Frederick Leggett, sent to Clarke by a
clients,
piosperous young lawyer who advocates mailed fist
business methods, orders the ejection of a poor
tenant. Before he learns that Clarke has failed to
serve the dispossess notice, he gives another commission the collection of a bill for $800 from a storekeeper named J. Hudson of Hudsonville, or else
foreclose. Clarke, resolved to stifle all human feelings
forever and become "the meanest man in the world,"
goes to collect the bill. He finds that "J. Hudson"
that Legis Miss Jane Hudson, and that the reason
gett and a local banker who holds a mortgage are
so anxious to foreclose on Jane's farm is because it
He is fired by
suspected of containing oil.
is
Clarke's
Legget and becomes Jane's attorney.
efforts to raise money to finance a test well are
frustrated by Leggett and the local banker. Finally
through a streak of fortune he comes in possession
of a wagon load of unbrellas just as a cloudburst
He
hits the folks gathered for Old Home Week
the umbrellas and explains the facts about
sells
Tane's farm to the mob. Money is raised and a well
no
drilled. But the day of the foreclosure arrives and
before the
oil is forthcoming. Just a few minutes
the
and
forth
issues
appointed hour a gusher of oil
farm is saved. Clarke, with Jane in his arms, comes
to realize that it is not necessary to be "the meanest
man in the world" to be a success.

—

IT

masses.

And "The Meanest Man in the World
possesses just that value. It is what the indescribable, almost intangible "Public" wants.
Plenty of fun, oodles of human interest
high sympathy roles and the villain
bits,
thwarted at the finish it is all there served

—

your patrons in true Cohan style. And
who ever doubted that George had the real
formula?
Principal Pictures have treated the entire
theme without skimp or superfluity. It makes
one think that G. M. might have wielded the
to

megaphone himself.
There are no shining stars. Just a family
There are no elaborate
cast of real talent.
the

beings going about

story.

And

World."

The

value of this feature does not lie alone
type of popular appeal. The exploitation possibilities are manifold and blessed
with the same touch as the picture proper,
that of arousing human interest curiosity.
With the suggestion that you prove up that
last paragraph by turning to the Showmanship Pages of Opportunity News in the exploitation
department,
there
is
just
one
thought to be added

with

its

Play "The Meanest Man in the World" on
when you feel in need of plenty of
from-the-heart-out compliments. It will get
them.
a night

The Grail'
Fox Photoplay

directed by Colin Campbell.
Story by George Scarborough.
Scenario
by Charles Kenton.
Cameraman, Joseph
Brotherton.
Footage 4617.

all

bound

themselves in the performance of their duty.
Chick Shelby kept his oath as a Texas Ranger and let nothing interfere with getting his
man but he went further than his duty and
gave John a new idea of God.
•
To those who don't like the subject of the
story, the picture

may seem

a bit long.

The

suspense is heightened whereever possible as
in the scene where John advances slowly to
fire at Chick and Chick unarmed, advances
slowly to meet him.
Dustin Farnum is a typical ranger and
Peggy Shaw is a satisfactory leading lady.
Carl Stockdale plays the part of the stern,
fire-and-brimstone preacher realistically.
There are some good mountain shots and
scenes of the religious revival.
The film gives a good idea of Texas in
the early days
It- can
best be exploited as a "western"
starring the stalwart Dustin Farnum.

'The Eternal Struggle'
Metro Photoplay in Seven Paris. Adapted
from G. B. Lancaster's novel, 'The Law
Bringers.'

Scenario by G. J.
Katterjohn. Director,

Monte

Running

Barker.
Minutes.

Time,

Hawkes

&

Reginald
Eighty-Five

>

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Andree Grange
Sergeant Tempest

Renee Adoree
Earle Williams
Barbara La Marr
Pat O'Malley
Wallace Beery
Josef Swickard
Pat Hermon
Anders Randolf
George Kuwa

Camille Lenoir

Bucky O' Hara
Barode Dunkane
Pierre Grange
Oily Kirby
Captain Scott

Wo

Long

Ed. J. Brady
Robert Anderson
Bucky O'Hara. Northwest Mounted Trooper, sent
on the trail of Oily Kirby, captures and takes him
prisoner.
He meets Andree Grange, daughter of
Pierre Grange, owner of a cafe, she falls in love
with him, but Bucky, learning that Sergeant Tempest
of the force intends to marry Andree, decides to
Andree. attacked by one Barode
leave her alone.
Dukane, a trader, stabs him. Her father aids her
escape, but she is suspected of Dukane's death and
He makes her
Bucky is detailed to arrest her.
prisoner.
Andree and he set out through a blizzard
and come face to face with Tempest in a supply
Bucky realizes by this time that Andree,
cabin.
whom he had looked upon as a mere "light of love"
is
a good girl. But Tempest persuades her that
Bucky does not lo%'e her and she escapes with him
on a dog sled. They are caught in an ice jam and
The trio go to headquarters.
rescued by Bucky.
There they learn that Camille Lenoir, shot by Oily
Kirbv, has signed a death-bed confession that she
Dukane. Andree is pronounced innocent.
killed
Tempest, knowing that she loves Bucky, surrenders
her to his comrade.

Jean Cardeau
Olaf Olafson

By George

T.

Pardy

Jack Rollins
Frances Hatton
Alma Bennett
Leon Barry

THERE'S always more or less of a
family resemblance between plots dealing
with the activities of the Northwest Mounted
Police, yet despite this handicap director
Reginald Barker has turned out what looks
like a mighty good box office asset in "The
Eternal Struggle." A market is never lacking for pictures with dramatic punch, colorful
atmosphere and fast action and this film pos-

Shelby, a Texas Ranger is assigned to
James Trammel and his son John, who have
really done no wrong but are victims of a cattle-war.

It's the treatment
sesses all these qualities.
that counts and the love story of trooper
Bucky O'Hara and Andree Grange is so

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Chick Shelby
Dora Bledsoe
Rev. Bledsoe
Mrs. Bledsoe

James Trammel
John Trammel

Dustin Farnum

Peggy Shaw
Carl Stockdale

Francis

Mrs. Trammel
Susie

Raymond

James Gordon

.

Trammel

Sam Hervey
Chick

get

are hiding in the mountains. Chick disguised
a bible-seller gains the confidence of Reverend
Bledsoe. John Trammel is in love with Dora and
risks capture by coming to see her. During a visit
he hears Chick preaching. It is so different from Rev.
Bledsoe's fire-and-brimstone theology that John loses
his fear. Sam Harvey who has betrayed Susie Tramas

is not always the super story that carries the super quality of entertaining the

human

—

They

By Eddy Eckels

portrayals.
Just
their business of

'round with a directorial frame of simplicity
quite in keeping with the simplicity of the
melodramatic requirements of a mass-public,
pattern-cut photoplay.
It is one of those films, if reviewed in a
cold projection room, might tempt the "cultured" critics to find flaws with coincident. I
can visualize their outbursts easily. But it
would do them good to look carefully into the
mirror of public taste with this feature on
an audience.
If your house is down town, up town, or
out in the sticks, you may depend upon it to
please the palate of your entire clientele.
It
is simply a case of good old hokum, dolled up
in a dress suit with a real destination
the
hearts of millions of YOUs and MEs who
like simple picture language.
Carl Stockdale, who is, and Bert Lytell,
who aspires to be the meanest man in the
world give equally clever living portrayals.
Blanche Sweet hasn't mucK to do except look
pretty and does the part heaps of justice by
not attempting any more than that.
Conklin, Crane, Potel and Robinson all
merit mention but that is simply because their
parts were just a little fatter than the rest.
Every member of the cast hugged the one idea
of "putting the picture over as a whole."
Credit to the director as well.
The situation of the "carload of umbrellas"
was slighted just a bit and the bull's eye
missed. Ditto for the editing and cut-backs
necessary on the "gusher" sequence where
suspense missed fire. But when stories are
human and players are human, those kind of
slips pass unnoticed by audiences of humans.
They will not see nor question the technicalities
of "The Meanest Man in the

tells Chick who John is, for he is afraid John
avenge his sister. Through Dora, Chick learns
John's hiding place and captures him. Sam Harvey
shoots James Trammel from ambush, and tells the
townsfolk that he saw Chick shoot the old man.
At the trial John is acquitted. The townsfolk tell
John to avenge the murder of his father. He attempts
to shoot Chick but he cannot because the latter
restores his faith. Susie drowns herself and her mother
believes Chick responsible. Chick shows John a note

mel

will

was found on his father stating that Sam
Harvey is the guilty man. Harvey is arrested. Dora

that

admits her love for Chick..

By Dena Reed

deftly handled that

its

interest

never

reel

is

full

trail.

The age-old angle of love versus duty
naturally develops, but thanks to clever acting and skilful staging it rivets the spectawith fine
tors' attention and "goes over"
Frankly melodramatic in its appeal,
effect.
the feature is crammed with as many exciting situations as a full-fledged serial, while at
the same time preserving its continuity, a by
^

RELIGION

plays a large part in this Texas
ranger tale. The story takes place in the
time when preachers preached eternal damnaThe more they could frighten their
tion.
"flock," the more successful they considered

flags.

of fire and incident, bringing the hero into a mixup with the
chap he is after and a girl who tries to proBut Bucky
tect the fugitive from justice.
"gets his man," marches him to headquarters
and then the trouble begins, with the introduction of Andree, the saloonkeeper's daughter, to Buck\ and the jealousy of Sergeant
Tempest. Thus the "triangle" is formed and
works out to a tense climax, when Andree
flees, suspected of murder and the two men
who love her are compelled to follow on her

The opening

September

1923

29,
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no means

the

tically,

bounds or was pruned to the proper limits by
the skillful hand of Ouida Bergere, who con-

easy feat to accomplish.
Artisthere is much to admire.
succession of exquisitely lovely snow
scenes
form a background which charms
the eye, in fact the exteriors as a whole
are the last word in fine camera technique
and notable for their beautiful lighting effects.
The shooting of the rapids by the lovers in
a canoe deserves particular mention as a
picturesque and hair-raising episode.
Renee Adoree is a fascinating figure in
the role of Andree Grange, giving a performance remarkable for its emotional force and
vitality.
Pat O'Malley hits off the character
of the debonair, dashing Bucky O'Hara to the
very life, Earle Williams wins sympathy as
Sergeant Tempest, whose self-sacrafice at the
close brings the hero and heroine together,
Barbara La Marr accomplishes a great deal
with the comparatively smal part of Camille
Lenoir and Wallace Beery is a sufficiently
sinister ruffian in the heavy role of Dunkane.
In exploiting the picture, boost it as a
swiftly moving melodrama of the Northwest
with a strong cast and exciting story.
The
names of the principals can be played up to

A

good advantage.

'Six Days'
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Photoplay In Eight
Parts. Author, Elinor Glyn. Scenario By
Ouida Bergere. Director, Charles Brabin.
Cornerman, John Mescal!. Running Time,
Ninety Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Laline Kingston

Dion
Dion

Leslie
Leslie

Corinne Griffith

Frank Mayo

(Aged Six)

Robert De Vilbiss
Myrtle Stedman
Claude King
Maud George
Spottiswoodie Aitken
Charles Clary
Evelyn Hall
Paul Cazenova
Jack Herbert

Olive Kingston
Lord Charles Chetwyn
Clara Leslie
Mme. Lindo)
Pere Jerome
.

Richard Kingston

Hon. Emily Tarrant-Chetwyn

Tha Chef
Guide

Olive Kingston, widow of a financier who lost his
fortune and committed suicide, plans to marry her
daughter Laline to Sir Charles Chetwyn, middle-aged,
wealthy Englishman. In Paris Laline is persuaded
to consent.^ Lord
Chetwyn goes to Egypt on a
Government mission. Laline meets Dion Leslie, a
former pal of her dead brother, killed on the French
front.
They fall in love. Dion's mother is the
divorced wife of Sir Charles, their separation having
come about through family troubles. She has reared
Dion in the belief that his father is dead. Laline and
Dion, with Father Jerome for a guide, visit the old
battlefields.
They explore an old dugout. Laline unwittingly explodes a mine trap, a relic of the war.
The earth falls in and blocks both entrances to the
dugout, which is located over an ancient chalk mine.
The men dig desperately but are unable to make
any headway against the tons of debris above. They
have food enough to last six days. At their request
Father Jerome marries Dion and Laline. The priest
is killed by another fall of earth. Dion breaks through
into the chalk mine. Separated from Laline, they
wander haphazard through the passages. Both finally
emerge. Laline is discovered by members of the
searching party. Dion is taken care of by an old
French woman. Believing her husband dead Laline
accompanies her mother to Chetwyn Abbey. Still
Dressed to wed Sir Charles, she tells him the truth.
Dion and his mother arrive. Dion claims his wife.
Sir Charles and his former spouse are reunited.

By George
'"PHE
ning
booked.

S.

Pardy

T.

R. O. sign promises to be a run-

mate

of

this

packed 'em

picture's,

wherever

solid at the big
Capitol Theatre,
York, stirred up the
spectators to a high pitch of enthusiasm and
gave every indication of proving a commercial
success.
And "Six Days" ought to fill the
bill as a winning attraction in small as well
as large houses, for it needs no luxurious
stage effects to enhance its drawing power.
The plot is strong, offering numerous
It

in

New

an affecting love story, unabated suspense and keeps you guessing as to what the
ending will be. Add to this the artistic beauty
of elaborate sets, beautiful photography, the
author's name as a "best-seller" in fiction
land, and it can be seen what a fruitful exthrills,

ploitation field lies

open

to

the exhibitor.

worthy of comment that "Six Days"
contains nothing likely to awaken the wrath
of the moralists.
Elinor Glyn has turned out
numerous yarns of decidedly "warm" calibre
in the past, but she wrote this especially for
It

is

screen

and

either

kept

within

discreet

structed the scenario.
However, that may
have been, there isn't a hint of illicit love in

evidence from start to finish.
Director Brabin knows his job.

no expense

in

making

He

this picture,

spared
but it is

worth the money lavished upon it. The
French battlefields, the ruined cathedral, the
ornate interiors, are all wonderfully impressive.
And the underground stuff, with the
lost lovers vainly groping through winding
passages in the deserted chalk mine, is almost
painfully realistic in its ability to grip and
hold one's imagination.
Not the least of the film's good qualities is
the surprising twist given the trend of events
near the close. For the heroine mourns her
newly-made husband as dead, and the really
"big punch" comes when she tells the truth
to the British Lord who seeks her in marriage and Dion Leslie appears to claim his
bride.

Corinne Griffith reaches the zenith of her
screen career in the role of Laline Kingston.
Always an attractive personality, on this occasion she acts with such unrestrained spirit.
Myrtle Stedman is the beau ideal of the
cold-hearted, ambitious mother, ever willing
to sacrifice her daughter for her own selfish
ends.
Claude King registers as a dignified,
imposing Lord Charles, Frank Mayo is a
sincere and likable lover, and the support is
smooth and well balanced.
The Clara Leslie of Maude George ranks
as another clean-cut, forceful characterization
which contributes largely to the feature's success.

'Ruth of the Range'
Ruth Roland
Directed

Presented by Pathe.
Ernest Warde, Fifteen Epi-

Serial

by

sodes.

CAST
Ruth Remington
Robert Remington
Bruce Burton
Peter Van
Jim Stain
Judith
J.

Dyke

Hamilton Camp

Captain

X

Ruth Roland
Ernest

Warde

Bruce Gordon
Lorrimer Johnston
Pat Harmon
Andre Peyre
Harry De Vere
V. Omar Whitehead

By Dena Reed

T HE

r

y

contest in this serial is over Fuelite,
a substitute for coal, invented by Robert

Remington.

The action begins immediately with the
capture of Ruth, Remington's daughter, by
the agents of the Olympus Coal Company who
will be bankrupt if Fuelite is put on the marRemington is held prisoner by another
ket.
enemy Peter Van Dyke, who also seeks the
patent papers and the sample of Fuelite.
Bruce Burton, a former employee of RemingHe rescues her
ton, becomes Ruth's ally.
from Stain, agent of the Olympus Coal Company.
In the second chapter, Captain X, a confidant of Van Dyke's but for some mysterious reason an ally of Remington attempts to
aid Ruth to free her father.
Remington tells
her to drive Jim Stain from the Lava Pit
for it is there that Remington gets the ingredient for Fuelite. The expedition ends in
disaster but Ruth is saved by Bruce.
Ruth's maid Judith, is an aviatrix in the
employ of the Olympus Coal Company. In
the third chapter she notifies the company that
Ruth is on her way to Frisco to interest
capital in the manufacture of Fuelite.
Ruth
is captured and taken to Mexico but Bruce
once more aids her to get away.
Among the thrills are the uprooting of a
tree upon which Ruth is swinging across a
chasm, and the rescue of Ruth from the railroad track by lassoing her an instant before
the train comes. There are plenty of fights
and breath-taking stunts. Judging from the
first three chapters, "Ruth of the Range" will
delight serial

fans.

'Zaza'
Paramount Photoplay In Six Parts.
Based
Upon The Stage Play By Pierre Berton
Le Vino. Director, Allan Dwan. Cameraman, Hal Rosson. Running Time, Seventy
Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Zaza
Bernard Dufresne

Duke de Brissac
Aunt Rosa

Gloria Swanson
H. B. Warner
Ferdnand Gootschalk
Lucille La Verne

.

Mary Thurman
Yvonne Hughes

Florianne
Nathalie
Rigault
Stage Manager

Riley Hatch
Roger Lytton
Ivan Lincv*

Apache

Zaza of Paris, music hall favorite, falls desperately
with Bernard Dufresne, who has frequently
attended her performances, but realizing that he is
losing his heart to her, decides to keep away. He
goes once more to the music hall and that night a
jealous rival performer severs the rope of a swing
oh which Zaza flies out over the audience. She falls
and is severely hurt. Dufresne comes to her aid and
he has her nursed back to health in a suburban
cottage in which he installs her.
He accepts a
diplomatic post in the service of the French Government at Washington.
Zaza begs him to take her
to America but he is compelled to refuse. Believing
there is another woman in the case, Zaza visits her
Paris home and discovers that he has a wife and
in love

child.
She resolves to forget him and in the final
interview gives him to understand that she is going
Dufresne and his
to wed the Duke de Brissac.
family go to the U. S. Zaza does not accept the
Duke's offer. She becomes a great actress. At the
close of the World War she and Dufresne meet again.
Through the
His wife had died in the interval.
influence of his young daughter, Dufresne and Zaza
are reconciled.

BACKED

prestige and fame
stage play from
adapted, "Zaza" should
which it
bring satisfactory box office returns. It can
be successfully exploited on these grounds,
with the additional lure of the magnificent
Swanson wardrobe played up as a bait for
picture in which glorious
feminine patrons.

by

its

widely
has been

of

the

star's

known

A

Gloria failed to don gorgeous gowns in dazzling variety would be a ghastly flivver in the
estimation of most of her sex, so the fact
that "Zaza" scores heavily in the fashion line
is worthy of^note.
As for the story itself, it isn't the "Zaza"
made famous by such international stage
stars as Rejane, Farrar and Mrs. Leslie Carter, but a revamped, up-to-date edition, with
much of the tragic bitterness of the original
carefully eliminated and a conventional, happy
finish tacked on.
But thanks to Gloria Swanson's vivacious work in the title role, good
direction, elaborate sets and strikingly beautiful photography, the film registers as very
pleasing entertainment.
Miss Swanson plays the part of "Zaza"
-

with electric zeal. She is here, there, and
everywhere, a restless, tempestuous, impish
creature of variable moods, ever ready to
demolish a rival by dint of hair-pulling,
scratching tactics, heap torrents of abuse upon
her faithful maid and hug her the next moment, or storm the home of a woman whom
she suspects of luring her lover away. From
the instant when she discovers the woman in
question to be Dufresne's wife and is swayed
by the gentle influence of his little daughter,
it is a tamed "Zaza" that we see.
And in depicting the finer shades of feeling and accentuating the numerous emotional situations
which fall to her share, the star does really
excellent and heart-moving work. Her leading
man, H. B. Warner, is not so fortunate in his
performance as Dufresne, a role which he
portrays in painfully automatic style.
Lucille La Verne wins the comedy honors
by her delightfully humorous characterization of Aunt Agatha, the "old wine sack" as
her unconventional niece calls her. Riley
Hatch resembles an American ward politician
far more than a French theatrical manager.
Alary Thurman is a pleasing Florianne and
Yvonne Hughes plays the minor part of
"Zaza's" maid with a sweetness and charm
which speaks well for her screen future.
The camera affords some bewitching
glimpses of exterior views among which may
be mentioned the cottage by the lake where
the lovers seek seclusion.

!
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Watch Your
A Few Donts and Why

'Super' Exploitation Diet

Nots for the
Alertness

Showman Who Might

— Warns

Wagon

Fall Off the

of

of Film Gout

By EDDY ECKELS

GENTLE
run,

Showmen,

who

on

read

the

listen

I am not going to flood your ears with'
the oft narrated wonders of the great gang
of great pictures. Now flooding Main Street
with their premiers.
Of such descriptions you are getting aplenFrom better typewriters than mine. And
ty.
forgive me if a humble sort of 'hunch' is
forced upon you here.
part of the
It is a worry, a 'super' worry
solution of which the Editor handed you last
On his first-page silver-platter story
week.
of "Opening the Distribution Door."
But he didn't dwell long enough on the
exploitation twist.
To suit me. And eliminate the real worry.
fear is that you will overeat of these
And slip into the
choice super morsels.
rut.
Of letting them ride on their reputa-

—

My

And

tions.

that film gout will follow.

You

fellows ordered this layout last Spring.
has been carefully prepared and lavishly
You are sitting down to a veritable
served.
feast of feature films.
It

REMEMBER

the

best

dinner

you ever

ate?
It may have been a Thanksgiving layout.
Or when the proverbial fatted calf was killed
upon your return home with the folks for
Or that time up on the farm with
a day.

Bill

and

When

his wife.
like

one who had been fortyhours without food.
The steak or the fowl was ambrosia. The
mashed turnips and the corn-on-the-cob rare
The pudding with the wine sauce
delicacies.
a dream.
And what an intoxicant too
What food

you ate

eight

!

was

supernaturally delicious coffee.
And you ate, and ate, and ate. And sipped
And sipped and drank again.
and drank.
Then the excuse to get away for a moment
Probably out on the old front porch.
alone.
Or over in the Morris chair.
Then a rattle of wheels and horses' hoofs
that

on the cobblestone pavement. Dying away,
repeated, and dying away again.
It was twilight
and you drowsed.

—

HAT'S
J- alert

what

I

fellows.

fear,

That you

showmen who have been

to prove your mettle
of regular pictures will
or three big ones.

on
fall

ever forced
the exploitation
asleep after two

Asleep because your present policy won't
sumptuous outlay of elaboration.
Asleep because you'll get your bellyful of
easy-come dollars through the forced-to-folTemporarily in your
low percentage plan.

digest such a

But it can't last forever.
These producer partners of yours

favor.

in

this

are wise.
And accordingly more
than willing to help you exploit the supers.
The percentage features. They have to. And
they know it.
film

game

But even they make mistakes.
You know your clientele like a

knows her own

kid.

They know

mother

their

pic-

they cost. And what they ought
Listen and learn and then admit to
to gross.
yourself that, after all, two heads are better
than one.
But be sure you adapt yourself to the new
order of things. And adopt a new exploita-

tures.

What

tion policv.

YOUR
The

That

YOU

know

work

in

Broadway

is

will

that gets them on
often a laff in Louisville.

believe

in

you as showmen

Just because percentage in your favor listens
good and "they-do-the-work" listens
better should be no temptation for you.
To
play glutton.
And start warming chair bot-

then.

accounts they need on their books.
Because you exploited in a way that helped them
To pay those sunget the necessary kale.
kissed salaries of Hollywood.
And the advanced cost of labor and material, 'n everything.

You can do it. Some already
among you who know the ropes

Several
of the cycles
and are looking ahead don't have to be told.
But even the best of you need to go careful.
With the "up-and-at-'em" spirit, watch out
for one thing.
In using greater exploitation
campaigns and bigger and costlier ideas, don't
do it too often. Once in a while will be fine.
Hog all the big ones for your locality and
you are sure to drowse off into the rut of
are.

commonplace.

HAT'S

big thought you are
overdo it.
There are
plenty of the big boys already released for
every exhibitor during the next six months to
come.
And as you play them, don't garnish your
promises so heavily that they will expect a
feast at every performance.
Remember Friday is fish day.
Keep on playing the lesser lights. Your
bread and buttei pictures. Herald them well
and build good shows around them.
Don't
'T'

facing.

the

really

Don't

forget the family trade.

neighborhood.
stuff

They'll

As

Which

appreciates

some of the short subjects just as much as
the newer fans fall for Broadway successes.
And then when Mr. Big Boy comes along
play it up with the extraordinary style and
class

it

demands. And let the people know
enough to demand a change of

different
policy.
Like
it

is

And when the
just proportion too.
production slack does come next season they
won't feel so much like flopping back to flat

reserved seats, as the Editor
a two week's advance sale.
The public is not dumb. But it likes its
changes slowly. And don't be afraid of the
two different kinds of policv. The regular
present plan and the new one for the super
specials.
They are your double-barreled weapon for a sure bull's eye.
But be sure you keep the one barrel always

rentals.

loaded.

toms.

Up

and at 'em with bigger ideas
stunts
of your own just as big as these Greater
Movies they have given you.
Show these producers that you deserve the
percentage plan.
For good and all time.

Your

! .

.

.

.

mentioned.

With

:
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Exploitation

Ideas
how Manager Roy Miller of the
THIS
California theatre, Los Angles, put over

covers

is

Master

Red Lights. An aviator was engaged to
over the city at night, with red flares
burning on the tips of his 'plane, for several
nights preceding the opening of the picture.
The result was very effective and soon broke
into the news columns of the local newsAs some of the action in the film
papers.
takes place in the cocoanut grove of the
exclusive Ambassador hotel, a tie-up was
effected and the hostelry provided 1500 printed
place cards announcing that a Red Light
Dancing Contest, in which a cup, provided
by the California theatre, would be presented
The menu cards for the
to the best dancers.
occasion showed a reproduction of a still
fly

from the

Showmen

EXHIBITORS TRADE
THE
REVIEW has dedicated
Exits

ploitation

Department

Showmanship Forum

to being the
of Your In-

dustry.
It is to

The
The

be Of, For and

By You.

two

factors rest with us.
last depends upon your willingness to speed on to us the live wire
feats
of
accomplishment,
the
"stunts" that pulled the crowds, the
noise that aroused real interest.
In short, it wants to be one hundred per cent For, Of and By the

picture.

first

Master Showman.

Here's an easy one for you to duplicate
Stanley Hall of the Auditorium
theatre, Stilwater, Min., had a man dressed
as a clown ride in an automobile bearing a
banner advertising Three Wise Fools.

Manager

A

good connection with the Buick Motor

Company by M. M. Wear

W.

Charleston,

theatre,

the Rialto
in exploiting

of

Va.

A

The

Spoilers.
one-sheet art card announcing the showing of the picture was placed in

window containing a new Buick
The card read "A car like this

a show
model.

:

would have been a luxury during the Klondike
Gold Rush twenty-five years ago, as depicted
in Rex Beach's famous story of Alaska, The
next week, but
is within
easy reach of every one today."
A»burro laden with mining tools, led by a
man dresed as an old time miner, was used
Spoilers,

at

the

Rialto

all

as a street ballyhoo.

Lumps

of coal, bronzed to look like gold,
14 pound flour sacks, were used
by W. J. Stewart, Toronto Goldwynner, to
put over The Spoilers at the Allen theatre
there.
Specially painted cards were used as
a background for these sacks from which the
"nuggets" were spilling out. This is an easy

placed

in

stunt to duplicate.

Manager D. Frisina of the Elks theatre.
111.,
made a big sucecss of his
showing of Enemies of Women by having a
small hut made of beaver boards built on one
principal corners of the town.
As
as possible was taken in erecting the building, and when it was finished
signs were placed on it reading
"This little
office will be the registration headquarters for
the newly formed International Order of
'Enemies of Women.' "
letter was sent to
a hundred of the town's leading women, sugshould look into this
they
that
gesting
organization and find what it is all about.
the

much time

:

A

A

car with two 24-sheets mounted
in frames on each side, with a large date
strip, was the method used by the management of the Globe theatre. New Haven.
street

The
Conn., to exploit Enemies of Women.
car was routed through the town's busiest
streets on a Saturday afternoon.
Here's a good example of the effectiveness
of a manufacturers' tie-up: Leon J. Rubenthe
stein, Metro exploiteer connected with

Aetna Products

Co.,

perfume manufacturers

Boston.
putting over Rouged Lips in
Arrangements were made whereby the Aetna
in

people

distributed

perfume

to
the picture.

holder

to

women
The

sample vials of
attending each showing of
plan was ^worked by dis1,000,000

be provided

will

window

for

exclusive New York firms
Cross, the Gotham Hosiery
Shop and I. Miller for the display of stills
in their windows.
These stores every day are
visited by a very high class trade, people
in New York as well as from other cities
and towns of the United States.

made with such
as Cartier's,

Mark

You

can duplicate this simple yet effective
stunt for any picture of the same general type: Manager Frank L. Browne, of the
Liberty theatre, Long Beach, Cal., during the
little

showing of Trilby broadcast 10,000 post
cards, upon which were printed a questionnaire asking the name of the feminine star,
what film company she was with, whether she
is a blonde or brunette, the name of the picture in which she was starred and so forth.
The recipient was asked to call up the theatre for additional information.
Most of them
did.

In cooperation with a local newspaper the
Baby Peggy "double" contest is being effec-

employed by Manager George Pantages
pack his theatre The Pantages, Vancouver,

tively
to

B. C, at every performance. This was effective exploitation for the showing of the starlet in one of the Century Comedies.

The music score of Enemies of Women
broadcast
by Manager Needless of the
Princess theatre, Hartford, Conn., won much
newpaper space and helped greatly in putting
over the picture.
The management of the Victoria theatre in
Pa., made an effective connection
with the local electric light company in exploiting Enemies of Women.
The firm devoted two windows to display, one of them
Shamokin,

showing up-to-date electric washing machines
and the other wash tubs. Over each display
was a red arrow captioned
"Enemies of
Women" and "Friends of Women."
:

Taylorville,

of

coupon each of which entitled the
a sample when presented at a
neighborhood drug store. The samples were
wrapped in advertisements of the picture.
tribution

free to all music
displays, and all exwho get in touch with the publishers
will be mailed song covers, orchestrations
and display material. Window tie-ups were

dealers
hibitors

A

huge spider's web with roses plentifully
scattered about was an effective lobby display used by Manager R. V. Erk, of the
Barcli theatre, Schenectady, N. Y., for the
showing of The Spider and the Rose.

An

accident policy issued with every ticket
of admission was the attendance-attracting
stunt employed by the management of the
Hippodrome, York, Pa., during the showing
In every way the document
of Safety Last.
was a bona-fide policy, issued by a local
agency which cooperated in staging the stunt,
but the final clause, "to cover only the accidental cracking of a rib, directly and solely from laughter while viewing the cinema
Harold Lloyd in "Safety Last," nullified the
theatre's danger of incurring financial loss.

Valuable music and widow display tie-ups
have been made by Warner Bros, for the
showing of The Gold Diggers, and while
these were done in New York City they are
of great advantage to exhibitors all over the
An arrangement has been made
country.
with Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., music pubfor a special moving picture edition
popular song, "The Gold Diggers
("Gig a Little Deeper"). This song is one of
the season's hits, 'and is being sung in several
Broadwav revues and in vaudeville. Extra
lishers,

of

their

Women was put over to capacaudiences at the Alamo theatre, Louisville. Ky., by strong contest tie-ups with a
local newspaper and the Safety Council.
The
latter organization printed large cards which
were placed on the fenders of street cars, on
trolley poles, store windows and other conspicuous places. These placards read
"Careless drivers are Enemies of Women.
Don't
Get Hurt. Louisville Safety Council." The
newspaper conducted a Safety contest on the
subject, "How would you punish careless and
drunken drivers ?" with small yet attractive
cash and ticket prizes.
Enemies of

ity

:

—

A

cooperative advertising page in one of
the local newspaper arranged by C. D. Haug.
Metro exploiteer, in putting over Strangers of
the Night in Jacksonville Fla., is a stunt
that can be duplicated in your town.
An
entire page of the paper was devoted to
local merchants who tied up with the picture.
There was a bold streamer across the top of
the page, and each advertiser in his copy repeated the title of the picture.
reproduction of this "stunt" page is provided with the
picture press book.

A

The motion picture theatre as a public inwas a valuable newspaper tie-up employed by Manager Ed. F. Galligan, to attract
stitution

attention to his house, the Lyric, Marion, Ind.,
during the showing of The Girl of the Golden
West.
The local dailies carried stories recounting the services picture houses render
the American public.

Here's a ballyhoo that went over big.
replica of a " '49" stage coach made from
old carriage, with passengers and driver

A
an
in

Western costumes, driven through the
crowded Saturday night streets of East St.
Louis, 111., was Manager Larry Richardson's
method of attracting attention to The Girl
of the Golden West which was showing at
old

the Lyric theatre.
distribution of novelty Buster Keaton
advance of the showing whetted interest in Tlirce Ages, at the Imperial theatre. Jacksonville. Fla. Manager Charles Morrison distributed some of the hats to children
attending matinees and the others to adults

The

hats

in

through merchant arrangements.
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Will Depperman planned to celebrate the Seventh Anniversary
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis, he decided to have a birthday
result was the exceptionally clever foyer idea shown above.

The

"The Brass Bottle" lobby display gets the honor position in
by the Rex Theatre at Eugene, Ore. In the lower left

built

decorated his front for "Trilby."

On

E. J. Weisfeldt, manager of Sax's Strand Theatre in Milwaukee, is
a firm believer in prologue presentations in keeping with the ideals of
the producer. The above was for "The Girl of the Golden West."

the center of the page because of its striking simplicity and well directed appeal.
It
is the Rialto Theatre at
Omaha, showing how manager Harry Watts art-panelled
is the canopy of Depperman's Indianapolis Circle Theatre Birthday layout

was
and

the right

Dignified Exploitation Enhances First National Features
Enterprising Managers

Who Keep

in "Class

A

Exploiteer" with Special Treatment of Worth While Pictures

and

Distinctive Ideas.

"
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WINS MORE PATRONS BY
CHANGING POLICY

HITCH YOUR WAGON TO
THIS STAR STUNT

Run House Turns

to Second and
Improves Business

First

Vf/ELL

Meet Jones, of Atlanta, Who Tied Up
$30,000 Worth of Opportunity

planned exploitation, comprising

T>

retain

his

regular patrons

but

to

J-^-ative

Manager Howard Price Kingsmore.
Following closely his very effective tie-up
with the Southern Railroad on "Hollywood,"
Mr. Jones arranged with the Citizens and
Southern Bank of Atlanta to give awav
$30,000 through the Howard Theatre box"office, putting the name "The Silent Partner"
on the tongues of Atlanta theatregoers. The

attract

picture palyed the

of the new policy, the management
went direct to their patrons through every
possible means of
avdertising,
driving
home to them the fact that select pictures
would be shown them thrice a week at reduced prices. Then the house opened up
under the new name, with an electric sign
that covered the entire front of the theatre
facing the street.
The change of policy
and reduction of admission charges met
with instant success.

One

of

the

most

effective

stunts

em-

ployed to put over the idea was to tie-up
with the
local
department stores, which
have an aggregate pay roll of about 3,000
people.

On Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays Royster gave passes to the people
of each store, which entitled them to attend his theatre after 6.30, good only on
the date named.
It was found that half
of the passes were used and with each
pass one, two and sometimes three paid
admissions would come as well.

Another

effective stunt that

was worked

connection was the founding of the
Capitol Club.
This was worked by providing department store employees with
cards which admitted them after 6.30 each
night, except Saturdays and holidays, for
ten cents.
Only the holders of the cards
could use them. Royster distributed these
cards personally going into the stores, and
other places where he deemed the best rein this

sults

could be obtained.

Howard

Theatre, the

week

of September 17th.

The

Citizens and Southern Bank had thirtv
slips of paper printed.
On each
was printed in the upper right-hand corner:
"I am your 'Silent Partner.' "
In the body
of the check was the announcement that it
would be good for $1.00 at the Citizens and
Southern Bank (one of Atlanta's largest
banking institutions) if an account of $10.00
or over is opened and allowed to remain for

thousand

as to the selection of pictures, the reduction in prices, the sort of advertising and exploitation to employ, and how to hold
their patrons and win new ones.

tion

of

ated with

and hold many new ones. The first run
house was known as the Alcazar, but under
the new policy it has been
renamed the
Capitol theatre.
There is a complete
change of program three times a week, and
the prices have been reduced from ten and
thirty-five cents to ten and twenty cents,
which is a departure for a high grade
Southern theatre.
The change was not made over night; it
was the result of long and careful study

For several weeks in advance of the
change, a teaser campaign was run on the
screen, in the lobby and in the local newspapers.
Two weeks before the inaugura-

AYMOND

B. Jones, publicity representthe Howard Theatre, Atlanta,
has been making valuable use of his time during the three weeks that he has been associ-

and new stunts, enabled Nat L.
Royster of Birmingham, Ala., to change his
theatre from an old established first run
popular priced house to one of second and
third runs at low prices, and to not only
old

FRANCES THAYER
This comely little lady who won a place in the
National Beauty Tournament at Atlantic City
was booked by a live wire manager in her home
town for a week's personal appearance at his
house.
They stood in line to get a chance to
get in.

LOCAL BEAUTY TIE-UP

MEANS

'S.

R.

O:

A LL the world pays homage to a
-^and this is especially true when

pretty girl,
she carries
direct
off first honors in a beauty contest.
appeal to this natural admiration was made by
Manager H. P. Kingsmore of the Howard
theatre, Atlanta, Ga., when he signed up for
a week's personal appearance Miss Frances

A

Thayer who was acclaimed "Miss Atlanta"
for the Atlantic City Beauty Tournament.
Miss Thayer had just a week to wear the
gorgeous wardrobe donated by local merchants and the tremendous interest which was
aroused by the contest made her an exceptional attraction for the

Howard

theatre.

During her appearance the attendance of
the Atlanta house was boosted to a very con-

twelve months.
Interest on the amount will be paid, of
course, in addition to the dollar.
One of
these checks was given to each purchaser of a
ticket at the Howard box office during the
run of the picture as long as the checks
lasted.

Needless to say, the bank took considerable
space in the Atlanta newspapers to notify
the public that the tie-up was in effect and the
fact was likewise played up in the Howard

Theater's publicity.
The papers found the tie-up sufficiently interesting to give it additional space in the
news columns. You know it isn't every day
that a theater passes out $30,000 even as
publicity.

Another stunt used for the picture was a
goldfish bowl half filled with pennies and
water, placed in a well located window.
card announced that "The penny is your
'Silent Partner' " and $10.00 will be paid' for
the guess nearest the correct number of
pennies
the bowl.
Still another stunt was the placing of signs

A

m

on valuable vacant

lots

"

siderable extent, thus proving the alertness of

'Silent Partner.'

Mr. Kingsmore's showmanship.
At each performance Miss Atlanta appeared
in a different gown of her wardrobe and this

Of course the names
Howard Theatre and

proved a very valuable commercial tie-up
with the local stores. The personal appearance stunt was very effective and attracted
widespread attention to the theatre.
This
proves the value of tying up with an event
of timelv interest.

:

"Let

me

be your

of the stars and the
the playdates were
placed conspicuously near the goldfish bowl
and the signs on the vacant lots.
It didn't cost

much money and worked

like

a charm.

This

is

a stunt that can be advantageously

employed by exhibitors in any part of the
country, and it is well worth a try.

These effective front decorations we*e used by enterprising managers to attract popular attention to the features playing their houses. The center illustration
shows
a London manager exploited an Oriental picture; the left cut makes clear how they put over a kid picture in Butte, Mont., while the one
to the right is of
lobby exploitation of an Oriental in Toronto, Canada.

now

:
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Features Reveal Abundance of Opportunity
Enough Excellent

Possibilities in this

Demands

Exacting

'The Printer's Devil'
Released by Warner Bros.

BRIEF:
Pnn

Sept. 30, 1923.
Sparkling comedy of a real boy's adventures
Shop;. Feat uring Wesley Barry. Directed by

w-nWilliam B
Beaudine from the
Josephson.

original

story

Week's Guide Post

of the Critical

advantage, emphasizing in the latter the durability of the articles of kid's wear that
they are handling.

idea may be used in
ycur lobby. On the trunk should be pasted
labels, London, Paris, New York, etc., and
tied to it a large tag reading "Bon Voyage.
The great Love Story of Two Continents,
by Elinor Glyn. 'Six Days' now playing."
Tie-ups and appropriate stills to illustrate
them may be posted in drug stores, department stores, and any other agency handling
perfumes. Piano stores, modiste shops, sporting goods houses, millinery stores, can also
be tied up for a display on the strength of

exhibitor can successfully put over
it is one of the best that
has been produced this season from the
standpoint of general box office value and exploitation angles.
It is the sort of picture
that appeals to young and old alike and is
certain to make a big hit with audiences
everywhere.
There are practically an endless number of exploitation angles that
can
this picture as

be worked to good advantage no matter
where your theatre is located.
Wesley Barry, one of the best known kids
on the screen, and by playing upon his name
and reputation you can attract patrons. An

the

The drug

stores are another effective tieup.
be easy for them to put on a window
display of some cod liver oil or tonic,
with
an appropriate sign tieup with the picture.
Wesley Barry is played up big in the
national advertisements of a number
of prominent manufacturers.
One of the best is
the Ingersoll red point pencils,
which are
sold extensively
in towns
throughout the
country and furnish the best kind of
connections with drug, stationery, department
and
electrical supply stores.
The manufacturers
are offering valuable cash prizes each
month
to the merchants making the
best window
displays, and this means ready made
publicity
It will

for you.

You can make a mighty good connection
with your automobile dealers or agents
with
this picture.
It is an easy matter to arrange
a window display by the automobile
man. He
can show his latest model car and
have a
sign on it reading something like
this:
The
devil has a "rep" for speed
but he's got
nothing on our (name of machine) car.
Nor
on Wesley Barry in his latest and best
"The

Printer's Devil."
for a street
these placards.

arrange

picture

You

can also possibly
parade of cars with

Speaking of parades, another good stunt
would be to secure a very old hand press,
of the type that was in use before the introduction of modern power presses and have
it
displayed on a truck throughout the city,
together with an appropriate banner.
The stationery stores of your town afford
a particluarly good connection, but you can
also use shoe and clothing stores to your

stills.

A

tie-up with a furniture dealer for a windisplay giving an exact copy, as far as
possible, of the Elinor Glyn Boudoir, as seen
in "Six Days."

dow

A

MONKEY BALLET PROLOGUE'

'A

idea suggested by Goldwyn's remarkable
The above scene was
novelty-feature "Red Lights."
filmed in the Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador
Hotel, Los Angeles, where the actual story takes
Marie Prevost and Raymond Griffith are the
place.
featured players.
It

is

an

stunt

person in its territory who has the oldest
newspaper. When this specimen is turned in,
it can be photographed,
and run in the newspaper with the resume of its history and
the
development of printing in which mention of
'The Printer's Devil" could be appropriately
made.

with steamship literature and the still showing
the deck scene of "Six Days" with 1 and 3sheet cut-outs will make new, attractive win-

dow displays.
The steamer trunk

ANY

Another effective newpaper exploitation
would be to have the publication you
have tied up with offering a prize to the

Most

Showman

by Tulien

effective connection can be made with
one
of your local newspapers by a proof reading
contest.
The story of the picture centers
around a print shop, so copies of especially
bad proof, poorly spelled and punctuated, in
bad English could be prepared by one of the
reporters and printed by the editor of
the
newspaper.
Appropriate prizes could be
awarded the boy or girl making the neatest
corrections, .or you could arange to have
the
prize winner assume editorship of the
paper
for a day.
This is a stunt that will gain
wonderful publicity as the newspapers will
gladly cooperate and it will attract the attention of all school children.

to Satisfy

'Six Days'
Released by

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Sept.

BRIEF: A

9,

1923.

story of love and passion by
Elinor Glyn, author of the famous "Three Weeks."
Produced for Goldwyn Pictures Corporation by
Charles Brabin. A drama of passion and daring
romance. Corinne Griffith and Frank Mayo have the
leading roles.
thrilling

THIS

production affords
valuable
striking and

novel

many

exploitation.

A

by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, consists of a series
of six cards showing kissing poses for six
The one for Monday,
days of the week.
reads across the top, "This is the way to kiss
The Sensational
on Monday. 'Six Days.'
Romance by Elinor Glyn, author of 'Three
Weeks' ", with space below for theatre and
The drawing shows a couple
playing date.
exchanging the Monday kiss. The exhibitors
for

these

six

poses

and make up an inexpensive series of throwaways.
A Courtship Contest is something new and
one a newspaper will readily connect with.
The idea is to find readers who have had
wonderful courtships and to have them describe them in a few hundred words, and give
passes as prizes.

Another good

interest arouser,

which may

be used either as a throwaway or a newspaper contest, is to offer prizes for the best
Here is
jingles submitted on "Six Days."
a

sample
Days'

full of romance and joy,
beautiful girl and a boy;
wonderful story of virtue and sin,
The snappiest written by Elinor Glyn."
"Six Days" is a romance of two continents and arrangements may be made with
trunk shops, department stores and steamship
agencies.
Steamer trunks, steamer rugs and other
grouped
attractively
accessories,
travelling

" 'Six

A
A

The Meanest Man

in the World'

Rc' cased by First Nat'l

September

15,

1923

BRTEF:

Melodrama, spiced with comedy. Produced
bv Principal Pictures. Adapted from George Cohan's
famous stage success of the same name.
Directed
by Eddie Cline. Well selected cast. Footage 7,000.

A TYPICAL

Cohan play

should keep that

angles for

throwaway which has been provided

should get the electros

"Six Days" Circulation Contest with
the newspaper, enlisting the help of the boys
in town for prizes in cash and passes, could
be easily worked with this picture.
It also gives the exhibitor an opportunity
for one of the easiest co-operative advertising ideas which have come along in quite
some time, which should be headed, "Six
Days Special Sale." Co-operative "Six Days"
Drives with local charity enterprises should
be valuable, both to the theatre and charity.
Arrange with dealers of vacuum cleaners
for displaying a card reading:
"Six Days
Free Trial. Don't be a Slave to Household
Duties.
This Vacuum Cleaner will do your
w-rk twice as fast and allow you time to see
Elinor Glyn's 'Six Days.' "

fact

this,
and you
uppermost in all

your publicity.
Appeal to the masses.

It will tickle the
to ninety, so start in a general
w?v with a teaser campaign on the title,
"Who is, etc.?"
If you believe better results may be had,
and you especially would like to tie up with
history and the school angle, make it "Who

from nine

kids

—

Was

(Title)?"
Prizes for the best answers in the form of
passes will warm the interest, but you should
stir it to the boiling point with several window links such as "The (Title) won't buy
his wife's dress here because, etc."
There isn't a single window impossibility.
Just a little thought and you can find your
For instance,
entree to any kind of display.
Real Estate "The Meanest Man, etc. won't
start a home for the wife and kiddies, be-

—

cause,

etc."

There is a pip of an umbrella tie-up which
you can twist the literal 57 different ways. In
the story is a situation where the hero has a
truck load of parasols which is a white eleThat should
phant until one day it rains.
be tip enough, but a few possible "hunches"
on it might help you. As an example kids
carrying umbrellas on bright days bearing
signs "Bring your own umbrella and see
(Title)", "A carload of umbrellas is what
caused the downfall of (Title)", and "When

—

it

rains

There
to

it

is

circulate

some advertising on

stating you will
the certain night (Title)

certificates

on

—

pours laughs in (Title)."
an oil gusher so it wouldn't hurt
oil

stock

pay dividends
comes to town.

—
September
Hook up
same

1923

29,
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the gas and oil

stations

on the

idea.

"What future
ed lawyer ?"

is

there for a tender heart-

On

that you can get enough opinions to
a wrangle or discussion on "Does a
man have to be hard hearted to-day to be
successful in business?"
The (title) says yes, the hero said no at
Who's
first and then agreed with the (title).
start

right

—

and Bryant Washburn. Play 'em all strong.
And don't forget Uncle Sam's little right
hand bower who wrote the story of (Title).

October

Released by First Nat'l

BRIEF: Comedy drama

of a

8,

1923

Mexican bandit who

a law unto himself and who, in following: out his
laws saves the ranch and happiness of an American
couple in Arizona.
is

THIS

picture is a subtle comedy drama and
lends itself to a live exploitation campaign.
Primarily the box office values lie in the
reputation of Holbrook Blinn, who established
the title role on the stage and repeats in the
picture, and the successful stage career of
this vehicle. You will have every facility that
good paper can afford. The sixes and twentyfour sheets with their huge head of Holbrook
Blinn in character give excellent cutout ma-

Sombreros and chaps always furnish a collorful display and for street advertising there
is nothing more appropriate than a Mexican
ballyhoo. The ballyhoo can be single, double
or en masse with a conveyance. Have a "Bad
Man" impersonation contest for your patrons
different.

There are innumerable comedy angles to
One line would be to have two
the story.
ballyhoo artists impersonate the Bad Man,
one dressed in the traditional Mexican costume advertising himself as "The Bad Man"
and his rival, an anaemic person in full dress
contending the claim with the sign "I
Bad Man." The two could stage
a sham battle outside the theatre finally going
into the house together to eventually come to
the conclusion Holbrook Blinn is the baddest
bad man of all.
Tie this up with a newspaper running a
contest on the best 300 word essay on "The
suit,

am

BRIEF: Drama

the real

Worst Bad Man

I

Know" and have

the writ-

ers give their reasons for thinking so.
The story is .clean cut. Some minister
might be willing to take it up and wind his

young

5,

1923

loose upon society without any one to give her advice, who comes
to an eleventh hour understanding of the really worth

while things in

of

girl

let

life.

FLAMING

Youth" gives an opportunity
use a very effective exploitation stunt

was
year.

last

that

employed
This is

was used with

Eternal

"How

to

good

advantage

candle
the flaming
such success on "The

Flame."
long

will

A

tie-up.

There is little doubt that this was one of
the most widely used exploitation ideas ever
put into practice and there is no reason why
it should not duplicate its success.

moth playing with
too well known to require comment.
Likewise the story of the society debutante
flirting with dangers she knows not of, makes
the comparison so vivid as to justify the use
of moths in handbills, cutouts, or presentations with the caption "Look out for Flaming

The

The

cast

is

notable

including

:

— Collesn

Moore, Sylvia Breamer, Ben Lyons, Milton
Sills and Myrtle- Stedman.

'The Marriage Maker'
Released by Paramount

October

14,

1923

BRIEF: Comedy-drama

with an unusual twist.
Adapted from Edward Knoblock's play "The Faun".
Produce-! by William De Mille, featuring Jack Holt
and Agnes Ayres and a strong supporting cast.

HPHE

nature of this picture makes mail,
circular and newspaper advertising a more
effective means of exploitation than ballyhooing or "stunting." This is truly an unusual picture because of the novelty of the
theme, the artistry of production, its beauti-

*

photography and remarkable characterizaYet it has a strong appeal to a general audience as it treats of the elementary
emotions—love and hate, fear and happiness
ful

tions.

understandable fashion. The appeal is inrather than spectacular, and bearing this in mind the exhibitor can advantageously attract attention to it.
in

the candle of Flaming
Youth burn?" is a question that is quite
three foot
apropos to this story and title.
candle in the windows of retail merchants
and awards to those who can come closest to
guessing the time they will burn is a powerful

fire

terial.

November

Released by First Nat'l

to
that

'The Bad Man'

it's

'Flaming Youth'

?

In the cast you have three players with big
Bert Lytell, Blanche Sweet
lists of followers

—

text about whether or not the Bad Man was
really a Bad Man insofar as the cardinal
faults and virtues are concerned.
"The Bad Man" is good light entertainment,
about the cleverest of its kind. Exploited in
a harmonizing light it will draw the patrons
who want that kind of entertainment and send
them out with a light heart.

simile of the singed

is

:

Youth."

tellectual

You are bound to get big results if you advertise this film extensively in the daily newspapers and money expended for circularization and an intelligent mail campaign will be
well invested.
The subject offers unlimited
suggestions for telling catch lines because of
human qualities.
neat way of attracting patronage would be to run advertisements
or use placards with a text something like

A

its

:—
Wanted

this

—

A Faun. Will pay the highest
market price. Address the management of
(name of your theatre) any time prior to
the opening of "The Marriage Maker" or
Lost A Faun. For information and reward

—

address Manager of (your theatre). What is
a Faun ? It is a hunman being or an animal ?
Does it exist outside the pages of a fairy
story book?
See "The Marriage Maker;"

One of the chief rules in exploiting "Flaming Youth" is to prepare a fitting atmosphere
for it. It is not just another flapper picture.
It is a serious treatment of the consequences
of taking life's responsibilities too lightly yet
it is neither preachment nor propaganda.
The theme paves the way to cooperation
from the press and pulpit. Many a clergyman will see a moral in the lesson learned by
Patricia Fentriss and many a newspaper will
be willing to undertake a campaign on "Civic
Responsibilities" as far as young daughters
are concerned.
There is good opportunity for a fashion
display tie-up and for cooperation of retail
merchants, especially milliners and department
The stills provide
stores, in window displays.
a wealth of gorgeous gowns and beautiful

possess the elemental instincts of love, fear,
hate and happiness?" which can be readily

settings.

hooked up with "The Marriage Maker."

AN ELECTRIC DISPLAY WITH A REAL

Your mail campaign can be made to "pull"
by addressing a well worded letter to yourlist of patrons, or other people in your community who can be reached by this method.
Give a brief outline of the plot in the letter,
name the stars, emphasize the part played by
the Faun and mention certain of the artistic
high lights in the picture.

An

effective

tie-up

could

be

made with

women's clubs or debating societies by getting
them to take up the proposition "Do cultured men and women of the present day
:

'KICK'

S d
1 Uma " added thirty percent value to the already good drawing power title of "Tea With a Kick" when he ordered
the above sign for the special showing
u* Associated
A
the
Exhibitors- Halpenjn feature.
It was for his Million Dollar Theatre at Los Angeles and you can judge its "pull" for yourself by the heads
in the foreground.

otf

——

—

—
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The Big

to marry the girl, make things snappy,
slapstick, in this picture which is directed

"Toilers of the Equator'- -Fox
Averagc Educational
Classification

1

reel educational

shows
the
primitive
This
educational
methods used in the African coffee-raising
There are
and hemp-producing industries.
some effective shots of odd native dances
The subject is interesting
and customs.
enough.

—

'The Rainstorm' Fox
Fair Comedy

Harry Edwards.
some old thrills

There's action aplenty and
with
modern treatment,
ashore and afloat, all leading up to the inevitable interrupted wedding, chase, and fade
out with the young lovers receiving the Kidnapped parson's blessing. Monty Banks, Lois
Boyd and William Blaisdell are the chief
funsters. Good enouj h to appeal to t..e aver

2 reel

A

'The Limit'

—

Duck hunting

is

comedy featuring

A

A

Classification

This
story

is

of

1

reel

comedy

The Cat That Failed
Pau 1 Terry

a far fetched
a fresh, but

—Path

cartoon showing the
kidnapping of the mouse
by villainous Mr. Cat.
Detective
Fido sets

good

natured messenboy who after a
crowded day of narrow

ger

biles,

drunken men and

the subject of this

Cameo

hotel
sleep

and while slum-

Cliff Bowes and Virginia
promises to marry the man

crooks

goes

Both

have a merry time trying to make good.
family of bears finally routs the hunters.
On their way home they accidently get a
whole flock of the "quackers." This is good
diversion.

Then

Trotter

Trots'

Educational
Classification

1

reel

novelty

There are scenes of many lands in this
Lyman H. Howe "Hodge- Podge." Florida,
Italy, Hawaii, Alaska, Japan, Mexico, and

New York

City are all shown. Some strikare furnished by a river in
Alaska where leaping salmon abound and by
the firing of guns at night during battleship
Interspersed
practice at Guantanamo Bay.
amongst the scenes are many interesting"
amusing cartoons.
"Why
The Globe Trotter Trots"
is a pleasing novelty.

views

ing

and police alike, and
many, many slips and

Good

wakes up to find
aunt and her
pretty niece wanting to
marry him. But of
rich

We
—

Yes,
Have No
the
Pajamas Century FolAll set to make a hole in one. This is Jackie
right one, and all conlies Girls. Concerns the
Lucas, new infant star of the Mack Sennett organization who has gone in for golf.
cerned, seem to be quite
adventures of boarding
house girls who, finding
content. Quite a number
in
this
their clothing stolen, don bathing suits and
of breath taking incidents
subject
win a beauty contest. Fair comedy.
which is ably presented by Joe Rock, Billie

course

he

marries

Rhodes and "Fatty"

Alexander,
with Alf
Goulding directing. Just about the average of
its kind and is worth booking.

'Roughest Africa'
Good Burlesque
Classification

This

'While The Pot Boils'
Educational

—

Fun and Human
Classification

1

burlesque

comedy

This
Robert
Bruce
C.
Wilderness Tale is a hobo

From

study.

come

different parts

"gentlemen of the
who collect grub

five

road"

from the most convenient
places and make a mulligan
stew.
Half-witted
Dippy
Bill fights the bully Bascom

who won't

allow him to

the

story of
maids
after

tell

two old
which
the

the

;

'boes enjoy their
peace.
Towards

meal

in

evening
they take to the road again.
The beautiful views of the
open country and the human
interest

make

this

subject

an enjoyable one.

is

Every good golfer needs an able
caddy who can stand the gaff and
grin. Jackie has found the right
kind

in

Billy,

the

movie-actor

chimpanzee.

'The Covered Schooner'

— Grand-

Asher
With

Thrills

2 reel comedy
romantic florist's clerk, a pretty daughter,
an ancient mariner and a determined
papa, all with more or less the same idea

Classification

A

reel

good travelogue
and is a clever

39'—Pathe
reel

comedy

There are some especially beautiful views
in this reel.
"Down on the Farm" is composed of fragments from memory's scrap
book. The "Tarnished Temples" in Potsdam,
former home of the Kaiser, is an interesting
feature.
There are scenes of Harpooning
swordfish and the "phantom proofs" made by

The Pathecolor section contains
picturesque views of Quimper, France.

testing dies.

A

Hal Roach one

of an audience.

Why
Many

—

the Globe Trotter Trots Educational.
interesting scenes of various parts of

world are in this Lyman H. Howe
"Hodge- Podge." Interspersed are several
amusing cartoons. A pleasing novelty.

the

—

The Rainstorm Fox.
Usual slap stick
comedy with all the chases, mix-ups and narrow escapes from death and desolation. However, there are a lot of chuckles in the two
reels, so you can't go wrong on it.

—

Toilers of the Equator Fox.
Shows the
primitive methods used by African hemp and
coffee raisers, with some effective shots of
native customs and dancing.
An interesting
educational.

—

Love in a Cottage Pathe. Concerning the
experiences of a pair of newlywed cats centering about the biscuits made by the bride,
Very well done and has a good general appeal.

—

The Limit Educational. A girl promises
marry the man who can bag the greater
number of ducks, and this of course leads to
amusing complications.
Fair comedy and

to

Good Scenic
1

Finger Prints—Pathe.

reeler featuring Paul Parrott.
The adventures of an amateur detective treated in low
comedy fashion. Should please most any kind

comedy

'Pathe Review No.

Classification

Slapstick

1

travesty
on
big
game
hunting,
films,
Even the
titles
are after the fashion of
Martin Johnston's
feature. Stan Laurel is the
intrepid explorer who goes
to the jungle
in
taxi.
a
Among the supplies that his
men carry are a piano, a
bathtub and a
cello. Stan
uses the last to imitate the
lion's call.
He does it so
whole
successfully that
a
tribe of the
beasts
chase
him for three days. An elephant, a cuckoo, crocodiles
and monkeys are all encountered on his hunt. Will
please most any audience.

Interest

reel

audience.

of the second Fighting
Blood series. The hero
and his manager enter
the movies
at
Hollywood and stage a fight
for a newsboys' benefit.
entertainme n t
with plenty of thrills.

after

nice,

Pleasing Novelty

to please a crit-

Long Live the Ring
O. B. Round Three

more chases by crooks

a

right.

enough

—F.

near slips off the cor-

'Why The Glohe

Good

htings
ical

to

building.

number of ducks.

very interesting scen-

ic.

Romance

comedy

gets the greater

—

Sunshine and Ice Fox. A reel of travel
over South America's only transcontinent railroad from the warmth
and flatness of the low-

Messenger Boy's

A

girl

Fables, the lat-

lands to the chill and
grandeur of the Andes.

rivals

who

The

From Old

Grand-Asher

bering continues his adventures along the foot
wide cornice of a high

Vance.

Truths

Urban Popular

Classic, affords some interesting animal shots. It shows the Zoo animals at feeding time, and there are several
excellent close-ups.
est

'The Sleepwalker'

reel

1

Modem

escapes from death or
desolation by automo-

Educational
Good Diversion

Classification

BRIEFS OF THE SHORTS

if

by

age audience.

comedy
man and his colored servant, an eloping
couple and a party of masqueraders seek
refuge from a storm in what they suppose is
a deserted house. It is really the headquarters
of giant twin brothers who are bomb makers.
Everybody has a fine time chasing every
body else and the costumes of the mas»
queraders bring about some humorous situations.
The house finally blows off a cliff.
Fair slap stick comedy.

Classification

Little Feature

worth booking.

—

This animal satire
Stepping Out Pathe.
to do with the stepping over the
domestic traces by Mrs. Goose is good comedy and all considered this is a reel that will
amuse most any audience, and is worth

which has

booking.

September

29, 1923
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Ground about Hollywood
THE mother

of Virginia Lee Corbin, child
has filed a suit for SI 1.500
damages against the Fisher Productions,
Inc.
Mrs. Corbin states that Virginia's contract called for a salary of S300 a week, and
she has been waiting for forty-five weeks for
work. $2,000 has been paid on ihe contract and
Mrs. Corbin claims that SI 1,500 is still due.
actress,

Victor Seastrom and the company filming

Another new member has been added

to

Alary
Pickford organization in the
person of Starrett Ford, who will act as
production manager
for
Miss Pickford's
forthcoming screen version of
"Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall." Air. Ford goes
to Miss
Pickford's organization from the
Aletro company, where he was in charge of
production activities on "The Four Horsethe

men,"

"Conquering

Power,"

"Turn

to

the

hailed by
success."

London

Tony

Gaudio,

a night scene for

critics as

cameraman

camera.

Although Tony saw
leap he did not
dodge
because
he
would have exposed
Frances
AI a r i o n,
Alaude
a y n e,
the

W

Washburn

declared that he likes
to
surround himself
with a good cast. He

Chester

an

actor

Washburn

is

to

him.

now

players
production for GrandAsher.
temporarily

"Try

and

Get

Marion
tick

"Chu Chin

Chow" which is being
produced in Berlin, by
an English company.
The

old

studios

Road,

enlarged,

new

be the
of
Pre-

will

home

ALL POSED UP TO HAVE THEIR PICTURE TOOK
These precisely positioned ladies and gentlemen comprise the entire cast of "The Meanest Man in the
World" which is being produced by Principal Pictures.
They are, left to right, top row: Lincoln
Left ta
Stedman; Waide Crane; Bert Lytell; Bryant Washburn; William Conklin and Victor Potel.
right, seated; Forrest Robinson; Helen Lynch; Blanche Sweet; Maryon Aye; Frances Raymond and Carl

—

Stockdale.

ferred Pictures.

The Hollywood Players
new organization said to be

is the name of a
getting under way
in Hollywood.
It will be made up of people
interested in the study of dramatic art and a
class will be formed to teach the principles
of stage technique.

By arrangement with Bernard

AlcConville.

supervising editor of the Universal Company,
the services of Leonore J. Coffee, scenario
writer, have been loaned to Arthur Jacobs
for work on "Bread," a First Xational pro-

Right,"

"Prisoner of Zenda,"
other feature films.

"Trifling
He is a
veteran of the business, having started his
motion picture work with Cecil B. De Alille
in 1913.

Women," and

Southern California has been selected for
the shooting of the historical pictures to be
made by the newly organized Columbia Picture Company, sponsored by the American
Patriotic League.

duction.

Richard A. Rowland, general manager of
Associated First National, came to Los An-

An Oakland man has turned out a two-part
motion picture at a total expense of $300.
This is said to be the cheapest production of
this length ever made.
The camera work
took fourteen days. The cast was made up
of unpaid amateurs.

geles for a brief stay, to map out the new
season's production schedule and to approve
the pictures just completed.
There are thirteen producing units with twenty pictures to

Holman Day who wrote more than one
thousand short stories has joined First National to act in an advisory capacity in the
Scenario Department.
As soon as he arrived at the studios he began work immediately writing titles for "Thundergate."

No more

are permitted to watch
the filming of First National Pictures unless
it is necessary
for business purposes.
This
decision resulted from the visit of a delegation from Iowa. During a delicate love scene
that Colleen Aloore was enacting for "Flaming Youth," a~ dear old lady from Council
Bluffs pierced the silence by
ejaculating"
"Lordy. ain't she lovely." This expression of
admiration wrecked the scene and the leniency
of United Studios.
visitors

in

received
the side.

"The

Selig

on
Mission
improved and

Ray

cameraman

Binger was knocked
unconscious and Aliss

Betty 'Blythe will

be seen in

struck

camera
and
knocked Tony to the
ground. His knee was
wrenched.
Second

selection of
for his first

It."

The horse

the

making a

titled

Schildkraut

and the others who
were sitting
behind

choose a poor cast so
that
he may shine.
Air.

Franklin,

Joseph

poor pol-

it is

filming

romance "Dust of Desire" when the horse
of a charging Arab horseman was struck full
in the eyes by a battery of lights.
The
blinded
animal leaped straight upon the

scenes of the picture
will be shot.

believes
icy for

was

Norma Talmadge's Arabian

"The Judge and the
Woman" went to San
Francisco where final

Bryant

"an epoch-making

tions.

Interior scenes of damatic importance in
universale "The Storm Daughter," are being filmed under the direction of George
The members of the comArchaimbaud.
pany have just returned to Universal City
after long location visits at Catalina and

Laguna.
After several years as a comedy scenarist
and gag -writer at the Fox Hollywood studios.
Bryan Foy has been promoted to a directorship.
He will soon start work on his first
comedy, one of the Sunshine series.

Lee Aloran has been signed by Jack White
appear

in

comedy which

Edward Luddy, recently elevated to a directorship with Century Comedies, has been selected to direct Buddy Alessinger's next comedy;

Eternal

Struggle" is scheduled
for early showings in
Seattle. Renee Adore,
has the leading role.

Fred Datig, Universal director, had to
appli175
interview
cants before he found asuitable player for
the leading role in one of his new produc-

to

be considered by Air. Rowland.

a

another Educational-AIermaid
will be filmed in the near

future.

Ben Verschleiser, general manager of the
Grand Studios in Hollywood has O. K.'d the
purchase of three trucks, especially equipped
to carry sets, lights, etc., to facilitate the pro-

Alax Alexander, well known in European
motion picture circles, has been appointed
property manager for the Century Film Corporation.
He succeeds Harry Gross, who has
gone to Paramount's Eastern studios.

Denison Gift, former Lasky scenarist and

Fox

director,

who

left

California three years

ago for a world tour will return to Hollywood in November. He stopped off in England for a while and during his sojourn made
a strong bid for fame with several noteworthy accomplishments among them being
the

production of

"Alary

Queen of

Scots,"

duction of Grand-Asher comedies.

A

cloudburst and terrific electrical storm in
Death Valley forced Erich von Stroheim
to temporarily abandon work on his latest
production. The director had a narrow escape
from death during the 90-mile sand storm
the

that preceded the burst.

The garden

spot of California. "Califorscreened for the first time in
"Bluebeard's Eighth Wife." The place is
at Alonterey. a resort overlooking the Pacific
nia's

Eden"

ocean.

is
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Feature Release and Review Chart
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE
Feature

APRIL
Feature

Star

Director

Abysmal Brute

Length

Distributor

Reginald Denny
R. V. Lee ...Universal
6,942
Not heavy; smooth and interesting. L. A. Exp.
A knockout. Record.
Alice Adams
Florence Vidor ...Not Credited .Assoc. Exhib. ..6,361
Is evidence^ that a novel can be filmed as written.
Seattle Times.
Star gives appealing portrayal with a good cast.—Seattle Star.
Backbone
Special Cast
Sloman
Goldwyn
6,821
Plot too obscure.
Bait. Post.
Something different. Sun.
Bella Dcnna
^..Pola Negri
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount
8,000
One of the real triumphs of the season. Herald.
Bright Lights Bway
Special Cast
Prin. Pict
Campbell
6,189
Bright Shawl
Dick Barthelmess Robertson ...First Nat
7,503
Some good action. Daily News.
Excellent.
Albany News.
Conventional. Albany Journal.
Most refreshing. Charlotte Observer.
Bucking The Barrier ...Dustin Farnum ..Campbell ....Fox
5,000
Good unusually so. Oklahoman.
Entertaining and thrilling.
Mil. News.
Clansmen of North
Travers R. Dwyer Not Credited Selznick
5,000
Cordelia Magnificent
Archinband
Metro
6,800
C. K. Young
Something different. L. A. Exp.
Intriguing affair.- Times.
Crashing Thru
Harry Carey
5.000
Val Paul
.F. B.
Action and thrills.
Milwaukee Journal.
.Universal
Dead Game
Ed. Gibson
Sedgewick
4,819
Fairly amusing.
Birmingham News.
Flames of Passion
Special Cast
Craft
Independent ....4,962
Forbidden Lover
Bedford- Sparling Not Credited .Selznick
5,000
Go-Getter
.Special Cast
E. Griffith ...Paramount
7,771
Action and) Comedy.—Cleve. News.
Detailed\ farce melodrama.
P. D.

—

—

.

—

—

—

Lehrman ....Universal
5,105
Not Credited .Truart, S. R. ..5.000
Empty Cradle
Fighting Strain
Neal Hart
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
Paramount
Fog Bound
Dorothy Dalton ..Willat
8,000
Good entertainment. Bait. Sun.
Good mystery. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Fortune of Christina ....Special Cast
Not Credited .Playgoers
5,000

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

—

Grumpy

Roberts-McAvoy

.

Hold's one's interest.
Roberts makes
Viola Dana
Millions
Fast moving comedy.
Toledo Times.

Her Fatal

Reed Howes

One

Law

»f

Curwood's

best.

Henderson

—Birmingham

News.
Lewis King

Wm.

Rustlers
Lost In Big City

Fairbanks
Lowell

..J.

Mason
drama. —Allentown

Lovebound

interesting.
..Arrow S. R.
...Arrow S. R.

Murphy

B.

Special Cast

Jacqueline

.Paramount
7,00t
— Courierthe
Journal.
Beaudine
Metro
— Blade.6,000
Amusing and
Mille

picture.

—

High Speed Lee

W. De

Interesting society
Madness of Youth
John Gilbert
Average picture. Portland Journal.

.Arrow

Arrow

Irving
... Henry
Post.

Shirley

.

.

.

—

R.
R.

S.
S.

.4,939
.7,119

Otto ..Fox

4,407

Fox

Storm

J.

4,720
6,400

4,719

Prin. Pict
5,894
Gold Madness
Guy Bates Post .Thomby
Willat
Selznick
4,532
Midnight Patrol
Hall-Theby
H. Black
.Universal
4,861
Nobody's Bride
H. Rawlinson
P. Garson ...Metro
Dexter- Eddy
5,063
Old Sweetheart Mine
..Sam
..Paramount
Gloria
Swanson
Wood
6,000
Prodigal Daughters
Super-society drama of the year. Seattle Times.
Swift moving. Star.
Newmeyer
.Pathe
Harold Lloyd
6,890
Safety Last
Times
Can't afford to\miss.
Best comedy of season. Richmond News L.
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5.000
Neal Hart
Salty Saunders
Humor adds delight. Enq.
Youngstown E. L.
Thrills, raw melodrama.
Holubar
First Nat'l
6,000
Dorothy Philips
Slander The Woman
Don't miss. Times Dispatch.
Graphic and powerful. Norfolk Landmark.
Kolker
Paramount
Alice Brady
5,375
Snow Bride
.

.

.

.

Girl

—

—
—
—

.

.

.

.

.

—
—
—

.

—
—
—
Toledo Times.
Boston
Full
.Adv.
A
of
4,517
Snowdrift
Charles Jones ....Hendryx ....Fox
—
—
Interesting.
Wis. News.
Good. Milwaukee Journal.
R. Hughes ...Goldwyn
8,000
Souls For Sales
Special Cast
—Kansas C. Times.
Has humor, romance and
of Hollywood.
real

.

.

action,

tale.

stirring.

thrills.

Illiad

Home
First Nat'l
4,509
Sunshine Trail
D. Maclean
One isn't asked to believe it— just laugh. Cleve. Press.
Not Credited .Burr Nickle
5,000
Tansy
Special Cast
Prin. Pict
Special Cast
Hillyer
6,000
Temporary Marriage
Good story, talent. 7". D.
Good domestic drama. Albany Journal.
Hennebery ...Paramount
5,000
Tiger's Claw
Jack Holt

—

—

Oriental atmosphere well

Town

—

sustained.-

—Cine.

Gladys Walton

Scandal

Trailing Wild Animals
Trail Lonesome Pine ....M.
Entertiins.

Justice to novel.

Appealing.

.

.

.

.

Artistic.

Jr.

— Phila.

T.

—

Seattle

4,704
6,247
6,000

Times.

Universal
F. B.
Action.

Inquirer.

Conway

Special Cast
Seattle P. I.

—

story.

Baggot
Universal
Not Credited .Metro
Paramount
Maigue

Smith
Johnson

Startling scenic effects.

-

.

—Milwaukee

Trimmed In Scarlet
Special Cast
Westbound Limited ....Ralph Lewis

What Wives Want

.

M. Minter

Time worn

Enq.

—Por.

5,000
6,100
J.

Universal

4,745

—
—
Unusual
First Nat'l
N. Talmadge ....Lloyd
8,000
—
Enjoyable.
Richmond News Leader.
Worth seeing again. — Times. D.
Wonders
Williamson ..F. O. B
the Sea
L. McGrath
—Exp. Mystery. —Rec.5,700
Educational, fascinating. —
A. Herald.
Kirkwood
You Are Guilty?
Not Credited .Mastodon,
— Boston Post. Holds thruout. —Adv.R. 5,000
Fascinating
of honest
Melford
Paramount
You Can't Fool Wife ...Special Cast
7,000
Convincing and entertaining. —Seattle Times.
Drama of Society, P.
Holds the

Within The

interest.

plot.

Star.

Law

of

L.

Thriller.

S.

thief.

tale*

I.

Golden West

Girl

—

Feature

Lady

Bavu

Liane Hadi
Wallace Beery

Oswald
.

.

Distributor

Hodkinson

—

.

—

Fairly convincing Northwestern, arid takes well.

Crossed Wires
A relief.

—

L.

—

interesting.

Intensely

—Inquirer.

Little Red Schoolhouse ..Special Cast
Lonely Road
K. McDonald
Man From Glengarry ...Special Cast

Gripping

Mary

of the

Ne'er

Do

—

tale.

—

.

.

S.

R. ...5,;60

..First Nat'l

Shertzinger

.

McRae

6,000
5,800

Hodkinson

Times.

Bait.

Mary Mack
MacDermott .F. B.
Paramount
Thos. Meighan ...Al Green
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
Ind. Pict
Special Cast
Moody
Goldwyn
Lunt-Palmerri ...Weight
Ruggles
F. B.
Ethel Clayton

Movies
Well

Many interesting
Power Divine
Ragged Edge

situations.

Woman

Remittance

Arrow,

Adolfi
.

6,100

—

5.500
7,000

—

4,920
7,000
7,000

—

Columbia P. I.
Exceptional entertainment.
Arrow, S. R. ...6,270
Special Cast
J. Pratt
Paramount
Compson-Tearle
Brennon
7 000
Rustle of Silk
Commonplace but fine cast. Cleve. News.
Well played.—Cleve. P. D.
.Paramount
,.5,632
.Walter Hiers .... Henaberry
Sixty Cents an Hour
First class fun maker.
Dallas Herald.
Refreshing amusement. Jr.
6,000
Madge Bellamy
Soul of the Beast
Jno. Wray ...Metro

Rip Tide

.

.

One

.

of Ince's best.

—

.

in

contrasts.

—

Fox
Not Credited .Burr Nickle

Franz

A

human

story of

..First Nat'l
Amusing, dramatic.

Times.

Seattle

Dempster- Marsh

Woman Game

Young

Jas.

A simple story that goes to the heart.

Wolf Tracks

.

.

News.

Tom Mix

study

.

.

.

Sunken Rocks
Alma Taylor
Wandering Daughters ...Special Cast
White Rose

—

.

.

—Birmingham

Stepping Fast

Striking

—

.

.Griffith

—San.

4,608
.

.

—

Griffith

Fran. Chronicle.
feeling and human appeal.
Los Ang. Times.
Not Credited .Sunset Prod.
Jack Hoxie
Selznick
Earle
E. Hammerstein

—

.

.

.5.000
6,000
Star
10,834
.

..5,000
5,000

JUNE
Feature

Bargains
Below Rio Grande

Special Cast

Counterfeit

—

Neal Hart
Love
Special Cast
Wholesome melodrama worth seeing.

Critical

Age

Distributor

Director

Star

Length

Not Credited .Burr Nickle ....5.000
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
5,000
Not Credited .Playgoers

— Boston

Advertiser.

McRae

Special Cast
enjoyable. —
Louis Star.

Real.

— Traveler.

Hodkinson

4,504

Thoroughlv
-St.
of Rich
Foreman ....Preferred
6,000
Special Cast
Noteworthy. Oklahoma City Times.
Highly entertaining. Oklahoman.
Desert Rider
..5.000
Hoxie
Sunset Prod.
Jack Hoxie
5,000
Devil's Partner
N. Shearer
Not Credited .Ind. Pict.
Divorce
Bennett
F. B.
6,000
J. Novak
Interesting, pounds home.
Toledo Times.
Old story but good. Blade.
Don Quickshot
Marshall ....Universal
5.000
Jack Hoxie
Fog
Harris-Landis ....Powell
Metro
6,541

Daughters

—

—

—

Good

entertainment.

Exciters
Thriller.

—

— Toledo

Times.
Aptly presented. Blade.
Daniels- Moreno ..Campbell ....Paramount
Constitution.
Interesting.
Times.
best.
Daily Oklohoman.

— Norfolk

Miss Daniel's
Heart Raider

—

—

6.000

—

—

Agnes Ayres ....Ruggles

Plenty of action. Birmingham K. C. Jr.
Interesting.
One of Miss Ayres' best. Birmingham Ledger.
Last Moment
Special Cast
Meehan
Leaves you guessing. Allentown Journal.

—

—Paramount
Norfolk

5.075

Hodkinson

7,000

L.

—

Man

of Action
D. MacLean ....Home
First Nat'l
... 5.000
Evervone guessing and laughing. Seattle Times. Mirth, mystery. P. /.
Mich. O'Halloran
Irene Rich
Meehan
Hodkinson .... 7.000
Pleasant impression. L. A. iHerald.
Rather good.— Express.
Mysterious Witness
Robt. Gordon
Zeliff
F. B.
4,822
Only 38
Special Cast
W. De Mille .Paramount
6,000
DeMille prevented calm plot from becoming a bore. Portland Oregon.
Paddy Next Best Thing.. Mae Marsh
Cutts
Allied P. & D. .6,000
Mae Marsh, winsome and fascinating. Boston Post.
Railroaded
5,000
H. Rawlinson ....Mortimer ....Universal
Sawdust
Gladys Walton ...Conway
Universal
4,940
Good, as pictures go. Bait. Post
rings
It all
true.
E. Sun.
Sun Dog Trails
SDecial Cast
King
Arrow, S. R. ...4.586
Suzanna
Mabel Normand
F. R. Jones ..United Arti. ...5,966
Trifling With Honor
Pollard
Special Cast
Universal
7,785
Tense moments.
Dramatic incidents. Cleve. News.
Western Blood
P. Morrison
5.000
Not Credited Sanford S. R
Woman Four Faces
Compson-D x ....Brennon
Paramount
6,000
Youthful Cheaters
Glenn Hunter
Tuttle
Hodkinson
6,000

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—
.

.

Length

JULY

8,000
6,988
5,000
4,522
..5,820
"4,944

A. Herald.

Gladys Walton ...Baggot
Universal
brewed farce. Boston Advertiser.

Excellently

4,904
....",000

Nat'l

Who Came Back ...Special Cast
Forman
Preferred
An interesting film, with a good cast. Port. Telegram.
Good, outside of carelessness in construction. Phila. E. L.

.

Paton
Universal
Should satisfy most exacting fan. Phila. Inq.
Thrills.
Ledger.
Black Shadows
Special Cast
Salisbury ....Pathe
Boston Blackie
Wm. Russell ....Dunham
Fox
Moves swiftly, showing prison life. Toledo 'Blade.
Broken Violin
Special Cast
....Arrow, S. R.
J. Dillon
Burning Words
Roy Stewart
Paton
Universal

—

First

;

Director

Star

Ham

Universal

Inquirer.

Phila.

.

MAY
Affairs

.

—

Stirring screen versions.

.

.

.

.

H. Rawlinson ....Blache
Kerrigan-Bremer .Carewe

.

.

.

—

Fools and Riches

—

—

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Hoot Gibson
Alden-Morey

Double Dealing

4,705

Feature

Distributor

Length

Tourneur ....First Nat'l
Borzage
First Natl
Birmingham News.
life.
J. Storm ....Paramount
entertainment.
Nor. Landmark.
Desert Driven
Harry Carey
Val Paul
F. B.
Harry Carey proves the man's star of screen. Milwaukee Sentinel.

6.000
5,000

Star

Brass Bott!e
Children of Dust

Special Cast
Special Cast
Human nature and glowing with
Children of Jazz
Special Cast
Interesting.
Wise. News.
Good

Director

—

—

—

—

Flying

Dutchman

Special Cast

Carleton

F. B.

6,000
5.000
5.622

—

September

29,

1923
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FEATURE RELEASE AND REVIEW CHART- Continued From
Feature

Star

C

Length

Distributor

Director

Forbidden Range
Neal Hart
Gentlemen
Leisure ...Jack Holt

Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
Henaberry ...Paramount
6,000

—

—

Season's laughing sensation. Okla. City News.
Delightful.
Oklahoman.
Thos. Meighan ...Ralph Ince ..Paramount
5,000

Homeward Bound
Good story
Palms

of sea.

— Birmingham

Itching

Law

Unbounded

News.

satisfaction.

Home

Special Cast

—Post.

F. B.

5,000
6,000

Fleming
Paramount
D. Dalton
Unusual. Birmingham News.
Drawn out but exciting at times. Port. News.
Love Piker
^nita Stewart ....Hopper
Gold-Cosmo ...6,000
Bait. M. Sun.
Something for everyone. Amer.
Fair entertainment.
Milwaukee Journal.
Good entertainment. News.
You'll love it.
Man Between
Special Cast
Finis Fox ....Assoc. Exhib. ..6,000
Man's Man
F. B. O
J. W. Kerrigan
McGuire of Mounted ...Wm. Desmond ...O. Appel ....Universal
5.0C0
Penrod and Sam
Special Cast
W. Beaudine .First Nat'l
6,275
Portrayal of life of an every day American.
Birmingham News.
Rapids
Harry Morey ....Hartford
Hodkinson
4,932
Wilkes-Barre Post.
Forceful energy.
Film of Canada. Advt.
Self Made Wife
Special Cast
Dillon
Universal
5,000
Shootin' for Love
Ho:t Gibson
Sedgwick ....Universal
5,160
Proof
Skid
Charles Jones
Fox
6,000
S. Dunlap
Thrills and action.
Birmingham Age-Herald.
Exciting.
Toledo Times.
Stormy Seas
McGcwan-Holmes. McGowan .. .Assoc Exhib. ...5,000
Trilby
Spec'al Cast
Young
First Nat'l
7,302
A good picture, well directed, finely acted. San Fran. Chronicle.
Powerful.
Charlctte Observer.
Wierd and fantastic. Dallas Journal.
Victor
H. Rawlinson
Laemmle ....Universal
4,888
Lawless

of

—

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

—

.

.'

.

.

.

—

—

—

.

Fea.ure

Star

Boy

Barefoot
Blinky

Preceding Page

Director

All Star
E.

The sort of picture which ought
Covered Wagon, The ...Special Cast

go well

to

—

small

in

.

Length

Distributor

...Fox

5,000
Preferred
6,126
Circus Days
Cline
First Nat'l ....5,163
Cast is well chosen and lends excellent support to lead. San. Fran. Call.
Common Law
Griffith-Tearle
Archinbaud
Selznick
7,527
Leah Baird
Destroying Angel
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,640
Dulcy
Con. Talmadge ..Franklin
First Nat'l
...6,859
Fighting Blade
R. Barthelmess ..Robertson ...First Nat'l
8,729
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elson
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,000
Human Wreckage
Mrs. W. Reid
F. B.
7,415
J. Wray
Brought a storm of applause when last reeH had] been unwound. Cin. Post.
Should satisfy the most cynical audiences. Port. Oregonian.
Full of action from beginning to end.
Port. Telegram.
Dramatic merit.
Powerful.— Boston Advt.
Spellbound.
Transcript.
Huntress
Collen Moore ....Reynolds ....First Nat'l
6,336
Special Cast
If Winter Comes
Fox
11,250
One of the finest pictures the screen has ever shown. Chic. Post.
An exquisite conception exquisitely presented. Chicago News.
Finest picture yet made from a famous contemporary novel. N. Y. Review.
Milton Sills
Parke
LegaHy Dead
Universal
5,000
A tremendous hit. Brooklyn Citizen.
Remarkable theme. Tel.
Unusual and original. Portland Oregonian.
Roy Stewart ... ..Paton
Universal
Love Brand
5,000
1
Fiery tale, one of best. Boston Post.
Fox
.Dustin Farnum
5,000
Man Who Won, The
Harry Carey
F. B.
Miracle Baby, The
5,624
Hoot Gibson ....Sedgwick ....Universal
6,000
Out of Luck
Spontaneously funny.—Seattle Times.
Trifle far-fetched.
Toledo Blade.
Logan-Flynn ....Melford
Paramount
Salomy Jane
6.270
Type of movie that will probably go on forever. N. Y. Telegraph.
'49.
Bklyn.
Cit.
Throbs with the wild romance of picturesque days of
Scarlet Lily, The
K. McDonald
Shertzinger ..First Nat'l ....16,000
5,000
Second Hand Love
Chas. Jones
Fox
Wm. Desmond
Universal
5,000
Shadows of North
Tom Mix
Blystone
Fox
7,054
Soft Boiled
S.S28
Special Cast
Hillyer
Goldwyn
Spoilers, The
Lavish.
One of greatest of year. Dallas Dispatch.
Journal.
Vic Halperin .Assoc. Exhib.
5,000
Tea With a Kick
Special Cast
Vidor
Goldwyn
6,946
Three Wise Fools
Special Cast
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Times.
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Citizen.
Morn. Sun.
Something in it for everybody. Bait. American.
First rate.
Vigorous melodrama. Express.
Simple, winsome, captivating. Eve. Sun.
Special Cast
Not Credited .Playgoers, S. R..5.000
Tipped Off

Forman

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

.

—

—

.

Filled with

spectacular episodes that are well filmed.

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

SEPTEMBER
Feature

Director

Star

Length

Distributor

Frank BorzageFirst National

Select Cast

Telgram.

—

Main

—

Tom Mix

Fox
box office receipts.

Beaumont

Blue-Vidor

Street

Norma Talmadge .Goosson

—Wood
Wash.

Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson ..S.
An interesting version of the French play.

5,174

First Nat'l ....10,000

Paramount

5,960

Even. Star.

—N.

6.000
Y.

Teleg.

.Warner Bros.

—
.

.

..8,000

Return engagement hailed as out of ordinary event. Seattle Times.
Proved as popular on return as capacity first run showing. Star.
8,000
Lee Parry
Fox
10 000
Philbin-Kerry
R. Julian
Universal
A picture long to be remembered. Portland News.
Pramatic, spectacular, vivid. Seattle P. I.
One of the greatest love stories ever screened. Post Oregonian.
Both elaborate and dramatic. Portland Journal.
Wonderful. Oregonian.
7 0C0
Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr
...Badger
First Nat'l
Rosita
United Artists ..8,800
Mary Pickford
E. Lubitsch
6,841
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Badger ... Goldwyn
.5,134
Rouged Lips
Metro
Viola Dana

Monna Vanna
Merry Go Round

—

—

.

.

—

.

—

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

c.717
Se'znick
of Hentzau
Heerman
All Star
Gives pretty good entertainment for the 10 reels. San Fran. News.
Very entertaining. Los Angeles Examiner.
Many moments of suspensive interest in this picture. San Fran. Chronicle.
Seldom has such a star cast been brought togeter in one picture. L. A. Rec.
Los. Ang. Express.
It is a sumptuous production.
8,010
Six Days
Special Cast
Chas. Brabin Goldwyn
.6,000
Silent Partner, The
Special Cast
C. Maigne ...Paramount ..
7, £09
Fox
Silent Command, The ..Special Cast
_
A straightforward melodrama. Chicago Examiner.
Moderately good entertainment. N. Y. Even. Post.
A fine work finely done. N. Y. News.
Not Credited Sanford Prod. ..6. COO
Special Cast
Souls in Bondage
5.778
Jerome Storm Fox
John Gilbert
St. Elmo
Rather good. Chicago Herald Examiner.
8,079
Metro
Strangers of Night
Special Cast
5,150
Metro
Buster Keaton
Three Ages
The funniest thing I ever saw. Washington News.
5.000
Truart SR
Walthall-Lake
Unknown Purple
4.776
Universal
Untameable, The
Gladys Walton
Good entertainment for Walton, fans. St. Louis Post Dispatch.
6,000
Newmeyer
Pathe
Why Worry
Harold Lloyd
.Tno. Stahl ... First Nat'l .... 7.000
Wanters, The
Special Cast
4.512
Universal
Marshall
Where Is This West .... Jack Hoxie

Rupert

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—
—

—

.

—

.

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

OCTOBER
Feature

A

r hes

of

Vengeance

.

.

.

Bad Man, The
Drift

:

Distributor

Director

Star

»Norma Talmadge Frank Lloyd First National
Edwin Carewe First National
Holbrook Blinn
Universal
Priscilla Dean ... .T. Browning
Adoree-Williams- R. Barker ... Metro
.

.

.

ng

.

Struggle, The.
An entertaining melodrama. Chicago Post.
In the Palace of the KingSpecial Cast
Emmett Flynn joldwyn
Lord of Thundergate.
Br»imer-Moore ..Jos. DeGrasse First National
Pon'o'a
Nilsson-TCirkwood D^na'd Crisp First National
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
Ed. Sedewick Universal
Universal
Welsh-Adoree
N Ross
S x Fifty, The
S'ave of Desire, The
Walsh-Love-Myer r,Geo. D. Baker Goldwyn
Steadfast Heart, The
Courtot-Striker- ..Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
.
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ...H. Blache ... Universal

Eternal

of Desire
Ashes of Vengeance

— Port.

—

—

.

Age

.

A well knit dramatic yarn. Portland Journal.
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan .Paramount
...5,503
Many beautiful women in a story of new twists. Birmingham News.
Both interesting and entertaining. Lcs Ang. Express.

—

—

6,651
10,501

—

Lone Star Ranger

France

J.

...10,000

—
—

.

.

5,000
Teleg.

Y.

Holds the interest throughout, superb photoplay. Milwaukee Journal.
A motion picture of exceptional dazzling beauty. L. A. Examiner.
Exiles, The
Rubens-Gilbert
Goldwyn
10.000
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
Metro
7.000
Miss Murray is more lavish than usual. N. Y. Telegraph.
Green Goddess, The ....Special Cast
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn
9,100
Gun Fighter, The
William Farnum
Fox
5,000
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley
Universal
.... 12,000
Hell's Hole
Chas. Jones
Fox
S.OiJO
Her Reputation
Special Cast
First Nat'l
5,566
J. Wray

.

Russell
Special Cast
Jackie Coogan

8,000

—N.

—
—

—
—

Director

Wm.

Wind
Broken Wing

Alias Night

towns.

Post.

Jas. Cruze ... Paramount
One of greatest in history of the film industry. Dallas News.
One of the best motion pictures ever produced. Dallas Journal.
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue
F. B.
Enemies of Women
L. Barrymore
Goldwyn
.

...5,800
6,000
6,814

Universal
Truart

Harnmerstein ..Dillon

A melodrama, not superior or inferior to most of them. Sr. L.
Call of the Wild, The ..Buck
Fred JackmanPathe
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson ... Parke
Universal

Will not be likely to die of failure of

Star

SR

Sure to rank high among the other successful pictures. San. Fran. Call.
Wcrth missing something else to see. San. Fran. Chronicle.
Allure and suspense to a high degree.
Boston Post.
Excellent.
Trav.

AUGUST
Feature

C. B. C.

Hoot Gibson

Broadway Gold

Length

Distributor

Kirkland

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

;

.

.

.

Length
.

.

.9.893
6.600
7,000
7,374

.

6,000
5,000
7,012
5.000

BRIEF CONTENTS OF ALL CURRENT NEWS REELS
INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

No.

76:

Revolution

—

Salmon
in Spain
Aerial Life-Savers in Sea Rescue
in Record
Breaking Run Alaskan Bathing Girls

Amid

Revel

Old

—

Ice

Begs

— Venetian

Gondoliers

Revive

No. 77: $15,000,000
Cable Laid Laddie Boy's Nephew Succeeds Him at
White House Italians Seize Corfu Island Germans

—

— — Frenchman Crosses Atlantic
—
Futurity
— Mar30-foot Cutter—
James Wins 1923
Bombers Practice Close Flying
New

in

Gliders

St.

tin

PATHE NEWS

No. 74: Boston College Football
Men Start Fall Practice U. S. Army Aviators Stay
in Air a Day and a Half
New York Police Field
Day Auto Speed Race to Top of Pike's Peak Mary
Campbell Again Crowned "Miss America" at Atlantic
City Beauty Tournament
George Wood Wins the
Pictures
150 Mile International Motor Boat Race
of Pre-Earth<juake Japan
America Organizes to re-

—

——
—
—

Sufferers.

PATHE NEWS

No. 75: Celebrate "German Day"
in Bavaria
Loading Ships for Japanese Relief 25th
r nronation of Queen Wilhelmina Dempsey-Firpo
Fight Pictures Seven TJ. S. Destroyers on Rocks
General Pershing Witnesses Polo Game.

—

—

—

Glories.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Test

Japanese Disaster

lieve

—

—

FOX NEWS

—

Wins Lip-

The Henry

Ford
Sports — Danish
— California 97:
U. Students
Golf
display Bathing Suits — Heavyweights
Tournament — U.
Wins Motor Boat Races —
Before Earthquake.

ton

No.

Cup

in

Girls

in

Pic-

S.

tures of

Japan

FOX NEWS

No. 98: Dollv Beauty Show— Airdale
With 14 Puppies— $500,000 Fire Caused by Lightning First Railroad Comes to Kansas Town Four
Round Pennyweight Battle Automobile Races at

—

—

—

Detroit.

— G.

—

—

No. 99: America Aid Stricken JaA. R. Review at Milwaukee Crown Beauty

—

—

—

—

—

—
Field

—

Day Football at Berkley
Sun WedIsland Dog Show
Aviators Sink Two Obsolete War-

Chicago Policeman's

— Fashionable

Long

ding .in California

—

—

ships.

KINOGRAMS

No. 2285: ZR-1 sees

New York—

Cooiidge Meets Cabinet — Old Sol Poses
— Miss
Grace Roosevelt Christens Submarine— Prince
Wales
Quebec — Sky Fleet Attends Air Port
Polo Team Defeats
Boston — U.
Opening
for Scientists

of

FOX NEWS
pan

—

Queen at Atlantic City Auto Races to Top of Pike's
Peak Bathing Suit Wedding Trots Mile in 2:14
Wienerwurst Hunts New Thriller.
KINOGRAMS No. 2282: America Retains Davis
Cup Italians attack Corfu Greeks Appeal to League
of Nations
Gobs Cruise on Pneumatic Tires
Heavyweights in Golf Tournament Japanese Views.
KINOGRAMS No. 2284: Union Soldiers March
N. Y. Poli-e Field Day
in Review in Milwaukee

British."

at
at

S.
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THE MODERN THEATRE

The Projection Room.

A

Novelty in Theatre Construction.

Transformation of Old House a

Work

of Art

Park Theatre, Built Twenty-Five Years Ago, Completely Changed
Into

A

THEATRE

job
as
builders
throughout the
country as the refitting of the Leviathan was in shipping circles has recentalteration

worthy of note
and architects

among

been completed in New York City.
This job transformed the 25-year-old
Park Theatre at Columbus Circle into
a modern motion picture palace, classing it as one of the most beautiful in
the metropolis and the work was accomplished in three months.
The work was done in record time
between the securing of a long-term
lease on the property by William Randolph Hearst, President of the Cosmopolitan Productions, Inc., and the
release date of the Cosmopolitan's star,
ly

Marion Davies', latest feature picture,
"Little Old New York". With the men
working in three eight hour shifts, the
theatre was completed sufficiently on
August I for the opening night of
the picture, for which the alterations
were made.
The plans of reconstruction were
drawn by Josef Urban and the work
was not let out to a general contractor
but was done under the personal supervision of Charles Carlotti, Mr. Urban's
assistant.

When

the project

ered, the plan, in

was

first

consid-

comparison with what

Modern Picture Palace

was eventually done, amounted to little
more, to quote Mr. Carlotti, "than
puttying up some cracks and putting on

the period of cupolas, fancy cornices
and black walnut furniture and the new

Cosmopolitan Theatre which

is

a coat of paint" with a contemplated
expenditure of less than $100,000.
From this beginning evolved one of

onial design softened slightly

by origin-

New

York's sensations

beautiful

in

places of amusement and the expenditure of a quarter of million dollars.
Instructions were to make the theatre
the most comfortable in the city. Because comfort is a mental as well as a
physical condition it was argued that
a public building could not be comfortable without being beautiful, could not
be beautiful without perfection of iaste,
could not possess perfection of taste
without a suggestion of luxury.
;

The

Old

The old theatre,
day, was Empire

Theatre

a relic of a by-gone
in

style

and embel-

al

of Col-

modern treatment.
The first task of alteration was

the

almost complete demolition of the in-,
side of the old theatre.
For that purpose the entire interior was scaffolded.
The ornamentation taken from ceiling
and walls was broken up before it was
carted away.
Ceiling and walls were
scraped to the bare framework. The
second of the two balconies was removed completely, steelwork and concrete.
The boxes, proscenium arch
and sounding board were all removed.
The apron was cut from the stage
necessitating the cutting of a two-foot
steel girder

and the stage was stripped

until only the walls remained.

The

entire front

was torn from

the

Opera House of much greater dimensions and were large and heavy for the

remaining balcony and the grand staircase leading to it was changed in both
grade and alignment so that 32 seats
The
could be added to 'the balcony.
originally dropped
cross-over, which

size- of the edifice.
Huge cupids, as
large as the workmen who came to take
them down, and other figures and fancy
work were on the same scale.
No greater contrast can be imagined
than between this old opera house of

three steps from the stair landing, was
raised to be on a level with it. Changes
in the grade of the floor and the width
of aisles and crossover necessitated the
breaking up of the concrete.
The orchestra floor was also rebuilt

lished with massive ornamentation of
that period.
The decorations were
modelled after those of a European

-

September

29,
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from stepped to bowled
The lobby was completely torn out. After the work of demolition was completed and actual recon-

The box offices are
a field of sienna.
set in the walls at either side of the
entrance.
The doors into the theatre
proper are of solid bronze.
All the

struction began, nothing of the old
theatre was left except one balcony and

metal work

four walls.
Then the task of replacing what had
been destroyed began. Concrete floors
were laid in both orchestra and balcony
and new grand staircases of marble
were built. Organ lofts replaced the
the new proscenium arch
old boxes
was continued to the floor of the auditorium the stage was cut away for a
semi-circular orchestra pit and the enRoof
tire backstage was re-rigged.
girders had to be reinforced to support
the central chandelier. In the rear wall
to replace the second balcony three
boxes were built, the center one for a
projection booth and the other two for

hind bronze cornices.

Colonial wall brackets of special design
of silver and crystal bear the soft lamps
which
illumine the
stairway.
Between the staircases is a beautiful mirror of the Adam period resting on a
consol of early American design. This
beautiful old antique also came from
the colonial house previously men-

spectators.

tioned.

to change it
construction.

;

;

The box

is

indirect

to the right of the projecis

is

from

be-

All Marble Staircase

The ornate grand staircase, which
once achieved more than local notice,
has been replaced with a new staircase
of marble with a bronze balustrade on
which an ivory hand rail is mounted.

the orchestra chairs is a new
supported on bronze spindles of
simple design. The 1800 chairs carry
out the Colonial design and are of
They are exmodified wing type.
ceptionally roomy with plenty of space
between the rows. The upholstery is
in
of silk amure, old gold in hue,
frames of mahogany and specially
made by the Andrews Chair Co. of
Chicago.
rail

a private one and back of
an apartment reached by a self
operated elevator from the main floor.
Directly back of the box is a reception
room done in panels of old oak with
an cpen fireplace, all of which were
brought to this country from England
by Mr. Carlotti. Adjoining this reception room is a sitting room, Adam style,
the doors and redecorations for which
were taken from a colonial house in
New York City. This apartment is not
yet completed. Above it there is to be
a private projection room.
Under the apartment mentioned
above was built a new mezzanine floor
to give adequate lobby space under the
law for the increased seating capacity
it

of specially cast bronze

Back of

Private Apartment
tion booth

is

and the lighting

From the arched sounding board h
brooding feminine face looks from the
winged figure of Dreams. It is a painting in oil on canvas.
On either side
are soft floral designs.
These latter
are the predominant features of the
decorations.
The sounding board is
supported by four Ionic columns. The
vault is decorated in gold.
The raising of the geld fire curtain
reveals a fountain playing in the center
of the stage and in the background four
panels of the design of twisted fiowers
and foliage. The two center panels
slide open to disclose the screen, installed by the Raven Haftone Screen
Corp. of New York, upon which the
shadow actors perform. Two small
reproductions of the main chandelier,
at either side of the screen, light the
stage.

Attractive Chandelier

From

the ceiling a wonderful chansuspended, a graceful basket
This
woven of strands of crystals.
basket of light is twelve feet in depth
and thirty-two feet in diameter, and it
is the only setting for the main chandelier which falls sixteen feet below to
stretch its forty-eight lights over an
area of twelve feet diameter. The entire chandelier contains over four tons
The 13,639 crystals of this
of glass.
delier

is

New ladies' retiring
of the balcony.
rooms were also built on either side of
the balcony floor and an additional exit
was provided at the right by means of
a stairway to the mezzanine floor.

New
An

Heating System

new heating system was
steam heat with the radiators
set behind bronze grills, 20-ft. sections
on each sidewall a few feet above the
orchestra floor, an 8-ft. section at the
bottom of each organ loft and two 6- ft.
entirely

installed,

sections at the rear of the main floor.
Adequate radiation was also provided

for in the lobby.

The plumbing system was
new throughout, and the

stalled

also

in-

building

The
to be re-wired for lighting.
re-wiring was for two systems controlled from separate switches to comply with the law in regard to emergency
had

lights in theatres.

The New Theatre
As the play-goer enters the new Cosmopolitan today, he passes from the
street through doors of bronze and
glass into the lobby.
The lobby walls
are of special Convent Sienna marble,
which was imported from Italy. The
floor is of black Belgium, marble with

The magnificent

chandelier which adorns the center of the

new Cosmopolitan.
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chandelier were supplied by Weinstein
and Deutsch, New York City. The total cost of this work of art is a'ooui
$75,000.
In the rear of the balcony, set into
the walls, are two boxes of bronze, one
Between them, finished
at each side.
in

i\lack

from
which

Carrara

glass,

also imported

projection room
is of the same design and execution but twice as large as the boxes.
This is a real novelty in theatre construction, affording an environment of
luxurious privacy and promoting a sense
of detachment from the house, while at
the same time affording a clear view of
the screen and orchestral pit.
It is
fitted with three Power's Type E machines, two Mestrum Spot Lights, with
Power's Burners, a metal safety container for the storing of films and a
separate room for the automatic rewinding of film. It is well ventilated
and three operators are in attendance.

The

Italy,

loges,

is

the

with

arm

chairs,

extend

around the entire arch of the balcony
in six sections on two levels with accommodations for twelve spectators in
each loge.

The

walls of the theatre are hand
which required eleven distinct operations. Sixteen panels, painted
on canvasses of various shapes and
sizes, are set into walls and ceiling,
and twelve lunettes on gold background
adorn the rear of the orchestra. Elliptic fixtures of black Carrara glass
with bronze filligree work finished in
stenciled,

The

old and the new.

At

left are

One

of the

Flemish Tapestries which adorn the side walls directly above the Balcony
value

is

the mural lights.
MagFlemish tapestries are hung on
either side wall above the balcony level.
The above is all that mere words can
do to describe an interior that grows
gilt

grasps

nificent

Their

more

beautiful as you continue to study
results of three months of
effort which mark the most
ambitious task of alteration ever undertaken in a theatre.

and the
remarkable

it,

the boxes, Proscenium arch and sounding board of the old Park theatre, which were entirely
The stenciled wall is also shown.
at right, is the new creation, which is now an organ loft.

shown

level.

estimated at $50,000.

removed

and in

their

place,

September
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Size
254 inch
2^4 inch
3
inch

^^^^^pP^

$30
3y4

%Yt inches

5 to

to 6 inches

^^^/e

I

$50

REFLECTOR LAMP
FOR BETTER PROJECTION

FUCFC

D. C.

$25

OR

A. C.

CURRENT

$60

"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Descriptive Booklet

Kollmorgen Optical Corporation
31-43 Steuben Street

Sign

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

S.

A.

of

WITH AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROL

You Save

in

CURRENT

70% in CARBONS
CONDENSERS
OBTAIN SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE PICTURE
MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND OUT
MORE CLEARLY
DEALERS write for ow proposition

AND

Kuhn
Quality

100% IN

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

Louis
Phone Chelsea 0634

70-80%

Kuhn

Studios

291-293 Eighth Ave., N. Y. C.

WARREN PRODUCTS CO.
265 CANAL ST.

NEW YORK
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Elizabeth Ave., Bethlehem, by owner City
of Bethlehem, School Dist., Board of Directors, F. J. Wilt, Secretary & Manager, 1338
Montrose Ave., Bethlehem. Owner taking
bids on general contracting September 17th
at 5 P. M.
WHEELING, W. VA Architect George
H.
Dieringer,
880
McCullough St., has
drawn plans for a theatre to be erected on

Theatre Construction

News
This Department

is

devoted

news and publishes the

—

to

theatre building

earliest

Elm Grove by owner Leopold

news obtain-

Wheeling Creek Rd.

able concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,

where motion picture equipment

be

will

drawn
store

WHITE, AMBER or GHEEH.

CONN,

for a
building, to
of Yale

Trustees

have been
hotel and
be erected by Board of

University.
Rudolph Ludwig, 70 E. 45th St.,

Neiv Theatres
BETHLEHEM, PA.—Architect

50 RADIO-MATS

Pig

—Plans
ten-story theatre,

NEW HAVEN,

used.

Miller,

ritv.

HOW
$1.50

Architect

New York

Ritter &
Shay, North American Bldg., Philadelphia,
Pa., have drawn plans for a theatre to be
erected on Linden St., between Laurel St. &

At your Dealer.

BOOK

is

Street The World Over"
ONE REEL NOVELTY SPECIAL
NEW YORK and NORTHERN N. J.
JOHN J. IRIS

"Main

Rates
cor Sale, 8 cents per word,
Wanted, 6 cents per word,
situations Wanted, 4 cents per word,
special rates on long time contracts.
rlelp

A
P-oT
TITLE

811.

CAMERA EXCHANGE

S

WELDED WIRE

Settings &oOitte Cffects

Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c ner foot.
Txpert cameramen with Bell and Howeii cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh
Ave., New York, N. Y.

Drawings in Color CrJBhck aM. H#ufe

REELS

Lettering of Character (^Distinction

Phone -Bryant - 8738
148-150T/ 46if Men^ori, CiQ

For Sale by

Motion Picture
and exchanged.

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th Are.,

DEPARTMENT

Creators of

Room

New

the Stationery of the Screen

CLASSIFIED AD

CRAMEPo- MIMS
STUDIOS lnc %

729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Phone 3377-Bryant

-Mat

RadiO-;.;

York

rent.

era

and

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sa'e and ioi

Portable

Keep us advised

Ruby Cam-

of your wants.
727 Seventh Ave., New

Exchange.

York City

WANTED

"We

cannot recommend

To

lease with option to buy, motion picture theatre
in town of frcm 5,000 to 10,000 in middle western
states by man with ten years' experience in game.
Scott M. Eagon, 1007 East Forty-First Piace, Ch'-

cago,

Keystone too highly"
-That's

the

report

Illinois.

FOR SALE

from the Smith

Eight

N w

hundred

installed

at

Lancaster Avenue,

Opera

Chairs

in

the
Leader
Philadelphia.

good condition.
41st and

Theatre,

Make

offer.

Theatre, Pittsburgh, after using

KEYSTONE BRAND FLOOR COVERING
for

more than

The World's Largest Residence for Men
1000 Outside Rooms With Bath

eight years

HOTEL CLAMAN

The RUSSELLOID Company
31 N. Second
See

our

story.

Harrisburg, Pa.

St.
Page

24.

Theatre

Equipment Directory.

43d

I

MALCOLM FILM

I

LABORATORIES

I 244-250 West 49th St.
Tel. Bryant
D

g

1

Specializing in
Al».

Broadway

MAGNIFICENT,

M
|

hotel.

Maximum

BEST QUALITY
AND SERVICE

I

of

15-story
A
** exceptionally
located,
fireproof hotel. The premier residence
for bus ness and professional men
in the city, with atmosphere of a
club, combined with the privileges
and conveniences of a modern

New York |

GUARANTEEING

1

West

TIMES SQUARE
NEW YOEK CITY

j

7069

St.

cost,

comfort at minimum
having a distinctive air of

refinement with the most modern

equipment

for

the

best

service

obtainable.

Rush Work

MARKS

$2.50-$3.50 Daily
Rates $12-$ 18 Weekly

JOE MALCOLM I

All

Rjoms with

Shower Bath

si

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

—

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

ROLL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BEST EOR THE

("coupon*)

FOLDED

T C K ET

"LEAST

I

MONFY

QUICKEST DELIVERY

S—

SS GUARANTEED

m

Jraa
* 1

vi

""THE

showman-critic

says:

"Here

is

a

looks like a real bet.
that

means something

office;

it

has

in

Variety
that

picture
It

has a

at

title

the box-

entertainment

value

for the audience after they get into
the theatre; and it has a star in an

actor-proof role that she sells 100
A world-beater for Gloria

per cent.

Swanson."
Screen play by Albert Shelby Le Vino from
and Charles
by Pierre Berton
story
the
Simon.

Love and Chuckles

Tears and Laughter

Every woman always is in love
with Love, and every man pre-

Women love tears, when

not too
long sustained by emotion. Mae
Marsh, in her great screen version of "Paddy-the-Next-BestThing," a story millions have
read, brings up tears only to
quickly dissolve them into
laughter that will sweep any
audience.

tends he likes to laugh at Love.

Mae Marsh,

in

"Paddy-the-Next

-Best-Thing," gives both women
and men their chance as she returns to the film in the greatest
picture of her entire career.

Thrills

and

There are enough

Fast-moving Drama

Chills
thrills

Mae Marsh,

and

in the role of the
next-best-thing to the son that

creepy

sensations in Mae
Marsh's new picture to satisfy
any audience. In "Paddy-theNext-Best-Thing" there is action so fast and swift, adventure
so thrilling, that patrons are
certain to talk about the picture

never came, gives an intensely

human

portrayal in a film that
never lags nor sags, but keeps
moving rapidly to a sane and
logical climax. Every human
emotion is roused by her great

to their friends.

art.

Graham Wilcox

Productions,

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
in

"Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thin
By Gertrude Page
Now
Allied Producers

Booking

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave., New York
Hiram Abrams, President

A

Branch Office Located

in

everv United Artists Exchange

—

—

)

.
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%e Business Paper of the Motion Victim Industry
GEORGE
News

REXEE ADOREE AND

NEW

They are two

PETS

wolf

B.

GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor
EDDY ECKELS, Associate Editor
MERWEDE
GEORGE

October

pups

Master of Woman."
remind us of

They

because

they

are

Is a Contract Xot a Contract?
Should System Dominate Screen Art?
This Is Biggest Year for Independents, If
You and I and Pictures
The Editorial Page
How Best to Extend the Life of Big Ones
Laying Foundation for Motion Picture Career.
Old Lady Astor Says

—

new

but because, in their inseparable
line-up.
they
are
bringing an avalanche of satisfaction to thousands of exhib-

like

Ultimatum Answered by Exhibitors
New Company Starts Functioning;
Yalentin Mandelstamm Arrives Here

They are the Release and
Review Charts which carry at

—

Uxiyersal's President Back

Home

Burr Expands
John Barrymore Again Faces Camera
C. C.

In addition to being invaluable as a guide to the production map of filmdom. it is really
a Film Digest in every sense
of the word.

:

The Dotted Line
TN every mail there pours
more

Four Masters of Chicago
"Be Yourself"

editor.

Exploitation of Universal Specials
Metro Players in the Spotlight
"Hell's Hole"

hundred and twenty million
minds
spoken
through
the
public
mouth-pieces
of
the
press.

unique and indispensable.

you haven"t already taken
advantage of these pages of
golden opportunity for showmen, turn quickly to 870 and
871. and then use the paste pot
If

and shears.

Each week shows new addi-

way

of release data
more press comments on the older pictures.
tions in the
as well as

We

earnestly

suggest

picture

salesmen

prestige

call

that

"when the

around."

It speaks louder
verbal argument.

than

.

any

-

.

I

.

Lobbyology
Current Release Ideas in Brief
Plenty of Pep Angles on "Drivin' Fool"
Big Time Hook-Ups Put Over Features
Lichtman Prize Makes Managers Step
Fick Your Stunt Picture Here Then Book It
•

—

834
842
844
846
854
858
862
868
876

,

861

863
864
865
855
865

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS
Among the Showmen
Production
Distribution
Feature Previews
Players We Know
Feature Release and Review Chart
The Big Little Feature

The Modern Theatre
Interpretive Music for the Motion Picture

Theatre Construction News

855
856
857
859

859
870
872
873
S77
88

;

Executive Offices. Published weekly at East Stroudsburg, Pa.,
by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation. Member Audit Bureau
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Foreign S6.00
single copies 25 cents.
Canada S3. 00
Remit
$2.00
by check, money order, currency or U. S. postage stamps.
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YOU

because

it

are

Proud

that we are meeting new conditions with a new
treatment that has met vour
.

.

approval
•

-

.

we have

But

.

started

...

.

In

onlv

we

fact,

have only got our first foot
forward
Far enough
however, that nothing in the
world can stop us now

....

•

.

We

.

•

•

believe that

we do on one

think as

all

That

.

high time

is

it

you
point

new methods to meet
the
new situation
This
new era of Greater

to adopt

....

Movies

.

.

Believing it is high
time to face the facts
To pick out a new policv
and pick out a good
cne
•
with a plan all
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

.

.

.

•

•

•

....

To make

a continued and lasting prosperity for you showmen
it

.

•

.

•

.

Review
by the

Exhibitors
has grabbed
horns
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—"Till Three O'Clock in the Morning'
—Hiram Abrams.
Apollos of the Silver Sheet
Thrills, Grandeur, Suspense—"Six Days"
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than the thoughts of any one

one
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TILL

THREE O'CLOCK

IN

THE MORNING

The Man About Town and his Chorus Lady are
about to embark upon a midnight party

just

These two sun dodgers are Richard
Elaine Hammerstein as they appear
Truart production, 'Broadway Gold.'

adventure.

Wayne and
in

the

OCT

17

"23
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When

Is

Opinion Divided

Not a Contract?

a Contract

Giving Salesman Authority

as to

to

Sign for His Company,

but Majority Exhibitor Opinion Favors

THE

action of Associated
Pictures in giving
its salesmen in England authority
to sign contracts for the company at
the same time an exhibitor signs them,
has aroused considerable comment on
this side of the Atlantic.

taching of the

recent

Under the new order the writing of
name becomes an application, with

the right, it is declared, vested in the
theatre owner to withdraw the paper
at any time prior to the ratification by
the home office.

conversations with distributors
and exhibitors it would seem opinion
is divided, and not necessarily along the
lines that at first one would expect to

The argument of

the home office is
that conferring final authority upon all
of a large body of men is bestowing

too great a responsibility.

them.

As an

instance it is pointed out that
expect absolute fidelity to a company's interests on the part of hundreds
of men is to look for too much.

Ever since the selling of motion picby exchanges has developed to
the point where salesmen have been
sent on the road there have been complaints against the practice which converted a "contract" on the part of the
exhibitor into what amounted to an

r

J^HE same

The charge always has been made
with the signature in
an excellent position
to call on the competitor of the man
whose signature he has obtained, and
employ it as a club to extort a larger
that the salesman,

return for his

company.

On

the other hand, while exhibitors
in a majority of cases condemn tKe
custom of the application phase as opposed to the closing of a deal by attaching two signatures, those of exhibitor and salesmen, there are theatre
owners who are disinclined to suggest

Under

lot

forbidden to solicbe situated in
the same zone, there has been a notable
lessening in the evils that formerly were
the subject of complaint.

any customer

On

is

who may

.

or

remark on one occa-

country.

NEVERTHELESS

the

charge

is

made and flatly by exhibitors that
contracts made and executed by exhibi-

1

HE

giving of authority on behalf of
the company to a salesman to sign
contracts in the smaller communities
'J

and

branch managers

to

the centres

if

would create

a

necessary in

new brand

of salesmen in so far that they would
cease to be messengers and would not
run the risk of being treated as such.
The authority to sign contracts for

employers would create
a sense of responsibility that not now
is present.
The plain fact of the matter seems
to be the home office is afraid of the
their respective

:

man

licked."

There would seem

to be admission
on the part of exhibitors that peddling
of contracts is very much less today
than formerly, but that nevertheless it

does exist.
The charge is made that exhibitors
sign for more pictures than they can
supply playdates for.
Is it possible that such action is the
result of not knowing at the time of
signing whether their action is in the
form of a contract or merely of an ap-

tors in good faith are peddled by disbefore
representatives
the
tributor
document is forwarded to the company

plication?

headquarters.

ence in selling a picture and any other
merchandise, due allowance being made

refuse to admit there has been a lessening of the evils.

to accept

it

the old order when an exhibisignedj it is pointed out. the at-

favoritism

for

sion of a home office executive to the
effect that enough errors were made
right in the New York headquarters,
fortified as these were with an abundance of data, without extending the
chance to do the same thing to all of
the company's branches throughout the

is

Under

York representative, and until that is
forthcoming the distributor is unable to
enter the booking as a finality.

before the exhibitor has got the salesrecall the

If this

tor

In the case of a producer whose subare released through a national
organization the final O. K. is usually
reserved by the former for his New
jects

gers.

hand many exhibitors

the other

tracts.

by the number of salesmen and exchange mana-

We

the latter division of the argument
be found men who will declare
that prior to the adoption of the uni-

it

home

carelessness, are multiplied

will

an application and

likely he is to be subjected to the
the
delay and prompt acceptance on
part of the company.
It is a fact that not all distributing
companies have the final say as to acceptance or rejection of exhibitor con-

buying qualities of the exhibitor.
As one executive expressed it in conversation the other day
"Why, bless
your soul, an average salesman is not
in an exhibitor's office but five minutes

the circumstances, the

bad bargains, through

JN

The same men now insist that since
under the uniform contract the salesman is directed immediately to forward

advanced

office will declare, the possibilities

a change in present arrangements.

of peddling indulged in following the signing
by an exhibitor.

is

The claim is made that a salesman is
here today and gone to another company tomorrow, and that at all times
in order to do business with exhibitors
it is essential that he remain on terms
of friendship with his customers.

in

form contract there was a

argument

against exchange managers, that the
possibility of error through carelessness
or otherwise is too important a factor
to be overlooked.

"application."

was

more

to

tures

his pocket,

so far as

the

From

find

name meant

he was concerned a real contract.

First National

It.

a fact, and we are bound
as such, then it is a condi-

may

be remedied.
It would seem, .too, that the larger
the interest of the theatre owner the

tion that well

To

man in the street it is difficult
why there should be any differ-

the

to see

for the quality of the picture, the size
of the house, the nature of the clientele
and other essential factors entering into the

problem.

;
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Should 'System' Dominate Screen Art
It

ONE

of the chief reasons for the
stringent system laws of a motion
picture studio is the tremendous
amount of money that is needed to produce a single picture.
In no other business is so much
money needed for a single venture.

Without a system

strict

enough

to

economical results,
motion pictures of today would be enjoyed only by the wealthy. And only
through such relentless systematizing
have the movies become a universal
bring about

efficient,

so the players shall have their wardrobe at the desired moment.
All this requires systematizing that
must never sleep, for if everything is
not waiting for the word "shoot" from
the directors, entire companies are often prevented from continuing or commencing their work. And that feature
primarily is the biggest factor in waste.
Then there are the petty expenditures,

which soon become more than

company or corporation
where a number of people are
employed, a checkup form to

the system

every

keep

tabs, as

it

to obtain the
their services.

were,

System, in its broadest and yet
most stringent form, therefore,
becomes a prime necessity, especially where four, five, six,
eight and ten producing units are
constantly at work.
Each company, or unit, it may
be noted, carries no less than ten
people exclusive of players.
And for the benefit of those
who are not close students of
production, let it also be noted
that the making of a picture requires a director, who in turn
has from one to three assistants
two or more cameramen, who
also

have assistants electricians,
men, carpenters and
;

the
leading man or woman, the
second "lead," and the supporting cast that the scenario may
call for.
Some scenes demand
others a
five additional players
hundred or more.
is

the

star,

—

my

side,

A

—

—

our average begin spending wantonly,
even though only slightly, that it does
not take long for small bills to run into
three or

more

figures.

And

if

these

should soon become regular
visitors to your cash box,
it
would take a veritable army of
systems to stop the "leak."
The employment of what are
known as "extras" is a second

of

Production

mighty

when the
ISthe
top of

efficiency

man

from

goes over

That enemy
low

the

is

artist

the natural bent

and individual
of

lines

least

of

resistance

;

with a broad-

able for the

He

the working day is finished, the voucher
a form of
check for which the "extra" receives his or her salary from the
cashier, must be obeyed.

expenditures.

and

hiring competent heads

facts,

who

—

—

keeps the range by demanding

plain, cold figures

men and women.

When

side of requisitions that shrapnel their

way through unnecessary

receive

in instances

pose.
it

They

$10 a day for
and invariably are

not engaged (this happens only
when a script is not
that the correct "number
used)
of costumes are ordered in advance for the players; that suitable dressing quarters are avail-

to fol-

through sheer habit rather than purJulius Stern battles

to

supplied with the special clothes
the scenario specifies.
Great care must be taken that
people who will not be used are

of the studio world.

both the

factor.

$5

their efforts,

purchasing and employment against the most deadly enemy

painters.

there

petty, if

Wires, rope,

The Zero Hour

property

Then

a faulty one.

men, working by

are designated to check up and investigate all items that are needed.
It
goes without saying that most of these
requests are turned down as unnecessary.
little careful searching in and
around our large wardrobe and property departments has located many of
these desired items.
It is self evident that when six to
ten companies
or even four, which is

bills

necessary
value of

is

fullest

is

It.

gPECIAL

By JULIUS STERN
President of Century Comedies

favorite.

In

Who

Certainly Must, In Part, Declares Century Official,
Believes Only Fanatics Attempt to Dispute

?

and by
believe in

E

that every
piece of apparel is returned to our wardrobe mistress
for much of it is rented from
firms that do nothing but specialVV/

"system."

must be careful

last

You will read how he fears waste in
a business Avay just as we would all
fear any business catastrophe.

costume and prop rentals.
must see that cameras are

ize in

~p

ROM

this

you can get

eral idea of the task confronting the powers behind the payroll and
why an infallible system is the first
requisite of a studio. And no studio is
an exception. The larger it is the more
forceful is the crying need of sound
business policies. To keep these units
continually working, the first essential
is the consistent turning over to them
of stories for production.
This requires a reading force who
know what the public wants. Then
there is the equipment for the stage
sets, the immediate delivery of which
is absolutely necessary the many, many
lights, Cooper-Hewitts, Kliegs and the
like, which must be in readiness for instantaneous use the correct style and
number of clothes to be taken care of,
;

;

We

a gen-

grease paint, cold cream, electric bulbs,
ornaments, pictures, small novelties for
mirrors, carfare, automobiles
tables,
for location use, gasoline and oil, food
while on location, and less expensive
wearing apparel all fall in the column
of worries with other countless small
items that soon loom into a might}"
Gibraltar of dangerous figures.
These must be watched with exceptional care, and, through a procedure
which I will briefly explain will keep
these items as petty as they should be.
Employes as a rule become careless
toward these
trivial
expenditures
through sheer habit rather than purFollowing the line of least repose.
sistance brings it about.

—

one

turned in every night, for each
an outlay of at least

represents

fifteen

The

hundred
film that

dollars.

was photographed

—

—

"shot" we call it during the day must
be turned over to our film printing department new film is given in exchange, and records must be taken of
;

all

transactions.

After the day's work, "shots" of the
previous day are screened in the studio
projection room. From this we see how
the picture is progressing, and immediately order the necessary retakes.
Everything we do follows some prePicture the
vious task of precision.
chaos that would result from lack of
conditions.
these
system
under
Wouldn't costlv be a mild word?

-

October

6,
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The requisitions are charged against
the picture so that the director has a
personal interest in everything ordered
for his unit.
These requisitions pave the road
from wanton buying to careful, yet not
miserly, saving.

At the Century studios in Hollywood
our directors work with only one asAt Universal City, however,
sistant.
during the producing of "The Hunchback," the director, Wallace Worsley,
had ten assistants. A modern story
requires less people than a story of
other days, both before and behind the
camera.
1

'J

HE

men who

assist

the

E

try to always see that everything
goes through one clear course
clear to us and clear to those it

assistant

directors are known as property
men, whose duties are to handle furniture, wiring, bric-a-brac, prop flowers,

my

director

may move

on the "set" and
This means the director must
in

"shoot."
then lay out his own plans accordingly.
If the technical director did not know
his business and fell down on his promise, a whole company would be idle.
day, possibly two or three, would be
lost
for no other plans may have been
made. It is all part oi the system, and
therefore the part calling for the careful selection of competent men.

A

—

week

either

brother or

—

JULIUS STERN
President of Century Comedies, who believes that
'system' is just as necessary as the story and cast.
1

'J

HE

—

picture

— when

finished product

New

York, the cenHere, too, the
advertising, publicity and exploitation
begins, but this is another story of sysis

shipped to

ter of all distribution.

tem apart from the studio world.
Passes through many hands, many
channels doesn't it ? But system takes
care of that, and it is rare very rare
that our product reaches New York
later than it is expected.
In the Century studios, to keep our
people steadily and efficiently moving,
we have created a rather elaborate requisition system.
Nothing is bought or rented in
withfact nothing enters our studio
out a written order passed by the

—

—

—

—

requisition

my

—

department and obeyed by

brother or myself.

it is
for and the
give each picdirector in charge.
ture a working number and
every
requisition must bear it.

needed, the picture

We

A

general layout of the simpler forms of vouchers
and requisitions that lay the foundation of production
system at the Century studios in Hollywood.
Note
the check-up on chauffeurs and raw stock.

CENTURY FILM CORPORATION
Auto

Driver's Daily Report and

—

cold figures and facts.
realize the necessity of system
just as plainly as the banker, or the
manufacturer, or the steamship lines.
Without it many of the largest concerns would be ancient history by now
and the same thing applies to us.
must use sane and sound business ethics
and face the demon of waste in the
same systematic manner as Pershing
faced our enemies in the late war.
Fanatics cry out tha*. the stage and
screen should remain arts and not be
classified as commercial business. But
it would be an impossible, fabulously
costly affair, and soon die out were it
but oh how
not for that necessary

We

—

We

—

misused

SYSTEM.

CENTURY FILM CORPORATION
Phone Hollywood 96

6100

Sooict Bouleiird

REQUISITION

Each requisition is investigated, and
when it comes from our purchasing
head we know by whom the article is

PURCHASE

of the

myself goes over all
vouchers and requisitions with our purchasing and office managers.
We have an undisturbed conference,
and in the solitude of a cozy office we
tabulate our figures. We compare the
present week's figures with the previous
weeks.
We try to ascertain why one week is
so much higher than another, especially
when the same companies worked over
a same giv(:n period of time.
We figure out the many thousands of
and so
•feet of film that were used
on down the line. That is why we prize
our requisitions, for we have everything we must know before us plain,

—

ing morning.
It is in their hands to
have the stage ready so the director
and the players may move in, and it is
rare that they disappoint us.
Careful, exact,
faultless
planning
gives us what we must have in the least
possible time and with the least effort.
A delayed company is an anchor around
the neck of perfect production.
The technical staff is a most important part of our organization. When a
certain scene is needed, say a heaven
"set," our technical head is told what
we want and when we should have it.
He lays out his plans, calls for the
number of men he knows will be absolutely needed, and tells us when the

At the end

affects.

pictures
the
entire
in
fact
"dressing" of the scene.
These men may learn the evening before that a cerlain scene, say a newspaper office, must be ready the followsigns,

—

Voucher

"

!
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This

Is

Biggest Year for Independents, If—

Wherein

Is

Revealed the One Weak Link and the Suggestion of Welding
It to Insure State Right Stability

ITdo,seems
when

accepted thing to
an Independent distributor or producer goes into the territory to look over the field, to announce
upon his return invariably that "this is
the biggest year the Independents have
ever known."
Which is true, in a very large measure, for each year is the biggest Independents have ever known.
But these statements, to my mind, do
not go deep enough. The point is, is
this "the biggest year the Independents
have ever had?" or is it the year that
is going to put them where they ought
on a par with the biggest proto be
gram production and distribution organization in the industry ? There's a

By JOE BRANDT

to be the

President C. B. C. Sales Corporation

Exhibitors are anxious at

Locks the Gate

SOMEONE once said that

huge difference.

the

suggestions in discussing
betterment of the
Independent end of the industry, that I
recently made an extended trip through
the key cities.
I asked exhibitors everywhere just
wherein we were succeeding and just
constructive

times to

The One Word That

—

It was to search for information,
from which I might venture to make

all

book pictures that have box-office value.
And the policy that has been advocated
for the past few years of exhibitors not
tying up on a full program has brought
about a condition where there are today
more open dates in the big houses than
there have ever been before.

single

word "IF"

formed the closed gate between William J. Bryan and

this difference for the

the presidential chair.

wherein we were

read how the head of the C.
B. C. Sales Corporation offers the key for opening the
"If-Gate" of possibilities to
the Independents.
The suggestion is interesting because it is an honest
admission of weakness in the

failing.

I

wanted

more

criticism than compliments.
There wasn't a particle of doubt on
the part of any of them that the In-

dependents are "getting there" by producing the right kind of pictures, based
upon big stories and presented by big
directors and big casts.
"And yet," I said to several "are
we on a par with the biggest program
organizations? Is it to be just the biggest year for the Independents to date
or is it going to be big enough to put
them over the top finally ?"

—

To which

I got,

FOUND the
J be that there

—

"Yes, IF

consensus of opinion to

was no trouble at all on
the production end.
When I say "no trouble at all," I
mean among the general run of pictures.
There are, of course the "small
fry" that springs up overnight with a
picture or two, but the bigger Independents and their quality product put
a speedy end to the damage they do.
As a matter of fact, I found most
of the trouble to be on the distribution
end. The exhibitors tell me the distributors are at fault because they do not
take their product seriously enough.
Because the big program organizations more often get their product into
the first run houses the Independents
are too content to play the fifth wheel
on the wagon. They do not get behind
their product and push it over with the
first run exhibitors in their territory.
And that is the one mistake that bars
the one door to real independence

And

on

this

page you

will

Independent ranks.
But it is an admission that
will yield that branch of the
industry great good.

'pHE

dependent distributor, and that organization itself has not attempted to put
the picture over locally, the exhibitors
feel it is the sort of production they
can buy at a small price and use it only
to offset the high cost of some nationally distributed.

true that in some localities the
run situation is tied up, but that
is all the more reason why every Independent distributor should contract
for greater exploitation and see that
his product is on the boards through
the entire year.
In addition, the independent exchanges do not cooperate with the first

JT

is

first

run accounts as thoroughly as program
organizations do. It would pay a great
many Independent distributors in the
larger cities to have a special exploitation department so that exhibitors could
call for local assistance and tips on cooperation.
I
don't want to be misunderstood.
There are a great many independent
distributors already doing just that
thing, but there is no reason why every
single one should not have a service of
such nature.
This individual exploitation department in every independent distributing
office in the country would soon bring
the independent pictures to the foreground and make them the strongest
factors in the field.
There was a time when the exhibitor felt that he could not depend on
the independent market for a regular schedule of products but today he

knows

better.

independent distributors lack the

initiative that the program organizations have in surrounding their pictures
with the proper exploitation. And they

themselves do not have the confidence
they should have, considering the product they are getting today.

While I appreciate that there are a
few independent organizations, especially in the east, who do go in for a
campaign of twenty-four sheets before

pictures are booked, these concerns are in the minority.
The program organizations, however,
do not depend upon a first run to have
their pictures talked about.
As soon
as they get a picture they know is
good they get behind it with a campaign
that is sure to send it over to a marked
degree of success.
I shoulrj say that the exhibitors today are buying celluloid and selling exploitation.
In other words, if they feel
a picture will get money at the boxoffice they go after
it,
hammer and
tongs, and put it over.
But if they get a picture from an intheir

'

knows that he can book up a seJJ Eries
pictures from an independ-

of
ent distributor today and be certain
that he is going to get the full line up
of the pictures that have been sold
to him.

One thing I am glad to see is that
exhibitors do not seem to feel that because they are buying product from the
it
Independents
they
should
get
cheaper.
great majority of state right ex-

A

changemen have brought about a situation where the exhibitors respect the
product they handle and are willing to
pay a fair price for it.
It's the biggest year the Independents have ever had
yes but we've got
to make it bigger than that.

— —

We've got to make it the biggest year
can possibly be for the Independents,
and we can do it, too, if we'll stop
making optimistic statements and get
it

down

to the business of finding out how
far we've still got to go
to get there

—and do

—

it!

October
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INTRODUCING

a quartet of friends, personal and
otherwise.
On the left why do we have to begin on
the left?
is John McCormick, representative of First
National out west, and also a bridegroom? The bride, of
course, is Colleen Moore.
Standing alongside of "Jack" is Sam Katz, of Chicago,
described by one who knows him well as a showman who
never is satisfied unless he is creating som .'thing new.
At the opening of the Central Park, Balaban & Katz's
first big theatre, Sam worked until 4 A. M. for two weeks,
with laborers and others. He did the same kind of thing
at the scratching preceding the opening of the Riviera and
the Chicago and the Tivoli.
Then, too, the exhibitor is a great exponent of courtesy.
But this particular showman faculty is one of the many
details for which he is a hound.

—

—

F HEN

r

Richard A. Rowland, general manager of
who as this is written is on his way
back to New York. He talks motion pictures when necessary in the language of the exhibitor, the producer and
there

is

First National,

the distributor.
"Dick" has been through the mill he knows how to take
the machinery apart and put it together again so that it
will run.
;

Also the g. m. for F. N. is always interesting copy. He
one of the most outspoken of executives and is the
inventor of phrases bearing on the industry as terse as
they are striking the kind that hit you in the eye even
as they hit you in the funnybone.
is

—

How
If

do they get that way?
what we read in the newspapers

lo "sow seeds of contempt" than
ever were dreamed of.

all

the

some

partly true

is

of the cops in this section of the country

have done more

comedy cops

that

g PEAKING

of the new ruling in Los Angeles barring
outsiders from studios Conway Tearle estimates that
in the making of "Ashes of Vengeance" at least $25,000
was added to the cost of that production by reason of the
delay caused by visitors.
When through the introduction of some person of note
to Miss Talmadge there was a cessation of activities on
the part of a large number of players the resulting loss'
was conservatively estimated as between $100 and $150.
M. C. Levee, president of United Studios, places the
average loss involved in the introduction of a visitor at $100.
It does not take much of a mathematician to build some
figures representing the saving in production cost in the
course of a season through the new ruling.

HEN

the ministers of Watei;town, N. Y., protested to
of that city against the showing of the
Dempsey-Firpo fight pictures on a Sunday night by Nate
Robbins, owner of several theatres in Watertown, the theatre owner entered into no controversy. He quickly gave
assurance that the showings would be confined to weekdays.
"Y^/"

the

mayor

Mr. Robbins

is

a wise

showman.

CO

J^EXT

wearing a hat but seemingly in line for
one, is Earl J. Hudson, First National's production
manager, now a resident of Los Angeles.
Earl has been with First National almost from the beginning.
His early work was as the active head of the publicity
first

in line, not

department. From the
he followed original

Hal Roach has signed on a long-term contract Farina,
the chocolate colored midget of "Our Gang" comedies.
The statement will interest thousands of exhibitors who
with their patrons have laughed over the work of this mite
of humanity, work which from its tearful beginning and
through its smiling development has contained an abundance
of fun.

When

He

established correspondents in all the key

lines.

she

way

exploitation
his

is

at

home

as Ellen Clay

Hoskins.

company was

in

QUAD

to note that A. H.
Giebler has been added
to the scenario staff of the
Roach studio, where he will
concentrate on scripts for
Will Rogers.
"Al" is an old timer in
screen writing, having supplied stuff for two-reelers
for Essanay, Lubin and Edison.
In St. Louis he conducted a newspaper syndicate, five years ago going to
Los Angeles, where he was
appointed representative io:
Moving Picture World.
For the past three years
he has written many comedy
stories, among these
being

which

interested.

He swamped

the business
papers
with
exploitation
stories of a new order. He
devised drives that were out
of the ordinary, and all of
them reacted to the benefit
of First National.

In the course

of.

time Mr.

Hudson became assistant to
General Manager Williams,
and on the coming of Mr.

Rowland he continued in the
same position until he was.
detached and ordered to the
coast in his present capacity.
is a steam engine.

He

HE
of
^ Los
Angeles
chief

be

Farina

known

who

kept him informed of everything in an

cities,

is

much

the Plum Centre Comedies
starring Dan Mason.

police out in
reported to

is

opposed

thi

to

showing of comedy cop; on
the screen and as snying
that the burlesque tends to

"sow seeds of contempt

"

A T

the

United Studios

in

Los Angeles

—

John McCormick,

Western representative of First National; Sam Katz, of
Chicago; Richard A.. Rowland, general manager of First National, and Earl J. Hudson, First National's production manager

Mr. Giebler's humor is of
quaint type, and with
Will Rogers he should team
up with unusual success, and
the

right here
of that.

we wish him all
BLAIS.

:
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aon
Raising Admissions
EXHIBITORS

everywhere may take heart from the
public reaction to several slight increases in the
price of admissions to motion picture theatres.
So far as known the increases, which were instituted
without the employment of brass bands, have been
ignored by the public.
In New York four of the Broadway houses have
added to the regular admissions.
At the Capitol admissions to matinees have been increased 5 cents for the entire house with the exception of the loges.
In the evening the balcony prices
have been lifted from 55 to 60 cents and on the loges, in
which there are 344 seats, from $1.10 to $1.65.
The Strand has increased admission prices 5 cents
for the house for matinees and for the evening the same

amount has been added to balcony chairs.
At the Rivoli and Rialto the afternoon prices have
been raised from 30 to 35 and 50 to 55 cents and the
evening prices from 55 to 60 cents for the balcony. At
the latter house the loge seats have been raised from
85 to 99 cents.
In the case of some of these houses it is believed the
advance hardly will cover the raise in wages scheduled for musicians, operators and stage hands.
r

HAT

larger cost of operation.

In other words, without the increases the larger operating costs would have wiped out the profits or at
least made a very serious dent in them.
It seems to be demonstrated that the public will
willingly pay more money for a better entertainment.
That has been the experience of the Loew management, and surely that organization is in a position to
judge the public pulse if any company is.

LSO,

has been demonstrated that the public is far
to pay an increase at the box office for
a better entertainment than it is to pay less money for
say "demamusement.
of
a cheaper form
onstrated" because we know it will support the better
show, and there is no record of a poor or poorer show
being supported anywhere.
The public has been educated upward in its motion
picture entertainment. It will not be content to go back
it

more ready

We

true of New York also is true in a num'Y^
ber of houses controlled by Loew Enterprises. It
will be recalled that Mr. Loew in Chicago early in the
summer when addressing the delegates to the national
exhibitor convention said it was his intention at the
opening of the fall season to advance prices in a number of houses, but that also he would enhance the entertainment value of the show being given.
The returns are beginning to come in. In a talk this
week with Ed Schiller, an executive of Loew Enterprises, we were told that increases will go into effect in
is

Memphis, Birmingham, and New Orleans October 1,
and that Atlanta had instituted the increase on September 24.
telegram has just been received outlining the result of the first day in Atlanta, which stated that more
persons were entertained in the house than ever on any

A

one day previously.

was explained that in the case of Atlanta as it
intended to be the rule in the other cities named
there was a difference in the grade of the picture
shown. Also there was an increase in the number and
It

is

in the quality of the vaudeville.

^ HE

The Metropolitan of Brooklyn also has increased its
prices 5 and 10 cents, and a two weeks' trial has demonstrated that the change is no longer an experiment.
In many of the cases noted the raise in prices has
been indicated to the management of the respective
houses on account of increased wages to employes in
various departments of the theatre.
The net results in profits may be about the same as
Expressingformerly, in spite of the larger returns.
the same thing in another way, the percentages of
profit are less than they were heretofore, due to the

company had been changed also
Los Angeles and in San Francisco.

policy of the

in California, in

The State
Under the

to

what was

in

view of what

it Is

now

seeing.

As one man unusually

well placed for an opportunity
to observe present day conditions remarked this last

week
"The cost of operating a theatre today is higher than
The producer is paying
it was during the war peak.
more money to create his subjects, and who can he look
for reimbursement other than to the exhibitor?
can the exhibitor look to other than to the
man who buys a ticket at his box office?"
If the producer makes an unusually expensive subto

"Who

ject and it turns out to be not so much he is in for a
heavy loss. The same is true practically of any subject that does not come up to scratch.
The only chance to recoup is on the ones that prove
to be really big. Which means, that in addition to carrying the burden of the probably large overhead on the
successful picture, the same subject is more or less
looked to to help out on the disappointments.
The experience of the men who have tried the experiment has proved that the public will respond with-

Los Angeles increased prices 15 cents.
plan of giving better shows, with a better
quality of picture and a larger outlay for music, there
were if anvthing more persons who passed through
the box office than had been the case under lower

out complaint to increased prices when with these goes
increased entertainment.
That experience is worth studying on the part of
those exhibitors who find themselves faced by mounting

prices.

Here is where, once a week anvway, the exoeriment
of reserved seats is well worth trying
on a Thursday
or any usually quiet night, for instance, with a show a

At

in

the State it has been discovered that no longer is
it possible to keep quiet
when you have something
worth seeing. It is necessary to go out and exploit
a picture and let the people know what you have got.

prices on every side.

—

bit better than the average, and at an advance in price
not too loudly proclaimed.

—

—
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Best to Extend the Life of Big Ones

Messrs. Atkinson of Metro and Grainger of

Goldwyn

Cosmopolitan

-

Discuss Policies of Respective Companies

ADVERTISING

of pictures so as
life of a subject,
especially in the case of a picture
of more than ordinary interest, is discussed by James A. Grainger, vice president of Goldwyn, and W. E. Atkinson,
executive head of Metro.

prolong the

to

Mr. Grainger goes into the general
subject of exploiting: the larger pictures,
describing particularly what was done

by Balaban & Katz with "The Spoilers"
for four weeks at the Roosevelt in
Chicago in the heat of summer.
Mr. Akmson tells how Metro already has inaugurated the policy of
waiting until a picture has been subjected to public scrutiny before going
extensively into the advertising of it
in other words, to avoid any guesswork
but to deal in demonstrated facts.

Likes Reserve Seat Plan
"I like that idea of exhibitors selling
reserved seats on the larger productions,"

give
sion

said

them

a

Mr. Grainger.

"It

will

chance to increase admis-

prices, too.
If Ziegfeld Follies
should come into a town wouldn't the

public pay advanced prices to see the
show? You can bet it would.

"We

hear from time to time of exhibitors failing to make a success of a
big picture in a city like St. Louis, for
instance, while in another community
of practically the same size it may go
over big. I mean, too, in houses that
also are on practically the same basis
and compare favorably, one with the
other.

"I think in the case of the former,
if you examine all the circumstances,
you will find it was because the exhibitor failed to properly advertise and exploit the picture for the length of time
necessary.

"There are cases where a man will
book a large production and he will not
spend any more money in advertising
and exploiting it than he would for a
subject for which he did not pay more
than 25 per cent of the sum laid out on
the larger.

"The cases are not frequent, but
they come along with sufficient regularity to attract notice.

"Word
thing, but

mouth advertising is a fine
where you are aiming to have

of

a picture for a long run it is essential
to spread that advertising over a period
in advance of the opening in order that

your patrons

may know

it

is

coming'.

"Take the instance of 'The Spoilers,' which as you know was remade
by Goldwyn. When it became known
we were to make the picture from ten
to fifteen prominent theatre owners
told

me

personally they didn't think

it

would be a success due to the
had been produced before.

"Of course they know

the

fact

it

tually

answer

now.

'The Spoilers' enjoyed a bigger
success than it did before.
"Balaban & Katz screened the picture and finally decided to put it on at
the Roosevelt Theatre. Mind you, this
was in the heat of summer.
"The picture remained there for four
weeks, and did as much business as it
could have done in the winter.
"We had agreed that a picture of this
kind needed careful exploitation in advance of the play date. Fifty per cent
of the advertising appropriation in this
case was expended before the picture
opened and the remaining sum over the
first three of the four weeks, the larger
amount of course in the first week. As
a result the impetus carried it through
the fourth week, when the word of
mouth medium had a chance to work.
"Exploitation, it is hardly necessary
to say, should not be employed to the
same extent on every picture.
"The situation as it applies to an exhibitor is identical in the case of the
distributor. Take the remarkable booking record of 'The Birth of a Nation.'
It is worth noting that the men behind
drs production never stopped advertising thai picture to the exhibitors. The
picture lias made the biggest exhibitor
record of any picture in the history of
the industry
a record I don't believe
anv other production ever will approach.
"A proper distribution of advertising is bound to bring results.

—

spending more money
for advertising than ever before and
we are spending it in a different manner.
We are not going to spend it on
big inserts, but we are going to spread
it over a period.
"We are not going to shoot our entire wad in one shot."

"Goldwyn

is

Only Results Will Count
"Your article two weeks ago

en-

—

actell

him facts, not beliefs.
"The whole idea has been taken up
with our advertising department and it
be put through on that basis.
"In other words, the plan simply will
be to put over a smash several weeks
after the premiere, and then following
a month's working out in the theatres
to institute another smash.
will

announcement that a picture is coming never interests me.
What does concern me is what the sub-

"The

ject

plain

has done."

Mr. Atkinson told of a wire he had
received that morning from the Delmonte Theatre in St. Louis telling of
the
of
success of "Strangers
Night," taken from "Captain Applejack." He said he had sent the message,
the

told of the numbers and enthusiasm of those attending the picture,
up to the advertising department.
"Now we can advertise and tell the
exhibitor that the picture went over
"In case there is any
big," he added.
question about the thing any exhibitor
can get the dope from the Delmonte.

which

Sees a Dozen Big Ones
"One of the great problems is for the
exhibitor with limited facilities being
able to sell his public what we have
been able to sell him. It is one of the
weaknesses of the present situation.
"The best solution is to tell an exhibitor so situated just what was done

by another theatre owner situated similarly to himself.

"Sales letters to boost exhibitor business are just as essential as they are to
boost exchange business.
"There is a lot of talk you hear it
everywhere about big pictures, but not
10 per cent of the product will be really
big pictures during the coming year
one a month. I am speaking of the

—

—

super

'Handing You the Solution of
the Super Film Worry' is very much
along the lines which I have mapped
out for Metro," said Mr. Atkinson.
"To me the only form of advertising that is worth a continental is where
you can tell your customers, actual and
prospective, something that is concrete.
"By that I mean to send a message
to exhibitors of what a particular subject has done and how it was put over.
"I favor just announcing the picture
at its release and then, after its initial
showings, collect the criticisms and
where there has been a real success tell
exhibitors through advertising what exploitation was used for it and let the intitled

owner know what
was done on the picture to

terested theatre

stuff.

"If the exhibitor only will examine
and analyze these larger ones he will
make plenty of money on them. While
all subjects this year will not be like
'The Hunchback' or 'The Covered
Wagon' or 'Scaramouche' there will be
more big subjects this year than ever

before

— subjects of

really high quality,

box office attractions. And there always will be.
"The exhibitor must keep in close
touch with the market and use his best
judgment in selection.
"The really big pictures are going to
get

scarcer as

the

season

goes

on.

Everybody is trying to get out now.
The market would not absorb all the big
pictures that many think are going to
be issued this year."
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HIRAM

ABRAMS

BECAUSE

frcm his earliest effort in salesmanship he has
been strong for a satisfied customer; because he has been a

Leaders All

in the policy of seeking out the reasonable capacity of
client and making it a point not to oversell him; because his
progress has been steady due to his energy in the first place and
to his insistence in the second to holding on to no position that
did not give promise of the future.

believer
a

October
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Laying Foundation for Motion Picture Career
Starting at Seven Years Old,

Hiram Abrams Has Never Stopped

Along Lines of Learning Customer

PICTURESQUE

indeed has been
career of Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists, who
the

has

been

selling

was seven years

something since he
selling it on a

old,

—

very well defined principle quality
goods in just the quantity that the customer can absorb.

Mr. Abrams has said that if there is
any "trick" in selling he has not got it.
From childhood days his aim has been
to please his client, whether the buyer

was negotiating for newspapers,

for
milk, for skirts or waists, for talking
machines, for song slides or for motion
pictures.

But

let's

begin at the beginning.

To do this properly it would seem to
be in order to remark that when the
boy Hiram had reached the age of
seven he had discovered that he was
even less fond of school than other
Undoubtedly this dislike for his
boys.
books was responsible for his early

in-

clination to business.

So

was

the age mentioned
the idea of supplying
his neighbors in Portland, Me., with
it

at

Hiram conceived
newspapers.

gTARTING

with four customers he
route.
When one wo
man customer requested that the paper
be handed to her personally it occurred
to the boy that perhaps all of his customers would like the same treatment.
He found they did.
built

up

a

Two

years after the institution of
the newspaper route the lad had saved
$40.
_

Neighbors were complaining of the
quality of milk they were receiving.
The milkman was accused of using too

much water.
The combination appealed

to

the
re-

nine-year-old as a possibility.
sult was the purchase of a cow for $40.

The standard price of milk was 6
cents.
The boy made the price 10
cents after his neighbors had become
convinced that the milk was of the best
quality with no cream removed.

The cow
care and a

fattened under the unusual
little

later

was

swapped

with $10 to boot for two cows, good
ones but a little run down, like the
first.

The cows increased until there were
nine in the herd. This made necessary
the renting of a stable and leaving the
parental barn, where there had been no
overhead. Also the family horse and
wagon were requisitioned.
With all the work involved

installment house.
Between the choice of $14 a week
salary and no salary and commission
the lad chose the latter, which meant
that if all collections were good the pay

would be $30.

in

milk business the boy had steadily
tended school. y

the
at-

year rode the range for $30 a month.
He came home "hard, as nails" and
ready for business.
Up to this time the young man had

had no instruction in salesmanship. He
had proceeded along the simple lines of
selling good material in a commonAdvertising had not ensense way.
tered into the calculations.
talking machine company was putting out a great deal of fine advertisIt was the belief of Mr. Abrams
ing.
that with this aid there should be
money in selling the article.

A

The
was

Believing in the integrity of the residents of Maine and Vermont, the two
in which he was to travel, he
decided instead of visiting the 300 accounts once a month he would take a
chance.
So he offered the company $1500
representing the amount clue for five
months and succeeded in collecting $5
from each of his clients in one visit.
To put in the four months' spare
time the lad asked for and obtained a

states

selling job,

and

Capacity to Absorb

At the age of fifteen he had been
graduated from the grammar department and there was in the bank $2,000
to his credit, money he had earned.
There had been a short flier in a
restaurant, which proved not unprofitable, but uncongenial.
Then came the impulse to try a hand
at a "regular job," with the result that
a position was secured with a Portland

which was so well carried

out he was offered a better position.
But young Abrams was not satisfied
the proffered position held out sufficient
promise for the future.

public,

slow to

combat

however, was wary.

become

It

To
Mr. Abrams

interested.

this disinclination

hired Infantry Hall in Providence and
engaged fifteen salesmen. The whole
No sales
force donned dress suits.
were permitted, it being announced as
purely a demonstration.

HP HE attendance was small at first,
but it grew rapidly. To requests for
particulars from now keenly interested
buyers they were told it would have to
be in the sales offices or in their homes.
The plan worked with large success.
Mr. Abrams traveled over New England, with the result that the territory
was the best sold in the country.
Through all the campaign the sales-

new salesman

men had adhered to their rigid instruction not to sell a machine unless they
were satisfied the prospect could meet'
the payments, in other words not to

for his goods

oversell.

JJ E

went

to

ing skirts.

Boston and started sellIn a very short time the

discovered the demand
was limited, but that his
customers were very much interested

sold

After a year as jobber in talking machines Mr. Abrams became interested
in music sheets and song slides in connection with his position as head of a
talking machine department in a large

much

New

in waists.

The discovery also was made that
many of the merchants had been over-

to

The

s

Selling

by "golden tongued" salesmen, so
so that it was impossible for them
get back their money before the

was passed.
was impressed upon the mind of
the lad that the complaint was against
the goods, when really it was a matter
style
It

of too large a stock.
The young salesman planned to do
two things and succeeded in doing
To induce his house to make
both
waists and to find out what his customers could dispose of and be sure
thev bought no more than that amount.
Two years were devoted to this work.
Fro-n $?0 a week the salary had
jumped to $150.
The firm had increased the number
of ?*<; "-vicHnes from 6 to 120.
While the money had been coming
fast the boy had neglected to save.
To his father's remark that the lad
might have saved as much money if he
had remained at home there was ready
agreement. So the job was passed up
:

,

and the boy went

to

Colorado and for

a

England music house.
Instead of selling the slide sets at
50 cents each he instituted the plan of
renting them at 25 cents each, with
profit to seller and buyer.
It was this work that brought M~.
Abrams into contact with motion pic-

ture

theatres,

not very

elaborate

af-

fairs in those days.

An exchange was opened, films were
bought and then rented along lines suggested to the exchange owner by his
experience in selling papers and milk
and waists and songslides.
The exchangeman also did everything he could to help the exhibitors in
improving their houses and their
methods of showing the pictures cultivating showmanship, as it were. And

—

he kept his customers.
It

was

from

Abrams was

point

this

called

to

that

Mr.

New York

to

become president of Paramount, which
in

the

start

course of time he resigned to

United Artists.
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Apollos of the
Silver Sheet

VT7HO

"

file

would dispute that Ramon Novarro's prois not suggestive of the famous hero
of

mythology. And
at the appearance
the silver sheet.

many

a marble heart has melted

of this

Ramon

same handsome profile on
you know, was a Rex

as

Ingram discovery and due
is

st :Jl

to

that

on the Metro

fact

his

home

lot.

Apollo
the stage has
WOcreated
more havoc among
of

'

feminine

hearts

than

Barrymore.

And now

facing

camera

the

Warner Brothers

John
he

is

the
at
studios in

Hollywood. What an Apollo
John will be in "Classics of
Screen!" His first ap"B e a u
pearance
will
be

the

Brummel."

VJ^E
give

couldn't locate a photo of

Norman Kerry which would
you

the Apollo side shot
similarity, but you may take our
for it that he admirably
represents Universal in the page
layout idea. As proof of it, see

word

"Merry Go Round."

!

October

6,

!
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TO WILLIAM
DE MILLE

TO ABE

WARNER
EAR ABE: Yester-

D

day

very

received

I

Somehow

the

in

ill

know

Hospital

the entire in-

me in my prayers for your very speedy recovery.
You have won many of life's battles against great odds,
Abe, and I know you will win back your health in this
dustry join

case.
it through the same virtues that have
invaluable fixture in the film firmament
courage, dominating will power, kindly patience.
Old Lady Astor.

And you

win

will

made you such an

—

Just received the good news from Lenox Hill
that you are resting finely and that your temperature is
dropping. That news will make the whole industry happier.
0. L. A.
P.

"What a hoyden you are," says Alan
Dale after his glimpse of your "Rosita."
And then he goes on to state that you are "tremendously
accurate and artistic, and so perfectly marvelous."
the cast

uncriticisable."

is

Mary, the world still loves you. And what a
wonderful hubby Doug is to be so proud of your artistic

So you

see,

of trick publicity.
the printers
v

T
Old Lady Astor.
,

Old Lady

of your
little protegee, -Baby Peggy, since she has risen to the
ranks of feature stardom.
when she
It must have hurt you just a little bit at that
:

—

goodbye to the Century lot.
But I'll wager that no one is happier than Julius and Abe
Stern over that huge contract
Old Lady Astor.
said

I see where you pooh-poohed the striking pressmen in New York last week by using town
criers to announce the opening of Sam's Pot & Perl.
What I really expected you to spring, Harry, was a general radio broadcasting coup d' etat
a little day and night
skywriting and a snowfall stunt of propaganda from the
clouds with the aid of the tiny ZRi.
But the town criers idea was the hit thought of the season anyway, so as Pot might have said to Perl, but didn't
"You win de toikey."
„,
T
Old Lady Astor.
:

—

—

—

—

TO WTNFIELD SHEEHAN
That puts me in mind— don't ever let
Harry have anything to do with "Monna Vanna."
That would be terrible, Win, for he would undoubtedly'
get some "Monna" to do a sans-clothing-except-cloak stunt
right down Broadway, and more than one might get killed
in the rush.

Even

as

you and

The
are you?
news columns say so, but I don't believe much that I
read in the news of filmdom, especially that.
However, when you get to Hollywood, Vic, tell Hal
Roach I'm still looking for that serial queen willing to

—

daily for $i,ooo, etc., weekly.
And when you get back, I shall be all prepared for the
that Pathe
big news item that is bound to come with you
etc.,

—

has laid elaborate plans

I,

etc.

And don't eat too many brandywine pancakes and strawThey really are
berries with sherry sauce up at Marcel's.
not good for New Yorkers, Vic.

U

EAR EDDIE:

That newspaper strike surely gave you
tough break, Eddie. I want you to know that you
have my heartfelt sympathy.
And I want you to know that I looked for and finally
found your aeroplane red star or comet whatever you
shot at
in the New York heavens that night last week.
It was a beautiful effect, Eddie, and the whole town
was wondering what it was.
and then those darn fool
pressmen had to Avalk out and fail to tell 'em that Goldwyn's "Red Lights" was showing at the various theatres.
a

—

—

.

TO
TO CARL LAEMMLE
see where you are due to arrive on
at the same time Friday the E. T. R.

I

the Aquatania
due to reach your desk.
Royal Welcome, Carl, even though I cannot meet you
at the gang plank.
And I'll admit that this form of greeting will be exceedingly modest and meek compared to the great welcome
that awaits you on Times Square.
is

For the "Hunchback" has already

established itself as a
of affection and respect for you and the name
Old Lady Astor.
of "Universal."

monument

.

Old Ladv Astor.

^ m^

D EAR CARL:

Old Lady Astor.

Win.

TO EDDIE BONNS

So you are vacationing,

to, etc.,

.

JJEAR WINNY:

TO VICTOR SHAPIRO

break her promise,

,

Astor.

TO THE STERN BROTHERS
T^EAR BOYS You both must be mighty proud

~T)EAR VIC:

.

TO HARRY REICHENBACH

7

achievement

^

:

—

D EAR HARRY

EAR MARY:

"And

AM

nlm world at large to
keep production secrets
within the ranks goes
next door to unheeded.
Which is unfortunate, very. This month the fan magazines fairly reek with stories laying bare everything from
"Shooting Through Glass" to the most valuable and recent
accomplishments in double exposure.
You started something, William something vital.
But a new impetus is needed.
If you will wire me your thoughts in the matter I shall
see that your ideas start a new ball down the alley against

S.

TO OUR MARY
"T)

I

or

other
your gentle hint to the

with typhoid.
I

JJEAR WILL

the

news

regrettable

you are
Lenox Hill

that

OldjQzdy^^storSqys

E. G.

PATTERSON

JQEAR PAT:

I am awaiting your arrival from the west
coast and looking forward to greeting your new New
York manager, F. G. Conklin.
You may rest assured the Times Square boys will do
everything consistently possible to help him put the name
of the Standard Film Laboratories brilliantly before the
eastern trade.
As you probably have heard, I have just purchased an
entirely new and elaborate wardrobe.
I wish that you
both would call around as soon as you arrive and let me
show you the "gorgeous arrav."

Old Ladv Astor.

—
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A

i

?
Wm

1

i

T HE

big

reception

* scene from
Days." wherein

"Six
is

re-

vealed the joviality of
the wife on the evening of her husband's
business failure and
suicide
Note the emof
the
set's
phasis
!

grandeur

through

its

simplicity and straight
line effects.

The dilemma
of

Saline

Kingston

digs

a

grave

the priest
salt mine.

for

Thrills,

and

Sir Charles Chetwyn faced by the problem
his prima donna wife and their child or
title
to which he has just fallen heir.

abandoning
up the

giving

disappears

in

an

old

Dion

Leslie

demands

his bride from Chetwyn
his own father.

only to find the latter to be

Grandeur, Suspense Are Highlights of 'Six Days'

Goldvcyn-Cosmopolitan Feature Replete with Elements That Go to
for the Critical and Mass Fans Alike

Make

a Pleasing Picture

:

October

6,

1923
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Highlights in the News
MOTION PICTURE DAY GAINS RECRUITS
Exhibitors

Willing to Enter Campaign of Constructive
Action for the Industry's Good

ON CERT ED

action by theatre owners
gives every assurance that National Motion Picture Day Monday, November 19,
will be one of the red letter days on the film
calendar for 1923.
.

According to officials of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America, the organization
which is- sponsoring the event, it is gaining
momentum daily and no movement furthered
by the national organization of theatre owners
has met with such a quick response from the
rank and file of exhibitors as this.
"The enthusiasm shown by exhibitors in the
declares the M. P. T. O. A., "is
field,"
deeply gratifying and already proves their
willingness to enter whole-heartedly into a
campaign of constructive action for the good
of the industry.

establishing their theatres as centers of civic
importance, standing for movements of civic
and social good and lining up behind every
progressive program for the advancement of
the communities which they represent.

"Every day brings word of new

state di-

has taken
from William Bender, Jr.,
Treasurer of the M. P. T. O. A. and also
National Chairman of the National Motion
Picture Day Committee, advises that subcommittees have been appointed covering the
entire state and active campaigning has begun.

falling in
hold and a letter

motion of the exhibitors' big day. It is understood that this book will contain not only
a campaign of suggestions and ideas, but
actual materials, such as specially prepared
letters, press stories, advertising and exploitation copy and practical aids.
Slides, consisting of two styles, one sheet
posters and a distinctive novelty suggestion

line.

Indiana

A M

Following the failure of Kansas City
exhibitors properly to support
the city organizathree

Collapse of Theatre Kills One and
Injures Four Others

A

theatre, nearing completion at Janesville,

for the Saxe Amusement Enterprises,
Milwaukee, collapsed Tuesday afternoon, September 18, burying five workmen of the score
who were in the building.
Claude E. Cochrane, Janesville plumbing
contractor, was killed.
Four others were injured.

The structure, 125 by 600 feet, stood at
the rear of some store buildings and access
was through a long lobby.
The building
was 90 percent completed and was to have

Air.

Eisner

issued

a

statement

about

weeks ago in which he told theatre
owners flatly to "take it or leave it."
This week a meeting was held and
they
took it '—took it strong. The first
twentvone exhibitors approached to contribute
to "a
fund to fight an unjust and ridiculous
countv
taxation imposed against motion picture
theatres, several music tax cases
and threatened
musicians' strike, gave §1,385.
There are about forty more exhibitors yet
(

to be consulted

on the matter and most of

them already have expressed

a willingness
to co-operate financially.
The fund, in addition to being used in supporting the
taxation test case against Mr. Eisner, will
be used
in financing the organization, which
now bids
fair to become a strong one.

At the meeting a board of directors also
was named, consisting of A. M. Eisner,
Broadmour theatre Jay Means, Murray theatre
H. H. Barrett, Colonial theatre; L. C.
;

been opened

in

October.

;

Walker, Warwick theatre

and R. Finklestein,
Gilliam theatre.
The annual dues will be
payable quarterly in advance.
The Kansas
City organization this week will complete
arrangements for sharing headquarters with
the M. P. T. O. Kansas in the new Educational Building, Eighteenth and Wyandotte
;

streets.

Exhibitors who attended the meeting and
contributed to the fund in currency are
A. M. Eisner, Broadmour theatre, §60; L. C.
AlcElroy, Forty-fifth Street theatre, S50:
H. Blender, New Centre theatre, §60:
J.
H. H. Barrett, Colonial theatre. §60: G. A.
Costa, Bona Venture theatre. §60; R. Finkelstein, Gilliam, S60; C. G. Vaughn. Roanoke.
§40; L. C. Walker, Warwick, §100
J. W.
Stockdale, Empire, §60; Edward Grogger.
Belmont. S100; Paul Hoffman, Circle. §60:
Jack H. Roth, Apollo, §100; O. K. Boussad.
World-In-Motion, §60; E. T. Burgan. Ellsworth, §60: F. E. Amos, Mozart. §50; Lucv

"Harry Davis of Pittsburgh, member of
the National Board of Directors of the M. P.
T. O. A., was in New York last Friday and
declared that he is calling a mass meeting
of the theatre owners of Western Pennsylvania, to be held at Pittsburgh, to designate

sub-committees and formulate definite plans
of participation.
"C. E. Whitehurst of Baltimore, member
of the National Board of Directors, likewise
has announced a mass meeting to be held at
Baltimore for the purpose of naming committees and discussing ways and means.
"Martin Smith, President of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, has divided
his state into 40 districts with exhibitor leaders in each district to carry on the work.

:

W

eaver, New Diamond, §60
I. Weinschenk.
Penn Valley, §60; "Alex" Mesheon, New Pal;

A. F. Gibbons, Prospect, §60: Jav
Aleans, Murray. §80; Sig. Cohen. Isis. §120.

ace, §25;

"C. E. Williams, representing the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Nebraska, has
named the chairmen for the various cities and
counties of that state and is actively at work.
A. B. Momand, Secretary of the Theatre
Owners and Managers Association of Oklahoma, is laying comprehensive plans to have
his state up among the leaders.
"In addition to the activity of the various

New York

Central

Exhibitors Taking

Advantage of Prosperity
Alotion

Canada

BILLIE RHODES
She is
Peppy, Spicy, full of life. That's Billie.
coming up rapidly under the training of GrandAsher.

picture

theatres

northern and
in a more
prosperous condition than at the present time.
In sharp contrast to a year or so ago, when
exhibitors complained of poor business, there
are today only expressions of satisfaction.
As a result many an owner and manager has
taken heart and in the realization that clean
houses and good pictures attract business, are
remodeling and bettering their places.
At the Park, in Utica, a new sign is
being erected and a §28.000 organ installed
John Angelo, owner of the Family, in Utica,
is erecting a new marquee, as well as remodeling his house.
An extension is being made
to the Lyric, in Utica. owned by Vincent
Daniels, which will give the house 300 more
central

celebration.

A

the results of the recent
"ultimatumserved on members of the
Kansas City
Division of the M. P. T. O. A.
by
Eisner, president, can be taken as
a barometer'
the policy of the organization's
head is due
to be a successful one.

tion,

over.

is particularly interested in the
G. B. Sparrow, President of the
M. P. T. O. of Canada, and Vincent Gould,
Secretary of the Canadian organization, made
a trip to New York last week and conferred
at the National Headquarters of the M. P.
T. O. A. regarding their participation. They
affirm that the Canadian Theatre Owners are
enthusiastically behind the project."
special service book is being prepared in
which is lined up a complete, comprehensive
and detailed campaign for the successful pro-

TF

will be circulated, as well as the press book,

"As Indiana sponsored the original move
for National Motion Picture Day, the theatre
owners of that state are hard at work to excel all other states of the Union in putting it

states,

President Eisner of Kansas City
Organization, Gets Speedy Action

and every effort will be made to provide the
theatre owners with the actual means of
successfully celebrating National Motion Picture Day.

Wis.,

"The theatre owners look upon National
Motion Picture Day as a real opportunity of

visions

ULTIMATUM ANSWERED
BY EXHIBITORS

seats.

New York

in

were never
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NEW COMPANY

VALENTIN MANDELSTAMM
ARRIVES HERE

STARTS
FUNCTIONING

Eminent French Novelist and Theatrical Man in New York

Policy of Cutting Production Costs
Will Appeal to Independents

A

XOTHER

yALENTIX MANDELSTAMM,

independent producer has
on specialization.
Quite
in keeping with the demands of the state
right exchanges.
William C, Thompson, president and
production manager of Shadowland Productions, has made all preparations for the
his

set

France.
It

his

second

of

a

short

trip
here within
time.
Only a

the

few

months ago he was here in the capacity of
delegate for French authors to the First
International Congress on Motion Picture
Arts held under the auspices of the Authors
League of America in cooperation with
Famous-Players Lasky Corporation.
This time, however, Mr. Mandelstamm
intends to remain in America for a considerable period.
His plans call for a stay
of a few months in New York and then
he will go to the West Coast.
The author of more than twenty novels,

The new Shadowland

policy of cutting
production costs will appeal to the independent exchanges to a marked degree
and there is little doubt that Mr. Thompson
means it when he says: "Every shadowland production will be made to suit the
purse strings of the buyers and their dictation in this channel is what will be fol-

most

lowed."

of which have been translated from
original French into
English
and
Russian, as well as other languages; author of thirty original screen dramas; an
expert of the theatre both in direction as
well as authorship. Mr. Mandelstamm will
be a valuable acquisition to the production
forces of the motion picture.
Mr. Mandelstamm will doubtless give
part of his time in counseling producers
who are making pictures with French backgrounds.
His large knowledge of motion
picture production and his
intimate
acquaintance with
the
French theatrical
world, and of course his understanding of
French literature, architecture and the peo.ple,
will make him an invaluable adviser.
their

first

of the series

December

is

scheduled for

WANDA HAWLEY

The

featured star will
stress will be given
to the careful selection of casts of known
1.

be eliminated and

all

value and drawing power.

i

Just twenty-four hours after her return from L:ndon, this young lady signed with Vitagraph for a
feature role in "The Man from Brodney's." Some
speed.

Mr. Thompson announces that already a
majority of the country has been franchised
The
and actual production is under way.
studios are in Hollywood.

employees of

New York

will

be developed

and Loew organization

to include the Metro
through the country.

present officers are Marcus Loew,
Col.
President
Jasper Ewing
David Loew, Vice PresiBrady, President
dent; Rose Quinby, Recording Secretary;
Charles
David Blum, Financial Secretary
Quick, Treasurer.

The

Loew-Metro Club of Employees to
Give Movie Ball at Hotel Astor
The first annual movie ball of the .LoewMetro Club, an organization composed of employees of the Metro and Loew organizabe given November 1, in the grand
Arrangeballroom of the Astor Hotel.
ments are now being perfected by committees
which Marcus Loew is
the Club of
of
Honorary President and Col. Jasper Ewing
Brady, in charge of the Metro Eastern
scenario department, President.
The Club is an organization having social
and beneficial aims toward its members.
Under the leadership of various Aletro executives it is now arranging benefits to its members such as group insurance, sick benefits,
discounts at leading New York stores and so
tions, will

on.

is

period

of a series of five reel features of
the outdoor type to be marketed on a
surprisingly low "gross cost" basis.

The

the

»

making

release

one of

most eminent French novelists and
theatrical men, arrived here on the S. S.

sails

The

club,

Honorary

;

;

;

He
'A Prince of a King' Will Be Released
Through Selznick
The first picture starring the child actor
Dinky Den, will be released within the
next few weeks by the Selznick Distributing
Corporation.
This picture was made under a working
the definite title having been decided
title,
upon being "A Prince of a King."
The picture was made on the coast by Z. A.
Stegmuller and was directed by Albert Austin.

at

is making his residence
24 East 57th Street.

in

New York

'Broken Wing' and 'April Showers' Go
Big in Detroit
Detroit saw two of the new Preferred
Pictures two weeks in succession and both
were successful.
Phil Gleichman, of the
Broadway-Strand,
played
"The
Broken
Wing" first and followed it the next week
with "April Showers."
Business was good both weeks, and the
critics were highly enthusiastic.

which now only includes the

Special Cohan Music Score
"The Meanest Man in the World" will have
a typical George M. Cohan musical score.
The picture lends itself to Cohan music and
the score arrangers are compiling a very
elaborate setting surrounded by the big hits
of the Cohan pen covering the past ten years.
In addition to his score, a special "Meanest
Man" song is being written and published by

Remick Company. This song
should be ready when the picture is released
next month.
Principal Pictures Corporation produced
this feature and releasing will go via Associated First National..
Jerome H.

Dietch

Now With

Tri-Stone

Joe Dietch, who, has been associated with
Principal Pictures for some time, has left

New York offices to accent the position
of field representative for the Tri-Stone Film
Corporation.
Dietch has been contract manager for the
Jackie Coogan Productions in the eastern
offices of Principal.
He leaves for Chicago
next week where he will confer with exchange and branch managers prior to making
a thorough trip throughout the territory in
behalf of the Tri-Stone organization.

their

Milwaukee Exchange Moves

HERE COMES THE BRIDE
James

Kirkwood,

who

Goldwyn

star,

with

The
his

new

Lila Lee when on the screen, pose
sweetly for a close up immediately after the wedding.
They are happy note the broad smiles.
wife,

is

—

location of the

SADLY

Goldwyn-Cosmopoli-

ton Branch Exchange in Milwaukee, Wis.,
has been changed from the Toy Bldg., at
172 Second Street to 102 Ninth Street.

A

I

WAIT

Patsy Ruth Mu'er as she
appears in the Universal De Luxe< production
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which is new
playing at the Astor theatre, New York.

charming portrait

of

October

6,

F. B. 0.

1923
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OPENS SIX OFFICES
IN

EXHIBITORS TO CONVENE

CANADA

OCTOBER FIRST

Adds Over 300 Employes to Its Roster
to Handle Distribution

Theatre Owners of Arkansas Will Meet

purposes
WHAT handled
by

THE

to be

for

one of the biggesi

Film Booking Offices
deals
was closed recently with the opening of six
in
Canada
for
its
exchanges
product.
In addition to these F. B. O. also established twelve territorial sub-offices under
The deal for the
special representatives.
Canadian distribution was closed with the
Associated Exhibitors of Canada and calls
for the merging of this entire working organization to handle the F. B. O. output.
Exploitation men will be placed in the principal key cities and work under the supervision of Nat. G. Rothstein while the direction
of sales will be through the F. B. O. home
office sales department under the supervision
of H. M. Berman.
As a result of the merger over three hundred additional employes have been added
to the roster of the F. B. O.
The following is a list of the territorial
representatives and managers in Canada who
will handle the physical distribution of the
F. B. O., R-C and Powers product (Associated Exhibitors of Canada)
W. E. Allen,
39 Waterloo Street, St. John, N. B., Phil
Hazza, 12 Mayor Street, Montreal, Quebec,
J. Macklin, 12 Mayor Street, Montreal, Quebec, F. R. Lennon, 277 Victoria Street, Toronto, Ontario, James Davidson, 277 Victoria
Street, Toronto, Ontario, A. W. Perry, 277
Victoria Street, Toronto, Ontario, J. Ruck,
277 Victoria Street, Toronto, Ontario, C. A.
Garner, 277 Victoria Street, Toronto, Ontario,
J. L. Hunter, 277 Victoria Street, Toronto,
Ontario, Geo. A. Graham, 504 Film Exchange Bldg., Hargrave Street, Winnipeg,
:

Canada

(Canadian Educational Film Limited), T. H. Davey, 316 Eighth Avenue, East
Calgary, Alberta, C. R. Dipple, 533 Granville Street, Vancouver, B. C.
'Little

Old New York' Triumphs in
West Coast Debut

Characterized by

marked

its

all

Broadway

the distinction which
premiere at the new

Cosmopolitan Theatre, "Little Old New York,
starring Marion Davies, had its first showing
on the Coast recently when it opened at the
California Theatre, Los Angeles, to an audience that included the Southern California
world of Society as well as the leading celebrities of the motion picture world.
The music for the premiere was a noteIt
worthy contribution to the programme.
was furnished by an orchestra of fifty pieces
conducted by Carl I. Elenor and Micha de

Ve

Olin, soloist, with Salvadore Sanatelli, accompanist.
The distinguished audience in attendance
accorded both picture and star the highest

A.

Newspaper

H.

man and

joined the Hal

GIEBLER
scenario

Roach studios

writer

who

has

to write comedies.

praise and spontaneous and prolonged applause followed such big scenes as the maiden
trip of the historic "Clermont," the flogging
of "Pat" (Miss Davies) at the old whipping
post and the prize-fight in the Bowling Green
fire-house.

One Day

Session)

semi-annual convention of The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas
will take place at Hotel Marion, Little Rock,
on October first. The Arkansas organization
convenes but one day in the fall with a three
day convention in April of each year.
The fall convention promises to be productive of much constructive work.
New officers
will be elected to serve the coming year.
Eli Whitney Collins, retiring president, has
called a meeting of the State Executive
Board for September 30, at which time various angles of the industry will be discussed
and the attitude of the Arkansas body to
leading issues will be determined.
A new system of financing the state organization is also under consideration and the
board will act upon this.
Communication with the individual members of the board indicate that endorsement
of the Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation and of National President Sydney S.
Cohen, will be unanimous and emphatic.
Prominent orators of the state have been
invited to address the convention.
Complete
co-operation in the effort to lift the Admission Tax will be planned.
The Public Service department, which has
already established working contact with various state boards will outline a more vigorous

campaign
tober

for

the

convention

is

coming year.
The Oclooked forward to as

one of the most constructive

in

the history

of the state unit.

George B. Gallup Presented With Cane

By His

Office Associates

David Smith in

Time

As

a mark of the respect and esteem,
which they feel for George Bruce Gallup,
the members of the Home Office force of
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, presented
Bruce with a beautiful lacquer cane with a
gold band suitably engraved, upon his retirement from the organization.
During his three years in the capacity of
Advertising Manager of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, Bruce made for himself
many friends and held the respect and admiration of those who worked directly with him.
It was the high regard the Hodkinson staff
held for him that prompted this token which
was presented to him under very auspicious
circumstances.

Stanley B. Waite on Trip
Stanley B. Waite, sales manager in charge
of Pathe's new inaugurated special two-reel
comedy department, left this week on a tour
of exchange centers which will take him successively to Albany, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit and Chicago.

FAMILIAR FEMININE FEA

in

New York

for First

Nine Years

who has just finished "The
Brodney's" at the Vitagraph studios in Hollywood has arrived in New York
to visit his brother President Albert E. Smith.
This is Mr. Smith's first trip east since
1914 when he joined the producing company
David Smith

Man from

at the California studios.

While Director Smith's visit is in the nature
of a vacation after more than a year of
constant work he will discuss with President
Smith and Vitagraph officials the subject of
coming
First

pictures.

Richard Talmadge Production

in New York of "Fast
Richard Talmadge starring
vehicle, produced for Truart by Carlos Productions, definite campaign is being laid by
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president, and Alexander
S. Aronson, general manager of sales, of
Truart Film Corporation, for the distribution
of the first series of Richard Talmadge pro-

With

the arrival

freight" the

first

ductions.

TURES FAVOR FOX FILMS

Now aren't they a sure cure for old drudge "blues"? How can a director lose patience with such a bevy of beauty? He can't, that's all. |They scatter
sunshine whenever they appear at the Fox Film studio. As a matter of introduc f ion we present them, left to right. Trilby Clark, Ruth Dwyer, Jean Arthur
Dolores Rousse and Peggy Shaw. They are all newcomers and will appear in Fox photoplays.

;;,
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SAM WARNER ARRIVES

CONVENTION OF KANSAS
THEATRE OWNERS

IN

NEW YORK
Rush

Visit

from West Coast

Who

Brother

is

Seriously

See

to

Plan

WICHITA,

Kans., September 25.— Kansas
Picture Theatre Owners will aid farmers
by giving seed wheat, creating statewide in-

Warner Studios in Hollywood to see Abe
Warner, who is ill with typhoid fever. While
Mr. Warner's condition is serious, the doc-

terest.

Tuesday,

have diagnosed the case as merely a
normal case of typhoid, and it will only be
a question of time before he will return to
tors

While

in

Warner home

New

York,

will

with the Warner organization and
present important plans for the future that
have been brought about by the expansion of
the Warner activities on the Coast.
In speaking of production activities on the
West Coast, Sam Warner was highly en-

Pictures of every variety are facing the batof cameras in the different studios,
and stars are working over time to supply
the demand for the prosperous season which
is now getting" under full swing.

YOU'D HARDLY BELIEVE
this is Ethel Shannon as she appears in
titled
"MayPreferred Pictures production
time."
For comparison see top of page oppomake-up.
shown
sans
site, where she is

That

ington,

Newark and

announced

Cincinnati offices will be

later.

two-reel product, which will be taken
as the special province of the newly appointed
sales force, include the "Our Gang" group,
the Will Rogers series, Stan Laurel vehicles,

The

Personnel of Pathe's Special Two-Reel
Comedy Sales Force
Announcement is made of the personnel

"The Spat Family"

offerings, the Mack Senand the Ben Turpin

comedies,

of the special force which will handle the
two-reel comedy product appearing on the
Pathe release schedule. The members of the
sales staff and the exchanges from which
they will work are as follows

nett all-star
vehicles.

Norris Wilcox, New York; H. M. White,
Boston and New Haven
Thomas Cooper,
Pittsburgh
Harry Devere, Buffalo
Leon
Medem. Minneapolis G. L. Stiles, Cleveland
Albert Lachnit, Indianapolis H. D. Hondorf
Detroit
Oscar Kuschner, Milwaukee J. O.
D. E. Boswell, St. Louis
Rhode, Dallas
Frank Cassill, Kansas City
Jack Auslet,
Charlotte and Atlanta
E. H. Wachter, San
Francisco and C. D. Beale, Portland, Seatt'e
and Spokane.

the threatening weather, more
than two hundred members of the Paramount
Pep Club attended the club's annual outing
Asbury Park Saturday, September 22.
at
The party left by boat foot of West Fortysecond Street at 8 :45 a. m., going to Atlantic
Highlands, from which point the journey
was continued to Asbury Park by special

Paramount Pep Club Outing Big
Success Despite Rain

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Appointments

to

the

Philadelphia,

Wash-

the day set for
entire gross reWichita quota of

when
to

Conrad Gabrial, Fred Fees, E. R.

Keefer,

thusiastic,

teries

is

9,

seedwheat pool.
M. B. Shanberg, Hutchinson, is Chairman
of Committee, and the others are R. G. Liggett, S. N. Chambers, E. E. Frazier.
H. D.

confer

and predicted that exhibitors will
have the greatest array of pictures in years
to choose from for the coming season.

October

benefit performances,
ceipts will be turned

office.

Sam Warner

Farmers and Wage Tax

Elimination Campaign

CAM WARNER arrived in New York
^ early this week on a rush visit from the

his desk at the

to Assist

III

In spite of

train.

The headquarters of the club were at the
Beach Arcade where the afternoon was spent
in dancing and swimm'ng.

Ruch, H. H. Woody, W. S. McDowell,
Walter Wallace and Harry McClure.
Approximately §15,000 is expected to be
raised.
The film board of trade is co-operating with the theatre owners in the campaign launched on admission taxes.
Petitions will be used and every conceivable
effort will be

made

in the fight.

Reciprocal insurance was endorsed and
being launched.

is

Cook was re-employed as manager
for
coming year at an executive board
meeting. It was the greatest semi-annual conE.
the

C.

vention ever held in this state.

A

telegram from Senator Arthur Capper,
York, indicated that he will vote
for the repeal of the law, and use his influence in congress looking to that end.
Henry J. Allen, former governor of Kansas, in addressing the delegates at the banquet last night, prophesied that in a few davs
censorship of films will be a thing of the
past because the producers and the exhibitors
have sensed the public feeling in the matter
of objectionable films and have ceased to
produce that sort.
Sam A. Handy,, of Kansas City, attorney
for the exhibitors, reported that progress is

New

in

being made in the fight against the payment
of the music tax imposed by the American
Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers.
Two cases testing the validity of the
tax will be heard in the United States District

Court next month.

Additions to Preferred Force
Schulberg Studios

at

Doubling the capacity and increasing the
of the Schulberg studios, the home
of Preferred Pictures, has resulted in a corfacilities

responding increase in the personnel of the
big picture plant.

Sam

Jaffe, has been

made general manager

for the company.
Mr. Jaffe, who is one
of the youngest executives in the industry,
began his career with the Famous Players
organization.

Fred Leahy has been made studio manager.
Al Freudemann will serve as art director.
Harry Strite has been made construction superintendent and Sid Street will serve as purchasing agent.

Trade Showing of Pathe's Ts Conan
Doyle Right?'
Pathe's

screen

expose

of

fake

mediums,

Conan Doyle Right?" will be given
special showing at the Palace Theatre,

titled "Is

a

New York

City,

Tuesdav, October

2, at

11:30

M.

A.

While this will be in the nature of a trade
showing, designed to demonstrate to exhibitors the exploitation advantages to be found
in this subject, the performance will take
on the aspect of a semi-public premiere.
J.
t

A TRIO OF

WORKERS WITH WONDERFUL IDEAS

Author, producer and scenarist of "The Marriage Maker," the Wilfiam De Mille production for Paramount. Edward Knoblock, (left), wrote the original stage play, "The Faun," from which this photoplay was adapted by Clara Beranger (right).
Center is William De Mille.

A. Daly Succeeds R. M. White
A.

Daly, recently with the Universal
Pictures
Corporation,
Philadelphia
Office,
has been appointed Press Representative of
the Louis B. Maver Productions succeedi"?
R. M. White resigned.
J.

October

C.

6,
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BURR EXPANDS

C.

UNIVERSALE PRESIDENT
BACK HOME

EXTENSIVELY

Carl

Chas. R. Rogers, Elected
Vice-President of Mastodon Films, Inc.

C
^

After Three Months

return t0 America of Carl Laemmle,
J- Universal chief,
from a three months' tour
of Europe, during which he supervised the
enlargement of Universal^ European organization, is being marked in this country
by

of the best known producers oi Independent pictures is
goin°to expand extensively, and
announces the atfi
at 1C n 0t
arIes
°S?rs, a distribution
* ?
official of high standing, who
becomes financially interested in Mastodon Films
Inc as
Vice-President in charge of distribution.
The Burr-Rogers negotiations have been
under way for some time progressing quieUy
but surely to their present successful
culmina'tion.
The Mastodon organization has big
franchise plans outlined for the Independent
exchanges. Details are practically compiecea
and will be announced shortly.

R R

^

,

-

Laemmle Home Coming Week,

Corporation, and is at present treasurer of
Corinne Griffith Productions, released through
First National
president of the Resolute

ward

J. Smith, expects to hang
sales record for Universal pictures.

Film

Sales

WE'LL WAGER IT IS
The same person shown on opposite page. This
is
the Ethel as she is known by her many
admirers.
Her characterization in "Maytime
'

and vice-president
Mr. Rogers
interests and official positions
Resolute and Stromberg com-

will retain his
in the Griffith,

Units.

panies in addition to his activities with C. C.
Burr.
Since going into business for himself, Mr.
Rogers has been handling the distribution of
Independent producers' product. He made his
entry into the film business some years ago
through the States Rights field when he acquired territorial rights to B. S. Moss' production of Elinor Glyn's famous "Three

Weeks."

complete.

Litson Goes to First National
Manson N. Litson, former general manager
of production for Louis B. Mayer, has joined
the J. K. McDonald-First National unit to
fill the same capacity.
His initial duties with
this organization will be the handling of
"Misunderstood" a screen version of the
Booth Tarkington story, production of which
was started this week at the Hollywood Stu-

District Supervision

James R. Grainger, General Manager of
Sales of the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Distributing Corporation, has announced a number of changes in the district supervision of
This does not effect the perthat office.
sonnel of the district supervisors, but does

some

from one

cities

territory

to

another.

George F. Dembow has assumed supervision
of the Albany office, so that the district now
,

Uni-

up a new

Mr. Laemmle returned Friday, September
aboard the Aquitania, accompanied by his
secretary Harry Zehner, Miss Rosabelle and
Julius Laemmle, his children, and Miss Estelle Cohen, a friend of Miss Rosabelle.
Although suffering from an attack of laryngitis,
the Universal president was in good spirits
and exceedingly cheerful over business, both
here and abroad.
Laemmle Home Coming Week, September
28 to October 6, marks the peak of Universal^ fall sales activity.
With eight of the
ten scheduled productions already in the East,
and the other two booming along in production at Universal City, the big film company finds itself in a remarkably strong position for the first half-year of the 1923-24

M.

E.

Maxwell Goes

dios.

The Whole Tann Family
Hand

Changes in Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

change

is

Corporation,

Hunt Stromberg

all

28,

;

of the

in

versal exchanges.
In addition to its other
features, it will be a sales drive week, in
which the Universal sales force, under Ed-

Charles R. Rogers has been General Sales

Manager of Select-Selzmck Pictures, General
Manager of Distribution of R-C Pictures

Tour

T HE

C BURR, one

-

Laemmle Returns From Europe

N. Y.,
money.

of Hammond,
for running his theatre and making
Mr. Tann has a family that is no;
it

to

H.

D.

Tann,

While Mr. Tann, himse'.f,
afraid to work.
operates the projection machine, Mrs. Tann
officiates in the ticket office, and the Misses
Tann act as ushers. Tann admits that he is

M.

Harold Lloyd Done in Oil
painting of Harold Lloyd has been
prepared by Pathe and will be available to
exhibitors through the local Pathe Exchanges.

the

mo-

New

York

Saturday (September 22) for Australia where he goes to take up the duties
of general manager of United Artists Australasia, Ltd., with headquarters at Sydney.
Mr. Maxwell went direct to San Francisco,
tober

oil

in

tion picture industry as able executive, salesman and general business-getter, left
last

from where he

doing "fairly well."

An

E.

to Australia for

United Artists
Maxwell, well known

will

leave

for

Sydney Oc-

2.

Creswell E. Smith, who has been in charge
of United Artists interests in Australasia for
some time will leave Sydney soon after Mr.
Maxwell's arrival, and will return to United
Artists New York headquarters.

him

under

comprises Albany, Boston and
with headquarters in Boston.
J. A. Koerpel, District Supervisor of the
Michigan and Ohio territorv, has assumed district supervision of the Buffalo office, succeeding S. Eckman, Jr., who has been trans-

New Haven

ferred to the

This

home

office.

change

resulted in eliminating the
Indianapolis territory from Mr. Koerpel's supervision. His revised district includes Buffalo,
Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati and Geo.
A. Hickey, District Supervisor of the Illinois, Wisconsin and Minnesota territory has
assumed district supervision of the Indianapolis office.

Ed Supple
Ed

Joins Pathe

formerly of the Motion Picture News, has moved his typewriter over
to the Pathe publicity offices.
Mr. Supple succeeds Curtis Dunham,
who resigned to accept the position of
Publicity Director of the Chronicles of
America Pictures Corporation, which organization is producing a series of thirtythree
photoplays of American
history,
which will be released by Pathe, one every
four weeks.
Supple,

'ik

Witwer

Visits

New York

City

H. C. Witwer, author of F. B. O.'s 'Fighting Blood" films and famous also as a magazine writer, left Los Angeles for New York
last week to spend several weeks on business.
Before leaving he conferred with Miss
Bea Van as to the adaptations of the future
episodes of his two-reel series, which Miss
Van is adapting for F. B. Q.

THREE KNAVES WOULD A WOOING GO
George Siegmari, Bull Montana and J. Gunnis Davis dropped the lash, black-jack and the knife, for
powder-puffs and lipstick when the cameraman snapped this, vhile they had a moment of leisure from
their parts in Maurice Tourneur's "Jealous Fools," being produced at United Studios.
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JOHN BARRYMORE AGAIN
FACES CAMERA
Has

Role in

Title

Initial

Production

Warner Brothers

for

JOHN BARRYMORE

is
once again
"Jack" Barrymore of the screen. After
an absence of more than a year while he
filled in the time by such light recreation
as playing "Hamlet" longer, and many say
better, than it has ever been played before, he is facing the camera again. He arrived at Warner Brothers studio in Holly-

J

wood
a

contract between the union

theatrical association will be retained for one year with a wage scale of
$44 for seven day's work of six and one-

days work.

Some

of the

PREVIEW OF 'PURITAN
PASSIONS'
and Representatives of Press
Declare Picture is Different

Critics

members

of the operators'
union had asked for $49.50 for six days'
work of six and one-half hours each.

Northwest Film Board of Trade
The first meeting of the Board of Arbitration of the Northwest Film Board of
trade, was
held in Seattle, September 5.
Three exhibitors and three exchangemen

after

recently,
trip

from

special

New

The present
and the

^7"

HEN

business paper critics and representatives of the Boston press saw a
preview at Manchester of the W. W. Hod"Puritan
Passions."
the
kinson picture
Film Guild's production of Percy Mackaye's "The Scarecrow,"' all agreed that the
film was beautiful and different and that
the acting of Glenn Hunter, the star, and of
his leading
woman,
Mary Astor, was ex-

York, and has
work on their

cellent.

version

screen

Corporation

of

The

role.

title

pic-

being directed

is

by Harry Beaumont
and Mr. Barrymore
is supported by such
players as Mary As-

verse,

Irene Rich, Car-

tor,

ica's

Alec

Meyers,

mel

is

seek-

ing a
New York
theatre for the picture's
metropolitan
pfemiere.
A complete musical score
has been prepared
by Frederick S. Con-

"Beau Brummel" in
which he has the
ture

Hodkin son

The

started

one of Amerforemost com-

posers.

B. Francis and Rich-

Ned Holmes who

is
It
Tucker.
Mr. Barrymore's first

hqf been associated
with many stars and
has handled many

ard

picture for
Brothers.

"Working
screen

is

Warner

features, the latest of

which

for the
nice
a

from stage
and I like it
Mr.
much,"
very
Barrymore said to a
representative of ExRehibitors Trade
before
just
view
change

acting,

Business
Goldwyn's produc-

York.
"I always enjoy a return

the

to

and as

it

is

than

since I
picture

made my

Days"

sure

facing

camera again.

I

first

the
ex-

my

Griffith

to

in

and word-of-

views

nouth advertising
had

it

from
those who saw it on
Sunday.

-

received

New

Incorporations

A

weeks starting some
time in November,
after which he will

engagement

ef-

fect of the critics' re-

"Beau Brummel"

"Richard III."

good

showed the

ness

has been finished he
New
will return to
York to play "Hamfour
let" again for

ited

New

Capitol

day
performan c e s
and Monday's busi-

in

probably play a lim-

enjoyed

It

West

in

in

business at the Sun-

in

Coast, as his
the picture
will take that much
time. When his work

at the

Theatre.

Mr. Barrymore expects to spend about
two months on the
part

showing

York

pect to start work on
the picture the day
arrival
after
California."

by

directed

Charles Brabip, lived
up to expectations
when it received its

am

looking
with plea-

to

screen

last

forward

I

tion of Elinor Glyn's
story,
"Six

studios,
a little
a year

more

"The White

Enjoyed Good

New

leaving

is

Sister," has been engaged to supervise
the publicity, advertising and exploitation of this picture.

dozen comand a total

half

panies

capitalization of $35,-

SHE LOOKS THE PART OF THE TITLE ROLE

500

Gladys Walton as she appears in her very latest Universal attraction, "The Untameable."
sit every appearance indicates that it would be a man sized job to stop her from
ruling a universe if she set her mind on doing it. Anyway, we're not in the taming business.
It is

From where we

Film 'America'

After a poll of six universities, six grade
schools, six clubs and six sporting places,
including a prize-fighter's camp, a race
track, a pool room, a dance hall and a
boy's playground, "America" is the title
selected for D. W. Griffith's Revolutionary
film which he is preparing to make at the
suggestion of the Daughters of the American Revolution.

Another One Settled
Settlement of a wage controversy between the Moving Picture Machine Operators' Protective union. Local No. 230, of
Denver, Colo., and the Denver Theatrical
Union association, was settled at a hearing
before the state industrial commission.

serve.
The present board is composed
of
H. W. Bruen, Ridgemont Theatre
Seattle; F. B. Walton, Bellingham Amuse-

ment

Co.; J. A. McGill, Liberty, Port
Orchard, for its exhibitor membership,
George Endert, Paramount; P. A. Lynch,
Pathe, Al Rosenberg, De Luxe, are the exchange members.
Meetings will be held every two weeks,
G.
with special meetings when necessary.
P. Endert was selected chairman, and H.
W. Bruen, secretary.
Guy F. Navarre, manager for Fox in
Seattle left the last of the

•

week

for

Los

Angeles to attend a convention of presidents of Western Boards 'of Trade, September 10 and 11. The meeting was called
by C. C. Pettijohn.

was the corpora-

tion bureau's record
of the motion picture

companies incorporating for the purpose
of entering the business in this state, during the past week.
With but one exception, all the newly incorporated companies
are located in Greater New York.
These
include Efrem Zimbalist, Inc., $500; Colum-

bus Cinema Production Co., Inc., $5,000;
Amusement
Corporation, $5,000;
Sims
Kelly and Company, Inc., $5,000; Foto
the
Danube
Topics, Inc., $10,000, and
Film Corporation of Buffalo, $10,000.

Kwality Exchange Moves
Kwality Productions exchange, L. K. Brin,
president, are preparing to move from 2006
Third Avenue to a new building across the
street, 2015 Third Avenue, Seattle, Wash.,
where they will have increased vault space
and a projection room of their own.

October

6,

1923
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Around About Hollywood News
PREMIERE OF CHAPLIN'S
WOMAN OF PARIS'
Opening Will Be Attended By Many
Notables of the Film Industry

DEFINITE

announcement

is

made by ex-

ecutives of West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
that the new Criterion Theatre in Los Angeles will open its doors on Wednesday evening, September 26, at 8:15 p. m.
The occasion will also mark the world premiere of
Charles Chaplin's production, "A
ot
Paris."
This is the picture which Mr.
Chaplin directed and in which he does not

Woman

The opening

will be witnessed

by producers,

the demands of institution, in other fields in
the matter of renting lights and other properties used at entertainments and events of
all descriptions.

B.

Cecil

De

Mille's

The producing unit of Cecil B. De Mille
has been reorganized preparatory to the filming of "Triumph," his next Paramount picture.

Lou M. Goodstadt, who for seven years
was casting director at the Lasky studio,
has been appointed to the- post of Business

Manager.

The

position of Assistant Director will go
who for the past two years
De Mille's Art Director. Mr.
Iribe still retains supervision of the Art department and will add to his duties, supervision of the wardrobe and property de-

Paul Iribe
has been Mr.
to

partments.

Rental Organization Started

by United Studios
M. C. Levee, President of the United
Studios, closed arrangements recently which
will enlarge the scope of the film plant on

Lowry and Rudolph Berliner will
Iribe.
Mr. Lowry has been in

Mr.

pictures since 1914, starting as an actor and
later holding the title of assistant director.

Mr. Berliner was formerly musical director
for

the

Ritz-Carlton

hotels

in

manager

handle the technical details that
arise during & production.
Mr. Ferron has
been for a number of years the active owner
and manager of a motion picture theatre in
a surburban city of California.
to

Santell Recovers from Illness
Al Santell is once more seen on the Pat
Powers lot. Santell was compelled to remain
in his Sunset Boulevard apartment for
eral days owing to an ulcerated tooth.
is

new

production.

BENNETT
P HESTER whether
he
Scarlet

says that he is
will be able to proLetter"
because
of

censorship

restrictions.
The vital theme of
he points out, concerns the love
affair of a minister and one of his flock,
and
there might be objection on the part
of the
censors to depicting ministers in a false light.

the

novel,

Hal Mohr has been selected to head the
battery of camera men who will photograph
Choice Productions, Inc.'s next special.

An elephant of enormous s'ze has been
added to the animal colony that has grown
up at the Mack Sennett studio. More and
moie animals are being used in Sennett comedies and it looks as though the colony will
develop into one of the world's greatest zoos.
Frederick Bond has been chosen to direct
Veil," which will be produced
by the Excelsior Picture Producing Co.

"Beyond the

Melrose Avenue.

A

new

organization has been
formed for the purpose of supplying the
various local studios with, every need in
the shape of properties of every description,
street sets of practically every country and
other picture producing facilities.
The new rental !Organization will be in
charge of M. S. Epstin, well known film
manager, for some years associated with Mr.
Levee in the management of the United
affiliated

Marshall Neilan has just arrived

wood from New York and
to direct

Mary Pickford

in

is

in

Holly-

making ready

her latest picture,

Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."

Frank Lloyd, who recently organized

his

own

independent company, has let it be known
costuming is his hobby. He says that
he engages his people because of their personalities and ability to play certain characters, and then provides them with the most
minute details of their wardrobe.
that

Robbins, noted comedy director, has
signed by Universal to direct Baby
Peggy in her latest picture.
Jess

been

Dallas Fitzgerald, well known director, has
tendered his resignation to Ranalles, Inc., owing to pressure of business in connection with
his productions, the Dallas Fitzgerald Productions, Inc.

Etich von Stroheim's expedition in Death
Valley filming "Greed" has had another adventure not in the 'script. Von Stroheim was
arrested by the local game warden for shooting a score or more of wild ducks not in season.

The

director

was released

in bail

when

he explained that he had ordered the ducks
shot because the provisions for his company
of forty had been spoiled by the desert heat,
and they simply had to have food.

Henry King, director, and the personnel of
the technical department of the Inspiration
studios, left Hollywood for Rome recently to
prepare for the filming of "Romola."
Announcement is made that forty-five persons worked steadily for four months in making the costumes for Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche".

Back in 1914, nine years ago to be exact.
Universal City, Cal., consisted of 600 acres
of land, a few small buildings of primitive
character and a handful of ambitious workers.
At the present time it has many of the
most improved type of stages and offices,
and 800 standing exterior sets. The utmost
modern improvements in the art of picture
making are to be found there.
Cecil B. De Mille and William De Mille
have returned from an extended cruise and
fishing trip aboard the former's yacht around
Santa Catalina and the Santa Barbara Chan-

Studios.

In accordance with the deal closed, all the
street sets and other physical producing facilities of the United Studios are placed at the
disposal of the producing industry in general

nel

here.

Islands.

John Barrymore has arrived at the Warner
Brothers' Studio, after a quick trip from
Paris and New York.
He was officially
greeted by H. M. Warner and Jack Warner
and tendered a reception at the studio fol-

In addition to supplying film studios, Mr.
Epstin's new organization will take care' of
directors and stars of the motion picture industry and the socially prominent in Los
Angeles and Southern California, civic officials and friends of the producer, prominent
newspaper men and women and many exhib-

lowing his arrival.

Tom Forman and several hundred players
who have spent seven weeks among the

itors.

Following the world premiere for which
the admission prices are $2, $3, and $5, two
performances will be given daily at 2:15 and
The regular
8:15 with all seats reserved.
prices will be, Matinee 50c and 75c, loges
Evening performances 75c, $1 and loges
$1.

heights of the Sierras filming scenes for his
production of "The Virginian," have returned
to the studios to shoot the interiors.

Mammoth enclosed stages at the Schulberg
Studios are being enlarged to accommodate
the settings to be erected for fifteen feature
productions that Preferred Pictures will film
during the coming twelve months.

$1.50.

The music will be in charge of Adolf
Tandler who was formerly the conductor of_
the Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra.
The feature is a drama of life. Edna
Purviance is the featured player and is supported by Adolphe Menjou, Carl Miller, Lydia
Knott,
Charles French, Clarence Gelbert,
Betty Morrissey, Malvina Polo.

president

He

WEST COAST BRIEFS
doubtful
Y
duce
"The

from Europe recently, F.
of Goldwyn Pictures,
was emphatic in denying rumors that have
been current for some time that plans to
screen "Ben Hur" had been abandoned.
his return

Godsol,

sev-

back on the job again, however, preparing

to start a

Upon

J.

New York

and Montreal.
Paul Ferron has been appointed production

Producing Unit

Has Been Reorganized

New

Gene
assist

LUMINARIES CROSS THE SEA
Sol Lesser and Mrs. Lesser on board the "Leviathan" enroute to Europe.
Mission?
Oh, a
firmer film bond between the two hemispheres.

The Smithsonian Institute, Washington, D.
C, has commissioned Erich von Stroheim to
film several thousand feet of Death Valley
during his picture making there.
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Four Masters of Chicago

THE

Windy

City

has

many,

many masters

of

showmanship.

The

field

is

* alive with exhibitors who dominate and keep ever forging ahead with proNone are to be more commended, howamusement enterprise.
gressive
It is Harry Lubiner^s
ever, than Lubliner & Trinz, seen at left and above.
It is Joe Trinz's
insistent demand that keeps the firm ahead of the times.
He is the balance wheel.
conservatism that steadies the steps of progress.
Together they control one of Chicago's largest chains.

here
AND
chain

you see the heads of Fitzpatrick & McElroy, who also operate a
K. S. Fitzpatrick, above, is very little unlike
an<J out of Chicago.
right, in the way of temperment and progressive spirit.
They both also are noted for their democratic qualifications, the consistently
high-class conduct of showmanship, and their manner of steadily progressing.
Their many years of square dealing have won the highest mark of respect among
in

Don McElroy, on the

brother

exhibitors

and the booking managers.

October
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Among
being
AFTER
Strand
sas

closed since last May the
theatre, suburban house of KanCity, opened
Sunday night with

Jack Roth, manager of the Apollo theatre, as
the new manager. The Strand lobby has
been remade and is effectively lighted. New
fixtures and decorations and a $10,000 HopeJones organ have been installed.

The

following changes in management,
of new houses and remodeling of
in the Kansas City territory have
been announced
Crystal theatre, Topeka,
Kas., taken over by the Hostettler Amusement Company
new theatre (yet to be
named) under construction at Eighteenth and
Vine streets, Kansas City, by Homer Eblon,
seating capacity
1,000,
Powers projection
machines and Minusa screen Jefferson theatre, Springfield, Mo., reopened by S. E. Wilhoit; Star theatre, Nevada, Mo., redecorated
by Sears-Jones Circuit.
erection
theatres

:

;

;

The general

and lease of the
excavation of which
now is under way in Waldo, Mo., a suburb
of Kansas City, will be let next week, according to W. C. Gumm, of the Waldo Realty
Co. The house will be a community theatre.

Westmoreland

A. E. Smith opened a brand new moving picture theatre at Oxford, Nova Scot.a,
on September 25, which he has called the
Capitol Theatre. The new house is a cement
structure with handsome front.

An

ronto, managed by Fred Piton, was foiled
by Officer John Milling of the Toronto Police Force when he discovered that one of
the doors of the theatre had been pried open.
This was at midnight and, on entering the
theatre, he found Charles Frohman hiding
between the seats.
Frohman was wearing
canvas gloves and was carrying a flashlight.
In the manager's office, a variety of burglar's
tools were lying around.
Two days' receipts
were in the safe but they had not yet been
reached.
Fred Piton, manager of the Globe,
declared that Frohman had been an usher
in the theatre seven years ago and knew the

layout of the building well.
later convicted.

Frohman was

The moving picture theatres ol Toronto
have joined with the Canadian Red Cross
Society in gathering a relief fund for the
Japanese earthquake sufferers. The Famous
Players Canadian Corporation placed large
streamers in all their local houses asking patrons to subscribe to the relief fund and Red

Cross Nurses opened stations in the theatre"
lobbies for the receipt of donations.

Manager Wilson of
Winnipeg,

new

the

Manitoba, has

Lyceum
installed

brand

orchestra in this fine large house under

Niagara

Falls,

r

W. A. Simons, who has a circuit operating in Wallace, Coeur d'Alene, Mullen and
Kellogg, has recently reopened the Liberty,
Missoula, after it had been dark for about
two years.
Peter C. Carter of Plains, Montana, who
with his father and two brothers operated
the .Green Room theatre, and who was greatly
esteemed by his fellow townsfolk, died last
week, and was buried with many loving
tributes both by his older friends and the
school children whom he had always loved.
Circuit Court Judge Evans has instructed
Jesse Sill and his partners in the moving picture business to rename a picture they have
been exhibiting throughout Oregon under the
title of "The Trail of the Covered Wagon."
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation alleged
an infringement of their "Covered Wagon"
The court
and claimed $20,000 damages.
withheld judgment on the damage claim.

theatre,

a

theatre,

celebrated its first anniversary this
week when Charlie Hayman put on a fine
bill
of film features and music numbers.
"Hollywood" was the big attraction.

Y.

JST.

The Film

theatre,

Craigmont.

reported to have changed hands.
cutt

Idaho,

is

Mr. Warna-

was manager.

period.

Stanley Mayer,

who

has been covering the
Wichita territory for the Kansas City First
National office, has been succeeded by C. G.
Craddock, formerly with the First National
office in Montana.
Mr. Mayer has accepted
a position with the Des Moines office of Gold-

in

cuit

suburban house of Kansas City. He has
been succeeded at First National by Chester
Borg.

Mr. Wright was succeeded in Seattle, by
Samuel K. Wineland, director of the orchestra, who assumes the title of manager-

S.

director.

tre,

shop.

John Opera House of St. John.
has been reopened under the control
of F. G. Spencer, who has secured a lease
of the house, after it had been thoroughly
A complete set of
refinished and changed.
new seats has been installed. The theatre
is
now under the management of A. L.
Gaudet. formerly of the Unique Theatre. The
St. John Opera House is one of numerous
theatres in the Maritime Provinces of Canada
operated by Mr. Spencer.

The

B.,

St.

W.

Struppler,

who

also

F. Guenther. has bought the Rose theaCheney, Wash., from William Card.

The Brook

JACK FLANNERY

Who has assumed the duties of Hodkinson branch
sales manager in Omaha, Neb., a position for
which he is well suited thanks to his ability and

A

group of Kansas City exhibitors were
standing on a well populated corner in Kansas City's film row the other day, casuallv
observing the finishing touches being applied
to the new Educational building, Eighteenth
and Wyandotte streets. Some of them resembled Luis Firpo before shaving. Interest
became centered on a sign nainter. whose
work, when finished, divulged the fact that
Film Row was to boast of its first barber

houses, to T.
the Grand.

Judge Everett E. Smith dismissed the temporary restraining order granted John Danz,
Seattle circuit owner, preventing the Musicians association. Theatrical emplovees local
Service Employees
154, and the Building
union from picketing his theatres. The judge
ruled that the above being voluntary organDanz
izations cannot be restrained or sued.
claims they have already done him $10,000
worth of damages. He still has several suits
standing against individuals, and a temporary restraining order against picketing.

Al Scrogham, former poster clerk in the
First National office at Kansas City, has been
named as manager of the St. John theatre, a

Tommy Taylor, former representative in
the Kansas City territory for Selznick, has
re-joined the force and is covering the Missouri territory.

Jack Allender has sold the Liberty theatre
Pullman, Wash., one of the Allender cir-

owns

wyn-Cosmopolitan.

N.

Charles Packeritz has sold the Rex theatre
Spokane, to Will Starkey who also owns the
Rex in Lewiston, Idaho. A. J. Bischell will
be manager for both houses for Starkey.

The new Strand
attempt to rob the Globe theatre, To-

contract

theatre,

Motion pictures of Campfire Girls of Kansas City at their annual camp at Grandview,
Mo., were shown at the Pantages theatre,
Kansas City, all this week and received liberal newspaper mention.
On the screen the
picture shows the routine work of the girls
as if filmed in one day, when in reality
"shots" were taken throughout the summer

camp

Showmen

the

popularity.

Atta boy, Jack.

theatre.

Meadowbrook Farm,

outside the N city limits of North

Bend,
Wash., has just been opened and will serve
both North Bend and Sr.oqualmie, together
with the manv lumber mill emplovees who
The house is owned bv W. A.
live near by.
Cochrane, and has already become the center
iust

direction of E. V. Einarson, a wellThere are 10 pieces
local musician.
in the new organization.

of a little community
have sprung up since

Back to work again, but it's hard for A. L.
McLaughlin, Kansas City Metro salesman, to
talk of anything other than the motor trip
which he and Mrs. McLaughlin enjoyed to
Chicago and Marion, Ohio.

A. F. Cormier a nd E. T. Robinson, who operate the Liberty and Rialto theatres in Cenhave converted the Rialto into a
tralia.
juvenile house with special films on Fridays
and Saturdavs, for children at a reduced adDuring the week the
mission of five cents.
house will play high class second runs at
No pictures will be
ten and twenty cents.
shown at the Rialto that have not been stamped

the

known

H. B. Wright, manager of the Strand theatre,

has resigned to take over trie
of the Criterion in L^s Angeles.
Criterion was formerly the Kinema, and

Seattle,

management

The
is now operated by The West Coast Theatres
Co., who will run it as a two-a-day house
The
with only the highest grade pictures.
opening attraction will be the new Chaplin
Production at which

all

of the stars in the

picture will make personal appearances during
the opening weeks.

of
its

etc.

that

construction

was

stores

started.

with

the

anproval

of

the

National

educa-

Mr. Robtional body in Washington. D. C.
inson, who will have active charge of the
was formerly superintendent of
Rialto,
schools and has spent many years on the
This is the first time a movschool board.
ing picture theatre has been converted into
a juvenile house, on the Pacific Coast.
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PRODUCTION
'TIFFANY-TRUART

report
that
"The
of Jeopardy" is well under way.
has been completed and in addition to Elaine Hammerstein, who is starred,
the following have featured parts
Wallace
Beery, Jack Mulhall and David Torrence.
Director Edward Dillon is now at work on
one of the biggest scenes in the picture.

Drums
The cast

:

p RAXD-ASHER
Forrest

announce

Mabel
"The
Satin Girl," a Ben Wilson Production. Norman Kerry will play the lead opposite Miss
will

be

in

REFERRED

has just completed "Maytime" at the B. P. Schu'berg Studios in
Los Angeles, Gasnier produced the picture
and Olga Printzlau adapted it.
Olga Printzlau has begun the adaptation
of
George Agnew Chamberlain's novel,
"White Man."
Kenneth Harlan will play

-t

the

title

role.

Tom Forman

has put the last finishing
touch on "The Virginian," starring Kenneth
Harlan.

OX

announces

was completed

"Hoodman

that

week

last

has signed Milton Sills, Wallace
MacDcnald, DeWitt Jennings, Bertram
Grasby, Matthew Betts and Gertrude Claire,
thus completing the cast which will support
Oscar
Viola Dana in "Angle Face Molly."

Apfel will direct.
Allen Holubar

is
on the last stages of
preparation before beginning actual production of "The Human Mill."

at

West

been

has

to Air. Schertzinger in "The Man
The cast includes
Life Passed By."
Jane and Eva Novak, Percy Marmont, Cullen
Landis, Lydia Knott, Lincoln Steadman. Gertrude Short and Andre de Beranger.

Enid Bennett, Harrison Ford and Mary
Alden have been engaged to appear in "The
Living Past." Harold Shaw will direct.
The following have been added to the cast
of "Hospitality"
Kitty Bradbury, Joe Roberts, Ralph Bushman, Ed Coxen and jean
Dumas. Buster Keaton's wife will play the
leading feminine role, and his father has
:

been assigned a big

role.

Reginald Barker is fast nearing completion
of "Pleasure Mad."
Jackie

Coogan

"A Boy

on

Mr.

The newest

addition to the executive staff
of the company's West Coast studios is "Jim"
Ryan, casting director, who recently arrived
from XT ew York. He will take over all casting for the studio.

selected

definitely

Revolutionary
Griffith

is

announce that the
for D.
feature

W.

title

Griffith's

suggestion of the Daughters of the American
Revolution.
Jack Pickford's film company is out in
Feather River Canyon filming scenes for his
next feature "Valley of the Wolf."'
Production work has been started by Mary
Pickford on her next vehicle "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall" at the PickfordFairbanks studios on the West Coast.

WARNER
BROTHERS announce that the
™ film version
of David Belasco's play
is

now

Tom Geraghty, who has been in Kennebunkport, Me., working w ith Booth Tarkington on the screen treatment of the latter's
story "Pied Piper Malone," which will be a
Thomas Meighan vehicle, has returned to the
company's Long Island Studio to begin work
r

on the scenario.

Sam Wood, who

New

Within the next week four more pictures

Mr. Wood will cut
duce his next picture.
title this feature while preparing for the

and

new

Walton

Tully

"Flowing Gold."
Filming of "The
George Fitzmaurice

assigned
Bert
has
Siebol to direct several "retakes" on "Yolanda," featuring Marion Davies.
Robert G.

Vignola is directing.
Herbert Brenon, producing director, has returned to Paramount's West Coast studio and
has started work on their latest picture, "Mv

Eternal City," which
producing for S-G

Man."

is

Company will be completed this week in
XT ew York.
The exteriors for this picThe cast includes
ture were made in Italy.
Bert Lytell, Barbara La Marr, Richard BenMontague Love and Lionel Barrymore.
scheduled for early release.

"Twenty-one," the Inspiration production
in which Richard Barthelmess is starred, will
be completed some time during the coming
week at the Universal studio in Fort Lee.

director is now considering his
will be an all star one.

The

which

p
^ OSMOPOLITAN

Richard
with

It is

Bill

King Vidor and his company making "Wild
Oranges" have left the studio for location
near San Francisco.
Alan Crosland and his company filming
"Three Weeks" are making rapid progress.
Goldwyn's art and costume departments
have been working for more than a year on
the costuming for "Ben Hur," which will sC'.i

cast

"Trilby"

nett,

"Wild

the leading roles.

living.

NATIONAL
that

picture,

company. The story is laid in America
is a mirror of the rich and idle who
give no thought to the fundamentals of sound

More than half of the scenes for "The
Marriage Circle," the first production which
Ernst Lubitsch is making for this company,
have been completed.

FIRST

latest

announced a further
has
change of title in the screen version of
"The Master of Man." The picture will be
Conrad Nagel,
called "Name the Man!"
Patsv Ruth Miller, Mae Busch, Creighton
Hale". Hobart Bosworth, De Witt C. Jennings, Evelyn Selbie and Aileen Pringle have

and

announces
follow
will

his

Hickok,"

this

PICTURES

for

cast

arc "Tiger Rose,"

ASSOCIATED

production.

Allan Dwan has started production of Rex
Beach's story, "Big Brother."
Tom Moore
will play the male lead.
Cecil B. DeMille will start work soon on a
new picture called "Triumph."
William S. Hart has just completed his

"George Washington, Jr.," "Lucretia Lombard" and "Conductor 1492."

be completed.

of

has engaged George Randolph Chester to edit and title "On the
Banks of the Wabash," which will consist
of an all-star cast, including Mary Carr,
James Morrison, Burr Mcintosh, Mary McLaren, Madge Evans and Lumsden Hare.
Basil King's novel "Let No Man Put
Asunder," dealing with the divorce evil, will
be J. Stuart Blackton's next production for

Evers.
will

recently completed the
"His Children's Children," left
York for Hollywood, where he will pro-

filming

VITAGRAPH

Dean Moran, Muriel Frances Dana, George
Woodthorpe, the De Briac Twins and King

They

nounced.

be ready for filming.

well under way.
Mae
Marsh is starred in the feminine role, and
Monte Blue will be seen in the leading masculine role, while others in the cast include
Harry Myers, Claude Gillingwater, Willard
Louis, Boyce Comb, Otto Hoffman, Priscilla

"Daddies,"

has added James A. Creelscenario staff.
He will write
the scenario for Glenn Hunter's next picture
which will go into production as soon as
he finishes "West of the Water Tower" at
the Long Island Studio. No title as yet anto its

GOLDWYN

"America."
is
preparing this picture at the

screen

p ARAMOUNT
man

soon begin production

will

of Flanders."

William Wellman.
The cast contains the
names of Marion Nixon, Ben Hendricks,
Mattie

as chief
assistant

director

TJNITED ARTISTS

Titus,

as

Whom

Coast Studios. Jack Yeulette plays the leading male role.
"Big Dan" has also been completed at the
West Coast Studios, under the direction of

Trilby Clark, Lydia Yeaman
Peters and J. P. Lockney.

engaged

cameraman and Wyatt Bruster

Blind"

their

Lyons

Chet

that

starred

Forrest.

T)

METRO

TTNIYERSAL

has^ chosen Edward Sedge*^ wick to direct "The Extra Man" in which
Hoot Gibson will be the featured player
This will be
supported by a select cast.
another story of life in the movies but from

GIVING THE MULE AN EARFUL
Bert Lytell, Blanche Sweet and "Happy" in an
"off-stage" moment during the production of
Principal's

"Meanest

Man

in

the

World."

a different angle.
Herbert Blache. who has made a number
of noted features, is directing "The N"ear
Lady," Uhiversal's latest picture.

—

: ;; :

October
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FILM CORPORATION

POLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN

announce

*-

^

the following in their list of
October releases:
"Does It Pay?", "No Mother to
"
de
a eo Kirb -V -" Th e Governor's
t
i
e F ym Fool >" " Bi
S Dan," "The
h-?'' » X*i
Exiles,
The Grail," "Times Have Changed "
Up in the Air," "Dance or Die," "Toilers
"
of the Equator" and "Cloisters in the

,fe

'

£?

Pay?"

It

will

Clouds
released October

be

7th.

1VTETRO
J-

TA

has

completed

arrangements

to

announces that "Shifting
Sands" has been secured from the Luxor
Pictures Corporation and it will be an early
fall release.
This desert drama was produced by Fred Granville. The cast includes
Peggy Hyland, Lewis Willoughby, Mile.
Valia, Richard Atwood,
Gibson Gowland,
Tony Melford and Douglas Webster.

AJ

and the management of the Alhambra
Theatre of Tulsa, Okla., signed a contract
calling for a schedule of forty weeks first

-

run pictures.

C. announces that Greiver Productions of Chicago have purchased "The

—News of

RATION

has closed contracts with Harry
Samwick of Producers Feature Service for
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey
rights to "In the Spiders Web" and "Shat-

-*-

tered Faith."

Night."

Missouri

^ OLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
"The

C*

will

re-

house of serials shows no slackA ening. The chapter pictures
on release
schedule follow "Haunted Valley," May 6 to
August 12; "Her Dangerous Path," August
12 to October 14; "Ruth of the Range," October 14 to January 20, 1924; "The Way of
a Alan," January 30 to March 23, and
"Leatherstocking Tales," from James Fenimore Cooper's work, March 23 to May 25.
"Columbus," the first of the "Chronicles
of America" series, will head the program of
releases set for October 7.
Also included
:

on October 7th
Steadfast
Heart," produced by Distinctive Picture's Corlease

poration.

REPORTED BOOKINGS
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

announce

the following bookings on "Going Up"
John H. Kunsky's Madison, Detroit Samuel
Baroli,
Harding's Liberty, Kansas
City
;

;

Schenectady Metropolitan, Baltimore Opera
House,
Newport,
I.
R.
St.
John's
Auditorium, Clinton, Mass.
Shea's Hippodrome, Shea's North Park, Buffalo, N. Y.
Strand, Pocatello, Ida.
Gayety, Springfield,
A. H. Blank Circuit, Iowa, consisting of
111.
;

;

in

the

program are "Heavy Seas," two-reel

comedy, Paul Parrott in "No Pets"
Aesop's Fable "The Cat's Whiskers."

—

KANSAS CITY
Comedy,

"Boildieu."

"Zaza."

Royal

— Feature,
—

"The Silent Partner."
Metropolitan Overture, "Dance of the
Hours." Kinograms. "The Making of BetFeature,

—

Stanley

—Overture,

"Concert

Feature,

"The French

D." News.

— Overture

"Cavalleria Rustithe Press.
Comedy, "Cat's Whiskers." Feature, "Zaza."
Chicago Overture, "II Guarni." Comedy,
Cartoon.
Feature, "Potash and Perlmutter."
Tivoli Overture, "Fourth Symphony in
F." Comedy, "Back Fire." Feature, "Three
Wise Fools."
cana."

Fun from

News,

Pathe

—
—

NEWARK

Branford

—Overture,

"Hunt in the ForBranford Review of Events, Topics
of the Day. Feature, "Enemies of Women."

NEW YORK

ture,

Comedy, "The Limit."

Magazine.

:

Feature,

"Zaza."

;

Newton. Rogers & Keane in New
England have obtained this attraction for

lington,

BALTIMORE

Rivoli

their Colonial, Brockton, Mass., as also have
Bedford,
the Davenport Houses in

—Overture,

Cartoon.

Mass., consisting of the State, American,
Royal, Rialto and Boyle's Square.

"American Patrol." RiComedy, "Roughest Africa."

News.

voli

New

Feature,

—

"Circus Days."

BUFFALO

Hippodrome Overture, "Italians in AlHippodrome Magazine.
Comedy,
"Skylarking."
Feature.
"Ashes of Ven-

geria."

QUTTY PICTURES CORPORATION

announces that Louis Baum, vice-president, has closed "The Daring Years" in Pittsburgh.
The deal covers all rights on the
picture for the territories of Western Penn-

geance."

BROOKLYN

Strand

—Overture

(Selected).

Virginia.

ture,

Mark Strand

Theatre, New York, has booked the entire current series of "The Spat Family" and
the "Our Gang" Comedies.

"1812." Topical Review
Comedy, "Nip and Tuck." Fea-

"Dulcy."

Eastman

*

The

in

Doll."

CHICAGO
McVickers

;

announces that the

Toccata

—Overture, "The Huguenots." Fea"Ashes of Vengeance."
Rialto — Overture, "Scheherazade." Rialto

;

West

Finish."

PHILADELPHIA

Rivoli

the Strand, Des Moines Capitol, Davenport
Rialto, Clinton
Strand, MarRialto, Boone
Rialto, Burshalltown
Bijou, Mason City

ATHE

"The White Rose."

ATLANTA
Howard— Overture, "Zampa."
Howard
News and Views. Comedy, "Lodge Night."

,

T>

Feature,

Liberty Overture,
Nightingale."
"The
Pathe and International News.
Comedy,
"Oh Harry." Feature, "Tea With a Kick."

;

sylvania and

Blanche

Cartoon.

rest."

;

;

the

Overture, Selection from "CarMissouri News and Magazine. Comedy, "The Gown Shop."
Feature, "The Silent Partner."

and

;

;

of

men."

DATHE'S

T7

"Strangers

ter Citizens." Feature, "Garrison's

Barefoot Boy."

1

Fun from
Comedy, "The Mys-

the World,

the Press, Movie Chats.
tery
Man."
Feature,

!

TNDEPENDENT PICTURES CORPO-

B.

Vj «

LOUIS

ST.

Delmonte

Neuman — Overture, "La Dame

lyTETRO PICTURES CORPORATION
XTA

TJ ODKINSON

RUN PROGRAMS

FIRST

is

San Francisco.

"The Keystone."

distribute

an-

one with Ray Grombacher for the entire product
in
Spokane,
Wash.
The Indiana
Theatre in Terre Haute, Ind., has booked
the first group of eleven pictures.
The first
three releases have been sold to StanleyChambers for their theatres in Wichita, Kans.
"Red Lights" and "The Eternal Three"
have been booked by West Coast Circuit.
"The Green Goddess" has been booked for
an extended run at the Imperial Theatre in

J

Does

has

nounced that among recent bookings

—

ROCHESTER
Overture,

"William

Tell."

Eastman Theatre Current Events. Comedy.
"Stepping Out." Feature, "Main Street."

MEMPHIS

ries,

Circuit has booked "Columbus,"
of the "Chronicles of America" Sein their nine theatres, as follows
Pal-

Palace Palace Review, Fun from the
Press.
Comedy, "F. O. B." Feature, "Law-

ace,

New

ful

the

Poli

—

first

:

Haven, Conn.

Capitol, Hartford,
Springfield.
Mass.
Poli's.

Conn.
Palace,
Worcester. Mass. Palace, Bridgeport, Conn.
Palace. Waterburv, Conn.
Poli's, Scranton.
Pa.; Poli's, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; and Poli's,
Meriden, Conn.
;

Larceny."

;

ST.

;

DUKE KAHANAMOKU

;

;

•>

And
he

the

took

Jargest

surf-board

Marjorie

stars,

Daw

breaker-riding

in

and
at

the world. Recently
Evelyn Brent, film
Santa Monica.

—

PAUL

Capital Overture,
"Second
Hungarian
Rhapsody." Pathe News, International News,
Current Events. Comedy. "High Life." Feature. "Lawful Larcenv."
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Hamilton Replaces Jolson
By

at Griffith Studios for

New

Feature

Hammons, Lloyd Will Make His Feature Length Cbmedy Debut in an
Elaborate Blackface Vehicle, Originally Designed for Bombo Songster

Special Arrangements with Earl

October

6,

1923
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'Strangers of the Night'
Metro Photoplay in Seven Parts. Adapted
from Walter Hackett's Stage Play "Captain Applejack." Scenario by Bess MereDirector, Fred Niblo. Cameraman,
dyth.
Alyin Wyckoff.
Running Time, Eighty

—

Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ambrose Applejohn
Poppy Faire
Anna Valeska

Matt Moore
Enid Bennett
Barbara La Marr
Robert McKim
Mathilda Brundage

Borolsky
Mrs. Whatacombe
Mrs. Pengard
Horace Pengard

Emily Fitzroy
Otto Hoffman

Lush

Thomas

imbued with the spirit of adventure and finds
plenty of it right at home, Barbara La Marr
plays the adventuress, Anna, with dash and
vivacity, Robert McKim wins fresh laurels
by his clever portrayal of the villainous Borolsky and excellent support is provided by
other members of the cast.
There are many angles to be stressed in
boosting the film.
The success of the stage
play, the strength of the cast, the undeniable
fact that it is one of the best mystery melodramas of the year, as well as a laughing
powder warranted to tickle all palates there's
variety enough to suit the tastes of all pa-

—

trons,

young and

Ambrose Applejack has

lived a quiet and somewhat
in his ancestral castle with his aunt
his ward Poppy Faire.
longs for
adventure.
It
comes unexpectedly when Anna
Valeska, a beautiful girl, drops in on him at night
and demands protection from one Borolsky, agent of
the Red Terror, who is trailing her.
Borolsky shows
up but Ambrose gets rid of him and gives Anna
shelter.
Ambrose finds an ancient parchment in a
panel of the wall, containing a record of treasure
hid in the castle by Captain Applejack, his pirate
ancestor. Ambrose falls asleep and dreams of bloody
fighting, mutiny and warfare on the high seas.
awakes to find that a gang of desperate thieves, of

wearisome

He

He

whom Anna and Borolsky are members are on hand
hunting for the treasure. The parchment is stolen,
changes hands frequently, but in the finale Ambrose
outwits the thieves, acquires the treasure and wins
Poppy's love.

By George
A

DVENTURF,

T.

Pardy.

mystery,

thrills,

romance,

_

comedy, fast action, good
direction and fine photography they're all
present in "Strangers of the Night," the
result being a picture which ought to bring
in the dollars as surely as honey attracts
flies.
It doesn't seem as though an exhibitor
There's
can possibly lose out on this one.
crisp,

bright

—

the advertising value of the stage play
tain

from

and "CapApplejack" certainly delivered the goods

which

it

'The Fair Cheat'

life

Agatha and

was adapted

to

bank

on,

on both sides of the Atlantic.
Stage success doesn't always mean screen
success, but in this case it's a safe wager
that the film version will rival the "legitimate" attraction. Fred Niblo has put such
life,
force and color into the entire seven
reels, never missing a chance to score a
comedy point or put a razor edge on a
dramatic situation, that the production stands
It
out as a masterpiece of directorial skill.
start off quietly, gathering up its characters
and outlining necessary detail, the pace gradually increases and suddenly swings into tempestuous action which flashes along at express
speed until the exciting climax is attained.
It is seldom that the elements of humor

and melodrama are mingled in such varying
quantities and such excellent effect as in this
feature.
The atmosphere dominating the old
castle is so subtly conveyed that you feel it
in your very bones, and yet. at the most
strenuous moments when the ancestral home
of the Applejacks seems alive with menace,
some farcical touch is introduced which starts
a mirth explosion.
The savage romance of old piratical days
is splendidly outlined in the scene where Ambrose in his dream, sails defiantly upon the
Spanish Alain, quells a mutiny, forces a rebellious mate to "walk the plank" and wins
a blushing bride.
The interlude will please
everybody and so perfectly is the continuity
maintained that the flashback doesn't in the
least interfere with one's enjoyment and understanding of the plot proper.
As for the cast a better selection could
not have been made. Every player fits his or
her role perfectly.
Enid Bennett is a supremely
lovely
daintily
fascinating
and
creature as the demure little Poppy Faire and
scores a legion of comedy hits.
Matt Moore
is immense as the erstwhile matter-of-fact
young Englishman, who becomes so suddenly
,

—

old.

Ricketts

R-C

Picture in Five Parts.
Distributed by
F. B. O. Story by William B. Laub. Directed by Burton King.
Photographed by

Alfred Ortlicb.

Morgan Van

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dam
Edmund

John Hamilton

Wilfred

Camilla
Gloria Starke
Rutledge Stone
Crittenden Scott Buckley

Floman

Zeigler
Hiller
Willis

Sam

Breese
Lytell

Dorothy Mackaill
Marie White
William Robyns
Harold Fashay
Bradley Barker
Jack Newton
Tom Blake

"Bunk"

Camilla, daughter of Morgan Van Dam millionaire,
is in love with John Hamilton, who is in her father's
employ. Van Dam says he will agree to the marriage
only if Camilla supports herself for a year.
Van

Dam

believes that

John

is

after Camilla's

money and

him that if he is married within six months he
be given a bonus if he isn't he will be discharged.
It is given out that Camilla is going on a year's
cruise with her father.
Van Dam gives Stone, his
confidential secretary, signed blank checks to help
Camilla if she should need them.
Under the name
of Dolly Marlowe she gets work in a. Midnight ReThrough Buckley John meets Dolly and falls
vue.
When Van Dam is reported to
in love with her.
have been drowned Stone attempts to get money with
He is frustrated by Hamilton
the signed checks.
and Dolly. Van Dam returns home with "Camilla."
John tells her that he is engaged to Dolly and cannot marry her. She puts on Dolly's clothes to con-

'The Social Code'
Metro Photoplay

in Six Parts.
Directed by
Oscar Apfel. Adapted f rom a Rita Weiman Story by Rex Taylor. Running Time,
Seventy Minutes:

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Babs Van Buren
Dean Cardigan
Connie Grant
Judge Evans Grant
Colby Dickinson
District Attorney
Attorney for the Defense

Viola Dana
Malcolm McGregor
Edna Flugrath
Huntly Gordon
Cyril Chadwick

William Humphrey
John Sainpolis

Colby Dickinson, clubman and publisher of a
scandal mongering society sheet, is found murdered
in
his apartment.
An envelope addressed in a
feminine hand to Dean Cardigan, prominent among
the smart set, is found near the body.
Cardigan
was seen quarreling with Colby.
The young man
refuses to establish an
alibi
and is locked up.
He is brought to trial before Judge Grant, husband
of Connie who is the sister of Babs. Cardigan's
sweetheart.
The women attend the trial. Things
look black for Cardigan and it is apparent that
only an alibi can save him.
Then Babs, the
butterfly, breaks silence and confesses that Cardigan
was with her during the time that the murder was
committed, between midnight and 5 a. m.
It develops that Dickinson, having stolen a packet of
compromising undated letters written by Connie to
Cardigan during a summer flirtation before her
marriage to the Judge, has threatened blackmail.
Cardigan bought back the letters, but Dickinson
held an envelope out on him, returned them to
Connie late at night.
Babs explains that having
overheard the interview, she determined to save
Cardigan.
Connie declares that it was her love
for the Judge that prompted her to implore Cardigan to gel back the letters.
Babs, becomes a
bride.
Dickinson has been murdered by a disgruntled servant.

tells

will

vince him that there is no Dolly. Van Dam is satisled that John didn't want to marry her for her money.

By Dena Reed

AN

always sympathizes with a
and a man separated by Dad's milThe sympathy is doubled if the lovers
lions.
are tested by Dad, so the theme is one that
captures interest right away.
It does seem strange, though, that John
audience

girl

should be deceived about Camilla's identity.
True, we are told there is a slight difference
in voice, but is is hardly probable that Camilla
could have deluded John for such a lone
time.

John was so much

in love with Camilla
problematic whether he could have
been enamored of a girl who merely resembled her if she were not like her. It is
a pretty problem to thresh out and picturegoers won't go to that trouble, but they will
have a slight doubt as to the probability of the

that

By Douglas Grahame

;

it

is

thing.

Nevertheless, the story is good entertainment. There is the glamor that always surrounds a Revue and the sequence of the casting and publicity is realistically executed. The
dishonesty of Stone adds to the story's suspense.

The subtitles are not merely expository but
are light, and often funny. The photography
There are spectacular scenes of the
is good.
Show and of an entertainment at Camilla's
home. An audience usually likes these shots.
Dorothy Mackaill is a charming heroine
Wilfred Lytell is
and a capable actress.
good as the poor lover and the supporting
cast is a worthy one.
Exploit the picture as rich girl-poor man
love story with amusing complications in
which Dorothy Mackaill, Edmund Breese and
Wilfred Lvtell are featured.

N

flapper society butterfly who
herself equal to a trying emergency is the theme of this picture, and it is
one that is certain to interest the majority
of people, and please youth as well as older
folks.
Viola Dana, one of the queen flappers
of the screen, more than sustains her reputation as the giddy younger daughter of wealth,
whose existence is one prank and one, sometimes two or three, flirtations after the other.
She does some really fine acting in the scenes
where the flapper changes to a woman of
high resolution. Play up Miss Dana and
emphasize her "social butterfly with a soul"
role, and you have an excellent foundation
The
for considerable effective exploitation.
flapper problem is still one of the important
topics of the day, and you can't go wrong
by exploiting this phase of the picture.

A

J-~*-

ultra

proves

There's a well dramatized murder mystery
which is convincingly acted by Malcolm McGregor and Cyril Chadwick. A murder mystery that involves a charming woman and a
likeable young man has always been entertaining, and there's such a one in this picture
While the cothat fulfills all expectations.
incidence of the husband of the woman rn the
case being the presiding judge at the hero's
trial is rather broad it doesn't mar the tenseness of the court scene, which in this picture is unusually authentic. Another appealing element is that of the young man who
holds his tongue in the face of death to
shield a woman.
But the high light of the
whole story is where Miss Dana, at the expense of the flapper's reputation, comes to the
rescue of the man she has found she loves
and her indiscrete sister by furnishing a fateful alibi.

The characterization in this picture is especially good and the scenes of the haunts of
the rich in the country and in town are very
realistic.
It is a well told story of one of
the upper stratas of modern society, yet with
all the human elements blended with its high
speed sophistication. It is safe to say ihat
ranks high in box office value, and is an
easy subject to exploit to the exhibitor's best
advantage.
it
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'The Six-Fifty'
Universal

Picture Directed by Nat Ross
by Kate McLaren.
Scenario by
Harvey Gates and Lenore Coffey. Photography by Ben Klein. Footage
5100.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Story

Hester Taylor

t?„
.
Kenee Adoree
,

Dan Taolm

^I'S^rl
g^"^ 00/™*

:
.

Christine Palmer

'.

™

yeaT

° f carriage, the monotony of
{arm
Kf^Z
We
and lu°
the seeming lack of enterprise
on the part
Da
S
be nni "8 t° irritate Heste
Pavlor
\"n'
H'
An accident
to the six-fifty brings Mark
-

d U\l e

4

t

C hrlstine Palmer and

d

*y widow
the T°/
ester heIps them and 'S invited
^° --hv t£
$
by
the widow
to visit her in New York.
Hester eager
city h e, accepts. Mark
Rutherford takes her
about and fa Is ,n love with her.
While she is awav
Christine Palmer, attracted by
Dan, returns to the
farm and urges him to carry out his
plan for building
eSrer> r eal
* that sh * ha * hurt Mark
and that she loves only i?
her husband in spite of their
poverty, returns to the farm.
She learns that they
will soon torget what hardship
meant.
,'

>o

1^

tW^

Ld

m

?

,

By Dhn'a Reed

XJ ERE

a

is

simple

human interest—a

story

sort of

replete

with

"Main Street"

of the tarm.
It is a study of the married
lite of Dan and Hester, to
whom love was
the only bright thing in the deadly
monotony of their days. Dan did his best and
was
content to slave for Hester and she
accepted
the household drudgery and a
worrisome
lather-in-law with patience and sweetness.
But the six-fifty brought involuntary visions
of a life of color and romance.
When she

had

chance to run away and play she took
it.
It made her realize that
real love is
worth any amount of drudgery and poverty
that goes with it.
a

The

appeal

of

the

picture is due chiefly
touches the gaiety of the
first wedding anniversary
and the disappointment of the second; the tragedy of Dan's
putting out the fire with Hester's
best dress,
a gingham one to be sure but,
nevertheless'
the thing that signified her feminine
love of
beauty;
Dan's clumsv remorse when he
realized what he had done.
Renee Adoree and Orville Caldwell <nve
two very realistic performances. Mile.
Adoree
has all the poise and charm and
gentleness
necessary tor the part and Mr. Caldwell
plays
to the little

human

:

the well-meaning husband with
sincerity
good bit of character work is contributed

Bert

\\

By Douglas Grahame

weal

a

„
?

m

,

of the announcement, urges him to bediplomatic.
But Trent bungles his words so that
Delila thinks that he is declaring love for her.
She tells Martha of her happiness. Trent, bluntly
tells
her that he loves Martha.
In furious disappointment Delila turns Martha out of her house,
and demands that Trent appear before a council of
the ranch hands to answer a charge of theft that
has been lodged against him by an enemy.
She
orders him horse whipped in the bunk house.
He
persuades them to let him fight their best man.
Thus he beats the truth out of his accuser. He
finds Martha in Van Breuwen's house where she has
taken refuge from the storm.
He saves her and
Delila appearing at the opportune moment, decides
not to interfere further with the love match.
She
gives Trent Lazy O as a wedding gift and a
partnership in her own ranch.

A
bv
'

oodruff in the part of "Gramp."

The photography is satisfactory tnroughout
there are some fine night shots of
the sixfitty and of the train
disaster.
Among the
interiors is a studio party,
but the homelv
scenes ot the farm are perhaps
the best
Exploit this picture as a
human-interest
study of marriage, with Renee
Adoree and
Urville Caldwell heading a
capable cast.

^

W7"HILE

an out-and-out Western, it
not to be confused with the orthodox
gun-play hair raiser. The theme, although by
no means new, is handled with great skill and
effectiveness.
It is very well directed, and the
acting is of the sort that imparts real suspense.
It is, in a way, the story of a man's
regeneration, yet the woman interest is very
well defined. Mary Alden's portrayal of the
hard ranch "boss lady" who scorns the male
and rolls her own cigarette witn trie best of
them, is exceptionally good, as is her handling
of the awakening of romance. The "boss
lady" character lends itself to valuable exploitation as it makes a direct appeal to those

"

this is

is

interested in the

new woman movement.

A

to have a woman dres.se 1
as a cow girl, with lariat whip, cigarette and
all pose before your theatre.

good stunt would be

The

story moves along in "punchy" fashand not a scene is over played and not
a foot of the film is "padded."
James Kirkwood makes an excellent "gentleman vagabond" who is capable of using his fists to the
ion,

He is
best advantage at just the right time.
very convincing in depicting the transition of
a ragged roustabout to an upstanding rancher.
There

enough villainy in this picmake conflict, and the characters are
is

just

ture to
"The Eagle's Feathall perfectly portrayed?
er" is the sort of picture that combines all the
elements that the average American likes to
find in a

moving

picture.

It

has

many good

exploitation angles, ranging from ballyhoos
to various sorts of tie-ups, and there is no
need to fear the box office merit of this subPoint out to your patrons that it is not
ject.
"just another of those red blooded Westerns"
but a distinctive production that they will enjoy seeing. Play up the characters taken by

James Kirkwood and Mary Alden and you
will have the people of your town lining up
in great shape to get into your house.

'Monna Vanna*
Distributed by William Fox. From the Stage
P'ay by Maurice Maeterlinck. Directed by
rd Eichbcrg.
Length. 8.648 Feet.
'

'The Eagle's Feather'
Produced by Metro. Directed by
Edward
Sloman. Adapted by Winifred Dunn
from
V
V Kat "<' r >»c Newlin Burt. Length
*4n''- Running
n
o,^99.
Time, Seventy Minutes.
-

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
a

?ohn

Mrs

T^
TW

iS ° n

Mar y Alden
Jaraes Kirkwood
.Rosemary Theby

fM£&
e

Geor g e Siegmann
Crauford Kent
John Elliott

T

Th ?
The Swede
,

Wln S

William Orlamond
Jim Wang

Ll "g

Delila Tameison, scorner of men,
rules Circle
K ranch with an iron hand desireswho
to acquire the
adjoining property, Lazy O which is owned by
the
indolent Van Breuwen, who loves Martha,
Delila's
niece.

Martha

Piero

Luigi

Genezzano
Frederigo Fondalo
Pater Coelestin
Machiavelli

Andrea Buonacorsi
Maddalena Pazzi
Vitellozo Vitelli

P? ol °
Kimuzzio

7 n Wennge
P»«„n ^°
Wln e er
r^nn,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Giovanna (Monna Vanna)
Guido Gurlino

is

annoyed by Van

Breuwen, one

day, but John Trent, gentleman vagabond interferes
and tails in love with her. He gets a job at
Urcle R and wins rapid promotion.
Through his
efforts the mortgage on Lazy O, which Delila holds,
is
toreclosed, and as a reward the "boss ladv"
makes him her foreman.
Trent and Martha have
kept their affair a secret, but the man decides to
announce their engagement.
The girl realizes her
aunt's fondness for Trent and fearing the con-

Bur g«

Lee Parry

p aul Wegener

H ans

Sturm

p aul

Graetz

Emil Rameau
Dr. Max Pohl
Toni Zimrn erer
Alb.

Steinrueck

Lydia Salmonova
oiaf Fjord
Viktor Gehring

F ritz Kampers
Hans Sturm

It was in the days cf clashes between the Pisans
and the Florentines. Guido Gurlino was the idolized
and lion-like leader of the former, while Piero Luigi
held the latter in the political palm of his hand. As

the

story

opens the Florentines, however, are the
of the two and are reticently being forced into an alliance through a marriage between their Princess Pazzi and Guido Gurlino. Enter Monna Vanna,

weaker

a poor but pretty little wash maiden, who changes
the history of both nations by captivating Gurlino
with her bewitching smiles.
He tosses aside the a'liance possibilities and attempts in every way to win
the love of Monna Vanna.
The Florentines resent
the insult and war is declared.
Gurlino finally is
favored with Monna Vanna's hand in marriage at the
suggestion of Pater Coelestine, and the wedding
takes place with great festival and carnival-like atmosphere. The wine flows red while the Florentines
march on. Caught unawares, the Pisans prepare oniv

to defend their stronghold.
Days, weeks and then
even months pass with no letup on siege or show of
surrender.
Finally, starved to the point of begging
for mercy, Vitelli, the Florentine, listens to their plea
and names his terms. It is that Gurlino should surrender his wife to him clad only in an outer cloak.
It is the deepest of insults, but Monna herself carries
out the issue in behalf of her starving countrymen.

Both

and Monna are surprised at the other's
for there had been a love

Vitelli

when they meet,

identity

affair between at an eariier stage. Vitelli,
is politically removed as the head of the

meanwhile,
Florentine

army and he

joins the Pisans against his own people.
In the clashes that follow, Crerlino is killed and the
Pisans make Vitelli their leader when he wins the
great battle against Luigi.
Monna Vanna is finally
free to marry the real love of her heart and Vitelli
becomes the Pisan ruler.

By George Blaisdell
A SIDE from the thrill which comes from
viewing great throngs of armed men.
thousands ten would not seem an
overestimate "Monna Vanna" left us cold

—

—

literally

and unmoved.

A

great spectacle the production undoubtis.
In Europe, where the spectacle
was ihade, it will undoubtedly be classed as
a great production.
edly

Lee Parry, who portrays the
a beautiful

woman, of

title

role,

is

regal mold, and en-

dowed with grace and charm.
Paul

Wegener, as Gurlino, the soldierhand of Monna Vanna. gives

suitor for the

a remarkable interpretation of the brutal
warrior who softens in manner as he meets
the first woman he loves. The characterization is of a man who is divided between two

impelling influences.

Olaf Fjord, as Vitelli, the commander of
opposing forces, whose life is saved by Monna
Vanna in the beginning of the tale and who
after her marriage confronts her in so dramatic a manner, also gives a strong performance.

These three are the
the cast
players.

The

indicates

principals, although as

there

are

many

sets are massive, impressively so.

other

The

direction of the throngs is skillful, but of
the players at times tending to the melo-

dramatic.

The period

is

locale is Pisa,
Florentines.

On

of the middle ages and the
with battling and besieging

the spectacular side the subject should

beyond any doubt make good on exhibitor
promises.

In this respect

it

is

a rare pro-

duction.

The production is one the popularity of
which with the mass only a showing in moThat
tion picture theatres will demonstarte.
it is unusual there is no doubt.

From the dramatic side there are mamscenes that will impress the beholder, such,
the
of
commander
Vitelli.
where
as
Florentines, who had come to the Pisan camp
on an errand of mercy, had been arrested,
and was about to make his escape through
the connivance of Monna Vanna when he
sees the preparations for an execution and
notes that it is his own brother who kneels
in front of the executioner.
The scene flashes back to the commander,
in distress at his inability to aid, and then
we see a covering placed over the body on
the distant platform, a pool on the boards
indicating the realism with which the director
had portrayed the scene.
Another is where just preceding the foregoing the seemingly triumphant Vitelli had
demanded that the wife of Gurlino come to
his camp, attired only in a single garment.
Gurlino is in distress as great as is that of
his w ife, but the relief of his
starving
people is the bait that Vitelli hangs up.
When Monna Vanna appears before the
man whose life she has saved in other days
the recognition is mutual.
It is a dramatic
moment. Vitelli declares the food is going
forward and that he himself will accompany
the wife of Gurlino back to her home and
husband.
Then it is the jealous husband
declines to accept the word of the two and
orders Vitelli's arrest, and execution on the
morning following.
7
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Exploitatiotf

Ideas
are
a few new things
THERE
under the sun, and a savings bank
still

left

arrangement to put over a picture is certainly one of them. This valuable tie-up

was discovered by Manager Howard
Kingsmore of the Howard theatre, Atlanta,
Ga., when he was planning his exploitation
for the showing of Your Silent Partner.
The bank had 30,000 slips of paper printed
in check form, with the announcement that
each was good for $1 if an account of $10
was opened and remained on deposit for
Interest was guaranteed
twelve months.
on the account, and the checks were
signed by Mr. Kingsmore. In the upper right hand corner of each was "I
am Your Silent Partner." It cost
money, $30,000, but as the newspapers
it up, it made everybody in Atlanta talk about the picture and the
theatre.

broadcast information regarding the film
version and the $3,000 prize essay offer
for school children.
Announcement of cooperation will be sent to 2800 book stores
and public libraries throughout the country.

This clothing shop tie-up worked wondfor the Playhouse theatre in Passaic,
N. J., during the showing of Penrod and

ers

Sam. A local clothier featured Penrod
boys' apparel during the showing of the
picture, and the theatre reciprocated with
a slide calling attention to the store's fea-

ing

J

more or

less

value to the
alert

Snowman

music store tie-up proved valuable

in putting over
its

Merry-Go-Round dur-

showing

theatre, Seattle,

the
Columbia
small highly

at

A

Wash.

colored card board merry go round
with cutouts of the characters of the
picture ranged around it was placed
in the window of this store, one of the
most prominent in town, and attracted
Arrangea great deal of attention.
ments were also made with leading
restaurants and confectionery stores
sandto feature "Merry-Go-Round"

and

wiches

"Merry

-

Go

-

Round"

sundaes.

Uncle Sam's Navy is always a valuable hookup, and this was proved
once again by the management of the
Superba theatre, San Diego, Cal., in
exploiting Out o' Luck.
The local
Marine band used for recruiting purposes,
gave brief concerts several
times a day outside the theatre during
the showing of the picture. This stunt
can be duplicated in any town that
has a Naval Recruiting Service branch,
for the exploitations of pictures with
a Naval or patriotic atmosphere.

presstige

movie aspirations, and
selects ten who most closely resemble
Norma Talmadge, star of the picture.
Ten young men are also chosen.
These are provided with 16th Century
costumes, which can be rented from
any costumer, and after a few rehearsals, perform a minute under the direcA
tion of the tying up dancing teacher.
camera man is engaged to make a one reel
girls

with

with closeups of the participants.
The
This reel is shown at the theatre.
rental of costumes and cost of the film are
the only expenses attached to this stunt.
picture

Associated Exhibitors have made an important arrangement with the National
Association of Book Publishers for the exploitation of David Copperfield. The book
publishers' organization which has members in all parts of the United States will
carry on a special drive in behalf of sales
of the Dickens masterpiece and besides

pointers

for

on-the-job

exploiteers

from

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

You and Your

KEEP
stunts

Exploitation

your eyes wide open for the
that

other

alert

showmen

have used with success, and then better
them in adapting them to your ideas.
Never permit yourself to admit that you
are unequal to the tackling of any campaign because it sounds too big. If you
can keep the cost down, dive into it.
There is no mightier force of publicity
than truth and the skillful focusing of that
power is one of the showman's biggest
jobs.

For every garbled truth and every
botched job has a way of bobbing back
to mortify you in the public eye.
Never forget you are a public servant.
Every single tie-up and every bit of
advertising propaganda can and ought
to be a masterpiece.

No

exhibitor who has tasted the joys
superbly done bit of exploitation
can ever again content himself with a
half-cocked campaign.

a

of

Here's a newspaper and dancing
teacher arrangement which was used
in New York City to exploit Ashes of
Vengeance, and can easily be duplicated elsewhere: The stunt is a minute dance performed in a public park.
The newspaper solicits applications of

old picture,
too:
of the Majestic theatre, Brisbane, Australia, just before the showing of Smilin' Through tiedup with a local restaurant and staged a
"Smilin' Through Cabaret Night."
The
place was suitably decorated and after a
little dancing the picture was shown, folit

lowing which supper was served and then
was more dancing until the small
hours of the morning. The affair was attended by some of the most prominent
people in the city, and got the picture
there

good

start.

A connection with a well known
shoe manufacturing concern is always
effective and such was used to good
advantage by the management of the
Chicago theatre, Chicago, in putting
over Trilby. A newspaper advertising
tie-up was made by the house with

Brainstorms of

obbyology

away Au-

was worked on an
Manager L. Scantlebury
and

off to a

took

A

Here's a good one from far
stralia,

Because there is something within us
that responds with an "Amen" to the
stunt well done.

No

theatre has half enough seats for
believes the day hasn't
to satisfy the fulfilling
of his exploitation desires.

manager who
half enough hours

the

This won a generous window disture.
play and much free newspaper advertising.
Werner Brothers, manufacturers of this
brand of clothing are always willing to cooperate wherever their is an agent for their

the Walkover Shoe Co., and though
the manufacturers of well known shoes
paid for the advertisements, the copy
was devoted chiefly to the merits of
Trilby.

You can use a book hook-up effectively for putting over quite a number
of pictures that you show.
The management of the Queen Square theatre,
St. John, N.
B., recently connected
with the local book
stores for the
showing of Lorna Doone, thereby securing numerous window displays. The
theatre reciprocated by dropping five
cents from the night admission price
to all patrons who brought a copy of
the book with them.
This proved so
successful that the same thing was
done at the matinees.

This illustrates the exploitation possibilities

of the radio:

—When

Smilin'

Through was booked

for showings in
Zealand, O. N. Gillespie, the Island
First
National
manager,
en
gaged a noted soloist to sing "Smilin'
Through" for broadcasting to 10,000
listeners-in: then he made a speech telling about the picture.

New

A motorcycle, trimmed with conspicuous banners, placards and cutouts,
dashing about the principal
thoroughfares of Boston was an effective ballyhoo for Merry-Go-Round
which had an extended run at the Park
theatre, that city.
It was the first "ballyhoo of the sort tried in the ultraconservative
Hub, and its success
proves that ballyhoos of the right
sort can arouse the interest of staid
folks. A 3-sheet cutout was placed on the
back of the 'cycle, ami stills were arranged
in the side car.
Everybody's

interested

in

pirates

and

"line."

Manager Harry Browne of the T. &; D.
theatre, San Jose, Cal. made very valuable

Manager John V. Ward of the Allen
theatre, Stratford, Ont., employed Yuletide
properties, holly, snow and so forth, during

capital of this deep rooted human trait
during the showing of Penrod and Sam.
He played up the pirate angel of the story
with an elaborate pirate layout display
around his box office window with a mask
cardboard covering that contrasted the
skulls and crossbones and daggers on a
black and white layout.
It didn't
cost
much, but it attracted much attention.

the days when the mercury was well over
80 to attract attention Brawn of the North.
Sides and top of his lobby were decorated
with holly, and realistic hand painted panels

showed the drifting snow. This
one that can be worked anywhere.
that

is
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Worth While
Exploitation
of

The

folks in the above picture look as
tney're waiting for a parade to start,
they're merely trying to set into
the Columbia theatre. Portland, Ore.,
for the opening of "Merry Go Round."
In the center is the little winner of the
Baby Peggy contest at the Strand Theatre. Ca'.gary. "Peggy" surmounts a hill
of the photos of other entries.
if

but

Universal
Specials

(Below) No, these aren't the Follies
showing that their hearts are still
their own, nor are they the village belles

Atmosphere is Manager Clarke's watchword. That is why he put an immense
elephant (made of beaverboard) in the

dressed for a fencing lesson. The young
women are the ushers of the Columbia
theatre, at Portland, Ore. Manager Newman believes that if ushers must wear
uniforms they should be "different."

box-office of the Casino Theatre, Greenville, S. C. when "Hunting Big Game

girls

It proved to
in Africa" was shown.
And it was
be a good crowd-gatherer.
a white elephant too!

—
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EXPLOITATION IDEAS IN BRIEF FOR CURRENT RELEASES
THIS

is the way
management of

the
the

Portland
Portland,

Auritorium,
Ore., put over

A

Human Wreckage. _
big
advertising campaign was
launched well in advance
of the showing of the picture,
the space increasing daily. The
Mayor was induced

a big bonfire was staged desthe confiscated dope in the possession of the authorities. These stunts attracted liberal front page space in the local
news papers. One of the dailies issued a
four page rotogravure section of the pic-

Then

troying

all

ture.

A clever engine float and an effective
lobby display made of three sheets was a
attracting

big help in

attention

West Bound Limited during

play.

to proclaim

an Anti Narcotics Week, and
from the Police Department "a
collection of dope paraphenalia
was obtained and this was prominently displayed in a leading store window, with an
armed guard stationed beside it day and
night.

Here's a mighty good one that you can
duplicate with little trouble and expense
During the showing of Poor Men s Wives
at his theatre, the New Plaza in Phoenix,
Ariz., manager A. R. Cavanese, gathered
all the women's old clothes he could get,
and with an old rocker, tub and washboard, made a mighty effective lobby dis-

The

to

Two

lobby panels, supported from cross,
were used as effective exploitation for
The Voice from the Minaret by Manager
H. M. Cutshaw of the Guy theatre, Newbars,

Tenn.
The panels depicted the
Arabian desert with mosqued cities in the
background, and colored streamers added
port,

to

the effectiveness.

A

miniature automobile, which the ownis the smallest practical auto exused in Portland, Ore. by Manager Lacy, of the Majestic to exploit Tom
Mix in Stepping Fast. Crowds gathered
wherever the little car parked, and a cutout in a shadow box in the lobby helped
er claims
tant, was

to

make

run at the
Besides
Colonial theatre, Tacoma, Wash.
this manager Charles McManus advertised
extensively and liberally used heralds.

A

Master Showmen:
THE EXHIBITORS TRADE

connection was very effective

florist

for the

showing

of

REVIEW

The White Rose at the
S. C. Manager

ploitation

Imperial theatre, Charlotte,

had a leading local
he
to each shut-in
knew a white rose. More than 75 dozen
flowers were distributed in this manner
and to each was attached a card: "With
the compliments of Mae Marsh." This
won considerable free newspaper space.

each covered with thin material.
Seven panels represented seven
steps and hanging just above so that the
feet barely missed each step was a minapanels,

woman hanging by

the
hair.
At the top of the stairway was a
figure of Gloria Swanson.
The figures
were tiny cut outs from advertising mature

figure

of

a

and behind each was a strong
throwing them into bold relief.

terial

light,

During the showing of Legally Dead at
the Columbia theatre in Seattle, a pleasantvoiced girl called every doctor and lawyer
listed in the local telephone directory and
informed him that "as a professional man
you will undoubtedly be interested in the
legal aspects of 'Legally Dead' showing at,
etc."

The

stunt considerably swelled the

box office receipts. Manager Hal Daigler
and R. W. Bender, Universal exploiteer
engineered the stunt.

A

picture

in

everybody, and this
the

management

newspaper interests
fact was capitalized by

the

of

the

Allen

theatre,
The
of
carried a

showing
French Doll. A local newspaper
full page portrait of Mae Murray, the star,
in one of the gorgeous costumes that she
wears in the picture. This picture made a
Montreal, during the

in many of the
leading stores ,and it was mailed to hundreds of patrons at small expense.

wonderful window display

first

feats
accomplishment,
the
of
"stunts" that pulled the crowds, the
noise that aroused real interest.

In short, it wants to be one hundred per cent For, Of and By the

Master Showman.

house was artistically decorated with artifical white roses.

eight

In-

be Of, For and By You.
two factors rest with us.
last depends upon your willingness to speed on to us the live wire

The
stunt cost the theatre nothing.
florist stood the cost of the flowers, the
The cards were
cards and the delivery.
The lobby of the
addressed by hand.

cated for other pictures: Manager F. J.
Miller of the Modjeska theatre, Augusta,
Ga., showing Bluebeard's Eighth Wife used
a shadow box in his lobby in which were

Your

It is to

The
The

The

This lobby display, which made 'em sit
up and take notice, can be easily dupli-

of

dustry.

whom

deliver

has dedicated its Exto being the

Department

Showmanship Forum

George H. Brown

florist

the showing a success.

its

at the Liberty Theatre, Portland,
recently,
for the
first
time, and
proved to be a nice drawing card. The
reel is much enhanced
by the subtitles
written by A. C. Raleigh, manager of the
Liberty, and editor of Screenland, and the
prize
Jensen von Herberg house organ.
is being offered through the Journal for a
better name than Webfoot Weekly, and
hundreds are competing.

sented
Ore.,

A

If there's a

branch of the Travelers Aid
it

worth connecting with.

is

A

certainly

sort

well

was used
showing

during the

Manager S. K. Wineland of the Strand
theatre, Seattle, tied-up with a leading local
millinery store for a fashion show during
Pretty girls,
the showing of The Cheat.
twenty-four of them, wearing latest model
Parisian hats, posed as portraits in a huge
frame made an effective fashion show.

A

Night flying over big city in an airplane
an unusual exploitation idea.
Eddie
Bonns. Manager of Exploitation for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, used this stunt to exploit Red Lights when it was shown at the
Capitol, New York.
An airplane burning
red flares flew up and down over the theatre district along Broadway, for an hour
and a half on Sunday night, when the
theatres were emptying their thousands of
patrons upon the streets. This is the first
time a night flying stunt had been used to
exploit a motion picture, and the police
stations and the newspaper offices in New
York received hundreds of calls from persons eager to know what the appearance
of the red lights in the sky meant.
is

Rowland & Clarke, gave Goldwyn's Six
Days, one of the handsomest and most attractive lobby displays that any picture has
had in many months. Over the box office
were mounted small cut-out figures from
the John Held, Jr., drawings, showing a
couple exchanging a fervid kiss for each
day of the week. These small figures were
separate cut-outs, fastened to "the front of
the box on which was a row of footlights,
making the caricatured figures of the Held
drawings stand but in Silhouette effect.
Still above this display, over the entrance
into the auditorium ,was a big cut-out
from a 6-sheet poster, showing a man and
a woman seated on
top of the world,
closely locked in each other's arms. It was
brilliantly lighted with foot-light effect.
hand-painted 6-sheet was used on either
side of that lobby carrying out the "How to
kiss on each day of the week" idea.

Manager Harry Watts of the Rialto
theaatre, Omaha, Neb., staged a competition in his house that put over Trilby big.
stand was set up in the lobby of the
theatre in co-operation with the Real Silk
Hosiery Mills. Andree Lafayette's pedes
again supplied the foundation for the exploitation.
entering the theatre
who could register the correct foot size of
the star were given a pair of silk stockings
by the company. Another effective hook
up was with the local public library on

A

Women

Trilby book marks.

connection of

effectively in Boston
of Strangers of the
Night at the State theatre. With the sanction of the Society 150,000 leaflets, carrying "don'ts" for travelers and the imprint:
"Caution to Travelers against the advance
of 'Strangers of the Night,' " were printed
and distributed from the counters of local
stores, railroad stations and other popular
places.
this

Allen theatre, Stratford, Ont.
The background was cotton, colored pale blue and
gold, and the painted letters were cut out
of beaver board and stood out in relief
against the front of the house.
It
was
Manager John V. Ward's idea.

A

The "Webfoot Weekly," a home grown
news reel of local happenings, was pre-

Society in your town

Beaver board letters on a cotton back
ground furnished a distinctive and attractive lobby display for Lorna Doone at the

newspaper circulation tie-up (a brace
of tickets free to each new subscriber, was
used by Manager Joe Miller of the Palace
theatre, Seattle; with a local daily and the
stunt greatly increased his unmber of patrons.

Victor records have "The White Rose
March" by John Philip Sousa. Columbia
records have "The Life of a Rose," a new
medley fox trot from George White's
"Scandals," also several records featuring
Liszt's "Liebestraum," the love theme of

"The

White

Rose"

score.

Arthur

P.

Schmidt, Boston, publisher a popular vocal
number, "A White Rose," which was employed in a prologue at the Stillman, Cleveland for The White Rose.

Henry Pepin, owner of the new Palace
theatre, in Little Rock, Ark., sjot the title
of
Cosmopolitan's picture. Enemies of

Women

in the newspaper display ads of
nearly a score of the big merchants of
that town.
While no reference was made
in
any ad to the motion picture or its
showing at the Palace, there was a
'treamer across the top of the two pa<?es
carrying the ads.
This ribbon read "^ee
ibanez' 'Enemies of Women.' greatest pictun of the season, at the Palace Theatre
all

this

week."

:
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Crossing

Slow Up
sra

The DRIVIN FOOL
tlAlTTl

PLENTY OF PEP ANGLES

ON 'DRIVIN' FOOL'

news

Hodkinson Feature F airly Reeks With
Worthy Attention Grippers
'T

1

HERE

J- village

are

drivin'

fools

in

every

city,

and town.
has to face the enormous
unnecessary deaths from traffic

Every

locality

problem of
accidents due to careless driving.

weeks

Safety

have

been

Poster tie-up copy furnished by exchanges of
resulting
from
"drivin'
accidents
frightful
foolery." Smashingly good when used as straight

inaugurated

in

of the large cities and traffic rules have
been made stringent in order to combat the
ever increasing and high mounting death rate.
To the wide awake showman "The Drivin'
Fool," Hodkinson's clever automobile comedy
drama, has not only a title but a theme that
affords any number of exploitation tie-ups
in conjunction with accidents resulting from
careless and foolish driving.
While the production contains a fund of
unusual advertising angles which can easily
be discerned by the enterprising showman,
the exploitation department of the organiza-

many

service.

all of whom are much interested in the cooperative link-up possibilities.

A

The

pictures,

when

cut,

are tied together at

These warning signs have been printed on
and are either mounted on beaverboard or pasted on vacant signboards at logical places

along the automobile routes of the

Automobile clubs are being used to help
They prove
distribute these warning signs.
a forcible argument at every crossroad and
railroad crossing.
If a "Safety First

Week"

warning signs greatly

arranged these

is

interest the public of-

street railway heads and the
spirited citizens who are backing this
ficials,

public

move-

ment.

Another money making stunt being used
with little expense to the exhibitor is a tie-up
with a leading newspaper +or a "Drivin" Fool
Club."

The idea appeals to every law abiding citizen in any town. This club consists of all
those accused of reckless driving and are
listed each day by the newspaper.
At

for the

head of the Club Announcement
"This is the most unde-

the

runs this statement

exhibitor.

:

Only incompetent,
sirable club in the world.
reckless or foolish drivers found guilty of
traffic offences are eligible for membership.
Don't get your name in this column."

A

The

clever

'Drivin'

Fool'

pass-around.

thumbnail motion picture novelty that

It
tells

is

a

"The

story of accidents."

flipped with the thumb,
for
Directions
pictures."
operating are given on each card.

bottom.

the bottom and

Merchants are always glad to get unusual
photographs to paste on their windows, as it
invariably draws a crowd, and there is no

become

question but that this stunt alone goes a long
way toward publicizing "The Drivin' Fool."
There are any number of golden opportunities being grasped in connection with insurance firms, real estate operators, automobile
accessory shops, and fire extinguisher firms,

theatre.

city.

behind this feature has developed and
emphasized the one big idea of careless driv-

In this respect the exploitation department
has devised a set of pictorial news sheets
similar to those pasted on windows in the
larger cities today.
This news service consists of eight different pictures showing some unusual accident that has happened, with a tie-up with
the picture and the theatre imprint at the

—

ing Slow up, See 'The Drivin Fool.' "
At
the bottom a space is left for the name of the

This novelty is a cut-out moving picture
card with twenty-one photographs showing a
driving fool spilling a pedestrian head over

tion

money making angle

"Safety First" stunt is a warning sign 22"x28" with the wording "Cross-

thin paper

heels.

— KtTW

XOTHER

cut-out novelty which appeals to the
grown-ups as well as the kiddies draws considerable attention in some localities.

•

ing as the big

A

T&iATRI

when

"moving

The title of "The Drivin' Fool" is printed
on each picture so that it is constantly in
sight 'when the cut-out movie is operated.
Wide-awake showmen are capitalizing on
the "Safety First" idea in every city, town,
and community where "The Drivin' Fool" is
being shown.

is also being
taxi company wants to adverIn the center
tise its cars as safe to ride in.
of the spare tires on the back of each cab is
a neatly lettered card worded as follows
"This Driver is safe and sane 'The Drivin'
Fool' is at the Capitol Theatre now."

tie-up

used.

with the taxi cabs

Every

—

i

aken as a whole, this Hodkinson feature
reeks with possibilities for the show-

iairly

man who

desires the uplift type of exploita-

tion.

If properly handled, it is one that will place
his theatre higher in the light as an institution and communitv center house of ideas.

B elow each photo is space for theatre name and advertising copy,
Additional views of the smash-ups which occ ur through reckless driving.
fools."
afford a direct tie with civic crusaders and automobile clubs who will lend y ou every effort to stop all "drivin'

They

all

:

October

6,

:

:
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BIG TIME HOOK-UPS PUT

LICHTMAN PRIZE MAKES

OVER FEATURES

MANAGERS STEP
New

'Go to Theatre Week' But One of
Ottawa Manager's Stunts

A STYLE

show

with

imported

:

A

was made with local book
Elmo" and eight window dis-

connection

on

stores

"St.

plays were secured.

Arrangements were made with the

local

Thea"The
tre Week" during the showing of
This secured a full page in each
Spoilers."
newspapers

of

the

letter

to inaugurate a

papers

tie-up

"Go

with the

to the

A

picture.

from the Mayor endorsing the "Week"

was printed

as well.

A

valuable connection was made with cigar
Stroller
stores and the manufacturers of
There were 900 pieces of paper
Cigarettes.
hangers posted on all store windows with
a snipe of the theatre giving playdates.
picture of Milton Sills, star, was put into
each packet of cigarettes, and the makers
supplied sample packages to be given away
in the theatre lobby under a sign. "Compliments of Milton Sills. Help Yourself."
_

A

CLEVER MANAGER HIDES
BEHIND CURTAINS
W hen
Showmen, how's this for modesty
?

the Palace theatre in Ashtabula, O.. reopened
after extensive alterations, S40.000 worth, one
of the local daily news papers ran a ten-page
supplement full of pictures, write-ups. whoswhos and everything about the theatre and the
people who ran it—but not once in the acres
of printed and pictorial matter was the house
manager's name used. The nearest this pub-

extraordinary came to it was when
one or two Stories, mention was made of
"the management." Even in a front page box.
licity

in

giving the personnel of the house. Mr. Manager not mentioned, although even- Tack
and Jill who has to do with the conduct of
the establishment, from the treasurer to the
door man, got his name in print so that his
fellow townsmen could read it.
It was certainly an elaborate layout, the supplement was. Front page scare heads, a big
picture of the renovated theatre on the front
page: an elaborate history of the house, several columns devoted to a description of the
new $20,000 Barton organ, and pages and
pages of good live news of the pictures and
the players that is always of interest to the
fans.

Of

course, the renovation and the advertising cost considerable money.
But it all won a great deal of worthwhile
attention from the people of Ashtabula and

surrounding communities.

MONG

the early entries for the Al Lichtprize offer of $100 and S50 to the exhibitors who put over the best campaign on

A

models

staged by the town's largest department
store, many columns of free newspaper advertising and news space, ten important window displays, the inauguration of a "Go to the
Theatre Week" and an arrangement with the
manufacturers of a popular brand of cigarettes to distribute publicity designed samples
free, were the high lights of exploitation employed by Manager O. D. Cloakey of the
Regent theatre. Ottawa. Canada, in putting
over "St. Elmo" and "The Spoilers." These
are just a few of the many good stunts
that the enterprising manager worked to attract record breaking patronage to his house
And he
for the showing of these pictures.
doing similar things right along.
In his tie-up with the department store for
a fashion show Mr. Cloakey was able to
get a lot of free newspaper publicity for
the picture in the store ads and write-ups.
Ten store windows displayed gowns and stills
of "St. Elmo," 100 cards with photos were
displayed throughout the store on the picture
the firm had 24 sheets
and style-show
printed and posted on the show, spotted with
an announcement of the picture: the store
supplied baskets of flowers for stage and
lobby of the theatre during the showing of
the picture.

Jersey Exhibitor Gets Whole
'Mothers-in-Law'

Toun Behind
man

"Mothers-in-Law" are Haring and Blumen-

A FILLING STATION TIE-UP

An

effective
arrangement with the National
Refining Co. was made by the management of
the Stillman theatre, Cleveland, during the showing of "The White Rose". This animated slate
was exhibited at each of the oii company's fifty
filling stations in the Forest City.

HE MIXED GAS AND OIL
^ ITH '^HITE ROSE'
Cleveland Manager Pulls Scoop Stunt
With Enarco Products

HERE

are hundreds and thousands of
automobilists in every town and city in
the United States and each one of the motorists has to pay a visit to an oil and gas filling
station at least once a day.
'"P
-"-

That necessity makes such stations mighty
conspicuous places in any town, and incidentally valuable mediums for exploitation
that gets over big. makes the whole town talk
and

eliminates

idle

moments

in

your

thal, who played the picture at their Lincoln Theatre, Union Hill, New Jersey, for
September 17, 18 and 19.
Following out the ideas suggested in the
press book on the subject Gerald Gallagher,
advertising manager for Haring and Blumenthal, who handled the entire campaign,
inaugurated a local "Mothers-in-Law Day"
by proclamations in the program, lobby and
newspapers.
As the local newspapers were already full
of the Mothers-in-Law Day idea, having run
the stories of Mrs. Clara A. Griswold of
Boston, who has founded a national association for honoring the mother-in-law, the
idea of a local day met with response from
the newspapers and the merchants.
The Hudson Dispatch of Union Hill picked
up the idea and solicited the local merchants,
with the result that a co-operative full page

ad was easily obtained.
Furniture, automobile, electric, clothing, and
and jewelers, restaurants and
others came in on the full page, with the
suggestion that everybody should buy something for his mother-in-law.
One-fourth of the page was devoted to a
straight ad from the picture, and for this
space Mr. Gallagher used the regular four
column newspaper ad from the Preferred
press book.
specialty dealers,

The

advertising all carried the announcethat all mothers-in-law would be admitted free if accompanied by their son-in-

ment

law or daughter-in-law.

The papers co-operated
licity

Law Day

REICHENBACH AT BAT
AGAIN WITH HIT

box

how an enterprising movie
use of such places to let
the people of his town know about a picture
that was being shown at his theatre
tells

'Potash and Perlmutter'

man made good

When "The White

Rose" was booked

to

play the Stillman theatre in Cleveland. O..
the management of the house immediately
entered into negotiations with the advertising
department of the National Refining Co. The
result was that a very valuable hook-up was
arranged, and as a sequence the picture was
held over for a second week.
The Company has fifty filling stations in
so arrangements were made for
to impersonate the trade sign of
the refining concern, a gawky clown holding
up a slate for public inspection. During the
busiest hours of the day, the men stood at
each of the stations with a large slate upon

Cleveland,

fifty

men

which was printed
"The Stillman Puts 'White Rose' in the
Movies. We Put It in Autos."
Naturally enough, these animated signs attracted a great deal of attention and made
the people talk.
It was an easy stunt to put over, and
one that can be duplicated to suit the needs
of almost any exhibitor and arranged to
fit in with the picture he is exploiting.
There are filling stations in your town,
and when you are planning your exploitation
campaign be sure to give them full consideration.

They afford an easy way of
know what you have to
the way of moving pictures.
ple

A

letting the peo-

offer

them

in

the

hook-up with these stations is easy as
managers are as eager for publicity as

you

are.

Business was exceptional for

idea.

the entire showing.

office.

This story

liberally with pub-

on the picture and on the Mothers-in-

The

the pressmen employed on
newspapers greatly hampered advertising new attractions in the screen
theatres of the metropolis, as but short ration editions of the newspapers were issued.
This embarrasing situation naturally had the
producers, managers and exploiteers considerably worried as to how they could tell the
greatest number of people about the why
and wherefores of their pictures.
Then Harry Reichenbach produced a novel
bit of advertising for "Potash and Perlmutter," the very simplicity of which made it the
more effective. It was almost impossible to
advertise adequately in the daily newspapers,
as their space was limited and fewer people
were reading them, so Harry hit upon the
idea of having 100.000 handbills printed and
broadcasted about the city.
The text read
"Why the striking pressmen should return

the

to

strike

New York

of

daily

work.

the situation now stands there are no
newspapers being published in New York
City worthy of the reading.
Big events are
occurring on all sides. Things are going on
that the public should know.
"Go back: at least for this week, and let
your fellow New Yorker know what's what
in motion pictures.
"Then if you must strike, walk out again
next week.
"There are eight million readers of the

"As

papers in this city who are in total
ignorance of gigantic occurrences.
For instance
Last Sunday a motion picture entitled
'Potash and Perlmutter' opened at the Mark
Strand theatre and created a sensation."
daily

:
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Pick Your Stunt Picture Here—Then Book
This Week's Releases Offer Exceptional

Opportunities for

It

Showmen Who Crave

the Extraordinary in Exploitation

'The Eagle's Feather'
Released by Metro

September

30, 1923

BRIEF:

Absorbing story of a vagabond's regeneration, and the conflicting love interest of a
young girl and a mature man-hating woman, with
a Western background. Directed by Edward Sloman.
Featuring James Kirkwood and Mary Alden.
this picTMPRESS upon your public ofthatthose
hair
not "just another
1 ture
Westerns, but an
is

the question "Is the society butterfly capable
of meeting trying situations?"
About the best commercial hook-ups are
with book, novelty and department stores tnat
handle the things that appeal to flappers and
Some good window displays
society buds.
can be worked in this connection. Flapper
hats, clothes, knic-nacks, books and so forth

lend themselves to good exploitation, and yDU
should take full advantage of them.

wild and woolly
bu.lt around a
exceptionally good photoplay
of interest. You can t
story that

is

always

The

self-willed

in

mind

in

picture.

terested in the

ex

this

cow

club

pole

emporiums and

all

gown

and

if you feel like adapting the idea you
can easily arrange for a fashion show of
your own with all its cost shouldered by
your local merchants.

Any modiste will undoubtedly loan you a
wax model and gown for your lobby in re-

whip, cigarette
"irl with lariat,
Or you could
theatre.
in frcfnt of your
1

turn for a credit announcement, and you
can placard the set with some such copy as
"This is the gown which really saved the
day for Potash and Perlmutter, etc."
If you have a local newspaper which has
run or is now featuring the Potash and
Perlmutter stories, it will gladly give you
plenty of free publicity on the hook-up. Remember, the picture, like the stories, is chock
full of the famous Abe Potash and "Mawrus"
Perlmutter sayings.
Get a list from your
newspaper or your First National Exchange
and use them freely in all your copy.
Abe Potash would have gone to jail and
the Potash & Perlmutter firm would have
gone bankrupt if it hadn't been for the fingerprint system of discovering criminals, so you
have every opportunity to interest your city

about town. Then for
have her ride a pony
cut-outs ot the capuse
your lobby you can
men
lady" ordering the
able ranch "boss
general with an
Sound and running things in
an
ir n
the TeadKirkwood, who plays one of
°T ame s
picture.
attention to the

rtofttract
he!? a
newspaper and other ad
Play him up in your
Ve isin
scenes fn-this
comedy
chief com
£
fhe cniei
*
of the
One !?'f
dinner
Ce
h
C
a
of
photoplay is
^e . uo ith a furniture

^

is

There is an elaborate style revue in the
picture itself which you can truthfully advertise will be a rare treat for the ladies,

type

and a

PERLMUTTER

entirely

suit shops, dress
establishments.

woman a brief letter, emphasizing
in the picture.
of woman element
from^a- baUyYou can treat this character friend as a
woman
a
having
by
angle
hoo

Sept. 15, 1923

surrounded by the atmosphere
of the dress goods business, so your main
exploitation shot is at tie-ups with cloak and

organizations by an in
and business women's
Secure membership
tensive mail campaign.
and send eacn
of such organizations
Hsts

'Potash and Perlmutter'
Released by First National

-C

modern woman movement. You

womenls

And a
Dana contest could also be staged.
Prizes could be awarded girls who most resembled the actress.

pOTASH AND

woman who more than
men is a

a world of strong

interest
can use this angle to

Babs Van Buren do the right thing?"

Viola

Appealing comedy-drama adapted from Al
Wood's famous stage success by Montague Glass and
Charles Klein. Scenario by Frances Marion. Directed
by Clarence Badger. Presented by Samuel Goldwyn.
Features Barney Bernard and Alexander Carr.

holds her own
to a considercharacter that will contribute
putting over this
able extent to effectively
those inThis affords an appeal to
in

town for essays on
would you do? Did

BRIEF:

raising,

fact
go wrong if you bear this
Feather.
ploiting "The Eagle's

the newspapers in your
"The Social Code. What

^

in treating the subject for publicity
purposes.
The picture is almost completely one of
comedy vein and will be greatly embellished
by those who present their features with
a stage prolog.
The picture itself offers
a remarkable clever suggestion for a dance
novelty. It is in the form of a human statue
effect holding up the catch basin of a fountain.
The dance is of the "Back to Nature"
type, which will lend the same spicy touch
that so entranced old Abe at the "Buyers

officials

tie-up that would prove
dealer or manautomobile
an
with
effective is
window
This can be done by a
sign pointappropriate
an
with
splav o cars

^Another commercial

This effective marquee decoration attracted and held
the attention of every body who passed the Colonial
in Watertown, S. D., during the showing of "Main
Street."

Surer
d

city

and

essential to
out that a car is
car could be driven
countev folk alike.
to this effect tying
about town with a banner
in touch with your
up with the picture. Get
rest will be easy.
local Ford agent and the
in'

A

'The Social Code'
Released by Metro

BRIEF:

Dramatic

September
story

of

a

society

23, 1923
butterfly

who when

the emergency appears becomes a woman
high resolution.
Adapted from Rita Weiman's
story by Rex Taylor.
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
Viola Dana and Malcolm McGregor play the leading roles.
of

your exploitation
INjectplanning
bear in mind that
has
it

for this suba tremendous

appeal.
Emphasize the fact that it
shows that a society butteviiy -s capable of a
fine courage and is equal to a trying emerflapper

gency. In this connection a valuable arrangement can be made with young women's clubs
and debating societies. Get in touch with the
heads of such organizations, secure a list of
their members and use them for an effective
mail campaign, sending to each a letter pointing out the theme of this story av-f embodying

A

good ballyhoo would be

to

have a young

woman garbed
in

front of

as a sophisticated flapper pose
your theatre, or have her ride

about town in a limousine with appropriate
banner. This tie-up can easily be made with
The street car ballocal automobile dealers.
lyhoo (a trolley car with conspicuous banners
and playdates run about town) can be worked
to advantage also.
packet of letters figures conspicuously in
the story, so a good stunt would be to use the

A

stills of these letters for window displays and
use "compromising letters" for a catch line
in your newspaper and other advertising.
The murder mystery element provides a
number of excellent exploitation angles that
can be employed in almost any town and by
any exhibitor. "Who Killed Colby Dickinson?" is a good advertising catch line, and
the vitalness of the alibi feature can be effectively used to put over the picture.
Miss Dana is one of the most popular flapper type actresses on the screen today and

this

makes

it

easier

to

exploit this picture.

Play her up in all your advertising, in the
newspapers, passarounds. bill boards and so
forth.
Use cut-outs for your lobbv. A valuable arrangement can be made with one of

Dinner."
In Bernard and Carr you have two names
which are unbeatable as drawing cards with
those who know comedy.
With the real
film fans, who will ever forget Vera Gordon?
And then there are Ben Lyon, one of the
brightest comers of screen juveniles, Martha
Mansfield and De Sacia Mooers.
There is a strong thread in the story regarding the ability of the Miss Mooers as
an expert designer of "ultra-gowns."
A
fashion design contest would fit this thought
nicely, and could hardly fail to arouse plenty
of interest.

Good
merit

advertising produces consciousness of
minds of your patrons.

in the

In your advertising play up everything in
the "brief," and hammer home the big idea
that it is the cleanest, wholesome, human intruth every word
terest comedv ever filmed
of it.

—

—

!
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'Her Reputation'
Released by First National

Sept. 30,

1923

BRIEF:

Vivid drama of newspaper publicity and a
suitors. Featuring May McAvoy and
Lloyd Hughes* Directed by John Griffith Wray.

girl

with

HER

many

REPUTATION

is

quick

a

mov-

logical story that will appeal to
all classes of people, and for that reason it
ing,

capable of all forms of exploitation and
therefore an easy picture to sell to the
Ballyhoos, mail campaigns, lobby dispublic.
plays, various forms of printed and pictorial
advertising, and tie-ups are all at your dis-

is

is

posal.

As the theme of this picture has to do
largely with newspapers, the most logical
tie-up is with one of the daily or other pub-

layout of "girls" taken from nationally adMake it clear that each
vertised products.
ad. is to carry only a slogan or a picture
and nothing else. Tell him that the layout
should be preceded by several stories dealing
with the contest. Arrange to publish the layout at least one day before the opening of
Arrange to have the answers
the picture.
in the hands of the contest editor before the
Tell
showing at your house is concluded.
him that after the winners are chosen it
would be well to publish the layout again
and get the local agents for the goods advertised in the layout to tie-up with the stunt
It can be arranged to have
at regular rates.
the agents of the products represented by the
"girls" give orders as prizes for the successful guessers.

This connection
lications in your
can be made by getting your newspaper to
conduct a contest asking the readers to supply
territory.

the best list of people who figure in the
day's news or to identify certain celebrated
women of the present and the past, by stating
a certain deed that they performed, for example: "What dancer is regarded as America's best dressed woman?" "Who founded
the Christian Science Church?" and so on.
Passes can be given as prizes.
With the co-operation of one of the big
cafes or dance halls of your town an effecAdvertise a
tive stunt can be performed.
"masked dancer" for a certain evening. Have
the girl dressed like May McAvoy in the
She
Spanish dancing scenes in the picture.
can dance alone or with a partner. At the
end of her turn a number of men dressed
as policemen should rush in, "pinch" the place,
"police serarrest the girl, handcuff her.
geant" should then announce that every one
present must appear at the trial of the girl.
Then the "policemen" should pass a sealed
envelope to every one in the cafe, in which
"Summons
is a legal looking paper reading
You are summoned to appear at the (name
of theatre) on (date) to pass judgment on
Is
a girl who has lost 'Her Reputation.'
You'll see the evishe innocent or guilty?
dence."
An interesting mail stunt can be worked
from a fake feather map printed on one side
of a post card. Draw storm signals pointing
to the Mississippi River a small insert head
of May McAvoy in one corner of the map
and in the half space on the other side of

A

:

the card, the wording:
predicts the greatest
Don't
flood of the century for next week.
fail to witness the Mississippi River on a
rampage in the spectacular drama, 'Her

"The weather bureau

Reputation'

at,

etc."

with an autoHave them place an old
mobile agency.
buggy similar to the ancient rig used in
"Her Reputation" in a display window with
one of their newest cars with a placard,
"May McAvoy, star of 'Her Reputation' at
the (name of theatre), ran away from home
and scandal in a rig like this and got caught

Another

in a flood.
have, etc."

effective

With

hook-up

a

is

(name) car she would

Here's an advertising newspaper tie-up that
Have the advertising manis very valuable:
ager of your newspaper agree to give you a

'The Call of The Wild'
Released by Pathe

September

BRIEF: A

23, 1923

A

powerful epic of the North.
wonderful screen version of Jack London's famous novel,
featuring "Buck", Hal Roach's giant St. Bernard
dog.
Heading the cast are Jack Mulhall and Walter
Long. Adapted and directed by Fred Jackman.

'T1

HE

Call of the Wild" is endless in its
suggestions
for
distinctive
ballyhoo,
and offers the exhibitor a splendid advantage
due to the popularity of the book.

The main object is to start your people
talking in advance.
It is advisable to run the
trailer a short time prior to the showing.
Pass out and mail the heralds, as they will
start the ball arolling.
Add snap and spice
to your lobby, planting the oil paintings in
conspicuous spots. Play up the author Jack
London he is known throughout the country.
Boost through the story "The Call of
the Wild" it has been read by millions.
;

;

Demonstrate your individuality, re-inforce
your lobby with cut-outs of the paper; they
catch the eye. Flood the town weeks in advance with publicity, and advertise in big
space half and quarter pages. Plant the
rotogravure section furnished in the press
book, with your Sunday papers, it's a winner.
Invite

your

the

opening

"Yukon" or Alaskan Clubs to
performance, and have them

give testimonials as to whether the picture is
authentic and true to fact.
Publish these reports if possible.

A JACKASS BALLYHOO
This meek looking little animal and the laugh provoking placard on its back and sides paraded through
the principal streets of Watertown, S. D.

You

also have an important book store tieis also good for the book departdepartment, stationery, and drug

up which
ments or

The

stores.

been issued

story of

"Her Reputation" has

book form, special moving picand is good for window displays

in

ture edition,
in most of the stores handling

it.

September

Released by Pathe

BRIEF: An unusual offering, dealing
ism. An exploitation special, depicting

16,

'23

with spirituala detailed ex-

the

of

mediums.

THIS

a short subject, but it is a Big
feature that lends real possibilities
It possesses
from the showmanship angle.
many opportunities for effective ballyhoo.
Attention is called to the widespread interest manifested in books, lectures and newspaper articles on the subject of spiritualism.
All of which has a direct bearing on the
welcome that will be accorded a picture of
is

little

this type.

In

hands of a clever showman "Is
Doyle Right?" ought to provoke

the

Conan

wholesale discussion, centering about the
The sort of
question presented in the title.
discussion that means shekels for the boxoffice.

A

parade

adaritation

always
for

"C

offers
:

rcus

Photo shows
float ideas.
Days" and "The Huntress"

which were running

in

hours, when the children are returning from
school and when the workers are going to and
from business.

Minneapolis.

novel lobby display book ballyhoo idea
suggested.
Make up a large fac-simile of
"The Call of the Wild" book. Inside one page
place your colored lobby photos.
Between the
pages place a St. Bernard dog and so chain
him to the inside bindings, that it allows him
enough free movement to attract attention.
This display will draw them to your lobby
like a magnet.
is

fraudulent methods employed by fake
Adapted by Cullom Holmes Ferrell, and
directed by John Joseph Harvey.

pose

:

A

Conan Doyle Right?'

'Is

Have a man dressed in regulation Alaskan
costume lead a dog around the streets of the
town. On the dog place a sign reading "See
'Buck' the wonder dog in 'The Call of the
Wild' at your theatre." Instruct the man to
distribute the novelty dog whistle, which can
be carried in a bag by the dog, or he may
hand out the herald properly imprinted. This
stunt will be most effective during the busiest

An

additional

book idea

is

to

suggestion, using the large
leave out the dog and in-

stead fill the pages with
or poster cut-outs.

stills,

lobby photos

A

great opportunity for tie-up presents itHave the live wire
in the book-shops.
local book-store display stills along with the
new edition of "The Call of the Wild." Interest any shops that sell merchandise suggesting the out doors they will be good prospects for shop-window tie-ups and cooperaself

;

tive

newspaper advertising.

Sporting goods

establishments are the best to link up with,
inasmuch as Fishing, Camping, Boating.
Hunting Ski-ing, Climbing, and Golfing all
help man to keep in close touch with nature,
and are corking tie-ups for "The Call of the
Wild," and they can be used am where.

:
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Damsels of the
'
Light Mair who
picturegoers
delight
At the left, Mae Murcaptipiquant,
ray,
vating.
At the right,
Alice Terry of infinite
gentleness and charm.
Miss Murray's latest
is
triumph
French D oil" and
Scaramouche" is Miss

"The

Terry's.

ELOW

TN

the lower right, is Lewis
Stone, the gentleman of
the piercing eyes and wistful
smile.
He is the superb
aristocrat
just the one to
portray the role of the Marquis de la Tour d'Azyr in
"Scaramouche," the story of
the French revolution.

is
House Peters.
one of the most virile
players on the screen.
He is
the star of hundreds of successful photoplays, his latest
being "Held to Answer" from

TD

Peter

Clark

—

MacFarlane's

story of the actor who forsakes his profession to enter
the pulpit

THE
-*•

is

good

-

looking

young man above
Malcclm McGregor,

who

is

leading

Viola Dana's

man

in

"The

Social Code," the picturization of Rita Weiman's popular story.
Mr. McGregor will be
remembered for his excellent

work

in

"The

Prisoner
of
Zenda"
and "All the Brothers
Were Valiant."

Metro Players in the Spotlight of Popularity
Which

is

Far More Important Than the Electric Lights

in

Front of the Theatres

October

6,

1923
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Pfayers "WS TGricruj
WITH

the passing of summer, the playare back on "the lots" again,
ready for work and all set to provide interesting bits of news in the way of
anecdotes, gossip and other lively bits that
interest the fans and furnish items for your
programs, house organs or passarounds.
ers

Here, each week, you will find such topics,
arranged alphabetically, so you can read 'em
Look 'em over they are well
at a glance.
;

worth using.

A
Spottiswoode Aitken is portraying the role
of a sea captain in "Trapped."
This is the
first time in thirteen years that he has played
this

B
golf fan so
that he will be used to the greens and tees
and things for his work in "The Golf Bug,"
latest

Grand-Asher comedy.

Burton, who plays the detective
in "The Satin Girl," is probably the most
abused man in the pictures. He has been

Clarence

battered around so much
that he can survive it all
going. But he seems to
laining" than he has ever

that one

and

still

B.

Davidson,

who

has

appeared

number of important

pictures, will have
of the leading roles in "The Storm
Daughter" which will be released at an
early date. The picture has a large cast.

one

F
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. learned all about
Turkey in three weeks during his work in
"Stephen Steps Out." George N. Baker, an
authority on the Land of the Sultan put him
through an intensive training.
Sidney Franklin, veteran character actor,
has been cast for an important role in "Fash-

Row."
James Fulton, after a long vaudeville en-

ion

role.

Monty Banks has become a

his

\\ illiam
in a

gagement, will return to the screen again,
having been cast for political roles.

K
Joseph Kilgour, well known screen character actor, has been signed to appear in "Try
and Get It."

C

"Her Temporary
which he portrays a comedy

out a mustache.

Husband,"

in

This

is

in

butler.

Grace Carlyle, who has appeared in a number of Broadway stage productions, has accepted a mother role in "The Man Who Forgave."

D
Elliot Dexter in a recent interview declared
that "Harmony is the keynote of success in

making of pictures, as it is in every
walk of life. Without harmonious surroundings there can be neither success nor satis-

the

faction."

Since his first appearance before the camera, Sam de Grasse has gone up in the social
and political scale of motion pictures. From
ordinary villain parts he has risen to titles,
lordships, political offices and even royal families.
He says he will have reached the top
of the ladder when he is cast as President.

who

plays the part of a fashionable woman of the world in "Alimony,"
is one of Hollywood's foremost fashion authorities, having a special representative in
Paris who informs her at least six months
in advance of the most recent whims of Dame
Fashion.
Martha Mattox, who has appeared in a
number of recent features, is with the cast
supporting Thomas Meighan that is making

"Woman-Proof."

N

Mabel Normand is making ready
work on her next feature, which
called "Marry Anne."

been.

Fred Cavens, fencing master and actor,
who has finished five months work with
Schenck Productions during which he played
a part and taught fencing to various members of the organization, has been signed by
Phil Goldstone for heavy roles.
For the first time in his screen career, Sidney Chaplin is appearing in a picture with-

Miller,

the fan letters.
ceived a fan letter from Iceland.

Lucy Beaumont has just been added to the
cast of "Lucretia Lombard," which is being

cut.

M
Ruby

far as well as near, do
Jane Novak has just re-

"vil-

produced by Warner Brothers.
Pat Barnes announces that his hobby is
collecting canes and walking sticks, and has
an array of them that would make any thug
want to leave him alone for ever and ever.
Wallace Beery has been signed to appear
in an important role in the screen version of
"The Drums of Jeopardy."
Clara Bow, seventeen-year-old Brooklyn
high school athletic, has been selected for an
important role in "Black Oxen."
Evelyn Brent, who has appeared in a number of recent screen successes, announces that
she has adopted Hollywood as her permanent
home.
After letting his hair grow for six months
for his part in "The Fighting Blade," Richard Barthelmess says he has changed his
mind about the saying that the barber is the
only one who gets satisfaction out of a hair-

has been placed under a long term contract
by that company.'

They come from

wonders
keep on

be better at

composed a song entitled, "Come
Along to Santa Monica."
Laura La Plante has been engaged for
the leading feminine role in "The Spice of
Life," which will be filmed soon.
Ben Lyon, the young New York leading
man who was brought West by First National
cently

to begin
will be

P
Mary

Philbin will face the camera in her
first starring feature when she begins work
on "My Mamie Rose."
Eddie Phillips, who has been seen in a number of pictures with Wesley Barry, has just
been signed for a leading role in a picture
that will be produced by William Sistrom.
In anticipation of a busy season, Dorothy
Phillips has turned over her social and domestic duties to her housekeeper and secretarv.

S
After a

week's

has started work

"Anna

vacation, Blanche Sweet
on her biggest scenes for

Christie."

Lewis Sargent, who has made quite a repufor himself as a comedian, has been
signed by Mack Sennett to play the lead in
"Flip-Flops."
Evelyn Sherman, noted portrayer of Spanish roles, has started work in her part in
tation

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
A

popular

Principal Pictures star caught in an
"on location" in her backyard.
Chickens, and turkeys, too, are the lady's hobby,
it seems.

odd

moment

Norman

Kerry,

who

has appeared in such

noted pictures as "Merry-Go-Round" and
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" has an important part in "The Satin Girl."
The honor of creating a new mother role
which accents firmness of character rather
than sentiment belongs to Lydia Knott,
appears in "The Woman of Paris."

who

L
Ralph Lewis is justly proud of a letter he
has received from organization headquarters
of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
commending him for his work in the "Westbound Limited." The letter was signed by
thousands of railroad employees and required

more than 200 pages of legal size writing
paper to carry the signatures.
George Larkin has just finished work on
his latest picture, "The Apache Dancer," in
which he is seen in a number of characteristic

dances.

Bert Lytell, who left the stage to become
a screen luminary, will return to a speaking
He
role for six weeks in Keith vaudeville.
is under contract to play the lead in "The
Flaming Forest" for Cosmopolitan after his
vaudeville engagement.
Lillian

Langdon, of screen fame, has re-

Rupert Hughes' "Law Against Law."
John Sainpolis, who plays the role of the
attorney for the defense in "The Social Code"
has played in a number of features, including
"The Four Horsemen." On the stasre he has
plaved with such stars as David Warfield.

T
This

is

what Howard Trusedale. character

who has spent thirty-five years with
road companies and played every city in the
United States, says of Hollywood "You can
get more fun out of money spent in Hollywood than you can in any other place in the
actor,

:

country."

Constance Talmadge has made it plain that
hereafter no books, stories or stage plays will
be altered to fit her requirements. "I believe
that a good story should not be changed to
"After all the
star," says Constance.
fit a
story's the thing and I think the public resents revolutionary alterations in books or
stories which they have enjoyed reading."

W

Dorothea Wolbert. popular comedienne, has
been ensraged by Harold Lloyd to support

him in his latest production.
Al Wilson, well known stunt aviator who
has appeared in a number of screen features,
Since
will have a role in "The Ghost City."
Wilson last flew for a picture on July 4. seven of his aviator friends have been killed in
falls.
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Feature Release and Review Chart
interspersed with current press comHere is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide,
have all the imment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must

portant data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

JULY

MAY
Feature

Ham

Lady

Affairs

Bavu

Hodkinson

Oswald

Liane Hadi
Wallace Beery

8,000
6,988

Universal
Paton
Ledger.
Thrills.
Should satisfy most exacting fan. Phila. lnq.
Pathe
Salisbury
Black Shadows
Special Cast

—

.

—

.

.

5,000

4,522
Fox
Dunham
Boston Blackie
Wm. Russell
Moves swiftly, showing prison life. Toledo Blade.
..5,820
R.
Arrow,
S.
Broken Violin
Special Cast
J. Dillon
4,944
Universal
Paton
Burning Words
Roy Stewart
L. A. Herald.
Fairly convincing Northwestern, and takes well.
4,705
Universal
Baggot
Gladys Walton
Crossed Wires
Boston Advertiser.
A relief.
Excellently brewed farce.
5,105
Lehrman ....Universal
Double Dealing
Hoot Gibson
5.000
Empty Cradle
Alden-Morey
Not Credited .Truart, S. R.
Steiner,
R.
..5,000
Credited
Fighting Strain
Not
S.
Neal Hart
8,000
Paramount
Willat
Fog Bound
Dorothy Dalton
Good entertainment. Bait. Sun.
Good mystery. Milwaukee Sentinel.
5,000
Not Credited .Playgoers
Fortune of Christina ....Special Cast
4,904
Universal
Blache
Fools and Riches
H. Rawlinson
First Nat'l
7,000
Kerrigan-Bremer Carewe
Girl Golden West

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

Stirring screen versions.

Girl

Who Came

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

Inquirer.

Phila.

Back ...Special Cast

Forman

—

Preferred

An interesting film, with a good cast. Port. Telegram.
Good, outside of carelessness in construction. Phila. E.

—

—

Inquirer.
Intensely interesting.
Little Red Schoolhouse ..Special Cast

Lonely Road
K. McDonald
Man From Glengarry ...Special Cast
Gripping

tale.

—

6,100

L.

Arrow,

R. ...5, ',60
6,000
Hodkinson
5,800

Adolfi

S.

..First Nat'l

Shertzinger

McRae

Times.

Bait.

MacDermott .F. B.
Movies ....Mary Mack
Thos. Meighan ...Al Green ....Paramount

Mary

of the

Ne'er

Do Well

Manv interesting
Power Divine
Ragged Edge

situations.

—

Moody

Special Cast

Lunt-Palmerri

5,500
7,000

Globe-Democrat.

Louis

St.

Ind.

4,920
7,000
7,000

Pict

Goldwyn

...Weight

Ethel Clayton
Ruggles
F. B. O.
Woman
Exceptional entertainment. Columbia P. I.
Arrow,
S. R. ...6,270
Rip Tide
Special Cast
J. Pratt
Coirmson-Tearle
Brenon
Paramount
7 000
Rustle of Silk
co*t.Commonplace but fine
-Cleve. News.
Well played. Cleve. P. D.
.Paramount
.Walter Hiers .... Henaberry
5,632
Sixty Cen'.s an Hour
Dallas Herald.
Refreshing nmusement. Jr.
Firs* class fun maker.
Madge Bellamy
6,000
Soul of the Beast
Jno. Wray ...Metro
One of Ince's best. Birmineham News.
Franz
Fox
Tom Mix
4,608
Stepping Fast
Alma Tavlor
Not Credited .Burr Nickle
.1,000
Sunken Rocks
6,000
Wandering Daughters ...Special Cast
Jas. Young ..First Nat'l
Amusing, dramatic. Star
Seattle Times.
Striking study in contrasts.
Griffith
10,834
White Rose
Dempster- Marsh Griffith
A simple story that goes to the heart. San. Fran. Chronicle.
A storv of human feeling and human appeal. Los Ang. Times.
Not Credited .Sunset Prod. ..5.000
Wolf Tracks
Jack Hoxie
Selznick
5,000
Earle
Woman Game
E. Hammerstein

Remittance

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

.

—

.

—

.

Distributor

Director

Star
Special Cast

Counterfeit

—

Neal Hart
Special Cast
Love
Wholesome melodrama worth seeing.

Length

Not Credited .Burr Nickle ....5.000
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5.000
5,000
Not Credited .Playgoers

—

—

Boston Advertiser.
Real.
Traveler.
McRae
Hodkinson
4,504
Age ........... Special Cast
Thoroughly enjoyable.—St. Louis Star.
Foreman ....Preferred
Special Cast
6.000
Daughters of Rich
Highly entertaining. Oklahoman.
Noteworthy. Oklahoma City Times.
Hoxie
Sunset Prod.
..5.000
Desert Rider
Tack Hoxie
Not Credited .Ind. Pict
5.000
Devil's Partner
....N. Shearer
Bennett
F. B.
6.000
Divorce
J. Novak
Toledo Times.
Old story hut good. Blade.
Interesting, pounds home.
Marshall ....Universal
5.000
Tack Hoxie
Don Quickshot
Metro
Harris-Landis ....Powell
6,541
Fog
Blade.
Aptly presented.
Good entertainment. Toledo Times.
....
6,000
DanielsMoreno
..Campbell
Paramount
Exciters
Thriller.
Interesting.
Times.
Norfolk Constitution.
Miss Daniel's best. Daily Oklohoman.
Paramount
5.075
Heart Raider
Agnes Ayres ....Ruggles
Interesting.
Norfolk L.
Plenty of action.
Birmingham K. C. Jr.
One of Miss Ayres' best. Birmingham Ledger.
Meehan
Hodkinson
7,000
.Soecial Cast
Last Moment
Leaves vou guessing. Allentown Journal.
First Nat'l
... 6,000
Man of Action
...D. MacLean ....Home
Everyone guessing and laughing. Seattle Times. Mirth, mvstery. P. I.
Meehan
Hodkinson ....'7.000
Irene Rich
Mich. O'Halloran
Rather good. Fxpress.
Pleasant imvression.
L. A. iHerald.
4.82?
Zeliff
F. B.
Robt. Gordon
Mysterious Witness
6,000
Special Cast
W. De Mille .Paramount
Only 38
Pnrthnd Oregon.
DeMille vrevented calm plot from becoming a bore.
Allied P. & D. .6,000
Cutts
Paddy Next Best Thing.. Mae Marsh
Thoroughly enjoyable. Chicago Herald Exam.
Mae Marsh, winsome and fascinating. Boston Post.
5.000
H. Rawlinson ....Mortimer ....Universal
Railroaded
Universal
4,940
Gladys Walton ...Conway
Sawdust
E. Sun.
It all rings true.
Good, as victures go. Bait. Post
Arrow. S. R. ...4.586
King
Soecial Cast
Sun Dog Trails
F. R. Tones ..United Arti. ...5.966
Mabel Normand
Suzanna
Universal
7,785
Pollard
Special Cast
Trifling With Honor
Dramatic incidents. Cleve. News.
Tense moments.
5.000
P. Morrison
Not Credited Sanf ord S. R
Western Blood
6, OOP
Paramount
Compson-Dix ....Brenon
Woman Four Faces
6,000
Hodkinson
Glenn Hunter ...Tuttle
Youthful Cheaters
Critical

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

Length

Distributor

Tourneur ....First Nat'l

Special Cast

6,000
An exceptionally worthy picture. Phila. Public Ledger.
Children of Dust
Special Cast
Borzage
First Natl
5,000
Human nature and glowing with life. Birmingham News.
Children of Jazz
Special Cast
6,000
J. Storm ....Paramount
Interesting.
Wise. News.
Good entertainment. Nor. Landmark.
Desert Driven
F. B.
Harry Carey
Val Paul
5,000
Harry Carey proves the man's star of screen. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Flying Dutchman
Special Cast
Carleton
F. B.
5.622
Forbidden Range
Neal Hart
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
Gentlemen O' Leisure ...Jack Holt
Henaberry ...Paramount
6,000
Season's laughing sensation.
Okla. City News.
Delightful.
Oklahoman.
Homeward Bound
Thos. Meighan ..Ralph Ince ..Paramount
5,000

—

—

—

—

—

Good story
Itching Palms

of sea.

—
— Birmingham

—

Unbounded

News.

satisfaction.

—

Posf.

Special Cast
Home
F. B.
5,000
Lawless
Fleming
Paramount
D. Dalton
6,000
Unusual. Birmingham News.
Drawn out but exciting at times. Porf. News.
Love Piker
^nita Stewart ....Hopper
Gold-Cosmo ...6,000
Fair entertainment.
Bait. M. Sun.
Something for everyone. Amer.
G"od entertainment. News.
You'll love it.
Milwaukee Journal.
Man Between
Special Cast
Finis Fox ....Assoc. Exhib. ..6,000
Man's Man
Kerrigan
W.
F. B. O
J.
McGuire of Mounted ...Wm. Desmond ...O. Appel ....Universal
5,000
Penrod and Sam
Special Cast
W. Beaudine .First Nat'l
6,275
Portrayal of life of an every day American.
Birmingham News.
Rapids
Harry Morey ....Hartford ....Hodkinson
4,932
Forceful energy.
Wilkes-Barre Post.
Film of Canada. Advt.
Self Made Wife
Dillon
Special Cast
Universal
5,000
Shootin' for Love
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick ....Universal
5,160
Skid Proof
Charles Jones
6,000
S. Dunlap ...Fox
Thrills and action.
Birmingham Age-Herald.
Exciting.
Toledo Times.
Stormy Seas
WcGowan-Holmes McGowan .. .Assoc Exhib. ...5,000

Law

of

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

Special Cast
Young
First Nat'l
The picture is great. Chicago Tribune.
A good picture, well directed, finely acted.- San Fran. Chronicle.
Powerful. Charlotte Observer.
Wierd and fantastic. Dallas Journal.

Trilby

—

—

—

H. Rawlinson

Victor

.

.

.

7,302

—

Laemmle ....Universal

.

4,888

AUGUST
Feature

Star

Director

Length

Distributor

Alias Night Wind
Wm. Russell
France ...Fox
5,000
J.
Broken Wing
Soecial Cast
Forman
Preferred
6,126
Circus Days
Jackie Coogan
Cline
First Nat'l ....5,163
Cast is well chosen and lends excellent support te lead. San. Fran. Call.
Common Law
Griffith-Tearle
Archinbaud ..Selznick
7,527
Destroying Angel
Leah Baird
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,640
Dulcy
Con. Talmadge ..Franklin
First Nat'l
...6,859
A splendid picture has been made of the stage's "Dulcy." N. Y. Times.
Fighting Blade
R. Barthelmess ..Robertson ...First Nat'l
8,729
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elson
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,000
Hollywood
All star cast
Cruze
Paramount .... 8,197
A delicious light comedy of motion picture life.—San Fran. Examiner.
W. B.
Human Wreckage
Mrs. W. Reid
7,415
J. Wray
A piercing photodramatic film that sefs the nerves a-tingling. Svra. Tele.
Brought a storm of applause when last reei had been unwound. Cin. Post.
Should satisfy the most cynical audiences. Porf. Oregonian.
Port. Telegram.
Full of action from beginning to end.
Spellbound.
Transcript.
Dramatic merit.
Powerful. Boston Advt.
Collen Moore .... Reynolds ....First Nat'l
6,336
Huntress
Special Cast
Fox
11,250
If Winter Comes
Does credit to the outhor. Salt Lake City Telegram.
A far abler piece of work than the stage version. N. Y. Even. Mail.
One of the finest pictures the screen has ever shown. Chic. Post.
An exquisite conception exquisitely presented. Chicago News.
N. Y. Review.
Finest picture yet made from a famous contemporary novel.
5,000
Parke
Universal
Milton Sills
Legally Dead
A tremendous hit. Brooklyn Citi?en.
Remarkable theme. Tel.
Unusual and original. Portland Oregonian.
Universal
5,000
Paton
Roy Stewart
Love Brand
Boston Post.
Fiery tale, one of best.
5,000
Fox
.Dustin Farnum
Man Who Won. The
5.624
F. B.
Harry Carey
Miracle Baby, The
6,000
Sedgw'ck ...Universal
Hoot G'bson
Out of Luck
Toledo Blade.
Trifle far-fetched.
Sponfaneous/y funny. Seattle Times.
Paramount
6.270
M»'ford
Logan-Flynn
Salomy Jane
San. Fran. Bulletin.
Scre'en entertainment of good average quality.
Tvoe of movie that will probably go on forever. N. Y. Telegraph.
Throbs with the wild romance of picturesque days of '49. Bklvn. Cit.
..16.C00
Shertzinger ..Wirst Nat'l
K. McDonald
Scarlet Lily. The
5.000
Fox
Chas. Tones
Second Hand Love
5.000
Universal
Wm. Desmond
Shadows of North
Fox
B'vstone
7 054
Tom Mix
Soft Boiled
8,928
Goldwyn
Hillyer
Snecial Cast
Spoilers. The
Fvery scene is a big scene. Syracuse Telegram.
.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

JUNE
Feature

Brass Bottle

.

—

Director

Star

—

.

—

Bargains
Below Rio Grande

Feature

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

.

—

.

—

—

—

— —

—

—

—

—

—
.

—

—

—

—
—

.

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

—

—

.

—

—

Journal.
lavish.
Dallas Dispatch.
of year.
5,000
Vic F=>'perin .Assoc. Exhib.
Special Cast
Star.
Cit'"
Kansas
good
hour's
fun.
audience
an
give
anv
Will
6,946
Goldwyn
Vidor
Special Cast
Three Wise Fools
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Times.
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Cithen.
Morn. Sun.
First rate.
Something in it for everybody. Bait. American.
Viforrus melodrama. Express.
Simple, winsome, captivating.— Eve. Sun.
Playgoers,
S. R.. 5,000
Not Credited
Special Cast
Tipped Off

One of preatest
Tea W-th a Kick

—

.

—

—
—

.

—

—

—

f
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FEATURE RELEASE AND REVIEW CHART— Continued

SEPTEMBER

Feature

Star

Rouged Lips
Feature

Star

Director

1

Blinky

Broaf ay

Gold'

\

\

\ \ \ \ \ \

Kirkland

f^SS^

.

.

Dillon'

C. B. C.

7?^

77

.

the

Up,

(.lean

Covert

H. Rawhnson

Wa'U

...

SR

5,174
< ofin
5,96
°

...5,800

IZ°<

.Universal

6,330

Universal

8,000
5,000

Parke

"/^j^;*"

'°

KS"7.

Length

Distributor

8t
rank Borzage First Natfl
""
'
Blueblari^KrtAWjil'ri
uiueDearas
Eighth Wife. Gloria S"
Swanson
..S. Wood
Paramount
Satisfying jUcker_arama entertainment—Syracuse
Telegram

Mi,?,

—

'.

.

%
±^-^-

*

.

.

^

'

Lytell-etc! King.' .7.7
K B
6,000
A fair entertainment. JV. Y. Telegraph.
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
Metro
, 000
"
Miss Murray is more
7 ". lavish than usual— N. Y. Telegraph
Gold Diggers, The
". Hope" Hampton" V
Beaumont'
Tffwarner
B
ros
.7,500
A good picture play—N. Y. World.
Sure cure for any one with an ingrown grouch—
N. Y. Telegraph
Full of interesting and highly amusing
scenes—N. Y. Even Telegram
Green Goddess The •••.Special Cast
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn .?.
9
s,,uu
100
Fine entertainment.
Washington News
Gun Fighter The
William Farnum
Fox
5 000
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
'.'.'
W. Worsley
Universal
12 000
tHe W °"£ rS
tHe th
season-N. Y. Even. Telegram
H,llCw7
well
s Hole
Chas. Jones
Fox
n,m
Her Reputation
Special Cast
J. Wray ..... First
1 Nat'l
D
i0 °
6 566

—

_

.

.

.

— Phita.

...

.5,134

Public Ledger.

Hentzau
All Star
Gives pretty good entertainment

Heerman

of

Very entertaining.

Length

Distributor

Metro

— Los

for the 10 reels.

C.717

Selznick
San Fran. News.

—

Angeles Examiner.
Many moments of suspensive interest in this picture. San Fran. Chronicle.
Seldom has such a star cast been brought together in one picture. L. A. Rec
It is a sumptuous production.
Los. Ang. Express.
Six Days
Special Cast
Chas. Brabin Goldwyn
8,010
Lrumatic, absorbing and colorful story. N. Y. Even. Tel.
A stcrmily interesting picture. JV. Y. Even. Journal.
Silent Partner, The
Special Cast
C. Maigne ...Paramount ... .6,000
Silent Command, The ..Special Cast
Fox
7, £09
A straightforward melodrama. Chicago Examiner.
Moderately good entertainment. N. Y. Even. Post.
A fine work finely done. JV. Y. News.
Souls in Bondage
Special Cast
Not Credited Sanford Prod. ..6,000

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

.

S&£

'

Director

Dana

Viola

Certainly entertaining.

Rupert

St.

One of greatest in history of the film industry—Dallas
News
One of the best motion pictures ever produced—
Dallas
uuas^jour
Jour
journal
Daytime_Wives _.
Derelys
erelys Perdue
p r n
ial cast
'
M. Neilan '.'.'
Gold*
v..
Enemfes^rwo^n 7
Barrymore
0,501
HoWs ffce interest thro ughout superb photoplay— Goldwyn
Milwaukee
Journal
A motion picture of exceptio.
:eptiona
_
dazzling beauty— L. A. Examiner.
Exiles, The
Rubens-Gilbert
Goldwyn
10.000
Fair Cheat, The
Breese
\

from Preceding Page

'.

.

.

-

Elmo

John Gilbert

—

Jerome Storm. Fox

Rather good. Chicago Herald Examiner.
Strangers of Night
Special Cast
To the Last Man
Dix-Wilson
V. Fleming
A gripping story. San. Fran. Journal.
A ccrking good melodrama. Chic. Herald Exam.
Three Ages
Buster Keaton

—

The funniest thing
Unknown Purple
Untameable, The

—

Washington News.
Walthall-Lake
Gladys Walton
Walton, fans.

for

Why Worry

8,079
7,035

—

ever saw.

I

Good entertainment

5^778

Metro
..Paramount

—

St.

Metro

5,150

Truart SR
Universal

5,000
4,776

Louis Post Dispatch.

Harold Lloyd .... Newmeyer
Pathe
would add to its success has been neglected. Pitts. Chron.
you're feeling bad go to see "Why Worry?" JV. Y .Even. Sun.
Wanters, The
Special Cast
Jno. Stahl ...First Nat'l
Where Is This West .... Jack Hoxie
Marshall
Universal
.

JVo detail that

—

.

—

If

.

.

.

6,000
Tele.

7,000
4,5 32

—

A very

interesting

melodrama— Baltimore News

—

^^'n^" ^

—

—

Lone Star Ranger

Tom Mix

'

Fox

6

000

Will not be likely to die of failure of box office receipts—
N Y Teleg
Mothers-In-Law
York-Clifford-GlasrGasnier
Preferred'
6 725
One of the really worth while pictures of the season. N Y Even
Tel
An enjoyable film, well directed, well acted. JV. Y. Even. World.
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont ...Warner Bros.
8 000

—

—

.

—

Return engagement hailed as out of ordinary event. Seattle Times
Proved as popular on return as capacity first run showing.—Star

Monna Vanna
Merry Go Round

Lee Parrv
Vox
8,000
Philbin-Kerry
R. Julian
Universal
10 000
be remembered.
Portland News.
Dramatic, spectacular, vivid. Seattle P. J.
One of the greatest love stories ever screened. Post Oregonian.
Both elaborate and dramatic. Portland Journal.
Wonderful. Oregonian.
A picture long

to

—

—
—

—

—

Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr
Badger
First Nat l
7 0C0
A fine mixture of comedy and pathos. N. Y. Telegraph.
Rosi * a
Mary Pickford
E. Lubitsch
United Artists ..8,800
An entertaining picture.
JV. Y. Review.
We need r»ore rictures like "Rosita." JV. Y. Telegraph.
A beautiful picture, well acted and photographed. JV. Y. Even. Post.
Red Lights
Special Cast
C. Badger ...Goldwyn
6,841
Will satisfy t>-c - sr rabid sensation seekers.
Baltimorde Sun.
Fine photography and scenic effects. JV. Y. Even. Post.
Well worth the seeing. JV. Y. Even. World.
Mystery, thrills and suspense in abundance.
Bklyn. Times.
Not only a thrilling mystery picture, but a jolly farce as well. N. Y. Trib.

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

Feature

Star

Director

Length

Distributor

'

Filled with spectacular episodes that are well
filmed— Port Telgram
well knit dramatic yarn.
Portland Journal
1
••• Gr ay-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan .Paramount
5,503
A picture that will be a moneymaker— Los Ang Herald
Many beautiful women in a story of new twists— Birmingham
News
Both interesting and entertaining. Los Ang. Express.
Sure to rank high among the other successful picture's.—San.
Fran Call
Worth missing something else to see. San. Fran. Chronicle
Allure and suspense to a high degree— Boston Post.
Excellent —Trav

A

OCTOBER

^"l

i

—

Ashes of Vengeance
Bad Man, The

Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd

Day

Special cast
All star

Faith,

of

Holbrook Blinn

The

Desire
Drifting

Dean
—Chicago
Herald

Priscilla

PriscitU

kreatl

.

.

.First National ..9,893

Edwin Carewe First National ..6,600
Tod Browning goldwyn
Lee
Metro
6,50
T. Browning .Universal
7,000

.

.

Exam..
kind.
Chicago Post.
Eternal Struggle, The.
Adoree-Williams- R. Barker
Metro
7,374
Renee Adoree is charming. JV. Y. Tel.
Well Produced. Cni'c. Trib.
A better -than-average picture, cast with expert performers. Chic. Exam,
An entertaining melodrama. Chicago Post.
In the Palace of the KingSpecial Cast
Emmett FlynnSoldwyn
Lord of Thundergate.
8r»-jmer-Moore ..Jos. DeGrasse First National
Meanest Man in World, .. Lytell-Sweet-etc. Cline
eirst National.. 6,000
A picture everybody ought to like. N. Y. Telegraph.
Men in the Raw
Marshall
Universal
Jack Hoxie
5,000
Ponjola
Nilsson-Kirkwood Donald Crisp First National
Ruggles of Red Gap .... Special cast
Cruze
Paramount .... 7,090
Don't miss it. Chicago Post.
Js a picture that shouldn't be missed.
JV. Y. Even. World.
Amazingly amusing and extremely well done. JV. Y. News.
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
6,000
Ed. Sedgwick Universal
A good production. JV. Y. Even. Sun.
Viola Dana
5,000
Social Code, The
Shaw
Metro
The picture has interesting moments. A. Y. Telegraph.
Universal
5,000
Six Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
N. Ross
Walsh-Love-Myerr.Geo. D. Baker Goldwyn
Slave of Desire, The .
7,012
Steadfast Heart, The
.Courtot-Striker- ..Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
Inspiration ... 13.J00
White Sister, The
Lillian Gish
King
Good entertainment, interesting and well worth seeing. JV. Y. Telegraph.
Don't miss it. N. Y. Evening Post.
5,000
Gladys Walton ...H. Blache ...Universal
Wild Party, The
.Owsn
Paramount .... 7,076
Zaza
Gloria Swansoi
Well directed, well edited. JV. Y. Tribune.
Excellent work.
JV. Y. Times.

The

Lti.ii

is

a whole,

picture, as

.

.

.

.

.

is

good of

—

its

—
—

— —

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

Finest work of Gloria Swanson's career.

— Bronx

Home News.
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War
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— British King
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SEE FIRST

PRINT OF QUAKE
International News Shows Japanese
Disaster in Record Time

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

reel

pictures

"-

of the great Japanese earthquake and fire
taken from an aeroplane the day after the
first 'quake were shown to awed New York
audiences yesterday. These pictures are said
to be the very first movies to be taken of
the disaster, immediately after its occurrence.
They comprise an entire reel.
The pictures bring home to the spectator
the full extent of the tragedy of Japan,
and the reign of terror that the newspapers
described for several days.
Yokahama, the
wrecked water front, the stranded steamers,
the broken city, the homeless refugees, and
the smoke and ruins and what remains of
the capital city, Tokyo, are all graphically

shown.
International's

feat in taking the pictures
to
York in record
time is unusually interesting.
Capt. Ariel
Varges, the organization's general European

New

and getting them

representative was in Shanghai when the disaster occurred. He secured an aeroplane immediately and flew the 1500 miles to Tokyo,
reaching there before the earthquake had
subsided.
He flew over both cities, then
returned to Shanghai where he put the film
aboard a steamer.
Upon arrival in New York prints for country-wide distribution were turned out with exceptional celerity.

'Derby Day'

— Pathe

Very good cartoon

2 reel

comedy

The animals go

to the races in this diverting Paul Terry subject, and cause a lot
of good laughs by their antics.
Villiany is
afoot as usual, but this time in novel form.

Two

horse

gifted
at

monkeys

long

odds

try to put over a dark

by

equipping it with
roller skates and airplane wings.
It looks
as though their nefarious scheme is going to
be successful, but at the critical moment
something that the schemers have overlooked
during their preparations, goes wrong and
the whole plan collapses, and the favorite
wins and everybody's happy.
There are a
lot of comic and clever stunts in this subject, and it is of a nature to appeal to everybody.

'The Immigrant'
Clever Chaplin revival

As
ago,

laugh provoking as

it

picture is easily
comedies on the screen
today.
It
is
one of
Charlie
Chaplin's
shorter
masterpieces,
and combines all the
subtle,
and
obvious,
little touches that have
placed him in the front
rank of screen actors.

Funny walk, arch rolling of the eyes, trick
mustache, cane, and all
are here.
Also a light
but effective story that
is an excellent blend of
high and low comedy,
pathos
and bathos.
Charlie is rolled about
on an immigrant

ship,

falls

in

is

pur-

sued

by

villains.

But

love,

finally gets ashore.

meets the

He

girl in a restaurant, but hasn't the
price of one, let alone

was

gets out of this tangle in
fashion, surmounts some more
difficulties, then marries the girl.
logical

'Kineto Review'
Very Interesting

1

novelty

reel

This subject shows in interesting fashion
It is good enough to
the life of a moth.
entertain almost any kind of an audience,
especially

reel

comedy

eight years

one of the best

BRIEFS OF THE SHORTS

He

two meals.

cle.ver

at

season

this

the

of

when

year

moths are quite a problem. Each stage in
the life of various kinds of moths and butterflies is shown very effectively, from the egg
to the larva, from the chrysalis to the caterpillar and finally to the gorgeous winged
creature that is the butterfly and the equally
pretty creature that

is

the destructive moth.

'Long Live the Ring'— F. B. O.
Good diversion
2 reel comedy-drama.
In round three of the second series of
"Fighting Blood," Gale Galen and his manager and trainer enter the movies at Hollywood. At the request of the leading lady,
Gale stages a fight for the newsboys.
This picture is good entertainment.
Besides the usual thrilling fight, there

is

and the added interest that scenes
sets always afford.

'Love in a Cottage'

humor
of

the

— Pathe

Genuinely amusing

2 reel comedy
All goes well, with a pair of loving newlyweds of the cat family until wifie makes
biscuits.
Hubby lies gallantly about them
but when Wifie brings out a second portion
he rebels. Wifie throws an iron and hubbydrowns his sorrow in drink. When the stork
arrives, the couple "make up." Hubby learns
that "It's the little things in life that count."

'Sunshine and Ice'

—Fox

Very entertaining

1

reel

scenic

Some

out of the ordinary mountain shots
are in this one reeler which has to do with
a journey on South America's only transcontinental railroad.

The

film trip

is

—

Moth Kineto. .Each stage in
the life of various kinds of moths and buttershown in this reel which is reflies are
markably well pictured, and is an interesting
short subject suitable for any kind of a
Life of a

program.

The Immigrant.

Charlie Chaplin revival.
as funny now as
when shown several years ago. Charlie, in
mustache, quaint walk, and
trick
derby,
numerous other little touches is at his best.

This

You

two-reeler

is

just

go wrong with

can't

one.

this

Day— Pathe.

This latest Paul
shows his trick animals at
Full of comic and clever stunts,
the races.
and it is funny and interesting enough to get
over anywhere.

Derby

Terry cartoon

—

Stepping Out Pathe. This animal satire
which has to do with the stepping over the
domestic traces by Mrs. Goose is good comedy and all considered this is a reel that
will amuse almost any kind of an audience
and is certainly worth booking.

—

Love in a Cottage Pathe. Concerns the
varied experiences of a pair of newly-weds
of the cat family, centering about the bisThis is very well
cuits made by the bride.
done and has a good general appeal.
Sid Grauman's Metropolitan Theatre, Los
Angeles, and the Capitol, New York, have
been added to the growing list of first run
showing Kinograms, Educational's
houses
news reel. The Metropolitan has just contracted for 104 issues of this news feature.
The Capitol will incorporate Kinograms in
their weekly program, having just signed a
contract covering 52 isues.

"The Limit," Educational- Cameo Comedy,
completing its second week in New York
Broadway houses. After its week's run at
the Rivoli, it was moved to the Rialto for
is

made from

sunshine and verdure of the lowlands
to the ice capped peaks of the Andes.
The
photography is exceptionally good and the
transition from the region of warmth and
flatness to that of chill and grandeur is very
interesting.
There are one or two good
panoramic views en route as well as from
the mountains.

an additional week. These rough and tumble
comedies are meeting with much favor with

Broadway

audiences.

the

ALL SET FOR THE KICK-OFF
2

this

Little Feature

Here we have Our Gang enjoying a tense moment
of back-yard football, which is a seasonable feature
of their numerous activities. The scene below is one
of

the

laughs in

"No

Noise."

Vera Steadman, Christie Comedy star, and
Teddy Sampson, also with Christie Comedies,
are in New York seeing the sights and replenishing their wardrobes from the Fifth
Avenue stores. Miss Steadman is vacationing between pictures, having recently completed work with Neal Burns in "Fool Proof"
which Educational will release in a few
weeks. It is her first visit to New York.

Lloyd Hamilton has finished
the

D.

W.

Griffith

his

work

at

Studio in the blackface

and

feature,

week
where

left

this

for Los Angeles,

he

will

imme-

diately resume production on the series of

two-reel

Hamilton
one

EducationalComedies,
"The
which,

of
Optimist," was finished
before Hamilton
just
joined Griffith in New

York.
Hamilton's

During

Ruth Hiatt,
absence,
in
leading
lady
his
many of his pictures in
the 1922-23 series and
in "The Optimist," the
first of the 1923-24 series,

in

has been appearing

Mermaid Comedies,

and she
working

is

in

at present
the Educa-

tional-Cameo Comedies.

October

6,
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THE MODERN THEATRE

World Theatre

— One of Omaha's Best Houses

Built Along Lines of Classic Design the Exterior and Interior

Decorations Are in Close

EVERY has

large or
conception of
motion picture theatres. In one
city we find the small house of 500
seats, in another they boast of the 2000
The World theatre,
house.
seat
Omaha, Neb., is one of the larger kind,
having a seating capacity of about
2000.
city,

small,

It is built

design.

its

whether

own

along the Fines of classic

Three large windows, flanked

with double Corinthian columns, carry
out the effect of the old time triumphal
arches.

A

massive marquee, of square deadds to its exterior attractiveness.
It has three front panels and one at
each side which are fitted with easy
change electric signs that can be seen
from any part of the approach.
sign,

Two
of the

stores are located at either side

main entrance. These are valu-

Harmony

able to merchants who readily see the
opportunity for better business derived
by the daily attendance of the show

house.
In the lobby the ticket booth, octagonal in shape, is centrally located allowing an abundance of room for the
expeditious handling of large crowds.
combination brass rail, at the back
of the booth, provides for two ushers
to take tickets, doing away with door
confusion or the old custom of push

tive ceiling in

high

relief.

The doors

are draped with festooned silk shades.

From here you enter the Promenade,
back of the Auditorium. On either
side are large, room)' marble stairways
which lead up to the Mezzanine and
Balcony. This promenade also is large
and roomy, in keeping with the Lobby,

A

for the easy handling of patrons.

and get there.
Large lobby frames are placed where
They are not jumbled to
all can see.
represent a unique display and to cause

Brass railings and silk
festooned draperies, over three arches
which are directly below the front windows and overlook the lobby, gives fMs
part of the house the atmosphere of
distinction.
Ornamental plaster domi-

valuable space to be sacrificed, but in
such a way that they are part of the
The floor is of
interior decoration.
marble and the side walls are treated
with ornamental plaster which extends
upward and creates an arched decora-

The Mezzanine Promenade
uriously

is

lux-

fitted.

nates the decorations.

Between the Mezzanine and Balcony
are the lounge and rest rooms For men
and women. They are large and roomy,
being comfortably and attractively fitted up with easy chairs, sofas, library
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Building Plans of the World Theatre
Executed by C. Howard Crane, Architect, and Elmer George Kiehler and
Cyril E. Schley, Associates.

October

etc.,

carp e

and

tables,

deeply
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t

automatic
rewinders and film

lights,

e d.

are

ceilings

splicers,

arched with panels

ornam

of

e

n

t

a

vaults

proper

1

Windows

plaster.

the
for
storage of

film.

The

draped with
are
portieres
velvet

and

and safety

interior

luminated by

is il-

five

festooned

three
chandeliers,
located
centrally

The Proscenium

and one over each
box at either side

silk

curtains.

soundi n g
and organ
placed
at

Arch,
board
lofts,

of the stage. Besides these there
are a number of
floods from ornamental glass lights

either side of

the
of masconstruction,

stage, are

sive

the

same arch

fect being

which

ef-

carried

in

out which in this
case is an outstandfeature.
ing
house built along
One of
these lines is always sought by
The arches
the theatre going public.
are valuable for the proper transmission of the voice to every part of the
house and enables those seated in the
upper rows of the second balcony to
hear as well as those seated in other
parts of the auditorium.
The auditorium, taken from the
stage, shows the Mezzanine, first and
second balconies. The seating arrange-

A

ment

is

perfect.

proper sloping

The

of

Interior of the

Wide

aisles

floors

were

the

are

placed

dome

upper part of

and
the

ceiling.

Four spot lights
are installed in the
the Marble Staircases Which Lead to the Mezzanine and Balcony.
rail of the second
balcony. These are
used for the colored lights on the stage.
taken care of in the planning of this
Spaced as they are their harmonious
theatre.
Extra aisles are provided the
blending is non-interfering.
orchestra has three in place of the cusClimatic conditions are taken care of
tomary two and the balconies each have
by an up-to-date heating and ventilating
four.
The projection room is built into the system which is installed.
The entire interior is highly ornaceiling proper.
It is placed in the favmental following the style of Roman
orite out-of-the-way place and affords
architecture executed by C. Howard
the operators a clear vision of the enCrane, Architect, and his associates
tire house.
This room is fitted with
and
Elmer George Kiehler and Cyril E.
every conceivable projection want, the
well
Schley.
very latest in projection machines, spot

World Theatre Showing

;

the

Two

Balconies and the Location of the Projection Room.
ment Arc the Dominating Features.

The Arched

Ceiling and Lighting Arrange-
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Interesting Incidents

from the Win. Fox
Outdoor Feature,
'Hell's Hole'

SUSPENSE

is one of the foremost requithe "western."
"Hell's Hole"
requirements, as is proven by
this scene where Tod is slowly suffocatmg.

sites

meets

of

the

"THREE

against one

— but

it

looks

as

if

* the one has the better of the three.
Another episode to make the onlookers sit
at the edge of their seats with excitement.

CHARLES

JONES, Ruth

Clifford,

Eu-

gene Pallette and Maurice Flynn take
Notice
in another thrilling moment.
all the "atmosphere" is in evidence:
Mexican, accomplice, rough cabin and divers

part
that

guns.

—
October

6,

1923
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Interpretive Music for the Motion Picture
Number Five

of the Series Plainly Sets Forth

Spoil a Feature
there

is

one time above

all

fire

panic, that music is indispensable in
a picture house, it is during the screening of the feature. This is the attraction that has drawn fully ninety per

cent of the people. Yet strange though
seems to those who have made a close
study of music as it is managed, in the
average picture palace, this business of
music with the feature does not always
if

obtain.

Just the other evening we wandered
into one of the leading show houses in
our little hamlet amid a great and deYet lo, and behold
pressing silence.
when we got seated, and our eyes had
become accustomed to the darkness, we
discovered that the feature was well on
its way to a grand and glorious clinch.
few minutes later we learned that
this was the orchestra's day off, and the
organist was out taking a little air. In
the meanwhile the poor old feature
and that's just what it was, had to feature along as best it misht.

A

this is not show business. Maybe in the sticks it might get by,
mind you I say "might," but in a city
of some three hundred thousand souls,
it will never fill the seats every night.
As a matter of plain fact this place we
are speaking of is having a hard time to
meet all demands upon the exchequer,
and small wonder. The wonder lies in
the circumstance that under such management the owner can keep the doors
open at all.
One of the strongest proofs that
music is essential to the success of a
feature picture lies in the circumstance that many of the big producing

TVTOW

companies

insist

upon

fitting

music

to

accompany their pictures at a preshowing. They well know that their offering stands at least seventy per cent

more chance of being acceptable when
provided with interpretative music.
have seen this fact demonstrated
again and again, so decisively, and have
observed how people react to the suggestiveness of music, that we never
cease to wonder how an exhibitor figures he can afford to scramble along
with any old barrel-organ setting for

We

Organist Can

Sheets Are Not Followed

By JOSEPH FOX

otHers,

IFwith the possible exception of a

When Cue

How An

feature over.

The proof

that with but

two or three exceptions

precisely the same as the man who
writes a good story, and sends it to an
editor written on butcher's paper, sans
a title; the chances are that no one
will take the trouble to dig out the good

every picture corporation in this country has adopted Thematic Cue Sheets,

points.

some of these producers
that music plays such an important role in the success of a picture,
have started the movement to provide

is

^HE

Further,

other evening a

little

incident

The

picture was one of those
costume plays; lots of heavy music, and

give-me-the-papers stuff.
At one point in the play a wonderful interior of a cathedral is shown,
and a marriage takes place. All through
impressive scene the
organist
this
played all the light stuff in her library,
despite the fact that sub-titles drove
the fact home that the ceremony was
the saddest event in the bride's life.
Then to crown it all a title flashed
on the screen about "the tones of the
deep-throated organ burst forth," or
words to that effect, and pronto, the organist killed the bass end of the instrument," and there floated out to the audience the thin piping notes of the up-

per register.
The absurdity of the organist's dumbbell performance was greeted by suppressed titters here and there all over
the house, but still no "deep-throated"
stuff came to our straining ears, and the
bride and her spouse walked down the

whole length of the cathedral

aisle out
of the picture to the inane chirping of

squawking re"eds. Never have we
heard music that misfitted a picturemore grossly, and what's more, we
never expect to.
thin

Here was

a scene that had a direct
bearing on the plot of the play, and the
directors, and the title writers had given
a very choice "bit" to the musicians,
only to have it murdered in the most
cruel manner. Union, or no union, the
manager of that house would have been
perfectly justified had he fired the offender.

HERE

nothing to hang an argufact that music
plays an important part in putting any
'"P

get the production over.

knowing

happened that would have given the
best natured musician in the world a
peeve.

which are compiled by men who know
to fit pictures with music that will

how

is

ment on against the

such cue sheets with their one reel subjects.
Surely such a proceeding ought
to convince even the most skeptical
that there is something in this interpretive music stuff.
It is not propaganda to make the
music dealers rich, not so you could
notice it. It is a matter of hard, cold
business facts, and the producers are
spending their money to back up their

beliefs in this direction.

WHAT

would "Birth of a Nation"
be without the musical accompaniment?
great
picture,
someone
answers. True, but what is it with the
wonderful interpretation that it was

A

provided with?
Oh, that's different.
Yes indeed it is so different that it still
stands out as the picture.

The dramatic

feature picture lends
interpretive powers
that a musician may possess.
Here he
had a chance to play all kinds of music,
from the latest dance hit to the heaviest
stuff he has in his library.
Bits from
this and excerpts from that all have
a place in building up a musical interpretation, for somewhere there is a
piece of music thai absolutely fits every
itself

to the best

situation

and every emotion known

The

stoiy of suspense is made doubly
by the music that fits that particular phase of the emotions, while the
tale of adventure stirs our blood, and
quickens our pulse beat, if stirring
music, helps the illusion, and so on.
When we realize that certain strains
of music are often employed at the
studios to make stars cry, or laugh, as
the case may be, it is not possible for
anyone to hold the opinion that music
is just an added attraction to the feaeffective

The very oppo-

When

an exhibpays a high

price for a feature,

and

exploits

to

man.

ture.

his feature.

itor

the fact

lies in

said

picture with oodles

of paper, and then
fails
provide
to
an adequate musical
setting,
he

site

is

true

the

life

;

music

of the
feature production,
and as such should
be given the place
it is rightfully entitled to in picture
presentation.
is

—
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THEY'RE PUBLISHED!

NEW MUSIT

THE SYNCHRONIZER
(A complete movie
Let us

Composer

Because

d'Hardelot

Christ in Flanders
Closer (L'Adoree de

Ward-Stephens

Mon

Du

Coeur)

Bogey
If Winter Comes
Land of Might HaveBeen
Colonel

Tennent

Romantic

Novello

Pathetic
Lively

Adams

On Miami

Jacobi

Ward-Stephens

Roses of Picardy
Smile Through Your
Tears

Wood

Chappel-Harms,

Melodic
Dramatic
Romantic

Hamblen

Plaintive

Darewski

Pathetic

de Freyne

If

Request

— HARMS, INC.

Mother Scenes

BIG SUMMER HIT
SAY IT WITH A UKULELE
FOX TROT — HAWAIIAN MELODY

River Scenes

Including

Orchestration 25c
Late Orchestrations,

Full

SPECIAL OFFER— 9

"SAY IT WITH A UKULELE"
$1.00

for

Savino

Pursuit, intense wrangling,

almost to blows
Undercurrent, plotters
meeting, uprising, treason
Shipwreck, destruction,

Conspiracy

Savino

Tragic Andante

Savino

Rustic Allegro

Savino

Carefree and happy,
woodland scenes

Dramatic Allegro

Savino

Riot, terrific storm or
volcanic eruption

Savino
Savino

Dramatic suspense
Approach of royalty, coronations, triumphant return

Agitato

on

Catalogue

rtih.

Love Scenes

Romantic

Seitz

Sunrise

East 34th Street, N. Y. C.

41

Sympathy

Plaintive

Waiting for the
Winter Comes

CHAPPELL

for

the Sunrise
Allegro Precipitoso

is

—

ROSES OF PICARDY

Consolation

Calm

Wright

Flows
World Is Waiting

sissippi

or

Three Latest Hits?
The World

There's Silver in

Your Hair
Where the Lazy Mis-

it

orchestra

Have You Heard Our

Inc.

Meditative
Cheerful
Sentimental
Victorious
Birth of Love

Some Day You Will

Me

itself

Orchestra

Phantom Legions

Miss

by

the

Publisher

Picturesque Scenes
Martial
Optimistic

March

Alford

with

Carl Fischer
New York

After Battle

Flowing

Pare

Mill by the Sea

Shore

Emotional Love Scenes

Strong
Dramatic

either

Cooper Square,

Suitability to Pictures

Style

you about

SOLORCHESTRA ORGAN ALBUM
Can be used

For Photoplays

TUle

library in a nutshell)

tell

G.

American

Schirmer Inc.

— ORDER NOW
Mu p ic Pub.

1658 B'way.

Dept.

W.

Co.

N. Y. C.

terror

Valse

Misterioso alia
Processional

Pompous

H TICKETS u

World Ticket 8c Supply Co.,Inc.

etc.

Santa Anna's Patio
To Mission San Fran-

Chime

Strickland

cisco

Zingaresca
Zingaresca

Baron
Baron

Villanelle

Dell'

Noche

Brilliant

Amani

Oriental

Berceuse
IV. Moonlight Sail
The Young Prince and

Cui

the

Young

Spanish or South American Dance
Desert Chant
Love Scenes
Nature, from (1) till (2)

Sentimental

Flowing

or (4)

Korsakow

Pastorale

Rubenesque

W.

Call of the Sylphs

E. Frascard

Romanza
Menuet a la Mozart
Spanish Dance
Romanza Andaluza

Rimsky-Korsakow.
Korestchenko

Flowing
Romantic
Antique

Sarasate

Dramatic

L.

Carl

CAMERA EXCHANGE

Pesignatio:i

Light

Calmness

Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh

— from
Spanish

(2),

till

(4) Passion with

Ave.,

Want

to

Cesek

Dreamy

Crist
Crist

Oriental
Lively

New

York, N. Y.

Apathetic

Calm, Nature
Desert Scene

Motion Picture
and exchanged.

Chinese, Street Scene

rent.

era

and

Be Loved

Like a Baby
Oriental Dream

Emma
Jere

Rennie

De

Exchange.

727

New

Wm.
J.

Witol
Leonard Ivory

WANTED

Melancholy

Ballad

Comedy Scenes

Fox-Trot

Graff

To

Waltz

lease with option to buy, motion picture theatre
town of from 5,000 to 10,000 in middle western
by man with ten years' experience in game.
Scott M. Eagon, 1007 East Forty-First Place, Chi-

Sentimental
Scenes Oriental

Oriental

in

states

You Must Tome Over
Tonight
T Don't Believe You
Say it wirti a Ukulele

Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot

Art Conrad
Art Conrad
Art Conrad

Cheerful
Sentimental

cago,

Illinois.

Love Scenes

FOR SALE

WE MANUFACTURE

STAGE SETTINGS

—

?2600 Bartola, at a
the organ for small

SCENERY

leather seats
Inc., Aurora,

Velvet and Velour Curtains

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION"
New York
Street

West 46th

good

sacrifice,

as

picture

new.

good as new.
theatre.

Also

Aurora Theatre

Just
500
Co.

111.

New Motion Picture Show in town of 2,500 population in heart of agricultural section and excellent
prospects for town to grow several thousand account
oil discovered with n three miles. Best equipped show
Box 1361, Beggs, Okla.
in town of its size in State.

jgnteltp Scenic fetutuns
220

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for
of your wants.
Ruby CamSeventh Ave.,
York City.

Portable

Keep us advised

Amer. Music Pub. Co.

Than Your Gold Can
Buy
Edna
I

Dramatic

Glazounow

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

excellent number for
village scenes. (Reuben.)
Fairy, bright.

Atmosphere
Meditation
Twilight
Arabian Dance
Chinese Dance
Londonderry Air
My Heart's More

Rttcs

Fischer

Longing (minor.)

;

An

Lively

Slater

DEPARTMENT

Nature, tranquil moveOriental from
ments.
Pochissimo piu mosso.

Rimsky-

Princess

CLASSIFIED AD

Joyous

Bright

Burks

la

Hungarian or Gypsy
Gypsy or Roving

lib.

Hungarian

Nubian Desert Song

Serenata de

Religious

Effects

Violin Solo ad.

Acqua

1600 Broadway, N. Y.

Bright Scenes

Spanish

Strickland

REGISTERS

I

:

City

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

ROLL
(™5R«) FOLDED
J^CUSTTcKETfl
/
^

^

352 N. ASHLAND AVEIMUt
rHir&r.n
ii
inhic
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
i

TICKETS

\V^

BEST f0R T

% 4
LE

T

monfy

quickest delivery

cotftetss guaranteed
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Intermingled Heavy Opera With Popular Jazz
Audience Pleased by Director Buel B. Risinger

s

Rendition of

Wagners 'Tannhauser and 'Bananas'
week
LAST
achieved the

Buel
B.
Risinger
greatest triumph of

played with bells elevated high in the
and though it was far from a new
idea, Wagner having used it frequently,
it served to put punch in the finish of
the overture and stimulated applause.
"There is another a psychological
explanation for the success of 'Tannhauser,' our use of what we might call
an 'antidote.' Realizing that a heavy
Wagnerian overture would undoubtedly tire people whose appreciation begins and ends with light, trivial or jazzy
numbers, we deliberately chose as a
novelty a tuneful affair presented under
the title, 'Some New Angles' on 'Yes
Have No Bananas.' As the opening title flashed on the screen the orchestra opened with the chorus of this
air,

his career as conductor of the
Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra at
the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
He presented the overture from Wagner's "Tannhauser," and was accorded
an ovation therefor. Known as one of

the heaviest of

the

—

Wagnerian com-

positions, requiring full fifteen minutes
for execution, the overture is recog:-

nized by veteran finished organizations
as a

most

difficult

number.

But

it

is

composition that challenges
profound musicianship, and so skillfully
was it directed that even the unmusical
members of the audience confessed
open admiration for the number.
It is a fine thing for a musical genius
to forego his own preference for the
great compositions of the masters to
play the lighter, tuneful things which
the average motion picture audience, in
quest of entertainment and diversion,
withal a

demands it is a far finer thing when
that genius finds a way to offer * the

We

song success.

—

presentation of "Tannhauser" to
a real triumph.
Because he is a showman as well as a
musician Mr. Risinger knows that it is
seldom a motion picture audience will
accept a long drawn-out standard overture. But he contends "If such numbers are judiciously presented, at not
too frequent intervals, the audience will
not only receive them cordially, but the
theatre and the musical organization
will gain local prestige thereby."
his

mark

film trailer, especially

—

;

genuinely good compositions and make
the public like them. Mr. Risinger has
done both. About eighty per cent of
the time he yields to the expressed preference of his audience, and then when
he finds them in a more serious mood
he offers a standard overture some
classic that concert or opera or symphony orchestra has made familiar.
And though he never fails to "get away
with it" in good shape it remained for

A

synchronized, suggested that the tremendous popularity of the song hinged
an the fact that it is tuneful and that
its tuneful themes might be traced to
certain passages in 'My Bonnie Lies
Over the Ocean,' T Dreamt I Dwelt in

BUEL
Conductor

of the

B.

RISINGER

Metropolitan

tra,

Atlanta,

Symphony OrchesGa.

And like the showman that he is he
values the lighting effects in the pre"In
sentation of his musical numbers.
our presentation of 'Tannhauser' at the
Metropolitan," he says, "the lighting effects were a big factor in the success
of the number. All house lights were
pulled back at the opening and the
first movement was played in a dark
blue flood light with only the large
central inverted dome of the theatre
lighted,

and

that, too,

was

in

dark blue.

As

the overture progressed the lights
were brought up to red, then to rose
pink with the full orchestra well lighted.
Near the finale, and perhaps just when
the non-music lovers in the audience
might have become restless, a strong
flesh-colored spot light from the booth
was thrown on the organ and the entire

brass

Personnel of the Metropolitan

section.

The

French

Symphony Orchestra who, with

s

horns

their Leader.

Marble Halls'

(Bohemian

Girl)

and

Cole Porter's 'Old Fashioned Garden'
(Hitchy-Koo of 1919).
"As these numbers were played by
the orchestra the corresponding phrases
from 'Yes,
Have No Bananas' were
flashed on the screen and the exact
passages denoting the marked similarity
were accentuated by the orchestra.
This number was offered just eight
minutes after the 'Tannhauser' overture, and it is certain 'that any patrons
not entirely satisfied with the Wagner
composition found something pleasing

We

in the novelty.

"It is quite futile to attempt to educate an audience all at once to good
music. They don't want to be educated; but frequently by careful arrangement of the program with one eye
always trained on the psychological effect of your presentation, you can get

away with good music and make them
like

it.

But not too often."

Put Over Snappy Overtures

:
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GRISWOLD FILM SPLICER

Theatre Construction
This Department is devoted to theatre building
news and publishes the earliest news obtain-

Simplicity
of
construction,
and
ease
speed in operation, accuracy and strength
of the splices it makes, are the outstanding
features of the Griswold Film Splicer.
The dimensions are approximately 8%
inches long, 5% inches wide and 4 inches

able concerning projected theatres, schools,

high.

News
where motion picture equipment

will

be

etc.,

New Theatres
CHICAGO, ILL..—Plans are being made by
Architect A. C. Liska &
Eberson, 212

stationary double shear blade is located
over the center of the base, on each side of
which is a swinging clamp comprising upper
and lower jaws. On the lower jaw of each
clamp is attached a shear blade to co-act

J.

E. Superior Street, for the erection of a
theatre at 7841-47 S. Halsted Street, to cost
$1,500,000.
Owner National Theatre Corp.,
75th & Cottage Grove Avenue.
AUBURN, R. I. Plans are being drawn by
Architect Wm. R. Walker & Son, 49 Weybosset Street, Providence, R. I., for a theatre and store on Parke Avenue, Auburn,
to cost $100,000.
Owner withheld.
BETHLEHEM, PA. A new theatre will
be erected on Linden Street between Laurel
Street and Elizabeth Avenue, by the Bethlehem School District Board of Directors, F. J.
Wilt, Secretary and Manager, 1338 Montrose

—

—

Avenue, Bethlehem. Architect Riter & Shay,
North American Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.
Owner taking bids on general contracting.

Bldg., Bethlehem.

—

ERIE, PA. Architect Geo. Eichenlaub,
Commerce Bldg., is drawing plans for a motion picture and vaudeville theatre, Owner
withheld.
STEUBEN VILLE, O. Sketches are being
prepared by Architect C. Howard Crane, De-

—

Mich., for a theatre to be erected at
4th and Adams, Steubenville, to cost $500,troit,

Owner

Tri-State Amusement
Papulius, Pres., Steubenville.
000.

Co.,

J.

—Owner Michael
Street, will erect a

INDIANA HARBOR, IND.

E. Kozacik, 3608 Main
$250,000 theatre. Architect not selected.

MILFORD,

—Plans

ILL.

by Architect Leonard

have been drawn

F. W. Stuebe, Danfor a small theatre to be erected
in Milford for owner H. C. and C. P. Mcville,

111.,

Donough.

is of great advanthe facility in placing correctly the'
sections of film in the film clamps.
Directly below the double stationary shear
blade is a flash light controlled by a switch
located on the front of the base. This lighting
device is of great assistance in matching
difficult sections of film, especially when machine is used in poorly lighted room.
The battery, lamp and bottle of film cement
are easily accessible by removing a plate held
to the base by a thumbscrew. The bottle of
film cement is held firmly in the front right
corner of the base as will be seen in illustration with only the neck of the bottle protruding above the base. The method of holding the
bottle is very satisfactory because of the convenient location, ease in removing cork and
brush and protection from breakage.

tage

is

with a stationary double shear blade so that
a section of film placed in the right film
clamp may be sheared by the shear blade
carried by the left clamp, and a section placed
in the left film clamp may be sheared by the
shear blade carried by the right film clamp
thus the two sections of film after shearing
will overlap the width of the lower shear
blade.

automatic clamping device is employed
upper and lower jaws firmly down on
top.
This device provides for raising the
upper jaw without disturbing the lower one.
When the jaws carrying the film are raised
this device clamps the film between the jaws.
To the upper right jaw is attached a means
for pressing together the over lapping por-

REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th Are..

"Pathe News" pictures of- the Harding funeral
were shown in many theatres the day following the

excellent

at Marion
event.

The pictures incident to the Dempsey-Gibbons fight at Shelby,
July 4th, also "Scooped" other "news" reels.
These pictures, for the Central and Western sections of the
United States, were made at the American Film Company

Reprinted from the N. Y. Times
will be sent upon request

laboratories.

The American Film Company

Describes various types of screens used and tested in
the Capitol Theatre, New York, and explains why

Chicago,

being located in
of shipping

laboratories,
the

assurance to producers of

is

best

and the quickest service possible.
Whatever you require in connection with motion pictures,
whether it be the planning, writing and producing of a story
facilities

or simply developing, we ask for the opportunity to present
our qualifications as to QUALITY, SPEED and SERVICE.

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN

NEGATIVES STORED FREE

has been in the Capitol Theatre over two years

full particulars

Write for

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION

Ordinary film reduced
American Standard

New York

to

Safety Size.

American 10 Points
1.

QUALITY.

known

Prints

and clearness.
trained by years

brilliancy

for

2.

REPUTATION.

Gained in 10

years of experience.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

TRIMOUNT PRESS

RESPONSIBILITY. A concern of strong financial standing.
LOCATION. In the proper
geographical location,
assuring
quick delivery anywhere.

EQUIPMENT.

of

the

most modern obtainable.
CLEANLINESS. Within two
blocks of Lake Michigan. Away
from dirt and dust.
SAFETY. Plant approved by
both city of Chicago and Board
of

8.

All

Fire

Underwriters.

PROMPTNESS.

Accustomed

to serve exacting requirements.

ALBANY STREET

9.

PRICES.

Reasonable and com-

petitive.

BOSTON MASS

10.

^Larges^j)iaatjnjfew England specializing in Theatre Ticket Printing
j

GUARANTEES.

(Absolutely
fireproof
passed by all fire

film

Expert

of exstaff,
perience, assures highest quality
prints obtainable.

115

New York

SPEED AS WELL AS QUALITY
The

ROTHAFEL

Sixty-Five Broadway,

provided with an emul-

WELDED WIRE

An

to hold

AN INTERVIEW WITH

One

is

scraper, having a blade which can be
changed in eight positions for the purpose of
obtaining the greatest usefulness from the
blade.
The base is black japan, the jaws, etc., are
bright nickel, which combination contrasts
and makes a very pleasing appearance.
It is manufactured by the Griswold Machine Works of Port Jefferson, N. Y.
sion

A CHAT ON SCREENS
S. L.

film.

Each machine

BETHLEHEM, PA

Architect W. H. Lee,
32 S. 17th Street, Philadelphia, Pa., is drawing plans for a motion picture theatre, to
be erected on Broad Street, between Main
and New Streets, Bethlehem, by owner Civic
Theatre Corp., R. E. Wilbur, Wilbur Tr.

away from the double shear
blade which prevents the cement being carried
by capillary attraction to the under side of
to bring the film

Another feature which

A

used.

tions of film and on the left upper jaw is a
guard and gauge.
When applying cement to the film carried
in the left jaws, the jaws should be raised

Write

for

our unique guarantee of quality
work.

underwriters.)

We

have a film printcapacity of one

ing

million

feet

weekly.

Developing
Printing

Tinting

Toning
Editing
Titling

AMERICAN
FILM

CO., Inc.
Laboratories

6229

BROADWAY

CHICAGO, ILL.
and
London, England
Samuel S. Hutchinson,
President

The Broader Mission
A passerby questioned three workmen. Of
he asked, "What are you doing?"
The

each

"I am mixing mortar.'" Th
"I am carrying brick." But the

first replied,

second said,

third proclaimed proudly:

"I am helping

to

build a cathedral."

STANDARD

Film Laboratories develops and
prints motion picture films. But the broader
interpretation of its function, as understood and
practiced here, is to give to the world a flawless
reproduction of the creation of director, cinematographer and cast and to keep perfect faith with
the producer.

And so it is that many of America's foremost pro

-

ducers utilize Standard Service and Standard
Prints to maintain a faithful link between studio

and screen.

nurnc/arcf
Him Iralorafon'es
Jo/mMMckoIaus
SJ^fJompkms
*S

J

*

»

Seward andHomaene'Streets
/folly 4366

Hollywood, California
^llllimilllllfT%
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REASON NO.

1

Of 'An Even Dozen Reasons Why They Read It'
The Stairway

subthat

he could say a lot of good
things about the Exhibitors
Trade Review, but nothing
that pleased him so much as
to be able to say that he cannot
without

it

—and

please his patrons.
He said something
Of course, you learn best
how to do by doing, but after
all, we can learn a whole lot

from what

someone

else

has

done.
In other words, experience
the
best
teacher
but
it

cheaper to buy
Test it!

The

test

is

it

When a Contract Really Is a Contract.
Emerging from Hold-Up Days to Sunshine
Makes His Customers Just One Big Family
you and i and pictures
The Editorial Page
Reviving the Old Triumvirate Principle
Opening Ten-Cent Picture Theatre on $159
Old Lady Astor Says

simple.

Just as

you believe

and place it
any publication
possessed of any

merit, either in the
film business.
Then
page by page.

—

show or
compare

you have conducted
that test you will have forcibly
brought before your attention
the one great vital fact that
is

unique, abso-

lutely without competition in its
field

and certainly indispensable

from every angle.
Its contents

itor

step

by

Who

Alcove of Desire"
S.

Kane

Fascinate Silver Sheet Fans

Columbus Day Means Pathe Week
Five Masters of Portland, Ore

—

A Street Singer of Sunny Spain
Universal Players Who Thrill and Charm
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Effects
for
Exploitation
Films
"The Unknown Purple"
"Rosita"

'

887
888
889
891
893

carry the exhibstep to the door

of knowledge in showmanship.
Nothing is missing.
Everything
brief.
And concise.
Pictorially beautiful.
It is the Stairway to Success
for Exhibitors.

THE DOTTED LINE
The Really Worth While

Word

is

'Business'

And Henceforth

It

Shall

and Ahvays Will Be
895
895
896
897
897

TVTO

glacial sweep has ever
permanently checked life

'

No volcanic eruption
has meant the silencing of business everywhere

.

.

.

.

Century after -century the lesson holds true
That nature abhors a

.

.

.

.

.

899
900
900
901

909

882
890
892
894
902
906
910

....
—Business

vacuum
wards
.

atmosphere
has
changing
brought us to the rank and file
of something higher than "just

....
....

Somegame"
a
thing more intimate than "inNothing
dustry"
else but "Business"

We

....

reached
have
that stage where even the author and artist think in Busi.

.

.

.

ness

912
920

re-

In filmdom, the ever-

.

.

,

and

.

.

.

The

...

director
create along

essentially

must

Business

angles

....

The producer and distributor
know they must cling closer

EXPLOITATION

and closer to Business princi-

Lobbyology
Cloakey Does It Again Bigger 1 h.iN Ever.
Capitol Sets Fast Pace on "Six Days"
Two Pages of Booking-Urge for Showmen.
'.

913

ples

914
915
916

new Exhibitors Trade Review
The first and oniy

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

And

so,

enters

the

.

"Business Paper" of filmdom
Into the scrap heap
old-fashioned
the
go
must
.

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS

—

T. R.

883

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS

.

When

the E.

.

Richard A. Rowland Sounds Warning..
Pathe News Scoops West Coast
Around About Hollywood News
Sounds New Keynote of Burr-Rogers Merger

Sirens

Review
of

Rapid Strides Made by Sawyer and Lubin
Banner Meeting Held by Exhibitors
Exploitation Contest Winners
Shauer Receives Letter from Cochrane.
Filmcraft Destroyed by Fire.
Carl Anderson Back from Coast
Constructive Meeting of Directors
Brabin Selected to Direct "Ben-Hur".

is

linen to discover the finer texture,
take
the
Exhibitors

Trade

.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE NEWS

is

ready made.

the
to yumm
their "business"
Business Paper of the Industry between performances.

it

Just

.

!

hardworking showmen who make

the

Frontispiece—"In the
Leaders All—Arthur

you would take two pieces of

alongside

1923

to

of our exhibitor
ONE
scribers writes to us

money

13,

YUMM

Resting between scenes for Metro's
"The Social Code," Viola Dana inmorning's
favorite
dulges in her
delight. Little different is Viola from

EDITORIAL FEATURES

Success
for Exhibitors

make

PARDY

CONTENTS

PALS!
Corrine Griffith, the popular Goldwyn
player, insists that her "buddy" goes
with
her
everywhere,
regardless.
There's a reason They're Pals! It
reminds of those showmen, who
hold the same sentimental attitude
toward the New Exhibitors Trade
Review. To wit

T.

Reviews Editor

Editor

Sixty Second Interviews....
Production
Distribution
Feature Previews
Players We Know
Feature Release and Review Chart
The Big Little Feature
'.

The Modern Theatre
They Bring. Good Music

to the Masses
Theatre Construction News

,

.
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904
905
907
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921
923
926
928
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THE ALCOVE OF DESIRE

impressive close-up of Elliott Dexter and
Mildred Harris as they appear in Mr. Dexter'
initial Grand-Asher vehicle, "The Way Men
Love." An excellent example of underlighting
the overhead flood.

©C1B587781
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When

Just

That's

of
FEAR
judgment

When

a Contract Really Is a Contract
a Salesman

Given Authority to Put His Company's
Signature Alongside That of an Exhibitor's

the

salesman's lack of
the reason most frequently ascribed by home office executives for refusing to permit their
selling representatives to close a deal
with an exhibitor when the latter signs
a contract for a picture or pictures.
The practice did not start with the
first national exchange.
In the old days
of the independent exchanges and in
the later period of General Film not
much consideration was given to baris

gains.

The exchanges in those days were so
fortunately situated that in many cases
the exhibitor was informed what he
could have and what it would cost.
If he didn't have the money he
didn't get the film.
The result frequently was the same if he did have the
money and balked at the established
price.
He paid so much a week for
his service as a rule and the film was
delivered.

With the coming of the longer production the situation changed.
In the first place there was an absence of uniformity in two controlling
factors length and cost.

—

rr

ERE

came

the great difference between the feature and the short
subject and the point at which the salesman found his authority departing.
Here also entered another factor
which up to that point had not been so
prominent. With the coming of the
feature competition sharpened.
The
picture that stood out was wanted by
two or more houses.
It came to a question then for the
salesman how best to secure the larger
price for his material. From Exhibitor
a contract was secured for $50 for a
subject.
With that in his pocket Exhibitor B was approached. The second

A

man wanted

On
$60.

a

A

the picture in issue.

pinch he might squeeze out
contract was signed for that

The two were forwarded to
The one that was affirmed and the one that was rejected is
not a matter of guesswork. The fiftydollar man waited a couple of weeks
amount.
the

home

office.

Is

and he learned

his competitor

had the

contract.

The general understanding

that conare forwarded to the
home office for ratification is not accepted in some quarters.

turns the papers to the branch manager,
all ready for the salesman for
the coming week.

tracts always

^HERE

a
well-founded belief
amounting to a conviction that in
many cases the district manager takes
is

contracts under his wing, and after the
lapse of a proper period returns them
to their signers, ratified or rejected, as
the circumstances may indicate.
That this procedure is the rule at
times and in places is a matter that is
known to the trade.
That it is done is the best of evidence
that it is conceded by home offices that
men approximately on the ground are
in a better position to judge comparative merits than are those hundreds or
thousands of miles removed.

QVER

in

England not long ago As-

sociated First National took
the
bull by the horns in an effort to start
right with a new organization.
There
were no heritages from an old regime.
So the officials of the distributing
company evolved a plan whereby the
"traveler," as he is known in that country, should do business direct with exhibitors.

The new mutual

signing of contracts

England by First National is not so
radical as at first sound it seems.
in

The

officers of the

company or

the

responsible officials now simply do first
what formerly has been done after the
contract had been returned.
In England the salesman on a Monday morning talks over with his man-

ager the route he is to follow not that
week but the week after. The customers are gone over in order and the
two men decide on what they consider
to be adequate prices for the product in
hand, other elements being taken into
consideration.
Then the tentative contracts are forwarded to the general sales manager,

who examine

them, and with his
commendations, if any, immediatelv

rere-

QNE

distributing

whde ago looked

executive

some

into the question

of rejected exhibitor contracts and discovered that 50 per cent of the money
involved became a dead loss to the distributor, that a half of these contracts
were never replaced.
That sum did not take into account
the waste of the salesman's time, which
of course involved salary and expenses.
In England it has been discovered
that the new rule has effected a trans-

formation

in

selling

morale.

The

"travelers" are business men, doing
business in a businesslike way.
Psychologically the result has been
noticeable on the exhibitor. He meets
a man authorized to do business with

him, not merely to discuss it.
With two salesmen waiting to do
business with an exhibitor it has been
found that the party approached naturally chooses first the one who bears
credentials giving him authority to
execute a contract.
Much has been made on the other
side of the reservation in the First National contract. It is said the provision
quoted merely has reference to a situation where two salesmen are working
_

on one print. It is arranged that
any chance two salesmen sell
same date that the first one signed

if

by
the

shall

get the time, the other having the choice
of any open date.
The advantages of conferring authority on salesmen to sign contracts with
exhibitors would seem to be many.
For one thing it eliminates a serious
waste, in time and in money.
It will remove a source of great annoyance and sometimes of loss to exhibitors.
It will

selling

improve the morale of the
and at the same time

force,

bring about the departure from the
business of any who are not to be
trusted with responsibility in a measure
equal to that enjoyed by men in other
lines of selling^ effort.

—

—
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Emerging from Hold-up Days

to Sunshine

In True Showmanship Style, Texas Exchange Man Reveals Past and Present Ails,
General Trend and Possibilities of Independents
so many years ago but
we can remember at least
down here in Texas when an ex-

was not

ITwhat

—

—

hibitor took a policeman with him or
carried a gun as self-protection when he
walked into an independent film ex-

change.

was in the "hold-up days,"
when there was no respect, and less reaThat

son for any, for any rebel organization.
But the independents are no longer
They have insistentin the rebel class.
ly grown, and slowly but surely progressed to a point where they command equal respect with the most

By

L. T.

PELLERIN

Lewis Film Exchanges, Dallas,
Oklahoma City, and Little Rock.

President

which is absolutely bound to come
the absolute control of the distribution
of films by the independents.

have passed out of existence

ask by what right
J
does a producer dare to enter a territory and ask exorbitant profits for his
product on a "spot cash" basis, and
then leave his purchaser to find the best
like to

overproduction of certain types of pic-

nate the field?
It may not appear so
they surely will!

now

but

Today the independent exchangeman stands right at the
door of opportunity which opens
to that possibility. But let me say
our progress to
that point has not been made possible through the co-operation of
the independent producers, but
actually in spite ot them.
It has been, and in some cases
right here

that

the attitude of certain into "get theirs
while the getting is good," regardless
of misrepresentation, false
promises and the like.

still is,

dependent producers

—

HAVE

suffered through and
J
I dare say that it is the experience of every independent distributor in this territory many a
of
independent prosituation

—

me

my

office

and

pictures that they

did

ducers walking into
selling

not have and never intended
have.

to

Others have tried to sell me on
a basis of from 500 percent to
5000 percent profit.

Can the Independents
Dominate the Field?
THEY don't now, BUT

|JNDER

some

of

THEY WILL,

says L. T.
soon as the independent producers quit trying
'kill

theirs

good.'

It is

the goose' by 'getting
while
the
getting is

pic-

40

What we are vitally in need
of are fewer pictures cf greater
diversion which may be used as
ammunition to shoot at the other
60 percent. When that day comes
there will be a mint of money
awaiting the exchangemen in the

independent

field.
Until then, just
a struggle.
I don't want to appear too drastic in my views, but I do want to
get over the point that we independents as a whole are still many
miles distant from our goal of
perfection. True, we are fighting
our way ahead, with every year
bringing with it greater accomplishments, more consistently good
pictures, more square deals between the distributor and the ex-

style; interesting

comes from the land
of great cotton and corn prosperity, and from a man who
shoots straight from the shoulit

der without hesitancv.

out alone? If he has chosen the
proper purchaser and the product really
merits a profitable income, then the deal
should certainly be made upon a basis
whereby the exchangeman and the producer can share alike.
But no, the producer has never been
smart enough to see anything but cash
in hand.
He wanted his and he got it.
The result? Today there are hundreds of meritorious productions that
have never seen or never will see the
light of day in certain territories, because the organizations behind them

type that plays

out."

can ever take away from us."
Those are just two of L. T.'s
hot shots, written in character-

way

this

percent of its possibilities in this
day and age must be a "knock

tional distributing organization

showman

an absolute fact that a

ture of

"

because

of

to use a repeater.

"Having no home office in
some faraway sea-port, to which
all complaints and adjustments
must be referred, places us in a
position of prestige that no na-

istic

classification

—

Pellerin, "just as

to

the

"Westerns" we have enough
for three years to come
so many,
in fact, that thousands of exhibitors could go on operating their
theatres every day and never have

changeman.
There is no doubt

Instead of helping us to "carry

on" after they made their sales, they
would do everything in their power to
kill the geese which laid golden eggs.
The effect of such a system, of
course, was disastrous to innumerable
exchanges which did not have the capital to promote, buy pictures and then
exploit them.
Many there were who
fell by the wayside.
And I do not hesitate to say that
many independent producers still pursue that policy to a large degree. Attempting to use my most vivid imagination I cannot conceive why they cannot be satisfied with a legitimate profit
on their investment, and help the general independent ranks reach that day

will

a class of pictures for their production program that will be in
keeping with the wants and demands of the exchanges?

zations.

Will the independents continue
grow to where they will domi-

When, oh when,

our short-sighted producers quit making three or four times as many films
along a certain subject than the market
can consume?
Why cannot they consistently select

systematic of the national organi-

to

into

They actually slammed the door in
the face of opportunity.
Another one of our great weaknesses in the independent ranks is the
tures.

WOULD

or

litigation.

in anybody's mind
that the class of features being offered
the exhibitors by the independents today are vastly superior than ever before.

We

have finally got away from reand poor prints. The producers
have learned that we are dodging the

issues

indifferent class of production.

HE

pictures we are handing the exhibitor today are superlative features, in a class with some of the very
1

'J

best in the national ranks.
They are
well directed, and unusually carry as
well balanced a cast as the biggest films
in the industry at large.
And on top

!
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we

are able to offer the exhibitor the great, unquestionable induceof that

ment

—

'J

a fairer price.

Our

operating expenses are less than
any other class of distribution, through
which arrangement we can afford to
sell and do sell our product for less
money.
In addition to that we have no "home
office" in

away

New York

seaport, to

or

which

some other far

complaints
have to be referred for adjustments.
This fact has materially helped place
us in a position which no national distributor can take away from us for a
long time to come never, in fact, until they permit their local managers to
use their own discretion in settling all
all

—

claims.

We

are also blessed with the "local
color" advantage. The exhibitors know
us as their townsmen. They know that
we are here in business to assist with
the same common problem at heart
the unselfish desire to please the public

—

and make money by doing so.
The)' know we now have the proper
kind of product. They know that they
can depend upon us not only in the
regular routine of business but in all
kinds of emergency.
And they know when they deal with
us that the signing on the dotted line
does not close the transaction on our
books, for in our way of dealing that
is just the beginning of a co-operative
service on our part to help the exhibitor put over his pictures in a way that
will

make him

as

much money

as pos-

sible.

Which

brings to mind that the comseason, from the
Southern and
Southwestern viewpoint, is certainly
one that promises great optimism.

ing

HERE are theatres in Texas being
opened now that have been closed
for many years.
Others which have
been following the custom of running
only two or three days a week have now
1

prospect
and Winter
^ HE
business are wonderful indeed. Our
for

Fall

cotton and corn crops have been remarkable in fact, the best we have had
for many years. The quantity is above
the usual average on both crops, and the
quality is far superior to anything we
have had in a decade. This last qualification is explained by the fact that
rains have been very few but very opportune.
There is therefore a feeling of great
prosperity throughout
the
state
of
Texas, which is naturally reflected by a
larger attendance of the theatres.
The price of general commodities of
the South is also much higher, and all*
classes of people are benefiting accord-

—

ingly.

They
actually

are paying up their debts and
Naturally
getting
ahead.

happy over this new situacreditors and debtors alike.
tion
This contented feeling, as you may
everyone

—

is

accordingly radiates throughout
fortunately
all lines of business, and
even includes the small town exhibitor
call

it,

as well as the

key

city

showmen.

In the scenes below you see the
main reasons advanced by Mr. Pel-

for the great feeling of optimism throughout the Southwest.
The corn and cotton crops this year
have indirectly re-opened many
theatres and extended the runs of
many others. It sounds like additional proof that the soil not only
feeds and clothes, but actually en•
tertains us.
lerin

entered the class of

day

institutions.

'one of

good

full fledged seven
Nearly every single

them are making

consistently

profits.

This condition of affairs
to create a greater

is

bound

demand

for better
an increased amount

pictures and mean
of business for all exchanges.
Let the independent producer heed
this well

am

convinced that this condition
improve, and will continue
throughout the winter and spring
months.
I

will steadily

If it does, next summer will find the
exhibitors of this section in a much better financial condition then they have
been in the history of the film business.

The exchanges that are being conducted wisely will move to the top
ranks.

The producers who show any form
of co-operative foresight will dominate
their field.

Naturally, the independent distributor in this section is already sharing in
the prosperity. By that I mean to say
that they are already on a sound' financial basis

and known

to be thoroughly

reliable.

And although the exhibitors have
been slow in recognizing this fact they
have come finally to understand, and
are according us remarkable fair treat-

—

ment patronizing us to as
in some cases even greater,

great,

and

degree
than they do any of the National organizations.

a

:
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Makes His Customers
Here's a Buffalo

Showman Who

Atmosphere Than

Just
More

Believes

in Bally hoos

One Big Family
in Smiles

and Reserved Seats

NOTHER

L. SKINNER, manager
ARTHUR
of the Victoria
one of

important thing in keeping his patrons "at home," is the
booking of all meritorious pictures and
the policy of constantly assuring his audiences that they'll be shown at the
Victoria soon after their runs at the
downtown theatres. Hundreds of fans
have learned to wait until the film is
shown at the "Vic." instead of going

theatre,

the largest as well as finest com-

munity motion picture houses

in Bufnever worries about business.
The only ones who worry now are
his patrons and that worry is whether
they will be able to get inside the Victoria any night in the week.
falo,

And
into a
self

down town.

this proposition of getting folks

community theatre

resolves

In discussing reserved seats in mopicture houses,
Skinner says
"Reserved seats are not consistently
practical at this time for the reason
that persons using these seats are apt
to leave them at any time during the
performance and the box office has no
check on the seats when vacant.
"This would leave the theatre without additional revenue on the seats for
the next performance.
It could be arranged by installing a "check out" system, but even that would not be reliable
and would cause considerable dissatis-

it-

into just one thing, according to

tion

Mr. Skinner.

To make
be

a theatre a success,

made "homelike."

Along

it

must

this line,

Mr. Skinner has spent much time in
building into the Victoria an atmosphere that lends the same feeling one
gets when he sinks down in an easy
chair in front of the fireplace at home.
He has insisted that the other employes of the Victoria do all in their
power to instill in the minds of his
"customers," that each and everyone is
member of the big Victoria family.
The Victoria has been opened several
years and now it seems as though each
patron knows every other one in the
a

Everyone who enters the
"Vic" always gets a cordial greeting

audience.

and smiles.
Nothing is more harmful

to box office
receipts than a lot of grouches about a
theatre.
"Insist on surrounding yourself with young men and women who
can smile," is the advice of Skinner after seeing the idea work itself out in

cold figures.

JN

building up this family atmosphere
the Victoria, Mr. Skinner has
done several things. He has always been
ready and anxious to co-operate with
organizations
in
the
community
churches, lodges and schools in putting
on special shows, benefits or otherwise.
He has set aside certain nights for
these community occasions. One of his
"best bets" is "lodge night," when
members of different orders attend en
masse and bring in many new patrons.
at

These folks never fail to sell many
additional tickets for their own special
evening of entertainment.
There is a big high school in the Victoria territory and on many occasions
he has booked special educational films
for matinee shows for the pupils. The
school children get out and sell tickets
and continually make such events huge
successes.
Recently a community newspaper was
started in the Victoria neighborhood.
Today it looks like a Victoria publication for there are "Vic" sales talks all
through

And

it.

Skinner sees that this publication goes to every Victoria patron.

and Homelike

ARTHUR
Manager

of

L.

SKINNER

Victoria Theatre,

Buffalo

TN

co-operation with this newspaper
he has held many contests which
have aroused deep rooted interest. For
instance he recently put on a contest
in which folks were asked to guess
the names of a dozen or so movie stars
shown in tke theatre's ad. To the lucky
ones went money prizes and season
passes.

The arrangement of the stars had
much to do with deciding the winner
and there were a number of elaborate
designs sent

in.

Whenever

there is a big production
scheduled, Skinner goes out and enlists the aid of every merchant near the
house in turning over part of his window to a special display. He assumes
the role of his own exploitation man
and suggest several schemes for tie-ups
on every possible kind of merchandise.
He has his own theatre artist design
special

backgrounds

and

attractive

He

has worked out innumerable co-operative schemes of this nature and has taught all the merchants
that their own business profits through
the stunt he suggests.

posters.

Recently in carrying out the idea of
the Victoria an institution,
Skinner aided a young woman in his

making

to get votes who was a candidate for the trip to France with other
chosen women from all over the country.
He ran her photo as a slide and
urged patrons to help "their own." All
because it was just a part of his scheme
of things
the Victoria
Community
Center.

community

—

faction among the regular patrons.
"Especially would this be true in
neighborhood houses where folks come
for every change of program.
Then
again if a person purchases a reserved
seat and has seen the picture elsewhere,
he or she naturally expects to have
their

money refunded which would

re-

confusion in the box office and
dissatisfaction
to
the
person who
bought the ticket."
sult in

^ND

this

showman, who

in the past,

has put over exploitation
stunts
without number, now sees the passing
of the street ballyhoo which he declares
has been murdered, hashed and thrown
at the people so long that it now fails to
attract.

"The most effective way to put on a
picture nowadays," he says, "is to arrange a neat and inexpensive prologue
a w eek in advance of the play date and
give your patrons some idea of what
r

their

program

will consist.

"This will attract more attention than
all the street hokum an exhibitor can
put out. It also adds to your present
program and keeps your trade when

you want

it."

In a general way, however, he believes that the time is very near when
the motion picture industry will hit a
This
stride never before conceived.
stride, one struck, he thinks will be
one of the greatest factors to date in
the education of the American people
In the meantime he goes on making
the Victoria a stronger institution, his
"customers" a bigger family, and his
goal one of praise for the pictures.
His secret of success, he admits, is
"the homelike atmosphere and smiles."

—

—
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WE

desire to introduce this week Master Jackie
Coogan, attired in his role of Crown Prince Otto in
Mary Roberts Rinehart's "Long Live the King."
This production, which we are assured will be a lavish one,
is the first under the Metro contract.
Conceding it is a lavish picture it ought also to be a good
one. In the first place there's the author, and she's a regular one then there are Schertzinger, the director C. Gardner Sullivan, the adapter; Eve Unsell, the scenarist, and
Frank Good and Robert Martin, the photographers.
After all, Jackie may be a crown prince or he may roll
in all kinds of screen wealth and position in the different
roles he is called upon to play, but in public affection he
will remain for many years just the Kid.
;

;

W. H.
made

JT

Clune and under the direction of Donald Crisp he
"Ramona" and "Eyes of the W orld."

for the screen

know that of these two subjects
was recorded from each of them through
Southern California to put them in the profit-

will be of interest to

sufficient profit

showings in
recorded class.
More than that, in the case of "The Birth of a Nation,"
the run of the production at the Auditorium yielded to its
producers a profit over the entire cost of the picture.
That cost was high, for those days even if it would not
be for these, but it was not so low at that.
Nevertheless
the velvet from the Auditorium run of twenty-nine weeks
exceeded the capitalization of the original producing company.

J^OUIS

B.

MAYER,

way back

after a

week

in

New

York,

is

on

his

As we remarked in this departmonths ago Mr. Mayer is a New Eng-

to the coast.

ment a couple of
lander, a Bostonian.

Nothing more natural than that when a man is so near
Boston he should jump over to that town from New York.
Mr. Mayer did that, but something in his native climate got
to him and laid him up.
When his temperature reached
104 he thought it high time to get back to New York
and he did.
Mr. Mayer is a believer in periodical trips to New York.
"It is necessary to get the atmosphere," he said.
"I mean
to learn by personal contact and conversation just what the

situation

is

in a business

Mr. Brown has been in New York for the past month in
connection with his work in natural color, on which he has
devoted his last six years, and which he declares has been
eminently successful.
"^7"

HAT

a singular business this motion picture industry

Here a few months ago
one way and another
Charles Brabin found himself with a picture on his hands
and with no buyer manifesting any enthusiasm about it
is,

!

not to Mr. Brabin.

The producer gave a trade showing and invited in the
business paper representative. They raved about "Driven."
It was not so long afterward that Universal took over the
picture.

way.

it would be an excellent idea if
exhibiwould go to Los Angeles and absorb some of the atmosphere in which the producers work. Out there they
would learn for themselves that the cost

"I think also

tors

of negative has doubled."

long and favorable exjyj R. BRABIN, in spite of his
perience as a director, began to assume a new importance.
He was engaged by Goldwyn and assigned to "Sjx
Days." That picture was a hit, too. Now
comes the big job. Goldwyn has assigned

Mr. Brabin
R. Mayer remarked that the "bigjyj
ger and better" were here.
"Let's
see what they do with them," he said.

On

same train leaving for the coast
were Fred Hahn, manager for Haskins
& Sells; Percy Hillburn, cameraman;
Robert Frazer, leading man, and Mrs.
Frazer;
Martin Bendheim, of Mr.
Mayer's staff
Eddie Smith, business
manager for Erlanger on the coast, and
Joe Dannenberg, editor of Film Daily.
the

;

was a genuine pleasure this last week
Lloyd Brown, the man who
in the Los Angeles Auditorium staged
the premiere of "The Birth of a Nation,"
and did it, too, in a manner befitting the

JT

to greet

Which is
of the subject.
saying enough in praise of any one man

importance
at

any one time.
However, we won't stop

Brown

is

there.

Mr.

one of the best as he also was

one of the first of the picture showmen.
He was one of the first because for many
years prior to the initial big pictures
like Pathe's "Les Miserables,"
for instance, which he staged in spectacular

—

form down in San Diego Mr. Brown
was a showman on the legitimate stage.
He knows "show business," for he was
raised in

—

it.

Also Mr.
in

Brown

other vears.

has produced pictures
In association with

make "Ben Hur," an

to

opportunity on which a hundred directors have had their weather eye sharply
inclined.
If it is a singular business it also is a
The man who today
great business.
walks quietly along the street without
any turning out of the guard finds himself on the morrow with enthusiastic
right hands coining to him from every
direction.
But he is the same man he
was the day before.

'JH-fAT

was

a

characteristic speech
at the close

made by Charles Chaplin

of the premiere of "A Woman of
Paris."
"I hope you don't take me too seriously," said Mr. Chaplin from the stage
after the hearty applause had subsided.
"If you do it is going to be rather hard
I don't want to
for my next comedy.
give up that work.

"You know I rather think," he continued with a twinkle in his eyes, "after
seeing this picture I want to keep on
making comedies.
"Of course, I don't feel after your
reception that I am obliged to apologize
for it. But it's done, and that's all there
is to it.
In making it we were just trying to portray sincere feeling without
acting."
BLAIS.

;
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Dream
WITH
comes
the

Figures

frankness Richard A. Rowland
forward with a statement of conditions on

characteristic

He

coast as he sees them.

false opinion

among producers and

declares there is a
directors there as to

amount of business their pictures do.
Mr. Rowland says he has been told of sums of money
that from a practical standpoint he knows are out of the
the

The danger, as we see
of super-productions.

it,

is

not so

The

question.

these inflated figures, the general manager of First
National says, or perhaps the influence of them, which
tend materially to increase the costs of productions by
reason of the false premises.
It

that has direct interest for the exhibitor, inasmuch as costs
are reflected in rentals.
When to the production costs there is added the expense
of prints and of exploitation and advertising and of distribution the negative outlay is pretty nearly doubled.
In
other words a picture costing $100,000, say, must gross
better than $200,000 to yield any particular profit to the
producer.

is

One

of the more striking of the remarks of the recent
visitor at the coast is to the effect, that unless distributors
and producers get together and seek the truth regarding
the possibilities of returns on pictures, sooner or later
directors and the two other divisions mentioned will be
liable to be sitting down with the sheriff trying to figure
out what happened.

Quite properly Mr. Rowland remarks that intelligent
enlightenment is very essential, and then he proceeds so
far as he is able to contribute his views of the situation.
In the course of his talk the First National executive
reiterates a statement he made in an article printed recently
in Exhibitors Trade Review, to the effect that one of
the causes of the inflated cost of production on the west
coast is the centralizing of picturemaking at that point.

much

in the

number

peril is in the making of highly expensive pictures
contain an inadequate story inadequate to its surroundings. In other words, don't plan a great estate with
a cottage instead of a mansion in the centre of it.

—

that

The expensive production with
care of

itself, if

a great theme will take
given an ordinary chance.

The expensive production
not got a chance under any
What always does have a
expensive production with a

lacking a great theme
circumstances.

remarkable chance

is

has

the in-

great theme.

Foreign Studios Quiet
a three months' tour
AFTER
again
back
desk.

Europe, Carl Laemmle
president of Universal is a close student of matters European, and
he has been for many years. In fact, it may be said he
has acquired the distinction of being classified as an expert
is

at his

in

The

in that field.

account of this grouping of the studios in the neighborhood of Los Angeles producers lose the advantage of the
large supply of human dramatic material available in New
York. In other words, a larger production in the east not
only would equalize salaries by reason of lessening the
abnormal demand in one of the two centres but also would
permit greater variety in casting roles.

During the present summer Mr. Laemmle has made an
extensive examination of conditions in France, Germany
and Italy. He has extended his researches out beyond the
production centres, reaching into outlying sections and the
smaller theatres.

Mr. Rowland divides production into three classes those
from $75,000 to $100,000; the high class photoplay
which forms the supply for the leading theatres and which
may be expected to gross between $300,000 and $400,000
and the super-production which may pass the million mark.
One of the evils indicated by Mr. Rowland is the con-

now

version of a production logically falling in the first or second class into one of the third dimension in other words,
spending on a picture more money than its story value will

picture men.

On

:

costing

—

justify.
It is noted that in the statement there is agreement with
other comments recently heard that the cost of production
has increased 25 per cent, during the past year.
repeat
this figure because of the tendency in some quarters to
put forward an estimate much above that percentage.

We

Among the more noteworthy of the comments on Mr.
Rowland's statement are those of Arthur S Kane, who
1

.

points out that a high gross does not necessarily follow a
picture that costs a lot of money.

Conceding that the requirements are for high cost productions, Mr. Kane ventures the assertion that except in
the case of three or four of the more prominent stars the
greatest gamble in the motion picture business today is the
production of subjects that cost much more than $200,000
or much less than $100,000.

From

these conclusions Mr. Kane draws the suggestion,
somewhere between the two sums named there would
seem to be found the ideal production cost.

that

In considering production costs
in

mind

that the stated figure

is

always is well to bear
only a part of the sum

it

During
a

his stay abroad the Universal chief has prepared
of articles on the situation in Germany, which
are appearing in the Hearst newspapers.

series

In Italy aside from such activity as may have been contributed by American film companies there was little doing
in a

production way.

French

Germany

One

picturemaking is greatly slowed up, and in
the exchange situation has crippled the motion

factor of deterrent influence aside

from

that of ex-

change which has worked against foreign production has
been the unsettled political condition. Another is the failure
of foreign companies to produce subjects which are able
On
to break down the barriers in the United States.
account of their inability as a general rule to strike the
chord of popular approval in this country the European
makers are confined to the small home market.
In France, Mr. Laemmle reports, American pictures
are found everywhere in spite of the uphill figfht that was
necessary on the part of their distributors. He estimates
that pictures from this side of the water constitute more
than 50 per cent., of those being shown in that country.

In the merry go round of time, if we may be permitted
In the early days of
the expression, conditions change.
the screen in this country we looked to France for our best
dramatic subjects. That country was the first to employ
the better known stage artists as it also was the first to
give serious attention to the matter of interiors.
It was not long before the pioneers over here saw the
The successors have been
difference and profited by it.
and with
striving ever since to continue the improvement
large success.

—
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Reviving the Old Triumvirate Principle
Exemplified in the Conduct of Preferred Pictures by Three

Men, Each a
such a thing as an ideal
in the contro'Ung personnel of a motion picture organithere

is

IFcombination

would seem to reside
group of three which directs the
zation

it

in

the

affairs

of Preferred Pictures.

Al Lichtman is a distributor from the
ground up. He began at the bottom
even if at the time he may have been
the distribution head with Famous
Players when that giant was an infant,
and with that company attained stature,
increasing in knowledge and experience
in the ways of the film world.
Ben Schulberg on his corner of the
triangle has feen trained in the same
school from which his present partner
was graduated but on the side of production rather than on that of direct
exhibitor contact. He has been through
the intermediate stages between writing a script and supervising the work
of a director.

Jack Bachmann

a university gradother accomplishments has specialized in that science
which is expressed in figures, and for
the last five years has given his attention almost exclusively to the problems
of production and distribution of mo-

uate

is

who among

tion pictures.

There

is

the team

— compact,

cohe-

sive.
It

new

was a year and a half ago
triumvirate working on an

principle

—the

principle

—

of

this

old

mutuality

and co-operation began the business of
producing and distributing pictures under the brand name of Preferred.
A S an answer to any question as to
whether they started well and wisely it may be remarked that up to the
present their first production has been

booked in over five thousand theatres.
That statement, it will he agreed,
makes no sound resembling the work of
others than those

who know

their busi-

ness.

these gradually to build a producing organization that would bring to exhibitors the type of productions that would
be consistent with conditions in the
trade and putting behind their efforts
all of the skill and knowledge they had
assimilated in other years.
In matters of distribution the com-

pany became affiliated with foremost independent exchfngemen, with concerns

JN

among

thea-

productions, each director was
given a definite inlerest in the sucs
cess of his o\vn subject, creating at

Dominion

one stroke the highest possible incentive for

As

to

tracted

economy and efficiency.
players the company has confor the

services

four

of

of

youth and unusual promise where their
ability already has not been demonstrated in Preferred Pictures.
These players are Kenneth Harlan,
Ethel Shannon, Clara *Bow and Gaston
Glass.

—

known adapters Olga Printzlau,
Eve Unsell and Waldemar Young.
The directors, who are steadily at

best

work,

are

Gasnier,

Schertzinger

and

Forman.
In the fifteen months in which the
company has been in business thirteen
pictures have been produced, among the
foremost of which are "The Virginian"

and "Maytime."
In addition Preferred owns for coming production the screen rights to sixteen plays and novels by well-known
authors and playwrights.
The company has established connections for its distribution in every
civilized country in the world.
In Los Angeles the producing organization has been rated by heads of competing companies as one of the most
efficient in the film colony.
One of the aims of the distribution
department has been to stabilize the in-

dependent market.

HAT
^ ward

Preferred has done
that end there

Through bringing

is

much

to-

no question.

that division of
the industry a steady supply of quality
product the company has contributed in
large measure to establishing the present confidence on the part of exhibitors in the independent market.
It is true today which not so long
ago it was not true that the exhibitor
makes practically no distinction in
choosing his product he goes to independent and national exchanges in apto

—

"As a

spirit.

result of the opinion

formed

by exhibitors from contact with our
first eight pictures," said Mr. Lichtman,
president of Preferred, in the
course of a talk last Week, "we have
received more than a million dollars in
contracts from exhibitors.
"This money has been contracted for
the

which we will release during the coming year, which
leads us to believe we have made real
on the

PREFERRED

has paid especial attention to the exploitation requirements of its product, a publicity and
service department having been established under the direction of Jerome
Mr. Beatty has effected some
Beatty.
remarkable tie-ups that in their results
have been greatly appreciated by exhibitors.

The company

Preparing scripts are three of the

proximately the same

The primary aim of the three men
was to lay broad foundations and on

bearing the highest repute
tre owners.

Specialist in His

fifteen subjects

progress in establishing among exhibitors confidence in our ability to meet
their increasingly high requirements.
"In fact, I may say that many exhibitors have stated to us that thev consider
the titles of the subjects listed for this
season fully the equal of the best."

engaged

in

considerable national advertising of
productions.

its

has

also

"We

aim constantly to improve the
of the producing department so
tliat Preferred may be known as among
the most consistent pictures of high
quality on the market," said Mr. Schulberg, who arrived in New York from
the coast on Monday.
"In distribution we are continually
endeavoring to perfect our system of

work

operation with independent exchanges
so our product may be marketed to the
exhibitor at the powest possible price in
proportion to its cost."
Among the most successful of the
earlier pictures have been "Rich Men's
Wives," "Poor Men's Wives" and
"Shadows." "Mothers-in-Law" is prov-

ing a strong audience picture, with a
pronounced pull at the box office.

r\F

the newer output "The Virginian"
has been shown to exhibitors on the
west coast, the first offer being for a
run in the Criterion in Los Angeles at a

large sum.

"The Broken Wing" open«

at

the

New York
Mr.

Rialto, October 7.
Lichtman states that practically

every circuit of note has contracted for
preferred.
Asked as

to

how exhibitors were
new season's output

responding to the
the president
tracts

of

Preferred

were coming

in

at

said conthe rate of

$100,000 a week, the top notch having
been touched two weeks before with
$220,000 in six days.

"We

believe in big pictures," said Mr.
in concluding the conversation, "but big pictures made for picture
theatres.
"It is our effort to make big pictures
at a cost that will allow us to give them
to the exhibitor first, and the better to

Lichtman

achieve that end to take every precaueliminating
tion in the direction of
waste.
"We are proud of the fact that we
can make good pictures at a moderate
cost
"There may be those who might
think it good business to exaggerate a
bit when discussing the cost of a picture, but we have found occasion for
the contrary."
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ARTHUR

S.

BECAUSE

Leaders All

KANE

he was one of the first to glimpse the future of the
screen as an entertainer of the great public and consequently
its opportunities Tor advancement
he began at the bottom and
absorbed the knowledge that in the film business comes most
surely through contact as exhibitor with the public and as
exchangeman with the exhibitor throughout his career he has
brought to his associates high character as well as marked ability.
;

;
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Opening Ten-Cent Picture Theatre on $159
Arthur

S.

Kane

How

Tells

& Talbot in One Year Saiv That

Crawford

Investment Grow to $1,000 Profits Weekly
in with Arthur S. Kane at
LET'S
his office in Forty-fifth street and

In 1905, efter attending Baker University, Baldwin, Kan., and Washington

listen to a story of sixteen

College, Topeka, Mr. Kane went to
work on the State Journal in Topeka,

sit

ago.

years

a tale of St. Louis, but

It is

it

might well have been any other city.
The president of Associated Exhibitors told of the beginnings of the Ly-

ceum theatre, when Messrs. Crawford
and Talbot invested $159 in the property and opened a picture house.
Of course that sum was not the total
amount of money that was involved,
but it did represent the full cash expenditure at the beginning.
Then the

house had to make its own way.
It was probably the first motion picture theatre in the country
which
charged as much as ten cents admission.

But

it is

worth noting that before the

house had been in operation a year the
partners were dividing a thousand dollars a week.

an evening paper, as reporter.

The three years referred to were
spent in Kansas City, the greater part
Then
as sporting editor of the Times.
came the urge to take a partner for
life, and with it the desire for a job
on an evening newspaper.
Mr. Kane returned to Topeka as. a
writer for the Star, where he remained
from 1897 to 1900, and following that
he was for two years city editor of
the Capitol.

In 1902 Mr. Kane became the manager of two legitimate theatres in
Topeka, which positions he held for five
years.

1907 the motion picture outlook
was so strongly impressed on Mr.

J£Y

Kane's imagination that he believed the

HEN

just in case that is not enough
for a starter here's another.
theatre was built in St. Louis costing well
into five figures
perhaps $40,000.

'J

A

—

The exchange which

at the time controlled the film supply for the territory

also owned
structure.

a theatre

near

the

new

When
about

the new-comers began to talk
service the exchangeman was

A

dubious.
three-days' supply of pictures was costing on an average of $10
a reel, and the distributor didn't see
how he could supply the new house
without pinching his own.
Nevertheless the exchangeman was
willing to consider the difficulty in
which the builder found himself. He
could supply film to the new house for
$25 a reel for three days provided also
he was given a 25 per cent interest in
the new theatre.
Careful consideration was given to
The
the proposal.
It was accepted.
only reservation made was that while
the exchangeman would be paid cash
for his films the unexpected partner
would be asked to take his share of
the profits from the box office receipts,
the interest to be paid for out of them.
The property developed into one of
the most valuable in the city.

time was coming

when

overshadow the

stage.

an unusual background,
JT
scholastic and business, that Arthur
S. Kane brought with him into the film
business when he entered the exchange
of O. T. Crawford in 1907.

would

—

pany.
In

1

9 10 the General Film

Company

was formed and Mr. Kane was offered
and accepted the position of district
manager for the territory covered by
exchanges

the

in

Seattle,

Spokane and Butte.
Mr. Kane remained with

Portland,

this organi-

through
various
advancing
stages until in February, 191 3, he be-

zation,

came

assistant

Dyer, with

past two years Mr.
president of AssoIn his administraciated Exhibitors.
tion of the affairs of that company its
president has followed the policy that
has marked his career in other posithe

Kane has been

tions.

He

always has been strong for qualproduct and for a vigorous and
an intensive selling on a basis that is
fair to the three factors most vitally

ity in

concerned, producer, distributor and exhibitor.

He

a believer in the value of ad-

is

and exploitation, and bearing
it may be remarked
company is one of the most con-

to

offices in

Frank

President

New

York.

out this statement
that his

sistent advertisers to exhibitors.

As to the development of exhibitor
advertising Mr. Kane has been a keen
and close observer. In his early days
in a film exchange it was a matter for
ridicule, of boisterous laughter, when
the advertising solicitor for a daily
newspaper displayed sufficient temerity
for
to seek money from exhibitors
printing announcements of motion pictures.

V ET

it

was only four years

later, in

191 1, that Jensen & Von Herberg,
in the northwest, began employing full
page advertisements in the daily newspapers and twenty-four-sheets on the
stands.
To the best of

Mr. Kane's recollecand he is sure it is accurate, it
was this wideawake firm in the northwest which first showed to exhibitors
tion,

the

of letting the public
they had on their screens

advantage

know what

was worth coming to see.
Another change in the attitude of

that

the exhibitor that has been notable has
way he looks upon the

been in the

N

1914 there came an opportunity
assume the general managership
of Eclectic Film Company, with twentyone exchanges throughout the country.
That was the nucleus of the present
Pathe Exchange, Inc.

T

to

was

this

company which

distrib-

great
the
Miserables,"
"Les
uted
Pathe production.
Following three months with the
World Film Mr. Kane opened in 1916
the

Pacific

coast offices for Artcraft.

remained with this company and
with Paramount until August I, 191 7.
when he became general manager of

Born in Iowa, the lad's family moved
Topeka when he was eight years old.
With one exception lasting three years_

He

he remained in that city for twentyseven years.

Select.

to

the screen

Accordingly he entered the exchange
of O. T. Crawford in St. Louis, who at
the time was operating five branches
in the city named, in Louisville, New
Orleans, El Paso and Houston.
Also there was under the control of
the same concern twelve motion picture theatres and a producing business,
which turned out a dozen small subjects, which branch was known as the
O. T. Crawford Manufacturing Com-

It

was

T)URING

vertising

i

1

and in six months the company was well
on its way. Then due to differences
of opinion on policy Mr. Kane resigned.
From 1920 to July 1, 1923, he was eastern representative of Charles Ray.

In June,

191 9, he

started

Realart,

scenic or educational film.
In the times when three reels was a
"show" it was the custom to hold a
subject that fell within these categories
until there came along some rarely
funny comedy, something like Pathe's

"The Runaway Horse," which
recalled
dentally

by

all

was

will be

old-timers, and also incithe work of Louis Gas-

nier.

Mr. Kane's advancement to high executive position has been the result of
no luck. It is the recognition on the
part of important companies of his
sterling qualities, of his training and his
likable
character, and his all-around
personality.
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Who

Sirens

Fascinate*

Silver Sheet Fans
^IRECTLY

above you

see

Lenore

Ulric,

finished her first starring vehicle for
Ulric's

personality

is

a

distinctive

Her

the siren viewpoint.

and breathe with her as she
as you like it.
She makes

live

modern
ideal

foil.

As

proof

promises to be one

of
of

screen

portrayals are

that,

is

but

recently

asset,
virile.

herself.

especially

we draw your

attention

"Classics

from

Her characters
Her vampishness

either an ideal heroine

foremost

the

who

Warner Brothers. Miss

of

the

to

or an

what

Screen,"

David Belasco's "Tiger Rose."

N

the upper right hand corner is none other than Marie Prevost.
another siren who scintillates in the Warner Brothers fold of
celebrities.
With the drooping cigarette, we feel that Marie cou d
get across the 'gimme' spirit with almost anyone.
She has eyes
that torment you as you study them.
Her shoulders, like the
dangling little coffin nail, droop with a coax and an urge for you
In accomplishto take her dare.
Needless to say. we take it.
ments, Marie has been taking the film world by storm with

J

repeated successes of

^ LONGSIDE
sirenship

is

in

revealed
her

late.

Hope Hampton, who teaches us screen
"The Gold Diggers," the
effort,

latest

Warner Brothers'

success which has taken practically all the key
by storm. Hope, as you see her here is truly symbolic of
that wonderful little song phrase, "Dig a little deeper, dig a little
If it weren't
deeper " .... and we surely are willing to dig.
for the fact that the photographic copy must always carry some
scenic beauty, this photo of Hope's would certainly have been
cities

an excsllent prospect

for

our frontispiece.

October
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Old J2idy^^storSqys

TO DICK

ROWLAND
J) EAR DICK: You've
started something.

D

It

seems everyone west of

Hollywood agrees with you on the dreaminess
of modern gross figures of the various producers, but I notice that you had to warn them
of the sheriff to get them to commit themselves.
You've
hit the nail squarely on the head, Dick.
With a "business"
smash.

and

high time the producers follow your formula

It's

is a "game" no longer.
Kliegs and the Cooper-Hewitts, Dick, that

realize that this

It's the

make

'em dream and talk in figures mythical. I know, for once
I almost fell under the fascinating spell myself.
While you're on the subject, however, why not sponsor
some such association of distributors as the "Common
Sense Club," which would be powerful enough to forever
wipe out the "dope evil of gross ideas?"

Old Lady Astor.

TO ARTHUR
CAPPER
EAR SENATOR:

It

was very joyful to
hear that you had wired
the M. P. T. O. boys of Kansas that you were
in hearty sympathy with the exhibitor movement to bring about the repeal of the admission tax.
But, dear Senator, are we to assume by that
you are really going to fight for us? Are you going to
champion the cause and join the front row at the zero hour?
Or are you just going to remain in hearty sympathy.
We believe you are the fighting kind. And certainly
you have every incentive. Just look what those boys are
doing for the needy wheat producers.
You know what that means, Senator, when motion picture exhibitors actually donate a cool fifteen thousand to
a seed pool.
It means there is orIt means co-operative support.

ganization within the ranks behind you.

Old Lady Astor.

TO SAM ROTHAFEL

ROXIE

or may not know that I am an
in" every Sunday evening to your
radio program from the Capitol theatre.
Last Sunday I just leaned back in my easy chair, put
out the lights and traveled with you all through the South.

JTJEAR

ardent

And when you

"That's that, good night"
you were away ahead of us.
It seems to me that your radio eloquence would considerably strengthen the campaign against the admission
Old Lady Astor.
tax.
so quiet like,

suddenly

I

said,

realized that

I

Well, I see you have the date all set
for tearing down the old Putnam building on Times
Square. And that next February will mark the beginning
of the Gay White monument for Paramount.
Mighty fine, Adolph, but I am hoping that your remark:

able foresightedness, dating back over two years on this
project, included the careful abstinence from any "Heintz'
57" atmosphere of electric signs concealing the monument.

The announcements
will

stories

Square."

am

having the time of my' life these
I simply couldn't
days dodging Old Dame Rumor.
evade her whispers that you have been breaking bread with
over the subject of Romeo Valentino.
J. D. Williams
Not
I am certainly hoping that Old Dame is wrong.
that Rudy couldn't do the part justice, but I cannot visualize the necessity of Norma depending upon the amorous
ability and the drawing-power possibility of Val for the
Shakespearian Classic.
:

TQEAR ADOLPH

cent

TO JOE SCHENCK
J^EAR JOE

TO ADOLPH ZUKOR

You may

:

"listener

•

am

I

"twenty-two magnifipresent structures in Times
hoping that they will dwarf them with
state that the

dwarf

all

motion picture dignity.
Remember, Adolph, I will

real

then

your next door
Old Lady Astor.

be

neighbor.

TO CHARLES BRABIN
TJEAR CHARLES: Well, I see you have

Speaking of rumors, who in the world is
starting the weird ones going 'round about your withdrawal from the film firmament ? They surely are the busy-

been tagged
by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan as the honor pupil of the
directorial class and told to "Do Ben Hur."
A whole opportunity arm}'
That's real glory, Charles.
knocking at your door.
And somewhere out on the deep Atlantic blue, I'll wager
you are at this moment conceiving the master touches
which will forever withstand the weathering of "stupendous" comparisons.
We look forward to your bringing back a "Ben Hur" of
Americanism, Charles
An achievement which will uplift

bodies de luxe.

the

As

Juliet,

would defy

she could

make

a

Let her do

history.

new
it.

screen

Romeo who

Old Lady Astor.

TO WILL HAYS
"TJEAR WILL:

the political harness as chief of the Coolidge campaign.
Please see that the muffler is applied to these press
stories, Will, for we are proud of the fact you are with
us and still prouder that you are going to stick to us.
Old Lady Astor.

TO TOM TERRISS

TWAR TOM:

see where you have returned from
Egypt and other parts where they still sell cocktails
and all women are beautiful.
for a dime, ten cents
Just what do you mean by that last?

TO COL. JASPER BRADY

EAR COLONEL:

where you and all the
going to spend the
evening of November 1 with me in social gathering. With
you in charge of the committee of arrangements it looks
like it's going to be "a tremendously big night."
Old Lady Astor.

D

King Tut bugs.
Understand you have a real picture with you. Let's
have it. But why the news that you are planning a hurry
Oh, well, cherio,
away again
this time to Sunny Spain.
Old Lady Astor.
if you must be a pond commuter.

Well,

Metro and Loew boys and

I

Your return brings gladness to our hearts, Tom, for
we all thought perhaps you had been stung by one of those

Old Lady Astor.

American cinema.

One had it that you were going to succeed Ambassador
Harvey. One that you were to drop films and again don

TO

S. S.

I

see

girls are

SEADLER

SEAD: After
grand
D EAR
Culver
and Hollywood may have
all,

City

isn't

it

to get back?
their allurements,

you agree with me that they have nothing on
Times Square.
I'll wager you and Mrs. Seadler had a grand time, but
I'll also wager you're more than ever desirous of showing
Chief Dietz that the trip was just as beneficial to GoldwynCosmopolitan as it was to the Seadlers.
Old Ladv Astor.

but
li'l

I believe

ol'
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Columbus Day
Means
Pathe

Week

"pHE

voyage of Columbus during
which he accidently discovered the

New World was not exactly a joy ride.
Every inctdeni of this momentous journey
is
faithfully reproduced
by Pathe in
"Columbus," the first of "The Chronicles
of America" series which they are producing, and which has been sponsored
Yale University.
At the right we
our benefactor Columbus registering
his joy and thankfulness at the sight of
land on the morning of Octobei 12,
by

see

1492.

And who wouldn't

after

three

tiny

ships

months

of

through

give thanks
navigating three

stormy

uncharted

seas and in the bargain having to pacify

and encourage a crew of superstitious
sailors who thought they were going to
fall off the earth at any moment?

the

left

we

see the skilfully depicted

m:c:, was responsible for
the memorable
voyage of Columbus.
Here we see the King of Spain admiring
trophies brought by Spanish sailors from
India, and the King, greedy for more of
these treasures is coming to the conclusion that possibly a mariner by sailing
westward could reach that treasure laden
land quicker. Christopher Columbus had
incident

been thinking that very thing for a long
and upon hearing that the King

time

same mind, got in touch with
Majesty and subsequently secured
the wnerewithal to prove his contention.
He started out with three ships and a
brave heart for India "out this America
of ours rudely got in his way.
was
His

^ FTER

a long

journey

of

hardships,

"The Chronicles
of America" was written.
At the right
we see Columbus and his none too stout
the first chapter :n

nearted fellow mariners on the shores of

America.

After

consultation
cided

— as

all

the
of

a look around and a
adventurous party deus who know our A B

—

m

America know that the land
Cs here
was not India, but that it looked very
much worth while nevertheless. So they
took possession of

King

it

in the

name

of the

and thereupon planted
their banners.
Pathe has most faithfully
and with the utmost care pictured each
step in this epoch making voyage of
exploration, and those who see this picture
are

of

will
at

Spain

come away

last

personally

feeling

that

acquainted

Christopher Columbus.

they
with

of the

:

October

13,

Associated Pictures Establishes

Itself

Foremost Ranks

of the
ONE
ganizations

fast

of

1

growing production
the motion picture

orin-

dustry is Associated Pictures Corporation,
sponsored by Herbert Lubin, Arthur H.
Sawyer and Marcus Jacobowsky, respectSecretary,
General Manager and
ively
President.

Organized less than a year ago by Sawyer and Lubin, producers of S-L pictures
tor Metro Pictures Corporation, Associated
has rapidly established itself in the foremost ranks of important film organizations.
Following several months of planning on
the part of the three executives mentioned
above, Herbert Lubin is authority for the
statement that Associated will considerably
expand its activities, as per the following:
"In view of the progress made by Associated during the past ten months, we
have decided <to enlarge our producing
In addition to the series of special
scope.

which we are making for Metro
produce a series of four spewe
cial pictures each year starring Barbara
La Marr, whom we have recently placed
under a five year contract.
•"The La Marr pictures will be made under special arrangement with one of the
features

will also

foremost

::
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RAPID STRIDES MADE BY
SAWYER AND LUBIN
in

:

national

distributing

organiza-

tions.
Due to the success of Clarence Badger, director of "Quincy Adams Sawyer,"

and "Potash and Perlmutter," and whose
service we control exclusively, we also contemplate a series of Badger Productions.
"In keeping with the increased scope of
our activities in the field of production,
Arthur H. Sawyer, supervising director of
Associated, has enlarged our headquarters
in Hollywood, and has surrounded himself
with a complete staff of production experts, including Clarence Badger, Barney
Lubin, Charles Hunt and Bert Ennis.
"In connection with our plans for increased production I might add that attention will be given to the matters of exploitation and advertising, and the advent of
Barbara La Marr as a star in her own
right will be heralded by a large campaign."

Herbert Lubin is at present in Chicago,
where the executive offices of Associated
Pictures Corporation are located and will
leave for Hollywood the early part of this
month for the purpose of conferring with
Arthur H. Sawyer in connection with the
production plans outlined above.

Al Lichtman President of Preferred
Issues Notice of Warning

for Cuba are the Cuban Medal Film Company, who also handle 'Rich Men's Wives'
and 'Poor Men's Wives.'
"Carrera y Medina have no rights to the
possession of any prints of 'Shadows' or
any other Preferred Pictures, and any
prints they hold have come into their possession by means unknown to us and without our authority."

Appointed Organist of Eastman
Theatre
Robert Berentsen, President of the Society of Theatre Organists, has been appointed organist of the Eastman Theatre,
Rochester, N. Y. Mr. Berentsen has been
organist of several New York theatres, including the Capitol, Broadway and Academy of Music. John Hammond, first
President of the Society, has been organist
of the

Eastman Theatre

since

it

opened a

year ago. The two organists will have
charge of a course in organ playing for
motion pictures, along well established and
legitimate lines, in connection with the
Eastman School of Music.
Mae Murray, Metro star, enjoys the shade of the
Cyprus after trying moments on location for her
next production "The French Doll"

BANNER MEETING HELD
BY EXHIBITORS
Many Important

Steps Are Taken by

Kansas City Representatives
r

F WO

crammed with

days

business

faced

Kansas exhibitors when they convened for
their semi-annual session in Wichita, Kansas,
September 24 and 25 and at the finish the
results accompanied were gratifying.
It was

voted the banner meeting in every respect.
Not only was this fifth semi-annual convention the largest in point of representatives
present but it marked a new era for the association in many respects.
Of the many important steps taken the
following were the most progressive
It was voted to set aside October 9 as a
day when the gross receipts of Kansas theatres would be voted to the central seed wheat
pool.
The money taken in in this way will
be loaned the stricken wheat producers in the
southwestern part of Kansas to buy seed
and in return a fifth of the wheat crop will
be taken.
Former Governor Henry Allen, in speaking' before
the organization, complimented
the body upon its move, remarking that it
would prove of incalculable value.
The executive board indorsed the proposed
plan of reciprocal insurance and pledged its
support to bring it about.
It was figured
that fifteen to forty percent could be saved

by

method.

this

At Tuesday's

session the ten percent "war
tax" was discussed and a plan was hit upon
whereupon petitions signed will be forwarded
to congressmen not only in the Kansas district but in other states as well.
This petiwill request the repeal of the law requiring the tax.
Personal letters also will
be written to congressmen.
In an attempt to secure faster mail service
the parcel post in place of express will be
used if possible.
request will be made to
the postmaster general in Washington that a
central shipping office be established for the
exchanges in Kansas City.
Such a move
would expedite delivery three-fold for, whereas an exhibitor now, in securing a feature,
a comedy and a news film, must deal with
three deliveries with a centralized shipping
point the three deliveries would be cut down
to only one.
code of ethics was adopted as another
step toward the new era.
At a preliminary
meeting on Sunday it was voted to retain
C. E. "Doc" Cook for another year as business manager of the organization.
R. G.
"Dick" Liggett, of course, is held as president.
The various committees chosen
Resolutions M. B. Shanberg, chairman
Charles Bull, Edward Frazier, Roy Burford
tion

A

A

—

and A. Jackett.

— Stanley
—

Preferred
President
of
Pictures Corporation, has issued the following statement relative to the distribution of pirated prints of "Shadows" now

man Gus Rubaugh and Robert Holmes.
Ways and Means A. F. Baker, chairman
Edward Frazier. M. B. Shanberg, Harry

being shown

AfcClure.

Al

Lichtman,

in

Cuba:

"The film distributing company 'Carrera y Medina,' located in Havana, Cuba,
have published

an

advertisement

in

the

on the
'Civilizacion,'
Preferred Picture 'Shadows,' starring Lon
Chaney under the title 'El Velo de la Conciencia.'
Carrera y Medina claim that
they have exclusive distribution rights in
Cuba on this production.
"This statement is absolutely false. Car-

Cuban

trade

paper,

rera y Medina have no rights whatever for
the distribution of 'Shadows' or any other
Preferred Pictures. The sole distributors

Investigation
:

Chambers,

chair-

—

Taxation and Insurance R. R. Biechele.
chairman Gus Rubaugh, C. L. Hooper, W. H.
Weber, Raymond Gear, James Hirshman,
R. R. Hansen, Roy Burford, Stanley Chambers and R. G. Liggett.
Promotion R.
R.
Biechele.
chairman
C. L. Hooper, R. G. Liggett. Charles Baron.
C. L. Geese, Stanley Chambers and Tom
:

—

Brown.
:

C. E.

;

—

Shanberg,

chair-

G. Liggett.

Committee Charles Smith, chairA. H. Cole and Charles Baron.

Special

man

—

M. B.
Cook and R.

Transportation

man

..

.
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against
exhibitors
competed
each other in a test for the
best methods of drawing the
director's
the
public to
see
work on the screen.
The prize winners were decided upon after a large num-'
ber of exhibits from competing
theatre owners and managers
had been carefully passed upon
by the committee of judges,
which consisted of Epes Winthrop Sargent, L. C. Moen and
Tom Kennedy, Exploitation
editors respectively of Moving

World, Motion Picure

Picture

News and Exhibitors Trade
Review.

At the same time, the committee judged the supplementary contest among Paramount
Exploiteers for the best complete exploitation campaign on
Rib."
"Adam's

awarding

EXPLOITATION CONTEST

pensive

garment

net negligee of

WINNERS

with a dragon

of all.
It
is
black
a
bugle beads, ornamented
design in silver sequins.
It
jet

was worn by Nita Naldi

Three Business Paper Editors Were
Committee of Judges

in

"The Ten Com-

mandments." (Center).
To Harry Watts, Mr. De Mille has sent
a yellow Salome velvet evening gown worn
by Leatrice Joy in "The Ten Commandments."
Upper left)
Mr. Chamberlain's prize, which also was
worn by Leatrice Joy in "The Ten Commandments," is a black velvet street dress. (Upper

WE.

ELLISON, JR., Rialto Theatre,
Harry Watts, Strand
Loveland, Colo.
Boyd Chamberlain,
Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
George
Victoria Theatre, Shamokin, Pa.
Rea, Colonial Theatre, Washington Court
House, O. O. K. Reddington, Central Theatre, La Porte, Ind., and Wilmer & Vincent,
Colonial Theatre, Allentown, Pa., are the
winners in the Cecil B. De Mille countrywide
•

;

(

;

;

;

right)

An evening gown of gold filet lace, handembroidered over metal cloth, worn by Julia
Faye

exploitation contest for the six best individual
exhibitor exploitation campaigns on "Adam's
Rib."
This, incidently, is the first contest conducted by a director of motion pictures where

in

sent to

W

"The Ten Commandments," has been
(Lower left).

Mr. Rea.

ilmer & Vincent's prize is an evening
of lavender and silver metal cloth, worn
by Pauline Garon in "Adam's Rib." (Lower

gown
right

the first, second and third cash
prizes offered by Mr. De Mille
Rick Ricketson, of Salt
to
Lake City Russell B. Moon,
of New Haven and Vernon
Gray, of Wilkes-Barre.
The six exhibitor prizes conhandsomest
the
sisted
of
gowns worn in recent Cecil B.
De Mille productions, four of
;

being from "The Ten
Commandments" and two from

them

"Adam's Rib." All were designed by Clara West and were
made under her supervision
in the De Mille costume deThe only condition
partment.
imposed by Mr. De Mille was
that the gowns should be used
in some way in connection with
exploitation of his next Para-

mount
Mr.
is

release.
Ellison's

probably

the

first

most

prize

ex-

)

October

13,
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SHAUER RECEIVES LETTER
FROM COCHRANE

FILMCRAFT DESTROYED
BY FIRE

Brought to New York by Airplane
With Japanese Earthquake Films

Destruction of Canadian Company to
Be Investigated by Fire Marshall

HP

HE

first

letter to

come

plant
THE
Industries,

New York

to

of

Famous Players-Lasky

Corporation.

this to

you and

you

tell

lively blaze.
Shortly after the fire, Fire

which
a vivid

hand

friends will

which

tales

will

open your eyes.
"Friday, August 31 and September 1
were holidays and everybody wanted to
get out of Tokyo. Bob and I went to
Miyanoshiba and were there when the big
hell turned loose.
It was terrible beyond
description.
"I was one of a party which was rescued by a big Relief Crowd.
walked
over mountains for twenty-four miles and
after a two days hike we reached Kobe.

We

Bob (Mr. Mclntyre)

left

tember

Tokyo.

2,

to

go

to

us Sunday, Sep-

He walked

miles and landed there nearly
dead.
I could not get away.
I could not
walk at that time. I was injured, diging my wife's sister out of a wreck. She
was pinioned in a hole, caused by the falling in of the roof carrying the floor above
her, down on top of her.
But I dug her
out.
I sustained a slight rupture in doing
it, but I don't mind that.
"Arrived here September 7, and sent you
Hope
a cable saying we were both safe.
you got it, but I don't know.

Jackie delivers his first. "Long Live the King,"
to Metro and Joe Engel signs the receipt.

The "very good friend" mentioned at the
beginning of the letter undoubtedly refers
to the passenger on the Empress of Australia

plane

who handed it
who took the

to the pilot of the seafilms from the ship at
and carried them on the

Victoria, B. C,
first leg of the record-breaking air journey
across the continent.

sixty-five

"There was a big mail in Tokyo from
the States, probably some from the Home
If any cables
Office, but it was all lost.
came to us, sent from New York up to

August 28, they could not reach us.
we have had no word from home.

So

What

film was out working outside of
Tokyo, we are locating as quickly as we
can.
There is no telegraph or mail connection between here and Tokyo. I had
cabled that I thought it advisable to go
home in September, but I'll not go now
under any circumstances. We have to
start all over again, and will cable you

today for new stock.
"Bob came here on a relief ship yesterday,
and we are again together working things out.
All of the film in bond at Yokohama is gone.
is
wiped
Yokohama it
is
no
there
out completely, as is a great part of Tokyo.

—

"All first-run theatres in Tokyo are now
ashes. The Universal Office in Tokyo burned
The United office and stock
to the ground.
were saved. September would have been our
best month, but what ivould have been does
not count now. Bob and I will stick it out,
start all over and we hope to see you in the
next few years. It will cost something, but
you have nqt heard us yell for money so
far, though our bank burned down we don't
know how much was in it. Not much, as

family and friends
Irish,

and working

know

he

Bob's

alive,

still

like hell.

"Kindest regard to you and
both.

is

all,

L. Shellabarger

from us

Promoted

Shellabarger has been promoted
to Advertising and Publicity Manager of
Associated Exhibitors.
He has been with
this organization since March, 1922.
Arthur
L.

Kane, Jr., and Mark W. Vance recently
joined Associated's publicity department and
it has been strengthened further by the addition of Miss Louise Raleigh, well known as
a writer, who will specialize in fan paper
S.

work.

Harrison

Ford

and

beauties.

They

all

for

—

in

we had just sent a remittance home.
"Good luck to everybody. Let

Frank
Frank

time" which B.

"Everything books, papers, record, film
our office was totally destroyed by
fire.
Not a scrap left for us to go on.

—

Filmcraft

A

impression of the horrors of the disaster
and of the miraculous escape of Mr. Cochrane, his assistant, R. E. Mclntyre, and
It was written at the
the former's family.
Oriental Hotel, Kobe, September 11.

The letter follows:
"One of our very good

of

the loss being estimated at $140,000.
considerable quantity of prints, raw
stock, laboratory equipment and furniture
was destroyed by the flames which made a

It

was written, by Tom D. Cochrane, Paramount manager in Tokio, and was delivered in New York to Mr. Shauer by Edward Stinson, who brought it along with
Paramount's earthquake pictures
were the first to reach the city.
The letter, though brief, conveys

and premises
Limited,
39

Queen Street,
West Toronto, Ontario, were damaged by
fire of unknown origin on September 18,

from Japan since the earthquake holocaust was received September 26 by E. E.
Shauer, director of the Foreign department

P.

Hollywood's twelve
appear in "MaySchulberg is making

will

Preferred Pictures Corporation.

Marshall Hea-

ton of the Ontario Government, received
instructions from Hon. W. H. Price, of
Toronto, the Provincial Treasurer, to proceed with an official inquiry into the cause
of the fire.
Some interest attaches to the destructive
blaze because Filmcraft Industries, Limited was prominently mentioned during the
Provincial election campaign last spring in
connection with its relations with the Government then in power.
It was asserted that several prominent
politicians were members of the firm and
that large contracts had been secured by
the company from the late Ontario Government. Shortly before the defeat of the
last
Government, Filmcraft
Industries,
Limited, secured an exclusive contract for
all

official

Ontario film work.

Price,
the
new Provincial
Treasurer, has stated, however, that the
Government's loss in the fire would be very
slight because only two or three moving
picture subjects belonging to the Province
were on the premises.
It also develops that Filmcraft Industries, Limited, had reduced its staff of employes a short time before the fire. The
president of the firm is Irwin Proctor of
Hamilton, Ontario, and the general manager is Blaime Irish, a former Pathe man.

Hon. Mr.

Pathe's 'Columbus' Previewed
"Columbus," the

first

of Pathe's "Chronicles

America" series being produced by the
Yale University Press, 'was previewed on
Tuesday, September 25, by the Committee on
Public Relations of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America.
The
of

committee

is comprised of representatives of
national patriotic, civic, and welfare organizations and their reports are published in
the official organs of the various associations.

.
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CARL ANDERSON BACK
FROM COAST
Discusses Production Plans Which
Were Arranged in ho Angeles
President
CARL ANDERSON,
Corporation,

of Anreturned
derson Pictures
from a three weeks trip to Los Angeles.
While it has been understood that Mr.
Anderson's trip was of a general business
nature, word has been expected from him
regarding his production plans. This is
discussed by Mr. Anderson in the following statement:
"While my trip was not entirely on matters pertaining to product for release by
Anderson Pictures Corporation, I did arrange for the distribution of a few series
The first to
of pictures.
be announced is a contract closed with John J.

"Eddie" Gribbon, who will star in the
productions, supported Charles Ray in
"Alias Julius Caesar" and is one of the
all star cast in "Hoodman Blind."
He has
played parts in productions for other large
companies. Hollywood Enterprises signed
him to a five year, exclusive service contract.

Paramount Rushes 'Quake Films
Europe and South America

to

CONSTRUCTIVE MEETING
OF DIRECTORS
New

Jersey Board Perfects Campaign
for Elimination of Admission Tax

A REGULAR

meeting of the Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey was held at the
Hotel Stacey Trent, Trenton, N. J., on

obtained by Famous PlayersLasky Corporation in the presentation of its
graphic picture of the Japanese earthquake
obtained by Tom D. Cochrane and R. E.
Maclntyre, representatives of the company's

Tuesday, September 25. The meeting was
held in the Princeton Room of the hotel
and a luncheon was served.
Those in attendance were R. F. Woodhull, President; Peter Adams, Vice President; Henry P. Nelson, Secretary.

Foreign department in Tokyo, was made
world-wide in scope when E. E. Shauer, director of the Foreign department, completed

The following members of the Board of
Directors:
Charles
Hildinger,
Trenton;
Ben Schindler, Camden; D. J. Hennessey,

The scoop

:

Newark

make

Arthur
B.
Salem;
Henry
Manus, Lyndhurst; W.
C. Hunt, Wildwood, and
A. J.
Moeller, General

four productions, the featured player being "Eddie" Gribbon.

Theatre Owners
of America.

Glavey of Hollywood En-

who

terprises,

will

Manager

it

uct,

is

it

The

with
independent
producers working in independent units. By this
it

is

possible

to

Seat and Admission
Tax, which is along the
the

requirements than could
be obtained from an organization which works

general lines followed out
Motion Picture

by the

Theatre
America.

all

pictures being made on
the same lot and under
the same head.
This is
i,n
direct line with our
policy of unit handling.

lative

tion,

the

entire thought
of Anderson

Pictures Corporation is
for the independent theatre owners of the country.
will deal only

We

with

known

The

producers

will

be

being
an-

later.

Extensive

National

Motion Picture Day

ac-

reported
were
and Peter Adams of Newark and Paterson, Chas.
C. Hildinger of Trenton,
Ben Schindler of Camden
tivities

THE CALL OF THE WILD
one knows
alone makes the red blood tingle through one's veins and no
"Buck," the St Bernard star.
this better than Jack Mulhall, shown above with
foresight.
keen
shows
canine
clever
Hal Roach's acquisition of this remarkably
1ms
mushing team.
At the foot of this page is seen "Buck" at the head of his
is a Pathe release.

The

title

quantities.
"

making

pictures for us will have
previously made pictures recognized as successes for the exhibitor; not successes for
any director, or star, or reviewer, but for
the exhibitor.

"We are not concerned with lining up
a tremendously long list of releases for our
pfan does not include quantity distribution
as it is understood now.
Neither does it
deal with the so-called super 'million dollar' attractions.
Rather, we will present to
the exhibitors distinctive pictures of real
merit which have outstanding values of exploitation and publicity, made by independent producers of known

Committee

nounced

well as distribu-

and concern

Owners
of
Special Legis-

appointed

"In matters of production as

Division

A

quality and a more careful consideration of our

basis,

Service

supervision and direction
of A. J. Moeller is showing consistent progress.
campaign
definite
was laid out relative to

secure a higher degree of

on a quantity

Motion

the

maintained by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners
of New Jersey under the

refers to prodour policy to

deal

method

of

Picture

"Regarding our whole
plan as

;

Smith,

arrangements for the dispatching of prints
to London, Rio de Janerio, Mexico City, Paris
and other cities aboard.
Within a few hours following the first
screening at the Rivoli and Rialto theatres,
New York City, on Wednesday evening,
September 26, prints were being packed and
shipped to a number of the company's foreign offices. It is expected that London will
get its first glimpse of the Japanese disaster
when the Paramount picture is exhibited on
From London prints will
October 5 or 6.
be sent to Paris and other European cities.

ability.

"I was deeply gratified by the action of
the California Theatre owners in arranging
a luncheon for me and in endorsing our
movement as well as that of the Theatre
Owners Distributing Corporation, whose
distribution work we will handle."
Mr. John J. Glavey, who is referred to
in Mr. Anderson's
statement, is Director
General of Hollywood Enterprises. He is
well known as an author, scenario writer,
director and producer.

Goehel Loses Camera
James

J.

Brooklyn,

Goebel, of 478 Decatur street,
N. Y., reported* to the police

that his specially built Gillon camera was
stolen from him in front of the Grand
Central Palace, 47th street and Lexington
avenue, New York. The thief took the
camera, magazines and two Carl Zeiss
lenses.

The camera

is

easily identified

by

the specially built appliances.
Goebel has
offered a liberal reward for its return.

men

it

and R. F. Woodhull of
Dover are arranging for
special campaigns in this
relation and from the reports received from these
would seem that this day will be

an outstanding event in those particular
communities and their action undoubtedly
will be followed by theatre owners generally throughout the State of New Jersey.
President Woodhull has appointed the
Chairmen and Committees for New Jersey
for this day.

William Keegan was elected Treasurer
unexpired term of Louis Bollinger
of West Hoboken, who retired from business.
Stacey Trent on Wednesday, October 17.
special Public Service program was
also inaugurated under the direction of
to serve the

A

President Woodhull, which should be conducive to the interests of Theatre Owners
throughout the State of New Jersey.
The activities regarding Insurance were
reported and Theatre Owners in the State
of New Jersey may look forward to a substantial reduction in premium rates on liability insurance within a comparatively short
time.

The next meeting

Board of DirecTrenton at the Hotel
Stacey Trent on Wednesday, October 17.
tors will be held in

of the

:

October

13,

1923
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EDWARD BOWES

CHARLES BRABIN

BRABIN SELECTED TO DIRECT BEN-HUR'
4

With Edward Bowes, Megaphone Chief Leaves for Europe
Immediate Production June Mat his to Follow

—

to Start

Truesdell as Malluch, Gretchen Lyons as Esther, Corona Ricardo as Iris, Mabel Burt as
Ben-Hur's mother, Mary Shaw as Amrah,

and many others.

The

play ran for 194 performances in New
During the first three years of its
life it played but eight cities.
This was
partly due to the fact that the production was
so big that a larger stage was required for
the chariot race than most theatres were
physically equipped for.

York.

'"THE

long awaited announcement of the diof
"Ben-Hur" has been made
by President F. J. Godsol of the Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation and A. L. Erlanger.
Charles Brabin, one of the oldest directors in
the business, has been commissioned to this
important assignment. Mr. Brabin will work
in the closest association
with Miss June
Mathis who will assume the editorial directorship of the gigantic motion picture enterHr rector

prise.

Edward Bowes, vice-president of the
Goldwyn Company, and Mr. Brabin sailed
for Europe Saturday, September 29, on the
Leviathan.
They will be followed shortly
by Miss Mathis

and

a complete technical
enroute to New York
from the Goldwyn Studios in Los Angeles.
After considerable speculation and experimentation, it was decided that the entire production of "Ben Hur" will be filmed abroad.
Nothing, not even the interior shots, will
be made in American studios.
Models of the settings for the picture have
been made and these will be taken abroad to
be constructed in Italv, Egypt and the Holv
staff,

which

is

now

City.

June Mathis has for several years nowstood at the head of the scenario and conThe
tinuity writers in the picture industry.
fact that she will accompany Charles Brabin,
to Europe to advise with him throughout the
production of the picture, is but another evidence that she has climbed farther than any
other woman in the business of making motion
pictures.

Among

the technical staff that will sail
shortly after the departure of Mr. Bowes and
Mr. Brabin are: A. L. Raboch, assistant
director; Lawrence Marsten, who was stage
director of the original Erlanger production
Louis Kolb, chief electrician John Boyle and
D. W. Martinelli, cameramen; Aubry Scotto,
film editor and William Hinckley, laboratory
expert.
The scenic staff, wardrobe designers
and others will follow.
The personnel of the cast has not been
decided.
Principal players will not be called
;

;

upon by Mr. Brabin

until

December.

written by General
Lew Wallace fortythree years ago, had one of the largest sales of
any novel in the history of the world's literature.
Its production in play form, more
than doubled the previous enormous sales
of the novel in the short period of two years.
It is likely that the motion picture version
will stimulate the sales of the novel to an
even greater extent.
The novel was not dramatized until 1899.
Its record of sales in the United States at
that time was 640,000 copies. As there were
no copyright arrangements with Europe the
novel was printed in pirated editions in many
countries on that continent and probably had
been read by more than 1,000,000 persons over
there.

For nine years before the play was produced Klaw & Erlanger had sought to induce
General Wallace to permit its dramatization,
but his religious scruples caused him to withhold his consent.

come and

Finally, they were over1899, William Young was comwith the task of making a play

in

missioned

from the long and complicated
This

he did

novel.

first

performance of the stage version

took place at the Broadway Theatre,
York, on November 29, 1899, with a

New
cast

which embraced Edward Morgan as Ben Hur,
William S. Hart as Messala, Edmund Collier as

Arrius,

Emmett

Honor

luncheon during the week.
in the nature of a getto-gether between the theatre-owners and the
producer so that the latter might learn the
exhibitors' opinions on just what the picturegoing public wanted in the way of screen
itors at a

The gathering was

entertainment.
Among the

prominent exhibitors present
Paul Gusdanovic, who controls an important suburban circuit; Martin Printz of
the Circle Theatre; H. C. Horater of the
Temple, Toledo and Al Friedman, manager
of Loew's Ohio theatres.

were

:

;

Samuel V. Grand and

New York

on October 3 from California.
In addition to those mentioned the following were included in the party
Mrs. Dexter,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bishoff, Mrs. Grand,
R. William Neill, and Joe Sternberg.
:

Frank Mordaunt as Balthazar.

Corrigan

as

Ilderim,

Stars Arrive

In order to preview recently completed feature productions Samuel V. Grand president
of
Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation,
Bryant Washburn, Elliott Dexter, Mabel Forrest and Ben Wilson, producer, arrived in

Levenson With Inspiration

Frederick

Lewis F. Levenson, formerly editor and
motion picture critic of Movie Weekly, has
been

appointed director of publicity for Inspiration Pictures. Inc., handling the publicity
for Lillian Gish. Dorothy Gish and Richard

Barthelmess.

Mean-

while film tests are being made at the Goldwyn Studios. Many candidates have been
presented for the leading role and while many
important, as well as hitherto obscure, artists are under consideration, no definite selection has been made to date.
The "tale of the Christ," "Ben-Hur."

of

of Cleveland Exhibitors
Hal Roach, the Pathe comedy producer, and
W. B. Frank, Pathe's feature sales manager,
were guests of honor of Cleveland exhib-

with

such success that the
play has rivalled the novel in popularity and
has added several million dollars to the author's income and to his estate.
The sales of the novel had dropped in the
nineteen years that elapsed between its publication and its presentation on the stage.
It
has been translated into all of the principal
languages of the world.

The

Roach and Frank Are Guests

Change of
The

title

finally

Title

selected for the blackface

comedy in which Lloyd Hamilton apand which was originally intended as
a screen starring vehicle for Al Jolson, is
"H's Darker Self." The picture was directed
by Jack Noble and Hugh Fay.
feature

pears,
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RICHARD A. ROWLAND
SOUNDS WARNING
Diagnoses Production Conditions in
a Significant Manner

T> ETURNED from

a

to

visit

the

ably significant manner.
Without equivocation, without attempting
to cover the true state of affairs with a cloak
of flimsy optimism, Mr. Rowland sounds a
warning that it is high time for producers
to stop kidding themselves with phony gross
figures.

"I

gathered from

my

recent

visit

on the

coast that there was an erroneous opinion
amongst directors and producers about the

They will
gross business their pictures do.
tell you sums of money that I know from
a practical standpoint are impossible, and
whether they are kidding themselves on these
figures or really believe them, I am firmly
of the opinion that these figures they have
in mind
which are never done have a tendency to materially increase the costs of
pictures, because in laying out production
costs, they have these bogus figures of gross
in their minds.
"Unless the distributors of motion pictures
sit down and discuss with the directors and
producers the real truth as to what the
possibility of gross on pictures is, sooner
or later directors, producers and distributors
are apt to be sitting down with the sheriff
Intrying to figure out what has happened.
enlightenment on this subject is
telligent
very essential.

—

"The

trouble

is

that

a

few big

pictures

They

are planning
and working in terms of mythical grosses
when the actual figures are about one-half.
Where are they going to get a return on this
the

Fire Prevention

balance

sheet.

Week

the film features to be. presented at
the Fire Prevention Exposition to be held
at the 71st Regiment Armory beginning October 8, will be "The Keystone," the picture
made under the supervision of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters, and a specially
photographed film made at the Metro PicThe latter
tures Corporation coast studios.
shows in detail the complete arrangement for
fire prevention employed at a big motion picture studio.

"The Keystone," through an arrangement
made with W. E. Atkinson, general manager
of Metro, and the National Board of Fire
Underwriters, will be distributed throughout
the country by the Metro exchanges. During
October 8 to 13, it
fire prevention week,
will be shown in theatres everywhere at the
Metro is handspecial request of fire chiefs.
ling the physical distribution of this picture
as their contribution toward reducing the
fire hazard in the United States.
-

Making

Titles for 'Unseeing Eyes'

Oscar C. Buchheister & Company, who produced the art titles and special title effects
for the "Fighting Blade," "Enemies of Women," "Little Old New York," "The Daring
Years," "Potash and Perlumtter" and "The
Bright Shawl," are now producing the art
titles and effects for Cosomopiltan's "Unseeing Eyes," to be released shortly.

New York Run Ends
New York"

Old

October 27

end its run
Cosmopolitan theatre on the above
Immediately following will be shown
date.
another Cosmopolitan production titled "Unseeing
Eyes" which was produced from
"Little

will

the

at

"Snowbound." Lionel Barrymore

The Marion Davies
at

the

Capitol

November

feature
theatre the

is

the situation," continued Mr.
"Motion picture men have talked
big figures until they have come to be accepted as facts when in reality most of them

As a result pictures are being
at an excessive and unreasonable negaThe production bubble is going to
tive cost.
be pricked by the bookkeeper's pen.
are fiction.

made

"During the past year the cost of makingpictures has increased about twenty-five percent, which is all the more reason why a
sane policy such as that adopted by First
One important factor
National is essential.
in this increase in production cost is the
centralization of production in a comparatively
small community where there is a limited
number of directors and actors to draw upon.

to Charles Pettijohn

in Albany to the numtwelve, played the part of hosts on
Tuesday afternoon to Charles Pettijohn, right
hand man to Will Hays. There was a luncheon at the Hotel Ten Eyck, and Mr. Pettijohn later on gave a short talk.

ber of

quake and was
the shocks

warming party

of

Commonwealth,

held September 28, 500 exhibitors visited the
building.
Of these 367 partook of the wonderful luncheon which was served. The photo shows
a few of them who remained until the photo-

grapher arrived.

Much

as the ideal host.
just good eats.

credit

is

due

recent

in the affected district when
levelling Tokio and Yoko-

were

hama. He took thousands of feet of scenes
and went aboard the first steamer bound for
the United States.

Having cabled at the earliest opportunity
of his coming, Earl was met in San Francisco

by

man

Johnson,

local

Manager Kofeldt and Camera-

who had perfected arrangements for the immediate dissemination of the
pictures to the city's leading houses and for
the transportation of the negative by rail and
airplane across the country.

'ScaTamouche' Has New York Premiere
at Forty-Fourth Street Theatre
The Rex Ingram production, "Scaramouche,"

had

New York

metropolitan premiere in
Sunday, September 30, when

its

last

it was presented before a large audience at
the Forty-Fourth Street Theatre.
The theatre was crowded to the limit,
every seat having been disposed of in advance
of the opening. The premiere was a brilliant
event.
Notables of the theatre and the films,
writers and other distinguished people attended.
Famous film and stage stars were
there and eminent persons from everv walk

of

life.

The

critics

of the

New York

papers gave

"Scaramouche" glowing reviews.

Ralph H. Clark Resigns
Ralph H. Clark, for the past six years

Sam

Zierler

There was much more than
There was atmosphere.

as-

sociated with First National Pictures, first
as New York exchange manager and more
recently as Eastern District Manager, has
tendered his resignation to that organization
Mr. Clark plans
to take effect October 6.
to return to his native state, California.

George Pardy

111

George T. Pardy, reviews editor of Exhibitors Trade Review, has been seriously ill
for the past ten

the house

the

featured.

Exchange managers

At

of

pictures

their arrival at that port from Japan.
Ralph Earl, Pathe News cameraman, was
traveling in Japan at the time of the earth-

be shown
week beginning

11.

Luncheon

is

NEWS'

Shown

24*

Japanese disaster were shown on the screen
of leading theatres of San Francisco on Monday, September 24.
Prints were rushed to
the theatres of the city immediately after

will

money ?
"Here
Rowland.

There on September

DATHE

Among

—

have gone to the heads of producers and
directors and blinded them to the sober facts
of

Pictures of Japanese Disaster

Metro to Distribute Fire Film During

Coast

where he spent several weeks conferring
with First National executives and the heads
of producing companies whose product is distributed by First National, Richard A. Rowland, general manager of that company, has
diagnosed production conditions in a remark-

PATHE NEWS SCOOPS
WEST COAST

If there was more production in the East,
thereby utilizing players who cannot be taken
to the coast, greater variety in casting roles
would ensue and salaries would equalize."

days.

He

is

now

out of

danger and rapidly convalescing.

Macloon Resigns from Cosmopolitan
Louis O. Macloon has resigned as director
advertising and publicity for the Cosmopolitan Corporation to go into the production end of the legitimate field.
of

October

13,
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Around About Hollywood
J

pARAMOUNTS

new

film

laboratory

at

Hollywood, one of the largest and most
complete in the Western capital of motion
pictures, has been put into operation

construction

ing a

period of

follownearly sixteen

months.

The new

plant

is

now handling

30,000

feet of film per day, but when operating at
full blast a few weeks hence, more than a
million feet of film a week will pass through

the laboratory.
Frank Garbutt,
vised construction,

who

will

the new plant, directors will sit in judgment
of their own pictures surrounded by all the
atmosphere of a public theatre. Each room
seats 75 persons and is a veritable miniature
theatre, beautifully decorated and equipped
with electrical devices to bring the lights
on and off slowly as in a real theatre. By
creating a true theatre atmosphere, it is
claimed that directors and others will be
better able to judge the effect of productions
when released in commercial theatres.
In the new laboratory, practically every
West Coast studio production will be made
into reels ready to be sent to exhibitors all
over the world.
Fourteen little vaults have
been provided for the use of directors in
cutting and assembling their product.
These
vaults absolutely insure the protection of
film against the elements.
With such ingenuity has the building been
designed that every unnecessary step has been
saved.
The film travels on conveyors in the
many processes of development, cutting and
assembling. Softly tinted walls, indirect lighting and prism glass windows add to the
comfort of employes.
The air in this model workshop passes
through a
filtration
plant
before
being
pumped into the ventilating system. More
than 100,000 cubic feet of air per minute
is heated and washed.
In rooms where the
film is touched by hand, the air is kept very
dry, thus avoiding perspiration on the hands
marking the film. All important equipment
is in duplicate, just one of the safeguards
against interruption of production.
To avoid the possibility of fire, all wood
fittings have been metal covered. The foundations have been made firm enough to permit
the erection of an additional story, should

be needed

later.

Bearing a letter of introduction from
Willy Pogany, artist and illustrator, three
globe-trotters dropped in at the PickfordFairbanks studios in Hollywood recently
to .pay their respects to
Douglas Fairbanks before continuing their trip around
the world.
The visitors included Miss Mildred Taylor, well known writer and student of the

problems among
her brother,

and

J.

Blanding

Their

women and children; also
L. Taylor, radio engineer,
Sloan, artist and- etcher.

immediate

where they

will

objective
make a

social conditions.
The travelers, who call

is
the Orient,
close study of

of

the

premiere

theatre,

Los An-

following
Criterion

the

"A Woman

of

Paris,"

his

first

serious dramatic production, written and directed by himself and featuring Edna PurMr. Chaplin is now in New York
viance.
and attended the first showing in the East
of his feature at the Lyric Theatre Monday
evening, October 1.

of the Associated Pictures Corporation, has engaged Charles E.
Whittaker in an editorial capacity to give his
expert opinion on the suitability of any or all
of the stories submitted to be used as vehicles for Barbara La Marr, who will be
starred by this company.

Dick Carter,

New York

their

town," expressed themselves as
astounded at the gigantic scale upon
which motion pictures are made. Blanding
Sloan made a number of sketches of "The
Thief of Bagdad" sets.
Lavish praise from motion picture experts
lines of the industry was received by

assistant director to Francis

Marion and Chester Franklin, who are codirecting Norma Talmadge in "Dust of Desire," had his left hand painfully injured
when an excited horse forced him against a
huge doorway while working in a scene at
the United Studios.

John H. Taylor of London, and John
Maxwell, of Edinborough and Glasgow, arrived here recently with Charles H. Christie
for their first visit to American producing
centers.
The foreign visitors will be the
guests of the Christie brothers for ten days.

David Rosenthal,

a Jewish actor,

is

re-

ported planning to produce a series of pictures
dealing with the history of the Jews, and
that he will do this in the East as well as on

West

the

Coast.

Constance Talmadge has returned

to

Los

Angeles after a two weeks' rest at Del Monte,
one of the summer resorts in California.
She will begin work on her new feature,
"The Mirage," within a month.

Fred Caldwell

Director

New York

left

Hollywood

contracts with the
Selznick Distributing Company for the release of his two latest feature comedies, in a
for

Hollywood

to

close

series.

Max Graf, supervising director of the Graf
Productions, had difficulty in procuring a ship
for "Half-a-Dollar-Bill," the sea-story he is
now

doing.

Harry Cohen, who
the life
screen, has

of

of

plans to

tell

the story

George Washington on the

Harvey

who collaborated
work on the script.

Gates,

Go Round,"

on "Merry

at

BLANCHE SWEET
Who

signed a
leading role in

with Metro to play
Holubar's "The Human

contract

Alan

Mill."

Jesse L. Lasky, has returned to the Lasky
studio after having spent a vacation in the
heart of Wild Horse Mesa, Arizona, which
is 800 miles from the nearest motion picture
studio, 150 miles from a railway and 10,003
Mr. Lasky was the
feet above the sea.
guest of Zane Grey, novelist and sportsman,
who organized the expedition.

Ernest C. Ward has launched his own producing organization and will make as his first
"The Whimple Stories," written by Burke
Jenkins.

Grand-Asher has
fices

on the

installed

additional

Washburn, who

will

Carl Laemmle and Abe Stern have
It

is

avoided

said

that

Victor Schertzinger has

stereotyped

"The Man

Whom

he will direct as a

writing

characters
in
Life Passed By," which

Metro all-star special.
hero and heroine. The

There are no two
two leading characters are

just

human

be-

ings.

Warner Baxter has been signed by P. A.
Powers for another year. Baxter has just
finished work in. "Alimony" and "Blow Your
Own Horn" for Film Booking Offices and
will take star parts in important subjects dur-

of-

Dexter and Bryant
both produce their own

lot for Elliot

pictures at the plant.

re-

turned from Europe after an extended tour
of that country, which included visits to all
the capitals.

King Vidor and members of the "Wild
Oranges" company have returned from Florida, where the exteriors of the film were
made.

Rov Del Ruth has just started: another
two-reel laugh provoking film for Mack Sennett.

ing the course of the next year.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Walton Tully
here for a trip to New York, where
Mr. Tully will confer with his general manager, James G. Peede, regarding the plans
for his next production "Flowing Gold."
left

Don Meaney of Meaney and Nehls has
closed negotiations for the production of six
Horatio Alger, Jr., stories.
Edw ard
nario

"home

in all

geles,

at

Arthur H. Sawyer,

designed and superbe in full charge.
Harry Ensign, formerly head of the Realart studio laboratory, has been appointed assistant superintendent under Mr. Garbutt.
The old laboratory was built in 1915 and
will be used for storage, the old equipment
being disposed of.
New machinery, especially designed by Mr. Garbutt, has been
installed in every department of the new
In the four projection rooms of
building.'

it

Chaplin

Charles

showing

Emile Offeman, general manager

R-C Hollywood

of the

gone
to New York to confer with Film Booking
Offices executive about coming productions.
Pat Powers

for

T.

Lowe

has completed the sce-

"The Turmoil," Hobart Henley's

next Universal Jewel production.

studios, has

Julia Crawford Ivf.rs is no longer with
Famous Players and is now doing scripts of

Tom J. Geraghty, production editor for
James Cruze and Thomas Meighan units for
Lasky, was a reporler on and later editor of

her own.

the Rushville Republican.

for

Cummings has
"My Mamie Rose."

Irving

completed the cast

:
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Five Masters of Portland, Ore.
|V

other towns and cities
great metrocenters, such as

* than the
politan

New

York,

Chicago and

there are Masters

the

like,

of

Exhibition

worthy

of

top rank and file. Take
Portland, Oregon, for example.
One glance suffices to assure the reader
that the five faces from
forcibly
Portland
speak
underlying thought
Real business men, every
one, possessed of alertness,
and
true
shrewdness

the

showmanship.

Below, you are looking at
Frank G. Lacey, who
manages the Majestic
theatre in Portland. Frank
looks handsome enough
Old
to have tea with

Lady Astor the next time
he

visits

Times

Square

Paul E. Noble, above, holds the
managerial reins of the
Liberty

Out

at

Lents Station there's a theaYeager. A little distant

tre called the

His enterprise and progressiveness have set that house in the

from the downtown atmosphere, but

class of being one of the outstanding
motion picture theatres of Portland.

hood house through good management. The reason above, Joe Bradt.

theatre.

it

4t the left you see Charles
Couche, manager of the
Peoples Theatre.
Here's

E.

a

showman who

represents

younger blood and

its

cor-

responding alertness.
Couche's house is one of
Portland's most popular
theatres and that popularity is almost entirely due
to
to

his

exceptional

ability

meet the public demand

Anyone who has

visited

Portland, knows the HighTheatre. It possesses
that atmosphere of welcome one finds at one's

way

own

fireside.

It

reflects

the very personality of

its

manager, W. E. Tebbetts,
shown on the right. He
believes

in
dealing out
smileage to his patrons
and one glance at his
photo reveals the proof

stands out as a highlight neighbor-

October

13,

1923
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TSTY SECOND

INTERVIEWS
By The Minute Men
WITH EXHIBITORS

—ON THEIR ATTITUDE TOWARD

DISTRIBUTORS VESTING THEIR SALESMEN WITH AUTHORITY
TO SIGN CONTRACTS INSTEAD OF HOLDING THEM INVALID UNTIL OFFICIALLY APPROVED.

UNIFORM CONTRACT GOOD ENOUGH
The new uniform contract, adopted under
the Hays administration, affords ample protection to the exhibitor if the terms of the contract are lived up to by all concerned.
The
salesmen have no right to auction the con-

for there is a clause which prohibits
them from doing so after it has been signed,
and if they are caught attempting such a
thing they would not last long. Practically
tracts,

all

out of ten cases the exchanges have justified
my belief that they really want to sell their
product at a price which will return the exhibitor a profit.
Until some basis of uniform
value can be worked out in pictures, (and I
believe this cannot be done) I do not see how
the distributor can allow his salesmen generally to sign contracts.

the large companies have adopted the unicontract, and under it the exhibitors are

Baltimore, Wizard axd Aurora,

Arthur B. Price, Mgr.

CHANGE NOT NEEDED
The practice of overbidding before the
home office has approved a contract made with
its agent has been eliminated.
Similar action
to that of the First National's English policy

would be welcomed, but
Salesmen generally know

when they make
the home office.
authority

is

hardly

needed.

their bounds and
a contract it is accepted by
Should the salesmen have

however,
ville, Ky., Rialto and Majestic, Louis
Dittmar, President.

J.

NOTHING COULD BE SWEETER
know

of nothing that would put the business of selling film on a sounder basis than
the policy of making a contract binding when
the exhibitor signs it by having the salesman
forthwith sign on behalf of his company. He
could buy with some degree of intelligence
and book with positive assurance. As it stands
now, the salesman accepts a price which the
exchange reserves the right to "raise" and
which the Home Office has the authority to
"raise" again or decline entirely.
Worst of
all it puts the final authority of approval in
the hands of people, hundreds of miles away,
uninformed as to conditions which have direct and important bearing on the contract in
I

Chattanooga, Tenn., Royal,
H. Borisky, Mgr.
question.

S.

PLAN SOUNDS GOOD
The plan sounds pretty good to me, and
should do away with a lot of the red tape
which exists now. Any company adopting
such a plan, however, would have to be sure
that its salesmen were absolutely competent to
make and sign contracts.
Harry HeUman, Owner.

Albany, Royal,

'WOULD BE GOOD STUNT'
The film distributors have always -tried
raising prices through the fact that the salesman's signature was not final. It would be
a good stunt to have the salesman's signature
mean something to the theatre manager. I
do not believe that there has been so much
overbidding of late, but the practice is still
with us. It would at least furnish the buyer
with the assurance that when he signed for a
picture he was going to get it. Toledo, Rtvoli,

Hozvard Feigley, Mgr.
'IT

CAN'T BE DONE'

have bought films for several theatres
for eight years, and during that time I have
never had a half dozen contracts rejected by
New York. I have never had another exhibitor overbid me and take a contract from me
after I signed it, although I know this has
I

been practiced in some localities in the past.
I believe in a policy of give and take and nine

M.

SCRAPS OF PAPER

something better than "a scrap of paper." It
would encourage a higher type of salesmen.
Best of all, it would remove that most unhappy condition now existing a condition by
which the exhibitor only thinks he has bought
a picture. Mobile, Ala., Bijou Amusement

—

Co.,

Miss M. Luckel, Mgr.

KNOWS CONDITIONS BETTER

doah, H. R. Hamburg, Mgr.

WOULD BE WONDERFUL
men

would welcome the authorization of

LIKE DESERTED WIFE
would be a great help to exhibitors, for
would give them an opportunity to talk

It
it

men who are authorized to do business
instead of with men who hold the authority
only as messengers for the company. The
present system reminds me of a fellow who
entered the old time contract of matrimony
with his sweetheart, tied her up at home and
went off and left her, to return when and if
with

PRESENT SYSTEM UNFAIR
unfairness to the exhibitor of holding
up a contract is manifest in that the moment
he signs a film purchase he has no further
option to cancel or modify any of the voluminous conditions, whereas the distributor has
no limit of opportunity to further negotiate
and encourage higher bids from competitive
Portland, Ore., Blue Mouse,
exhibitors.
C. C. Struble, Mgr.

sales-

with their signature as
final.
I do not think that overbidding will be
prevented as long as the contract has to be
approved by the home office. Overbidding, in
my opinion, has to a great extent been eliminated, particularly in the case of first run
still flourishes in
others.
Boston,

it

many inFenway,

Charles H. Ross, Mgr.

BOOKS EIGHT-LIKES IDEA
believe films should be handled in the
same way as any other commodity. If a clothing salesman goes out he knows just how
much he must receive for his goods and it
should be the same with the films. Permitting the salesmen to sign contracts would put
the business on a higher plane and eliminate
a great deal of delay and difficulties. BaltiI

more, Capitol, Broadway, Apollo, Rialto,
Sunset, Goldfield, Popular and Pennington, /. Louis Rome, Gcn'l Mgr.

WOULD BE WELCOMED
Home

approval, so-called, for all film
rental contracts, is one of the most serious
nuisances exhibitors have to contend with today, and any steps which might be taken to
give salesmen absolute authority to complete
sales transactions and
sign final contracts
office

should be welcomed by everyone operating
Detroit, Orpheum, Regent and
Miles, )George E. Guise, Mgr.

theatres.

KNOWS RIGHT PRICE
Have always contended

that the salesman
or branch manager is in the best position to
know what price an exhibitor can afford to
pay. When a contract is signed by a salesman who has authority to accept it. such action automatically prevents overbidding, a
practice which is still in existence. St. Louis.

Peerle, C. C. Lehr, Mgr.

Trianon

The

COULD ADVERTISE EARLIER

to sign contracts

houses, though
stances among

IT'

he wanted to. Birmingham, Ala.
and Rialto, B. H. Mooney, Mgr.

Absolutely, I think the salesman should be
allowed to sign contracts. Knowing local conditions better than anyone in his territory, he
is qualified to adjust film rentals according to
the needs of the neighborhood. I think the
practice of overbidding, as far as I know, has
been eliminated. St. Louis, New Shenan-

I

HAVE

Mgr.

would eliminate many abuses. Then the
distributor would be committed to the same
extent we commit ourselves when a contract
is signed, and it would make that instrument
It

would put an end

to overbidding,
if the practice still existed. Louisit

D.

Co.,

Bain, Booking Manager.

form

protected.

Wilmington, N. C,

Amusement

Howard-Wells

'LET'S

Yes, I would greatly welcome the authority
of salesmen in signing contracts. If such
should come to pass I would not have to
gamble on the home office approving the contract.
I do not believe there is near as much
overbidding on pictures as there used to be,
but what little there is in existence here certainly would be stopped if salesmen could
close a contract.
Let's have it by all means.
Kansas City, Broadmour, A. M. Eisner,

Great convenience.

We

could begin adver-

We

sooner.
could make up our programs with greater ease and not be forced
to run in a picture we do not care for because some distributing house has turned
down the contract the salesman made with
also would not be forced
the exhibitor.
to put up hundreds of dollars on a tentative
contract thinking we are going to get pictures
and then, after several weeks, find out that
we are not. And having our money lying idle
there all that time when we might have been
securing another picture with it. Birmingtising

We

ham,

Ala.,

New West

End, Grover Wise,

Mgr.

WOULD ELIMINATE 'GYP' HORROR
To my mind there is no reason why this
system could not be as successfully maintained in this country as in England. If officials would place the same amount of confidence in their salesmen here and give them
the right to exercise their judgment in closing a contract while the exhibitor is in the
mood to sign I am sure they would eliminate
the exhibitor's horror of being "gyped" and
create a more friendly feeling between proexhibitor
and salesman. Buffalo,
ducer,
Victoria, Arthur L. Skinner, Mgr.

WOULD STOP AUCTIONING
There can be no doubt but that

it

would

be an excellent idea. The distributors always
have taken advantage of the fact that the
salesman's signature was not final. At the
present time some distributors are using the
so-called bids of one theatre to get more
money from another house. The new system
would put a stop to this. I believe it would
rid the industry of another of the evils that
tend to cause dissension.
Toledo, Temple,
Harvey C. Horatcr, Mgr.
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PRODUCTION^
PARAMOUNT

has engaged Winifred
Allen to star in "Big Brother," while
others in the cast include Tom Moore, Raymond Hatton, Joe King and Mickey
Bennett.
Allan Dwan will direct.
1-

WHITMAN

-

Z. Wall Covington and Jack Gardner
have been added to the cast of "To the

Ladies."
The following players have been added to
the cast of "Wild Bill Hickok" Omar Whitehead, Charles Dudley and William De Vaull.
Sidney Olcott has engaged Jacques d'Auray
of Nice, France, to act as a technical advisor
for "The Humming Bird," starring Gloria
:

Swanson.
Helen Haddock,

who

was

"Miss

New

Haven" at the recent Atlantic City beauty
pageant, will appear as one of the high school
girls in "West of the Water Tower."
Charles Henderson has been added to the
cast of "Big Brother," now in production at
the Long Island studio.

now

has in its branch
of the only four tworeel Larry Semon comedies which will be
released during the season of 1923-4, "The
Gown Shop." Two other Larry Semon
comedies are finished and the fourth will
be completed shortly.
Albert E. Smith, president of this company, and J. Stuart Blackton are holding daily
conferences on the selection of players for
"Let No Man Put Asunder," by Basil King,
the Blackton production which will be made
at the Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn.
»

offices

the

first

TTNITED ARTISTS

report the following

Douglas Fairbanks for
"The Thief of Bagdad" Julanne Johnston,
cast in addition to

:

who

will play the

feminine lead

;

Sadakichi

Hartmann, Mat Comont, Noble Johnson,
Brandon Hurst, Sam Baker, Charles Belcher,
Snitz Edwards, Anna May Wong, Etta Lee,
Lasca Winters and Tote du Crow.
Jack Pickford and his company have returned from the wilds of Feather River
canyon, where exterior scenes for "Valley of
the Wolf" have been filmed.
Frank Woods
has been engaged to edit and supervise this
production.

special

GOLDWYN

announces

that

following
be "The

production

"The Leavenworth Case"
Hoosier Schoolmaster."

will

has started on the production

of "Three Weeks," under the direction of
The leading parts will be
Alan Crosland.
played by Aileen Pringle and Conrad Nagel.
Stuart Holmes, Nigel de Brulier, H. Reeves
Smith, Dale Fuller, William Haines, Helen
Dunbar, Charles Green and Joan Standing
have been added to the cast.

King Vidor and his company making "Wild
Oranges" returned to the studio last week
from San Francisco.
Director

Von

Stroheim

is

expected to re-

the studio this week after filming
the final scenes of "Greed" at the Big Dip-

turn

to

per Mine.

Tod Browning's
Faith"

"\7"ITAGRAPH

BENNETT

next

his

is

production "The

far along in editing

Rupert Hughes

and

Day

titling

of

and

progressing rapidly in the

is

"Law Against Law."
Director Emmett Flynn has

titling of

been

in

New-

York

City making exterior scenes for "Nellie
the Beautiful Cloak Model."

WARNER'S "Beau
" John Barrymore,
way.
lead,

Brummel,"

starring

already
under
Mary Astor will play the feminine
and others in the cast include Irene
is

Rich, Willard Louis, Carmel Myers. Andre
de Beranger, William Humphrey, Michael
Dark, Templer Saxe, Clarissa Selwyn, Rowland Rushton, Alec Francis and Richard
Tucker.

Olga Printzlau is now preparing the screen
version of "When a Woman Reaches Forty,"
which will be directed by Gasnier.

TV/TETRO announces

that Blanche

Sweet

has signed a contract to play the leading role in "The
Tj1

OX

Human

Mill."

that Frederick and Fanny
noted playwrights, are busy on
the continuity of "Gentle Julia," one of the
twenty-five Fox specials, and which shortly
will go into production, with Roland V. Lee

advises

directing.

Work

commenced on the production of "The Warrens of Virginia," the
famous stage play produced by David Behas

been

lasco and written

by William C. De

wick and Mary Carr.
to

"Her Temporary Husband" company moved
Long Beach, where the exterior scenes of

the picture are to be made. More than three
weeks will be occupied in camera work before
the company returns to the studios to complete the comedy.
M. C. Levee has engaged Walter Anthony
to collaborate with Maurice Tourneur on the
titling of "Jealous Husbands," shooting on
which has just been completed at the United
Studios.
Titling is now well under way,
and the production will be ready for release
within the next week.
Harold Bell Wright is in Hollywood at the
studio of Principal Pictures, where he is lending assistance to the director and scenario
writers who are getting his stor3r "The Winning of Barbara Worth" ready for the screen.
Florence Vidor will play the feminine lead.
Edward F. Cline will direct it.
Production on "Twenty-One," the Inspiration Picture starring Richard Barthelmess,
and to be distributed by First National, ends
this week at Fort Lee,
N. J.
Dorothy
Mackaill plays the feminine lead, and others
in the cast are Elsie Lawson, Joe King, Ivan
Simpson, Dorothy Cumming. Bradley Barker,
Nellie Parker Spaulding and Helen Tracy.
Through negotiations with Frank Lloyd,
independent producer-director, Richard A.
Rowland, general manager for Associated
has purchased the film rights to "The Sea

Hawk" by

Rafael Sabatini.

Circle," replacing Warner Baxter, and Willard Louis will appear in the part originally
assigned to Myers.
Others in the cast include Claire Adams, Craufurd Kent, Claude
Gillingwater, Georgie Lathrope, Boyce Combe,

cember.

,

Otto Hoffman, Milly Davenport, Murial
Frances Dana, Priscilla Dean Moran, the
DeBriac Twins and King Evers.
B. O. reports that Al Santell has taken
over the direction of the H. C. Witwer
"Fighting Blood" series, at the Pat Powers

"C1

A

•

Hollywood.
"Born of the Cyclone"

studios in

being cut and
edited under the supervision of the director,
assisted by James Wilkinson.
In the cast
are Derelys Perdue, Ralph Lewis, Lloyd
Hughes, Joe Dowling, Max Davidson. Emilie
Fitzroy, and Mickey McBan.
It is scheduled
for autumn release.
is

"Lullaby," starring Jane Novak, and
produced by Chester Bennett at the Pat
Powers Hollywood studio, has been completed
save for the editing and titling, which is in
the hands of James Wilkinson, Powers film
editor at the Hollywood plant, and Andrew
Bennison, titler.

The

story and continuity of "The Fair
Cheat," starring Dorothy Mackaill, were written by William Laub.

Mille.

Martha Mansfield has been engaged for the
feminine lead, and Elmer Clifton will direct.
Others in the cast are Robert Andrews Arthur; Harlan Knight Blake; James
Turner Medium and Helen Ray Kyle.

M.
Mayer

"The Dangerous Maid," starring Constance
Talmadge "Dust of Desire," starring Norma
Talmadge
and
"Hospitality"
featuring
Buster Keaton are rapidly nearing completion.
They will be released in November and De-

The

Hatton,

reports that John
Stahl's next production for Louis B.
will be "Why Men Leave Home," a
screen version of Avery Hopwood's play.
The cast includes Lewis Stone, Helene ChadJ-

Important changes have been made in the
cast of
"Daddies," starring Mae Marsh.
Harry Myers will replace Monte Blue in the
leading masculine role, the latter being given
the leading masculine role in "The Marriage

PREFERRED

announces that Clara Bow,
-*the little Brooklyn high school girl whose
rise on the screen horizon is one of the sensations of the year, will appear in the screen
production of Robert W. Service's story,
"Poisoned Paradise."

THIRST NATIONAL

PATHE
direct

:

TNSPIRATION

reports that Lillian Gish
"Joan of Arc" soon after she
completes "Romola." Filming will take place
will re-create

in France.

TRI-STONE

reports

that

C.

V. Durling

has completed the re-editing of "A Lover's
Lost Control" and "Only a Messenger Boy."

Anita Loos and John Emerson have comwork of re-editing and retitling

pleted their

"The Good Bad Man."

T^XPORT & IMPORT

has completed and
shipped east the third of the series of 12
two-reel wild animal featurettes which William Selig is making for them.

UNIVERSAL
Daughter,"

has completed "The Storm
starring
Priscilla
Dean.

George Archainbaud directed. King Baggot
work on "Blackmail." The cast

has started

so far includes

Ruth

Clifford, Charles Clary,

Herbert Fortier, Arthur Howard,
North and William E. Lawrence.

When Abe

by

this

company.

Joseph

Stern, vice-president of CenComedies, returned from Europe he
brought nine short stories and one play with
him, which will be made into two reelers
when he returns to the coast. The titles
of these stories are (translated)
"Come
With Me," "The Old Butcher," "The Chimney Climber," "Herr Pep." "One Cold
Night," "Three Sneers," "Welcome Ladies,"
"We Want Women" and "Don't Say No."
The play is entitled "The Shins of Society."

tury

:

has engaged Webster Campbell to
an
important
number in the

"Chronicles of America" series, which is being produced by Yale University Press for
distribution

;

;
:;:

October
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DISTRIBUTION

A

RROW
Progress

has
signed
a
contract
with
Pictures of
San Francisco,

whereby the latter secures for California,
Arizona, Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands
twenty-seven features.
Another contract was closed with Independent Films, Inc., Boston, whereby it
has
the
New England rights to "The
Santa Fe Trail," and the series of Mirth-

quake Comedies.
Arrangements have been made with the
Wild West Productions to produce a series of
Westerns, starring Neva Gerber and Richard
Hatton,
market.

&

S.

for

distribution

Films of

the

in

independent

have purnew series of Broadway Comedies
starring Billy West, for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, while Independent
Films,
Inc.,
of
Boston,
have
secured
this series for New England.
Two more territories have been closed for
S.

Pittsburgh,

chased the

Edmund Cobb series of ten Western features, by the Independent Films Inc. of Boston, who acquire the
England rights,
the

New

and Progress Pictures Co. of

St. Louis,

who

them in Western Missouri and
Southern Illinois.
Progress Pictures, San Francisco, have
just concluded a contract whereby they secure
for California, Arizona, Nevada and the
Hawaiian Islands a series of six William
Fairbanks Westerns, ten Edmund Cobb Westerns and six Star Westerns
"Chain Lightning,"
"Man and Wife." "The Broken
Violin," "None So Blind" and "High Speed
will distribute

;

Lee."

West's next comedy for release under
the Broadway brand will be entitled "Hello
Bill

Bill."

Frank Zambreno of Progress
cago,

has

Broadway

Pictures, Chisecured the series of thirteen
Comedies, starring Billy West,

for distribution in his territory.

PREFERRED
been

has

Medal Film

announces that a contract
the
Cuban
with

IMPORT

EXPORT

has sold the fifteen
&
episode wild animal serial. "The Jungle

Goddess," produced by

Col.

Wm.

to the Superior Feature
Colo., for the states of

Film

Co., of

Utah,

New

Colorado,

N. Selig,
Denver.

Wyoming,

Mexico and Southern Idaho.

FILM BOOKING
Palmer Photoplay
ment of the Storm."

The following

will distribute the first
feature, entitled "Judg-

a schedule for pictures to
be released between now and January 20th
14th
October
Society,"
"Breaking Into
"Lights Out," October 21st; "Dancer of the
Nile," October 28th; "Mickey" (re-edited),
October 28th; "Lullaby," November 11th;
November 18th; "Blow
"Silent Accuser,"
Your Own Horn," November 25th "The Mail
Man," December 9th; "The Worm," December 16th; "Alimony," December 23rd; "Judgment of the Storm," January 6th, "Phantom
Justice," January 13th; "Born of the Cyis

announces the acquisition for
distribution
of
"Bag and Baggage,"
starring Gloria Grey, supported by Carmelita Geraghty, John Roche, Paul Weigel,
Adele Farrington, Arthur Stuart Hull,
Fred Kelsey, Harry Dunkison, R. D. MacLean and Doreen Turner. This feature
will be released at an early date.

TRYING CUMMINGS

announces additional
sales on "Broken Hearts of Broadway."
Western Pennsylvania to the Lande Film
Co. of Pittsburgh. Pa., New York State,
outside of Greater New York, First Graphic
Film Exchange, Buffalo, N. Y.

VITAGRAPH'S

"On

the Banks of the
Stuart Blackton production, has been shipped to branch offices, and
public presentations will begin early in the
Fall.
The cast is headed by Mary Carr, Burr
Mcintosh, James Morrison, Mary MacLaren,

Wabash," a

J.

Madge Evans and Lumsden Hare.

"EDUCATIONAL
tribution

"Yes,

We

the

have obtained

two-reel

comedy

for

dis-

entitled

Have No Bananas," produced by

Comedies.
Those in the cast include
Barclay, Gilda Gray, Francine Larrimore, Belle Baker, Mabel Withee, Lillian
Zit's

Don

Shaw, Anna Chandler and Edna Aug.
Arrangements have been completed whereby this company will distribute the Tolhurst

—

Themes
Rialto Overture,
music score for "Hollywood."
Feature, "Hollywood."
Pathe weekly.
Hollywood Overture
Graumax's

Graumax's

from

the

—

January 20th.

clone,"

—

Feature, "Zaza."

—

Graumax's Milliox Dollar Overture
"The Mayflower." Pathe Weekly. Feature,
"The Courtship of Myles Standish."
Califorxia Feature, "Little Old New

—

York."

SAN FRANCISCO

—

Wartield Overture,
"William
Tell."
Minute Views of Current News,
Pointed Paragraphs from the Press. Comedy,
"Be Honest." Feature. "The Eternal StrugLoew's

gle."

ATLANTA
Feature, "Dulcy."

"Runnin' Wild."

CHICAGO

—

Chicago Overture, "Echoes of
Comedy, "Runnin' Wild."

booked

by Balaban & Katz for their ChiTheatre for the week of September

cago

SwitzerFeature,

"Six Days."
Tivoli Overture,

—
—

"Bunch
of
Roses."
Feature, "Alain Street."
Riviera Overture, "The Beautiful GalatFeature, "Main Street."
tea."
Woodlawx Overture, Scenes from "Carmen."
Pathe News. Topics of the Day,

—

30th.

"pREFERRED'S

output

for

season,

this

-T consisting

of
fifteen
pictures,
has
been
contracted
for
by
the
following
houses
Strand, Gloucester, Mass.
Park,
Taunton, Mass. Universal, Fitchburg, Mass.
Majestic, Duluth, Wis.; Shade, Sandusky O.
Park and James, Columbus, O. Strand, Covington, Ky. World, Toledo, O. Sigma. Lima,
Virginia, Fairmont, W. Ya.
O.
Blevin's
Opera House, Westerly, R. I.
Central
Square, Waltham, Mass. and the Ohio, Alliance, Ohio.
"The Broken Wing" has been booked for
the Rialto, New York, the week of October 7.
:

Pathe Review

;

;

;

;

;

;

T) ATHE'S

"Is Conan Doyle Right?" has
been booked for all the Keith, Moss and
Proctor houses, including the big time theatres.

EDUCATIONAL

reports that Manager
of Jenson & Von
Herberg, leading circuit owners of the Pacific Northwest, have signed up for the entire season's product for their circuit.
G.

Von Herberg

Cat's WhisRed Gap."

Comedy, "The

7
.

Feature, "Ruggles of

ker."

BALTIMORE

—

;

;

J.

Metropolitan"— Overture, "Tunes for the
News Reel, Kinograms. Comedy,
Trades."

land."

The Booking Sheet
pOLDWYX'S "Six Davs" was

^

A

Medley of Our Grandparents' Favorite Airs.
Feature, "The Covered Wagon."
Metropolitan
Overture.
Graumax's
Last Minute News.
"Capriccio Espagnol."

;

;

SELZNICK

LOS ANGELES

Co., Inc., for the distribution of

"Rich Men's Wives," "Poor Men's Wives"
and "Shadows" in Cuba and Venezuela.

Run Programs

First

signed

Rivoli Overture, Excerpts
from "Xatoma." Rivoli Topical Review, Topics of the
Day. Comedy, "Down to the Sea in Shoes."
Feature. "The Huntress."
New Overture (not mentioned). Pathe

—

News.

Feature,

"The

—Overture

Cextury

Silent Partner."
(not mentioned).

Cen-

Topical Review and Magazine.
Feature, "The Cheat."
MetropolitanOverture,
Maritana."
Metropolitan Topical Review. Comedy, "No
Feature. "Where the North Begins."
Pets."
tury

—

KANSAS CITY

Newmax— Overture

mentioned).

(not

Comedy, "Out of the Ink Well."
"Common Law."

Royal

—Overture

Messinger

comedy.

Feature,

(not mentioned). Buddy
Feature. "Mothers-in-

Law."
ST.

LOUIS

— Overture

Delmoxtf.

WW.

HODKIN SON

reports that Mrs.
•
A. H. Sessions, district supervisor of
the Atlantic and New Orleans territory, has
just closed contracts whereby the entire Fall
product of this company has been sold in
all of the cities of the Southern States where
Famous Players theatres are located, which
takes in the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas.

Further important bookings have been announced on "The Drivin' Fool." These new
bookings comprise those of the Southern En-

mentioned).
(not
of the World in Pictures, Fun from
Comedy. "Nip and
the Press, Movie Chats.
Tuck." Feature. "The Eternal Struggle."

News

—

ROCHESTER
Eastmax — Overture. "Baccbanal." Eastman Theatre Current Events. Feature, "Enemies of

Women."

PHILADELPHIA

Microscopic Pictures, to be called "Secrets
of Life," produced by the Principal Pic-

terprises, which Circuit is represented in practically every town in the South, and Poli's
Universal has also booked this feaCircuit.

Review.

tures Corp.

ture to play the Randolph, Chicago.

Maker."

•

BROOKLYN

Strand Overture, (not mentioned). TopReview (selected).
Japanese Earthical
quake. Feature. "The Gold Diggers."

—Overture.

Staxley

Cartoon.

"Mignon."

Feature.

Pathe

"The Marriage

a
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A STREET SINGER OF SUNNY SPAIN
is our Mary ... in a scene from her famous "Rosita"
singing for the King himself, who is snooping around
somewhere in the vast throng of peasants gathered in one of the
public thorofares of Toledo, Spain.
Her loveliness and charm in
this role is universally acclaimed by critics as 'delicious.' In it,
they all concede, is the presentation of a new Mary Pickford to the

YES,

'Ro sit

'

.

.

it
.

American Public, with a large amount of
of this United Artist special production.

credit due the director
.

.

Mr. Ernst Lubitsch.

—
October

13,
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1923

FEATURE PREVIEWS
—

'Scaramouche'
Metro Presents Rex Ingram Production.
Adapted by H/ illis Gohlbeck from the
Novel by Rafael Sabatini.
Photographed
b\ John F. Seitz. Edited b\ Grant Wytock.
Length, 9600 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Julia

The Chevalier de Chabrillane
Philippe de Vilmorin
Georges Jacques Danton

Le Chapelier
Binet
Climene Binet
Madame Binet

Challfau

3

olichinelle

.

Rhodomont
Maximilien Robespierre
Jean Paul Marat
Louis XVI
Marie Antoinette
The King's Lieutenant
A Lieutenant of Artillery
Count Dupuye

A

Minister to the King
Viscount d' Albert
Monsieur Benoit
Madame Benoit
Jacques

.

Swayne Gordon

William Humphrey
Otto Matiesen
George Siegmann
Bowditch Turner
James Marcus
Edith Allen
Lydia Yeamans Titus
Job/i George
Nelson McDowell
De Garcia Fuerburg
Roy Coulson
.

Edwin Argus
Clotilde

Delano

Willard Lee Hall
Napoleon Bonaparte
Lorimer Johnston
Edward Connelly

Howard Gaye
J. Edwin Brown
Carrie Clark Ward
Edward Coxen
William Dyer
Rose Dione
Arthur Jasmine
Kennedy
Tol
£
Kala rasna

Gamekeeper

La Revoke

A Student of Rennes
Keepers of the Paris Gate

Andre-Louis Moreau, law student and godson of
de Kercadiou, becomes an actor in order

M.

to forget his bitterness over the death of his friend
in a so-called duel with the

Vilmorin, slaughtered

Marquis de la Tour, and also over Aline, his childhood sweetheart, who is on friendly terms with the
Andre takes up the cause of the people.
Marquis.
Pursued for revolutionary utterances, Andre finds
haven in a group of strolling players. He wins sucHe sees
cess, especially in the role of Scaramouche.
Aline in a box, and his bitterness is renewed. Out of
picaue Andre becomes engaged to Climene, his
leading woman, only to learn she is enamored of

He breaks with her. Aline sees the
tells the former
Andre from the
she will not receive him again.
stage attacks the aristocrats and the Marquis esperiot follows and Aline is saved from harm
cially.
by the Marquis. Andre quits the stage and becomes
Danton, leader of the people, finds
i fencing master.
in Andre oratorical ability and has him sent to the
National Assembly. Here he enters into a duel with
an aristocrat and avenges the killing of one of the
When Andre is slated to
people's representatives.
fight with the Marquis Aline learns of it and tries
Andre wins the conto stop it, but she is unable to.
Andre actest, but spares the life of the Marquis.
cepts a position in the provinces for the commune.
Aline
and
her aunt,
catching
breaks,
The revolution
Kercadiou, learning of their
the countess, in Paris.
to
determines
latter
predicament, tells Andre and the
save Aline and the countess, who, Kercadiou tells him,
At the Paris home of the countess
is his mother.
Andre meets the Marquis, who has come there for
refuge. When the two men start to fight with pistols
the countess tells the Marquis Andre is his son. The
the Marquis.

Marquis and actress together and

A

young man

shakes hands with his father, but
refuses to try to save him from the mob. Andre takes
finally

the two women, and after a short parley at the gate
the eloquence of the young man wins and the three
go out of the city to Aline's home.

By George Blaisdell

WE

have seen "Scaramouche." It is an hour
and a half since we got out of a chair

it for two hours.
are still under the spell of the story,
structures
of
the great
told;
splendidly
but
created as a background for that tale
over and above all else there is the visualization of the crowding scenes of that marching mob, street wide and street filling, with
swinging stride and with a song on the stern
lips of every last one.
Rex Ingram has done for more than build
a motion pictunre. He has given us a classic
and by that we mean a subject that will
thrill a generation yet unborn.

after following

We

;

—

"Scaramouche" makes two hours seem
one.
It is as tight as a drum
an airhole in it.
It is packed solid with meat.

may

—there's
Some

be in countries torn by war and

math who may

feel parts of

it

its

like

not

there
after-

are raw.

But

are

swung wide and

the pic-

gates that
ture fades.

manity

"Scaramouche" is one of the great stories
of the screen time alone will set its appointed
place in the great procession and conceivably it may contend for popular favor with
the greatest of its predecessors. And that in
spite of the fact that its locale is of another
country and its period another century.

—

?

of the struggle of the people
The tale
That is the big
against the aristocrats.
theme, and it is never subordinated.
To be sure, there is a charming love
story that comes into the pictures as it opens,
and it remains there, alternating in sternness
and tenderness, until the curtain.
The impress of the production as a whole
unusual.
Even to the more susceptible
is
But the grip
there are few if any tears.
of the tragedy of it all never lessens rather
is

^ndre-Louis Moreau
Ramon Novarro
Aline de Kercadiou
Alice Terry
The Marquis de La Tour d Azyr
Lewis Stone
Quintin de Kercadiou
Lloyd Ingraham
The Countess Therese de Plougastel

now

healthy diet for any land happy or
it
is
otherwise.
The story covers the period of the beginnings of the French Revolution and where
in history is there a time that is greater in
its dramatic record of achievement for hu-

It

crowded as we

—

The

complete.
"Scaramouche" is indeed a great picture
great in all departments.
The great Castle of Gavrillac bursts upon
Later on we are
us right at the opening.
a part of the audience of the seventeenth
century theatre, massive in conception, in
Still
which Moreau plays Scaramouche.
later, we look upon the National Assembly
in session in the great barnlike structure
where history is being made.
While the cast is long, and we are printing it in full, nevertheless there need be
no fear that the story interest is divided.
Throughout the course of the tale the spotlight of attention is centered on three persons the boy and the girl and the man.

—

—

As Moreau young Ramon Novarro wins
one of the screen's larger drawing cards, and he wins them on their merits.
He finely plays a great role in a great story.
He was given the opportunity and he accepted it.
Alice Terry as Aline de Kercadiou gives
a performance matching in charm and appeal
that of other famous characterizations if
anything bettering any of them.
Lewis Stone is cast as the aristocrat, a role
that will not appeal to his women admirers
but one which he plays to the top of his
bent as the ruthless overlord who knows only
his spurs as

—

—

his

own

kind.

Lloyd Ingraham as the father of Aline and
godfather of Moreau is striking as the rugged
representative of the old regime.
One of the figures that burns itself into
the memory is that of George Siegmann as
Danton, especially where he is leading the
mob through the streets. Rose Dione as
La Revolte is another leader of a mob that
lives and sings and fights.
Others who are given an opportunity particularly to stand out are Julia Swayne Gordon, Bowditch Turner, James Marcus, Edith
Allen, Willard Lee Hall and Tom Kennedy.
There is space barely to touch urjon the
situations of power, crowding fast one
upon the other.
Perhaps the greatest of all is at the close,
when Moreau, who has just emerged from a
harrowing experience in which his mother
is revealed to him as the countess and his

many

father as De la Tour, is valiantly trying
get his betrothed and his mother out
through the Paris gates before the guillotine
begins to fall.
While Moreau is parleying with one of the
gate keepers the second hauls the two women
The young revolutionout of the carriage.
ist identifies himself to the crowd and asks
that the two women be permitted to pass.
He tells of his relation to them.
The throng is obdurate. The youth throws
away his pistol and again appeals. The mob
The carriage drives through the
relents.
to

Marriage Maker'

Imaginative Comedy Drama Produced by
Famous Players-Lasky. Adapted from EdKnoblock's Stage Success, "The
zvard

There are literally dozens of instances
where the spectator is moved and deeply so,
but almost invariably there is an accompanying thrill, savage or otherwise, and in which
is

—

An

steadily tightens.

the illusion

sfrange, but it is one of the
of the whole picture
have reiterated with situations

moments

of power.

;

it

may seem

strongest

Directed
Berangcr.
Length, 6295 Feet.

Clara

by
Faun,"
by William

De

Mille.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Agnes Ayres

Alexandra Vancy
Lord Stansbury
Sylvania
Cyril

Jack Holt

'.

De Roche
Agnew
Mary Astor

Charles

Robert

Overton

Vivian Clarke
Mrs. Hope-Clarke
Fish
Lord Stansbury

Ethel Wales
Bertram Johns

has come to the end of his
There seemed to be an "out" through
financial trail.
his marriage to Vivian Clarke, a wealthy heiress, but
he had lost money borrowed from her and lost
Suicide is his determination until
it
at the races.
a queer sort of character enters the scene and persuades him to go on with a new policy, following
The new character, which is a
nis heart's desire.
flesh personification of a "faun," changes the lives
everyone in the story with his spreading of
)f
happiness propaganda, but not until after he has
created all kinds of havoc in scenes of humiliation
Before the fadefor Lord Stansbury and his guests.
3Ut, the Faun accomplishes the trick one hundred
percent and Stansbury loses his heart to Lady
Vancy. Vivian is matched off with her real lover,
the younger brother of Stansbury, and even the disgruntled

Mother Clarke

is

made happy.

By Eddy Eckels

'THERE

doubt that Mr. Knoblock's
success but there
about its adaptation to the

is little

"The Faun" was a stage

grave doubt
under the title of "The Marriage
Maker" being anything short of unsatisfac-

is

screen

tory entertainment.
Its principal fault is that it is not real,
for the silver-sheet fans have come to disapprove of imaginary creations.
To the literary inclined, it will appeal after
To the general masses it will
a fashion.
appear as a gigantic interrogation mark.
Half of our Great American Public does
not know what a "Faun" really is or was.
And after seeing the picture, it will wonder
more than ever just what it was or is.
William De Mille apparently attempted to

—

—

move

mountains to accomplish something
something worth while, but it just
wasn't there. Constantly throughout there is
the noticeable touch of the master craftsman
behind the megaphone, but the threads of
the theme, being meshy and intangible, simply
refuse to be interwoven into any sort of
photoplay texture.
Charles De Roche, the imported "Valentino" really did some noble acting when he
was not being forced to carry continually
on with his "Spring Dance." He evidently
liked it, however, for we have never seen
him "carry on" any better than in this hopskip-and-jump role.
Jack Holt. Mary Astor, Robert Agnew and
Agnes Ayres all wandered through their parts
rather dreamily, but even that seemed in
keeping with the dreamy atmosphere of the
mythological theme. Each one failed to get
over any sort of distinctive character portrayal, but thev are not to be censored for
real,

that.

"The Marriage Maker" will not prove a
money maker in many places outside of
Greenwich Village.
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'A

Woman

of Paris'

Written and Directed by Charles Chaplin.
Released by United Artists. Photographed
by Rollie Totherch and Jack Wilson
Length, 7200 Feet.

St.

lerre

f
John

.

Clair

Revel

Millet

His Mother
His Father

Edna Purviance
Adolphe Menjou

gible.

Lydia Knott

— Friends

Charles French
Clarence Geldert

Marie
Betty Morrissey and Malvina Polo
of

Marie and John plan to leave the suburbs of
Paris
and go to the city following! parental
quarrels.
As
Mane waits at the station for John to pack
his grip
.he father of the latter drops dead.
The girl phones
-o John, and as he is telling her
the doctor knocks.

John lavs down the receiver for a moment and
Marie
.nisconstrues the action and takes the
alone
A year later the two meet. Marie is thetrain
beneficiary
of Pierre Revel
a man of means, and John is an
artist, living with his mother
in the city.
Marie
engages John to paint her portrait, and
when the
screen is removed she finds not a picture
of herself
a regal gown but attired as she left
the home
town.
lhe old love is renewed. Marie tells Pierre
she is going to go away, to leave him.
When
the
girl comes to the artist's home she
overhears a quarrel
oetween John and his mother, in which the
former
declares he had proposed in a moment
of weakness
Marie leaves and later sends for Pierre to come
back
.o her.
John follows Pierre and Marie to a restaurant and commits suicide.
After the body is carried
to his late home his mother takes
a pistol and goe«
to the apartment of Marie.
There she learns Marie
nas already gone to the home of John.
The mother
pistol in hand, enters the death
chamber and
Mane sobbing over the body. The pistol is finds
laid
lown and the two women clasp hands. After the
Funeral the two go back to the country, where
they
find relief in works of mercy.
see Marie go
on an errand, and as she returns to her cottage
the
truck on the back of which she has accepted
a lift
passes an automobile in which Pierre "is
ridin?
Neither sees the other.
in

_

We

By George Blaisdell

''THE

long-awaited Chaplin production is
-1
- here,
and according to what we were led
to expect, it is different.
It is very much
out of the rut. It is a thing apart from the
usual motion picture.
The tale is of the simplest kind. There
is nothing spectacular in the
incidents and
happenings that go to make it up.
It is a
story that, in its larger phases we have seen
portrayed before.

But it is in the treatment, the distinguished
treatment, the distinctive treatment, that the
production is isolated, is put in a class by
itself.

The

recital

is

more

unmelodramatic.

restaurant.

Another occasion is a celebration in a studio, where high jinks prevail.
While the production is one that will gladden the hearts of the "intellectual" admirers
of Mr. Chaplin it is on the other hand one
that will have widest appeal for all grades
of humankind.
It is a human story of every day human
beings, told in a perfectly normal, unexcitable

way.

Some of the characters are as rigidly
puritanical in their conception of life as others
are indifferent to the conventions of society.
Let it be understood there is nothing portrayed to which reasonable exception may
be taken. There may be a bit of spice, perhaps, in the studio

unwinds a

frolic,

where a fat man
from the figure

strip of material

of a model,
platform.

standing

on

a

small

pivoted

The process starts and we see the calves
exposed, but that is all.
The fat man continues to wind, until the end flows free. The
women cover the eyes of the men and the
men struggle for an unobstructed view of a
retreating figure of which on the screen only
the knees are visible.
It

is

all

a riot of mirth, but

it

lasts

for

"Tlif>
Ftprnpl Thrpp'
xiic Liiciiidi
_liij.cc

A GoMwyn

picture Written and Directed
Marshall Neilan.
Featuring Hobart
Bosworth and Claire Windsor.
Length,
Approximately 6,000 Feet.
by

m

Again when

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

,

.

Of

,

.

rr
new attair.
The imperturable operator

.

listens

in

bored

fashion to the conversation as mechanically
She manipulates and rubs and rolls and slaps.
The comedy is rare but never racy, as the
fio-nre
ilwrav-Q to
nli.i-nrprl
ngure always
is
obscured wfnen
when the
the treat
treat-

ment becomes

Maid
old Roue
Governor

,,

.

Mane

calls

She does
John on the phone
has died. She does not

know his father
know that when he

lays

down

The

Mane.

life

course of

two persons diverges

from that point.
Again at the

close Pierre is shown in an
Pierre's smile has been unendNothing is taken seriously by him.

automobile.
ing.

Yet when his male companion asks him what
has become of Marie his face is very serious.
He shakes his head. He does not know, but
the inference is plain he would give anything he possesses to learn.
And Marie at
the moment is passing him on the road.
Edna Purviance as the Woman of Paris

—

a revelation to those who know her only
in comedy roles.
She portrays tragedy with
a sure touch.
She wears gowns," too, with
the ease and grace of a seasoned stage player.
The work she does in "A Woman of Paris"
will create a new interest in her on the part
of the public.
Sharing the honors with Miss Purviance
is Adolphe Menjou, whose interpretation of
Pierre Revel is one of the finest characterizations of the man about town we have seen.
1S
° St hkeable Person— always
munruffled, smiling, debonnair.
is

m

,

We

Irene Hunt
Peaches Jackson
Victory Bateman
Billie Bennett

Governor's Wife
Governor s Child
Mrs. Tucker
Mrs Tucker's Friend

.

-

humanity is the compelling motive of
the lif e ° f jDf. Walters, a famous surgeon. He has
reached middle age and fame and wealth, then he
marries
But h fs work claim5 aImost his entire
attention, and his neglected wife turns to Leonard
Foster her husband's adopted son, for solace, which
die profligate young man readuv gives.
he young
mari( during one of his many escapades of the
heart has betrayed his father's secretary, and storm
uds a r e gathering for him when he is dangerously
f'?
injured
an automobile accident. Only his father s
extraordinary skill can save him from certain death.
r
Walters, convinced of the worthlessness of
Serving
,

.

J-

•

,

P

m

-

^yo^aT^n^ ST toVa^h

a
to

by

beating

girl's

father and then by the
decides to go to Europe
Then the doctor determore attention to his wife

his foster
relatives, and

male

begin

life

over again.

mines to pay a Httle

W™ H

By Douglas Grahame

„

LE

,

„

.

,

„

,

.

ample
punch
to this
pi ure
ts au s abl y dlrected by
:
! Neilan,
!
f
the suspense and dratho r Marshall
*

lh

-

™atic

^
h

e

is

f
,

,

.

,

.

situations, are of the ordinary sort
the usual material that stones of this kind
One
have been made of for a long time.
scene and situation, while leading logically
t0 another is just like others that have been
dep c ted on the stage, in literature, and on
In
the screen for quite SO me few years.
other words, the average movie fan can guess
the outcome after the first few scenes, without any great exertion of the imagination,
About the only new thing, perhaps, is the
new twist to the triangle foster-father,
adopted son and young wife.
(

,

the receiver

he has gone to open the door for the doctor.
She thinks he has changed his mind and she
goes on alone
John comes back to the
telephone and desperately tries to get the attention of

William Norris
James F. Fu'ton

intimate.

Great significance is given to little things.
In the first place and right at the opening
of the story, there is an excellent example
where the girl in the railway station awaits
the coming of her lover to join her on the
midnight train for Paris, their marriage to
follow the arrival.
not

H. West
Maryon Aye

Charles

Butler

.

tne

Griffith

c^ltcoZr

.

-

.

.

,

I;:::::;::::::::;;::::
Tom Gallery
Tucker
Miriam Barnes
Helen Lynch
Alec Francis
Dr Steven Browning
0wner of Hacienda (Dr. Walters' Friend)
William Orlamond

.

One of the acquaintances has been out to
dinner the evening
with, Pierre and
° before
.,,
has an appointment With him for that evening.
The second acquaintance has told
Marie of the incident in an effort to Stop

Raymond

_

,

ay

da
b

intimate bits revelatory of feminine
characteristics or cattishness if you will there
IS
delightful example as Marie entertains
two girl acquaintances the while she is un.„„
Ar.m~\~r*- the
~£ ±t.
„
dergomg
ministrations„ of
the
masseuse.

,

Leonard Foster

^
G£
Tommy

Paris

.

„
Bosworth
Hobart
ciaire Windsor

i

_

Marie insists upon
seeing the portrait which John is painting of
her, the artist protests and pleads with her
until tne
the wnrlr
is
finkherl
Marie
WOrK IS
to wait Utltl
nmsnea
retires and dons her rich street garb.
She
goes to the easel and throws back the cover.
,
.,
.,
-,,
,,
Revealed is the Marie of the railway station, as John had seen her just before she
left home.
It is a situation with a jolt.
,

_
_
_ ,„. u
Dr. Frank R. Walters
Mrs Frank R Wa ters
.

i

in

has brought to us a story that
new and a distinctive screen form,
has given us a simple story simply told,
has told it in the tempo of life itself.

He
He

-

,

distinct

He

service.
is told in a

The production contains many striking
contrasts.
As an example, we see the girl
in the rural railway station, plain of garb
and possibly also of none too attractive perso " a lty
,,
,
,
When
next we see ,her a year ,has elapsed
and she is installed
a luxurious apartment,
the mistress of Revel.
The mind automatically reverts to the bare chamber Marie has
left in the country.
The gowns and the maids
,
,,
j
1
11 j_i
in attendance stand out all the more sharply
by reason of the sudden transformation.

like a

stage play, unIn
all
of the
course of the picture there probably are not
more than 200 feet in which the characters
move at an_ accelerated pace—and one of
these times is when a man disappointed in
love puts a pistol to his head and pulls the
trigger, spreading confusion in a crowded
hurried,

Mr. Chaplin has done the screen a

holds you from the first straight through
to the last.
It possesses fascination, fascination of a subdued sort, but nevertheless tan-

Carl Miller

Maries Father
-in and Paulette

entertainingly serious.

serious,

is

It

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Marie

premiere. And deservedly so, for it is creative in a real sense.
The work of the other players is marked by
the display of skill and discretion throughout the telling of the story,

only a moment, and it is a part of the story.
There are many subtle touches of comeay
running through the picture, but these never
are permitted to dominate.
They are always under control. The picture as a whole

are sure to hear much of the work
of Mr. Menjou in the days to come. It was
the talk of the street the day following the

i

—

The
mond

acting of Hobart Bosworth and Rayand the gowns worn by Miss
Windsor more than make up for what the
picture lacks in novelty of plot. This is one
of Mr. Bosworth's very best pictures and he
seems to have been born to the role of the
service absorbed surgeon, while Mr. Griffith
acts the difficult part of the wastrel son with
rare skill.
Griffith

There's a little too much hospital atmosphere to this picture an over emphasis of
operating rooms and charity wards, but even
at that Neilan's skill has been a saving grace
and such unpleasant places in the picture
somehow do not shock the spectator to any
great extent, because the director has a way
of swiftly following each one of them with
a glimpse of high society and club life,

—

"The Eternal Three," however, has considerable box office value, and lends itself particularly well to exploitation.
The profess i on al atmosphere of the story is one which
you can employ for any number of very
effective connections, and all in all, this picture is an excellent one to sell to your public,
It is, well worth booking.

—
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SOUNDS NEW KEYNOTE OF
BURR-ROGERS MERGER
Completing Organization of Franchise Plans for Benefit
of Independent Exchanges

AND SOUND to be the keynote
SAFE
Charles R. Rogers will immediately put

of the policy which
into effect for the
distribution of Mastodon Film, Inc., products' in his newly
assumed office of vice-president of the C. C. Burr concern. This
announcement was made by Mr. Rogers in an interview with a
representative of Exhibitors Trade Review.
"We are not going to 'step on it' " said Mr. Rogers, "and what's
more we don't intend to go in for any spectacular stuff. Our
policy will be conservative, yet progressive.
are going to
continue to produce a series of six pictures a year, films that
won't be super-features, but ones that will be of high standard,
the kind that will enable the exhibitor to make a very comfortable margin of profit and keep on doing so.
"We are rapidly completing our franchise plans which will
mean big things for the Independent exchanges," Mr. Rogers
continued, "and these will be ready in a short time.
"Through our franchise system we will deal only with substantial exhibitors, men who have been in business for several
years and know the game and how to make a real success of it.
are going to have nothing to do with the 'fly-by-night'
we haven't got time for them.
"We are working on a comprehensive campaign of exploitation," he went on, "but it won't be of a spectacular, rip-roaring
are planning to make this publicity sell the picture
nature.
are going to produce pictures
on a sound basis to the public.
of worth, the sort that people will look for.
is

We

We

We

We

To Promote

Truthful Exploitation

"I believe that there is such a thing as overselling a picture.
By that I mean, overly exploiting a subject that does not warrant praising to the skies, and then some. It is our intention to
effectively point out the merits of a picture to the people, and arrange our campaign so that it will not disappoint the public or
the exhibitor.
plan to keep in close touch with our franchise holders
through a corps of experienced field representatives. These men
will meet the exhibitors face to face and get the inside 'dope' on
what the public wants in the way of pictures. By this means we
will be able to keep in constant touch with the change in popu-

"We

fancy and give the public what it wants.
policy includes conventions and get-to-gethers with the
franchise holders in various territories. These gatherings will be
held from time to time and also help considerably in keeping in
personal touch with the showman and to learn about his problem
lar

"Our

C.

C.

BURR

CHARLES

ROGERS

R.

and suggest and

offer remedies.

"In the past we have been
able to sell exhibitors a whole
series of pictures
before they
produced, and
screen showing.

we're

We

without a
are going

do this right along,
our products on worth alone.

to strive to
sell

But

we

I

want

to

make

it

plain that

going to avoid 'overselling' an exhibitor; we are not
going to load a man up with a
lot of pictures before he has a
chance to properly realize on
are

previous ones.
One thing at a
time; a safe and sound policy.
That's the basis upon which we
are going to function.
"In every way we will strive
to be of practical assistance to
our franchise holders.
By the
franchise

S3^stem the
exhibitor
to make a success of
the picture.
will be ever
ready to stand back of him. and
help him make a success of his
enterprise.
If we find a man
who can't be told anything, we
don't want him on our list. He's
better off alone and we are too,

works hard

We

because
him."

we

can't

waste time on
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the
AT Pete

left you are looking at
Morrison, whose smile
and ability to reveal the natural
"Westerner" has started him to-

ward

real stardom.

:
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(Pfayers ~WS TCncraj
paragraphs you will find
interesting bits of news, anecdotes and gossip of the players, which
red hot from the "sets" and just the
is
sort of stuff that your patrons like to read

INeachtheseweekpithy

in your house organ, passarounds or program.
These items are specially edited to
make it easy for you to selecte them for your
needs.
They're always well worth using, so
look 'em over.

B
Craig Biddle has originated a new dance
called "The Lincoln Hurry" which West
Coast dancing experts say will be generally
adopted this Fall.

Betty Blythe arrived in New York
cently, returning from an extended trip

re-

DeWitt Jennings has been selected tor an
He
important role in "Angel Face Molly."
has appeared in a number ot important pictures this season and is noted tor tns por-

Harry La Verne

has just finished his
part in "Riders of the Desert," and has been

engaged for a genteel heavy role
Man from Thunderclap."

in

"The

Harold Lloyd

is certainly getting along in
has just purchased a big home
in the Film Colony, and will now find out
how comical it is to rule retinue of servants,
including cooks.

He

to
in

having

a

these days.

community in northern New York has been
named Chadwick. And now a motion picture
theatre in Los Angeles bears her name.
She
attended

the

christening

ceremonies

of

the

theatre.

Syd Chaplin has just made the announcement that henceforth he will devote himself

back

in

N
has been engaged to play
one of the leading parts in "The Living Past."
Nita Naldi has arrived in California from
New York and in a short while will start

movie actresses

lead.

A

Constance Talmadge

Barbara La Marr has returned from

M
Dorothy Mackaill has made her first trip
to the West Coast to appear in "The Next
Corner" for Famous Players.
Charlotte Merriam has returned to the
studios

calculated all the miles that she danced during rehersals and scenes of "Her Reputation" and now declares that she is entitled to
a dance Marathon cup.
Marjorie Meadows, well known in English
theatrical circles, has steadily been making
a name for herself in screen comedies for

Century.
In "Strangers of the Night," Matt Moore
wears a monocle, but his Irish features were
thoughtful
not designed for monocles.

A

taking

a

short

Dangerous Maid."
a

four months' visit in Rome where she apShe has
peared in "The Eternal City."
brought with her Madame Doria, a Roman
lady, whom she has engaged as a personal

Christie

is

rest at one of the California sea resorts after
finishing
her
latest
comedy-drama, "The

—

where she will soon start
work in a comedy of newlyweds.
May McAvoY.,took an adding machine and

J
Gardiner James has just finished playing
one of the principal roles in "The Avenger."
Julanne Johnstone has been selected as
the leading lady in the forthcoming "The
Thief of Bagdad."

that

life

T

This happy quartette, playing important roles in
"When a Man's a Man," are having a bit of fun
From the top to bottom they
between shots.
Robert Frazer, Forrest
June Marlowe,
are:
George Hackathorne.
and
Robinson

Ladies."

"The Turmoil."

to begin

S

modiste.

character portrayals in several noted pictures,
has been selected for an important part in

making ready

is

Carl Stockdale has been engaged for a
bookkeeper's role in "Try and Get It."
Lewis Stone says that he began his stage
career as a joke, but now his work before
the camera is serious business.

Donna Hale, who made her film debut less
than two years ago after graduating from
Kidd University in Texas, will have the feminine lead in "Riders of the Desert."
Edward Horton has been chosen to play
the principal masculine role in "To the
Walter Heirs is celebrating his vacation
by making a series of "personal appearances"
throughout the Middle West.
George Hackathorne, noted for excellent

"Every Day

stacks of dishes through several thousand feet
of his latest film, "The Noblest Roman."
Joe Rock has just finished his twelfth tworeeler for Grand-Asher, and after a short
rest he will start work on a new series.

A FROLIC BETWEEN SCENES

nearing comple-

called

him a tummy ache."
Herbert Rawlinson has become a waiter
for a while and will "yessir" and juggle

June.

tion.

picture

least gives

has been signed by Goldwyn to come to
Culver City to appear in one picture next

Elaine Hamerstein has arrived from New
York after a long absence. She will soon
begin work in "The Drums of Jeopardy."
Pat Hartigan, veteran of the stage and
screen, is playing an important role in "The

a hard

:

Clara Eames has reached Hollywood and

H

new

'Think of this'
goat ate up every bit of
Billie Rhodes' makeup box while she was
playing in "Leave It To Gerry." Said Billie
"I don't want to be mean, but I hope it at

will soon play the role of Queen Elizabeth
She
in "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
has been in Italy.
Eosta Ekman, well known Swedish actor,

his

a

R

actress.

G

recently announced two
children and

They are

Harry Northup

It's

May Emory, long connected with Mack
Sennett comedies, is said to possess the most
complete wardrobe of any motion picture

is

Thomas Meighan
of his great loves.
dogs.

California after

E

Storm Daughter" which

George Marion has the honor of playing
before the camera the same role that he
played on the stage in "Anna Christie."

be caller "Marry Anne."

a year's absence in the Eastern section.
Rose Dione, who has a leading part in the
forthcoming "Try and Get It" was in many
plays with Sarah Bernhart, and during the
war served as a Red Cross nurse.

Harry Gribbon recently rounded out
tenth year as a Mack Sennett comedian.

May who

his wife.

Mabel Normand

D
is

now

called 'work on her next feature, which will

exclusively to acting for the silver screen.

Bebe Daniels

"The

Conrad Nagel admits that his hobby is
the reading and collecting of books of history and biography, which makes him one
of the best read men on the screen.
His
familiarity with characters of all periods
gives him a great insight into human nature.
They come from far as well as near, do
the fan letters.
Jane Novak has just rereceived a fan letter from Iceland.

of
small

lot

A

in

Love."

C
is

is

work on

several important pictures this year, has been
signed for a role in "The Right to Love."

Helens Chadwick
things named after her

Wallace MacDonald, appearing
Day of Faith" has been a hero for
feminine stars.
He declares
took him seriously and she is Doris

L

Europe.

Winifred Bryson, who has appeared

lem.

eighteen
that only one

trayal of Irish characters.

the world.

prop man suggested a bit of mucilage around
the rim of the glass and this solved the prob-

Rosemary Theby has finished her work
before the camera in "In Search of a Thrill."
Richard Talmadge has just finished his
first feature, "Fast Freight."
Frederick Trusedell, who has won prominence on the screen in a number of important
productions, writes poetry in his spare time,
and better still sells it to various magazines.
This has been going on for twenty years,
he has just left it be known.

V
Vola Vale

looking over a great number
of books and plays to find a character that
she can study and concentrate on for her
next production.
is

W

Gladys Walton has completed her work
in her latest feature, "The Near Lady."
Joy Winthrop has been signed for an
old maid part in a picture that will be made
in the near future by Universal.
Lois Wilson has let it be known that
she left her job as school ma'am down in
Alabama to enter the movies, having won
first prize in a beauty contest.
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^

in

THE
scene
^ left

Minneapolis

they

this

one.

general

an
team

is

Alaskan dog
and sled, which was

Garrick in M'nneapolis during the run
of
"The Spoilers."
In addition to the
dog and sled team,
note the flying penn a n t s designating

used in conjunction
with
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's "T h e
Spoilers" which

was

playing a* the Garrick
city.

theatre

in

that

The above

at the

gives
a
idea of the
entire marquee decoration used by the

"pulled"
It

is

the "Greater Movies
Season," as well as

rather
an intimate
close-up and gives an
idea of the interest
aroused.

the canopy
Beach

see how the Finkelstein and Ruben theatres of
Minneapolis were represented in the "Greater Movies Season" parade.
Note the Goldwyn "Lion" tie-up with the
"Three Wise Fools." Looks like a regular circus, eh what?

Below you

Rex

display.

Another good "Spoilers" effect was obtained at Ascher's
Merrill theatre in Milwaukee, as shown below.
Note how
the cast is played up with distinctive portraits in the
entrance.

£

A

very clever idea

this,

created harmoniously.

£ ft
THF CDQILFD*

Notable Exploitation Effects for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Films
Considerable Credit

Due Branch

Who Assist in Bringing
in Minneapolis and Milwaukee

Exploiteers

"The Spoilers"

Out Strong

Effects for

October

13,
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Exploitation

Ideas

W

HAT

livea
minister
wire
can do in the
way of publicizing motion
pictures in a big way has

been

effectively

_

demon-

by the Rev. C.
strated
Wesley Boag, pastor of the First
Delevan,
Church,
Methodist
Wis., in connection with Robin
Boag conMr.
Hood.
tracted for this picture on
behalf of his church organization, and immediately laid out an advertising
tying up

campaign that resulted
for

pasted in the windows of the 460 United
Cigar Stores in Greater New York.

in his

in the
vertising space there was for sale
contract called
The
papers.
local
two
only three evefor showing the picture
ednesnings, Monday, Tuesday and \\
This fact was made one of the
day
advertising tie-ups
the
of
features
which were made from the leading
drug stores, groceries, furniture dealcompany, a
ers, garages, a big lumber
manufacturer of knit goods, jewelers,

dealers,

department

Poor

expense— During the showing of
Men's Wives at this thearte, the New
Plaza in Phoenix, Ariz., manager A. R.
Cavanese, gathered all the women's old
clothes he could get, and with an old
rocker, tub and wash board, made a

it

2

—

A
for a

Good

Will.

Keep

in

Let the Editors write the Editorials.
Yourself a Committee of

One to Sponsor or Assist in carrying on every Civic Movement. Make
your house a Community Center.

Manager G. B. Ten Eyck, of
pheum Theatre, Trenton, N.

your Copy to Brevity. Elabowhen you get space Gratis.

rate only

—Appoint

5

—Deliberately
to

7

seize every

Originate or Adapt

new

—

First.

Always remember the Male

Non-exclusive, either
One or the Other.

9

—Dress
—

is

with

Lobby

with Dignity.
Surest Sign that your
House is In Order.
Keep Alert and Ahead of the Times
by reading Everything in the Exhibitors Trade Review, especially the Ex-

Make

10

agreeing

your

It

ploitation

A

hook-up with a popular brand of cigarettes is a mighty fine arrangement and
was one that was put over by Edward
Halperin of Associated Exhibitors on Tea
with a Kick with the American Tobacco
It happens that Creighton Hale, star
Co.
\

The

of

is

it

the only Business Paper of the Film
Industry.

attractive 24-sheets for

Women

appearance of

Manager H.

Among

the different novelties gotten out
by Warner Bros, is a small sixteen page
booklet titled, "Famous Gold Diggers of
History" jazzily describing such characters
as Cleopatra, Nell Gwynn, Lucretia Borgia,
Camille and others, is a splendid teaser

throwaway which should cause much comAnother throwaway is a check-book

ment.

herald printed in colors, the outside showing a checkbook and inside a cancelled
a
check describing the production, with
back space blank for the theatre's imThe tie-up made with the popular
print.
_

had

Enemies
were used by Manager E.
Raffles, of the Globe Theatre, New
Haven, Conn., on both sides of a street
car which he chartered for four hours
on Saturday preceding the showing
twenty of the litho 1-sheets, mounted
them on board and then gave them a
coat of shellac, which lent them the

the

Department, because

J.,

Women

Stunts.

Plagarism in Exploitation is Praiseworthy.
Break plenty of Bread with your MerBuild up Clingchant Neighbors.
Togetherism by Getting Chummy.
Please the Women and Children

—

8

the Or-

a nice tie-up for Cosmopolitan's Enemies of
with the Radio Chain
Stores Co., by which free tickets were
given to the first hundred persons who
correctly deciphered a radio message
printed on a special "Enemies of
Women" herald, carrying the International code.
The radio concern paid
for the printing of the heralds and
Mr. Ten Eyck had them distributed at
the public schools.

Opportunity

laundry arrangement is a new one
movie man, but it can be worked

very effectively as was the case in
Portland, Ore., where Manager Stills of the
Rivoli theatre hooked up with a local washThe laundry distributed thousands of
ery.
handbills advertising that its work and
equipment was the equal of that of the
French laundry seen in Trilby.

An automatic flapjack turner in the
lobby of his theatre, was used by Manager Graham of the Grand Theatre,
Centralia, Wash., to exploit The Spoilers.
He obtained from the Alber

geration.

— Boil

Cal.,

medallion.

create

a
all

Bros. Milling Co., a cut-out showing
a flapjack turner in operation and
backed it up with posters and special
cards concerning "The Spoilers." The
flapjack turner was operated automatically and every time it turned, it
flipped over a cake in the frying pan.
It attracted all kinds of attention.

fectiveness.

a
for
Watsonville,
theatre,
mighty effective lobby display for The
Bright Shawl. The passes were rent
for frames, which were used for a
shawl draped picture of Barthelmess,
the star, that stood out like an old

of

"The Gold Digger," ("Dig

In addition to tie-ups with men's furnishing and department stores on the
strength of movie stars in Hollywood setwomen's
ting the styles in men's and
clothes, Manager H. B. Clarke of the Garing and Casino Theatres, Greenville, S. C,
staged "fake" movies. He had one
employee of the theatre (dressed in a
policeman's uniform which was secured with a couple of passes) chase
another employee through the business
section during rush hours. They continued their chase through a department store and out onto the roof
while a huge crowd gathered. A movie
camera sans film and a director (megaphone, puttees and gestures) gave the
idea that it was a scene for a production.
From the top of the building
a banner was unfurled which announced, "You might take us for stars
but the real stars are in 'Hollywood'
now playing at the Garing."

constant and' intimate touch with Patrons and Smile.
Stick to the Truth in Advertising.
Imitate Barnum but Eliminate Exag-

4

The

Four passes was the total cost to
Manager C. L. Laws of the T. and D.

from

hit.

deeper"), insures exploitation with
music dealers and song shops.

and Get. Give the Public what
wants if you would Get the Busi-

— Forever

lobby panels, supported from
crossbars, were used as effective exploitation for The Voice from the Min-

panels depicted the Arabian desert
with mosqued cities in the background,
and colored streamers added to the ef-

exploiteers

song
little

ness.

Two

of the

on-the-job

— Give

1

6

by Manager H. M. Cutshaw
Gay Theatre, Newport, Tenn.

for

The Ten Commandments
Showmanship

lobby display.

aret

pointers
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Here's a mighty good one that you
can duplicate with little trouble and

effective

presstige

stores,

the State Bank.

mighty

pany produced an attractive pictorial window strip showing Hale performing this
stunt and the caption, "See Creighton
Hale get a "kick" out of Lucky Strikes in
"Tea With a Kick." These strips were

co-operative advertisethe principal merchants

ments with all
and manufacturers of his town. Mr.
Boag himself worked up the advertisfor
ing contracts, wrote the ads, and
shownearly a whole week prior to the
the ading of the picture he had all

hardware

of the picture uses a pack of cigarettes as
a phoney pistol to rout some crooks. The
cigarettes are "Lucky Strikes." The com-

oil

paintings.

Horater of the TemOhio, induced the
Toledo News-Bee to go in strongly on a
tie-up with Goldwyn's Jesse D. Hampton

ple

Theatre,

C.

Toledo,

production of The Spoiler. A series of
twenty questions in regard to Alaska were
printed in groups of ten each in several issue sof the newsmper, and cash prizes of
$25, $15 and $10. and twentv-five additional prizes of two tickets each to see the
picture

were offered

for the best lists of
result was p.n aval.inHie of
replies which grew into widespread intense
with the awarding of prizes.

answers.

The

:
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CLOAKEY DOES IT AGAIN
BIGGER THAN EVER
City

The Ottawa Morning Journal =r
Kosm fi^H
IltlMBIU

Government Co-operation Only
Small Part of His Campaign

H=3

of these days
SOME
up a Hall of Fame

they're going to open
for the greatest living
showmen ot the motion picture world, and
when they do O. D. Cloakey of the Regent
theatre, Ottawa, Canada, will be an excellent
candidate for Chair AA, Row
One, for
what he has done, what he is doing and his
capacity for future performances.

A

And
dict

the highlights of 0.
AMONG
"Richard
campaign
on

Hearted,"

which are described

D. Cloakey's
the
Lion
in

detail

on

this page, are certain outstanding features
that are enumerated as follows
Mayor of Ottawa for first time consented
to give personal aid to the stunt, and all civic
departments gave complete co-operation, resulting in an escort by the Chief of Police

it's

that

not a flight of idle fancy to pre-

when he is sitting pretty in the
Showmanship Fame, Cloakey'll keep

Hall of
right On putting over stunts.
He can't help
himself.
He's just built that way.
This young manager's life seems to be
one knock-out stunt after another.
He
doesn't put over a big one and then take
a rest for a week, a month or even a day
but goes right on laying the foundation, setting the stage for an even bigger one.
It's nothing for him to put over two super
feature pictures in one week.
He did that
just a short time ago with "St. Elmo" and
"The Spoilers." His efforts made Ottawa
and surrounding communities take a great
deal of notice and caused a regular stampede
to the Regent theatre, so that "S. R. O."
was the order of things as long as the pictures were shown.
That was a noteworthy feat, but not to
be compared with his latest work in attracting attention to the premier showing of

and

six
picked officers,
Scotch
crack
Ottawa's
Highlander band for the
parade of reels from the

station to the theatre.

screening four
opening,
prior
to
witnessed by a selected list
of prominent local people.
minister
prominent
preaching a sermon on
Lion
the
"Richard

Private

"
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But Cloakey

an accomplishment.

he secured
did even better than this
the 100 per cent co-operation of all the
civic departments and was able to have a
regulation police escort for the parade transportation of the reels from the station to the
Beside the police escort, under the
theatre.
personal direction of the Chief of Police,
the parade was made known to the public
by a real band of Scottish
Highlanders in regulation
of
unit
an
uniforms,
Ottawa's crack regiment.
In order to secure the services of this band, a spe;

cial permit, had to be secured from the GovernorGeneral of Canada.
Four days prior to the
opening date, a private

days

A

showing

of

the

picture

by

Hearted."

was

Banner stretched across
the street from the theatre, for which a special dispensation was gratuitously
granted by the Ottawa city
council which was followed by a special
arrangement with the two leading local
newspapers to run off 4,000 extra copies, on
which were printed on the front page in red
scroll, "Scoop'
World's Premier showing of
Richard the Lion Hearted, etc."

most inthe
of
fluential people in the city.
In this way the endorsation of the Mayor and
all the leading citizens of

!

Military authorities supplying four police to
be stationed at the entrance of the theatre
during the showing of the picture. This secured by special permit.

attended

held,

many

Hh^BHHHH

'

"Richard the Lion Hearted."
exploitation

of

this

picture

is

The Cloakey
all the more

remarkable because he secured the personal
assistance of the Mayor of Ottawa. This was
the first time in history that the city's Mayor
has ever consented to personally, or otherwise, help put over an exploitation stunt.

An

arrangement was made with a prominent
minister to preach a sermon in his church
on "Richard the Lion
Hearted."

community was secured.
Through a special dispensation of the city
to stretch a
council, Cloakev was permitted
theatre.
banner across the street from his
being
\s Ottawa is an ultra-conservative city,
home ot many
the capital of Canada and the
had
the difficulties that Cloakey
the

aristocrats,

extracontend with in putting over this
readily be
ordinary piece of exploitation can
understood and appreciated.
to

October

13,

1°23

CAPITOL SETS FAST PACE ON

'SIX

Adapts Many Exploitation Ideas Direct from Scene
Prolog from Dance Specialty

SEVERAL

unusual

of the
possibilities for

exploitation

Goldwyn's production
of Elinor Glyn's "Six Days" were utilized
by Eddie Bonns, Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Manager of Exploitation and by S. L. Rothafel,

Manager

Capitol Theatre,
In the picture
staircase

the

Capitol,

shown

last

of

production was

New
is

when

week

at

that
the

York.

a beautiful

and spectacular

Toe Dance, which was performed

by Curtyne Engler, of New York's Musical
Comedy and Vaudeville Dancers.
The scanty but elaborate and beautiful
costume worn by Miss Engler, in this
prologue
the
dance, was duplicated in
dance at the Capitol. The dance aroused
great enthusiasm and led naturally into the
big reception at the home of Mrs, Kingston in New York, which is the opening scene

were distributed

in offices, hotels
in the theatre district.

and shops

Bicycle repair shops were easily induced
to display stills showing Miss Griffith in
Stationery
overalls riding a two-wheeler.
stores used, along with their display of
calendars and desk pads, a publicity still
showing the six chief members of the cast,
holding large signs labeled for six days of
the week, Monday to Saturday.

In the lower photo, last column, is revealed
both the overall and bicycle merchant
hook-up, which they will welcome.

Many tie-ups in connection with production or publicity stills from the picture wereused.
One was that with a Fifth Avenue
Animal Store

in

showing

photo

of the picture proper.

DAYS'

Stills

connection with the
Corinne Griffith with

still

her

irish Terrier.

See photo of Miss Engler in upper right
corner for exact costume worn in her remarkable toe dance specialty.

A

dandy delicatessen store link was obtained from a publicity still showing Frank
Mayo, preparing a meal from packages of
food, which could have come only from a
delicatessen store. This still was placed in
half a dozen stores in the vicinity of the
theatre district, with cards calling attention to the showing at the Capitol.
Candy and Confectionery Stores were
tied up with other scenes from the picture
Corinne Griffith imbibing soft
drinks, eating an ice cream cone or candy.
They were used for tie-ups with dealers in
electric goods, as Miss Griffith was shown
in most of them imbibing a cooling drink
before an electric fan.

A novel throwaway, which attracted the
usual attention, carried out the kissing idea
of the 24-sheet poster.
Six drawings, by
the noted artist John Held, Jr., showing a
couple dressed differently ior each day of
the week, exchanging a fervid kiss.
Across the top ot each of these throwaways was a phrase: "This is the way to
kiss on Monday or Tuesday, etc." for the
six days of the week covering the six different postures.
Any number

Upper left photo, which is one of actual
from picture, shows ease of beverage
tie-up.
Use it in Soda Fountains.

The unusually striking 24-sheet poster
designs, made for "Six Days" were adapted

strip

shown below.

showing

stills

of kissing possibilities are of-

by the

fered

"Six

cartoon throw-aways,
Suggests calendars.

Days" has excellent
in

Capitol."

Travel folders and pictures, together with

exploiting the picture not alone on the
billboards but in the special herald which
was a reproduction in miniature of the big

stills

poster.

special art card, reading:

\

poster carried
date of showthese heralds

possi-

its

great love story of two continents by Elinor Glyn, 'Six Days' now playing at the

in

The back of this miniature
the ename of the theatre and
ing.
Twenty thousand -of

tie-up

steamship scene, a fine window having been displayed on the strength
of the steamship with the Trans-Atlantic
Steamship Agency.
In the window was placed a large wardrobe trunk, carrying the London, NewYork and Paris Tags, with a giant tag on
which was written: "Bon Voyage.
The

bilities

used

and posters of the picture were also
window. Among these was a

in the

"See Elinor Glyn's story of the battlea love story of France after the war,

fields,
'

Six Days'

now

playing at the Capitol."
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Two

Showmen

Pages of Booking-Urge for

Indexing the More Advantageous Exploitation Ideas of Current Releases
for

The

Eternal Three'

Released by Goldwyn

September

23,

1923

BRIEF:

Dramatic story of a surgeon's conflicting
senses of love and duty with a novel treatment of
Written and directed by Marthe triangle theme.
Featuring. Hobart Bosworth and
Neilan.
shall
Claire Windsor.

problem of a pre-eminently successTHE
man of middle age completely absorbed

in

his work, the neglected wife and the profflgate adopted son are dramatic elements that
can never fail to interest people of every
As these are the eleclass and condition.
ments of 'The Eternal Three," it will be an
easy matter for any enterprising exhibitor
to make this picture earn velvet profits.
The first connection that suggests itself
is one that will appeal to surgeons and physicians. The story concerns a surgeon who has
won fame by his untiring efforts, and is of
course one that will interest all professional
men, but especially those of the medical proIn your telephone and other city difession.
rectories you will find a complete list of all
the doctors in your territory. Have a pleasant voiced girl call up each one of them and
tell him about the pictures.
An effective mail campaign is also possible for these people, and the members of
brief,
women's clubs and debating societies.
well worded letter, giving the high lights
of the picture and stressing the problem,
"Is a man's work more important that his
duty to his wife?"
Some gorgeous gowns are worn by Miss
Windsor in this picture and this suggests an
effective arrangement that can be made with
high grade department stores, modistes and
Window displays for
similar establishments.
fashionable garments can easily be arranged
and stills of the subject can tie-up nicely
with the picture.
There are a good many hospital scenes in
this picture, all showing the splendid work

A

Your Future Use

in Adaptation

being done by clinics and dispensaries
touch with the board of directors of
hospitals in your community that are supported by public contributions and if approached in the right away, it will be a simple
matter to have stage a charity drive, which
of course would afford a ready tie-up with
good stunt would be put on
the picture.
a special matinee for the cause, the receipts
This
to be turned over to the hospital fund.
would attract a great deal of attention to
your house, and prove a valuable advertisement.
The various cabaret shots in this picture
also afford an excellent opportunity for arrangements with high class places of dining
and entertainment. The management of such
places are always on the alert for publicity
opportunities and for that reason you can very
It
easily make arrangements with them.
might be possible to arrange an evening for
a "The Eternal Three" contest or dancing
competition, or some other sort of a hook-up.
Cards carrying a brief paragraph about the
picture and the fact that it is dedicated to
physicians and surgeons should be left on
waiting room tables in doctors' offices where
the patients may pick them up and read them.
high school essay contest will gain you
much valuable publicity for this picture. Get
the high school students interested in an essay contest regarding the three most prominent characters in the United States.

that

is

Get

in

A

A

'Lights Out'
Released by F. B. O.

October

15,

1923

BRIEF: A

quick action melodrama of the underDirected by Rex Taylor.
world and the movies.
Featuring Ruth Stonehouse.

EVERYBODY
story

of

the

a good, clean dramatic
underworld where crooks

likes

ing place in the West Coast studios, this
picture is certain to appeal to almost every-

body who comes

The

title

to
this

of

your theatre.
story is one that lends

A

to numerous exploitation angles.
valuable arrangement in this connection could
itself

be made with your local electric light company.
good window display could be ar-

A

ranged, showing service
renders and a conspicious
think like this
"Where
stalled there can never be
:

that

the

company

card reading someour service is in"

any 'Lights Out.'
Another good commercial tie-up can be arranged with hardware stores. This is good
for window displays, too. The merchant can
dress his windows with locks and other antiburglar devices and place stills from the picture, showing the crooks up to their tricks
and a sign to the effect that with such
devices as he is selling there is no danger

when Lights are Out.
Considerable of the action of the picture
centers around the attempts of the crooks
to get possession of a black satchel that the
horn-rimmed spectacled young hero is guarding very anxiously.
This provides a good
ballyhoo.
Have a thin, nerveous looking
young man parade up and , down in front
of your theatre with a mysterious looking
black
satchel,
peering around
anxiously.
When a crowd has gathered have him open
up the satchel and distribute hand bills telling about the picture.
Another ballyhoo stunt that would tie-up
with the movie part of the story would be
the taking of fake movies in or about your
lobby.
Have some of the characters represented by your people, and have a camera
man, director and so forth grind away, pust
as though scenes for a regular movie were
being shot.
Then at the right moment exhibit a banner naming the picture.

who have gone straight bring their unregenerated pals to deserved justice. With an
added movie interest, action of the story tak-

'Rosita'
Released by United Artists

BRIEF:

Mao-

Pickford's

Sept. 3, 1923

delightful

Spanish

ro-

mance adapted by Edward Knoblock from the Xorbert
Falk story.
Directed by Ernst Lubitsch.
Distinctive

new

color and

in

Mary

Pickford

treatment, offering an almost
portrayal due to remarkable

direction.

TN

this production you have an entirely
different Mary
Pickford characterization than anything heretofore presented to
the public. An entirely digerent campaign
of exploitation should be put into effect

and the usual advertising and Pickford
treatment materially changedBy so doing you can reach out for new
"Mary" audiences, but at the same time
do not forget the millions of Pickford admirers who go to see her in anything.
Whatever you do, do it in a big way.
To begin with, plan your campaign well
in advance.
Start your work immediately
on signing your contract,
tie-up on the "Rosita" costume contest

by announcing that a certain beautiful
young lady of your city will be seen on
your streets wearing the Rosita costume.

To

the
the

woman

or girl guessing the

name

young
should award

lady, some local merchant
a prize of their latest style
dress.
set of rules governing the contest is outlined in the press layout.
Then arrange for your "street singer,"
a really dignified ballyhoo.
Get a pretty
girl who resembles Mary Pickford as nearly as possible
one wr ho can sing and play

of

A

THEY LINED UP

DEEP GLADLY

whose heart doesn t gladden at the sight of people, lots of
The answer is No, with a capital "N." This is the way
Grauman's Los Angeles theatre, to see "The White Rose."

Breathes there an exhibitor anywhere
'em, waiting to get into his theatre?
they waited their turn at

SIX

—
—

guitar get the costume from your
United Artists exchange, .and the rest you

thhe

know.
Next, prepare your link-up with the proprietor of your best known hair-dressing
establishment.
This stunt alone, carefully

:

:

October
handled,

13,

is
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1923

good

for

news columns

in the

a
week's publicity
of your newspapers.

'Zaza'

Showmen's Round Table
Two whole pages of reliable

The

idea is that
Miss Pickford has
created a new fashion of headdress.
Her
curls are still there but they are high on

of

It is a proven fact that with a picture of
this type that presentation atmosphere is a

valuable asset and the practice of dressing
your ushers in the style of the period of the
picture fits easily in this case.
Th girls'
hair should be dressed in the new style as
shown in the stills with the Spanish comb
and lace mantilla draped down the back.

The ad
ably

layouts are simple, but remarkand in thorough keeping

distinctive

Pickford prominence.
with
Spread on
them. The scene cuts for newspaper publicity actually seems alive, so true are they
to Mary's portrayal of the street
singer.
The eleven by fourteens will lure the interest nicely but a few sets will go a long
way on this type feature.

'The Eternal Struggle'
Released by Metro

September

30, 1923

BRIEF:

Fast moving story of love and intrigue
in the Canadian North West, with the Mounted
Police figuring conspiciously.
Adapted from G. B.
Lancaster's novel, "The Law Bringers" by Monte
M. Katterjohn. Featuring Earle Williams, Barbara
La Marr and Renee Adoree. Directed by Reginald
Barker.

you have a
HERE
exploit because

subject that is easy to
it is of the type that the
Strong heart
great majority of people like.
interest,

action

villainy
and the
aplenty,
the job, are the highBesides there are a
story.

Mounted Police on
lights

of

this

number of very popular screen players such
as Earle Williams Barbara La Marr and
Renee Adoree whose names are of good
box office value.

the desired public curiosity make no
of your theatre in this campaign
or the relation to the photoplay.
This is
"Learn how to
good teaser campaign copy
"
win 'The Eternal Struggle.'
There's a skyscraper stunt, too, that is very
effective, and a bally that will arouse a great
deal of interest.

mention

:

your

If

is
so situated that you
arrow on your marquee point-

theatre

set a big

ing

either

straight

across

the

street

or

at

an angle toward the opposite side, so as to
divert the gaze of the passerby directly at the
building or the high point you wish to designate, you have the opportunity to work this
stunt.

One

HE

character of the play from which this
picture is made is well known to everybody, and as Gloria Swanson, the star, is
one of the most popular screen actresses,
"Zaza" lends itself to effective exploitation.
Stress the fact that this is a faithful screen
version, with a few modern embellishments,
of the famous stage play, and feature Miss
Swanson in all your advertising, and you will
be laying the foundation for putting the picture over to big houses.
Advertising in the various forms that you
use, newspaper, bill board, circular, are about
the best means of attracting attention to this
picture.
There are a number of good catch
lines that you can use in this publicity, two
of them being
"Where Love is, there is
God also," "There's a fascination in her eyes,
her voice, her hands in the very perfume she
uses."
"Zaza" is the sort of picture that can be
effectively exploited by a strong mail campaign.
letter somewhat like the following
could be sent to men and women on your
'"P

create

can

October 21, 1923
Screen version of the stage play that has

long been standard.
Abounds in love interest and
dramatic situations. Featuring Gloria Swanson and
H. B. Warner. Produced by Allan Dwan.

information

hair, etc.

duction of "Rosita."

BRIEF:

dealing with the
pictures that afford exploitation
opportunity. Carefully selected
each week they represent choice
publicity bait together with pertinent pointers to put them over.

It is from the Empire period
her head.
in Spain and is just cause for all kinds
of controversy about the doom of bobbed

Get some of the prominent young ladies
the town to say what they think of
the new fashion and let the argument
start off in heated style.
Valuable window space in all Chevrolet
sales rooms may be had by showing your
local Chevrolet dealer the interesting stills
of the Chevrolet car in difficult stunts on
Miss Pickford's studio sets during the pro-

Released by Paramount

:

—

A

heights
25 feet, 50 feet, 100 feet.
If at the height of 125 feet you come to
a level, or nearly so with a window, arrange
with the tenant to allow you to install this
Mark as you have at the
stunt material
intervals below, 125 feet, and suspend above
the window, or on a small platform at the
side, a dummy figure so placed as to suggest
that it is about to jump.
Have the arrow
on your marquee point directly to the build-

mailing list
"Gloria Swanson in 'Zaza' a picturization
of one of the world's greatest plays, will
be the feature of the bill at (name of theatre)
for
(number of days) opening on
(date).
This is story of a beautiful, hottempered yet tender woman. Deserted in her
childhood by her parents she goes on the
stage and has all Paris grovelling at her
feet.
She falls in love and is happy. But
then comes a great sacrifice
It's a great
story and provides Gloria Swanson with the
greatest role of her screen career."
Get in touch with the heads of dramatic
clubs, secure a membership list from them
and send a similar letter to each member.
valuable restaurant and high class cabaret
tie-up can be made with this picture.
The
character of "Zaza" is a vivacious, appealing one and a "Zaza Night" would prove attractive to the patrons of places of this sort,
and would be a novelty that the management
of these entertainment resorts would be glad

ing.

to

is

of

the biggest thrills of

the

picture

where one of the characters leaps from a

height of

and

feet into the swirling rapids
rescue.
The stunt is a means
attention to this feat of daring.

125

effects a

of drawing
Select a building across from your theatre
that towers 125 feet or more.
Secure the
co-operation of the owners, which you should
have no difficulty in doing as the stunt will
win unlimited publicity for the structure and
its sponsors.
Then have your sign man mark
upon the face of the building at the proper

:

—

A

stage.

One of the best commercial arrangements
that can be made on this picture is with a
furrier, or department store that sells furs.
The action of the story takes place in the
habitat of thousands of fur bearing animals,
and many of them are shown in tne various
furrier's well trimmed window
scenes.
is always an interesting attraction. Arrange
with your furrier to give an exclusive window exhibition of fur wraps, neck pieces,
etc. made from the skins of strictly Canadian
animals, also the skins of some animals in
Put in mounted panels
their natural state.
of stills from the picture, using those show-

A

A

framed
ing the company in winter attire.
colored enlargement or poster cut-out and
tie-up sign will complete the trim.
great variety of good throwaway connections can be made with several local merchants such as coal and automobile dealers,
clothing, women's wear, restaurants, drugSelect a
gists, lumber and other retailers.
leading dealer in each of these lines and offer
to distribute free of charge for him a certain
number of special throwaway cards, with
copy to suit each merchant, the only charge
to the retailer being the cost of printing.
The average merchant will readily accept this

A

plan.

An

example of throwaway copy of this
"Put an end to "The Eternal Struggle" to clothe yourself and your family withAll prices slashed in half
in your means.
sort

at

is

:

Brown Clothing Co."

An effective teaser campaign can be employed for "The Eternal Struggle" on your
In order to
bill boards and other places.

A BLEND OF DIGNITY AND THRILLS
lobby decoration for the showing of "The White Sister" at the 44th street theatre in
New York City, domonstrates how dignity and popular appeal can be blended to attract and hold
People couldn't help but come in to examine these richly mounted, finely
the public attention.
This

printed

s i ills.
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Feature Release and Review Chart
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

MAY
Feature
Affairs

Ham

Lady

JULY

Star

Director

Liane Hadi
Wallace Beery

Bavu

Oswald

Hodkinson

8,000
6,988

Paton
Universal
Should satisfy most exacting fan. Phila. Inq.
Thrills.
Ledger.
Black Shadows
Special Cast
Salisbury
...Pathe

—

.

.

—

.

5,000
4,522

.

Boston Blackie
Wm. Russell ....Dunham
Fox
Moves swiftly, showing prison life. Toledo Blade.
Broken Violin
Special Cast
J. Dillon ....Arrow, S. R.
Burning Words
Roy Stewart
Paton
Universal

—

..5,820
4,944

—

Fairly convincing Northwestern, and takes well.
L. A. Herald.
Crossed Wires
Gladys Walton
Baggot
."4,705
Universal
A relief.
Excellently brewed farce.
Boston Advertiser.
Double Dealing
Hoot Gibson
Lehrman ...Universal
5,105
Empty Cradle
Alden-Morey .... Not Credited .Truart, S. R. ..5.000
Fighting Strain
Neal Hart
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
Fog Bound
Dorothy Dalton
Willat
Paramount
8,000
Good entertainment. Bait. Sun.
Good mystery. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Fortune of Christina ....Special Cast
Not Credited .Playgoers
5,000
Fools and Riches
H. Rawlinson
Blache
Universal
4,904
Girl Golden West
Kerrigan-Bremer Carewe
First Nat'l ....7,000

—
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

Stirring screen

Who Came

Girl

versions.

—

.

.

—

.

.

Phila.

Inquirer.

Back ...Special Cast

Forman

—

Preferred

An interesting film, with a good cast. Port. Telegram.
Good, outside of carelessness in construction. Phila.

—

—

Intensely interesting.
Inquirer.
Little Red Schoolhouse ..Special Cast

Lonely Road
K. McDonald
Man From Glengarry ...Special Cast

Arrow,

Shertzinger

6,100

E. L.

Adolfi

R.

S.

...5,/ 60

..First Nat'l

Hodkinson

6,000
5,800

Movies ....Mary Mack
MacDermott .F. B.
Well
Thos. Meighan ...Al Green ....Paramount

5,500
7,000

Gripping

Mary

of the

Ne'er

Do

tale.

—

.

.

McRae

Times.

Bait.

Manv interesting
Power Divine
Ragged Edge

.

.

—

S*.
Louis Globe- Democrat.
Special Cast
Moody
Ind. Pict
4,920
Lunt-Palmerri ...Weight
Goldwyn
7,000
Remittance Woman
Ethel Clavton ...Ruggles
F. B. O.
7,000
Exertional entertainment. Columbia P. I.
Rip Tide
Special Cast
Arrow, S. R. ...6,270
J. Pratt
Rustle of Silk
Comnson-Tearle
Brenon
Paramount
7 000
Well played.
Cleve. P. D.
Commonplace but fine cast. Cleve. News.
Sixty Cen':s an Hour
.Walter Hiers .... Henaberrv
.Paramount
5,632
First class fun maker.
Dallas Herald.
Refreshing amusement. Jr.
Soul of the Beast
Madge Bellamy
Jno. Wray ...Metro
6,000
One of Ince's best. Birmingham News.
Stepping Fast
Tom Mix
Franz
Fox
4,608
Sunken Rocks
Alma Tavlor
Not Credited .Burr Nickle
5,000
Wandering Daughters ...Soecial Cast
Jas. Young ..First Nat'l
6,000
Striking study in contrasts.
Seattle Times.
Amusing, dramatic—Star
White Rose
Dempster- Marsh .Griffith
Griffith
10,834
A simple storv that goes to the heart. San. Fran. Chronicle.
A storv of human feeling and human appeal. Los Ang. Times.
Wolf Tracks
Jack Hoxie
Not Credited .Sunset Prod. ..5.000

situations.

Feature

Length

Distributor

Brass Bottle

.

.

—

.

.

—

.

.

—

.

—

Woman Game

Hammerstein

E.

.

—

Earle

.

Selznick

5,000

JUNE
Feature

Star

Bargains
Below Rio Grande

Thorough!"

—
enjoyable. —

St.

Length

Distributor

Not Credited .Burr Nickle ....5.000
Not Cred ted .Steiner, S. R. ..5.000
Not Credited .Playgoers
5.000

Soecial Cast

Neal Hart
Love
Special Cast
Wholesome melodrama worth seeing.
Critical Age
Social Cast
Counterfeit

;

— Boston

Advertiser.

McRae

Real. — Traveler.

Hodkinson

4 504

Louis Star.

Daughters of Rich
Special Cast
Foreman ....Preferred
6,000
Noteworthy.— Oklahoma Citv Times.
Highly entertaining. Oklahoman.
Desert Rider
Tack Hoxie
Hoxie
Sunset Prod.
..5 000
Devil's Partner
N. Shearer
Not Credited .Ind. Pict. ... 5,000
Divorce
Bennett
J. Novak
F. B.
6,000
Interest!"!*, pounds home.
Toledo Times.
Old story but good. Blade.
T ick Hoxie
Don Quickshot
Marshall ... Universal
5.000
Fog
HaTis-Land s ....Powell
Metro
6,541

—

—

Good

entertainment.

Exciters
Thriller.

Miss

— Norfolk

Dnniel's

Heart Raider

— Toledo

—

;

Times.

Aptly presented.

—

....Paramount
— Times.

Aenes Ayres ....Ruggles

Moment
Le-ve*

Man

—

Social Cast

guessins. — Allentown

....

—Paramount
Norfolk

Plenty of action.
Birmingham K. C. Jr.
Interesting.
0"e of Miss Ayres' best. Birmingham ledger.

Last

— Blade.

Daniels-Moreno ..Campbell

Constitution.
Interesting.
best.
Daily Oklohoman.

—

6,000

5.075

L.

Meehan

Hodkinson

7,000

Journal.

Action

—

—

—

—

.

—

.

-S

"irtures

Youthful Cheaters

go. —

.

.

—

.

n'nrs true.

K^n"

Normand

Morr^on
Comnson-LVx
Hunter

ft!

It

.

Soecial Cist
Pr"molic inridents.

Glenn

W

.

Bolt. P"st
<!™»c : i!' Ca^t

lu^h-'

.

—

.

Sun Dog Trails
Suzanna
Trifling With Honor
Te"se -"- — pnts.
Western Blood
Woman Four Faces

.

.

F R

...
.

f one s

Pollprd
— Cleve.
News.
>T

.

—

—
—
sea.
Birmingham

Good

—

story of
News.
Unbounded satisfaction. Post.
Special Cast
Home
F. B.
5,000
Lawless
D. Dalton
Fleming
Paramount
6,000
Unusual. Birmingham News.
Drawn out but exciting at times. Port. News.
Love Piker
Anita Stewart ....Hopper
Gold-Cosmo ...6,000
Fair entertainment.
Bait. M. Sun.
Something for everyone. /Inter.
Good entertainment.- News.
You'll love it.
Milwaukee Journal.
Man Between
Special Cast
Finis Fox ....Assoc. Exhib. ..6,000
Man's Man
F. B. O
J. W. Kerrigan
McGuire of Mounted ...Wm. Desmond ...O. Appel ....Universal
5,000
Penrod and Sam
Special Cast
W. Beaudine .First Nat'l
6,275
Portrayal of life of an every day American.
Birmingham News.
Rapids
Harry Morey ....Hartford ....Hodkinson ....,4,932
Forceful energy.
Wilkes-Barre Post.
Film of Canada. Advt.
Self Made Wife
Special Cast
Dillon
Universal
5,000
Shootin' for Love
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick ....Universal
5,160
Skid Proof
Charles Jones
6,000
S. Dunlap ...Fox
Thrills and action.
Birmingham Age-Herald.
Exciting.
Toledo Times.
Stormy Seas
McGowan-Holmes McGowan .. .Assoc Exhib. ...5,000

Itching Palms

Law

of

—

—

—

ot Credited

Brenon
Turtle

.

—

F. fun
Arrow. S. R. ...4.5»«
5 "«<
United Arti.
.

Universal

Sanford

S.

Paramount
Hodkinson

.

7,785

R

5 "r>n

6.009
6.000

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

Special Cast
Young
First Nat'l
The picture is great. Chicago Tribune.
A good picture, well directed, finely acted. San Fran. Chronicle.
Charlotte Observer.
Powerful.
Wierd and fantastic. Dallas Journal.

Trilby

—

—

—

H. Rawlinson

Victor

.

.

.

.

7,302

—

Laemmle ....Universal

4,888

AUGUST
Feature

Director

Star

Distributor

Length

Wm.

Wind
Broken Wing

Alias Night

Russell ....J. France ...Fox
5,000
Special Cast
Forman
Preferred
6,126
Circus Days
Jackie Coogan
Cline
First Nat'l ....5,163
The greatest Coogan picture. Los Angeles Record.
Cast is well chosen and lends excellent support te lead. San. Fran. Call.
Common Law
Griffith-Tearle
Archinbaud ..Selznick
7,527
Destroying Angel
Leah Baird
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,640
Dulcy
Con. Talmadge ..Franklin
First Nat'l
...6,859
A splendid picture has been made of the stage's "Dulcy." JV. Y. Times.
Fighting Blade
R. Barthelmess ..Robertson ...First Nat'l
8,729
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elson
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,000
Hollywood
All star cast.
.Craze
Paramount .... 8,197
A delicious light comedy of motion picture life.—San Fran. Examiner.
Human Wreckage
Mrs. W. Reid
F. B.
7,415
J. Wray
A piercing photodramatic film that sets the nerves a-tingling. Syra. Tele.
Brought a storm of applause when last reel had been unwound. Cin. Post.
Should satisfy the most cynical audiences. Port. Oregonian.
Full of action from beginning to end.
Porf. Telegram.
Huntress
Collen Moore ....Reynolds ....First Nat'l
6,336
If Winter Comes
Special Cast
Millarde
Fox
11,250
A remarkable and exceptional accomplishment in the M. P. field. Chic. News.
Does credit to the author. Salt Lake City Teleeram.
A far abler piece of work than the stage version. JV. Y. Even. Mail.
r>r>e nf the finest pictures the screen has ever shown.
Chic. Post.
A* p-rnfisite conception exquisitely presented. Chicago News.
Litt'e Old New York
Gold. -Cosmo.
10.336
.Marion Davies
Olcott
One of the biggest pictures the world has seen. Balto. Amer.
Legally Dead
Milton S lls
Parke
Universal
5,000
A trer"end'-ns h it. Brooklyn Cithen.
Unnswl and original. Portland Oregonian.
Remarkable theme. Tel.
Love Brand
5,000
Roy Stewart
Paton
Universal
F/orv t"le. one of best.
Boston Post.
Man Who Won The
.Dustin Farnum
Fox
5,000
rac'e Baby, The
HaM-y
F. B.
5,624
y
Hoo^ G h«on
Sed'jwxk ...Universal
Out of luck
6,000
?-c-*""eonslv funny. Seattle Times.
Trifle far-fetched.
Toledo Blade.
Paramount
Purple Highway, The
.Kennedy-Blue
6,574
Kolker
Pr~v'Jrs an enjoyable picture. Balto News-.
Paramount
Salomv Jant
Logan-Flynn
Me'ford
6.270
F-rnrn entertainment of good overage quolitv. San. Fran. Bulletin.
t.
-t ^,f V i e that will probably po on forever.
JV. Y. Telegraph.
Rrsr'ef T
16X00
The
K. McDona'd
Shertz'nger ..'First Nat'l
.5.000
Second Hand Love
Fox
Chas. Jones
frur'i""
little
drama.
A
rural
Baltimore Sun.
5,000
Shad-ws of North
Wm. Desmond
Universal
B'vstone
7.054
Soft Bo led
Tom Mix
Fox
Spoi'ers. The
S.528
H'llyer
Goldwyn
Soecial Cast ...
Fn»r" fe"e is a big scene. Syracuse Telegram.
0"p rf p'e'-test of year. Dollas Dispatch.
lavish.
Journal.
S.000
Special Cast .... Vic Fi'oerin Assoc. Exhib
T°a T " th a Kick
Kansas Citv Star.
Will pive nnv audience an hour's good fun.
.6.946
Three Wise Fools
Vidor
Goldwyn
Special Cast
A nirtvre that '"ill delight anyone who sees it. Seattle Union Rec.
Ti-e r<-s> is a big and capable one.
Brooklyn Times.
The cr* is a bin and capable one. Brooklyn Citiren.
Ss-^ef-ing in it for everybody. Bait. American.
Morn. San.
First rote.
Not Credited Playgoers, S. R. .5,000
Tipped Off
SDec-'al Cast

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—

M

.

.

—
—

—

r^

.

:

—

.

—

.

.

V

.

.

,

.

—

.

.

:

—
—

.

— —

:

:

.

D. M*cT ean
Home
First Nat'l
...
Evrvne pressing and laughinp. Seattle Times. Mirth, mystery. P. I. 6,000
T -en-?
Mich. O'Halloran
Rich
Meehan
Hodkinson .... 7,000
Plensart <m-rrssi"n.
'. A. 'Herald.
Rather good. Froress.
Mysterious Witness
R b* Gordon
4.8''•,
ZelifF
F. B.
On'y 38
Soec^ 1 Cast
De Mille Paramount .....6.000
r> e M,'le
-rpvr~*pJ m{™ r/-' *m m becoming a bore.
P"rtlind Oreenn.
Paddv Next Best Thing. .M— Marsh
Cutts
Allied P. & D. .6.000
Thoroughly enjoyable, Chicago Herrld F-xam.
Mae Marsh, winsome and fasrinatine. Boston Post.
Railroaded
H. Raw'inson
Mort'mer ... Universal
Si""
Sawdust
GVdvs Wa'ton ..rnr wav
Universal
4,940
of

—

—

.

Director

Length

—

—

.

—

—

—

.

Distributor

Tourneur ....First Nat'l

Special Cast

6,000
An exceptionally worthy picture. Phila. Public Ledger.
Children of Dust
Special Cast
Borzage
First Natl
5,080
Human nature and glowing with life. Birmingham News.
Children of Jazz
Special Cast
6,000
J. Storm ....Paramount
Interesting.
Wise. News.
Good entertainment. Nor. Landmark.
Desert Driven
Harry Carey
F. B.
Val Paul
5,000
Harry Carey proves the man's star of screen. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Flying Dutchman
Special Cast
Carleton
F. B.
5.622
Forbidden Range
Neal Hart
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
Gentlemen O' Leisure ...Jack Holt
Henaberry ...Paramount
6,000
Season's laughing sensation. Okla. City News.
Delightful.
Oklahoman.
Homeward Bound
Thos. Meighan ..Ralph Ince ..Paramount
5,000

—

—

Director

Star

.

.

—

—

.

.

—

.

—

—

:

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
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FEATURE RELEASE AND REVIEW CHART— Continued
Feature

SEPTEMBER

Star

Feature

Star

Director

S^-YVV,™
Eighth Wife. Gloria

-£eIect Cast

nPi,
Bluebeard

s
thrills,

many

Nafl
Swanson ,.S. Wood .... Paramount
much comedy. Pittsburgh Press.

some pathos,

—

...

5.174
5,960

—

^u

SR ...5.800
Universal
fi nnn
Broadway Gold
E. Hammerstein
Dillon ..Y.V. iTruart
til\
A melodrama, not superior or inferior to most
of them.—St. L. Post'
eT L e
P
Stat
Lois Wilson ..Universal
6,330
w*„
r„
t
,?
l
„
Well cast, well acted and well directed.
Chic Exam
Call of the Wild, The ..Buck
Fred JackmanPathe
8 ' 000
Many sensational
'

fy M

.

—

—

—

—N

Y

Home News

Clean Up, The ....... H Rawlinson .... Parke
Universal ..'....5,000
The sort of picture which ought to go well in small towns.—
N. Y. Teleg
Covered Wagon The
Special Cast
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount ....10,000
The production is a big one in every way.— Pitts. Chronicle
Telegraph.
One of greatest m history of the film industry.— Dallas News.
One of the best motion pictures ever produced. Dallas Journal
Daytime Wives ..
Derelys Perdue
r SI
F B O
Eleventh Hour, The .... Mason- Jones
Durning
Fox
Eternal Three The
Special cast
M. Neilan .. Goldwyri
Janemies of Women
L. Barrymore
Goldwvn
sni
A lavishly sumptuous production. Newark Eagle
Holds the interest throughout, superb photoplay.— Milwaukee
Journal
A motion picture of exceptional da::ling beauty.— L. A
Examiner
Exiles. The
Rubens-Gilbf rt
Goldwvn
inmn
Fair Cheat, The
Breese Lytell-etc. King. ...... F B O
6 000
6,000
A fair entertainment.— N. Y. Telegraph
.

.

—

'

—

Day

Tom Mix

Fox

.

.

—

—

.

Ruggles

.

.

.

—

—

5,000

Dana

The
The

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Shaw

....

—
.

JV.

.

.

Y.

Metro

Don't

rri>s

it.

—

JV.

5,000

Telegraph.

.

.

.Wm.

Russell
^lara K. Young

—

5,000

JV.

Y.

Tel.

Lillian Gish .... King
Inspiration ... 13,:J00
interesting and well worth seeing.
JV.
Y. Telegraph.
Y. Evening Post.

—

Wild Party, The
G'advs Walton ...H Blache ...Universal
Zaza
Gloria Swansoi
.Dwsn
Paramount
A carefully made and splendidly cast production. N. Y. Review.
An interesting picture and Miss Swanson's work is commendable.

—

—

—

Well directed, well edited. JV. Y. Tribune.
Excellent work.
JV.
Y. Times.
Finest work of Gloria Swanson's career.
Bronx

—

.

7,012
5,082
6.000

Fox
Commonwealth

Flood
Heffron

AttfCtiveh' produced and sufficiently well acted.

White Sister. The :
Good entertainment,

6,000

N. Ross
Universal
Walsh-Love-MyenGeo. D. Baker Goldwyn
Courtot-Striker- ..Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
.

Times Have Changed
Wife's Romance, A

Sedgwick Universal

Ed.

Even. Sun.

moments.
We'sh-Adoree

Six Fifty. The
Slave of Desire.
Steadfast Heart,

7,090

—

Gibson

—

—

—

.6,000

Red Gap

of

Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot
A good production. JV. Y.
Social Code, The
Viola
The picture has interesting

—

—

National

Universal
First National

First

Cline

.... Special cast
Cruze
Paramount ....
Don't miss it. Chicago Post.
Is a picture that shouldn't be missed.
JV. Y. Even. World.
Amazinelv amusing and extremely well done. JV. Y. News.

—

—

'Jmmett Flynnjoldwyn
'os. DeGrasse p 'rst National

.

—

—

—

.

—

—

Post.

A picture everybody ought to like. N. Y. T elegnph.
in the Raw
Marshall
Jack Hox'e
Ponjo'a
Nilsson-Kirkwood Pina'd Crisp

—

—

—

—
melodrama. — Chicago
.

Men

—

—

—

.

.

.

Length

Distributor

.

The

Lord of Thundergate.
Br»imer-Moore
Meanest Man in World, .. Lytell-Sweet-etc.

—

—
—

Director

entertaining
In the Palace of the KingSpecial Cast

—

—

Faith,

An

.

_

of

.

.6.000

—

—

Priscilla Dean is great!
Chicago Herald Exam.
The picture, as a lvhole, is good of its kind. Chicago Post.
Eternal Struggle, The.
7,374
Adoree-Wilh'ams- R. Barker .... Metro
Renee Adcree is charming. JV. Y. Tel.
Chic. Trib.
Welt Produced.
A better -than-average picture, cast with expert performers. Chic. Exam.

he in-elv to die of failure of box office receipts. JV.' V. Teleg.
Marriage Maker, The
Ayres-Holt
Wm. de Mille Paramount
6 295
Mothers-In-Law
Vork-Clifford-GlasrGasnier
Preferred
6,725
One of the rechv worth while pictures of the season. N. Y. Even. Tel.
An enjoyable film, well directed, well acted. N. Y. Even. World.
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont .. Warner Bros. ..8.000
Return engagement hailed as out of ordinary event. Seattle Times.
Proved as popular on return as capacity first run showing. Sfar.
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Eichberg
Fox
8,000
A massive spectacle gorgeouslv staged. IV. Y. Evening Post.
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry
R. Julian
Universal
10 000
A picture long to be remembered. Portland News.
Pramatic. spectacular, vivid. Seattle P. 1.
One of the greatest love stories ever screened. Post Oregonian.
Both elaborate and dramatic. Portland Journal.
Wonderful. Oregonian.
Puritan Passions
Glenn Hunter ... Iuttle
Hodkinson
6,600
Poetic and artistic, but a little too subtile.
N. Y. Telegraph.
Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr
Badger
First Nafl
7 0C0
A fre mixture of comedy and nathos. N. Y. Telegraph.
Red Lights
>Soenal Cast
C. Badger ... Goldwyn
6,841
A thrilling mvstery melodrama. Louisville Times.
Will satisfy the most rabid sensation seekers.
Baltimcrde Sun.
Fine photography and scenic effects. N. Y. Even. Post.
Well worth the seeing. N. Y. Even. World.
Mvsterv, thrills and suspense in abundance. Bklvn. Times.
Not nnhi a thrilling mvsferv picture, but a jolly farce as well. N. Y. Trib.
C.717
Rupert of Hentzau
Selznick
Heerman
All Star
Gives pretty good entertainment for the 10 reels. San Fran. News.
Will

.

.Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd .First National ..9,893
Holbrook Blinn
Edwin Carewe First National ..6,600
Special cast
Tod Browning joldwyn
All star
6.5u0
Metro
Lee
Priscilla Dean .. T. Browning .Universal
7,000

...

Desire
Drifting

—

—
—

.

.

Star

Ashes of Vengeance
Bad Man, The

—

—

vt

Feature

.

—

—

.

OCTOBER

'

—

.

—

Sure cure fcr any one with an ingrewn grouch. N. Y.
Telegraph
Full of interesting and highly amusing scenes.— N. Y. Even
Telegram
Green Goddess, The
Special Cast
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn
9 100
Fine entertainment.
Washington News.
Gun Fighter, The
William Farnum
Fox
5 000
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley
Universal
12 000
Prrven one of the wonders of the theatrical season.— N. Y. Even.
Telegram
Hell': Hole
Chas. Jones
Fox
5,6j0
Her Reputation
Special" Casf
j. Wray
.First Nat'l
6,566
A verv interesting melodrama. Bcltimore News.
Filled with spectacular episodes that are well filmed.
Porf. Telgram
A well knit dramatic yarn. Portland Journal.
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan .Paramount
S 503
A picture that will be a moneymaker. Lcs Ang. Herald.
Many beautiful women in a story of new twists. Birmingham News.
Both interesting and entertaining. Los Ang. Express.
Sure to rank high among the other success"ful pictures. San. Fran. Call.
Wrrth missing something else to see. San. Fran. Chronicle.
Allure and suspense to a high degree.
Boston Post.
Excellent -Trav.

Lone Star Ranger

—

—
—

—

.

—

—

French Doll, The
Mae Murray
Metro
7 000
Miss Murray is more lavish than usual. N. Y Telegraph
Gold Diggers, The ..... Hope Hampton ..Beaumont
....Warner Bros. ..7,500
'
A good picture play. N. Y. World.

—

—
—

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

'

.

—

.

i

.

—

—

—

—

.

.

—

—

Call

—

.

—

—

scenes.
JV. Y. Evening Post.
of the finest animal dramas which has been presented
excellent picture.
JV. Y. Evening Mail.
Buck is a magnificent animal and an alle actcr. Bronx

One

An

.

—

'

m

—

—

Satisfying flicker_drama entertainment.
Syracuse Telegram
An interesting version of the French play.— Wash. Even. Star
0t
y
St
Kirkland
C. B. C.
6"
llfntv
Hoot Gibson
e linKy
.

Length

Distributor

Pickford
E. Lubitsch .United Artists ..8,800
An entertaining picture.
N. Y. Review.
We need more pictures like "Rosita." N. Y. Telegraph.
A beautiful picture, well acted and photographed. N. Y. Even. Post.
Rouged Lips
Viola Dana
Metro
5,134
Certainly entertaining.
Phila. Public Ledger.
Very entertaining. Los Angeles Examiner.
Many moments of suspensive interest in this picture. San Fran. Chronicle.
Seldom has such a star cast been brought together in one picture. L. A. Rec.
It is a sumptuous production.
Los. Ang. Express.
Six Days
Special Cast ....Chas. Brabin Goldwyn
8,010
Lramatic, absorbing and colorful story. N. Y. Even. Tel.
A stcrmily interesting picture. N. Y. Even. Journal.
Silent Partner, The
Special Cast
C. Maigne ...Paramount ..
.6,000
Silent Command, The ..Special Cast
Fox
7.S09
A straightforward melodrama. Chicago Examiner.
Moderately good entertainment. JV. Y. Even. Post.
A fine work finely done. N. Y. News.
Souls in Bondage
Special Cast
Not Credited Sanford Prod. ..G000
St.
Elmo
John Gilbert
Jerome Storm. Fox
A\778
Rather good. Chicago Herald Examiner.
Strangers of Night
Special Cast
Niblo
Metro
3.0'9
There is "something doing" every minute. San. Fran. Examiner.
The production has charm and a certain distinction. C.dcago Post.
To the Last Man
Dix-Wilson
V. Fleming ..Paramount .... 7,035
The picture is well worth seeing. Chicago Post.
gripping
A
stcry.
San. Fran. Journal.
A ccrking good melodrama. Chic. Herald Exam.
Three Ages
Buster Keaton
Metro
5,150
The funniest thing I ever saw. W'asnmgron News.
Unknown Purple
Walthall-Lake
Truart SR
5,000
Untameable, The
Gladys Walton
Universal
4,776
Goofl entertainment for Walton, fans.
St. Louis Post Dispatch.
Why Worry
Harold Lloyd
Newmeyer
Pathe
6,000
One of Lloyd's funniest productions. San. Fran. Bulletin.
No detail that would add to its success has been neglected. Pitts. Chron. Tele.
N. Y.Even. Sun.
If you're feeling bad go to see "Why Worry?"
Wanters, The
7,000
Special Cast
Jno. Stahl ... First Nat'l
4.5S2
Universal
Where Is This West ....Jack Hoxie ...Marshall

Length

Distributor

I?rank Borzage First

Director

Mary

Rosita

0f

from Preceding Page

—

....
JV.

Y.

5.000
7,076
Tel.

Home News.

BRIEF CONTENTS OF ALL CURRENT NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS

No. 104: Scenes of Japanese earthKing and Queen !ead the
simple life
German marks used as wall paper
Germany abandons resistance to France Fly fishermen catch trout Review of Mexican Army United
States
dreadnought visits Havana United
States

quake

— Greek

disaster

—

—

—

Army

Air Service succeeds

between 'plane and blimp

—A

at polo

woman

in

—
making

— Americans

—

flying contact
defeat Indians

dare-devil.

No. 80: This entire
issue is devoted to scenes of the Japanese earthquake
disaster
Ruins of Tokio and Yokohama Throngs of
refugees making their escape
Destruction by fire
and tidal wave The arrival of an American relief
ship
American gobs lending a hand.

—

—

—

—

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

No. 81: Navy pays

tribute to destroyer victims
England tries out new
elevated railroad system
Papyrus arrives in United
States
Laddie Buck
Spain's revo'utionary leaders
and Peter Pan at White House— Chancellor Stress-

—

—

—

—

of

—
—

—

;

KINOGRAMS

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

—

—

of Germany
Army Air Service tests Scenes
Japanese 'quake disaster
KINOGRAMS No 2289: Scenes of the Jananeee
earthquake disaster, showing the ruins of Tokio and
Yokohama, with shots of the refueees First American relief ship off for Japan Will Havs and Amn England
Large crowd
bassador Harvey arrive
of society people attend Mineola, L. I. Annual Fair.

man

No. 2290: Sarazen wins Pro. title
Count Apponyi of Hungary
the second time
Chicaeo Civic Opera balvisits the United States
let
corps drills New York Giants win pennant
Invention harnesses sun's heat Relics of
a^ain
for

—

—

—

Theodore Roosevelt

—

his birth
water to

sent

to

——

place

1

14 foot

New York
c"ncre*e pipe brings
Chief Justice Taft, Atty. Gen. Daugherty and
on Coo'.idge Football
Circuit judtres call
r.nens
Laddie Bu,ck and Peter Pan at the

—

—

City

U.

S.

season

White

House.

PATHE NEWS
revolution

— Birthday

saint
$10,000,000 fire devastates 100
in
Berk'ey,
Cal.
Glenna Collett. United
States woman golf champion wins Griswold Cup
Original fashions at the hairdressers convention
Prize sheep at Ohio State Fair United States battleEngland holds "penny farships in target practice
thing" bike race ZR-1 flies over Washington, D. C.
Harpists' Association holds festival.

78: scenes of the Spanish
celebration of Said-El-Badawi

—

—

—

—

—

NEWS

PATHE
No. 79: Ruins of the principal
Japanese cities Refugees fleeing from the earthquake
zone Occidental refugees embarking on homeward

—
bound
relief

ships

—
— Arrival

of

American

and

European

ships.

PATHE NEWS

No. 80: Governor of Oklahoma
declares martial war
Papyrus arrives in the United
States
Greece pays homage to muidered Italian mission
Dempsey greeted b\ his mother and a brass
band— Football season opens Utilize the heat of the

—
—

—

—
—

for cooking purposes
Men who rule Spain
Irish President attends session of League of Nations
Count Apponyi of Hungary visits the United States.

sun

No.

—

famous Moslem

blocks

k

—

Exhibitors Trade Review

Stage Decor and Effective Lighting Enhance

4

The Unknown

Purple'

Striking Examples of Screencraft Place New Truart Release in Notable Class of Season's Offering.
It is One of the First Special 'Carlos' Productions

October
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Announcing Cameo Comedies
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., will distribute a second series of 24 single reel Cameo
Comedies, according to a recent announcement.

A

year ago E. W. Hammons, president oi
Educational, in response to a growing demand for good single reel, rough and tumble
comedies, added the first series of Cameo
Comedies to the releasing schedule of that

company.

The Cameo Comedies, produced by Fred
Hibbard, were accorded an enthusiastic reception by exhibitors, who really felt the need
of the single reel, fast action comedy to complete the programs of their houses, which in
many cases had become complicated due to
the extreme length of the features flooding
the market.
The second series will also be produced under the supervision of Fred Hibbard at Los
Angeles. In the series just completed, Jimmie
Adams, Virginia Vance and Cliff Bowes are
seen in the leading parts. Adams is now starring in Christie Comedies, and it is expected
that Bowes and Miss Vance will continue as
the leads in the shorter comedies.

— Century

Good

There

Slapstick

2

Reel

Comedy

particularly new
in this subject which features Jack Cooper,
but furnishes the sort of entertainment that
pleases many audiences.
Plenty of girls
flit on and out of the picture, and there
are some pretentious cabaret scenes, mixed
with a fair amount of comedy mostly of the
slapstick sort.
As for the story, it's about
as light as air.
The near plot concerns a
young lady who pretends that she is a
dog in order to get a free meal. As such
she is sold to a cabaret manager, who
upon finding out what she is, gives her a
job as a cigarette girl. The upshot of her
adventuring is that she marries, after the
usual assortment of difficulties, the man' of
her choice after being blown into the
minister's parlor by a wind machine.

nothing that

is

is

—

'Almost Married'

—Arrow

Mildly Amusing

2 Reel

Comedy

This two

reeler, which is produced and
directed by the star, Eddie Lyons, has
nothing novel to offer in this well beaten
branch of the business, but even at that it
is far from being boresome.
In fact there
are one or two good laughs in the course

of the adventures of those concerned. The
"business" consists of an irate father chasing his daughter and would-be-son-in-law
The enin and out of hotel bed rooms.

tertainment is helped along by some very
capable funsters among them, James Donnelly, Virginia Warwick, Dorothea Walbert
The action in this
and Glen Cavendor.
subject

is

laughs in it
an audience.

swift and there are enough
to please almost any kind of

'Cracked Wedding Bells'
Good Enough

Chuck Reisner,
of "Cracked
ion reporter

star,

Wedding
on

a

—Universal
2 Reel

Slapstick

Comedy

author and director
Bells"

is

the

newspaper that

champis

this fate

Lots

of,

which

is

by the usual lucky accident.

hokum

chases and

funny enough

to

in

this

one,

bill

any-

the

fill

where.

'Gentlemen of the West'
Good Entertainment

Fairly

—Universal

2 Reel

Comedy-Drama

An

attractive little lady, running a paper
in the Wild West for her health, makes
things hot for a crowd of real estate sharks,
and of course stirs the rascals wrath. Her

cause

is

championed by

his four capable friends and after
a lot of villany, chases and the meting out
of justice, wedding bells ring for the right
people.
There's an average amount of ac-

suspense and comedy touches

tion,

this

in

and some good shots of the WestAbout the only novelty is the
newspaper atmosphere in the cow country.
"Gentlemen of the West" is a subject that
has a fair degree of entertainment, and is
subject,

ern country.

one that won't miss

anywhere.

fire

'Modern Banking'

—Vitagraph

Very Entertaining

1

Reel Novelty

recent statement issued in Washington
says that there are more savings accounts
in the United States now than ever in the
history of the country. The Urban Popular Classic of current release by Vitagraph
shows the inner workings of a great banking institution, beginning with the preparation by employees of the day's work two
hours before opening time and carrying
through its business to the final balance
of money in hand with credits and disbursements. This interesting one-reel feature is called "Modern Banking," and is
recorded by Lewis H. Moomaw. It is a
lesson in thrift and of wide interest to every member of the family.

'Done in

colored section of the town, Chuck,
as a white man, is chased away, but like
an enterprising reporter blacks himself at
a shoe shine staixl, goes back and is imHe is saved
pressed to marry the bride.

Oil'

Reel

2

cast.

of

lot

While there

Comedy

is

real

good deal of old

a

with some modern touches,
in this subject, no one can complain of it
time slap

stick,

From

lacking interest.
tion, thrills, and

on each other,

amusement for
"Done in Oil"

making
most

it

the

mighty

good

audience.
bright spot on

critical

be a

any program.

—E ducational

Very Good Diversion
this

Reel Novelty

2

There's fun, action and
in

Lyman

thrills for

H.

every-

Howe Hodge-

Podge. And there are numerous good
shots of interesting people and places in
various parts of the world, trick photography that is very clever, and some scenic
Of its
effects that will be remembered.
kind it is first class A Number One entertainment and will prove a bright spot on

any bill anywhere. You
you book this one.

'Bringing

can't

go wrong

if

Up Buddy' — Century

Good Kid Comedy

2

Reel

Comedy

While manv of the laughs in this picture
which stars Buddy Messinger are derived
by the actors getting things messed up
with

eclairs

is

2

Reel

Comedy

Buddy Messinger, star of this picture,
shown as a youth with a precocious

bump

of inventiveness, and happily, the
His mechanical
scion of a rich family.
devices keep things lively, and more so,
when his parents hold a reception. Explosive peanuts, cakes that squirt, revolving
chairs, trick sofas and so forth, prevent
the guests from having any dull moments,
society
and thwart the love scheme of
pirates.
Buddy of course is in everything.
All the old time slapstick is used in this
one, and there are a few rough and tumble
But
novelties that are laugh provoking.
it's good enough to appeal to family audiences.

Short and Sweet
Modern Banking

—Vitagraph.

An

inter-

esting reel showing the day's work in a large
banking house. Some graphic scenes of how
a bank is run are shown in this picture which
is one that is bound to please everybody.

Done

in

Oil

—Educational.

This

two-

a lot of good laughs, and
while there's considerable slapstick stuff in
the story, the theme, action and characters
make it a short subject that will be a bright
reeler

affords

Round Figures Century. This is fairlygood slapstick, with all the old tricks and a
few new ones, concerning the adventures of a
young girl in a cabaret. There are some good
chuckles in this one, and it is worth booking.
Eddie Lyons
Almost Married Arrow.
and a capable company of funsters afford
some really good laughs in this one which
has to do with chases in and out of hotel

—

bed rooms.

Some

bright spots in this sub-

ject.

Bringing

Buddy

L^p

— Century.

The

family of Buddy Messinger (in the picture)
get rich quick and puts on a celebration party.
They're not used to such social grandeur,
hence a lot of comical complications. Good
family comedy.
A Regular Boy Comedy. This is another
Buddy Messinger comedy, full of "stunts"
caused by the youth's eccentric inventive
genius.
Lots of slapstick, chases and the
usual hokum, but entertaining enough to interest audiences, family or otherwise.
Gentlemen of the West Universal.
Concerns the adventures of a lady running a
newspaper for her health in the cow country.
Action, suspense, and comedy in this with
some good shots of the West. Has fairly
good entertainment value.

—

'Sp eedville'

body

— Century

Moderately Amusing

start to finish, ac-

suspense follow close up-

will

'A Regular Boy'

—

laughs in this
story of an optimistic young oil stock
salesman, and his adventures among the
oil wells.
Jimmie Adams is the star and
he is helped out by a capable supporting
a

considerable entertainment value.

spot on any program.

—Educational

Very Amusing

There are

thrown at them, there, is a good lot
and
real
humor
of
wholesome fun
in this one.
Buddy's family has become
wealthy, according to the story, and feel
called upon to stage an elaborate entertainment.
But the habits of years can't be
thrown off in a day, hence a lot of comiThis is a good family
cal complications.
comedy, and a safe one to book as it has

handsome cow-

a

boy and

run

by women. He is assigned to "cover" a
wedding, which turns out to be a big event
in the

from

A

'Round Figures'
Fairly

Feature ill

<Biq Little

or

having

sticky

things

—

—

Bells Universal.
Wedding
Cracked
Chuck Reisner as star reporter on a paper run
by women. A colored wedding and a lot of
That's the story of this
slapstick mix ups.
one.
Good enough to fill the bill almost
anywhere.
Speepville

—Educational.

There are a lot
odd corners of the
world in this Howe's Hodge-Podge, and some
amusing cartoons. Plenty of action and the
sort of stuff that the average audience wants.
of

interesting

shots

of
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THE
making

demand that the unions are
against the Kansas City exhibitors has aroused the ire of the suburban owners since it is against them that the
latest

move
week

is

made

Showmen

the

Herman

Lorence

Fleury, a well

has

engaged

Arthur

known Buffalo

theatre musiaugmented orchestra

cian, to conduct the
at the Bellevue theatre,

Niagara

Falls,

N. Y.

A

demand was made last
Murray theatre, that a union

of the
piano player be hired at a salary of $30 a

week and it was accompanied by the threat
that the musicians union would ask the operators' local to pull out the operator in
sympathy with their demand. Jay Means,
owner of the Murray theatre, refused to accede and his theatre is being "picketed."

H. E. Schiller, Kansas City branch manager for the Preferred Pictures Corporation,
has tendered his resignation. No appointment has been made but Edward Grossman,
the
district manager, will be in charge of
office.

theatre,

his

watch and cash had been

The yeggs escaped
been

stolen

earlier

in

in

stolen.

a truck which had
the evening from a

company.
John Crovo, well-known
motion picture and legitimate theatre manThe Forager, is manager of the Forsyth.
syth Players moved to the Lyric a few weeks
ago from the Forsyth theatre.
roofing

Sterritt, formerly treasurer at the
theatre, Buffalo, is now taking a crack
He has joined
at the film exchange business.
the F. B. O. sales forces in Buffalo.

William

Teck

Southern Enterprises will reopen several
the Florida theatres for vaudeville and
pictures during the next two weeks.
A tremendous season is expected in resort towns
and crop conditions point tc a wonderfully
good season throughout the state.

Atlanta, where the For(stock) hold forth, was robbed
The door
last Tuesday night of §3500 cash.
of the safe was blown completely off and
although the police believe it was a long and
noisy job, the night watchman heard no
Investigation showed that
suspicious noise.

The Lyric

syth Players

of

A

pioneer role is essayed by the Bixman
theatre of Clinton, Mo., which has opened
for a seven-day week. The attempt is being
watched with interest by several neighboring

towns.

At a conference

Topeka. Kas., Monday
between Attorney General Griffith and C. C.
Pettijohn, General Counsel for the Kansas
City Film Board of Trade, the matter of the
Columbian theatre,, Wamego, Kansas, was

Loews

Atlanta

Grand,

all

policy Monday, September 24th
in practically a new theatre.
Completely redecorated and refurnished from the front
of the lobby to the back wall of the stage,
in honor of the new order of things, no de-

The

make it more comand more attractive in every way.
The most important item of new equipment
is a Hope-Jones organ, exactly the size of
the one installed by Marcus Loew in the
Warfield and State theatres in Los Angeles
and in the Andine in Pittsburgh. Every stick
of stage scenery, every "flat" and all the
has been overlooked to

is

Purchase of the Roanoke theatre property
in Kansas City by Joseph PI. Williams, real
estate dealer, for Mrs. Bridget Spillane. was
announced this week. The theatre building

had a seating capacity of about six hundred
and is situated in a strong suburban section.

CHARLES
Who

has

been

Sawyer-Lubin

E.

WHITTAKER

appointed

Editorial

for Associated Pictures

Advisor

by

Corporation.

John Novak has sold the Plaza theatre in
Rochester to S. Tischoff who operates the
Palace theatre in the same city.
In 1921
ion labor,

"Contrast," a film advocating un-

was turned down by the Kansas
State Board of Review but last week that

body reversed its decision, although it tempered its approvement by cutting out several

Pavement Ends." with Ramon Novarro and
Alice Terry.
It will be followed Dy "The

will

open October

30th,

it

will

be

first.

opened

six

Gold Diggers."

Bigger and better short subHeretofore, split-week has

days a week for vaudeville.

jects will be used.
been the policy.
The prices will

Harry Levy and Simon Tischoff of
Rochester have purchased the Faculty thea-

and 50c

tre in Caledonia, N. Y.
This house has been
operated for the past three years by Blouvett

Merritt of LeRoy, N. Y.

Roland G. McCurdy who has put over
some, fine exploitation stunts for Buffalo exhibitors in connection with Universal attractions, has been transferred from the Buffalo "U" office to the Atlanta exchange of

same company.

Mr. J. F. Tidewell, Yorkshire exhibitor
has taken over the bookings of the Tower
Picture House at Leeds with which he was
connected when the house opened about
four years ago.

When Marcus Loew was

in Paris, he
his intention
of purchasing any
moving picture theatres in France, as he
thought the inferiority
of
the
French
houses "stupefying." He stated, however,
that he personally, would be ready to construct a theatre with a seating capacity
of 4,000 or 5,000, in some central point of
Paris.

denied

parts.

The

the

will release a new
single-reel comedies featuring Paul

Parrott.

Plaza, St. Petersburg, will be reopened. October 4th for one day a week, vaudeville.

&

London

The Gaumont Company
series of

The new policy calls for week stands of
high-class vaudeville and feature pictures.
Some of the biggest productions of the year
have been booked for the Grand during the
coming months. The first picture under the
new policy is Rex Ingram's "Where the

Fairfax, Miama will be opened October 8 for three days of vaudeville and four
days of the biggest pictures available.
The
same policy will be in effect at the Victory,

The

On November

.

result

new.

Shea's Hippodrome, Loew's State and the
Lafayette Square, the three leading downtown houses in Buffalo have all boosted their
admission prices because of the raises recently
granted to union theatre workers, i. e. stage
hands, musicians and operators.
The public
pays, eh what?

Tampa, which

cables from
of the

also report that
success scored by "The
"Covered Wacox" at the London Pavillion
theatre the American Indians who are appearing in the prologue to the picture are the
rage of London.
Artists,
photographers,
painters and newspaper writers are trailing
the Indians wherever they go.
as a

fortable

stage property

director of the foreign de-

been exhibited in this country as yet.

its

change of

tail

Shauer,

partment of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has received word that pictures produced
by Paramount's German subsidiary, E. F. A.'
Paramount Film Vertrieb, have been

awarded the three highest prizes awarded at
the International Cinematograph Exposition
First prize was awarded
at Turin, Italy.
to "Peter the Great, "second to "Montmartre"
and third to "In the Ante-room of Matrimony."
The latter two pictures have not

concerned.

underwent

E. E.

Pond

—

in

adjusted to the satisfaction of

Across the

be 25c and

35c matinees

night.
Similar policy will go into
Orleans the Bieffect in the C-esce-it.
jou. Birmingham and the State. Memnhis,

In France and Belgium, renters are complaining that the positive copies of films do
not last any length of time.
This is reported to be due to the bad condition of
the projection apparatus and the incompetence of the operators.
It has been suggested that a number of traveling inspectors be maintained by the renters to report on the state of apparatus in the theatres.
It has also been proposed that only
operators that have passed a qualifying ex-

amination shall be employed.

New

Cthe other

October

Loew

houses

in this territory)

on

first.

E. O. Weinberg may s<~>on take >ver one
of the houses operated by Universal, according to »"umirs in Buffalo.
The former
manager of the Buffalo St' and. was called
to New York the other day for a talk with
the head of the "U" theatre department.

Efforts are being made to secure the
representation of America at the International Congress of the Cinema Trade which
will be held in Paris the last week of
October. The Congress Committee is very
anxious that American delegates be sent to
the Congress in order that they may bring
the benefit of American experience in
both the technical and film side of the industry.
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THE MODERN THEATRE
Odd Design
Made Peculiar
Site

an Asset

Egyptian Architecture Style
of

Commercial Value

mans Hollywood

to

Is

Grau-

Theatre

REAR VIEW OF THE GRAUMAN THEATRE,

HOLLYWOOD,

CAL.,

SHOWING THE

IN-

CLINE TO THE STAGE.

was made to adhere to
precedent as closely as possible.

design, an effort
all

The only variation from precedent
was the organ screen in the ceiling, but
this was designed so as to have as
nearly an Egyptian character as possible, with due regard to practical requirements. Deflected from the organ
by the sloping roof above the musical
notes are sent through penetrations in
this screen directly over the heads of
the audience, thus giving a uniform and
concentrated tone.

Plan

THE APPROACH TO THE THEATRE WITH

ITS

EGYPTIAN FORECOURT AND SHOPS.

of

Design

A

feature of the plan of design was
was taken to have highly decorative and elaborate motives used in
contrast with extremely simple surfaces, thus affording a pleasing contrast to other theatres in that the entire interior is not covered with decorathat care

problem
THEmotion

of a peculiar site for
picture house was overcome, and to the advantage of all
concerned, by employing the Egyptian
style of architecture for the interior as
well as the exterior, in the building of
the Grauman theatre, Hollywood, Cal.
The Egyptian architectural design was
not only novel but proved to be of

a

great commercial value.

The site selected for the theatre was
a peculiar one, from a landscape standpoint, inasmuch as it afforded only 75
on Hollywood Boulevard, the
feet
principal thoroughfare of the city, and
even this frontage was not on a corner.

The

strip

extended back

to a subsidiary street,

160

feet

where the front-

age was 148 feet. This presented the
problem of developing the auditorium
of the theatre on the rear of the lot 160
feet

from the principal

street.

Still

were two advantages there were
and the lot sloped
10 feet from Hollywood Boulevard to
the rear, which created a natural site
for the house, as the earth which was
taken from the low part of the audi-

there

two

;

streets for exits

torium was used

to

fill

or small part of the

lot.

in

the

front

Egyptian Style Best
After considerable study it was decided to adopt the Egyptian style of
architecture, as the strip lent itself to
the adaptation of a forecourt in front
of the theatre, which not only was in
accord with Egyptian precedent but was
novel and of commercial value as it
made a wonderful approach to the
This style of architecture was
house.
also chosen for the interior because
after the trial of several other decorative treatments it was found to be the
best possible scheme. In executing the

tion

and ornamentation.

The plan of the theatre is of a somewhat standard design, being of the
megaphone type with entrance directly
off the forecourt into an outer lobby
and from there into a curved foyer extending from one side of the house to
There is access from here
the other.
£0 the ladies' and gentlemen's rest
rooms, smoking rooms, and a nursery
for small children with an attendant in
charge; also the projecting room which
is situated on the roof of the lower
portion.

The auditorium is 120 feet from the
curtain to the rear wall and is 114 feet
wide at the widest portion. The ceiling
is broken up in two planes, the higher

October
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which is 44 feet above the auditorium floor and the lower 152 feet at

of

its

highest point.

During the planning,

concern was felt regarding the acoustics on account of this break in the
ceiling planes, but it has developed that
the acoustics now are all that could be
desired.

The stage is 28' x 72' and 54' high to
the gridiron, and the proscenium opening is 42 feet wide by 24 feet high above
the stage, and the latter is cut back so
that the curtain passes to a concrete
slab in the orchestra pit directly in
front of the stage footlights, thus allowing the orchestra pit which lends
being banked and thereby
brings the musicians into prominence.
The stage is 3 feet 10 inches above the
auditorium floor.
itself

to

Every Seat a Good One
The seats are all built on a radii.
The wall aisles are six inches higher
than the aisles in the center of the auditorium on each distinct radius. The
total pitch of the seats from the back
row to front row is 11 feet 4 inches,
thus giving a steep pitch at the rear of
the house, affording an excellent sighting.
Therefore not one of 1760 seats
is in a poor position.
The vault is situated on the roof of
the building adjacent to the projection
room for the storage of films, and the
back stage and vault are both equipped
with an automatic fire sprinkler system.
The storage space for emergency
dressing rooms and other uses is under
the stage, but the main dressing rooms

are situated in a wing directly over the
boiler room.
The latter section is entirely cut off from the rest of the theatre by masonry, access being gained to
it directly from a side street by an outside stairway.
The fan rooms are adjacent to the boiler room and are separated from the auditorium by tile insulated walls.

Has No Balcony
The Grauman theatre has no balcony
so the structural design was one that
dealt with a stage and a roof over the
auditorium, and as no columns were
used to obstruct the view of the stage,
the roof construction became a series of
longspan members.
The location of
the house, it was decided, did not warrant a balcony, but the effect of a large
house, the cosiness of the rear of the
auditorium under the balcony and the
architectural splendor of the proscenium wall and highly decorated lofty
ceiling

were

desired,

and for that rea-

son it was determined to divide the
auditorium into two parts, high and
low.
The predetermined location of the organ chamber, 15 x 56 feet, suggested a
natural place for a structural member
and the division wall between the high
and low parts of the auditorium suggested another.
Both the upper and
lower parts of the auditorium were laid
out to be carried by six arches in each
plane
those in the upper part being
carried at one end by a reinforced truss,
which also carries the floor and roof
of the organ chamber, and at the other
;

DETAIL OF FORECOURT AND SHOPS

end by a reinforced concrete arch standing in the division wall between the
high and the low parts.

The spacing

of the arches

was

de-

termined by the requirements of the
projecting room, which is in a central
position on the roof over the low part
of the auditorium.

The roof beams of the theatre are
supported by looped hanger bars passing underneath the beam steel and extending through the top chord and over
the top steel and in no hanger are there
less than four bars and these are completely encased in 8 inches of solid
concrete.

Modern in Every Respect
The Grauman theatre is one of

the
yet tastefully appointed house on the West Coast.
Theatre chairs, carpets, draperies, stage
curtains and furniture, everything is
designed to afford the patron the maxiof comfort and pleasure.
Everybody in the audience has an
uninterrupted view of the stage, and so
perfect are the acoustics that every
note, and shadings of notes, from the
orchestra is distinctly audible in every
part of the house
The ventilation system is of the most
modern in the country, and the temperature of the house can be gauged and
regulated with the utmost ease.
In
fact, the utmost harmony in every detail of construction and appointment has

most

luxuriously,

mum

been

achieved

throughout

the

theatre.

(To be Continued.)

PROSCENIUM AND ORGAN GRILLE
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They Bring Good Music

to the Masses

Popular Organists Who Combine Their Musical Skill With
Feature Pictures in Large Theatres
MRS.

HERMAN BLUM

D.

KENNETH WIDENOR

Mrs. Herman Blum
born in Albany,
New York. She received her organ and

D. Kenneth Widenor,
born in Omaha Ne-

piano instruction from
F. P. Denison. She also
studied
counterpoint, music apprecia-

Omaha
and New York.
He

was

braska,

and

is

PAUL W. LEBAR
Paul W. LeBar, A. B.
S. T. O., for years
a student of music and
the organ, during the
past ten of which he
has become thoroughly
familiar with the mu-

&

his

Percy

with

Widenor

Mr.

was

given the degree of Associate at the American Guild of Organists and holds a diploma
of the Organ Department of the Institute
of Musical Art, New York.
He was assistant Organist at All Saints' Church, Omaha,
First Presbyterian Church, South Omaha,
and the Washington Avenue Baptist Church,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
For two years, Mr. Widenor played at
the Rialto Theatre, Omaha.
Then followed
engagements at the Criterion Theatre, New
York, the Capitol Theatre, Montreal, and
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, where he has
been since last January.

WALTER WILD

routine of representative vau d e v i 1 1 e
and picture houses of
the
country.
Three
sical

born

in

Wild
Bury,

was
Lan-

together with employment as organist in the better houses of the city, have

made Mr. LeBar

Dr. Win. Rigby, Pais-

of

study

in

New York
He

efficient.

"Music for pictures must be
intelligible to all, and can be selected from
the best music of all time, whether classic
or modern Jazz. Music must fit. with special
where necessary, whole numbers
effects
where possible, all interwoven by judicious

Scotland, and also
studied the piano, harmony,
counterpoint,
fugue
orchestration,

says,

brightening
improvisation,
climaxes,
and
heightening
whole."

J.

dull

spots,

enhancing

the

Eugene
Joyner
J.
was born in St. Albans,
Vermont.
He studied
the organ, piano and
harmony at Burlington.
Mr.
Joyner has
played

ley,

etc.

Mr. Wild is a Fellow of the Royal College of Organists, Lon-

He

has played at the Rialto Theatre,
J., the Sheridan Theatre, New
York City, the Shadyside Presbyterian
Church, Pittsburgh, and the Clinton Avenue
Congregational Church, Brooklyn where he
is at
present employed.
He was formerly
Director of Music of Penn. College for Women and has had songs published by the

don.

Newark, N.

EUGENE JOYNER

at

Borromeo

St.

H. W. Gray Company.
Mr. Wild has given many organ
in England and Scotland.

J.

St.

Mr. Brigham's theatre positions include the
Strand Theatre, New York City, the Capitol
Theatre, St. Paul and the Sensite Theatre,
Chicago where he is employed at the present
time.

LELAND

^MMfe^,

J.

born

ins*
.

in

|gk

^H^Ninm^^H

# jH

rat

Mr. Benger says his wife is an immense
help to him in his work.
He believes her
ideas of appropriate music and proper cuing
are far superior to some of the professional
cue sheets sent out.

THEODORE

Van

BEACH

He

in

received

IB

V. Stadler.
He also
studied harmony, counterpoint and the voice.
Mr. Cooper is a B. A.

Phi

Beta

Wesleyan

Kappa
Univer-

sity.

Some of his church
include Trinity Church, Portland,
Conn., Church of the Ascension, Mt. Vernon,
'

positions

and
City.

the

New

Marks-in-the-Bouwerie, New York
has been organist at the Regent,
Broadway and the Strand t heatres,

St.

He

and for the past

five years,

tion, New York City.
He is a charter member and recording secretary of the S. T. O.

studied
Mme.

with

Bances, pianist, Symphony Orchestra, N. Y.

Cleft Cooper,

Mr. Cooper has taught the voice and piano,
been leader of the Wesleyan mandolin club,
sung in a concert with the Aborn Opera
Company, composed light numbers and given
lectures on music for the Board of Educa-

heard
the
at
Cameo in New York, during the vacation
period.
He has also filled engagements at
the Broadway Theatre, New York, and at
the Albemarle in Brooklyn.

G.

City.

New York

he

-

Theodore G. Beach
was born in New York

York City,
at the Rivoli.

The

years

music.

recitals

Theatre in Far Rocksuburb
of
away,
a
City.

Leland
F.
Benger
born
in
New
Canaan,
Conn.
He
studied organ with R.
A. Laslett Smith and
Serino Ford and piano
with John Hammond
and
Dr.
T.
Tertius
Noble.
He also took
up Harmony for three

Mr. Benger has held
church positions at Greenwich and New
Canaan, Conn., and Newark, N. J. He has
played at the Minerva Theatre, Pittsburgh,
Pa., and the Capitol Theatre, McKeesport,
Pa-.
At present he is at the Park Theatre,
Rockaway Park, N. Y. He has conducted
amateur orchestras? and local brass bands
for more than three years.
At one time
he gave a public school Summer course in

Damascus, Pa.,
his organ instruct ion
from Bugo

^sak

and

summer,

BENGER

piano

of

Ronald Oliphant entered the ranks of the
motion picture organists
in
fall
of
the
when he ac1921,
cepted an engagement
to play at the Strand

F.

was

VAN CLEFT COOPER

RONALD OLIPHANT

was

and

Mass.

Charles

Church,

Brooklyn, N. Y„ St.
Columbia's
and
the
Roseville
Ba ptist
Church, Newark, N. J.,
and the First Presbyterian Church, Rutherford, N. J.
His theatre positions include
the Scenario, Paramount and Forest Hill
theatres, Newark and Colonial, Orange.

following

Church

New England Conservatory of Music and
played at the Baptist
John's Church, Amherst,

*&

Walter

cashire,
England,
in
1893.
He received his
organ instruction with

years

studied the organ for
eight years, the piano
for five and harmony
and theory for three.
He graduated from the
Organ Course of the

in-

Goetschius.

Sidney

at

Ralph H. Brigham
was born in North
Adams,
Mass.
He

at

two

last

BRIGHAM

H.

also studied harmony,
theory,
counterpoint,
and composition,
the

Marcus

present ab the
Strand Theatre, Schenectady.
She owned
and operated a theatre in Albany before she
married Herman Blum, musical director. At
one time, she taught organ in New York City.
theatres

and

struction

and the voice.
Mrs. Blum has held

positions
at
Loew theatres,

received
piano

organ

tion

Cohen

RALPH

City,

and

the

at

De-

Conservatory of
Music, Detroit, Mich.
He studied organ with

troit

Samuel
Warren,
P.
Grace Church, N. Y.
City, and Composition and Form with Prof.
A. A. Stanley, University of Mich., Ann
Arbor, Mich.
He studied Harmony and
Counterpoint with Clement R. Gale, Guilmant School of Music, New York City, and
Instrumentation with John Braham, Boston

Symphony

Orchestra.
1914 he was organist and
to
Machoirmaster, at St. Thomas' Church.
St. John's Church, Demaroneck, N. Y.
Paul's Church, Yonkers,
Mich.
St.
troit.
St. John's Church, Troy, N. Y.
N. Y.
and St.
Trinity Church, Watertown, N. Y.
Augustine's Trinity Parish, New York City.
From 1914 to 1923 he was organist at the
Nemo Theatre, N. Y. City: Academy of
Music, N. Y. City; National Theatre, Bronx,
N. Y. and the Crotona Theatre, Bronx, N. Y.

Previous

;

;

;

;

;

—
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^BRIGHTER
even
sharp,

— more
definition — these
screen
of

distribution

clean-cut

light

features

mean an improvement

in

picture

quality

in

greater profits.

men should

that

All

moving picture

write for the illustrated

folder showing the

why

results

how and

the

of the

BAUSCH & LOME
EUREKA PRISM SCREEN
From photograph showing

actual

of

size

Cinephor Condenser System

corrugations.

THE BEST SCREEN

Cinephor Projection Lens

FROM

Cinephor Condenser

EVERY ANGLE
IT ELIMINATES

ALL DISTORTION,

EVEN FROM THE SIDE BOX SEATS

wl^BAUSCH

& LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY

ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE
I).

S.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
17 West 60th Street,

CO., Inc.

Rochester, N. Y.

New York

New York

Chicago

Washington

San Francisco

London

SlHggHlSlSISlSHSH^

MALCOLM FILM
LABORATORIES

IE)

| 244-250 West 49th St.
Tel. Bryant
1
I
1
1
I
A?-.

That's what the Derby Theatre,
Conn., says about

New York

It's

Derby,

7069

GUARANTEEING

KEYSTONE BRAND FLOOR COVERING

BEST QUALITY
AND =SERVICE

—

Specializing in

[3

1

"Used Keystone Brand 7 years.
still in good shape"

Rush Work

JOE MALCOLM

MARKS

Made

especially for hard usage.
Smooth,
natural color, not slippery
easily washed
laid without fastenings.

1
|
1

—

The RUSSELLOID Company
31 N. Second

St.

Harrisburg, Pa.

SI

(MPIlSISISSlSSSSBSIglSSSHEBffl

Quarter

Half

Size

Size

2Y2

2%
3

inch
inch
inch

inches

5 to

$50

You owe it to yourself and your
patrons to investigate the merits
of the

new

9 to 11 inches

$60

Minusa DeLuxe Special Screen
will not be obligated by asking
us for a generous sample built to
meet your particular requirements.

You

MINUSA CINE SCREEN
2665

Morgan

Street

Saint Louis

CO.

"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Descriptive Booklet

Kollmorgen Optical Corporation
31-43 Steuben Street

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

S.

A.
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ELMHURST, ILL. J. Deis, 235 Garry
Avenue, Wheaton, contemplates erecting a
moving picture theatre and store building
at 120 No. York St., to cost approximately

Theatre Construction

$80,000.

News
This Department

devoted to theatre building

is

news and publishes the

news obtain-

earliest

able concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,
where motion picture equipment will be used.

New

Theatres

—

ARBOR, MICH. W. S. Butterfield
Battle Creek, has leased property at
South State & East Liberty Sts. for the
erection of a theatre, with a seating capacAN1V

of

ity of 2,000.

Nelson & Luid, 6441
South State St., have contract for onestory Capitol Theatre to be erected at 7n41
South Talsted St., for the National Theatre
Corporation, 75th St. & Cottage Grove
Theatre will
Avenue, to cost $1,500,000.
have seating capacity of 3,000.
EUREKA, KANS Plans have been
drawn by W. G. Charles & Co., 601
Schweitzer Building, Wichita, for a moving
picture theatre to be erected by owner T. B.
Ingalls. Theatre to cost $25,000.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 345 Michigan
Avenue, N. E., will be the site for a new
theatre to be erected by H. T. Reynolds,

CHICAGO,

—

TRENTON, N. J. Plans have been prepared by Walter Hankin, 39 E. State St.,

for a moving picture theatre and store
building, to be erected at Olden & Walnut
Aves., by owner George B. Ten Eyck.

—

BARNESVILLE, OHIO. Plans have been
prepared by M. F. Glesey, McClain Bldg.,
Wheeling, W. Va„ for a moving picture
theatre and store building, to be erected on
West Main St., by owner J. Modi, c|o Acme
Theatre. Theatre to cost $50,000.
EDMONDS, WASH John McGinnis will

—

Broadway.

1212

—

NORTH PLATTE, NEBR.—Owners

Keith

Nerille & W. H. Hawley are contemplating the building of a new theatre. Architect not yet selected.

CHICAGO,

—

IIX. Plans are being prepared
by E. P. Rupert, 822 West 70th St., Chicago,
for a theatre, store and apartment buildTheatre will have a
ing, to cost $750,000.
seating capa.city of 2,500.

RadiO-PATENTED-Mat

39 Monterey Ave., for owner Fred Hoffman
10,857 Longwood Drive. Theatre to cost ap-

proximately $100,000.
Theatres, J. B. Clark, Colonial Theatre, Wood
St will build a $50,000 theatre on Wood St.
Architect W. E. Snaman, Empire Bildg.,
Pittsburg. Architect taking bids.
LAKE PLACID, N. Y. The Adirondack
Amusement Co. will build a new theatre,
to seat 1000.

m

50 RADIO-MATS

WHITE, AMBER or GREEK

—

Anna C. Bowman plans to open the moving picture house at 513 Indiana Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., in the near future.
Brothers

Ferguson

opened

have

dome on Lake Shore Drive

at

the

Princess

R C Cluster and W. C. Ludwig, who
control five theatres in Illinois have acquired the Grand Theatre, Sparta, Illinois.
The Crystal Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la
has been purchased by J. J. Jacobson and
P. D. Alleman of Clinton.

"SPEED"

A

A. L. Stephen has been appointed manager of the Lyric Theatre, Beattyville, Ky.
Arthur Ziel of Sioux City, has taken over
the management of the Lyric Theatre,
Huntington, Nebr.
Crane Theatre Company is negotiating
for the purchase of the Delphus and ShoTo-All Theatres, Carthage, Mo.
Announcement has been made of the opening of the West End Theatre, a new suburban moving picture house in Birmingham,
Ala. Grover Wise, formerly with the Alca-

zar Theatre,

is

proprietor of the

new

thea-

tre.

The Hudson Theatre of Watervliet, N. Y.,
will open under new management. Mr. Mortimer Weiss of Albany, N. Y., having full

charge as manager.
The Liberty Theatre of Oklahoma Citv has
purchased a new $30,000 Wurlitzer Organ,
which is to be installed in the near future.
J. A. Keys, Darlington, Wise, has bought

New Orpheum.
The Cozy Theatre, Marinette, Wise, has
rebuilt, redecorated and an organ

the

been

added.

The Phenix Theatre, Columbus,

now be known as the Palace.
C. W. Pixley has purchased
Theatre, located at Avenue 28
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

UNIQUE, UNUSUAL,

C. T.

ger
Mo.

of

JOHN

J.

"MAIN

the Stationery of the Screen

will

Dayton
and Dayton

McClure has been appointed manathe Comique Theatre, Jamesport,

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT
Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, A cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh
Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

FILM EXCHANGE

IRIS

52:

Ga..

the

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged.
Portable lights for sale and for
rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange.
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

SENSATION
ONE REEL NOVELTYTHRILLING
IRIS

729 7th
Don't Forget to Book

is

J.
Slattery as
Theatre, Cedar

Fayetteville.

Theatre,

Phone— 3377 Bryant

m

Majestic

airof

corner
Texas.

Mobile Avenue, Port Arthur,
New Lotus Theatre, Gillette, Wyoming,
has opened.
opera
L. J. Trevor, Aledo, 111., has opened
house with picture program.
Sts.,
Halsted
National Theatre at 63rd &
Chicago, 111., has been taken over by Barrett-Laemmle Corp.
Cumberland Theatre Company has taken

NOW

At your Sealer.

the

Smith Amusement Co.
of
Cleveland,
Ohio, has sold the Star Theatre to Joseph
C. Hemerling, Delphi, Ind.

Building Notes

$1.50

S

of
la.

,

over

-

UJ

Rowland & Clark

WILKIN SBURG, IND

Rapids,

Illinois.

UJ
a£
IT

©

—

Burrett
Architect
ILL.
CHICAGO,
Stephens, 37 W. Van Buren St., is drawing
1926at
erected
be
plans for a theatre to

erect a theatre to cost $15,000.

BRWIIV, TENJi. W. G. Pippin and W. C.
Parks will erect a moving picture theatre
on West Main St., to cost $12,500.

ILL

Ray Swan succeeds W.

manager

STREET THE WORLD

FOR SALE

AVENUE
OVER

$2600 Bartola, at a sacrifice, good as new.
Just
the organ for small
picture
theatre.
Also 500
leather seats good as new.
Aurora Theatre Co.
Inc., Aurora, 111.

WELDED WIRE

SUN-LIGHT ARCS

REELS

STUDIO

For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

AND

740 7th Are.;

PROJECTION

LAMPS

HARMER,
209

West

Developing,
Printed Titles.

St.

Printing,

Hand

and

Lettered

BUSEVESS BOOSTERS
Local Pictures Within the Reach of Every Theatre

PEERLESS FILM
916

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Mo-

Commercial, Educational and Industrial
produced anywhere.

Bryant 6366

/

York

tion Pictures

INC..

48th

New

G

ST., N.

CO.

WASHINGTON,

W.

D. C.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

\V
^—

'

I
best roR the itAmi money

VS fV
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quickest delivery
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W
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Demonstrated

to be

without question a
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The Whirlwind of Action and
Spectacular Thrills
A Reckless Romance
and a Riot

of Great

Big Laughs
Regent Pictures Corporation presents

featuring

WALLY VAN
Patsy

Ruth

Miller and Alec B. Francis

Directed by Robert

-and

}.

Thornby

OH BOY!

what

EXPLOITATION!
Get the

PRESS BOOKS — There

are

three of

them

—

all

crammed

full of

BIG-EASY-MONEY GETTING STUNTS and TIE-UPS
When All the Critics Say It's a Great (
|
Attraction, It's a Sure-Fire Clean-Up
I
1
FILM DAILY says:— "A

(Watty Van)

lias

plot

sure-lire number that
pep and good humor. Get your hands on this
one and then go after the business. The receipts

is

is admirably suited for the role.
The
well put together and kicks up plenty of

dust and should prove enjoyable everywhere."

should prove completely satisfying."

EXHIBITORS' HERALD

MOVING PICTUEE WORLD

says:
'The
thrills, action and comedy should get any audience.
speed picture of more than usual interest. No
footage is wasted.
live-wire performance that
never allows your attention to lag."

A

says

:— " Delightful

en-

tertainment is this breezy drama of a cross-country
auto race. There isn't a dull moment from the
start of the race to the exciting finish."

A

HARRISON'S REPORTS SAYS :—" Possesses
the elements that bid for audience

MOTION PICTURE NEWS says:—
will recall to

of

mind Wally Reid's auto

<
<

This one

stories.

He

Action

Thrills

100 Romance Comedy
of

Per cent

and

—

all

appeal
fast
action, spills, thrills and a break-neck motor trip.
'The D rivin' Pool' should please well and all."

Get the Press Books from

Your Hodkinson Exchange

HODKINSON

|
|

III1V#
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EDDY ECKELS, Managing Editor
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MERWEDE
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Reviews Editor

Editor

CONTENTS

"AND THAT'S THAT!"

THE NEW LARRY
Revealing the new type of character

Ernest Truex in the screen
adaptation of one of his biggest
stage successes in years, "S'x CylinFox feature
It is a
der Love."
The
produced by Wilmer Clifton.
caption suggests to us

Says

October

Mutual Contract Signing
Enter Someone New "The Complaint Detective".
Meet Generalissimo Bromberg
Potash and Perlm utter in Hebrew Review
You and I and Pictures
The Editorial Page
Greatest Cause of Production Loss Is Time
Story of a Smile Backed by Hard Work
Old Lady Astor Says
Exhibitors Favor

2

Of 'An Even Dozen Reasons Why They Read It'

The Door of Opportunity
for Producers

'THE PRODUCER

may

several

in

business.

comes

to that
he chooses the one treating it
as a Business. Treating it with
Treating it
dignity.
quality
pictorial
and
brevity
with
beauty.

And when

Eventually

it

a

such

medium

carries the bulk of the advertising. Always the quality advertising.

Exclusively

Exhibitors

Trade Review is just that type.
Without competition, being
the only Business Paper of the
Film Industry, it is incomIt is the
parable and unique.
Stairway of Success for ExAccordingly it is of
hibitors.
vital interest to the Producer.
_

Key which

will reveal his

mes-

sage to the Quality and Progressive Readers of all Film-

dom.
It is the first

knew such

he

existed

time in history
a Door really

NOW

But it's here
Exhibitors Trade
the Door of
for Producers.
.

.

And

.

.
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.

.

Opportunity

.
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behind it

is

all

there

the Film

because
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A Purpose

words
the minds of
and ProDisand
to

set

.

.

To move
Showmen ....

.

.

....

ducers

alike

tributors

make

them

.... To
toward
.... and

think

things
bigger
higher ideals
Yes, it is quite a pleasure for
Prying
editors
the
.

.

.

.

.

.

new

.

newer issues
and elevating thoughts
And most of the
pleasure is coming from the
Cheer of Applause
Mostly
Showloose

ideas,

.

.
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....

men who know
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Such

.

the

an

Good

Create

to

difference
editor
is
.

.

for he is inspired to call
upon his creative sense to Compel Action
He kindles within
himself
the
spark
that shall ignite the flame of
desire
in
the mind of
the
.

....

....

Reader
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He

follows such a magazine
closely for he cannot help but
realize that it opens a door
heretofore closed to the inindustry
far
as
dustry
as
The
journalism is concerned.
Door of Quality.
And as he reads he searches
for the Key to that Door. The

.
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HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
Lively

portray

will

feature length comedies now being
produced by Truart Film Corp. The
first will be a take-off on Al Woods'
"The Girl in the Limousine."

,

ad-

different
But he has his famediums.
vorite when it comes to persuing the highlights of the film
vertise

—
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Exhibitors Favor Mutual Contract Signing
While There

Is

Agreement as

Majority

WHILE

pressed

exhibitor opinion, as exin
the
columns of

Exhibitors Trade Review, is
unanimous as to the advantages
accruing from the mutual signing of
contracts between exhibitor and salesman, nevertheless there is a decided
leaning on the part of those quoted toward the change in practice.
not

It is agreed among practically all of
the exhibitors who write their views
that "peddling" and overbidding have

been

much minimized,

the explanation

for the different views very likely being
that in some localities the practice has

been abandoned and that in others it
has not.
H. R. Hamburg, manager of the New

Is

to

Lessening of "Peddling"

Strong on Side of Change

S. H. Borisky, manager of the Chattanooga Royal, writes that he knows of
nothing that would put the business of
selling film on a sounder basis than the
policy of making a contract binding
when the exhibitor signs it by having
the salesman forthwith sign on behalf
of his company.

Mr. Borisky adds the exhibitor could
buy with some degree of intelligence
and book with positive assurance. He
says the present system of holding backof the contract puts the
final approval in the hands of men hundreds of miles away uninformed as to
conditions which have direct and important bearing on the contract in
question.
ratification

Shenandoah

of St. Louis, while declaring that so far as he knows the practice

of overbidding has been eliminated
nevertheless says that "Absolutely I
think the salesman should be allowed to
sign contracts.

"Knowing

local

conditions

better

than any one in his territory he is
qualified to adjust film rentals according to the needs of his neighborhood."

QUT

of
comments
the
eighteen
printed last week it is interesting
to note that but two exhibitors believe
no change in the present system is
necessary and that sixteen declare
themselves as favorable to the change.
Among the sixteen are some who express their opinions in decided fashion.
The majority are marked by conservatism, however, and among these are
the remarks of J. Louis Rome, who is
general manager for eight houses in
Baltimore.
"Permitting the salesman to sign contracts would put the business on a higher plane and eliminate a great deal of
delay and difficulty," writes Mr. Rome.
"I believe films should be handled in the
same way as any other commodity."

LOUIS

J. DITTMAR, president of
the Louisville Rialto and Majestic,

says the action would be welcomed, but
hardly needed, as the practice of overbidding has been eliminated.

is

(~)NE

of the high spots is touched by
Arthur L. Skinner, manager of
the Buffalo Victoria, who declares if
the distributors would place confidence
in their salesmen and give them the
right to exercise their judgment in
closing a contract while the exhibitor is
in a mood to sign, "I am sure they
would eliminate the exhibitor's horror
of being 'gypped' and create a friendly
feeling between producer, exhibitor and

salesman."

Home

office approval, says George E.
manager of three houses in Detroit, is one of the most serious nuisances with which exhibitors have to

Guise,

contend.

Expressing the view that overbidding
has been eliminated to a great extent
among first run houses, Charles H.
Ross, manager of the Boston Fenway,
says it still flourishes in many instances
among others. Mr. Ross does not think
the evil of overbidding will be prevented so long as the contract has to be

approved by the home

office.

falo,

expresses

the

opinion

that

in

most cases salesmen are just as competent
final

as are home officials to place a
signature on contracts.

Summarizing the views of the exthere can be no doubt as to
how this question is regarded by them:
hibitors

They are in favor of closing a deal
when it is ostensibly made.
They are against the delay involved
in forwarding the contract to the home
office for action, for ratification

or re-

jection.

Twenty-one out of twenty-five operators of theatres are in favor of the
change allowing salesmen to sign for
the company as the exhibitor writes
his signature to a contract.

That means 84 per cent are for the
There is every reason to believe that a record of managers of
smaller houses in smaller towns would
change-

be pretty near ioo per cent, as it is in
the more remote places or rather in the
towns up to 50,000 inhabitants that the
complaints are the loudest.

'THE

exhibitor has contributed of his
time and money to the total sum lost
by reason of the rejection of contracts.
For statistics have proved in the case of
one distributor that of the business involved in rejected contracts fully 50

per cent remained

lost to the

company.

natural thing for
the exhibitor to want a deal closed
when he makes up his mind to book a
picture. While the fact that he knows
his signature will definitely close a
It is the perfectly

transaction rather than perhaps close it
will make him hesitate a little more in
signing, at the same time he will be
easier and more settled in his mind.
The theatre owner will be able to sign
for his production and put the entry in
booking chart and the date is filled
the incident is closed. At present the
entry carries a string until word comes
his

HT HERE'S a real thought behind the
remarks of Phil Gleichman, printed
in this week's issue.
salesmen are merely

"As

it

is

now

messenger boys
afraid we sometimes treat

and I am
them as such," he writes.
of the Regent, BufJ. H. Michael,

—

from the home office.
So far as the exhibitors are concerned
they are asking for the privilege of doing business along lines similar to those
enjoyed by men in other industries-
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Enter Someone

New— The Complaint
6

Manager McFaul of Shea's Hippodrome at Buffalo Creates New Role
High Class Theatre Management
S-S-S-H-H. Shush

!

The complaint

detective is here
Yep, he's arrived at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, where he's said to be
worth his weight in gold."
It all

came about through

the engag-

come to
week to
check up on complaints made by pa-

ing of a regular detective to
the theatre a few nights a

trons, and to watch the service given
of the ushers.
The value of this man's reports became so evident that Manager Vincent
McFaul decided to engage a complaint
detective regularly for the house.
.And now, just such a person is in
the saddle. He comes on the job at
A. M. and stays on until
P. M., so

n

u

that the house is covered every minute
it is open to the public.
Even when the
new C. D. goes to supper, there is a
sub on hand to take his place.
Other houses throughout the country,
especially in New York, have a system
of obtaining a line on their patrons' sore
points, desires and praises. These lines
are usually covered by the ushers who,
however, are usually too busy with
their own particular jobs to give much
attention to anything else.

Manager McFaul soon found this
out. The reports from this source were
few and far between and that is why
the man was eventually engaged to
cover the house

all

the time.

n

^RRIVING

on the job at
A. M.
the C. D. goes on a complete tour
of the house to see that everything is

where

ought to

He

even checks
every light from the front sign, through
the house, back to the stage.
He sees that the ushers are at their
place and that the door men are ready
it

be.

to receive patrons.

He

repeats this
house tour every hour during the entire

day and night.

McFaul

believes that the checking of
the electric lights in the house has a
real value, because the vibration from
the organ has a tendency at times to
break the bulb filaments and that, if
they are not watched closely, there are
liable to be a number of
unsightly
burnt-out globes appearing in conspic-

uous places.
As soon as a bulb goes out now, the
C. D. is on the job to replace it.
His
service in this connection is especially
valuable on the front sign where burnt
out bulbs are especially unsightly and

show that something is wrong somewhere in the management of the house.
The checking of the ushers is a very
important duty of the C. D. It is up
to him to see that they are on the job
at all times.

If

an usher gets into an

argument with one or more of the patrons the C. P. "listens in" and later
makes a report on the affair to Mr. McFaul.

He

Then

the usher
he or she
is wrong McFaul tries to make that employe see things the Hippodrome way.
The C. D. is entirely neutral in these
gets both sides.
is called in

in question

arguments.

He

and

listens

if

in

on

both

angles.

Very often patrons do not wish

to

take the trouble to go to the manager's
office with their petty complaints, but
it is just these folks who are considered important by McFaul. He feels
that it is the little things that count.

]^[R.

McFAUL

also finds the C. D. of
inestimable value in the booking of

The C. D. hears hundreds of
observations on the show from the patrons leaving the house.
pictures.

They discuss the quality of the show,
whether they liked the picture or not,
whether the short subjects were of interest, etc.
In this way he gets a line
on the class of pictures the Hippodrome
audiences

Detective'
in Cast of

"DECENTLY

show

the report on the

given in by the C. D. led McFaul
to put off a week run picture at the
end of four days. Patrons didn't like
If the picture had been
it and said so.
continued business undoubtedly would

have fallen

off

still

further.

A

new

was immediately substituted
and box office receipts picked up in-

feature

stantly.

The C. D. is just as good as a microphone on every seat. He is continually mixing in with the crowds in the
rear of the house, in the lobby, and in
The points he
front of the theatre.
picks up are unusually helpful in running a big picture house like the Hippodrome.
Mr. McFaul keeps a

file

plaint Detective's reports

of the Comall the pic-

on

These often save long
tures shown.
arguing with film salesmen as to
whether or not the picture they wish to
sell is a suitable one for the Hippodrome. If reports continue to come in
that such and such a star is unpopular,
that star is soon eliminated from the

Hippodrome

screen.

like.

Only

the other day, through hearing
of his "customers" remark how
good a big production was at a certain
theatre, Mr. McFaul was able to decide that inasmuch as so many of his
regular patrons had seen that picture
(one being road showed) that it would
be inadvisable to show it at the Hipp.

many

Mr. Shea, owner of the Hipp, is a
great sticker for giving patrons back
their money if they have seen the picture in another city or are unable to get
a seat.
But would you believe it that
many folks watch the show twenty
minutes or a half hour before they decide that they do not want to see it?
But here is where the C. D. comes in
again.
Every half hour he goes to
the box office, gets the number of the
last ticket sold.
If anybody comes to
the rear of the house and wants their
money back, all that is necessary if one
wishes to learn the length of time the
patron has been in the house is to
glance at the number.
The presence of the C. D. also tends
to keep the motion picture operators on
the job in the booths, for if there is
a break in the film, it is reported to the
office. Also the length of time the show
was stopped.
Knowing that the delay is to be reported, the operators will hurry as fast
as possible to get the break repaired
and the show on its way again. This is
one reason why patrons seldom have
any complaint to make on this score.
Breaks are few and far between.

'piIE Complaint Detective

fills

a real

management.
The
manager, assistant manager, ushers and
all have their hands full with their own
respective jobs. In fact if it were not
house

void in

for the C. D.,

many

unpleasant things

would never get to the manager's ears.
Such instances include sassy ushers,
discourteous attendants and the like,

who soon

find themselves out of a job

Their actions are carewatched and they know that courwatchword at all
tesy is the Hipp,
To forget that point at any
times.
at the

Hipp.

fully

reason for dismissal.
not for someone's constantly watching, many discourteous acts
would go unrebuked.
time

is

sufficient

But were

it

The complaint detective at Shea's
Hippodrome is William Brett. He is a
the kind who
In fact he is a big
the Hipp, employees.

big strapping fellow;

commands

respect.

favorite with

all

think such a person would
be rather unpopular but faithful employes are reported at the office the

One would

the unfaithful ones. And it is
often through Mr. Brett that ushers are
and personally
the
office
called to
thanked by the management for their

same as

commendable

actions.

Exhibitors in other cities will find
the Complaint Detective a real help to
them. According to Vincent McFaul,
he will take a lot of worry off their
minds and give them a few moments to
enjoy themselves now and then.

'

:
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Meet Generalissimo Bromberg.,

Who

That Film History Has Been Created by Independents Only and

Them Must Go

Says
to

the Credit for the Business Surviving

PERHAPS

one of the most interesting figures in the independent
exchange end of the motion pic-

never forcing him to play out a contract
if it be possible to make an adjustment
or supply any pictures or series of pic-

Arthur C.

tures to satisfy that exhibitor.
And it is a firm rule of his never to
bid one exhibitor against another. He
has always encouraged the exhibitors to
favor the independent producers, even
when he was associated with the Trusts,
explaining to them the fundamental
reasons for giving the independent producer an equal share of his film rentals.
For, as he says, "history in the film
business has only been due to the independents and it is to them that the
credit must go that the picture business
has survived."

ture business

is

Bromberg,

about whom very little is ever said and
yet he is one of the most important
figures in the film industry of the

South

today.

Bromberg's identification with the
motion picture industry dates back to
1907 when he was operating a theatre
in Birmingham, Alabama.
And it was during 1907 that Arthur's
troubles began, for the Film Service
Association was formed and set a
schedule of rentals which all exchanges
were supposed to charge exhibitors.

As Bromberg was

operating a theatre
cent admission charge, he
realized immediately that he could not
pay the price demanded by the Film
Service Association and live.
The result was the birth of an independent "store," known as Brom-

with a

berg's

five

E

Film Exchange.

Shortly thereafter, however, George
Kleine of Chicago temporarily sewed
up all the independent pictures on the
market, both American and foreign,
opening the Kosmick Film Service, with
a branch in Birmingham. This forced
Arthur to sell his product and tempo-

from the amusement field.
However, the urge of the silent
drama was strong in the blood and soon
rarily retire

ARTHUR
Independent

he re-entered the game, accepting the

management of the Birmingham Film
and Supply Company.
He arranged
with

Pathe's

Mr. Lynn,

southern

eight week film credit.
consolidating the two.

1

representative,

exchange an
This resulted in

to extend his

HEN

exchanges to be bought by them. Arthur's activities against the Motion Pictures Patent Company were such that
Percy Waters, then head of the General,,
ordered Bromberg's immediate
discharge.

In June 1910 Arthur went to Atlanta
assume the management of the Con-

Film and Supply Company,
which has been staggering along under
solidated

many

difficulties.

He

succeeded

in

helping to bring this organization to its
feet and more shortly thereafter was
appointed manager of the Mutual Film
Corporation which had entered the field.
He began a building process with
Mutual which resulted in putting the
Atlanta branch among the leaders until
his resignation in August 191 5 when he
left to represent the Triangle Film Corporation.
,

HE

BROMBERG
the

South

and

result of his diversified experi-

ence was the organization of the Arthur C. Bromberg Attractions in January 1920.

Then began

To

came another upheaval. Over
'J
night the General Film Co was
born and Mitchell's was one of the first

to

1

'J

C.

Generalissimo of
Southwest.

a period of prosperity.
quote Arthur, "Through the support

of the cleanest and straightest shooters
in the film distributing organization,
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger and W. Ray
Johnston of the Arrow Film Corporation, they have made it possible for me
to build a distributing organization with
a box office quality product equal to
that released by the biggest and best
organization and superior to the smaller
one outside of the Big Four."
Today, under the name of Progress
Pictures, Inc., Arthur C. Bromberg
operates successfully in eleven southern states, with exchanges in Atlanta,
New Orleans,
Ga. Charlotte, N. C.
La., and Dallas Tex.
He proposes shortly to operate an
exchange in Oklahoma City and Kansas
;

;

City.

This makes Arthur Bromberg in
scope the biggest independent

territorial

exchangeman in the business. He aperates more exchanges than any other
individual.

He

always attempts,

succeeds

in

.

satisfying

and

generally

an

exhibitor,

is

convinced that exchange-op-

erated theatres or syndicated chains
are a thing of the past in the South.
They have failed in the key cities where
business should be profitable and are,
to a large extent, on the wane.
He is thoroughly sold on the independent cause and says, "I can truly
state that when the exhibitor properly
exploits his good independent features
he does a better business and makes
more money and, in the main, he gives
his patrons their monies worth.
For the independent producers have
to produce better pictures than the
trust, eliminate the waste of money, of
which, conservatively, I estimated that
only thirty percent on the dollar of any
picture produced by the Trusts actually

goes into production cost."
Today Progress Pictures, Inc., have
ten salesmen actively working in the
field.
It is Arthur's pride that his organization "permits no politics to be
played, carries no pets or drones, nor
golfers, crap shooters or fanatics of
any nature unless he be a 'Selling
Fool'."

To back up these salesmen he has a
Publicity Department under the direction of a man who has been a successful

showman and who

is

not, as

he says,

"the canned air type."
It has been his constant effort to instil into all of his associates the "Atlanta spirit," to make them realize that
they are with the biggest and best possible organization, that any undertakings are within their bounds of accomplishments, and to emulate the

salesmen to duplicate Lieutenant Rowan in the delivery of the "Message to
Garcia."

Arthur C. Bromberg is a credit, not
only to the independents, but to the entire motion picture industry, for he is
an inspiring example of what honesty,
integrity,

hard work

and

everlasting

sticktoitiveness can accomplish.
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Potash and Perl mutter in Hebrew Review
Wherein the First National Laugh Provokers Pick Their Own Pros
and Cons Out of Samuel Goldwyns Realistic Presentation
By ABE

AND MAWRUSS, THEMSELVES

With Apologies

w

ELL, Mawruss,

hear

I

we're

getting dumber and dumber all
the time."
"Speak by yourself, Abe. Don't include me in your apologies."
"Apologies nothing.
I
don't mean
what you think. I mean we're in a
show where we don't have to say a
line.
Actions
speak
louder
than

which didn't cost you nothing."
"It was a good dinner."
"Sure it was. I never ytt seet such
a banquet where I didn't have a bite
People who meet me a week
to eat.
after seeing the picture won't ask me to
dinner. They say: 'For vy should you

be hungry

"And

words."

—

"Yes, your Rosie. When she stops
talking she ain't got no need for hands."
"You don't understand, Mawrus.
We're in the movies, or maybe you
were taking it scopolamine and didn't

know what you were doing when you
made the picture ?"
"Sure

I

knew.

That's what gave

me

such a joke."

"Then you saw the picture?"
"Sure I saw it. And I never had such
a laugh in

all

my

life.

one thing wrong with

There's

only

"

the girls

!"

was

girls tc

my

me

Just

Rebecca
under the chin along comes Goldie and
tell me the factory is shot up, our solo
as

I

violin

tickling

little

player that designs dresses

for

accused of murder and I should
hurry right over. Some day I got it a
score to settle with the man that wrote
us

is

that scenario."

"Fpr vy you make
Himalaya out of molehills.

such a
Didn't you

it

Didn't I find my
Rosie sweeter than ever? And didn't
my Irma get her Boris?"
get

it

your Goldie?

"Sure but look

at

what

it

cost us ?"

"Us ?",

it."

you

holler over ten

russ.

Many

a

Maw-

dollars,

man would

consider

a kiss cheap for that!"
"Maybe a man like Feldrrran who
couldn't kiss a relative of mine not for
But for vy I should
a million dollar.
to kiss my wife when
can kiss her for nothing I should like
some one to tell me. And that's not

pay ten dollars
I

yet.'

"Pah, don't talk of

:"

"So I hear Abe, but how come
"We're in the silent art. You and
me and my wife Rosie

Montague Glass

to

all."

"No?"
"No. In one hundred

we show

cities

one

at

picture
and that
means one thousand dollars we throw
away, for one kiss. Even the Queen of
Sheba might have given a man a whole
hug for that."

time

this

;

"But Mawrus,, you don't understand
nohow. It wasn't the pleasure of a kiss
but for the elevation of art we was doing this."

—

"Ha, Ha you say art, Abe ? It must
have been art that made you give away
$30,000 of our money for bail. Perhaps you don't like it the way our
Uncle Sam engraves his notes
No, Abe, I couldn't conceive of no
!

"What's that?"
"It showed you giving me a cigar.
That's where the' audiences laughed.
Maybe they know, too you took
it back right after the scene."

^/"ELL, anyways, maybe,

the

movies is a great business.
Some day maybe, Mawrus,
they'll be able to photograph
your mind."
"That makes me laff."
"And vy? Maybe you
are in the habit of judging other people's minds
by your own?''

"No, Abe,

no such
just

no— I

goniff.

I

me? Ten dollars we
had to throw away in that last scene so
that you and me could get a quiet kiss
"Yes, you and

with our wives on the board-

walk of AtlanticCities. And
you made me pay half."

finer sacrifice for the sake of art.

"Uh, for vy I should waste
time talking to such a dummkopf

was

fun, Abe.

it's

wasting."
all

it's

And

tween ourselves
so

in

just beit

ain't

worse.
The Life
critic says it's good."
"Pah, there ain't no
live critic."

e

dinners and chorus
girls. Just like one you
gave in the picture

remember

'"Oh, well,

perhaps,
your mind could

champa g n

— but

my time you're

be photographed maybe
you wouldn't be turning in such big expense accounts. Theayters,

beyond me?"
"No, Abe, you should-

is

n't

ain't

thinking,

when

May-

perhaps, when you get too artful
you'll find yourself selling the desks and
furniture too, which ain't ours by rights
but are held by chattel mortgage and
then, perhaps, I can conduct my business on the street. And you could follow your art in a little stone home up
river dress-making.
be,

fW!

"Mawruss, just between ourselves didn't you think it was a
great

show?"
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WE

hero or anything like it. He is what
ordinarily is referred to as a man who
contributes nothing to society.
Yet so deftly does he play his role,
so delightfully does he portray the
roue, that the sympathy of the observer goes to him in a degree almost
equal
to
that
given
old-tun-c
the
sweetheart of Marie.
understand, of course, that such
a frame of mind on the part of the
man out front is not in conformity

have received from Adam
Hull Shirk, of the Grand-Asher

West Coast, a
reprinted on this
The original is from the brush
page.
The work is a
of Anders Randolph.
mental concept purely, no model having
been used.
Mr. Randolph is best known on the
screen in heavy roles,' in the portrayal
of which he has been very successful.
His first picture acting was for Vitagraph, in the days of its famous stock
He has just finished porcompany.
traying a grafting politician role with
Elliott Dexter, who has completed his
first Grand-Asher production.
studios

the

at

photograph which

is

While Mr. Randolph's work
have been along "villainous "

We

with "what's what"
human, anyway.

may
lines,

and to leave the "finer, better
things" to other and specified parties.
There js no doubt the absence of the
comedian from the field of short
comedies has made a serious dent in
the supply of laughmakers.
stuff"

YORK

picturegoers of a few years ago will recall
adorned the lobby of the
Criterion Theatre here at the time it was taken over
by Vitagraph. The portraits, which were in oil, were of
the famous men and women of Vitagraph.
All of these
were executed by Mr. Randolph, and they were finely
done.
The original of "the Christus" which is reproduced here
was in pastel, and is a splendid example of the work
of the artist.
Mr. Randolph, it is hardly necessary to re-

many

fine paintings that

mark, was an

before he was a player.
The picture, which was made for use in a production
directed by George D. Baker, speaks for itself as an index
of the real character of its painter.
that is remarkable is displayed by the
press of New York and Los Angeles in characterizing Charles Chaplin's "A Woman of Paris" as a picture that is out of the ordinary.
It is rare indeed those
who review motion pictures for the daily newspapers are

agreed upon any one subject.
Nor were the reviewers the most enthusiastic among
those who saw the opening production. Topping them in
their praise were the members of the photoplay world,

men who

are interested in the writing and making of
a decidedly unusual thing for actors and
producers to hold practically one view as to a picture's
merits.
One man who has enjoyed a wide experience in production declared that to him the picture appealed as an
example of ioo per cent direction barring one unidentified incident, and that he considered it practically a flawpictures.

It

^HESE

screen "matinee idols" do seem to have a lot of
trouble with the spelling of their names.
Valentino,
as an example, saw it first as Rudolph, then it was re-

quested to be Rodolph, and

is

now

again

it

is

back to Ru-

dolph.
It is announced Metro is to destroy $10,000 worth of
stationery and general advertising matter to make effective the correct spelling of Novarro, which through a misunderstanding has carried an 'a' instead of an 'o' in the
first syllable.

artist

UNANIMITY

the

is

on the presence in
Chicago of Mr. Chaplin the Tribune of that city calls upon the comedian to "Come back to the rough

roes.

the

it

(COMMENTING

nevertheless like the great majority of
men similarly cast he is in real life the
The
antithesis of what he represents.
bad boys frequently are found among
the fairhaired gentry who play only he-

J^~EW

ethically, but

]y/[ARC

LACHMANN

sends out word from Universal
Chaplin has not been invited to sit in
a box to view "The Hunchback," employing the statement
to establish his claim that the production is still the big
x

to the effect that

attraction in the city.
ly

There may be something after all in the thought. Surethe comedian has been receiving attention in the the-

atrical world.

ARTIN

HEYE, vice president of Anderson Picanother arrival from the coast for business
conferences.
Among those he is scheduled to meet are
Carl Anderson and a number of authors and others.
Mr. Heyl is supervisor of productions for Anderson
distribution and is permanently situated in California.
While agreeing that there must be art in production
and that pictures cannot be reduced to a factory made
commodity Mr. Heyl says there are certain principles of
businesslike proceedure which he believes are overlooked
to a degree in studios and which may be made an aid rather
than a hindrance in artistic work.
jyj

tures,

J.

is

about town, the gay dog
who took life lightly, who saw nothing serious in it the
man who could not understand why his mistress should be
disturbed when she heard Pierre was to be married, especially when she was assured the friendship would in no
wise be interfered with or altered as a result of the cere-

HEYL'S method of reducing production expenses,
as outlined by him this week, is carefully to check
all materials going into a picture and to avoid exorbitant salaries, expensive locations and needless studio costs.
It is probable a majority of studio executives will insist these economies already are in effect in a large number of plants, at the coast and in the east.
The visitor says "We would prefer to call ourselves
picture engineers and by businesslike methods, efficient

mony.

handling and economic operation strive to

less subject.

CHARING

jyj

the honors

was Adolphe Menjou, the

ter of Pierre Revel, the

interpre-

man

;

The character
ception even as

out of the ordinary in conportrayed With rare skill. Revel is no

of Pierre

it is

is

R.

live up to the
actually building pictures of practical value for
the exhibitors for whom we build."
BLAIS.

name by
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Stories

and Pictures

thoughtful article in the current Independent Clay-

INtona Hamilton asks and then answers the question "Why
are photoplay audiences dissatisfied?" His conclusions
will make good reading for any one connected with the
motion picture industry.

By way of introducing Mr. Hamilton it should be said
he was formerly associate editor of Goldwyn Pictures and
is the author among other books of "The Theory of the
Theatre" and "Problems of the Playwright." He was one
of the more forceful speakers of a distinguished list during
the recent International Congress of the Motion Picture
Arts, his address drawing special praise from Dr. William
B. Maxwell, the English delegate.
Mr. Hamilton strikingly illustrates his position by citing
the instance of six friends of his who looked upon the motion picture version of "Java Head," adapted from a story
by Joseph Hergesheimer.
Three of these persons had read the book and three of
them went to the theatre without any preconceived idea of
what they would see. The latter three "walked out of the
theatre that night well pleased with their evening's entertainment; they spoke well of the picture to their friends
and urged them to see it."
The three who had read the story first were unanimous in
condemning the picture, walked out of the house in disappointment, and did not recommend it to their friends. They
were inclined to think the producer "didn't get the story on
the screen," but they were certain they didn't like the picture
The writer of the article under consideration admits the
magazine and book reading public is just one element of the
audience, but makes the point that the reading public is the
thinking public. And he adds that it is the thinking public
which is being alienated from the screen.
Comparison of two commodities always cause one of
the two to suffer, Mr. Hamilton says, and declares that is
just .what producers are inviting today, that they are unwittingly urging people to bring into the theatre a "state of
mind" that will, if not discontinued, create and develop a
multitude of intolerant screen critics.
Mr. Hamilton does not take the position that there are
no works which lend themselves to successful screen adaptation.
He concedes that occasionally there is a story in
current or past literature the soul of which can be transferred to the screen.
He contends it is what people say about a picture that
really counts; that the rapidity with which the news of a
good or bad picture travels is a constant source of amazement constituting the supreme in advertising, "as every

If a picturt matches a great story
from which it may be taken it is quite enough.
An example of recent issue may be cited in "If Winter
Comes." While some of the many who had read the book

great picture eventuates.

may have been

inclined to disagree with the casting director
over some of his selections certainly not on the chief
character there will be few who will not say that the soul
of the book has been preserved.
In the case of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" the
producers anticipated any criticism by giving advance notice of a minor change in the theme and added substantial
reasons why the alteration had been made.

—

As to "Scaramouche," if any "alteration" criticisms have
been leveled against the producer we have not seen them.
And those who have not read the book would be inclined
to disregard them if they were made.
The picture easily
stands on its own.
There is one picture of current issue which very likely
would meet Mr. Hamilton's approval as demonstrating what
may be achieved in the way of original presentation— "A

Woman

of Paris."

That

story, old as the hills as seen in everyday life, nevertheless is a thing apart from the conventionalized fiction

form.
The so-called "high-brows," just the same, rave
over it, and we'll be surprised if the "other half" doesn't,
too.

The one in a thousand, the vociferous reformer, will rail
against its theme. He probably will find, however, he has
been outgeneraled.

This Year and Next

!

—

producer knows to his sorrow."
The writer of the article concludes too many distributors
are ( i ) forcing too many adaptations on a sorely tried public, and (2) permitting a continuance of a system that constantly invites comparison with the older arts and which
must, in the long run, result in disaster.
Mr. Hamilton's final plea is, of course, for more encouragement for the writer of original screen stories. This
was a matter much discussed at the conference last June
at the Waldorf-Astoria.

The attitude of the "literary authors," as Dr. Maxwell
described them, was not at that time distinctly encouraging
to the more or less laborious effort required to attain proficiency in screen technique.
are not inclined to agree with Mr. Hamilton's statement that when on rare occasions an adaptation of a great
story results in a picture that is better than the original, a

We

—

DISTRIBUTOR

this week spoke very frankly regarding the attitude of the exhibitor toward the
production market. He declared that in the present
situation the theatre owner has just as much at stake as the
producer and distributor. The official blamed some of the
business papers for leaning too strongly on the suggestion

A

that the present is a buyer's market and advising the exhibitors to go slowly in booking product for the coming season.
The distributor said he believed it was not disputed the
quality of pictures this year is higher than ever before. The
is becoming accustomed to this quality, and
months and the years to come will expect it.

public

In other words, declares the

now

official

in the

quoted, the exhibi-

unusual responsibility. He must
support the producer and help him to maintain the present
quality if the producer is to go on.
tor

is

in a position of

On the other hand if the exhibitor as a class drives bargains that are too sharp, if it prove to be a buyer's market,
the distributor will be hurt in proportion to the scantiness of
his bankroll.
The reaction will come in the next season's product,
which is bound to be of a quality reduced in accordance
with the roughness of the experience encountered by the
producer and distributor this year.
Reduction in quality, says the distributor, will mean
dissatisfied photoplay patrons, and dissatisfied photoplay
patrons mean reduced box office receipts.
"Every branch of this industry is dependent on every
other," declared the speaker, who said there was no good
end to be gained by using his name. "If it turns out that
the exhibitor has got the jump on the distributor and producer this year then the other man next year will be compelled to take measures to protect "himself if he wants to
stay in business.
"So we must work together and remember that if we are
to have quality next year it must be supported this year."
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Greatest Cause of Production Loss
It Is

Undue Expense,
New Cosmopolitan Head

What Doesn't Appear on Screen That
Declares H. 0. Davis,

Time

Is

Creates

NO

exhibitor objects to paying for
on the
screen, providing the price asked
is commensurate with
the box office
value of the picture, declares H. O.
Davis, general manager of Cosmopolitan studios.
"He does object, and

amount and quality of emotion
you can get into your subject.
"The public is not interested any
more in looking at spectacles as specAll are familiar with motion
tacles.

rightly so, to being asked to

they give.

to the

what he actually gets

that

They are interested
pictures as such.
in them only for the emotional reaction

pay for the

"I remember as a boy my greatest
Those
kick was in Pain's fireworks.
days have gone.

enormous wastes and mistakes of the
producer,
for
useless
footage
and
wasted time that is never shown on the
screen," continues Mr. Davis.
"The comparatively few pictures that

[P
1
to within a comparatively short
time the producer has been compelled to make pictures for the exhibiThe exhibitor
tor, not for the public.
was not to be blamed, perhaps, because
he had money at stake and of necessity was compelled to select such subjects for his public, as he interpreted
One exhibitor thinks
his public's mind.
his public wants a certain type picture
another ten miles away wants anothOne wants outdoor pictures today,
er.
another society dramas. No two of
them can agree and the producer cannot cater to all of them.
"A producing organization should be

U

have grossed a million dollars or more have cost the exhibitor
and the majority of the producers
much more money than they have
in the past

earned.

"Every producer in the business, big
and little alike, after hearing the fabulous sums that these pictures have
earned, becomes imbued with the idea
in turn to alter his policy and make

—

million-dollar pictures.

"They apparently believe, and most
them sincerely, that all that is necessary to make million-dollar pictures
of

on the screen evidence of
vast expenditures of money, forgetting
is

DAVIS

h. o.

to place

in their scramble that first they

must

have a story worthy of such expenditures, and that having secured the
story it must have intelligent dramatic
treatment.

Following that task he had occupied a
similar position at the Triangle Studio
in Los Angeles, where he remained for
a year and a half.
For the past year Mr. Davis has been
in

"Adequate time and

intelligent appli-

cation are essential in thorough preparation for any production.

"With such preparation, eliminating
any of the so-called milliondollar gross pictures that have appeared
on the screen in the past few years
spectacles,

with few exceptions, can be duplicated
for

from

money

one-third to one-half the
that has actually been expended

upon them.
"Producers seem to lose sight of the
fact that time

is the biggest single elecost in their pictures, and it is
the one thing of which they waste most.
With casts costing from twenty to fifty

the

Hearst
them.

general

management

of

the

newspapers,

In the
duties he travels

twenty-three of
performance of his

from coast to coast
and from north to south.
of this character
It is from work
and real size that Mr. Davis has been
temporarily called by Mr. Hearst to
reorganize the Cosmopolitan studio
forces and to prepare for the making
of "Janice Meredith," the Revolutionary War story in which Marion Davies
will be starred following the completion of "Yolanda."

ment of

thousand dollars a week, inadequate
preparation keeps such casts standing
on the side lines patiently waiting until
the director or the producer decides
what he wants to do next."

DAVIS

is not on new ground
Cosmopolitan, although it is
five years since he has participated in
For two years folstudio activities.
lowing the termination of his work as

jy/^R.

at the

director general of the exposition

San Diego,

in 191 5,
City.

Universal

He had
Laemmle

been

at

he was in charge of

brought

in

to organize the big

by

new

Mr.
plant.

PREPARATION

is the great solution
of the problem of high cost production in the opinion of Mr. Davis, who
in this respect is in full accord with
the statement issued last week by
R' chard A. Rowland, general manager
of First National.
"In producing motion pictures we
are making a very definite commodity,"
"It is a commodity
said Mr. Davis.
for which the public is hungry, for
which it has gone hungry through the
ages, the commodity of amusement.
"Therefore amusement is on" of the
necessities of life and the most vital element of amusement is emotion, isn't it ?
"To my mind the box office success
of a picture will be in direct proportion

if
you please, very much
created,
along the lines of a great fiction magazine and it should operate on the same
general principles, that of a great editor

selecting the stories

and

editing

the

pictures.

"The problems of the editor and the
producer are practically analogous.
Their product must be prepared and
completed weeks or months in advance
of

its

presentation."

brought up the mat^ HE ofinterviewer
"temperament," and asked
ter

if

was any

particular line of demarkation between that unknown quan-

there

tity

and

"I

efficiency.

don't

know

just

what tempera-

don't know if any one
"If by temelse does," was the reply.
perament you mean that the individual
is susceptible to emotional reactions in

ment

is

and

I

connection with his work, then I recognize temperament and appreciate its
value, as long as it can be directed
along constructive channels.
"I don't believe a man or a woman
can be a good actor unless he or she
is
susceptible to emotional reaction.
Neither do I believe a man can be a
good director unless he is responsive to
conditions under which he is working,
because again he is dealing with emotion, and a man cannot put into his
work a thing he doesn't possess himself.
"With very few exceptions I have
never found an actor or director who,

approached on a sensible basis, caused
anv difficulty in matters of this sort."
,
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Work

Story of a Smile Backed by Hard

Career of James Ross Grainger, Ranging from Bill Posting for

Boy

Circus as a

to Sales

Chief of Goldivyn

you want verification of the old
that "The man with the smile
wins" we will give you as a shining
example James Ross Grainger, vice
president and general sales manager of

city as well as the

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
Mr. Grainger's success

From this work automatically he
reached out into the advertising department.
Before he was of voting years he
traveled in the ornate advance car as

IFsaw

is

due only

primarily to the smile that so frequently is seen upon his face.
It is the bubbling good nature of the
man that is responsible for friendships
friendships that
so quickly formed,
stick.

Back of

the smile, too, is a personality of unusual force
that of a man
possessed of remarkable physique and
vitality, of one who drives hard from
9 in the morning to 6 o'clock at night;
of one who then is ready to play with
the gang.
So the success of "Jimmie" Grainger
has been due to his upstanding cordiality plus his capacity for hard work and
the will to achieve.
That success is attributable to another factor, and a major factor, too
wide acquaintance among the men
who exhibit pictures in the United

—

A

one from the coun-

try.

With

&

Foley

Burke's

"colossal

shows" the first duty was the posting
of bills and the tacking up of cards.

the big boss.

Then for four years Mr. Grainger
devoted his energies to stage companies,
working ahead of them and with them.

On
a

one occasion up

company was

had gone on
to

came

the

to

word

when

Mr. Grainger
another town in the ef-

obtain

fort

in Idaho,

in straits,

a

date.

By

telegraph

man had
by an apback and

that the leading

quit the outfit, accompanied
peal that "Jimmie" come

the breach.

fill

The response was immediate, and
the show went on as scheduled, with a
There
leading man not on the bills.
was money in the box office, the company was paid off and the situation was
saved.

States.

For fourteen years Mr. Grainger has
been crossing and recrossing the sevup the
eral states that go to make
Union and calling upon theatre owners.
He knows .these men, literally thousands of them, by their first name.
Not only does the Goldwyn vice
president converse with exhibitors in
the familiar

way customary among

friends, but he converses with

them

old
in

own language.
And if the dialogue on occasion may
wax a bit warm, as these business disamong the aforesaid old
cussions

their

HEN

moving picture began to
loom on the horizon Mr. Grainger
was filled with the idea it was going to
be the big thing in an amusement way.
Yf/

the

He

got right into the state right field
and for some years remained there.
Among the early big ones with which
"Jimmie" was connected was "Cabiria."
Then for a period he was associated
with the Edison talking pictures as

sor of a rather wide range of invective,
the kind that delights the heart of a
male bystander and keeps guessing the
not too fortunate individual on the re-

western representative.
Among the experiences in the state
right field was the ownership of the
rights on "Tillie's Punctured Romance"
incifor Iowa and Nebraska, which
dentally proved profitable.
Then there was an association with
Thomas Ince in selling rights on "Civ-

ceiving end.

ilization."

friends sometimes do,

Goldwyn man

will be

it

is

likely the

found the posses-

For a time Mr. Grainger served
where the

smile again
J£UT
comes in. It provides a perfectly
good background for a difference of
opinion seemingly fierce but actually
just a bit animated and entirely friendly
that's

in feeling.

Like Governor Al Smith "Jimmie"
hails from the east side of New York.
It is true that during his childhood
there was a brief residence in Boston,
but the Grainger family returned to
New York.
The first business experience of the
lad was as an apprentice in the realm
of the showman, the great field of the
circus, the ambition of the bov from the

as

representative for General Manager
Later on he was
Sheehan of Fox.
temporarily assigned as district manager of that company, with offices in the
middle west.

He induced Marshall Neilan to organize his own unit and then secured a'
contract with First National, for which
organization the producer made nine
pictures.

He
years,

represented Mr. Neilan four
and for a time was in partnership

with him.
He represented Charles Chaplin for

two

years.

He

represented

William

Randolph

Hearst for a year and a half supervising contracts for Cosmopolitan in the
offices of Paramount.
It was twenty months ago that F.
J.
Godsol became president of Goldwyn
and called to his aid Mr. Grainger.
From the day of the latter's entrance
into the company's offices there has
been the closest co-operation between
the two men and the highest respect of
one for the other.

HE

co-operation has extended not
only to those matters in which they
are mutually interested but also to the
affairs that fall especially within the
domain of each.
'J'

We

have remarked that Mr. Grainger
has a wide acquaintance among exhibitors.
Perhaps the statement will be
better understood when it is added that

weeks of the vicepresident's affiliation with
the
company he spent thirty-three of these on
the road maintaining personal conin the first fifty-two

tact.

As

a result

when

a situation arises in

any part of the country and it is
brought before Mr. Grajnger at his corner office up there on the eighth floor
of the

Woolworth Building

in

Fifth

avenue the Goldwyn official has a pretty
definite knowledge of the surrounding
circumstances.

Another
fice

is that Goldwyn men
know that in the home ofis a man who understands

result

in the field

there

exchange problems and that with him
they

may

frankly discuss them.

JTURTHERMORE

it is said of Mr.
Grainger that he is blessed with a
remarkable memory for names and
faces and situations and incidentally

prices.

The Goldwyn vice president is a bemaxim that the early bird
catches the worm.
That was demonstrated when he first
came to the company by the manner in
which he started things humming in

liever in the

the earlier forenoon hours.
It was demonstrated again last summer when instead of waiting for the

early fall to get in touch with exhibitors he set out on a cross-country
journey in the heat of July.
In the twenty-five days of the trip
he slept fifteen nights on the rails.
It was during a particularly torrid
spell
and after several consecutive
nights on the move that Eddie Bonns,
his traveling companion, demurred.
The retort was quick and as explosive as the remark which preceded it:
"What in hell do you think this is

—

vacation?"
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QSGOOD PERKINS

strikes

out for high honors with his
sinister
character
portrayal of Old Nick in 'Puritan

remarkably
Passions'.

His work

W. Hodkinson
an adaptation
'Scarecrow'
his

qualities

in
release,
of Percy

brings
as

a

this

which

W.
is

McKay's

out

forcibly
contender for

the ranks of filmdom's foremost
character actors. It takes an artist to be a successful devil and
Perkins' rendering of His Satanic
Majesty is an indisputably ac-

knowledged success.

HEREIN

"TO
1

Old Nick

it

evil

deeds

perform

to
at *his comhis appearance in the above picture it is very easy to
believe that he is prelife

the peaceful

little

of Salem came
this diabolical personage
to upset the lives of the
Puritans.
Is not the
shadow he casts upon
the wall enough to make
even the bravest of them
to quake in their silver

town

the Scarecrow, giving

mand. From

paring a puppet capable
of
perpetrating any-

buckled shoes?

thin;.

lighting
THE
achieved

effects
in this pro-

duction are as artistic as
The
they are striking.
shadow on the door in
the picture at the left
is

an excellent example

of screencraft. Looks exSatan himactly like
self

New Film

with
collaborated
the electrician.

Guild Player Dominates 'Puritan Passions^

Osgood Perkins Leaps Into Limelight by Striking Characterization
of His Satanic Majesty in new Hodkinson Feature.

:

!
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AND FANNIE:

guessing last week on that
new picture you are handling the continuity for
out there in Mr. Fox' west coast studio. As it
came to me, the title read William Fox presents "Gentile
:

Julia."

Fearing a hoax, I called the local P. A. and found that
Julia wasn't that kind of a girl.
That she was 'Gentle'
instead.
a burden
that Mr.

territory.

from my shoulders, for I thought
Fox was trying to cover too much
ld Lady Astor.

TO SAM GRAND

J^EAR SAM
had

last

'Twas a grand little party I notice you
week with your various stars and directors.
:

Bringing such a galaxy as Mildred Davis, Elliott Dexter,
Bryant Washburn, Ben Wilson, et al, all the way from the
coast must surely have had some slight earmarks of a joy
ride, did it not?
And just to think, Sam, only a matter of about three
years ago, I remember, your worries were based entirely
upon buying a few pictures of some of those stars for your

Boston

territory.

gid Lady Astor.

TO JACK COHN
J) EAR JACK:

Called you every day this week on the
'phone and all the information I could get was you were
out of the city. Didn't realize it was truth, all wool and a
yard wide, until I saw you Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at the World Series games.
Hope to see you back in New York the latter part of

Old Lady Astor.

TO BILL STELNER
J^EAR BILL:

I see where you are uncovering some more
red-blooded westerns. Which puts me in mind of some
good news to hand you.
Be sure to get a copy of next week's E. T. R. and read
the dandy two page story about N. V. Darley and his Alpha
Theatre, Atlanta, which sheds a whole lot of brilliant light
on the industry at large from the angle of red-blooded
westerns.
Darley plays "nothing else but" and he has a reason
which will interest you.
Old Lady Astor.

TO SAM MORRIS
surely hope you land safely at Warner
Brothers west coast studios, Sam, and that you manage
to get a little rest out there. The rumors regarding you of
late have had me worried.
They even told me that your right hand was so sore from
signing so many contracts that it has hurt your golf game.
And I don't know whether to hope its true or not.
I

Old Lady Astor.

TO ERNEST SHIPMAN
Y) EAR

ERNIE

I

re-

"Gold
the
ceived
Diggers" story you said
was written by Lotta

Crust.
This is just to inform you Herb, that
you didn't get away with it. I called Lotta
herself on the carpet and after reading it she said:
"In the first place that's not my last name but it certainly
applies to the John who created it."
So she rewrote it. And you owe her a dinner.

Old Lady Astor.

TO LOU GUIMOND
"T)Ex\R LOU
Have been wanting to congratulate on that
dandy Selznick insert, but I can't seem to get you on
the phone. Old Dame Rumor hands me your "excuse-mefor-being-absent" with the information that you are "busy
:

up a sixty-four room apartment."
Sounds like you are going to rent rooms to the winners
of the World's Series.
Old Lady Astor.

fitting

TO IRWIN FRANKLIN
IRWIN:
They have just brought me
J^EAR

the dis-

patch that you succeeded in placing a Potash and Perlmutter 'ad' in the Ku Klux paper, the Fiery Cross.
Certainly to you must go the laurel wreath for possessing
more nerve than David, especially when they tell me you
headed the 'ad' with the line "The Two Best Known Jews
in

America."
'Ray for you and First National

Old Lady Astor.

TO SIDNEY R. KENT
J^EAR SIDNEY Have just read what you say about
"The Ten Commandments." My gracious, Sid, it must
:

next week.

"TjEAR SAM:

CROOKER
JJEAR HERB:

~

Some one had me

Which lifts
for a moment

TO HERBERT

Old/ady^^stor<Sqys

TO THE
HATTONS
"TJEAR FREDERICK

I hear you ase again spreading out over
Not being content with all of
the map, as it were.
Canada for a backdrop the word comes that not only are
you going to make pictures in Long Island, but that you are
going into the South with your company and camera when
the northern winds blow too cold.
Note also you are established over on Fifth avenue,
again demonstrating that in filmdom it's eastward that empire takes its sway. Pretty nifty offices, from what the boys

be marvelous. Knowing your conservatism as I do, you
render me speechless with your eulogy of Cecil's latest.
When you told Adolph that he would be wise to turn
down a cool five million for it, I assume that it is easily
worth twice that amount at the box office.

Old Lady Astor.

TO NAT ROTHSTEIN
dinner, Nat, and
NAT:
Dandy
J^EAR

certainly a fine
tribute to Emory Johnson and his delightful little pal,
Ella Hall.
F. B. O. is indeed due several compliments
from several angels for that little party.

By the way, I note that Tom Ince went and sent you another flask with a "keep-it-as-full-as-the-front-pages" inscription on it.
Tom is sure shooting a hard task in your
direction at this season' of the year, isn't he?
Old Lady Astor.

TO HUGO RIESENFELD

JJEAR HUGO
moving

:

Top O'

the Mornin' to

slide innovation

you gave us

you for the dandy

connection with
your classical jazz this week at the Rivoli.
There will be plenty of followers on that idea. Hugo,
and I just wanted to make sure you got the originator's
in

:

say

Hoodledoodle, Ernie, and the best of luck.

Old Lady Astor.

credit,' that's all.

old Lady Astor.

TO ROY
J} EAR

ROY:

Well,

L.

I see

MANKER
where you have made the

Palmer Photoplay a producing reality. "Pictures of the
People, for the People and by the People" surely is a high
sounding phrase and it will undoubtedly prove a paradise
for some energetic P. A.
Maybe I'll start writing scripts now, who knows?
Schnitzer and Berman might both be interested in knowing
that weakness of mine.
old Lady Astor.
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EL
C ARM
Fedora

MEYERS

plays

the

seducive

Countess

in the Gilbert E. Gable production, 'Slaves
It is an adaptation of Honore de Balzac's
novel 'The Magic Skin' which has for it's ingredients
love, drama, adventure and conflict, subtly blended in

of Desire.'

the true Balzac style.

^ EORGE

WALSH

{±

and

Carmel

Meyers are seen above in one
of the dramatic moments of the picture.
George plays Rafael Valentine, who is the slave of desire. From
the appearance of the above he has
evidently decided not to be the slave
of the Countess indefinitely, at least
which proves that a vamp usually
finishes the loser.

—

UXURIOUS

I

sets

and gorgeous costumes furnish an ideal
Miss
for
background
voluptuous
Gilbert E. Gahas produced a picture of which de Balproud
would be
zac
were he on the earth
today to see this par-

Meyers'

.

.

.

beauty.

ble

ticular

brain
the
it

child

his

of

portrayed

upon

We

found

screen.

every bit as interest-

intense
and
ing
shadowland as we
when
ago
years

in

did

we

perused the leaves of
the novel by this old

master

of

fiction.

And
good

that's

saying

deal.

Goldwyn-Cosmo-

a

politan are the distributors.

Balzac Again Makes Notable Contribution to Screen
Gilbert E. Gable Adapts "The Magic Skin Under the Photoplay Title
'Slave of Desire' for an Early Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan) Release

:

October

20,
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LIVELY ONE DAY SESSION AT LITTLE ROCK
Much

Constructive

Work Accomplished

harmony
ABSOLUTE
one-and-one-for-all"

and the "all-forwas plainly

spirit

evident at the fifth semi-annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Arkansas just concluded in Little
Rock. The fall meet lasts but one day but
much constructive work was done in the
few brief hours with the Arkansas Unit again
standing out as one of the most solid and
harmonious of the M. P. T. O. America.
President Cole, 'of the M. P. T. O. of
Texas, sat in at the meeting and contributed
a fine and instructive talk to the occasion.
Arkansas exhibitors were much pleased with
Mr. Cole and many of them predicted a fine
growth for the Texas organization under his
leadership.
Officers were selected for the coming year
with Eli Whitney Collins, of Jonesboro, being elected to succeed himself as President,
while O. C. Hauber, of Pine Bluff, was continued for the fourth time as Secretary-

Treasurer and H. D. Wharton of Warren,
again elected Vice-President. The Executive

Board contains the following exhibitors
C. A. Lick, of Fort Smith, W. L. Landers,
of Batesville, F. B. Smith, of Stuttgart, D. E.
Fitten, of Harrison, E. H. Butler, of Russellville, E. C. Robertson, of Fayettville, John
A. Collins, of Paragould, Wm. A. May, of
Little Rock, and L. F. Haven of Forest City.
W. L. Mack, of Jonesboro, heads the Public Service Committee with C. H. McCroskey,
of Dermott. W. A. May of Little Rock and
Senator Walter Raney, of McCrory, as a
Committee of Legislation.
Resolutions endorsing the Theatre Owners
Distributing Corporation, National Motion
Picture Day, and Sydney S. Cohen were
unanimously passed. The "Uniform" contract
was condemned and the Boards of Arbitration, as at present constituted, were vigorously

by resolution.
Arkansas Exhibitors asserted their

assailed
in

Arbitration

but

denied the right

belief

of

the

exchanges to choose all members of the board,
Warning was given
as is done at present.
that all members would favor with their
business those exchanges that make no complaint against Arkansas exhibitors before such
a board.

Of

the fourteen complaints registered before the St. Louis board against Arkansas
exhibitors, it was stated that only two exchanges had filed the entire group. By favoring those exchanges that do not make use
of the board, Arkansas Exhibitors hope to
compel a revision of the plan so that the
exhibitor will have a voice in choosing the
board that is to try cases against them.
To date no exchange in this territory has
succeeded in closing any of the theatres complained against as other service was secured.
The custom of introducing religious and
other forms of propaganda was also condemned by resolution, it being the contention
of the exhibitor body that the screen was intended for entertainment and instruction and
not to popularize any faith or creed.
The caricaturing of Clergymen, Priests,
Rabbis or any form of religion was also condemned together with the introduction of
such characters into comedies, when it was not
really essential to the story or action.
Every theatre owner present tendered the
use of his screen for the raising of funds to
perpetuate the memory of Herman Davis,
Arkansas' greatest hero of the world war,

STATE RIGHTS

Meeting

at Fall

Owners

of Arkansas Picture Theatre

and fourth on the Roll Call of John
ing.

A

monument

J.

Persh-

will be erected at the hero's

House grounds
Rock and approximately one hun-

grave, another on the State
at

Little

dred thousand dollars used to create scholarin
University of Arkansas,
in
the
ships
honor of the dead hero.
Two bills were introduced into the Arkansas Senate during the Exhibitor meet that
would have worked disaster on the theatres
of the State.
By diligent work on the part
of the legislative committee and other members, these bills were stifled in the committee
and did not reach the Senate.
Either of them would have resulted in
closing eighty percent of the theatres in the
Fortunately, the Arkansas organizastate.
tion is well represented in the Senate by
Senator Walter Raney, of McCrory, who is
also an exhibitor
and a member of the
organization.
in session from 9 A. M.
the M. P. T. O. of Arkansas
adjourned until the first Monday in April,
when a three day convention will be held.

After remaining

until 10 P.

M.

Canadian Theatre Admission Tax
The municipal authorities of Saskatoon,
Sask., expect that the city's

on theatre

amusement tax

which was

put
into effect, will reduce the municipal tax
rate by at least one mill during the first
year of its operation. It has been estimated by the civic authorities that the new
tax will net the city approximately $30,000
during its first 12 months. Local exhibitors strongly opposed the civic tax, which
is in addition to the Provincial amusement
tax, for a long period, but the city was finally able to put over the extra levy.
tickets,

lately

A

loyal and lovable pal is four-year-old Marshall
Green whose father, Alfred Green, directed Thomas

Meighan

in

his

MONOGRAM TO ENTER

recent

"Woman-Proof"

screen
for

successes

Paramount.

including

Will Distribute Westerns Produced by
Harry J. Brown Productions
A NDREW J. CALLAGHAN, president of

Monogram

Pictures
Corporation,
has
512 Fifth avenue, New York^
and is now selling state rights on the productions to be released by his company.
The first series will be a group of six
western subjects featuring Fred Thomson
and made by Harry J. Brown Productions.
These will be directed by Albert Rogell and
photographed by Ross Fisher.
Mr. Thomson was world's champion all
around athlete for 1910, 1911 and 1913, and
still
holds the world's record for highest
number of points. He is a graduate of Occidental College of Los Angeles, '10, and of
Princeton, '13.
He was a chaplain captain
in the late war, serving with the 143rd Field
Artillery.
He also holds the world's record
for the hand grenade throw.
The star of Brown Productions played the
lead in the Universal serial "The Eagle's
Talons" and in "The Lost Submarine." to be
released shortly.
He is thirty-one years old

opened

offices at

and is 6 feet 1J/2 inches in height. He is an
accomplished horseman.
Supporting Mr. Thomson are Hazel Keener.
Joseph Swickard, Taylor Graves, David Kirby,
Chester Conklin, Frank Hagney, Wilfred
Lucas, Dot Farley, Pee Wee Holmes, Bob
Reeves, Dick Sutherland, George Magrill and
the trained horse Silver King.
Mr. Callaghan has had long experience in
picturemaking. Among the productions to his
credit are those of George Arliss for Pathe.
Bessie Love for Federated, Fred Stone for
R.-C, "All for a Woman" for First National and a series of pictures for Arrow
during the past year.

The new

state rights distributor intends in
present series to give independent exchanges a type of finished western picture,
with a good cast the names are a guarantee
of that— and with a staging that will compare with some of the best of the westerns
An
that have been brought to the screen.
examination of the still pictures in Mr. Callaghan's office bears testimony to this.
The locations employed in the Brown series
are Sherwood Forest, Lake La Turas, Lasky

the

—

Ranch and Protrero Ranch.
Hazel Keener, the feminine lead, not only
has had experience in a half dozen of the
more prominent productions, but she has won
many prizes in beauty contests, among these
the Chicago Tribune's national contest.
It is expected that the first of the Thomson productions will be in New York by the
middle of October, and that it will be ready
for the market very shortly afterward.
When Mr. Callaghan was asked if he had
signed any other series for distribution he
said there would be a second announcement in
He said it was his intention to
a few days
move carefully, as he was particuarly concerned about securing subjects that would
come under the heading of quality pictures.

Seymour Honored by Associates
Members of the New York Exchange of
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation gave a
testimonial lunch, October 6, at Keene's Chop
House, to W. F. Seymour, Eastern and Central Division Manager, to celebrate his first
anniversary as manager of the Eastern territory.
George M. Dillon, Branch Sales Manager, was master of ceremonies and presented

Mr. Seymour with a handsome Swiss watch
as a token of his associates' esteem.
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CHAPLIN MAKES PLEA

FOR SINCERITY
Says

in

IT

S.

tre.

"As I see it," said Mr. Chaplin, "the purpose of story telling is to express the beauty
of life, condensing its high spots, for purFor after all, it is
poses of entertainment.
only beauty we seek in life, whether it be
through laughter or tears.
"And beauty lies in everything both good
and evil, though only the discriminating, such
as the artist and the poet, finds it in both.
"The object of the theatre is that we lose
ourselves in another world that lies in the
realm of beauty. This can be done only by
getting as near to the truth as possible. The
more we become educated, and the more
we know of life, the more we demand of
truth to entertain us.
To entertain people,
you must convince them, hence the realism
of today.
"Super-optimism and 100 per cent sentimentalism are losing out for those of intelligence
do not lose themselves in a brand of entertainment that is not convincing.
Woman of Paris,' I have tried
"So, in
to make a story of life as I see it
a life
that is not composed of heroes and villains,
but of men and women with all their passions

A

—

given to them by God.
"My sole purpose is that of entertainment,
but if a moral has crept into it, it is a preachment for tolerance and understanding for
those who have made mistakes, to invite your
pity for human weakness, for after all, none
is perfect.
It is so easy to condemn
so
hard to understand, and forgive. I feel that

—

we

—

driven by Fate what is driving
us, I do not know.
I dwell on truth because of the fact that in this picture treatment and technique are different from the
usual run of pictures.
"As I have noticed life on its dramatic
climaxes, men and women try to hide their
emotions rather than seek to express them,
and this is the method I have pursued in an

are

all

endeavor to become as realistic as possible.
"And by the public's reception I will guide
myself in the future.
If I have failed

Top

—

center column The genius of the
His smile denotes that he knows it.

of

day.

Below

— Edna

Purviance and Adolphe Men-

leading
players
in
longCharlie's
awaited production which proved successful
jou,

at both in

New York

Charles Spencer

Chaplin

of fun making this
could I ask?
"But if the public appreciates it you know
what I mean I have more than my share of
happiness."
well, I
picture.

have had a

lot

What more

—

Sincerity and Simplicity

Chaplin, director and
author, who told interviewers why and
how he produced his first serious picture, "A Woman of Paris," just before the
film's New York premier at the Lyric thea-

Charles

NEW

—

He Sought to Depict Life
'A Woman of Paris'

was

The

and Los Angeles shows.

Needed

In a straight-from-the-shoulder ten minute
talk Chaplin made a strong plea for a
greater sincerity and simplicity in motion
pictures,
the regular weekly luncheon
at
of the Associated Motion Advertisers, held
on October 4 at the Cafe Boulevard, New
York. A. M. Botsford, vice-president occupied the chair in the absence in California
of President Victor Shapiro.
Woman of Paris' for my own
"I made
satisfaction," said Charlie.
"It is a one man
picture in story, direction, technique, everything.
What the motion picture industry re-

A

more

individual effort.
There seem
cooks' in the production of
pictures.
There is also too much melodramatic slop what is needed is more sincerity
and greater simplicity.
great fault of
present productions is that they lack good
taste
they are too elaborate, too insincere.
"Publicity is of course of great importance to the pictures, but I think it should
all be along the most sincere lines.
Too many
superlatives have been used the biggest this,
the greatest that and so on.
The public is
beginning to disbelieve such statements.
simple statement of the merits of a production, telling the truth about the picture and
not overstating, is the best means of attracting the attention of the public to it. Direct dealing, honesty and sincerity are the
things that will make publicity effective and
of course, the same holds good for the pictures that it exploits."

quires
to be

is

many

'too

;

A

;

—

A

World Premier a Gala Event
The world premier of "A Woman of Paris"
at the Criterion theatre, Los Angeles, the newest link in the West Coast Theatres, Inc.,
chain, was a gala event.
The initial show-

ing of the Chaplin produced picture marked
the opening of the new theatre, and so great
was the throng that it required the best efforts of a police sergeant and ten men to
hold it in check.
"A Woman of Paris" was acclaimed by
the capacity first night audience and hailed
by the critics of the Los Angeles newspapers
as a new advance in the art of making moving pictures.
The first night was brilliant
in every respect and many prominent people
attended beside the film luminaries.

The caption in the first column says "successful."
To demonstrate this statement
take a peek at the photo across bottom of
page. It required many policemen to keep
this crowd in order in Los Angeles the
night of Chaplin's feature had its premiere
at the Criterion Theatre.

October
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1923

20,

ARROW

CAMERA TO PERFORM AN
EDUCATIONAL HELP

PETITIONS COURT

FOR DAMAGES

Building of 32-Story Sky-Scraper to
Be Shown in One Reel

Virginia Corporation Stops Colorado

Company from Using Name
Arrow Film
THE
with general

in

New York

—

utes.
It has been tried before but not with great
success.
In the past the trouble has been
that when different scenes were made the
camera was in slightly different positions.
fraction of an inch difference in the position of the camera was so magnified on the
screen that the general result sought was
spoiled.

restraining

A

motion picture exhibitors. The date for the
hearing on a permanent injunction was set by
Judge Symes, and the question of the amount
of damages was not considered.
The Virginia corporation, through its attorneys, Rogers, Johnson & Fuller, contended
that the Colorado corporation after taking
over the business of the Arrow Photo Plays
company came into existence on March 9,
1923, when it adopted the name of the Arrow
Film Corporation. Incorporators of the Colorado concern named as defendants are Joesph
J. Goodstein, Barney M. Chooker, Charles
Sagrams and Edgar P. Sparks.
the
in an answer filed in
clerk of the District court, a
short time before the hearing started, denied
that the Colorado corporation had any connection with the Arrow Photo Plays Company.
The Denver concern has not transacted any business as the Arrow Film Corporation of Colorado for some time, he said,
and the headquarters at 2040 Broadway have

Mr.

Sparks,

of

the

been closed.

Lichtman on Long Vacation Schulberg
Returning to West Coast
B. P. Schulberg, producer of Preferred
Pictures, who came from Los Angeles to
New York last week to discuss distribution
plans with Al Lichtman and J. G. Bachman,
his partners in Preferred Pictures Corporation, will return to the Schulberg Studios in

Los Angeles next week

to

resume work on

Preferred Pictures.

Al Lichtman, after a strenuous summer and
has decided to take a long vacation and
will go into the mountains far from telephones and telegraph offices to take a rest.
Mr. Schulberg and Mr. Bachman, assisted
by Henry Ginsberg, sales manager of Prefall,

ferred,

will

direct

of Preferred
absence.

Work

in

the

distribution

Mr.

Lichtman's

activities
indefinite

begin in a few days at the
Schulberg Studios on George Agnew Chamwill

berlain's novel, "White Man,"
neth Harlan will be starred.
Preferred director, who has
vacation in
York, also

New

in

which Ken-

Louis Gasnier,
been taking a
will return to

Los Angeles.

Edwin Carewe Will Go
to

Edwin Carewe
film "A Son

to Algiers

leaves for Algiers next week
of the Sahara," by Louise

Gerard.

He is taking with him an all-star cast
headed by Bert Lytell, Claire Windsor and
Walter McGrail. Adelaide Heilbron, will do
the script for this picture.

Move

But when the Strauss building on Chicago's
Michigan
Boulevard
was
started,
the
Rothacker Film Company was in a position
to insure the

in Idle Class

DAVIS LLOYD

is

return-

ing to the screen.
Well do we remember, when she was married to Harold
about six month ago, it was said that she
would never play before the camera again.
But the inevitable has happened.
Ben
Wilson has secured her by contract for his
productions which are released through

Grand-Asher.
Miss Davis, who for several years was
Harold Lloyd's leading woman, affixed her
name to the dotted line and will start work
October 8 at the Berwilla studio upon her
first

production.

The

of

title

chosen, but

it

picture has not been
be in the comedy drama

the

will

vein.

Jules

Furthman

Arthur Rosson

is

preparing the

script.

will direct.

When speaking of
Davis said:

the

contract

Miss

"I am delighted to be with Mr. Wilson
and the Grand-Asher organization. It will
seem wonderful to be back in 'harness'
again, after some time away from the
studio.
I know I am going to be very

happy.
to my going back
such a dear, and I
wouldn't for the whole world do anything
to displease him.

"Harold has consented

in pictures.

"I think a

He

is

woman

can do something in
be a good wife. Don't

world and still
you?"
Ben Wilson believes that in Mildred
Davis he has a star who will prove one of
the most resplendent in the entire galaxy.
Samuel V. Grand expresses the utmost
satisfaction in adding Miss Davis' name to
the luminaries already under the GrandAsher banner.
"She has all the qualities that are essential to success in light comedy," said Mr.
Grand, "and we will surround her with a
splendid supporting cast and the best pos-

this

York,

where they occupy

floor.

It is the

the entire third
plan of this company to move
their Long Island City service station to this
address so that their entire organization will
be housed under one roof. The latter change
to take effect about October 15.

production facilities."
Mildred Davis is from Philadelphia and
was educated there at the Friends' School.
She was a Metro star and later went to
Pathe, where she became a favorite in her
Harold Lloyd.
She is in the five-foot class, weighs an
even 100 pounds and has blond hair and
lustrous blue eyes.
roles with

Grant

In

Mildred Cannot Remain

MILDRED

desired results.

Park across the Boulevard a
mound was thrown up. Stilts were driven
into this mound and on top of the stilts the
camera house was built.
The tripod was
cemented to the floor of this house and the

MILDRED DAVIS LLOYD

s'ble

Larger Quarters
Harmer, Inc., have moved from 1540
Broadway to 209 West 48th Street, New
to

—

the
pic-

screen in a few minutes- insects will
hatch within a wink or two of the eye.
Now by the magic of the cinema a 32-story
sky-scraper will rise in one reel sixteen min-

ture

order will prohibit the
Arrow Film corporation of Colorado from
using the name in such manner as to deceive
or cause doubt and confusion in the minds of

office

that is several days in
blooming will blossom forth on the

City,

obtained a temporary restraining order in the
Federal District court in Denver recently
Arrow Film corporation of
the
against
Colorado, when a petition for §50,000 damages
and an injunction was heard by Federal Judge
J. Foster Symes.

The

FLOWER

A

Corporation of Virginia,

offices

camera bolted onto the tripod so that it could
move a hair's breadth. This movie equipment will remain as it is until the building is

not

completed.

Every morning the cameraman mounts to
house on stilts and cranks a few feet

this

of film.

Nexf year engineering school students can
behold a $15,000,000 building go up in sixteen minutes. The film will also be available
to engineer and architecture organizations,
contractors' conventions, etc.

Public Invited to View Filming of
D. W. Griffith's 'America'
The public is invited to witness the taking
of the big scenes in motion pictures, according to an understanding recently arrived at
among the leading producers.
The reason for permitting "galleries" to be
present is to combat a prevalent impression
of "faking" in film productions.
So much
discredit has been cast on the reality of
scenes by various magazine and newspaper
writers that theatre owners report that their
patrons did not believe any scene in any picture was legitimately photographed that is
without "doctoring."
Some producers have decided to invite the
public to view the shooting of big scenes
where their presence does not interfere with
the work, and this policy is being put into
effect by D. W. Griffith whose next production

—

is

"America."

For

this

screen

work Mr.

Griffith

is

re-

producing all the more important battles of
the Revolutionary War.

Two New Branch Exchanges Opened
for Hodkinson in the Far West
The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation opened

two branch exchanges

in the Far West.
October 1, one was opened in Butte.
Mont., in charge of H. L. Burnham as
Branch Sales Manager, to serve as a distributing center for this company's pictures
for the state of Montana.
On the same date another was opened

On

Portland, Ore., to serve the exhibitors of
the state of Oregon.
Claude Odom will be
in charge as branch sales manager.
in

Plan Second Single Reel Feature
John

J.

Iris,

whose novelty

reel

entitled

Street of New York" created such a
success has negotiated with Clarence De
Kosta to produce another novelty feature in
single reel form.
De Kosta is* one of the
screen's foremost camera men who makes a
specialty of presenting single reel subjects
in feature form.

"Main
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SHIPMAN PLANS LARGER
OUTPUT

HOKUM CONDEMNED BY

Will Divide Activities Between Canada, Long Island and the South

Time Has Passed When Anything Goes

increasing his annual
a view
WITH
output of big outdoor feature photoplays

'T'HE

DIRECTOR VIGNOLA
in the Pictures,

by an all-year-around producing schedule,
Ernest Shipman, known for his many current
and past screen successes, will make a series
of pictures in the South during the current
months.
This new plan of dividing the activities between Canada and Long Island in the summer and the Southern States during the winter
is the basis of a five year program as ideal

Ernest Shipman is known.
Although no announcement is forthcoming
as to the locale of the southern activities it is
understood that one of the Southern States
east of the Rockies will be decided upon.
Within the next few weeks Mr. Shipman
will start on an extended tour of the South,
visiting many states with a view to finding the
ideal location for his winter productions.

and

Forty-sixth

street,

have

huge,

who

one.
"I do not

Bessie
offices,

cost of eight productions. L. B. Steward and
F. W. Rohrer, specialists in planning and
organizing, have agreed to provide these funds
as they are required.
Four of the eight pictures will be made
on Long Island and in Canada in the coming
The others, according
spring and summer.
to present arrangements, will be made in one
of the Southern states.
The first of the Long Island pictures will
be "The River Road," adapted for the screen
from the popular novel by Hamilton Thompson.
The second production will have its inspiration in the theme of John Howard

Payne's famous "Home, Sweet Home."

Love has

received

just

baby kinkajou from the

tropics.

a

present

He

is

of a
to assist

"The Slave of Desire.'
No he isn't made up he grew that way. Bessie
says he is a third or fourth cousin to a monkey.
her in her

latest

picture

—

Mr. Shipman has made arrangements for
the famous Payne homestead at
East Hampton, Long Island, as one of the

the use of

settings for the story.

Mr. Shipman's

activities in the

South

this

winter and on Long Island next summer will
in no way interfere with his continued Canadian production.

The

three

latest

Shipman-made

pictures,

Man from

Glengarry," "The Critical
Age" and "The Rapids," are being distributed
by the Hodkinson Corporation.
"The.

Jetta

Goudal Placed Under Contract
by Distinctive Pictures

actress whose
work in "The Green Goddess" attracted attention, has been placed under a long term
contract by Distinctive Pictures Corporation.
Jetta

Goudal,

the

Parisian

Miss Goudal was born in France and appeared there on the legitimate stage.

mean

to belittle the importance
The motion picthe contrary.
ture, because of its limitless scope, is peculiarly fitted to give settings the utmost
And it is right that
visual range and play.
But it is a mistaken idea
it should do so.
to let the other elements slide, or to think
that the public will be so impressed by the
bigness and beauty of the backgrounds that
shortcomings
in
the
forgive
will
they
other phases.
"When all is said and done the value of
It
a motion picture is in the foreground.
is what takes place there that makes or mars
a production, that either drops it into the
depths of mediocrity or lifts it into the realm
of Art.
"That being the case, and the high critical
sense of the public being an accepted fact,
it must be evident to any one that old time
hokum is destined for an immediate relegation
to the limbo of forgotten movie skeletons.
"If the motion picture is really to take its
Just
place among the arts hokum must go.
as oil and water don't mix so there can

of

been

housing Mr. Shipman and his
staff of executives and production associates,
will be permanent headquarters for all his
activities, although it will probably be° necessary in the future to establish local offices
at the scene of each of his production centers.
So that all of his own time may be devoted
without interruption to the supervision of producing and marketing his increased output
Mr. Shipman has this week completed arrangements for financial backing to cover the

These

story, and directorial deficiencies by
eye-filling sets is akin to the ostrich
It fools no
hides its head in the sand.

acting,

To meet the demands of the increasing plans
additional suites of offices, Nos. 911 and 912,
adjourning Mr.
Shipman's present headquarters in the S. W. Straus Building, Fifth
leased.

Says

—

—

for obtaining the best results in the continuous production of outdoor dramas for which

avenue

He

days of old time movie hokum are
numbered.
The halcyon era when anything and everything went is rapidly passing
out," says Robert G. Vignola, who is now
putting the finishing directorial touches to
"Yolanda," a big special production starring
Marion Davies, for Cosmopolitan.
"The producer or director who can't or
won't see the writing on the wall is due for
a rude awakening, both as to prestige and
bank roll. Movie audiences or optiences, to
be exact are not what they used to be.
"The novelty of motion pictures having
worn off they go to the movies today expecting to see art with a capital A, and art in
motion picture production does not begin nor
end with the sets, trade belief to the conTrying to cover up
trary notwithstanding.

to

sets.

never

be

sincerity

On

any affinity
and truth.

between

hokum and

"Stories should be vital and honestly representative of life. Acting should be repressive
and not expressive. Simplicity should be the
keynote because it is the true essence of
art.

"After all, only by eliminating the hokum
can we hope to bring about a change in the
public's reaction from 'that's the way they do
"
it in the movies' to 'that's right: that's life!'

'Puritan Passions' Premiere at

New York Cameo
"Puritan Passions," the Film Guild's picturization of Percy Mackaye's "The Scarecrow" will be given its premiere at the
Cameo Theatre, New York City, October 14.
This picture is said to afford Glenn Hunter,
the star, an opportunity to portray a role
entirely different than any of his previous
characterizations either on the screen or the
stage.

An elaborate presentation has been planned
An
for the picture's New York showing.
augmented orchestra will interpret the musical
score written by Frederick S. Converse of
the Boston Conservatory of Music. The picture is released by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

Hammons
E.

This
'atest

Marshall Neilan's Russian village which he had especially constructed for scenes in his
Russian drama 'The Rendezvous.' We understand that it is a complete village from the
white church at the top of the hill to the vodka at the foot.

is

W. Hammons,

Sails for

Home

President of Educational

Film Exchanges, Inc., sailed from England
October 3, on the Majestic, for New York.
Mr. Hammons has been in Europe for the
last six weeks having his annual conference
with his London associates.

:

October

20,

1923
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MOTION PICTURE DAY
CAMPAIGN
Twelve Suggestions to Help Make
an Outstanding Event

CINEMA A FACTOR IN
EDUCATION
Motion PicturesCreatingBook Demand
Says Jack Coogan, Sr.

It

"JYATIONAL MOTION PICTURE DAY

"W/ILL

the motion picture supplant the text
book entirely in the schools in time, and

on November 19 has already won the endorsement of theatre owners on such a vast
scale that its observance will be of nationwide magnitude, overshadowing any celebration ever established by any division of the

will it, with its great impressionistic values,
destroy the appetite for good literature?
This question was the subject of a discussion recently between Herbert Lapham,
internationally famous as a psychologist, and
Jack Coogan, Senior, who is interested in
the educational value of films and recently installed a projection machine in Jackie's study
books.
"Just as in Art and in literature, those
pictures and those books which have a certain significance, will live forever," declared
Mr. Coogan. "That there is a danger of
our present and the next generation losing
their appetite
for good literature of the
printed page, is nonsense.
"Librarians will tell you that never since
the motion picture production of such books
as "Oliver Twist," "Robin Hood," "When

industry.

confidently predicted by the Motion
Theatre Owners of America that
"Motion Picture Day" will be the occasion
of special programs and features of unusual
interest in over 10,000 theatres throughout the
United States and Canada.
State divisions of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America are calling special
meetings for the purpose of appointing working committees and to formulate definite plans
of participation and all indications show that
theatre owners have entered heart and soul
into the campaign which on November 19
will mark the importance of the industry and
the progress of the theatre as the contact
point between the industry and the public.
According to the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, the great body of exhibitors have sensed in this movement the opportunity to establish between themselves and
the various civic and social forces of their
communities, a bond of mutual interest, based
upon a clear understanding of public service,
and are bending every effort to make their
celebration achieve that end.
Here is a campaign consisting of twelve
suggestions for making National Motion Picture Day an outstanding event.
It includes
practical ideas of bringing to the theatre the
endorsement and aid of the press, local organizations and local merchants, as follows
(1) See your mayor and endeavor to have
him proclaim this day as Motion Picture day
It

is

Picture

your city.
(2) See the Superintendent of your schools,
line him up for a talk on "The Relation of
the Screen to Education" (about ten minin

utes).

Book some

subject as an
added attraction on that day and make a reduced rate to all school children.
(4) Advertise the day with every means
in your power, calling attention to the fact
that your theatre has assisted in popularizing
days for other movements, now you want reciprocation.
(5) See your Rotary, Lions, Kiwanis or
other civic club and get them to endorse the
daj-, also see your ladies clubs and line them
up.
(6) As a suggestion, you might secure a
very old picture of ten or twelve years ago,
(3)

running

it

in

modern feature

educational

conjunction

with

your

Knighthood
As Lee Clavering, the first nighter and journalist
Oxen' Conway Tearle promises to outshine even his success in 'Ashes of Vengeance.'
Corinne Griffith is to be his co-star in th's First
National production.
in 'Black

of

history

on

until

the

Industry,

November

from

this

moment

19.

See that your program for that day
outstanding one and if you are not
sure, set it out and book in one you can bank
on.
Not necessarily a more expensive picture,
but one that is good enough to be representative of the day.
(12)

is

an

Was

in

Flower,"

"Romola,"

"The Last of the Mohicans," "Scaramouche,"
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," and other
pictures transcribed from the printed pages
of history and works of literature, has there
been such a demand for books.
"The moment a classic is announced for production, there is a run on the library, and all
by persons who before the advent of the
cinema read little or nothing.
"The motion picture will increase the
hunger for good books rather than discourage

The

it.

tain

educational films, so called, will atthe ideal in time.

"The only imminent danger

to the motion
as a prime factor in the spread of
education is censorship," declared Mr. Coogan.

picture

William Nigh to Direct Feature
Productions in the East
E. L. Smith, former production manager of
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., has signed William
Nigh to direct a series of feature productions
Distribution arrangeto be made in the East.
ments have practically been completed and
will be announced soon.

Offices
Street,

Satisfactory

Adjustment

work on the first picwould begin immediately.
have been opened at 36 West 44th

Theatres in New England will not be disturbed by a strike. The differences between
the operators, stage hands and musicians have
been settled. An increase in wage was asked
and the theatre owners adjusted the scale to

New York

the satisfaction of

Mr. Smith
ture of

"We

are planning to make, with Jackie, a
series of childhood classics which will be our
contribution to the motion picture as an educational factor."

the

said that

series

City.

all

concerned.

most

progby the Industry in

to illustrate the splendid

ress that has been made
these years.
(7) If conditions will permit, secure some
liberal minded minister to discuss on the
Sunday before the effect of the picture as it
relates to religious work.
(8) Get an editorial from your local papers, if you have the necessary influence,
dwelling upon the rapid strides made by the
industry to date and predicting the expected
growth of the iuture.
call(9) Put a slide on your screen
ing attention to the date and renew that

NOW

slide every week with another good selling
argument.
(101 Tie up with local advertisers, taking
a full page advertisement or a double truck
spread, selling small spaces to those merchants for enough to pay for the entire advertisement.
Make each merchant's copy
mention National Motion Picture Day. Write
this copy yourself if you are apt at such
things, but in any case, be sure that the copy
ties up directly with the day.
(11) Keep your newspapers alive with
notes regarding this day and little bits of

Hope Hampton and Louise Fazenda make 'The Gold Diggers' as big a success on the screen
on the legitimate stage.
it was
Miss Hampton as Jerry is charming and fascinating, and
Miss Fazenda as the chorus girl who plays the Statue of Lioerty is nothing short of a scream.

as
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PLAN ANOTHER NATIONAL
ORGANIZATION

FUTURE PLANS OF TWO
WARNER PRODUCERS

Division of Country Into Twenty-six

Lubitsch and Franklin Will Produce
Special Productions on West Coast

Zones Outstanding Feature

WARNER disclosed the future plans
SAM
and activities of two important producers

INITIAL

steps looking to the formation of
another and separate national organization
of motion picture exhibitors may be taken
when the theatre owners of the District of
Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, Delaware and
North Carolina meet in Washington, D. C,
the end of the present month.

—

and directors of the Warner product Ernst
Lubitsch and Sidney A. Franklin. The former is at present working on "The Marriage
Circle," while the latter is engaged in editing
and cutting "Tiger Rose."
"Following 'The Marriage Circle,' " said
Sam Warner, "Ernst Lubitsch will produce
and personally direct a series of especially

Tentative arrangements for such a gathering were made at the recent convention of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association
of Virginia, held at the New Arlington Hotel,
Washington. This session was attended also
by prominent exhibitors representing the District of Columbia, Maryland and Delaware.
The organization of the proposed new association of motion picture theatre owners
was explained by Jake Wells, of Norfolk and

Richmond.
The United States would be divided

He

who adapted
work

For

'Deception,'

to

with his future pro-

Lubitsch.
into

instance,

the States named would be included in a single
zone, all of the theatres therein being served
by the motion picture exchanges located in

At the outset it may be said that there is
no intention on the part of the promoters

new organization to have it supplant
the present M. P. T. O. A.
Nor will it in
any way interfere with the individual State
and city organization now existing.
Under the plans proposed at the meeting
of the Virginians each of the twenty-six
zones is to be represented by one man to be
chosen by the exhibitors located within the
zone.
The delegates from the zones would
virtually be an executive council.
It would
be headed by a paid secretary-manager.
Of course there would be a selection of
treasurer and secretary, and possibly chairman
of the board from among the delegates, but
the administration of the affairs of the proposed new organization would be largely in
the hands of the secretary-manager, subject,
of course, in matters of importance to ratification by the executive council.
The main offices of the organization would
be in the city of Washington, where the
secretary-manager and his associates would be
in close touch with members of Congress and
various heads of departments that have to
do in one way or another with the motion
picture industry.
The expenses of the delegates to and from
and in attendance at the sessions in Wash-

"Sidney A. Franklin has also been signed
produce and personally direct a series of
photoplays for the coming year.
Following
to

This

is

lates in
release.
ture in

the beautiful Mabel Forrest who scintil'The Satin Girl,' a new Grand-Asher
Miss Forrest is an asset to every picwhich she appears and is one of the
season's favorites.

Washington.

of the

and

'Passion'

in close association

ductions.
Mr. Kraely is at present working
on the continuity of 'Deburau,' which will be
produced under the guiding hand of Mr.

twenty-six zones, each representing at present a film distributing center.

productions at the Warner Studio.
has brought to this country, Hans Kraely,

selected

would be paid for by each of the
zones, and the zones also would contribute
to the fund which would be required to support the Washington headquarters.
Location in Washington would offer other
advantages, it was pointed out. There would
be freedom from industrial politics, and at
the same time close touch with Government
politics which have so great an effect upon
ington

the motion

picture

industry.

by whatever name
would operate very much

council,

it

The

may
like

executive
be known,
the United

States Senate.

Each delegate would have an equal vote
with his fellows, and he would be held answerable to his home organization for participation in any plans that may be proposed.
Mr. Wells explained that the details of
his plan would be worked out in an open
discussion by the exhibitors from the States
named.

'Tiger Rose.'

Mr. Franklin has under consideration a sodrama of the early 70's by an author of
international fame, and also an epic drama of
cial

the early 80's.
"We also have many other plans for the
future in connection with these two producing
directors which will soon be disclosed to the
exhibitor."

Here's Your Chance to Meet the
Editor of 'The Film Renter'
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of the Film
Renter, one of the motion picture trade joursailed for a short visit to America on the
sails for a short visit to America on the
Adriatic October 13.
Mr. Fredman will observe the exhibition
conditions in New York and make a tour
of the principal cities of the country and
upon his return, report his observations and
as he says, "I am not coming to criticise,
but to report progress to the people of my
country so that they can take advantage of
in filmdom since my
three years ago."
Mr. Fredman is, perhaps, the most loved
of trade journalists abroad and especially bv

any forward movement
trip

Western Premier of 'The Virginian'
The Granada in San Francisco will show
Preferred Picture's "The Virginian" for the
week of November 6. This will be the first
shewing in the west of this Tom Forman
production.

Americans in London. The moment
any person of note in the cinema trade arrives
in England, Mr. Fredman and his associate,
Norman Wright, proceed to arrange either a
luncheon or a tea in honor of the visitor
and rarely ever does he fail to bring together enough prominent British film people
to make a great showing and enable the
visitor to meet in one day many foremost
visiting

trade people there.

Harry Reichenbach

is

gathering

together

welcome to America
Mr. Fredman's honor upon his

a committee to arrange a

luncheon in
arrival.

Roy Crawford

Visiting the

West

Roy Crawford,

vice-president and treasurer
of Associated Exhibitors, left New York for
Mr. Crawford plans to
the Middle West.
He will
visit Topeka, Kan., his home town.
While
also go to Wichita and Kansas City.
this is not a business trip. Mr. Crawford
who has interests in several theatres throughout the Middle West, will look over his
houses in the several towns that he visits.
He plans to be away from the home office
about ten days or two weeks.

Changes in Hodkinson Personnel
H. Foster has been appointed Assistant
Manager of the Detroit exchange of this
B.

Looks

like

Daniel in the

However,

Bound.'

wonder

if

there are

it

all

—
—

'Tisn't though
Lions Den doesn't it?
it's Sid
Smith in 'Hollywood
goes to show that there are times when even Hollywood prays.
there is only one Sid Smith.
at home like him. The lion we mean

any more

We

company, succeeding S. K. Decker who resigned.
Miss Clara Bodenstein is now Assistant Manager at Pittsburgh, having taken
the place of S. A. Fineberg, resigned, effective October 1.

October
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.Around about Hollywood

A

SYNDICATE

headed by James Cruze,
producer of Paramount pictures, is to
erect at Pasadena, Cal., what will
probably prove to be the world's most unique
theatre a reproduction of an ancient Aztec
temple recently unearthed by explorers in the
extreme Southern part of Mexico.
The site of the theatre, which is to be
devoted to the legitimate, is at Michigan
Boulevard and Woodley Lane, in Flintridge,
on the outskirts of Pasadena, and includes five
acres of Mr. Cruze's estate immediately adjoining his home.
While Mr. Cruze will
retain the controlling interest in the project he
will be joined in financing it by several
wealthy men of Pasadena, Hollywood and Los Angeles.
The playhouse will stand as a

—

monument

of

and out of the studio gates

Members

in a steady stream.

company engaged in the
Zane Grey production, "The

of the

filming of the
Call of the Canyon," which Victor Fleming
is directing returned from a three weeks' stay
in Arizona where the story was filmed in the
actual locale of the author's story.
Headquarters were maintained forty miles from the
city of Flagstaff and all of the exterior scenes
of the picture were photographed there.
Richard Dix and Lois Wilson are featured
in "The Call of the Canyon," with Noah
Beery, Ricardo Cortez and Fred Huntly in
support.
The entire company is now engaged on interiors of the story at the studio.

Byron Morgan wrote this original story for
the screen and the featured players are JacLogan, Antonio Moreno, Walter
queline
Hiers, Charles Ogle and Robert McKim.
The James Cruze unit engaged in the making of "To the Ladies," with Edward Horton,
Helen Jerome Eddy, Theodore Roberts and
Louise Dresser, made two short location exduring the week one to a railroad grade crossing near Downey and the
other to a factory on the outskirts of the

—

curtions

city.

Of the remaining companies, both William
De Mille's unit producing "Everyday Love"
with

Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Nita Naldi,
Robert
Kosloff
and
Theodore
Edeson, and the Herbert Brenon
production, "My Man," starring
Pola

historic significance
to the earliest

civilization of the Western hemiIts
grotesquely carved
sphere.
pillars, high sentried walls, wide
and steep terraces, vast amphi-

MelGeorge
Commandments,"
ford's "The Light That Failed,"
Douglas

the center of the open-air enThe stage will be surtier

upon

four walls.

Charles Ray took Los Angeles
by storm at the opening, last week,
in Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre, of the world premiere of the
Associated Exhibitors super-production, "The Courtship of Miles

L.

Ernest

Ouimet,

"The Vital Question,"
story by

formerly

W.

from the

Conselman.

The star of the picture is Andree Lafayette of "Trilby" fame,
and the cast includes Jack Perrin,
Max Constant, Eddie Tilten,
W. H. Turner, Orpha Alba and
George Benoit
Helen Ferguson.

tinued to swarm in at every succeeding performance.

cameraman.
Mr. Ouimet has been making
his home in Los Angeles for the
No arrangements have
past year.
is

The young actress pictured above is Dorothy Mackaill who
attracted a bit of attention by ner temarkab'e work in Eastern
She is a late arrival at the Lasky studio where she is

been made for distribution.

studios.

working

in

"The Next Corner"

for

Paramount.

soon transplant their talents and
personalities from the footlights
to the motion picture screen according

to a
Graf, well known
motion picture producer of San Francisco.

statement issued by

first

Mr. Ouimet is now engaged in
producing features, the first of
which has as its working title

Although top prices prevailed
and the run is to be an indefinite
one, the house was packed to
capacity, and the crowds have con-

Rosetta and Vivian Duncan,
known throughout the amusement
world as the Duncan Sisters, will

Jr.'s

vehicle,

President of the Specialty Film
Import, Ltd., of Canada, is now
President and General Manager of
of
Limited,
Photoplays
Laval
Hollywood and Montreal.

Standish."

Sam Jaffe, general manager of
the B. P. Schulberg Studios, who
went east last week for a short
vacation, has returned to Los Angeles to prepare for the next three
Preferred Pictures to be put into
production in the near future.

Fairbanks,

"Stephen Steps
Out," and the Sam Wood produc"His Children's Cihldren,"
tion,
which was produced in New
York but is being cut at Paramount's West Coast studio.
starring

closure.

rounded by seats rising

De

In addition to this activity the
cutting rooms of the studio are
busily occupied in the editing of
Cecil B. De Mille's "The Ten

production an expenditure of approximately $1,000,000.
A disappearing stage, hydraulically operated, with underground
rooms,
will
built
dressing
be

tier to the

Charles

week.

wealth of strange
theatre and
sculpture will involve in their re-

in

with

Negri,

Roche and Huntly Gordon, remained in the studio throughout the

and as a tribute

Max

Tom White, formerly a production manager with the Paramount organization, has
been appointed to succeed L. M. Goodstadt as
casting director of the Lasky studio, according
Charles F.
to an announcement made by
Eyton, General Manager of Paramount's
West Coast studio.
Without losing its identity as an exceedingly busy motion picture production center,
Paramount's West Coast studio this week
took on the added appearance of a railway
depot during the rush hour.
Six pictures are in the making and four
of this number of companies either returned
from or started for location or both started
and returned during the past seven days.
Personal and equipment have been flowing in

Hardly had the members of this unit unpacked their trunks before a second company
departed for Flagstaff, Arizona, en route to
an entirely different section of Arizona where
another Zane Grey story, "The Heritage of
the Desert," will be made as an Irvin Willat
production for Paramount.

Many of the exteriors of this story will
be filmed one hundred and fifty miles north
of Flagstaff in a section of Arizona seldom
visited
travel

white men and into
restricted to horseback.

by
is

which

all

Jackie Coogan, as the official
greeter of the west coast movie
colony, extended the "glad hand"
last week to a group of Biltmore
official who arrived to attend the formal opening of Los Angeles' newest hostelry, the
Biltmore.
After receiving the officials at the entrance
of the hotel, Jackie was first of the local
movie colony to register. The next day the
hotel managers were Jackie's guests at the
Metro studios. Jackie will also officiate at
the opening of the children's playground
adjacent to the hotel which the Biltmore will
build shortly.

Bebe Daniels has the leading feminine role
and Ernest Torrence the chief masculine part.
Lloyd Hughes plays opposite Miss Daniels
and Noah Beery is the heavy.
George Melford and the company of players
and staff-workers engaged in the making of
"Flaming Barriers," after ten days of studio
work, left in mid-week for Sonora, California, where the forest fire scenes and other

The Associated Exhibitors attraction,
Mabel Normand in "The Extra Girl," opened
its world premiere at the Mission Theatre, Los
Angeles, and has gone so far as to gain
additional impetus during the succeeding two

exteriors of 'the

smashed the

story will

be filmed.

weeks, that indications are that the indefinite
run may be of even longer duration than

was

On

at

first

the

anticipated.

first

day of the run the picture

theatre's

record for attendance.
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Four More Masters of Chicago

Sam Katz smiles at you in the upper left
There are probably a few producers and exhibitors here and there
Seriously speaking, he
That's Sam.
heard of Balaban & Katz.
is actually one of the most dominant and progressive showmen in America.
Directly be'.ow is Andrew Karzas, who built the Woodlawn and later the
beautiful and now famous Trianon Dance Hall.
With

his characteristic joviality

oval.

who have

Right above in the oval is Nate Ascher, senior member of Ascher Brothers,
control a lengthy chain of Windy City theatres. Everyone who knows
Nate knows why they do. In the top panel you see Aaron Jones, head of
The McVickers theatre is their latest acquisiJones, Linick and Schaefer.
tion which was built up to the rating of a Chicago institution within less
Aaron is one of filmdom's shrewdest showmen.
than a year.

who

October

20,
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IXTY SECOND

INTERVIEWS
By The Minute Men
WtVi
Vi'K'trt
Willi F
HiXniDllOrS

•
.

_ ON

THEIR ATTITUDE TOWARD DISTRIBUTORS VESTING THEIR SALESMEN WITH AUTHORITY
xo SIGN CONTRACTS INSTEAD OF HOLDING THEM INVALID UNTIL OFFICIALLY APPROVED.

TOO MUCH DICKERING
Under

certain conditions

think that ex-

I

would welcome the plan. Much
hibitors
would depend upon the salesman employed.
It would possess the advantage of having an
exhibitor know where he was at on the dot.
I really think that it would go far toward

away

doing

to a large extent with overbid-

which exists far too much these days.
There is altogether too much dickering at
the present time and if a contract could be
made with a salesman and signed by him,
then it would end right there. Albany, Leland and Clinton Square, Oscar Perrin,
ding,

By co-operating with such salesmen and
avoiding those concerns which encourage unreasonable competition, exhibitors will soon
bring home to sales managers the merits of
a sales system which encourages good-will.
Brooklyn, New Albany, Irving Borten,
Mgr.

WOULD ELIMINATE

NOT MUCH BENEFIT
Very little additional benefit would be defrom the idea.
The practice of overbidding contracts after
they have been signed by a theatre owner has
practically been eliminated, so far as the mopicture houses

in

larger

the

am

that I

rived

cities

are

concerned.

TENDS TOWARD GOOD WILL

A

salesman would accept bids before signing a contract anyway.

He will appreciate the business of the exhibitor who first makes a reasonable offer,

With

like to rest assured

going to have them to show and

•MERELY MESSENGER BOYS'

am

sure that an arrangement which would
to approve contracts would
be welcomed by exhibitors everywhere, especially exhibitors in the smaller cities.
In the larger cities this power might be
delegated to the branch manager.
As it is now, salesmen are merely messenger boys, and I am afraid we sometimes
treat them as such because we make no

empower salesmen

want one, and we will have gone into
good faith and shall expect the exhibitor to take it up the same way.
Warner
Brothers, Sam Morris, Gen'l Mgr.
really

working all
right.
I personally believe such an agreement
as this, one that really will be recognized by
both sides as a contract and not as a piece
of paper, is as much to the advantage of the
is

in

it

NO COMPLAINTS OF AUCTIONING

exhibitor as it is to the distributor because
one suffers as much as does the other through
loose methods in handling contracts.

was in London at the time First National instituted the change in its signing
Speaking from the viewpoint
of contracts.

safe in saying that the present is
the first time in the history of the industry
that an exhibitor takes a contract seriously.
Now the exhibitor examines the document
carefully.
He knows what it is all about,
or surely there are very few who do not.
He is more careful about playdates and all
the provisions.

of our organization and personally I could
not give approval to that plan of operation.
Of course in England a salesman starts
out with a minimum list of prices and he
If he succan't go below his low figure.
ceeds in going over that why then he is the
better salesman.

feel

As a contrast, I venture to say that before
the days of the uniform contract hardly any
of the exhibitors paid any attention to the
contract they were signing, the cancellation
clause excepted.
The uniform

contract
instrument, but

is

by no means a

it
is a step in the
perfect
right direction.
It will be given a thorough
trial this season, following which it will be
reconstructed for the benefit of all concerned.
have received complaints and comments from a number of distributors as to
The
the failure of salesmen to speed up.
answer is, of course, that exhibitors now are
very conservative and very careful in buying

We

Theatre owners know if they sign a conhave got to go through with it.
As a matter of fact, is this not good for the
tract they

Ws

I

the vital reasons why the home
office in practically every distributing organization is opposed to permitting salesmen to
ratify contracts is because of the many
changes constantly taking place in the sales

One

of

force.

So far as the charge of peddling or auctioning or overbidding is concerned I can only
say we have received no complaints and expect to receive none. Our managers have explicit instructions there must be nothing of
I really believe that practice has
that sort.
Universal, E. J.
been done away with.
Smith, Gen'l Sales Mgr.

UNIFORM CONTRACT FAIR
cannot see why the uniform contract
does not meet conditions as we find them
today. It is absolutely fair to both sides, both
in the terms of the contract and in the code
I

pictures.

exhibitor ?
don't
titled to, but

of ethics.

want anything we are not

en-

when we do

we

sign a contract

By

them.
right

Broadway Strand,

Detroit,
Gleichman, Mgr.

contracts.

all

close

to

Phil

SALESMEN ARE COMPETENT
There is no question but what the exhibitor would welcome the change.
Under the new uniform contract, however,
now in use by all the representative exchanges
the practice of selling to a competitor has
been eliminated by the fact that a new contract after it has been signed by an exhibitor
must be rejected before it can be sold to his
believe that salesmen are just as compemost cases as home officials to place a
Buffalo, Refinal signature on contracts.
I

tent in

gent,

/.

H. Michael, Mgr.

NOT DEPENDABLE ENOUGH
Such power vested in salesmen would open
up the same objections as the "jacket" contract in vaudeville.
Salesmen to a large

pendable

enough.

They

extent are not deare too much like

a floating population.
I have known of

cases in which names
were forged to contracts, and when the salesman's manager got no dates from the house
the salesman went out ostensibly and then

brought the cancellation clause into play.
I'm afraid it might work out badly. The
salesman could still pull the auction stuff.
Boston, Allston, Fred Shcashay, Mgr.

WITH FULL AND COMPLETE POWER TO OFFICIALLY SIGN CONTRACTS.

CONTRACTS TAKEN SERIOUSLY

I

with

means give the salesmen the

competitor.
I

Walker, Mgr.

I

arrangements

definite

—ON THEIR ATTITUDE TOWARD VESTING THEIR OWN SALESMEN

Distributors:

So far the uniform contract

evils

not be disappointed at the last minute.
There still is overbidding among exhibitors.
Lots of it. And I believe that if contracts
could be closed, finally and legally, by the
salesmen that it would be a great thing
for all. Kansas
City, Linwood, L. C.

The

application of modern business methods
has largely helped eliminate that evil. Louisville, Ky., Broadway Amusement Enterprises, Fred J. DoIIc, Pres.

EVILS

would eliminate one of the great

It

of the industry today.
When I book pictures

Mgr.

tion

and, because it will mean less trouble for him
and a satisfied customer, he will encourage
that good-will which will bring him repeat
business.

The
as

it

contract must be as fair to one side
to the other because it was drawn

is

by both

sides,

their

representatives

sitting

around the same table.
Every clause in it was given careful consideration by both sides, and they agreed
upon it in its final form.
Regarding the auctioning of productions I
hear no complaints regarding the practice.
Metro, E. M. Saunders, Gen'l Sales Mgr.

SEES NO DELAY

NOW

Conferring on film salesmen the right to
sign contracts with exhibitors might place
the film companies, the producers and distributors, in a very embarrassing position in the
event one salesman should prove to be unscupulous.

There would be no recourse. As soon as a
salesman had signed the company would be
bound.
There are many splendid men

in the sales-

men's ranks, but naturally it takes time for
them to demonstrate their worth.
In the case of those independent producers,
who are releasing through a distributing com-

pany practically all of them insist upon the
right to okeh contracts by their own man.
I think the right of approval or
should be left with the home office.
make an exception in the cases of
ganizations which have a district
There the matter safely
tative.

rejection
I

would

those orrepresencould be

left to his discretion.

There really is no delay or hardship upon
In this office practically every
the exhibitor.
contract that comes in, in the morning is
In some cases
on the way back at night.
Where there
it may be twenty-four hours.
is
an emergency booking the telegraph is
F. B. 0., Harry Berman,
used both ways.
Gen'l Mgr.
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RODUCTION

PARAMOUNT'S

next picture, starring
Pola Negri, entitled "My Man," will inCharles de Roche,
clude the following cast
Huntly Gordon, Adolphe Menjou, Gareth
Hughes, Vera Reynolds, Rose Dione, Rosita
Marstini, Edward Kipling, Robert Cannon,
Frank Nelson and George O'Brien.
Sidney Olcott is busy casting for Gloria
Swanson's next picture, entitled "The Hum:

ming Bird."
Alfred E. Green and Thomas Meighan are
busy editing and cutting "Woman-Proof"
while preparing to film "Pied Piper Malone,"
Booth Tarkington's original story which will
be Meighan's next vehicle. Emma Dunn has
also been signed to play one of the principal
parts in this latter production.
Alan Dwan is progressing rapidly with Rex
Beach's story "Big Brother." Edith Roberts
will have the leading feminine role in place
of Winifred Allen,' who has retired from the
cast.
Others in the picture include Tom

Moore, Raymond Hatton, Joe
Mickey Bennett.
Ernest Torrence has completed

King

and

his work in
at the Long Island studio, and has returned to the West
Coast to play an important role in "Heri

"West of

the

Water Tower"

tage of the Desert."
The featured players in "Flaming Barriers" will be Jacqueline Logan, Antonio Moreno, Walter Hiers and Charles Ogle.
Others
in the cast will include Robert McKim, Luke
_

Cosgrave and Warren Rogers.
George Melford and a company of seventy
people have gone to Sonnra, California for
the purpose of making outdoor scenes in
"Flaming Barriers."
Filming of "Everyday Love" has been started.
Those featured in this picture are Agnes
Ayers, Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Robert Edeson
and Theodore Kosloff. Others include Julia
Faye and George Calliga.

TTNITED ARTISTS

announce that Mary
Pickford will soon go to San Francisco
for a number of exterior scenes for "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall." Marshall Neilan,
directing the picture, Charles Rosher, chief
photographer, several of the principals in the
cast, and Miss Pickford will make the trip.
Jack Pickford is putting the finishing
touches on "Valley of the Wolf" at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios. On completion of the
actual filming he will at once begin titling,
editing and cutting in order to have it ready
for

autumn

release.

T3ATHE

has secured exclusive rights to
the international horse-race classic
to be held October 20 at the Belmont Race
Track, when Papyrus, winner of the English
derby, will race America's best three-year
old for a $100,000 purse. This special, which
will be in two reels, will be released October 21.
film

THIRST NATIONAL

has signed Joseph
Grasse to direct "Flowing Gold," a
Richard Walton Tully production of a Rex

De

Beach

novel.

Clarence Badger has organized his technical staff for his next picture "The Swamp
Angel," with Colleen Moore as the feminine
lead.
Production will begin within the next

two weeks.
Ben Alexander's next picture will be "Misunderstood," by Booth Tarkington.
He carries an important role in company with Henry
B. Walthall, Irene Rich and Rockliffe Fel-

TV/TETRO

has engaged the following players
appear in support of Viola Dana in
"Angel Face Molly" Milton Sills, Gertrude
Claire, Wallace MacDonald, Bertram GrassDeWitt Jennings, Nelson McDowell,
by,
Mathew Betz and Edward Wade. Oscar Ap:

fel

will direct.

In addition to Enid Bennett, Harrison Ford
and Mary Alden, the following players have
been engaged to enact roles in "The Living
Past" Alec Francis, Arline Pretty, Harry
:

Northrup, Lorimer Johnston and D. R. O.
Hatswell.
The following complete the cast of "The
Man Whom Life Passed By" Jane Novak,
Percy Marmont, Eva Novak, Cullen Landis,
Hobart Bosworth, Lydia Knott, Gertrude
Short, Lincoln Steadman, Andre de Beranger
and William Humphrey. Victor Schertzinger
:

will direct.

Buster Keaton has finished his second fea-

comedy entitled "Hospitality."
Ramon Novarro is on his way back to Hollywood, where he is to appear in an important role in Fred Niblo's next feature "Thy

Name

Is

Woman."

Allen Holubar, who will shortly begin
active production on "The Human Mill," the
picturization of John Trotwood Moore's famous novel, "The Bishop of Cottontown," is
now completing arrangements to film many
of the scenes in Tennessee where Mr. Moore's
story is laid.

"The

Flyin'

will direct.

Lincoln J. Carter is working on "The
Arizona Express" at the Coast Studios.
Shirley Mason is busy at the West Coast
Studios on "With the Tide," under the direction of David Solomon.
The scenario for "Shadows of the East"
has been completed by Frederick and Fanny
Hatton.

Marion Nixon supports Charles Jones

turization of the

New

England

classic

"Cape

Cod Folks."

in

"Big Dan," by Frederick and Fanny Hatton, directed by William Wellman.

Tom Mix has started work at the West
Coast Studios on "Eyes of the Forrest," by
Shannon

The

Fife.

scenario

is

by

Leroy

Pauline Starke will play opposite the

Stone.
star.

Richard Harding Davis' story "Andy McGee's Chorus Girl" is to be put in movie form.
Work has been started on the West Coast,
with Charles Jones as the star and Marian
Nixon in the feminine lead.

Robertson's

Living Past" the film
version of William J. Locke's novel, "The
Tale of Triona," is rapidly progressing at the
Hollywood studios under the direction of
Harold Shaw, and should be completed within
the next month.
Reginald Barker, who is now on the last
stages of "Pleasure Mad," has already begun
preparations for "Women Who Wait," a pic-

Tom

started on a new picture
Studios, entitled "The
Beast." Norma Shearer will play the feminine lead. Edmund Mortimer will direct.
This corporation has acquired the rights to
make the film version of Channing Pollock's
play "The Fool," and will commence work
early in January, although it will not be released until September, 1924.
Harry Millarde

selected to direct.

"The

starring

"Mile-A-Minute

West Coast

at the

INSPIRATION

on

to

Romeo."
John Gilbert has

Viola Dana's next will be "The Rose
Bush of a Thousand Years," written by
Mable Wagnalls. George D. Baker has been

Work

Fool,"

Mix, has been changed

ture length

Piatt

to

has

create the

signed
settings

Livingston
for

John

S.

production entitled "The
Enchanted Cottage," starring Richard Barthelmess in the leading male role and May
McAvoy in the feminine lead.

next

yiTAGRAPH

has signed Lou Tellegen and
Pauline Frederick to play the leading
roles in J. Stuart Blackton's feature "Let No
Man Put Asunder," by Basil King.
Kathleen Meyers has been engaged to play
opposite Larry Semon in "The Gown Shop."
"

"Held

to Answer," the second Premier
Feature production of the 1923-4 program, is
now completed and a print of it is on the

way

to

New York

from the Hollywood

stu-

dios.

TTNIVERSAL
bin
cle,

is

entitled

Mary Philstarring vehiunder the direction

announces that

working

in her

"Morality,"

first

Cummings.
Norman Kerry just recently completed the
leading masculine characterization in "The
"Acquittal," directed by Clarence L. Brown.
George Hackathorne will appear in Booth
Tarkington's "The Turmoil," which is being
filmed as a Hobart Henley production.

of Irving

pOLDWYN

reports that Erich Von Stroheim has completed photography on
"Greed" which he directed, and is now busy
cutting the film, after which will follow the
editing and the titling.

Emmett
Beautiful
sor,

Lew

Flynn,

directing

"Nellie,

the

Cloak Model," with Claire WindCody. Mae Busch, Edmund Lowe

and Raymond

Griffith,

returned to the coast,

where exterior scenes were made. Another
month will be spent on interior sets at the
studio.

The "Wild Oranges" company, headed by
King Vidor, has returned to the studio.
Completed pictures now in the cutting room
for final editing are
"Law Against Law,"
"Name the Man!", "The Master of Man,"
"The Day of Faith" and "Slave of Desire."
"In the Palace of the King" is now await-

The Acquittal, a Super Jewel production of Rita Weiman's stage play, featuring Claire Windsor and Norman Kerry,
has arrived in the East.
Screen rights to "The Signal Tower" have
been acquired by this company and will be
the next starring vehicle for Virginia Valli.
Production is expected to start October 15.
The supporting cast is being chosen.

:

ing release.
With the addition of Mitchell Lewis, John
Sainpolis and Robert Cain, the cast of "Three
Weeks" has been completed, and photography
is well under way.

PREFERRED
-1

reports

that

Tom Forman

busy

lowes.

preparing for the filming of
Chamberlain's novel, "White
Man," in which Kenneth Harlan has been cast

Alan Hale has been signed to play the
male role in "Black Oxen," which
Frank Lloyd is producing for this company.

for the leading part.
Work will begin in
Schulberg Studios.

leading

FOX'S

to

-

is

George_

Agnew

a

few days

at

the

WARNERS
™

report

that

Johnny

Hines

has completed the final scenes for "Conductor 1492," and is now engaged in editing
and cutting.
Doris May has the feminine
lead, and others in the cast include Dan
Mason, Byron Sage, Fred Esmelton, Ruth
Renick, Michael Dark, Robert Cain and

Dorothy Vernon.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

has assembled the following cast to support
Leah Baird in "The Miracle Makers";
George Walsh, Edythe Chapman, George
Nichols, Mitchell Lewis, Edith Yorke and
Richard Headrick.

;;;
::

:;

October

20,
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DISTRIBUTION
PATHE

"The Marriage Market," "Yesterday's
Wife," "Discontented Husbands" and "Traffic in Hearts" in the territory of Argentina,
Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru, Ecquador
and Bolivia.
The United Exhibitors of Canada, Ltd.,
have acquired the distribution rights for "Only
a Shop Girl," for the entire Canadian terri-

will release the following one-reel

to

during the next two months
"No Pets," Paul Parrott, October 7; "It's
a Gift," Snub Pollard, October 14; "Winner
Take All," Paul Parrott, October 21; "The
Knockout," a Dippy Doo Dad, October 28;
"The Whole Truth," Stan Laurel, November

comedies

"Dear 01' Pal," Snub Pollard, November
and "Save the Ship," Stan Laurel, No11
vember 18.
The second episode of "Ruth of the Range,"
featuring Ruth Roland, and "Stage Fright"
and "Our Gang" comedy, head the schedule of
releases set for October 21.

4;

tory.

;

ARTCLASS

reports

following

the

Superior Screen Service, Inc., of Salt Lake
City, has signed a contract for the distribution of "The Barefoot Boy" throughout the
states of Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New
Mexico and Southern Idaho.

Who

Distributing

4.

;

for Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey, "The Deerthe
International Variety
slayer"
to
&
City,

CORP. has acquired the distribution rights of twelve
two-reel comedies featuring Jimmy Aubrey,
also
twenty-six one-reelers "Chester Out-

"It Might Happen to You"
East Indies, to Chester E. Sawyer,
Happen to You."

Inc.,

ings."

PATHE'S

"Ruth of the Range" has been
booked by the Skouras Brothers of St.
Louis, for their entire circuit, and also by
the Crandall Circuit of Washington, D. C.

PREFERRED

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

I.

Run Programs

First

ATLANTA

—

Howard Overture, "It Happened in NordHoward News and Views Comedy,
land"
;

;

BURR'S

CC."Fearless

two-reel

comedy

Flanagan," released October
features Charles Murray, Kathlyn Martin
and Raymond McKee.
It was directed by
Gregory LaCava, and is being distributed
through the Hodkinson Corporation.
•

,

release

list

week of October
Pay?" Others are

for the

—
Comedy, "Wrecks" Feature, "Common Law."
Riviera— Overture, "Light Cavalry"; Com-

second series of

Bolivia.
South Africa has
been disposed of to the International Variety

Money"
Chile,

season of
1923-24.
number, follow the
These
first eleven and include "Six Cylinder Love,"
"The Temple of Venus," "North of Hudson
Bay," "The Shepherd King," "The Net,"
"You Can't Get Away With It," "Hoodman
Blind," and "Gentle Julia."
the

and

ing

in the

Cinematografica acquires the rights

"The

Six-Fiftv,"

"Men

Raw."

—Overture,

"Light Cavalry"
Screen Snapshots, Out of the Inkwell; Comedy, "Lodge Night"; Feature, "Where the
North Begins."
Chicago Overture, "Songs of the Sea":
Comedy, "Yankee Spirit" Feature, "Ponjola."
Tivoli Overture, "Echos of Switzerland"
;

—

;

:

;

"Wrecks"

edy,

"Common Law."
PAUL

Feature,

;

ST.

—

"The Evolution of
Capitol Overture,
Dixie"
Pathe News, International News,
Current Events Comedy, "Easter Bonnets"
Feature, "Circus Days."
;

BALTIMORE

New— Overture,

(not

mentioned)

Pathe

;

News Feature, "Merry-Go-Round."
mentioned)
(not
Century Overture,

—

;

Feature "The Green Goddess."
"Excerpts
from NaRivoli Overture,
toma" Rivoli Topical Review. Topics of the
Day Comedy, "Down to the Sea in Shoes"
Feature, "The Huntress."
"Orpheus"
Metropolitan
Overture,
Metropolitan Topical Review
Comedy, "A
Feature, "Little Johnny
Pleasant Journey"
;

—

;

;

—

;

;

Jones."

KANSAS CITY

Newman — Overture,

"Dance
of
the
Hours" Newman News and Views. Newman Magazine Feature. "Dulcy.''
;

The Booking Sheet
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

;

Royal
has

W. Va.,
the following features for play dates
"When
within the space of two months
Husbands Deceive," "The Rider of the King
Log," "Lady Godiva," "Marry the Poor
Fooled Herself,"
Girl," "The Woman
booked the Hippodrome, Elkins,

—Overture,

Magazine

:

Who

We

Royal
(not mentioned)
Feature,
"It's a Gift"
:

Comedy,

;

;

"Six Days."

for

ST.

Missouri
Japanese

LOUIS

— Overture,

Disaster

;

"Beautiful Danube"
Feature.
"Merry-Go:

Round."

NEWARK

Meet Again," "Dusk to Dawn,"
"When the Devil Drives," "The Real Ad"Silas
Marner," "Handle With
venture,"
Care," "The Unfoldment," "Head Hunters of

Branford Overture. "The Sunny South"
Branford Review of Events; Feature, "The
White Rose."

"Breaking Home Ties,"
Doubt," "Scandalous Tongues,"
"The
Man Who
"Tracks,"
Waited,"
"Through the Storm," "A Pasteboard Crown,"
"The Man She Brought Back," "Face to
"Counterfeit Love," "Father Tom," "Dis-

69th Street Overture, (not mentioned)
Topics of the Day: Comedy, "Nip and Tuck";
Feature, "Human Wreckage."
Stanley Overture,
"Martha"
News,
Topics of the Day Feature, "Three Ages."

"'Till

the

"The

•

General

"The

guay.

,

through their foreign representative.
CB.hasC. closed
a deal whereby the Sociedad

CHICAGO
McVickers

;

has closed a deal with Sociedad General Cinematografica which
involves the sale of this company's Fifteen
to be released this season for Argentine, Chile,
Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, Uruguay and Para-

'

self."

Trading
Kingdom.

for the United

PREFERRED

has closed with the 20th
Century Film Co. for Eastern Pennsylvania and with Lande Film Company for
Western Pennsylvania on "Shattered Faith,"
and with the Rialto Film Corporation for
Eastern Pennsylvania on "In the Spider's
Web." The have also signed a contract with
the Producers Feature Service disposing of
Greater New York and Northern New Jersey on "Shatlered Faith.

:

Money"

have
"Don't

Ltd.,

Ramblin' Kid," "The Wild Party," and

J-

release

for

"Drifting,"

:

;

;

1922,

has marshalled for release
during the month of October the follow-

"INDEPENDENT

will

•

UNIVERSAL

:

through the independent market, the following five features in addition to the eight
"Mrs.
for 1923-4 previously announced
Erricker's Reputation," "Mr. Justice Raffles," "The Lunatic at Large," "Once Aboard
the Lugger" and "John Forrest Finds Him-

Quality Features,
Agency.
purchased both productions for Aus-

Exhibitors Films
purchased through Apollo

Mass., for the distribution of the new series
of six, five reelers featuring Big Boy Williams in the following
"White Hell," "Dawn
of Revenge," "Rum Runners," "Girl from the
West," "Master of Beasts" and "Lure of the
Orient," with "Wings Outspread" and "Fidelity" for the New England territory.

TTEPWORTH

Glucksmann for Argentine,

British

announces the closing of a deal
with the Independent Films of Boston,

season

Max

Theatrical

tralia.

YWON

this

to

Peru and

Ltd., has

Marry
A

Spoilers."

AND NORTH report that the
WEBER
Apollo Trading Corporation have sold
"Marriage Morals" and "Don't Marry for

for

"The

Feature,

"It's a

7 is headed by "Does It
"Times Have Changed," "Up in the Air,"
and "Dance or Die."
Release dates have been arranged for the
specials
eight in

Gift"

reports that Patton, Heffron and
McConville of Independent Films, Inc.,
Boston, have just closed a contract whereby
they secure the New England rights to "The
Sante Fe Trail," also the new series of
Mirthquake Comedies starring Bobby Dunn
and the twelve Eddie Lyons Comedy Specials.

ARROW

entitled

7,

FOX'S

Oc-

tober 14.

STANDARD CINEMA

;

Dutch
Might

Capitol for a

Sunday,

on

;

EXPORT & IMPORT

"Tense Moments from Famous Plays
and Great Authors" to the Cameo Film Ex-

for
"It

engagement

weeks'

;

classics

Agency,

two

"The Green Goddess,"

New York

into the

and LeRoy, Pawtucket, R.

November

ration on

;

New York

go

will

tinental Europe.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

by the
Corpo-

;

change,

DISTINCTIVE'S

report the closing of
'Robin Hood, Jr." a sixforeign deals.
reel feature starring Frankie Lee has been
sold for England and the continent, and two
series of ten features has been sold for con-

"Little
Old
will be released nationally

York"

for
Jersey, "After Six Days" and "The Woman
Believed"
to David Stark, Standard
Film Exchange, Philadelphia, "After Six
Days" to David Mundstuk of the Exclusive
Film Co., Detroit, the eighteen single reel

Men."

has signed contracts with
the following theatres for their fifteen
Strand,
features to be released this season
Springfield, 111. Place, El Paso, Texas Gem,
Sherman, Texas Liberty, Beaumont, Texas
Strand, Fort
People's, Port Arthur, Texas
Dodge, Iowa Ohio, Alliance, Ohio World,
AlStrand, Covington, Ky.
Toledo, Ohio
Dawes,
len's Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.
Boston, Boston, Mass.
Bridgeport, Conn.

New

COSMOPOLITAN'S

sales:

Kerman Film Exchange, New York City,
Greater New York and Northern New

contented Wives" and "The Hills of Missing
"The Man and the Moment,"
Ratler,"
Face," "Sunshine Harbor," "The Ruse of the

South

—

PHILADELPHIA

Seas,"

Isle of

:

—

;

—

;

;

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Love, Laughter and Intrigue Season
Revealing the Girl

Who

6

The Midnight Flower'

—An Aywon Attraction Definitely

Almost Loses Her Faith in Humanity
Described as a Tense Drama

!

!

—

!
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'The Spanish Dancer'
Eight
Parts.
Paramount Photoplay
in
Adapted from the Stage Play, "Don Caesar
de Bazan," by Adolphe D'Ennery and P.
S. P. Dumanoir. Scenario by June Mathis.
Running Time,
Director, Herbert Brenon.

Ninety Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Pola Negri
Antonio Moreno
Wal'ace Beery
Kathlyn Williams
Gareth Hughes
Adolphe Menjou

Maritana
Caesar de Bazan

Don

King Phillip
Queen Isabel
Lazarillo
Salluste

Don

Marquis de

Edward Kipling
Dawn O'Day

Rotundo

Don Balthazar
Cardinal

Carlos

Charles

Juan

Stevenson
Robert Agnew
A.

Spain, Don
Caesar de Bazan, having wasted his fortune and beMadrid
with
'escapes
to
creditors,
ing hunted by
the help of Mariana, gypsy dancing girl, whom he
person
The king issues a decree that any
loves.
engaging in a duel during a certain appointed feast
Don Caesar, intervening to aid
day must hang.
Lazarillo, a lad who is being brutally treated by
the Captain of the Guard, crosses swords with and
He is arrested and condemned to
slays the officer.
hang that night. Maritana dances before the queen
The queen inand begs for Don Caesar's life.
But Don Salluste,
duces the king to pardon him.
courtier, knowing that the king desires Maritana,
engages in a plot with him to delay the pardon.
Salluste tells Maritana that she must wed Don
Caesar at once if she would hope to save his life.
On the other hand, he persuades Don Caesar to
marry a veiled tride before execution, promising
him that he will be shot like a soldier instead of
dying upon the gallows. Salluste provides a banquet
him
for Caesar, with the soldiers who are to shoot
Maritana fulfils her compact
joining in the revel.
and is wed to Don Caesar. Salluste has her taken
Lazarillo extracts the
to the king's hunting lodge.
the
bullets from the drunken soldier's guns, filling

During the reign

of

Phillip

IV

of

barrels with bread pellets. Don Caesar falls stunned
and is left for dead. He revives and escapes. Hearing that Maritana is at the hunting lodge_ he goes
there in time to rescue her from the king s adThe queen, stirred to jealously by Salluste.
vances.
comes to the lodge, arriving just as the king and
The king is terrorCaesar engage in combat.
the day
stricken but Maritana's quick wit saves
and the queen enters to hear her husband graciously
restored
are
estates
his
that
Caesar
informing Don
Sallust is disgraced and the lovers reto him,
united.

By George

POLA
American

NEGRI'S

T.

best

Pardy
picture

since

her

debut in "Passion"
A splendid screen achievement with honors fairly shared by Director Herbert Brenon,
the star and superb supporting cast!
Another solid refutation of the time-hon-

ored but sadly discredited idea that costume
plays, no matter how well produced, fail to
hit the popular entertainment target in this
country
film which packed the Rivoli Theatre,
New York, to the S. R. O. mark on the
occasion of its initial showing and is playing
to crowded houses at each performance, with
every indication of keeping up the pace until
a new record-breaking epoch in box office receipts has been established!
In this fruitful era of what are known to
the trade as super-features, the heralding of a
forthcoming film as being strictly in the de
luxe creation class is seemingly risky business.
So many of 'em, ushered in with a
lordly blowing of press trumpets, might be
unable to live up to their advance notices!
At least, such was the case in the past,
but it must be admitted that the present
season has furnished a galaxy of really big
pictures, in both the artistic and commercial
sense of the word, that deserved all and more
than the publicity sharps wrote in praise of
them. No need to mention titles the average

A

—

showman knows
And now along comes Paramount with
another successful bid for fame in the silent
drama, an attraction which puts Pola Negri
back on the pinnacle she occupied when first

shone planetlike on the horizon of U. S.
stardom.
For "The Spanish Dancer," with its charming romance, its spectacular appeal, its glow
of colorful atmosphere, pomp and glory of the
courts of ancient Spain, flashing of blades,
love of fair ladies, stealthy intrigue and
inimitable grace of a day that is dead
marches triumphantly into the front rank of
productions destined to live in screen history.

The story of Don Caesar de Bazan's love
for the wild gypsy maid is intensely human,
tender and affecting. It dominates the entire
picture despite the introduction of the spectacular element, for never throughout the
stately gorgeousness of court parade, the unwinding of plot and counterplot or the heat
and whirl of the Carnival does the spectator
for a moment fail to realise that all this is
but a background against which hovers the
grim shadow of death and threatened separation of two loyal hearts.

Which makes clearly manifest the direcFor the great
torial craft of Mr. Brenon
thing after all in picture-making is to hold
an audience's sympathy and this he has done
by never losing sight of the narrative's main
theme or sacrificing it on the alter of super!

flous detail.

Yet there is color, vivid, and in generous
quantity.
The carnival scene is a wild whirl
of gaiety in which the surging crowds actually seem to shout aloud from the silver
sheet, the court festivities are beautifully
staged and the rural shots of forest, water
and the gypsy encampment enchanting in '.heir
quiet loveliness.
There is a wealth of luxurious interiors in
evidence, imposing sets and perfect grouping, the whole enhanced by skilful lighting
effects.

Pola Negri's exotic beauty is peculiarly
well adapted to the role of the dark-browed,
large-eyed gypsey girl, a part which she plays
with daring abandon and fire.
There is something of the tigress about
Maritana, you feel that here is a maid who
would stab as quickly as she would kiss,
on provocation. And indeed the lithe-limbed
heroine proves her mastery of the Romany
blade when she fights "across a handkerchief" with knives against a male member of
her tribe, emerging from the close grip of
conflict wounded but victorious.

But

it

is

in

the final

reel

that

Miss Ne-

emotional flame burns at its highest.
In the power of the sensational king, believing her lover dead, with no refuge left save
suicide, she is a very Priestess of Sorrow,
a suffering writhing creature of despair
racked and torn by a tempest of supreme
agony.
The arrival of Don Caesar, his interrupted
duel with the monarch and final defeat of that
wily conspirator, with the ironically humorous ending where Phillip IV is compelled to
favor the lovers' union in order to placate
gri's

his

suspicious

excellent comedy
positive relief after the

queen,

which comes as a
threatened tragedy.

is

Antonio Moreno is a debonair, dashing Don
Caesar, gallant and gay, smiling in the face
of death, who handles his sword as befits
a proper cavalier and makes love like a true
squire of dames.
Wallace Beery's impersonation of King
Philip is about the best thing he has ever
done in his screen career. He shines forth,
a leering, lying, lecherous rascal of royal
birth so thoroughly unfit to live that one is
conscious of a feeling of disappointment when
fate rescues him from Don Caesar's avenging sword.
And yet around this arch hypocrite there
clings something of that "divinity which doth
hedge a king," a certain atmosphere of dignity, thanks to Mr. Beery's consummate art.

Kathlyn Williams

is

Queen

sive figure as

a stately and impresIsabel.
Adolphe Men-

Don Salluste and Gareth Hughes as
Lazarillo give clean-cut, artistic performances,
and the work of other members of the cast
deserves unstinted praise.
jou as

Common

'The

Law'

Sehnick Photoplay in Eight Parts. Author
Robert W. Chambers. Scenario by Edward
Montague. Director, George Archainbaud.
Camaraman, Jules Cronjager.
Running
Time, Ninety Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
West

Valerie

Louis

Corinne Griffith

Neville

(Kelly)

Quenda
Henry Neville

Conway

Tearle

Elliott

Dexter

Jose

Hobart Bosworth
Lillian Lawrence

Martha Neville
Lilly

Neville

Miss Dupont
Doris May

Stephanie Swift

Penrhyn Cardemon
Rita

Harry Myers
Phyllis Haver

Terris

Sam

Ogilcy
John Burleson

Wa'.ly

Van

Bryant Washburn

Valerie West is out of work and despondent.
Fate guides her footsteps to the studio of artist
Louis Neville, popularly known as "Kelly."
He
engages her as a model and as time passes they
fall in love.
She makes good and is much sought
after for posing purposes.
Jose Querida becomes
fascinated by Valerie but fails to win her affections.
Neville asks her to marry him and she consents.
At this juncture his family intervenes, being opposed
to the match.
His sisters appeal to Valerie and
induce her to break off the engagement.
But her
love for Louis is so overwhelming that she cannot
without
live
him and she finally agrees to become
his common law wife.
Whille in the country Valerie
overtaken by a storm and seeks shelter in a
is
There she is attacked by a man who is encabin.
gaged to one of Louis' sisters, but escapes, reaches
Neville's home, and makes a favorable impression on
his father.
The obstacles to their marriage are
overcome and the lovers united.

By George

EXHIBITORS

can't

T.

Pardy

go wrong

in

booking

The combination

of a widely
popular author, a story which vibrates with
tense emotional situations and romantic appeal,
sets of supreme gorgeousness, a splendid cast
and bully climax, is hard to beat when viewed
from the box office angle. Add to this a display of gowns warranted to make all feminine
patrons sit up and take notice, as well as the
chance afforded for arranging a tieup with
book stores on the strength of the Robert W.
Chambers novel from which the picture is
adapted, and where could the showman find a
more fruitful field for exploitation purposes ?
So much for the commercial side of things.
Artistically, the film is a lasting delight.
have seldom seen deep sets to equal those
utilized in "The Common Law," the studio
stuff is excellent in every detail, the lighting
and shading of all the interiors are the very
acme of photographic skill, and one in particular
that of the hotel in which the New
Year's festival takes place fairly palpitates
with colorful atmosphere.
Incidentally, the coming of this production
marks a distinct triumph for the star, as well
as Director George Archainbaud, Corinne
Griffith has a difficult part to play, the role
of Valerie West is one that could easily be
rendered absurd and ineffective by the least
taint of overacting.
this

one.

We

—

This

—

pitfall Miss Griffith skillfully avoids.
a charmingly natural Valerie West, a
girl who wins and holds the audience's sympathies from beginning to end, equally fascinating in the humble garments in which she
first appears and the creations of the modiste's
art in which she afterwards blossoms forth
like some beautiful butterfly.
The support is worthy of the star. Conway Tearle shines as a very likable hero, his
Louis Neville is a "regular fellow," with nothing of the cad about him, Elliott Dexter gives

She

is
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a capital performance as Jose Querida, and

Archainbaud has handled an extremely delicate subject with such care and good judgment
that no opportunity is given the ultra moralists
"The Comto start an offensive campaign.

Polly

mon Law"

Polly's

cerned in

as a
production.

its

credit to

all

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dr.

con-

May McAvoy
Mayne

Eric

Winter Hall
James Corrigan
Eugene Besserer

By George

Lester

Louise

George Larkin
Brinsley

Shaw

Jane

Wray

IT

Miro, wealthy New Orleans settler, aware
he has but a short time to live, arranges to
wed his young ward, Jacqueline Lanier, intending to
Jack Calhoun, unsuccessful
leave her his fortune.

girl

Don

Miro and commits

suicide.

Kent, a yellow newspaper reporter, writes an account
of the slaying which represents Miro as a victim
The girl and her nurse run
of Jacqueline's infidelity.
away from New Orleans to escape the notoriety
which ensues. A flood breaks over the levee, she is
swept away and finds refuge on the top of a house,
being rescued by Sherwood Mansfield, son of the
proprietor of the paper which has assailed her repuJacqueline finds her
love.
in
fall
troupe of dancers and is again disShe escapes to a lodge in the
covered bv Kent.
The elder Sherwood appears on the
mountains."
His son declares his love for the girl, the
scene.
father is convinced of her innocence and wires to reThe
press the sensational story written by Kent.
nurse, joins

lovers

a

are united.

By George T. Pardy.
Thomas H. Ince production

possesses
the earmarks of a sure-fire box office
ablaze
It is swift-moving melodrama,
hit.
with lurid incident, strong in sentimental apJohn
peal and spectacular in the extreme.
Griffith Wray has done an excellent bit of
work in the directing of "Her Reputation."
Such thrilling episodes as the break in the
levee, when the heroine is swept away and
floats on the flood crest, clinging to the top
of a submerged house the big forest fire, with
the automobile dashing through flames and
falling trees, are staged with wonderful skill
and realistic effect. In fact these scenes alone
are enough to lift the picture out of the or-

THIS

T.

Pardy

has settled

down

all

.

to a quiet, marital life in

rural surroundings, having abjured the stage
and all its temptations, may excite sympathetic
interest in the breasts of a few sentimental
movie fans. But the chances are that it will
leave the majority "cold."
" spins its
For, while "In The Spiders
plot smoothly enough, it lacks conviction and
suspense.
From the beginning, when the villainous seducer is supposed to have vanished
for good, the spectator cannot escape the
"hunch" that he will surely turn up again
in time to start trouble for the newly-wedded
pair. He simply had to or there wouldn't have
been any story. And in the natural course of
screen events, it follows that he is doomed to
get the worst of it in the long run.
So even if heroine Polly has a tough time
of it for a spell, it is difficult to get excited
over her mishaps, one feels so certain that she
will win "hands down" in the finale.
When
one is able to foretell the ending of a picture
with a fair degree of certainty, the edge is
taken off its entertainment values, and that's
precisely what happens in this case.

The photography throughout
ing

some

interiors and nice outdoor
film is best suited to the needs
of the cheaper class of theatres.
artistic

;

dinary film class.
But there is also the fine acting of May
McAvoy in the role of Jacqueline Lanier;
the smooth, well balanced work of her asthe perfect continuity and impellsociates
ing heart interest of the plot to be considered
;

commercial
feature's
the
the net result is a screen offering
which contains something to please all classes
of patrons, suitable to the entertaining needs
of any theatre, large or small.
The story purports to expose the unethical
methods of yellow journals in playing up and
manufacturing sensational yarns with scant
regard for truth or the feelings of individuals.
It's the sort of stuff that stimulates the
average person's imagination, never loses its
grip from start to finish and gives the exhibitor all kinds of chances of lively exploitation.
Incidentally, May McAvoy's numerous admirers will probably hail her impersonation of
heroine Jacqueline as the most effective hit
yet scored by that pretty and popular star.

when

value.

computing

And

the least of the picture's good
the superb photography, which includes some marvelously fine night shots, a
wealth of beautiful exteriors and the skillful
filming of the flood and forest fire scenes.

And

not

qualities

is

'The Bad Man'
National Photoplay in Seven Parts.
Author, Porter Emerson Brozvne. Director,
Edwin Carewc. Cameraman, Sol Polito.
Running Time, Seventy-Five Minutes.

First

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Pancho Lopez
Gilbert

Holbrook Blinn

Jones

Morgan Pell
Morgan
Red Giddings
Uncle Henry
Jasper Hardy
Amelia Hardy
Mrs.

Jack

Teddy Sampson
Thomas Delmar

Captain Blake
Indian Cook

Frank Lanning

Pedro
Cilbert

Mulhall

Walter Mc Grail
Enid Bennett
Harry Myers
Charles A. Sellon
Stanton Heck

Pell

Peter'

Venzuella

Lieutenant of the A. E. F.,
owns an Arizona ranch on which a mortgage is
about to be foreclosed.
His cattle have all been
stolen
by the notorious outlaw Pancho Lopez.
During a storm Lucia Pell and her husband seek
shelter at the ranch.
Lucia is a former sweetheart
of Gilbert's.
Her husband has treated her badly,
and she realizes that she still loves Gilbert.
Pell
in his jealously is about to revenge himself on his
wife and Gilbert, but Lopez whose life Gilbert once
saved, appears.
The bandit chief shoots and kills
Pell.
Lopez also pays off the mortgage and Gilbert and Lucia are united.
Jones,

late

By George
A

T.

play follows the original plot so closely
as in the present instance.
The situations are
almost identical with those of the footlights
a

production and the sub-titles, which by the
are humorous gems of their kind, are
taken verbatim from the stage dialogue.
When you know that a feature deals with
life on the Mexican border, there is reason
to expect much of the old stuff which scenario
writers have dished out for !o, these many

way

And
Man" hands

right there is where "The Bad
the onlooker an agreeably unexpected jolt. For the yarn is altogether out
of the ordinary, loaded with suspense and rich
in queer twists and funny angles.
years.

an impressive figure as
breaks established
laws with supreme indifference but possesses a
keen sense of right and wrong according to
the

eccentric

Pardy

melodrama and comedy,
"The Bad Man," which served Holbrook

clever mixture of

Blinn as a three season stage attraction, gives

is

Lopez,

who

own way of thinking. It is a fine bit of
character work, clean-cut as a cameo and
strong in sympathetic appeal. Enid Bennett is
a daintily pretty Lucia, wistfully helpless and
sweetly sincere, Walter McGrail makes Lucia's grouchy husband appear such an utter
cad that one breathes a silent prayer of
thanksgiving when he is bumped off by Lopez's
expert trigger finger, Harry Myers, as Red
Giddings. and Teddy Sampson, as Angela
Hardy, the sheriff's daughter, are perfect in
their respective roles, while Charles Sellon's
portrayal of the cranky Uncle Henry is rich
his

expressive, comic pantomime.
There is an abundance of good photography, any amount of fine long shots and the
lighting is all that could be desired.
Play up
Holbrook Blinn and his sterling support in exploiting the film, draw attention to the long
run of the stage play and emphasize the fact
that this is a border comedy drama far and
away different from the usual type of such
in

pictures.

'The Wild Party'

good, includ-

is

The

shots.

promise of scoring an equally big success in
the shape of screen entertainment. Those who
witnessed Mr. Blinn's impersonation of bandit
Lopez in the "legitimate" and are led by
curiosity to see how he "puts it over" in
picture-land, will probably agree that hjs performance lacks nothing of its original fire and
appeal.
Those who have not seen the play
have a decided film treat in store, for the
feature simply bubbles over with mirth, thrills,
and offers a bully love story into the bargain.
It isn't often that a picture adapted from

Holbrook Blinn

is

Web

They

tation.

Baer

possible that the woes of this film
heroine, left in the lurch by her lover and
persecuted by that unfeeling gent after the

that

kills

Paul

physician who attends her is Dr. Charles Maya man of kindly feeling and charitable disposition.
He falls in love with her. Polly tells
him that her husband is dead and she becomes
Maynard's wife.
Maynard and Polly are living in
the country when Powers makes his appearance
again.
Powers persuades Polly that hi^ wealthy
father is ready to acknowledge their son, provided
Polly visits Powers
that she brings the lad to him.
It is
at his residence and Maynard follows her.
Powers' intention to gain possession of the boy
and with this object he goes to Maynard's house.
The doctor trails him and finds that Powers and
Maynard breaks
the boy are locked in a room.
down the door and discovers that Powers has
committed suicide, but the child is unharmed. Husband and wife are reconciled.

Lloyd Hughes
Casson Ferguson

Pepita

shoots and

Jean

nard,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

suitor,

Howard Hampden

Charles Maynard
Child

The

National Photoplay in Seven Parts.
Based On The Novel by Talbot Munday
and Bradley King.
Scenario by Bradley
King. Director, John Griffith Wray. Running Time, Ninety Minutes.

Calhoun
Andres Miro
John Mansfield
Dad Lawrence
Madame Cervane2
Consuelo
Ramon Cervanez
Clinton Kent

Alice Dean
Charles Vanel

Polly, a chorus girl, is dancing on the stage and
faints when she learns that Stephen Powers, her
lover, has forsaken her and her illegitimate child.

First

Jack

Web'

Powers
Stephen Powers

'Her Reputation'

Jacqueline Lanier
Sherwood Mansfield

Spider's

Independent Pictures Corporation Photoplay
In Five Parts. Director, Robert Bondrioz.
Running Time, Fifty-Five Minutes.

cast contribute heavily to the film's success.
In conclusion, it may be said that director

registers

The

'In

Doris May, Hobart Bosworth, Bryant Washburn and other members of the truly all star

Universal Photoplay in Six Parts.
Author,
Marion Orth.
Scenario by Hugh Hoffman. Director, Herbert Blache.
Cameraman, Clyde De Vinna.
Running Time,
Sixty- five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Leslie
Basil

Adams

Gladys Walton
Robert EUis
Robert EUis

Wingate

Stuart Furth
Jack Cummings

Freeman Wood
Dorothy Valerga
Sydney DeGrey
Lewis Sargent

Blanche Cartwright
Paul Cartwright
Scissors

Hogan

Bess Furth
Mrs. Furth
Mr. Furth
Jasper Johnston
City Editor

Esther Ralston
Kate Lester

Joseph W. Girard
Sidney Brace
William Robert Daly

Leslie Adams, secretary to city editor of a metropolitan
newspaper, persuades him against his
better judgment to allow her to write up a society
event.
She describes it as a wild party and brands
a youthful novelist who is present as a wrecker of
homes.
The story results in a threatened libel suit.
The editor tells Leslie she must either prove the
truth of her statements or lose her job
She does
her best but is not able to establish the truth of her
yarn.
However, she obtains compensation, when
she falls in love with the novelist, who wins and

marries

her.

By George

HURLY-BURLY

T.

of

Pardy

society
splendors,
jazzy atmosphere and farcical situations,
"The Wild Party," while not in line with the
best of Gladys Walton's pictures, is sufficiently amusing to be listed as a pleasing
neighborhood theatre attraction. The plot is
of extremely thin texture, but director Herbert
Blache has spread it out with a careful hand

—
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October 20, 1923
and supplied enough ornamental and

side is-

sue trimmings to keep its interest alive to
the end.
Of course the story isn't to be taken seriously at any stage, a fact the spectators realize before the first reel gets well under way
and consequently the mistakes of the girl reporter, the manner in which she tangles up
proceedings and the marriage climax in jail,
identifies in her narrative of the wild party,
are all in keeping with the comically absurd
spirit of the film.
Gladys Walton puts the usual pep and
ginger into her work, she is so charming as
Leslie Adams that one can understand even a
hard-boiled city editor yielding to her entreaty
to be allowed to do some fanciful writing,
and fanciful enough it surely is, seeing that
she nearly drags the paper she represents into
a libel suit and stirs up a regular hornet's
nest of trouble.
The action is fast throughout, some good
comedy is furnished by the introduction of a
bootlegger who has a busy time dodging the
prohibition officers, the bathing party and ball
scenes are lively and colorful and excellent
photography distinguishes the entire production.

Gladys Walton's name should be played up
prominently in exploiting the feature, which
can be boosted as a merry society drama of
considerable love interest and permeated with
unlimited farcical seasoning.

Marjory Daw as his sweetheart are worthy
of line mention alone, especially the former

'Lights Out'

The remaining
cleverness.
members of the cast worked admirably well
Not a blemish here with the
as a unit.

R. C. Picture in Six Parts. Distributed by
F. B. O. Directed by Rex Taylor. Photographed by William Marshall.
Running
Time, Eighty Minutes.

with his

facial

possible exception of

Hughie Mack's

stiffness.

airplane scenes were handled in an
exceedingly clever manner. If it were not for
the frothy effervescing laughs that boil over
this sequence one might easily start
But
to describe it as slightly overdone.
He must
there's no hope for the critic there.

through

be satisfied, because the audience roars and
laughs and snickers and laughs and roars some
more.

goes without saying that this picture is
void of everything dramatic. There is no tenIt is unadulterated light comtwenty-thirty.
edy richly light.
I dare anyone with a grouch to sit through
"Going Up" and keep it. It will chase glooms
cut of a theatre faster than a Babylonic feast.
And if the booking of this picture depends
upon your seeing it as all booking should
take your wife and family down along with
So you will
you to the projection room.
have plenty of time to handle the crowds when
It

—

—

you show

to

it

your patrons.

many exploitation
possesses almost a
features as it does rib-ticklers, but that's another chapter. You will find it all in showmanship detail next week on the "Booking
Urge" pages.
1,

It

•

'Going Up'
An

Encore Production released by Associated
Exhibitors. From the Musical Comedy by
Otto A, Harbach and Louis A. Hirsh.
Based on the play "The Aviator" by James
H. Montgomery. Directed by Lloyd Ingraham.
Length, 6,053 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Hopkinson Brown
James Brooks
Jules

Gaillard

Sara

Robinson

Francis

McDonald
Mack

Hughie

John Gordon
William Douglas

Wade Boteler
John Steppling

Bellboy

Mervyn LeRoy
Majorie

Grace Douglas
Madeline Manners
Mrs. Douglas
Robert

Street,

Daw

Edna Murphy
Lillian Langdon
author

of

one

of

the

very

'best

"Going Up," had never been any farther
"up" than the top of a stairway. Yet he is hailed

Goldstone Photoplay in Six Parts.
Directors, Hdfivard Mitchell and Reeves Eason.
Running Time, Seventy Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Rex Baker
Gladys Brockwell
Noah Beery
Robert McKim

Mary
Packy Slone
Tim Bresnahan

Denny

Harry Depp

Denny's Wife

Pauline

Starke

William Scott

Stewart

Boomerang

The Horse Mankiller

Mary, is unable to perShe imagines that Carleof the two and finally
Carleton makes
weds him, later to be disillusioned,
With the aid of some
his home in the mountains.

Carleton, in love with
suade her to marry him.
ton's rival

is

the better

man

he proceeds to develop a health resort
which he sees it possible to make a

of his friends
by means of

through a series of circumstances as an expert avia-

Time passes and Mary's husband dies, leavfortune.
She brings him
ing her alone with her little boy.
to the health resort, as he is delicate and needs
She and her former lover meet
careful attention.
A plot is formed against Carleton to annex
again.
his property and steal a horse he has entered in an
Numerous complications ensue and
important race.

With

his

chum, Hopkinson Brown, he

glibly

accepts the hail for publicity purposes and under
pressure narrates many wild stories of his flying
All very fine until a French Ace apexperiences.
pears on the scene, and the one girl who meets up
with Street's ideal. A flying contest is planned and
His pals get the
there is no way out for Street.
sheriff to forbid his flying for want of a license,
After many
but the Frenchman takes care of that.
torturous hours it turns out that he simply must
And so, with a sickly grin in the face of
fly.
The capers he cuts in the sky
death, he goes up.
are, of course, ridiculous and accidental, but to the
He wins the contest and the
onlooker, marvelous.
girl.

the
AStheatre

By Eddy Eckels
woman who accompanies me

to the

"At last have I seen a
said:
picture that so far surpasses the original story
and plav that there is little comparison".
And" that is almost one hundred per cent
true.

From beginning to end the tempo of laughs
keeps 'going up' with the title. Laughs that
tickle your funny-bone to the wriggling point.
Laughs that burst into unconcealable guffaws
near the finish.
For those not acquainted with the story or
the musical comedy plot, let me state that the
entire situation is based upon the innocent
camouflage of an author as a flying expert.
Calling his bluff is the main theme.
Doug MacLean has had some clever vehicles of late, but none in a class with "Going
It is a story of pained expression,
Up".
comedy based upon predicament, and a loud
With Doug mastering
cry for sympathy.
every one of those factors in easy natural
stvle.

Hallam Cooley as MacLean's chum and

Eggs
"High-Shine"

1

Carleton, after
of his enemies.
love.

many adventures

He

defeats

the

designs

wins the race and gains Mary's

By George

THERE

Marie Astaire
Theodore Von Eltz
Ben Deely

Joe

Ben

Hank Mann

Keith Forbes
Mrs. Gallant
Becker

Peyton
Bangs
A Movie Director
Wellabach A Producer

—

—

Ben Hewlett
Mabel Van Buren
Fred Kelsey
Harry Fenwick
Chester Bishop
Max Ascher

Bank

President Peyton, under suspicion of having
robbed his own institution, because of a fake
burglar alarm system that he has purchased, is taking
a trip to California with his daughter Barbara and
her fiance, Keith, when a mysterious man comes
aboard the train with a satchel that he is anxiously
guarding. "Hair Pin" Annie and "Sea Bass" are
after the satchel, which they believe contains valuables.
They succeed in their 'efforts, but the owner
Egbert Winslow tells them that it contains nothing

moving picture scenarios. He reads them some
and Sea Bass sees a chance to get even
with "High Shine" Joe, who has tricked them in the
bank robbery. Sea Bass gives the author the story
3f the bank robbery, without letting him know that
ne figured in it.
Joe sees the picture in his South
American retreat, and returns to the States to settle
with Sea Bass. Barbara has broken her engagement
.o Keith and comes to Egbert with her father who is
ositive that he can throw light on the robbery.
At
he studio the real Joe appears and is mistaken for
the actor playing the part.
Egbert is arrested but
.he real crook is captured, and Egbert wins Barbara.
but

of his stuff,

LIGHTS OUT

is

a pure but

not

melodrama, and the best part of

simple
it

is

that all concerned, the writer, director and
players, don't for a moment attempt to make
it anything else.
The net result is that the
average person who sees this production will
be thoroughly satisfied with the entertainment that it affords, and as the "average person" constitutes the overwhelming majority
of moving picture patrons, there is no question at all as to the box office value of this
R. C. six reeler.
The action starts off literally at expresstrain rate, as the opening scenes are staged
aboard a California-bound limited. Probably
such a locale inspired author and director to

provide two thrills, and sometimes more, a
minute to out-match the mileage. As soon
as the mysterious fellow and his satchel come
aboard, and he does that right at the start,
melodramatics begin. All the old stuff, but
with a good many novel twists that will
make the people grasp the arms of their
chairs.

For the most

part, the story is helped
to no small degree by some really
fine acting.
The work of Miss Stonehouse
is
especially praiseworthy and Walter McGrail is entirely convincing as the crook who
develops into a Secret Service man.
Ben
Deeley does full justice and no more and no
less, to his part of arch-crook, while Theodore Von Eltz plays the gullible author who
is able to rise to an emergency to the life.

along
T. Pardy

always a ready market for pictures of this type, in which love, racing,
is

romance and comedy are freely intermingled,
and "His Last Race," even if its plot follows
a familiar channel, is so bright, brisk, cleverly directed and ably presented by a number
of well known screen lights, that the film
ought to prove a banner attraction in the

neighborhood theatres.
of the sporting fraternity ought
the feature much to their taste, as
the race scene is mighty well filmed and
alive with color. Also, there is the conspiracy
entered into by an unscrupulous gang of
rascals to keep the hero's entry from participating in the big turf event, as has been
the case in most every drama where a gallant steed has cut a prominent figure, but, of
course, their evil designs are duly defeated.
This is a fact worth remembering for ex
ploitation purposes.
The photography throughout is of first-class

Members

to

Ruth Stonehouse
Walter McGrail

By Douglas Grahame

sellers,'

tor.

"Hairpin" Annie
Sea Bass
Barbara

'His Last Race'

Carleton

Douglas McLean
Hallam Cooley
Arthur Stuart Hull

Robert Street

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

The

find

grade.

"His Last Race" can safely be advertised
as a good comedy drama, with a strong sporting appeal and attention should be directed
to the names of 'the principal players.

Hank Mann

provides good comedy relief.
device of making a story, this
time a movie scenario, to trap a rascal is
used to good advantage in "Lights Out"
thanks to the capable handling by Rex Taylor.
Old tricks are generally dangerous,
but Taylor's skill makes this one an effective contribution to the picture.
The director's ability is further demonstrated in his
treatment of the scenes in the movie studio.
It would have been easy to make these shots
absurd, but Taylor has so pictured them that
they stress the breath-taking plot which is
about as tangled as the most hardened movie
fan would desire.
As for the story it is excellent of its sort
and nobody who has to do with its screen
presentation has overlooked, or botched even
the smallest detail.
The exhibitor no matter where his theatre is situated, will have

The age-old

little

difficulty

picture.

in

attracting attention to this
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The <Bk[ Little Feature
'Columbus'
Excellent

— Pathe

'Jus' Passin'

subject

historical

4

reels

Perfect in its continuity, flawless in its
characterization and with a story which is
an absolutely authentic presentation of historical facts, "Columbus" cannot be praised
too highly and is a film that has a powerful
appeal to all people not only the residents of
the United States but all who live in the
Americas. This subject is a masterpiece of
instructive entertainment, as it is produced
with the sanction of Yale University and under the supervision and control of a committee of the University Council.

Not a detail has been overlooked in preparing, staging and producing this film which
is the first of a series of thirty subjects based
on The Chronicles of America which Pathe
will release from time to time and all of
which have been made with the sanction and
under the supervision of the Yale Council
Committee. The best efforts of editors appointed by the University, over a period of
years, have been devoted to the compilation
of data for this series of American historical
pictures.

In the most convincing manner the seven
years' struggle of the great explorer to bring
his plans to the attention of European sovereigns, his splendid perserverance under the
most trying conditions, and his final triumph,
are all graphically portrayed.
Action, human drama, and rare beauty of staging mark
every foot of the four reels, and "Columbus,"
for many excellent reasons will be an important feature for motion picture theatres

everywhere.
Director

Edwin

truly remarkable

L.

Hollywood has made a

and

realistic picturization of

in American history.
"Columbus" was accorded a most cordial

preview held recently at the
New York, which was attended

its

Yale Club in
by more than 1,000 invited guests.

'Simple Sadie'
Very ordinary

While

slap

— Educational

stick

1

this first of the 1924

reel

comedy

Cameo Comedy

abounds in all the old time slap stick
knock-downs, high dives, and chases, it
affords a laugh or so and while ordinary
enough in theme, action and treatment is
worthy of a place on almost any kind of
a program that allows of such subjects. The
series

—Pathe
2 reel

comedy

Will Rogers, minus his fun making lariat,
the star of this picture, and as an amiable
hobo he provides a lot of good, natural comedy, the sort of fun that everybody likes.
In this subject Will more than proves that
he is a front rank comedian. He is seen as
"a gentleman of leisure" who is innocently
"jus' passin' through" a small town where
no hoboes are allowed.
It is Thanksgiving
Day and Will naturally wants to dine, but
he is prevented from doing so because he
lacks the wherewithal.
Learning that the
prisoners in the town jail are to have a big
feast he gets himself arrested. But again he's
plain "out of luck" because something happens each time just as he is all set to eat
his fill.
This picture ranks high in entertainment value.
Don't fail to book it.
is

'Heavy Seas'
Very

clever

2

comedy

reel

—

'No Tenderfoot'
Fairly

—Universal

entertaining-

2 reel Western
concerns the romance of
a Western rancher's two-fisted, Eastern bred
son who saves a society girl from the attentions of a masher.
They part but only to
meet again on the same train going West.
The young man's father refuses to allow his
men to take part in the annual rodeo, but
withholds his reason for doing so. The boss
of the neighboring ranch, where the heroine
is staying, accuses the hero's father of cattle

"No Tenderfoot"

stuff,

Ruth Hiatt, of beauty prize
Bowes and Mark Jones. Director

chief funsters are

fame, Cliff

Gil Pratt has done all he could do to make
this reeler funny.
The story, such as it is,
concerns the misadventures of a trusting
young man and his even more gullible sweetheart among a gang of low water front
crooks.

'Don't Scream'
Very good

The

—Universal
2

reel

comedy

"Pal," one of the cleverest
canine actors appearing before the camera,
make this picture unusually interesting. Pal
is the confidant and valet of a young man
of no means at all who likes to mingle in
high society.
He helps his master out in
dressing, deportment and even in his love
affair with the beautiful society damsel.
The
dog performs a lot of new stunts in this
picture that are novel and highly amusing.
The story concerns the young man's efforts
to win a maid, but there are a lot of obstacles such as poverty, a husky rival and a
band of crooks.
But he wins out, thanks
to the cleverness of his four-footed Pal.
antics

of

SHINE 'EM UP
One

of

the

brigTit

spots

Turpin as the station
"Asleep at the Switch,"

in

the

active

life

agent of many
doing a turn

is

rustling, and this affords the hero a further
pugilistic opportunity.
After which he goes
into the rodeo and carries off all honors. The

story of the rival ranch boss
and the hero wins the girl.

of

jobs

Ben
in

now and

then at the shoe shine stand.
One of his reasons
for holding the knock-about job, perhaps.

is

discredited,

So what more
could be desired.
There are some thrilling
rodeo shots in this subject, and it is well able
to hold its own on any program.

'Down
Excellent

to the

Sea in Shoes'

—Pathe

comedy-novelty

2

reels

The

greatest amusement afforded by this
subject is seeing the players walk on water
with the aid of a specially constructed type
of shoe, which when punctured submerges
the player.
Mack Sennett made this one
and he has introduced a lot of new comedy
stunts that are worthwhile, and will cause
a lot of real merriment.
This is a really
diverting subject and you can't go wrong

by booking

—Pathe

There are a lot of good wholesome laughs
for everybody in this second release of the
"Spat Family" series.
In "Heavy Seas"
which is directed by Hal Roach there is
an uncommon comedy triangle a newly married couple and the wife's smart aleck brother.
The husband is a fastidious Briton who wins
a yacht in a raffle, and takes his relatives,
by marriage, for a cruise. Things happen in
every foot of the two reels, and really good
comedy is provided. All considered this is
one of the most enjoyable subjects of its
kind that has been released this season, and
it will undoubtedly be a welcome addition to
a program in any house.

an important event
reception at

Through'

Excellent

it.

'American Scenery'

— Educational

Very good

One

reel scenic

This subject should prove an interesting one
for audiences everywhere, as it shows some
very graphic shots of the beauties of American nature.
There are mountain scenes as
well as views of American rivers and lakes,
making the entire reel decidedly worthwhile
and a bright spot on any program.

Short and Sweet
Gems

of

American

—Educa-

Scenery

tional. This one reeler affords excellent entertainment in that it shows many of the
beauties of nature in the United States. There
are some good shots of mountain, as well as
river and lake scenery in the Lyman H. Howe
Hodge Podge.

Don't

Scream

—Universal.

Unusually

clever stunts, that are novel and highly amusing, performed ,by the dog actor Pal, make
this subject one of first rate entertainment.
The story concerns a young man of no means'
trying to marry a society girl.
"Don't

Scream"

is

sure-fire

on any program.

—

Simple Sadie Educational. All the old
time slap stick is in this very ordinary subject, but it is saved from boredom by some
clever acting and nervy stunts.
It will fit
in on programs where slap stick can be used.

No

—Universal.

Tenderfoot

Concerns

the adventures of a two-fisted son of a Western rancher who was bred in the East. Lots
of action of the usual sort in this kind of a
picture, a convincing hero, a pretty girl and a
whole crowd of realistic, Wild and Wooly
bad Westerners. Good enough for any pro-

gram.

—

Going South Universal. Slap stick, but
saved by the excellent acting of Bert Roach
and Neely Edwards. Concerns the adventures
of a pair of hoboes who go south for the winter and accidentally mingle in high society,
very much to their advantage.

—

Columbus Pathe. This subject is one of
the most important contributions to the short
subject market this year.
It is excellent instructive entertainment, and it is an absolutely authentic presentation of historical facts,
which were compiled over a period of years
by editors appointed by Yale University. This
subject which is rich in action, human, drama
and beauty of staging was produced under the
sanction and supervision of Yale University. It
is the first of a series of thirty subjects dealing with important events in American history
that Pathe will release from time to time.

—
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Among

Exclusive!
Pathe has secured exclusive
rights to motion pictures of

FD.

SHARP

the

who purchased an

interest

Rainbow Theatre, McMinville,
• Oregon, from T. E. O'Neil, has sold it
in

the

back to the former owner.
erates the Lark.

O'Neil also op-

Partridge

Great International

&

Morrison's

Jones organ, exactly the size of the one installed by Marcus Loew in the Warfield and
State theatres in Los Angeles and in the Andine in Pittsburgh.

stick of stage scen-

Every

every "flat" and stage property

ery,

is

new.

policy calls for week stands of
feature pictures.
high-class vaudeville and
Some of the biggest productions of the year
have been booked for the Grand during the
coming months. The first picture under the
new policy is Rex Ingram's "Where the

The new

his Empress Theatre,
J. C. Uglow has sold
Dallas, Oregon, to George W. Gould.

The

Showmen

new

Coliseum

theatre at Tilamook, Oregon, has been
pleted and opened recently.

com-

Pavement Ends," with Ramon Novarro and

$100,000.00

Race
between the greatest horses of
Britain and America

Papyrus and Zev
A Two

Reel Special

The newspapers

of the country

are filled with stories of this race.
Never has a sporting event at-

more

tracted

attention.

It

is

called

The Race of

the Century

The

at Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
The Complaint Detective keeps tab.
of the artists is missing when the show starts the manager hears about it.

orchestra

Shea's Hippodrome, Loew's State and the
Lafayette Square, the three leading downtown houses in Buffalo, have all boosted their
admission prices because of the raises recently
granted to union theatre workers, i. e. stage
The public
hands, musicians and operators.
pays, eh what?

will be followed by "The
Bigger and better short subHeretofore split-week has
jects will be used.
been the policy.
The prices will be 25c and 35c matinees
and 50c night. Similar policy will go into

ritories

all ter-

on the night of the race

Saturday, October 20th
and

will thus

be ready for show-

ing on Sunday, Oct. 21st. Here
will
is a showman's picture that

appeal to every man,
child in

member

woman and

your community.
that seats in

Re-

the enclo-

sure at Belmont Park are selling
at $22.00 and that there is a huge

demand

for seats that probably

cannot be

With

satisfied.

Pathe's

first

announcement

there has been a big demand for
You'll
this great little Special.

have to be quick.

Harry Levy and Simon

of
Rochester, have purchased the Faculty theaThis house has been
tre in Caledonia, N. Y.
operated for the past three years by Blonvelt
& Merritt of LeRoy, N. Y.

Roland

G.

Mc Curdy, who

It

Now!

Pathepicture

has

put over

for Buffalo exhibitors in connection with Universal attractions, has been transferred from the Buffalo
"U" office to the Atlanta exchange of the

some

fine exploitation stunts

same company.

John Novak has sold the Plaza theatre in
Rochester to S. Tischoff, who operates the
Palace theatre in the ->ame city.
Southern Enterprises will reopen several of the Florida theatres for vaudeville and
trepictures during the next two weeks.

A

mendous season is expected in resort towns
and crop conditions point to a wonderfully
Fairfax, Miami, will be opened October 8 for three days of vaudeville and four

It

Gold Diggers."

effect in the Crescent,

Birmingham and

(the other

October

Loew

New
the

Orleans, the BiState,

Memphis,

houses in this territory)

on

first.

The Lyric theatre, Atlanta, where the
Forsyth Players (stock) hold forth, was
robbed recently of $3500 cash. The door of
was blown completely off and alit was a long and
noisy job, the night watchman heard no suspicious noise.
Investigation showed that his
watch and cash had been stolen.
The yeggs escaped in a truck which had
been stolen earlier in the evening from a roofing company. John Crovo, well-known motion
picture and legitimate theatre manager, is
manager of the Forsyth.

the

safe

though the police believe

The Bothell Theatre.
installed

Majestic.

Simplex machines
B.

F.

Shearer,

Bothell,
in
Inc.,

his

Wash.,
Spokane

handled the

work.

gO'<d season throughout the state.

The Idlehour
at

theatre

was destroyed by

fire

Drumright, Okla., recently.

The

S. S. Fry opened his new star theatre at
Omaha, Texas, September 23, to pleased capacity business.
The new theatre is modern

days of the biggest pictures available. The
same policy will be in effect at the Victory,
Tampa, which will open October first. The
Plaza, St. Petersburg, will be reopened October 4th for one day a week, vaudeville.
On November 30th, it will be opened six

and up-to-date.

days a week

Woodring and

for vaudeville.

underwent its
Loew's Grand,
change of policy Monday, September 24th
Completely rein practically a new theatre.
decorated and refurnished from the front of
the lobby to the back wall of the stage, in
honor of the new order of things, no detail has
Atlanta,

Get

Tischoff,

Terry.

Alice

jou,

Prints will be shipped to

If

W. W. & B. O. Wolts have sold their
Palace theatre at Blackwell, Okla., to A. B.
Sons.

Manager Josh Billings of the Billings
theatre at Norman, Okla., motored to Dallas,
Texas, the first of the week.
His car was
overturned enroute, but no injuries sustained.

Manager Trammel of the Moran Theatre
been overlooked to make it more comfortable
Texas, has opened his new theatre in Albany,
and more attractive in every way. The most
Texis, with pictures as the policy.
important item of new equipment is a Hope-
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'The Spoilers' was heralded thus in Detroit by the Broadway
Strand Theatre.
Could anything be simpler than this old prairie
schooner? Just an old cart with a hood, yet it attracts the eye and
tells

the

story.

MpTiaorer MacDona'd and Russell Brown of the Rex Theatre at
Eugene, Oregon, proved their skill in the preparation of this lobby
display with the result that the entire city knew that 'Penrod and
Sam' had arrived.

center picture shows how Manager Laey of the Majestic, Portland, Oregon, attracted the attention of his public to the 'Soul of the
huge dummy elephant was mounted on a truck, labeled Oscar, and driven about town. Everyone was curious to know who Oscar was.
and right show the hosiery display of Burg & Company of Portland in connection with the run of 'Trilby' at the Rivoli Theatre.
This
store cooperated with others in presenting twenty-five pairs of chiffon hose to ladies proving the same size foot as Miss Lafayette.

The above
Beast.'

Above

A

left

Four

First National Features Suggest

Novel Ideas

"
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D^loitalion

Ideas

T
-*-

O put Lawful
Larceny over as
it

deserved,

Man-

ager George Browne of the
CharTheatre,
Imperial
lotte, N. C, tied-up with
the manufacturers of Life
Saver mints and 500 small packages of mints were furnished the
theatre without cost. During the
week before the run, these
were placed on a table in
the lobby especially decorated for the event and a large art
card placed just above the table invited patrons to "take one; it's Lawful
Larceny."

red lanterns with cards attached carrying
the name of the picture, the theatre and
the date of showing were placed at every

important corner

town and

in

caused

Theatre,

Broadway
Mass., gave Cosmo-

Springfield,

Enemies of
posting campaign

politan's
bill

of

When The

a

great deal of comment.

Manager W. Harris

"Take this taxi to the Park Theatre
"Enemies of Women."

the

Women

the biggest
that any picture has

Hippodrome Theatre,

J.

Stewart,

prestige

Northern Electric supply stores
vicinity of the Hippodrome.

Getting up the

ment each week

If
If

we

theatre.

Wm.

Kneedler of the Mattoon
Theatre, 111., proved that the bakery tieup which was used used for Enemies of
Women in St. Louis and Kansas City, is
just as effective in small towns. The Mat-

Company

"Hot Ovens are
he'ralds, wrapped

When

used 2,000 of the
'Enemies of Women'

in loaves of bread.

Goldwyn's Red Lights was shown
Theatre in Guelph, Ontario,

at the Capitol

DID

no

ballyhoos,

some

.

we don't they say we
we publish original

The Mattoon Bakery in that
111.
town used 2000 of the "Hot ovens are

toon,

are too serious.
ideas,

they say

'Enemies of Women' " tie-ups, the circulars being enclosed in loaves of
bread with cakes and pies.
One
thousand yard cards were stuck in the
lawns of the homes throughout the
town. Postcards were mailed to farmers in the vicinity. The picture opened

lack variety.

to big business.

we

are out rustling new exploitation ideas, we are not attending to the
business we get from our correspondents.
If

If

don't
If
filled

For the showing

we don't print contributions, we
show proper appreciation.
we print them, the department is

—from

had

the picture,
of showing,

the Advertising Club

in Springfield since
consisted of eighteen

sheets, 400
250 special

window
window

"The Christian";

24-sheet, 400 1cards, 10,000 heralds,
cards and 250 special

Many editors throughout the country
have responded enthusiastically to the suggestion made by the exploitation department of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for the incorporation of "The Drivin'
Fool Clubs," as a regular daily department
This is the result of
of their newspaper.
against careless
a nation-wide campaign

and reckless driving inaugurated by the
Hodkinson Corporation as an exploitation
idea for

The

Drivin' Fool.'

R

Daniels of the Park
Theatre, Worcester, Mass., in exploiting
the showing of Cosmopolitan's Enemies of
Women got a card on the spare tire of
Taxi
each taxi operated by the Yellow
Company in return for a slide in his theatre
The card read:
advertising the company.

Manager

E.

on

Ray H. Leason Metro exploiter effected
a strong commercial arrangement in Buffalo during the showing of The French
,

As an added
Hippodrome
semi annual style show and
fashion review which has become one of
Buffalo's most popular events. The gowns
Doll at Shea's Hippodrome.
attraction
held the

1-sheets.

Goldwyn's Red

the theatre and the date
all the important corThis stunt caused
ners in the town.
a great deel of comment, as did a spotlight on the roof of the theatre which
was kept playing all around the city.
All of the lobby and the theatre front
Special window
lights were in red.
cards and throw-away were used.

with junk.

So we did
News.

of

Lights at the Capitol Theatre in
Guelph, Ontario, W. J. Stewart, Goldwyn exploitation man in Toronto,
placed a number of red lanterns with
cards attached carrying the name of

Like as not some fellow will say that
we swiped this and adapted it from some
other field than the film business.

it

;

The bakery tie-up which has. been
used with Enemies of Women in Kansas City, St. Louis and other large
towns, makes an effective exploitation
stunt for
small towns.
This was
proved by William Kneedler, Manager of the Mattoon Theatre, at Mat-

picnic.

Rubin's

Eddie Bonns' Alaska coat hanger tie-up
consisting of a nail in an envelope, proved
a knockout in New Haven among the University students. The connection was with
the showing of The Spoilers at the Globe

toon Bakery

WE

If we stay in the office on the job, we
ought to be out rustling news.

dandy airplane stunt was used
to exploit the showing of a motion picture in Minneapolis for the showing of

lower wings of the plane. Pilot Ed Ballough flew over the Twin Cities at a low
altitude, dropping 20,000 cardboard heralds.

tie-up on The Spanish
will be carried in stock

fine

They

the exchanges as an advertising
novelty and can be used by exhibitors
as heralds or sold in the theatres.

write.

A

huge sign, title of the
of which were six feet
black, was used on the

the

at

from

If we print the things the producer's
press agents send us, we are too lazy to

son Corporation.

Manager

exploiteers

Showmanship Depart-

print comedy
folks say we are silly.

Fifteen harpoons, 13 lances, 14 cutting spades, one mincing knife and one
boarding knife, recently purchased by
the Whaling Film Corporation from a
returned whaler, were sent to Chicago
to be used by the exhibitor in exploiting Down to the Sea in Ships, distributed through the W. W. Hodkin-

picture,, the letters
high and painted in

is

we

If

A

&

on-the-job

for

DID WE? WE'LL SAY

A

A

in

.

Ramie of the Globe
Haven, used a green

Spoilers at Finkelstein

pointers
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E. S.

Garrick Theatre.

at

Wm.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan exman, obtained tie-ups with the

ploitation

This is
Dancer.

box-kite, carrying the title of The
Spoilers and the name of the theatre
in red letters to advertise the showing
of that picture among the students at
boy was hired to
Yale University.
buildfly the kite from the roof of a
street
ing overlooking the campus.
car carrying 24-sheet cut-outs on each
side, was used for three days.

The

Toronto,

Paramount exchanges
"The Spanish Dancer,"
written by Mel Shauer and L. M.
Hart and published by the Globe
Music Company of New York, is being furnished to exhibitors at a nominal cost in any
quantities
desired.

ment. There was very little expense
attached to the exploitation of this picture but attendance records of the Garing were broken by the run.

New

in

Through the
a song entitled

B. Clarke played up the
dress angle in exploiting Bluebeard's
Kighth Wife at the Garing, Greenville,
He announced that Gloria SwanS. C.
son's clothes were gorgeous Paris creations and tied up with an exclusive
ready-to-wear shop for the engage-

Manager

Green Goddess was shown

the

Manager H.

Theatre,

to see

used

of

in the

the

week

the

review were valued at $75,000.

An example of energetic showmanship
was given by the management of LoeW's
Valentine Theatre in Toledo, Ohio in connection

with

the

run at that theatre of

One of the largest
The French Doll.
windows of Toledo's biggest department
store, on the busiest street was given over
In
to an animated display on the picture.
the midst of the window, set with a large
lobby painting of Mae Murray and just
enough clothing display to dress up the
window, an animated French Doll, impersonated by a young woman stood on n
Her "animated French
stage.
raised
Doll" performances were popular.
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LLOYD'S LATEST LENDS REAL 'CLUB' IDEA
Affords Possibility of Starting 'Why Worry' Organization
in Your Locality W/ ithout Necessity of Screening

WHY WORRY?

has been the more
or less official slogan of the optimists
for a long time, but now the two

hearty words have a well rounded significance for the exponents of gladness have
been officially organized.
Now they have a regular club, with a
pass word that is no secret, a certificate of
membership that is well worth while despite the fact that anybody can get it, a
real president, several honorary presidents
and a vice president and everything else
that constitutes a thorough-going and popular social organization.
Harold Lloyd is the president, of course,
and O. D. Cloakey, the enterprising manager of the Regent theatre, Ottawa, Canada,
makes no secret of the fact that he is the
vice president, organizer and general moving spirit of the Club. The honorary presidents are such people as David Lloyd
George, the Prince of Wales and Lord

Birkenhead.
The Club got off to a good start the
other day when Mr. Cloakey opened headquarters of the "Why Worry" Club of
North America (Canadian Branch) in the
shop of an exclusive Ottawa florist, and
advised the public as to what was going

by an attention-commanding window
display, with streamers, cards and every-

on

thing.

Then people were further told of the or^
ganization by readers, then membership
certificates were issued and distributed in
leading stores. Rotary, Lions and Kiwanis

v

cm

Can

clubs were interested and hook-ups were
made with several insurance companies and
savings banks which mailed out cards tying up with the title.
"The "Why Worry" Club idea is neither
copyrighted nor patented and can be employed to advantage by showmen everyIt's easy to put over in your town.
Appoint your mayor or congressman, or
both, honorary presidents, install headquarters in leading store, and branches in

where.

other shops.
It's

all

mighty good publicity and the

following other stunts that Cloakey worked
in the "Why Worry?" campaign can be
easily duplicated:

Connect with the Chamber of Commerce,
and other clubs. Arrange with local merchants for a one page co-operative ad. in a
leading newspaper,
with cuts of Harold
Lloyd in the copy.
Hook-up with local insurance agents and
savings banks, also real estate men. Hold a
private screening for the press and leading local citizens. Put cards in trolley cars
and on taxi cabs and other vehicles calling attention to the Club and the picture.

—

TT

borrow an ambustand outside your
theatre
during
the
showing
of
"Why
Worry?" with side banners reading something like this:
"Reserved by the management of (your
theatre) for patrons who are overcome
with hysterics or fits of laughter while
viewing "Why Worry?"
is

also possible

lance

and have

The form
membership

of the

to

it

"Why Worry?"

Club

certificate is shown in an acconipanying illustration.
The text comprises 13 "josh" rules, which you can arrange to your own satisfaction.
easy
stunt is to have these certificates distributed in leading stores and in office
buildings and other likely places.

An

THE

big

window

"Why Worry"

display below was used as the
Club headquarters in Ottawa. Note

tie-up.
At the left the
"Why Worry" giant is suggestion enough.
A
general search for the town's tallest is your best
ballyhoo.
At the right is the suggestion for the

the

remarkably

clever

'old

shoe' hook-up.

ARE YOU A MEMBER?
The above is the form of certificate used by Cloakey
in
Canada for the great membership drive for
"Why Worry Men" and "Why Worry Women."

The "Why Worry?" Club idea can also
be used to interest the students of high
schools and colleges, as these young people are always on the lookout for a novelty
and they are "strong for" club and fraternity propositions.
It would be a good
idea to have a quantity of the membership
distributed at the gathering
certificates
places 01 high school students and on the
college campus or other placos where collegemen and women are to be found.
The

title

of this picture also affords in-

numberable opportunities for good hookThe
ups with a number of merchants.
electric light company can be tied up with
on the service idea (Why worry about
wash day and poor light when our service
is
at your disposal? etc.)
and there are
several other connections of a commercial
nature that can be made for this picture.

:
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ADVANCE CAMPAIGN

THIS

WENT OVER

'Daytime Wives' League Was a Good
Pre-release Stunt

THIS

a story that has a double moral.
It proves that it pays to get an early
start
in your
campaign for exploiting a
picture, the earlier the better, and it also
makes clear that it is certainly well worth
any exhibitor's while to carefully plan his
is

publicity.

WINDOW DISPLAYS
T^HE window display on the "Why Worry?"
* Club headquarters scheme, staged by Manager Cloakey of the Regent theatre, Ottawa,
Canada, in an exclusive florist's shop was certainly a remarkable one.
The exhibition was
made to look like an honest-to-goodness
campaign headquarters for a membership drive

an exclusive organization.
Membership
were shown, rules and regulations
were exhibited and ,the whole effectively tied
up, to the picture with cut-outs and other
pictures of the famous Mr. Harold Lloyd.
A most effective window display, or rather
a series of them, was engineered by Metro
for the showing of "Scaramouche," with the
for

While this story has to do almost entirely
with a stunt that was worked by the publicity department of the Film Booking Office
of America, Inc., the theme of it is of interest
showmen.
months before the release date of
"Daytime Wives" a conference was held by
three people
Nat G. Rothstein, F. B. O.
publicity director, Hyatt Daab, of the West
Coast offices and Paula Gould, New York
to

The Week's Notably Clever

BIG

all

Five

:

—

certificates

National

Drug

Company's

stores

in

New

publicity representative.
The result was that the
York Chapter
of the "Daytime Wives" League was immediately formed.
This organization consisted

New

25 working girls, secretaries and stenographers and a regular charter was takenout.
Next a Los Angeles branch was organized.
Minutes for both chapters
of

—

,

were drawn

up, the

PAPER CONTEST WON
FREE PUBLICITY
McVicker Theatre, Chicago, Tied-up
Effectively With Local Dailies

\N

example of the effectiveness of a newspaper connection in attracting attention to
a motion picture theatre is afforded by the
story of the exploitation campaign that was
waged by McVickers theatre in Chicago in
announcing the pictures that they will show
during the 1923-24 season.
newspaper competition was the basis of
this exploitation. For a week before the opening of the contest the newspaper carried conThe
spicuous announcements of the event.
contest consisted of a series of eighteen
masked photos of moving picture stars, one
appearing in the paper each day, during the
first three weeks of the new season.
The contestants were required to identify
each star and at the conclusion of the contest
send in all their answers with a fifty word
As the average daily
essay on the movies.
circulation of the newspaper was 400,000,
more than nine million people were informed
of what the McVickers theatre was going to
do for the present season during the course
of the contest. The proof of the pudding was

A

More than 3000

sum and

of which was,
purpose of the "Daytime, Wives"

stance

'

League was
working girl

to

help the

in her fight

for success in the business world, and that she
in turn was to help her
employer, as his secretary,
his "daytime wife", in his
fight for recognition in
the world's affairs.
The
"Daytime Wives" contended that they do more
for their employers than
the legal wives and therefore had organized to de-

mand

were

replies

re-

ceived to the contest, which does
not include a number of people
who started the contest but didn't
finish.
After the first
week of the contest the
newspaper printed 100,000 heralds which they
distributed about Chicago
and suburbs.
The contest not only won much
publicity for the house
but it provided an excel-

subthat the

The
lent
mailing list.
only cost to the McVickers theatre was the prize
money, $300.
Besides the newspaper
connection the theatre issued 27,000 special book-

their rights.

These

organizations
the
newspapers and thereby
won considerable free
space.
Pictures of some
of
the members
were
taken and these were run
by many of the New

nished free to those attending the performances.

York and Los Angeles

Two

naturally

interested

Many

of

the

news syndicates and

ser-

dailies.

broadcasted stories
on the activities of the
"Daytime Wives" League.
Stories of the League's doings and what the
organization meant to feminine office workers
were sent to every newspaper in the United
States, and through the F. B. O. branch
managers chapters were formed in every city
in the country.
All this was done without
a word being mentioned anywhere or by anyone that a picture called "Daytime Wives"

lets

which

parts of the United States. Editorial writers
and others frowned on the adoption of the
child and the purpose of the organization, but
as all this meant that much more publicity,
none of the promoters felt hurt.
week before the release date permission
was secured from Washington to hold a drive
for members on the steps of the sub-Treasury
Six automobiles plabuilding in New York.
carded with "Daytime Wives" League signs
and filled with girls, and an orchestra of
twelve pieces turned the trick nicely. There
were a number of speakers, and throwaways
telling of the organizations aims and activities
of the Daytime Wives League.

A

distrib-

were

also

thousand

fur-

special

were also put on
going from the
house as well as being
stickers
letters

vices

was in the offing.
The New York chapter was so well established two months after its organization that
the moving spirits employed another effective
publicity stunt.
The chapter adopted a baby,
and pictures of the members and their adopted
baby were used by newspapers in different

which were

uted to the patrons and a
number of post cards
with views of the house

distributed

BIG BEN
The

AND LITTLE BEN

clock hook-up becomes a possibility
Little Ben
with First National's "Jealous Fools."
Alexander plavs one of the leading roles and a Big
Ben was used to get him to the studio on time.

alarm

The book departments of these
City.
stores put on a highly effective window and
store exhibition of the story in book form
and connected this with the picture by stills.
There are several of these stores in Greater
York and the displays attracted a great
deal of attention as thousands of people patronize these stores, or pass by them, each day.

York

New

The American Tobacco Co. co-operated
Edward Halperin of Associated Exhib-

with

putting over a mighty interesting
display stunt in each of the 460
United Cigar Stores in Greater New York.
It
This was done on "Tea With a Kick."
happens that Creighton Hale, star of the
picture uses a pack of cigarettes to rout a
gang of crooks. The cigarettes are "Lucky
Strikes," so the Company produced a very
itors

in

window

attractive

window

strip

showing how Hale

turned the trick, with the caption, "See
Creighton Hale get a 'kick' out of Lucky
Strikes in 'Tea With a Kick.'" This display created a lot of interest.

by

attend-

ants.
Red, white and blue streamers were placed
on columns in front of the house and special
hat bands were worn by all attendants attracting attention to the big things that the
house was going to do during the coming
season.
Big marine searchlights were mounted on
the canopy of the theatre. These had a radii
of three miles and played up and down the
principal streets of Chicago.
Four hundred ornate posters were used on
the Chicago Elevated railroad stations,
all
and 280 special 24-sheets, following the same
design of the posters were posted on as
many illuminated billboards in various parts
of Chicago and surrounding communities.
Hand painted lobby posters, carrying out the
same motif as the posters were also used.
The sidewalks in front of the theatre,
attracting attention to the events of the new
season, and a special four sheet announcement pasted on a 24 sheet drew particular
attention to one of the pictures that was to
be shown at the theatre.
Another effective publicity stunt was a special theatre party tendered to the
Consul
General of Japan during his visit to Chicago.
The McVickers theatre made another daily
newspaper tie-up that was wonderfully effective,
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More Booking-Urge

Showmen

Subjects for

Fall Feature Films That Furnish a

Fund

of Exploitation

Material for Present and Future Use
'Desire'
October

Released by Metro.
BRIEF: Strong drama
effect

on

8,

1923

of social barriers and their
Played
people in extreme stations of life.

by a notable "cast including Marguerite De La Motte
John Bowers and Water Long. Directed by Rowland
V.

Lee.

MAKE
appeal

all

this picture

your exploitation of

It is the kind of story
to women.
of vital interest to every woman, so
make a strong bid in every method that you
employ to attract attention to "Desire," for
the interest of your feminine patrons.
The title of this picture affords an excel-

that

Window displays can be arranged on
ups.
the theme of desire with clothing, department,
women's wear and other establishments with
stills from the picture.
An essay contest for school children is another practical way of exploiting this picArrange with your editor to run an esture.
say contest, exclusively for school children on
what is the world's greatest desire, and offer
passes as prizes.

is

lent arrangement with your local newspaper
Arin the "Inquiring Reporter" connection.
range with the editor to have him run this
feature for a week, or for as long as you are

going to

Have

show the
the

picture.

reporter

ask

day
what newly

people

each

most desire,
most desire what young
college men and women most desire and so on.
Another good newspaper arrangement is
through their classified adver-

what young
married

girls

people

'The Exiles'
Released by

Fox

October

22,

1923

BRIEF:

Richard
Screen
version
of
Harding
Featuring John Gilbert.
Davis' popular story.
Directed by Edmund Mortimer.

THE
suggests

first

commercial

arrangement

that

connection with selling
this picture to your public, is with the local
book stores. In its day, Richard Harding
Davis' "The Exiles" was one of the best sellers.
The book store men, and those in
charge of book departments in stationery and
department stores can readily be approached
itself

in

'Times Have Changed'
Released by

BRIEF:
dence.
Davis.

A

Fox

October

8,

1923

a domestic war for indepenFeaturing William Russell.
Story by Elmer
Directed by James Flood.
story

of

T^HIS

subject is good for two very effective
newspaper connections.
One of them is a "Times Have Changed"
pictorial contest in which the readers of the
paper send in photographs of the town as it
was years ago, or of the odd dress of local
people in days gone by. Offer a suitable cash
prize for the best ones submitted.

The other publication link-up is an essay
contest in which interesting past events in
the town's history or that of the nation
are recalled.

A

plays an important part in the
and this suggests a good arrangement
with department or other stores for a "Times
Have Changed" sale in which the better quality and lower cost of present day products
can be compared with those of an earlier
quilt

story,

period.

Newstisement department.
papers are always anxious to
build up this department, and
for that reason it is easy to
interest the advertising manager in a novel and effective
In the
stunt for doing so.
"house ad." copy of the classified section substituting the
word "Desire" for want, for
example have it read, "If you
desire a new home, if you dedesire a new position, etc., ad-

An excellent ballyhoo would
be to have an old time buggy
and a modern automobile with
a young couple in each, one
costumed in Colonial style and
the other in modern garments, and parade about the
streets with appropriate placards. Have the modern cou-

vertise

in our classified secBring your 'want ads,'
to (name of paper) this week.
Run the ad. two days and you

read

tion.

Have Changed (run

sit close together, typifying non-bashfulness and the
old fashioned couple seated far
apart. Have your placard copy

ple

will get a free ticket to see 'Desire' at (name
of your house).
This is a mightv effective street ballyhoo
Have a man dressed in rags and another in
the most stylish clothes parade the main thoroughfares of your city carrying a placard
reading, "We both share the same big 'Desire,'
and so do we all.
See the world's
greatest problem solved at (name of theatre)."
:

This is a stunt that you can work in cooperation with charitable organizations, the
Salvation Army or independently. Make an-

nouncement in your newspaper space, slides
throwaways, etc., this
"Help us solve the
World's greatest problem, 'Desire'. You can
aid in granting some of the desires of those
less fortunate than yourself.
Bring to the
:

—

lobby of (your theatre) or give to those in
charge of the Special Salvage Drive Truck
which will appear on the principal streets donations of discarded clothing, furniture, toys,
books, etc.
will distribute these articles
to worthy people. All donaters are entitled to
see the picture 'Desire' free of charge."
The title. "Desire" can be used for an effective link-up with all kinds of installment
and credit houses, as these places are eager
to offer unique
sales arguments
to
their
patrons. The desire of people to possess
things for which they haven't the ready cash
can be used as the key note of this campaign,

We

and this readilv lends itself to the advertisements of such houses.
Savings banks can also be tied-up with in
this connection, copy for this
arrangement
can read: "Thrift has always solved the

—

world's greatest problem, 'Desire.'

drama

The photo-

'Desire' at the
(name of theatre)
teaches a worthy lesson."
There are also numerous merchant hook-

RICH IN ROMANTIC APPEAL
Artistic in every sense of the word, the 24-sheets
that have been prepared by Metro for Rex Ingram's
"Scaramouche" have an excellent exploitation value
as
they portray in convincing manner the high
lights of the picture, romance and chivalry.
It will be easy for them to
line.
a special sale of the book with window
displays which can be tied-up with the picture

along this

make
by

stills.

Drug

stores can also be lined up for a
mighty effective window display centering
around a tasteful display of talcum powders,
perfumes, incense, deodorizers, etc. The copy
should be so worded as to bring to the mind

—

of the on-looker the merits of such articles.
The card for this display should read
" 'The
Exiles' at (your theatre) is filled with the
alluring perfumery of the Orient.
Unusual
and delightful describes both the film produc:

tion

A

and

this

window."

very beautiful window display, benefiting

both the theatre and the store is possible in
connection with the evolution of an oriental
scene.
display of this sort will appeal to
department stores and rug shops. Everything
that is sold in the rug department can be put

A

into the

window and

tied-up

to

the

picture

with stills.
This picture affords the basis of a very
good double truck ad. The word environment
can be used to exploit such commodities as
housinar. furnishing,
clubs and
so
forth and it will be easy to interest merchants
and organizers to co-operate with you in runclothes,

ning this double truck ad., working in mention of "The Exiles" in their copy.
Use the advertising material that goes with
this picture for effective cutouts with which
to dress your lobby.

:

—"My,

How

Times
red ar-

rows to the right and left indicating both vehicles and the
type of occupants). But you don't know the
half of it until you see 'Times Have Changed
at the (name of your house).'"

Another good arrangement can be made
with local restaurants and dancing places to
stage a "Times Have Changed" dancing conThe contestants can take part in old or
test.
up-to-date costumes, and there can be appropriate prizes for the couples doing the best
old time dances such as polkas, cake walks,
minuets, etc., and another for the ones doing the best snappy modern jazz steps.
This picture affords an excellent hook-up
with the electric light company for a mighty
interesting

window

display.

Have an

old

fashioned wash tub compared with the latest
model washing machine placed in the window
and tied up with the picture by stills.
You can also make a connection in this
respect with leading local bakers. These merchants can use the "Times Have Changed"
idea for window displays contrasting the old,
hard method of baking bread and the present easy and efficient method.
For your lobby you can arrange a freak
ticket chopper evolved from the Father Time
Working with a lever the doorman can
idea.
be attired to represent the old gentleman, the
scythe, of course performing the duties of a
Another good lobby stunt
ticket chopper.
would be to have hour glasses of huge shape
placed on both sides of the lobby containing
These can be lighted
stills of the picture.
with effect at night.
Other effective lobby decorations can be
obtained by using cut-outs from the advertising material that is liberally supplied with
"Timers Have Changed."
There's an abundance of this material and it is certainly worth
the exhibitor's while, Jo make good use of it.

October

20,
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'The Age of Desire'
Released by First National

BRIEF:

Story

of

a

Oct.

woman who

15,

sacrifices

son

for riches.
Played by an important
including Mary Philbin and William " Collier,
Directed by Frank Borzage.

OF

'Six Cylinder Love'
Fox
November

Released by

1923

Jr.

Elmer

numerous exploitation possibilities
of this picture an arrangement with your
local newspaper would prove to be one of the
most effective. This will afford the opportunity of working one of the best possible

newspaper would be glad to co-operate with
you on such a stunt because of the human interest of the thing, and the chance that it
affords to increase their circulation.
Another stunt that you can work profitably
is to get the local "big men" to write their
opinions as to when the age of desire comes
in a person's life.
If you can get the local
banker who is generally cne of the outstanding successes of a community, to express his

views on this subject,

it

will

make very

in-

teresting newspaper copy, a feature that any
editor would be glad to use.
The banker in
his article could give a lot of worthwhile
advice as to how to combat the foolish de-

of life and show what

sires

harm they can

bring.

This local celebrity stunt can be further
used to advantage if there's a centenarian in
your town. Get the old man to write an article telling in what time in his life he de-

easy matter to attract the attention of your

usual

from the regular

An

excellent

:

—

line.

"The Age of Desire" also affords a number of very good lobby displays that can be
easily arranged.
From the posters of the
picture you can make suitable cut-outs and displav them at points of advantage in your
lobby.
You might place directly in the center of the entrance of your theatre a special
sign which a sign painter can make un without much difficulty or exnense
"What is
'The Age of Desire?' This drama will tell
:

you

—

don't miss

it."

Over vour marquee

a

dis-

play of circular shape in red
with the above copy lettered

on

it

in

white will attract a

of attention. If you make
this
disnlav
of
red
tissue
paper cutting out the lettering
and playing a bright light behind it at night you will get
lot

a very attention-commanding
display.
In the advertising copy of
the picture there are a lot of
pictures of leaves from diar-

These can be made up in
size signs and placed
around your lobby. Each one
of them will prove a selling
point and besides they are unies.

large

—

—

ballyhoo

street

can

also

be

worked in connection with the showing of
"The Age of Desire." This stunt entails a
small expense but it is certainly worth it. Fit
out a float drawn by two horses and place
upon it eight people men, women and children.
Have one of them, the driver, dressed as Old
Father Time, behind him a little boy sitting
on a seat marked "8", back of the child a girl
on a seat marked "18", back of her a sophisyouth on a seat, "21", then a woman
representing "28" and back of her another
representing "40" and a well dressed man to
represent "50". Have the seats in "stairs,"
one taller than the other. Send this float
around town through all the principal streets
;it least a week before the
picture is shown.
Have a sign on the float reading
"Which
is 'The Age of Desire?'
You'll find out at
"
the (your house) week of
ticated

:

—

'The Wild Party'

Age

A

sort of stuff seen in

lobbies.

sired things

most, calling that period, "The
of Desire." If the old timer cannot
write, your newspaper editor will gladly assign a reporter to write the story, to which
the centenarian's name can be signed.
Some
good advice to the youth of the community
can be given in this article, and it is of a nature that newspapers will be glad to publish.
number of very valuable link-ups can
be arranged with local merchants by using
lettered cards with appropriate stills.
The
cards might read something like this
"Have
you reached 'The Age of Desire?' If it's
hats you desire we carry a full line of the
best.
See 'The Age of Desire' at (your
theatre)" This is a very effective connection
and can be used for almost any kind of merchandise.
It is particularly good for clothing, hat and fur shops, women's specialty
stores and automobile dealers.
The latter
class of business men are very good for all
exploitation arrangements, as they are always
ready to provide window displays and to loan
their cars for street ballyhoos.
They realize
the benefits of publicity and are every ready
to fall in line with any suggestion along this

Clifton.

A S this is the screen version of a play that
was one of the most popular of its kind
for nearly two years in New York, it is an

one that will appeal to everybody, a

diary contest. The idea is to offer suitable
prizes for the person who can write the best
diary page that expresses a desire. Any

1923

Screen adaptation of the successful stage
play of the
same name by William Anthony
McGuire.
Featuring Ernest Truex.
Directed by

the

stunts,

15,

BRIEF:

her
cast

Released by Universal
BRIEF: Comedy-drama
a

big

by

story.

Featuring

October
of

1923

8,

a girl reporter to land

Gladys

DirecUd

Walton.

Herbert Blache.

your exploitation of
INupon
the
name and the
this

star's

your

to

favorite
this fact
As the
of a girl

picture

play

title to sell it

public.
Miss Walton is a prime
with the movie fans, so capitalize
in your campaign.
theme has to do with the adventures

reporter, a newspaper tie-up suggests
This can easily be arranged with one
of your local publications by a competition
itself.

among

the

feminine readers as to

how

they

would write a news story from certain given
facts, or how they would g.o about getting
the story that Miss Walton is assigned to in
the picture.
Passes or other
can be offered the winners.

suitable

prizes

A

good commercial connection in the form
of a ballyhoo can be arranged with your local
aut' mobile dealers.
Have them loan you a
high powered car and in this place a plainly
though attractively dressed girl to represent
a girl reporter, and with appropriate placards,
have the car driven about town as smartly
as the speed regulations will allow.
Some stunning gowns are worn by Miss
Wa'ton and other feminine players.

A PLAYER A DAY
Here we have the

lint-up of the director and five of
players in "Six Days."
From left to
right, day by day, they are: Corinne Griffith, Frank

the

leading

Mayo, Myrtle Stedman, Claude King, Maude George
and Director Charles J. Brabin

public to this subject.
One of the most effective commercial connections that suggests itself is with automobile dealers.
Arrange with one of your local
agents for good grade cars to stage a window
display and you can tie-up with the exhibition
by using stills from the picture. It is quite
possible that you can arrange for the loan of
one of these cars for an appropriate street
ballyhoo.
Have the car driven by a young

man made up
have the car
men, dressed

Ernest Truex and
with young men and wofashionable clothes and with

to resemble
filled

in

a very care-free and sophisticated air.
Have
the car driven through the principal streets,
with a neat but conspicuous placard on it.
There are a good many elegant gowns worn
by the women players in this picture and this
suggests another valuable tie-up. This time
with modistes or high grade department
stores for a mighty effective window display
which of course can be connected with the picture

by

stills.

The surburban home

idea is one of the dramatic pivots of "Six Cylinder Love" and this
affords another very valuable means of putting over the picture.
Real estate men are always enterprising and they always have something in the suburbs to sell or rent. Get in
touch with your local realtors and it will be
an easy matter to gain their co-operation in

exploiting the picture in their newspaper and
other advertisements.
Newlyveds figure prominently in the action
and that means an excellent chance for ycu
to make effective link tips with quite a number
of merchants, such as jewelers, house furnishing people, installment houses and a number of others whose business it is to supply
newly married people with the thing that they
must have. Merchants of this class are great
advertisers and it will not be difficult for you

arrange tie-ups with them in their newspaper publicity or for mighty interesting win-

to

dow

displays.

"Six Cylinder Love" also affords a very
good chance to connect with the local savings
banks. Such institutions are always busy exploiting thrift and the advantages of saving
for a rainy day. One of the chief
characters in the story gets into a lot of dif-

money

ficulties

by living

beyond

means

his

and

spending all the money that comes his way.
This can be made good use of by the savings
banks in their bank displays and advertising.
In this picture there are several scenes of
restaurant and cabaret life, and they suggest
yet another means of attracting attention to
Arrange with some of your leading
the film.
restaurant and cabaret people for the staging
of a "Six Cylinder Love" dancing or other
novelty contest, which can very readily be
tied up with the picture.
Music shops can also be
connected with for window
displays of jazz records and
these can be hooked-up with
the film by the use of stills
showing scenes of high life.
This picture also affords

good opportunities for arw t h florists.
rangements
Such connections can be made
i

by window displays of flowers,
a lot of them are used in
flip
picture, with an appropriate

sitrn

centering

arouivl

Six Cylinder service and the
fi!rn can be tied-up to by stills.
The advertising copy of this
affords
cut-outs
picture
galore which can be used for
dressing vour lobby.
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Character Notables

Under
Warner
Banner

AT

in

tion

the left is Noah Beery
his virile characterizaAdolf Valborg in
of

Warner

Broth

ers

'Main

the
hook
Note
Street.'
which Mr. Beery skillfully
and wrathfully manipulates

through the latter part ol
the picture after Dr. Kennicott has amputated his arm.

ABOVE

we have Otis Harwho lands his comedy

lan

to
support
Wesley
Barry in the screen version
of George
M. C o h a n 's
'George Washington, Jr.' Mr.
Harlan has long been a favorite of the screen and we
always welcome the oppor-

talents

tunity

of

digesting

his

comedy.

THE
who

picture below is
plays the lovable
Lenore Ulric
most sincere in his

Joseph Dowling.
old Father Thi-

in 'Tiger Rose.'
portrayal of this
He is
part which will endear him more than ever
to the fans who have enjoyed his many
successful portrayals.

bault

with

ABOVE

is

a

characteristic

picture of Claude Gillingwater as Hector McCollins
with Lenore Ulric in Warner Brothers screen version

David Belasco's 'Tiger
of
Rose.' Mr. Gillingwater looks
very forbidding here but he
is auite harmless and likable.
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Pfayers ~V/e TGrvcnv
HERE

you have an entire page of interesting items concerning the players,
anecdotes, news and bits of gossip, specially edited so that the busy exhibitor may
This is the sort of
read them at a glance.
material that you are looking for to round
out your programs, house organ and throwConsult this alphabetically arranged
aways.
fund of player information. Look 'em over
use 'em.

—

A
Jimmy Aubrey

has let it be known that he
taking things easy for a week between
is
pictures, having just completed his third tworeeler in as many months.

B
Wesley Barry

has finished his latest pic-

"George Washington, Jr."
Faire Binney is working on

Crawford Kent has been selected for an
important part in "Daddies" and will assume
his

an early

role at

clone."

Bessie Love has been cast for an important
part in "Gentle Julia."

M

Harry Mestayer,

descendant of one of
America's oldest families has been cast for
an important part in "Black Oxen."

Martha

a

Marshall

now

is

playing

a

in "Superstition."

young

rising

a.

juvenile,

S
the leading male roles in

will be Charles Jones' leading
"Skid-Proof," a Fox picture.
Carl Stockdale has been engaged for a
bookkeeper's role in "Try and Get It."
Lewis Stone says that he began his stage
career as a joke, but now his work before

woman

have a leading part
racing story.

F
Louise

the

Fazenda, who has

contract with
loaned to Hal

long

a

Brothers, has been

Roach

for one picture, the

West Coast
York and help

come

studios to
his father,

the

to

New

celebrated

Eddie, stage a musical comedy.
Mabel Forrest will be starred
Satin Girl."

in

will

PATSY RUTH MILLER

Who

play opposite Douglas MacLean in
Yankee Consul" which will be produced
Quite a pensive
soon by Associated Exhibitors.

"The

the

in

cast

recently completed his
in the leading role of "The Exiles."

of

work

H
Jack Holt has returned from San Francisco where he was detained by a slight illness from which he has now fully recovered.
Irene Hunt will be one of the players
in "The Life of Abraham Lincoln."

Hiatt, acclaimed

"Miss

Los

An-

geles" in a recent beauty contest has been
cast in the leading feminine role for the
first Cameo Comedy of 1924.
Alan Hale has been chosen for an important heavy role in the screen version of

"Cameo Kirby."
J

Charles "Buck" Jones,

has just come
to light, arrived in Los Angeles four years
ago, with less than $5 in his pockets.
He
got a job as a stunt rider and one thing
led to another, until he is one of the stars
it

now.

K
Roscoe Karns has completed

work

in

the leading male

m

his work
role in "Any

Old Port."

"How

to Smile."

been loaned to Uni-

"The Right

to

Love."
will

soon

start

work

"Woman

Proof."
Jack Mower is now being featured in a
series of two-reel condensed dramas which
Universal is making.
Margaret Morris has returned from Keen
Camp where she did some important work in

on

his

latest

picture,

"The Ghost City."
To Katherine McGuire has fallen one of
the most coveted film roles, the part opposite A. K. Mozumdar, the Hindu religionist,

in

his

independent

first

serious business.

and

experience that secured the
She has the spiritual harpart for her.
mony and personal idealism that the role
screen

demands.
Carl Miller's work
lin's

"A Woman

as male lead in Chapof Paris," caused producers

to aver that the film

would be

Wallace MacDonAld

making.
received a telegram
his

from Rex Beach commending him for his
work in the film version of "The Spoilers."
Percy Marmont has been selected for a
leading role in

"You

Can't Get

Away With

It."

Tom Mix caused a furore
New York recently. Tom

upon

his arrival

forgot to change
that famous sombrero of his for something
conventional.

O
Eugene O'Brien

playing the leading role
in the spoken comedy "Steve," at the Mason
Opera House, Los Angeles.
is

has been selected for one
of the leading feminine roles in "The Elk's
Tooth."
Richard Tucker has been added to the
cast of "Beau Brummel."
Maxine Tabnac, the five-year-old player
who has been seen in a number of important
productions, has been cast for "Maytime."
Constance Talmadge is taking a short
rest at one of the California sea resorts after
finishing
her
latest
comedy-drama, "The

Dangerous Maid."

Rosemary Theby has finished her work
before the camera in "In Search of a Thrill."
Richard Talmadge has just finshed his
first feature, "Fast Freight."
Frederick Trusedell, who has won prominence on the screen in a number of important
productions, writes poetry in his spare time,
and better still sells it to various magazines.
This has been going on for twenty years,
he has just let it be known.

production

"Beyond the Veil." Mozumdar said that
McGuire's beauty
it was not only Miss

in

Norman Kerry is practically recovered
from blood poisoning, due to an accident
which occurred during the filming of "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Buster Keaton is reported to be writing
a book.

lias

Thomas Meighan

John Gilbert

his

Patsy.

pose,

Buddy Messinger

"The Turmoil."

Ruth

will

versal for an important part in

be

is

T

"The

G
Kenneth Gibson

camera

Rosemary Theby

name of which has not been decided upon.
Bryan Foy has taken a "vacation" from
the

in

term

Warner

for one of
"Angel Face Molly."

Shaw

Peggy

latest

D

.

the near future.

Milton Sills has been chosen

Ciunc.

a

has returned from Australia
where she has completed three feature productions in which she is starred.
Bob Perry will have an important part in
the next "Fighting Blood" picture.
Dorothy Phillips is as yet undecided as
to which a half dozen inviting starring contracts to which she will affix her signature.
Doubtless an interesting announcement will
be forthcoming from this popular star in

"Beasts of Paradise." This is the fifth conchapter that she has appeared in.
William Russell has been chosen for one
of the important parts in a mystery drama
called "Alias the Night Wind.""

C

to

trip.

Yvonne Pavis

secutive

Lela Sue Campbell, a recent screen recruit from the Southland, has been selected
for an important role in "Born of the Cy-

Reginald Denny is
in "There He Goes,"

pleasure

Herbert Rawlinson will play a leading
role in "All for the Love of Gloria."
Ruth Royce plans to visit New York on
d vacation after she completes her work in

nas just let it be known that he is a Harvaru
graduate.
Joe Bonner has been signed to play a comedy Chinaman on the Fox lot where he has
just finished the role of circus ring mastci.

Clyde Cook has just finished his
comedy entitled, "Wet and Weary."

Jack Pickford is spending a few days in
San Francisco on a combined business and

R

"Second

Youth."

Alton Brown,

on the out"Big Dan."

P

Alice Lake has returned from a brief
vacation spent in Northern California.
Ralph Lewis received several bad bruises
in his big scene where he rescues two children in a hurricane in "Born of the Cy-

prominent part

is hard at work
his leading role in

date.

L

ture,

Dan O'Hara
door scenes of

V
Bobby Vernon has

work on another
of his two-reel comedies.
Vola Vale is looking over a great number
of books and plays to find a character that
she can study and concentrate on for her
next production.
started

W
Henry

B.

tant part in

Walthall

is to have an impor"Old Fathers and Young Sons."

Gladys Walton has completed her work in
her latest feature. "The Near Lady."

Tom Wilson, noted character comedian,
has returned to the West Coast after ten
weeks' work in the Eastern studios.
Lois Wilson has let it be known that
she left her job as school ma'am down in
Alabama to enter the movies, having won
first prize in a beauty contest.
Joy Winthrop has been signed for an old
maid part in a picture that will be made in
the near future by Universal.
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Feature Release and Review Chart
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

MAY
Feature
Affairs

Star

Ham

Lady

JULY
Director

Liane Hadi
Wallace Beery

Bavu

Length

Distributor

Hodkinson

Oswald

Paton
Universal
Should satisfy most exacting fan. Phila. Inq.
Thrills.
Ledger.
Black Shadows
Special Cast
Salisbury
Pathe
Boston Blackie
Wm. Russell ....Dunham
Fox
Moves swiftly, showing prison life. Toledo ^Blade.
Broken Violin
Special Cast .....J. Dillon ... Arrow, S. R.
Burning Words
Universal
Roy Stewart
Paton
Fairly convincing Northwestern, and takes well.
L. A. Herald.
Crossed Wires
Gladys Walton
Baggot
Universal
A relief.
Excellently brewed farce.
Boston Advertiser.
Double Dealing
Hoot Gibson
Lehrman ....Universal

—

.

.

8,000
6,988

—

.

.

5,000
4,522

..5,820
4,944
4,705
5,105

Homeward Bound

.

—

Inquirer.

Who Came Back ...Special Cast
Forman
Preferred
An interesting film, with a good cast. Port. Telegram.
Good, outside of carelessness in construction. Phila. E. L.
Intensely

interesting.

Red Schoolhouse
Lonely Road

— Inquirer.

..Special Cast

Little

6,100

—

Arrow,

Adolfi

...5./ 60

R.

—

—

—

—

.

—

.

.

—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

City Star.

A simple storv that goes

the heart.

to

—San.

Fran. Chronicle.

—

A storv of human feeling and human appeal. Los Ang. Times.
Not Credited .Sunset Prod.
Wolf Tracks
Jack Hoxie

Woman Game

E.

Hammerstein

.

Earle

.

Selznick

..5,000
5,000

JUNE
Feature
Bargains
Below R'O Grande

Star
Soecia' Cast

Counterfeit

—

Neal Hart
Special Cast
Love
Wholesome melodrama worth seeing.

Director
Distributor
Length
Not Credited .Burr Nickle ....5,000
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
Not Credited Playgoers
5.000

— Boston

McRae

Special Cast
Age
Thoroughly enjoyable.—-St. I onis Star.
Special Cast
Daughters of Rich

Critical

— Oklahoma

Advertiser.

— Traveler.

Hodkinson

Foreman
Highlv

Real.

4,504

....Preferred

6,000

—

Oklahoman.
Sunset Prod.
..5.000
Not Credited .Ind P'ct
N. Shearer
5.000
Novak
Bennett
F.
B.
6,000
J.
Toledo Times.
Interesting, pounds home.
Old story h u t good. Blade.
Tack Hoxie
Marshall ... Universal
Don Quickshot
5.000
HaTis-Landis ....Powell
Metro
Fog
6,541
Toledo
presented.
entertainment.
Times.
Avtly
Blade.
Good
Daniels- Moreno ..Campbell ....Paramount
Exciters
6,000
Interesting.
Times.
Thriller.
Norfolk Constitution.
Mis* Daniel's best. Daily Oklohoman.
Heart Raider
A?nes Ayres ....Ruggles
Paramount
5.075
Birmingham K. C. Jr.
Interesting.
Norfolk L.
Plenty of action.
One of Miss Ayres' best. Birmingham I edger.
Social Cast
Meehan
Hodkinson
Last Moment
7,000
Leaves you guessing. Allentown Journal.
First Nat'l
... 6,000
Man of Action
D. MacLean ....Hnrne
f v »„.^ r » guessing and laughing. Seattle Times. Mirth ">"s'ery. P. I.
Mich O'Halloran
Irene Rich
Meehan
Hodkinson .... 7,000
Rather good. Fror'ss.
Pleasant 'm^rpssion.
'..
A. 'Herald.
4.8?''
Zeliff
Robt. Gordon
F. B.
Mvsterious Witness
Soecia] Cast
W. De Mille Paramount
Only 38
6,000
r>prfl"-'t
*rpvp~tpd
calm
pint
becoming
DeMHIe
from
a bore.
Oregon.
Allied P. & D. .6.000
Cutts
Paddv Next Best Thing.. M»» Marsh
Thoroughly enjoyable. Chicago Herald Fxom.
Mae Marsh, winsome and fascinating. Boston Post.
S.nnn
Mort mer ... Universal
H. Rawlinson
Railroaded
Gl?dvs Walton ...Conway
Universal
4,940
Sawdust
F. Sun
O^od, is "icturps go. Bait. Post
If all rings true.
Kin*
Soecial Cast
Arrow, S. R. ...4.5R6
'un Dog Trails
17
Mabel Normand
R. Tones ..United Arti. ...S.°6fi
Suzanna
Pollard
Universal
Trifling With Honor ....Special Cast
7,785
Cleve. Np»'S.
r~r"mafic incidents.
Tense mp-'pnts.
5 onn
>T ot Credited Sanford S. R
P. Morrison
Western Blood
Paramount
6.00P
Woman Four Faces
Compson-D'x ... Brenon
Tuttle
Hodkinson
Glenn Hunter
6,000
Youthful Cheaters
Not»"""rthy.

Citv

T ack

Desert Pider
Devil's Partner
Divorce

Times.

entertaining.

Hoxip

Hoxie

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

;

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

—

Oklahoman.
Season's laughing sensation. Okla. City News.
Delightful.
5,000
Thos. Meighan ..Ralph Ince ..Paramount

Good story
Itching Palms

Law

—

Unbounded

Birmingham News.
of sea.
....Special Cast

—Posr.
5,000
—

satisfaction.

Home

F. B.

Paramount
6,000
Lawless
Fleming
D. Dalton
Unusual. Birmingham News.
Drawn out but exciting at times. Port. News.
Love Piker
Gold-Cosmo ...6,000
Anita Stewart ....Hopper
Fair entertainment.-— Bait. M. Sun.
Something for everyone. Amer.
Good entertainment. News.
Milwaukee Journal.
You'll love it.
Man Between
Finis Fox ....Assoc. Exhib. ..6,000
Special Cast
Man's Man
F. B. O
J. W. Kerrigan
5,000
McGuire of Mounted ...Wm. Desmond ...O. Appel ....Universal
6,275
Penrod and Sam
Special Cast
W. Beaudine .First Nat'l
Birmingham News.
Portrayal of life of an every day American.
4,932
Rapids
Harry Morey ....Hartford ....Hodkinson
Forceful energy.
Wilkes-Barre Post.
Film of Canada. Advt.
Self Made Wife
Universal
5,000
Special Cast
Dillon
5,160
Shootin' for Love
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick ....Universal
6,000
Skid Proof
.Charles Jones
S. Dunlap ...Fox
Toledo Times.
Thrills and action.
Birmingham Age-Herald.
Exciting.
Stormy Seas
McGowan-Holmes. McGowan ...Assoc Exhib. ...5,000
of

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Trilby

Young

Special Cast

7,302

First Nat'l

The picture is great.—Chicago Tribune.
A good picture, well directed, finely acted. San Fran. Chronicle.
Wierd and fantastic. Dallas Journal.
Powerful. Charlotte Observer.
Victor
H. Rawlinson ....Laemmle ....Universal

—

—

—

4,888

AUGUST

—

.

Henaberry ...Paramount

—

5,622
..5,000
6,000

—

S.

K. McDonald ....Shertzinger ..First Nat'l
6.000
Glengarry ...Special Cast
McRae
Hodkinson
5,800
Gripping tale. Bait. Times.
of
the
Movies
....Mary
Mack
MacDermott
.F.
B.
Mary
5,500
Thos. Meighan ...Al Green ....Paramount
Ne'er Do Well
7,000
Manv interesting situations. St. Louis Globe- Democrat.
Special Cast
Moody
Power Divine
Ind. Pict
4.920
Lunt-Palmerri ...Weight
Ragged Edge
Goldwyn
7.000
Ethel Clayton ....Ruggles
Remittance Woman
F. B.
7,000
Fvrevtional entertainment.
Columbia P. I.
Rip Tide
Special Cast
Arrow, S. R. ...6.270
J. Pratt
Rustle of Silk
Comoson-Tearle ..Brenon
Paramount
7 000
Well played.
Cleve. P. D.
Commonplace but fine cost. Cleve. News.
.Walter Hiers .... Henaberrv
Sixty Cenls an Hour
.Paramount
.5,632
First class fun maker.
Dallas Herald.
Refreshing amusement. Jr.
Madge Bellamy
Soul of the Beast
Jno. Wray ...Metro
6,000
Birmingham
One of luce's best.
News.
Tom Mix
Franz
Stepping Fast
Fox
4,608
Sunken Rocks
Alma Tavlor
Not Credited Burr Nickle ....5,000
Wandering Daughters ...Special Cast
Jas. Young ..First Nat'l
6,000
Striking study in contrasts.
Seattle Times.
Amusing, dramatic—Star
White Rose
Deirmster-Marsh Griffith
Griffith
10 834
Some excellent bits of acting in the production, & well worth seeing. Kan.

Man From

5,000

Carleton
F. B.
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R.

Special Cast

.

.

6,000

star

Dutchman
Forbidden Range
Flying

.

—

5,000

J.

.

—

Girl

picture.

.

Alden-Morey .... Not Credited .Truart, S. R. ..5. COO
Neal Hart
Not Credited Steiner, S. R. ..5,000
Fog Bound
Dorothy Dalton ..Willat
Paramount
8,000
Good entertainment. Bait. Sun.
Good mystery. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Fortune of Christina ....Special Cast
Not Credited .Playgoers
5,000
Fools and Riches
H. Rawlinson ....Blache
Universal
4,904
Girl Golden West
Kerrigan-Bremer .Carewe
First Nat'l ....7,000

—Phila.

Director

Special Cast

.

Empty Cradle
Fighting Strain

Stirring screen versions.

6,000

Brass Bottle

Neal Hart
Gentlemen O' Leisure ...Jack Holt

—

.

Length

Star

life.

—

—

Distributor

First Nat'l
— Phila. Tourneur
An exceptionally worthy
Public Ledger.
First Natl
Children of Dust
Borzage
Special Cast
— Birmingham News.
Human nature and glowing with
Children of Jazz
Storm .... Paramount
Special Cast
Interesting. — Wise. News.
Good entertainment. — Nor. Landmark.
Desert Driven
F. B.
Val Paul
Harry Carey
Harry Carey proves the man's
of screen. — Milwaukee Sentinel.

Feature

Length
Distributor
Star
Director
5,000
Russell
France ...Fox
J.
6.126
Preferred
Forman
Special Cast
Contains all the elements that appeal strongly to the M. P. fan. Roch. Jour.
Cline
First Nat'l ....5,163
Circus Days
Jackie Coogan
The greatest Coogan picture. Los Angeles Record.
Cast is well chosen and lends excellent support te lead. San. Fran. Call.
7,527
Common Law
Griffith-Tearle
Archinbaud ..Selznick
Assoc. Exhib. ...5.640
Destroying Angel
Leah Baird
...6.859
First Nat"'
Dulcy
Con. Talmadge ..Franklin
A splendid picture has been made of the stage's "Dulcy." N. Y. Times.
8.729
Fighting Blade
R. Barthelmess ..Robertson ...First Nat'l
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,000
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elson
....
8,197
Paramount
Hollywood
All star cast
Cruze
A delicious light comedv of motion picture life. San Fran. Examiner.
P.
7,415
B.
Human Wreckage
Mrs. W. Reid
J. Wray
A piercing photodramatic film that sets the nerves a-tingling. Syra. Tele.
Brought a storm of applause when last reei had been unwound. Cin. Post.
Should satisfy the most cynical audiences. Port. Oregonian.
Port. Telegram.
Full of action from beginning to end.
6,336
Collen Moore ....Reynolds ....First Nat'l
Huntress
11.250
Fox
Millarde ...
Special Cast
If Winter Comes
News.
Chic.
P.
field.
A remarkable and exceptional accomplishment in the M.
Does credit to the author. Salt Lake City Telegram.
A far abler piece of work than the stage version. N. Y. Even. Mail.
One of the fnest pictures the screen has ever shown. Chic. Post.
10,336
Gold. -Cosmo.
.Olcott
Little Old New York ...Marion Davies
One of the biggest pictures the world has seen. Balto. A-ner.
5,000
Universal
Parke
Milton SMls
Legally Dead
Feature

Wm.

Wind
Broken Wing

Alias Night

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

—

.

A tremendous hit. Brooklyn Citi7en.
Remarkable theme.
Unusual and original. Portland Oregonian.
Universal
Paton
Roy Stewart
Love Brand
Boston Post.
Fiery tale, one of best.

Man Who Won, The

.

.

of

.Dustin

Fox

Farnum

F. B.
Harry Carey
Hoot Gibson ....Sedgwick ....Universal

Miracle Baby, The

Out

—
—

Luck

—

—

—

Tel.

5.000

5,000
5,624
6,000
Blade.
6,574

Toledo
Trifle far-fetchpd.
Spontaneously funny. Seattle Times.
Paramount
Kolker
.Kennedy-Blue
Purple Highway, The
Provides an enjoyable picture. Balto News.
Par=mn"it
.Melford
Logan-Flynn
Salomy Jane
Fran. Bulletin.
Screen entertainment of good average quality.
Type of movie that will probably go on forever. N. Y. Telegraph.
."Vit Nat'l
Shertzinger
K. McDonald
Scarlet Lily, The
Fox
Chas. Jones
Second Hand Love
A touching little rural drama. Baltimore Sun.
Traversal
Wm. Desmond
Shadows of North
w ox
Blystone
Tom Mix
Soft Boiled
Chicago Post.
Its humor is clever and its plot is well worked oi't.
The picture is rather below the Mixian standard. Chicogo Journal.
Goldwyn
Hillyer
Special Cast
Spoilers, The
Every scene is a big scene. Syracuse Telegram.
.

—

.

.

.

6.270

—

.

16 nno
.5.000

.

—

.

—

—

One of greatest of
Tea With a Kick

Dispatch.

Lavish.

/

000
-0j4

S.028

—Journal.

year.
Dallas
Vic Halperin Aspic Exhib.
Special Cast
Kansas City Star.
Will give any audience an hour's good fun.

—

5

—

.

.

5.000

6.946
Goldwyn
Vidor
Special Cast
Three Wise Fools
A picture that will delight anyone who sees it. Seattle Union Rec.
The cast is a big and capable one.- Brooklyn Times.
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Citizen.
First rate.— Morn Sun.
Something in it for everybody.— Bait. American.
Not Credited .™a~">»"5. S. R. 5 000
«-wj-t Cast
Tinned Off
5.800
C. B. C
Rich-Percy-DaytonLeSaint
Yesterday's Wire

—

—

—

—

—

—
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FEATURE RELEASE AND REVIEW CHART— Continued

Star

5,134
Certainly entertaining.
Phila. Public Ledger.
Examiner.
entertaining.
Los
Angeles
Very
Many moments of suspensive interest in this picture. San Fran. Chronicle.
Seldom has such a star cast been brought together in one picture. L. A. Rec.
Los. Ang. Express.
It is a sumptuous production.
Chas. Brabin Goldwyn
8,010
..Special Cast
Six Days
heart gripping story.
Absorbing plot, amazing photography, superior cast
Newark Eagle.
Dramatic, absorbing and colorful story. N. Y. Even. Tel.
A stormily interesting picture.- JV. Y. Even. Journal.
.6.000
C. Maigne ...Paramount ..
Special Cast
Silent Partner, The
While the gist of the story is not original, it holds one's interest. -Balto. Sun.
Fox
7,809
Silent Command, The ..Special Cast
A straightforward melodrama. Chicago Examiner.
Moderately good entertainment. N. Y. Even. Post.
A fine work finely done. N. Y. News.
Not Credited .Sanford Prod. ..6,000
Special Cast
Souls in Bondage
Jerome Storm. Fox
John Gilbert
5,778
St. Elmo

—

—

Call.

—

Buck is a magnificent animal and an able actor.- Bronx Home News.
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson
Parke
Universal
5,000
The sort of picture which ought to go well in small towns. N. Y. Teleg.
Covered Wagon, The ...Special Cast
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount
10.000
The production is a big one in every way. Pitts. Chronicle Telegraph.
One of greatest in history of the film industry. Dallas News.
One of the best motion pictures ever produced. Dallas Journal.
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue
F. B.
6,051
Eleventh Hour, The
Mason- Jones
Durning
Fox ...

—

— —
—

.

JV.

Y.

.

Tel.

Will bring a long line to box office in spite of grumblings of critics.

—N.

—

—

—
—

Newmeyer
Harold Lloyd
Pathe
6,000
of Lloyd's funniest productions. San. Fran. Bulletin.
No detail that would add to its success has been neglected. Pitts. Chron. Tele.
JV. Y .Even. Sun.
If you're feeling bad go to see "Why Worry?"
Special Cast
Jno. Stahl .. .First Nat'l
7,000
Wanters, The
...Marshall
Hoxie
Universal
4,5)2
....
West
Jack
Where Is This

Why Worry

L.

10.000

O

6 000

F. B.

—

.

One

Goldwyn

—

—

Day

.

Call.

office receipts.

full

Y.

situations.

really

Y.

JV.

level

in

films.

A
A

rare accomplishment ;

JV.

.

—Chic.

—

—

—

—

Amer.

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

and sufficiently wel> acted. JV. Y. Tel.
Inspiration ... 13,:J00
King
Lillian Gish
N. Y. Telegraph.
interesting and well worth seeing.
Don't miss it. JV. Y. Evening Post.
'.inn
Gladvs Walton ...H. Blache ...Universal
Wild Party. The
United Artists .7.500
.Chan'in
of Paris,
F- Purviance
Rare in its natural rea'ism and forceful in every effect. JV. Y. American.
Paramount .... 7,076
Dwan
G'oria Swanson
Zaza
A carefullv made and splendidlv rast production. JV. Y. Review.
Tel.
IV. Y.
commendable.
An interesting picture and Miss Swanson's work is
Well directed, well edited. JV. Y. Tribune.
JV. Y. Times.
Excellent work.
flr"nr H" — e Nms.
Finest work of Gloria Swanson's career.
Attractively produced

White Sister, The
Good entertainment,

6.841

—

—

Woman

—

A

.

—

.

—

.

.

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

.

Baltimore Sun.
Will satisfy the most rabid sensation seekers.
Fine photography and scenic effects. JV. Y. Even. Post.
Well worth the seeing. JV. Y. Even. World.
Mystery, thrills and suspense in abundance. Bklyn. Times.
Not only a thrilling mvsterv picture, but a jolly farce as well. IV. Y. Trib.
E. Lubitsch .United Artists ..8,800
Mary Pickford
Rosita
JV. Y. Review.
An entertaining picture.
We need more pictures like "Rosita." JV. Y. Telegraph.
A beautiful picture, well acted and photographed. JV. Y. Even. Post.

—

6,500
7,000

City Star.

.

—

—

—Kansas

—

—

.Stiecial Cast
C. Badger ...Goldwyn
Red Lights
A thrilling mystery melodrama. Louisville Times.

Metro
Lee
T. Browning .Universal

.

—

.

—

.

.

story strength.

—

10.000

picture long to be remembered.
Portland News.
Dramatic, spectacular vivid. Seattle P. I.
ever
screened.
the
greatest
love
stories
Post Oregonian.
One of
Wonderful.- Oregonian.
Both elaborate and dramatic- Portland Journal.
Glenn Hunter ...Tuttle
Hodkinson
Puritan Passions
6,600
JV. Y. Telegraph.
Poetic and artistic, but a little too subtile.
Bernard-Carr
Badger
Potash-Perlmutter
First Nat'l
7 0C0
A fine mixture of comedy and pathos. JV. Y. Telegraph.
.

—

.

in

—

Y.

.

melodrama lacking

.

Star.

N. Y. Evening Post.
Universal
R. Julian
a credit to Universal and to the industry.
.

Jnl.

Tel.

first

A massive spectacle" gorgeously staged.
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry

F.

Dean

Priscilla

,

entertaining

.

Y.

JV.

film,

S.

Tod Browning joldwyn

Special cast
All star

—

see.-

failure

The

.

.

.

Faith,

Priscilla Dean is great!
Chicago Herald Exam.
The picture, ns a whole, is good of its kind. Chicago Post.
Eagle's Feather, The
Sloman
Metro
Special Cast
5,000
Eternal Struggle, The. .Adoree- Williams- R. Barker
Metro
7.374
Renee Adoree is charming. JV. Y. Tel.
Well Produced. Chic. Trib.
A better -than-average picture, cast with expert performers. Chic. Exam.
An entertaining melodrama.- Chicago Post.
Metro
Held To Answer
5.000
Special Cast
Shaw
In the Palace of the KingSpecial Cast
Emmett Flynnjoldwyn
Lights Out
.S=mtell
F. B.
7,000
R. Stonehouse.
Has a good amount of excitement & enoufh thrills to satisfy anybody. N.Y.Tel.
Long Live the King ....Jackie Coogan .5chertzinger ..Metro
10,000
Aoollo
Love Trao. The
Washburn-Forrest T. Ince
6,000
lr"t. DeGrasse ^''rst National
Br«imer-Moore
Lord of Thundergate.
First National .6,000
Meanest Man in World, .Lytell-Sweet-etc. Cline
A picture everybody ought to like. N. Y Telegraph.
Marshall
Universal
Men in the Raw
5,000
Jack Hoxie
Nilsson-Kirkwood Donald Crisp First National
Ponjola
Cruze
Paramount .... 7.O90
Ruggles of Red Gap .... Special cast
As pelasant a production as has ever been shown on the screen. Syracuse Tel.
Don't miss it. Chicago Post.
JV. Y. Even. World.
Is a picture that shouldn't be missed.
Amazingly amusing and extremely well ^'•ne. JV. Y. News.
6,000
Hoot Gibson ....Ed. Sedewick Universal
Ramblin' Kid, The
A good production. JV. Y. Even. Sun.
Shaw
Metro
5.000
Viola Dana ..
Social Code, The
The picture has interesting moments. JV. Y. Telegraph.
Universal
N. Ross
5,000
Welsh-Adoree
Six Fifty. The
Walsh-Love-Myerr,n=o D. Baker Goldwvn
Slave of Desire, The .
.SWidan Hall Coldwyn
7.017
. .Courtot-StrikerSteadfast Heart, The
5.08'
Fox
.Wm. Russ»ll ...Flood
Times Have Changed
Commonwealth 6.000
Clara K. Young Heffron
Wife's Romance, A

to

likely to

of

An

twists.-

pictures.

—

.

Desire
Drifting

.

will

else to

—

.

well knit dramatic yarn.

to

.

Distributor
Length
Star
Director
of Vengeance
Norma Talmadge Frank Lloyd First National ..9.893
Deserves the undeniable success with which it has been greeted. JV. Y. Rviw.
Bad Man, The
Holbrook Blinn
Edwin Carewe First National ..6,600

—

in

.

Ashes

—Portland Journal.
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan .Paramount
5,503
A picture that
be a moneymaker. — Los Ang. Herald.
—Birmingham News.
Many beautiful women
a story of new
Both interesting and entertaining. — Los Ang. Express.
—San. Fran.
Sure
rank high among the other successful
—San. Fran. Chronicle.
Worth missing something
Allure and suspense
a high degree. — Boston Post.
Excellent. — Trav.
Lone Star Ranger
Tom Mix
Fox
—N. Teleg. 6.000
Will not be
die of
box
of
Marriage Maker, The
Ayres-Holt
Wm. de Mille Paramount
Something alluringly different and
of compelling
— 6,295
Mothers-In-Law
York-Clifford-GlassGasnier
Preferred
6,725
One of the
worth while pictures of the season. —
Even.
An enjoyable
well directed, well acted. —
Even. World.
Main Street
Beaumont ...Warner Bros. ..8.000
Blue-Vidor
Return engagement hailed as out of ordinary event. —Seattle Times.
Proved as popular on return as capacity
run showing. —
Monna Vanna
Eichbere ....Fox
Lee Parry
8,000
Certainly deserves a place
the
—
News.
of good
—
A

.

Feature

—

.

.

OCTOBER

—
—

Sure cure for any one with an ingrown grouch. N. Y. Telegraph.
Full of interesting and highly amusing scenes.
N. Y. Even. Telegram.
Green Goddess, The
Special Cast
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn
9,100
Fine entertainment.
Washington News.
Gun Fighter, The
William Farnum
Fox
..5.000
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley
Universal
12,000
Proven one of the wonders of the theatrical season. N. Y. Even. Telegram.
Hell's Hole
Chas. Jones
Fox
5,000
Her Reputation
Special Cast
First Nat l
6,566
J. Wray
A very interesting melodrama. Baltimore News.
Filled with spectacular episodes that are well filmed.
Port. Telgram.

—

.

—

A fair entertainment. N. Y. Telegraph.
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
Metro
7.000
Miss Murra" is more lavish than usual. N. Y. Telegraph.
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont
Warner Bros. ..7 500
A good picture play. N. Y. World.

—

—

—

—

Y. Tel.

—
—Milwaukee Journal.
— A. Examiner.

—

—

—
—

—

Enemies of Women ....L. Barrymore ....Crosland ....Goldwyn
10,501
As fine an example of M. P. art at its highest as we know of. Harris. TeL
A lavishly sumptuous production. Newark Eagle.
Holds the interest throughout, superb photoplay.
A motion picture of exceptional dazzling beauty.
Exjles, The
Rubens-Gilbert
Fair Cheat, The
Breese Lytell-etc. King

—
—

Rather good.—Chicago Herald Examiner.
Niblo
Special Cast
Metro
Strangers of Night
8,079
There is "something doing" every minute. San. Fran. Examiner.
The production has charm and a certain distinction. Chicago Post.
Dix-Wilson
V. Fleming ..Paramount .... 7,035
To the Last Man
Too much killing in this picture it becomes gruesome. Ind. Star.
episodes
and
thrilling
action.
Wash. Herald.
Replete with startling
The picture is well worth seeing. Chicago Post.
A gripping story. San. Fran. Journal.
A corking good melodrama. Chic. Herald Exam.
Metro
5,150
Buster Keaton
Three Ages
The funniest thing I ever saw. Washington News.
Truart SR
Walthall-Lake
5,000
Unknown Purple
Universal
Gladys Walton
4,776
Untameable, The
Good entertainment for Walton: fans. St. Louis Post Dispatch.

—

Eternal Three, The
Special cast
M. Neilan
Goldwyn
An absorbing story centering about a problem in which all are interested.

—

—

—

Y. Even'. Tel.

Y.

—

&

—

——
N.
presented. — N.

—

—

>

finest story.

—

—

—

—

5.717

—

Select Cast
Frank Borzage First Nat'l ... 5.174
Jp,01 Desire
Bluebeards
Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson ..S. Wood
Paramount
5,960
many thrills, some pathos, much comedy.— Pittsburgh Press.
Satisfying flicker _drama entertainment.—Syracuse Telegram.
An interesting version of the French play. Wash. Even. Star.
Barefoot Boy ..,
All Star
^.Kirkland
C. B. C. SR ...5,800
° hn*y •••••
Hoot Gibson .. .-.
Universal
6,000
Broadway Gold
E. Hammerstein ..Dillon
Truart
6,814
nL?}°<irama n °t superior or inferior to most of them.—St. L. Post.
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount
7,413
Chapter in Her Life, A.. All star
Lois Wilson ..Universal
6,330
Well cast, well acted and well directed. Chic. Exam.
Cal] of the Wild, The ..Buck
Fred JackmanPathe
8,000
An excellent photoplay, amusing, pathetic, tragic in spots. JV. Y. News.

A superb & faithful picturization of Jack London's
Many sensational scenes. JV. Y. Evening Post.
One of the finest animal dramas which has been
An excellent picture. JV. Y. Evening Mail.

Length

Heerman ....Selznick
All Star
Rupert of Hentzau
Gives pretty good entertainment for the 10 reels. San Fran. News.
Metro
Viola Dana
Rouged Lips

Length

Distributor

Director

Distributor

Director

Star

Feature

SEPTEMBER
Feature

from Preceding Page

—

—

—

—

—

BRIEF CONTENTS OF ALL CURRENT NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS

and
Taft
Justice
States Circuit Court judges call on PresiBorah visits PresidentCoolidge Senator
Stinnes poses for camera men Prince Cae-

United
dent

Hugo

—

No.

1

:

Chief

—

Ambassador, returns to Washington
Dr. Adolf Lorenz works among criopled children
—Count Apponyi and daughter visit United States
Magnus Jdhnson visits New York
Senator
"Never stop" railway tried out in England Sarazen
defeats Hagan for United States professional golf
championship Laddie Buck joins Peter Pat at the
White House— Chicago Civic Opera season opens
tani,

Italian

—

—

United

cavalry end 300-mile hike through
sea battle with man-eating sharks.
No. 82: Forty perish
flyer falls in river
United States cavalry in
States

— Deep

desert

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

when

—

salutes Italian dreadnaughts
— Greek
—
Justice Taft and associates
White House
— Senator Magnus Johnson interviewed by newspaper

manoeuvers

fleet

f"hief

men

visit

—

ZR-1 lands for a few moments at St. Louis
American aid helps Japan Fall race meet opens at
Laurel, Md. 'International balloon race marred by

—

—

disasters.

KINOGRAMS

No.

2291:

David Lloyd George

—
— —

arrives in New York
San Francisco girls in rough
sea swimming race
Scenes of International hilloon
Shanghai oolice confiscate
race in which five died
opium Ten ton truck wrecks eierht ton bridge
California holds historic pageant
to juersrle.

—

— How
Five dead
California
—
pays

PATHE NEWS

tional

ba'loon

—

in Internaspectacular
staires
trihute to slain Italian mismake artificial ra n Mon-ster

No. 81:

race

pageant Greece
sion
French farmers
round wheeled tractor picks ur> logs Motor boat
does 15 miles in 13 minutes and 55 seconds Lloyd
George accorded enthusiastic reception in New York.

—

;

—

—

—
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THE MODERN THEATRE

GENERAL VIEW OF INTERIOR SHOWING STAGE AND PROSCENIUM ARCH

Odd

Design Made Peculiar Site an Asset
Egyptian Architecture Style

Grauman

s

Is of

popular conception of an
Egyptian style of architecture is
that it is coarse monotonous and
cold.
This is no doubt due to the fact
that the remaining examples of the
type have withstood the weathering of
centuries and are in ruins. Under these
circumstances the selection of such a
style for the

Grauman

theatre in Holly-

wood, Cal., is all the more remarkable.
But it has developed that the plan of
building that was used by the ancient
people of Egypt, is, in this instance, not
only unique but a real commercial asset,
as it has made an awkward site for a
moving picture theatre equal to the
street location.

made by the archirestorations of Egypof color decoration and the

Careful study was
tects of the

many

scheme
most accepted examples of such art
were used as a guide to the ornamentatian

tion of this theatre.
It was decided to
employ the architectural style of the

ancient Land of the Nile, for the interior as well as the exterinr of the thea-

last

week)

and the result was that a most harmonious color scheme throughout the
house was accomplished.
tre,

This unique architectural style not
only afforded a novel approach to the
theatre but it solved the problem of how
to advantageously overcome a very narrow frontage. In this manner it was
able to construct a very impressive forecourt in front of the theatre, which

commanded

attention

and stressed the

novelty of the general design.
In every respect, the Egyptian style
was strictly followed in the exterior and
interior design and appointments of the
Grauman Theatre. The only departure
from precedent, because of the fact that
the ancient model offered no similar
feature, was the organ screen in the
ceiling of the house.
But this was designed so as to have as nearly an Egyptian character as was possible under the
circumstances and at the same time to
fill

all

practical

modern

theatrical re-

quirements.

The utmost

to

Hollywood Theatre

(Continned from

rTIHE

Commercial Value

care

was exercised

in the

design and construction of the house to
insure perfect acoustic properties. The
roof was made to slope over the place
where the organ is situated, and thus
deflected the musical notes are sent
through penetrations in an organ screen
directly over the heads of the audience
and by these means a uniform and concentrated tone is afforded. Every other detail of construction has been perfected to insure the complete diffusion
of music with the utmost harmony.
As all the seats in the house had to
be built on a radii to conform with the
unusual style of architecture, the total
pitch of the seats from the back row to
the front row was 11 feet and 4 inches.
This, as may readily be seen, gives a
rather steep pitch at the rear of the
theatre, but at the same time an excelAfter the 1760 seats
lent sighting.
were installed, careful inspection proved
that not one of them was undesirable
from any standpoint, and that sighting
was as nearly perfect as possible from
each one of them. Therefore the ar-
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rangement and appointment of the seats affords
the utmost comfort and

of the world.
It is one
of
the
most conspicuous buildings in the

satisfaction to the patrons.
The illusion of a sooth-

famous

Film

City,

standing as it does on
the brow of a hill it is a
vertable temple to the
best in the motion pic-

ing Egyptian atmosphere
is well maintained in all
the appointments of the
theatre, but at the same
time not a thing has been
overlooked in the way of
the utmost modern conveniences.

ture industry.
In lighting effects the
theatre ranks with the
very best in the United
States.
The exterior il-

Smoking

lumination

is

effective

rooms, ladies' and gentlemen's rest rooms, telephone booths and a nur-

and yet perfectly harmonizes with the beaut\

sery for small children
in charge of a trained
attendant, are all there

building, and the interior
lighting scheme,
while

and

fitted

of

the

design

artistically

and equipped

of

subdued,

the

is

fully adequate.

The architects of the
with the very latest imTHE MAIN ENTRANCE PORTICO— COLOSSAL IN DESIGN
provements and devices.
Grauman theatre Meyer
The interior ornamentation of the thea- While the forecourt is artistic in the and Holler of Hollywood, Cal., were
permitted to have complete charge of
extreme, it is of practical value to a
tre is of course very much out of the
and supervision over the resigning and
motion picture theatre that is the last
ordinary as may be judged from the
word in modern construction art. It construction of the house and the selecphotographs which accompany this arThe employment of highly deco- not only has an irresistible appeal, with tion, designing and installation of all
ticle.
equipment and fittings.
its serenely shady nooks to the passerrative and elaborate motives used in
The result has been that harmony of
contrast with extremely simple and
by, but it is a commercial asset of a sort
design and appointment has been acplain surfaces, is a very effective reprothat does not in the least detract from
complished, as such things as the theaduction of the best of the ancient
the uncommon beauty of the theatre.
tre chairs, carpets, stage curtains and
Egyptian art of structure embellishIn this place are situated numerous
furniture were all designed within the
ment. This effect has been carried to
small shops that do not conflict with the
the theatre chairs, carpets, draperies,
stage
curtains
and in fact every
item of furniture and appointment, and
the result has been that a perfect harmony is maintained throughout the en-

house.
general plan> of the Grauman
theatre is in the main of a standard design.
It is of a megaphone type with
the entrance directly, off the forecourt
into an outer lobby and from thence into a curved foyer which extends from
one side of the theatre to the other.

tire

The

architects' organization.

artistic tone.

This

is

also true of the beautiful por-

the walls and nooks of which can
be used quite consistently for lobby displays and panels. The rear of the house
is also of practical value, besides being
as ornamental as other parts of the
theatre.
In this section there is ample
parking space for the patrons' automotico,

biles.

The

construction of this theatre

interesting,

inasmuch as

is

has no balfor a number of
it

cony. This called
structural members, and after considerconsideration it was decided to
able
have the members of both the upper
and lower roofs span lengthwise. It
was also found that the reinforced concrete arch was by far the more econamical and desirable than any other
from a number of view points.

In
effect

manner a decidedly pleasing
was attained in that the same

this

character of refinement is due tb the
fact
every detail has been maintained throughout the theatre.
An outstanding feature of the manner in which the problem of design was
approached is that the greatest care
was exercised to have highly decorative and elaborate motives employed in
contrast with extremely simple and
very plain surfaces.

Consequently both the upper and lower parts of the auditorium roof were
laid out to be carried by six arches in
each plane. All these arches have reconcrete beams and
framing into the bottom chords,
forming a rigid plane, and have
top chords standing free above
This method was decided
plane.
inforced

for a

number

slabs

thus
their
this

upon

of reasons, the principal

one being that periodic examination of
the structural members is greatlv facilitated, for the top chords are in the

open

air

and can be observed

at

any

time.
It

is

by no means

an

extravagant

of fancv to say that the Grauman
Hollywood theatre is one of the most
uniquely beautiful structures not only
on the Pacific Coast, but in any part
flight

DETAIL OF FORECOURT

ANOTHER VIEW OF FORECOURT
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Helps

It

"Fill the

House" and Brings Them Back
It's not the pictures alone that keeps your house full.
Exhibitors have learned that comfortable seats, good music,
pleasing decorations, and good service pay big returns. Good
service begins at the box office with

A BRANDT UNIVERSO
The Brandt has won its share of honors as an attraction.
it makes change in seconds without errors.
Your patrons
like

Pays

that.

instantly

any amount from one
key depression.
Ex-

to one dollar bv simple
hibitor's from Main Street to
'Jniverso.

Broadway endorse

Sent on Free Trial at

Our Risk

cent

Jse

•

the

BRANDT

ten days absolutely free. Convince
yourself of its time and money-saving
Then pay in easy installments if
qualities.
you wish. Satisfaction guaranteed.

MFG. CO.

it

Brandt Manufacturing Co.

$85.00

Dept.

Easy Terms

New York

Recent

U WATERTOWN,

WIS.

Address

Successes

Using

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN
Charles Chaplin's

Hunchback
Griffith's

Mary

Woman

of

Notre

White

^mvowvcetneftts

of Paris

Dame

Sister

/3/aisde//

Pickford's Rosita

Old New York
Covered Wagon
Green Goddess
Scaramouche

Little

Slide Pencils
[No. 168

Sixty-Five

Blue

Red

No. f69

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One

Black

Broadway, New York

Made
6 other

An

in
colors.

inexpensive

method of making
slides,

neat pencil layouts

and
decorative effects,

in colors.

3. Pull

TRIMOUNT PRESS
115

ALBANY

the strip
straight

away.

STREET

BOSTON MASS

PENCIL COMPANY

/3&/r/5/i^
^J/Ctl
(3 WK?/J
PHILADELPHIA

— U.S.A.

LEWIS

1896

1923

THEATRE BROKERS

AT YOUR

SERVICE

The

intelligent

service

we have rendered

BUYING
For Highest Quality

Offices,

Negative Developing, Printing, Tinting,

Toning
Titles

Accurately

Translated and Printed in All

1540

BROADWAY

Phone,

J.

New York

Fort

Lee

Offices:

Phone,

profession

has

Are

SELLING

Specialists.

LEASING

Consultations and Advice Free,

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
1002 Mutual Life BIdg., Buffalo, N.

Velvet and Velour Curtains

REELAB CORPORATION
—
LEE, N.

the

WE MANUFACTURE
STAGE SETTINGS — SCENERY

Languages

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
TO EXACTING CUSTOMERS
WEST FORT

to

by

thousands of our clients.
The same service will be given to you in
appreciated

We

Bryant

123

—4492

I

Dept. U. Water-town, Wis.
Send me without obligation,
complete description of Brandt
Universo, free trial offer and terms.!!

Jgntoltp Scenic gstfutuos
"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION"
New York

220 West 46th Street

City

REPEAT ORDERS
are ^roof of Satisfaction

Many hundreds

of theaters

have been using Columbia
Projector Carbons

exclu-

sively for years because

of

the steady dependable light

they yield

— inquiries cheerfully answered
with full information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

Inc.

San Francisco,

Cal.
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ROYERSFORD, PA.— S. Abramson,

Walnut

Theatre Construction

2313

Building Notes

Philadelphia has prepared plans

St.,

for a theatre to be erected on
owner Coane & Pizer.

Main

St.,

by

Homer

Favin, of Fairfield, has purchased
the Empress Theatre, Central City, Neb.,
from P. H. Hoppen of YorX.
William H. Hartung of Vancouver, B. C,
succeeds William P. Byrne ae manager of
the Orpheum Theatre, Omaha, Neb.

will
—
will
—
ROCHESTER, IND. — Charles Kreighbaum, owner of the Paramount, will build
a new theatre here soon.
SPRING VALLEY. ILL.—A theatre
seat 1000
being built here.
ONEIDA, N. Y.—At a cost of $250,000, a
Syracuse Oneida syndicate will build a hotel

PIPESTONE, MINN. J. DeBelser
new theatre here.
NORTH BE ML ORE. Robert Banks
erect a new theatre to cost $60,000.
build a

News
This Department is devoted to theatre building
news and publishes the earliest news obtainable concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,

where motion picture equipment

Midland Circuit of Theatres has leased
the Grand Theatre, at Walnut and .^anta

to

be used.

will

Fe

is

Sts., Salina, Kans.
Harold D. Barnes of Minneapolis, Minn.,
succeeds Joseph J. Jacobson as manager of

and theatre.

the Rialto Theatre, Clinton, la.

New

Theatres
ILL.—Pinkelman &

Statement of Ownership

Cory, c/o
ClljIiVCY,
Gen. Theatre, Quincy, will erect a theatre
on Washington Square. Architect Levine &
Rupert, 822 W. 70th St., Chicago, 111.
YORK, If. Y. M. Beck, 13 E. 67th
St., will erect a theatre to cost approximately $400,U00 at 302-12 W. 45th St. Architect G. A. Lansburg, 247 Park Ave.
BOSTON, MASS. Wm. R. Ross, 305 W.
42nd St., New York City, and Dr. I. P. Ross,
7 Chambers St., Boston, will erect a $200,000 theatre on Washington St. cor. Prospect,
Architect Arthur Rosenstein, 7
Boston.
State St., Boston.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. Plans are being
drawn by architect Seeburger & Rabenold,
1524 Chestnut St., for a theatre in this city.
Owner and location withheld. Architect
will take bids on general contracting.
MILWAUKEE, W1SC. Plans are being
drawn oy arcnitect Seeourger & ±iabenoid,

—

SEW

—

—

—

&

Center

c/o

by owner Vernon Realty

Sts.,

John

CONWAY, ARK.— S.

G.

Co.,

Milwau-

P. Fischer, 1359 41st. St.,

Theodore

and

Smith will erect a theatre in this
Lessee, Saul Harris of Little Rock.

city.

—

AUKl A\, MICH. New Family Theatre
Company plans to erect a theatre on South
St.
(GREENVILLE, MO. Greenville Garage
will erect an open-air moving picture theatre.
SIKESTON, MO. Work will start shortly
on a new moving picture theatre to cost

Main

—

—

approximately

$40,000.

—

TOMPKINS VILLE, N. Y. J. Whitford,
Staten Island Building, is preparing plans
for "a theatre to cost $75,000.
DALLAS, TEXAS Charles B. Cohen plans
to erect an open-air theatre, with seating
capacity of 400.
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. George Rollo is
contemplating the erection of a new moving
picture theatre.
PHILADELPHIA, O. New Philadelphia Amusement Co. will erect a four-story
theatre bulding. Address A. V. Avel, Mana-

—

—

—

NEW

ger.

IRWIN,

—Miller Construction Co.,
Pittsburgh, has contract for

PA.

Empire

Bldg.,
a theatre to be

owner

L. G.

DETROIT,

erected on Main

— A. Brandt, 1114
preparing plans for a mov-

MICH.

C.

Kresge Bldg., is
ing picture and vaudeville theatre,
erected

and May

at

for

St.,

Mannty.

be
corner Gratiot Ave.

Northeast

St.

to

—

CHARLOTTE,

N. C. J. H. Cutter plans to
erect a theatre on West Trade St., to be
known as the Mary Ann.
MUNCIE. IND. Andrews Enterprises,
Lyric Theatre Bldg., will erect a moving
picture and vaudeville theatre on Main St.,
to cost $225,000.
RICHMOND, IND George H. Muey will
erect a moving picture theatre at North

—

Eighth and

E

Sts.

—

DEL RAY, VA. Julian D. Knight has
contract to erect a moving picture theatre
on Mt. Vernon Ave.
HOISINGTON, KANS. Bert Baker contemplates erecting a theatre on Main St., to

—

cost $20,000.

LORAIN,

O.

—Plans

have been drawn by

Exhibitors
Trade
Review,
published
weekly at East Stroudsburg, Pa., for October 1,
1923.

STATE OF NEW YORK
COUNTY OF NEW YORK

|

Court Theatre, Auburn, Neb., has changed
Strand. R. B. Dennis is the

POTTS VILLE,
drawn by W. H.

—Plans

PA.

have

been

Lee, 32 So. 17th St., Phila.,
for a theatre to be erected by the Chamberlain Amusement Co., 46 W. Independence

;

3.

gees,

Oak Lawn

Theatre, 2916

Edwin C. Wright of
who recently purchased

Greenville,

Ohio,

the Strand Theahas sold same to E.
A. Petry of Hollansburg, Ohio.
C. L. McVet of Herington, has leased the
Hope Auditorium, Abilene, Kans.
Edward Salzberg, Hoisington, Kans., has
sold the Crystal Theatre to Leon White-

Union

tre,

City,

Ind.,

man.
Franklin Whittrnan of Wichita, Kas., has
leased the Cozy Theatre, Junction City,
Kans.

WELDED WIRE

amount of
West 52nd
West 39th
Woolworth

REELS
For Sale by

That the known bondholders, mortgaand other security holders owning or

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

1 per cent or more of the total
of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If there are none, so state.)
A. B. Swetland, 239 West 39th St., N. Y. C.

holding

amount

740 7th Aire.;

4.
That the two paragraphs next above,
giving the names of the owners, stockholdand security holders, if any, contain not
only the list of stockholders and security
holders as they appear upon the books of the
company but also, in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is
acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affi-

New

York

ers,

ff TICKETS
if

[

REGISTERS

World Ticket & Supply Co.,Inc.
1600 Broadway, N. Y.

knowledge and belief as to the cirand conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do
not appear upon the books of the company
as trustees, hold stock and securities in a
capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or indirect
ant's full

cumstances

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT

in the said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.
5.
That the average number copies of
each issue of this publication sold or distributed .through the mails or otherwise, to
paid subscribers during the six months pre-

Ratet

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per wordSpecial rates on long time contracts.

ceding the date shown above is
(This iformation is required from daily pub-

GEO.
day of October,

C.

CAMERA EXCHANGE

WILLIAMS,

Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh

1923.

(Seal)

HYMAN SCHLEIER,

Ave.,

Notary Public, Bronx County.

Shamokin.

MENASHA, WIS.—Plans have been drawn
by Hickey & Velguth, 211 Grand Ave., MilSt.,

New Oak Lawn

Avenue, Dallas, Texas, has opened under
the management of Jack Joyce.

Managers, None.
That the owners are: (Give names and
2.
addresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation, give its name and the names and
addresses of stockholders owning or holding

Publisher
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 5th

City.

Kinney Lloyd, manager of the Spade
Theatre, Dierks, Ark., has erected an airdome in the colored district south of the
railroad, and is conducting shows three
evenings a week.

Review Publishing Corp., 152 West 42nd St.,
N. Y.C.; Editor, ueorge Blaisdell, 152 West
42nd St., N. Y. C; Managing Editor, Eddy
Eckels, 152 West 42nd St., N. Y.C.; Business

liam

New York

its name to the
new manager.

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the
State and county aforesaid, personally appeared Geo. C. Williams, who, having been
duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is the Publisher of the Exhibitors Trade Review and that the following is,
to the best of his knowledge and belief, a
true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc., of the aforesaid puolication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on
the reverse of this form, to wit:
1.
That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business managers are:
Publisher, Exhibitors

lications only.)

St.,

his moving picture theatre.
R. A. Kirkman, Arapahoe, Neb., has sold
the Crystal Theatre to A. E. d'Allemand.

ss.

1 per cent or more of the total
stock.)
Geo. C. Williams, 152
St.. N. Y. C; Frank Meyers, 231
St., N. Y. C.
John P. Fernsler,
Bldg., N. Y. C.

of

Lyric and Yale Theatres, Anna, 111., have
been purchased by Rogers and McFarling.
C. W. Pixley, Whittier, calif., has sold

of

McFadden, 543 Broadway, for a moving
picture and vaudeville theatre, to cost $150,000, to be erected by L. G. Brady, 195 WilF. J.

Emory Hoover is the new manager
Luna Theatre, Logansport, Ind.

the

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF
AUGUST 24, 1912,

No.

20,

Registar's No.

New York Co.
No. 611, Register's No. 5558.
Cnrrimission expires March

York, N. Y.

Motion Picture
and exchanged.

Cert. Filed in

waukee, for a theatre to be erected at Tayco and Winnebago Sts., by owner Stock
company, c/o J. Lux, 628 Broad St., Menasha.

New

46.

rent.

30,

era

1925.

•

and

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for
Ruby Camof your wants.
Seventh Ave., New York City.

Portable

Keep us advised

Exchange.
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A

REAL
will

box-office

attraction, as

be demonstrated.

Lavishly

produced from the sensational new
novel that is taking the country by

The story that exposes
storm.
what's at the core of modern high
society.

Besides the principals named below, the cast includes Mahlon Ham-

Hale Hamilton, Mary Eaton,
Warner Oland, John Davidson and

ilton,

Lawrence D'Orsay.
Screen play by Monte Katterjohn from Arthur Train's novel
ADO

SAM

L

D

H

Z U ICO R

PRESENT

WOOD

BEBE DANIELS
DOROTHY MACKAILL

JAMES RENNIE
GEORGE FAWCETT
(2 (paramount Qicture

CHILDREN 5
CHILDREN

—
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CONTENTS

I

Lewis Stone

October

and

a

the

cornices

of

page are two striking examples of the Rex Inthis

SJ

Ingram touch. One stands for
the dominant but natural male
The other,
of the species.
charm, as portrayed by the
weaker gender. Together, they
represent master casting.
Both are seen here as they
from the pages of
stepped
Rafael Sabatini's famous ro"Scaramouche,"

mance,
their

bit

in

its

to

do

screen adapta-

tion.

Let us take them singly and,
still being in the first column,
us talk of Stone. Or rather
us talk of what Stone stands
for In divid uality.

let
let

one thinks of this sterling character artist one invariably thinks of his naturalness
and the distinctiveness of it.

No

1

•.,

delivers his

message

WHICH
"

brings to mind the
goal which has been set by

y

Monster Mass Meeting Of Theatre Owner!
fa.
Injunction Secured By Paramount
New Film Company In Denver
m,
Carl Anderson Buys Great Authors
*
Hays Returns Jubilant From Abroad
Fifty Theatres Named By Paramount
English Exhibitors Are Handicapped
Sol Lesser Back From European Trip
Vitagraph's President Sails For Europe

......

Theatre Activities In Canada
Exhibitor Doings In Seattle
Kansas City Creates Permanent Body
Sam- Warner Warns Exhibitors
"Playing The Ponies" Made Safe At Last

;

What

—the Individuality!
A

recent full page taxi cab
advertisement contained exactly thirty four words including
But
telephone
number.
the
that advertisement actually presented seven distinct arguments
as to why that cab service
should be used.
It was full of reader interest
because it was distinctive and
did not elaborate.

The

991

992
992
993
993
994
994
995
995
1000
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"Ruggles Of Red Gap" Said To Be Sure Cure
For Blues

Wagon" Makes
Great White Way

"Covered

976
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996
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1008
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1009
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Modern Theatre
Theatre Construction News

997
999
1001
1003
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1016
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delivers thousands of
distinct arguments for the welfare of the film business in the

same simple language.
It is full of reader interest
because it delivers those thousands of messages each week

Individuality.
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Attractiveness

ANALYZING

the charm of
Alice Terry is simple. Her
chart
runa
a
personality
straight elevating one to the
It
Power of Attractiveness.
is
a sort of "Come Hither"
power, which pulls people into
the picture with her and makes
them feel quite at home.
In spite of her frills and facial creams you know that beneath it all there is the Real
Miss Terry, the Alice Terry
of Queenly Dignity and withal
Mrs. Rex Ingram of the fireside.

Which thought carries us
back to shop talk. Back to an
argument that was served up
within our own little round
table several weeks ago.
The issue was that motion
picture business men, such as
exhibitors, producers and distributors, were far from being
connoisseurs of charm.
That's a rather high sounding
phase which means you were
not supposed to be able to recognize art and attractiveness in
a publication, because you had
never seen any!
1

1002

Picadilly Circus

EXHIBITORS TRADE

REVIEW

ivith

A

.For

EXHIBITORS TRADE
REVIEW. The goal, which

Carefully note on every page

989
989
990
990

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS

—
—W

the

already been attained if
we are to take the word of the
daily mail applause. .. .the avalanche of testimonials from our
exhibitor readers.

977
978
980
981
982
983
985
985
987

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS\

Holbrook Blinn Makes Good Bad-Man
Masters Of Battle Creek
Neilan's "Eternal Three" Said To Be Sure Cure

has

i

Film Shears Can Govern LXughs
From Medicj To Independent Distributor^:
Leave Blank For Title
fjjq.
?h
Old Lady Astor

He does not elaborate. His
screen language is simple.
He
looks the part and lives the
He

.

How Man With

Frontpiece "Long Live The King"
Leaders All
E. Shallenberger

with individuality.

.

•'

matter whether it is "Scaramouche" or "Black Orchids,"
Stone is always Stone.

part.

H
H

Distributors Oppose Mutual Contract Signing
Here's Big Reason Why Westerns- 'Will Never Die
Poppy Showgirl Discusses "The G(£ty Diggers"
»
You And I And Pictures
The Editorial Page

l

When

i

Alice Terry
and

;

EDITORIAL FEATURES,

Individuality

GRACING

27, 1923

Tj

VERY

time Uncle

Sam

un-

-*-J

loads our applause, we find
nine out of every ten of you
film men first appreciating the
Attractiveness of the EXHIBI-

TORS TRADE REVIEW.

Which proves that you are
connoisseurs, even if you do
hate to be called that. And we
are indeed thankful.
For it is the height of our
ambition to keep right on deserving the praise you are showering upon us and now, after
the test has been made; you
can

your

bottom
on
giving you the best art we have
bet

dollar
in

we

last

are going

right

us.
It is all

scheme

a general part of the

to be unique

and incom-

parable.
It is one of the links which
'ties up the thought of being indispensable.
It is a cog in the wheel of
satisfaction.
,

Primarily it is the pictorial
fundamental of reader interest.
the Attractiveness that
impresses you and leads
you later to our other pride
and joy
Individuality.
It

is

first

.

.

.

I
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THE POWER OF THE SANDMAN
has been said: "Uneasy Lies the Head That
Wears a Crown." But a little thing like that
doesn't seem to bother Jackie Coogan in his first
Metro feature. He just takes it off and lets the
Sand Man rule. Long Live the King! And that's
the title of his picture.
It

:

;

/
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Distributors
Practically

in

Office,

THE
through

simultaneously

names by

on salesmen the right

with

exhibitors.

company

the

affixing of
Responsible of-

Favor of Present System of Submission
With Speedy Reply to Exhibitors

Outside of the metropolitan district
the time limit is ten days for theatres
situated east of the Mississippi and
twenty-five days west of that river.

ficers of the distributors declare there
is no further
the part of
are hawking
the signature

reason for complaint on
exhibitors that salesmen
contracts after securing
of an exhibitor in a com-

munity.

There is agreement among sales
managers that the uniform contract is
working without friction. Also it is
stated that the instructions to salesmen
printed at the end of the contract are

being

heeded.
It
is
admitted, of
course, that the stipulation is not a
part of the contract.
Here is the paragraph in question

"Direction to Salesmen

;

While

salesman has every right to trade
among prospective customers to obtain
a

the best offer possible for his product,
after he has selected a particular exhibitor whose offer he believes to be the
best obtainable and takes a written application
from such exhibitor, he
should forward the application to the
office of his company and make no
further effort to sell the same service
to any other exhibitor until the application so forwarded has been duly rejected, accepted or withdrawn in ac-

cordance with

its

QNE

general manager last week
commenting on the time devoted

will

be

noted the language emThe
"should forward."

ployed is
value of the injunction, of course, depends upon the disposition of the man-

agement

to

back up the directions,

to

adopt disciplinary action against a subordinate who violates the instructions.
The main reliance of the distributors
for avoiding cause for complaint on the
part of exhibitors rests in the- eighteenth clause of the contract, wherein
is set forth the time in which the contract must be returned to the signer.
These specifications declare that in
the metropolitan district if notice of
decision is not sent by the distributor to
the exhibitor within seven days from
the date of its signing the application
shall

and

be considered to be withdrawn
deposit shall be returned.

any

in
in

the home office to the consideration of
contracts said it was almost the invariable rule to send out in the afternoon
all contracts that had arrived in the
morning mail. The only exceptions to
the practice was where there was some
unusual issue involved, in which case
twenty-four hours might be required.
One of the objections to permitting
salesmen to sign for companies that is
advanced by practically every distributing representative who discusses the
question is the constantly shifting personnel of salesmen, with the consequent
continual bringing in of new men.
It may be said, in fact, the foregoing is one of the more
vital of the
distributors
reasons
urged by the
against the adoption in this country of
the ruling which the First National has

put into effect in England.

^NOTHER

principal

reason

accept for issue productions not

made

their particular

the insistence of producers
representative who shal!
have full authority in accepting or re
jecting any contracts secured by the
salesmen of the company.
The distributors point out that in
circumstances such as these their company has nothing to say, that the representative alone has the power to ratify the agreement.
One of the developments noted by the
exchangemen in discussing the present
status of relations between exhibitor
and distributor is the greater care now
bestowed by exhibitors upon the examination of the terms surrounding a contract as compared with formerly.
In other days, it is said, many exhibitors were not in the habit of closely
scrutinizing a contract presented bv a
s"
salesman, as there were so many "if
in

is

naming

a

Home

between the signing and the execution.
Today, when some of the exchange
managers inquire from salesmen as to
the cause for delay on the part of theatre owners in signing a contract they
are told that there

is

present a sense of

which formerly was not

in evidence.

pHE

statement has been made that
exhibitors had been known to sign
up for more product than they could
possibly use, with a resulting tangle
when it came time to name playdates.
In opposition to this it has been reported that while the practice on the
part of exhibitors did exist nevertheless it was a necessary measure of precaution, as a theatre owner never knew
in signing a contract when he was going to get a reply from the home office
never knew when after waiting weeks
for a response and even perhaps had
played the first of a series of productions whether he was going to have delivered the remainder of the pictures
called for in the contract.
It is admitted that this situation is
materially altered for the better, and
that the added care given to the examination of contracts is a proof of it.
r

ad-

vanced by general distributors, by
officers of those organizations which

under the auspices of

terms."

to

responsibility

concern,

JT

192

of the Motion Before Industry

By GEORGE BLAISDELL

distributing
organizations
their officials are opposed

to conferring

27,

Oppose Mutual Contract Signing

Unanimous

to sign contracts binding the

October

gUMMING
tributor

up,

it

opinion
in favor

unanimous
method of approving

clear that

is

is

of

dis-

practically
the present

contracts, or "applications" in the terms of the uniform
contract, following the signing by the
exhibitor.
say "practically unani-

We

mous," because one company did not
care to be quoted.
The majority of exhibitor opinion
favors a change in the practice so that
the deal would be closed at the time
the exhibitor decides to buy, that he
may enter the proceeding upon his
proper books and so far as reasonable
promptly proceed to "forget it."
You never can tell about the film
business.
It is admitted by both sides
of the uniform contract negotiators
that the document is not perfect and
that it will be changed as experience

—

dictates.

Another "convention" may

bring a change more in line of that
which the majority of exhibitor opinion favors.
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Here's Big Reason Westerns Will Never Die
Darley of Atlanta Goes After the Kids and Proves His Efficient Formula:
Action Pictures Reeking with Heroism

TT^HE

boys come in in their shirt
sleeves about half the time," said
Mr. N. V. Darley, manager of the
Alpha theatre in Atlanta, Ga. "They
feel pretty much at home at all times

Bv

ANNA AIKEN PATTERSON

"Some

they do.
The entire house is
filled with children most of the time,
although Mr. Darley has his faithful adult patronage, too.
But the
children go to the Alpha when they will
not go anywhere else.
The Alpha
draws more children than any other
theatre in town.
Mr. Darley himself is the reason. He
understands what the boys and girls
want.
And he promptly gives it to
them.
Naturally they come back for
more.
Let an observant person stand in the
door of the house and look at the audience for a few moments. Boys and
girls ranging in ages from seven and
eight to sixteen and eighteen years,
comprise the audience. As the manager has pointed out, the children feel
Many of the boys are in
at home.

ly

doomed to death, and clap franticalwhen the heroine is rescued from

impending danger

in the

nick of time.

A/TR. DARLEY knows what the children want. He lets them enjoy it
in their own way.
Mr. Darley has to keep on the alert
every minute of the day to accomplish
It is no easy matter to
his purpose.
keep children interested and coming
But this
back for more every day.
man does it.
He changes his program daily.
There is something new for the children all the time. This plan of work
means unending effort, constant attention.
Mr. Darley has studied his
young patrons and ever since 1916,
when he took over the management of
the Alpha theatre, he has been giving
the boys and girls a different program
every day and has been drawing crowds
that have amazed his competitors.
"Children want action stuff," he said.
"1 have seen a group of boys,
yes, and girls too, come by
the theatre, study the pictures
out front, and have heard

them say

— Aw,

that's a lot of

ole love

stuff.

Let's go see

some fightin'.
"They don't want the

about

Children are,

in

mean

'lovo

their

chil-

—these

all
kinds, and learn
tricks in that way.'
But

people forget the one big esthat children invariably side
with the good element in the picture.

sential:

"They

the cowards and the
are anxious that the
wrong doers be punished. And that
is why the instinctive sense of justice
and fairness in every boy and girl responds to the action picture the western melodrama."
detest

cheats.

They

—

The funny part about it
grown people really like the

that the
action pic-

is

Mr. Darley tells an
amusing story of the effect of a wild
west picture on a group of ladies.
They had come down to review Ruth
Roland's serial, "Ruth of the Range."
to see if it would be suitable for use in
the
children's
matinees which are
given, under the auspices of the Better

tures, themselves.

N. V.

DARLEY

Mgr. Alpha Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.

door pictures.

And when

I

show them

a picture where cowboys race their
horses over miles of open country they
are thrilled, they love it.
"They will see the same old picture
over again and again. I can bring a
Bill Hart picture to the house that has
had as many as fifty runs in Atlanta,
and the kids will flock to see it."

DARLEY

has appealed to the
best in children.
Boys love action
pictures because they themselves are
j\/[R.

active and restless
they
the wild west pictures because
right invariably triumphs over wrong;
the hero is always good and strong and
essentially

;

like

ably defends the
villain the villain
;

weak and
is

slays the
a dreadful wretch

Films
committee,
morning.

every

Saturdav

The first episode was shown, and
the ladies were "excited to death" and
begged to see the rest
They enjoved
!

it.

They laughted and

The

clapped.

appeal of the picture got over to them
just as it does to the children.

HAVE

not had such easy sailing

as you might think," said Mr. Darley "I have always had children com-

ing to my theatre, but I have had keen
competition and hardly knew how to
meet some of it. For awhile the teachers and the preachers and the Better
Films people didn't approve of my

house and

my

pictures.

"The teachers told their children not
to come to see 'such foolish pictures' as
I was showing.
The preachers called
them 'mush and nonsense.'
But the

jus

Automobile

Alpha Theatre
'

fo Days

j

W&> BiD

children kept on coming.
"I know that it is
better for children
to see action pictures
than for them to see
so much of this sex
business
that
is

shown

so often.

I

never show a picture
in my house that I

would object for

own

the
main, lovers of action, of outstuff!

to

and rascals of

their shirt sleeves.

is

object

—

And

They
noisy during exciting scenes.
shout their approval when the villain

people

dren seeing a western picture," said
Mr. Darley, "on this argument 'It
teaches them about bad men.
They
see people shot and they see thieves

at the Alpha."

All of them are at ease. They laugh
and applaud unrestrainedly. They are

who ought to be slain, and the boys
have a justifiable pride in the invincible hero who always "gets his man."

little girl

my

to see.

She comes as often
as she likes."
Mr. Darlev

is

in-

—

!

October

;
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come
C HILDREN
good out-door

PICTURES

will
to
picsee a
of the type of Vitagraphs latest western spec-

"Pioneer Trails" appeal
no less to parents, teachers,
and Better Films Committees, because of their his-

"Pioneer

Trails"
as
as fifty times, because
satisfies their Testless deit
sire for excitement, thrills
It appeals to
and action.
their sense of justice, because right triumphs over
ial

of the type of

*

ture

many

torical value in teaching the

interesting
story
of
the
early pioneers who settled

our country, and because
they depict the scenic grandeur of the Great West.

wrong.

deed the children's friend. He has
thought of them as he planned his
work. He is a man with an ideal and
with the push to put over and make an

He
actual fact the dream that is his.
wanted the patronage of the children.
And he got it.
He wants them to see clean, breezy
pictures, and he shows only that type.
But what a mountain of work he has
His advertising
piled up for himself
must appeal to the exacting taste of
his young patrons.
His pictures must be of the type that
draw the boys and girls, and yet must
But he has
be different every day.
!

He

succeeded.

has

won

the children,

and by degrees, the preachers and the
And the Better Films comteachers.
mittee

actively cooperating with him.

is

"The Better Films committee puts
on a program down here every Satur"The way we
day," said Mr. Darley.
happened
is

to

get

to

I enjoy it. It gives me a mighty fine
feeling to look over the audience and
see the house full of kids having a
thoroughly good time."
It is a rare character that can stick

But

Do You Want
Audiences?
-L

to

draw the

their

parents,

you want

If

ONE

day the president of the comI knew
mittee came in to s,ee me.
who she was, and I was feeling
pretty sore from all the slams that the

and members of the
Films
Committee,
Better
you must see, that your programs feature the triumph

week had brought me, so I said
'Madam, if you have come down here

of right over might.

I

must

my

tell

my

theatre

will not

do any

pictures and

you that

it

good, I believe,' but she interrupted me.
" 'My good man,' she said, 'I have
come to compliment you. For the
past month I have had two ladies come
I wanted to
in this show every day.
see for myself whether or not you
were showing objectionable pictures.
And the report is very favorable. The
two ladies have become regular paThey see nothing to object to
trons.

— much

to

commend.

And

I

there,

care

and
if

wouldn't
they knew.

—

—

cut of business.

The Alpha is not a wonderfully
handsome place. It is not unusually
comfortable.
There are half a dozen

teachers,

houses in Atlanta with better lighting,
better seats, more room, better neighborhood, but not one with better management or with programs better
suited to children.
Not one can reach
the children as Mr. Darley reaches
them.

Read what Mr. Darley
says about his
theatre,

where

little

his

Atlanta
balance

With a straight business policy, a
clear vision, and the executive ability
to put his plans into effect Mr. Darley
has won his game.

sheets are making his competitors green with envy.

Other houses may have marvelous

noteworthy in view of
the fact that he changes his
programs daily, and charges
only five and ten cents.
It is

—

Mr. Darley has
People have accused him of all

to his original ideal as
clone.

kinds

of

ridiculous

EXHIBITORS

things.

For

more beautiful appointments, and better equipment, but the
Alpha, rather small and unpretentious,
has something bigger a man at the
head who runs his house for children
and who has won their confidence and
their patronage.
Perhaps the majority of exhibitors
cannot or do not want to imitate Mr.
Darley's policy of going after one hundred per cent, children.
But there is something about this
man's management that can prove a

orchestras,

want

your cooperation with the Better
!"
Films movement.' And she got it
Since Mr. Darley believes so sincerely in his pictures and in the children who see them it is not unnatural
that he feels a deep personal regard
for his audiences.
"I often stop the
kids as they come
out of the theatre and
ask them how they
They
liked the show.
tell me frankly, too
I go in and look at
the picture with the
children.
Of course
they don't know I'm

houses, better equipped and
better situated, cut their regular
prices in order to get the Alpha
patronage.
Mr. Darley kept serenely
on with his favorite type of pictures
.breezy
westerns,
clean comedies,
action serials
his price at 10 cents,
and the other houses failed to put him

action,

youngsters,

to criticize

QTHER

suspense,
thrills, says N. V. Darley.
Give them the great western
dramas which are replete
with exciting plots, hair
breath escapes, and gripping
complications.

working together

funny."

manager.

HEN YOU MUST give
them

phone

—

Children in Your
'"p

man called Mr. Darley on the
and indignantly demanded to
know if he was trying to wean the
children away from their churches by
showing Catholic pictures.
In one
scene in one picture there had been
shown a girl who wanted to go into a
Catholic convent.
She didn't even get
there.
She just wanted to. And then
a torrent of abuse absurd and outrageous, of course, but annoying just the
same came down on the head of the
stance, a

in-

may well learn from Mr. Darley
that in booking a production with the pictorial
"Pioneer Trails," they are apVitagraph's
value of
pealing to young and old alike.

lesson for any exhibitor anywhere and is
well worth trying in

almost any

commun-

ity.

And

his formula is
that it is
striking. Get down to
children's
level
the

so simple

and
give
them just what you
wanted
when you
were their age.
yourself
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Poppy' Showgirl Discusses Gold Diggers
4

Wonderful in the Movies But a Farce in Real Life, Says Chorus Lady,
Adds it is Not Being Done This Seasoji

DEAR

Damsels in Distress, for
such you will be after seeing
"The Gold Diggers," which is
just another good picture misunderstood.
It tells you all about the girls
who take all they can get and give
nothing in return.

And

some reason unknown to
science they seem to be quite successful and get away with it. In fact, they
for

are so successful they may easily cause
suspicion. Of course, in the picture it is made plain that they are all
sweet, innocent girls trying to get along,
for the principal one even has a mother

much

to

watch over

her,

which

just as

is

it

She is a good, sweet, broad-minded
mother, and she only makes her appearance when her woman's intuition
prompts her that all is not well with
her daughter.
After you have seen "The Gold Diggers" you find no reason for not being
one yourself.
Let's see how it was
done in the movies and we

will try to

follow in like footsteps as close as possible.

Of

course you must be beautiful.
You will then go modestly to Mr. Ziegfeld and explain to him that you are
from the country department store or
factory, whichever

it

may

be.

If you tell him you are from a convent or college he will think you are
getting ritzy. He specializes in country
girls, for as he often has been quoted,
he loves to educate them in his own
fashion, such as
how to
eat, how to walk, where to
walk,
what to do for
freckles, double chin, gout,
rheumatism, etc.
If you are a redhead, an
Egyptian or a blond you
:

step to the head of the
class and have one slice of
pineapple. To make a long
story short, you find out

you are an undecided brun-

Then he

will

offer

you a position with five
hundred other girls on the
same list and you should
consider yourself flattered.

XJE

tells you they are all
so beautiful that they

would turn Cleopatra, Du
Barry and Martha Washington green with envy, but
he picks you because you
are a type. After that
speech you probably take
whatever position he has to
offer.

You

One

of the beauties

JX

whose charm enhances

the current Apollo Theatre
attraction, "Poppy."'

what you can do
tainment, which

is

in the line of enter-

something

like this:

fort}- back kicks,
fifty splits,
eighty
back bends, ninety cart wheels. Sing
up and down the scale one hundred
times and recite the Gettysburg speech.
Then you are told you will receive
thirty-five dollars a week, and if you
are real good you will get a bonus

every other year until you get seventvdollars, and if in that time you
have not been married and divorced a
couple of times don't blame anybody
but yourself.
Oh dear, forgive me. I'm going way
ahead with my story.
Here we are
back at gold digging, whether it be
"Follies of the Day" or Ziegfeld Follies" you must be on the stage, for in
five

should be.

ette.

By HELEN MIADE

then have to show

way you attract attention either
by your hair, your dress, the way you
walk or whatever may appeal to "the
dear boys, be they young, middle age
or Santy Claus type.
that

Who

the picture they were either banklawyers, doctors or bootleggers.
They forgot to mention whether their
wives went to Europe or China.
And when the curtain was lowered
on the finale they all yelled and cheered
ers,

I could
if they were at a ball game.
almost hear the director say, 1-2-3
ready "Hurrah for the Follies!"
Hope Hampton didn't pick any one
from the audience for her gold digging.
Maybe Ziegfeld told her it wasn't right
to make dates over the footlights.
She fixed it so her sister could marry
the man she loved, and thereby gain for
herself a perfect Prince Charming even
after she played him for all he was
worth.
Not forgetting Louise Fazenda, who
captured the man of her dreams and
even trained him to take care of her

as

—

pet pup.

Now

what more can you expect ? But
you think the gold digging ended
That's
there you missed your guess.
how they do things in the movies. They
always use discretion. But take warnif

ing,

it

You

won't work in reality.
can't get an apartment on the

Drive or Fifth Avenue, own a real car,
have a couple of maids and some odd
jewelry, four or five fur coats, not forgetting to support mother on only sixty
dollars a week.

I

F you

have a friend

who

tries to tell

you that she gets all these things,
just by gold digging, and the man just

company because she can
speak on any subject, and she knows
the art of attracting men by her charming personality and beauty, ask her
loves her

what she is trying
buy zny of it.

And when

to

sell,

the right man
to receive

be happv just

and don't

comes along
a box of

candy and when he starts to give jewelry you know- he's up to something.
Let us hope that it will always be
the highest tribute that can be paid to
a girl to ask her hand in marriage. Just
like in the picture, for
you can fool some of
the people all of the
time, and all of the
people some of the
time, but you can't fool
all of the people all of
So said old
the time.
P. T. and he sure said
something.

Gold-digging

is

all

movies,
and I enjoyed it ima
mensely,
but it's
farce in real life.
right in

I

the

know

—

I tried

it.

:
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offices

of

Associated

tors are guilty as accomplices in receiving the film if it was shipped into

England there
has been forwarded a photograph
taken on the Leviathan on its arrival
on the other side on September 14. It
shows three fellow-passengers on the
big ship, two of them well known inFirst

in

state by a common carrier, but
the guilt does not extend to the exhibitors if the film was brought in by
automobile or by a passenger on a
this

common

ternationally in the film world.
The tall figure to the left is George
Harvey, the American Ambassador to
Great Britain. Next to him is Will
H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors, and
at the right is Sol Lesser, vice president of Associated First National.
Mr. Lesser arrived home October
next day started for
15, and the
the First National conference in West
Baden, Ind.

T

WILLIAMS

D.

left

SHAPIRO,
y ICTOR
Ampas,

president of
the advertising men
connected with the film business in
the east, received postcards from Los
Angeles greetings from the Wampas,
studios, the actors and the climate.
The mention of that latter factor in
the quartet of greeters indicates that
Vic has been lending an ear to some
purring transplanted propagandist.
Heed not the honey tongued. He
the

New York

for Chicago, to be
gone for a few days. He said it was
just a little business trip, but his golf
clubs were stowed alongside his traveling bag.
The head of Ritz Pictures intended

would

thing connected with Ritz was progressing smoothly. He
added it was not his intention to begin active operations
until the various factors that would enter into his campaign

£]DWIN CAREWE
where he

to shoot.

sailed

October 13 for the other

will begin preparations for filming

s^de,

"The Son

of the Desert," an adaptation of the story by Louise Gerard.
Mr. Carewe's headquarters will be at Biskra, in Algiers,
at the gateway to the Sahara.
The producer will be followed shortly by Bert Lytell.
Claire Windsor, Rosemarv Thebv. Walter McGrail, Mon-

tague Love and Paul Panzer. The company expects to be
back in New York about February 1.

^LSO

accompanying Mr. Carewe's party will be Peter
who has been engaged to do specal public'tv
Mr. Milne has had wide experience in motion pic-

Milne,

work.

ture writing
scripts

and

—

in

reviewing for business journals, in writing

in editing film.

We

desire to convey just a word of warning to any of
those wild boys of the desert who may be momentarily misled by Pete's mild appearance and who in a spirit of sympathetic hospitality to a stranger may decide to take him out
and show him a bit of entertainment.
If they do they are going to be disappointed, also momentarily.
They'll enjoy the party, but Pete will do the

showing.

N

C, pictures of the Dempsey-Firpo fight rewere shown, the exhibitors disregarding the warning issued by the Federal district attorney to the effect that
prosecution would follow any violation of the law.
As the film was not brought into the state in a "common
carrier" it is contended there was no violation.
"There is a loophole in the law," the district attorney is
quoted as saying, "and as I construe the statute the exhibi£

Raleigh, N.

cently

you

real estate.

FRIEND

back in New York on October 17 and to sail for
England three days later. According to present plans he
will be away from his office for six weeks.
Mr. Williams said before leaving for Chicago that every-

and ready

sell

just returned
tensive travel in South

to be

all set

from the exhibitor
seem to be worth

looking into.

October 13

were

carrier."

All of which,
viewpoint, would

countries has a suggestion for directors.
pocketknife and carefully removed the

from exAmerican

As he opened
tip

from

a

a
cigar

prior to lighting he said
"Why do directors permit a player to bite off the end of
a cigar and reject the tip instead of using a knife or some
convenient substitute? The lighting of a cigar in South
is a ceremony, and the manner in which down
there they sometimes see it done on the screen in American
films is offensive to them."

America

here we express our regrets at our inability to
accpet an invitation extended to us in formally
printed message worded thus:
"You are cordially invited to attend the inaugural performance of the Lexington Theatre, Lexington, North Carolina, Monday evening, October the Fifteenth, 1923. at 7
o'clock." Inclosed was the card of Henry Branson Yarner.
are sure the occasion was a notable one for Colonel
Varner, for his fellow-citizens, and for Lexington.
extend our felicitations to the president of the North Carolina organization, and in these we are sure we will be
joined by the host of the Colonel's exhibitor friends
throughout the country.

J?IGHT

We

We

Q NEa oflong time

the best things in a publicity way we have seen
is a sample of "Key City Feature Service," issued by First National and edited by Lynde Denig.
in

composed of Hollywood news, gossip and humor and
in 400 words. The articles are written by Matt
Taylor. They are sparkling and breezy. They are supplied
to one newspaper in each city. The items are not confined to
First National players, but take in the whole range.
Nine installments have been issued, and alreadv the articles are appearing in newspapers in twentv large cities
and thirtv smaller ones. Here's a paragraph from Sample
No. 5:
It is

is

comprised

"Anna O. Nilsson

cut her hair short to play in 'Ponjola'
let his grow to appear in
'The Fighting Blade'
Soon every movie player will have
his or her private barber.
.Speaking of barbers, Thomas
H. Ince is going to screen 'The Barber of New Orleans.'
....And that's quite a job
Putting a barber in the
Silent drama."

and Richard Barthelmess
.

.
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Out

argument against the admission tax in Mr. Vyne's letter
than he possibly put forth on the single tax question.
The admission tax is a condition and the single tax is a

in 'The Sticks'

for a moment, you men of big business, sit in and
listen to the story of N. A. Vyne, exhibitor of Camp
Verde, Arizona. It is not a tale of a two-thousandseat house equipped with a triple installment of projectors, with an orchestra of twenty fine musicians and a fifty-

JUST

thousand-dollar organ.
It is a simple story of a motion picture show in a community of 125 souls, with a few scattering cattlemen on the
fringe'.
It is a story of the influence for good exerted by
this still new world entertainment, which in battered tin cans
carries its message of cheer and enlightenment, of throngs
and higher civilization, to the most sparsely settled country.
In Camp Verde the motion picture show of Mr. Vyne is
the only amusement barring an occasional dance which
makes it possible to retain farm and ranch labor in the
country, "as we are far off in 'the sticks' " as our correspondent expresses it.
Neighboring points make strong appeals to Mr. Vyne to
put on a show for them at least once a month, but "the
United States license tax puts it out of the question."
"The screen is the only thing showing us how the rest
of the world lives," writes Mr. Vyne. "I own my own hall
and equipment, and would have been bankrupt long ago
but for that. I use Delco Lighting and Edison lamp.

Mr. Vyne eloquently describes that condition as it
community and his neighboring communities,
describes it in a way that a Congressman can understand,
where with the latter a theory will remain a negligible
theory.
affects

\

his

quantity.
It is the difference between a situation that demands concrete action and a proposition thai at the most merely will

provide ground for academic discussion.

The motion picture in Camp Verde is a power for good,
and its retention in that isolated spot is threatened by the
handicap imposed by the admission tax. That is the message Mr. Vyne may send to Washington, and we are sure
it will not fail to impress the Arizona Representatives and
Senators.

As to 'Blue Laws'
in sympathy
PRESIDENT COOLIDGE

is
with the
for stricter Sabbath observance, declares a
special dispatch to the New York World from Wash-

movement

"neighboring" points,

ington following the call at the White House of a delegation representing the Lord's Day Alliance, claiming a membership of 25,000,000 in seventeen denominations.
The story sets forth that the approval by the President
of the Alliance stirred more interest in the capital city
than any other recent White House development.
The President was asked by the delegation as one of
four requests to favor a "better" Sunday for the District.
Members of the delegation are reported to have laid
emphasis on not favoring "blue laws," but as wanting the

places from which come the demand for one
showing a month, the farmers and ranchers are complaining that their young people are leaving for the cities, where
their parents cannot guard them.

Sabbath made a day of rest for the working man.
"Blue laws" is a relative term. To a large proportion
of the community any measure preventing the showing of
motion pictures on Sunday would come under the heading

and county licenses and admission tax
over 45 per cent, of my net profits. The income just about pays my wife's wages as ticket booth
employe, with nothing for myself or pay for the investment
of some $2,500. I am not dependent on it, however, for my
living, as I own my own ranch."

"The

take a

national

little

Mr. Vyne
in

tells

how

in

what he

calls

those

causing considerable worry among parents," Mr.
"I cannot understand the stupidity of our legsays.

"This

Vyne

is

of "blue."

To

a smaller

number

would be failure
hue in the shutting

of others there

islative bodies."

to detect anything resembling an indigo

It is the common people who fill the picture shows and
carry the tax burden, declares Mr. Vyne, while the heavy
taxation makes for poorer pictures, and the communities
pay a heavy penalty in morality for the comparatively few
dollars the United States and counties get out of it.

down of Sunday newspapers or street cars or the closing
of drug stores.
The Lord's Day Alliance is an active, militant organization.
One of its best little pets is a closed motion picture
theatre on Sunday.
Washington seems to provide an excellent entering wedge
for the shafts of the reformer.
It was that way during
the war in the matter of statute book prohibition, and the
protagonists of that achievement have not forgotten with
what ease seemingly large things may be accomplished when
so many small men are "gathered together."
The activity of the Alliance probably is causing concern
In a smaller
to exhibitors in the District of Columbia.
way it may be worth the cognizance of theatre owners
throughout the country.
If there is any one incident needed to lend zest to the
coming meeting of exhibitors in Washington on the 30th
of October the activity of the Alliance well may supply it.
Twenty-five millions are a lot of people, whether the
Alliance represents that number or not, but it does not
represent a majority of the citizens of the United States

a detached viewpoint Mr. Vyne brings to exhibitor
Isolated as he is, he sees things in a light different from that which guides those of his confreres in the
It is

problems.

crowded

cities

and towns.

The Camp Verde

exhibitor agrees with the politicians in

that in order to relinquish the taxes that weigh
so heavily on the theatre owners there must be a substitute.
His remedy for inflated building rentals and the

Washington

high prices of business sites is the panacea so vigorously presented by the late Henry George and before him
John Stewart Mill and Adam Smith, the latter of whom

Mr. Vyne quotes.

"How

often does it happen that site owners crowd up
as patronage increases with showman ability until
"Increase of
the exhibitor sees red?" inquires Mr. Vyne.
patronage benefits the site owner more than the exhibitor, although the credit belongs entirely to the exhibitor."

rents

Without entering into a discussion of the benefits to be
derived in the way of equalizing taxation through assessing all land without regard to whether there are buildings on it or not we are convinced there is more solid

and far from it.
There should be some means adopted of making effective
in Washington the voice of a majority of the citizens of
the country regarding the question of Sunday amusements
at least the majority should have a chance to discuss the
question and decide it on merits, not prejudices.

;

How Man With
Wherein

Is

Film Shears Can Govern Laughs

Revealed How the Production Editor Can 'Make or Break'
Comedies by Sustaining or Hacking Gags

THE
strong

By

old saw that "a chain is as
as its weakest link" loses
nothing of its old time force when
applied to the motion picture.
In the production of a picture everything, each step and process in its mak-

T.

J.

CRIZER

Production Manager and Editor
Hal E. Roach Stirlks'

C HORT

comedies place a greater burden on the editor than do feature

ing, is important.

length plays. In the short picture a lot
of ground" must be covered in limited
There is no time for scenes
footage.
which simply build atmosphere or
All that must be done in
character.

start

action.

Therefore, we may
with the assumption that photoplay editing (the assembling of the
various scenes and sequences in their
proper order) is an important step in
photoplay production.
It is not extravagant to assert that
many pictures have been "made" in the
cutting room.
In fact this very thing
has happened so often that at times
those "in the know" have been heard
to say that a picture is only half com-

Just as a comedian on the stage must
space or time his jokes so that the full
value of the material is realized and
then immediately start an approach to
his next joke, the film editor must space
his "gags" and situations.
Cutting from long shots to closeups
is the method used in sustaining a situaAs a general rule if a gag sustion.
tains its pace, its interest, it is the part
of wisdom to let it run in the long shot.
However, if it does not hold the closeup must be inserted at the proper time
to enliven the effect.
On the other hand, it is an easy matter for an editor to fall into the error
of letting a longshot or a closeup run
too long. Immediately a scene has registered its effect it is necessary to cut to
another gag in order to preserve the
general trend of the story.
The "blending" of one sequence into
the succeeding action is another imporThis
tant phase in editing a film.
I lending must be smooth and the switch

when

the scenes come from the
laboratory to the cutting room.
The editor is the real buffer between
the author, and the director, and the
public. And it is his job to outguess the
audience.
plete

He must

outguess them with

sur-

prises, scenes of suspense or mystery.

After the author has worked out his
and the director has translated

plot

that plot into action for the screen, it
is up to the editor to so arrange the
scenes that the best effects are registered. This requires a sound knowledge
of public requirements.
There is a
mighty difference between

in the action

appeal and audi-

artistic

not become conscious of
the change of pace.

To swing

said and
the spectators' reactions which determine the success or

done

of

failure

story

all

it

may

is

in a jerky effect which often confuses the audience,
and breaks the thought of
the play.

The
a play.
be essentially

1

not analyze.
The audience will not
make voluntary effort to
discover the underlying
qualities of a play. It .will
not even make an effort
The
to follow a play.
play must lead the audiwill

ence.

A

1

which

'J

it

belongs.

superior to the
original scene, in which case it supplants the original. The elimination of
this "overfootage" is one of the most
difficult phases of film cutting.

Occasionally

it

is

HE most common fault
in editing short

dies

g:g

come-

that of letting a
In
run too long.

is

cutting comedies I would
rather err on the side of

being under footage than
(Above)

good situation or sequence may
miss its point entirely if it is not properly approached, or because it is sustained
too long, or cut too short.
The editor must eliminate and sometimes add to the director and the auDirectors usually take
thor's work.
more scenes than the script calls for
protecting scenes they are called. Many
times a protecting scene may be used to
point the effect of the sequence in

into

another sometimes results

humorous, but the au-

dience

suddenly

from one sequence

is

dramatic or fundamentally

accomplished

so that the spectator does

ence appeal.

^HEN

-

the

Hal

T.

J.

CRIZER,

(Below) One of
where the scissors

himself.

Roach cutt'ng rooms,

play a prominent role.

over.
short

It

is

better to cut

and leave the spectator with the feeling that he would
like to see

more than

to risk

overplaying

the gag.
It often takes several days of switching scenes back and forth to discover
the proper sequence.
At the very start the effect of the individual scenes as separate units and in
their relation one to the other becomes
apparent. The strength or weakness of
the scenes show themselves at this
They may be improved by restage.

arrangement, by different approaches
without materially affecting the original
The original story sometimes
story.
may even be materially changed with
great advantage to the finished work.

To properly cut film the editor must
assume the attitude of the average audience. That is an ambitious task.
But
a close study of audiences and an appreciation of screen values make this
possible to a surprising degree.
It is possible to even disregard altogether his familiarity with the story, the
director and the actors
those things
which give the editor a background
which the audience does not have.
In making his final decision the film
editor must forget the studio and think
only of the theatre.

—

.
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WILLIAM EDGAR SHALLENBERGER
TDECAUSE

Leaders All

from his first entrance into the industry he has
backed his faith in the possibilities of the independent marbecause he was one of the
by adhering to that division
first to see the future of the serial form of photoplay entertainment and for eight years has released on an average of one
serial every twelvemonth
*-*

ket

;

October

27,

1923
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From Medico
Dr.

W

.

to

Independent Distributor

E. Shallenberger Called Temporarily Into Film Ranks

Likes Business So Well
many
FROM
and from many

quarters of the world
professions come

the men who
picture industry.

In the preceding years together with
had been seeking desirable investments.
Among his friends was Charles J.
Hite, one of the coming men in the independent ranks of motion picture producers and distributors. Mr. Hite was
raised in Lancaster, on a farm adjoining that of the Shallenbergers.
So the brothers joined issues with
Mr. Hite, with the latter having interests in the Thanhouser company of New
Rochelle, one of the best independent
producing units of its day; the Mutual
Film Corporation, the Majestic and Reliance Companies, the New York Motion
Picture
Corporation,
and the
American Flying A.
Mr. Hite's promising career came to
a tragic end in August, 1914, when an
automobile driven by the Thanhouser
president
developed
steering gear
trouble and crashed across the sidewalk on one of the Bronx bridges and

make up the motion
Not many of these,

of that school among the producers and distributors.
The Arrow chief has been known

ative

among

his motion picture
familiars
ever since 1915 as "Doc."
Some of
his friends of more recent acquisition
have been under the impression more
or less vague that there was perhaps
something tangible behind the title,
that he may have been a druggist or
something, but their knowledge of the
authenticity of the title ends there.

Actually Dr. Shallenberger was a
practicing physician in Chicago
for
eleven years.
But let's begin at the beginning,
which was in Lancaster, Ohio, to which
place the Shallenbergers removed from
a town of the same name in Pennsylvania in 1801.

through the

purchased the farm

in recent years.

reminiscent of early battling Swiss, a
literal translation being Men of Echo
Mountain or Men of Sound Mountain.

it

term be the correct one

a year the Arrow company released through the Pathe. Then came
the decision to distribute direct to the
independent market, in which division

For

will point to the conclu-

sion that the doctor's predilection for
is
a matter of
heredity rather than of later develop-

thorough exploitation

of the industry the company has been a
prominent factor ever since.
The first subject to be produced was
"The Deemster," an adaptation of the
novel by Hall Caine. The story was of
the Isle of Man.
Derwent Hall Caine, son of the aua part
thor, played the leading role,
which he had portrayed on the stage
The picture was photo800 times.
graphed in a New York studio and. at
Block Island.

ment.

Young

Shallenberger went to school
in Lancaster, and at the age of seventeen years entered the institution now
known as Valparaiso University, in
Indiana.

JN

the regular academic season he
studied medicine and in the summer
devoted his time to acquiring a knowlAt the age of
edge of pharmacy.
twenty-one he was graduated in both
departments.

With dreams

THE

of thirty dollars a day

as the ultimate, as a

peak

at

which

he was sure his ambition for wealth
would be fully attained, he went to
Chicago and opened an office.
Eleven years later his practice was
bringing him in the substantial sum of
$35,000 annually. That was in 1914.

active

In the same year the Arrow Film
Corporation was organized as a producing company. The doctor had taken
a strong liking to the business into
which he had been so tragically brought
and had finally decided to retire from
the profession on which he had been so
successfully launched.

The Shallenbergers are of Swiss orThe family has been traced back
to the fifteenth century.
The name is

If the latter

to straighten out the affairs of his
associate.
As treasurer of the

charge of the affairs of that organization and so continued until the liquidation of the concern in 1915.

igin.

very likely

Chi-

Thanhouser company he took

who between them

Wilbur,

SHALLENBERGER

New

late

.

was nine
which with very few excepwas one of the longest made up
length of the subject

reels,

tions

to that day.
a little in

As

a matter of fact

advance of

its

The production was
basis of $100,000.
the United States

cally

every foreign country.

shown

many

in

tres of the

Later

It

was

of the prominent thea-

Union.

Arrow produced "Crime and

Punishment"

and

a

"Who's Guilty?" with

serial

entitled

Tom Moore

and

Anna Q.

Nilsson, which were released
through Pathe.
Dr. Shallenberger was one of
the
pioneers in the serial field.

^THILE

head of Thanhouser the docproduced the "Million Dollar
Mystery," which was physically distribThanhouser mainuted by Mutual.
tained in the Mutual exchanges a septor

arate sales force of seventy men for
the serial.
The subject, which was written by
Harold McGrath, and for which by
the way the author was paid $10,000,
grossed $1,700,000, a figure which it is
doubtful ever has been reached by a

subsequent

serial.

serial, came next.
Indications were for another record
breaker, the advance bookings reaching
over a million. While the subject did
not hold up to the mark in appeal as had
been expected, nevertheless the comparative "flop" scored a record of

"Zudora," another

left

York

The family in 1803 took over a
grant of land from the government.
Part of the original property still is in
the possession of Dr. Shallenberger and

railing.

cago temporarily to come to

J)R.

On

Stays Right

his brother he

however, hail from the medical profession. So far as known William Edgar Shallenberger, president of Arrow
Film Corporation, is the sole represent-

his brother,

He

time.
released

it

was

on a
Every territory in
was sold and practi-

$600,000.

In connection with the Chicago Tribune the Thanhouser company had con-

ducted a competition for a serial story,
with a prize of $10,000 for the winner.
The judges awarded the verdict to Roy

McCardell for his story entitled "The
Diamond of the Sky."
The preparatory work had been done
by Thanhouser, but the production was
taken over by the American company,
which made the picture in Santa Barbara.

Mr. McCardell removed to Santa
Barbara with his family, and remained
in close contact with the producer until
the completion of the serial.

HE

first serial under the Arrow banner was "Who's Guilty?" and as has
been said, was released by Pathe.
Since Dr. Shallenberger formed the
Arrow company there have been released eight serials under its banner.
1

'J

Just to show that interest in this form
of entertainment is in no wise flagging
it is stated that the bookings on "The
Santa Fe Trail" in the New York ex-

change distributing it have doubled
over those of its predecessors.
In the first year of the Arrow's existence its collections in the independent field totaled $100,000.
In recent
years the figures for the same division
of the industry totaled approximately
twtntv times that sum.
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P VEN
seems

"C

sunkist Hollywood it
be decreed that the
screen beauties shall be the first
to adopt the winter modes of full
Here are three gorloveliness.
geously beautiful examples, each
one bringing to our notice more
forcibly the beauty of the wearer.
Each of these coats, so different
in style and color, equally enrich
the beauty of both blonde and
They take the charm of
brunette.
the eternal feminine and magnify
with the spotlight of fashion.
it
They bring home the thought of
What Fur?
"If Winter Comes"

VEN

the striking beauty of
Barbara La Marr is embelby this coat of ermine, its
snowy whiteness bringing out most

in

*-*

to

lished

forcibly the charm of this brunette
siren of shadowland.
Black has al-

ways

been

heretofore

associated

the name "siren," but Miss
La Marr has certainly proven be-

with

yond doubt that white, especially
ermine, and, we might say, particularly when worn by Barbara, is
far more alluring.
Miss La Marr
been recent'v signed to star
in four Arthur H. Sawyer specials
a year for the First National.

has

—

What
Fur!

CLIFFORD
O UTH
scenes
Gasnier's

as she appears in one of the
of
"Mother's-In- Law," produced by Preferred Pictures.
This chinchilla cape,
with its blue-gray skins of at least five hundred of
our little furry brothers surely does much toward
enhancing the blonde beauty of Ruth.
Even Times
Square would sit ud and take amp'e notice of this
sampie of Miss Clifford's cool weather selection.

FORREST, featured in "The Satin Girl,"
MABLE
Ben Wilson Production for Grand-Asher,
a

is

seen here wearing a distinctive squirrel creation
designed especially by a Los Angeles specialist to
emphasize Mabel's style and grace.
agree with
Miss Forrest that "The Satin Girl" is always a
figure: of beauty, but what could be more fascinating
than this fur addition to her satin-liie loveliness?

We
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TO JESSE
LASKY
J)EAR JESSE: Now

OldjQidyW^storSays
'

'

___

.

___

.

TO ORA

that you're back in
late.

Old Dame Rumor whispers someone

:

TO ABE WARNER
"TlEAR

ABE

you had

:

It surely

was wonderful news

left the Hospital,

to hear that

and had gone ozone hunting

at Atlantic City.
I'm telling everyone I

meet to pack their overnight bag
and spend a day with you at the Ambassador.
Here's hoping none of 'em trim you at pinochle, stud
Old Lady Astor.
or galloping dominoes.

TO HARRY RAPF

HARRY:

"T)EAR

So you, too, have gone in for 'Sysa bully idea, Harry, checking up by questionnaires to find out which of your Warner Classics possess greater or less appeal.
Think I'll try out your idea myself and see whether the
boys want praise or criticism.
Just between you and me, however, they're going to get
Old Lady Astor.
both on this page, anyway.
tem.'

It's

TO MRS. JOHN COOGAN
TJEAR MRS. COOGAN: So happy to see

you "in our

midst," but sorry you couldn't bring Jackie, too.
With Mrs. James Montgomery and her little Baby
Peggy, due to arrive next week, it looks like the beginning of a juvenile stars' mothers' gathering at Times

Square.

And

I haven't any screen celebrity offspring of
want you and Mrs. Montgomery and Peggy to

although

my own

I

take tea with me.

Bring Larry Weingarten along.

Old Lady Astor.

TO LEE OCHS

D

EAR LEE:

see where I
neighbor —your Piccadilli.
I

am to have still another
And now that you intend

hang your lantern on the Great White Way, I see where
means another night out on my calender each week.
I have often wondered why you stayed out there on Fort
Washington Street so long.
You surely picked out some good neighbors, such as the
Capitol and the Rivoli, to say nothing at all of yours very

to

that

truly.

And they tell me that you are even going to install a
broadcasting station. In that case, you and Roxie will' have
a merry time battling each other with ether waves.
At any rate, greetings and salutations, Lee, as a Times
Square showman.

Old Lady Astor.

is

going to offer you

a big bribe to throw your ability New York way.
I surely hope the Old Dame hit right on this one.

Old Lady Astor.

TO ELMER PEARSON

EAR ELMER

said what I wanted to say when
your wish that there could be more
such practical men in the film business like Dick Rowland.
Not that I feared saying it but, wiselike, I thought I
would wait and get the consensus. And now I see where
many who first agreed with Dick are starting to find several
reasons why the Exhibitor shouldn't be given a chance of

You

:

you gave voice

The greatest real, honest-to-goodness,
human-interest, make-them-laugh-themselves-tired type
of screen farcical masterpiece I have seen since I wore
my first sheath gown is "Going Up."
Just thought you might be interested in knowing Times
Old Lady Astor.
Square does appreciate originality.

of
tear

for reinstatement as a U. S. citizen.

jQ

TO JOHN WOODY

Been

the exploitation earth up and continue to make almost deafening noise with your publicity guns up
in Ottawa is amazingly interesting.
What I cannot understand is how you got up there, and
what I want to know is how soon you are going to apply

Old Lady As to?-.

JOHN

you
The way you

watching

harness again and you're
through spinning yarns with Zane Grey, I want to
ask you about this Moses and the Maiden sign
they're putting up next door to me.
It will be a great thing for
Cecil's "Ten Commandments," but what was the idea of having Moses present a
woman with the whole Ten ?
I'll wager Cecil won't be satisfied with that idea. Couldn't
the woman part of this "greatest electrical display ever
used for pictures" be changed to a large bathtub or something like that with Cecil's eleventh commandment inscribed: "Thou Shalt Not Miss My Picture?"

T~)EAR

D.

CLOAKEY
JJEAR ORA:

to

"misunderstanding."
I notice you seem to plod along very nicely without fear
of your producers dreaming in the seven figures. I notice
also that you are not worrying an awful lot about the Exhibitor being satisfied with what you ask for your various

offerings.

And, what is more important, I notice you are not hedging and wondering whether or not the Exhibitor will "misunderstand" Dick's drastic statements.
After all, just what is there to misunderstand? Is it
possible that some of our distributors believe the warning
of the sheriff will frighten certain showmen off of finished
product because the price is apparently inflated?
I think they would do well to ponder over the figures involved in some of your Harold Lloyd bookings. Let them
look at that Kun sky- Why- Worry contract for Detroit.
That ought to be sufficient proof that the Exhibitor is
not on the verge of mental distraction over the prices of
today.

"Will the picture
to know is
without a doubt?"
Why worry over their misunderstanding the who-whereWhat they
what-when-and-why of production waste?
want is money making product and they don't give a
tinker's whoop who wasted a few hundred thousand as
long as the price of a picture is within their reach of
"cashing in."
What I suggest is that several of our distributors initiate
your policy and several of our producers imitate your producers all of which means that Dick Rowland is as near
right as General Sherman ever thought of being.
The only trouble about Dick's remarks was that he didn't
say it half strong enough. I have sat here in the lobby and
heard those directors and producers plotting in the millions
to such an extent that my sympathy for narcotic fiends was
insignificant in comparison.
The world knows they have ruined thousands of my table
cloths with their darn fool figures.
He
Let the Exhibitor know what Dick really meant.
wants to make sane pictures at sane production costs -so
the distributor can make sane profits on the only selling
prices the Exhibitor ever will pay, and those prices are
"Money Making Figures for Him."
If some distributors are in doubt about the prices they
are asking now, let'em prove that the pictures are worth
what the}' ask instead of worrying over what the Exhibitor
can afford and his apparent "Stand Pat" attitude.
He can afford to pav any price if there is a return possibility.
Super advertising and exploitation will accomplish
Old Lady Astor.
that.
.if the goods are there.

What

the

make money

.

.

showmen want
for

me

:
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Holbrook Blinn Makes Good Bad-Man

in

New

First National Release

Touching Moments of Romance and Red Rlooded Western Thrills Promise
to

Make The Bad Man One
l

of

Season's Favorites.

October

27,
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INJUNCTION SECURED BY

Monster Mass Meeting of Theatre Owners
Booms National Motion Picture Day—Neiv
Makes It Part of Public Service Campaign

Pittsburgh

in attendance
EXCEEDINGmeeting
of

siasm any

its

and enthuever

kind

there, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania held a giant

on Sunday evening, October 14, at
the Davis Theatre of Pittsburgh to formulate definite plans for National Motion Picture Day on November 19.
Exhibitors from every section of the
rally

state attended and listened to an address
by Harry Davis, National Director, M. P.
T. O. A., who presided, on the subject,
"National Motion Picture Day." This was
followed bv a speech by Congressman
Hon. James Francis Burk on "Motion Picture Legislation," which received hearty

applause.

Following Congressman Burke, Mr. William Bender, National Treasurer, M. P. T.
O. A. and National Chairman of the Motion Picture Day Committee, made a spirited plea for united and concerted support
for the

movement.

The meeting was opened by

a series of
by the Mason-Dixon orselections
jazz
chestra and a vocal solo by Chauncey ParAt the conclusion of the speeches,
sons.

cards were distributed and every theatre
owner present pledged his support to the
movement and agreed to turn over 25%
of the day's receipts on November 19 to
of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

America.

Harry Davis, who is chairman of the
Motion Picture Day Committee for Western Pennsylvania, had previously called a
meeting of SO theatre owners, representing
his district chairmen throughout the territory, which was held at Pittsburgh on
October 6.
At that time the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Western Pennsylvania volany amount up to
untarily appropriated
$1000 for the extra and added exploitation
Motion Picture Day. This
of National
action was unanimously taken, following a
motion to approve and endorse the day.
An array of 3 sheets, 1 sheets and snipes
are being prepared and plans are maturing
for a campaign culminating with the big
celebration which will bring nation-wide
publicity to the event, reaching the general public as well as the exhibitors.
This campaign began with the mass
meeting on Sunday night, which was
much space in
broadcast by radio, given
the Pittsburgh papers and put on the news
wires.
It is expected that the idea of a mass
meeting of theatre owners will be adopted
bv other state organizations as a means_ of
stimulating interest in National Motion
Picture Day.
New Jersey is proceeding along similar

lines and, in addition, the celebration is being made a part of a general public service

a purpose of the exhibitors' day
others, to strengthen the spir t
of cordial relationship between the theatres
and their patrons, New Jersey's idea fits
admirably into the plan.
There the campaign will be taken direct
to the public by means of a series of slide?
shown on the screens of theatres throughThe public will be told
state.
out the

drive.
is,

As

among

what National Motion Picture Day
it stands for, what is being done
bration of the event and how
in greater public service.

To

secure

the

public

it

reaction

is.

what

can

celeresult

and

ideas,

in

PARAMOUNT

Jersey

Decree Permanently Restrains Using
the Words 'The Covered Wagon

blanks will be employed in hundreds of
theatres for weeks before November 19,
upon which patrons express their preferences in pictuie enteretainment by answering direct questions.

The

theatre owners feel that in this way,

they can check up on the tastes of their
patrons and be in a position to give conIt
sideration to the wishes of the majority.
is understood that the whole campaign will
be tied up directly to National Motion Picture Day, which will benefit by a tremendous amount of publicity, assuring the sucof the theatre
Fifty more New
have been added to
the
addition
to
chairmen who are
cess

at

work.
Plans are

owners' big celebration.
Jersey theatre owners
the list of chairmen, in

Congressional District
already appointed and

now being completed toward

making the day a huge success
city and town of the state.

in

every

Harold Lloyd and Jobyna Ralston as they appear
Hal Roach Production "Why Worry?" Harold
plays the part of a young man whose search for
arms of his
health and happiness ends in the
in the

beautiful nurse

rPHAT

Famous Players-Lasky Corpordetermined to protect the title,
"Covered Wagon," from infringement is
evidenced by a permanent injunction just issued by Judge Rossman of the Circuit Court
of Multnomah County, Oregon, against Jesse
Sill, J. C.
Cook and James C. McClellan,

*

ation

the
is

owners and distributors of a picture called
"The Trail of the Covered Wagon."
By the terms of Judge Rossman's decree the
defendants are permanently restrained from
using the words "The Covered Wagon" in the
title of any motion picture, whether the title
of the picture includes other words or not.
In the original complaint by the Famous
Players it was set forth that subsequent to
July 5 last, Sill and Cook produced a picture
and advertised it and exhibited it throughout
the State of Oregon under the name of "The
Trail of the Covered Wagon." Bookings for
the picture,

it

was

set

forth,

were

made

through McClellan.
It was alleged by Famous Players that
title

Paramount picture
Hough's novel, with a

the

this

was
made from Emerson
consequent heavy dam-

deceived the public into believing

it

age to the value to the original picture in the
towns where "The Trail of the Covered
Wagon" had been exhibited.
A temporary injunction was obtained from
Judge Evans of the Circuit Court of Multnomah County September 13 and the order to

show cause why the injunction should not be
made permanent came up for hearing October
S.
A demurrer filed by the defendants was
overruled and, following the hearing of testimony and the trial of the case the injunction
was made permanent.

Hays Organization Helps to Recover
Film Stolen from Booth
Through the activities of the Hays organization, twenty-four reels of film stolen from
the projection booth of the Eden Theatre in
Waterbury, Conn., have been recovered, and
a man said by the police to have confessed to
the theft has been placed under arrest.
It was his custom to hide under the seats
of the theatre when the evening patrons departed, then go to the projection booth, take
what he could find, and hide it in a space beneath the flooring of the theatre.
Evidently he intended to dispose of the film
when he had a sufficient quantity on hand to
make it well worth his while.
The following pictures were the property of
Universal; Six reels of "Driven,"
five
of
"Kindled Courage," five of "Shadows of the
North," two of "The Social Buccaneers"
serial, and two reels of "The Oregon Trail"
serial.

In addition to these there was a Pathe two"Hook, Line and Sinker," and a First
National two-reeler, "On Patrol."
large quantity of junk film was also recovered.
reeler,

A

'Banks of the Wabash' for Rialto
"On the Banks of the Wabash" the first
Stuart Blackton production will be given

J.
its

Broadway showing at the Rialto Theatre, the
week of October 21. Mr. Blackton developed
this picture classic from Paul Dresser's famous song, the continuity for which was written
by Elaine Stern. The production was made
by ararngement with Edgar Seldon and is released by Vitagraph.
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NEW FILM COMPANY
IN

CARL ANDERSON BUYS
GREAT AUTHORS

DENVER

Seven Features and Story Material
Included in Deal Recently Closed

Organized
ture

to Produce Western Fea"The Birth of the West"

YERNER

REED,

Z.

one

of

pARL ANDERSON,

president of Andc-rson Pictures Corporation has purchased
outright Great Authors Productions, one
of
B.
B.
Hampton's enterprises. This

Denver's

v^<

wealthiest men, will head the new film
organization, Colorado Pictures, Inc., organized for the purpose of producing a
Western feature film around the theme of
the pony express of pioneer days, according to an announcement made by W. J.
H. Doran, president of the Colorado Manufacturers' and Merchants' Association, this
*

gives Mr. Anderson the ownership of seven features.
In addition, he secures the rights to several stories and scenarios which have never

been screened and which will be used by
various production units now established
under the Anderson plan.
Martin J. Heyl, Vice President of the
company, who has been in New York for
the past week, is returning shortly to Los
Angeles to resume supervision of all of
the organization's production activities.
Among the features which pass to Mr.
Anderson are: "The Westerners," a seven
reel feature, based on a story by Stewart
and Robert McKim. "The Stage Brusher."
Edward White, and featuring Roy Stewart
a western by Emerson Hough.
Roy St
art and Marguerite De La Motte are the fea-

week.

An

organization meeting was held at the

Albany hotel

in Denver last week, at which
Cass E. Herrington presided, and scores

of leading residents of the state attended.
of $75,000 has been subscribed
for the purpose of producing the initial
production of the film, "The Birth of the
West," which will be directed by Frank J.
Carroll of New York City.

The sum

BABY PEGGY AND FELIX

The board of directors of the firm will
be Mr. Reed,
Mr. Carroll, George P
Dackt, W. J. H. Doran, Horace N. Hawkins, Milo R. Foley and Harry T. Nolan.
for New York in a
few days to complete selection of the cast
for the picture, which it is planned to have
ready for showing next January. Anthony
Paul Kelly, who wrote the "Way Down
East" scenario, will write the scenario for
the "Birth of the West."

Carroll will

Cass

Herrington, attorney for the
expected to file articles of incorporation with the secretary of state within a few days.
firm,

E.

is

Paramount Opens Thirty-sixth Foreign
Exchange in Guatemala
Headquarters for the distribution of Para-

mount

pictures in the five Central American
republics have been opened at Guatemala City,/

Guatemala.
This new

office, which will be under the
jurisdiction of Famous Players-Lasky S. J^.,
of Mexico City, will be in charge of C. C.
Margon, who has been in Guatemala for several weeks making arrangements for the opening the new exchange.
This will be the
thirty-sixth exchange operated by Famous
Players in foreign countries.
The Mundial theatre in Guatemala City,
will be the exclusive first-run house
for

under this new arrangement.
Theatres in Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
San Salvador and Costa Rica will be served
by this new exchange.

Paramount

Formation of

New

Organization to

Distribute Short Subjects

A

new

organization was incorporated at Albany, under the laws of New York state,
which will be known as the Standard Cinema
Corporation, to specialize in the distribution
of short subjects.
Officers of the company are L. J. Darmour,
President
W. Schleiff Vice-President
J.
James Dent, Vice-President
L.
niton,
J.
Treasurer and H. J. Muller, Secretary.
The releasing organization that will handle
distribution and sales for the new company
will be made at an early date.
:

;

New

York's Rialto Greets

leave

,

"C1

OR

the first time in her short but
meteoric career this little star will see
Gotham town on or about October 25.
She will be the guest of Irving M. Lesser, Vice-President of Principal Pictures
Corporation, during her several weeks stay
in the east.

Ma and Pa Montgomery are coming with
her and they will keep a watchful eye over
Baby while here. You know, she is not
to make any personal appearances.
The purpose

A

is

She needs

to give the
it.

A

vaca-

number

of cities have requested the
Baby's appearance as guest of the city
schools, newspapers and big department
stores.
But the infant star is going to be
very busy, while in New York, taking a
rest.

Now

time permits it may be possible
some of those wishes, but no
promise is held ou.t to any one.
to

if

gratify

It is the desire of Baby Peggy to pay her
respects to the many who have learned to
love her on the screen and who are anxious
to see her "in the flesh."

Again comes the "but".

Will

Ma

and

Pa allow her? New York is a wonderful
place to get away from, especially for a
small visitor.

The Baby's contract with Universal expired on the 15th of this month, and after
her vacation she will have to return to Los
Angeles, where she will be engaged in the
production of the first of the series of
features for her new company Principal
Pictures.

—

Now

then,

reason,

why

to
of

you know the

story,

and the

she will find very little time
her friends. She will meet some
them because she has a "mind of her

meet

own"

E. G. Patterson of the Standard Film Laboratories announced, upon his arrival in the
East, the appointment of Frank G. Conklin as
their Eastern representative with headquarters
at 250 West 57th street, New York.

of this trip

lady a rest.
tion as it were.
little

;

Conklin Eastern Representative of
Standard Film Laboratories

ture players.

Baby Peggy

all

—quite

ladylike.

All of her future pictures will be feature
length and adapted from well known books.
The first story is being selected and modesty does not allow us to make mention of
its title.
reserve this right for Baby
she can make the announcement when she
arrives in New York.

We

Others include "The Dwelling Place of
Light,"
from the novel by Winston
Churchill,
Robert
McKim and Claire
Adams are featured in this picture. "The
Spenders," taken from Harry Leon Wilcomedy-drama with Niles Wesch,
Adams, Robert McKim and Joseph

son's
Claire

Dowling.
Clara Louise Burnham's "Heart's Haven" is another. This six-reeler presents

McKim and Claire Adams. The
completed with "The Gray Dawn,"
another Stewart Edward White masterRobert

list

is

piece.

Warner Brothers Have Created New
Co-Operative Department
Warner Brothers have created a new

cooperative department with A. J. Sharick in
charge, to facilitate co-operation between the
Home Office, the sales force in the field, and
which will react in a beneficial manner for
the exhibitor.
Mr. Sharick will act as liaison officer, especially where it applies to new ideas and the
development of sales accessories. In his new
position he will also co-operate direct with
exhibitors on all matters pertaining to exploitation.

In creating this new department, this organization expects to get in closer contact
with the exhibitors in all territories.
Under the direction of Mr. Sharick, the
men in the field will also lend their co-operation and assist the exhibitor in every way
possible with all of the Warner product.

Educational Film Exchange Kansas
City in New Home
The Midwest Educational Film Exchange.
Inc.. the Kansas City branch of Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., is now installed in its

new

quarters

Kansas

at

130-132

West

18th

Street,

City.

The exchange occupies an entire building
especially constructed for its use.
It is one
story brick, steel and concrete structure, entirely fireproof, with built in vaults, projection
and inspection room. The office is under the
management of E. D. Tate.

Board of Review
To

Lists

'Scaramouche'

Mr. Conklin has been identified with the
film business for a number of years.
His
prior association was as manager of the Roth-

bids you welcome to this wonderful city of the east and hopes that you

acker Film Manufacturing Company.

profusion of unrestrained praise
which has been heaped upon Rex Ingram's
spectacular achievement, "Scaramouche" is
added one more distinction it has been listed
among exceptional photoplays in the current
number of "Exceptional Photoplays," the
monthly issued by the National Board of

enjoy every minute you spend with us.

Review.

Baby Peggy,

REVIEW

EXHIBITORS TRADE

the

:

—

;
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HAYS RETURNS JUBILANT

INDORSES
PICTURE DAY

T. 0. C. C.

FROM ABROAD
Says Ninety Percent of Pictures Shown
Are Made in This Country
H.
WILL
October

HAYS

returned to

his

Motion Picture day, Novemwas unanimously indorsed by the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce of

NATIONAL
ber

office

New York

by the following resolution presented by a special committee of fifteen, appointed by the president for the purpose, at
a largely attended meeting held October 16 at
the Hotel Astor.

16 after an absence of several
of which time he spent in Eng-

weeks, most
land as the guest of Colonel George Harvey,
Ambassador to the Court of St. James. After
greeting the members of his staff, he plunged at once into an accumulated mass of work.
While he was in England, Mr. Hays observed with great interest motion picture conditions over there, and he came back filled
with enthusiasm over one outstanding fact
pictures
that ninety per cent of all motion

Resolved
That the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce indorses National Motion Picture Day,
November 19, 1923, and urges its members to
:

contribute 25 per cent of the receipts of their
theatres that day, to a committee to be appointed by the president, to carry out the purpose of their resolution.

shown in England are American made, and
that they please the great majority of Britons

who go

to see them.

committee which prepared the
met on the previous day and was
composed of Sydney S. Cohen, Charles L.
O'Reilly, William Brandt, Sol Raives, John
Manhiver, Hyman Rachmiel, B. Edelhurtz,
Charles Moses, Arthur Hirsch, Harry Traub,
L. Blumenthal, Sol Brill and Charles Stein-

The

it is that the efforts of the motion
picture industry in America toward its own
continued improvement is of quite as much
interest over there as it is here" said Mr.

"Thus

George Arliss to Be Knighted for His
Achievements in America
George Arliss is to be knighted by the
British Government in the very near future.
At the present time Mr. Arliss is appearing
in the stage version of William Archer's
"The Green Goddess" in London, and in the
film version, a Distinctive picture, throughout the United States.
Many Englishmen have been knighted for
their achievements in

who have become

England, and Americans,
Englishmen,

naturalized
honored
likewise
have
been
tinguished service abroad but if
are correct, George Arliss will
Englishman to be knighted for

disfor
the reports
be the first
his achievements in America. This seems to prove that
a prophet or an actor is not always without
honor in his own country.

special

resolution

Hays.

"The International understanding by the
peoples of the World, each of the other, which
will be brought about by the right kind of
American motion pictures all over the world,
will move us very far indeed in the direction
of World peace."
One of the largest functions which Mr.
Hays attended in England was a dinner given
in honor of T. P. O'Connor who. in addition
parliamentarian
distinguished
being
a
to
pictures
all
the motion
is the censor for
shown over there. Mr. Hays said he was
greatly pleased with the complimentary remarks concerning American-made photoplays,
uttered by the famous "Tay Pay."
The President of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America returned
in excellent health and spirits, after the first
real rest he has had in a number of years.

19,

er.

JETTA GOUDAL
As

a

in

"The

reward for the hit which this player made
Green
Goddess," Distinctive
put her
under a long-term contract

"The carrying out of this resolution by our
members will be of advantage to the industry in general and to the Theatre Owners in
particular,"

says a

statement

issued

by the

Chamber.

'Puritan Passions' Premier at Cameo
Theatre, New York
The Film Guild picturization of Percy
Mackaye's "The Scarecrow" titled "Puritan
Passions", was given its premier at the
Cameo theatre, New York City, on Sunday
evening, October 14.
of

Glenn Hunter, star of the stage in "Merton
the Movies" came to see Glenn Hunter,

star of the screen, play the principal part in

"Puritan Passions."
The musical score was especially written by
Frederick S. Converse, composer of the Boston Conservatory of Music.
The music has
a weird haunting strain in keeping with the
spirit of the picture, which is distributed by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.

John Daumery

Sails to Join

Ingram

John Daumery, a member of Rex Ingram's
production staff, sailed on the Mauretania last
week to join Mr. Ingram in England. Mr.

Daumery
in

will assist in searching for locations
in Central Europe where it is

Egypt and

likely the next
will be made.

two Ingram, Metro productions

At
"Shadows

Fear versus appeal.
in Universal's

appeal

is

dominant

left

fear

is

well

registered

of the North," and at right
in Fox's "The Silent Command"

Addresses were made by the president of
the national organization, Sydney S. Cohen
president of the state organization, William
Brandt, and by Charles L. O'Reilly, president
of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
and many other members.

Theatre owners of Canada will assemble
at a large meeting which will be held in the
King Edward Hotel, Toronto, on Thursday

and Friday, November 1 and 2, under the
auspices of the Ontario Division of the Motioh Picture Theatre Owners of Canada.
meeting of Theatre Owners of New York
Hotel Seneca,
State will be held at the
Rochester, Wednesday, October 31. Theatre
Owners from different parts of the State will
consider many problems affecting the welfare
of the exhibitor and the industry at large.
Among the features to be discussed will be
the move for the repeal of the Admission and
Seat Taxes along which lines many important
advances have been made by the National Organization.
National President Sydney S. Cohen of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
has called a meeting of the Members of the
Board of Directors for Rochester, N. Y., on
Tuesday, October 30. This meeting will be
held in the Seneca Hotel in that city and many
matters of special concern to the Theatre
Owners in particular and the Motion Picture Industry generally will be discussed.

A
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FIFTY THEATRES

ENGLISH EXHIBITORS ARE

Final List of Demonstration Centers

Financial and I\etvspaper Apathy Responsible, Says Betty Compson

NAMED
BY PARAMOUNT

to

AFTER

HANDICAPPED

Reach One Hundred

JUST

before getting on the Twentieth Century Limited, at the Grand Central Station, New York, for the last half of her journey from London to Los Angeles, where she

in sorting out applicaDistribution department of

weeks spent

tions,

the

Paramount has selected approximately fifty
leading theatres in the United States, located
ranging in size from New York down
some possessing a population of only

twenty thousand, as demonstration centers for
Paramount pictures under the plan announced
Additions
by the company six weeks ago.
now under consideration will bring the list
up to about one hundred.
The only change in the original plan, Parastates, is in the number of theatres
chosen, the list being much larger than was
This change was
contemplated.
first
at
brought about by the large number of insistent requests from exhibitors in towns of all
Thirtysizes to have their houses designated.
five of the theatres on the final list will be located in so-called key cities, with the remaining fifty-five or sixty in smaller cities.
The result is that the theatres chosen represent as widely divergent conditions as are possible, not only as regards population but as
to the character of their audiences and their
they
tastes in entertainment, in order that
might best serve their purpose as the leading
and only factor in establishing an equitable
price in their respective territories for the
pictures shown.

mount

As the first step toward carrying out the
announced provision for an adequate but not
unnatural exploitation and advertising campaign for each picture, Claud Saunders, Director of Exploitation, left several weeks ago
on a trip which will take him to practically
every one of the demonstration centers, going
over the plans of campaign with the ex-

The
lows

Astar, whose charm enhances the latest
Glenn Hunter vehicle, "Puritan Passions," which
was produced by Film Guild for release through
Hodkinson. This feature opened at the New
York Cameo this week

Mary

.

first

;

demonstration centers to date

:

»

fol-

:••

,

.

EAST

:— New York, Rivoli and Rialto
Philadelphia, Stanton
Washington. Palace
and Columbia Buffalo, Shea's Hippodrome
New London, Conn., Crown Utica, N. Y.,
Avon Manchester, N. H., Crown Lewiston,
Me., Empire
Bangor, Me., Opera House
;

;

;

;

;

;

fall flat

Empire

tonio,

;

W.

Charleston,

SOUTH— Atlanta
;

Loew's

Virginian

Va.,

Palace
Nashville,

;

Arcade

;

;

Charlotte, Imperial
;

over there.

The

British differ so en-

from us in temperament, you know.
"But the English fans would appreciate the
luxurious atmosphere of the American pic-

ture show.

MIDDLE WEST— Chicago,

McVicker's
PittsDetroit, Madison

St. Louis, Missouri
Minneapolis, State
Des
burgh, Olympic
Moines, Des Moines
Omaha, Rialto ColCleveland,
umbus, Grand and Southern
Loew's State Kansas City, Newman WichSanita,
Miller
Grand Rapids, Majestic
dusky, Plaza Madison, Wis., Madison Dayton,
Strand
Appleton,
Wis.,
Appleton
Springfield, 111., Princess
Flint, Mich., Regent Lima, O., Quilna Zanesville, O., Quimby; Battle Creek, Mich., Regent; Erie, Pa.,
State
Louisville, Ky
Altoona, Pa.,
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

O.,

Wheeling, W. Va
Muncie, Ind.

Akron,

;

;

WEST — San

geles,

Francisco, Granada Los AnMetropolitan
Denver,
Rialto
Salt

Lake

City,

;

;

;

Paramount-Empress

;

Billings,

Mont., Regent Boise City, Ida., Pinney
kane, Wash., Clemmer.

;

Spo-

Jack-

Birmingham, Strand; Mobile, Bijou; Little Rock,
Capitol
Oklahoma City, Criterion San An-

sonville,

Memphis,

Knickerbocker.

:

Boston

power American exploitation methods might
tirely

;

hibitors.

appear
in
John Galsworthy's "The
Stranger," for Famous Players, Betty Compson gave her frank impressions of the English
motion picture situation as she found it during a stay of many months abroad.
Miss Compson met all the British trade
leaders, attended two trade dinners and was
the guest of many British exhibitors at their
theatres during week-end vacations.
"I admire the British exhibitor greatly,"
stated Miss Compson, "and I do not want to
hurt the feelings of anyone of the British
film industry when I say that not one-quarter
of the British public attend the pictures, that
should attend.
'And the fault is in exhibition. It does
not lie in exploitation so much, because what
exploitation is done seems to be suited to the
temperament of the average Englishman. High
will

in cities

to

;

Lots of fun in "Beach Golf." whicc was invented
by Sigrid Ho'mquist and Alma Bennett; two Paramount players, out on the West Coast

This particularly applies to the
girl fans.
The wonderful

women and young

comforts of the American picture theatre are
missing in most of the cinemas. In fact, I
think you have to be an extraordinary fan
over there to persist in going to the pictures,

way they are presented.
"The fault is really not the exhibitor's,
when you analyze it. He would build theatres on the American order, but finds it difthe

if not impossible, to secure the necessary capital.
"So, in the final analysis, the root of the
trouble is an economic one, and the British
If they would ascapitalists can be blamed.
to build better
sist the capable exhibitors
cinemas, the British industry would automatically gain higher financial prestige, because
the public would turn out more readily to
support it.

ficult,

"I learned that the financiers go by present-day returns on cinema hall operation, I
suppose they have got to deal with figures as
they actually exist, but the British exhibitor
knows that the pictures have never shown
their real financial possibilities due to the inadequate means of exhibition.

"The English press was very kind to me
throughout my stay, but they can be criticized along with the capitalists for their shortsighter attitude toward motion pictures. They
which they
too, do not see the possibilities
could help bring about if they gave the British industry the heeded support in any reason-

—

able degree.

"And it is to the newspapers' interest as
The
the public want to read about the films.
attention most of the papers give the pictures
they are deliberately holding
is simply rank
back the advance of the British industry by
their lack of recognition.
"I trust that Exhibitors Trade Review
will emphasize that I appreciate the courtesies
shown me by individual members of the British press whom I met at trade luncheons and

—

elsewhere and whom,

own

I

trade press, what
very sad truth.

am
I

sure,

would

not.

consider to be the

"And I would not talk so bluntly if I did
not think my remarks could be made helpful
Sometimes a
to those whom they concern.
chance visitor gets a better picture of a situation than a person who is always close to it.
But you must tell frankly what you see. Let
the British exhibitor beat down these two
evils of financial and newspaper apathy and
nothing can stop the motion picture coming
into its own over there."

October

27,
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SOL LESSER BACK FROM
EUROPEAN TRIP

VITAGRAPH'S PRESIDENT

Brings Messages of Prosperity from
Foreign Centers Leaves for Coast

Albert E. Smith's Annual Trip Will

SAILS

—

Keep Him Abroad One Month
E. SMITH, president of Vita-

THE

A LBERT

Leviathan this week brought back to
i\e\v York, Sol Lesser, Vice-President of
Associated hirst National Pictures, Inc. Lesser spent several weeks abroad making his
foreign headquarters in the London offices of
Associated First National Pictures, Ltd.
While in England, Lesser conterred with
officials
of First National on all matters
of foreign administration. The film executive
brings back glowing reports of conditions
in Europe, stating that the foreign market
was served on an average of 85 per cent, with
American photo-productions.
"Russia", said Mr. Lesser, "is opening up
tremendous opportunities for a great era
in motion picture development.
Other foreign countries are developing with equal
strides.
While abroad I established a permanent connection and distribution channel in
all European countries for the independent
product of Principal Pictures Corporation."
Mr. Lesser conferred with many of the
foremost authors in Europe, including Sir
Arnold Bennett, Sir Hall Caine, and MaeterWith the thought of obtaining the serlinck.
vices of these authors for screen material he
has practically obtained the consent of all of
them to create suitable story material for
scenarios and the silver sheet.
The film official made an extensive survey
of the theatre situation in England. France
and other foreign countries, with the result
that he had obtained and brought to America
many Parisian novelties which he will place
in operation throughout the West Coast Theatre, Inc., of which he is "Vice-President. These
European innovations will be at the disposal
of brother exhibitors throughout the country
after having proven successful in the West

Coast chain.

While abroad Lesser was the honored guest
at many social and business receptions.
He
spoke before several large bodies of foreign
film men. His words were well received.
"Big pictures are in a great demand abroad,"
claims Lesser. "European exhibitors and fans
are equally as hungry for them as they are
in the United States.
The foreign market
has entirely caught up with release dates and
in England they are constantly seeking information regarding the shipment of negatives
for the big cinema productions. Pictures such
as 'Litte Old New York', 'Orlando' all of the
Jackie Coogan productions, 'Scaramouche' and
in fact all of the Associated First National
Pictures are being released almost simultaneously with their America first runs."
Lesser made no comment on the subject of
sending companies of players to foreign lands
for production purposes. The film executive's
European trip was cut short due to the pressure of business at the West Coast and to the
fact that his presence was desired at the semiannual meeting of Associated First National
executives at West Baden.
Directly following the convention he and
Mrs. Lesser who accompanied him abroad,
will leave for
Hollywood where he will
supervise forthcoming productions of Principal Pictures Corporation.

Jack Flynn Resigns from F. B. O. to
Enter Exhibiting Field
Jack Flynn. who has been branch manager
in Philadelphia for F. B. O. for the past two
years has resigned to enter the exhibiting field
and has been succeeded by Jerome Safron.
who has been a special representative in
charge of Eastern offices for the past fewyears.
Mr. Safron was at one time branch
manager for F. B. O. in Detroit, Albany and

New

York.
Mr. Flynn, with Sam Frank, has purchased the Eagle and Palace theatres, Hammrnton, N. J., from C. C. Culshaw and will

FOR EUROPE

graph, sailed on the Berengaria on Tues16, on his annual trip to Europe.

day, October

This trip, which will keep Mr. Smith abroad
for about a month, is almost a business one.
He will first visit London, where he will
arrange for the housing of the two present
Yitagraph offices under one roof, and he will

go from there

to Paris where his company
has greatly increased its activities and is now
producing.
Upon his return to New York the Vitagraph
president immediately will go to the West
Coast studios at Hollywood where all of that
company's producing will be done during the

coming winter.
Before sailing Mr. Smith said that upon his
return he would have an important announcement regarding one of the greatest and bestknown English authors. He would give no
further information except to say that he expected to complete an extraordinary deal one
would not only be of great moment to the industry but of general interest to the public at

What

do you think of me as a bathing beauty?
Hallia Roach, one of the entrants in the annual
Bay Cities Bathing Suit Parade in Venice, California, asks Frank Mayo, Goldwyn Film Star

—

large.

shortly add another house to his holdings.
E. C. Daniels, and Gus Coates have also
resigned from the Quaker City selling force.

Herb Givern, who was
manager for Paramount

formerly
Chicago

in

district
is

now

with F. B. O. in Philadelphia.

Receiver Appointed
Federal
Manton has appointed
Judge
Benjamin P. DeWitt as receiver for the
American Releasing Corporation under a
has
bond of $5000. The picture company
of
assets
liabilities of about §175,000 and
$20,000.

For many years Yitagraph has maintained two separate headquarters in London, one
in Brewster Street and the other on Charing
Cross Lane. This arrangement was put into
effect when film was sold outright by the foot
with a separate salesforce renting as well.
The abandonment of the former system has

make

it advisable to amalgamate the two organizations and it is to effect this that Mr.
Smith will make his present visit to London.

Alexander A. Aronson, Truart Sales
Head, Leaves for Continent
Alexander A. Aronson, general manager of
Truart Film Corporation, left for an
extended tour, during which he will stop at
London, Paris and other big cities on the consales of

Jesse

Weil With Producers

Security-

Jesse Weil has been engaged by Producers
Security Corporation to handle special pub-

on their forthcoming features. He is at
present working on "Blue Water" and "A
Bride For A Night."
licity

tinent.

During

"Beau

Brummel"

starred

in

this

Beaumont

going over script
Barrymore, who
picture for Warner Brothers

with

John

of
is

London, Aronson plans

now

pending, Aronson expects his threeto close for the Truart product
for the continents of Europe and Africa.

deals

Harry

Director

his stay in

complete negotiations which have up to this
time been carried on by cable, whereby the entire Truart product will be disposed of for
the United Kingdom.
With this, and other
to

months

trip
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THEATRE ACTIVITIES
CANADA

IN

EXHIBITOR DOINGS IN
SEATTLE

Eriglish-Made Film Productions Are
Being Shoivn in Many Houses

May F orm Temporary

W ASHINGTON

T^HE

week of October 15 was remarkable
for the fact that a large number of leading theatres in the cities of Eastern Canada
played English-made film productions.

x

is to have an exhibitor
organization, if present plans materialize.
number of exhibitors met in Seattle
last week for tentative discussion and
temporary organization of what will be known
as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of
Washington.
W. Flint of the
American
theatre, Arlington, Wash., was chosen temporary president and a date set for permanent organization, November 7 and 8.
Exhibitors seem friendly towards the move-

A

The Pantages

Theatre, Toronto, which is
the largest of any kind in Canada, presented
the Canadian premier of "In the Shadows of
Whitechapel" while Loew"s, Toronto, presented the first Canadian run of "Mord Em'ly"
with Betty Balfour.
The Strand, another large downtown
house of Toronto, screened "Rob Roy," this
engagement following the big first run of the
Scottish story at Massey Hall.
These are the
three main theatres on Yonge Street, Toronto's main thoroughfare.
The fact that they
were showing English pictures aroused considerable comment.
At Montreal during the same week the attraction at the Loew Theatre, which is almost
as large as the Toronto Pantages, was "The
Sporting Earl." At Ottawa, the film feature
which was presented at the Russel, the local
dramatic house, was "The Prodigal Son.''

English pictures are having their best sway
in Canada right now and the Canadian public is taking kindly to them.
J. B. Sparrow, of Montreal, recently elected president of the Canadian Branch of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Association,
has re-opened the Court Theatre, St. Catherine and St. Lawrence Streets, Montreal, formerly a Loew house, under its original name
The house is now unof Theatre Francaise.
der the direction of the
atrical

and Amusernent

J.

B.

Co.,

Sparrow TheLimited,

Mon-

ment which

policy of the Francaise is to offer a
feature, a film comedy and
short subjects, as well as five acts of vaudeville, with a change of bill every Sunday and
Thursday. Top price for evening and Sunday
matinee shows is 40 cents, tax included.
Walter P. Wilson, who promoted the Garrick
Theatre.
Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
and
brought it to a high state of business activity

GASTON GLASS
Preferred

star

who

production

again

will

for

this

be

seen

in

a

new

company

Montreal, a company that owns the Strand,
Moulin Rouge, Regent,
Plaza,
Belmont,
Papineau and other theatres in Canada.
The new house seats 1200 and has a balcony, the night admission prices being 25
cents for the ground floor and 15 cents for
the balcony, tax paid.

The manager appointed by George Nichmanaging director of the company for
the Corona is Thomas Keegan, formerly assistant manager of the Papineau
Theatre
which was opened two years ago.
Programmes are changed every Sunday, Wednesolas,

day and Friday.

Selznick

Milwaukee

New

moving picture

with both American and English releases,
handed the theatre over to the shareholders

became the manager of the Lyceum Theatre, Winnipeg, where he has inrecently and

stalled an orchestra and is making other progressive changes.
structural
development in the
fine
Canadian theatre field took place with the formal opening of the brand new Corona Theatre, 1374 Notre Dame Street West, near Atwater Avenue, Montreal, on Saturday, October 13.
The new theatre was built by the Independent and United Amusements, Limited,

A

probably become a unit of
organization in time.
Al Rosenberg, manager of De Luxe Feature Film Co., has many friends among the
exhibitors who are extending their deepest
sympathy to him in the hour of his bereavement.
Mr. Rosenberg's wife died of pneumonia, on the date of her twenty-fifth birthday, leaving her husband and two year old
son, Robert.
Mrs. Rosenberg was a University graduate, widely known and very
popuwill

the national

treal.

The

Organization of

Motion Picture Theatre Owners

Office

Moves

to

Quarters

Frank M. DeLorenzo, branch manager of
the Milwaukee office of the Selznick Distributing Corporation, announces that they are
now established in their new quarters at 508
Toy Building and are again in position to
give exhibitors in this territory, the same service as was rendered before Selznick closed
the Milwaukee branch last December.
Mr. DeLorenzo has appointed E. G. Louthain, B. A. Kreger and Earle LaBelle to represent them in the Milwaukee territory.

Ben Blumenthal, president of
& Import Film Company,
turned from Europe on the S. S.
Large
is

pictures

portrayed

pictures,

Command"

the

Ex-

Inc.,

re-

Majestic.

Herewith
gatherings.
large
room scenes from two different
at left is from Fox's "The Silent
and at right Metro's "Desire"

ball

the one

have

The Portland Majestic mopped up "The
White Rose" to such an extent that it was
'secured
is

for a third week's showings.

most unusual for Portland.

The

This
Seattle

run is well into its second week at the Strand,
with possibilities of a third week.
Robert Marsden, Jr., and John Noble of
Marshfield, Oregon, who own the Noble and
Blue Mouse theatres, have combined with
Dennis Hull, in North Bend, three miles away,
for the erection of a big steel
and concrete theatre in the latter towa
The company will be known as the Coos Bay Amusement Company, and the new house which will
seat 900 and cost $100,000, will be named the
Liberty.
The present Liberty will be closed
when the new house opens, January 15.
The American theatre, Hillman City, is
being reseated with 300 new Heywood- Wakefield opera chairs, and is also being
redec-

orated and redraped extensively.
Mayor E. J. Brown has been appointed a
new member to Seattle's theatre censor board,
to replace Edward Sheane, who resigned
to
make his home in Los Angeles. Mrs. Betty

Flohr

is

the

new member.

Gibson Back in Harness

Ben Blunienthal Returns
port

lar.

George Gibson,
Chicago Rothacker

superintendent
laboratory, is

of

back

the
in

harness again— the same as ever, always in
a hurry.
He put in four months at the
Rothacker-Aller plant in Hollvwood, in accordance with Watterson R. Rothacker policy
of an interchange of executives and ideas—

between the two laboratories.

—
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A SMALL

TOWN MOVIE

Setting the Stage for

Bankruptcy
By GEORGE RICE
T BEGAN as the unfortunate proprietor
of a small

moving

picture theatre in a

small

The handsome

debonaire, Edmund Lowe, as he
appears in the screen adaptation of the famous
novel "In the Palace of the King."
This production is being distributed by the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.

KANSAS CITY CREATES

PERMANENT BODY
of M.P.T.O.A.
Ceased with Election of Officers

THE

Kansas City Division of the M.
T. O. A. recently ceased to be a

temporary

organization and, with the
election of officers for the year, became
a permanent body. A. M. Eisner, who
has been serving as temporary president, was elected to head the Kansas
City body, while L. C. Walker was
elected vice-president and Jay Means

was chosen

secretary-treasurer.
H. H.
Barrett and "Rube" Finklestein compose the trustees.
Headquarters will be shared with the
M. P. T. O. Kansas at Eighteenth and
Wyandotte streets, Kansas City, while
it is the plan of the Kansas City body
to minimize office expense by requesting the M. P. T. O. Western Missouri
to share office quarters in the same
space.

At the meeting Tuesday each of the
contributors to the recent fund subscribed by Kansas City exhibitors were
present, in addition to other exhibitors,
and the meeting was said to be the
most successful yet by the Kansas City
organization.

The above mentioned fund which will
be used to fight unjust city and county
legislation,
encroachments by unions
and music tax suits, now has reached
the $1,500 mark and is increasing each
week.
Another bombshell was exploded in
the ranks of theatre owners this week
when the city council introduced a bill
providing $200 annual dues for theatres
and other commercial entertainment
charging more than twenty-five cents
admission on Sunday.
This will not hit the suburban houses
as hard as the larger first run down
town_ houses. A bitter fight to the end
is being planned by the exhibitors, who
already are awaiting the outcome of a
test case now before the Jackson County Circuit court to determine the merits
of a county tax on all picture theatres.
Farewell Banquet to Neal Agnew
A farewell banquet was given in
honor of Neal Agnew, branch manager
of the Milwaukee Paramount Exchange,
which
Frank

proved

M.

to

be

DeLorenzo

of the Committee.
succeed Mr. Agnew.

O.

a

big

success.

Chairman

was
J.

Wooden
x

a

will

Beautiful Betty Francisco has been added to
the cast of Flaming Youth, in which Colleen
Moore is starring, and which John Francis DilThis novel has been adapted to the
lon directs.
screen by First National.

SAM WARNER WARNS

good picture service.
But if a traveling representative came

he was

a feature of special note,
sure to get one of us to take it if
other purpose than to prevent the

no
other from getting
for

it.

Several times the regular picture service

which

I

was paying

for,

and which often-

times was superior to the high-priced special feature, had to be shipped away the
next morning unexhibited.
My opposition furnished the managers,
editors, printers, reporters, typesetters
office

boys of the newspapers with

all

and
the

tickets they
could use. At first I
gave the press a certain number of nontransferable passes, but was forced to
change to the grocery clerk's method.
Many of these tickets were not used by
the persons receiving them. They were
sold to our patrons at half prices, thereby
making it unnecessary for these people to
buy tickets at our doors.
I adopted the plan of taking a reporter
to dinner occasionally and my opposition
met this by giving all of the newspaper
men a grand dinner at one of the hotels

free

at $5 per plate.
I

my

was greatly pleased one day to have
competitor's good looking ticket seller

come to
for her.

me

to ask

if

I

had an opening

was delighted to hear the opposing cash drawer was quite depleted and
that their bank account had been overdrawn, and I was just reckless enough to
I

proved to be one of the most
change artists that I have
ever employed. She never cheated me, but
I was obliged to let her go in a month because of the numerous complaints of patrons that their change was a dime, nickel
and sometimes only a penny short.
I think that this remarkable girl must
have doubled her wages by the nickels
and dimes she short-changed patrons during the rush hours. Many persons never
stop to count their change. Some cannot
count well unless they have on their

The

Not Forced

to

Book Other

Pictures

W ith Warner Classics
WARNER
issued a warning to
S\M
exhibitors in
sections stating that
all

booking Warner Pictures are
not compelled to buy inferior product
theatres

order to obtain the different Warner
Screen Classics.
Exhibitors desirous of obtaining the

in

exhibition rights to this company's pictures need not contract for any other
productions to secure the classics for
their theatre.

"In making this statement," Mr. Warner declares, "we want it thoroughly
understood that the Warner exchanges,
enfranchised with distribution rights to
Warner pictures, are also warned not to
force any other pictures upon exhibitors who are buying our product.
"Our Classics are an independent
unit of each exchange distributing them,
and exhibitors have the privilege of contracting

for

Warner

pictures

alone,

without having to buy any other film
at that exchange.
"This rule has no exception. Contracts made by the different exchanges
in the key cities to cover the bookings
of the classics grouped with- the film
product of other companies are expressly

forbidden.

"Agreements between
and

this

organiza-

prothat the booking and renting of
all our pictures shall be upon contracts
separate and apart from the booking
and renting of any other prints, films or
pictures handled or controlled by the
tion

distributors

specifically

vides

engage her.
adroit

EXHIBITORS

town with

to our

Temporary Division

P.

middle western town in which a
former grocery clerk operated a competing
house in the next block.
I had the satisfaction of knowing that
he was subjected to losses equal to mine
as a result of the absurd and extravagant
schemes we both introduced for the purpose of getting all the patronage.
As a result of the controversy we both
quickly verged on bankruptcy.
It looked as if we two men were striving to wreck each other's business while
the public looked on and laughed.
We kept continually trying to outdo
each other instead of giving the public a
fair return for its money.
Each of us had

girl

short

glasses.

But before going further

in this narrathe narrator should explain the circumstances leading up to the bankrupt
condition of the two movie houses. This
will be done in the next number.
tive,

(To

be

Continued)

exchange.
"I wish to further state," Mr. Warner concluded, "that our organization

brook no violation of this contract,
and that failure on the part of any of
our distributors to fulfill this pledge
will

should be reported to the

Van

Pelt

Ernest

Van

Home

Office.

Due In New York
Pelt,

well

known

Film

Distributor, who with Larry Weingarten marketed the Sacred Films, is due

New York

in
ises

to

create

dependent

in a

few days and prom-

quite a
distributors.

stir

among

In-

Van Pelt has been in Hollywood the
past six months sponsoring several Independent productions and wires that
he is bringing some of the best pictures
ever offered on the open market.

:e
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Three Masters of Michigan
JP BETWEEN Lake Michigan and Lake Erie there is a state
made famous by the wealthiest man in the world. But there is
something up there in addition to automobile brains. The State
of Michigan is blessed with some of the nation's brainiest showmen. Witness this group of three. And they all hail from Battle
Famed for its breakfast foods and now its Master
Creek

1

—

!

Exhibitors.

T\7T

ESSRS. Beatty and

theatres,
stitutions and

Litts,

shown above, represent

individual

which have been established as Battle Creek

in-

community centers. Their success has been based
upon personality management. At the left you meet the president and general manager of one of the strongest and most re-

spected theatre chains in the country, the Theatrical Enterprise
Company.
Mr. Butterfield's experience ranges from the tentwenty-thirty and the two-a-day down through burlesque and
musical comedy to the art of the cinema.

W.

A.

BUTT ERF I ELD

October

1923

27,
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Among
county
THAT
motion

licenses were required for
picture theatres in Kansas City
vvas proved to the satisfaction of A. M.
Eisner, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Kansas City in a test
case before Justice James J. Shepard in the
county court this week. Mr. Eisner was fined
$50 for violating the order which required
county licenses.
As president of the association Mr. Eisner had made his case an

example.
school pupils of Independence, Missouri, a suburb of Kansas City, spend $11,000
for admittance to motion picture shows yearly,
according to replies given in 1,931 questionnaires.
The information was sought by a recreational survey made by a committee of the
Independence Chamber of Commerce.

Showmen

Charles B. Cohen will build an open air
theatre at Dallas, Texas,
in near future.
The theatre will seat 400 and will cost about
$20,000.
Instructions have been issued by the city
council of Oklahoma City to file condemnation proceedings against John and Pete
Sinoupolo ordering the old Lyric theatre to
be torn down.

The

High

the

theatre

has

menace for long

been

considered

a

fire

time.

The order for the demolishment of the
theatre has been repeatedly ignored by the
Sinoupolos, even though they have been
notified a number of times, Commissioner Bob
Parman told the Commissioners.

J. W. "Jim" Watson, Kansas City, formerly a golf professional, has taken over the
Benton theatre, a suburb house.
He is
installing a Hope-Jones organ and other improvements are being made. He announces an

policy

all-star

of

re-opened

is

pictures

when

the

W.

has been in charge

Kinnet Loyd has opened

his

new Airdome

Dierks, Ark.

Jack Joyce has opened his new Oak Lawn
Theatre at Dallas, Texas, the theatre cost
$50,000 and seats about 500.

Richard Melvin, assistant manager of the
Kansas City Fox office, has been transferred
to the Cincinnati office and left for that post
week.
He will be succeeded by C. M.
Reap, formerly of Albany, N. Y.
last

Herb Stultz is the latest addition to the F.
B. O. sales force in the Kansas City territory.
He formerly was with Select and Universal
and is covering the Northern Kansas terri-

was with genuine

It

who

theatre

shortly.
at

regret that
Kansas
film colony learned of the resignation

City's

A. V. Mack,

of Pathe's sales activities in the Buffalo territory since 1921, is about to leave his desk
at Pathe's local office to assume the branch
managership of the Philadelphia office for
Pathe. While Mack's departure will occasion
much regret among his host of friends in the
Buffalo territory their congratulations are
none the less hearty as Mack's transfer to
the Philadelphia office to take the place of
Charles Henschel, recently appointed Eastern
District Manager for Pathe, is in the nature
of a well-merited promotion. Mack ranks as
one of Buffalo's veteran "ole timers," having
been branch manager here for General Film
and next for Mutual prior to his association
with Pathe.
The Buffalo film circles will be glad to
learn that another "vet" will succeed Mack
as branch manager in the person of Basil
Brady, who has acquired a large following of
exhibitor admirers both in the Rochester territory, where he sold for Pathe for two years,
and in Buffalo City where he has labored for
the past four years.

tory.

of "Colonel" William Yoder, district manager of Pathe in the Southern territory. Mr.
Yoder will go to Oklahoma City and then for
a four weeks motor trip to California.
His
plans for the future have not yet been out-

H. T. Snowden, formerly publicity manager for I. Libson operator of a chain of motion picture houses in Cincinnati, has taken
over an opera house at Greenville, Ohio, and
his
leaves on October 13 to take charge of

lined.

theatre in that city.

"Doc" Cook, Kansas City business
manager of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Kansas, was re-elected for anC. E.

A shakeup occurred in the First National
Kansas City office last week, L. J. McCarthy,
assistant manager, being promoted to manager
of the Omaha branch office, while Tom Byerly, who has been traveling in southern Missouri for First National will succeed Mr. McCarthy. Mr. Byerly will be succeeded by H.

other year's service at the convention in
Wichita, Kas., last week.
"Doc" Cook has
his eye on a Notary Public sign and will
become such a worthy in a short time.

W. L. Finney has succeeded James Rice
as the manager of the Pantages theatre in
Kansas City. Mr. Finney formerly was
with

Pantages

in

Spokane,

picture

Okla.

Hail Brot hers have purchased

the Mission

theatre at Beeville, Texas.

W. Snow

J.

chased the

and L. H. Carter have purTheatre at Drumright,

Folly

Okla.

Archie Josephson, whose theatre operations
have brought him into some prominence, has
entered the hotel business, having recently
become president of the Hotel Bray, a leading
hostelry

in

Kansas

Mr. Josephson

City.

cater to visiting exactively engaged as an
exhibitor, having recently taken over the
Twelfth Street theatre.
His other picture
houses are the Gillham, Apollo, Victory and
are the Gillham, Apollo, Victory and Dunbar.
hibitors.

He

still

will
is

Dunbar.

The Garden
town

opened

Opera

theatre, located near the down
Kansas City, will be reOctober 14. by the Kansas Civic
Company, operating on a plan similar

district

G.

Manager
to

STOLTE
of

the

Des Moines

E. Corbin.
theatre,

A. H. Blank in Des Moines, Iowa

Washington.

0. Perkins has opened a motion
theatre at Holdenvill,

A.

Enterprising

and assistant

of

J. W. Gable of the Grand Theatre, Beloit,
Kas., did not allow the trifling incident of being arrested to alter his plans to operate his
theatre on Sundays. The "offense" last Sunday led to his arrest, but his case was never
tried and he asserts his house will be open each
Sunday in the* future. The labor law is the
only state statute under which a Kansas exhibitor may be prosecuted for operating a
theatre on Sunday and this measure is an antique one, dating back almost to the days of
slavery.

McCarthy, known

as the "whiz bang"
National in the Kansas
City territory, has resigned and will go to
California in search of improved health.
J. J.

salesman

for

First

The Capitol Enterprises have moved headquarters from 115 West Seventeenth street,
Kansas City, to the Davison Building, Seventeenth street and Grand avenue, thereby obtaining much more office space for the concern
which has enjoyed an unusual growth the last
few months.

Municipal Opera Company of

Roy E. Churchill, branch manager of the
Kansas City F. B. O. exchange, and Sam

theatre has been used alterfor motion pictures and road shows.
Last year it housed a stock company.
The
first attraction will feature DeWolf Hopper.

Benjamin, Oklahoma City branch manager,
were nothing else but highly enthusiastic over
some mighty flowery language about the Kansas City film colony upon their return.

to that of the
St.

Louis.

The Garden

nately

The Omaha

territory

is

familiar

Mr. McCarthy as he formerly traveled out
of that key center.
to

Damage amounting to $7,000 was done to
the Pershing Theatre, Argentine, Kas., a suburb of Kansas City, last week by flood waters
from the Kaw river. The house is owned by
Fred Meyn. An organ costing $6,000, is
:

damaged beyond

repair, while 200 seats

were

utterly ruined.

The life of a bookkeeper became entirely
too monotonous for "Cuhley Wilson" of the
Pathe last week and he proceeded to join the
sales force of Associated Exhibitors, covering
the Kansas Territory.
Several changes have been made in the sales
last
forces of Kansas City exchanges the
week. E. J. Eagen has been added to the Fox
staff, covering Kansas, while two new salesmen have been added to the First National
force, Harold Cass, formerly with Fox, who

will cover the

Northwestern Kansas

territory,

W.

Beddoe. who will travel in Northeastern Kansas, he having formerly been
First National branch manager at Oklahoma
Albert W. Eaton has joined the PreCity.

and H.

ferred Pictures force.

Edward Peskay of the Penn Theatre. St.
Joseph, Mo., is not kept so busy managing his
house that he does not find time to manage a
baseball club.
But there is a reason a good
reason.
The club is known as The Penn
Theatre Athletic Club and that name apnears
mighty often before the St. Joseph public.

—
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Hobart
Bosworth,
Dr.
Walter,
as
registers righteous indignation over the
refusal of his adopted son to acknowledge his latest indiscretion.

;
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CENTURY'S

RQDUCTION

"The Detective," starring

Jack Earle, is finished. The title has
been changed to "A Corn-Fed Sleuth."
The title of "Ship Ahoy!" has been
changed to "Down to the Ship to See."

|Y|

ONOGRAM
Andrew

PICTURES,

new

the

Callaehan Company, is
cutting, assembling and titling the first of
the Harry J. Brown Productions, entitled
"The- Mask of Lopez," starring Fred ThomJ.

PATHE

reports that Mack Sennett's lattwo-reel comedy has been completed under the title of "Flip Flops." The
Lewis
cast
includes
Sargent,
Alberta
Vaughn, Jack Cooper and Andy Clyde.
est

son.

has engaged Ralph E.
METRO
man for an important part

in

Man

Whom

Bush-

"The

Passed By," under the

Life

Schertzinger. Among
others who appear in the cast are Jane
Novak, Percy Marmont, Eva Novak, Cul-

direction

Victor

of

Landis and Hobart Bosworth.
Fred Niblo has begun "shooting" on
"Thy Name is Woman," starring Barbara
La Marr and Rampn Novarro. Ben Carre
has been signed to take charge of the designing and construction, and Pablo Aguilar will assist in the research work.
len

PARAMOUNT
to

the

cast

has added Marjorie

"The

of

Call

of

the

Daw
Can-

yon."
Cutting

and titling of "Stephen Steps
Out" have been completed by Ralph Block.

Conway
scene

in

who

Tearle,

"Black

Oxen"

finished his last
at
the
United

signed a new contract at the
Lasky Studio to appear at the head of a
prominent cast of players in "The Next
Studios,

Corner," a

Included
the
Allan
filmed at
Studio, are

Sam Woods

Production.
the cast of "Big Brother,"
Dwan production, now being
the
Paramount Long Island
in

Hammond, William

Charles

Hammond, William

Black, Hardy Tucker,
Elkas and Mickey

Hugh Wynee, Edward
Bennett.

With a cast headed by Bebe Daniels,
Ernest Torrence, Noah Beery and Lloyd
Hughes, the company that

is

to

make "The

Heritage of the Desert," the third Zane
Grey production for this company, under
Irvin Willat, is now on
Flagstaff, Arizona, to Lee's

the direction of

way from

its

Ferry

Southern Utah.
James Cruze has completed the filming
in

"To the Ladies."

of

Thomas Meighan
at

the

Paramount

Hazel Keener, Chester Conklin. Wilfred
Lucas, Taylor Graves and Joseph Butterworth.

"Pied Piper Malone," by Booth Tarkingunder the direction of Alfred E.
Green.
Lois Wilson has arrived in New York
to play opposite Thomas Meighan in "Pied
Piper Malone." George Fawcett, who has
completed his work with Glen Hunter in
"West of the Water Tower," has joined
the cast.

Filming of "North of 36," by Emerson
will start immediately.
Jack Holt
and Ernest Torrence have been selected
for leading parts, under the direction of
James Cruze.
Gloria Swanson began work this week at
this company's Long Island studio in "The
Humming Bird," her second picture to be
made in the East.
Sidney Olcott, who
recently signed a contract with this com-

Hough,

pany, will direct the picture.
Lon Chaney has been signed as a featured player in "The Next Corner." a

Wood

production

for

Albert Rogell will direct.

NATIONAL

THIRST

screen

will

"The

Woman

on the Jury," under the direction of Harry O. Hoyt.
Production was
started October 15.
John M. Stahl has completed his cast
for

picturizatiou

his

of

the

stage

play

"Why Men

Leave Home." Lewis Stone
will have the male lead, and others include
Helene Chadwick, Mary Carr, William V.
Along, Alma Bennett, Hedda Hopper, Lile
Leslie, Sidney Bracey and E. H. Calvert.
Camera work was started this week on
"The Swamp Angel, at the United Studios
''

Pictures loaned Clara Bow to
this company for the making of this pic-

Preferred

ture.

Frank Borzage will direct Norma Talmadge's next, entitled "Secrets." Miss
Talmadge is at present completing "Dust
of Desire," and "Secrets" will be started
immediately thereafter.
M. C. Levee has purchased the rights to
William Dudley Pelley's story, "Torment,"
the next production
to
be
staged
by
Alaurice Tourneur for the company.
Louise Fazenda and Freddie, a trained
seal, will be the headliners in Thomas H.
Ince's next offering for this company, entitled "The Galloping Fish."
as

Edwin Carewe

sailed

from

New York

on

the Majestic, Saturday, October 13, for
Biskra, Algeria, where he will make exteriors for "A Son of the Sahara, which
will be released by this company.
Next
month a company of actors will meet him
in

started work this week
Long Island studio on

ton,

forthcoming Sam
this company.

"The Desert Ranch" is about to go into
Fred Thomson will have the
male lead supported by Joseph Swickard.
production.

Paris.

GOLDWYN
ment
which he

has entered into an arrangewith J. Parker Read, Jr., by

produce in Europe a film
Beach's "The Recoil."
Betty Blythe has been engaged for the
leading role and Mahlon Hamilton has
been assigned to play opposite her, under

"version

will

of

Rex

the direction of T.

Erich von
picture

for

Hays Hunter.

Stroheim is cutting his first
company, entitled "Greed,"

this

from Frank Norris' "McTeague."
"Wild Oranges" has now reached the
cutting room, and Director King Vidor is
assembling and cutting the picture.
Rupert Hughes' "Law Against Law" and
Tod Browning's "The Day of Faith," are
being titled and will soon be ready for
showing at the studio projection room.
Loew's State, Cleveland, is one of the many first
run houses where Hamilton Comedies, released by
Educational, is featured on electric flashes

UNIVERSALE
is

"Wyoming,"

starring

Jack Hoxie, has been completed and
now being edited at Universal City for

early release.

Purchase has been made of the following stories, for adaptation to the screen:
"The Inheritors," by Miss 1. A. R. Wylie;
"Love Insurance," by Earl Derr Biggers
"Wine," by William MacHarg; "Courtin'
Calamity," by William Dudley Pelley;
"Judgments of West Paradise," by Valma
Clark; "The Free Trader," by Kathrene
and Robert Pinkerton.
Virginia Vali has been selected to play
the feminine lead, and Rockliffe Fellowes
the male lead in "The Signal Tower," being adapted from Wadsworth Camp's prize
Others in the cast include
short story.
Wallace Beery, J. Farrell AlacDonald, Dot
Farley, Frankie Darrow and James O.
Barrows, under the direction of Clarence

Brown.

L.

Edward

T. Lowe,

Jr.,

has completed the

"The Turmoil," by Booth
Tarkington, and production has started
under the direction of Hobart Henley.
George Hackathorne has the leading male
role and Eleanor Boardman will play opcontinuity

for

posite the star.

Others

in the cast include

Buddy Messinger, Bert Roach and Pauline
Garon.
Willian Duncan has started another railroad serial, "The Fast Express." He will
both direct and star in it. Edith Johnson
will play opposite, and Albert J. Smith,
Harry Woods, John Cossar and Harry
Carter will appear in the cast.

BURR
CC.
as leading

has engaged James Rennie
man in "Restless Wives,"
with Doris Kenyon, which is now in proBurr Glendale studio.
the"
at
duction
•

Gregory La Cava

is

directing.

"The Drums of Jeopardy,"
featuring Elaine Hammerstein and directed by Edward Dillon, is nearing com-

TRUART'S

pletion.

The first Richard Talmadge picture
"Let's Go!", inaugurating the series being

made with this star by Carlos Productions for release through this company, has
been titled and edited by Ralph Spence.
has secured the following players
FOX
for the screen version of "Shadow of
the East," by Edith
ing produced at the
dred Harris, Frank

M. Hull, which

West

Studios.

is

beAlil-

Mayo and Norman

Kerry, George Archainbaud will direct.
This feature will be released with the third
series of the special productions announced
by this company for the season of 1923-24.

SSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

report
that Douglas MacLean has finished the
selection of his cast for "The Yankee Con-

A

and production is now in full swing.
Patsy Ruth Miller has the leading feminine role, and others are Stanhope Wheatcroft, Arthur Stuart Hull, Eulalie Jensen,
George Periolat, Fred Kelsey, Bert Hadley
and Gerald Pring.
sul,"

TVTISSION announces

the completion of

the story fpr the next all-star feature.
from the pen o"f H. H. Van Loan, and
Production will beis entitled "Flattery."
gin in the very near future.
It is

p
^

OSMOPOLITAN

reports that Robert
Vignola has completed the actual
"shooting" of "Yolanda," starring Marion
Davies, which will be presented under the
title of "Mary of Burgundy."

G.

VITAGRAPH

has engaged Dustin FarPatsy, Ruth Miller to star in
"A Tale of Red Roses," the next David
Smith production picturized from the
novel by George Randolph Chester.

num and
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PATHE SCOOPS THE ZEV-PAPYRUS RACE
Being a Story in Which the Exhibitor Is Given a Real
'Inside Tip' on a Sure-Fire Winner

By "Zcv"

in

PLAYING

Belmont Track on October

20,

it

accom-

plished something never suspected of being possible before in the history of the
turf: it actually made "playing the ponies"
Let's exsafe at last
for the showman.

—

plain

:

For years the question of an international
horse-race in America has been bothering
our trainers and owners. Of course, there
have been obstacles.
track isn't

The American racesame thing as an

exactly the

English track, for one thing. Another lithas been the Atlantic
tle disadvantage
Ocean. Well, a month ago Ben Irish
set out to prove it could be done.
He arrived in New York with his winner
of the English derby, and for the past
three weeks Papyrus, in actual trials at
Zev

—America's

race
20,

international
representative in the
be held at Belmont Race Track, October
two-reel special of which is to be made by

to
a

Pathe

for

release

on

October

21.

the Belmont Track, has been proving that
little things like difference in tracks and
an ocean voyage doesn't detract in the
slightest from a real thoroughbred's speed.
The track authorities anticipate an attendance in the neighborhood of one-hundred thousand to witness our race. But
one-hundred thousand doesn't begin to represent the proverbial drop in the traditional
bucket in comparison with the hosts of
sport devotees the world over that would
like to sit in at

And

our match.

just here that Pathe and its
two-reel special of our contest comes in.
Through the wizardy of the screen the
Belmont Race Track will become amplified
world-wide amphitheato the extent of a
tre in which every motion-picture theatre
will form a grand-stand box.
For weeks now, the dailies have been
it's

featuring our

forthcoming encounter
and in their sporting

their front pages

cial

derby at Churchill
Pathe's two-reel spegive an accurate account of the Belmont
race to be held on the twentieth

will

umns. Experts here and abroad have
been following our training with closest
scrutiny, and the newspapers have lavished

Collaboration with 'Papyrus'

the ponies has been the
gambler's idea of the sport de-luxe
ever since old Flintface wagered his
new stone-hatchet on the 300 year old
Dinosaur colt to win the Paleolithic DerBut for all its popularity and longevby.
ity, "hoss-racing" has acquired the rather
dubious reputation of proving more adequately than anything else the claim that
there is "one born every minute."
However, when Pathe signed us up last
week for the two leading roles in its exclusive two-reel special of our race at the

—

Zev Winning the Kentucky
Downs, Louisville, Kentucky.

on
col-

space

in

the

recording of their opinions

and the progress of our preparations for
the great event.

We may

have been

in the

"movies" only

a few weeks, but when it comes to grabbing
valuable
newspaper space we're a
Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd, and Xat
Rothstein all rolled into one.
If public interest is something to be taken advantage of by the live-w ire showman,
then Pathe's special of the first international turf match held in America offers
the opportunity of a life time.
Everything possible is being done to
make the Pathe special a perfect work of
its kind and one that the exhibitor can
go out and sell to the maximum. Ten
stands have been erected at the Belmont
Track, each of which will cover a definite
portion of the track.
In the center of the enclosure will be a
stand twenty-five feet high, from which
cameras will sweep every part of the entire park.
staff of fifteen
cameramen
will man the stands, and special detail of
cameramen will be concentrated along the
home-stretch so that the supreme moments
of the final dash to the wire will be faithfully preserved in all their thrilling details.
Here's a picture made by thoroughbreds
for thoroughbreds.
They're off!
T

A

—

Papyrus England's marvel, which is to race against
Zev at Belmont Park. To the left is shown one
the fifteen Pathe cameramen who will assist in

of

the

production

ot

this

special

;

October
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^DISTRIBUTION.
1V/T

ASTODON

completed

has

negotia-

whereby Richmount Pictures
tions
will distribute the new C. C. Burr proUnder the
ductions in foreign territory.
terms of the contracts, Richmount will handle "Three O'clock in the Morning," "Restless Wives," "Youth to Sell," "The Aver-

age Woman," "Lend Me Your Husband,"
and a new comedy feature, all of which

made for the 1923-24 season.
have been
following exchanges
signed up for franchises on the entire series
of Independent product which this organization will produce during the 1923-24
season: Western Pennsylvania and West
Virginia to Davis, Alexander & Libby, of

are being

The

Columbia Film Service, Inc.; Pittsand Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey to Robert Lynch, of
Metro Pictures, Inc., Philadelphia. In addition franchises have been sold to Samuel

the

burgh,

Moscow

Inc.,
of Moscow Films,
Skirboll,
of
Skirboll

Boston
Brothers
William
Gold Seal Productions, Cleveland and Cin-

and Samuel Zierler of the Commonwealth Film Corporation of New York

cinnati;

City.

WARNER

has completed a deal whereby
product for the Buffalo territory
will be in the hands of Sidney Sampson of
the Bond Photoplay Co.
The pictures that
will be handled by this company are "Main
Street," "Where the North Begins," "Brass,"
"Beautiful and Damned," "Rags to Riches,"
"Little Heroes of the Street", "A Dangerous
Adventure", "The Little Church Around the
Corner", "The Tie That Binds", "Your Best
Friend", and "Parted Curtains."
their

TNDEPENDENT

has closed a contract
with the Midwest Distributing Corporation, providing for the release of their
entire product in Wisconsin. The subjects
embrace eight Jack Livingston features,
two George Larkins, and "The Valley of
Lost Souls," "The Devil's Partner," "The
Offender," "Shattered Faith," and "In the
-*-

Spider's

ment

chased the rights for Will Nighe's "Marriage
Morals" and B. P. Fineman's "Don't Marry
For Money" for the Dominion of Canada.
"Don't Marry for Money" has also been sold

"DATHE'S

schedule of releases to be made
available October 28 is headed by the second of the new Hal Roach series of tworeelers, starring Stan Laurel, titled "Frozen

F. Grelle and Henry C. Foster,
operating as the Supreme Photoplays, Inc.. of
Pittsburgh, for Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia.

Harry

to

CENTURY'S
ing

two

reel comedies, featur-

Baby Peggy, have been booked by

the first run houses in Rochester, Cleveland and over the Loew circuit in New
York, also the Missouri, St. Louis, Mo.;
Majestic, Columbus. Ohio; Strand, Wichita
Falls, Texas; Broadway, Richmond, Va.;
Mont.; Liberty, Spokane,
Rialto Butte,
Wash.; Park and Mall. Cleveland, Ohio;
and California, San Pedro, Calif.

UNIVERSALE

exchange

Cleveland

in

reports that the Dome, Youngstown,
has contracted for the Baby Peggy series
that
of two-reel Century Comedies, and
the Strand, Canton, has signed for the
Century Comedies, including the Baby

Peggys.

ARROW
San

reports that Progress Features of
Francisco have contracted for the

Broadway-Billy West
the
of
distribution
Comedies for California, Arizona, Nevada and
the Hawaiian Islands.
bought
I. E. Chadwick of Metro Films has
the Broadway-Billy West Series of Comedies
for

New

H.

J.

York.

Herrman

of the

Bromberg

staff sold

to the Barracco interests for their first
theatres, all of the company's Westerns
Serials.

run

and

VITAGRAPH

announces that the first of
Larry Semon's two-reel comedies, "The
Gown Shop" is now available for booking at
There will be four Semon
their exchanges.
releases in this length during the season of
1923-24.
Two of the other three comedies,

"Lightning Love"
been finished.

and

FILM BOOKING
for

"Horseshoes",

OFFICES

report

have

re-

month of November, con"The Lullaby", "The Love Pirates",
and "Blow Your OwmHorn."
leases
sisting of

the

"Jamestown", the second number of "Chronof America" series being produced by
the Yale University Press, will be released
icals

November

ATLANTA

—

Howard Overture, "The
Howard News and Views.
Worry ?"

Light Cavalry."

"Why

Feature,

BALTIMORE

—

Rivoli Overture, "March and Procession
of Bacchus." Rivoli Topical Review, Topics
of the Day. Comedy, "The Cat's Whiskers."
Feature, "Rupert of Hentzau."

—

Metropolitan

"Rigoletto."
Overture.
Comedy,
Review.
Topical
"Winner Take All." Feature, "Going Up."
mentioned).
(not
Overture
Century
Review and Magazine.
Topical
Century
Comedy, "Roll Along." Feature, "Six Days."

Metropolitan

—

BROOKLYN

—

TopiStraxd Overture (not mentioned
Feature, "Potash and
cal Review (selected).

Web."

Hearts."

& NORTH make the announceWEBER that
Harry A. Kaufman has pur-

Run Programs

Current First

.

Perlmutter."

CHICAGO

—
—

Comedy,
Chicago Overture, "Zampa."
"High Life." Feature. "Gold Diggers."
Comedy.
"Mignon."
Overture,
Tivoli
"Easter Bonnet." Feature, "Potash and Perlmutter."

—

Overture, "Echoes of SwitzerComedy, "Easter Bonnet." Feature,
"Potash and Perlmutter."
W ooDLAWN Overture. "Perre Gynt Sweet."
Pathe News, Topics of the Day, Pathe Re-

Riviera

4.

)

land."

ETRO'S "Long

Live the King," starring Jackie Coogan, will be released
in nine reels the latter part of November.

"|\/r

-L"

—

r

McVickers

P

The Booking Sheet
REFERRED announces that

W orld

for their fifteen
lease: Rialto and

Events, Fun From
"The French Doll."

the

fol-

signed contracts
features for 1923-24 re-

Lyric, Aberdeen, S. D.;
Cloud, Me.; Bee, Albuquerque, N. M.; New Graxd Central, St. Louis,
Mo. :.Clune's Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.; Regent, Rochester, N. Y.
Melba, Dal-

Sherman,

Last."
"Capriccio Italien."
the Press. Feature.

—Overture,

T

lowing houses have

*-

"Safety

Feature,

view.

St.

;

Texas; Rialto, Fort Worth, Texas; RiMissoula, Mont.; Barcli, Schenectady,
N. Y.; Park, Utica, N. Y., and Liberty,
W'enatchee, Wash.

las,

alto,

DALLAS

—

Palace Overture, (not mentioned). PalFeature.
ace News, Topics of the Day.
"Circus Days."

LOS ANGELES

—

Selections
Overture.
Loew's Warfield
from "High Jinks." Minute Views of Current News, Pointed Paragraphs from the
Press. Comedy, "The Battle." Feature. "The
French Doll."

NEW YORK
Conan Doyle Right?"
D ATHE'S
been booked
showing over
"Is

for

has
the

Keith Circuit, not only throughout Greater New York, but also in Yonkers, Mt.
Vernon, Schenectady, Rochester and Troy,
N. Y. and in Jersey City and Newark,
;

—

Rialto Overture, "Sicilian Vespers." RiComedy, "Three Strikes."
alto Magazine.
ing."
Feature, "The Broken

W

r

Rivoli
Rivoli

—Overture,

Pictorial.

Dancer."

N.-J.

The William
houses located

Gray

P.
in

Maine,

New

Hampshire,

Rhode Island and Vermont, and
of

Massachusetts

Sam

Goldstein,

theatres

closed

this

the chain
controlled by

week

for

entire two-reel output of comedies.

the

These

include the "Our Gang,"
Will Rogers,
"Spat Family," Stan Laurel. Ben Turpin,
and Alack Sennett comedies.
The following theatre chains have closed
for "Her Dangerous Path," starring Edna
Murphy: Finkelstein & Ruben, W'ilmer &
Vincent, and the Rothchild group.

Wf ARNER'S
"

69th
St.

St.

—Overture,

a Big City."

Stanley

69th
(not mentioned
Comedy. "Pitfalls of
Feature, "The Silent Partner."

"Where's the North

HODKINSON
WW.
many
bookings

for
showings of the two-reeler,
ser in Exile."

"The Ex-Kai-

.

—Overture,

"Merry

Wives

of

Windsor." News (selected). Topics of the
FeaCartoon, "Felix Laughs Last."
Day.
"Strangers

ture.

of

the

Night."

ROCHESTER
Eastman

—Overture.

Eastman

Current
"The Green Goddess."

nole."

"Capriccio
Events.

EspagFeature.

LOUIS

— Overture,

"Merry Wives of
News & Magazine.
Missouri
Cartoon. "Felix Calms His Conscience." Feature. "Ruggles of Red Gap."
Missouri

Windsor."

ST.

has
received
Armistice Day

)

Review.

Topical

ST.
Classic.

Begins," has been booked by Nicholas
Schcnck of the Marcus Loew Offices for
the entire Metropolitan Circuit, opening at
the State and Metropolitan October 22.

•

PHILADELPHIA

with

Circuit,

"Capriccio Espagnole."
"The Spanish
Feature,

— Overture.

PAUL

"The Firefly." Pathe
News. International News. Current Events.
Comedy. "High Fliers." Feature, "The EterCapitol

nal

Struggle."
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TORRENCE blossoms forth as a comedian. Little did we dream
p RNEST
he possessed this latent talent when we used to
and watch him play the

THE

girl

is

Fritzi

know what

sit

heavy

all

We

Ridgeway being duly appreciated by 'Ruggles.'
the

glasses

in

the

don't

background are for but we have our

villain.

CROM

left

—

to

'
Ernest
right
Torrence, Louise

Leighton and Ed-

ward Horton

en-

joying a cozy repast in the lafst
ames Cruze Production 'Ruggles

of Red Gap'.
Harry Leon Wflstory

son's

been

has

faithfully

followed and all
the characters are
equally
as
delightf u 1 1 y
refreshing on the
screen
they
as

were

in

the

book.

VTHHATEVER

"

»x-villain

it's all about it must be very amusing.
Don't you think our
has a very pleasant smile?
We hope he keeps it working for a

few more

pictures.

"RuggJes of

Red Gap'

BOVE
L

stick

we have Mr. Torrence again, this time being served with a walking
by Edward Horton, his English valet. What could be sweeter we
ask you?

Said to be Sure Cure for Blues

—

fage 1003

October 27, 1923

FEATURE PREVIEWS
Directed by
Vitagraph Six Part Photoplay
Scenario by C. Graham
David Smith.
Baker. Length about 6,000 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Robert Dale /
Jack Plains J
xose MiLer
Philip Blaney

Alice Calhoun
Bertram Grassby
Otis Harlan

Dwight Crittenden
Boardman

Virginia Irue

Mrs. Salter

Aggie Herring
Nelson McDowell

"Laundry Lou"
Parson

W.

BU

Slater
Sheriff

J.

Dyer

Joe Rickson

draws Robert Dale, his wife and
prairie.
The party is atand
all are ki.led save Jack, who
Indians
tacked by
He
is only four and cannot remember his last nam;.
Salter, a member of another
is adopted by a Mrs.
Ttte story moves
party, and reared as her own chi.d.
to twenty years later and is full of action, love, humor
and pathos. An unique situation forces the heroine
to do much of the love making as the hero, believing
himse.f to be beneath her rank, refuses to make any
advances although he loves the girl dearly. The film
thrills containing a runaway stage
is replete with
coach on a narrow mountain pass, a leap over a
ravine and other daring adventures known to the
West in the early 70's.

The

their

schooner train, who finds himself in a dangerous tangle as the result of the murder of
his foster

Cullen Landis

"Easy Aaron" Cropsey
Rodney Miller

suspense, and sympathy for the verile young
man, rescued when a mere child from the band
of blood thirsty red skins who have slaughtered his parents and everybody else in the
is

'Pioneer Trails'

lure of gold

son, Jack, over the

mother and

shown rare restraint in presenting the pioneer
town. Except for a couple of drunkards, and
the bar that serves red liquor, above board,
but npt free, the town is just about as real as
it probably was forty odd years ago.
This picture is one of the easiest to sell to
your public that has been produced this season, and it is one that any exhibitor can book
with full confidence that the film will fully
please his patrons and make his house more
popular than ever.
"Pioneer Trails" fairly
bristles with exploitation possibilities and yet
it can be easily sold to the people without the
expenditure of a great deal of time, money
or effort on the part of the exhibitor.

By Douglas Grahame

VITAGRAPH

has produced a picture that
ranks with the best of current screen
The theme, story, characterization,
offerings.
photography, direction and atmosphere of
"Pioneer Trails" make it a picture that will
hold the undivided attention of the great
majority of people and make them cordially

recommend

it

to their friends as first class en-

tertainment.
Before the showing one reviewer said to
himself, "Just another of those gold hunting
old-time Westerns." But before the first reel
was over, the reviewer was not only agreeably disappointed but genuinely interested and
forgot everything else so absorbed was he in
what was being shown on the screen.
Director David Smith has made a picture of
the romantic gold-urge period of the early
70s that is a graphic and convincing as

though a modern news

reel

camera man had

people and happenings in
that colorful era. Every minute detail of presentation has been so carefully taken care of
that the spectator feels that he is one of the
party of Easterners, jogging across the dusty

taken pictures of

expanse of land to the then Golden West, that
he is fighting for his life and the lives of his
loved ones against an overwhelming mob of
red skins who know no mercy, and that he is
a member of the community of the rough and
ready pioneer California town.
Cullen Landis gives a relistic portrayal of
the young pioneer. All his acting is natural,
without a gesture of affectation, and as real as
though he were really accused of murdering
foster mother and prevented by the
his
of the sophisticated villian from
claiming the girl whom he loves. Alice Calhoun is a heroine who will win the heart of
everybody, and her characterization in this
picture is such that it will be long and pleasantly remembered.
Thrills (the break neck runaway of a stage
coach down a curvy mountain road, and the
timely and nervy rescue by the hero),
romance, villainy, natural comedy touches and
convincing scenic effects are all here.
Every player seems to have been born to his
and her part. The work, of Otis Harlan as
the hanger-on lawyer of the pioneer town is
unusually convincing as is the portrayal of
the cold, scheming, non-spectacular villain by
Bertram Grassby. The casting director has

schemes

certainly

made a very happy

selection in this

cast.

The

It is the sort
is full of "punch."
almost as old as time and yet ever new,
There
ever holding the spectator's interest.

that

is

story

his love for the beauti-

Eastern girl who has come to the West.
Landis' wonderful horsemanship is a valuable contribution to the entertainment of this
picture.
Gun-play is held down to the minimum, as only the arch-villian is taken off by
a well directed bullet, and the director has
ful

'Cameo Kirby'
Fox Photoplay
from

Seven

Parts.
Adapted
the Stage Success of the Same Name
in

by Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon WilDirec-

son.
Scenario by Robert N. Lee.
tor John Ford.
Length, 6931 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Cameo Kirby

J

Adele Randall

hn Gilbert

Gertrude Olmsted

Colonel Moreau
Colonel Randall
Tom Randall
Cousin Aaron Randall
Judge Paydell
Larkin Bunce

Alan Hale
Eric

Mayne

William E. Lawrence
Richard Tucker
Phillips Smalley
Jack McDonald
Ann Playdell
Jean Arthur
Madame Davezac
Eugenie Ford
Eugene Kirby, blacksheep member of an old South-

ern family, has become a notorious Mississippi river
gambler.
His life has been saved by a cameo, and
believing that these things are his luck charms he
wears them in every conceivable form. Colonel Randall is inveigled into a crooked poker game by river
boat gamblers, headed by Colonel Moreau.
Kirby
forces himself into the game to save Randall, and
he wins everything Randall has, including his estate.
Before he has a chancte to return his winnings, the
old man commits suicide.
Moreau, without warning
shoots Cameo down, and assuming the role of benefactor escorts the body to the Randall home, where

he blames Kirby for the murder.
Recovering from
the wound Kirby seeks the h'eirs to the estate, and
they in turn seek him, having learned that he is alive.
The men arrange to fight duels with him. Kirby
finds Moreau and kills him in a duel.
The Randail
heirs think the affair cold blooded murder and hunt
Cameo, who unwittingly seeks refuge in their country
home, where he meets and falls in love with the
daughter.
He is trapped there, but through cool
headedness convinces the men he is a man of honor,
and eventually proves himself worthy of the girl's
1

TjWERY

By Douglas Grahame
once in a while a new

picture

is

J

produced that has a powerful charm
it
which
about
makes
the
spectator
want to see it a second time. Such a picture is the Fox screen version of "Cameo
Kirby."
This production is truly excellent, and
is a real contribution to motion picture art.
But, notwithstanding all this, any exhibitor
can very profitably book "Cameo Kirby."

The atmosphere and
when

spirit of the (Did
the stern wheelers
were the pets of the Mississippi and gentlemen gambled for high stakes and settled
differences with pistols at dawn, has been
ably caught by Director John Ford.
Not
a detail of presentation has been neglected
or slurred, and the acting is as flawless as
though the men and women of that preCivil War period had come to life again in
the full vigor and beauty of their joy of

South, in the days

living.

There

man" villain.
The race of

the Mississippi steamboats
one of the most natural and realistic bits
of this sort that it has been the good fortune of the reviewer to witness, and the
same goes for the dueling scenes, which
somehow do not impart a morbid feeling.
"Cameo Kirby" is the sort of picture that
is a mighty good one for the exhibitor to
book as it has everything in it that pleases
everybody and not a thing about it to
which even the most critical could possibly
is

It is no idle fight of fantake exception.
cy to predict that it will rank with the best
productions of the present year, and prove
to be a very profitable one for the show-

men.

'The Ramblin' Kid'
Universal Photoplay in Six Parts. Author,
Earl Wayland Bowman. Scenario by E.
R. Schayer. Director, Edward Scdgwi-ck.
Cameraman, Virgil Miller. Running Time,
Sixty-Five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Ramblin' Kid

is-

a plot to the story that

is

per-

Hoot Gibson
Laura La Plante
Harold Goodwin
William Welsh
W. T. McCulley
Charles K. French

Carolyn June
Skinny Rawlins
Lafe Dorsey
Sheriff Poole
Joshua Heck
Mike Sabota
Mrs. Ophelia Cobb
Parker
Sing Pete

Gyp

love.

•*-

fection itself and holds the interest from
the opening scene where "Cameo" becomes
"Cameo" to the last episode where the
hero proves himself fully worthy of the
charming girl, daughter of an old and aristocratic family.
With a romantic story of the days just
before the Rebellion, there is the impression that it is likely to be a moss back
thing of "blue blood" and family tradition,
hard drinking, fire-eating men, swank and
stiff action.
"Cameo Kirby" is very, very
different.
In it are all the heart interest,
high courage, suspense, restrained, yet
convincing conflict, and all that is best in
a romantic drama.
John Gilbert, in the title role, has given
one of the best performances of his screen
career, and he seems to have been born to
the part of the young Southerner who is
too lucky at gambling, and retrieves himGertrude Olmself like a thoroughbred.
stead proves herself to be a great daughter
of an aristocratic Louisiana family, and
not for an instant does she overplay a part
that could easily be made gushing. As the
rough and ready but thoroughly loyal
gambling friend Jack McDonald proves
himself to be a happy choice of the casting
director, and Alan Hale is a worthy "gentle-

G.

Raymond Nye
Holloway
Goober Glenn
George King
John Judd

Carol

Streeter

_

Carolyn June comes to her uncL'e, Joshua Heck on
the eve of a big rodeo.
She meiets the 'Ramblin Kid,'
one of her uncle's ranch hands. The Kid is Celebrated for his wandering spirit, his horse-taming abilities and delight in faking drunk, to the terror of
the customers in Sabota's soft drink saloon.
Later
the Kid rescues Carolyn from death in the quicksands.
Heck enters the Kid at the rodeo on his wild
filly, Gold Dust Maverick. He is drugged just before
the race yet wins in a desperate finish.
Carolyn,
supposing him to be drunk, scorns him. Knowing
that Sabota is responsible for the drugging, the Kid
proceeds to square accounts and leaves him apparently lifeless in his saloon.

The

sheriff

arrests the

Kid

but permits him to make a getaway.
Finally he
weds Carolyn and abandons his wandering

returns,
life.

T"

1

HE

By George T. Pardy
up-to-date West is the scene

action

Kid,"

it's

as

set

forth

melodrama

the stereotyped kind.

in

all

of

"The Ramblin'

right,

but not of

And beyond

a

doubt,

the most dynamic picture in which Hoot
Gibson has yet appeared, in point of speed

and forceful situations.
The big rodeo and the race in which the
hero, although drugged just before the

Exhibitors Trade Review
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wins in a terrific finish, are vividly
splendidly photographed episodes
which cannot fail to please not only the
start,

colorful,

movie fans who delight

in

Western

stuff,

of people not usually interested
in films of the ranch and prairie variety.
It is as well for the exhibitor to remember when exploiting the picture that the
rodeo season is in full swing just now and
that he can promise his patrons a view of

but a

lot

the big sport of the West in all its spectacular details, with the addition of a capital
love story and action that swishes like a
buzz saw revolving at full speed.
In localities where Hoot Gibson is already a favorite, the reception he will get
in this feature ought to herald boxoffice
record-breaking extraordinary. And where
he is not so well known, "The Ramblin'
Kid" should establish him as a big money-

maker.
the many fine camera shots,
those of the hero capturing the wild horse,

Among

,

which he afterwards tames and

rides to
Heavy
particularly unique.
gloom of night are the sombre
backgrounds of the horse-stalking incident,
which is handled with praiseworthy technique and accuracy of detail.
The reallv big scene, is of course, the
race already alluded to and this is a hummer, the sort of thing that almost fetches
the onlooker to his feet as the galloping
steeds come thundering down the home-

victorv, are
rain and the

stretch.

•

1

Gibson labors like a Trojan in this pica
ture, he is here, there and everywhere,
regular perpetual motion chap, yet always
moat his ease during the most strenuous
That's his greatest asset, the
ments.
ability to perform striking stunts calling
of
for astounding agility and presence

mind, without seeming

overexert him-

to

self.

For this reason, his performances aren t
forced in the slightest degree and you find
yourself actually believing in the characters
Laura La Plante is a very
he portravs.
charming "Carolyn June and there is a big
supporting cast in evidence, everyone of
which deserves credit for smooth, well
Congratulations are due
balanced work.
Edward Sedgwick for his masterly direction of the attraction.

'Cyclone Jones'
Ayzvon Film 'Corporation Photoplay

in

Parts. Director, Charles R. Seeling.
ning Time, Sixty Minutes.

Five

Run-

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Big Boy Williams
Kathleen Collins
Fatty Alexandria
..Fred Burns

Cyclone Jones
Billings

Sylvia

Fatty Wirthing
Jack Thompson

John Billings
Kirk Davis

J.

P.

McKee

Patton
Sylvia Billings and her father arrive in a western
The latter
town. There she meets Cyclon'e Jones.
unfortunately incurs her displeasure when he beats up
thinks
Sylvia
badly.
thrashing
a man who needs a
and looks
quarrelsome
and
offensive
Jones is
But
victim.
upon the man he punishes as a
Jones refuses to be discouraged, having fallen
resolved
in love with Sylvia at first sight and being
His chance
to make a favorable impfession upon her.
Bill

,

to what looks like
is whirling
destruction behind a runaway team and
Sylvia's father intends to raise
Jones rescues her.
sheep and thereby earns the enmity of his neighbors.
conspiracy is formed to eliminate him. Jones gets
wind of the affair and turns up in the nick of time.
In the fight which follows Jones defeats the crowd
and has the satisfaction of hearing Sylvia acknowledge that she loves him.

comes when Sylvia
certain

A

By George

INWesterns
the

T.

Pardy

theatres where average
are part of the regular daily

little

Jones" will probably
It won't do for critical audiences, but as every showman is
aware, there is a certain market for this

movie
get by

diet "Cyclone
satisfactorily.

sort of picture,
for the price.

where

it

gives

full

value

upon the broad
Big Boy Williams, who as an exponent of rapid action
and athletic stunts can hold his own with

The

and

entire film

capable

pivots

shoulders

of

the most pugnacious and active actor that
ever faced a camera.
And in this feature he hits up a sureenough swift pace. Right at the start he
slugs a gent who is badly in need of a
trimming, queers himself with the heroine
thereby and has the deuce and all of a time
squaring the issue.
There is a lively climax, when Cyclone
saves the old man's life from a bunch of
mavericks who want to show him the
shortest way out, and Sylvia finally admits
that he has earned her gratitude and love.

Nothing very

original, you see, but nevertheless, attractive to patrons who like that

and throng the smaller
Kathleen Collins as heroine Sylexceedingly good to look upon and
a simple, natural fashion which car-

of
houses.
sort

via, is
acts in

ries

thing

Fatty Alexandria furnishes pleasing comedy relief and the supporting cast registers

The

feature

must be exploited as

a

regular Westerner, alive with fast-moving
melodramatic situations, and Big Boy
Williams'

name
4

freely advised.

The Huntress'

First National

ing in sincerity.

The second fight between hero Sam
Gladding and the ex-pug, Hagland, (Sam

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Bela

Col'een

Sam Gladding

Walter Long

a hit as the roughneck
mates Frazer and Skinner,
are aptly portrayed by Charles Anderson
and Russell Simpson.
Snitz
Edw ard's

Russell Simpson

'.

Joe Hagland
Black Shand Frazer
Musq'oois
John Gladding
Mrs. John Gladding
Butler

Walter Long
Charles E. Anderson
Snitz

Edwards

Wilfred North
Helen Raymond
John Lince
Beavertail
Lalo Encinas
Otebaya
Big Tree
Bela, brought up by an Indian tribe, learns from
Musq'oois that she is really an orphan white girl.
Determining to wed a white man, she runs away
and arrives at a cabn where Big Jack Skinner, Black
Shand Frazer, Joe Hagland, former prize fighter, and
Sam Gladding are living. The latter, son of a wealthy
New York family, is employed as cook. The three
prospectors shake dice to see who shall have the
girl and Frazer wins.
G'adding remonstrates and is
beaten by Hagland.
Bela fights off Frazer and 'escapes.
She finds Sam asleep, sews him into his
blanket and takes him in a canoe to a nearby island.
Bela's intention is to make Sam marry her, but she
relents and paddles him to the white settlement.
Bela stakes Sam with provisions to work a land claim
but he does not know that she provides the stuff.
He goes to clear his land, while Bela opens a restauLater Sam returns, having come to love Bela,
rant.
He levens up matters with Hagland by giving him
When taunted by his foe with the asa thrashing.
sertion that "a woman has been keeping him" and
learning that Bela staked him. Sam runs out of the
But
restaurant intending to leave the country.
Musq'oois intervenes and through his kindly offices
the lovers are united.

By George

T.

Pardy

of "The Huntress"
ONE
swings
the fact that

r

'Times Have Changed'

it

Fox Photoplay

Author, Elmer
in Six Parts.
Davis. Scenario by
Jack
Strunm'asser.
Director, James Flood. Running
Time,
Sixty-Five Minutes.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mark O'Rell

William Russell
Mabel Ju'ienne Scott

Marjorie
Dirty Dan

Jack Curtis

Gabe Gooch
Jim Feener

Gus Leonard
Dick La Reno

Irene Laird
Cousin Felix
Al Keeley

Alline

Ray

George Atkinson

West
Aunt Cordelia
Martha Maddox
Uncle Hinton
Edwin B. Tilton
Mark O'Rell wins and weds Marjorie Redman.
The latter's Aunt Cordelia rules the roost with an
iron hand and Mark finds himself compelled to submit to all her whims.
So when she insists that he
must take a trip to New York for the purpose of
Charles

recovering an ancient Salem quilt which she values
Meanwhile
highly, he starts oft for the big city.
Irene Laird, the town belle, who has a decided liking
for Mark, creates a scandal by kissing him unexWhen Irene also starts for New York
pectedly.
the news-mongrs have a lovely time discussing her
relations to Mark.
The latter pursues the quest of
It leads him into all
the quilt with faithful zeal.
sorts of complications, as it has been used to conThe police g'et on the
ceal jewels stolen by crooks.
trail of the gang, Mark obtains the quilt, with the
Finally the gansters are caught
crooks on his heels.
by the officers, Mark returns safely to Marjorie, his
explanations are accepted and all ends well.

THIS

is

a

By George T. Pardy
comedy drama of average merit

offering a plot of light construction,
plenty of smart, zippy action, a thrill or

two and remarkably
It

good

qualities is
out of the well-

is

his

character study of the kindly Indian sage,
Musq'oois, gets across big.
You can exploit this as a comedy drama
altogether different from the ordinary western picture.
Play up Colleen Moore and
the strength of the large supporting cast.

Moore

Lloyd Hughes

Big Jack Skinner

of

scrapping guaranteed to
please the most ardent admirer of rough
and tumble fisticuffs.
go-as-you-please

the

Five Minute's.

whopper

lost out in the first trial) is a

Photoplay

in
Seven Parts.
Novel by Hulbert Footner.
Scenario by Percy Heath. Director,
Lynn Reynolds. Running Time, Eighty-

Adopted from

dramatic and humorous moments.
At times she is fiercely belligerent, as
when she tackles Black Shand Frazer tooth
and nail, and beats a triumphant, retreat
through the cabin window, again, she depicts the melting mood wistfully and with
prettily girlish appeal and there is never
an instant when her performance is want-

Hagland and

conviction.

well.

for a mate and hustles him away in a
canoe. Colleen Moore plays this Bela role
with just the right appreciation of its melo-

ought to give

from the box

fine
fairly

photography.

good

office standpoint,

satisfaction
if

properly

bill

exploited, with attention drawn to the
stolen diamonds episode and the seriocomic adventures of the hero while in pursuit of the quilt which becomes the hiding
The star
place of the precious stones.
should also be played up in sections where
T
illiam Russell is a pronounced favorite.
The complications which ensue when the
flirtatious Irene Laird bestows a totally
unexpected caress upon the perfectly in-

and

nocent young husband and follows his trail
to New York are extremely amusing and
Allene Ray's clever work in the flapper
role deserves hearty commendation.
Mabel Julienne Scott is vivaciously

est,

while the part of
as strenuous as

worn

rut

which the average picture cf
travels.
A "Westerner" minus
in

type
extravagant gun-play,
its

heroic cowboys or
bad men who go "heeled," ready to volley
forth bullets on the slightest provocation,
is something to be thankful for.
Not that there's any lack of villians
in the lineup, for Big Jack Skinner, Joe
Hagland and Black Shand Frazer fill the

evil-minded
very
completely
as
wretches.
But they do their scrapping
with fists instead of six shooters.
Artistically, the film rates 100 per cent.
The exteriors were taken in the Sierras
the mountain backgrounds, the expanses of frowning cliffs, deep canyons,
with beautiful long shots of lake and forare a delight to the eye.

Maybe some

the probwhimsical
pranks which distinguish the progress of
heroine Bela during her search for a husband to suit her taste. But, after all Bela,
reared as she was, couldn't hardly be expected to steer a conventional course.
A telling comedy touch is that in which
she coolly abducts the chap she has chosen

critical folks will see fit to doubt
ability of a girl indulging in the

W

charming

in the role of wife Marjorie,

Mark O'Rell

and

scarcely
other characterizations
wherein the athletic William Russell has
won fame, his performance, on the whole,
The support is adequate.
is excellent.
The story switches around unlooked-for
curves and angles during the situations
which developed while Mark is mixed up
with the Gotham diamond thieves, the suspense is well maintained and an effective
climax attained.
is
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.Around about Hollywood
THE

public is to be given a voice concerning the players they would like to see

on the screen. Arthur H. Sawyer is responsible for the variation from the conventional method of selecting players for a feature.

In preparing for the forthcoming production
of "The Shooting of Dan McGrew," to be
made by Sawyer-Lubin for Metro Pictures
Corporation, and which will feature Barbara
La Marr as "The Lady Known as Lou," Mr.
Sawyer has arranged with each Metro exchange whereby exhibitors in each territory
throughout the country will conduct a voting
contest on the part of their patrons for the
purpose of selecting their favorite players to
enact the other principal roles in "McGrew,"
among which are those of Dan McGrew, Lou's

Margaret Ettinger has been signed as
director of publicity for the Fred Niblo studio
taking the office vacated by Mike Boylan. Miss
Ettinger is known for her fan magazine
stories as well as being the writer of a series
of newspaper articles which are being syndicated at the present time. She was a news-

New York

paper

woman

came

to the coast four years

representative

in

of

the

and Chicago and
ago as western

New York Morning

More

Telegraph.
tified as the

recently she has been idenpress purveyor for Barbara La-

Marr.

French fiction classics are to be transferred
to the screen by a newly organized motion
picture producing concern in Paris, according
Wallace Worsley, who filmed "The
to

"Hunchback of Notre Dame" for Universal.
Worsley says he recently received a cablegram from the Parisian film magnets inviting
him to come to France to head the directorial
department of the new concern. He has taken the matter under consideration and will
make an announcement later.

Anthony Bruno,

popular Hollywood
about to enter the producing
field.
He is at present organizing the "Bruno
Productions," a company which has at the
helm some prominent Italian business men of
J.

photographer,

With the completion of a number of administration buildings at the United Studios
in Hollywood, the $800,000 improvement activities which have been under way during the

is

Los Angeles and Hollywood.

husband and "The Rag-

Frank E. Woods, the
man who wrote the first

time Kid."
Exhibitors will be proand
slides
vided with
printed matter for the
purpose of bringing the
details of the contest before their audiences and
following a counting of

motion picture continuity
and who served for more
than four years with D.

W.

Griffith as

the ballots, Sawyer will
parts
for
the
engage

players
greatest
the
number of votes from all
sections of this country

mentioned those

Jack's

receiving

tion,

Another

Voting will begin next

Hollywood

housing accommodations.

results will
just prior
to the filming of the pic-

Rupert Hughes, who

HANDS ACROSS THE CONTINENT

ture.

Joseph Jackson, President

has

returned to the Coast to
again take up his duties as assistant to Arthur
H. Sawyer, supervising director of Associated
Mr. Hunt spent sevPictures Corporation.
eral months in New York where he was engaged in assisting Clarence Badger in the production of "Potash and Perlmutter."

of the Wampas,
to California.

welcomes Victor Shapiro, President
Why the cowboy outfit, Vic?

past five months were concluded latter part
of last week.
past five months were concluded last week.
As a result of the renovation and improvements made at this plant under the supervision jbf M. C. Levee, President of the studio
company, the United Studios in the heart of
Hollywood's producing industry, is now one of
the most modern institutions of its kind in
the country and the largest leasing studio in
the world.
The entire arrangement of the big plant has
been changed, buildings having been moved
,

and

her director-husband.
Robert Z. Leonard, attended the opening of

"The French Doll," Miss Murray's latest
Metro picture, at Loew's Warfield Theatre in
San Francisco last week. A record audience
was in attendance to greet the famous pair of
the motion picture colony as they entered the
siastic

the

cided upon. This time it
is the Waldorf
Studios,
which, according to Harry
Cohn, the
general
manager and supervising
director of the concern,
has outgrown its present

week and the
be announced

theatre.

producof

move to larger quarters
just as soon as a suitable
location is definitely de-

picture.

Mae Murray

present

"Valley

motion picture studio will

equal value with her's at
the box office and to insure "an audience picked"
company of artists in this

Hunt

chief

Wolf.

and Canada.
is
hoped by this
It
means to secure, as an asBarsociate
cast with
bara La Marr, players
whose names have an

Charles

his

and supervisor, has
been engaged
for
the
Jack Pickford Company
to
edit
and supervise
editor

"The French Doll" received enthuovations from the spectators.

The Universal special production "Havoc,"
has been renamed "Thundering Dawn." It is
an original story by Leonore Coffee and John
Goodrich. J. Warren Kerrigan, Anna Q.
Nilsson, Tom Santchi and Winifred Bryson
will be featured.

about to facilitate waste motion and expense
Administrain the production of photoplays.
tion buildings have been joined together under one roof, new administration buildings
have been added, a cement wall has been built
across the front of the studio grounds, more
than 100,000 square feet of concrete roads and
sidewalks have been laid, ornamental lamp
posts line the roadways and many other improvements are now evident.
Hardly had the finishing touches of the
program of improvement been completed when
started plans for new additions to
prop storage building, to house
the plant.
all furniture, hand props, draperies, electrical
fixtures, etc., is to be erected at a cost of
$100,000.
This will greatly enlarge the scope of the
leasing department catering to the entire
film industry here as well as to hotels, entertainments and other enterprises outside of the
picture business.

Mr. Levee

Maurice Tourneur's newest M. C. Levee
picture for First National will be released
under the title of "Jealous Husbands" instead
of "Jealous Fools," as originally titled. The
change of title resulted from a public preview of the picture at the California Theatre, Venice, Calif., when a large number of
the audience registered its objection to the
word "Fools" as applied to the story.

A

of the A.

M.

P. A.

recently
ing the

completed film-

Goldwyn

feature.

"Law

Against
Law,"
which deals with the divorce problem, discovered during his research
work while writing the story, that a divorce
in Russia costs just twenty cents.

Jackie Coogan's

first

Metro

picture,

"Long

Live the King," will have its inaugural presentation in Los Angeles.
theatre has not
yet been selected but it will undoubtedly be

A

the largest in the city.

Erich Von Stroheim's company had to
wear gas masks in the abandoned city of Skiddo on the edge of Death Valley, where they
went for the filming of "Greed."

A

ndree Lafayette has completed work on
her next production, and is planning to leave
for Paris October 22, to make a picture there
for American producers.
She will return to
Hollywood in about three months.

With upwards of 3,500 postal clerks of Los
Angeles and their families and friends cheering enthusiastically.
Emory Johnson, producer of "The Mail Man" and Ralph Lewis,
star of the production, were introduced to the
happy throng at Rose Hill Park, Los Angeles,
Sunday afternoon, September 16. the occasion
being the annual picnic and jollification of
postal workers.

Abraham

Carlos, producer of "The Unthe Richard Talmadge
Series for Truart Film is returning from New
York.

known Purple" and
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The <Bi^ Little Feature
'Dropped from the Clouds'

—Universal

Fair fantastic comedy

2,

reels

There are a few real laughs in this fantastic two-reeler which is a mixture of Wild
West, airplane and Turkish stuff. The plot
concerns the experiences of some cowboys
who rescue a stranded aviator, and fall in with
After trying out the
a whiskey salesman.
traveller's wares they return to the airplane
where they fall asleep and dream that they
In the land of many wives
are in Turkey.
they have a lot of exciting experiences with
women, wild animals and wilder sultans. They
finally rescue an American girl then wake
Eileen Sedgwick, the star of this picture,
up.
looks and acts well. This one is safe enough
on almost any program.

'Golfmania'
V'ery diverting

—Universal

—Universal
2 reel

comedy

the star of this one. Peggy
is a twin and a daughter of a wealthy family.
She is almost killed by a train during one of
her many wonderings but is saved by the engineer who takes her home with him
and
raises her as his own daughter.
She becomes
somewhat of a "roughneck." In the meantime her twin sister is raised in luxury and
is of course a snob.
After a period of running wild" Peggy gets into a palatial home
and deceives the people by playing a dull role.
She is found out, but her father appears and
takes her home again.
You can't go wrong
with this one.

Baby Peggy

plot this picture has deals

experiences of a stogy business

annoyed by

his

wife's

latest

with the

man who

is

social craze
business, played

The harassed man ob
by Charles Murray, resorts to
dogs.

all manner of
contrivances to rid his home of prize pups,
but, like trying to pick up quick silver with a
fork, the harder he tries, the more involved
becomes the situation. There are the usual
falls from skyscraper windows, comedy police interference, young love, and all the usual
slapstick devices.
If your audience likes re-

slapstick

liable

stuff,

you

can't

go

From

— Educational

comedy

2

reels

without a single pause,
this picture is highly
entertaining,
thanks
largely to the comic efforts of "Poodles"
Hannaford, he of New York Hippodrome and
vaudeville fame.
The story concerns a retired Alaskan hotelman who has become so
frost bitten that he can't remember where he
has hidden his profits.
After a fruitless
search he goes back to his hotel. There is a
start to finish,

fire which consumes the building, and the
proprietor emerging from the ashes declares
that "this is the first time I've been warm
in twenty years."
The gold is found and
the lovers get married and all is well. There
are a number of real laughs in this picture.

'At First

is

Good

juvenile

This

—

Jus' Passin' Through Pathe.
Will
Rogers, as a genial hobo, without his lariat.
This subject affords excellent entertainment,
as Rogers is at his best in it.
This is a
subject that will appeal to audiences everywhere and you can't afford to miss booking it.

—

Heavy Seas Pathe.
A lot of good
wholesome laughs are afforded by this second
of the "Spat Family" series, which concerns the adventures of the husband, wife and
the latter's smart aleck brother during a
stormy yachting cruise. Well worth booking.

wrong

with this two-reeler.

First class
2 reels

Jack Earl and Billy Engle, two reliable
funsters are the stars of this picture, which,
as the title reveals has to do with the efforts
of a pair of golf enthusiasts. The boys prove
to be champions of the royal and ancient game
in so far as missing balls is concerned. Many
amusing incidents occur on the course one
of which is an encounter with wild animals,
during which all manner of accidents befall
the persistent golfers, all of which ends in a
chase into the country club where great havoc
is wrought.
It's safe and sound.

Excellent

What

Short and Sweet

2 reels

'Front'

comedy

'Miles of Smiles"

'The Life of Reilly'— C. C. Burr
Average slapstick

Sight'— Pathe

fun

1

reel

the sort of comedy that will appeal to the younger set, boys and girls in
the late 'teens, and family audiences.
It
is full of light, clean fun and concerns the
adventures of a young clerk who borrows
his employer's best clothes to make a
showing before the pert maid of his boss'
financee.
All goes well for a while but
before the film is done he is taught his
is

This one reeler is safe and sound
and well worth a booking to round out
your program.
lesson.

—

Down to the Sea in Ships Pathe.
Great amusement is afforded by this picture
by the way the players are able to walk
on water, thanks to a specially constructed
style of shoe.
Mack Sennett the maker has
put in a lot of novelty stunts that make this
film

rate entertainment.
this one.

first

You

can't

go

wrong with

—

Dropped From The Clouds Universal.
Concerns the adventures of some cowboys who
dream that they are in Turkey. A few good
laughs are afforded by their exciting adventures there. All considered fair entertainment
and safe and sound.

—

Golfmania Universal. This, of course
has to do with the experience of a pair of
golf enthusiasts, who have a great time of it
missing balls and eluding wild animals that
appear on the course. Good enough almost
anywhere.

—

Miles Of Smiles Universal. Featuring
Baby Peggy and concerns the young star's
adventures as a twin sister. Good comedy in
this one and the acting of Baby Peggy makes
it really good entertainment.
You can't go
wrong with it.

—

The Life Of Reilly C. C. Burr. Concerns the experiences of a stogy business man
whose society-struck wife's latest craze for
prize dogs causes him much annoyance. Good
enough

slapstick.

Front

—Educational.

"Poodles"

Hanna-

ford, the noted clown, contributes largely to
the entertainment value of this subject, which
is certainly excellent diversion.
It is a subject that will do full credit to any program

and

is

well worth booking.

—

At First Sight Pathe. Concerns the adventures of a young clerk who borrows his
employer's clothes to make a showing before
his girl, who happens to be the maid of his
boss' financee.
Good safe and sound juvenile

comedy.

Ireland

—Fox.

Today

Several very inpresent day Ireland are
one reeler, which is exceptionally well pictured.
It deals with the appearance of Erin and her people, but not of the
recent warfare.
teresting

shown

scenes

of

in this

Navy Blues —Educational.

The adven-

tures of a naval captains peppy bride who disguises herself as a sailor and goes aboard
the battleship, are presented in entertaining
and convincing fashion in this two
reeler
which is certainly well worth booking.

—

NO CHEERS FOR THIS ONE
An

unpleasant passerby has interfered with the gang's pursuit of happiness and they are doing
duty turning the intruder over to the authorities.
This is one of the serio-comedy incidents in "Three Cheers"

their

Moving Educational. This is a mildly
amusing one reeler that concerns the trials
and tribulations of a family who are preparing to make a change of residence. This can
be worked in on a program of light stuff.

—
!

October
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'Navy Blues'

—Educational

comedy

Excellent

The

adventures

of

naval

a

kind that has been produced in a long, long
time. You can't possibly go wrong by booking

Victor Edison's

2 reels

Raising

captain's

it.

The camera man has caught the full spirit
of the event, and all the important stages of
the contest have been pictured.
The suspense of "at the post" is there the
enthusiasm of the great crowd, which paid
as high as $22 a seat to see the contest, when
the barrier was sprung, at the quarter pole,
the half, the home stretch and the finish are

spunky bride who determines to be with
her husband all the time, are treated very
effectively in this film, which is certainly
excellent entertainment, of the sort that
please everybody.
The peppy young
heroine, saddened by the
sight
of
her
hubby going aboard his battleship, determines to follow him, and to that end disguises herself as a blue jacket.
She gets
away with it, and some how or other
blends with th.e crew until a review is
Then the expose.
But, thanks to
held.
her charm and spunk, nobody deals harshThere is a lot of convincing
ly with her.
naval atmosphere in this subject, which
is admirably well pictured and acted with
will

charm and
wrong with

distinction.
this one as

You
it

is

go

can't

a

contribu-

any program.

tion to

shown with admirable clarity.
There are several shots of the great throng
of fashionables on the lawn, in the club house
and in the grand stand of America's historic
race course, Belmont Park.
The handsomely gowned women are also

UP IN THE AIR ON WHEELS
Here we have a back yard inventor extending

ous invitation to his neighbors to go "Skylarking"
but the good people seem to regard the invitation
and the proposition dubiously.
This is one of the
high lights of Mack Sennett's latest

'High Flyers'—Pathe
Excellent

cartoon

Many

clever

photography

2

trick
in this

afforded
very diverting Paul Terry cartoon, which
concerns the adventures of the trick animals in a coast-to-coast flying contest.
The winner of this hilarious event turns
up in an overly wise torn cat whose flying
machine is propelled by a mouse. Just as
the cat is about to claim the prize, the
mouse who has developed surpassing muscles enroute, appears and worsts the braggart in a fistic encounter, thus providing
This two-reel is full
the expected moral.
of good laughs and is good enough for
effects

are

'

any program.
give

it

You

can't

go wrong

'Taxi Please'

reels

some amusing

and

you

if

— Grand-Asher

Good comedy
Thrills

and

2 reels

quite

a

number

'Moving'

program.

'Zev and Papyrus'

— Educational
is

best

—

reel

by the usual

American city difficulty moving. The
harder they work to get things ready for
the change in home, the more trouble they
There's some clever acting in
get into.
this and some very good shots, and a well
trained dog actor contributes considerably
to the entertainment value, but all considered it is only mildy amusing, but can
be worked in on a program of light stuff.
'Ireland Today'

—Pathe

Excellent novelty
1

What few laughs are in this one reel are
brought about by the distressing experiences of a family that

good

of

laughs are sprinkled liberally through this
subject which as considered is very good
diversion.
The action concerns the adventures of a comedy taxi driver who is
the victim of a crook and is put in jail.
After the usual ups and downs, chases and
things like that he emerges from behind
the bars to marry the girl and funniest of
all finds his Ford still capable of a good
hard day's work. This is a two-reel that
should please everybody and is just the
thing if you want a bit of levity in your

a booking.

Mildly amusing comedy

—Fox

a seri-

2

reels

One

of the most interesting motion pictures
of a history making horse race that have ever
been taken are to be found in this two-reel.
This is the sort of film that will be a credit
to any program, as it has in it everything
that almost everybody likes to see.
There are numerous excellent shots of the
great international race of America's best
equine and the English Derby winner for a
purse of $100,000. The crowd and incidents
just before and just after the big event are
shown in most interesting fashion.
This is a short subject par excellent, a big
little feature that is sure-fire for any showman, a picture that is one of the best of its

shown and lend color to the picture, and this
phase of the subject will appeal strongly to
your feminine patrons.

As for exploitation
and
presentation
Here's a few suggestions: A street ballyhoo of horse and jockey before and during
ing the showing of the picture. The ushers dressed in the colorful caps and jackets
of our two jockeys: For Zev's mount
white cap and jacket with green collars
and cuffs; for Papyrus's mount primrose
jacket and cap with purple
cross-sash,
arranged in two bars and forming an X
over the jockey's chest.
In the lobby, large horse-shoes made up
of imitation flowers of variegated colors,
and tied at the top with bows of ribbons,
the white for Zev and the primrose for
Papyrus predominating.
Special performances might be run for
the athletic clubs in town as well as for
the civic and business associations, made

—

up predominantly of the men folks, who
will be particularly interested in seeing the
race.
The local sporting editor as well as
photoplay editor will undoubtedly assist in
lining up the sport organizations as well as
placing interesting stories

of

the

horse-

race.

your town boasts a horse-race sheet,
there's an opportunity of splurging a bit
on advertising space. Every reader of
such a paper is a sold customer provided
you let him know you are showing the
If

picture.

And don't forget the sporting-goods
shops.
Pictures of the horses carrying a
notice of the attraction at your theatre will
attract the masculine
eye,
if
they are
placed amid the sport accessories in the display window.

1 ree '
Very good scenic
Some very interesting scenes of Ireland
as it at the present time are in this one
reeler which is exceptionally well pictured.
The subject deals with camera "shots,"
but not the kind that have figured in the
It shows life
daily news for some time.
in the cities of Erin as well as in the
what
living,
country, how the people are
they are doing, the progress of industry
and in every respect it is a highly entertaining subject that will please almost any
kind of an audience. This one reeler will
blend with any kind of a program.

'Going South'
Fairly

amusing

slapstick

—Universal
2

reels

Bert Roach and Neely Edwards are two
impoverished gentlemen of leisure who determine to go to Florida for the winter. No
sooner are they in the land of palms and winter sunshine than they are invited into a mansion to round out the number of guests to
lull the fears of a superstitious daughter of
the house.
The banquet is a riot of food
throwing and soda water squirting all of
which leads up to a great jewelry robbery.
The hobo guests are under suspicion of course,
but manage to wriggle out of the embarrassing situation.
This picture is full of all of
the old time slap-stick, but there are several
chuckles, thanks to the skill of Roach and
Edwards.
It's worth booking.

HOW TO ELUDE

VILLAINS

Tight corners and determined villains don't mean a thing to this
young woman who can leap into
her trusty plane and fly ,nto the sky on a second s notice.
This is one of the thrilling episodes
Kuth of the Range, an action drama of the Great Southwest

m

'
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the aristocratic,
LONDON,
coming commercial.
In

cent

paper

article

we were

in

given

New

a

is

be-

a

re-

York

understand
on America,

to

that she blames it all
supposedly because we ourselves are
so extremely commercial that it can't
help but effect the rest of the world.
Especially a country as closely alThe
lied with us as Great Britain.
advertising convention held in Atlantic City this summer, which was
attended
by a large number of

representatives
Isles,
and the

from

the

British

fact
that the next
convention is to be held in London,
proves that there is inevitably to
be an interchange of advertising ideas
and methods, to the advantage of all
concerned. The pictures on this page
show us that the blazing trail of
Broadway is not the only 'Gay White
Vvay' in the world today.

HTHESE

are the most talked of theatre signs in London
1 The London Pavilion Theatre, occupying a triangular today.
plot of
ground fronting on Picadilly Circus, where 'The Covered Wagon'
has been running since September 5th, is responsible for this innovation to London.
This sign, which covers the width of the
main entrance to the theatre, was designed and installed by Ameri-

can

experts

COVERED
THE
taken

WAGON

has
the trail across the briny
deep to London, and is as much
appreciated by the English as it is
by its home folks here in its native
land.
The London Pavilion where
it is being shown proves itself to be
just as wide awake in the matter of
display advertising as any Broadway
movie house along the line.
have
just received these very interesting
photographs showing the effect by
both night and day of the signs used
to tell bally old London that 'The
Covered Wagon' is in town to be
enjoyed by all who will come to
see it. The only fear we will have in
publishing these pictures is that our
readers after seeing the rather prominent.
'Gordon's London Gin* sign,
will
immediately leave for across
the pond instead of waiting to see

We

'The

Covered Wagon' on

its

soil.

DASSENGERS

on the busses passing on this side of the
have ample time to view the huge painted sign of
the Indian guarding his prairies.
This sign can be seen more
clearly in the night view to the right.
The fact that the famous
Paramount picture has reached 'The Centre of the World', as
Picadilly Circus is called, brings us to the realization that the
*

theatre

American moving picture industry has also made a place
itself in the lives and hearts of the English.

for

'Covered Wagon' Makes Picadilly Circus Great White
American Experts

Install

Mammoth

Signs

Which Make Our English

Contemporaries Thirty-third Degree Showmen

Wav

home

"
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B

in

est

the

interlocal
class-

newspaper's
ads at the same time
that he exploited his picture was the method by

•,,

ified

/

the

OOSTING

which George Schade of
Schade Theatre, Sandusky.

The Girl of the
Golden West. Under the adverO.,

put

over

Manager Cooper of the Casino Theatre.
LaCrosse, Wise, gave Enemies of Women
a very thorough exploitation campaign for
its two week's engagement in
that city.
The Tri-State Fair was in progress, and to
bring it to the attention of the attendants
at the fair, Mr. Keilman, Goldwyn— Cosmopolitan's exploitation man, put on full dress,
silk hat, cane, spats and a black mask and
circulated

among

the attendants of the

fair,

"Follow the
49er" Schade promised that
tising caption of

a pair of passes would be
given to the first seven people recognizing the mis-spelled words in the pa-

window

display, and one thousand of the
Klondike coat hangers were distributed
through the city and attracted much attention.

For the showing

of Six Days, at the
Theatre in Butler, Pa., Manager
John A. Graham, got an unusual merchant

Lyric

window displays were arseveral of which it was announced that each day during the showing
of "Six Days", there would be a special article displayed in the window at
a special price and that with each sale
of this article on that day, a ticket to
"Six Days" at the Lyric Theatre would
ranged,

M. C. Cooper, manager of the
Grand Theatre in Grand Forks, N. D.,
obtained fourteen tobacco stand tieups for the .showing of Three Wise
Fools in his theatre. Special electros
were printed for these tobacco stands,
advertising locally popular cigars and
cigarettes.
A special story on "The
Greater
Movie
Season,"
featuring
Three Wise Fools and other Goldwyn productions, was obtained in the
Herald.
Window displays were obtained in several of the important
stores; heralds and novelties were used

pointers

for

on-the-job
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Ohio,

tied

Enemies

find'

Why

not inventory yourself

your direction?

dition

—

you are

Go

It will

it

carefully

tell

—

you what pictures

What

to

theatre

advertise-

in the center of the

Manager Herman Lorence, of the
Bellevue theatre, Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
put over a clever campaign on Human
Wreckage. He placed a fine feature
with a local paper in the form of supposed interviews by Mrs. Wallace

book

Reid with the prominent citizens of
the city, including Rev. Billy Sunday,
who was in the city for a big revival.
Mr. Lorence also wrote "Billy" a personal invitation to a private screening
put on for the city officials, club women, etc. "Billy" stated that the picture
had his unqualified indorsement. Lorence got "Billy's" indorsement in his
Mr. Lorence arranged with the
ads.
mayor to issue a proclamation declaring an "Anti-Narcotic Week."
This
proclamation was also given wide pub-

mediums
on which to linger longer and what to
curtail.
What music appeals and what
high and low.

regular

double-truck.

travelling.

and it will sound a
keynote of your whole structure your
theatre, your advertising, your "atmosphere," and your drawing power.
at

the

ment was featured

should prove an accurate guide to
your progress or lack of it and the rate
It

publicity

doesn't.

You will be surprised how nicely you
may quicker profit by your past mistakes.
Obviously, you will avoid "doing the
same thing over again", unless that same
thing stands for success.
Start taking inventory today. The Exploitation Department of the EXHIBIwill help you,
especially the pages devoted to the ideas
of Booking Urge.

TORS TRADE REVIEW

of

Co., of Cincin-

up with the exploitation

Women

Lisbon's
Strand Theatre,
in
all
of
the
seven
large laundries which it controls in that
city.
They used the "Wash days are Enemies of Women" herald in every package
leaving the seven laundries for the entire
week. Capt. Peterson of the Navy Recruiting Office gave permission for the placing
of twenty special 1-sheets in the business
district on the Navy Recruiting boards.
The 1-sheet read: "Week-kneed and flatchested men are Enemies of Women. Join
at

I.

the Navy and be a man, also see Enemies
of
at the Strand.
local paper
also tied up with a beauty contest on the
women's page. Cash and tickets were offered for the best answers as to what are
the ten worst enemies of a woman's beauty.
The Banner Baking Company used 75,000
"Hot Oven are Enemies of Women" inserts wrapped in loaves of bread and the
Cincinnati Automobile Club tied up with
3,000 special window cards on "Careless
Drivers are Enemies of W\>men.

Women

Saturday preceding the opening,
Laredo Times carried a doublepage splash of advertisements from a
score or more merchants, each one
playing up the title "Enemies of Women" in its own advertisement. In adthe

Your business of Showmanship is always going somewhere, either backward
or forward.

super-special

the

WHY NOT TAKE INVENTORY?
and

the

Texas,

Enemies of Women to open the handsome Royal Theatre, which he recently took over from H. A. Daniels.
On

from

exploiteers

of

licity.

When Manager

George E. Williams

put on Sawdust, recently he arranged
for a parade of clowns in the form
of a tieup with Clown cigarettes. The
funny fellows marched up and down Main
street lead by a little clown.
This midget
led a small pig by a large rope.
The
clowns carried appropriate signs boosting
both the picture and the cigarette.
In
connection with the parade, manager Williams offered prizes to the school boys

—

The Model Laundry
for

Cosmopolitan's

picked^
prestige

freelv.

nati,

free.

William Epstein, manager
Strand Theatre in Laredo,

Having

coquettishly
enlisted
the
support of the entire National Biscuit
Company's organization, First National's Lorna Doone registered another triumph by adding a band to her
exploitation cortege when the picture
played the Strand Theatre, Albany.
N. Y. The parade of trucks and wagons, conscripted from America's best
known manufacturers of crackers extended almost half a mile. It was the
head of the parade, however, rather
than the rear that attracted attention.
For this purpose the theatre got the
free service of the St. Vincent's M. O.
Asylum fife and drum corps by giving
a free showing for the asylum inmates.

in

be given

per's classified section on a certain day.
The tie-up was completed when the

spelling sleuths were obliged to bring
their correct answers to the newspaper office to get the tickets.

Several

tie-up.

A

cards on which was printed: "Look Out
for the 'Enemies of Women.' "
On the
first two days of the run, Manager Cooper
on
the
had two girls out
streets to distribute 1,500 of the "Dare you to show this to
your wife or sweetheart unopened?" envelopes.
A feature of the lobby display,
consisting of false books, made with 1-sheet
posters .for- backs and used as stands for
dummy books laid out open with the Ibanez letter and pictures of the two players as
its contents, aroused much attention.

Manager John Topper

of the Abdallah
Leavenworth, Kansas, gave The
Spoilers an excellent exploitation at the
United States Army Post in that city. The
fight angle in the picture was used to good
advantage in the campaign. Two hundred
special window cards were printed and
planted in all pool halls and cigar stores,
and in every available spot at the Post. The
sport writer oil the Times used a special
story on the picture on the sport page. The
leading jewelry store gave a full Alaskan

Theatre,

who appeared

in line in the best

tume. The stunt aroused

clown cos-

much comment.

An auto truck, upon which an enclosed
body had been constructed, was used effectively by Eugene M. Daly, manager of
the

New

Theatre. Baltimore,

in

exploiting

"Merry-Go-Round," which was shown to
large audiences for two weeks.
The truck
attracted wide attention as it was driven
through the business sections of the city.
Inside was a player piano which was kept
operation the entire time.
The front
the theatre was elaborately decorated
with large signs.
In addition, a feature
which attracted a great deal o f attention
was a merry-go-round over the box office.
It was electrically operated.
in

of

-
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This page in reality is a tribute to Heath Cobb, who
steps on the exploitation gas quite frequently. His
latest effort, pictured and described below, is a
masterstroke of ingenuity because of its simplicity.

it is printed in Post colors and has the regular Post heading
at the top of the cover.
The effect has been carried even as
far as the advertisement on the back cover which is easily
mistaken for the familiar Washburn-Crosby flour ad.

looking at the inside
UPON
type used for the body

of the book, one finds that the
identical with
those in the Post.
If a reason is sought for this parody, it
is instantly seen that the story of "Try and Get It'' appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post under the name of "The Ringtailed Galliwampus."
It was written by Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.,
and adapted for tne screen by Jules Furthman.
To many who have seen the press book, the question will
arise, "But why go to such extraordinary lengths to tell the
exhibitors that the story of "Try and Get It" was taken from
the Saturday Evening Post?"
This question was asked F.
Heath Cobb, Director of Exploitation for Grand-Asher, whose
original idea the press book was.
"To begin with," he said, "The Saturday Evening Post
has a circulation of over two and a half million weekly.
About six million people a week read the Post. Could you
find me a better advertising medium?
could a story be
better advertised than to have it appear in this, the greatest and most powerful of all advertising publications?"

and for the heads are

Adapted fron

THE SATURDAY
EVENING r>r>KT
Ssmsael V. Grand

Famous Story
By Eugene P. Lyle Jr.

'THE R.INGTAILED GALLI WAMPUS

"

Present's

BRYANT

-

h
WASHBURN
hi
AND

jET

IT"

How

rTy

HIS

of course, explanation of the reason why Grandfit to buy a story which had been seen by five
or six million people, but it does not serve as sufficient explanation for the peculiar press book.
This was brought to
Mr. Cobb's attention and he continued, "You are probably
familiar with the custom of the large merchant or manufacturer in regard to the purchase of Saturday Evening Post
spaces.
"Now consider," he added, "what ten pages of advertising
More than that
in one issue would mean to the manufacturer.
it
is a well known fact that though the advertising in a
magazine may be lightly passed over, the stories are, by a
Then a ten page story would mean
large majority, read.
more than seventy thousand dollars worth of advertising to a
merchant seventy thousand dollars worth of something that
is,

Asher saw

•

—

—

he could not buy even

if

he wanted to spend the money."

Dove-Edward «orlon-Jo«eph KUtfour-Ro.e Dlone -Carl
AU star Curt-BIUle
Bel more -Hazal Deane - Directed by Cullen Tate - Adapted by
Stockdale -Lionel

by Bryant
JulerForthman -Photographed by Kenrreth Mclean -Produced
^Sfr^nfcoductionslnc Released by Grand-A»b*r Distributing Corporation

GRAND-ASHER SPRINGS COUP
WITH POST COVERS
"Try and Get

It" Press

Franklin's

ASK

Book Looks Like Ben

Own Baby

any merchant or manufacturer

in

YOU Y
/will want^
IT" WHY NOT

r

the

United

States

for the name of his greatest advertising medium and he
will say without a moment's hesitation, "The Saturday
Evening Post." In spite of the fact that to get a page of
advertising in this publication he has to pay about seven
thousand dollars, he knows that his money will be more than
repaid because approximately two and a half million copies of

the Saturday Evening Post are sold weekly.
And statistics show that to each copy there are usually
Then weekly, between five and six
two or more readers.
It is no great wonder that a
million people read the Post.
merchant considers space in such a publication well worth

while even though he must buy it dearly.
Every advertising man knows that no matter how beautiful
or attractive an advertisement may be, it is not as valuable
to the advertiser as a story containing the same propaganda
as the ad yet cleverly disguised so as to look like regular
And more than once have such stories been sent the
fiction.
Saturday Evening Post yet in every instance and without exception they have been refused. It is absolutely impossible
to print any kind of publicity or advertising in the Post unit is plainly bought space.
But the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation found a
way to get space in the Saturday Evening Post free.
When the press book for "Try and Get It," came out, it
caused considerable comment throughout the motion picture

TRY

AND GET

IT

LNOWi

less

industry.

Although

it has been off the press but a few days, already
novelty has made itself felt.
This press book would at
first glance be mistaken for the Saturday Evening Post, for
not only has it a typical Post drawing on the front cover, but

its

There have been many precious attempts to adapt
the Saturday Evening Pos. atmosphere to advertising layouts, but it remained for the Grand-Asher
publicist to hit off the i lea one hundred per cent.

:

October

27,
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LOCAL EXPERTS ARE
SHOWMEN'S ASSETS

PROLOGUES ENHANCE
PICTURES' EFFECT

Consider Authorities On Subjects For
1 our Exploitation Campaigns

Preliminary Acts Aid Greatly In Putting Over Your Feature

pAPTAIN JAMES McDOWELL,

Edward
Director
Managing
WHEN
Brooklyn Mark Strand
Hyman

head of
the traffic division of the Los Angeles
Police Department and nationally recognized authority on traffic problems, after viewing Maurice Tourneur's "Jealous Husbands"
expressed the hope that every motorist in
the country sees this film.
private preview of "Jealous Husbands"
was given last week to Capt. McDowell and
other executives of the L. A. Police Department and the hearty endorsement given the
film by these authorities indicates unusual
publicity possibilities for the picture in every
city of the country at the time the production
appears in the theatres.
sensational automobile wreck appears in
Tourneur's picture which is caused through
the glaring headlights of an approaching

^

of

A

A

The manner

car.

which
warning

in

this

wreck

is

pic-

tured will prove
to motorists that
will save many similar accidents in real life,
according to Capt. McDowell.
"Blinding headlights are probably the greatest source of serious automobile accidents and
their dangers are so vividly brought home in
Mr. Tourneur's film that
every
motorist
should see the picture," said Capt. McDowell,
after the showing.
"The overturning of an automobile and
the death of its driver as disclosed in the film,
are duplicated somewhere in the country every
day.
will take to
will see this produc-

millions of people who
tion will be an invaluable aid to the police
of the country in the enforcement of the headlight ordinances and undoubtedly result in a
saving of many lives."

Exhibitors showing "Jealous Husbands," it
is pointed out, will be able to obtain considerable exploitation
material
on the film
through tie-ups with their Traffic Police and
automobile clubs and editors.
The picture
will be released by First National shortly.
As traffic problems are of interest to the
great majority of people in practically every
American town and city, films in which such
problems are treated lend themselves to all
kinds of exploitations.
It is an easy matter
to tie up with local merchants and obtain the
indorsement of leading local traffic authorities,
and such organizations as Safety Committees,

Chambers of Commerce, women's clubs and
so forth.

a popular vehicle in

and as almost every picture has
one or several scenes in it that have to do in
some way or other with automobiles and automobiling, this angle can be played up to very
good advantage by almost any exhibitor, no
matter where his theatre is situated whether
this country,

in a large city or in a small

country town.

The value of an opinion by
authority on almost any
subject is sure-fire exploitation
material and
well worth the exhibitor's
while to seek. These people
are
far
generally
from reticent and are
therefore easy to interview and quote for exploitation purposes. Look
over the high lights of
the picture that you are

going
is

to

exploit, and it
likely that

more than

there is something up to
him, and play up what he

has to say about it.
In this connection it is
not an extremely difficult
task to interest newspaper editors. Tell them
the idea for a good news
story that is suggested by

your picture.

small section of the crowd of
a
people leaving the Rivoli theatre, New York, after
This was a common sight
viewing "Three Ages."
during the run of the picture at this Broadway
house.

but

is

a leading local

;

;

;

"Chastooshki,
people.

The Week's Notably Clever

WINDOW DISPLAYS
AVERY
ing

effective

department

window

display in a lead-

store

was arranged by

management of Loew's Valentine

the

tre in Toledo, O., during the

thea-

showing of "The

This display was animated. In
the midst of the window set with a large
Murray and just
lobby painting of Mae
enough clothing display to dress up the window
was an animated French Doll, impersonated
by a young woman who stood on a raised
This display attracted a great deal
stage.
of attention as the store was one of the largest
in the city and was situated on one of the
busiest thoroughfares.
bookstore window display, tying up with
"Scaramouche" was put over in Washington,
D. C. and proved one of the most interesting exhibits of its kind of the week. In the
window of one of the leading book stores
there was placed an exact reproduction of one
of the carriages of the period with which the
book and the photoplay deals, and in and
about it were hundreds of copies of the photoplay edition of the novel. The effect was obtained by arranging the books like a frame around
The brilliant
the carriage, row upon row.
jackets of the books and the mass effect of
their arrangement, coupled with the unique
carriage, attracted a great deal of attention.

French Doll."

"The lesson Mr. Tourneur

The automobile being

PACKING 'EM IN TIGHT
This

A

the

booked "Potash and Perlmutter" he did not
have to think twice to realize that a presentation typically Russian would fit in with the
scheme of things nicely.
He therefore engaged the Moscow Artists
Ensemble of ten Russian singers, dancers and
musical
pantomimists as the outstanding
feature of the program and as a direct tieup with the photoplay.
The AIoscow Artists Ensemble presented
in Hyman's staging and lighting and offering
in five scenes and ten numbers, as follows
Wedding Feast In Russia, including Toast
Song by choir and Balalaika Orchestra;
Youth, mixed quartette; Dance of the BoyScene
arishnia, Mile. Sergeyeva, danseuse.
2 Oh, Frost, soprano The Fawn, with whistScent 3
ling valse, by Balalaika Orchestra
4:
Scene
"Loubki", novelty comedy duet.
Scene

comedy pantomime
S

:

with six
Village Pastimes, includ-

ing Humorous Dance, Buckwheat Cakes and
Flirtation Dance.
For the presentation of this offering Managing Director Hyman introduced new glass
traps in the floor of the presentation stage,
which permits of lighting from beneath the
stage shooting upward and backward to augment the side and front lighting.
The
completion
these
traps
now gives
of
Brooklyn Mark Strand the biggest
the
line-up of lighting effects of any motion picture theatre in the country, and Hyman makes
.

each light and each effect do
every show.

its

full

duty at

The Symphonized Jazz on the same program included a special arrangement of
"When You Walked Out", "That Old Gang
of Mine", "Annabelle", "Oh Min !" and "Keep
a Going."

A

good, live artistic prologue is one of the
best means of giving atmosphere to } our feature picture. This has been proven time and
r

again by

Mr. Hyman, whose house

of the most successful in Greater

New

one
York,

is

and has become steadily more popular since
it was opened four years ago.
Almost every picture that is produced can
be "put over" very effectively by the right

An elaborate "super feature" of course, require an elaborate prologue to match up with it, whereas a simpler
subject needs a simple preliminary of singing, dancing or elocution.
kind of a prologue.

A

AN ARTISTIC PROLOGUE
admirably well blended
nerve were
prologue which was staged by Manager
in
John J. Payette of the Metropolitan theatre. Washington, for the showing of "The Brass Bottle"

Grace

this

and

comedj' picture, a two-reeler that is exceptionally good, or a full length comic, can
be made even more interesting to your patrons, by a prologue that can be made to suit
the requirements of your theatre.
Such preliminaries to a picture presentation do not
great
cost
a
deal
of
money
or
time
and
trouble, but their appeal
is certainly wonderful.
Quite often a good

prologue can be rendered
by having your orchestra
men don special costumes
while they play appropriate preliminary musical numbers.
This is an
easy one to put over and
is always very effective.
Prologues are a stand
ard feature of all the big
motion picture houses on

Broadway, and for that
matter of those in other
sections of the country,

and

enterprising

coming
value of them
tors are

exhibi-

to see the

in effectively presenting a picture
to their patrons.
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Indexing Booking-Urge Ideas for Future Use
The Nuway Spotter

of Current Features for Alert

Showmen Who

Are Looking for Business Building Attractions
'Ashes of Vengeance'
Released by First National

Sept. 30, 1923

BRIEF: A

historical drama of high courage and
intrigue in old France. Directed by Frank

cunning

With Norma

Lloyd.

'"THE

Conway

Talmadg'e,

Wallace Beery and a cast

Tearle,

of stars.

one big thing to remember

in

planning

your exploitation of this picture is that
It is
there is something in it for everybody.
certainly a remarkably fine historical subject,
one of the very best that has appeared this
season, and for that reason has a tremendous
intellectual appeal.
It has thrills and action,
beauty and grace, and it is the sort of picture
that every one will want to see and it is also
a simple matter for any exhibitor to make
in his territory want to see it.
"Ashes of Vengeance" affords an unusually
good opportunity for a very effective mail
By this method you can interest
campaign.
teachers and pupils of high schools and colleges, women's clubs and debating or historical societies.
A brief well worded letter to

everybody

these people, giving the high lights of the
picture and stressing the historical importance,

command their interest.
The stunt and tie-up possibilities

will

of this pic-

A most
arrangement can be made with dancing academies. The proprietor of one of the
leading dancing places in your town can be
interested in putting on a special minuet numture are practically without limit.
effective

A

girl dressed as Norma Talmadge in
16th century costume and a male dancer representing Conway Tearle, also in costume,
can be advertised to appear in a minuet number at the dancing academy. It is also possible
to arrange a 16th century costume ball, offering a prize for the best costume.

ber.

If a sky writing aviator

him

to

write the

name

is available hire
of the picture over

done for "Lucky Strikes."
Give away balloons to the children with
"Ashes of Vengeance" stenciled in them. It
is also possible to conduct a resemblance to
Norma Talmadge contest for little girls, with
a suitable prize for the winners.
This is a
good local newspaper hook-up.
the

town

as

is

There is also the chance for a mighty good
street parade. Have a good-looking girl dressed
in male 16th century costume mounted on a
white or a sleek black horse, and blowing a
long horn to which a square silk banner can be
suspended with the words, "See Norma Tal-

madge in "Ashes of Vengeance" at (name of
your house).
If you can find an antique
coach, fix it up to resemble a 16th century
carriage. Attach four, eight or twelve horses
and fill the coach with beautiful girls in costume. Have ten or twelve cavaliers as an escort and get boys from a local military school
to parade an all-drum corps.
Get 16th century
style drums if possible and advertise the picture on them.
This picture lends itself to effective window tie-ups. The head dresses worn by Miss
Talmadge will be of interest to all women.
Arrange to put photos of these in millinery
shop windows.
Miss Talmadge's hair was dressed by
George Westmore, a celebrated English hair
dresser.
Plant stills showing her coiffure
with manicure and beauty parlors.
Arrange for a display of hip boots, men's
and women's shoes of the 16th century in a
local store alongside late models.

The period

shoes can be obtained from any costumer.

A

few stills showing examples of 16th century furniture can be put in the windows offurniture or house furnishing stores, thus tying up with the picture.
Department stores can also be tied up with
on photos of Miss Talmadge's wonderful
array of gowns, which can be displayed in
their fashion windows.
An effective book store arrangement can be
made on displays of the book, "Ashes of Vengeance" which was a best seller in England
a few years ago.

As
in

straw hats

first

made

their appearance

Europe during the 16th century,

sible to link

up hat shops

in

it is posplacards on the

picture.

A display of match lock muskets, arquebuses and other antique instruments of
warfare can be arranged for in the windows of local gun or hardware stores.

'The Clean Up'
Released by Universal

BRIEF:

—upStory

September

24, 1923

and how a young
man lives
to it.
Herbert Rawlinson is featured.
Directed by William Parke.
Story by H. H. Van
of a strange will

Loan

XT ERE

you have a picture with a story
that almost everybody will like and
the leading role played by a popular screen
actor, whose name is a good box office at-

AJ

-

traction.

Stress the fact that
Herbert
Rawlinson is the star and the title of the
picture and you have made a good start
toward selling it to your public.
This picture lends itself very well to an
effective mail campaign.
Get a list of the
members of clubs and other social or business organizations that are frequented by
responsible people and send a brief, well
worded letter to each person. Have the
substance of the letter read something
like this:

man

"If a

phone or

took the pages of our

local directory

and

left a

tele-

fortune

to every one named on them, what would
happen to this thriving town? The answer
to this problem is given at (your theatre)"
This copy can also be used to good ad-

vantage

in

throwaways which can be

dis-

tributed throughout your town. You might
also have a pleasant-spoken person call up
leading professional and business men on
the telephone, ask them the question and
tell them that they will find the answer
by attending your house on the dates the
picture will be shown.
The title and the nature of the picture
suggests innumerable commercial tie-ups
that can very easily be arranged.
In this
connection it will be a simple matter to
interest the live-wire merchants in a double
truck newspaper advertisement. Each dealFollow
er can stage a "Clean Up
Sale."
the usual line and run your advertisement
across the top of the double truck or boxed
in the center of the advertisement.
The merchants might use in their copy
such catch lines as: "Use this vacuum
cleaner and you will be surprised how fast
your work goes it's 'The Clean Up' " or
"This is our annual sale. The clothes we
have are of the best quality. Come in.
the
Your chance for 'The Clean Up' of
season."
The stores can also have window displays in which the phrase, "The Clean

—

—

Up"
by

used and the picture tied up with

is

stills.

An

excellent

street
ballyhoo
picture.
Have

can

be

a man
dressed in the most fashionable clothes obtainable ride through the principal streets

worked

on

this

—

town in a high class automobile
upon which there is a sign reading: "I
have come from the town that is 'The
There is money for everyClean Up.'
of your

you care
would.

—but

Would
town? Of course you
You can do so by going to the

body there

happiness has gone.

to see this

(name of your theatre)."
A good lobby display can be arranged
by placing there a collection of vacuum
cleaning oils and so
cleaners, brooms,
forth with a sign reading, "Here are the
make the 'Clean Up.' but
things
that
come inside and see another kind of a
clean up."

'STEP UP, LADIES
The

AND GENTS'

illusion of the Big Top was effectively put over by Manager Larry Richardson of the Lyric
theatre, East St. Louis, during the showing of "Circus Days."
The entire front of the house
to resemble the entrance to a Big Sh ow tent and there were clowns an' everythin'

was made

This is an odd sort of a lobby display,
but it is certainly one that will attract and
hold the attention of people. It will afford many laughs and make the people go
to your box office out of curiosity if for
no other reason.
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'Long Live the King'
Released by Metro

November

23, 1923

busses, wagons and so forth. Give each child
a small bag of candy on which is imprinted,
"Compliments of Jackie Coogan to his Pals."

star of this picture, it is one of
the
easiest to sell to your people that has
Stress the fact
been produced this season.
that the starlet is the chief character in this
picture and you have made a very good start

A newsboys' contest can be worked to very
good advantage. "Well in advance of the showing of this picture, announce through various
channels, such as newspaper advertisements,
slides, throwaways that a prize of §10 will be
awarded the boy who is chosen King of the
newsboys.
Invite all the newsboys to your
theatre for particulars. Give each boy a placard about eight inches square upon which is
a number and the announcement that he is en-

on your exploitation campaign.

tered in the king of the newsboys' contest.

BRIEF: — Romance

boy ruler of a fiery Balkan
Featuring Jackie Coogan.
From a story
Roberts- Rhinehart.
Directed by Victor

kingdom.
by Mary

of a

Schertzingier.

AS
The

the

celebrated Jackie

Coogan

is

the

of the sort that has long been
popular and will interest people in every part
of the country. The plot has to do with the
romantic intrigues in a tiny Balkan kingdom
to upset the throne of a boy ruler, and lends
itself to innumerable means of attracting peostory

is

ple to your theatre.

A

mail campaign can be used to very good
advantage, not only among adults but to the
members of student societies of high schools
and colleges. Send each person a short letter
giving the high lights of the picture, and of
course make mention of the fact that Jackie

Coogan

is

the star.

A

commercial connection that first suggested itself is with your local book stores or
the book departments of drug, stationery and
department stores. This can be made by window displays of the book, "Long Live the
King," and tie-up with the picture can be made
with stills. A special photoplay edition has
been issued and this makes it easier to put over
this hook-up.

The title, "Long Live the King" is a slogan
that can be applied to practically every article
of merchandise. It furnishes the basis for an
effective double truck newspaper advertisement, of which one dealer in each line can take
advantage.
Have the caption of this double
truck read something like this :— "Long Live
the King". There reigns a king in every mercantile line the advertised articles here claim

—

that distinction."
The title of this picture is also good for
numerous window displays.
Every dealer
who specializes in any particular brand of
merchandise will be keen to avail himself of
the publicity attendant upon the use of the title
to hook-up with the picture.
An exclusive display should be made in each
instance of some one commodity.
special
sign can be used, offering the merchant's
sales arguments by this or that brand is king,
and can readily be tied up with the picture.
There is a dealer in practically every city

A

who

handles Jackie Coogan "Cravenette" pro-

cess

suits

and

coats.

'Pioneer Trails'
Released by Vitagraph

BRIEF:— Drama
comedy

relief.

of

the

October

,

the romance and drama
STRESS
days when everybody was going

on

1923

effective

Written by C. Graham Bak;r. Dicast headed by

by David Smith. All star
Cullen Landis and Alice Calhoun.

rected

21,

Old West with

of

the

West

to

find gold, in your exploitation campaign
this picture and you can't possibly fail to

put over "Pioneer Trails" in a big way. This
subject is a skilfull blend of all the elements
that people expect to find in a picture of this
sort.
Let them know that it is and you won't
have to worry about getting the crowd to your

box

office.

The nature

of this picture does not call for
a great deal of expenditure on the part of
the exhibitor of money or effort. It is a story
that people will want to tell their friends
about.
An excellent arrangement can be made with
the students of local schools in the way of a
competition of this sort is
drawing contest.
always popular and should be an easy one to
arrange.
Invite the children to draw pictures of Indian life, pioneer days or stage coaches. Offer
suitable prizes for the pupils in the primary
grades
those in grades from four to six,
those from six to eight and the students of
the high school. Many of these drawings will
be found suitable for use in your advertisements and for your lobby displays. They will
create a local interest and of course attract
patrons.
Opportunity night is always a sure-fire
proposition.
Everybody is anxious to display
his or her skill in some line of endeavor, and
the inducement of a prize is sufficient to draw
an ample supply of talent. The old trading
post or country store where merchandise is
given to the holder of the lucky ticket is al-

A

;

among everyone.
children in most communities have made attractive pieces of needle
and bead work. Some people have collections
of the handiwork of "grandma's day" Boys
are often handy at whittling, tying knots and
making things. All of these things may be
brought to jour theatre and displayed in the
lobby if you offer prizes which may be in the
form of passes.
Such exploitation is local, and it tends to
unite the exhibitor and the patron in a closer
union. It brings the theatre into the home and
the home into the theatre. It wins permanent
patronage and is therefore decidedly worth
while.
The theme of the story of "Pioneer Trails"
suggests the early days of all American communities, and this may be emphasized by a
series of articles in the local daily newspapers, essays by school children and displays
in the windows of local stores and in your lobby.
The picture suggests outdoor life, camping, sports and athletics.
It affords good commercial tie-ups with the sporting goods stores.
There are many effective ballyhoo stunts
that can be worked to very good advantage.
One that will attract much attention is the use
of an Indian cart which can be made by fastening two boughs, about fifteen feet long, with
cross bars far enough back to permit fastening a horse. Signs announcing the showing of
the picture can be fastened to it, and the cart
driven through the principal streets.
An Indian brave should accompany it and give a
lusty war whoop every now and then.
This
will be an effective touch
that will attract
ways sure

to create interest

Many women and

more

attention.

Another very interesting ballyhoo would be
to have an Indian man and woman with a papoose wander through the streets with signs
announcing when and where this picture is being shown. War whoops are effective for this
stunt.

In one of the local livery stables or junk
yards you will most likely find an old coach
which will serve as a stage coach for ballyhooing the picture. Put a number of men and
women dressed in the style of clothes that were
in fashion in the early 70s in the coach and
have them driven about the town. Be sure
that the men resemble the early pioneers.
Have some of them wearing the high beaver
while the plainsmen or guards wear heavy
wigs and beards. Four or six horses should be
used to drive the coach about town. Antique
carried by the drivers will add to the
If possible get men who are tall and
well built for these parts.
rifles

effect.

These garments are

of 45 West
18th street, New York and have met with popular demand in all
sections of the Lnited
States
Arrange with such a dealer for a
special window trim.
The Jaffee Company
provides free for the asking 8x10 photos of
Jackie attired in his name-brand of clothes.
The dealer can also probably be induced to
make a special newspaper advertising campaign.
very effective bit of exploitation that can
be employed on this picture is a prize scholar
theatre party.
The picture has a direct appeal to everj- educator and every scholar in
every grade. Historical in scope this picture
furnishes an excellent opportunity
for coAcoperation with every seat of learning.
quaint every teacher in your community with
the value of the picture from a historical
standpoint, and if feasible give a special showing to your local school board and all the
teachers. Offer each teacher two passes to be
awarded each pupil who receives the highest
mark in their respective history classes, during the week previous to the run of the pic-

made by

the L. J. Jaffee

Company

A

ture.

Another good publicity stunt would be to
stage a special showing for school children, orphans, newsboys, and children's welfare league
drives.
Invite your local orphanage to attend
a special morning performance and supply
means of transportation for them such as

STOP.

LOOK AND LAUGH

That's what they did when they saw this outside the Regent theatre. Ottawa. Canada, then
they stepped up to the box office and bought tickets to see "Why Worry?" This is an exploitation stunt that can be duplicated almost everywhere and for other types of comedy pictures
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Feature Release and Review Chart
Here is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and the regular release guide, interspersed with current press comment on various features. It will prove' an invaluable guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all the important data on each picture in concise form.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S FULL DATA
GUIDE OF THE MONTHLY RELEASES AT A GLANCE

JUNE
Feature
Bargains
Below Rio Grande
Counterfeit

Director
Distributor
Length
Not Credited .Burr Nickle
5,000
Not Credited .Stedner, S. R. ..5,000
Not Credited .Playgoers
5,000

Star
Special Cast

Neal Hart

Love

Feature
Destroying Angel

Special Cast
Wholesome melodrama worth seeing. Boston Advertiser.
Real.
Traveler.
Critical Age
Special Cast
McRae
Hodkinson
4,504
Thoroughly enjoyable.
Louis Star.
Daughters of Rich
Special Cast
Foreman ....Preferred
6,000
Noteworthy. Oklahoma City Times.
Highly entertaining. OkUAoman.
Desert Rider
Jack Hoxie
Hoxie
Sunset Prod. ...5,000
Devil's Partner
N. Shearer
Not Credited .Ind. Pict
5,000
Divorce
Bennett
F. B.
6,000
J. Novak
Interesting, pounds home.
Toledo Times.
Old story but good. Blade.
Don Quickshot
Jack Hoxie
Marshall
Universal
5,000
Exciters
Daniels- Moreno ..Campbell ....Paramount
6,000
Thriller.
Norfolk Constitution.
Interesting.
Times.
Fog
Harris-Landis ....Powell
Metro
6,541
Good entertainment. Toledo Times.
Aptly presented.
Blade.
Heart Raider
Agnes Ayres
Ruggles
Paramount
5,075
Plenty of action.
Birmingham K. C. Jr.
Interesting.
Norfolk L.
One of Miss Ayres' best. Birmingham Ledger.
Last Moment
Special Cast
Meehan
Hodkinson
7,000
Leaves you guessing. Allentown Journal.
Man of Action
D. MacLean ....Horne
First Nat'I
... 6,000
Everyone guessing and laughing. Seattle Times. Mirth, mystery. P. 1.
Mich. O'Halloran
Irene Rich
Meehan
Hodkinson
7,000
Pleasant impression.
L. A. iHerald.
Rather good. Express.
Mysterious Witness
Robt. Gordon
Zeliff
F. B.
4,822
Only 38
Special Cast
W. De Mille .Paramount
6,000
Paddy Next Best Thing. .Mae Marsh
Cutts
Allied P. & D. .6,000
Thoroughly enjoyable. Chicago Herald Exam.
Mae Marsh, winsome and fascinating. Boston Post.
Railroaded
H. Rawlinson ....Mortimer ....Universal
5,000
Sawdust
Gladys Walton ...Conway
Universal
4,940
Good, as pictures go. Bait. Post
It all rings true.
E. Sun.
Sun Dog Trails
Special Cast
King
Arrow. S. R. ...4,586
Susanna
Mabel Normand
F. R. Jones ..United Artists .5,965
Trifling With Honor
Special Cast
Pollard
Universal
7,785
Tense moments.
Dramatic incidents. Cleve. News.
Western Blood
P. Morrison
Not Credited Sanford S. R. ...5,000
Woman Four Faces
Compson-Dix .... Brenon
Paramount
6, OOP
Youthful Cheaters
Glenn Hunter . . Tuttle
Hodkinson
6,000

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—

.

.

JULY
Feature
Brass Bottle

Star

Director

Length

Distributor

—

—

—

—

—

Gentlemen O' Leisure ...Jack Holt

Henaberry ...Paramount

—

6,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,622
..5.000
6,000

Good

story of sea.-

—Birmingham

Itching Palms

Law

News.

Unbounded

satisfaction.

Horne

Special Cast

—Post.

F. B.

5,000
6,000

Lawless
D. Dalton
Fleming
Paramount
Birmingham News.
Drawn out but exciting at times. Porf. News.
^nita Stewart ....Hopper
Gold-Cosmo ...6,000
Fair entertainment.
Bait. M. Sun.
Something for everyone. Amer.
Good entertainment. News.
You'll love it.
Milwaukee Journal.
Man Between
Special Cast
Finis Fox ....Assoc. Exhib. ..6,000
Man's Man
F. B. O
J. W. Kerrigan
McGuIre of Mounted ...Wm. Desmond ...O. Appel ....Universal
5,000
Penrod and Sam
Special Cast
W. Beaudine .First Nat'I
6,275
Portrayal of life of an every day American.
Birmingham News.
Rapids
Harry Morey .... Hartford .... Hodkinson
4,932
Forceful energy.
Wilkes-Barre Post.
Film of Canada. A-dvt.
of

Unusual.

—

Love Piker

—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Made Wife

Dillon
Universal
5.000
Hillyer
Universal
8,758
Many thrilling situations during the progress of the plot. Phila. Inquirer.
Shootin' for Love
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick ....Universal
5,160
Skid Proof
Charles Jones
S. Dunlap ...Fox
6,000
Thrills and action.
Birmingham Age-Herald.
Exciting.
Toledo Times.
Stormy Seas
McGowan-Holmes McGowan .. .Assoc Exhib. ...5,000
Trilby
Special Cast
Young
First Nat'I
7,302
A good picture, well directed, finely acted. San Fran. Chronicle.
Powerful. Charlotte Observe^.
Wierd and fantastic— Dallas Journal.
Victor
H. Rawlinson ....Laemmle ....Universal
4,888
Self

Special Cast

Lon Chaney

Shock, The

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

.

—

—

AUGUST
Feature

Distributor
Length
France ...Fox
5,000
Form an
Preferred
6,126
Full of thrills and plenty of comedy.—San Francisco Bulletin.
You won't be sorry for seeing this picture if's good entertainment. N. Y. News.
Contains all the elements that appeal strongly to the M. P. fan. Roch. Jour.

Night Wind
Broken Wing
Alias

Star

Director

Wm.

Russell
Special Cast

J.

—
—

—

Circus

Days

Jackie

—Coogan

.

.

.

Cline

First

The greatest Coogan picture. Los Angeles Record.
is well chosen and lends excellent support to lead.

Cast

Nat'I

—San.

....5,163

Fran. Call.
Common Law
Griffith-Tearle
Selznick
. Archinbaud
7.527
The kind of a story and movie that makes a hit with the majority. Cleve. News.
.

.

—

.

.

—

Length

—
—

R

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

A tremendous
Unusual and
Little

hit.

...Marion Davies ...Olcott

—

A

—

—

original.

New York

Old

—

— Brooklyn Citizen.
—Portland Oregonian.

Remarkable theme. Tel.
Gold. -Cosmo.
10,336

Baltimore News.
picture the industry may be proud of.
Never a dull moment; from beginning to end it grips. San Francisco Exam.
A cracking good love story clean wholesome sentiment. Baltimore News.
One of the biggest pictures the world has seen. Balto. Amer.

—

Fiery

tale,

one of

Man Who Won, The

best.

—
—

—

Roy Stewart

Love Brand

—Boston

Universal

Paton

5,000

Post.

Fox

Farnum

5,008
5,624
....Sedgwick ....Universal
6,000
Out of Luck
Toledo Blade.
Trifle far-fetched.
Spontaneously funny. Seattle Times.
Paramount
6,574
Purple Highway, The ...Kennedy-Blue ...Kolker
Provides an enjoyable picture. Balto. News.
Paramount
6,270
Melford
Logan-Flynn
Salomy Jane
Screen entertainment of good average quality. San. Fran. Bulletin.
Type of movie that will probably go on forever. N. Y. Telegraph.
16,000
Shertzinger ..First Nat'I
K. McDonald
Scarlet Lily, The
5,000
Fox
Chas. Jones
Second Hand Love
A touching little rural drama. Baltimore Sun.
5,008
Universal
Wm. Desmond
Shadows of North
7,054
Fox
Blystone
Tom Mix
Soft Boiled
Chicago Post.
Its humor is clever and its plot is well worked out.
The picture is rather below the Mixian standard. Chicogo Journal.
8,928
Goldwyn
Hillyer
Special Cast
Spoilers, The
Every scene is a big scene. Syracuse Telegram.
Journal.
Lavish.
Dispatch.
One of greatest of year. Dallas
Vic Halperin .Assoc. Exhib. ..5,000
Special Cast
Tea With a Kick
Kansas City Star.
Will give any audience an hour's good fun.
6,946
Goldwyn
Vidor
Special Cast
Three Wise Fools
A picture that will delight anyone who sees it. Seattle Union Rec.
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Times.
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Citizen.
Morn. San.
First rate.
Something in it for everybody. Bait. American.
Not Credited Playgoers, S. R..5.000
SDecial Cast
Tipped Off
5.800
B.
C
Rich-Percy-DaytonLeSaint
C.
Yesterday's Wire
.

.

Miracle Baby, The

.Dustin

Harry Carey
Hoot Gibson

F. B.

—

—

—

.

.

.

.

——

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Season's laughing sensation. Okla. City News.
Delightful.—Oklahoman.
Thos. Meighan ..Ralph Ince ..Paramount
5,000

Homeward Bound

Distributor

Assoc. Exhib. ...5,640
Dulcy
First Nat'I
...6,859
The picture is truly funny from beginning to end. Philadelphia Bulletin.
As amusing a comedy as the screen has shown in some time. Phila. Pub. Led.
A splendid picture has been made of the stage's "Dulcy." N. Y. Times.
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess ..Robertson ...First Nat'I
8,729
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elson
Assoc. Exhib. ...5,000
Hollywood
AH star cast.
.Cruze
Paramount .... 8,197
A delicious light comedy of motion picture life.—San Fran. Examiner.
Human Wreckage
F. B.
Mrs. W. Reid
7,415
J. Wray
A piercing photodramatic film that sets the nerves a-tingling. Syra. Tele.
Brought a storm of applause when last reei had: been unwound. Cm. Post.
Should satisfy the most cynical audiences. Port. Oregonian.
Full of action from beginning to end.
Porf. Telegram.
Huntress
Colleen Moore ...Reynolds ....First Nat'I
6,336
Baltimore American.
It is startling and amusing throughout.
Millarde
Fox
11,250
If Winter Comes
Special Cast
A remarkable and exceptional accomplishment in the M. P. field. Chic. News.
Does credit to the author. Salt Lake City Telegram.
A far abler piece of work than the stage version. N. Y. Even. Mail.
One of the finest pictures the screen has ever shown. Chic. Post.
Universal
5,000
Parke
Legally Dead
Milton Sills

—

Special Cast
Tourneur ....First Nat'I
exceptionally worthy picture.
Phila. Public Ledger.
Children of Dust
Special Cast
Borzage
First Natl
Human nature and glowing with life. Birmingham News.
Children of Jazz
Special Cast
J. Storm ....Paramount
Interesting.
Wise. News.
Good entertainment. Nor. Landmark.
Desert Driven
Harry Carey
Val Paul
F. B.
Harry Carey proves the man's star of screen. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Frying Dutchman
Special Cast
Carleton
F. B.
Forbidden Range
Neal Hart
Not Credited .Steiner, S. R.

An

Director

Star

Leah Baird
Con. Talmadge ..Franklin

—

—
—

—

SEPTEMBER
Length
Distributor
Director
Star
Feature
Frank Borzage First Nat'I ... 5,174
Select Cast
Age of Desire
Kirkland
C. B. C. SR ...5,800
All Star
Barefoot Boy
6,000
Universal
Hoot Gibson
Blinky
Paramount
5,960
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson ..S. Wood
Many thrills, some pathos, much comedy. Pittsburgh Press.
Telegram.
entertainment.—
Syracuse
_drama
Satisfying flicker
An interesting version of the French play. Wash. Even. Star.
6,765
Principal
Campbell
Bright Lights of Br* dway. All Star
6,814
Truart
Broadway Gold
f£. Hammerstein ..Dillon
A melodrama, not superior or inferior to most of them. St. L. Post.
8,000
Fred JackmanPathe
Call of the Wild, The ..Buck
An excellent photoplay, amusing, pathetic, tragic in spots. JV. V. News.
Tel.
Even.
story.
N.
Y.
London's
finest
picturization
Jack
superb
faithful
of
A
&
Many sensational scenes. JV. Y. Evening Post.
JV.
Y.
Call.
been
presented.
dramas
which
has
One of the finest animal
An excellent picture. N. Y. Evening Mail.
Buck is a magnificent animal and an able actor. Bronx Home News.
6,330
Lois Wilson ..Universal
Chapter in Her Life, A.. All star
Chic. Exam.
Well cast, well acted and well directed.
..Paramount
....7,413
Fitzmaurice
Negri-Holt
The
Cheat,
5,000
Universal
Parke
H. Rawlinson
Clean Up, The
The sort of picture which ought to go well in small towns. JV. Y. Teleg.
10.000
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount
Covered Wagon, The ...Special Cast
The production is a big one in every way. Pitts. Chronicle Telegraph.
One of greatest in history of the film industry. Dallas News.
One of the best motion pictures ever produced. Dallas Journal.
F. B.
6,051
Derelys Perdue
Daytime Wives
Fox
Eleventh Hour, The .... Mason- Jones ....Durning
....Goldwyn
10,501
-L. Barrymore ....Crosland
Enemies of Women
As fine an example of M. P. art at its highest as we know of. Harris. Tel.
A lavishly sumptuous production. Newark Eagle.
Holds the interest throughout, superb photoplay. Milwaukee Journal.
A motion picture of exceptional dazzling beauty. L. A. Examiner.
6.845
Goldwvn
M. Neilan
Special cast
Eternal Three. The
Can hardly be called anything but fair, which is liberal. JV. Y. Even. Post.
An absorbing story centering about a problem in which all are interested.

—

—

—
——

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—
—

—

.

—

—
—

.

—

Y.

Tel.
Will bring a long line to
TV.

.

box

office in spite of grumblings of critics.

—

—

JV.

Y. Tel.

—

—

.

.
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FEATURE RELEASE AND REVIEW CHART— Continued
Feature
Exiles,

Star
Rubens-Gilbert

The

Director

To

10.000
6,000

—

.

.

—

—
—

.

.

.

.

—

—

Fox

6.000

—

—

'.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

'

.

.

Is

of

L.

.6^000
C. Maigne ...Paramount ..
Special Cast
Silent Partner, The
While the gist of the story is not original, it holds one's interest.-Balto. bun.
7,809
Fox
Silent Command, The ..Special Cast

a picture that shouldn't be missed.

—

—

JV.

.

.

—
—
—

—

—

Paramount

7,075

....

Review.
commendable.- -N. Y. Tel.
Y.

IV.

is

Home News.

NOVEMBER

—

-

Feature

Rather good.— Chicago Herald Examiner.
8,079
Metro
Niblo
...
Strangers of Night ...... Special Cast
There is sufficient activity to entertain above the average.— N. Y. World.
Examiner.
Fran.
San.
There is "something doing" every minute.
The production has charm and a certain distinction. Chicago Post.
.5.i50
Metro
..
Buster Keaton
Three Ages
Even. Post.
Buster Keaton has made a comedy that ranks with the best.—N. Y.
Review.
Y.
seen.—N.
About as full of action and color as any picture we have
The funniest thing I ever saw. Washington News.

—

—

—

Well directed, well edited. N. Y. Tribune.
Bronx
Finest work of Gloria Swanson's career.

—

.

.

—

.

—
—

.

—

Even. World.

Y.

Dwan
Gloria Swanson
Z aza
a' carefully made and splendidly cast production.
An interesting picture and Miss Swanson's work

A straightforward melodrama. Chicago Examiner.
Moderately good entertainment. JV. Y. Even. Post.
A fine work finely done. JV. Y. News.
8.O10
Chas. Brabin Goldwyn
Special Cast
Six Days
heart gripping story.
Absorbing plot, amazing photography, superior cast
Newark Eagle.
Dramatic, absorbing and colorful story. JV. Y. Even. Tel.
A stormily interesting picture.— N. Y. Even. Journal.
Not Credited .Sanford Prod. .6.000
Special Cast
Souls in Bondage
5.778
Jerome Storm. Fox
John Gilbert
St.
Elmo

&

—

.

.

reels.

—

—

—

this

.

.

.

.

—

is

.

.

.

I-os

in

—

—

.

.

in

—

.

—

interest

—
—

—

—
—
Phila. Public Ledger.
Certainly entertaining.
Angeles Examiner.
Very entertaining. —
picture.—San Fran. Chronicle.
Many moments of suspensive
A. Rec.
one picture.—
been brought together
cast
such
Seldom has
a sumptuous production. — Los. Ang. Express.
Selzmck
Heerman
All
Star
Hentzau
Rupert
—San Fran. News. 9.7.7
Gives prettv good entertainment for the 10
It

Length

Distributor
.

Amazingly amusing and extremely well done. IV. Y. News.
5,000
Universal
Welsh- Adoree ....N. Ross
Six Fifty The
5,000
Metro
Shaw
Viola Dana
Social Code, The
Telegraph.
Y.
N.
The picture has interesting moments.
Walsh-Love-MyersGeo. D. Baker Goldwyn
Slave of Desire, The
7,012
..Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
. .Courtot-StrikerSteadfast Heart, The
6.565
DeGrasse ...First Natl
Soecial Cast
Thunder Gate
5,082
Fox
Flood
.Wm. Russell
Times Have Changed
4,595
Ind. Pict
Valley of Lost Souls, TheSuth'lnd-Hmltton. Fleming
Inspiration ... 1 3,1100
King
Lillian Gish
White Sister, The
Good entertainment, interesting and well worth seeing. JV. Y. Telegraph.
6,000
Metro
Heffron
Young
K.
.....Clara
Wife's Romance, A
JV. Y. Tel.
Attractivelv produced and sufficiently well acted.
5,000
...Universal
Blache
...H.
Gladys Walton
Wild Party, The
Entertaining and holds the interest throughout.— N. Y. Telegraph.
Artists
.7,500
United
.Chanlin
E. Purviance
Woman of Paris, A
Brooklyn Times.
This is a picture distinctly worth seeing.
New York World.
It is a most interesting motion picture.
York News.
New
year.
the
filmery
of
piece
of
The finest
Rare in its natural realism and forceful in every effect. JV. Y. American.

—

a star

Even. Sun.

Y.

JV.

—

—

—

—

7,000
.4.512
6,080
San. Fran. Ball.

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

Director

Star

.

—

—

—

Pathe

the screen.
neglected.
Pitts. Chron. Tele.

Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd

Vengeance

.

—

—

.

—

—

—

—

.

.

Assoc. Exhib. ...7,000
Mabel Normand ..Jones
Extra Girl, The
5.000
Metro
Shaw
Special Cast
Held To Answer
joldwyn
Flynn
Emmett
In the Palace of the KingSpecial Cast
.....7,000
F. B. O.
Santell
Lights Out
R. Stonehouse
Has a good amount of excitement & enough thrills to satisfy anybody. N.Y.Tel.
10,000
.Schertzinger ..Metro
Jackie Coogan
Long Live the King
;
Breamer-Moore ..Jos. DeGrasse First Nat'l
Lord of Thundergate.
6,000
Apollo
Washburn-Forrest T. Ince
Love Trap, The
6,000
First Nat 1
Meanest Man in World,. Lytell-Sweet-etc. .Cline
Telegraph.
Y.
like.
JV.
ought
to
everybody
A picture
5,000
Universal
Marshall
Jack Hoxie
Men in the Raw
Nilsson-Kirkwood Donald Crisp First Natl
Ponjola
6,009
Ed. Sedgwick Universal
Ramblin' Kid, The ... ..Hoot Gibson
A pippin of a Western film, refreshing, exciting, romantic. JV. Y. News.
A good production. JV. Y. Even. Sun.
7,990
Paramount
Cruze
Special cast
Ruggles of Red Gap
Anyone with a sense of humor can find enjoyment in the picture. Cm. Post.
As pleasant a production as has ever been sliown on the screen. Syracuse Tel.

—

—

Newmeyer

.

—

—
—

—

of

'.-

.

—
—

.

.

JV. Y. Teleg.
Will not be likely to die of failure of box office receipts.
.Blue-Vidor
Beaumont ...Warner Bros. ..8,000
Street
Return engagement hailed as out of ordinary event. Seattle Times.
Proved as popular on return as capacity first run showing. Star.
Ayres-Holt
6,295
Wm. de Mille Paramount
Marriage Maker, The
A picture »f individuality, unique and alluringly different.— -San. Fran. Call.
Something alluringly different and full of compelling situations. S. F. Jnl.
10 000
Philbin-Kerry
R. Julian
Universal
Merry Go Round
A rare accomplishment ; a credit to Universal and to the industry. Chic. Amer.
A picture long to be remembered. Portland News.
Dramatic, spectacular, vivid. Seattle P. I.
One of the greatest love stories ever screened. Post Oregonian.
Wonderful. Oregonian.
Both elaborate and dramatic. Portland Journal.
Eichberg ....Fox
8.000
Lee Parry
Monna Vanna
especially
moving
Chic. Post.
as a drama.
Interesting as a spectacle, but not
Certainly deserves a place in the level of good films.- N. Y. News.
A massive spectacle gorgeously staged. JV. Y. Evening Post.
Preferred
York-Clifford-GlassGasnier
6,725
Mothers-In-Law
One of the really worth while pictures of the season. JV. Y. Even. Tel.
acted.
JV.
Even.
World.
enjoyable
well
directed,
well
Y.
An
film,
First Nat'l
7 CC0
Bernard-Carr ....Badger
Potash-Perlmutter
One of most humorous productions that ever reached the screen. Pitt. Press.
A fine mixture of comedy and pathos. IV. Y. Telegraph.
6,600
Hodkinson
Glenn Hunter ...Tuttle
Puritan Passions
JV. Y. Telegraph.
Poetic and artistic, but a little too subtile.
6,841
^Special Cast
C. Badger ...Goldwyn
Red Lights
A thrilling mystery melodrama. Louisville Times.
Baltimore Sun.
Will satisfy the most rabid sensation seekers.
Fine photography and scenic effects. JV. Y. Even. Post.
Well worth the seeing. IV. Y. Even. World.
Mystery, thrills and suspense in abundance. Bklyn. Times.
Not only a thrilling mystery picture, but a jolly farce as well. JV. Y. Trib.
E. Lubitsch .United Artists ..8,800
Mary Pickford
Rosita
N. Y. Review.
An entertaining picture.
We need more pictures like "Rosita." JV. Y. Telegraph.
A beautiful picture, well acted and photographed. N. Y. Even. Post.
5,134
Metro
Viola Dana
Rouged Lips

Main

.

9,893
First Natl
Deserves the undeniable success with which it has been greeted. N. Y. Rvtw.
6,600
Bad Man, The
Edwin Carewe First Nat'l
Holbrook Blinn
Altho not quite as good picture as was a play, is entertaining. N. Y. Tel.
Day of Faith, The
Tod Browning joldwyn
Special cast
6,500
Metro
Desire
Lee
All star
7,800
Drifting
Priscilla Dean ...T. Browning .Universal
An entertaining melodrama lacking in story strength.- Kansas City Star.
Priscilla Dean is great
Chicago Herald Exam.
The picture, as a whole, is good of its kind. Chicago Post.
5,000
Metro
Sloman
Eagle's Feather, The ....Special Cast
7,374
Metro
Eternal Struggle, The ... Adoree- Williams- R. Barker
Trib.
Chic.
Produced.
Well
Renee Adoree is charming. JV. Y. Tel.
A better -than-average picture, cast with expert performers. Chic. Exam.
An entertaining melodrama. Chicago Post.

Ashes

—

Tom Mix

Lone Star Ranger

5,000
4,776

.

—

—
—

Truart SR
Universal

OCTOBER
Feature

beautiful women in a story of new twists.
Birmingham News.
Both interesting and entertaining. Los Ang. Express.
pictures.
high
among
the
other
successful
San. Fran. Call.
Sure to rank
Worth missing something else to see. San. Fran. Chronicle.
Boston Post.
Excellent.
Trav.
Allure and suspense to a high degree.

—

.

—

—

—

Many

Harold Lloyd

One of most entertaining comedies brought to
No detail that would add to its success has been
If you're feeling bad go to see "Why Worry?"

—

—

7,035

—

Walthall-Lake
Gladys Walton

Why Worry

—

—

—

—

Good entertainment for Walton, fans.—St. Louis Post Dispatch.
Special Cast
Jno. Stahl ...First Nat'l
Wanters, The
Universal
Jack Hoxie ...Marshall
Where Is This West

.

.

—
—

Purple
Untameable, The

Sure cure for any one with an ingrown grouch. IV. Y. Telegraph.
Full of interesting and highly amusing scenes.
JV. Y. Even.
Telegram.
Guy B. Post
Thornby
.Principal
6,000
Special Cast
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn
9,100
Washington News.
Fine entertainment.
William Farnum
Gun Fighter, The
Fox
..5.000
Houdini
Haldane of the Sec. Serv. .Houdini
F. B.
5,000
Not only insult your intelligence, but nearly bores you to death. JV. Y. Tel.
Chas. Jones
Hell's Hole
5,0u0
:...Fox
Special Cast
Her Reputation
First Nat'l
6,566
J. Wray
A very interesting melodrama. Baltimore News.
Filled with spectacular episodes that are well filmed.
Port. Telgram.
A well knit dramatic yarn. Portland Journal.
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley
Universal
12,000
Proven one of the wonders of the theatrical season. N. Y. Even. Telegram.
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan .Paramount
5,503
A picture that will be a moneymaker. Los Ang. Herald.

Gold Madness
Green Goddess, The

Dix-Wilson

Unknown

.

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Man

V. Fleming ..Paramount ....
Too much killing in this picture it becomes gruesome. Ind. Star.
Wash. Herald.
Replete with startling episodes and thrilling action.
The picture is well worth seeing. Chicago Post.
A gripping story. San. Fran. Journal.
A corking good melodrama. Chic. Herald Exam.

the Last

—

—

.

from Preceding Page

Feature

Length

Distributor

Goldwyn

The
All Star
King
F. B.
A fair entertainment. JV. Y. Telegraph.
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
Metro
7,000
Miss Murray is more lavish than usual. JV. Y. Telegraph.
Going Up
MacLean-Daw
Ingraham ....Assoc. Exhib. ..6,053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont
Warner Bros. .7,500
A good picture play. N. Y. World.
Fair Cheat,

—

.

Human

.

Million

Mill, The
to Burn,

Pleasure Mad
Social Code, The

—

Blystone

Buster Keaton
S'—cia Cast
Rawlinson' ...
Special Cast
.

.

.

. .

.

.

Holubar

1

A

.

.

Apfel
.

.

.

—

.

—

—

000

5

000

.

>%a...

.

fi
.

Paramount
Brenon
Pola Negri
The story is frightfully romantic and bombastically dramatic. JV.
A wholly artificial and rather tedious picture. JV. Y. Tribune.
Universal
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson Garson

Spamsh Dancer, The

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Hospitality

.

.

.

.

Y.

6,000
.8,434
World.
6,600

.
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SELECTION of interesting facts concerning the players, a real "Who's Who
of those who face the camera," edited
so that the busy showman can read and know
whats-what at a glance. Here you will find
live bits of gossip, anecdotes, and other upthe
concerning
information
to-the-minute
Just the
players and what they are doing.
sort of stuff that you need for your programs, house organs or throwaways. Look
'em over they're well worth while.
;

A

interesting role in "Daddies" announces that
he has aspirations to become a "King of

Comedy."

Farnum.

after a short intermission on the speaking stage, faces the
camera again in "The Gunfighter."
Betty Francisco has been selected for a

leading part in "Maytime."

Douglas Fairbanks has
that he will not play

not even with

Past."

Renee Adoree

is taking a brief rest after
work in
strenuous
"The Eternal Struggle."
George K. Arthur, the
young English actor who
has made quite a name for
himself in several features,
has been signed by Universal to play in twelve

M

F
William

just

announced

Romeo on

the screen,

Mary Pickford

John Gilbert

has just completed his

last

scenes in his latest picture, "The Exiles."
Hoot Gibson has started work on an
epic of the fire department which will be
called

Robert McKim will play one of the leading
parts in "Flaming Barriers."

Dorothy Mackaill has taken out her first
papers as she intends to become an American
citizen.
She was born in England.

Harry Myers plays an interesting part in
the screen version of Robert W. Chambers'
"The Common Law."
Charlie Murray has been chosen for

as Juliet.

G

Agnes Ayres

has been selected for an important feminine role in "Everyday Love."
Mary Alden has been selected for one of
the leading feminine roles in "The Living

She became enthused over flying during her long sojourn in Rome, Italy, during
the making of "The Eternal City."

plane.

"Hook and Ladder."

part of an Irishman in "Morality."
Tom Mix will have his famous pony,

with him
Ranger."

in his

Tom Moore

her

after several years facing the
camera, has decided to return to the speaking stage.
He was before the footlights quite awhile before
the
lure of
the movies
claimed him.

Pete Morrison, who but
a short time ago was playing in a small stock company, has been selected for
one of the leading parts

iman
for
selected
"Gentle
role
in
portant
Julia" which will soon be
ready for the camera.
Lew Brice has started
work on another comedy
production for Fox the
name of which hasn't
been selected as yet.

in

"The Ghost City."
Margaret Morris plays
ukulele

a

for

She

times.

er

likes

jected yet.

the
in
season
movies, has decided to return to the speaking stage.
Wesley Barry had a
big party the other day.

N

for an

important role in "The Right to Love."
Clara Bow has been cast for one of the
leading feminine roles in "Black Oxen."
Ralph E. Bushman has been selected for
one of the leading parts in "Hospitality."

enhanced
which
coiffure,
very
attractive
This
Corinne Griffith's beauty in her role in "Black
Oxen" was especially executed by George H.
At
Westmore, the noted English hair dresser.
the left we see Westmore at work, and at the
up
dressed
right we behold Miss Griffith all

Kenneth Green, who

role

Charles Clary has been

selected
in

for

"Wild

selected

an
Bill

for an

important part in "Blackmail."
William Collier. Jr., has been added to
the cast of the forthcoming, "My Mamie
Rose."
Nancy Caswell, who has appeared in
several feature productions recently, is to
play an important role in "The Elk's Tooth."

D
Lewis Dayton

will

have the leading

"Maud Muller."
Frank Dane, noted

"My

man

role in

English

has
Hoosier

actor,

been selected for a part in "The
Schoolmaster."
Priscilla Dean has let it be known that
she is on the look out for a story that will
suit her requirements for the screen.
William Duncan, having finished his

work on "The

Steel Trail" is taking a brief
rest before he faces the camera again in an-

other Universal serial.

Florence Eldridge plays the leading feminine role in the screen version of "Six Cylinder Love."
King Evers, who has just signed up for an

for an interesting role in "Stop

At Nothing."

Gaston Glass has been chosen

for

the

leading role in the screen version of Robert
Service's "Poisoned Paradise."

W.

H
started for Lone Pine in
will start work
on his latest picture, "Riders of the Moon."
Kenneth Harlan, since completing his
work in the title role of "The Virginian" is
devoting his time to golf until it is time to
start work on his next picture which will be
called "White Man."

Jack Hoxie has

the high

Sierras

called

selected as the hero of the screen version of
"Three Weeks," according to a recent an-

nouncement.

Harry Northrup will be one of the leading plavers in the forthcoming "The Living
Past."

O

has appeared in a

pictures, has been cast

number of important
feminine

pic-

be

will

Man."
Conrad Nagel has been

CROWNING GLORY

CORINNE'S

Wixfred Byrsox has been engaged

important
Hickok."

Pola Negri's next
ture

his

Naida Carle has been

she
ob-

says

Nobody has

it.

a

celebrating
seventeenth birthday.

recreation

between scenes and at oth-

Barxum,

He was

Miller

soon begin work on
the screen version of "The
Yankee Consul."

B

W.

Ruth

Patsy
will

Clyde Bensen has been

George

Tony

next picture, "The Lone Star

pictures.

after

the

where he

Patrick O'Malley, who has appeared
number of the recent big productions,
have a leading part

in

"My Mamie
P

in a

will

Rose."

Jack Pickford has finished filming his exteriors for "Valley of the Wolf."

Mary Philbin

has

let

it

be

known

that

become an ardent gcif fan.
Mary Pickford recently bought up all the
old time one-reel Biograph pictures that
were directed by D. W. Griffith and in which
she has just

she appeared a long time ago.

Arlene Pretty, who has appeared

in

a

number of important

pictures has been chosen
for a leading role in "The Leading Past."

J

Charles Jones has

just finished his

work

on "Big Dan."

Bert Lytell has been engaged for one of
"A Son of the Desert."
Edmund Lowe, it has just come to light,
spent several years studying for the law but
abandoned that profession to go on the stage.

Earl Rodney has been signed up by Fox
West Coast Studios to appear in a series of
comedy productions.
S

the leading parts in

He

says he isn't sorry.

Laura La Plante whose rise to screen
popularity has been notable in the last two
years has been chosen for the leading feminine role in "The Spice of Life."
Barbara La Marr will be "up in the air"
figuratively speaking from now on.
All of
which means that she has purchased an air-

Joan Standing

will be

one of the leading

players in "Three Weeks."

Tom Santschi

will have an important role
forthcoming "Thundering Dawn."
Murray Spencer, who did such fine work
in "The Cheat" is a graduate of Yale.
Milton Sills is playing a leading part in
the historical photoplay, "A Lady of Qualin the

ity."

Ethel Shannon has
much prefers to play

she

let it

be

known

school girl roles.

that

October

27,
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THE MODERN THEATRE

EXTERIOR VIEW OF THE NEWLY REMODELED LINWOOD THEATRE

Dressed

Up House and

Increased Earnings

Modernized Suburban Kansas City Theatre Proves That

Good
an established fact and not a
theory that an exceptionally
good motion picture theatre in a
good locality has a greater earning power than just an average house
on the same site. This has been convincingly demonstrated by the Capitol
Enterprises of Kansas City, Mo., one
of the big motion picture theatre owners of the Middle West.
About a year ago the Linwood, just
an average theatre, occupied the corner
of Thirty-first street and Prospect Avenue, which was a good location in one
of Kansas City's best suburban neighborhoods.
The house as a rule then played to
small crowds, and attracted only those
of the neighborhood people who did
is

ITmere

'

not care to walk or ride a few blocks
to another theatre that showed first run
productions. It wasn't much of a

money maker, and was

little

known

immediate neighborhood.
Then a big change came. The Linwood was purchased by the Capitol
Enterprises of which Samuel Harding
is president.
Everything but the walls
of the house was razed and improvements of the most modern description

outside

its

Locality Needs

Good House

were made, the total cost of which was
$75,ooo.
At the present time this same lowly
theatre in a new dress is playing first
run pictures and attracting throngs of
patrons that rival the attendance at the
largest of the down town motion picture theatres.
The commonplace front of the old
Linwood has been replaced by a most
attractive front that is arrayed with
bright, colorful lights, and where there
is a new lobby that lends itself well to
the exploitation of pictures and conveys a strong invitation to the passerby
to step up to the box office.
There is
al'so a renovated foyer that is certainly
a thing of art and contributes wonderfully to the general exterior appeal of
the house.
The entire interior of the new Linwood has been remodeled and redesigned along the most modern lines,
compares very favorably
it now
with the best of the smaller picture
houses in the country.
New seats of the most improved construction have been installed and an ar-

and

rangement of rest rooms for men and
women has been made. The seats are

arranged in two center rows of eleven
each and two wall sections of four
each,

and the chairs are so situated

that

each patron is assured of a clear and
unobstructed view of the stage and
screen.

The stage of the old theatre has_been
completely discarded and a new one put
in.
This stage which is of the very
latest design for motion picture houses
is especially designed and equipped for
the presentation of prologues and other
atmospheric features that the management employs from time to time for
the effective showing of pictures. The
curtain is the last word in artistry and
at the same time very practical.
In place of the old trap drum and
piano
contraption
that
provided
"music" in the former Linwood, there
is an orchestra of skilled musicians who
perform in an especially designed pit
which is so arranged that every note
and shading of a note is distinctly audible to every person in the house.
Musical provision has further been
augmented by the installation of a $20,000 Hope-Jones pipe organ, and the
double screen for this affords the
proper tone for each note.
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Building Plans of the
First floor

shows arrangement

New Linwood

of lobby, foyer and location of aisles.
jection room, mezzanine floor and north

The

balcony

plan

and south balconies.

illustrates

rest

rooms,

pro-
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an exhibitor who practices ultra-economy in providing comfort for his patrons and in the buying of films for
their entertainment. A few people will
no doubt attend such a theatre, but the
great majority, and it is the great majority that the exhibitor wants for his
house, will go to the theatre that is
dressed up to the best of the management's ability.
It pays to have your
house looking as good as your financial
condition will allow, and this is one of
the quickest methods of attracting pa-

The auditorium of the renovated
theatre has been made larger, and with
a much more artistic finish than was
the one in the old house. It is lighted
in three different colors, making the
very interesting.

effect

As

from the accompanying illustrations, the interior ornamentation of the new Linwood is simple,
The winartistic and highly effective.
dow and balcony effect for wall decoration is unique and greatly increases
the atmosphere of the house.
The lighting arrangement is such
that it affords a maximum of comfort
to the patrons, and for the ceiling and
walls it is one of the very best illuminating system that can be installed in
a motion picture theatre.
will be seen

This same neat and effective design
also an outstanding feature of the
In brick and
exterior of the house.
marble with Colonial columns at each
side of the theatre, it is very dignified
and yet not too much so. Monotony of
design is precluded by the series of colored glass windows just over the marquee and just under the neat but com-

trons.

is

manding electrical sign.
The marquee is of the most simple
design, yet of solid construction so that
it can be used when necessary to the
fullest advantage for the exploitation
of pictures that are being shown in the
theatre.

The lobby which is 18' x 6' is amply
spacious for the convenience of patrons and for the decorations that are
used to exploit pictures.

It

opens into

a spacious foyer, and on the first floor
of the house are situated the manager's
office, janitor's room, store room which
is 17' by 13' and ice water booths.
This theatre has a balcony with a
mezzanine floor upon which are situ-

women's rest
The projection room which is
men's

the

ated

rooms.

and

_

on this floor divides the balcony into
two sections, the north and the south.
There are two
up to date projection

The

machines.
floors of the

ground section of
and
house
the
those of the balcony are neatly
carpeted so that
while affording a

JEqiOH THROUGH LOBBY ANP MEZZAHINEFO] ER^ LOOKJNG) WEfJ

fAR.1

mental

plaster,

artistic

and

new

respect the

which

are

In

practical.

Linwood

both
every

theatre

is

completely modern and one of the best
designed of its kind in the country. It
is not a very large theatre, it doesn't
pretend to be, but it has a capacity
attendance at all times, proving every
day in the week that an exceptionally

good theatre

in a good location instead
of just an average house, is what the
people want and what earns very considerable profits for the proprietors.
It is a common experience of human
life that the crowd likes to follow a

winner.

That

is

why

people always

make

the best appearance, so that
they can look successful, and the merchant dresses his store in the most inviting manner that he possibly can.
try to

It is easy to understand why people
don't care to patronize the theatre of

Everything about the new Linwood
theatre has been planned and constructed with the one desire to afford
the patrons a maximum of comfort and
pleasure.
The builders, designers and
the management have succeeded to a
very gratifying extent in everything
that they set out to accomplish.
The seating accommodations of the
newly renovated theatre is one of the
most important contributions to the
general scheme of the house.
The

which were furnished and inby the American Seating Company, are of the most approved style
chairs,

stalled

for this type of theatre. The seats are
but comfortably covered, and
spring back easily and automatically,
thus affording the greatest convenience
for the people who attend the theatre
and making it an easy matter to keep
them clean and in good order at all

plainly

times.

The heating arrangement for the
house is of the most modern description and was installed by a leading
Kansas City concern. The system is
very simply operated and can be regulated at will, thus assuring a perfect
temperature for the house at all times.
The heating service is one of the outstanding features of the new Linwood
theatre.

Interior

View

of the

Arrangement,

New Linwood Showing
Stage

and

Organ

Seating
Console

In the matter of ventilation this new
theatre ranks with the best public
enterplaces of

tainment in the
United
States.
By a most modern system the air
is
always fresh
and "laundered"
at all times,

mak-

ing

maximum

of

the
atmosphere of the theatre a thing to de-

comfort

to

the

light.

patrons,

can

and

swept

be
kept

sanitarily clean at

times.
has
thing

Not a

overlooked

that

all

been

tilation

was

The

vensystem

also installed

by local concern.
While
every-

partitions

thing that is poshle
has
been
taken care of for
the
comfort of
the audiences, the
working
conditions of the employees
of
the
theatre are of the

plain

best.

will

add

comfort,

to

the

conven-

ience

and

clean-

liness

of

this

theatre.

The

walls and
are of
and orna-

•= :
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MALCOLM FILM

1

"We

1

LABORATORIES

|
I 244-250 West 49th
11
II

Tel.

I

Keystone too highly"

New York

St.

cannot recommend

-That's

Bryant 7069

the

from the Smith-

report

GUARANTEEING

Theatre, Pittsburgh, after using

BEST QUALITY
AND SERVICE

KEYSTONE BRAND FLOOR COVERING

Specializing in

for

more than

eight years

The RUSSELLOID Company

Rush Work

jgj

1 AL.

JOE MALCOLM 1

MARKS

31 N. Second

Harrisburg, Pa.

St.

11

Quarter

dependable

Toiverful

$30
3%

to 6 inche,

A

5 to S 3

^^^^^^^
^^^iK^f^

$60

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
requirement

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

Send for Descriptive Booklet

Kollmorgen Optical Corporation

INC.

San. Francisco, Cal.

31-43 Steuben Street

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

A.

S.

The World's Largest Residence for Men
1000 Outside Rooms With Bath

System for Showmen

HOTEL CLAMAN

The Exhibitors Trade Review
designed and compiled a

has

simplified system of accounting
for
the
practical,
every-day
needs of showmen.
It consists of a series of handy

43d

West

St.

Broadway

of

TIMES SQUARE
XEW YOEK CITY

loose-leaf ledgers, which eliminates hit and miss methods and
commands orderliness.
Instructions are as simple as

X

A il A G X I F I C E T, 1 5-story
exceptionally
located,
fireproof hotel. The premier residence
for business and professional men
in the city, with atmosphere of a
club, combined with the privileges

system itself. It will not
permit you to go wrong.
For a limited time only, these
sets of "System Accounting for
the

are

"° "

"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.

of your pictures

Showmen"

inches

$5 °

n^S^

$25

will bring out the details

Cleveland, Ohio

Size

2Y2 inch
2^4 inch
inch
3

Columbia
Projector Carbons
— a trim for every current

Half

Size

and

conveniences

of

a

modern

hotel.

Maximum comfort at minimum
having a distinctive air of
refinement with the most modern

available to ex-

cost,

hibitors for

equipment

for

the

best

service

obtainable.

$2.95

AH Rooms with"

$2.50-$3.50 Daily
Rates $12-$18 Weekly

WUKLU 5 LAKULOl
WORLD'S
LARGEST LAlLUolVC
EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT
AMUoLMLn TICKET
HIKE! PLAN!
PLANT

/

352 N. ASMLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

'

O
TICKETS—
TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

i

A RCUSTTCKET

r

Shower Bath

ROLL
R0L
<
5
\V

^

FOLDED

.

:

r,

best
BEST eor
FOR the
THE lea\i
LEA1T M0NFY

QUICKEST DELIVERY

COWHttfSS GUARANTEED

—
October

27,

1923
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YOUR

audiences

may

not

know

the meaning of flatness of
critical definition

cusing

—but

field,

and accurate

fo-

those are the qualities

they actually want to find on the
screen in your theatre.

Supply

this

—

want and increase your profits
by equipping your projector with
the

BAUSCH & LOMB
Cinephor Condenser System
Cinephor Projection Lens

Cinephor Condenser

BAUSCH & LOMB

OPTICAL COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

New York

Chicago

Washington

San Francisco
London

The Box Office

Tells the Story

patrons bring
money
YOUtheknow
theatre which
them the most

their
that
to
offers
attractive, comfortable furnishings
and the
These two factors have
best entertainment.
most to do with the success or failure of any

house.

When selecting your furnishings be sure
that your chairs are the kind that lend comfort to your patrons.
Uncomfortable patrons
cannot enjoy entertainment, however good the
latter

might

be.

Uncomfortable patrons

not "repeat" at your box
peaters" are necessary to

office.

And

make any

will
"re-

theatre

successful.

Heywood- Wakefield

mum

chairs possess the

maxi-

beauty and structural strength.
They are products of master craftsmen who
have the 97 years' experience of their company
to guide them.
Most of the largest baseball parks and many
of the finest theatres are furnished with Heyin comfort,

wood- Wakefield

chairs.

WOOD CHAIRS

REED AND FIBRE FURNITURE
BABY CARRIAGES
FLOOR MATTING
COCOA BRUSH DOOR MATS
SCHOOL DESKS
WAREHOUSES

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD COMPANY
New

York,

N.

Y.

Baltimore,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
San Francisco, Cal.
St.
Louis, Mo.

Buffalo,

Chicago,

Boston

— Winter

Md.

N. Y.
111.

Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Cal.
Hill

CIEilllPE).
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Building Notes

Theatre Construction

News
This Department

is

devoted to theatre building

news and publishes the

able concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,

where motion picture equipment

will

New Theatres
ILL. — Fitzpatrick
Miller, 202 So. State

HARVEY,

Co., E. J.
will erect a

be

used.

& McElroy
Chicago,

St.,

motion picture and vaudeville
theatre on Center nr. 154th St., Harvey.
Architect P. T. Haagan, 155 N. Clark St.,
Chicago.

NEWARK, N. J City Invest. Co., M. Hollander, Pres., Firemen's Bldg., Newark, will
erect a theatre
approximately
to
cost
$150,000, on Bloomfield & Belleville Ave.
Architect Reilly Hall, 405 Lexington Ave.,
New York

BAY

City.

MICH Bijou Theatrical
Enterprise, Inc., W. S. Butterfield, Pres., 704
Bank
City
Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich., will
erect a motion picture theatre in Bay City.
Architect not yet selected.
CITY,

—Mrs.
theatre

ENID, OKLA.

E. M. Billings, Enid,
will
a
in this city to cost
approximately $100,000. Architect Eberson
& Weaver, 502 Orpheum Bldg., Wichita,

erect

Kans.

—

ST. LOUIS, MO. Chippewa Business Association contemplates erecting at theatre
at Broadway and Chippewa St., to seat 3,000.
YONKERS, N. Y Plans have been prepared by M. H. McQuire, 315 Fifth Ave.,
New York City, for a theatre to be erected

—

on South Broadway, between Vark and Herriott Sts., by owner J. E. Andrus, president
Arlington Chemical Co.
HUNTINGTON, W. VA Plans have been
drawn by architect W. F. Diehl, 616 R. & P.
Building, for a moving picture theatre to be
erected by owner Stone Amusement Co.,
921 Fifth Ave.

—

OPP, ALA. A. T. Dean will erect a new
theatre in this city.
WASHINGTON, D. C. Columbia Amusement Co. has plans by J. C. Wash & Co.,
Phillips Bldg., for a theatre and roof garden, to be erected on Georgia Avenue, to
cost approximately $500,000.
DELRAY, FLA. L. H. Walker has contract to erect a theatre for Delray Theatre
Co., Inc.
Address E. N. Scott, President.
MASPETH, N. Y. Plans have been drawn
by Architect H. Markick, 44 Court St.,
Brooklyn, for a moving picture theatre to
be erected at Southwest corner Grand St.
and Fifth Avenue, by owner I. Levin 37S

—

—
—

Thorpe Ave., Brooklyn.

PORT LAUDERDALE, FLA.—Plans

have
been drawn by architect John N. Sherwood,
316 Townley Building, Miami, for a theatre
to be erected by owner M. A. Hortt.
LIBERTY, MO R. E. Hall has contract
to erect a

moving picture theatre

for Mr.
Citizens'

and Mrs. Cecil Wilson, south of
Bank.
CHATTANOOGA, TENN. Tennessee Enterprise Co. plans to erect a theatre to cost
approximately $260,000.
Address F. H.
Dowler, Jr., Mgr.
TWO HARBORS, MICH Plans are being
drawn by architect Arthur Hanford, 212
Sellwood Bldg., Duluth, Minn., for a $12,000
theatre building in Lake County, for Arthur

—

La Force.

NORTH PLATTE, NEBR

Keith Nerille
R. Hawley are having plans drawn
for the erection of a motion picture theatre.

& W.

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th Ave.;

New

York

BOOK
"Main

Street

The World Over'

ONE REEL NOVELTY SPECIAL
and NORTHERN N. J.
JOHN J. IRIS

NEW YORK

Room

The Royal Theatre at Laredo, Texas, has
re-opened after having been redecorated
and remodeled.
The Liberty Theatre at Oklahoma City,
Okla.,
has re-opened after having been
shut down to remodel and redecorate.
The Little Theatre at Dallas, Texas,
opened September 15th with "Icebound" as
the opening attraction.
The Strand Amusement Co. has purchased the Idle Hour Theatre at Drumright, Okla., from J. R. Snodgrass.
The Lydia Theatre, Cicero, 111., has reopened with pictures and vaudeville.
Liberty Theatre, Moscow, Idaho, has been
purchased by M. Kenworthy, owner of the

theatre.

Manager Ryan has opened

his

new Grand

Theatre at Roxton, Texas.
The Royal Theatre at Laredo, Texas, has
been re-opened after having been redecorated and remodeled.
The Liberty Theatre at Oklahoma City,
Okla., has re-opened after having been shut
down to remodel and redecorate.
The Little Theatre at Dallas, Texas,
opened September 15th with "Icebound" as
the opening attraction.
The Strand Amusement Co. has purchased
the Idle Hour Theatre at Drumright, Okla..
from J. R. Snodgrass.
L. L. Lewis has secured a lease on the new
Swan Theatre at Walnut Ridge, Ark. The
new theatre will be ready for opening about
October 15th.
E. C. Robertson will open his new theatre at Fayetteville, Ark., in the near fu-

Kenworthy Theatre.
W. S. Powers of Malvern, Iowa has purchased the Rex Theatre, Glenwood, Iowa.
Edward Smith, Russell, Kans., has sold

the Isis Theatre to Wallis Bros.
Jefferson Theatre, Springfield, Mo., has
been reopened under the management of S.
E. Wihoit, with a picture policy.
The Garden City Amusement Co., Garden
City, Kansas, has purchased the Garden and

ture.

Electric theatres in this city.

Charles B. Clark has opened his New
Pastime Theatre at Malvern, Ark.
Dr. T. Hayes, Providence, Ky., has opened

new Dreamland Theatre.
The new Alto Theatre, Columbia, Pa., has
opened.
The Belvedere Theatre, Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
is nearly rebuilt, following its destruction
his

by

fire.

The Capitol Theatre, Des Moines,

la.,

has

opened.

The

Washington

Theatre,

Mich., has been sold by

Sam

Ann

Arbor,

CRAMER?—' MIMS
STUDIOS LHc%

Green.

The

Balboa Theatre, San Francisco,
Calif., has been leased by Hyman Levin.
Interior decorating has been finished,
and the Beardsley Theatre, Redbank, la.,
is

now

A
P-oT
TITLE

open.

The Dixie Theatre, Uniontown,

now

Creators of

Pa.,

is

open.

S

R. W. Foster, Blountstown, Fla., has
closed the Blountstown Theatre.
D. Fisher has been appointed manager
of the Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg.
The Vogue Theatre, Kenosha, Wise,
owned and managed by Water Schlager,
opened two weeks ago.
The Grand Theatre, in Scotia, N. Y.,
operated by A. E. Center of Schenectady,

Settings SoVitle Ctfeels
Dmluiffm Color ^jlljWlWl
Letterm^ of Character C\Distirj:tion

Phone -Bryant - 8736
148-150 1W4&.f AfetfyorJt Ci'Q,

has reopened.
George Leo, owner of a theatre in Staatsburg, N. Y., has disposed of his house, and
will leave sometime in November for Miami, Fla.

Abe Devore of Schenectady, N. Y., will
open his new house about the middle of
October.

Remodeling

of

the

Orpheum

Theatre,

Fort Madison, la., is nearing completion.
Archie Josephson and Jack Roth of
Kansas City have taken over the Twelfth
Street Theatre.

The Strand Theatre, a suburban house

of Kansas City, is rapidly nearing completion in remodeling work and will soon be
re-opened under the management of Jack

Roth.

New Washington

Theatre, Granite City
with seating capacity of 3,000, will open
month under the management of Louis
Landau, Jr.
111.,

this

N. R. Clinton, Springfield, Mo., is converting store building into an up-to-date moving picture theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Fluegel, Pekin, 111.,
have purchased the Capitol Theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Millington, Ottawa,
Kans., have sold the Crystal Theatre to G.
E. Kleck of Pittsburgh.
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. has leased
the Capitol Theatre, Pittsfield, Mass., a
moving picture house.
W. T. Newbold of Norton, Nebr., has
leased the Electric Theatre, McCook, Nebr.
Fred E. Johnson, Zanesville, Ohio, has
been appointed manager of the Weller
Theatre.
A. B. Woodring & Sons, Blackwell, Okla.,
have purchased the Palace Theatre.
Henry Robinson of Jamaica, N. Y., has
purchased the Unique Theatre, South Ocean
Ave., Patchogue, N. Y.
T. Dial, Clarendon, Ark., has taken
J.
over the Victory Theatre from J. W. Cook.
Universal Film Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
has leased the Liberty Theatre, and will
operate it under the management of Lee D.

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT
Hattt

-

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special

rates

on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh
Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged.
Portable lights for sale and far
rent.
Keep us advised of vour wants. Ruby Canera Exchange.
727 Seventh Ave.,
York Cltv

New

Balsly.

729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Phone 3377-Bryant

his

Chatmas of Marlin, Texas was in
week buying new pictures for

his theatre.

The Princess Theatre, Wichita, Kansas,
which has undergone remodeling, will reopen October 1st.
J. C. Chatmas, of Marlin, Texas, was in
Dallas this week buying new pictures for

news obtain-

earliest

C.

Dallas this

811.

Charles W. Brennelson, Kansas City, Mo.,
has purchased the Maywood Theatre on
Osage Ave.
Manager Ryan has opened his new Grand
Theatre at Roxton, Texas.

WANTED

—

—

Orchestra leader Violin. Extensive experience reference and with large music library. Apply Exhibitors Trade Review, Box F. T.

W
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Record So Far:

TWO

capacity weeks at
Rivoli and Rialto, New

York;
jammed sidewalks
Olympic, Pittsburgh; broke
Grand, Columbus, O., opening day record; equalled record Plaza, Sandusky, O.;
broke records Madison and
biggest
Wis.
Appleton,
opening ever ParamountEmpress, Salt Lake City;
;

stopped ticket sales Madison, Detroit; broke Sunday
record Missouri,
Is it a hit?

St.

Louis.

Screen play by June Mathis and
Beulah M. Dix from "Don Caesar de
Bazan" by D'Ennery and Dumanoir

d paramount Qidure

3,

1923

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

S.

Kane.

Physical Distributors

YATHE EXCHANGE. wc

Foolish °\
Parents
Motner and Dad neglected
society

and

house parties

They reached

to

take

the

kiddie

for

the end of their financial rope and

were "sold out."

A friend who

their

and sports until

Then

had more time for children offered
youngster off

their

hands

— for

$25,000

What

follows forms another chapter

in the picture

strings

—and

it

—

it's

told

plays a tattoo on the heart-

:

November
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FINKELSTEIN

MM
I

PARDY

3,

LAST

week the photos of two
screen
artists
foremost
graced this page. Lewis Stone
and Alice Terry. They represented Individuality and Attractiveness, and were good excuses
devoting some space to
for

two

those

of

virtues

the

Ex-

hibitors Trade Review.
This week the photos are of
two foremost showmen, Finkel-

They serve the
stein & Ruben.
Northwest with headquarters in
the

Twin

and

St.

Minneapolis

Cities,

Paul.

Messrs. Ruben

and

Finkel-

stein are representative of alert
Literally, they are
showmen.

always "on their toes" leading
off at the tape and always a
step ahead of the times.
Their theatres are representative

of

the

monuments
tion

They

finest.

the art of

to

pictures

—each

an

are

mo-

Institu-

tion.

There

only one reason for
such success. As in every field,
it
is the result of progressive
business principles. Every angle
of showmanship has been systematized by these Northwestexhibition.
masters
of
ern
Every part of it has been efficiently departmentized.
That's the business of show-

manship

Clearing House for Sales Managers
A Do and Don't Formula That May Help
A Menu for Mixing Melodies with Pictures
You and I and Pictures
"Six Days" Reviewed in Stenographic Style

Wants

Editorial Page

The

THE
attention

1031
1033
1035

Doolittle Tells of Achievements

1037
1037
1038
1038
1038
1039
1039
1040
1040
1041
1041
1042
1042
1042
1043
1043
1043

"Spanish Dancer" Gains Applause all Over
Charles Ray Makes Hit in Stage Play
Fourth Anniversary of the Capitol
"Wild Bill Hickok" Is Praised by Lasky
Book "Going Up" Over the Wireless
Many Changes Made by Franklin in South
Educators Tie-Up for Motion Picture Day
Say "Name the; Man" Is Really Big
Say Gaudio's Device Will Save Money
Grand-Asher Players Visit the Hub
Exhibitors Depend on Simpler Pictures
A Small Town Movie
School Head Praises "Copperfield"
Baby Peggy Visits the New York Town
Denniston Is Head of Michigan Exhibitors
Pathe "Gets" the Big Horse Race

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS

—Theodore
—Arthur

to these men and
methods is because they
stand for the same relative ideal
which is close to the heart of
the Exhibitors Trade Review

as a publication.
The origin of the thought of
tying them up with this column,
however, was brought to us in a

from still another
showman, who writes

letter

alert

surpassed anything I had ever hoped to see
in the form of a film business
magazine. There is little doubt
that you are beyond compariI look forward
son as such.
to every issue with keen expec-

"You

have

Man

EXPLOITATION
Lobbyology
Exploitation Briefs
Meet Zev and Papyrus, Exploiteers
His Profits Increased by Giving Money Away.
Index of Booking Urge Subjects for Showmen

—

1045

Production
Distribution
Feature Previews

1047
1049

Big

Players

Little

Feature

We Know

Among the Showmen
Feature Release and Review Chart
The Modern Theatre
Theatre Construction News
Copyright 1923 by Exhibitors

"The Exhibitors Trade Review has become an Institution."

That

letter

made

us

feel

good, gentle film folk, and just

you

in

on how much we

appreciated such reader interest
let us draw your attention to
the right hand column.

1057
1058
1059
.1059
1060

Round About Hollywood

The

1051
1054
1055
1062
1062
1065
1070

Review Publishing Corporation,

F.
Meyers, Vice-President; John P.
C. Williams, President;
Fernsler, Treasurer
Executive and
J. A. Cron. Advertising Manager.
Knickerbocker Building. Forty-Second Street and
Editorial Offices:
Broadway, New York. Telephone, Bryant 6160. Address all Communications to Executive Offices, Published weekly at East Stroudsburg, Pa.,

Geo.

;

Publishing Corporation.
Member Audit Bureau
Subscription rates, postage paid, per year: United
of Circulations.
States $2.00; Canada '$3.00; Foreign $6.00; single copies 25 cents.
Remit by check, money order, currency or U. S. postage stamps.
Chicago Office, Robert Banghart. 1106 Otis Building
West Coast Office, Richard Kipling, 1050 No. Western Ave., Los Angeles

by Exhibitors Review

The Answer

GENTLE

Readers, you have
indeed been good to us.
wondered for a time how we
could really show how we appreciated your marked interest
in the Only Business Paper in
the Film Industry.
Of course we knew one way
was to keep on doing bigger
and better things, giving you
every week a bigger and better
Business Paper.
But we wanted to do something even bigger than that.
Watch for the answer.
are going to give you the
highest class, newsiest, most
elaborate and most beautiful
magazine it is within our power

We

B

We

to create.
It
will

not only equal but
every other magazine
on the market. It will be ar-

surpass

interesting,

tistic,

And

it

valuable

so

instructive.

will contain information

that

no

exhibitor

B

There will be newer touches,
newer ideas, a broader scope
and bigger thoughts which will
a precedent
annals.

And

jgj

®

publication

in

set

||

B
B

every issue will be fol-

lowed

by

Exhibitors

the

Trade Review with the one
idea in mind
the Next Issue
Must Be Better!
:

WHAT
for the

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS

tancy.

to let

Roberts as Moses
S. Friend

1024
1032
1034
"Meanest
in World" Means Laughs Galore
Alma Tell's Charm Enhances New Fox Feature. ... 1036
1044
Seven More Masters of Chicago
1046
Wes Barry Grows Up in Warner's "Country Kid"
1048
"Long Live the King," Says Jackie Coogan
1050
Potash and Perlmutter Parade in the Movies
"Little Old New York" Makes London Take Notice.. 1056

Frontispiece
Leaders All

reason for calling your

their

[028
1029
1030

There an Undiscovered Picture Audience?
Carving a Producer from Three Professions
Old Lady Astor Says
HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
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!

1025
1026
1027
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9he Business Paper of the Motion Before Industry

circulation.

we. ourselves, plan
future is quality

j|j

H
B
i
B

.

means

That

.

that

we want

every single exhibitor in the
film business to be a reader of
our paper.
In short, it is our pride and
joy to deliver to this great industry our message of "Setting
the Pace."
It is not so much our ambition to enlarge the Exhibitors Trade Review, but we
want to give you the sort of

magazine that

fills

all

of your

needs.

We

want you simply to acour magazine as just an
admirable example of the regular form of Business Magazine
we are sure meets with your
cept

ideals
.the
to maintain.
.

It

the

.

.

form we mean

represents in every detail
Exhibitors
new type

Trade Review

that lias

become

an Institution with its unique,
incomparable and indispensable
features.
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SPAKE MOSES: BE STRONG AND OF GOOD

COURAGE— Deut.
The

role of

erts' greatest

Moses

will

31-6

probably be Theodore Rob*

character portrayal.

The

picture.

"The

be Famous PlayersCecil B. DeMille
Lasky's greatest achievement.
has given it all he has learned and saved.

Ten Commandments," promises

to
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Wants

House

a Clearing

for Sales Managers

Distribution Executive Declares Such a

Body Will Do Much

to

Fortify Morale of the Straight Salesman

WILL

By GEORGE BLAISDELL

the organization of an efworking clearing house

fective,

among

general sales managers
improvement of the
morale and the efficiency of those film
salesmen who take their work seriously
and go still further to raise the
standard of ethics that prevails in the
dealings between the representative of
the exchange and the theatre owner?
That is the suggestion of a live sales
manager, one who is strong for the development of man power, individually

make

for

the

and

collectively, as one means toward
the end of creating a selling force in
the film industry that will rank second
to that of no other.

The

manager with whom we

sales

were talking cited the instance of a

man

whom

with

he collided recently,

was entering

just as he

the office of

an exchange manager.

"There was

who

I

was

been

man we

a

will call Jones
by the manager had

told

out of his office after
drawing salary for six weeks and
without doing a bit of business for the
just

let

company.
"I

knew

the

man

a year ago

was an exchange manager

when

I

part
of the country far remote from that
in which I was visiting at the time of
which I am speaking.

TONES

was a

himself.

He

clever

sold me,
in
that

in

a

salesman

— of

and as he had

never worked
part of the
country I took a chance on him, he
looked that good. It was a very few
weeks, however, before I had to let him
go,
because the man was just a
drunkard.
"He had been taking up our time
and the time of the exhibitors with
whom he may have talked and he had
hurt the prestige of our company.
"And still worse, he had injured the
steadygoing men in the same department with him. Now, then, if we had
a medium through which we could obtain a definite line on these men it
would not be possible for any one of
them to do what in all probability Jones
has done to drift about the countrv
;

—

and impose upon exchange managers,
salesmen and exhibitors."

As

general

the

to

question

of

im-

provement in the standard of ethics
the manager with whom we were
speaking declared there had been steady
advance.
Part
pointed out, was

managers

the

in

of

the

change,

he

clue to the attitude of

respect to compensa-

tion.

Salesmen were being paid
tion to their sales,

it

was

it

portant as he

in

is

any mercantile

line.

C TRANCE

to say, that policy has not
always been followed by managers
and salesmen, some of whom have

°

been known to
der, not caring

the highest bidthe momentarily suc-

sell to
if

exhibitor later lost his shirt
the picture.
"I like to see an exhibitor make
money, and that is the principle on
cessful

propornot being an unin

usual thing for a well-established salesman to draw an average of $150 a
week. Several of the organizations, it
was declared, had men on their staffs
who were earning as high as $200
weekly, but they were of a calibre that
probably would bring in an equal sum
in another line of selling.

^/"HEN

the main effort is to build good-will,"
said an exchange manager, "to give expression to the feeling that a satisfied
customer in this business is just as im-

suggested

to

the

manager, as previously had
been intimated by one of his contemporaries, that the salesmen had advanced in morale and efficiency because
the exhibitor also had progressed, the
sales

when he played

salesmen

which

in

office

this

work.

times we have refused to let an
exhibitor have a picture because we
knew he would lose money or at least

Many

not

make

it.

instruct the salesmen here not
rotto hesitate to say that a picture is
point
ten, but we do also make it a
thought
to submit to the exhibitor the
that all pictures can't be big ones.

"We

however, that if you
a picture is bad, and that
gods
he should lay off of it, by the
that's the picture he wants

"You
a

tell

will find,

man

!

executive said that statement did not
just express the whole truth.
"The exhibitor has advanced in the
art of buying, it is true," he declared,
"but the salesman has taught the exIn the first
hii ito. several things.
the exhibitor's buying sense has been
sharpened through contact with some
of the more unscrupulous sellers.
"The exhibitor has been 'gypped' by
the 'one-time salesman' and he is on
Then again he knows what
his guard.
is going on in the business just as well
as another man, and is able to meet
the salesman on his own ground when
industry policies and conditions are under discussion.

g UT
gains

it

is

true that as the exhibitor

in

keenness the salesman must

it

is

also,

and

man

today in approach,

ity

and

true, too, that the salesin selling abil-

in integrity is substantially su-

perior as a class of men to what he
was a year or two years ago."
"In the exchanges of this company

W7 E

aim not

that

the

to oversell.

man who

We

figure

does has

got

pay back the oversale, either in lost
prestige or in dollars and cents in

to

credit.

"I

think

business

proved 100 per cent

ethics
in

the

have

im-

last

two

Under the rules laid down by
of
the Film Boards of Trade the day
the 'gyp artist' is over.
"Then again the exhibitor has access
papers,
to the reviews in the business
sees
he
again
then
and
reads,
which he
years.

pictures in the projection rooms
of the exchanges. The exhibitor knows
what the salesman is selling.
"There has been a distinct advance

many

salesmanship ethics, too, because on
through their organizations have progressed in knowledge of the business and in sound pracIt is surprising how quickly a
tice.
new exhibitor acquires wisdom in the
ways of buying his product."
in

their side exhibitors
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Do and

Here's a

Don't Formula That

Oscar Perrin, of Albany, Says : Exhibitor Success

Luck

One

If

Is

By

I assumed the management
of the old Leland and Clinton
Square theatres in Albany in

GRANT

L.

C.

ened and allowed the larger theatre to
get the 'bulge' on them in the way of
better pictures.
"Instead of giving a good consistent
show, the house resorted to double features, cheap pictures which are always
high priced at any figure and a threepiece orchestra what grated on one's
nerves instead of soothed.
"We started in by reducing the overhead of the Clinton Square theatre, by
increasing the rental of the stores beneath.
Instead of a rental of St. 800,
we are now getting 85,200.

July, 1922, I immediately decided that

would be no change of admission
no matter what a picture cost
me. This is the secret of what success
I have had in rehabilitating these two
houses,"' said Mr.. Oscar Perrin.
"To begin with, the Clinton Square
there

prices,

is

—

To

not well situated.

one has to pass by two of the
leading motion picture theatres of the
city, and then there is Proctor's Grand,
less than a block away.
"The worst part of it all, however, is
that the patron must be attracted across
the street and then up a steep flight of
stairs into a house which cannot be regarded by any stretch of the imagination as having reached the zenith of
modernitv for comfort.
"When I started in I realized and
admitted that I knew absolutely nothing about the motion picture business.
The first day I spent in going to every
motion picture exchange in Albany, telling them all that I was absolutely green
reach-it,

"Our next move was

pERHAPS

I

do not book pictures that always

please ninety-nine per cent, of

Mr.

says

Perrin.

Study

hole ideas.

agree on

an

all

alert

of

"but

—

Read

"

his consistency.

his

my
his

audiences."
ace-in-the-

Whether you

points doesn't matter.

showman who

represents

He's

success

of three

tious parts of the city,

and who works

r

pHE

any

severely alone.

admit once in a while I buy a
picture which does not please either 75
per cent or 99 per cent, but then we
cannot help booking a poor picture
sometimes any more than a legitimate
house can help booking a poor show.
"But give them a good program,

men who

I

has

sell

believe that

helped

me my

me

films.

During those days not an exchange

v

LOOKED

[

over the two houses, and

just about like another, and that
that we were getting

ing

is

we

all like to feel

to screen all

price.

"I'll

made up my own personal opinion
as to why thej" were more or less failures. I figured out that one human be-

week

should not change the admission price.
I remembered the days when I used to

in and week out, be around your
entrance as the people come and go,
with a cheery nod and a hello, and you
have gone a long way toward bringing
success to your theatre as it is meas-

go to some motion picture theatre, and

ured bv crowds and bank deposits.

a

more than our money's worth.
therefore came to the decision that

little

"I
I

find a big sign staring

me

advanced

to this or that figure.

It sort

of left a bitter taste in my mouth, a?
though I had been 'gvpped.'
"I started in against this policy at
the Leland.
Twenty-eight cents, including admission tax, has been the
rule ever since.
At that amount I can
give them a program just as good, and
sometimes superior to the theatre which

charging 50 cents.
"In these days every one of us likes
to save here or there, and 22 cents is
as good to the man or womnn from the
is

exclusive residential section as it is to
the patron who hails from less preten-

we

felt

going to this ex-

pense.

then made a radical change in
type of pictures which we were
showing, using only the very 'best obtainable, and by giving the patrons of

house a program
practically double the
this

just

which is worth
money, we have
about doubled our business

gUPPOSIXG

we do spend a thousand
on a program in a 700-seat
house.
Isn't it better to pack that
house to the doors twice each night,
play to a strong matinee, and have the
advantage of mouth-to-mouth advertisdollars

from satisfied patrons, than to
spend $500 on a program and plav to
one fair sized house a night and the
rest but a mere dribble, and then suffer by having people knock the show
when thev go home ?
"There is such a thing as saving a
nickel and overlooking a dime.
There
is also such a thing as spending a dollar and having it returned sooner or
latter,
and constantlv. in double its
ing

value.

in the face

with the advice that prices had been

for the orchestra,

justified in

the

concern by leaving their pictures pretty

with the

admission

men

"We

perhaps harder for his money.

took advantage of me, with the possible exception of one, and I guess that
I have evened up matters with that

very

substitute

pense of Si 1,000. which was a rather
heavy item, but by dividing it over a
forty-week season, and by reducing our
overhead, since we had to pay only
one man to operate the organ instead

we were

is

"And do you know.
that

to

a very high-class and soft-toned organ
for the orchestra. This meant an ex-

next most important thing I do
my pictures with the
exception, of course, of those which I
purchase in block form. If I 'don't like
a picture, and my personal contact with
my audiences six nights a week pretty
nearly tells me what they want, there
is
no glib-tongued salesman in the
world who can sell me that picture at

at the business.

Not a Matter of

Sticks to Business Principles

WHEX

as a theatre,

May Help

TN

each theatre

am now

using an
organ.
At the Leland we soent
S16.000 on an instrument and Sit.ooo
on one for the Clinton Square, dividing
the expense in a forty-week season,
rather than fiftv-two weeks.
"There is no question in my mind
that an organ is superior to an orchestra.

We

found

it

I

so at the Leland

and

Clinton Square.
This latter
house has been a hard one to put over.
Eirst of all its poor location was against
it and. to make matters worse, the patrons had strayed away after the opening of the more pretentious Strand.
at

the

"The management became

disheart-

"I believe that the outstanding probin the motion picture busmess tois in film rental.
I hear of this or
that theatre increasing its prices, but I
believe that these houses are killing
themselves.
Don't be
"Buv nictures right.
talked into buvmg unless vou believe
that the picture is one suited to your au-

lem
day

diences.

"See that

all

nictures

possible

are

Do
screened before being purchased.
not change admission prices.
And.
above all. be courteous and on the iob
and success no longer becomes a matter
of luck."

—
November

3,

—
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A Menu
A

for

Mixing Melodies with Pictures

Conductor Must Suggest Gayety, Pathos, Anger, Love, Sophistication,
Irony,

MY

is that some one with a
knowledge of music would
sit down and write a few selections so humdrum and commonplace
that no one would listen to them.
A
conductor needs this variety of music

—

so it can be called- just as much
he needs beautiful melodies and
somber, tragic chords.
He needs it
for the many inconsequential little
scenes which appear in every film, and
which call for a mere pitter-patter background of music. He searches in vain
through his whole library for the musical equivalent of
if

as

"How
'How

do you do, Mrs. Smith?"
do you do, Mrs. Brown?"

"It's fine

are

all

By

wish

little

—

and the Very

weather,

isn't

it ?

And how

the children today?"

Difficult

Commonplace

HUGO RIESENFELD

Managing Director of

Criterion Theatres,

been heard

many

Rivoli

Rialto,

New

and

York

A

conductor's
greatest reward comes on the day when
the audience shows a sudden gleam of
appreciation for a composition that has
previously met with cold indifference
and a few polite handclappings.
Of course, applause is the best
method of determining how the audience feels about a thing. But in addition I have our ushers instructed to
watch facial expression and other reactions.
If there is a great deal of
restlessness and whispering, the overture cannot be considered a complete
success, no matter what the applause.
times.

One cannot

play symphony music
If the
during a scene of this sort.
score is the least bit too melodious or
too somber during a neutral scene, it
attention from the picture.
is the worst sin an orchestra
can commit. I can imagine no severer
reflection on the judgment and ability
of a conductor than a brief dialogue I
once heard in the lobby of the theatre
distracts

And

that

while the audience was going out.
"What did you
Some one asked
think of the way she had her hair done
in the scene where she was waiting for
her husband?"
:

"I didn't notice," came the answer,
"that must have been while the orchestra
was playing the little Spanish

HEX

the ushers make an unfavorable report I know I must not play
that particular selection again too soon.

^/

Often the reports are comforting, even
if the applause is not.
On one occasion a man was seen to take out a newspaper from his pocket and begin reading just as the orchestra struck the
first note of the overture.
few
moments later he unconsciously laid it
aside and
listened attentively.
That
was the most sincere bit of praise that
could be given.
conductor must always be on the
alert for new music, particularly the
kind that represents the less obvious

A

A

emotions and subtler

human

relation-

dance."

ships.

APPROPRIATE

Films are no longer produced in
harsh blacks and whites of feeling.
There are also grays. In addition to

music is as essential to the proper showing of a picture as a projection machine that oper-

a policy

our

to

audiences.

Thev

like

—

Nevin particularly the "Narcissus"
and "Rosary" and they have a fondness for MacDowell.
Always there must be melody

Our orchestra cannot,
wishes, play a classical composition as it might be played to an
audience of real music lovers. They
must give it a touch that brings it within the understanding of
Mrs. Jones,
whose favorite song is "Silver Threads
Among the Gold," or the young Jones
daughters, who prefer the ukulele to
the cello.
novel

even

twists.

if it

for a gentle, playful splash
against sunbaked rocks.

would quickly bring

He

there are only a dozen overdozen songs, only a dozen
arias and operas that give rise to imenthusiasm.
mediate
of
outbursts
Others that are more subtly beautiful
gain popularity only a^fter they have

enough there are few whose works

ly

appeal

remarkable way. We are making
go with the selection. This
is one of the rare instances when a picture is adapted to music, rather than
music to the picture. The cameraman
has to wait around, watching for somber clouds and heavy storms, and then

That

of surf

the sort of thing that pleases

is

—

fancv of our audiences for a
while.
Novelty and variety are the

the

breath of

That
far

is

of the American people.
freauently have to go
looking for something to

life

why we

afield

A conductor must
always be on the alert for new music.
satisfv that desire.

feeble applause.

After

—

a film to

has to adapt himself
to the limitations of his audience, and
he must remember that the average
American audience is bored by "highbrow" music. Once in a while I try
out something that is in the class of
"better music," but I have to steel myself
against the discouragement of
to grief.

the seven years that I have
been conducting the Rialto orchestra I have seen a growing liking for
Beethoven, Schubert,
the works of
Weber, and Wagner. They like some
of the modern Russian music, Tschaikowsky and Rachmaninoff that which
dramatic, but not that
is lyrical and
which is a continuous clash of discordant sounds.
As for American composers, strange-

in a

moods. Then I search through
raemon' files for a composition
written in the same mood.
Almost as difficult as arranging the
score is the task of selecting the music
for the overture. A conductor cannot
play what he himself likes best.
into

Such

J^URING

present I am working on a composition by Bloch, who has reproduced musically the moods of the ocean

my

him

—

"commonplace."
Probably if the vote of the majority
ruled, our orchestra would be playing
the overture from "Wilhelm Tell" and
"Poet and Peasant" on every alternate
day.
But in spite of that, I believe
public taste in music is improving.

J^T

ates perfectly.
When I am arranging
the score for a picture I first separate
it

gayety, pathos, tragedy, anger, love, the
orchestra frequently is called upon to
suggest irony, sophistication, languidity,
super-difficult
and that
hesitation

And

all

after

all,

the

chief

aim

of

our entire program, music and other-

tures, only a

wise,

is

to

please

the

people.

The

most we can do is to give them what
they ike and try graduallv to create
1

HUGO RIESENFELD

new

—

likings.
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Q ON GRAT U LATIONS

the gallery this week is "Mickey"
one of the leaders all, perhaps ringleaders all would be the more
apt term, of the "Our Gang" bunch. The

INDaniels,

"Our Gang" crew marks

,

was Miss Blanche Whitenack. October
20 was the day of the big event. We
know Ben and know him well. He's a

a departure in

A

Circle.

frequently

tell

way

is

the published

list

in

us of the preEnglish motion

in a most effective
of subjects being trade-shown each

week.

For one six-day period of the early

fall the origin of
credited to one Austrian, one African,
one French, one Italian, three British and seven American
productions.
For another period of similar length the record is one
German, one Italian and eleven American pictures.
•

the productions

is

HEN

exhibitors said this last summer that business
better than it was the year before for the same
period they were utterine the whole truth. The total collections for August last from the tax on admissions to theatres and other places of amusement totaled $5,560,748.10,
as compared with $4,710,470.46 for the same period of
the vear before.
These figures show an increase of better than 18 per
Turning them around, it means that in the second
cent.
of the two mid-summer months this year the public spent
approximately eight million dollars more for amusements

was

than in August of 1922.
Cheer up!

out of the ordinary in supplein a motion

It is

is

that

at

the

handsome

formerly the
a treat at any time to sit
Theatre,

performance of a fine orchesby a competent leader.

When in addition to these factors
there are added those of the works of
a foremost American composer and the
presence of that eminent composer in
person wielding the baton the occasion
is a full one.
That is the situation
these days at the Cosmopolitan, where
Victor Herbert conducts the musicians
at the opening of the entertainment and also for a special
concert of four numbers following the intermission.

'pHE

numbers are the especially composed overture, "Unseeing Eyes"; excerpts from the grand opera "Natoma" "Indian Summer"; "A Kiss in the Dark"; overture of "Mile. Modiste."
;

The audience at the opening Sunday evening of "Unseeing Eyes," the unusual Cosmopolitan production staged in
the snow country, was markedly demonstrative in its appreciation.

The
Owen,

which features Lionel Barrymore and Seena
from a scenario by Bayard Veiller.
The exteriors show no bare ground, the landscape at all times
being under deep snow. The aeroplane shots of the northern mountains, with accompanying dramatic action, are in
a class by themselves and possess unusual appeal.
picture,
is

HERE

are cynical persons who are inclined to scoff at
the success of screen players, declaring that thev may
get away with it on the screen but that it would be a
different matter on the stage.
Of course, there are instances where the remark may be true.
Absence of a
'J'

good speaking

voice, for one thing,

would be

sufficient.

Charles Ray, however, so far as he is concerned has silenced any carpers. One western critic, after witnessing a
performance of "The Girl I Loved," prints in his review
a statement to the effect that in monopolizing the services
of Charles Ray the screen for ten years has been cheating
the stage.

Arthur

S.

received notes from Mr. Ray infrom newspapers of San Diego and

Kane has

closing long reviews

y^/

the best continue

way.

tra directed

motion picture business papers are advertising
"Climbing Mount Everest Through Mysterious Tibet
The subject, which is
to the World's Highest Mountain."
a record of the Mount Everest expedition of last year, was
released beginning October 8, one reel a week.
From the stills and the press comments it would seem
to be an unusual picture and a dramatic one as well.
travelers

WAY

in at the

NGLISH

ponderance of American subjects
picture halls. Verifying this statement

his

picture house
Cosmopolitan

HERE'S

J>ETURNING

come

mentary entertainment

nothing flossy or "toney," as the children say,
about these youngsters. From Farina up to Mickey they
are of the type that come from the tenements.
And we
may be sure that if they appeared in the pictures in the
same raiment as that in which it is fair to assume they arrive at the studio they would register no hit at all.
One index of the public's regard, and incidentally also
of the exhibitor's, is the record being hung up in the exchanges by each comedy. The statement is made and it is
not disputed that $80,000 is the average figure.
Paraphrasing the Queen of Denmark, that is a record that
roars quite loudly in the index.
"p^

May

regular fellow.
to

the lots rather than the avenue.
1

Ben

associate editor of the Moving Picture World, and to the bride, who

the production of motion pictures. We
have had "kid" pictures literally by the
score, but as a rule they went almost
as they came.
Years ago Vitagraph issued its popular
"Sunny Jim" series, but those in large
measure were built around one child, the
late and truly lamented Bobby Connelly,
one of the greater of the child players
of the screen. Vitagraph also issued other
children's subjects which made friends.
The Pathe comedies, however, have
been on different lines than their predecessors.
One undoubted reason for
their vogue has been the fact the individuals comprising the gang are "just
kids." They are the boys and girls from

'J

to

Grimm,

hi which the player referring to the remarkably
high praise bestowed upon his work seems as much surprised as the critics.
Nevertheless the pride and gratification of the actor are not concealed in his intimate messages to Mr. Kane.

Denver,

Mr Rav

is

playing in

Omaha

during the week of Oc-

the critics and
reporting the success of Mr. Ray is
viewed by the associates of the actor by what seem to
be mixed emotions.
Thev are very much elated, but seem to be dubious just
how lonp- the young man will be inclined to follow his

tober 22.

The remarkable unanimity of

their enthusiasm

new

"hit."

in

BLAIS.

!

November

3,

.
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Six Days' Reviewed in Stenographic Style
Thank Golduyn for the Pointers Which Elinor
Glyn Gave Her 'Steady in the Art of Making Love

Sophie Desires

I

ALWAYS

thought that

Henry knew how

to

make

to

my John
love until

he took me to see "Six Days", at
the Capitol, but the minute I laid eyes

on Frank Mayo's method I just told
him that if he didn't learn to kiss me
somewhere else than on the front porch
he needn't come around.
But say, there is nothing slow about
my steady. Quick as a flash, right
there in the darkened movie house, he
demonstrated to me that he had had
more experience than I gave him credit
for, and so we had a cozy time, enjoying- the

though

my

of
left eye
rest

even
was almost buried
the

picture,

in his right ear.

The

you know, is about Laline
Kingston, who is engaged to marry a
man she does not care for, and Dion
Leslie, a former buddy of Laline's
soldier brother, who was killed in the
story,

war.

Dion and Laline love each other, but
cannot marry, because Laline's mother
wants her to wed a rich man. In visiting the grave of the dead brother, they
accidently explode a mine trap, and
the two of them, with Father Jerome, a
priest who acted as a guide to show
them the grave, are caught in a dugout.
Father Jerome says that the air and
provisions will last only six days, so
in order that the remainder of their
lives may be happy the two lovers persuade Father Jerome to marry them.
But dreadful things happen.
Father
is killed, Dion falls into a chalk
mine, over which the dugout has been
built, and Laline stumbles about the
passages half-crazed.

Jerome

was wonderful how John Henry
comforted me when I cried because
I felt so sorry for the poor girl, wandering around, nearlv mad with fear
and the belief that her husband was
dead.
She finallv fainted with fright
and exhaustion, but a rescuing party
finds her and brings her home.
She tells the whole story to Lord
Chetwyn,
and
it
would tear your heart

JT

out

to

see

how

un-

happy she is, but
what do you think?
Just then Dion walks
in, alive and happy.
He had been rescued, too

grand

;

wasn't that

?

My

John

Henry

thought that Corinne

who plays the
part of Laline, was
the whole show, but I
couldn't keep my eyes
Griffith,

By
SOPHIE MILLER

Corinne was

Stenographer for
Bunder, Moore & Co.,
Brokers.

priest he just

fested

alone in that rat-inbody of the dead

left

room with

the

had

to

do something

to

muffle my mouth, or I should have
yelled right out loud.
just sighed and sighed over the
Elinor Glyn,
beautiful Iovemaking.
who wrote the story, must have a wonderful sentimental heart. It was all so
tender and lovely that it made me forget all about cranky bosses, and fresh
office boys, and time clocks that al-

We

ways run fast.
John Henry and
off

Frank Mayo.

He was

handsome
enough to make
so

and athletic looking,
most any girl leave home, with his
strong physique, and his "You
leave everything to me,

little

big,

just

girl" air.

Without him "Six Days" would be
a kiss from a. step-father-in-law,

like

instead of one of those lingering", soul
stirring, thrill-producing kind, like I
had just discovered my John Henry
was familiar with much to my sur-

—

to go around, and where seats in movie
houses were made soft and roomy
enough for two, so that you need not
get kinks in your neck trying to be so-

ciable

I

did have to agree that Corinne
was a dream a perfect

—

—

flower, he called her
in that softly
clinging dress that was as thin and

gauzy as a spider web.
She seemed
to get prettier and prettier, but when
she

came out

gown he
until

in that

said he never

he saw

What do you

feathery boudoir
would be happy

me in one just
suppose he meant

like

it.

?

The story was so exciting that at
we forgot to breathe. When FrankMayo, he was Dion, fell into the
chalk mine, John Henry had to hold
me tight, I was so frightened, but when

times

and see the picture

at the

same

time.
It

Griffith

were wafted away

•

prise.

B UT

I

of thistledown from this
crowding, scrambling, trampling worka-day world into a Paradise of our own
where there were plenty of moonflecked, wisteria-shaded park benches

on wings

was Heavenly

STEDMAN

jy^YRTLE

played

the

part of Mrs. Kingston, mother to
Laline.
She was just beautiful, with
her jewels and her marcelled hair, but
she didn't have the understanding that
a mother should have for her daughter.
John Henry got a little excited over
it,
and he asked me to promise that

we ever had a little girl, I wouldn't
make her marry a man she didn't
love, no matter how much money he
if

ever

had.
"If we ever have a daughter," I repeated, "Young man, I will thank you
not to count any chickens before they
are hatched."
Of course, everything comes out
Lord Chetwyn finds
great in the end.
out that Dion is really Ins own son, so
re gives him to Laline with his blessIt was so wonderful, we hated
ing.
when it was all over and the lights

—

all

flashed up.

Hereafter

we

going to evenElinor Glyn
Her love scenes
writes.
are divine. I wish I could
thank her personally for
the pointers she gave to my
are

movie

that

John Henry.
I

told

the

about

it

at the

other
office,

girls

and

when I said that John
Henrv and I were going to
get married

in

a

month,

they kept the 'phones so
busy all afternoon, asking
their steadies to take them
to see it, that the boss
couldn't

sret

a

numbei
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of the great problems before the men of the motion
picture industry today is securing a full allotment
of dates for motion pictures, getting 100 per cent
returns from the productions of the studios. Another subject of almost equal importance is concentrating on the
public the energy that now is expended on selling each
other, or each division of the industry.

was suggested recently on this page that if the distribwould follow through on their productions by backing
them up with trade advertising, or rather by spreading the
advertising budget over a longer period, it would relieve the
rental pressure on all the various runs, from first to last.
Talking this week with one of the prominent distributors,
one who has several winners on his list at the present moment, he expressed himself as firmly convinced that the two
propositions here outlined were among the vital questions
It

utors

that sooner or later should be taken
solution.

up for consideration

and also for

"It is a fact that the big subjects and of course the small
ones as well are shown but an average of 70 per cent of
playable points," he pointed out. "If this defect in our system could be overcome it would result in untold good to the

trade at large.

"The

pictures of mediocrity or those perhaps not quite in
and which play from 10 per cent to 50 per
cent of their possible field generally are losses to producer
and distributor and some of them also to the exhibitor,
because they eat up the time which ought to be devoted to
pictures worthy of 100 per cent distribution."
that category

The distributor pointed out that if some machinery could
be devised whereby the picture with the big appeal could be
assured of 100 per cent distribution a great deal of money
would be saved to the industry.
"It is nonsense to say there are varying standards of pictures for different localities," said the film man.
"My experience is that a story that is good for Fifth avenue is
good for Iceland or for the Fiji Islands."

Suggesting that possibly we would not care to discuss
the other point he had raised because of the many interests
affected and the tremendous sums of money involved, our
distributor friend intimated with a grim smile that a logical
solution of the problem he saw facing the industry might
mean the elimination of his own job as well as many others.

"The great trouble

in

our business

is

that the

main

effort

not exerted in selling the public, which is our natural
customer, but to sell one another," continued the executive.
"Collectively the producers spend millions to sell the dis-

is

tributors,

and the distributors spend more millions to

sell

the exhibitor.

"Instead the weight of the three divisions should be on
are just grabbing dollars
from one another. The public is the only factor bringing
creative or productive money into the business. Everything
selling the public, as I said.

and the producer wouldn't have to
charge high rentals to a certain few because the others
would not pay them."
film at a cheaper rate

Grabbing from One Another

We

else is just trading.

"If there could be some engine devised so that through it
worthy pictures automatically would be given maximum
circulation then all this costly selling would be largely
eliminated.

"Who knows, percentage may be the solution. The producer has to make pictures that will draw enough money to
make his venture profitable and for the exhibitor to make
money.
"There ought to be some plan where an exhibitor would
not have to buy a chain of theatres in order to get his

A

Real Tie-Up

GRATIFYING indeed

is the news that comes from the
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America setting forth that Dr. John J. Tigert, United
States Commissioner of Education, is to cooperate with the

offices

of

Theatre Owners in putting over National Motion Picture
Day, November 19.
It just happens that American Education Week, which is
being fostered by the national Bureau of Education, is to
be observed between November 18 and 24.
It is a happy coincidence, and as such it must have ap^
pealed to Dr. Tigert, who is writing to the thousands of
superintendents of schools and high school principals
throughout the country urging them to get in touch with
theatre owners in their community and establish a basis
of mutual service in carrying out the purposes of the week.
The commissioner suggests that teachers call special attention to the fact that the theatres on Monday will give
prominence to the National Constitution as part of the program of Education Week and that the teachers make suggestions to the theatre owners as best will serve mutual purposes.
Still better,

the commissioner is writing to every theatre
his gratification that the exhibitors have

owner expressing

work of the bureau and
complimenting the showmen.
Cooperating with the commissioner a letter has been sent
to all theatre owners by President Sydney S. Cohen, William Bender, Jr., chairman of the National Motion Picture
Day Committee, and M. J. O'Toole, chairman of the Public
Service Department, urging upon exhibitors the importance
of aiding the bureau in every possible way in carrying out
the plans for National Education Week.
The national organization of theatre owners plans to
supplv slides and other forms of screen publicity to further
the tie-up of the two great forces.
One of the real helps to exhibitors in their campaign to
interest their clientele is a twelve-page book, a copy of
which is now going forward to ever}- theatre. Artistic posters also will aid in drawing the attention of the public to
displayed so deep an interest in the

the day.
The service book explains the "big idea behind the big
day" and points out how best to line up officials and organizations in support of it. An insert describes the campaigns being conducted in New Jersey, Western Pennsylvania and Arkansas.
The great day is only three weeks off. From this distance
hope it will be. Never
it looks like a complete success.
in the history of exhibitor organization has there been any
movement approaching the present one in scope or in the
possibilitv of achieving such large results.
The institution of National Motion Picture Day was an
ambitious project. It is being carried out in an ambitious
way. Behind it is a laudable purpose, the creation of a
national treasury.
From the manner in which the enterprise is being conducted all indications point to the attainment of its ends and
without material expense to the individual exhibitor.
Better than that, in view of this new development, this
alignment of the forces of the theatre and of the educators,
there is presented a rare opportunity for sendee to the community and for bringing the theatre into closer touch with
the men and women and children of its neighborhood.

We

:
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There an Undiscovered Picture Audience?

Is

Little

Theatre Films,

Inc.,

Foremost

AN

with That as

Artists

By HELEN

innovation in the releasing of

V.

and

Its

Object, Includes

Officials

SWENSON

motion pictures has been instituted by Little Theatre Films, In-

corporated. The stated aim of this organization is "to provide through existing little theatre groups, university dra-

matic

societies

direct

release

movement, and has shown

those

artistic

films

find a place in the
mercial theatre."

com-

which cannot

directors who have appeared on
the advisory board are William De
Mille of Paramount, Rex Ingram of
Metro, Maurice Tourneur of First Na-

'jpHE

They go further in their statement,
with the explanation that they will "appeal to the minority in America
to
the same audience that has made possi-

—

ble the little theatre

remark-

his

clear-sightedness in working for
the organization as much as he could.
able

and women's clubs a
for

vate the whole standard of motion picMr. Seastrom is a true artist."
Rex Ingram of Metro has given a
lot of his time and attention to the

tures.

tional

Bob Wagner and Erich Von-

To them

Stroheim.

movement, which

credit

has rendered such magnificent service
to the art of the theatre.
"We believe that a discriminating audience is waiting for such a movement
as this, and that the minority to which
we shall appeal is large enough to make
our plan practical."
It was the firm belief of Curtis Melnitz, the president and organizer of
this concern, that a large audience could
be found among the more intelligent
groups of society for pictures of the

is

due for the

a

great deal of
success of

initial

the venture.

In the list of those who have expressed their belief in the picture appear such names as Rupert Hughes of
Goldwyn Ernst Lubitsch, who directed
Mary Pickford's late«t picture, "Ro;

Matt Moore, who is starring in
Fred
National's "Thundergate"
Niblo of Metro; Anna 0. Nilsson,
who appeared in First National's "Ponjola"
Thomas G. Patten, Eileen
Pringle, Edna Purviance, star in United
Artists' "A Woman of Paris"
Joseph
Schildkraut, and Daniel Frohman.
Great credit is due to all of those
behind this movement for their foresight in sponsoring this new venture.
Although for many years, there has
been agitation for the institution of a
sita"

;

First

;

;

better sort.

;

^TITH

this aim in view, he organized
company, and as proof of the
fact that he is not merely an idealist he

his

very

best.

now

presenting to the public a picture called "Mortal Clay."
Co-operating in this scheme is the
National Board of Review, which
states in its publication Exceptional
Photoplays:
"'Mortal Clay' is a
Swedish picture of a medieval story of
great power, beautifully handled, and
noteworthy for its spiritual substance."
It was directed by Victor Seastrom,
the great Swedish director, who is now
working for Goldwyn in Hollywood.
Mr. Seastrom is believed by many to be
one of the greatest directors living, and
in "Mortal Clay," as well as in those
productions which he is at present
is

working on for Goldwyn, he has put
his

evidence of the fact that those
connected with motion pictures are
not lacking in vision, we find on the
advisory board such names as Mary
Pickford,
Douglas
Fairbanks
and

J^S

non-commercial movie theatre,

this

is

the first practical step in that direction.
Exhibitors are handicapped in the
selection of their

programs by the fact

Charlie Chaplin, the latter stating in
connection with the picture
"I consider 'Mortal Clay' a most
beautifully prepared and executed work
of art
an inspiration to all lovers of
beauty, and a vehicle that should e'e-

On the other hand, it is just as true
that there is a large audience of intelli-

"Mortal Clay," which was directed by Victor Seastrom, now engaged by Goldwyn, is the first picture
which Little Theatre Films, Inc., is endeavoring to
release through Little theatre groups

who are qualified to appreciate good pictures, just as thev are
able to judge the value*of good books,
good architecture, and good plays.

—

that they must appeal to a varied audience. They dare not display a picture
which the majority of their patrons

would not understand.

gent persons
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ARTHUR
TDECAUSE

Leaders All

S.

endowment

FRIEND

an unusually keen and alert
mentality there have been added the expanding qualities of
broad education in the classics and the law as well as practical
experience in the fields of the newspaper and the stage
because
he is a believer in sticking to a job until it is right, until it is
not only done, but well done
to

his

cf

;
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from Three Professions

Carving;
o a Producer
Arthur

S.

Friend Draws on the Law, the Newspaper and the Stage
to

Provide Background for Making of Pictures

OUTArthur

of the usual is the career of
S. Friend, president of
Distinctive Pictures Corporation.
In spite of what he believed to be a
bent for the law, a belief that carried
him through Harvard University and
Harvard Law School, he was upon
graduation from the latter engaged first
upon one line of endeavor and then
upon another.
The first of these was newspaper
work and the second was in the theatrical business.
What makes the divergence between these two less than
what it seems it may be recorded that
fo£ several years prior to the formation of his stock company, Mr. Friend
was dramatic critic on the Milwaukee
Free Press.
Mr. Friend's first experience with
newspapers was as a boy, when in his
home town of Milwaukee he carried

'em under his arm.
Then again during his college vacations he was employed on the Milwaukee Sentinel and Free Press. His
connection with the Free Press as dramatic critic following his graduation

from Law School,

in

1902, lasted for

several years.

the conduct of a theatrical company,
everything that a human being could
do in the work of a theatre.
He says the remark goes, whether
the labors be those of an usher, a director, ot stage management or of a
scene painter.
It was in 1909 that Mr. Friend came
east and actively entered into the practive

of

to that
tirely

He adhered religiously
law.
work, although he could not en-

submerge

his

leaning to things

theatrical.

picture began to assume
large importance along in 1912 and
The period marked the begin1 91 3.

'J'HE motion

ning of feature production, and in this
development Mr. Friend was inter-

saw the formation of the Jesse L. Lasky Feature
Play Company by Samuel Goldwyn,
Mr. Friend and Mr. Lasky.
The first picture of the company was
5,

'-1913,

a success, markedly so for an initial
production. It was "The Squawman,"
directed by Oscar Apfel and featuring

the desire to get into the
for which there

theatrical business,

Mr.
always had been a strong lure.
Friend organized the Pabst Stock Company.
of more than ordinary interest
to note that Theodore Roberts, who in
later years has become one of the
screen's most famous portrayers, was
the first stage director of the Pabst
It is

Company.

Among

the players since well

on stage and screen

who had

known
profes-

sional beginnings or closely approaching that with the same organization are
Lenore Ulrich, Ruth Chatterton, Janet

Beecher,

Lowell

Sherman,

Ralph

Kellerd, Pauline Lord and as a child
actress Edna Hibbeard.
While the stock company generally
was credited with having achieved a
financial success, Mr. Friend in later
years declined emphatically to confirm
that somewhat optimistic report.
What he does concede as to what
happened in the full years between 1905
and 1909 is that he did have a lot of
fun and that he enjoyed first hand opportunities for acquiring knowledge of
the ins and outs and the ups and downs
of the theatrical business.
The head of Distinctive declares that
with the exception of playing in or
leading an orchestra and operating a

switchboard he has so far as he knows
performed all of the duties that go with

He remained in this position until
January i, 1921, and was a most active
part of the organization during the
days of

greatest growth.

its

As

his

were mainly on the side
of financing the corporation, which as
a motion picture organization steadilv
was creating records in the volume of
its business, he naturally was brought
closely in touch with problems of disresponsibilities

tribution as well as of production.

JN

the spring of 1921 work was
started on "Disraeli," the first subject starring George Arliss for Distinc-

The picture was a
flew in the face of screen
precedent in the. number of assumed
necessary factors it ignored.
What "Disraeli" did contain in unusual degree was drama, the portrayal
of some of the more striking incidents
in the life of a
great man.
The
Productions.

revelation.

It

warmth with which

the public received

Dustin Farnum.

this biographical recital afforded occa-

There was

sion for continuing surprise on the part
of exhibitors.
The Arliss productions, of which
the last was "The Green Goddess."

grief, aplenty, for the ofof the company, nevertheless,
between the arrival of the print from
the coast and the trade showing, on
March, 1914, in the Longacre Theatre.
ficials

'J'HEN came

pany.

tive

ested to a large degree.

December

1916, Mr. Friend became treasurer of
the larger corporation and devoted his
whole time to the interests of the com-

^HOSE

were the days before standclearly will be refamiliar with camera and

ardization, as
called by

men

it

projection technicalities of that period.
When the sample print was thrown
upon the screen the picture jumped,
most scandalously.
There was talk of smarting suit
against the company which had supplied
the raw stock, but finally it was suggested that the film be taken over to
Pop Lubin's laboratory in Philadelphia.
Pop looked over the film with a
very grave face, the parents of the invalid meanwhile hanging on every word
and look, fearing the worst.

of the new producers
brightened a trifle when the old veteran expressed the view that it was a
serious situation, but he could fix it.
They detected a twinkle in the old
man's eyes, hoping the repair process
would not take too many months.
Then Pop explained the situation,
which simply was that owing to a difference in the equipment used in the
photographing and perforating there
would Have to be a recutting of the
sprocket holes.

'J'HE hopes

On

the

merging of the Lasky Com-

pany with Famous

Players

in

July,

have established a standard of all
'around excellence that has been a subject of favorable

comment

in the trade.

In October, IQ22, Distinctive Productions was reorganized as Distinctive Pictures Corporation and plans

were announced

marked expansion

which

called for
of the company.

a

]YJR. FRIEND in the ten years he
has been connected with the motion
picture business has proved to be one
of

strongest factors.

its

In the first place he abominates "the
bunk." He abominates it because he
is convinced the truth of a situation is
sufficient and that it will be accepted:
and he disagrees with the views of
those who insist exaggerated statement
is a part of the amusement business and
that anything else will not be believed.
Mr. Friend is a clear thinker. He
possesses a mind the original keenness
of which has been sharpened and refined by his legal studies and practice
and by his contact" with the world.

Along with this he has the faculty
of incisive analysis and expression and
facility

whether

conveying his impressions,
down or standing on his

in

sitting

feet.

He's
.Sfood
is

an

man

to

everyday human being, a
know, and one whose peak

far ahead of him.
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ABOVE

is just one of the
the picture: the meanest
pants are Bert Lytell, Helen

4

many amusing incidents which occur all through
man trying to dodge his creditors. The particiLynch and Lincoln Stedman

The Meanest Man in the World'
Means Laughs Galore

Chuck Full

of

Fun and Human

Interest

and All Bound

'Round With Typical Swift Moving
George Cohan Formula

T>

ERT LYTELL

aspires to be the

meanest man in the world but
How he is
won't let him.
sidetracked is told in a most amusGeorge Cohan wrote the
ing way.
story, which is enough to let you in
on the know that it is human and
fate just

uproariously funny.

and see the delectable
LEFT ABOUT inFACE
Far be
the arms of our hero.
Blanche Sweet

from her to think Bert the meanest man in the
world.
You see it's this way: Blanche plays the
part of the girl who is mostly responsible for the
He
collapse of Bert's career as the meanest man.
didn't want to be mean' anyway but, darn it, folks
You and your patrons are
just kept shoving him.
bound to like this Principal Pictures presentation
through First National release channels.
it

—

!
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Old /ady^^^torSqys

TO
GILBERT GABLE
J) EAR GILBERT:
where

see

you

=

dustry.

The alliteration is beautiful, but it sounds like Love's
Labor Lost. Which may not be far off the point at that.
If what you say about Love beginning to mean something
in the industry is true, it must be all out iri Hollywood.
They love everything out there but the reports from back
east on what the picture doesn't earn.
But the Golden Rule of Love you mention— that's what
I'm looking for. I wish you would drop me a confidential
note and tell me who's hiding it and where.
Mark it personal, Gilbert, for if that knowledge ever
becomes public property on Broadway, someone will sure
try to commercialize it by making it the promotional background of a new corporation.
I even have my suspicions that you and Achievement
Films, Inc., may be planning to produce it yourselves and
release it through Goldwyn.
It would surely make an excellent follow-up for "Slave
Old Lady Astor.
of Desire."
"

They

tell

Galloping Fish."

me you have

started casting for
Is that a picture or a hangover?

Old Lady Astor.
Just called Walter Eberhardt
it is a picture and that you are
O. L. A.

It's all right, Tom.
P. S.
He says
at first National.

casting

it.

you are going out there
n the wilds of Hollywood in search of new productions.
Right at the time, too, when everyone
else seems to be overburdened with product.
You'll probably meet Dick Little out there, who is also
Richard Henry is looking for another kind of
gunning.
product, however.
He is on the mythkal trail of the
hasheesh hounds of Hollywood.
Each night Dick says he repeats the flapper's prayer of
"Lead me not into temptation but show me where it is."
So far he has utterly failed in this quest and is sorely
disappointed. Perhaps, through your influence, you may be
able to satiate his thirst for debauch data by taking him
through some of the Associated Exhibitors' studios and
showing him the stagehands hitting the pipe of corncob and
several of the sartorial screen idols guzzling glass after
Poor Dick!
glass of root beer.
But, back to you, Arthur, be very careful of the enticing rays of the setting sun and don't look too long on
the purple hills.
Get the productions you want and
Hurry back
Old Lady Astor.
!

TO JAMES R. GRAINGER
J^EAR JIMMIE: I see where some one in

TO TOM INCE
"A

JJEAR ARTHUR:
Now they tell me

I

go

Dick Rowland one better and say that Love, Labor and Law are no
the three great paradoxes of the motion picture in

T^EAR TOM:

your line-up
says they had to build a regular Venetian canal for
the filming of Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks."
That must be press agent stuff, for you once told me
yourself that the limit you would go on props for that
picture was an assortment of tiger rugs.
Old Lady Astor.

TO WILL HAYS

D EAR WILL

TO CHARLES CHAPLIN

Harry

Sinclair certainly should split that
Belmont purse with you, Will. And it's very unfair
of the sport scribes not to give you at least half the credit
for Zev winning over Papyrus.
I know, because I studied both horses carefully at the
wire.
I saw Zev give one wild look east just as the gong
hundred Papyruses couldn't
sounded and then bolt.
:

A

have stopped him then.
Feeling that everything was over but the shouting, I too
looked east and saw what Zev had seen you in that riot
of English make-up, the like of which has never been on

D EAR SHARLEE

So you have been hobnobbing with
Ford up in Detroit
When I saw all those
photos of you and the flivver magnate breaking bread,
I just says to myself, says I
"Here's where Sharlee
grabs off an idea for his next big comedy."

exhibition this side of Piccadilly.
If you want my opinion, Will, I think Zev took that
black and white plaid layout of yours to be the starter's
flag, and really got away with an edge on the real "go."

—

—

overcoat and grey fedora and magenta
Senator Curtis of Kansas was press agenting you in the boxes. No wonder they forced you to pay
high duty to get that into the United States.
No wonder you have changed your mind on the tariff

And that blue
No wonder
!

Old Lady Astor.

question.

TO

J.

STUART BLACKTON

The production news discloses the fact
J. S.
you have started io make Basil King's "Let No
Man Put Asunder," the effervescing drama of divorce evils.
That part is fine, but the report also says you have a
trick-up-your-sleeve cast headed by Pauline Frederick and

T~)EAR

:

that

Lou

Tellegen.
sure made the exploitation man's job so easv that
I have my suspicions you ?re planning to handle the publicity later yourself.
The world will have to admit that your leads are at

You

least qualified for the parts

But.

why

Asunder"

?

not change the

by experience.
"Let No Wonrn Put
title to:
Old Lady Astor.

:

Hen

!

:

And

won't surprise me a bit when Henry reaches the
to have him add a chair to the Cabinet for
Secretary Chaplin of Beverly Hills.
Old Lady Astor
it

White House

—

tie

TO

ARTHUR KANE

TO
J}EAR BOTS

A.

M.

BOTSFORD

—

what are they trying to do get you
laughing or peeved by constantly trying to steal your
"Covered Wagon" thunder?
I see where even our own exploitation department passed
through one photo too quickly for reproduction, which
appeared like praise for an exhibitor who billed his attraction under the "Covered Wagon" glory.
It was not a good illustration of good showmanship.
However, it won't do you any harm. Nor will it do the
perpetrator any good.
Keep on leading, Bots. There must be someone to break
the path for imitators.
Old Lady Astor.
:

fust

—

TO BABY PEGGY
JJEAREST PEGGY: Imagine a little

da rling like you
starring in a full length feature picture, "The Darling
of New York," which I have just seen, when I, an old
lady of I must consult my press agent to find out my,
latest age
can't even get a chance at bits, except grandmother roles, which I absolutely refuse to touch.
What a lucky girl you are Able to eat jam and get it
in your ears
And such a dear old grandfather. Do bring

—
—

!

!

him around
Here's luck, and happiness, and success.
Don't forget
and bring your Grandad.
Old Lady Astor.

to call

—
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HO

said 'them

days

is

gone

forever'?

things

Certainly
look quite

promising
here
with Alma Tell as
the charming hostess in the new A.
J.

Gordon Edwards

Production.
Tell

is

Miss

TJERE
1 x

as lovely as

ever

and

her

we have a
up of

close
Tell

gowns

are nothing
short of creations
in 'The Silent Command.'
It
is
a
Rufus King story.

Miss

appears

as

she

in

the

above scene.

Miss

Tell's

beauty

coupled

with

pleasing
ity

have

her
personal-

endeared

her to the
sheet
fans

silver

and

from what we hear
round
about we
surmise that Miss
Tell is to dominate

many

future

casts

with

her charm.
She certainly sug-

gests
story
tional

We'll

say

it's

international

intrigue

when

she

permits

a

perfectly

good Naval Officer to break the eighteenth amendment thus.
gentleman appears to be glad he came to her party.

Alma

Tell's

Charm

The

A

tense

in this
of
internaintrigue.

just what is going to
The lady looks rather worried but her companion

moment which makes you wonder

happen next.

gives the appearance cf being ready for almost any emergency.

of Personality Enhances

Highlights of 'The Silent

that

New Fox

Command' Reveal Many Tense Moments
Tempo and Good Acting

Fine Touches of Theme,

Offering

November

3,
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DOOLITTLE TELLS OF ACHIEVEMENTS

APPLAUSE ALL OVER

Sclznick President Reviews Obstacles Overcome and Talks
of Future Promising Continued Success

FOLLOWING

the completion of a general resume of its activities since its
reorganization six months ago the
Selznick Distributing Corporation has issued
a statement outlining the progress which
has been made through the application of
the policies and principles upon which it
was decided to base future operations at
the time definite arrangements were concluded to continue in business as distributors under the direction of a creditor's

committee.

"At the outset we

faced,

an almost un-

number of obstacles and comPresident
says
plications,"
W. C. J.
Doolittle, "but I am glad to be able to
say that today every obstructing difficulty
believable

been surmounted, all our problems
have been satisfactorily disposed of, and
we are facing a future which holds nothing but the promise of continued success.
"Naturally we always will be confronted
with the usual problems which are the
portion of any actively functioning busihas

ness organization, but it is a great relief
to find ourselves no longer laboring under
the many handicaps which made for tough
sledding when we first announced our
plans for the new organization.
"That we have covered a great deal of
ground in the past six months is easy of
and the results we have
verification,
achieved best attest this fact. During that
time our sales department has been completely reorganized under the direction of
David R. Blyth, director of c ales and distribution.

"Numerous changes have been made
the branches,

in

new managers having been
several instances, whiH our

installed in
force of salesmen has been almost tripled.
This latter move is unprecedented because,
where it has always been the custom to
reduce sales forces through the summer

months, Mr. Blyth has been consistently
adding to his staff, and I want to say that
we have had plenty of business to keep

them busy.
"Not the

least of our difficulties was the
reestablishment of credit, without which any
business of any size is doomed, but this
also has been successfuify encompassed to
the point where today we are operating on
the usually accepted business credit basis,
and, in almost every instance, with creditors of the old company who recognize
the financial stability of our organization
and our ability to meet when due any
-bligations we assume.
"I must admit that just for a few weeks
we were doubtful as to the present and
future supply of really worthwhile product,
but we were amazed to find what a large
number of independent productions were
being offered for distribution, many of
high box-office value.
"We have conscientiously exercised our
sovereign privilege of selection and rejecare irretion in taking on product.

We

accept only such
for distribution as measures up
to the highest standards because we feel
that only the presentation of the best in
the motion picture area will make for the
stability and permanence of the exhibitor
which means, of course, for the entire industry.
Our future plans include an array
of pictures which we promise will assay
high when the season's output is summed

vocably
product

up.

determined

to

Sandusky Manager Declares Film One

"One
us was

of the difficulties which confronted
the loss of a certain amount of
exhibitor confidence and support, but this
condition obtained only for a surprisingly
short time and was due almost entirely to
the fact that the old company had accepted notes amounting to over half a
million dollars in advance payments from
exhibitors for service to be rendered on
future playing dates, and exhibitors generally were naturally worried as to the fate
of these advances.
"I guess we are prouder of the fact that
we have liquidated these obligations than
of any other individual triumph we have
achieved.
is
worthy of more than
It
casual mention that we have gone ahead
and canceled these note obligations indiscriminately, regardless as to whether there
was any legal liability or not. What we
did recognize was the moral obligation,
feel
and this we cheerfully assumed.
that today we have the confidence and
support of every right-thinking exhibitor in
the country.
"The absorption of the American Releasing ^-rporation was a more formidable
proposition than appeared on the face of
it, and I think it would surprise most perworkings
sons familiar with the interior
of the business to know that arrangements
with this company were entered into and
completed and the entire transfer accomplished in twenty-four hours, and this without a single missed shipment or an expression of discontent on the part of any
exhibitor.
"The disposition of the foreign rights
of our pictures has been successfully negoIn Canada the Regal Film Cortiated.

We

poration handles all Selznick product, while
David P. Howells, Inc., represents the
company in all other countries except Australia,
where we maintain our own exchange.
"Not the least important feature of our
organization is the co-operation which exEach man is
ists among our executives.
in full charge of the department which he
heads and is monarch of all he surveys.
All that we require is results and so long
as they are satisfactorily forthcoming he
is left

entirely

on

his

'SPANISH DANCER' GAINS

of Season

managers.

The four-day run of the picture at the
Plaza Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, was terminated

Wednesday, October 17,
Manager A. C. Himmelein reported

offers

when

as folremarkable four-

lows:
"Just finished a
day run on 'The Spanish Dancer a few
dollars less than
'Manslaughter,' which
holds the house record. I honestly believe
that 'The Spanish Dancer' will prove to be
one of the season's sensations."
Sunday night, following the opening
Chicago, the McVicker's management said
;
n a telegram:
"'The Spanish Dancer'
drew record box-office line and there was

—

m

stampede for seats when McVicker's
Dpened today.
Chicago acclaims 'The
Spanish Dancer' Pola Negri's best pic1

ture."

At the Grand Theatre
production broke

in

Columbus the

house records on its
opening day, October 14, and the Olympic
in Pittsburgh reported a never-ending box
office line for the first time in many weeks.
At both these houses the week's business
approached the house records.
Pola Negri took Kansas City by storm
when the picture had its local premiere
all

Newman.
From George

at the

E. Carpenter, manager of
Paramount-Empress in Salt Lake City,
came the following wire: "The public has
welcomed Paramount's new policy with
open arms.
With admission prices advanced they jammed the Paramount-Empress day and night. Forced to stop ticket

the

sales three times

Sunday."

Similar reports were received from Grand
Rapids, Lima, Ohio; Madison, Wis., and
other cities.

own.

First National Franchise Holders

expect to issue a comprehensive
statement of our plans for the forthcoming
year in the very near future, and this announcement will include the names of some
of the producers who have availed themselves of our 'nine-months-guarantee-ofnegative-costs' plan which we originated
practically

Sensations

reports from Paramount
demonstration theatres, received at the
home office of the company, bear proof
of the box-office power of "The Spanish
Dancer," the first picture to be released
under the new policy of test showings.
The reports include not only figures on attendance
and
box-office
revenue,
but
press criticisms and opinions of the theatre

"We

and which

s

ADDITIONAL

them

insur-

ance against loss, something heretofore unheard-of in the industry.
"This plan is going to result in the creation of a lot of high-test productions
which otherwise would never have been attempted, and this is bound to result beneficially not only for the producer and distributor but for exhibitors as well.
"All that we ask in return is something
that we are confident we shall receive, and
that is the fair-minded support of all ethical
exhibitors who recognize any intelligent
effort which aims toward the ultimate solution of their manifold problems.
"In the last analysis we have nothing to
sell but service, but it is service which
always will be maintained at the highest
standards, and our entire organization is
pledged to this principle.

in

The

Four Day Session

semi-annual meeting of the
original franchise holders of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., was officially
adjourned on Thursday, October 18, after
a four day session held at West Baden.
During the meetings, which were closed, a
highly satisfactory report of the company's
financial position was presented, and future
production plans were outlined.
Those present at the meeting were H. O.
Schwalbe, Robert Lieber, R. A. Rowland.
Sam Katz, A. H. Blank, E. V. Richards,
Moe Mark, Adolph Ramish, Sol Lesser,
W. P. Dewees, R. D. Craver, Sam Spring,
E. Mandelbaum, J. B. Clark, George W.
Trendle, E. A. Eschman, E. B. Johnson,
first

Fabian, A. Fabian, John J. McQuirk.
Harry Nolan, Harry Crandall. Colonel
Fred Lew, Spvros Skouras, M. L. Finkelstein, I. H. Rubin, J. H. Kunsky. C. S.
Pinkerton, Tom Saxe, and Mr. Hamm.
This meeting was the first semi-annual

J.

First
the
of
Heretofore
holders.
held yearly.
affair

National franchise
meetings were

the
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CHARLES RAY MAKES HIT
IN STAGE PLAY
Opens

San Diego and Deeply

at

'WILD BILL HICKOK'

PRAISED BY LASKY
New Hart Story Strikes
Deeper Note Than Before
WILLIAM b. hAKl, who recently

Stirs

Declares That

in 'The Girl 1 Loved'

\ PPEARING

in a play that one of the
leading dramatic critics of San Diego
declared "the greatest that ever came to
the Spreckles Ineatre bar none.'' Charles
Ray made his second debut on the legitimate stage two weeks ago.
Having recently completed "The Courtship of Myles Standish," the most ambitious motion picture of his career, he is
now touring the country as a "speaking''
star before beginning his second producOf his
tion for Associated Exhibitors.
premiere Billy Edwards wrote in the San

completed "Wild Jtsn) nickoK,
tne
nrst oi tne series or pictures which is to
ue released unaer tne star s new contract

—

witn

Among
Hickok:
i^asky,

"Charles Ray 'came home' to the legitimate stage last night. And he did it in
a manner that had his first night audience
in gales of laughter at his hickish antics
one moment and shedding tears at his
lovable, unforgetable grief in the next.
'The Girl I Loved,' Ray's choice of a ve-

MESSMORE KENDALL
President of the

hicle for his return, is a drama of farm
life in Indiana, smacking clear through of
James Whitcomb Riley's humor and human
There is action swift and sure,
interest.

lot

to witness.

"And how Ray shines! His rather highpitched voice never raises above a natural
tone, but every word, every syllable carries
His ability to get
clear through the house.
across to the audience the emotions he is
portraying and without the use of long
words and explanatory 'business,' simply
using his boyish face shows his long experience in pictures has added wonderfully

—

—

powers to act.
"His actions, every one of them, are
He shines best
natural and expressive.
to his

in

the

first

act,

to

those

who know him

Here he plays
the part of the bashful young farmer boy
who is forever chasing butterflies and
from

his

motion pictures.

—

hates girls!
"I

way 'Charley'
the tears from his eyes when
left alone with the knowledge that

will

never forget the

Ray brushed
he was
'The Girl

Loved' was lost to him foran epic, that piece of acting.
And only Ray could do it. The audience
It had
called him back after that act.
flowers for him, but Ray was too engrossed
He bowed and
in his role to see them.
walked out, and had to be called back
by the stage manager to get his roses!"
Scores of well-wishing telegrams were
received by Ray.
Mr. Ray and his company played in
Denver during the whole of last week and
this week they are playing in Omaha.
ever.

It

I

is

Fitzmaurice Sends Mussolini Copy of

'The Eternal City'
George Fitzmaurice, who is associated
with Samuel Goldwyn in the production of
Sir Hall Caine's "The Eternal City," sent
a copy this week of the finished picture
to Premier Mussolini at Rome, in payment
of a promise he made the heads of the
Italian government after he had completed
three months' work in Rome.
Mussolini had been extremely tolerant
of and helpful to Fitzmaurice and his company during their work in the Roman city.
Permission was secured to use as locations
such places as the Coliseum, the Forum,
the Roman Baths, Old and New Appian
Way, and many of the important streets
in the heart of the city.
Entire thoroughfares were roped off for the use of Fitzmaurice. Battalions of soldiers were delegated to both work in the picture and
guard the players from interference.

raramount,

is

receiving

congratula-

tions iroin many oi the him loiks in Hollywood on tne excellence ot the production
wnicn ne nas made to serve r as his hrst
starring vehicle since his temporary retirement irom tne screen two years ago.

Diego Sun:

and enough laughs mingled with dewyeyed scenes to make it one of the most
enjoyable plays it has ever been my humble

IS

Capitol

Theatre,

New York

Fourth Anniversary of

The Capitol
f\N

w

the

of

night of

New York

(it

October 24, 1919, all
seemed) stormed the

doors of the Capitol Theatre, seeking admission to the largest and most beautiful
theatre ever built.
That was four years
ago and it has been doing it ever since.

The

idea for a theatre of this kind, the
ultimate note in architectural beauty and
luxury, took shape in the imagination of

Messmore Kendall, President
dall

Realty

Company and

of this institution has not

of the Morethe supremacy

been challenged

in the four years of its existence.

The

Capitol entertains on an average of
thousand people a week
that means about 5,000,000 people a year,
almost the population of New York itself.

one

hundred

H ere

then,

is

a potential influence of far-

reaching and unlimited possibilities.
The
Capitol has used that potential influence to
make of itself at once an institution of entertainment and a powerful educational
factor.

Under the guidance of S. L. Rothafel, the
type of entertainment at this theatre has
become unique and comparable to nothing
else of its kind.

Here the motion
become so potent

picture,

which

itself

has

a factor in our daily
has been brought out of the flat dimensions of the screen and given new color
and life with the co-ordination of lighting

those

who have

seen "Wild

Bill

finished state is Jesse L..
sent Mr. riart the tollowing

in

its

who

telegram:
"My dear Bill: I have just finished looking at 'Wild Bill Hickok, and seldom have
i
spent a more fascinating hour and a
hah.
The picture is truly the best Bill
Hart picture thus far produced, and unquestionably will prove popular and successful.
There was a deeper note in your
periormance, 1 believe, than you have ever
struck before, and the public is bound to
respond to it. I am simply delighted and
hasten to congratulate you."
As "Wild Bill," Hart returns to the
screen in a story of his own creation, based
upon historical incidents which occurred in
the West during the stirring days of the
period of reconstruction following the Civil

War.
So great is the Western
in and about Hollywood

star's popularity

that it was the
easiest thing in the world for him to reasCliff
semble his producing organization.
Smith, who worked with Hart in the latter's early days in pictures, was engaged
as director and the company quickly swung
into the routine of production at the Lasky
studio with everything working smoothly.

was characteristic of Hart to attract as
magnet hundreds of Western characters
to the studio when the news of his return
They
to actual filming was announced.
came from everywhere to share in the
It

a

honor of playing "atmosphere"'
production that was to

in

mark the
them were

the big
r'.-turn

of the
Many of
of their idol.
old Hart guard of former days, but a surprising number of them were men who had
lived during the lifetime of Wild Bill
Hickok himself and craved the honor of
participating in the filming of one of the
most thrilling periods of their beloved

West.
It was the
that made
pictures.

Hart-Cliff Smith team
of Hart's finest Western

Bill

many

lives,

effects, interpretative music and the ballet
and supplementary units.
Perhaps one of the moving reasons for

the distinctive "personality" of this entertainment, is the manner in which Mr.

Rothafel handles his large staff.
It is this vital spark which has also been
responsible for the great success of the
Capitol radio concerts.
Every Sunday
night the regular musical program of the
Capitol is sent over the air through W. E.
A. F. supplemented by a concert of the
Capitol
artists
in
a
studio
especially
equipped for this purpose.
There is a personal atmosphere about
these musicales, and an intimate touch
given by the interpolated remarks by Mr.
Rothafel that has succeeded in creating a
good-will of inestimable value among the
five million radio fans who feel that they
actually know "Roxy" and his gang.

Harry Scott Appointed Feature Sales
Manager for Pathe
Harry Scott has been appointed feature
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc..
succeeding W. B. Frank, who becomes
eastern representative for Hal Roach. Mr.
Scott will enter actively upon his new
sales

October 29.
Mr. Scott's first affiliation with the industry was with George Kleine, for whom
he managed branches in Columbus, Dallas,
and Philadelphia, eventually becoming eastHe has also
ern division sales manager.
been associated in the past with Goldwyn.
Educational
Film ExNational,
First
changes, and latterly with Ritz Carlton
duties

Pictures.

Before entering the film field Air. Scott
the press agent of the P.ingling
His wide
Brothers Circus for five yeats.
acquaintance among exhibitors snd film
men all over the country and knowledge
of conditions make him admirably suited

was

for

his

new

Pathe home

responsible

office.

position

at

the

Xovember

3,
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MANY CHANGES MADE BY

BOOK COIN" UP' OVER
THE WIRELESS
Jensen and

J

on Herberg Say
s Selling Talk

FRANKLIN IN SOUTH
Removal

of Enterprises Headquarters
Being Rapidly Completed

'Yes*

Woody

to

SCIENCE

ANDERSON,
LORD
Carolina supervisor,

for the past year
will be manager of
the Atlanta district office of Southern enterprises; Montgomery Hill, who has headed

scored heavily this week when
Herberg, the big west

& Von

Jensen

traveling
exhibitors,
Europeward
the Mauretania, booked Douglas
McLean's "Going Up" for their theatres in
Seattle and Portland, Ore.
With John S.
Woody, general manager of Associated Exhibitors, sitting at the New York or receiving end of the etherial connection, the
entire negotiations were conducted and the
deals closed by radio.
coast

aboard

What

science

accomplished

Radiograms from Mr. Woody's

was
office,

the booking department in the Southeast,
will be manager of the Charlotte district
Arthur J. Amm, who has been
office;
Florida supervisor will remain in Jacksonville as manager of the Jacksonville office.
E. R. Rogers, Alabama supervisor, will
be in charge of the Memphis office; E. L.
Famous Players man from
Perry,
a
Boston, will be Oklahoma district manager, and A. E. Fair, who was south-

this:

sta-

JWS,

overtook a speedy ocean liner,
two passengers on which, disregarding the
ocean wave, used air waves to flash the
desire to serve patrons at home with the
tion

western

division

greatest aerial picture at the earliest possible moment.

nounced

The Mauretania was three days out when
Mr. Woody got into communication with
Claude Jensen.
"Yanks win!" he winged. "How about
that 'Going Up' booking for the Liberty,
Portland?"
The air waves had hardly become still
when Air. Jensen's answer blew in on Mr.
Woody. "Okay," it read.
"The sooner
we get 'Going Up' the better. 'Rah for ths
two champs, Hug and Doug!"
This was the purport, at least, of the
message, according to Mr. Woody.
Of
course there was something about figures,
but the agreement respecting these was as
prompt as the acquiescence to the original
proposal to book "Going Up" for an early
first run for both big Liberty Theatres, the
one in Portland and the other one in

where he was

Seattle.

company.

"What
Carewe,
lic,

I

mean by

"is that

while

it

is

the

still

this,"

continued Mr.

American picture pubwilling and even eager

pictures laid on the desert, it
is
of seeing native deserts doubling
for the Sahara.
The utmost in realism is
hardly possible when a story of the Sahara
is
laid in the location offered by California and Long Island arid Florida.
"The sweep and realism of the desert
to

see
tired

in

definitely

Thursday

in

by

F.

L.

New

York,
conference with Harold B.

Franklin for ten days.

EDWIN CAREWE
On

his

way to Algeria, where exteriors
will
"A Son of the Sahara

National's

picture
realism

'

must expand even
ot

the

western

for

First

be

made

as the sweep
picture has

and
ex-

panded.
"in the old film days we used to make
pictures of the early west on the Jersey
For the day they sufficed,
Palisades.
merely because pictures were a novelty.
Then when the studio migration to the
west began, the westerns were made in
their original locations, and the effect was
I
think desert
a hundred times better.
pictures are due to ascend on a similar

The removal of the home office of
Southern Enterprises to New York, is
Dan Michalove
rapidly being completed.
is already established in the new quarters
adjoining the home office of Famous
Players.
One carload of furniture and
files has gone, a second is ready to go

and the

final

car will

leave

November

3.

De

Sales Harrison, of the booking department, will remain in Atlanta in the
same capacity; John Thomas, who was
formerly a theatre manager for Southern
Enterprises, will book in the Memphis office; Loyless Kennedy, also of the theatre
department, will book in Jacksonville, and
C. A. Cowles, who succeeded Turner Jones
as
public
relations
representative
of
Southern Enterprises, will book in the
Charlotte office.

Why

Tells
He Goes to Africa
for Desert Story

"Pictures laid in Africa's Sahara desert
have outgrown the United States."
This
was the statement given out by Director
Edwin Carewe before he sailed for France
recently.
Mr. Carewe will make the latest
desert novel, "A Son of the Sahara" by
Louise Gerard, for First National, in its
original
locations,
around the city of
Biskra, Algeria, as soon as he is joined by
his

remains

Metzler, upon his return from

scale."

Carewe

manager,

Dallas as manager of the district office.
These, and other appointments, were an-

Richardson Entertains
The New Orleans exchanges which are
members of the New Orleans Film Board
of Trade, declared a holiday Saturday, October 20 and the employees were guests
of William "Snake" Richardson, branch
manager of Consolidated Film and Supply

Company.

A special train carried his guests to Mr.
Richardson's estate on the Gulf of Mexico
for a real celebration.
The genial manager
of Consolidated is noted throughout the
southern film circles as a cordial host and
his invitations to Elmwood Manor are always accepted with alacrity and all that
sort of thing.

Constance Talmadge. Conway Tearle and Morgan
Wallace in the First National Production. "A

Dangerous Maid"

Film Board of Trade, Philadelphia,
Holds Election of Officers
At the regular monthly meeting of the
Film Board of Trade Oscar Neufeld of the
DeLuxe Exchange was re-elected president by
an unanimous vote of the organization.
P. A. Block, Philadelphia branch manager
of Paramount
was elected vice-president,
Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece, treasurer,
and F. B. Willis of Fox, secretary. John
Bethel of Vitagraph, Jos. Hebrew of Fox,
and Wm. Humphries were elected to serve
for the organization on the arbitration board.
Mr. Neufeld announced that the board will
devote considerable time

near future
for Philadelphia and eliminate a great deal of the unfair
selling practices
that have been prevalent
during the past few years. The annual dinner of the board will be held at the Beaux
Arts Cafe, November 5.
to a

in

the

new zoning arrangement
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purpose of gratifying the public's
They are
wishes as regards entertainment.
going to be able to meet the public on a comsincere

of service and pave the way for
the public to appreciate their problems and, in
return, help the motion picture theatre owners
solve them.
Concretely, New Jersey is preparing a series
of slides.
Get that not a slide, but a series
They're going to explain what
of slides.

mon ground

—

National Motion Picture Day is, and what it
means. Then they're going to follow along
making National Motion Picture Day mean
something, by asking the Public what they
That's the conlike and what they want.
structive

effort,

stripped

of

superfluous

all

words.

The

slides

passing out blanks at every performance upon
which patrons are asked to indicate in writing what kind of picture they like and what,
if they prefer comedies, comedy dramas or
dramas, etc. What kind of picture rhe children like, and similar questions which will
give the theatre owners a general idea of the
attitude of their patrons, in order that they
may be in a position to give consideration to
the wishes of the majority.

Brooklyn Lined Up
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners

ter,

Dana being
her

"treated rough" by
leading man in the Metro
Search of a Thrill"

Warner Bax"In

picture,

EDUCATORS TIE UP FOR
MOTION PICTURE DAY
Superintendents and Principals
Join with Exhibitors

Will

PLANS

have been completed by the M. P.
T. O. A. for an intensive drive to furnish
every theatre in the country with slides, campaign books and other exploitation aids for the
"putting over" of National Motion Picture
Day, which will be celebrated on November 19,
under the auspices of the M. P. T. O. A.
co-operation of Dr. John J Tigert, U.
Commissioner of Education, has been won
As American Education
by the sponsors.
Week, in which the Bureau of Education is

The

S.

from November 18 to
forces of the country and
the motion picture theatre owners are uniting
Dr. Tigert
their efforts for November 19.
is writing a letter to each school superintendent and high school principal in the country
urging them to immediately get in touch with
the motion picture theatre owners in their
communities toward affecting a line of mutual
service in carrying out the ideals of the Day
interested,

is

to be held

24, the educational

and the Week.
Dr. Tigert has also written a letter to every
owner in the country expressing his
gratification that they are interested in the
theatre

constructive and patriotic
Bureau of Education.

Jersey

program

of

the

Working Hard

Practically every state in the union has lined

up for the observation of National Motion
At a recent meeting of the
Picture Day.
board of directors of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, the organization got behind the movement by arranging a
series of mass meetings for theatre owners in
The purpose of these
all parts of the state.
meetings is to discuss all matters appertaining
to and touching upon National Motion Picture
Day.
New Jersey theatre owners are taking the
campaign on the Day to the publi.: in a very
powerful and constructive manner. They are
going to use National Picture Day as an opportunity for building up a close and cordial
relationship between the theatre owner and
They are going to show their
their public.

Brooklyn have also lined up 100 per cent
At a recent executo put the Day over big.
tive meeting they indorsed the movement and
pledged themselves to give 25 per cent of the
gross receipts on that Day to the treasury of

M.

P. T. O. A.
twelve page service book is now being
mailed to every theatre in which is covered
every phase of the campaign. The front cover
carries a reproduction of a calendar in a twocolor effect which calls attention to National
Motion Picture Day. The text is devoted to
an explanation of the purpose and general
plan of observance. Especially written letters
to newspaper editors, mayors, merchants, civic
clubs, city department heads, and women's
clubs to enable exhibitors to use the suggested
communications in securing the support of
a special
these officials and organizations
campaign of newspaper publicity with stories
to cover every angle of the day's celebration as
it appeals to public interest and definite suggestions of exploitation and advertising. This
includes ideas for fitting programs on the big
day together with suggestions for special

the

REALLY BIG
pOLDWYN

^ RATION

PICTURES

A

;

music, and similar features.

A

section is devoted to appropriate plans
for the theatres which includes lobby decorations and displays.
wealth of ideas are
presented for street exploitation and a complete campaign of newspaper advertising is
presented.
An advanced drive is worked out and copy
is suggested for a postcard and direct-by-mail
campaign, as well as material for foreign announcements and contest ideas to be arranged

A

in conjunction

with newspapers.

The back cover of

the book carries a re-

production of the slides and posters prepared
by the national headquarters and the names
of theatre owners composing the National
Motion Picture Day Committee of which William Bender, Jr., is chairman.
A four page spread in the center of the
book is printed on a green stock and outlines
the manner in which campaigns are being
worked up by three state units, the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey, Western Pennsylvania and Arkansas.
The other exploitation aids now being sent
out include special posters and two series of
slides whereby the theatre owners can start
their campaigns immediately and stimulate
public interest during the time between now
and November 19. It is understood that as
the day draws' nearer, two separate folders
containing supplementary exploitation ideas
and suggestions will be furnished all theatre
owners as well as a series of letters of instructions and individual assistance.

Pic-

CORPO-

appears, has been holding
an ace up its sleeve. While producing or
distributing and publicizing and bragging
about such big successes as Cosmopolitan's
"Enemies of Women," its own "Three
Wise Fools," "The Spoilers," "Six Days"
it

and Distinctive's "The Green Goddess,"
and others, it has been quietly grooming
another picture to capture motion picture
sometime

leased

in

will

It

be re-

Decembej.

The dark horse is "Name the Man!",
first
American-made picture by the

the

noted Swedish actor-director, Victor Seastrom.
It is an adaptation from Sir Hall

"The Master of Man."
Report has been made from the Goldwyn
studios, from time to time, regarding the
selection of members of the cast and progress on photography, but there has been a
curious silence regarding the quality and
the magnitude of the production.
It now develops that there has been a
purpose in the sparingness of the advance
Caine's latest novel,

Goldwyn

publicity regarding the picture.
of

IS

Goldwyn Heads Declare Seastrom
ture Has Great Appeal

sweepstakes for the year.

will explain the purpose of the
campaign. The next step will actually secure
This will be done by
the public's opinion.

Viola

SAY 'NAME THE MAN!"

wished to have its first Seastrom picture
almost on the point of release before beginning its publicity campaign, so that it
could approach the task of telling the trade
the quality of the picture with fresh material and fresh impressions.
Reports from production executives at
the studios are that the picture is unusual
in its humanity and its realism; one that
will make its appeal straight to the heart
of every person seeing it.

Arthur
Arhur
of

S.

Kane,

Weds

Jr.,

Kane, Jr., son of the president
Associated Exhibitors and himself a

member

S.

of the publicity staff of that

com-

pany, was married in New Haven October 19 to Miss Flavia A. Cavanaugh, of

The romance started when Mr.
Kane was an undergraduate at Yale Uni-

that city.

and Miss Cavanaugh was a credit
accountant and departmental head in the
New Haven offices of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad.
versity

Claire
tures,

Windsor, who
looks

more

is

appearing in

beautiful than
son, Billy

Goldwyn

Pic-

with

her

ever

November
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SAY GAUDIO S DEVICE
WILL SAVE MONEY
Expected to Go Far
Taking of Scenes

A

to Eliminate
at

Night

SAVING

of hundreds of thousands of
dollars a year by the elimination of
night exterior filming has been made possible for the film industry it is claimed as the
result of a process perfected by Gastano

("Tony") Gaudio, veteran screen cameraman.
Prediction that the invention will revolutionize night filming was made by Producer Joseph M. Schenck following a practical test.
Gaudio used his process during
three days, in which night scenes of an
Algerian village street were taken during
the day.
The saving in electric equipment, current
and wages of electricians for the three
days, according to Schenck's production
records, amounted to $25,000.
Four thousand dollars were saved in the rental of
extra equipment alone.
More than the monetary saving, the
producer declared, is the superiority in results given by Gaudio's process.
Artificial
night lighting has never given entire satisfaction, says Schenck, who looks forward
to the adoption of the invention by the
entire industry.
While the invention was
perfected after only five weeks of experiment, it is based on Gaudios experience
extending over twenty-four years of camera work. It can be applied to any camera,
having few attachments.
The working
principle rests in the preparation of the

raw

film.

"My

designed to give a natto
save money," said
Gaudio.
"The negative I used on 'Dust
of Desire' was put through a special coloring solution.
This gave silhouettes with
both depth and contour, while previously
figures registered as mere profiles."
ural

process

effect,

According

is

and

John Considine, general
manager for Joseph M. Schenck, at whose
suggestion Gaudio and Ray Binger, his assistant, began their experiments, the proto

cess gives a black sky, a light foreqrounH,
a clearly defined sky line, perfect silhouettes and stereoscopic relief with high
visibility, to figures both in close-uos and
even until their disappearance on the sky
line.

Mary

Pickford,

who

now

starring in "Rosita,"
and James Kirkwood, at present working for Goldwyn, as they appeared in the Famous Players
Production, "The Eagle's Mate"
is

In addition, the shadows of figures walking in the moonlight are strongly outlined.
For overcast day effects, snowstorms, sandstorms and any gradation of light from
twilight to deep night the new process is
said to be ideal.

Sixty-two Kansas Exhibitors Report

on Seed Wheat Day
With

the reports of sixty-two exhibitors
already in on the "Seed Wheat Day" in

Kansas and at least fifty more to hear
from, the approximate amount of $2,500,
now on hand, is expected to be increased
to between $5,000 and $6,000 within the
The movement, which connext week.
sists of the turning over of the day's net
receipts of October 9 by Kansas exhibitors
to farmers of Kansas for the purchase of
seed wheat, following a bad crop year,
originated at the recent Kansas exhibitors'

convention at Wichita.
Never have men of any vocation been
held in higher esteem by fellow-citizens
than Kansas exhibitors since their praiseworthy action. The act was not a charIf the
itable one, merely an investment.
farmers of Kansas profit next year, the exhibitors will receive their

haps a small margin of

making

money, and per-

in return,
the proposition merely one of inprofit,

vestment.

Year-Old Comedy Outplays Town's
Population of 1500
A brand new record has just been set by
Harold Lloyd in his Associated Exhibitors
comedy, "Grandma's Boy," a feature that
has broken many varieties of records.
In Torrance, Cal., a town of 1500 inhabitants, it played on September 25 and
26 to 1510 paid admissions. This number
it will be seen, does not include the news-

WINIFRED BRYSON
In a beaded evening gown, embroidered with large
motifs of gold, which she wears in the coming
Reginald Barker Production, "Pleasure Mad," released through Metro

GRAND-ASHER PLAYERS
VISIT THE HUB
Be Used in Film
Be Made
GRAND, president of the

paper reporters, "friends of the management" and others who were admitted on

Seek Locations

"complimentaries."
Those who attended on the. opening day
of the run apparently advertised the attraction well, for, whereas the paid admissions that day were 659, these swelled
to 851 the second day.
And this occurred
more than a year after the release of the
picture ,and in the very state in which
"Grandma's Boy" had one of the most
memorable long-time opening runs on record.

SAMUEL

Major Thompson Succeeds P. A.
Powers as Managing Director
The following statement was

issued from
the offices of F. B. O. on the afternoon of
October 24:

"Major H. C. S. Thompson has been
elected to the position of managing director
of F. B. O. in place of P. A. Powers.
"No other change in .personnel or management will be made at this time."
Since June 15 last Mr. Powers has not
been at his office at 723 Seventh avenue.
He stated on the day of the fall film golf
tournament, in which he was a participant,
that he was through with business, for a
long time anyway.
Mr. Powers' health was not at the best
during the summer, and he had divorced
himself from business completely, devoting
his entire time to recuperating his strength.
Major Thompson, who succeeds Mr.
Powers as head of F. B. O., has been the

American representative of Graham
of London, as well as treasurer and

man

&

Co.

chairof the board of directors of F. B. O.

Musicians Settle Strike
The

strike of the musicians of

Cleveland,

which lasted nearly three months, and during
which time the theatres in the neighborhood
houses were without music, has been settled,
the strikers gaining an increase of 12% per
cent over last year. The new agreement, which
is for two years, stipulates that all future disputes will be settled by an arbitration board.

Soon

to

to

V.
Grand-Asher Motion Picture Corporation,
arrived with F. Heath Cobb, in Boston a few
days ago, where he was met October 23 byBryant Washburn, Elliott Dexter, Mabel Forrest, Mrs. Dexter, and the directors of these
Grand-Asher stars.
With them they will bring the two large
feature productions which have just been finished at the Grand Studios in Hollywood by
Bryant Washburn and Elliott Dexter.
The titles of the two pictures are "Try and
Get It" Mr. Washburn's film, and "The Way
Men Love," which was made by Mr. Dexter.
It is the intention of Mr. Dexter and his
director R. William Neill, to study the Boston
district wtih a view to seeking locations which
will be used in a large forthcoming Dexter
production for Grand-Asher.
While the company is in Boston the members will confer on the buying of plays and
stories to fill the programs for the coming

—

year.
It is

expected Mr.

Washburn and Mr. Dex-

will return to the coast accompanied by
their directors, within the week, where they will
start work on their next feature productions.
ter

Extensive Serialization of First
National's 'Black Oxen'
That newspaper serialization of a photoplay story has been attained to an extent
hitherto unrealized is the claim of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., in announcing the full details of its "Black

Oxen"

serialized plan.

This Gertrude Atherton novel,
offered as a
laying out
serialization

is

to be

Frank Lloyd production. In
its
campaign for newspaper
the company aimed at securing

maximum

value to the exhibitor. The
rights were released so that
upon completion of the novel, which was
issued in full, the picture would be ready
for release in the local theatre.
the

serialization
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A SMALL TOWN MOVIE
j

Part 2

The Sand

j

in the Financial

Glass Gets

1

Lower
j

By George Rice
j

j

financial condition was
a state t hat it seemed to

TWT^
-LVl

[

|

only

relief

now in such
me that the

j

j

I

I

was

to get rid of the burden.
I applied to the local banks for a loan,
and learned that the manager of the Howe
Theatre had made a similar application,
using his equipment as collateral. His sue-

1

f

however, was no better than mine.
I longed for the old days of the five cent
show, when my overhead was only $24
a week for film service, and $18 a month
for an operator.
At that time audiences
were satisfied with a three reel show,
laughed at slap-stick comedies, wept over
one-reel dramas, and were thrilled with a
picture taken from the rear of a train.
It was rumored that Howe, by compet-

|

f
t
!

cess,
j
I

|

|

!

Carmelita Geraghty "treats" Billy Lesser, of the
Cleveland News-Leader, and Maurice Tourneur
at the United Studios

i

j
j

EXHIBITORS DEPEND ON
SIMPLER PICTURES
So Says Sam Warner After Talkirtg
with Many Showmen

j

g
I

j

f
i

About this time one of the greatest
amusement companies sent a representative to our own town to consider the pur-

I

EXHIBITORS

want

a

wide variety of

motion picture productions," declares

Sam Warner, "rather than the occasional
big production for the coming season. The
conditions imposed on exhibitors by companies producing photoplays of a stupendous nature and presenting them In legitimate theatres at high prices is frightening
off the exhibitor

who formerly looked on

the big picture as an out-of-the-ordinary
photoplay for his theatre.
"Naturally, showmen are booking these
bigger features, even though their boxoffice records show a loss now and then,
but they depend a great deal on the simpler production that lends itself to unusual
exploitation methods just as much as the
photoplay containing million dollar names,
massive sets and super-direction.
Mr. Warner made this declaration after
conferring with important exhibitors fn
New England and live-wire showmen that
he has come in contact wtih during his
visit to the Warner Office in New York.
Mr. Warner continued,
"Naturally,"
"every exhibitor wants the gravy among
the forthcoming productions, but he shies
The trea bit at the prohibitive prices.
mendous salaries that are paid the star, the
director, and the amount of money that
has been turned over for the story rights
and for the massive sets make him a
bit uneasy as to the future.
"According to exhibitors, we are facing
a season that threatens to be the most
prosperous for the motion picture industry
should bear this in
in recent years.
mind and not overstep ourselves and spend
money right and left because of this forecast of conditions, but should keep apace
with ourselves and watch the future as
much as the present.
"It has been this organization's policy to
make every variety of a production so that
each exhibitor will have a wide choice to
So
select from in his dealings with us.
far this season, we have placed productions before the camera that involve large
sums of money and we have undertaken
productions that have not been so costly
but contain a certain amount of an appeal
that an exhibitor cannot overlook.
"In our schedule for the season of 19234 we have included productions with the

We

finest stories and stars available, and we
have also undertaken productions that have
not called for such an outlay of money
but which will appeal to the exhibitor."

was

as likely to receive a visit from
the sheriff as I, and it gave me a good
deal of pleasure to think that his failure
would give me a clear field.
itor,

|
j

i
I
I

j
|
I
1
j
f

s
}

j
s
I

j
I
I

chase of one of our theatres.
Greatly to
my annoyance, he did not inspect my
house, but instead made an offer to my
competitor, giving him five days in which
to consider the proposition.
This appeared to me to be the final blow
to stagger me for all time.
I did not
sleep much that night.
I could see the
splendid, renovated theatre in contrast to
my own little, out-of-date, faded place.
I realized that some action on my part
was necessary immediately. I could battle
with a weak competitor like Howe, but
not with a great amusement company.
There was only one thing for me to do,
and that was to propose to him that we
combine to keep the chain company out.
Early the next day, therefore, I was at

f
=
!

Rex
j

and a handshake.
hardly knew how to take me, but returned my smile and glad hand.
He
listened to my arguments, and finally told

He

sails

directed

on the

"Scaramouche"

for

Leviathan for Europe with
Alice Terry

wife,

his

j

1
I
j

SCHOOL HEAD PRAISES
'COPPERFIELD'

!
'

Associated
f
i

Feature

Exhibitors''

Booked

for

Is

Tremont Temple

EVERY

lover of Dickens is certain to
pleased with the new photoplay
'David Copperfield,' " declared Dr. C. E.
Meleney, associate superintendent of the
New York City public schools, following
a special showing of the Associated Exhibitors feature, which he attended recent"And if it pleases the students of
ly.
Dickens it is certain to make a deep appeal
to every one who appreciates good, wholesome entertainment. I consider the production splendidly done and well worthy of
popular support."
John S. Woody, Associated's general
manager, announced also the booking of
"David Copperfield" for an indefinite run
The exact
in Tremont Temple, Boston.
date for the opening of this run is yet to
be set, but a top admission price of one dolThe
lar already has been determined.
Tremont Temple management, having seen
a showing arranged by Associated's branch
sales manager in Boston, insisted upon
closing a contract immediately.
Announcement of the release of this feature has been the signal for a rush of
bookings, Mr. Woody says.

be

j
i
!

f

|

s
1

j
f

I

J

his theatre with a smile

I

j

who

Ingram,

Metro,

}

that the price which the amusement
company offered him was barely enough to
clear him of all debts, and get him and

*ne

his family out of
I

j

s
I

I

T

I

i
I

|
!

i
i

|
i
1

j

Ten Commandments' Greatest Ever
Says Dr. Riesenfeld

town.

I argued with him that if he sold out,
he would be without a theatre and an income.
I pointed out that a man of his
active disposition could not remain idle,
and I offered him a partnership with me,
for the purpose of operating the Howe and
Star as twin theatres.
The idea struck him favorably, and before we separated, we had drawn up a preliminary agreement to the effect that after
an inventory had been taken of the stock,
fixtures, equipment, bills payable, and bills
receivable of both our houses, an arrangement would be considered by which we
could combine our interests.
I stuck close to .Howe until he wired
the
amusement company that he had
changed his mind about selling out, and
I thought that this practically settled it,

but unfortunately the amusement
made another and better offer.

Hugo

m

f
i
[

j
s
!

j

|

be

Continued)

Pathe Manager

Is

Ruby

1

has been appointed branch
manager of the Pathe office at Cleve-

J
i

Mr. Ruby's service under the
Pathe banner started nearlj seven years
ago as assistant cashier of the Cleve-

O.

J.

land.

r

land
!
j

company
j

j

(To

Ruby

I
i

j

I

Riesenfeld, managing director of
the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion theatres
New York, is the latest to accord to Cecfl
B. DeMille's Paramount production, "The
Ten Commandments," the enthusiastic
praise of an expert viewer of pictures.
In a telegram to Adolph Zukor, Riesenfeld seconds in no less superlative terms
the tribute lately paid the picture by S. R.
Kent, when he declared that he would not
take a check for $5,000,000 for it in advance of its initial showing.

made

office.

March of 1917 he was
continuing here until his

In

cashier,

enlistment in the army in August of
After serving abroad. Air. Ruby
1917.
was reinstated as cashier of the Cleveland office in March, 1919, continuing
in this capacity until his appointment
as a

salesman

in

April,

1920.

:
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NEW YORK TOWN
Functions Planned for Stay of
the Big Little Star

PEGGY MONTGOMERY, the
BABY
arrived in
world famous movie
starlet,

October 23. This is her first trip
and not only does it mark her initial entrance into Gotham, but marks the celebration

New York

east

of her fifth birthday.
is under the Prinpericipal Pictures Corporation banner for a
od of vears. was accompanied by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Montgomery, her sister,
and nurse. They are residing at the Biltmore

The

little star,

who now

during their stay east.
No little confusion reigned when the twenstation
tieth Century Limited pulled into the
and the little tot stepped down from the car
Cameras clicked and people applatform.
plauded and— Babv Peggy smiled broadly.
Irving M. Lesser, Vice-President of Principal Pictures Corporation, plans a "welcome
luncheon" to the press and film folk at the
Biltmore this week during which Baby Peggy
written
will be introduced to those who have
in her
so much concerning her film activities
meteoric career.
Manv special functions are being planned
for the" little star and her parents while they
are in the east. These include shopping tours,
radio talks, visiting important land-marks of
New York, meeting important personages,
and all in all. 'doing the big town' in the
proper fashion.
After remaining in

made

Baby Peggy

while she

is

in

New

York.

Seal

Seal Pictures Corporation.
Offices have been opened on the tenth floor,
1600 Broadway.
Fadman is president and general manager.
Harold Rodner is vice-president and Max
as the

supervising the selection of pictures for

Famous Players houses

the

Red

Fleischer treasurer.
Fadman will be remembered as the producer
and" distributor of' the "Einstein Theory of
Rodner is well known in
Relativitv Film.';
the metropolitan district for his successful
distribution there of such novelties as "Outof-the-Inkwell Comedies." "Felix the Cat
Comedies,'' "Screen Snap-shots," etc. Rodner
was previously affiliated with the Stanley

Saskatchewan.

in

Pledge $10,000 in Dues on Floor of
Convention in Jackson

HP HE

state convention of the

Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Michigan which was
held in Jackson October 16 and 17 brought out
a record attendance of 175 exhibitors and their
wives and representatives of other departments of the industry.
J. R. Denniston of Monroe, a town of 12,The
000 inhabitants, was elected president.
other officers were
Phil Gleichman, Vice-president, Detroit
H. T. Hall, Secretary, Detroit J. E. Niebes,
;

treasurer,

Detroit.

Board of Directors, Claude E.
sing

;

W.

S. Butterfield, Battle

Pontiac

Kleist,

;

Vernon

Cad}-,

Lan-

Creek; A.

J.

Howell
Locey,
Chas. Q. Carlisle,

James C. Ritter, Detroit
Saginaw; W. S. McLaren. Jackson; Sam
Ackerman, Detroit
A.
Cross,
Battle
G.
Creek Bert Williams, Detroit Paul Schlossman, Muskegon.
Those who pledged dues to a total of §10,;

;

;

;

002.50 on the convention floor included
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, W. S. Butterfield,
J.

Kleist,

James McCann, Warren

&

Philadelphia.
Max Fleischer needs no introduction to film
men. The creator of the famous "Out-of-theIpkwell Comedies" who has been extensively
advertised from coast to coast by his mirthprovoking clown.
For the present the company will operate
on a state-right basis.
in

Famous Players Canadian Company

Add

Co-

Charles Miles, Lipp &
Phil Gleichman, C. E.
Kirchner,
W. S. McLaren,

Cady,
Ed.
Wilier
Bochoven,
Fred
DeLodder,
&
Charles
Carlisle,
Frank Wetsman, Fred
Wuerth, John Niebes, R. H. Stubbs, P. C.
Schram, J. R. Denniston, Sid Lawrence, Fred
Preston. E. S. Brewer, Thomas Lancaster, T.
D. Williams, V. Locey, W. W. Slocum, Sam
Ackerman, Arthur Baehr, Miss R. Reminton,
Geo. Marr, J. E. Stocker, Carroll & Handt,
John Brennan, H. A. Bird, M. A. Slopski,
Perry & Jeup, George Fluckes, H. R. Pfeifle.
Bert Silver, Joseph Portell, Ed Reeves, Frank
Wadlow, W. C. Green, A. J. Ptertersmark,
George Birdsey, Ray Anderson, Thomas
Danko, Harry Hobolth, Custer Carland, H.
J. Handler, William Koone, F. H. Guy, Mrs.
Alexander, Joseph Rogman, Mrs. M. Jones,
William Thompson, Frank Baker, T. P. Tyrrell, Mr. Bellamy, George Olson, C. B. Hill,
H. C. Reinhardt, Carl Groose, W. A. Cassidy,
C. H. Schuckert, Loyd Stephens, Paul Schlossman, W. Kramer and Herb Weil.

Enterprises. Limited, a special subsidiary of

appointment of Al

Gillis

as western

The largest crowd in the history of Los Angeles
surged around the California Theatre at the opening
of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's "Little Old New York"

—

—

Papyrus race.
When
The Pathe special is in two reels.
arrangements were effected whereby Pathe secured exclusive rights to film the event the
Pathe representative in England was cabled to
secure motion pictures of all the highlights of
Papyrus' career.
All these views were incorporated in the
two-reel special of the race distributed by
Exactly the same procedure was
Pathe.
followed with relation to Zev.
Thus the Pathe picture embodies with many
spectacular touches a comparative screen study
of horse-racing methods here and abroad
and resumes of the careers of America's and
England's most outstanding three-year olds.
The recording of the race itself was a feat

The entire Pathe camera
of generalship.
force arrived at the field at 9 o'clock in the
morning after being conveyed with full equipment from the Pathe home-office in a convoy
of fifteen automobiles.

Kinogram Gets Race, Too
Duplicating the

of the
district

manager of Famous Players Canadian Cor-

service

furnished

regular

Kinograms subscribers on the Tapanese Earthquake, the Kinogram Publishing Corporation
ough Educational Film Exchanges, Inc..
provided

to Theatres

Important developments have taken place in
Famous Players
the organization of the
Canadian Corporation. Toronto, in the ManiArrangetoba and Saskatchewan territory.
ments have been made for the construction
of a new theatre at Saskatoon Sask., by
Famous Players, it is announced, while the
former Allen Theatre at Regina, a magnificent house, has been taken over by Paramount

Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Announcement has also been made

America's champion race horse,
Zev, passed under the wire ahead of the
English Papyrus at the Belmont Race-Track
October 20 camera work was being completed
on a screen production which in point of boxoffice value and historic significance surpasses
anything of its kind attempted before.
With the final glorious dash of the American representative across the finish line amid
the acclaim of 50,000 frenzied race fans, twenty Pathe cameramen ceased their task of recording the first international horse race ever
held in America.
One job had been completed and with rare
success, but another of equally colossal proportions was just starting tjy task of developing the negatives and distributing prints as
fast as human ingenuity could make possible
to waiting screens all over the world.
Within a few moments after the close of the
race aeroplanes in a nearby field soared aloft
with one set of negatives, bound for prearranged destinations. One of these headed for
the open sea and set out in pursuit of the
Leviathan, which had left its New York berth
By
fully six hours before bound for Europe.
the end of the week London, Paris and possibly Rome will be witnessing Pathe's pictures
of the great American turf classic.
Another set of negatives was loaded aboard
waiting autos, which preceded by an escort
of motorcycle police, to assure right of way
along the entire route, tore at top speed to the
Pathe laboratory in New Jersey.
Before midnight, two aeroplanes supplied
with prints left the New Jersey plant for
Chicago and Cleveland, distributing centers
Before dawn special
for the Middle West.
messengers started for Boston, Philadelphia,
and Washington, with ample quotas of prints.
By Sunday evening every key city from the
Atlantic Coast line to Chicago was showing
Pathe's exclusive picturization of the Zev-

™

'

Company

Twenty Cameramen Grind as Zev and
Papyrus Contend for Honors

YVTHEN

DENNISTON IS HEAD OF
MICHIGAN EXHIBITORS

hen, Bert Williams,
Cross, J. C. Ritter,

formation of a national distribution company

known

now

A.

visit

PATHE GETS' THE BIG
HORSE RACE

Gillis

New York

Pictures to Distribute on
State Right Basis
Edwin Miles Fadman announces that organization plans have been completed for the

Red

in succession to John Hazza, Mr.
making his headquarters at Winnipeg.
Charles Tremblay formerly in charge of theatres at Fort William who has ben directing
trie Providence Theatre at Winnepeg is also

poration,

will

a week or ten
several other
cities in the east and then depart for Hollywood where she starts work on her first big
feature under the Principal Pictures Corporation banner.
Several stories are under consideration tor
her first endeavor and the selection will be
davs.

;;

1923

BABY PEGGY VISITS THE
Many

:

its

New York

customers with prints

of the great International Race between Zev
and Papyrus on the evening of the day of the
race, showing in four of New York's big first
run houses, as well as four in Newark, on
Saturday evening.

Thompson

in

New York

David H. Thompson. First National production manager, is in New York for a
conference with First National executives
relative to future activities at the West
He brought with him the
Coast studios.
master print and negative of "Flaming
Youth."

LEO

SALKIN

LESTER RETCHIN

Mgr. Jackson Park

Mgr. Howard-Adelphi

B.

V. R.

Mgr.

LANGDON

Avon-Hub-Alvin
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.Around about Hollywood
Pitts, who has been playing
ZaSu
"West of the Water Tower," for Para-

in

mount, returned to Hollywood
after completing her

work

this

week

Riesenfeld, managing director of the
Rivoli and Rialto Theatres in New York, is
in Hollywood preparing the musical score for
Cecil B. DeMille's forthcoming Paramount

"The Ten Commandments."

Doctor Riesenfeld

work by Rudolph

is

William S. Hart is putting the finishing
touches on the cutting, titling and editing of

cuss important matters.

"Wild Bill
Paramount

in the picture.

Hugo

picture,

The Los Angeles F. I. L. M. Board of
Trade will meet with the local board to dis-

being assisted

Berliner,

in

his

former musical

director for the Ritz-Carlton Hotels in New
Mr. Berliner, is now an
assistant director for Mr. DeMille and because of his close association with this feature

M. H. Hoffman has resigned as studio
manager for Metro, No successor has yet
been appointed.

The West Coast Productions

have

re-

cently changed their name to Conquest Films,
and are still at work on their production, "Nobody's Child," which is being directed by Norbert Myles.

King Vidor has completed the final scenes
on "Wild Oranges." Although he encountered
many difficulties in making the picture, Vidor
lost onlv ten days on the time schedule.

production.

possible for him to work
in settings already conand to avoid
structed
speed was
costly delay
emphasized in the construction of the new set-

B. P. Schulberg, producer of Preferred Pictures, who is making a
short business visit
in
New York, will return to
Los Angeles the latter
part of this week.

A

Speed, a malady to which carpenters, paintand plasterers are supposed to be immune,
was displayed in large quantities by a force of
these men at the Metro studio when they constructed a huge interior setting covering all
of one of the large enclosed stages in 26 hours.
This work under ordinary good working conditions would extend over a week's time and
might last two weeks.
The setting included a library, entrance hall,
stairway, den and dining room done in old
English for "The Living Past," which Harold Shaw is directing. Illness of one of the principal players made it imers

York and Montreal.

he has done much valuable preliminary work
in preparing the musical background for the

his first picture for
return to the screen.

Hickok"
since his

Paul Johnston, head
new producing com-

of

pany has been formed in
Los
Angeles,
Bruno
Productions, by J. Anthony Bruno. Joe Gonyea, formerly with Ger-

at

the paint department
Studios,
the
United
has compounded a house
will
dry to
paint that

sandpaper in

five

minutes

instead of the usual fifteen allowed on motion
It
takes
picture
sets.
from 24 to 48 hours for

son Productions, will be
production manager and
Reggie Morelli will be

ordinary commercial
house paint to dry. "Of
course, our paint will not
stand the weather, but it
looks as well for a short
time, as the better wearing paint," Mr. Johnston

the star in this company's
initial production.
It is
backed by Italian business men. The exteriors
of the first picture will
be shot in
Italy
and

Egypt.

explained.

George

Walsh

and

his father left Los Angeles on October 21 for
a visit to New York.

Chester Bennett, who

ALL THROUGH AND READY TO START AGAIN

will

soon start producing

and directing a new series
of Jane Novak starring
vehicles, has been cam-

William Duncan, Edith Johnson and their staff just after they had completed the last scene of
their initial chapter play for Universal.
T. Daniel
Frawley
has returned from the
eraman, an assistant diOrient with two pictures which were made in
Ben Carre, the noted film art director, has
rector, an art director and is also an expert
India, "The Rose of India" and "The Thirjust been signed by Fred Niblo. He will start
in film laboratory work.
teenth Girl."
work soon designing sets and properties for
Turning night into day with three bits of
a colorful Spanish story that Niblo will proErnest Lubitsch, the noted European diglass is the striking feat in photography perduce in the near future.
rector, has completed his cast for "The Marfected bv Virgil Miller, cameraman at Uniriage Circle" and work will soon start on this
versal City and inventor of a number of imDallas M. Fitzgerald, who has had long
latest Warner Brothers' picture.
portant effects in camera technique. Miller has
experience as a motion picture director has
perfected a panchromatic filter," which, by
been engaged by I. W. Irving to handle the
Tom Mix and his horse "Tony" were hurt
reversing rays of light entering a camera lens,
megaphone "The Dawn of Love," which is
when some dynamite which was near them,
can turn noonday sunshine into a moonlight,
now ready for the camera.
exploded.
Mix was sent to Santa Cruz for
on the film, so real that the effect is uncanny.
treatment and far as can be learned the inPrimitive "night photography" was made by
Pickford
Mary
and
115 of her company
juries are not serious.
aiming the camera against the sunlight, and
have returned by special train from San Franthen staining the film blue.
From this trick
cisco where they went to make scenes for
Robert Hill is making preparation to start
night photography under lights developed, but
"Dorothy
Vernon
of
Haddon
Hall."
work on "Jack of Clubs" which he will direct.
for years phoit never duplicated moonlight
It is expected that this story will be ready for
tographers studied the problem. Miller finally
world's largest portable electrical subThe
the camera before very long.
solved it.
station made by the Westinghouse people for
United
Studios
the
was first used on the AlCarl Anderson, president of the Anderson
Another new producing unit was formed
gerian street scene in "Dust of Desire." It is
Pictures Corporation and chairman of the
here.
It is known as the Maxdearin Picsaid to be the most complete station ever conadvisory committee of the Theatre Owners
ture Corporation. They will make pictures
structed for motion picture work and cost
Distributing
Corporation has returned to
with a Chinese background.
over $12,000 to build.
New York, leaving William Alexander as his
personal representative on the Pacific Coast.
Sam Wood has returned from the Eastern
section where he directed a number of imA new kind of night photography invented
Beg Pardon
portant pictures for Paramount among them
by Tony Gaudio, cameraman for Norma Talbeing "His Children's Children."
madge was tried out during the filming of
On page 996 of our October 27 issue
Miss Talmadge's latest photoplay, "Dust of
an error occurred. The photograph at
After an absence of almost three years,
Desire," and proved successful.
the top of the page was that of Harvey
Earl Kenton who directed a number of big
Lipp, and the one in the center should
Mack Sennett comedies, has returned to that
King Baggot has started work on his latest
have carried the caption E. C. Beatty.
organization and will soon be at the megafilm story, "Blackmail," which he is directing
phone again.
at Universal City with an all-star cast.
;
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of the heart throbs of the picture, wherein you
ONE
even loving the dog. The dog, by the way, plays

part in the final rescue of the

Wes Barry

two

little

find yourself

an important

sleeping beauties.

Starts

Growing Up

W7 £S

Ciga
looks like he was getting pretty big here doesn t he?
We'll love him just the same even tnoug]
'n everything.
he does grow up if he'll promise not to develop into a sheik.
rette

in Warner's

4

The Country Kid'
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WARNER BROTHERS

report that the

Ernst Lubitsch production of "The
Marriage Circle" will be completed within
Sidney A. Franklin has fina fortnight.
ished the cutting and titling of "Tiger
Rose," and the first prints have been
The John Barrymore veshipped East.
hicle, "Beau Brummel" is actively going
forward under the direction of Harry Beaumont.

CTRST NATIONAL

heralds the beginning of production on "The Last Frontier," a Thomas H. Ince production, said
to be one of the biggest westerns ever attempted.
Contracts have been signed by Maurice
Tourneur with Maude George, Joseph Kilgour and George Cooper to appear in the
next M. C. Levee First National offering,
"Torment."
Owen Moore has been engaged to play the lead.
Richard Walton Tully has signed Anna
Q. Nilsson to play the part of Allegheny

Briskow

in

Rex Beach

his

story,

"Flow-

ing Gold."

Constance Talmadge will be starred in
"The Mirage," a Joe Schenck production
of the play by Edgar Selwyn.
Constance
is hurrying from New York to begin work

on

this

picture immediately.

Under the direction of Frank Borzage,
Norma Talmadsre has begun work on the

directing, has been changed to "The Fool's
Awakening." It is nearing completion.
Another Metro title has been changed.
This time "The Man Whom Life Passed
By," is "The Man Life Passed By." Victor Schertzinger is behind the megaphone.
In the cast are Jane and Eva Novak, Percy
Marmont, Cullen Landis, Hobart Boswcrth,
and Lydia Knott.
Buster Keaton is preparing his third
feature-length comedy, having just returned
from doing the world's series.. Officials are
contemplating sending Fred Niblo to Spain
film

to

and Ramon
roles.

It is

of the first story of Outcault's cartoon
creation of Buster Brown.
Noel Smith
has returned to the Century organization,
and will direct the first of the new "all
star" Century series.
Harry Sweet is the
first

A

to win an assignment to this unit.
cast has been selected for "The Signal

It includes Virginia Valli, RockFellowes, Wallace Beery, Dot Farley
and James Barrows. Clarence L. Brown
will direct.
It is listed under the "Jewels."
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., has completed the
continuity for "Turmoil," Hobart Henley's

Tower,"
liffe

George Hackathorne
has the leading role.
Eleanor Boardman
will appear opposite, and the support includes
Buddy Messinger and Pauline
newest Jewel picture.

Garon.
William Duncan has started on another
chapter play, entitled, "The Fast Express."
He will also star in it. The support includes Edith Johnson, Albert J. Smith,

Harry Woods, and John Cossar.

It

is

a

railroad serial.

VI ETRO

Novarro
a

"Thy Name Is
now working on

Barbara La Marr
have the leading

Louis B. Mayer production.

heads its announcements
week with: "Pola Negri is to play
'Madame Sans Gene.' "
The leading role in this play is conthis

sidered one of the greatest of all emotional
characterizations.
The original title was
"The Lady Without Care." Sidney Olcott
will direct the production.
William De Mille has signed Rod La
Rocque for his cast of "Everyday Love."
Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Nita Naldi, Theo-

dore Kosloff and Robert Edeson have been
engaged. Gloria Swanson began work last

week

at the

ing.

announces the completion

of
is

PARAMOUNT

success,

"TNIVERSAL

Mr. Niblo

the opening consequences.

Humming

be seen opposite Norma.
"The Woman on the Jury," a play still
running on Broadway, is now being placed
in
a continuity form by Mary O'Hara.
Harry O. Hoyt is directing.
Tohn M. Stahl has completed u: « cast for
"Why Men Leave Home."
Tt
includes
Lewis Stone, Helen Chadwick, Mary Carr,
Alma Bennett, and E. H. Calvert.
Thomas H. Ince is completing "The
Galloping Fish." in which Louise Fazenda
has the important role.
Clara Bow has
been engaged to portray an important role
in "The Swamp Angel," which Clarence
Badsrer is directing.
Colleen Moore has
the lead.

exteriors

the

Woman."

adaptation

of Margaret Lawrence's stage
"Secrets."
Eugene O'Brien will

9,

Long

Bird."

"The

Island studios on

Sidney Olcott

direct-

is

Lon Chaney has been engaged

for

the

feature role in "The Next Corner."
It is
announced that Dorothy Mackaill will play
the female lead.
The prison ward at Bellevue Hospital
was used last week through the cooperation of the New York Police Department
in the production of Allan Dwan's Rex
Beach story, entitled, "Big Brother." The
picture is half completed.

headed

this

week

has entered into an arrangement with J. Parker Read, which
calls for a film version of Rex Beach's
story "The Recoil." T. Hayes Hunter has
been engaged to direct the production.
Betty Blythe will have the leading role,
and Mahlon Hamilton has been engaged
to
play opposite her.
London, Paris.
Rome and Monte Carlo are a few of the
locations included in the continuity.
A section of the grand canal of Venice
has been constructed for the film version
of Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks," which is
now in its fourth week of production under
the direction of Alan Crosland.
Aileen
Pringle and Conrad Nagel have the leading roles.
Mrs. Glyn is reported to be forming her
own company to produce and direct her

own pictures hereafter.
The sixth week of production was started
bv Director Emmett Flvnn on "Nellie, the
Beautiful Cloak Model," from
old melodrama.

Owen

Davis'

Erich Von Sfroheim is in the cutting
room, finishing his first Goldwvn picture
"Greed."
'Wild Oranges" has inst reached the
cutting room, and King Vidor is reported
making raoid progress in assembling the

Rupert Hughes' "Law Against
Law." and Tod Browning's "The Dav of

by Allen Holubar preparing to stage
historic battle of Franklin for "The
Human Mill." He will visit Georgia and
the Mississippi for southern scenes.
Announcement is made that the title.

are beine titled,
readv for showing.
"Faith"

the

1

"The Living Past," which Harold Shaw

is

J"

j

NITED ARTISTS

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."
Forrest is Mary's leading man in
The cast includes Anders
this production.
Randolph, Mark McDermott, and Lottie
for

Allan

Pickford.

Julanne Johnston, Douglas Fairbank's
leading woman for "The Thief of Bagdad,"
is
seriously ill but it is on\ an illness
called for by the script; also according to
the script, it will be necessary for Miss

—

to remain ill another week, inasas there are that many more scenes
before the completion of Mr. Fairbank's
newest vehicle.

Johnston

much

VITAGRAPH

states that the cast has
been completed for "Let No Man Put
Asunder," the indictment of the divorce
evil, to be made by J. Stuart Blackton.
Actual shooting began last week. Pauline
Opposite
Frederick has the leading role.
her appears Lou Tellegen, Effie Shannon,
Maurice Costello, Helen
Austen,
Leslie
D'Algy, Violet De Barros, and Pauline
Coffyn complete the cast.
Two stars of international fame have
been engaged for "A Tale of Red Ffoses,"
the next David Smith prodluction, to be
picturized from the novel of George Randolph Chester. Dustin Farnum and Patsy
Ruth Miller will have the leading roles.

announces that Elmer Clifton will
FOX
week for Texas, where he
depart
this

make

the exteriors
Virginia," the Civil

will

of

"The Warrens

for

War

and

will

soon

be

estimated

the

as

that
of her

Mary

Pickford and 115 members
company have returned from San Francisco,
where they have been photographing scenes

report

that Douglas MacLean has completed
*he casting for "The Yankee Consul." his
Production was
second starring vehicle.
Patsy Ruth Miller
immediately.
started
has the leading feminine role. The story

was adapted by Raymond Griffith and Raymond Cannon from the Henry M. Blossom
musical comedy.

ARTCLASS

announces the completion of

which has been cut and

The mode

Hilliker.

"One

new production

their

titled

Night,"

by Katherine

of release has not yet

been determined.

1YTISSION FILMS announce

the comple"Flattery,"
the H. H. Van Loan story. It w as written
by E. R. Schayer in collaboration with Mr.
tion

the continuity of

of

r

Van Loan.

Production will

begm imme-

diately.

rPRUART STUDIOS

report

the

comple-

Edward Dillon's second picture,
"The Drums of Jeopardy," featuring Elaine
tion of

Hammerstein.

Miss Hammerstein's next

picture will be begun at once.
has not yet been announced.

The
tions,

The

title

Talmadge picture.
made by Carlos Produc-

Richard

first

"Let's Go." being

has just been edited by Ralph Spence.

MONOGRAM

PICTURES report the
cutting and titling of "The Mask of
Lopez," starring Fred Thompson.
"The
Desert Ranch"

report

Eight

play.

production period.
An exceptionally strong cast has been selected for "The Shadow of the East."
Mildred Harris, Frank Mayo and Norman
George
Kerry have the leading roles.
Archainbaud is directing the production
from the scenario prepared by Frederick
and Fanny Hatton.

weeks have been

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

OLDWYN

nicture.

activities are

.

The
Thompson
tion.

in

about

is

cast

go into producsupport Fred
picture includes Joseph

which

this

tr>

will

Swiekard, Chester Conklin, Wilfred Lucas,
Taylor Graves, and Joseph Butterworth.

November
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TOSTRIBUTIOM
METRO

announces the completion of
"Fashion Row," Mae Murray's newest
It is reported as abounding with orvehicle.
iginality and color technique.
Bob Leonard
Elmo Lincoln heads the supportdirects it.

ing cast.

"Strangers of the Night" is
have topped all film attractions

reported to
Philadel-

in

phia this week at the Stanley.
Broadway
awaits the announcement of the Jackie Coogan premier, "Long Live the King." Victor
Shertzinger has written a special music score
for this Metro feature.
"Scaramouche" continues as one of the
prominent pictures on Broadway. It will not
be released with the productions listed below.
Four important productions are included in
this month's
releases, they are
"Pleasure
Mad," a Reginald Barker production, adapted
from the novel, "The Valley of Content."
"Held to Answer," with House Peters in the
leading role will be released November 12.
This is also a book adaptation. Buster Keaton's second feature-length comedy, entitled
"Hospitality," is scheduled for November 19,
and "Long Live the King" will be released
:

November

26.

PREFERRED officials were delighted with
t the glowing reports that they received last
week from the Columbia Theatre, Dayton,
where "The Virginian" was given its first
public exhibition.
The Dayton critics were
universal in their applause.

Celebrated Players Film
Corporation of
Chicago has taken over the distribution of all
Preferred Pictures for that territory.
The
Chicago exchange is enlarging its organization to handle the new product. The deal includes the new "Preferred Fifteen" in addition to the "Preferred Eight."

OLDWYN

was accorded the honor of

^having "The Green Goddess"

inaugurate
the fourth anniversary of New York's Capitol
Theatre. The picture continues to draw, and
was accordingly held over.

SELZNICK announces

that they have schedfor immediate release the Betty
Compson production, "Woman to Woman,"
also that Finis Fox will make a series of pictures to be released by an independent distributing organization with whom he has recently completed negotiations.
Selznick will

uled

distribute his latest production

"Bag and Bag-

HODKINSON
manner

is

enthusiastic

which the

in
their

over

New York

the

"Puritan Passions" at the
Theatre.
The Times, the News, the
World, the Herald, and the Tribune all paid
their respects to this feature as being considerably out of the ordinary, and well worth
received

Cameo

seeing.

announces the

first

of Larry

*
Semon's two-reel comedies, "The Gown
Shop," is now available for booking. There
will be four Semon releases in this length
during the season.
Two of the other three
have been finished. They are "Lightning
Love," and "Horseshoes."

"C'OX

reports the next picture they will present on Broadway will be, "The Temple of
Venus," a spectacular, dramatic offering, that

WARNER

BROTHERS

AND NORTH
WEBER
ments

made arrange-

week whereby

the Celebrated
Players Film Corporation will distribute
"Marriage Morals," and "Don't Marry for
Money" in that territory. The same two piclast

'

conjunction with "Notoriety" were
& R. Film Company
northwest territory.
Celebrated Players Film Company of Chicago
have also covered the Milwaukee- territory
with the Weber and North pictures.
Harry A. Kaufman purchased the rights on
the same two pictures for the Dominion of
tures,

in

sold last week to the F.
of Minneapolis for the

Canada.

"Her Reputation."

Ince's

Los Angeles heads the list,
the first "outside" picture for showing at the
Metropolitan Theatre. The Metropolitan has
never run any other pictures than Paramount.
It was reported that the British King and
royalty in general have bestowed many compliments on "Trilby." This Richard Walton
Tully picture was selected by the British King
to be presented under the patronage of the
king in every theatre in England, for the purpose of assisting the Twenty-five Million Dollar fund for the hospital for war veterans.

PATHE

has scheduled "Jamestown" as the
second release of the "Chronicles of Am-

erica" series.
Other releases for this week
include "Frozen Hearts," a Stan Laurel pic-

which is a travesty on "Enemies of
Women" "The Danger Trail," the third episode of Ruth Roland's "Ruth of the Range"
serial
"The Knockout," which is one of the
"Dippy Doo Dads" series and "The Circus,"
an "Aesop" cartoon.
ture,

;

;

;

—

Century Overture (not mentioned). Century Topical Review and Magazine. Comedy,
"Naughty Marietta." Feature, "The Eternal
Struggle."

BROOKLYN

—

Strand Overture, "Jazz Hits."
Topical
Review (selected). Comedy, "Asleep at the
Switch." Feature, "The Bad Man."

BUFFALO

—

"Circus Days."

ture,

CHICAGO

—

Chicago Overture, "Thannhauser." Weekly.
Comedy, "High Life." Feature, "The
Bad Man."
Tivolp Overture,
"Orpheus."
Weekly
Comedy, "Running Wild."
Feature,
"Six

—

Days."
Riviera

—

Overture, "Hungarian Rhapsodie
Weekly. Comedy, "Running Wild."
Feature, "Six Days."
Woodlawn Overture, "Popular Airs."
Pathe News. Topics of the Day. Pathe Review.
Comedy, "Dogs of War."
Feature,
"The Merry Go Round."

No.

1."

—

—

McVickers Overture, "Caprico Itallienne."
Fun From The Press. World Events Cinemized. Fable, "Circus Day." Feautre, "The
French Doll."

CLEVELAND

"C1

B. O. announces three releases for No•
vember. They are "The Lullaby, "Blow
Your Horn," and "The Love Pirate."

TRUART

reports the sale of "The Empty
featuring Harry T. Morey and
Mary Alden, for Brazil to Ferdinand V.
Also announce that "Patsy," the
Luporini.
Zazu Pitts comedy drama, has been sold to
Supreme Photoplays Company of Pittsburgh
for western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

Cradle,"

Allen

"DATHE

announces that the successful
showing over the Keith circuit in New
York and New Jersey of the "Call of the
Wild" has caused an avalanche of bookings
over the smaller circuits, and residential
houses of these states.
The Pathe office in Los Angeles reports 81
booking contracts on this subject alone, following its showing at the California Theatre.

—Overture,

"Magic Strains From
Franz Lahar's Operattos." Comedy, "The Optimist."
Feature, "The Bad Man."
State Overture, "The Only Girl." Comedy, "Front Boy Front."
Feature, "Zaza."

—

NEW YORK

—

Rialto Overture, "Capriccio Espagnole."
Rialto
Magazine. Feature, "The Spanish
Dancer."

Rn 'oli— Overture,
Comedy,

torial.

The Booking Sheet
been recipient of
tributes on Tom
Sid Grauman of
by booking it as

Pathe

Shea's Hippodrome Overture,
"William
Tell."
Comedy, "The Wise Cracker." Fea-

have closed negotiations with the Bond Photoplay Company for the Buffalo territory. The pictures
involved in the deal include practically all of
the first Warner releases.

"

(not mentioned).

News, "Knock Out." "Red Russia Revealed."
Feature, "Why Worry."

has a beauty brigade headed by Phillis Haver

and Mary Philbin.

gage," featuring Gloria Grey.

IRST NATIONAL has
"P
* all kinds of wonderful

BALTIMORE

—

Rivoli Overture, "Jazz Hits of 1923."
Rivoli Topical Review.
Topics of the Day.
Cartoon. "Papyrus vs. Zev." Feature, "Children of Dust."

News — Overture,

T7ITAGRAPH

Run Programs

Current First

critics

"Raymond."

"It's a Gift."

Rivoli PicFeature, "The

Eternal Struggle."

PHILADELPHIA

69th

—Overture,

(not mentioned). 69th
Topical Review. Rose Tree Hunt Races.
Cartoon, "Felix Laughs Last." Feature, "The
Cheat."
st.

St.

Stanley
Scenic.

—

Overture,
"Carmen."
Cartoon.
Feature, "Zaza."

ROCHESTER
Eastman — Overture, "Mignon."

News.

Eastman

CENTURY

Current Events.
Comedy, "The Knockout."
Feature, "Rupert of Hentzau."

for the entire Baby Peggy series of
and that the Strand in Canton,
two
The Circle at InOhio, has followed suit.
dianapolis has just started the latest Baby

Loew's Warfield Overture, "Orpheus."
Minute Views of Current News.
Comedy,
"Between Showers."
Feature, "The Bad
Man."

Comedies report the Dome
Theatre at Youngstown as having con-

tracted

reelers,

Peggy Century, entitled, "Nobody's Darling,"
for an indefinite run.

HODKINSON

has received many bookings
for Armistice Day showings of the tworeeler, "The Ex-Kaiser in Exile."
This film
has been endorsed by the American Legion.
It will be shown at the American Legion posts
throughout the country.

SAN FRANCISCO

—

ST.

LOUIS

—Overture,

Missouri
souri

Miss Hollywood."
Capitol

—Overture,

Digest.

Diggers."

The

Mis"Little

Feature, "Zaza."
ST.

tol

"La Boheme."
Comedy,

News and Magazine.

PAUL
"Blossom Time." CapiFeature, "The Gold

Scenic.
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Well here they are Alex Carr and
Barney Bernard the two droll partners
who deal in cloaks and suits

—

r\H

oh

dear!

'"'now why did
have
at

appear

to

wrong

the

Above we have Vera Gordon showing
Pa and his models how to display a

gown

dear!

of

it

wait

is

he

it

yet.

until

he

of the original
stage production also
twinkle en masse on
the
screen.
Samuel
Goldwyn held the picture rights for years
until he could obtain
their services for the
screen.
The picture
was a record breaker

stars

doesn't
Just
turns

around and sees what
wind blew in
daughter and all. Th s
only
one of the
is
the

:

amusing

BEE-

NARD, Alex Carr
and Vera Gordon, co-

-

just

—

know

advantage

BARNEY

Maw
time?

Poor Barney is in for
now and the worst

it

the best

to

situations

Broadway despite
the fact that the New

on

which

occurring
are
thru the picture.
The blues simply
can't stay in the same
house with Potash and
all

York newspapers were
on strike, and Mr.
Reichenbach
of
the
Mark-Strand had to

Perlmutter and Company. They make you
in
sDite
o f
laugh

reso-t to the primitive
method of the Town
Crier to let folks know

yourself.

about

'Potash and Perlmutter' Parade in the Movies
First National Release

Already Has Started Breaking Box Office Records

it.

November

3,
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and

'The Acquittal'
Universal Photoplay in Seven Parts. Adapted
Scefrom Rita Weinum's Stage Play.
nario by Jules Furthmann. Director, Clarence L. Brown. Cameraman, Sylvano BalLength, 6,523 Feet.
boni.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Madeline Ames
Robert Armstrong

Claire

Edith Craig

Andrew
Carter

Windsor

Norman Kerry
Richard Travers
Barbara Bedford

Kenneth Winthrop

Ames

Ben Deeley

The Butler

Harry Mestayer
Emmett King
Dot Farley

District Attorney

Minister

Maid

'.

.

Hayden Stevenson

Taxi Driver

the murder of his
Prentice.
His foster-brother,
Robert Armstrong-, is his accuser. Both love MadeArmstrong alleges
line, who has chosen Winthrop.
Craig, secretly engaged to the dead
that Edith
man, and Winthrop were in love, but- is not be-

Kenneth Winthrop

foster-father,

is

tried

for

Andrew

Circumstantial evidence is introduced offerMadeline
ing the time as given by a certain clock.
clock in a
discovers that what they took for a
butcher's store window was a circular meat scale,
the hand of which stays at twelve, the top of the
This discovery clears her
scale, when not in use.
husband. A postal inspector produces a letter written on the night of the murder by Prentice, which
had fceen stolen in a mail holdup and recovered.
This lette' solves the who'e mvstery and puts the
suilt on the shoulders of the real criminal.

Claire

T.

Pardy

fancy that even the creator of Sherlock
would be unable to pick out the
guilty chap in this most ingenious of murder
mystery dramas before seeing the final reel
run out. It was this element of uncertainty
which piled up the suspense agony mountains
high in the "legitimate" attraction from
whence the film plot is drawn, and the picture
retains the speculative quality in full strength,
thanks to the skilled direction of Clarence L.
Brown and the smooth, well balanced work of

a superb cast.
in

a

by itself in point of novel treatment and
power completely to puzzle the onlookers.
And yet the method adopted to avert suspicion from the actual criminal is simplicity
One might say it is merely a case of
itself.
reversing the usual movie fashion of stirring
up sympathy for the hero and dislike of the
villain right from the start.
Another unique touch is the clock episode,
class
its

the wife of the accused discovers that
the timepiece which belongs in the circumstantial evidence chain and indicated twelve,
one half hour after the murder was committed, was partially obscured by a butcher's
scale in the shop window, the top hand of
which naturally stood at that figure when not

when

in use.

This results in her husband's discharge, and
the mystery is finally solved by a letter turning up which had been posted by the deceased a few hours before he met his fate, but
The assassin
fell into the hands of robbers.
confesses and commits suicide.
Director Brown has utilized the flashback
with excellent effect in developing the evidence in the case, and right here it should be
stated that the courtroom stuff, so frequently
overdone and burdened with unnecessary;
wearisome detail where the average film is
concerned, is handled with such dexterity and
colorful appeal that the trial scene rivets the
spectator's attention from the beginning to

standin

the

Norman

Kerry as Robert Armstrong, Richard Travers
as Kenneth Winthrop, the accused, and Barbara Bedford as Edith Craig give faultless
performances, and adequate support is rendered by the remainder of the company. The
photography

throughout

is

of

first-grade

quality.

Exhibitors

in

general ought to find this a

lucrative box office asset.
It is a picture fit
for presentation in all classes of theatres and
can safely be exploited as a murder mystery
melodrama of intense power and startling originality.
Attention also should be directed to
the excellence of the cast and the successful
run of the stage play on. Broadway.

'Richard the Lion-Hearted'
Associated Authors Photoplay in Eight Parts.
Adapted from Sir Walter Scott's Novel,
"The Talisman."
Directors,
Frank E.
IVoods, Thompson Buchanan and Elmer
Harris.
Cameraman,
Joseph
Walker.
Length, 8,000 Feet.
'

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sultan

Sa'.adin

Queen Berengaria
Lady Ed'th
Sir Kenneth
Sir
Sir

Conrade de Mcntserrat

Thcmas Devaux

Bishop of Tyre

Wal'ace Beery
Charles Gerrard
Kathleen Clifford
Marguerite de la Motte

John

Bowers

Clarence

Geldert

Wilbur Higby
Tully

Marshall

Richard, the Lion-hearted, King of England during the latter part of the twelfth century, heads a
crusade into Palestine for the purpose of rescuing
the city of Jerusalem and Holy Sepulchre from the
Saracens.
Richard is camped at Jaffa when rival
jealousies stir up trouble in the army between the
contingents of Germany, Austria, France and Burgundy. Conrade de Montserrat, a traitor noble, secretly schemes with Saladin, the Saracen monarch,
to betray Richard.
Sir Kenneth, who is really the
Prince of Scotland in disguise, joins Richard's forces
and saves the latter's life during a skinnsh with his
foes.
Conrade puts poison in Richard's wine cup,
the result of which is that the British king is seized
by a slowly wasting fever. Saladin, determining to
seek alliance with Richard, enters his tent in the
guise of a physician sent by himself as an act of
courtesy, and cures him.
He requests the hand of
Lady Edith, Richard's cousin, in marriage, but is
refused and declares war to a finish.
Sir Kenneth is
honored by Richard with the charge of keeping
ward over the English standard. Queen Berengaria,
aware of Sir Kenneth's love for the Lady Edith,
whiles away the wearisome hours of the camp by
playing a jest upon the knight.
She sends him a
ring belonging to his lady love summoning Sir Kenneth to Edith's presence. The knight leaves his stag
hound to guard the flag and goes to the rendezvous.
In his absence Sir Conrade wounds the hound and
Sir Kenneth is condemned to
steals the standard.
LTnder the confesdie by the infuriated Richard.
sional seal the Archbishop of Tyre becomes aware
of his identity, which he dare not reveal, but he
warns Richard that the execution of the prisoner
would endanger his crown. Sir Kenneth is reprieved,
but is stripped of his honors and dismissed from the
army. He wanders into the desert, meets a hermit

graphically the struggle between Cross and
Crescent, fanatical zeal of Crusader and Saracen, clash of mailed warriors, deeds of heroism and stealthy intrigue which distinguished
that stormy period of history.

The picture is well directed and admirably
photographed, with careful attention paid to
accuracy of detail in point of costumes and
settings.
The crowd scenes are exceedingly
well handled, that of the attack by the Saracens upon the Christian camp being a veritable
whirlwind of colorful action with myriad
flashing blades dealing forth death and destruction on every side.
There are many fine long shots of galloping steeds, horsemen in steel array, lance pennons fluttering bravely in the wind all the
glorified dash, brilliant lure and pomp of battle
which lends enchantment to stories of war as
conducted in that elder day.

—

Wallace Beery, in the role of Richard, gives
a performance which historical students will
be inclined to accept as a lifelike portrait of
the Lion-Hearted king. The Beery portrayal
shows that monarch as a blunt, rough individual, with much of the buffoon in his composition, addicted to joking of a strictly practical nature, prone to tempestuous fits of anger,
jealous and exacting, a fighting man of Herculean valor, at bottom a right good fellow,
whose love for his pretty, petulant queen has
something pathetically tender about its manifestations.

Mr. Beery is equally successful in his characterizations of the jovial king's variable
moods of royal wrath or boisterous humor, as
evidenced by the contrast between his ferocious fight with Saladin, his scornful rejection
of the Queen's and Lady Edith's plea for
mercy to Sir Kenneth, and the almost boyish,
slapstick episode when he half drowns the
barber who ventures a jest at his expense.
.

As a plain matter of fact, the manners of
Richard on the screen are much on a par with
what has been handed down to us in legend,
song and history regarding that extremely
pugnacious monarch.
John Bowers is a clean-cut impressive figure as the chivalrous Sir Kenneth. Kathleen
Clifford is a graceful and winning Queen Berengaria.
Marguerite de la Motte scores as
Lady Edith. Tully Marshall as the Archbishop and Clarence Geldert as the villainous
Sir Conrade deserve commendation, and creditable support is furnished by the remainder
of the cast.

The

disguises him as a Nubian slave and in this
guise enters Richard's service, determined to disHe foils an atcover the author of his disgrace.
tempt by a fanatic to stab the king. The latter
rerngnizes Sir Kenneth, whose dog scents out ConConrade flees the camp and
rade as his assailant.
An attack is made upon the camp
join? Saladin.
while Richard and most of his warriors are away.
Sir Kenneth and a handful of men put up a desRichard returns in time to join
nerafe defense.
the fight and defeats Saladin in single-handed comKenneth rescues Lady Edith from Conrade
bat.
and slays the latter. A truce is signed between
Kenneth's identity is revealed
Sa'id'n snd Richard.
and his betrothal to Lady Edith publicly announced.

THOSE

By George T. Pardy
who delight in ta'es of chivalry and

medieval romance will find satisfying entertainment vouchsafed them by the martial
splendors, stirring action and spectacular appeal of "Richard the Lion-Hearted. "
It is
a large scale production which faithfully represents the atmosphere of the Middle Apes,
offers a sympathetic love story and depicts

picture has a decided educational value,

which suggests exploitation tie-ups with book
stores, school boards and women's clubs.
It
will probably

make

its

best

box

office

records

through the medium of sophisticated audiences
the larger theatres.

in

'Modern Matrimony'

who

end.

There isn't an inch of what an engineering
sharp would term "lost motion" in this feature.
The action swings into full speed at the
start and never relaxes until the unexpected
and thrilling climax is achieved.
To present such a vivid and compelling
story through the medium of an ordinary cast
would have been a blunder wqrse than crime,

brilliantly

registers

King Richard

WEHolmes

Undoubtedly, "The Acquittal" stands

Windsor

emotional role of Madeline Ames.

lieved.

By George

Al

to

ard.

Charles Wellesley
Frederick Vroom

Prentice

every player

if is a pleasure to note that

"The Acquittal" measures up

in

Photoplay in Five Parts.
Author
and Director, T'ictor Hcerman: Scenario
by Sarah Mason. Cameraman, Jules Cron-

Select

jager.

Length, 4960

feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Chester
Patricia

Mrs.

Waddington
Waddington

Rutherford
Junior Rutherford
Mr. Baltman
Mrs. Flynn
Mr. Flynn
Rastus

Owen Moore
Alice Lake
Kate Lester

Victor
Snitz

Potel

Edwards

Mayme

Kelso

Frank Campeau
Douglas Carter

Chester Waddington. in love with Patricia, persuades her to consent to a secret marriage and they
quietly wedded.
But Patricia's folks have another man in view for her and a party is given to
celebrate her engagement to him.
This results in

are

the disclosure of the young couple's secret
Chester, incidentally, administers a thrashing to

and
his

would-be rival. The newly acknowledged husband
and wife thereupon begin a hunt for a home, in the
course of which they view countless apartments. At
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they decide to settle down in a suburban nest
their troubles begin.
Chester, ambitious to profor his wife in something like the style to

which she has been accustomed, attempts to "clean
up" by taking an option on some land. But it
develops that his employer does not favor this real
estate deal and promptly fires Chester.
The new
lyweds have a tough row to hoe for awhile. Creditors pursue them vindictively, and just as ruin stares
them in the face the despised option suddenly registers as a valuable asset, the tide of luck changes
and all ends well.

By George

T.

Pardy

comedy drama with an intensely huGOOD
man touch which arouses sympathetic
in-

and bubbling over with clean, wholesome humor, "Modern Matrimony" registers
as a very amusing, well directed and cleverly
acted five-reeler, which ought to prove a
moneymaking attraction, especially in the
terest,

neighborhood theatres.

The

film's chief bid for popularity rests

on

while elaborating the farcical
side of things, it hits smartly at the ups and
downs of married life, depicts the perils and
tribulations attending the venturing forth in
the sea of matrimony of a young couple who
start housekeeping on the installment plan, and
shows a bit of the seamy side of romance.
the

fact

does not predominate.

The adventures

of the bride and

groom

in

their search for a suitable city abode and their
final choice of a country place, which they
take over on the "easy payment plan," are particularly funny.

tion

where the housing shortage situalooms up as something more than a joke,
cities

with its revelation of
some of the miniature apartments where there
isn't room to swing the proverbial cat, will
provoke many a sardonic grin.
this flat-hunting episode

A

wedding is first flashed on the screen and
as Chester and his wife step out of the
clergyman's domicile, right before their startled eyes there solemnly parades a coal-black
cat with a couple of kittens.
This predicts tough times ahead and the
hoodoo certainly works overtime from then on
the

of

half

concluding reel,
hard-luck downpour.
But it all comes clear in the long run and
everybody is happy.
till

last

drenching the pair

the

in a

Owen Moore is exactly the correct type for
the role of Chester Waddington, which he
plays with his usual vim and keen appreciation of comedy values.
Alice Lake is a vivacious and comely heroine, and the support is
excellent.
The title is strong in exploitation
possibilities and the picture can be billed as a
sure-fire laugh-producer, with the names of

Owen Moore and

Alice Lake prominently dis-

played.

The photography includes a number of
pretty exteriors. The interiors are well filmed
and clear and distinct lighting prevails.

'Shifting Sands'
Luxor Picture Corporation Photoplay in Five
Parts.
Directed by Fred Leroy Granville.
Photographed by Walter Blakely and
vano Balboni. Length, 5308 Feet.

S'il-

the desert.

His

sacrifice

Barbara Thayer
Dr. Willard Lindsay
Yvonne Lindsay

Lewis Willoughby

Moreau
Samuel Thayer
Leroy Lindsay, age
Leroy Lindsay, age

Richard Atwood
Gibson Gowland
Tony Melford

Peggy Hyland
Mile.

Pierre

Barbara

4
14

Valia

Douglas Webster

Thayer, daughter of a famous
painter, realized that her regard for Dr. Willard
Lindsay was more than mere friendship, she persuaded her father to take her away from London.
Glad of an opportunity to paint his beloved desert
Thayer and his daughter take a villa in Tripoli.
A few days after their arrival Barbara is amazed
to see Yvonne, Willard Lindsay's wife in Tripoli
Pierre Moreau, a former lover and
an engaging scoundrel, whose home was in the
Libyan Desert. Yvonne, infatuated with Moreau,
has left her husband, taken her little boy and joined
Moreau. Willard follows Yvonne to Tripoli where,
through the machinations of Moreau, he is attacked
'

'

'

is

in

Yvonne, endeavoring

vain.

who

persues her,

is

'Tipped Off'

On

the eve of success their camp is raided
carried off by Ahmed Hassan, a
is
Thayer and Leroy finally get in
notorious brigand.
touch with Willard, who is now at the head of a
military post and, at the head of a squadron, makes
an attack just in time to rescue Barbara from the
advances of Ahmed Hassan, who reveals himself to
R^rbara as Pierre Moreau. Moreau is killed by
Willard.
Willard returns to camp to find awaiting him not
only his beloved son, but the girl who had loved
through his trying ordeal.
for him.

and Barbara

By Douglas Grahame
r

P HE

of this interesting photo drama
naturally suggests the "sheik" type of picBut as the scenes are revealed, it beture.
comes apparent that there is little of the lurid,
super-heated fictious life of the brazen desert
about it but a great deal of real life drama.
Taking everything into account, this picture
has good entertainment value and should
please the majority of people. Therefore the
average exhibitor should have little difficulty
in showing it with a gratifying degree of suctitle

cess.

The fateful melancholy of the great sandywastes has its influences on those who live in
or near them, has been skillfully revealed by
Director Granville not merely by actual location in the deserts of Northern Africa, but by.
the ability to catch the spirit of that age long
parched land. And the camera men have more
than done their part in making "Shifting
Sands" a thing of reality.
is not a pleasant one.
beautiful London society girl finding herself
in love with a married man who is the personification of honor, begs her father to take
her away and the artist parent gladly does so.
It develops that the wife of the married man
is
accepting the attentions of an Arabian

Frankly, the story

A

charmer.

The girl and the wife meet in Africa,
much to the embarrassment of the wife
who has deserted her husband to flee with the
Arab. The feminine leads are very ably portrayed by Pegg}' Hyland as the society girl
and Mile. Yalia as the wife.

seems but inevitable that the runaway
wife is killed before she can return to her
husband, after having duly repented of her
rashness.
While the death bed scene is very
well acted and hits home cuttingly, it is rather
prolonged, and somewhat over-emphasises the
sombre tone of the picture. As there is no
intentional humor in this story, and as it is
straight drama all the way through without
an excuse for a laugh, it would be as well for
the exhibitor to round out his program with a
real good comedy.
The lugubrious theme is relieved, however,
by an interesting battle with Arab bandits in
a real desert and this is one of the most realistic scenes that have been pictured in a long
It

The acting of Richard Atwood as the
rascally Arab sheiklet and Lewis Willoughby
as the wronged husband is especially noteworthy and an important contribution to this
picture.
The wide spread interest in stories that have
a real desert setting, preferably in and about
the Sahara where there is a likelihood of
sheiks and the like figuring in the text, has not
waned, and by expressing the fact that "Shifting Sands" is a drama of the real desert, you
are making a strong bid for a successful
showing of the picture.
sombre tone this picture holds
from the start the plot has ample
suspense and "punch" and there are some
novel situations.
All considered it more than
holds its own in box office value.
Despite

the interest

its

;

Playgoers Pictures Photoplay in Five Parts.
Author, Frederick Reed, Jr., Director, William Matthews. Cameraman, Harry Fowler.
Length 4284 feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

to

accidentally

Barbara and her father after a fruitless
search for Willard returns to England with Leroy,
Willaid's son.
Ten years later Barbara and her
father receive word of Willard and set off in search

killed.

time.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

When

into

escape from Moreau

that,

This is everyday life in a sense, and as
such makes a strong appeal to the average
man or woman, although the sentimental angle

In

and injured. Thayer rescues him. Yvonne and
flee to the desert, while Willard convalescing
under Barbara's care falls in love with her.
Willard plans to divorce Yvonne when the latter, repenting of her rashness, returns with her son
to Tripoli and begs him to forego the divorce and
leave her his name for the sake of the boy.
Willard agrees, bids farewell to Barbara and goes forth

Moreau

Chong Wo
The Fox
Mildred

Noah Beery

Tom

Santschi
Arline Pretty

Garson

Anthony Moore
Sidney Matthews

Harold
Stuart

Garson

Rita

Pug Murphy
Chuck

Thomas O'Brien

Maid

Chinese

Bessie

Morrison
Sergeant

Si

Chong Wo's Major Domo
Stage

Wong

James Alamo
Jimmy Truax

Baldy Bates
Detective

Miller

Holmes
Gray

Zella

Director

James
Scotty

Wilcox

Wang

MacGregor

Mildred Garson, secretary and fiancee of playwright Anthony Moore, has theatrical ambitions.
When he refuses to star her in his new play, she
resolves to prove her fitness for the role, disguises
herself as a man, holds him up in his house and
annexes a pearl necklace. Just then a gang of genuine crooks enter, the butler is shot and the bandits,
believing Mildred to be one of their own
kind, carry her off to their headquarters, where a
leader known as The Fox reigns supreme.
The
Fox suspects that the girl is a. confederate of one

—

Dopey Mac, who is missing, allows
of his band
her to go, but has her shadowed. Lost in Chinatown, she finds refuge in the Buddhist Temple of
Chong Wo, an enemy to The Fox. Wong protects
Mildred, visits the haunt of the Fox and has a
terrific battle with him.
Later, he decides to send
He also notifies the police
the girl back to Moore.
appears,
and they go to arrest Mildred. Chong
with Dopey Mac in custody. The latter confesses
Mildred is safely
to tne snooting and is arrested.
restored to her lover.

Wo

By George

T.

Pardy

THERE'S

something doing all the time in
this lively story of the underworld, staged
amidst the mystic mazes of Chinatown, the
dynamic action of which includes a scrap of
truly gorgeous proportions between Noah
Whenever these
Beery and Tom Santschi.
two have squared off in the past for camera
combat the onlookers have had their fill of
fighting de luxe and it can safely be said that
their encounter in "Tipped Off" lacks nothing
of the savagery and realistic aggressiveness
which distinguished previous screen battles of
the husky pair.
The plot is frankly melodramatic, has a well
developed mystery angle in which the Oriencharacters figure with great effect and
tal
despite its manifold complications, the continuity is so skillfully preserved that there is
no difficulty in following the narrative's main
thread up to a fairly logical and satisfactory
climax.

Undoubtedly, "Tipped Off" ought to prove
a reliable box office asset in neighorhood
theatres, where audiences rejoice in pictures
brimful of exciting situations, with genlive-wire
seasoning
and
romantic
erous
suspense, quite regardless of whether the incidents are such as are likely to occur in actual

life.

Noah Beery

registers as a decidedly weird
in the role of big Chong

and compelling figure

Wo,

Chinese philosopher extraordinary and
go-as-you-please scrapper of massive and herculean ability.

Tom

Santschi is a peculiarly villainous and
personage as Dan Grogan, "The Fox."
the thugs are true badland inhabitants and the
other Chinks excellent types.
sinister

Good photography distinguishes the entire
production. The shots of the Chinese temple
are aglow with colorful atmosphere and the
winding alleys, mysterious passages, etc, lend
a darkling atmosphere to the whirl of events
which adds much to the film's lure.
The feature should be exploited as an exciting underworld melodrama, with a picturesque
background of Oriental intrigue and fast action unlimited.
Play up the fast and furious fight between Noah Beery and Tom Santschi and in
referring to the cast, lay particular stress on
the fine work of Arline Pretty in the heroine
role of one of the best roles in which that
talented and charming actress has figured on
the screen.

November
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HERE you

Western drama, "The Ridin' Kid from
Powder River."
Jacqueline Logan has started work on her

are, Mr. Showman
Just the
of information that you need to
brighten up your throwaways, passarounds and round out your program and
house organs. An alphabetical index of facts,
gossips and other items about the players that
people like to read. Hot off the wire and especially edited, each week, to suit the immediLook 'em
ate needs of the busy exhibitor.
over they'll give you the "filler" help that
vou need.

ing

!

sort

picture which will be called "Flaming
Barriers."
Brenda Lane, a former Ziegfeld Follies
beauty, has been selected for an important role
latest

M

—

Nelson McDowell, popular

character achas ben signed to play an important part
in "Angel Face Molly."
Mary Masales has gone to the Eastern
section for a well earned rest.
She will return to California via the Panama Canal.
Milborne Morante has finished his work
as chief funster in a Hercules Film Company
tor,

A
Spottiswoode Aiken who has the distinction of having died in more pictures than any
actor now facing the camera, passes out again
in "Superstition," this time by poison.

B

Mae Busch

comedy

has been signed for an impor-

Floyce Brown,

popular

comedienne,

engagement

in the

an absence of

"Wall

has

years

five

which be spent

in

Street."

Monte Blue, who
hard

this season,

has been working pretty
has been selected for one of

"The Marriage Circle."
Peter Burke has been cast as leading man
in "The Elk's Tooth."
He has appeared in a
number of important features this season.
Eddie Burns, who plays one of the featured
the leading parts in

"Superstition" declares that stage
work is an indispensable foundation for a
successful screen career.
To the average American girl French
gowns mean rare creations of costly materials.
But to Clara Bow, preparing for the role of
the little Parisian Milliner's apprentice in
"Poisoned Paradise," the four gowns being
sent her from a friend in Paris mean nothing
but working clothes of the most drab variety.
But Clara will have the satisfaction of knowing that they look the part
for they have
been worn by another working girl in a big
Parisian shop.
Constance Binney, who is starring in a
series of C. C. Burr productions, beginning
with "Three O'clock in the Morning," spent
the week-end at Hamilton, Mass., where she
participated in a thrilling fox-hunt at the
Myopia Hunt Club. Miss Binney expects to
have a number of riding scenes in her next
production and is taking advantage of every
opportunity to keep in practice.
roles

in

—

Helene

Chadwick

has

just

made an-

rhantings of a popular ditty.
Monte Clare, the eleven year old actor
was an artist's model between scenes while
making his latest picture. He says he prefers
posing before the camera.
Lew Cody has started work in his important
role in "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model."

D
William Duncan will start work soon in
another chapter play. This one will be called
"The Fast Express," a railroad story of
course.

David Dunbar has been chosen for a heavy
"The Elk's Tooth."
Reginald Denny, widely popular as the
hero of "The Leather Pushers" series, was
lead in

an

automobile accident
Denny will be laid up for
some time, and will not be able to enter the
ring for many weeks.

seriously injured
near Los Angeles.

in

of

the pictures.

Raymond McKee
his

latest

appeared

will soon start work on
picture, "Eight Bucks."
has
in a number of features this year.

He

N
Frank Norcross

READY FOR THE HIGH DIVE
This is little Miss Joan McGregor taking a rest
on the diving board before leaping into the pool.
her ambition to be a champion swimmer
It is
like her dad, Malcom McGregor, who is showing
her the way

Dorothy Dalton, who charged the Hotel
Hamilton, New York, had lost several of her
trunks containing gowns and an ermine scarf,
was awarded a verdict of $5,000 against the
hotel by the Supreme Court Justice Black.
She sued for $21,000.

E
Helen Jerome Eddy
one of the leading roles

has been selected for
in

"To The

Ladies."

F
Marion Feducha, boy screen actor, didn't
name so it has been changed by his
friends to "Don Marion" or "Don" for short.

like his

Virginia Brown Faire has just finished
her work in "The Thundergate." She is under
a long term contract with First National.

Huntley Gordon
role

of

has been selected for the
middle aged father in "Pleasure

a

Mad."

H
Donna Hale

gone to Arizona and
Mexico for the filming of exterior scenes in
"Ashes of Waste" in which she has the leadhas

Arthur Jasmine

J
has been engaged for one

of the leading roles in "The Man Who Forgave."
Mildred June has been selected for the
principal feminine role in "The Ghost City."

L
Marguerite La Mont has finished her
work as leading woman in "Stop at Nothing."
Ralph Lewis located the first United
States mail wagon ever used by a carrier in
California and used it in making scenes for

Man"

in a

feature production.

R
Mary Ruby, who

has been chosen for an
important role in "The Girl Who Dared" has
returned to the screen after an absence of several years during which she got married.
Anders Randolf, one of the most capable
of screen villains, announces that his hobby
is painting pictures.
Charles Ray has returned to the spoken
drama in a stage version of James Whitcomb

famous poem, "The Girl I loved," in
which Mr. Ray also appears as the star in a
photoplay of the same title.
Riley's

Wyndham

Standing, after a brief rest, will
start work soon on his latest picture, "The
Yellow Stigma."
Playing the leading feminine role in a production of the magnitude of "Maytime," just
completed by Preferred Pictures, is not all
fun.

says

Ethel Shannon.

in

which he has the

stellar

role.

an extent that most of her leisure
over to the task of writing

Lawrence, after a brief vacation, will soon start work on "Blackmail."
Cullen Landis will be the star in a thrillE.

part.
to such

is

given

letters.

T
Ernest Torrence, who has done some wonderful work in big productions this season has
been selected for an important role in "The

Norma Talmadge is going to perform a
screen version of "Romeo and Juliet," according to a recent announcement by Joseph M.
Schenck.

Fred Thompson, star of the Monogram
Pictures Corporation's series of six Western
Pictures, is not only the world's champion
stunt artist, but also the world's all around
champion, which title he held successfully for
three years. Thompson won the National tenevents Championship in 1910, 1911 and 1913.
In the State eliminating tournament at Princeton. N. J. in June, 1913, he set up a combination that will probably see the century out.
These are his figures 100 yards, 10 2/5 seconds. Putting 16 lb. shot. 43 feet. 8V2 inches.
High jump, 5 feet. 9 7/8 inches. Half mile
Walk. 3 minutes, 32 seconds.
:

William

For, since the

announcement that she would play the

Heritage of the Desert."

K
Ollie Kirby will have an interesting comedy relief part in "Stop at Nothing."
Theodore Kosloff is hard at work in his
important role in "Every Day Love."
Gene Klum has been engaged to play the
part of a gangster in "Valley of the Wolf."

"Mail

P
Victor Potel has sent word to his Hollywood friends that he is on an extended automobile tour of lower California, and will return soon to assume the chief comedy role

Miss Shannon's mail has increased

ing feminine role.

his

has been engaged for an
important character role in "Gentle Julia."
Eva Novak has been selected for an important feminine role in "Let's Go."

S

G

C
nouncement that she has taken a strong dislike
to tropical fruit, due to the million or more

unnamed.

a young society womChicago, playing in "Superstition"
wears her grand-mother's wedding gown in

an,

"Man

from Brodney's."
Warner Baxter has been signed for an important male lead in "The Marriage Circle."
Buck Black, juvenile actor, has finished
his part in "Big Dan" and is taking a rest before starting work on another picture.
Yale Boss has returned to the screen after

as yet

Martha Marshall,

tant feminine role in the forthcoming "Nellie,
the Beautiful Cloak Model."
finished four weeks'

"The Idea Man."

in
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The 'Biq Little Feature
'The Taming of the Shrewd'
2

Excellent

reel

— R.

C.

comedy-drama

Round Five

of the second "FightThis
ing Blood" series and is one of the most interesting of that merry group. The ex-champion in this one gets mixed up with the
movies while preparing for a fight, which is
going to make him a step nearer regaining
the fistic crown. Pretty girls run in and out
of the picture, a very clever dog actor helps
considerably with the action, and the fight
scenes are very convincing and realistic. This
appeal
is the sort of short that has a general
and will fill in well on most any kind of a
is

'

_

program.

It's

good bet

a

to

book

ulations of a well

meaning but ambitious male
to get ahead, and decides

stage a fashion show.
Then one thing
after another goes wrong, and all at the modiste's expense.
good deal of the action is
produced by frequent and brisk exchanges of
kicks, knock downs, and the breaking of furniture over people's heads.
Then, of course
there is the inevitable comedy chase, and that
sort of thing.
But, all considered this is
rather good entertainment and it has no objectionable features. This subject is well worth
a booking, and will fill the bill satisfactorily

A

almost everywhere.

'Go West'— Pathe

As may

be judged

the

title,

"the

animal

comedy

1

—

Go West
liable

—

are monkeys and other animals, and as they are exceptionally well trained a lot of
good fun is afforded.
You

is,

can't

full reels of the history making match race for a
5100,000 purse between America's best three-year-old and
the English Derby winner. Full
of action and color, and a subject that will be a contribution
to any program.
Be sure to

the policeman

from the jail and just as the
superior is about to attack his
sister, he kills the Mounted
Police official. This makes it
bad for the hero, but everything is straightened out by
is
foot
last
the time the
flashed on the screen. There's
nothing new about this one,
but it has the power to hold
the interest and for that reason is well worth a booking.

book

This two reeler

2

reels

is filled

with

Three

is
it.

My

Guest'

—Universal
1

reel

slapstick

What

fun there is in this one reeler is afforded by the adventure of a young bachelor,
wearied of restaurant cookery, decides to accept invitation to dine at the homes of married
Matrimony is here pictured as one
friends.
storm and strife after another, and as the
inviters are too busy settling disputes, the hero
has to go without his dinner at each home. A
lot of smashing of crockery on the seeming
heads of the houses in this, but there are
nevertheless a few chuckles thanks largely to
This
the clever acting of Neely Edwards.
may prove of service in filling out a program.

—

can't
this

Universal
'Fashion Follies'
Amusing burlesque
2 ree's
There's a lot of comedy of the slapstick
order in this subject which is a good burlesque of bathing girl "fashion shows."
Quite
a number of beach scenes too, but not too
many. The story concerns the trials and trib-

A
When
the

WHACK FOR EVERYBODY

ment,

boy of the neighborhood clips
and the "Bully" each get a
of the comedy scenes in "Three
a two-reeler that is enacted by children
and animals

the mischievous

"Slim"
This is one

elastic,

whack.
Cheers,"

should have a place on your program.
It is a clever burlesque of Western drama
with monkeys and other animals as actors, and
some very clever effects are made. The animal players are exceptionally well trained and
afford a full quota of real laughs.
All the
elements of the old reliable brand of drama
of the "great open spaces" are burlesqued, and
there isn't a dull foot in the entire length of
son

it

this reel.

'Discontent'
Interestin;.

1

— Educational
1

reel

scenic

While the story of this is the slightest
imaginable, and a tragedy at that, there are
some exceptionally good shots of the rivers,
lakes and mountains of the Western country.
The plct concerns a young married man, a
fishery superintendent who loves the life and
his city loving wife who doesn't.
The wife
finally yielding to the lure of the city deserts
her husband, and the man, heartbroken takes
to wandering by the banks of the streams and
the lakes that he loves.
The sole claim to
distinction that this one has is that it is an
interesting scenic.
It
is
one of Robert C.
Bruce's Wilderness Tales.

there

— Educational

has a very slight
story, concerning a city loving
wife in the great out of doors,
dissatisfied with her environare some excellent shots of

Western lake and
subject

go wrong by
two reeler of

fun.

Discontent

—While

bill.

'Be

You

wholesome

else, there's

amusing

is

a strong animal interest in

booking

At that it is amusing
a film of this sort.
enough, and can fit in satisfactorily on almost

Fairly

— Educa-

a
natural
comedy that is sure to please
the children as most of the
actors are juveniles and there

mistaken
identity galore, thrills, escapes from death
and desolation, the usual automobile chases,
and in fact all the ingredients that go to make

any

Cheers'

—This

the old reliable slapstick, but
with this time a society hynoEverybody gets
tist lending a little variety.

mixed up with everybody

this special.

tional

— Educational

Fairly amusing slapstick

this one.

Zev and Papyrus— Pathe

does his duty, thereby losing,
girl's
the
for the moment,
The prisoner escapes
love.

'High Life'

go wrong with

— Two

man.

young

the

—

in

Policemen, one a superior and

it

—

Pathe Is very clever animal
one reel, burlesqueing the old rebrand of Western drama. The players

comedy

the other a subordinate, are in
iove with the same girl. The
head,
hot
lady's brother, a
kills a man in a quarrel, and
the superior gives the subordinate the unpleasant task of

arresting
Hard as

a

Fashion Follies Universal This is an
amusing burlesque of bathing girl "fashion
shows," and the action, slapstick for the most
part, concerns a male modiste who tries to get
ahead by staging such an event. This one is
well worth booking.

reel

This is one that will please all the children
and quite a number of adults that for that rea-

is

out a program.

Two Mounted

one.

this

from

reels

good

—Universal—This

Guest

fairly entertaining reel of slapstick, concerning the experience of a young bachelor who
tries to dine at the homes of his married
friends.
It may prove of service in filling

the job again

Mounted" are on
in

2

western

good

Fairlv

Very

My

Be

to

this one.

'The Code of the Mounted'—Universal

Short and Sweet

who wants

modiste

this

river scenery,

making

the

an interesting scenic.

—

Wages

—

of Cinema R. C. There's plenty
heart interest and comedy in this
which is of the second "Fighting Blood"
series.
The action concerns a bout that is
staged as part of a motion picture and affords
a lot of good entertainment. It's sure to please
everybody.
of

action,

—

The Code of the Mounted Universal—%
There is a moderately interesting drama of
the Canadian Northwest and the Mounted
Police.
Almost all the old stuff is in this
one. but even at that it holds the spectator's
interest.
It will help to round out the average

program.

—

High Flyers Has to do with the adventures of Paul Terry's trick animals in a
coast-to-coast flying contest.
A lot of -r^cod
fun in this one and some very novel tricks
of photography.
You can't go wrong with
this one.

—

—

Taxi Please Grand Asher.
number of good laughs are

Thrills and

to be found
concerns the adventures of a
comedy taxi driver who wins out after the
usual comedy adventures.
Good enough for
any program, and very well worth booking.

quite a

in this one.

It

!

November

3,

1923

'Three Cheers'
Good
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—Educational
2 reels

This is a subject that is bound to please the
kiddies as it is acted by and entirely concerns
youngsters.
The comedy, while not hilarious
or slapstick is quite natural.
Not a scene or
incident is forced, and the story runs along
as quietly as a well ordered back yard entertainment. There's an animal interest which is
provided by a dog, a cat, a monkey, a horse
and a skunk. The dog is very clever and
affords a lot of good laughs. The child players do their parts very well and make the picture really entertaining. "Three Cheers" is a
subject that will please almost everybody and
can fit in on almost any kind of a program.
You can't go wrong by booking it.

'Wages of Cinema'

— R.

C.

Good fistic drama
2 reels
This is one of the second "Fighting Blood"
series, and is filled with action and not a few
chuckles.
Those concerned are induced to
make a motion picture in order to coax the
scornful champion whom the hero is desirous
of meeting, into an encounter in the squared
ring.
The plan works, the champ is given a
bad beating, and everybody except the losers,
are happy.
This is entertaining and safe
enough for almost any program. There is
nothing objectionable about it, and considerable in its favor.
You can't make a mistake
if

you book

of the troop who has been overcome
by the product of some moonshiners he has
officer

comedy

juvenile

this one.

out to capture.
Peggy vows to bring
her man.
She trails the moonshiners to
their lair, only to be captured, but she escapes
by a clever ruse. She returns, however, and
captures the entire band, and marches them
to headquarters, and all ends well.
There
are a lot of real laughs in this and some very
clever acting.
This is a short subject that
will go well anywhere and you can't possibly
set

in

go wrong by booking

'Any Old Port'
Very

clever

reel

1

short subject that

gen-

is

uine entertainment, with something in it that
will please everybody, old and young. It's the
sort of short that will be a bright spot on any
program and it is instructive as well as entertaining.
In this one reeler, there are numerous interesting shots of strange places and
strange people in widely separated parts of
the world.
The Surf Kings, breakers false
alarms of shadows
the nitrate desert of
Chile the life history of oysters and colored
scenes of the ruins of ancient Syracuse, Sicily
are shown.
The trick photography effects
are very amusing, and in every respect this
is a subject that you should be sure to book.
;

;

;

'Heeza Liar's Vacation'
Fairly

amusing

cartoon

the

2

reels

dog screen

camp sends the master's sweetheart
so she can vamp the young man herself.
Pal delivers a mash note intended for the girl
to the chaperone, but snatches it back and
puts it into the proper hands. Then Pal saves
girls'

away

his

master from an irate

sailor,

but by this time

the ship has sailed and they both have a rough
time of it. But in the end, with the help of
Pal, everything turns out as one would expect.
Thanks to the cleverness of Pal and his
master this two reel is full of entertainment
and is bound to amuse almost everybody, so
why hesitate to book it?

'Pathe Review No. 41'

scenic

Here you have a

—Universal

comedy

actor, helps Roscoe
Karns put over a lot of real comedy in this
diverting subject.
Pal saves his master from
a beating at the hands of a man whose tent
his car has wrecked.
The chaperone of a

Pal,

'Pathe Review No. 40'
Interesting

it.

—Hodkinson

comedy

1

reel

There are a few good laughs in this latest
of the Col. Heeza Liar cartoon series.
The
trick photography is interesting and the in-

Very interesting scenic

1

reel

This subject is one that will be a contribution to any program, and the contents, photography and scenic effects will undoubtedly
please everybody in the audience.
Various
parts of the world are shown in this reel and
there are some very beautiful color scenes in
it.
The various views shown include Mombasa, British East Africa, the City of Merchants: the Spring push of the lumberjacks
in Maine; the why and wherefore of lightning the salt miners, Detroit, Mich. and the
Pyrenees Mountains, the latter scenes in color.
There's no need to hesitate about this one.

'The Indian's Lament'
Western drama

;

;

'The Limit'
Amusing

trick

—Educational

comedy

1

reel

There are some good laughs in this amusing
burlesque on small game hunting, but much
of the fun

is due to the clever mechanical arrangements and scenic effects.
The doings
concern the adventures of a pair of gullible

An

old

squaw

is

its

'Peg O'

small game have a lot of fun at the expense
lot of novel tricks
of the valiant hunters.
are introduced in this film, and trick photography is at its best here. All considered it

A

ranks high in amusement value, and will no
doubt prove to be a bright spot on any pro-

gram.

'David Garrick'

—Artclass

Excellent biographical episode

reels

reel

dramatic episode during the boyhood of
David Garrick, the great actor, is portrayed
in very interesting fashion in this one reeler.

The acting is exceptionally good and the
photography is excellent. The story is light,
but dramatic enough to hold the interest the
This is one that
entire length of the reel.
will interest family audiences and the older
boys and girls, but it won't be amiss on any
program, as there is nothing in it that is boresome or offensive and considerable to entertain.
It's worth a booking.

class

—Pathe

burlesque

2

accidentally killed

'The Knockout'

reels

—Pathe

Excellent animal comedy

This

is

The Mounted'—Universal

Excellent

'TENTION'

A

HUP

dramatic
moment in Stan Laurel's 'Frozen
Hearts," where he is made to feel that even though
he is supporting the officer, the latter is above him

1

another of the "Dippy

comedies, and

sort.

Baby Peggy comedy
2 reels
Baby Peggy wants to be a Mounted just
like her daddy who is away on a quest for a
white fox that has escaped from the dry
cleaner's.
Her first official act is to assist an

1

A

Stan Laurel, who is building quite a reputation for himself as a screen comedian, is the
chief funster of this second of Hal Roach's
new series of two-reelers. It is an evident
burlesque of "Enemies of Women" and is
very good, with a good many excuses for
genuine laughter. Stan is a poor and simple
Russian peasant whose sweetheart is abducfed
by one of the Czar's officers, and after the
usual obstacles he rescues her. The comedy
has been elaborately produced and the action
is all that could be desired for this type of
picture.
You shouldn't have any trouble in
pleasing your patrons with this one.

by a green hunter and her people suspect the
warden. The girl aids an Indian brave who
has suffered a bad fall.
The warden makes
unwelcomed advances and is beaten by the
deputy.
The Indians go on a rampage and
capture the girl and the deputy, they are rescued by trappers. The warden is killed, the
deputy marries the girl, and all is o. k. for
the time being. This is very good entertain-

ment of

WILL?'

two-reeler

latest

'Frozen Hearts'

This story has to do with the experiences of
a game warden and his deputy who both love
a beautiful girl.
Angered by his chief's
cruelty to some poaching Indians, the deputy
resigns.

IT,

and eager hunters who go forth to "bag"
enough game to stock the family larders for
a long time. But the birds, rabbits and other

First

—Universal
2

comedian's

:

cidents are fairly amusing.
The story, such
as it is, concerns the adventures of the Colonel who is put to work on a farm just for his
health.
The country and the Colonel don't
seem to be able to understand each other, nor
to agree on anything, and these complexes
provide the few laughs that are in this reel.
This is safe and sound and may help to round
out a program.

Interesting

'HOW ABOUT

But Will (no less a person than Will Rogers) won't
commit himself. This is one of the tense moments
and comedy scenes in "Just Passin' Through," the

reel

Doo Dad"

funny as the others
lot of diverting
comedy which is provided largely by animals
and birds, and the action has to do with the
misadventures of the inhabitants of Doo Dadville who become over interested in a prize
fight between two monkeys.
The direction is
excellent, and the action of the best. There're
laughs galore and you can't possibly go wrong
by giving this one a booking. There's not a
dull moment in "The Knockout," and all considered it's one of the best "shorts" on the
market at the present time. Don't miss it
its

in the

series.

It will

get 'em to

just as

It's

full of a

come

again.
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r^REAT

care was used
by the management
the Empire Theatre in
the creation of displays
and interior effects for, the
London showing of the
Cosmopolitan Production,
"Little Old New York."
To the left is an example of one of the very
artistic
stage
settings,
which indicate clearly the
attention which has been
paid to the detail.
The
star, Marion Davies, has
of

been

played

up very

ef-

both in the lobby
displays and in the large
figure cut-out placed at
the front of the theatre

fectively,

N order to reach as
an audience of
large
passers-by as possible, and
to create a display which
would attract people from
the next block, a large
cut-out was made of Marion Davies, and placed at
the front of the Empire

T

*

Theatre

THE
nates

chief charm of the above setting lies in the extreme simplicity with which it has been treated.
The large spread fan entirely domiBy a skilful draping of both the heavy front
the stage, and so excellently is it painted that it seems to be of cobweb texture.
To the right above are shown the girl ushers grouped about a
curtains and the silken back drops, a dignified background is created.
Especially pretty girls were chosen by the management for this particular
large photograph of Marion Davies, used as a lobby display.
feature and a very effective atmosphere was created

'Little

Old

New

York' Makes London Take Notice

The Empire Theatre Gives an

'English Touch' to

its

Exterior and Interior Displays

—

—
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Exploitation

Ideas

T

WO
of

inhabitants

Old

lowne

present visiting

Salem
are

at

New York

Dressed in the garb
City.
of the seventeenth^ century

— the

man in doublet and
the woman in cape and
hood- -they may be seen promenading in the vicinity of the
Their extheatre district.
stern; eviare
j^jjjj^ pressions
are
passing
dently
the}judgment on the frivolity of our modern city.
The real purpose of their
visit, however, is indicated by an inscription on the suitcase which the
man carries. It tells the public that
Puritan Passions is now playing at the
Cameo Theatre.
hose,

yette was negatived by the merchant, however, on the unusual ground J;hat this might
end his participation in the campaign on
the first day.
In consequence all the cou-

by entrants were deposited
Those conforming to
in
a ballot box.
Miss Lafayette's size were separated after
three days and fifty were selected from this
->pojs jo Jind pajisap aqi joi jaquinu

pons turned

in

ings.

prestige

pointers

from

exploiteers

on-the-job

for

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

The management

of the Rex Theatre
Olympia, Washington made a big
tie-up
with the Washington State
Highway Safety Club, on The Drivin'

at

ADVERTISING ADVERTISING!

the Mae
goods.

Murray

indorsement

of

their

Manager A. J. Phillips, of the Arcade
Theatre, Canning, Me., decided it would be
easy to get money with Money, Money,
Money.
He procured bundles of stage
money and used them in the following
handbills, theatre slides, window displays, posters and teaser.
One side of
I
the money was blank and he had this
printed
appropriately
according
to
whether the imitation lucre was to be
used for advance teaser work or as current
advertising
copy.
Then he
thought of as many synonyms as he
could muster up for the word money.
He got: mazuma, dough, lucre, jack,
spondulix,
long-green,
coin,
kale,
wherewithal, wad, roll.
And he offered a pass to any one who could
augment this list of single word or

way;

hyphenated synonyms.

Lad}' taking bath nearly asphyxiated by

Fool.

leaking gas, "but," says newspaper clipping,

A violin solo competition was the
method by which The Queen Square

from

"she was

Theatre,

The club showed stills made
actual photographs of wrecks
that resulted from careless driving.
Dodgers were distributed telling the
public to "see what happens to a
"Drivin Fool' at the Rex Theatre
then join the Washington State Highway Safety Club." The organization
also ro-operated in other advertising.

saved by the watchfulness of the

Such watchfulness should not go unre-

Which reminds

warded.

Why

us

their peep eye

on your copy

?

Offer a few prizes of ducats to the boy or

For the showing

of Six

Days

at the

Lyric Iheatre in Butler, Pa., Manager
John A. Graham, got an unusual merchant tie-up in exploiting the picture.
Several window displays were arranged, in several of which it was announced that each day during the
showing of Six Days, tnere would be
a special article displayed in the window at a special price and that with
each sale of this article on that day, a
ticket to Six Days at the Lyric Theatre would be given free.

the

collecting

girl

largest

number of your

—say

The

for the 'ads'

testants

list

degree of interest

of ob-

is

bound

to attract

You might

grown-up

atten-

even go so far as to offer a

special incentive to the kids or

Instead of using the traditional three
foot candle it created its own eternal
flame in one of the lobby windows.
Chemicals supplied an everlasting fire,
the electric light bulbs in red above, outlining the title of the picture, and completing the tie-up.

Earl Payne, manager of the Kentucky
Theatre. Louisville, Ky., exploited The
Bright Shawl by playing upon the popular
fancy that the amateur public can write
better picture stories than trained scenar-

word

mis-spelled

Try
to

it.

vou

to

in

your advertising copy.

Send whatever the idea is worth
the aforesaid elevator man.

The contest was sponsored by the Louisville Times which each day gave the lower
right hand corner of its front page for
the lead of the story.

Because the merchant objected to a campaign that mieht end his co-operation the
first day, the Trilby campaign for the Capitol Theatre. Winnipeg, Canada, was given
a three day run.
One of the angles was
the familiar Real Silk Hosierv tie-up arranged on a continental basis by the New
York office. The suggestion that fifty pair
of stockings be given to the first 50 women
who had the same size as Andree Lafa-

logue.

The seven feminine

—

ists.

An

John.

This will be splendid exploitation as a
special cover has been created.
In addition, special verses have been written
to fit the picture so that exhibitors can
use the number as an appropriate pro-

grown-ups or

Manager Daffin of the Tallahassee, Fla.,
theatre bearing his name went his competitors one better in exploiting Circus
Days. He used the tent pole and awning
in front of his theatre, the street ballyhoo
and the usual circus freaks but instead
of calling it simply Circus Days he advertised the street parade as "Daffin's Circus."
It built up future patronage for the house.

in St.

fected

both by giving more ducats for locating a

The Strand Theatre, Cape Breton,
X. B., Canada, evolved a new exploitation campaign on The Eternal Flame.

over

Another song tie-up has been afby the Warner Brothers in
which the Irving Berlin song, "That
Old Gang of Mine," will be used as a
musical theme for The Country Kid.

made by youthful con-

your messages of showmanship.

tion to

put

the competition that aroused a novel

new

servers and create watchfulness because the

demand

B.,

in
the program between the
two showings each night in enacting

thirty days.

collector will start a

N.

filled

advertisements within some given period of
time

John,

violin teachers who urged their pupils
Instruments were obtained
to enter.
free of charge by the theatre, in return
for advertising mention, from a furniture establishment and a musical comedy supply house. About a dozen boys
and girls under seventeen years of age

:

not teach your advertising readers

you appreciate

St.

Mighty Lak' a Rose.
The publicity
given the event was an incentive for

elevator man."

figures in allur-

ing poses and cestumes. which are used
in the 1-sheet poster for Slave of Desire,
were used by the staff artist of
Ascher's Merrill Theatre in Milwaukee as
a basis for a big lobby painting used over
the
entrance to the orchestra of the
theatre.

Goddess Turbans in Broadway
were used in the exploitation
campaign for The Green Goddess at the
Green

hat

stores

Capitol Theatre, New
Corporation
Pictures

York.
Distinctive
suggested to the

campaign on The French
Doll that resulted in over ten columns of
free space was put over by The RobbinsEckel theatre in Syracuse. The campaign
was inaugurated by an illustrated announcement from Mae Murray stating that she
would write a series of talks with a

Nemo Hat Company, national manufacturers of popular priced hats, that the turbans used by George Arliss in the photoplay be used as the basis for a new line
of hats for girls and young women.

The first of these
Monday previous to the

A highly successful campaign was effected
recently by the Colonial Theatre in New-

showing of the picture the following week.
a daily two column special

port, Rhode Island, on Mothers-in-Law.
letter contest was inaugurated through
the Newport Herald for the best hundred

unusual

ficticious
articles

interviewer.

appeared

Then followed

On

Saturday the article took on
a commercial aspect and led up to the full
page ad in -the paper, which was paid for
by co-operating merchants who received
story.

A

word communication from its readers. on
"Should a Mother-in-Law Receive as Much
Consideration as a Mother?"
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EXPLOITATION IDEAS IN BRIEF FOR CURRENT RELEASES
Keen and Rogers, manaMESSRS.
gers of the Colonial Theatre, Brockton, Mass, taking their cue
posters prepared for
futuristic

from the
Enemies

of Women, decorated the lobby of their
theatre in futuristic style when that picture
was shown. The cut-outs from the paper
and special painted cards were used and
large banner
attracted much attention.
was stretched across the street in front of
the theatre and 24-sheets were mounted
on both sides of an auto truck as a street
ballyhoo and the town was thoroughly
covered by small hand bills and heralds.

A

Manager John

admitted to the balcony. Admission to the
newsies was allowed by the wearing of a
button distributed ten days in advance, and
which were to be worn by them in the
interim, bearing the inscription "We are

—

Enemies of Women Garrick."
Three dozen French dolls, costing $2
each, were obtained and placed in prominent windows in both Minneapolis and St.
Paul.
The dolls were given away to the

the

patrons of the stores who made the closest
guess as to the weight of the doll; second

Women

prize tickets to Enemies of
was
offered at each store carrying the display.

Top-

Abdallah
LeavenTheatre
in
worth, Kansas, used one
of the Goldwyn Cosmopolitan yellow sheet
exploitation supplement
per

the

of

ideas

Those

to figure on. Prizes of
see "Three
tickets to
Wise Fools" were of-

Schade
dusky,

who

to

de-

Theatre.
SanOhio.
It cost

two
Schade
American gold.

hundred cards
were asked for.
Floyd Morrow, manager of the Regent TheaWashington, Pa.,
tre,
obtained effective mer-

less

expensive

print

was
which

dollars,
It

was

than to

which
handbills
the
purpose for

Schade

them. The

when he

difficulty

used
con-

sisted in getting them
over.
It required a full
sized trunk to transport

Days.
leading

merchants in his town
agreed to put on special
sales of different articles for six days with
appropriate displays in their windows tyspecial price
ing up with the picture.
was made on one article for each day of
the week and a ticket given to the showing

A

to

hay according

million Gerfeatured the
exploitation of Money,
Money, Money at the

several

film

of stuffed
calves also
overfrom.
new
of
the

Twenty

the correct
for
This stunt
solutions.
proved especially valuable in Leavenworth as

of the

bi-

made
The

man marks

fered

Six
the

and abnormal

paign a group of local
gymnastic artists were
give
a
to
engaged
tumbling exhibition at
the regular evening performances while "Gymnasium Jim" was on the
program.

which were taken home

of

Canada on Gymnasium

ballyhoo artist was engaged for
He was clad in immacustreet walking.
He
late, wollen union suit of flesh color.
paced the boulevards with the caption announcing that he was Gymnasium Jim.
In
His garb alone attracted attention.
attention to the almost
tights
he
censorable
had an enormous
induced by an
chest,
inflated rubber bag in-

clared this athlete had
the largest ankle they
had ever seen. In connection with this cam-

interested in
the puzzle went inside
and got smaller cards,

Several

B.,

A

bystanders

who were

showed

John N.

in

mown

place in the window a
large card 40x60 inches,
reproducing on it the
that
numbers
block
must be added together
in such a way as to

tie-ups

double-page

a

feeding

He

chant

St.

Gym.

of

suffered

at his thea-

total twenty-one.

form

advertisement

ceps
straw.

arranged with
the corner drug store,
to
theatre
the
near
tre.

in

operative

side

Three

explain

to

Wise Fools

the

cothe same of
edition of a leading local paper.
Further proof that eastern Canada is
the home for the exploitation of short
comedies was again demonstrated in the
campaign conducted by the Opera House,
side

purchasers of the articles.
in together on a

The merchants went

special herald, advertising the tie-up.
For the showing of Six Days, at Miller's Theatre in Los Angeles, a tie-up of

an unusual character was obtained. This
was a photographic contest with the Sun
Drug Company which operates a chain of
The prizes were:
stores in Los Angeles.
first, a pastel painting, 28x42 inches, valued
at $600, executed by Hubbard G. Robinson, well-known Los Angeles artist; second, an oil painting, same size, valued at
$400, also painted by Mr. Robinson; third,
a charcoal drawing, the same size, valued
The
at $200, drawn by Mr. Robinson.
winners of these three prizes were given
their choice of having the portrait painted
of themselves or of a member of their
families.

special screening of Enemies of Wofor the heads of women's clubs and
officials of Minneapolis and St. Paul was
used by Frank Woolen, publicity agent for

A

men

the Garrick Theatre in Minneapolis and in
St. Paul to exploit the showing of that film
At this special screenin the two theatres.
ing the newsboys of the Twin Cities were

A TOY LOBBY DISPLAY
made with a few toys and cutout attracted a lot of attention, not only of the
kiddies but of adults, during the showing of "Circus
Days" at the Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.

This lobby display

An unusual stunt was utilized by the
California Theatre, Los Angeles, in informing the residents of that town of the coming of Marion Davies, in Little Old New
York.
Managing Director Fred Miller
obtained permission from the Clune Interests in Los Angeles to build what is
claimed to be the largest billboard ever
made. He took three 28-sheet boards and
made them into one, producing an 84-sheet
stand, which reached half-way between
Broadway and Spring

St.

on Ninth.

When

Sol Harris, proprietor of the
Ark.,
Rock,
Theatre,
Little
Capitol
Worry, title distinctive posbooked
sibilities for tying up local shops on an
elaborate co-operative advertising stunt.
After Sol approached the principal business concerns in town and broached the
subject of a co-operative advertising tieup that would, by virtue of the huge
space involved, redound to the advantage
of everyone concerned, he found twentyseven firms anxious to participate and
take advantage of Harold Lloyd's popuRock's picture paLittle
larity among

Why

trons.

The

result

was

a

smashing broad-

them and the express
charges cost more than the marks. Schade
paid the express company and made his
money on the advertising he got out of
it in Sandusky and nearby towns.
G. C. Sweeny has a plan designed to
win new patrons for the screen among
those classes heretofore adverse to the motion picture.
In Gillett Ark., where Mr.
Sweeny operates the Princess Theatre,
there has been organized an "Educational
Movie Club," which carries definite membership contracts and fees. The membership card entitled the holder to a reserved
seat and is issued subsequent to the signing of the club contract, which provides
that the candidate shall pay for the card
at the rate of 75 cents per four weeks for
adults and 35 cents for children.
Making the fans work for you is the idea
of S. K. Wineland. manager-director of the
Strand theatre, Seattle. Press notices gave
widespread publicity to the fact that a specially designed diamond ring would be
given to the most popular girl who visited
the Strand theatre, during the showings of
The White Rose. The ring to be on disVotes were given with
play in the foyer.
each ticket. After seeing the ring, in the
heart of a gorgeous white rose placed in
a glass case and lighted from above, who
wouldn't do a bit of plugging for the show?
This stunt, a comparatively easy one to
_

work, went over big.

—
)!!

:
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MEET ZEV AND PAPYRUS—

HIS PROFITS INCREASED

EXPLOITEERS'

BY GIVING MONEY

Live Exhibitors Use Big Race to

Apple of Troy, N. Y., Distributed
Kronen to Boost Picture

Put Over Turf Stories

pEOPLE

all over the country are
still
talking about that great International
match race for a purse of $100,000 and a
cup of gold worth $5,000 which was run

~Q

on "Don't Marry For Money."
Apple knew that money is always an intrigu-

and won by America's best, Zev and lost
by the English Derby winner, Papyrus.
Even now the newspapers are devoting

ing subject

horses.
All of which means that the public is
greatly interested in the Sport of Kings, or
as many prefer to call it, the King of
Sports.
All these things mean a big opportunity
for the enterprising exhibitor.
It's an easy
matter for the live showman to reap a harvest right now by putting on a really good
racing picture, and this sort of a ready

Broadway, and

is

the sort of a subover the United States

just

ject that people all
will want to see.

Live-wire

exhibitors in all sections of
North America are losing no time in taking advantage of the recent epoch-making
race between Zev and Papyrus and are
tying up the picture, "Little Johnny Jones"
with the big sporting event.
This is the
way to put into practice the old, old saying,
"Strike while the iron's hot."
The story upon which the screen version
has been built is almost an exact parallel
with the big international horse race, the
only difference being that the hero, Johnny
Jones and his famous horse, Yankee
Doodle, travel to England to race the English champion at Epsom Downs, instead of
the English horse coming to this country
as did Papyrus.
The tie-up, in this instance, is even more
direct, as thousands of columns of news-

paper space have been devoted to this famous racing event, along the same lines
as in "Little Johnny Jones."
In the tworeel film that was taken of the great match
race at Belmont Park, a subtitle announces,
" 'Yankee Doodle Wins.' "
As this is the name of the horse that
Little Johnny Jones rides to victory on the
famous English race course, according to
the screen story, this is a. wonderful bit of
exploitation that can be appreciated.
In all the reviews that have been written
on "Little Johnny Jones" the critics have
been unanimous in giving special commendation to the thrilling- race that has
been admirably well filmed in this picture.
?nd some of them have declared that it
is the greatest horse race ever seen on the
screen.

There are numerous other ways of exthis picture, which require little

ploiting

expense

in the

way

of effort or
street ballyhoo of a boy
costume mounted on a
horse
that
looks
like a racer, parading
up and down the principal
streets
of yourtown with a suitable

A

placard on his back,
just before and during
the showing of the picture, will be
fullv effective.

wonder-

During the showing,
the ushers or usherettes
might

be dressed in
iockey costumes, cap,
blouse and breeches for
the
ushers,
and cap,
blouse and short skirts
for the usherettes such
costumes will be effective.

money
in

jockey

—especially

the desire for

So

it.

he proceeded to follow out his idea along that
line.
Immediately upon booking the picture
he set an early date for it and opened his
campaign with a series of teaser ads, set two
inches deep, double column, and carrying no

not a little space to discussions of the
event and the relative merits of the two

made opportunity is afforded by Warner
Brothers' "Little Johnny Jones."
This picture made a big hit up and down

EN APPLE,

manager of the American
Theatre, believes in going after the good
ones, as witnessed his highly successful efforts

--

date.

The first read
"A Woman sells herself
Money! The World calls her
? A
Woman sells herself for Luxury Using a
Clergyman as a Broker, and the World calls
:

for

!

her—Clever

But

!

Is

There Really Any Dif-

Marry for Money.' "
Another read
"Are You One Of Those

ference

?

'Don't

:

POLA'S

Who

DOUBLE

Masked, and with a mysterious symbol painted on
a shapely shoulder this, young woman appeared at
a dance at the local Elks club and attracted a lot
of attention to "The Cheat," which was showing
She was proat the Howard theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
claimed a "dead ringer" for Pola Negri

Believe 'There's Nothing I Want That
Money Can't Buy?' Don't Marry for Money!"
Then followed
"She Had Six Charms
( Face
Eyes Smile Lips Figure
?
He Had Six Charms! (Six Million Dollars)
Yet Their Marriage Wasn't Happy
'Don't
Marry for Money' !"
Then he ran this warning "He Was Rich

—

:

—

—

—

—
!

:

The Week's Notably Clever

She Was Poor
He Gave Her Everything
Yet She Had Nothing
'Don't Marry for
Money.' " The last teaser gave a hint at
what was to follow
"When Rubye De
Remer Married House Peters to Please
Her Uncle, Everyone Knew It Wouldn't
!

!

WINDOW DISPLAYS
A

window

display that held the attention of
thousands of people for several days was arranged by the Metro publicity department
with Gray's Drug Store, 43rd street and
Broadway, New York, one of the busiest corners in the world. The arrangement was made
film,
to attract attention
to the concern's
"Scaramouche," and as part of their nation
wide window display exploitation campaign.
The tie-up with the picture was effected by
displays of
Slendaform, and the window
showed various samples of the product and
the connection with the picture was made by
stills

and appropriate

signs.

This

is

an ex-

ploitation tie-up that can easily be duplicated

almost anywhere in the country.
All you
need is the window of the town's biggest drug
store, some well advertised drug accessory

and the

rest

is

easy.

A

fashion show in a department store is always a sure-fire bit of publicity as it goes
without saying that ample window space is
provided as part of the exhibition. This was
done recently in Youngstown, O., during the
showing of "Potash and Perlmutter." Charles
Livingston's department store, one of the largest in the town put on the display during the
showing of the picture at the Dome theatre.

UNIFORMITY AND BALANCE
These important elements were neatly blended in
the lobby display of the Strand theatre, Altoona,
Pa., during the showing of "Penrod and Sam."
It
was made of board cut-outs, set off by hand painted
"kid" copy, the leading characters in the story being
duly emphasized.
It
made 'em stop, look, and
come in. This is the stuff that gets 'em

:

"
'Don't Marry for Money.'
Apple followed up his teaser campaign
which had aroused Troy to a speculative
frame of mind with generous space in the
papers, using press book ads entirely.
He also tied up with the largest furniture
store in town, whereby they took advantage

Last.

—

of the

to advertise the fact that "Don't
is apropos to our own suggestion that we fit our terms to suit your intitle

Marry For Money

come."

Window cards were also used in generous
quantities to keep the message fresh.
Ordinarily, Apple does not approve of
street stunts, but again the money angle was
too strong to be overlooked.
So he secured a large quantity of Austrian
Kronen and had them imprinted "YES, this
REAL money—but it can't buy happiness.
See 'Don't Marry for Money' with House
Peters, at The American."
These were distributed by a man whose only
distinctive garb was an old fashioned opera
:

is

—one

On his back
"Don't Marry For
Money
I Give It Away !"
And so he did
the imprinted Austrian Kronen.
The supposedly worthless money proved of
great value, however, as all of Troy was talking about it.
And they saved them, too, as
hat

of the accordian type.

was a banner reading

:

!

souvenirs.

Then, when the picture opened, they came
to see it.
So enthused was Mr. Apple
over the results of his exploitation that he
wired L. Lawrence Weber and Bobby North, the

down

distributors

"Don't
Marry
For
Money opens to excepbusiness.
Theatre
opened six o'clock Six
Forty S. R. O. sign. Now
tional

Ptm
wd sAl'l

^mZ'.

nine o'clock

them
more

still

The absurd
which

standing

out.
Lets
like this one."

have

extent

to

Continental

money has depreciated
affords an excellent opportunity for the exhibitor to effective exploit

any

pictures,

number

just

as

of Trov. N. Y.

ot

Apple
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Showmen
'The Huntress'
Released by First National

October

8,

1923

BRIEF:

Romantic comedy-drama of Indian life.
Featuring CollCen Moore. Directed by Lynn Reynolds.

A S

there haven't been any really good Indian
pictures produced for a long time
the basis of your exploitation of "The Huntress" should be to stress the Indian atmosphere.
Furthermore Miss Moore is one of
the best favorites of the movie fans, therefore
play up her name in all your publicity in this
picture.

An excellent ballyhoo would be to have a
good looking girl dressed as an Indian maiden
mounted on a piebald horse, or a neat pony
as you prefer, ride around town with a banner reading something like this
"Girls, Attention!" When you spot your man, don't
chase him. It doesn't pay to play "The Huntress."
See Colleen Moore in "The Huntress"
at (your theatre) and know why."
In the way of ballyhoos another good stunt
would be to have a float upon which is a re:

an Indian wigwam, with a birch bark
canoe and a man and a girl in Indian costume.
With an appropriate banner on it, have
this float paraded through the main streets of
your town, with the man and girl passing out
thro wa ways.
good arrangement can be made
with
music stores on this picture.
These merchants generally have on hand a number of
Indian songs and pieces of music which they
are always glad to see moving. Arrange with
them for a window display, which can be tied
up with the picture with stills.
This also
goes for phonograph records.
Anything in the way of Indian atmosphere
or decoration will prove a valuable asset
in selling this picture to your public.
You
can have a well set up young man garbed as
an Indian chief walk up and down in front of
your theatre, and have your usherettes dressed
up in Indian costume.
A replica of a wigwam in your lobby or on
your marquee will prove of great value in

plica of

A

attracting attention to this picture. Any other
Indian decoration for your lobby or your house
will also prove very effective in getting the
people interested in "The Huntress."
good stunt would be to get in touch with
the moving spirits in dramatic clubs or organizations of young people such as
high
school associations or college fraternities and

A

Exploitation Stunts to Help Live

Eliminate Idleness in the Box Office

after securing a list of the members send them
a brief, well worded letter emphasizing the
Indian atmosphere of the picture and stress
the theme, that of a girl who wants a man and
These elements in the
sets out to get him.
picture are sure to be of the utmost interest
to all of the younger set.
Another good commercial tie-up would be
There have been a good
with book stores.
many stories and romances written, just a
number of songs of this kind have been published, and like the music merchants, the book
store people, having quite a stock on hand will
be pleased to help exploit the picture with
window displays and showings of the books.
The connection with the film can be made with
stills.

your community, places that sell souvenirs and so forth,
The}'
don't fail to get in touch with them.
are ready made means of exploiting a picture like "The Huntress."
Hardware stores, gun shops, and women's
If there are

sport

any novelty shops

wear establishments are

in

also

good for

worthwhile connections in the way of window
displays and in their newspaper and other
kinds of advertising.

'The Green Goddess'
Released by Goidzvyn

BRIEF: — Drama

September

16,

1923

Green." This shade has been put on the
market and as it will be sold everywhere,
here is your opportunity for an excellent
connection, Mallinson & Co. have authorized a tie-up with the picture for their various dealers in all parts of the country.
A guessing contest can be arranged with
any candy store in your town by placing
a box or barrel of candy kisses in the window together with a photo of David
Powell, one of the leading players in the
picture, who is supposed to be the most
Passes can be
kissed man on the screen.
given as prizes to the person guessing
nearest

to

the

actual

number of

kisses

in

the window.

The Aoelian Company, makers of the celebrated Vocalion records, have agreed to
a national dealer tie-up with the picture,
based on one of the stills of the film in
which one character hands another a record of this make. A special w-indow display -will be sent to the Vocalion distributing centers throughout the country for exhibition during the showing of the picture
in various towns and cities.
Another excellent music store tie-up can
be arranged with a display of such records
Get the
as "On the Road to Mandalay."
Indian atmosphere by using three-sheets
of the picture and place a card in the win"Hear
dows reading something like this
'On the Road to Mandalay' and see 'The
Green Goddess' now playing at (your thea:

Oriental mysticism,
featuring
George Arliss and Alice Joyce. Directed by Sidney
Olcott.
Screen version of the celebrated stage play.
of

THIS

picture having a widespread, popuappeal is an excellent one for the
showman in almost every part of the
country to sell to his public with a miniof effort and expense.
Everybody
knows about the play, from which this picture was made, and during the two years
that it held the boards on Broadway its
fame spread to every section of the United
This publicity is a big asset, and
States.
as such noted players as George Arliss and
Alice Joyce are in the leading roles, you
have a first rate foundation for your exar

mum

ploitation campaign.

"The Green Goddess" is a veritable gold
mine of commercial tie-ups. One of the
most effective, from a general standpoint
was made during the run of the film at the
Harris theatre in New York, with H. R.
Mallinson & Co., the noted silk manufacThis firm designated one of their
turers.
latest shades of green silk as "Goddess

tre).

Electric supply stores and these sections
department stores frequently show lamps
made up as small replicas of the idol of
Buddha, with the electric lamp on top.
This affords another excellent commercial
tie-up.
The merchants can place green
globes in the lamps and have a card on the
display reading: "Green Goddess Lamps
(price) See 'The Green Goddess' now play-

of

ing, etc."

Here's another very important commerarrangement that will be a cinch to
put over: "The Green Goddess Sundae will
find favor with all confectioners and the
This sunproprietors of soda fountains.
dae is made of pistachio ice cream covered
with green mint syrup and green cherries."
Furnish each place featuring this sundae
stills or one sheets of the production.
An excellent link-up can be made with
your local grocery stores or the grocery
departments of drug and department stores.
This can be arranged with a •window display of Ceylon tea. Trim the window with
packages of tea, of various sizes, and put
in stills from the picture and a sign readIndia
ing, "Ceylon Tea
it comes from
the
land of
'The Green Goddess' now
cial

—

playing, etc."

LOTS OF

WARMTH TO

THIS

This window display of blankets, snugly surrounding a model of a boat, tieing up with the
picture, was used to attract attention to "The Eternal Struggle." during its showing in sunny
Pasadena.
Stills from the picture completed the link-up

A popular priced edition of "The Green
Goddess" has been published bv Alfred A.
Knopf Co. of New York, and this makes
it easy for you to interest book and stationery stores and book sections of other
establishments in making a window display of this book and other books dealThe picture tieing with life in India.
up can be made with stills.
This picture affords an excellent millinery store hook-up. A window of tnrbsns
shaped hats of vivid silks and called "The
Green Goddess" turban will appeal to all
women. Use stills and the photo of George
Run a ribbon from the turban
Arliss.
on Arliss' head to each turban in the window, and have a card readiner. "The latest
from
('price')

India.
.

TV>e

f^reen

<"Vir1rles«

Turban

See 'The Green Goddess' at

etc."

:
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War and the latest of Dame Fashion's
decrees could be shown to very good advantage.
This is a link-up that can very
easily be arranged as any enterprising merchant would be glad to co-operate with

"Ruth of the Range'
Released by Pathe

BRIEF:

October

— Red-blooded

14,

1923

Western serial,
with thrills, and love interest. Ruth Roland is the
star and is assisted by an able cast with Bruce Gordon, Ernest C. Warde and others.
Produced by
the Ruth Roland
Serials,
Inc.,
and directed by
Ernest C. Warde.

T>

sensational

you on

leading dancing school or one of your
local restaurants or cabarets can be used
to exploit the picture by staging a contest
of old time dances.
Prizes can be awarded
the best dancers and the people appearing
in the best period costumes.
This will
be a novelty and a wonderfully fine advertisement for the picture.

UTH ROLAND

again graces the screen
with the thrill-queen of serials, "Ruth of

the Range."

The

title

is

splendid for bally-

hoo suggesting the great outdoors, the open
plains and mountain ranges.
The production
seethes with wonderful exploitation possibilities, daredevil horseback riding, stunt thrills
and neck-risking endeavors, featured throughout the fifteen episodes.
In ballyhooing "Ruth of the Range," get
'em with you from the start make your big
splurge on the first episode, and you will
have them coming for the rest of the run.
Advertise in big space in your local newspapers a reasonable time before the opening,
and flood them with the publicity.
Avail
yourself of the trailer, and run it well in advance of your showing. You will then have
your patrons anxiously awaiting the opening
excite much
day, and will also
comment.
Make use of the slides they are valuable.
personal letter to the people should prove
a great help to you, giving the impression of
personal interest, etc. Follow the copy in the
"Ruth of the Range" press book for just such
a letter and have your printer make these
up for you, attaching your personal signature,
and hand them out at the door. Distribute
the colorful heralds as they attract the eye.
Enlist the children to boost for you by presenting them with the novelty miniature
photos, as their talk is an asset alone.
Your attention is next called to the setting
up of an attractive and impressive lobby.
Make the lobby something different and new.
The Western atmosphere is your angle and
play it up, it contains enormous possibilities.
Use the posters, stock one-sheet, production
one-sheet, three-sheet, six-sheet, artistic twenty-four sheet and illustrative banner. Mount
the stills and utilize any other ballyhoo matter
available to suit your own ideas and space.
As a novelty of exploitation, set up a large
map in the lobby emphasizing the West. Place
the map in a conspicuous spot, and from the
Rocky Mountains West, paint the territory a
vivid red. On the Eastern portion of the map
print up a copy similar to the following
"Here's where the West begins Here's where
the thrills begin Ruth Roland in Ruth of the
Range." This is original and no doubt will

There

a mighty fine moral lesson on the
in this picture, so it is
possible to make arrangements with uplift organizations, women's clubs, or even
to get a minister to preach a sermon on
this subject.
evils

;

—

—

result in gossip.
As a sort of window display tie-up, interest
also approach
all shops with the window card
these store owners with .the idea of some sort
;

of a tie-up with the miniature photos.
Starting with the opening chapter, tell your
local newspapers about the fictionization on
this serial in fifteen installments. To suit their
needs, plates or mats are available free of

charge at your local Pathe Exchange.

of

is

gambling

This picture is a delightful romance, so
can use your mail campaign effec-

you

especially among the younger set
of your town.
This is the sort of picture
that while appealing to all classes and ayes
of people, will be of especial interest to
the younger men and women.
tively,

HORSE SENSE

;

A

it.

A

All the local Spark Plugs
dusky, O., were enlisted

Law"

during

that

city.

its

showing

The

ticket

and other ponies in Sanboost "Within the
to
at the Schade theatre in
on the bridle did it

the wagon giving away the miniature photos
It is best to operate this ballyor heralds.
hoo in the business sections of the town, and
also in the vicinity of the schools, as the children are going to and from ther classes. All
this exploitation combines to make a rattling
ballyhoo for a fast-moving chapter-play that
is decidedlv different.

'Cameo Kirbv'
Released by

Fox

October

BRIEF: — Colorful drama

of

the

31, 1923

Old South, with

John Gilbert as the star. Adapted from the popular
stage play by Booth Tarkington and Karry Leon
Wilson. John Ford, director.

A

COMMERCIAL tie-up

that naturally suggests itself in the exploitation of this picture is one with jewelers and the jewelry sections of department stores.
Cameos figure
prominently in this production, so take the
utmost advantage of this fact for good window
displays that can readily be connected with the
picture by stills.
Another very effective tie-up of a com-

nature would be with modistes,
milliners and the fashion sections of department stores. This could be arranged
by window displays of fashion shows of a

mercial

comparative nature.
the

vogue

in

the

The
days

styles that

before

the

were
Civil

An excellent tie-up can be made with
cigar and sporting goods stores or any establishments that sell playing cards, dice
or poker chips.
A wonderful window display can be arranged and
up with the picture.

stills

connecting

A good ballyhoo would be to have a
coach of the type that was used in the
days before the Rebellion, filled with men
and women dressed as gallants and belles
of the colorful period, parade through the
Have a
principal streets of your town.
suitable placard on the vehicle and the
people passing out throw-aways.
Another good stunt would be to have a
young man dressed as an old time Southern gentleman, smoking a cheroot, riding
a good looking horse around town.

A

very

effective

connection

could

and the picture could be linked up with
stills of the duelling or other appropriate
scenes.
You can interest your newspaper editor
in a special article for his Sunday or magazine section on cameos, what they are
and the part that they have plaved in the
This is exhistory of the human race.
cellent human interest stuff, and you can
get all the desired data from the press
book that Fox is issuing on this picture.
_

Another
would be

good

newspaper

connection

of special stories on
duelling, or sketches of the history of your
town. This is the sort of stuff that newspaper editors like to give their readers.
a

series

This

story is a circulation builder, a business stimulator and a complete tie-up.
Get up a cowgirls roping contest. This is
something unusual, and should prove to be a
Advertise this conconsiderable attraction.
test for girls of all ages, and put it on as a
Give away
sort of a prologue to your serial.
Don't overa suitable prize to the winners.
look the opportunity to have all the local
newspaper reporters on hand for the event
and the presentation of the awards.
Make a big noise of this out-of-the-ordinary
stunt.
Dress your ushers in Western attire to
give atmosphere to the inside of the theatre.
Start a girls photo contest, tell your patrons
of this contest and mention that a prize will be
given to the girl who looks most like. Ruth
Roland. Set up a ballot box in the lobby, with
a sign stating its purpose. Arrange to have
some beauty specialists, and prominent per-

sonalities to act as judges in this contest.
Use a Western stage-coach street ballyhoo,

upon which should be placed a number of
Ruth Roland banners. Also have a man on

A CHOO-CHOO FLOAT
When the "West Bound
F. McNamara arranged

be

made with hardware or Run stores for a
splendid window display of duelling pistols,

Limited" played the Colonial theatre, Tacoma, Wash., Manager Charles
a convincing looking locomotive which was paraded about the streets
of the town.
It blocked traffic, but got 'em to the box office
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Feature Release and Review Chart
Here

combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and
release guide, interspersed with current press
comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable
guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all
the important data on each picture in concise form.
a

is

regular

the

The Exhibitors Trade Review's Full Data Guide
Monthly Releases at a Glance

of

JULY
Feature

Director

Star

Length

Distributor

^....Special Cast
Tourneur ....First "Nat'l 6,000
exceptionally worthy picture.
Phila. Public Ledger.
Children of Dust
Special Cast
Borzage
First Nat'l
5.000
Human nature and glowing with life. Birmingham News.
Children of Jazz
Special Cast
.6,000
J. Storm ....Paramount
Interesting.
Wise. News.
Good entertainment. Nor. Landmark.
Desert Driven
Harry Carey
Val Paul
F. B. O.
5,000
Harry Carey proves the man's star of screen. Milwaukee Sentinel.
Flying Dutchman
Special Cast
Carleton
.5.622
F. B. O.
Forbidden Range
Neal Hart
Not Credited .Steiner, S
5,000

Brass Bottle

—

An

—

.

—

—

—

Henaberry ...Paramount

Gentlemen O' Leisure ...Jack Holt
J.

Of Rowland &

B.

Homeward Bound

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

SHOWMAN PROMOTED TO MANAGER

Good

story of

sea.

James Power, manager

for

a

Glove theatre,

has been promoted to manager of
the Schine Theatres in Oswego.
He has already assumed his new
duties,
which consist of taking
complete charge of the Strand,
Richardson, Capitol and Orpheum
Mrs. Power
theatres in Oswego.
is still in this city, but expects to
move to Oswego shortly to settle

—Birmingham

satisfaction.

—Post.

Palms

Special Cast

Home

F.

Law

Lawless
—

D. Dalton

Fleming

Paramount

of

—
entertainment. — News.

Good

Man Between
Man's Man
McGuire

love

Special Cast
J.

W.

Portrayal of

life

it.

—
—

—Milwaukee
Fox

Finis

Kerrigan

Mounted ...Wm. Desmond

of

Rapids
Forceful

You'll

.

Nat

.First

—

— Wilkes-Barre

.

.6,275

.4,932

Film of Canada. Axtvt.
Dillon
Universal
5,000
Hillyer
Universal
8,758
Many thrilling situations during the progress of the plot. Phila. Inquirer.
Shootin' for Love
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick ....Universal ..5,160
Skid Proof
Charles Jones
S. Dunlap ...Fox
6,000
Thrills and action.
Birmingham Age-Herald.
Exciting.
Toledo Times.
Stormy Seas
VIcGowan-Holmes. McGowan ...Asso. Exhib. 5,000
Trilby
Special Cast
Young
First Nat'l 7,302
A good picture, well directed, finely acted. San Fran. Chronicle.
Powerful. Charlotte Observer.
Wierd and fantastic. Dallas Journal.
Victor
Laemmle ....Universal ...4.888
H. Rawlinson
energy.

Post.
Special Cast

Lon Chaney

Shock, The

.

.

.

—

.

—

—

—

—

.

.

.

IN THILLY'

.

l

—

.

—

.

Charley Henschel, energetic
manager of the Philadelphia Pathe
office, has been promoted to the
managership of the Eastern Disfor Pathe. and his legion of

trict

friends in the "Philly" territory are
indorsing by their congratulations
and delightful approval this official
recognition of Charley's ability and
efficient

AUGUST

Mr. Power's successor is Leon
for some time has been

to the Schine theatrical
Corporation temporarily. His con-

attached

Feature

Wm.

is

made

permanent

and he has begun his duties as
manager of the Glove theatre.

Herman Lorexce

has engaged

Arthur Fleury, a well known Buftheatre musician, to conduct
the augmented orchestra at the
Bellevue theatre Niagara Falls.
falo

E. O. Weinberg may soon take
over one of the houses operated by
Universal. according to rumors in
Buffalo.
The former manager of
the Buffalo Strand was called to
New York the other day for a
talk with the head of the "U"
theatre department.

France

J.

Sterritt,
formerly
treasurer at the Teck theatre, Buffalo, is now taking a crack at the
film exchange business.
He has
joined the F. B. O. sales forces in
Buffalo.

W. A. Cochrane reports 100%
attendance at the grand opening of
his new Brook Theatre, Meadowbrook Farm, North Bend, Washington. The town is not large, but
it is gratifying to have it act as a
unit in wishing the exhibitor and
his new venture success.
E. L. Presley has succeeded A.
L. Middleton as owner-manager of

Grand theatre in De Queen,
Ark. After a month or two of
automobile touring with his wife,
Mr. Middleton expects to re-enter
the motion picture business just
the

after the holidav season.

Length
5

..

000

—

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

—

Human Wreckage

Mrs.

A piercing photodramatic

W.

—

Reid

J.

Wray

F. B. O.

—Tele.

Brought a storm of
Cin. Post.
Should satisfy the most cynical audiences. Port. Oregonian.
Full of action from beginning to end.
Port. Telegram.
Huntress
Colleen Moore ...Reynolds ....First Nat'l .6.336
It is startling and amusing throughout.
Baltimore American.
If Winter Comes
Special Cast
Millarde
Fox
11,250
A remarkable and exceptional accomplishment in the M. P. field. Chic. News.
Does credit to the author. Salt Lake City Telegram.

—

—

—

—

A far abler piece of work than the stage
One of the finest pictures the screen has
Legally Dead
Milton Sills
A tremendous hit. Brooklyn Citizen.

—

version.

—N.

Y.

Even. Mail.

shown.— Chic.

ever

Parke

Post.

Universal

—

..5,000

—

Unusual and original. Portland Oregonian.
Remarkable theme. Tel.
Little Old
York ...Marion Davies ...Olcott
Gold.-Cos.
10,336
A picture the industry may be proud of. Baltimore News.
Never a dull moment; from beginning to end it grips. San Francisco Exam.
A cracking good love story clean wholesome sentiment. Baltimore News.
One of the biggest pictures the world has seen. Balto. Amer.

New

—

—

Love Brand
Fiery tale,

one of

best.

Man Who Won, The
Miracle Baby,

.

The

——

—

Stewart
—Roy
Boston Post.

.

.Dustin

Paton

Universal

Fox

Harry Carey
Hoot Gibson

F.

..5,000
5,000

B.

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

One

of

greatest

of year.

Dallas

Dispatch.

direction
recently
stretch as

swept down the home
Pearson Pennant Race
and secured some handsome awards
for their efforts.

Charley

is

one of the best

Lavish.

—Journal.

known

and most universally liked managers in the Philadelphia territory,
where he has labored over a term
of years, first in the employ of
Fc-mous Players, later for Hodkinson, and since February of 1920 for
Fsthe.
His large number of exhibitor
and film friends are extending
well-merited felicitations for this
fresh step toward success.

A. P. Archer, manager of the
office of Educational
Film Exchanges. Inc.. suffered the
loss of his mother, who died in
Mr. Archer
Denver, last week.

New Haven

attended the funeral.

The directors of the Academy of
have
Ya.,
Music. Lynchburg.
agreed to lease the playhouse to
C. M. Casey beginning July 1,
1924, for a period of five years
with the privilege of renewal, the
contract to call for the maintenance of a high class program of
theatrical productions,

Farnum

O. ..5,624
Out of Luck
....Sedgwick ....Universal ..6.000
Spontaneously funny. Seattle Times.
Trifle far-fetched.
Toledo Blade.
Purple Highway, The ...Kennedy-Blue ....Kolker
Paramount .6.574
Provides an enjoyable picture. Balto. News.
Salomy Jane
Logan-Flynn
Melford
Paramount .6,270
Screen entertainment of good average quality. San. Fran. Bulletin.
Type of movie that will probably go on forever. N. Y. Telegraph.
Scarlet Lily, The
K. McDonald
Shertzinger ..First Nat'l 16.000
Second Hand Love
Chas. Jones
Fox
5,000
A touching little rural drama. Baltimore Sun.
Shadows of North
Wm. Desmond
Universal
..5,000
Soft Boiled
Tom Mix
BIystone
Fox
7,054
Its humor is clever and its plot is well worked out.
Chicago Post.
The picture is rather below the Mixian standard. Chicogo Journal.
Spoilers, The
Special Cast
Hillyer
Goldwyn ...8,928
Every scene is a big scene. Syracuse Telegram.

—

office

...7,415

film that sets the nerves a-tingling. Syra.
applause when last reet had been unwound.

—

William

7}wtriDUtor

...Fox

—

,

now

Director

Russell

Vlta e
Special Cast
Forman
Preferred ...6] 126
/°,
Full of, thrills
and plenty of comedy. San Francisco Bulletin.
You won't be sorry for seeing this picture—it's good entertainment.— N. Y. News
Contains all the elements that appeal strongly to the M. P. fan. Roch. Jour.
Circus Days
Jackie Coogan
Cline
First Nat'l .5.163
The greatest Coogan picture. Los Angeles Record.
Cast is well chosen and lends excellent support te lead. San. Fran. Call.
Common Law
Griffith-Tearle
Archinbaud
Selznick
...7,527
The kind of a story and movie that makes a hit with the majority. Cleve. News
Destroying Angel
Leah Baird
Asso. Exhib. 5,640
Dulcy
Con. Talmadge ..Franklin
First Nat'l .6,859
The picture is truly funny from beginning to end. Philadelphia Bulletin.
A splendid picture has been made of the stage's "Dulcy." N. Y. Times.
Fighting Blade
R. Barthelmess ..Robertson ...First Nat'l .8 729
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elson
Asso. Exhib. 5^000
Hollywood
All star cast ....Cruze
Paramount
8 197
A delicious light comedy of motion picture life. San Fran. Examiner.
ken

Philadelphia

victor in the

Star

Wind

Alias Night

service.

Under Mr. Henschel's
the

Hoag who

TAYLOR

HENSCHEL STEPS UP

Birmingham News.
Harry Morey ....Hartford
.Hodkinson
.

M.

6,000

Journal.

.

W. Beaudine

C.

News.
.

...Asso. Exhib. 6.000
F. B. O
...O. Appel ....Universal
.5.000

Special Cast
of an every day American.

Made Wife

Self

DR.

Mgr. Gordon Theatre, Columbus, O.

..5.000
.6,000

O.

B.

Drawn out but exciting at times. Port
Unusual. Birmingham News.
^nita Stewart
.Hopper
Gold-Cos.
Love Piker
Something for everyone. Amer.
Bait. M. San.
Fair entertainment.

there.

nection

Unbounded

News.

Itching

Penrod and Sam
brief period of the

-.6.000

—

—

Season's laughing sensation. Ok/a. City News.
Delightful.
Oklahoman.
Thos. Meighan ..Ralph Ince ..Paramount
5,000

CLARK

Clark,

.

and also for

high grade vaudeville and moving
pictures.

William Phillips, manager of
The Strand Theater, Newport,
Kentucky, has attracted the attention of the local press by staging
a birthday party for Mrs. Grasmich and her ninety descendants.
Mrs. Grasmich was the first person to buy a ticket to the Strand
Theatre when it was opened and
she has not missed a week since
then. Five generations of offspring
are

included in the party.

ISovvmber

3,
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Feature Release and Review Chart
(CONTINUED)
Distributor Length
Director
Star
Vic Halperin .Asso. Exhib. 5,000
Special Cast
Kansas City Star.
Will give any audience an hour's good fun.
joldwyn ....6,946
Vidor
Special Cast
Three Wise Fools
A picture that will delight anyone who sees it. Seattle Union Rec.
The cast is a big and capable one. Brooklyn Citizen.
Morn. Sun.
First rate.
Something in it for everybody.- Bait. American.
Not Credited .Playgoers ...5,000
Tipped Off
Special Cast
Rich-Percy-DaytonLeSaint
C. B. C. ..5,800
Yesterday's Wife

Feature

Tea With a Kick

—

—

—

—

—

SEPTEMBER

Mgr.

U.

MOORE

A.

H.

C.

Theatre,

Berkeley,

Cal.

Length
Director Distributor
Feature
Star
Age of Desire
Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l .5,174
Select Cast
B. C.
.5,800
Barefoot Boy
C.
Kirkland
All Star
Universal
.6.000
Blinky
Hoot Gibson
Paramount .5,960
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson ..S. Wood
Many thrills, some pathos, much comedy. Pittsburgh Press.
Satisfying flicker _drama entertainment.—Syracuse Telegram.
An interesting version nf the French play. Wash. Even. Star.
Bright Lights of Br'dway. All Star
Campbell
.Principal
.6,765
Broadway Gold
Truart
6,814
E. Hammerstein ..Dillon
A melodrama, not superior or inferior to most of them. St. L. Post.
Call of the Wild, The ..Buck
8,000
Fred Jackman Pathe
An excellent photoplay, amusing, pathetic, tragic in spots. JV. Y. News.
A superb & faithful picturization of Jack London's finest story. N. Y. Even. Tel.
Many sensational scenes. N. Y. Evening Post.
One of the finest animal dramas which has been presented. N. Y. Call.
An excellent picture. N. Y. Evening Mail.
Buck is a magnificent animal and an able actor. Bronx Home News.
Chapter in Her Life, A.. All star
Lois Wilson ..Universal
..6,330
Well cast, well acted and well directed. Chic. Exam.
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount .7,413
Clean Up, The
Universal
Parke
..5,000
H. Rawlinson
The sort of picture which ought to ^go well in small towns. N. Y. Teleg.
Covered Wagon, The ...Special Cast*
10,000
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount
The production is a big one in every way. Pitts. Chronicle Telegraph.
One of greatest in history of the film industry. Dallas News.
One of the best motion pictures ever produced. Dallas Journal.
Daytime Wives
F. B. O. ...6,051
Derelys Perdue
Eleventh Hour, The .... Mason- Jones ....Durning
Fox
Enemies of Women
.L. Barrymore
.Crosland .... Goldwyn
.10,501
As fine an example of M. P. art at its highest as we know of. Harris. Tel.

—
—

.

ACTIVE EXHIBITORS
IN

CANADA

part
Theatre,
Manitoba, has secured a long lease
on the National Theatre, Winnipeg, and he has drawn plans for
An
the rebuilding of that house.
entirely new front is to be con-

Regent

the

of

structed and the whole theatre will
be remodeled during the next six

weeks.

Nichols

P.

from

George

Nichols and extensive alterations
are being made to the theatre. W.
P. Nichols is the former owner
of the Rialto Theatre, Winnipeg.

The Capitol Theatre, Vancouver, B. C, one of the fine large
Players
houses of the Famous
Toronto,
Corporation,
was the scene of a rather serious
fire on October 18 when more than
1,000 persons were seated in the
An evening performance
house.
was in progress when flames were
discovered on the stage. The asbestos curtain was lowered and
the orchestra continued playing until
the last patron was safely in
the street.

Canadian

J. J.

in

Allen

New

of Toronto has been

York, where he was buying

pictures for Dominion Films Limited, for presentation in the several
theatres which are being organized
into a new Allen chain.

Ed Renton,

manager

of the
Lyric Theatre, Hamilton, Ontario,
has acquired the Temple Theatre,

Hamilton, which was reopened
October 15, the Majestic Theatre,
London, Ontario, and the Toledo
Ohio.
Jack
Theatre,
Toledo,
Goodwin, formerly at the Lyric,

the

is

Temple and

manager
J. J.

of

Lindsay

is

the
leader

Keith
of the Temple Orchestra.
vaudeville and pictures have been
booked into the Lyric, Hamilton.
T. Fiddes, manager of
theatres in Montreal and
Winnipeg, during the past eight
years, has become an exchange

John

several

salesman,

having

appointed

been

chief sales representative for Vita-

graph
is

in

now on

Provinces.

He
Western Canada.
a tour of the Western
v

—

—

A

lavishly

.

.

.

.

—
—

—

.

—Newark Eagle.

sumptuous production.

.

—
—

—

CINCINNATI
Standard Film

Service, Cinhas added several new
salesmen during the past week. L.

cinnati,

Walsh

Mae Murray

—

—

Metro

—N.

Lean-Daw
Tngraham ....Asso. Exhib.
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont
Warners ..
.

—

.

.

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

.

.

Kentucky,

Service.

W.

A. Kaiser Enterprises states
is better than at any
previous time in many years. All
houses seem to be well booked.

There are

not

houses closing

many

so
as

is

small
usually the

case.

Joseph Mayer has become publicity

6,053
7.500

Film Exchange, Inc., Cincinnati.
Mr. Mayer was formerly a salesman, but has done publicity work

N. Y. World.
Sure cure for any one with an ingrown grouch. N. Y. Telegraph.
Full of interesting and highly amusing scenes.
N. Y. Even. Telegram.
Gold Madness
<^uy B. Post . ...Thornby
....Principal
6.000
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn ... 9.100
Fine entertainment.
Washington News.
Gun Fighter, The
William Farnum
Fox
5.000
Hnidini
Haldane of the Sec. Serv. .Houdini
F. B. O. ..5.000
Not only insult your intelligence, but nearly bores you to death. N. Y. Tel.
Hell's Hole
Chas. Jones
Fox
5.000
First Nat'l .6.566
Her Reputation
Special Cast
J. Wray
A very interesting melodrama. Baltimore News.
Filled with spectacular episodes that are well filmed.
Port. Telgram.
A well knit dramatic yarn. Portland Journal.
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley .. Universal ..12.000
Proven one of the wonders of the theatrical season. N. Y. Even. Telegram.
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan .Paramount ..5,503
A picture that will be a moneymaker. Los Ang. Herald.
Many beautiful women in a story of new twists. Birmingham News.
Both interesting and entertaining. Los Ang. Express.
Sure to rank high among the other successful pictures.- San. Fran. Call.
Worth missing something else to see. San. Fran. Chronicle.
Allure and suspense to a high degree.
Boston Post.
Excellent.
Trav.
Lone Star Ranger
Tom Mix
Fox
6,000
Will not be likely to die of failure of box office receipts.
N. Y. Teleg.
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont ...Warner's ...8.000
Return engagement hailed as out of ordinary event. Seattle Times.
Proved as popular on return as capacity first run showing.—Star.
Marriage Maker, The
Ayres-Holt
Wm. de Mille Paramount .6.295
A picture of individuality, unique and alluringly different.— San. Fran. Call.
Something alluringly different and full of compelling situations. S. F. Jnl.
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
R. Julian
.10.000
A rare accomplishment ; a credit to Universal and to the industry. Chic. Amer.
A picture long to be remembered. Portland News.
One of the greatest love stories ever screened. Post Oregonian.
Both elaborate and dramatic. Portland Journal.
Wonderful. Oregonian.
Monna Vanna
Lee Parry
Eichberg ....Fox
8 000
Interesting as a spectacle, but not especially moving as a drama.
Chic. Post.
Certainly deserves a place in the level of good films.
JV. Y. News.
A massive spectacle gorgeously staged. N. Y. Evening Post.
Mothers-In-Law
York-Clifford-GlassGasnier
Preferred ...6,725
One of the realty worth while pictures of the season. N. Y. Even. Tel.
An enjoyable film, well directed, well acted. N. Y. Even. World.
Potash-Perlmutter
Bernard-Carr ....Badger
First Nat'l .7.000
One of most humorous productions that ever reached the screen. Pitt. Press.
A fine mixture of comedy and pathos. JV. Y. Telegraph.
Glenn Hunter ....Puttie
Puritan Passions
Hodkinson .6.600
Poetic and artistic, but a little too subtile.
N. Y. Telegraph.
Red Lights
....Special Cast
C. Badger ...Goldwyn ...6.841
A thrilling mystery melodrama.— Louisville Times.
Will satisfy the most rabid sensation seekers.
Baltimore Sun.
Fine photography and scenic effects. IV. Y. Even. Post.
Well worth the seeing. N._ Y. Even. World.
Bklyn. Times.
Mystery, thrills and suspense in abundance.

—

in

7,000

Telegraph.

Y.

travel

will

will
cover
Potts
while Harold
parts of Kentucky and Ohio. William Bugle has been appointed a
special salesman for Standard Film

—

lavish than usual.

IN

that business

Holds the interest throughout, superb photoplay. Milwaukee Journal.
A motion picture of exceptional dazzling beauty. L. A. Examiner.
Eternal Three. The
Special cast
M. Neilan ..Goldwyn ...6,845
Can hardly be called anything but fair, which is liberal. N. Y. Even. Post.
An absorbing story of a problem in which all are interested. N. Y. Telegram
Will bring a long line to box office in spite of grumblings of critics.
N. Y. Tel.
Exiles, The
Rubens-Gilbert
Goldwyn ..10,000
Fair Cheat. The
All Star
King
F. B. O. ..6,000
A fair entertainment. N. Y. Telegraph.

French Doll, The
Miss Murray is more
Going Up
Gold Diggers, The
A good picture play.

BRAILEY

SHOWMEN BUSY

—

—

.

The Royal Theatre, Vancouver, B. C„ has been acquired by

W.

—

—

L.

.

—
——

—

Maurice Triller, formerly

owner

.

O.

Mgr. Princess Theatre, Toledo, O.

director

of

the

Universal

He takes the place of
for years.
Charles Lowenberg, who was recently transferred to Detroit.
Jack Connelly, formerly

man

for the

sales-

Standard Film Ser-

vice Company, Cincinnati, has recently become affiliated with the

Progress Pictures Company in Cincinnati.

Pathe Exchange.
nati,

Cincinexcelfilms are

Inc..

states that business

is

lent and that certain
booked ahead until August,

1924.

"Our Gang" was exploited in Columbus recently by having a parade
of

"our gang," including a band.

"Our Gang"

hats were distributed

everywhere.

.

.

.

—
—

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

George Mosler has become
sociated
office.

as-

with

He

Metro's Cincinnati
will cover Ohio and In-

diana.

—

—

—

—

—

Mr. Kleix, business manager of
Metro's Cincinnati office, is in Columbus to open the first showing in
Ohio of Buster Keaton in "Three
Ages."

—

—

—

The Liberty Theatre was reopened at Oklahoma City. Oklahoma, with Super- Photo Plays and
Orchestra Music as the policy, and
the price of admission reduced to
10 and 15 cents. The Liberty theatre has heretofore been a Musical
Comedv and Stock house.
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Feature Release and Review Chart
(CONTINUED;
Feature

Distributor

Director

Star

Mary

Length

Pickford
E. Lubitsch .Unit. Artists 8,800
An entertaining picture.
N. Y. Review.
We need more pictures like "Rosita." JV. Y. Telegraph.
A beautiful picture, well acted and photographed. N. Y. Even. Post.
5,134
Metro
Rouged Lips
Viola Dana
Certainly entertaining.
Phila. Public Ledger.
Very entertaining.
Los Angeles Examiner.
Many moments of suspensive interest in this picture. San Fran. Chronicle.
Seldom has such a star cast been brought together in one picture. L. A. Rec.
Los. Ang. Express.
It is a sumptuous production.
Rupert of Hentzau
All Star
Heerman
Selznick ....9,717
Gives pretty good entertainment for the 10 reels. San Fran. News.
Silent Partner, The
Special Cast
C. Maigne ...Paramount
6.000
While the gist of the story is not original, it holds one's interest. -Balto. Sun.
Silent Command, The ..Special Cast
Fox
7,809
A straightforward melodrama. Chicago Examiner.
Moderately good entertainment. JV. Y. Even. Post.
A fine work finely done. JV. Y. News.
Six Days
Special Cast
Chas. Brabin Goldwyn ...8.010
Absorbing plot, ama2ing photography, superior cast & heart gripping story.
Rosita

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

Mgr.

J.

Casino

Newark Eagle.

McADAM
Halifax

Theatre,

.

.

—
—

—

R.

.

.

.

—

.

—

Dramatic, absorbing and colorful story. N. Y. Even. Tel.
A stormily interesting picture. N. Y. Even. Journal.
Souls in Bondage
Special Cast
Not Credited Sanford
6,000
St.
Elmo
John Gilbert
Jerome Storm. Fox
5.778
Rather good. Chicago Herald Examiner.
Strangers of Night
Special Cast
Niblo
Metro
8,079
There is sufficient activity to entertain above the average. N. Y. World.
There is "something doing" every minute. San. Fran. Examiner.
The production has charm and a certain distinction. Chicago Post.

—

EDWARDS HELMTS
Mgr. Strand Theatre, Des Moines,

la.

.

—

KANSAS SHOWMEN

WARNED
A

Three Ages

Ford
traveling in a
said to be exhibiting in
a Texas Guinan picture

man

truck

is

Kansas
and a Baby Marie Osborne come-

dy, both films having been stolen,
as well as some Pathe comedies.

Exhibitors of Kansas and Missouri
have been requested to notify the
Pathe office at Kansas City of the
whereabouts of such a man.

Metro

5.150
Buster Keaton has made a comedy that ranks with the best. N. Y. Even. Post.
About as full of action and color as any picture we have seen. N. Y. Review.
The funniest thing I ever saw. Washington News.
To the Last Man
Dix-Wilson
V. Fleming ..Paramount .7,035
7"oo much killing in this picture
it becomes gruesome.
Ind. Star.
Replete with startling episodes and thrilling action.
Wash. Herald.
The picture is well worth seeing. Chicago Post.
A gripping story. San. Fran. Journal.
A corking good melodrama. Chic. Herald Exam.
Unknown Purple
Walthall-Lake
Truart
5,000
Untameable, The
Gladys Walton
Universal
..4,776
Gooa entertainment for Walton, fans. -St. Louis Post Dispatch.
Wanters, The
Special Cast
Jno. Stahl ...First Nat'l .7,000
Where Is This West .....Tack Hoxie ...Marshall
Universal
..4,532
Worry
Harold Lloyd
Newmeyer ..Pathe
6.000
One of most entertaining comedies brought to the screen. San. Fran. Bull.
No detail that would add to its success has been neglected. Pitts. Chron. Tele.
If you're feeling bad go to see "Why Worry?"
IV. Y. Even. Sun.

—

—

—
—

—

advertising a picture when he clashimself last week as a
sified
Fool."
"Drivin'
Fortunately
there were no injuries when he
turned his car over while out in
the territory.

Frank L. Newman
man theatre, Kansas
week announced a

of the

New-

City,
this
free morning

performance for children when
Borrah Minevitch, harmonica virtuoso of New York, illustrated the
possibilities of the harmonica. Mr.
Minevitch, who will be at the Newman all of next week, was given
liberal press notice in connection
with the free performance.

—

—

.

—
—

.

—

OCTOBER
Feature

Ashes

of

Star

Vengeance

Director

Distributor

Nat'l .9,893
Deserves the undeniable success with which it has been greeted. N. Y. Rviw.
Bad Man, The
Holbrook Blinn
Edwin Carewe First Nat'l .6,600
Altho not quite as good picture as was a play, is entertaining. N. Y. Tel.
Day of Faith, The
Special cast
Tod Browning Goldwyn
Desire
All star
Lee
Metro
6,500
Drifting
Priscilla Dean ...T. Browning .Universal ...7,000
An entertaining melodrama lacking in story strength. Kansas City Star.
Priscilla Dean is great!
Chicago Herald Exam.
The picture, as a whole, is good of its kind. Chicago Post.
Eagle's Feather, The
Special Cast
Sloman
Metro
5,000
Eternal Struggle, The
Adoree-Williams- R. Barker
Metro
7.374
Renee Adoree is charming. N. Y. Tel.
Well Produced.
Chic. Trib.
A better-than-average picture, cast with expert performers. Chic. Exam.
An entertaining melodrama. Chicago Post.
Extra Girl, The
Mabel Normand ..Jones
Asso. Exhib. 7,000
Held To Answer
Special Cast
Shaw
Metro
5,000
In the Palace of the KingSpecial Cast
Emmett Flynn Goldwyn
Lights Out
R. Stonehouse
Santell
7.000
F. B.
Has a good amount of excitement & enough thrills to satisfy anybody. N.Y.Tel.
Long Live the King
Jackie Coogan. .5chertzinger
Metro
10,000
Lord of Thundergate.
Breamer-Moore ..Jos. DeGrasse First Nat'l
Love Trap, The
Washburn-Forrest T. Ince
Apollo
6,000
Meanest Man in World,. Lytell-Sweet-etc. Cline
First Nat'l .6.000
A picture everybody ought to like. N. Y. Telegraph.
Men in the Raw
Universal
..5,000
Jack Hoxie
Marshall
Ponjola
Nilsson-Kirkwood Donald Crisp First Nat'l
Ramblin' Kid, The .....Hoot Gibson
..6,000
Ed. Sedewick Universal
A pippin of a Western film, refreshing, exciting, romantic. JV. Y. News.
A good production. N. Y. Even. Sun.
Ruggles of Red Gap ....Special cast
Paramount .7,990
Cruze
Anyone with a sense of humor can find enjoyment in the picture. Cin. Post.
As pleasant a production as has ever been shown on the screen. Syracuse Tel.
Is a picture that shouldn't be missed.
IV.- Y. Even. World.
Amazingly amusing and extremely well done. JV. Y. News.
Six Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
Universal
N. Ross
5,000
Social Code, The
Viola Dana
Shaw
Metro
5,000
The picture has interesting moments. JV. Y. Telegraph.
Slave of Desire, The .
Walsh-Love-MyersGeo. D. Baker Goldwyn
Steadfast Heart, The
Courtot-Striker- .. Sheridan Hall Goldwyn ...7,012
.
Thunder Gate
Snecial Cast
DeGrasse ...First Nat'l .6.565
Fox
5,082
Times Have Changed
.Wm. Russell
Flood
Ind. Pict.
.4.595
Valley of Lost Souls, TheSuth'lnd-H'mltton Fleming
Inspiration 13.000
White Sister, The
Lillian Gish
King
Good entertainment, interesting and well worth seeing. JV. Y. Telegraph.
6,000
Metro
Clara K. Young Heffron
Wife's Romance, A
JV. Y. Tel.
Attractively produced and sufficiently well acted.
..5.000
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ...H. Blache ...Universal
IV.
Y. Telegraph.
Entertaining and holds the interest throughout.
Unit. Artists 7.500
Woman of Paris, A
E. Purviance ...Chan'in
Brooklyn
Times.
worth
seeing.
This is a picture distinctly
New York World.
It is a most interesting motion picture.
The finest piece of filmery of the year. New York News.
Rare in its natural realism and forceful in every effect. JV. Y. American.
Gloria Swanson
Paramount .7,076
Dwan
Zaza
A carefully made and splendidly cast production. A'. Y. Review.
An interesting picture and Miss Swanson's work is commendable. JV. Y. Tel.
Well directed, well edited. JV. Y. Tribune.

—
—

.

—

—

.

.

—

—
—

.

—

Omaha

Dumond, Warner Brothers
who returned to
representative,
Kansas City from Omaha last
G. H.

looking after
the Warner interests in the Nebraska metropolis.

week,

having been

.

of Kansas
City not only is delving deeper and
deeper into the exhibiting end of
the motion picture industry each
month, but his latest adventure is
proprietor of a
the
to become
downtown hotel the Hotel Bray,
which he is advertising as a "film

—

—

—

—

—

man's hotel."

Al Kahn

of the Film Classics,
Inc., Kansas City, is perhaps the
busiest exchange manager in the
Kansas Cify territory just now.
Mr. Kahn for the last month has
been able to be home about one day
of each week, the remainder of the
time having been spent in the Ne

braska and Iowa terrtiory.

—

—

.

—

.

.

.

Two

News

No. 87:
added to
menagerie

feline guardians are

White House
the
California has a bob-tailed rabbitcat-Lloyd George visits the tomb
of Abraham Lincoln-Citizens of
Allied
Constantinople rejoice as
Italy has an autoforces evacuate
mobile speedway on the top of a

—

—

President Coolidge calls
building
a conference of governors to conFlood ravishes
sider prohibition
Oklahoma City Zev beats Papyrus in big international race
Scenes of the race and the crowd
at the track.

—
—

Kinograms No. 2296 American
Legion hold convention in San
Khan
Aga
Francisco Prince
:

—

maintains a big private race track
typical Amerand racing stable
ican boy Reparations coal goes to
racers
poor Automobile
Paris
day
skid on the way to victory

—

—A

—

in the

President's

defeats

Holy Cross

— Columbus
game— Thrilling
match

Army

life

—A
—Harvard

in big football
San
discovers

parachute

—
—

airmen

Scenes of
the great international horse race
scenes of the crowd the horses
and jockeys at the barrier neck

jumps by

—

—
—Zev

and neck

pulls

—
— Zev

away

.

.

.

IN BRIEF
International

.

—

Archie Josephson

—

'.

.

in
the
conditions
territory were praised by

Length

.Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd .First

...

.

Business

—

—

—

.

NEWS REELS TOLD

—

Buster Keaton

Why

George Hinton, Hodkinson representative out in Kansas City, is
not an exploitation man, but a
salesman, and had no intentions of

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

—
—

—
—
—
.

—

—

—

—

Pathe News No. 86: Zev beats
Papyrus in great international
match for a purse of §100,000
Rebellious German states openly
defy Chancellor Streseman Turkish army makes triumphant entry
Allied
as
Constantinople
into
forces evacuate Prohibition features fifteenth annual convention
of United States Governors Most
disastrous flood in its history isoAirmen test
lates Oklahoma City
new double parachute in spectacular
leap from plane California
has longest aerial freight line in
anti-aircraft
the world English
defense brigade on guard.

—

—

—

—
—

—

Never before has any exchange
worked harder than the
O. office at Kansas City,
which ranks second in the United
States and first in the Kansas City
force
F. B.

division of the sales drive for the
cash prize of $5,000 for salesmen
and a trip to Hollywood for the

winning branch manager.

November

3.
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THE MODERN THEATRE

EXTERIOR OF THE NEW STRAND, LATEST ADDITION TO THE WILLIAM BERINSTEIN STRING OF PLAYHOUSES

Elmira's Newest Theatre Beautiful and
Fitted

Up

Into Real Metropolitan

That Are Certain

THE

Strand theatre, Elmira, N. Y.,
newest playhouse opened in
that city, September 24, is a remarkable work of art. It is different
from any other playhouse in that city
and more modern, in many respects, to
the

the

many

in this country.

Everything to make the theatre beauhas been done and neither time or
expense has been spared to gain this

tiful

objective.

The

front of the house has been the
admiration of many. With the erection
of the marquee by the bowman Construction Company and F. S. Burgess
Son & Co., it resembles a metropolitan
theatre.

The marquee, which was wired by
Turner Electric

Co.,

flasher signs

covers

the

to Please Its

to the theatre.

have been placed

Electric
at

a*:

are

displayed

to

ad-

vantage.

Attractive

The lobby

of the

Innovations

a delightful lighting

The

both

Announcing boards are also placed
either side of the marquee where
attractions

Many

Patrons

ends which display the name of the
theatre in a sun-ray effect.

the

It was built under the personal supervision of William Berinstein who is
the sole owner of this and a string of
other playhouses, including the Majestic, Strand and Lyceum, all located in
Elmira.

the

main entrance

Playhouse With

Modern

Lobby

new playhouse

is

sure to attract attention, the tile floor
and marble baseboards being the work
of Fey & Son, local tile workers. The
display frames used in the lobby were

manufactured by *Libman-Spanger Corporation of New York City, and were
designed personally by William F. Libman, being installed and built under his
personal direction.

Six large French beveled pier mirrors enhance the beauty of the lobby,
while two big chandeliers and eight
smaller ones do their part in making

fact

it

and color scheme.

ticket booth is quite unique, in

may

be said that

it

is

the only

one of its kind in the United States, it
being of special and exclusive design.

Two

ticket selling

windows are

bronze

avail-

and a
ticket machine that will handle five
different kinds of tickets at one time.
Inside the booth are draperies and it
is finished off with a marble base and
tops for the handling of tickets, making it sanitary, clean and speedy.
able

with

The

six

three

main doors

heavy oak and

grills

to the lobby are

arranged with
automatic closing devices.
A large brass stand rail will accommodate persons forming in line to the
box-office.
The largest crowds can
easily be handled by the removal of
of

glass,

posts and chains which were installed
mainly for this purpose.
The foyer is large and roomy. One
hundred and fifty persons are accommodated and the arrangements are such
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TWO OF THE MANY INNOVATIONS AT THE NEW STRAND
At

left

the

Console

the

of

large crowds are handled with
comfort and speed.
The floor is covered with a cork and
rubber composition which makes walking comfortable and noiseless.
Three
cut glass fixtures, arranged with colored bulbs, give plenty of light going
in and out of the theatre yet in no way
that

interfere with the screen.
There are two main stairways to
the right and left of the entrance which
lead to the mezzanine floor, balcony

Wurlitzer Organ and at right

the

spacious

and

well

There is absoThis is also a very

directly in the center.
lutely

no

distortion.

good stunt for any size house.
the selling of the hoodoo side

The

seats

are

leather

It

means

seats.

upholstered

w ith spring bottoms. They are large
and roomy and built for real comfort.
The balcony is built in tiers each row
of seats a step higher than the one in
front.

Comfortable Loges

.

and

loges.

The stairway ends

in

a

sloped floor which leads into a cross
aisle directly in the rear of the loges
and in front of the balcony.
The stairways and mezzanine floor
are carpeted with heavy axminster, especially designed and made for the
Strand theatre in an Oriental design of
red, blue and green, thickly padded for
comfortable walking and absolute quiet.
An innovation in this
house is the glass windbreaker, constructed by
the
Zero Valve
and

Brass Mfg. Co., which
is attached to the stand
This
rail in the foyer.
windbreaker is made of
glass
rails

bound by brass
and prevents drafts

on the backs of patrons
in the rear of the house
when the doors ar^
opened. This is valuable
in any size show house.

Not

a post obstructs
the view of the audience

and it is possible to see
from every seat in the
house.
The main floor
is

laid out in three sec-

A

special screen
affords those seated on
the sides to see the picture with the same accuracy as those seated

tions.

The

loges,

three

rows, are the ut-

comfort and are situated in
front of the balcony. There are about
one hundred seats, each an individual,
movable reed chair built by S. Karpen
& Sons of Xew York City. These
contain box spring seats and are up-

most

An

in

unusual view of the lobby, complete in every
and showing the specially constructed ticket
booth

detail,

upholstered

Loge

seats

holstered in tapestry with padded backs
and large arms. The rows are divided
by brass railings.
The mezzanine floor adds greatly tc
This is located
the theatre's beauty.
between the main floor and the balIt was tastefully decorated by
Brand & Co. of Chicago, the color
scheme comforming with the remainder

cony.

of the house.
Three beautiful crystal fixtures have
been set against the rounded ceiling,
while two large floor lamps help to
Two seats are built
light the way.
into the wall for those who desire to
make use of them.
Reed furniture, upholstered in tapestrv, has been placed about for the rest
and comfort of patrons. This is an
ideal spot to meet friends instead of in
front of the theatre, is easily accessible
from the main floor, balcony or loges

approached
is
both stairways.

and

by

To the left of the
theatre entrance is a
parlor for women patrons of the house. On
the right is the men's
room with tile floors and
marble baseboards and
large comfortable seats
for the smokers.
A YVestinghouse electrical transformer is installed for lighting and
power. It is enclosed in
a

fire-proof

vault,

the

of
service
primary
which comes through an
underground conduit to
main panel switcha
board.

It

is

controlled

br an automatic switch
and all power and light
circuhs

from

aie

distributed

this vault.

A 820,000 Wurlitzer
organ has been installed

November
to

3,

1923

furnish the music and effects.
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It

was constructed by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
The organ is complete in
every way,

having a "second touch"

arrangement which makes possible a
different tone by merely pressing harder on the pedals or keys.
This helps
the organist to bring out special effects.

The organ has 32 foot pedals, two
keyboards and 10 combination stops.
It required 14 trucks to haul the organ to the theatre and four weeks for
its

installation.

Strand Theatre patrons are sure to
enjoy the music to be furnished them
while they are viewing the photoplays.
In addition to the Wurlitzer Organ, the
management has secured a nine-piece

symphony orchestra which will render
the musical scores in connection with
the picture shown.
H. W. Minier, leader of the orchestra, is a musician of wide experience.
He studied for a year with the famous
artist, Josef Hoffman and three years
with Professor Capanelli in Turin,
For more than a season he was
Italy.
accompanist for -Mischa Elman, the
world known

violinist.

He was the musical director for Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Castle for two and
one-half years, directing the original
Vernon Castle orchestra. At the opening of the Capitol Theatre in New
York City he played the organ and was
musical director of the Metropolitan

Theatre in Brooklyn at the time that
opened.
For six years Mr.
Minier was traveling musical director
for Marcus Loew and last year was
engaged with Paisley Noon on the big
time Keith circuit.
Archie J. Parkhouse, the Strand organist, came to this country in 1914
from Devonshire, England. He was
engaged in the William Berinstein theatres in Albany for four years, returning to England in 1922. He has just
come back to this country. Mr. Parkhouse studied with prominent European
and American organ masters. He is
the graduate of a special course in theatre organ effects, which was offered
by the Wurlitzer Co.
theatre

Leon H. Lempert & Sons, originators
of the bowed floor, suspended balconies and better acoustics, are the designers of the new Strand.
They are
designers of more than 100 theatres
throughout the country.
Decorations were
A. Brand, Chicago,
U. S. S. Leviathan.
is rose, old gold and

done by Gustave
decorators of the

The

color

scheme

blue and the walls
are panelled in a tapestry effect.
The electric sign at the corner of
Market and Lake streets is the largest
It consists of a
in the city of Elmira.
mammoth arrow pointing west on
General view of the interior of the New Strand
showing the alignment of seats, beautiful decorations,
loges and balcony.
Note the absence of poles

Market

street

and contains the word,

"Strand."

The

twenty-eight feet long by
inches in width.
Each
letter is two feet six inches high.
running border around the sign contains 254 electric bulbs and the word
"Strand" 148 lamps.
The organization of this theatre is
a large one.
The members of it are
specially instructed along the lines of
courteous treatment to patrons at all
five

sign

feet

is

six

A

times.

A chief usher and six assistants have
charge of the patrons inside the theatre.
The ushers are young women especially selected and wear gray and
black uniforms. They are instructed to
learn the likes and dislikes of the patrons and at all times to show the best
seats available.

H.

W.

chestra

Minier has charge of the oreight additional musicians

of

and A. H. Parhouse is the organist.
Walter Arnwine is chief projectionist
and electrician and is in charge of the
projection room which is a large and
perfectly equipped one.
Benjamin M. Berinstein is manager
of the new theatre and is well known
both in the industry and socially.
He was born and raised in Albanv
and has had extensive experience in
the show business, having handled the
Hudson, Colonial and Palace in Albany.
In 1921, he came to Elmira.
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THEY'RE PUBLISHED!

NEW MUSIf

THE SYNCHRONIZER
(A complete movie
Let us

Composer
d'Hardelot

Because

Ward-Stephens

Christ in Flanders
Closer (L'Adoree de

Mon

Du

Coeur)

Can be

Alford

Mill by the Sea

Adams

Shore
Phantom Legions
Roses of Picardy
Smile Through Your
Tears
Some Day You Will
Miss Me

Jacobi

Strong
Dramatic

After

Pathetic
Lively

Melodic

Ward-Stephens

Wood

Dramatic
Romantic

Hamblen

Plaintive

Darewski

Pathetic

There's Silver in

Calm

Your Hair
Where the Lazy Mis-

Wright

Flows
World Is Waiting

de Freyne

sissippi

Seitz

In a Rose Garden

Chappel-Harms,

Inc.

Grande
Russe
Overture

Orchestra

INC.

N. Y. C.

Thb BIG SUMMER HIT
SAY IT WITH A UKULELE
—

HAWAIIAN MELODY

Sympathy

FOX TROT

Mother Scenes

SPECIAL OFFER— 9

Full

Including

Orchestration 25c
Late Orchestrations,

"SAY IT

Mu n ic

American
1658 B'way.

yearning,
loveDepicts
sorrow. Being flexible and
excellent
very melodious
theme for forsaken
as
sweetheart, wife or moth-

Carl

WITH A UKULELE"

NOW

$1.00— ORDER

for

Dept.

Pub.

W.

Co.
N. Y. C.

Fischer

WELDED WIRE
REELS

snow scenes,
Far-north
lurking danger, deep sorMystic
Hurried

row, or as dr.
Mysterioso (minor).
suit,

fight,

etc.

Saint-Saens

Festival

Mass meetings,
gatherings.

Spring Zephirs
Waltz Intermezzo

O. Vessella

Flowing

Joy,

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740

Rimsky-Korsakow

Lively

ploitical

Suite

Hotel

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word,
situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

Augusta Holmes
Imposing Nature scenes,
Religious
Passionate

contentedness, calmness.
Heavy Dr. Agitato (emo-

CAMERA EXCHANGE

tional)

For Dr. Climaxes
(As a whole; for

the

till

Elaborate

By

the Sea
First part till Poco
piu lente
From (4)

teriso

is

slow
a
necessary

Water

Barcarolle

Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh
Ave., New York, N. Y.

dra-

matic progressions).

Whenever
Mysterious

love,

scenes,
friendship

mys-

Motion Picture
and exchanged.

for

also

era

A. Holmes
carnivals,
Italian
or
scenes,
street

III. Festival at Sor-

Tarantella

rento

light

as

Tonight
I Don't Believe You
Say it with a Ukulele

Exchange.

Amer. Music Pub. Co.

Emma
Wm,
J.

Rennie

De

Graff

Ballad

Fox-Trot

Waltz

Witol

Leonard Ivory

Oriental

Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot

Art Conrad
Art Conrad
Art Conrad

New York

Melancholy

"Simplex" motor driven projectors

Guaranteed.
I.
Rosenfeld
Baltimore,

Comedy Scenes
Sentimental
Scenes Oriental

—

like

Md.

WANTED TO BUY
Slightly used motion picture camera and laboratory
Address Cameraman,
outfit, professional goods only.
1540 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Cheerful
Sentimental

Love Scenes

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN
has just been installed
in

TOM MOORE'S RIALTO
and

GRAND ALL'S AMBASSADOR

TRIMOUNT PRESS

Washington, D. Cr

115

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
Sixty-Five Broadway,

New York

new.

No reasonable offer refused. Eugene
& Co., Inc., 325 West Baltimore St.,

In the Nation's Capital

One

City

FOR SALE
Two

Jere

727 Seventh Ave.,

a

Londonderry Air
Heart's More
Than Your Gold Can
Buy
Edna
I Want to Be Loved
Like a Baby
Oriental Dream
You Must Come Over

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for
of your wants.
Ruby Cam-

Portable

lively

hurry

My

and

Keep us advised

rent.

Land of the Blue Sky
Symphonic Suite

York

DEPARTMENT

as

the Blue Sky

Prayer at Dawn
from (1) till (3)
from (3) till (6)

New

CLASSIFIED AD

dances,

Exhibition

Russian Dance, also
light hurry (minor)

I.

7th Are.;

Pur-

(monor)

waterfalls

Danse Lithuanienne

(6)

Request

— HARMS,

East 34th Street,

41

Marche Heroique

II.

on

Catalogue

For Sale by

Allegro Agitato

from
end

Waiting for the Sunrise
Winter Comes

Rimsky-Korsakow

Paque

(6)

Land of
Symphonic

is

CHAPPELL

Consolation

Love Scenes

or

,

ROSES OF PICARDY

Meditative
Cheerful
Sentimental
Victorious
Birth of Love

Romantic

First part till (5)
or four bars before

From

itself

— If

Picturesque Scenes
Martial
Optimistic

;

La

by

Three Latest Hits?

Battle

River Scenes

it

orchestra

the

Have You Heard Our

Emotional Love Scenes

Plaintive

Reverie

T. Acciani

with

Publisher

for

the Sunrise

you about

either

Carl Fischer
New York

The World
Romantic

Novello

On Miami

Suitability to Pictures

March

Tennent

used

Cooper Square,

Style

Flowing

Pare

Colonel Bogey
If Winter Comes
Land of Might HaveBeen

library in a nutshell)

SOLORCHESTRA ORGAN ALBUM

For Photoplays

Title

tell

ALBANY STREET

BOSTON MASS
Largest plant in
I

New England

specializing in Theatre Ticket Printing

J

!
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3,

!
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Interpretive Music for the Movies- Number Six
Playing the Dramatic Picture Gives Orchestra Leader an Opportunity

to

Demonstrate the Value of Music
fI

By JOSEPH FOX

iHE

dramatic feature picture offers
the orchestra leader who is capable
of putting something on the ball,

1hc finest chance
onstrate the value
This is especially
the producers are

in the

world

to

just lifts the veil a

of interpretive music.
true at this time, for
putting out some real
honest-to-goodness films this year. Pictures that a few years ago would have
been hailed as super-productions, are
now, I was almost going to say an
every day occurrence, but thinking better will moderate that a little by saying
that good pictures by the better pro-

MR, FOX

in

sixth

his

article

treats of the growing importance to the exhibitor of skilled
musical interpretation of his pictures. He points out that this im-

portance is growing in direct ratio
to the increased quality and incidentally the cost of the bigger and
better pictures.
He cites an instance where he stood in the lobby
of the Columbia Theatre in Port-

ducers are on every hand.
That the proper music without a
doubt does help to put a picture over
was demonstrated to us the other night
as we sat in and looked "Drifting"
are not saying anything
over.
about the merits of the picture, as that
we do
is not in our department,
intend to say something about the musi-

land, Ore., at the close of a motion
picture show and listened to the
enthusiastic comments of the pa-

We

trons on "the swell
was put over."

BUT

way

the

show

cal interpretation that picture received

cient organization,

the theatre,

Mr.

and the manager of
H. or "Mike"

M.

Newman and his associates get together
on the presentation of every picture,
with the result that the house has become noted for its wonderful music.

'THE

plot of "Drifting" lends itself
admirably to music of an Oriental
nature, and as the plush curtains gently
open, a pair og Buddhas are noticed on
each side of the stage, from which
curls the aromatic smoke of incense.
The orchestra played an Oriental
melange that prepared the audience for

type of picture that followed.
While' the introductory captions were
screened the orchestra was very much
Then the play began; the
to the fore.
spotlights, having done their part in
creating atmosphere, were turned off,
and the orchestra took second place.
Now this sort of musical interpretation is the last word in picture accomstood on the outside
paniment.
when the crowd surged out, and listened to the people talk. If we heard
one comment on the music, we heard
fifty.
The "wonderful music," and the
"swell way the show was put over"
about sums up the opinions of the satAnd yet there are some
isfied patrons.
who will scoff at the idea of music
being a great factor in successful picthe

We

ture showmanship.
even in the "sticks" they try to
know this,
interpret the pictures
for the very good reason that our worktakes us into many and divers small

Why

!

We

We

have seen pictures accompanied by almost every conceivable
combination of instruments, but here
is one combination that is hard to beat
three saxaphones and a piano all
playing
OF TUNE, and all mak-

places.

—

OUT

ing their

own TEMPO.

^E

y

sat in on this bunch of freaks
for about thirty minutes, or we
wouldn't have believed that anything
could be quite so bad.
They played
that entrancing little ditty about having
to visit your female parent every evening or there wasn't the slightest use in
visiting at all, about seven times, so the
manager told us, and he thought it
was great stuff because it was so popu-

Ye gods and little fishes
Shades of Pan and then some. How
do they get that way ?

lar in town.

!

And yet mind you, this manager ? ? ?
was struggling to give his rough but
ready-money audience music that they
would like. At least he is trying to
get f-omewhere, and he dimly senses the
necessity for music other than a lone
piano to put his show over. Some day,

who knows,
may have a

this

same

little

show house

regular orchestra
Exhibitors and producers alike have

awakened

to the

MUST have
both

are

fact that the picture

and they
toward better

a musical setting,

struggling

The pictures
along this line.
are
making wonderful
themselves
The houses are being built
strides.

Just enough
or whatever

that gives one that feeling of elawhen a particularly well fitting

it is

Growing Importance
of Music

dem-

at the hands of Harry Linden, who
conducts the Columbia Theatre in Portland, Ore.
The conductor of this highly effi-

little.

to grip the heart-strings,

tion

theme

is introduced.
It is the bits such
these that makes one sure, down
in the bottom of his heart that
is the
art above all others that
can bring the picture to the point of
reality, instead of an absurd make-be-

as

MUSIC

ONE

lieve.

VERY

feature picture has parts, or
high lights if you like, that can be
brought out with startling brightness,
if the musical director understands his
business.
And in a great many pictures the MUSIC
provide practically all the atmosphere, if the picture is to go over at all.
But interpreting pictures does not come to one
overnight. This is an art, and like all
other arts must be acquired. This still
holds true even_though one has a natural gift of musical interpretation.
There are many fine points in this
art which may only be gained by a deep
and constant study of pictures, and
their possibilities.
This sensing of pos-

J£

MUST

sibilities is

the quality that

lifts

*

the or-

dinary musician above his more talented
brother, who will not take music, and
its relationship with pictures seriously.
Although in all fairness to most musicians we admit that scoffers concerning
pictures and music, are not anywhere
as numerous as they were but a few
short years ago.
<

Them were

the happy days.
One
just sat at the old music box, and
pounded out any old thing that popped
into the bean, and so long as the noise

continued everyone, including the manager, was satisfied.
But in the expressive slang of the hour, "them days
is gone forever."
Not only gone, but
almost forgotten. The pictures of today demand music of atmosphere, and
the feature drama just simply won't
dram properly unless this music is provided.

Brothers, the dramatic feature offers
finest chance to place your
musical organization on the musical
map that ever was, and once you win
recognition along this line you may rest

you the

assured

that

place your

you

will

name on

never have to

the board

up

at

the time,

headquarters for a position. I should
say not quite the contrary, the picture
show managers will fight over you, for
these astute fellows
sometimes astute

with nothing left out that makes for
comfort. BUT MUSIC, so far as interpretation is concerned is still in its
swaddling clothes.
Everv so often we hear a score that

the orchestra
leader who can give the feature picture a real interpretive musical setting,
is the man who draws them
the poputo the box-office.
lace

things

bigger,

and more elaborate

all

;

—

—

at

—

last

realize

that

—
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a theatre in this city to cost approximately
$375,000.
Owner withheld.
ELKHART, IND. H. E. Lerner, lessee
and manager of the Bucklen Theatre, and
associates, plan to erect a new theatre on
North Main St., to cost $500,000.

Improvements will be made to the Princess and Palace Theatres, Denton, Texas.

—

Theatre Construction

News

TISHOMINGO, MISS
ture theatre
Jordan.

This Department is devoted to theatre building
news and publishes the earliest news obtainable concerning projected theatres, schools, etc.,
where motion picture equipment will be used.

is

A new moving

under construction for

Gayety Theatre, Kansas City, Mo., has
been redecorated and reopened.
Nick Kotsis of Kansas City, has purchased the Lyric Theatre, Chetopa, Kans.,
from Evans & McCullough.
,
Princess Theatre, Montezuma, Iowa, has
been taken over by G. W. Weigman.
Charleston Theatre, Inc., Charleston, S. C,
has leased the Milo Theatre on King St.,
and will make improvements.
Neeln Theatre, Seymour, Texas, will be
reopened as soon as repairs can be made.
Tom Walsh, Brazil, Ind., has sold the
Sourwein Theatre to Samuel Grimes.
Louis Smith is the new manager of the
Lyceum Theatre, Elmira, N. Y.
The New Gateway Theatre in Little Falls,
N. Y., opened its doors for the first time to
the public on October 1.
Louis Weiner, formerly on the Buffalo

picS.

A.

—

WILLIAMSTOWN, W. VA, B. H. Gorrele,
has purchased site on Pike St., for the erection of a moving picture theatre to cost
$10,000.

RENOYA, PA

Hyde-Murphy

Ridgeway, has contract

New

to cost $30,000, for

Theatres

NEW

—

Y.

J.

McFadden.
have been

J.

—Plans

drawn by Architect G. A. Lanburg, 247
Park Ave., for theatre to be erected on 46th
St., near Sixth Ave., by owner Martin Beck,

Broadway, by owner Picadilly Holding
1650 Broadway.
DICKSOX CITY, PA. T. Preitz, 313 Lack-

1564 Broadway.
NEW ORLEANS, LA. Ground has been
broken for a new moving picture theatre,
to be erected on St. Bernard Ave. & Dorgenois St., bv owner Sobel-RichardsonShear Co.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL Mandarin Theatre Co. plans to erect a theatre, store and
hotel building at Grand Ave. and Pacific

YORK, N. Y. N. L. Schloss &
St., are drawing
plans for a theatre to be erected at 16b2-

NEW

Co.,

awanna

Ave.,

—
Scranton,

Pa.,

plans for a motion picture
erected in Dickson City by

Raizjawsky.

has

finished
theatre, to be

owner Frank

—

INDIANAPOLIS. IND. Plans have been
drawn for a $30,000 theatre to be erected at
owner G. C.
Ave., by
Fairfield
636-48
Schmidt, mgr., Crystal Theatre, N. Illinois
St.

—Lansing Theatre
Pres., 128 W. Allegan

LAPSING, MICH.
J. C.

McCullough,

Co.,
St.,

building to
cost approximately $100,000, corner Allegan
builder, S.
and
Architect
and Capitol Sts.
D. Butterworth. New Prudden Bldg.
will erect a theatre and

CHILTON, WIS

W.

office

Neumann,

F.

432

Caswell Blk., Milwaukee, Wis., has finished
plans for a motion picture and vaudeville
theatre, to be erected by owner Pfeffer &
Pichler. 548 Wentworth Ave., Milwaukee.
LAKE PLACID, A. Y. The Adirondack
Amusement Co. will erect a 1,000 seat picture house in this city.
POSTDAM, N. Y. William A. Buckley and
Harold Remington are planning the erection of a new theatre.
CHICAGO, ILL J. Mangel, 17 E. Monroe
erection
of a
the
is contemplating
St.,
$1,000,000 theatre, store and office building,
on Ridge & Howard Ave., S. E. Cor. Archi-

—

.

N.

Jos-

eph Orlando, 105 W. 40th
66

YORK,

Company,

erect a theatre

to

owner

—

tect not selected.
YORK, X. "V Neponset Bldg. Co.,
110 W. 40th St., will erect a theatre at 1681
Broadway. Architect E. De Rosa, 110 W.

—

St.,

to cost

Blackstone Theatre Co.
—
new theatre at Allegan
NORTH PLATTE, NEB.— Keith Nerille
and W. H. Hawley contemplate erecting a
moving" picture theatre.
WEIRTON, W. YA.—Plans have been
drawn by Peterson & Clark, Steubenville

ket

Clapp

— 20

& Whittemore,

Beacon

St.,

Bos-

ton, is drawing plans for a theatre to be
erected on Washington St., near Dudley,
Roxbury, for owner Eagle Amusement Co.,

Harry

ington

I.

Wasserman, president, 2227 Wash-

St.,

Roxbury.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—Architects R. R.
& E. W. Martin, 2301 Spruce St., are
drawing plans for a $70,000 theatre, to be
erected at 18th & Jackson Sts. Owner withBeeley
held.

WASHINGTON,

man & Justeman,

—Architect SonnePhillips Bldg., will erect
D.

C.

Gus Kuhn, manager of the Airdome, on
Washington Ave., Ellis, Kans., is arranging
to reopen the old Crystal Theatre.
Plaza Theatre, Sioux City, Iowa, has reopened with first class picture program.
Lyric Theatre. Stratton, Nebr., has opened
under the auspices of the Stratton High

Steubenville, for the erection
picture theatre to cost $100,000

St.,

to cost

School.
B. O.

Sims, Jr.. Kingsville, Texas, has
opened an airdome on Seventh St.
Apollo Theatre, Peoria, 111., has reopened.
Dixie Theatre, McMinnville, Tenn., with
seating capacity of 400, has opened.
Lyric Theatre. Hartford, Conn., with seating capacity of 1,500, has opened under
the management of Jack Sanson.
Princes Theatre, Tuekerman, Ark., has

HeJen's Theatre
theatre on Mar-

approximately

—

$100,000.

ILL. A $500,000 theatre, seatbe erected at Robey St. &
by H. Schoenstadt & Sons.
Plans are being prepared by Rapp & Rapp,
190 No. State St., Chicago.
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL Plans are being
prepared for a theatre to be erected in
Elmhurst by L. J. Toffelmeir & Sons.

CHICAGO.

ing 2,300 will
Archer Ave.,

Building Notes
John G. Tindale, of Tola, Kans., has leased
the Eagle Theatre, Herington, Kans.
Burnet-Buell Theatre, Louisiana, Mo., has
been repaired and repainted.
Princess Theatre, Canton, 111., has been
redecorated and new cooling system installed, and reopened with first-class picture program.
Grand Theatre, Newcastle, Ind., has been
thoroughly renovated and reopened with
pictures and vaudeville.
Almo Theatre, West Point, 6a., has been
repaired and redecorated, and reopened un-

management of C. F. Smith.
Midway Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va., has

.

reopened.
New Majestic Theatre Stephens, Ark., has
opened.
Isis Theatre, Leon, Kans., closed during
the summer months, has reopened.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Quincey, Greenleaf,
Kans., have reopened their theatre.
Alto Theatre, Columbia, Pa., has re-

opened with pictures.

Reported that the old Williams Hotel,
Seneca, Mo., will be converted into up-todate moving picture theatre.
Jacob De Belser, Pipestone, Minn., has
converted his store property in to a moving picture theatre.

Henry T. Titus.
Daytona, Fla., has
opened his new Victoria at Symrna.
The new Columbia, at 8th Ave. & 12th St.,
Altoona, Pa., has been opened by Notopou-

der the

los Bros.

been remodeled.

stroyed by

The

Bothell, Bothell, Wash., has ben defire.

Tf TICKETS
You owe

it

to yourself

will not be obligated by asking
us for a generous sample built to

JSoMtp

CO,

Street

220

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

Scenic g>tutuns

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION
New York
West 46th Street

D

'

City

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

A^ RCUSTTcKETfi ROLL
i

SCENERY
1

Saint Louis

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUt
chic Ann ILLINOIS
II
inok
CHICAGO,

—

Velvet and Velour Curtains

meet your particular requirements.

/
^

REGISTERS

WE MANUFACTURE

STAGE SETTINGS

You

Morgan

I

1600 Broadway, N. Y.

Minusa DeLuxe Special Screen

2665

"

World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.

and your

patrons to investigate the merits
of the new

MINUSA CINE SCREEN

now managing

of 3,000, has opened.

by owner, Steve Manos.

CHEHALIS, WASH St.
Companv plans to erect a

is

J. MTUreerrSaum.
Garden Airdome. Eight St. & Waco Ave.,
Porth Arthur, Texas with a seating capacity

LANSING. MICH.

Bank Bldg.,
of a moving

Paramount,

of

$100,000.

plans to erect a
St. & Capitol Ave.

NEW

40th St. Architect taking bids on general
contracting.
BOSTON, MASS.
Architect Blackall,

sales staff of

the Star Theatre in that city.
New Lorain-State Theatre, Mansfield,
Ohio, has reopened under the management

\Wj^

FOLDED

TICKETS

best for the lea\t money

quickest delivery

coaMtof$s guaranteed
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every ingredient of boxsuccess.
Paramount's second demonoffice

strated picture.

Watch

the news.

SAM
WOOD
PROD UCTION

Screen play by Monte Katterjohn.
From the novel by
Arthur Train.

k*

ov.0

(X (paramount (picture

"/
f7

PON

a

narrow ribbon of celluloid wound

on a spool
of artists,

recorded the achievement

is

the

genius

skill of cineniatograper,

of

director,

the vision

the

and

the dollars of producer.

But

it is

not by this sole record that the picture

is

judged, but by the positive prints that go forth to
the public.

That each of these prints may be perfect reproductions of the master film

minute

detail

particular

is

—with

down

to

the most

quality uniform in

every

one very good reason why so many

leading producers entrust the developing and the
printing of their film to these laboratories.

flilm
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BLANCHE SWEET
screen star, who
recently returned to the screen
with great success, has the leading
role in the production entitled, "In
the Palace of the King."
The popular novel was adapted to the screen
by Goldwyn Pictures.
'

I

'HIS

spirituelle

;

;

;

Chicago

Robert Banghart, 1106 Otis Building
Kipling, 1050 No. Western Ave., Los Angeles

West Coast Richard

jgSllSlllisISlBH^

BARBARA LA MARR

;

AS

she

appears in "Poor Men's
Wives," released through PreThere are few actresses who

ferred.

can boast of the rapid success in the
theatrical
industry which has attended the efforts of this beautiful
siren

of

the silver

sheet.
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reader
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Distributors, Mr. Lesser never fails to
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of Principal Pictures Corporation

demands

a

of the Business, and that makes Mr. Lesser one of
'"Readers All" because the Exhibitors Trade Review is the Only
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THE

Is

Your Business Partner

loosening of the brakes, a touch of

and the modern locomo-

the throttle,

tive quickly speeds forward. POWER,
with the brakes off!
have followed that formula in giving
you the new Exhibitors Trade Review.
have thrown the throttle wide open, and as
for brakes he who reads even if he runs will
see the elimination of all old fashioned ideas.

We

We

If you are not on our regular mailing list
you are missing a lot of direct information and
suggestions and you are missing service suggestions that are really invaluable to the Ex-

hibitor.

•

else's copy of
the Exhibitor's business paper- join the Trade
Review family and make sure of not missing

Don't wait to read some one

—

a single issue.
find our readers in turn are taking the
Exhibitors Trade Review into Partnership in

AVe

has always been an axiom in. business
journalism that a business periodical and newspaper could not have the looks of the highclass general magazine.
have proved that
untrue. Exhibitors Trade Review for appearance challenges comparison with any business
magazine published.
And beauty of appearance is not unimporIt

We

The

tant.

Avell

arranged text and illustrations

take the reader pleasantly from page to page
and make for a Avell examined issue.
The sort of blatant page that is all too common among trade periodicals, with its many
headlines on each page, each shrieking aloud
for attention repels rather than attracts, and
the reader is happy to curtail his examination
instead of happy to make it.

Good
else the

substance must accompany good
good looks are of no avail.

looks,

Do you care, for instance, whether Percentage arrangements are going to bring you more profits or
more worries.

Whether they

are practiced or not ?
Or whether Exploitation Ideas, as actually used to
bring out the S. R. O. sign for others, may mean anything to you?

Or whether Common Sense

Business is ringing the
Front Door Bell of the Film Industry or not?
Or care about using a Release Chart as your guide
that gives you the newspaper comment un each picture

—

rrrht in the chart at a glance.

Or how

.one theatre

manager has

with some remarkable

new

ing effects that cost

to operate.

little

Those are just

five

light-

money-

making subjects

of an actual
twenty-seven that appear in
this issue.
And this issue is
merely representative of ev-

ery

issue

bundle

— each

a bountiful
good things you

of
can't afford to miss.

startled the

East

their business.

One

subscriber in particular illustrates a fine
possibilities.
He says:
"When I took this new Business Paper idea
into partnership prosperity seemed to come my

example of

way. 1 had been treating it indifferently until
suddenly one day I woke up.
"I was in a hurry and, in cleaning my desk,
1 tossed a copy toward the waste box. It missed
its mark and fell to the floor.
"In stopping to place it in that ever yawning
receptacle my eyes caught the heading: Why
Some Business Men Fail.
I read it to the last
"I became interested.
period.
Then I noticed more articles I had
I took that copy home
foolishly skipped by.
and read it from coA r er to cover.

—

"And now I do it every Aveek go through
each issue thoroughly to get the ideas and plans
which I can use in my house.
"And I honestly believe the reason real prosperity came my Avay Avas because I ha\r e made
my business paper my business partner."
That man

noAA really
r

is

prosperous, which

is

not surprising,

for Prosperity usually goes
hand in hand Avith the man Avho has the ability
to avail himself of the things Avhich the other
man has learned Avho takes his Business
Magazine into Partnership.

—

probably undo not assume Ave are perfect, but Ave
haA e
high
aspirations
Ave
haA e hitched our AA agon to a
Perfection

attainable.

is

We

—

r

r

r

star.

To that end Ave seek more
of your help.
are inspired
by your applause, but Ave desire also your suggestions.

We

One

of the Principal Reasons "Little

Old

New

Mnre Ponular Than Ever

Has Made Cosmopolitan Productions
Marion Davies

Yo.rk"
is

:
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'Maybe Prices Are All Right,' Says Zukor
But Famous Players-Lasky Head
Close

to

ZUKOR stepped
ADOLPH
blare of the

into the
industry's conspotlights on Friday,

full

centrated

October

26,

snouiBj;

when he announced

a
pjoAv-X;xis

juauiajBis

}ei{}

in

Down

in Interview

Declares

By GEORGE BLAISDELL
trade as the crystallization of a situation that has been developing for many

months.

Players-Lasky would curtail production
Players Lasky would curtail production

As far back as the national convention of exhibitors in Chicago in May

possible extent.
In a personal interview in his office
on the day following he remarked to

advancing production costs was one of
the most serious matters the industry

was nothing to be added to what he said the day before.
"The whole thing is that our program
for 1923-24 is practically complete,"
said Mr. Zukor. "That means that our
product is finished up until nearly June,
or that it will be when productions now
this writer there

in the

making are

"We
ies

finished.

have invested, so our inventor-

show

us,

new promany nega-

$15,000,000 in

We

ductions.
find we are
tives ahead.
That is due, of course, to
the fact that we have been more active
this past summer than ever before for
a similar period.

"Now
tures

stand

before we make any more picare going to find out where we
that is,
whether the returns

we

—

from these pictures

which we have
warrant us going ahead on
the same basis as that under which we
have been operating.
"If the returns do not indicate just
that they will at least inform us what

made

will

investment will be warranted. The entire action is simply a pure business
proposition.

was facing.
Again at the

the question of

New York

State con-

ADOLPH ZUKOR
Fapresident

of

the

mous Players-Lasky Corporation, issued the following

statement October 25

"The Famous PlayersLasky Corporation has completed

the

production pro-

gram

for this fall that was
outlined in its announcement
several months ago.
are
now curtailing production in
our studios to the greatest
possible extent and we will
hot resume the making of
any further new negatives
until production costs have
come down to a common
sense basis."

We

"As

the situation is now we don't
the pictures are high
priced or not.

know whether
"Maybe

the prices are perfectly
right where they are.

"That

is

what we

all

will find out."

Crystallizing Situation

Mr. Zukor said
company was due

the attitude of the
no one particular
factor of expense in the making of pictures. It was not a question of salaries
alone, but to the time now required to
make a production and to practically
every single element that enters into
what is generally known as "overhead."
The action of the Famous Playersto

Lasky company was looked upon

in the

Proposes

He Finds Out

Studios Until

Marcus Loew declared

He

vention in Syracuse in the latter part
of May, Mr. Loew described how Metro was spending in the current year
four times as much for production as
it had three years before.
"What has happened in the case of
Metro has happened in the case of every one of the producing companies,"
said the head of that company.
The speaker declared it to be utterly
impossible to sell the bigger and better
pictures at the admission prices at which
subjects formerly were sold.
"How you are going to reconcile the
situation this year is something
not fathom," said Mr. Loew.

I

can-

Elmer Pearson, general manager of
Pathe, caused discussion in the trade
when he said on his return from Los
Angeles

in

midsummer

that the

sums

being expended on production for the
current year would equal the total rentals in any preceding year.

This statement was equivalent to saying production costs this year would
double those of any other twelvemonth.
More fuel was added to the discussion by Richard A. Rowland, general
manager of First National, when he returned from the west coast a fortnight
or more ago.

Mr. Rowland said there was a

differ-

ence in the point of view between the
men who made the pictures and those
on whom fell the burden of selling
them to the exhibitor that must be adjusted, that it was "high time for the
producers of pictures to stop kidding
themselves with phony gross figures."
The First National executive declared
that if the two factors did not sit down

and discuss the situation as to the possibility of what pictures could gross in
the market that sooner or later the
same factors would be sitting down
with the

sheriff.

Exhibitors Alert

There has been much

talk regarding

the attitude of exhibitors toward higher rentals, the general tenor of this being there was disinclination on the part
of the rank and file of theatre owners
to pay more money for their programs
than they had heretofore.

That there is something behind this
report there is every reason to believe.
Exhibitors with ears to the ground have
been watching developments with deep
interest, and it is conceded there has
been a disinclination to make long-time
commitments.

The action of the Famous Players in
practically closing down its studios for
a period that is understood to be for at
least ten weeks already has developed
a reaction in some local exchanges.

One

of the larger of these reported

on Friday afternoon an unprecedented
inquiry from exhibitors during the day
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as to what material was available for
issue over a long period.
In response to an inquiry it was
stated at the office of Famous Players
that it is certain there will be no break
in the scheduled releases of that company, either now or in the future.

A prominent

producer said that from
view the action of Famous
Players was a good business move.
"They are ahead of their schedule,"
he said, "and can afford to slow down.

his point of

Assuming the shutdown will cost the
company $40,000 a week for ten weeks,
as probably the players under contract
will receive half pay, the total expense
for the period will be $400,000. If pro-

had been continued it might
have cost the company considerably
more than this sum. It takes courage
to do what Mr. Zukor did, but he would
not be the business man that he is if
he did not possess that quality."
Several companies have issued statements approving the action of Mr. Zukor. R. H. Cockrane, speaking for Universal, said that following the completion of pictures now in work producduction

tion

would be shut down

as far as possi-

ble.

Harry Warner, on behalf of Warner
Brothers, said there would be no cessation.
F. G. Godsol of Goldwyn said
the original schedule would be adhered
to. Joseph I. Schnitzer of F. B. O. said
that company had been operating on a
minimum schedule for some time.

Los Angeles Concerned
Richard A. Rowland, general manager of First National, said there would
be no curtailment of. production.
B. P. Schulberg, head of Preferred
Pictures, said he was returning to the
West Coast, and that upon his arrival
he would immediately put into production two subjects which had been
scheduled.
Reports from Los Angeles were

to

the effect that the decision of Famous
Players had aroused intense interest in
the film colony, an interest in which
concern was largely mixed.

One

statement contained in a telegram from Los Angeles and printed in
New York on the evening of Oct. 26
was to the effect that First National
had decided to expand its production
budget $3,500,000: The statement palpably was untrue, when read in conjunction with Mr. Rowland's remarks,
in which he stated there would be no

different motion picture plants

and

fair to the exhibitor

to issue the statement that the

ent

production units working at full
no changes in the elaborate

plans we have made for the future.
"I have not been aware that conditions are below normalcy, and I see no
reason to fear for the future as far as
our own productions are concerned.

"While Mr. Rowland, during

delude

itself in this

method.

is

Pathe Going Ahead
The Pathe producing companies on
the West Coast are now hard at work
on the heaviest production schedule that
has ever claimed their attention and efaccording to word brought back
early this week by Victor Shapiro,
forts,

Pathe's exploitation and publicity

"The production boom which

of

hit the

Angeles producing center some
time ago continues as far as the Pathe
producing units are concerned, unabated and with no immediate signs of
diminishing," declared Mr. Shapiro dis-

Los

;
;

.;

;

:

—

drastic action.

"The action came as an economic
shock to the industry perhaps a few
more such shocks will accomplish some
real practical betterment of conditions.
"As far as First National is con-

—

we

v

|

are in a different position

and no such action is called for. Our
pictures go to our own theatres
First
National franchise holders and our

—

contracts

—

with independent producer-

were made a year ago or earlier when
costs were not nearly as high as at
present.

Will Help the Industry

"With respect

to the few picturewhich we are producing ourselves we
are in an excellent position.
By producing so few we can naturally exercise a closer supervision in the fight for

economy than

a volume producer, and
corners in expense that
are consistent with quality pictures.
"We know the number of working
days on each picture we economize on

can

cut

all

;

by employing our casts no longer than absolutely necessary. Overhead
costs between productions have been ansalaries

nihilated.

want to state that First National
optimistic and not pessimistic.
The
action of Famous Players is a step toward a general housecleaning which
will do the industry a world of good.
are in a splendid position to pull
through this period of high, costs without curtailing our program."
"I

is

We

"Mr. Zukor

is

right," declared R.

H.

Cochrane, vice president of Universal.
"Production conditions are and have
been outrageously abnormal. It would
be a great thing if all studios could
close their doors until the people who

have been forcing costs skyward- have
a chance to wake up.
"The only reason why the Universal
has not closed its studios is because it
would leave us with so many unfinished
negatives on hand that we would risk
a loss of over a million dollars.

"When

these negatives are finished
intend to shut off production as
close to the complete stopping point as
our releasing contracts will permit."

we

Meanwhile, the
on, perhaps not

film

industry

goes

merrily, but on
toward a sounder business basis.
Whether director's and actor's salaries
or general production inefficiency is to

Los An-

down

man-

ager.

r

cussing his observations during his recent trip to the Pathe producing plants
on the West Coast."
"The action of Famous Players in
temporarily abandoning production took
a lot of courage
but these was no alternative," stated Richard A. Rowiana
in
a formal statement October 26.
"When mounting costs reach such
heights that only the negative costs are
returned to the producer, it is time for

cerned,

past when promoters can
obtain contracts from distributors and
ihen go out and promote the finances
on the strength of that contract."
"Regardless of what other motion
picture companies may do in the matter
of curtailing or ceasing production,"
said Mr. Godsol, "Goldwyn will not
alter its original plan of making pictures as announced at the beginning of
The studio at Culver City
the year.
is running on schedule and will continue to do so, operating on a carefully
thought out and carefully arranged
programme,
entire
schedule.
The
which includes Cosmopolitan, Distinctive and Goldwyn Pictures, will go forward in a normal course."

"The day

luncheon tendered to Ernest W. Fredman, editor of the Film Renter of London, an account of which will be found
on the opposite page.
"While rumors are rife everywhere,"
stated in

his re-

cent visit to the coast may have discovered that a great many producers have
an inflated idea of the gross results of
their productions, the Warner organization does not for a moment attempt to

No Change at Warners
The views of Marcus Loew and Samuel Goldwyn were expressed at
the

"concerning the closing

Warner

blast with

ment.

Harry M. Warner

only

organization intends to keep the differ-

curtailment. Mr. Rowland later issued
a formal denial of the printed state-

geles,

it is

to the public

ADOLPH ZUKOR

so

blame is not the big issue. The real
point is that at last something has been
started toward the real idea of "Getting Down to Earth."

November
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Fredoian Luncheon Turns Into Trade Forum
Speakers at Reception to English Editor Praise Adolph Zukor for

Adopting the Policy of Watchful Waiting
171
I

RNEST W. FREDMAN,
of the Film Renter and
Picture News of London,

.

honor

the three factors was as
any of the others.

editor

Moving
was the

"The next speaker

at

a

at fault

large

95

per

is

one

who owns

—

"Ninety

of the pictures
shown are American," said Mr. Goldwyn. "We lead the world, but we are
not making any money today.

overseas the speakers with considerable
regularity dropped into a discussion of

per

cent

the situation precipitated by the decision
of Famous Players-Lasky to cease
production for a period and the announcement of which had appeared
that morning.

"If the Famous Players have the
courage to go through on the lines they
have laid out and knowing Mr.
Zukor as I do I will tell you he has a
hell of a lot of courage
you will find
that the conditions a year from now

Richard A. Rowland was the first to
and he was followed by Samuel Goldwyn, Marcus
Loew and William Brandt.
Nathan
Burkan approached the* edge of the

will be totally different from what they
are today.
"The most vital problem, the thing
that will ruin this industry, is exhibitor
control throughout the country.

—

—

yield to the temptation,

subject several times, in a
jocular vein, but refrained
cussing it seriously.

Among

other

Dannenberg,

somewhat
from dis-

John

C.

It may be said that by reason of the
big news of the day his opportunities
for quips were many, and he made the
most of the opportunities.

Mr. Rowland after paying his respects to the guest of honor declared
that the week closing would go down as
an epoch in motion picture history.
The speaker remarked that the Famous Players had tackled a situation
under which it was practically impossible to produce and sell pictures at a

.

"The Famous Players Company, with
vision, has realized that one of two
things must be done.
It means stop
or go back. It is much better to watch
the procession.
"The thing for other producers to do
is
to
support the Famous Players
and not to hire their actors while they
are walking around.
If the producers
will do that you will see a great gain.
"Exhibitors are forcing the producers

it

I

is

"Then we will go back to where we
were, and the business will be worth
while."

Mr. Brandt took issue with Mr.
Goldwyn, saying if exhibitors did get
together it was
where two theatre
owners were fighting for the patronage
of a given territory and the high
prices charged by distributors compelled them to take that action.
After referring to the activity among
exhibitors regarding the elimination of
the admission tax and the number of
Congressmen who were being interested
in the campaign, Mr. Brandt said there
was a marked tendency on the part of

the Representatives to talk about high
salaries of players.

"I

were Joe
Flinn, Samuel

Harry Reichenbach was master of
ceremonies, and was in his best vein.

in closing

Put Money Into Production

itors,

speakers

Rothafel, Abe Berman, C. C. Pettijohn
and the guest of honor.

have great respect for exhibbecause they have made something out of nothing.
But they are
as short-sighted today as was the General Film at the time when I started.
If they think they can beat down the
producer until they get something for
nothing they are foolish.
They are
simply forcing the producer to go back
where he was.

do want

to say to
only a question of
time, six months or a year, before you
will have the greatest prosperity.
to get together.

you

cent in my company," announced the toastmaster "Mr. Samuel
Goldwyn, not connected with the
Goldwyn Pictures."

mid-day
luncheon held at the Ritz-Carlton October 26. Fully seventy-five men were
present, many of them prominent exhibitors, producers and distributors.
While there were many complimentary things said about the guest from
of

guest

much

as

"The problems of the exhibitors getwould be done away with,"
said Mr. Brandt, "if the high salaries
were struck out. If we do produce a

ting together

great big motion picture at a great exlet's put the money into production and not into a few salaries.

pense

"The American exhibitor will run
English productions at any time the
English will send over pictures we can
welcome them because it
run.
gives us a chance to meet competition.
When our producers get that it puts
them on their mettle."

We

profit today.

"The trouble with the motion picture
industry is that it doesn't profit by its
experiences," said Mr. Burkan. "I remember a few months ago I was invited
to attend a luncheon given a distinguished visiting English journalist.

"Mr. Zukor is to be congratulated
for the stand he took," went on Mr.

rival,

Rowland. "It is going to result to the
tremendous aid of everybody in the
business.
It will probably have an ef-

problems of the industry. When the
poor man truthfully set out the facts

The luncheon was given on his arand was a most glowing tribute
He was invited to solve the
to him.
I think we should
they roasted him.
withhold these luncheons until the guest

fect in straightening out the situation,
too,

so that everybody will be happy.

returns."

Remedy Must Be Found
"This business has been done to
death in production costs, in distribution costs, and just as badly also in theatre overhead.
Unless these are reduced in the three channels it is going
to be pretty tough sledding in the in-

—

dustry."

The speaker concluded by
in the

referring

sums
making of

to the vast

ing dividends

that had been invested
pictures without securin return, and said a

remedy must be found for the

presenj:

dilemma.
As to the placing of any
blame, he suggested that each one of

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

Gall Studio

The noted lawyer turned to the guest
of honor and facetiously advised him
not to be misled by any thought that
the present festivity was intended eshonor him.
He said
pecially
to
primarily it was invented to provide opportunity for some of the industry's
heads to discuss their troubles. "They
are just making you the goat," he said,
turning to Mr. Fredman, amid the
laughter of the diners, in which the
guest joined as heartily.
Declaring it was impossible to solve
all the problems of the trade within the
(Continued on page 1092)
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Getting Back to Earth

MANY

times in the history of the motion picture
business has it happened that two studios have"
been closed down for a few weeks, but so far
as we recall never has such action been attended by anv
particular commotion or been the subject of more than

and that company, like the one named, has an abundance
of subjects on hand.
When the situation is sifted it will be found to be
simply a question of supply and demand.
What the public and in turn the exhibitors demand

comment.
That is, never prior to the publication of the statement issued by Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, on October 25, in which
he declared that until "production costs have come

the producers will supply.
believe undue weight at present is being laid upon
the salaries of players.
These salaries are high, beyond a doubt, but we venture to assert that behind the
present situation there is something far more important
in its effect upon the high cost of negatives than the
money that is paid to actors.
Marcus Loew in his speech on Friday at the luncheon put his finger several times upon a vital spot. One
of these occasions was when he said we have got to
watch the pennies or the dollars will get away, something which heretofore has not been done.
Also Mr. Loew said it doesn't take more than one or
two concerns to double the cost of making pictures.
And he said there was only one way to remedy the
situation and that is to stop this extravagant waste of

local

_

down

to a

common

sense basis" the company will not
of any more negatives.

resume the making
It was a coincidence, of course, that at noon on the
day the statement was published several of the industry's
prominent men should be gathered around the same
tab),? to greet a visiting editor of an English motion
picture business publication.
It was a fact as well as a coincidence that almost
the sole topic of conversation prior to sitting down at
the meal was the decision of the Famous Players to

close

down

studios.

unanimous agreement that somehow or other the decision would go far to clarify an
atmosphere which gradually has been thickening for
some time, until it has been reported at times that some
of the producers were not sure they could see the end of
There was

practically

their journey

—or

in other

words, the close of the pro-

duction season.
It was unfortunate, of course, that owing to a stock
market condition in which the speculative element was
interested in the quotations on Famous Players shares
that the newspapers should seize upon the incident as

possessing news for the public.
Actually the public's interest in the matter was minor.
In Mr. Zukor's own words to Exhibitors Trade Review, "the entire action is simply a pure business proposition."

The attention paid to the situation by the daily newspapers magnified its importance in the eyes of many
in the trade.

There need be no large amount of argument over the
assertion that a company with $15,000,000 worth of
negatives on its shelves, with its season's program well
on the way to completion, with its releases ready for
months ahead, is perfectly justified in sitting back and
watching the course of the current market.
That action is the usual one in other lines of trade.
There is no dearth of pictures, present or prospective.
Much talk has been indulged in during the past six
months as to the capacity of exhibitors to absorb the
season's product, as to the exhibitors' buying capacity.
The Famous Players desires to learn the facts of the
situation.

What had been expected to happen in the early spring
has happened in the late fall.
That close attention

to the

responds to the shut-down
ducers there is no question.
It is

way

will be

in

which the market

given by other pro-

worthy of note that but one producing corpora-

tion other than

Famous Players has taken

similar action.

We

money.
Extravagant waste

When

is

the term.

down to "brass tacks" and
compel their studio managers and studio managers their
directors to have regard for ordinary- measures of econ-

omy

producers will get

there will be less waste.
the rule is laid down
and enforced that it is
cheaper to eliminate excess footage in a paper script
than it is in thousands and tens of thousands of feet of
film there will be less waste.
When directors and stars are given to understand
they are just everyday humans, just common clay, and
that money really does have a value there will be less
waste.
When the same directors are given a reasonable salary and an interest financially in their own pictures
there will be less waste.
The greatest element of waste is time time that is
not used, time that is misspent loafing, not by one or a
dozen, but on the part of hundreds through the lack
time wasted in the
of foresight of some executive
building of large sets or assembling throngs at distant
points, scenes of which later are cut entirely out of a
production.
When a producer was asked about this situation he
remarked that the heads of organizations could not be
in New York and on the coast, too there had to be subordinates, and it was hardly possible that all of them
could be highly efficient.
The same executive remarked that if a producer exercised keen supervision in preparation for a picture,
planned his scenes so as quickly to dispose of his higher
salaried players, used no sets unnecessarily or made
them minus doodads that could not be seen on the
screen, pictures might be made today at approximately
Some
the same price at which they were a year ago.
firms are doing it.
Ask any producer what percentage of the cost of
any expensive picture is represented by salaries of players.
His answer may surprise you.

When

—

—

—

;

;

;
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Brandt Assails High Salaries of Players
President of

New York

Theatre Owners Also Defends Action of

Exhibitors in Combining Against Exchanges

BRANDT,
WILLIAM
ment supplementing
Ernest

about its normal cost, necessitating a
corresponding increase in exhibition
value, with a corresponding increase in
film rentals which the exhibitor cannot
assimilate, so that the entire matter
backwashes to the producer.
In glancing over the work sheet of a
fairly good production which has made

in a state-

his

remarks

made at the luncheon given to
W. Fredman at the Ritz on Oc-

tober 26, takes another swing at the
Mr.
salaries now being paid to actors.
Brandt again takes issue with the assertion that producers are prevented
from getting back their production
costs on account of exhibitor control

money

for the exhibitors, I found that
the salaries of the stars, supporting
casts and directors more than doubled
the rest of the expense entailed in the
making of this picture. So that, until

of territories
in a mainstances the producers are
entitled to an increase in this year's
film rentals, but declares the peak has
long since been reached.
The result is, the writer points out,
that it is impossible for exhibitors to
accede to the demands of the producers, and that as a consequence the latter

Mr. Brandt concedes that

jority

of

salaries are reduced and brought
within reason so that the film rentals
can come down there is no hope for
economic stability in the industry.
Just an example of what a few ar>=
receiving may be found in the following list.

the

have found themselves burdened with
productions the exhibitors cannot buy
with their
at a figure commensurate

Lewis Stone
Rockliffe Fellowes

WILLIAM BRANDT

J

Warren Kerrigan

1500 or more
2500
1250
1250
1500
more
Holt
or
Jack
1750
Lon Chaney
2750
Conway Tearle
2500
lames Kirkwood
3000
May McAvoy
1500
Anna Q. Nilsson
2500
Wallace Beery
1500
Noah Beery
750
Mary Astor
1500
Lila Lee
3500
Betty Compson
6500
Gloria Swanson
3500
Barbara La Marr
1500
Patsy Ruth Miller

Mikon

cost.

Mr. Brandt quotes the salaries of
something over twoscore players, and
he assures us to the best of his knowledge and belief they are authentic.
In glancing over these figures

we

find

instances in which the sums
quoted vary from the information ob
tainable by us at short notice, but we
several

are printing them as given, aside from
omitting the names of the Talmadge
sisters.

Regarding the recently printed story
of the guarantees paid to Baby Peggy
may be stated that Sol Lesser has
several times denied the accuracy of
these figures, the last time only this
it

week.

But here

is

the statement:

patronage of the people living in their
and under normal conditions
both fighting for the film attractions
that will bring these people to their

territories,

theatres.

Competing
thing in

exhibitors

common, and

haven't
will

keep

one
on

between themselves for this
patronage and pay regular prices for
attractions while there is a chance for
profit, and the only reason they occasionally get together is because their
profit has been wiped out by the defighting

mand

for exorbitant film rentals far be-

yond which they can pay. It is simply
an economic business readjustment, the
exhibitor finding he is obliged to combine to make 'a reasonable profit on his
investment.

By William Brandt
As

a guest at the luncheon tendered
to Ernest W. Fredman, editor of the
Film Renter of London, held at the
Ritz-Carlton Hotel on Friday, I was
greatly amazed to hear some of the
speakers blame the exhibitor for the

dilemma of some of the producers

to-

dav.
It was stressed at this luncheon that
producers could not get their production cost back on account of the fact
exhibitors
combinations
of
that
throughout the country controlling the
territories in which they operated their
theatres dictated the price they paid for
film and made it impossible for the
producers to receive their exhibition
quotas, or even their cost of produc-

tion.

While this may be so in a very few
isolated cases, competing exhibitors are
joj SupuSy qjoq 'uoiiisoddo jE-inrBU

Aside from a few avaricious indion the basis of increased productions costs, most of the producers
are entitled to an increase in this year's
film rentals, but the peak had already
been reached long ago. It is impossible
for the exhibitors to accede to the reviduals,

quests of the producers, with the result
that the producers have found them-

burdened with expensive producwhich they cannot sei> to the exhibitor in accordance with their cost.
selves
tions

my

opinion the greatest portion of
the expense going into the production
of a motion picture today is the salaries of the stars, directors and supporting cast. These salaries are clearly out of proportion to the services
rendered in similar professions, and
should be readjusted immediately.

In

With

these tremendous salaries paid

to stars, directors

and supporting

the average picture

is

boosted

$2500
1000

Sills

Dix
Conrad Nagle

Richard

Hope Hampton
House Peters

1000
2500
2500
Florence Vidor
1500
George Walsh
4000
Tom Mix
3000
Mabel Nonnand,
2000
Elliot Dexter
Elaine Hammerstein 2500
5000
Larry Semon
1500
Shirley Mason
2000
Viola Dana
1000
Al St John
3000
Priscilla Dean
7500
Dorothy Dalton
Richard Bartheimess 2500
5000
Lillian Gish
1500
Mae Marsh
1250
Walter Long
1500
Standing
Wyndham
2500
Betty Blythe
1500
Kenneth Harlan

These salaries are not staple and,
should an actor appear in a success,
the next picture finds a demand for an
increased salary.
My experience in appearing before
legislative committees on the question
of advocating more favorable laws in
the matter of taxation for the smaller
exhibitor, of whom over eighty percent
are represented in this industry, has
been that the legislator immediately
points to the enormous salaries which
the industry is paying to its stars, and
declines the relief prayed for.
Our reports recently contained the
story that Baby Peggy, a child of five
years, was receiving a guarantee of
$500,000 a year for appearing in motion pictures.
Contrast that with the
salary of the President.

One

certain.
The only ones
industry who are getting
at present are the actors.

thing

is

in the entire

the

money

An

immediate adjustment must come
and that at once. And, if those who
are receiving these tremendous salaries are reluctant to meet a readjustment of an economic condition in the
film industry, then I say, by all means
get

new

casts,

diately.

away

help.

faces for the screen immeexhibitor will be glad to
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give you a picture that
of a busy
crossing in your town it
It is a scene from
so different.

may remind you

—

— in some cases caricatured would

Goldwyn's "Greed," adapted from
Frank Norris' "McTeague," which
is being produced by Eric Von

be the better term. And frequently the complaints have been
founded in good ground. There
has been a tendency to delineate
clergymen as frail, shrinking crea-

Stroheim.

The director has set out to make
the picture remarkable in its realism, in its humanness and in its
settings.
are going to remark
that in the still subject submitted
Mr. Stroheim achieves at least
two of the ends at which he is
aiming.
For there is realism in these
surroundings,
this
setting,
the
kind and of a quality that will
have appeal for the man or woman who has ever felt the lure or
not having felt it has sensed the
lure that goes with the desert.
It is the solitude, the great
silence, the piling background, that gets under the skin of
prospector and tenderfoot alike.

tures, far

We

^HE

statement is made by Goldwyn that in the whole
production there is not a single studio set. In San
Francisco an entire building was leased and transformed
into the dental office

and the

times in the past minis-

have complained of the
way in which men of the cloth
have been portrayed on the screen
ters

living quarters of

The mining sequences were photographed

McTeague.

the Big
Dipper Mine, and some of the other scenes were made on
the floor of Death Valley itself, with the temperature in
the latter location sometimes as high as 120 degrees.
The
continuity was prepared by Von Stroheim.
It is stated
there was no departure from the story as conceived by the
at

author.

There's an unusual list of character actors in the cast
supporting Gibson Gowland as McTeague
ZaSu Pitts,
Cesare Gravina, Jean Hersholt, Chester Conklin, Sylvia
Ashton, Dale Fuller, Frank Hayes and Fanny Midgeley.

see in

removed from what we

life.

Directors may be interested in
remark of a nationally prominent Brooklyn clergyman
last
Sunday. Talking to his congregation of a national conference he
had attended the week previously
he referred to the type of men
with whom he had been associated
a

the clergyman,
long coat

"who

for the week.
"There are many persons," said
look upon a minister as a man attired

and wearing an even longer face. If you
could have been with me and seen these jovial, hearty men,
men of the kind you like to meet, you would have had difficulty deciding which were the clergymen and which the
in a

lay delegates.
"I did note that some of the business men were far
serious
rious in their garb and demeanor than some of the

more
min

isters."

HE

Insurance Press recently announced a

list of motion
carry large amounts of
In the table of those who are insured for
$1,000,000 are counted Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford.
Charles Chaplin, Eric Von Stroheim and June Mathis.
William Fox is credited with $2,640,000 insurance and
Adolph Zukor $5,000,000.

HP

picture
insurance.

men and women who

:

J^EPORTS

from the Internal Revenue Department show
September the collections from admission taxes
from all places of entertainment amounted to $4,932,527.44,
compared with $4,789,391.33 for September, 1922.
that for

This means that the gain over the preceding year is but
3 per cent., whereas for August the corresponding gain
was 18 per cent. If you have a bent for solving conundrums go after this one and tell us why the increase in
August over the preceding year was 18 per cent, and in
September only 3 per cent.
Did the rush set in this year earlier than last or was the
August of 1922 a low month?

E have received from M. E. Balcon, of Balcon, Freedjnan and Saville of London, a letter referring to the
interview given by Betty Compson on her return from England and printed in our issue of October 27.
Mr. Balcon credits the American star with having made
a concise and clear statement of the industry in England,
Y^/

particularly

from the exhibition viewpoint.

The

writer,

however, suggests that in his view British showmen have
not been slow to realize their shortcomings, and halls of

Broadway type are now springing up all over.
"Please do remember," writes Mr. Balcon, "that throughout the war and for a long time after Defense of Realm
regulations prohibited building of halls for public entertainment."

the

QUR

one guess: September of 1922 totaled in returns $79,000 over the preceding month.
August of
the present year returned in taxes $828,721 more than was
recorded in September of the same year, which means that
there was either a slump in the month that marks the opening of the season or else there was an unusual August

JJERE'S

business this summer.
In the latter explanation very likely will be found a reflection of the true situation.
There is, of course, no means
of segregating the motion picture receipts from the mass,
but it is fair to assume it held its usual proportion of the
business.

thanks are extended for an invitation to attend the
opening of the Gateway Theatre at Little Falls, N. Y..
which was sent to us by the Gateway Theatre Corporation
of that city.

QNE

of the things that no manager can be protected
against is the dropping of a flask by some indiscreet
patron at a moment when the house is unusually still, when
even the orchestra has stopped in order to lend effectiveness to a tense situation.
That little thing happened the other night in a New York
theatre.
Everybody laughed, long and loud, and the "situation" went blooey.
BLAIS.
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Juvenile Scribe Covers 'Darling of
Little Girl

~\ IT

Y

work assignment for
was to tell of a way
had spent an enjoyable

cting

I

a
of 'just folks.' "

ECKELS

much

A New York

—

it

people, that

is,

in-

have to admit

it

p HERE

is

little

doll

changes the

JYJAYBE

the picture story.

a big brute in the picture that

when you

him you want

see

to kill him for the way he treats Peggy.
thought I was going to run after him
when Peggy saved his life and then he threw
her down on the floor and left her alone to
die in the burning house.
It makes you love Kitty (Gladys Brockwell)
when she risks her own life to save Peggy

And

I

from the
I was

you when you

thinking more about the picture

am

see

it

yourself.

inclined to believe

if it

had

I

don't

know much about

acting, but I think

Peggy was by far the most clever
the picture, and we really all know

actress
that a

or

actor

little

five

year old baby really shouldn't be expected to do much
only expect it of grown-ups.
acting.
The villain, although he was a big brute in
appearance, tried too hard at times to be so
much meaner than he actually was. You know
what I mean he didn't look mean enough to
be as mean as he was supposed to be.
Here I am trying to make myself look like

We

—

and that isn't fair to Peggy-.
do so wish that Peggy could come to New
York and make her pictures here
But why dream of things like that, for without a doubt Peggy will remain in sunny Hollywood where she can have the wonderful training of Mr. Lesser, whom we all know put
a critic

fire.

on the edge of

my

chair all
the time, wondering what would happen next.
The boys that see it will want to have a
bachelors club like the one Speck O'Donnell
has in the picture, but the grownups like you
who may be reading this will especially like
"The Darling of New York" because it is
so true and real to life.
sitting

for

On

not been for Peggy and her rather numerous close-ups
showing that cute little face of hers with its pretty eyes and
smile, it would undoubtedly have been rather an unattractive photoplay.
I have been in California several times myself and have
seen some of the wonderful sets used by various stars,
and I am wondering why, when characters who were supposed to be wealthy were shown, they didn't have sets that
really looked like they belonged to rich people.

in
r

to miss such a

to

itself, I
I

other doll in the world.

two

you very
good

I will pity

but I know that I could keep on writing page after page about this wonderful little girl and her wonderful
picture.
But I must try not to spoil

is beyond me how she does it.
Now here I am telling
you about myself when I should be talking of "The Darling
of New York."
It is about a little immigrant girl, Baby Peggy, who
plays the part, is the sweetest little thing you ever saw,
and it is really pitiful how she loved an old dirty rag doll
which in the story turns out to be worth more than any

sounds unbelievable but that

you have

pic-

interest story

want to say that I thought one
have fancy clothes to make one
look pretty and cute but Peggy can
wear anything and beat us a mile.
Wouldn't it be wonderful, girls, if we
were as lucky as Peggy?
I do not claim to be a good writer,
had

-

It

human

I

'Freshman'

The main reason I thought of "The
Darling of New York" for my story
was because it was such a good picture
I know I never will forget it.
I always felt a little sad be'eause I
thought that boys were the only ones
who could become real stars, such as
Jackie Coogan and Wesley Barry.
But now I am real happy because we
girls have a real leader.

lives of

if

is

picture.

High School

a subject?

try to use Peggy's expressions but

papa often says about such

tures "it

LOVANORE

evening during the past week.
Having just seen Baby Peggy's wonderful picture
"The Darling of New
.York," who would not expect that to
be the first thing to enter my mind as

.1

my

A S

school

that

York'

and Personality Dominate Her First
Feature Length Dramatic Effort

Reporter Says Baby Peggy's

M° n day

VI

A

New

I

Jackie Coogan at the top
fame and kept him there.

of

the

ladder

of
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How Human

Emotions Can be Turned Into Cash

Russian Symphony Director Advises Keeping Show 'On the Jump'

M

By Making Music Match Moods With
investment from
By MODEST ALTSCHULER

USIC

is
an
which the theatre owner has no
escape, and on which he is get-

the Picture

Conductor Russian Symphony Orchestra,
York; Director of Music, Circle Theatre,

New

ting a smaller return for his money
than from any other part of the show.
This is not the fault of the musician
nor, for that matter, can the low earning power of your music dollar be

Indianapolis

blamed on you. It is rather due to a
general misunderstanding of what music can, and really does do for the show.
In Los Angeles, New York, and
Chicago and some of the large cities,
music, as such, pays a few theatres 100
cents on the dollar. And in thousands
of other theatres, large and small, music is a sort of noisy, clumsy white elephant.
They can't get rid of it they
can't sell it to their public and, apparently, they can't put it to work for

picture.

Music will make them like very ordinary pictures. It is a fact that I have
proved, over and over again.

RECENTLY

I had occasion to "play"
very ordinary picture.
It was
full of costumes and artificial heroics,
and the kind of dramatic situations that

a

;

them.
In the belief that a few practical fundamentals worked out in hard experience will benefit the man who does not
know whom to "blame" for his music,
I shall endeavor to "tell
about "movie music."

all

I

do not realize a great
fundamental fact in the show business.
This fact is that the patrons of a
movie theatre get their reactions in the
mass—and vaguely.
They like the show, or they don't.
And they never know exactly why. It
is your business
to make them like
every show you give them. And you
often have to give them a mediocre
that they simply

come from transferring a successful
To put this picnovel to the screen.
ture over, I made a musical setting that
was simply hair raising. Every time the
the villain wrestled the heroine my audience got a genuine thrill but it
came from the orchestra. Every time
love triumphed over treachery (and a
the crowd shivered
zero temperature
but from zvarm music, not a "cold
house."
That picture is a known "flop !" It

—

know"

1

!

MODEST ALTSCHULER

JN

the

place: It costs nothing to
the show continuously alive, moving, active and infirst

make your music keep

teresting.

In too many houses, there are periods ranging from two minutes to half
an hour when the whole show goes
dead.

The

orchestra or organ quits, the
ushers are heard squabbling in the
cloak room, the camera clicks, the
people sit in a sort of sepulchral gloom
and, for a time a million dollar house
is no better than the nickelodeon of
sacred memory.
Don't let the show die for a minute
from the time you open in the morning
or
afternoon,
until
the
time
the last sleepy patron staggers out at

—

night.

Music will keep it alive, and is doing exactly that for the big successful
houses everywhere.

As

I said,

snappy

little

costs nothing to play a
string number while you

it

are screening your announcements, for
instance; or striking up a real jazz novelty as a "chaser" between shows on

and brighten

all "organ waits" in the
successful
theatres
and then
watch your "people" for the next few
weeks when you give them the same
brand of stuff.
They won't know what has happened.
But they will leave your house feeling
they have been better entertained and
they will unconsciously want to come

big,

again.

Bringing them back, continuously,
the key to your success, be you "tunnel" or "features house."
Music will
help do it
if you just give it a little
thought and attention.
The next place where the musical
white elephant generally goes to sleep
is during the presentation of the "feature" itself.
Has it occurred to you that every
dramatic situation or "mood" that can
ever be thrown on the screen, has been
given an inspired composition by some
real musical genius?
is

—

T OVE,
ery,

hatred, battle, deceit, treachcourage,
reverence,
honor,
stealth, ioy, exaltation^— the

mystery,
list is almost endless
all have been
"written for" by great men. And, best
of all, these "moods" have been reduced
They
to their musical fundamentals
are easy to play
easy to fit to pictures.
From Johann Bach to Irving Berlin,
there is a gamut, a range of expression,
that is
simply overwhelming in its
wealth of material.
It is free
but few theatres are using it.
This is for the simple reason

—

Saturday and Sunday.

QRGANISTS

too often use a heavy
fundamental base and a continuous tone color not unlike that heard in
the New England churches about 100
years ago and it has no place in the

—

show business today.
Spend a few dollars.

•

Send your

organist out on the big circuit for a
week. Let him hear how they lighten

—

—

.

—

may cost you money to run it. The
big point is that the people like it, if it
is given to them in a musical pictureframe that glorifies every motion.
They, the people, do not analyse.
They do not realize it when the music
has pulled a poor picture across. But
they leave your house feeling that their
emotions have been stirred. And that,
in

the last analysis,

what you are

is

in business for.

Encourage your orchestra leader to
Give him the
assistance and co-operation that is free
and that will turn practically every feature into a box office asset.
Your cue sheets won't help you
much.
The producers have been too
busy making pictures, to make music
that will put them over but they will
come to that in time.
Now is the time to "make a show"
out of every offering from the producreally "play the picture."

—

The big, successful houses play to
capacity because they always please.
This does not mean that "presentations" and cheap "acts" are the answer. They are not.
It means that any house can take its
present musical investment and, coadopting, known, successful formulas,
make the investment in organ and orchestra pay a dividend that is too often
lost in the dismal swamp of discord.
The
It is not a mysterious secret.
outstanding, successful theatres know
er.

all

about

it.
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Are You Putting Teeth in Your Advertising?
Samuel Harding, Kansas City Exhibitor, Says Thsatre Advertising Must Be
Standardized With Attention Gripping Copy

ALL

successful theatre owners have
individual policies, but it
is
doubtful if the methods of
any one man were ever adhered to more
closely than those of Samuel Harding,
owner of the Liberty Theatre, Kansas
City, and president of the Capitol Entertheir

He

prises.

still

continues in the
same path which

linked

with

lobby

appeals

and

bill-

board campaigns in proper environment.
Advertising ideas should be simple,
direct, and have a few teeth in them
that bite.
We should always consider
in our advertising the plain folks to
whom we all are talking, trying to be
personal without
offense, yet with

same

those

has led him

words

reaching

from obscurity
to owner of one
of Kansas City's

as

largest

pictures it is necessary to consider the conti-

many

classes

as possible.
"I n
booking

first-run

houses, and president of one of
the largest chain
of motion picture theatres in
the middle West.
"I believe primarily in secur-

nuity and probai 1 i t y
of the
story,
the star
appeal, and last

bow to the public, thereby removing
the abhorrent and gruesome taste that
the picture left with its public in its
original form.
By the addition of one hundred feet
to the close of this production, he made
it not only an acceptable feature, but
one which was very successful in that
high class house.
In systematizing his theatres, he first
picks men in whom he has confidence,
and lays responsibility heavily on their
shoulders, giving full credit to them
for all success achieved, and standing
by in case of trouble.
He keeps in
close personal contact with all managers, and listens to all sides of a storv
before passing judgment.

b

E BELIEVES in argument as a
way to clear up difficulties, and is
ever ready to have his own mind
changed on any

issue, reserving the
enter into the argument and

ing different

right to

types of patronage by variety
in pictures," says

convince his managers.
Failing to convince them, and, although he still feels that he is right,
he will oftentimes give them the right
to go ahead and learn through experience, feeling that such re-

Samuel Harding, "for the ob-

vious reason that
there is a different a p p e a 1 in
each kind of

program for

by the way
such a lesson is anchored
home. Foresight is a peculiar attribute to Mr. Harding,
which he has to an unusual

sults are justified

*

certain

a

important
to study the public very
closely and to buy for
them, exclusive of one's
class."

It is

extent.

A

great deal of his attengiven to musical presentations.
He says that
most of the selections used
in picture houses really belong to vaudeville theatres,
and as a matter of fact, proper pieces for motion picture
tion

and dislikes. The
showman, if he hopes
to be successful, must

likes

keep
with

in
his

contact
patrons, and

close

his judgment
on public taste.
"In each production

must base

houses must be adapted to

there should be some
specialized element of
appeal, whether it be in
the name of the product, timeliness of subject matter, acquaintanceship of the
public with the theme, or the star value.
"In advertising the chief thing is to
gain "the confidence of the public.
Money should be spent in proportion to
the worth of the production and cost
of taking advantage of all points of
certain amount of
public appeal.

A

advertising can always be charged to
institutional exploitation and the effect
of it is cumulative.
"There is nothing new in advertising,
but a rejuvenation of old angles, which
have been successful, to be dished up
in

new form.

Newspaper

advertising,

prime importance, does not

while

of

fully

cover the

field

is

that

should

be

but not least the

title.

Many

a

good

product has lost its box-office power
through the selection of a poor title."

Of

all

parts of a feature, the finish

is

by all means the most important. The
measure of attention which Samuel
Harding gives to the end of a feature
is illustrated by his special treatment of
Lon Chaney's "The Penalty," which as
a crook story he felt was not the kind
to be presented in his Liberty Theatre.

At

his

request,

Goldwyn made

for

his exclusive use a special ending, so
that instead of leaving: Lon Chaney
impressed on the public as a legless

criminal, he
life,

and

in

was brought back
civilized

clothes

to real

made

a

the feeling and atmosphere
of the program, so that the
entire presentation will be in
harmony, instead of a mixedup mess, as it is in many
houses.
He goes on to say "Musical accompaniment of the picture should be
worked out to a very high degree of
perfection.
Novelties and imitations
may be used, provided thev are in a
refined form, and capable of being in
time.
Overtures are good, provided
the orchestra is of such calibre as to
merit the time expended on them."
Mr. Harding started in the film business in 1907. with the Princess Theatre
in Omaha, Nebraska.
It was a nickelodeon, playing to the masses, and was
the first house to install an organ.
Then as now, Mr. Harding gave the
He
public the cream at level prices.
believes firmly in a steady patronage.
:
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Leaders All

HAMMONS

accept defeat when he saw one
because
fortune wiped out through no action of his own
qualities
that
entertainment
perceive
the
he had the vision to
resided in the short subject and the courage to act on his confrom
policy
swayed
a
victions
because he has refused to be
he inaugurated at a time short subjects apparently were slowing up in popular demand and has refused to consider the distribution of material that did not fall in that class
of

his

refusal

to

;

;

—
;
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Judgment Against His Friends'

Pitted His

When They Said He Was

Crazy

in his

tional
Films
Corporation"
of
America, has been assured by close and
somewhat candid friends that he was

The

crazy.

first

instance

was

a

distributing short subjects.
It will be recalled* that the motion
picture industry at that time had just
tw.o

and three

phase into the four and five.
Two reels were on the wane,
singles practically

But Mr.

were

reel

the

Hammons

and eight hundred and fifty dollars he
had salvaged from a smash and went
into business as the Educational Films

Corporation of America.

HAMMONS

is
a Southerner,
having been born in Winona, Miss.,
in 1882.
He was educated in Western
Mississippi, Arkansas and New York.
He has been a resident of the last

named state since 1899.
The young man's first business experience was as private secretary to J.
Archibald,
customs agent
for
the
Mexican National Railroad. Then he
was secretary to the building superintendent of the New York Fire Department.
Then for three and a half years he
was with Marshall, Spader & Co., one
of the largest Stock Exchange houses
in

New
The

York.
lure of

gripped Mr.

contemporaries

Folly."

Hammons built several hundred
He cut a canal 6,000 feet

Mr.

houses.

long, 300 feet wide

and 40

feet deep.

FINANCIALLY
net

the project stood to

him between three and four hun-

dred thousand dollars when a railroad
went into receivership, a proceeding for
which he was in no way responsible,
but which nevertheless wiped out the
fortune he was so rapidly accumulating.
Disturbed, but not dismayed Mr.
Hammons then organized the Educational Films Corporation of America.

The program was

a simple one, that
distributing pedagogical films and
scenics.
It was not long, however, before Mr. Hammons discovered he was
of

He was

convinced,

just

same,

the

that the
public would enjoy good
scenics and would back u|p the exhibitor who would make them a part

of his list of pictures.
that if scenics could be

He was
made by

a

sure

man

of artistic temperament they would be

welcomed

any

in

real

estate

Hammons, and he

field

accepted

man who built Port Arthur,
Texas who constructed several railroads, and who at the time was presia
;

dent of the United States and Mexican
Trust Company.
Associated with Mr. Stillwell, Mr.
Hammons was given the opportunity
to develop Howard Beach, which previously has been referred to by some of

was in touch.
and the friend

agreed,

sailed

sented in the best business light the
made a quick decision. On
Wednesday following his friend's departure he sailed for England.
Six week's later in discussing a technicality with one of the men who had
distributor

come

in

behind his enterprise,

solidly

whom

and

all

still

behind

of

it,

may

it

be added are

Hammons was

Mr.

in-

terrupted.

"Here you have been in this country
only a few weeks and closed a deal
of a size an Englishman would have
been proud to have closed out in six
months,"

said

new

his

"Where have vou

associate.

got anv kick com-

ing?"
the subjects

now

being dis-

by Educational are Christie
Comedies, Mermaid Comedies, Hamilton
Comedies,
Bruce's
Wilderness
Tales, Lyman H. Howe's Hodge-podge
series, Cameo Comedies, Tuxedo Comedies, Juvenile Comedies, and Kinograms, the news reel.
tributed

Among many

theatre.

Hammons

Mr.

on a Saturday.
Fearing the matter might not be pre-

Among

his time.

other short productions

have been issued in the eight years
Educational has been in business are a

that

ROBERT

BRUCE

was engaged to
They were
promptly accepted by Samuel Rothafel,
who then was managing the Knickerbocker Theatre in New York, showing
C.

make seven

pictures.

Triangle pictures.

The scenic had been graduated from
the position of "chaser" to that of a
factor in an evening's entertainment.
The seven scenics were so successful
that the distributor contracted with Mr.
Bruce for twenty- one others, which all
were made and

distributed.
distribution in those days was
by means of state rights agencies, on
a profit-sharing basis.
To the Bruce

The

were added the Chester scenics.
The volume of business was most

pictures

satisfactory, but the tardiness in collections in

lem

some quarters presented

to the distributor.

a probsolu-

The only

seemed to be the opening of exchanges and putting the business on a
tion

the

a position as sales manager of a development in Woodmere, Long Island.
It was his work here that brought
him to the attention of Arthur E. Stillwell,

"Hammons'

ahead of

out.

declined to listen
to the advice of those whose experience
in the field led them to believe they
knew what the public did not want
short stuff.
He declined to admit he was crazy
he repudiated the rather harsh impeachment for the second time.
He got together the little five thous-

jy|R.

his facetious real estate

as

W. Hammons

of Short Subjects, Earle

num-

ber of years ago when he suggested to
the leading real estate auctioneer in
New York that a certain property
would make a fortune for the men with
the courage to develop it.
The second instance was when in
1915 Mr. Hammons confided to friends
thai he was going into the business of

emerged from the

Think

Educational Films — and Won

Started
business career Earle
TWICE
W. Hammons, president of Educa-

to

national basis.
Such a move required capital beyond
the capacity of Mr. Hammons at the
time, because with the added overhead
there would be the necessity of increased product to make the proposition feasible.

T)ISCLJSSING

one day
about to sail for
England the latter suggested that he
be permitted to take up the question
of financing Educational with a number
of wealthy Englishmen with whom he
with

a

his situation

friend

series

of

duced

fifty-three

by

single

Raymond

curator of the

New

proDittmars,
York Zoological
Comedies, Earl
reels

L.

Gardens; Campbell
Hurd Comedies, Graphic Magazine,
Toonerville Comedies, Vanity Comedies, Gayety Comedies, Torchy Comedies
(twenty-two), Adventures of
Sherlock Holmes and the Selig-Rork
two-part dramas.

C EVERAL facts stand out in esti° mating the work of Mr. Hammons
in the

We

motion picture field.
have said he started

in his pres-

business with a cash capital of
$5,850.
Last year the business of Educational
exceeded $8,000,000.
That demonstrates the regard of the public for short
ent

subjects.

In one week recently the bookings
exceeded $300,000.
During the coming year there will
be issued under Mr. Hammons' supervision positive prints from 300.000

net feet of negative.
From zero to that amount in eight
years is a business record that speaks
for itself.
It
shows what may be

achieved by a man of vision who also
possesses not only marked selling and
organizing ability but keen judgment,
too, of

And
man.

comedy and
Earle

scenic values.

W. Hammons

is

a

voung
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"THE

chief

charm

of

this

* country club costume lies
in the simplicity of its lines.
Any suggestion of severity is

by the fluffy maline
which entwines Mae
Murray's dainty chin, and
falls about her like a cluster
of baby clouds
relieved

drape

SPARKLING

sunray negligee worn by Mae Murray in the
Robert Z. Leonard Production, "The French Doll," reEvery dainty line of it is carried out
leased through Metro.
so artistically that it reminds one of nothing so much as a
dew flecked cobweb sparkling in the sun
»

Robert Z. Leonard
the

Film Fashion Futurist,

Presents

Mae Murray,

the Screen

s

'French DolV Model

A BEAUX

ARTS

ensemble, combining

all

the chic, the unusual, and the beautiful.
and the high-top shoes are the very latest

the

elements

The draped
notes

of

skirt,

from Paris.

November

10,
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TO WILLIAM
BRANDT
T)EAR BILLIE: Gee,

OldJ2tdy^^storSqys

gosh,
Bill,
where on earth did you
get all those terrible actors' salaries they are quot
ing you with as disclosing in this week's news items
If only half of them are half true, you can bet your
very best cravat that I am going to take up make-up and
"frozen horror" expression studies this week.
I see where you top the list with Norma dragging down
the paltry sum of ten thou from her own hubby, Joe
Schenck. As for that one item, I think that's letting Joe
off very cheap, don't you, really?
Before I give this job of mine to some other old lady,
Billie, will you try to use your influence and get me acquainted with a few casting directors. I'll be ready to face
the camera at least by day after tomorrow.

^

golly,

Old Lady Astor.

TO PETE SMITH

TO SAM BULLOCK
F)EAR SAM: Glad to
see

finance exhibitor organizations.
I have just seen a story that the

Pitts-

Kansas City exhibitors

a host of long-suffering exhibitors will testify that it attains
an old age, ripe or otherwise.
You have been so silent these recent months I almost
fear you may have reformed
quit the film business or
something. And that of course is unthinkable you know
what I mean, quitting the business stuff.

—

—

Old Lady Astor.

In rambling over the proofs of this week's
pages, lo and behold I see greeting me in the Hollywood
section a squib about a certain Peter Gridley Smith who is
cutting up publicity didoos out your way.
By any chance, I am wondering, Pete, if that could be
any relative of yours?
Which brings up another question. When every one else
in the Hall of Fame has had his success judged by his
assets, why is it, Pete, that one of you fellows must be

Old Lady Astor.

lie-ability?

old

have arranged with a department store in their town to
collect $4200 annually in return for showing slides in thirAlso I read that the resulting velvet will
ty-five houses.
put the K. C. boys on Easy Street for the coming year.
It just goes to show that a good idea will survive, even
longer than a Bullock dudeen, as to the longevity of which

J)EAR PETE:

judged by your

the

plan,
burgh- Cleveland
which in the long ago was cooked up between you
and Fred Herrington, continues to thrive and to

TO ADOLPH ZUKOR

D EAR ADOLPH

you've gone and got youranyone else did what you just
did, I believe there would have been a vast amount of criticism forthcoming. With you it merely meant the increasing of your popularity as a leader.
But I want you to know I am very much peeved "at"
you, Adolph, because you spoiled a perfectly good story
self

famous

Well,

:

again.

I see

If

of mine.

TO ELLIOT DEXTER
EAR
DEX
After you left my little tea room
J)
I got to thinking over what you said.
And
:

yesterday,

what

that

snappy director of yours, Mr. Neil, said.
If you Grand-Asher fellows will only do the things you
are planning, you will be showing the others a short cut
to real efficiency in the lowering of production costs.
A co-operative spirit such as revealed by you two is
rather strange to Times Square and I am forced to admit
you have my curiosity aroused.
I mean to watch you like a hawk for the next few
weeks and see that you carry on.
Old Lady Astor.

I had spent several days getting the
data and wherewithal for a nifty special article which we were going to
run this week and then you had to go and make it a dusty
looking thing by completely revolutionizing the film atmosphere.
Now I have to rewrite the whole idea because there 'aint
no such animal' as I wrote about yesterday.

Old Lady Astor.

D

TO BALABAN AND KATZ
EAR BARNEY and SAM: You boys

are the most
of in the film industry.
say you have more of it than the prover-

dissatisfied youngsters I

And

nerve

I'll

!

know

monkey.
When it comes to paying $16,350,000 for the lease term
on your new theatre for the Colonial site in Chicago, I must
confess words simply fail me.
That means about $6,000 a week for the lease alone.
That means you have more faith in Chicago than Henry
Ford has in Muscle Shoals.
Oh, well it merely goes to show that Wall Street ain't
such a much, after all. Power and more of it to you fellows.
Old Lady Astor.
bial brass

TO JAMES

EAR JAMES

S.

WOODY

Season Policy Announcements usually
"there ain't
don't interest me much because (whisper
never no scandal" in such reeding) I am supposed to deal
wherever possible with "inside stuff."
But I do, want to say that what Mr. Kane and you

T\

—

:

are laying in the form of foundation for Associated Exhibitors dealings this coming hard winter is indeed worthy
of second perusal by any exhibitor.
Glad too I am to note that Harold Lloyd's product is
to

be handled by your selling

TO SIDNEY KENT

staff.

Old Lady Astor.

TO WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST
T\ EAR WILLIAM: Three more studios! And all in
Right now I see where you
little old New York!
stage for a loud outcry from the Los
Angeles Chamber of Commerce.
you said about
Just wait until 'Pop' Wiggins reads what

are

setting

—

the

_

mother nature lighting.'
Between you and me, your arguments against Hollywood are about Ivory Soap pure and I look to see several
his

other producers follow your policy of eastern production.
Old Lady Astor.

J}

EAR SIDNEY

:

Meighan week"

Your
at this

introduction of "a Thomas
day and date tif production

is indeed significant.
Score another bull's eye. It's an ace card Sidney and
many of the showmen are going to quickly grasp the idea

cessation

of making

money

out of sure fire successes.
just how for that sort of movement
is really going to take us forward.
If I am any good at hunches, you deserve credit for
the new life of several wonderful pictures that are not
old but have been pushed out of the spotlight by the great
supernoise. And it's bound to teach us "Business."
I

am

wondering

;

Old Lady Astor.
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Ly

OUG

has given us

When

tures.

many

big pic-

saw

"Robin

we

Hood" we

decided the zenith had
been reached, but we fear we were
all

wrong

for

now we

are beginning

to hear

rumors about "The Thief of
Bagdad," that sound like the Arabian
Nights Tale was literally going to
leap out from its gilt edged pages.

ONITZ EDWARDS,

as the Evil
Influence, appears most foreboding and we can well imagine that he
is one of Doug's ablest supports.

~
ABOVE

we have Doug

""THE two

as the "Thief."

pictures directly above, and
the one at top centre are a sample of
large scale on which artistic simplicity has been handled in "The Thief
of Bagdad" a la Fairbanks.

costume for Doug,
but Our Mary's husband will be different.
It surely makes us look forward to his
It is rather a queer

•*•

the

"Bagdad" with enthusiasm.

Doug's 'Thief of Bagdad'
And

It

is

on

its

Way

at Last

Promises to be One of the Greatest Spectacles of All Seasons
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Mr. Crandall was followed by Jake Wells,

EXHIBITORS PLAN NEW ORGANIZATION
Showmen Gather

Eastern

Committee

Washington and Form National
First of Zone Branches

at

as

Motion Picture
the
Association of Ameradequately
ica for its failure to deal
that
with current problems and assurances
deeply
exhibitors throughout the country are
exhibitors
interested in the efforts of Eastern
exhibitors' associato form a new national
here (Washington,
tion, marked the opening
D C ) today of the convention called by a

upon
ATTACKS
Theatre Owners'

if

Delaware and
-roup of Maryland, Virginia,
for the purDistrict of Columbia exhibitors
of the new
pose of forming the first branch
organization.

plans for todays conference
early in the month at a meeting
where todays conat the Arlington Hotel,
exhibitors,
ference was held, of the Virginia
delegates from North Carolina,

Preliminary

were

laid

attended by

Maryland and the
At that meeting

District

oi

Columbia

that the
of the various states carry
of
back to their organizations the details
outlined, and that
the plan as there roughly
by all
there be a meeting to be attended
to formulate
of the exhibitor organizations,
zone
working plans for the organization of a
served by
association, covering the territory
exchanges, which would be the
it

was decided

representatives

Washington

or rather,
nucleus of a national organization
P. I U. A.
the remodeling of the present M.
plan.
in conformity with the zone
.

the
developed
ASginning
today,
at

two-day meeting be-

this

the formation in

plan

each exchange

provides

for

district of a

organization similar to that to be
formed in the Washington district.
Each zone association will be constituted
zone;
from the State associations within the
will reeach State organization, however,
will continue to
tain its individuality and
interest,
handle all matters of purely State

fall
the other districts do not immediately
important
into line the matter is sufficiently

action on the part of the

to warrant prompt
Columbia,
District of

Virginia

Maryland,
.

.

pointed to draft a tentative plan for. the forThis
mation of the first zone association.
committee is to report its findings tomorrow.

WHEN

the exhibitors met today, the first
action taken was the unanimous selection
chairof Harry M. Crandall as temporary
man, and Samuel Boyd, of the Crandall orUpon
ganization, as temporary secretary.
assuming the chairmanship, Mr. Crandall explained the purposes of the meeting, as out-

upon
lined above, and made a few remarks
the necessitv for such an organization.
In support of his assertion that there is
_

urgent need for the prompt formation of an
organization such as contemplated, he charged
A.
that most of the time at the M. P. T. O.
conventions is spent in electioneering efforts
of administrations to perpetuate themselves
office.

Monogram Pictures Corporation should caution Fred
Thompson and Hazel Keener to pay more attention
to

the

beauty

of

the

New

York.

SEVERAL

years' experience with the naorganization, declared Mr. Wells,
have convinced him that, as at present, constituted, it is not functioning to advantage,
an opinion, he said, which he believed was
shared by practically all the exhibitors present.
tional

and Delaware.
To this end a committee, consisting ot
Frank Durkee, president, and Louis Rome,
T.
of the Maryland Exhibitors' League; E.
Wells, of the
Crall, president, and Jake
Virginia Exhibitors' League, and Harry M.
of
Crandall, president, and Maurice Davis,
apthe District of Columbia League, was

in

of Richmond, who originally brought the
plan to the attention of the exhibitors of
Mr. Wells disclaimed credit
this section.
for having originated the scheme, declaring
that he had only added his views, to a plan
originally outlined by William Brandt, of

landscape.

"Too much electioneering" was also criticised by the speaker as being responsible for
failure.

this

He

absolved President Sydney

for the condition complained of, asserting that it is the principle
governing the organization which is at fault.
The location in New York of national headquarters, Mr. Wells intimated, works to the
disadvantage of the organization as a whole
because of the feeling, on the part of legislators, particularly, that it is surrounded by
"big business."

Cohen from any blame

want

"I

to

see this organization taken out

W

New York

and put in
ashington," he
"where it belongs and where legislation in which we are interested originates.
I want to see the appointment of a competent
executive to administer its affairs under the
guidance of a governing board, or whatever
else you may term it, composed of represen-

of

said,

tatives

from the twenty-six exhibitor zones."

The

financial affairs of the proposed organization would be operated on a budget
system, along lines adopted by national film
distributors in apportioning rental returns.
The details of financing the organization will
be considered later.

zone

as

heretofore.

'"P

HE

delegates to the national conferences,

Mr. Wells explained, would be selected
by the exhibitor membership in the zone they
-"-

represented, each association in the zones
having a voice in the selection. He reiterated
statements already made, that there is no
desire on the part of the proponents of the

Headquarters will be established in Washbusiness ot
ington for the transaction of all
The detail work will be
national import.
would
administered by a paid executive, who
and
have no theatre interests whatsoever,
be assisted by such clerical force as

new

of all national matters would
organizabe directlv controlled by the zone
one deletions, each of which would have
be
gate to the governing board, who would
instructed bv his zone organization as to the
sucli
attitude to "be adpoted in considering
problems; the expenses of the delegates
would be paid by the zone organization, thus
assuring a national attendance, eliminating

and South Carolina

would
might be required.

The co-operation

The conduct

sectional control of affairs,
of in the M. P. T. O. A.

organization to eliminate the national
organization, but rather a wish that it may
be so reorganized as to conform 'to the
zone proposal. The zone organization would
take up only such matters as will affect the
entire zone.

much complained

will. have one vote, the new
hopes in this way to obviate the complaints made that certain of the
larger States have an undue representation
in the present national association, due to

each zone
ASorganization

the larger individual membership, thus dominating its affairs.
Regardless of any action which may be
taken in other sections regarding the formation of zone organization, the men sponsoring the association under discussion today
intend to go ahead with the formation of the
Washington film exchange district zone.
While they hope to have similar zones
formed in every exchange district, of which
there are twenty-six, they believe that even

of
in

the States of North
the formation of a

organization was pledged by Max
Bryant, of Rock Hill, S. C. Colonel H. A.
Cole, of Marshall, Texas, expressed a willingness, on behalf of the Texas exhibitors,
to co-operate in any plan that would insure results along the lines laid down by
previous speakers.

national

Colonel Cole traveled more than 2,000 miles
for the express purpose of attending the meeting.
He charged the M. P. T. O. A. with
neglect of duty in its failure to acocmplish
anything of value to the exhibitor end of the
industry.
He stated that the national association had failed to make any endeavor
to sell membership in its organization to the
Texas association, which has been in existence now for more than six months.
Colonel Cole expressed the opinion that
will be impossible to obtain the repeal
of the admission tax at the coming session
of Congress because of the political situaThis belief was arrived at after he
tion.
and the secretary of the Texas association
had toured North and South Texas, visitingit

fifteen of the

Congressional

twenty members of the Tex'
delegations.
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COMPLETED
BY COSMOPOLITAN

SIX PICTURES
Among

New Goldwyn

the

Releases Is

'Mary of Burgundy'

WflTH

photography on "Mary of Burgundy," Marion Davies' next super feature, practically completed, the Cosmopolitan
Corporation now has six pictures for release
through Goldwyn- Cosmopolitan in the ensuing few months.
This sextet of new films

"

in addition to "Enemies of Women," the
Cosmopolitan production featuring Lionel
Barrymore and Alma Rubens, already released through Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
is

Of

new

the six

Old

pictures "Little

New

York," starring Marion Davies, has had a
brilliant prerelease showing at the Cosmomopolitan Theatre, where it played twelve
consecutive w eeks, and is now playing recordbreaking engagements at the Roosevelt Theatre,
Chicago
the California Theatre Los
Angeles and the Empire Theatre, London.
"Unseeing Eyes," a screen version of an
Arthur Stringer story, is now playing a prerelease engagement at the Cosmopolitan Theatre.
In the latter film Lionel Barrymore and
Seena Owen are featured.
E. H. Griffith
directed from the scenario by Bayard Veiller.
The remaining four pictures, in addition to
"Mary of Burgundy," include "Under the Red
Robe," "The Daughter of Mother McGinn"
and "Cain and Mabel."
"Mary of Burgundy," the next Marion
Davies special, is a picturization of Charles
Major's historical romance, "Yolanda." It is
said to be the biggest thing that Miss Davies
ever has done for the screen and, in lavishness of production, beauty of settings, historical accuracy and excellency of acting, is
said to excel "When Knighthood Was in
Flower."
The same combination which created the
latter film is responsible for "Mary of Burgundy."
In addition to Charles Major as
author and Miss Davies as star this combination includes
Robert C. Vignola, director
Luther Reed, scenario writer, and
Joseph Urban, scenic designer.
The cast engaged to support the star is a
brilliant one, including such prominent players
as Lyn Harding, Holbrook Blinn, Ralph
Graves, Maclyn Arbuckle, Leon Errol, Johnny
Dooley, Theresa Maxwell Conover, Mary
Kennedy, Ian MacLaren, Paul McAllister.
Roy Applegate. Martin Faust, Gustav Von
Seyffertitz and Thomas Findlay.
r

;

ROBERT DE VILBISS
Goldwyn's "Law Against Law,"
and directed by Rupert Hughes.

Appearing

in

written

FAMOUS CLOSING WON'T
AFFECT RELEASES
No Break

Paramount Schedule from
November 1 to March 1
in

INQUIRY

Famous Playersinformation gathered from
other reliable sources reveal the fact that
the company has completed, or nearly completed, nineteen of the twenty-two producLasky

at the offices of

and

tions listed for release after November 1
in the announcement made two months ago.
These nineteen pictures will fill Paramount's releasing schedule on a basis of a
picture a week up into March and, while
nobody at Famous Players was willing to
discuss the reopening of the studios, it is
understood readjustments in production will
be completed in time to enable new pictures
to be made so that there will be no break
in the Paramount releasing schedule.
Fourteen of the listed pictures are entirely
three at the
finished and the five others
West Coast studio and two at the Long
Island City plant are now being completed.
The full list of the company's pictures actually in sight for release, one a week, start-

—

—

November 4, is as follows
The Herbert Brenon production,

ing

"The

Spanish Dancer," starring Pola Negri.

Sam

Wood's production, "His Children's Children."
"The Light That Failed," a Melford production with Jacqueline Logan and Percy
Marmont.
"Stephen Steps Out," young
Douglas Fairbanks' first star picture. "The
Call

of

the

Canyon,"

the

second

Paramount Zane Grey production.
the
cial

of

the

"Around

World in the Speejacks," the six-reel spemade by A. Y. Gowen on his two-year

motor

boat adventure.
Glenn Hunter in
the Water Tower."
"Wild Bill
Hickok," which signalizes Bill Hart's return
to the screen.
"Big Brother," an Allan Dwan production with Tom Moore.
"Flaming Barriers,"
another
Melford
production.
"To the
Ladies," James Cruze production.
Gloria
Swanson in "The Humming Bird," produced

"West of

by Allan Dwan. "Holiday Love," produced
by William De Mille. "The Heritage of the
Desert,"
another
Zane Grey production.
"Pied Piper Malone," which Thomas Meighan
is
now making at the Long Island studio.
"My Man," a Pola Negri picture produced by
Herbert Brenon.
"The Stranger," with Betty Compson,
Richard Dix and Lewis Stone. "The Next
Corner,"

Conway
Mackaill.

a Sam Wood production, with
Tearle, Lon Chaney and Dorothy

"Singer Jim McKee," Hart's sec-

ond of the new

series.

:

;

"Under the Red Robe," a picturization of
Stanley Weyman's famous story of the same
Robert
name, has as its featured players
B. Mantell, John Charles Thomas and Alma
Rubens.
The story
"The Daughter of
Mother McGinn," filmed on the Coast, is a
picturization
of
a
Boyle "Boston
Jack
Blackie" story.
Colleen Moore is featured
and the cast includes Forrest Stanley, Tom
Santschi,
Eddie Phillips, George Cooper,
Margaret Seddon, Carmelita Geraghty, Wade
Boteler and Kate Lester.
George Hill directed under the supervision of Frances
Marion, who adapted trie story to the screen.
:

"Cain and Mabel," from H. C. Witwer's
story of the same name, is described as one
of the most thrilling sporting pictures ever
filmed.
It has been made on a big scale,
and in addition to its prize-fight includes a
stirring

horse

race,

a

musical

comedy

in

which the famous Ziegfeld "Follies" chorus
appears, a realistic fire and numerous other

VIRGINIA LOOMIS
The

child

actress,

playing in

also

"Law Against Law"

SHOWMEN AT ROCHESTER
PLAN CANVASS
All Districts to

Be Primed

tion at
{Special

Exhibitors

to

UNITED

action

for Legisla-

Washington
on

Trade Review)

the

part

Owners

in

to handle legislative matters
in the next session of

of Motion
the country

at

Washington

V

Picture Theatre

congress was agreed

upon at a meeting of National Officers
and
Board ot Directors of the Motion
Picture
ineatre Owners of America in Hotel
Seneca
Rochester, N. Y.
To further this project and render it entirely effective, it was agreed
that the next
meeting of the National Officers and Board
of Directors be held in Washington in
De-

cember, while congress is in session.
From this meeting a National Legislative
Committee will be evolved with headquarters
in Washington during the entire
session of
congress.
The special work of the committee will be to care for the interests of
the motion picture industry in the nation,
effect a repeal of the admission and seat
taxes, and also prevent legislation inimical
to the welfare of the business.
The campaign in this relation throughout
the nation will be conducted along the most
constructive
and advanced lines
Every congressional district will

vassed

Owners

and
and_

flying

others

possible.

be

can-

squadrons of Theatre
will be at the service

of the National Committee to deliver addresses and handle any other line of work
necessary to the consummation of the general
purpose of the committee.
Those present at the meeting in Rochester,
aside from the local theatre owners invited
to attend, were
National President Sidney
S. Cohen, New York; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh C. E. Whitehurst of Baltimore R. T.

—

;

;

Woodhull, Dover, N. J.: John Schwalem.
Hamilton. Ohio: Ernest Hersrmann, Boston r
Samuel Bullock, Cleveland. Ohio; M. J.
O'Toole. Scranton, Pa. William Bender, In;

dianapolis,

Ind.

Hodkinson Announces Changes

Charles Henschel Promoted
With the elevation of Charles Henschel
manager

in

charge of eight EastA. V. Mack, who
Buffalo office has
succeed Mr. Hen-

ern Pathe exchanges, W.
has been in charge of the
reported to Philadelphia to
schel as branch manager.
one time in Philadelphia as
for Select.

little

Goldwyn's

high-lights.

to district

wistful

Mr. Mack was at
exchange manager

The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces that George Falkner, Branch Sales
Manager, has been transferred from Buffalo,
to his former territory, Washington, D. CL
W. H. Wagner has been promoted to the poof Branch Sales Manager at BuffaloIn recognition of his good work as sales-

sition

man

at the

Minneapolis

office,

Jack Flannery

has been appointed Branch Sales

Omaha.

Manager at

:
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SECOND DEMONSTRATION

PEARL WHITE FEATURE

BEGUN

Paramount

Edward

Jose Has First American Unit
Backed by French Capital

'"P

*

HE

TP

announcement comes from Paris that

historic interest and made them known to
America and other countries.
In addition, members of old nobility of

France have consented to turn over their estates for certain scenes that will be included
in the picture.

The new organization has aroused considerable interest due to a nationwide campaign that is being conducted by Pearl White
to find a French girl who is not only beautiful but who has the requisites to be created
a big star.

The newspapers have given
siastic

their

enthu-

assistance in this campaign.

Burr Pictures Sold for Indiana
This week, the sale of the Indiana rights

on the new series of C. C. Burr productions
to Floyd Brown of the H. Lieber Company,
Indianapolis was reported by Charles R.
Rogers, general manager of distribution of
Mastodon Films, Inc.

Arthur

by

novel

work Director Wood took

the film to California where the editing and titling was done
at the Lasky studio.
The novel was called by Dr. Henry Van

Dyke, who reviewed it, "The Vanity Fair
New York," and was rated beside Thackeray's delineation of London high life of a
hundred years ago.
of

is

Special interest has been aroused concerning the production, as permision has been
granted by Mr. Ford by the government to
utilize
a
number of
historic
chateaus,
parks and monuments in the picture. Never
before has the French government given such
a consent, and this was given chiefly to obtain a photographic record of such places of

the

Theatre in New York next Sunday.
"His Children's Children" was produced
at Paramount's Eastern studio in Long Island
City during the past Summer and early Fall,
and immediately upon completing the camera

composed of

Heaven."

of

Rivoli

men' in Paris high up in business
and social circles who have never before
been connected with motion pictures. These
productions which will be undertaken are all
to be made for the American market.

The intimate life of real Paris will be
disclosed in the photoplay, and some of the
most thrilling scenes take place in the Paris
sewers, much the same as in the current
Broadway
stage
production,
"Seventh

made from Monte M. Katter-

adaptation

In many instances this picture will immediately follow the engagement of "The Spanish Dancer" in the demonstration centers.
The first public presentation will be at the

financial

the American director who
is supervising the direction of Miss White's
first starring vehicle.
It is said to be an absolute innovation in motion pictures, as it
is the first time Pearl White has ever faced
the camera in France ; and the production will
be the first serial picture ever made which
carries the action through in one performance.

HE

john's
Train.

capital.

Edward Jose

'His

second Paramount picture to be
tested at the theatres recently designated

star production

Mr. Ford then declared that his enterprise
is the first ever known composed of an entire
American unit with American players, directors, scenario staff, cameramen and technical staff that is financed entirely by French
is

Sam Wood's

by Paramount as demonstration houses is
"His Children's Children," Sam Wood's all-

ganization in Paris.

organization

Use

to

Children's Children' as Test

Reginald Ford has his first production already under way starring Pearl White.
"Terror" is the title of the new production.
Mr. Ford was recently in the United
States, and during his stay he disclosed interesting facts regarding his producing or-

The producing

NOW READY

FILM

IN PARIS

ROLLED STOCKINGS FOR MEN
Virginia Valli of Goldwyn has two very good
reasons for following the fashion set by King Vidor.

CHICAGO PREMIERE SET
FOR HUNCHBACK
Run

Will Have Opening
at Harris Theatre November 4

Indefinite

A

MIDDLE-WEST

premiere

of

"The

Hunchback of

Notre Dame," the big
Universal
spectacle
photo-drama
adapted
from Victor Hugo's world famed romance,
will be held in Chicago November 4.
The
Harris Theatre, one of the newest and best

theatres in the Windy City has
been engaged for an indefinite run and the
super-picture will be presented on the same
lavish scale which marked its world's premiere

legitimate

New

York.
Astor Theatre, New York City,
the Chicago opening will be accompanied by
a symphony orchestra and a specially staged
prologue.
It
is
expected that the picture
will enjoy the same popularity in Chicago
which it has in New York, where it still
is playing to packed houses in its ninth week.
The preliminary campaign, now under way
in Chicago, is being handled by
J. V. Bryson,
in

As

in the

director

of

presentations

for

"The Hunch-

back" assisted by H. Elliott Stuckel, general
press representative, and Walter Hill and
W. L. McCurdy, Universale Chicago exploiteers.

"The Hunchback" is now playing in all
big American cities including New York;
among them being Boston, where it is in its
seventh week at the Trerriont Temple Philadelphia, where it is in its fifth week in the
Chestnut Street Opera House and San Francisco, where it is in its fourth week.
;

;

'Let's Go' with

Richard

Talthe

madge

to

Carlos

Produc

tion,

Released

by Truart. He
is

at

the

left.

"April
Showers"
beautiful
Colleen Moore

and

Kenneth

Harlan,
ferred

with
They

Pre-

stars
glory.
are
on

the right

The story covers three generations, extending from the gold-mining, railroading grandfather to the modern, jazz-crazed flapper.
Old Pepperill, the lawyer in the story, describes the generations as follows

—

"The first, virile and predatory that's
Peter B. Kayne, a caveman and adventurer
but a lovable old rascal at that; the second
generation,
ultra-respectable,
selfish,
snob-

—
—what

hypocritical

bish,

that's

Rufus

and

his

one might call the
'Brownstone Bourgeoisie.' Respectable to a
All gundegree
But without imagination
ning for what the first generation didn't have
brother and sister

!

!

—

social position.

"Born in Brooklyn and ashamed of it because it's joked about in the musical shows,
they forget that most of the best New York
The third
families came from Brooklyn.
generation doesn't know where it is going.
The story is so typical of some of the
families of this country that this has been
ascribed as one of the reasons for its tremendous popularity. In order to retain the
spirit and action of the story in their entirety it was therefore necessary to exercise
the utmost care in casting it, and Director
Wood spent many weeks in interviewing actors before a camera was turned in the production.
The ultimate result was the announcement of probably the most formidable,
cast, especially in view of the characters they
portray, that ever appeared in a Paramount
picture.

Naomi
Naomi

Childers Returning

returns to the screen in
a leading role with Doris Kenyon in C. C.
society
melodrama, "Restless
Burr's new

Childers

Wives," which Gregory La Cava
ing at the Burr, Glendale Studio.

is

direct-

As

governor

the

of

from the opposite

North Carolina said
page and says: "I

the
don't

to

governor of South
how long it

care

Carolina
is

we
— butdrinks,

between

ag-ee with Buddy Messinger, Century star, who looks them over
if
they serve up sucn beauties as these Preferred 'Maytime' girls."

FREDMAN LUNCHEON TURNS INTO FORUM

all

advertising,

the

at

least

of

one of the

companies, will be yours."

Talks of Non-Theatricals
Charles C. Pettijohn, from the offices of
the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors, aroused immediate interest when he declared the percentage of bookings, speaking
in terms of film rather than in prices, outside
of theatres in the United States has passed
9 per cent.
The speaker said there was a natural obligation between the producer and distributor
and exhibitor. On the exhibitor who has a
town "sewed up" there was an obligation not
to encourage the opening up of these nontheatrical places.
"The best way not to have competition is
to play fair with the man who has product
to sell and to remain in that position," said
the speaker.
"I came here today because I wanted to
pay tribute to our guest of honor," said
Mr. Loewr
"I didn't know it was going to
develop into an affair where we might gain
.

much knowledge."
The speaker spoke of the luncheon he attended in London with Sir William Jury,
declaring the men he had met on that occaso

sion would compare most highly with those
of any body of men he ever had met among
representatives of any industry.
Mr. Loew said he had learned with great
astonishment of the news of the morning,
plainly referring to the announcement of the

suspension of producing activities by Famous
Players, declaring it was a sane beginning.

"We were all very fortunate in making
some money when this industry was started.
is now simply a case of getting this industry back where it belongs on a business

It

We

—

have started,

I believe.
There
always has to be somebody hurt before that

basis.

happens.

really

"The

cost of making pictures, the overhead, has got away from us, completely away
from us. That is a very serious proposition
in any industry.
"The reason for it was because a few people started the thing going a year ago, and
it doesn't take more than one or two concerns
to double the cost of making pictures.
"I repeat it is a very serious proposition,
and one we will have to deal with if we
want to live, and I am quite sure we all

want

to

do

that.

has got his own road to
happen to be at Doth ends, and
know that. I can tell you something that

"The

(Continued from page 1077.)
space of two weeks Mr. Burkan bestowed
a word of warning upon the visitor.
"Merely declare that the present condition
is a naturally progressive one," continued the
"Make it very
lawyer in humorous vein.
If you do that I assure you that
vague.

travel.
I

exhibitor
I

may

surprise you.
"I have my comparative figures before me
every day. In looking over them this morning I noted that last week our New York
theatres did S46,000 more business than they
did for the same period last year. The total
of the circuit theatres did SIOO.OOO more business than they did a year ago, due to the
increased admission prices.
"In spite of this great increase of business,
which we consider great anyway, we made
S6,000 less profit than we did for the corresponding period a year ago. What would
have happened if we had not increased our
prices I hate to say.

Have Reached

the

End

"The one thing
it

is

today

that made this business what
the fact that it is a popular

is

We

priced entertainment.
don't dare go av.y
have
further than we are now going.
reached the end.
"There is only one way to remedy this
situation, and that is to stop this extravagant
waste of money. It is not only the amount of
money paid for making pictures it is also
the terrific cverhead, the terrific cost of selling, the individual cost of everything is so
far greater than that of any other business
I can think of that it has got where it is
quite dangerous.
"As Mr. Rowland says, it took great
courage to take the bull by the horns, so
Mr. Zukor deserves great credit.
He has
taken drastic steps, but I don't see what else
he could have done.
I don't know if that
will cure the situation, which is a very serious one. It is one we must all think of.
"We have got to make up our minds to
one thing
have got to watch the pennies
or the dollars will get away.
And that is
something that has never been done in the
motion picture industry."

We

;

Hearty Greeting for Guest

who was greeted by
standing as they applauded him,
he would be scarcely huniai: it he were
deeply moved by the splendid tribute of
Mr.

And

speaking

starring

of

beauty,

hasn't

Corinne

Griffith,

Goldwyn's "Six Days," a mighty good
reason for being on this page?

in

We

:

Fredman,

diners

the
said

not
the

clay.

"We are showing in England one of the
greatest pictures ever made, and it is certainly successful, your 'Covered Wagon.'
It
is successful because it is a story of a pioneer,
ard we Englishmen are pioneers and we welcome pioneers.
"I came here to look the situation over,
although I don't profess to be a Moses.
I
did come over as an Ambassador for British
films.
When I was here three years ago I
looked at productions and saw the type of
pictures being made here.
I went back and
said our pictures didn't deserve distribution in
America and advised against any self-kidding.
"In the last three years our pictures have
improved remarkably.
We have engaged
American stars and directors and technicians
and are doing everything we can to make
American pictures. We can't put money into

cur pictures unless

"When you

we

get another market.

we ask you
judge them on their merits and from the
viewpoint that our little country is striving
see

our pictures

to

make

to

pictures

that

American kinemagoing

appeal

will

'In the pictures that are to

we ask
and

that

if

to

the

public.

be shown you

they are good to take them

they are not, don't.
90 per cent American films because they possess good entertainment values.
That is all that counts story and entertainment value are all that coum
a picture.
"We show American pictures because they
are good, and we would like just a little reciprocity and you will strengthen the bond
of friendship between England and America."
if

"We show

—

—

m
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JACK COHN STARTS WEST
WITH COST PLAN

METRO SPEEDS WORK ON
'WOMEN WHO WAIT'
J.

G.

Hawkes

Will

Selected to Write

Continuity for Baker Film
screen's
the
of
•
writers, has been selected to prepare the continuity for "Women
Wait," the production which Reginald
Barker will make under the auspices of the
Metro-Louis B. Mayer forces. Mr. Hawks'
appointment is one of the most important
current assignments of the coast and marks
a selection concerning which there was a
great deal of speculation.

Who

"Women Who Wait" will be a screen
version of the famous New England classic,
"Cape Cod Folks," written several years ago
by that master craftsman Joseph C. Lincoln.
It is considered the one book that best depicts
It
the soul and the heart of New England.
is full of action and vivid with the dangers
and hardships which are the daily lives of
the fishermen who are the "Cape Cod Folks."
To adequately put the lives of these people
into a convincing picture there was needed
as adaptor one who was conversant with
their joys, their tragedies, their dangers, their
and Mr. Hawks

is

have known him and who worked with him
for a period of twelve years, that their present attitude on salaries is responsible for the

life,

particularly fitted for the

thoroughly familiar with
the sea, its dangers and the influence it has
on men's lives who spend months on the
high seas year in and year out.
For three
years he shipped before the mast on trading
schooners and visited well nigh every corner
of the world.
He has spent years living in
New England and has spent much of his
time in the very section where the storv is
is

BUDDY MESSINGER
This youthful Century star recognizes beauty when
he sees it. Proof: Look in the direction of his eyes

on the opposite page.

CALLAGHAN OPTIMISTIC
OVER NEW FILM

laid.

Added

to this is the fact that Mr. Hawks
the dean of motion picture scenario writers.
He holds the unique record of having written
more than two hundred original stories and
scenarios which were produced in feature

is

length pictures.
He knows every trick of
the camera every phase of interpretation
that can be expressed on the screen.
Mr. Hawks is now making extensive researches for "Women
Wait."
The
story is laid in an earlier generation than
ours and there is the matter of the proper
costuming and historical incident which Mr.
Hawks will establish with certainty before he
permits the final scenario to pass from his
hands.

—

Who

Already Mr. Barker has completed work
for this production. Robert Frazer, who has
been

selected

as

leading

Who

man

for

"Women

Wait" and Percy Hilburn, Mr. Barker's
chief cameraman recently returned to Hollywood from Newfoundland from which they
made frequent journeys on the high seas to
film necessary scenes.

Sailing in a light fish-

ing schooner for weeks, more than two hundred miles off land, Mr. Fraser and Mr. Hilburn encountered several severe storms which
they filmed with great danger to themselves
and they secured some unusual action scenes
of an exciting capture of several swordfish.
Mr. Barker is still busy on the last stages
of "Pleasure Mad," his second new-season
production for the Metro-Louis B. Mayer
forces. But according to schedule Mr. Hawks
will comolete the scenario about the time
Mr. Barker finishes "Pleasure Mad" and
then the noted director will begin immediately

on

"Women Who

Wait."

Those who are acquainted with a Reginald
Barker production of the tyne of "Hearts
Aflame" and "The Eternal Struggle" may
draw an idea of the forthcoming production
of "Women Who Wait" when it is promised
that it will be filmed on a spectacular scale,
as indeed the novel demands.
In order that

no time may be lost Mr. Barker's construction denartment is alreadv workinsr crews in
both nieht and day shifts to rush forward
the erection of an entire New England village
street that will serve for the opening scenes.

Production of Films

the past

of inequitable prices for salaried stars and
indiscriminate expenditures on the part of
directors, irrespective of the possible returns
for the money they have spent.
Mr. Cohn left for the Coast last week,
with this data in hand to confer with Harry
Cohn. He will first arrange a meeting with
the directors who are now making pictures
for distribution by the C. B. C. Corporation.
Then Mr. Cohn hopes to be able to convince his actor and director friends, who

task.

Mr. Hawks

to

six months. Jack Cohn and
Joe Brandt of the C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, have been collecting data as
to the actual earning power of motion pictures throughout the United States primarily
with a view to bringing the cost of pictures to a level with the actual rental earning possibilities of productions.
This data was secured for the essential
object of eventually setting all the facts gathered before the directors and stars at the
Coast to show the fallacy of the policy

FOR

HAWKS, one
JG.premier
scenario

manners, their dress, and their slant on

Apply Actual Earning Power

Data

New

Says

Series of

More Than
I"

AM

Fill

Westerns Will
Promises

more thoroughly convinced than ever

that the Harry J. Brown Productions, starring Fred Thomson, will meet the full expectations of all state right buyers and all
exhibitors as well," remarked Andrew J.
Callaghan after screening the first picture of
the series of six, "The Mask of Lopez."
"This picture is gratifying to me in more
ways than one, but the real joy is the fact
that 'Mask of Lopez' carries with it the
seal of
friends,

what

I

have been

telling

all

my

that the pictures I would handle
through Monogram would be right or they
would never see daylight after I screened
them.

them that Fred Thomson would
out-stunt all other stunt men, and in this
picture he does. I told you that more money
would be spent by Harry J. Brown on these
pictures than any one has spent before on
pictures of this class, and he has.
"I told you that the stories would be full
of love and romance of the heart, and here
they are in this picture. I told you that the
casts would be selected for any part in any
picture, regardless what his or her salary
would be, unless that actor or actress fitted
the part and could play it.
"All of this has been adhered to. If you
have any doubt in this respect please allow
"I

present uncertain situation in production.
There is no intention on the part of the
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation to change
its present plans of engaging the best possible star for every picture it makes, and
to have its other producing units do the
same, but Mr. Cohn hopes to be able to
convince both stars and directors that they
are killing the goose that lays the golden
egg by continuing the costs that have prevailed for the past year.
Several big pictures which the C. B. C
Mr. Cohn's intention to confer not
It- is
only with those stars and directors who are
engaged by C. B. C. and the producers distributing through C. B. C. but also to effect
a clearing house at the Coast whereby the
stars will receive a fair wage for their wdrk
but a steady one.
Mr. Cohn hopes to be able to show the
producing factors at the Coast that the way
to normal conditions of production throughout the year, is to get salaries and productions down to where they belong, instead
of having abnormal costs and seasonal periods

of

production

activity.

Mr. Cohn believes unhealthy costs can be
avoided if the latter are handied on a basis
whereby directors and actors are made to
understand the normal amount of money a
picture can earn.

told

me

to call your attention to the following
cast that supports Thomson in his first picture
:

Wilfred Lucas, Hazel Keener, David Kirby, Frank Hagney, George Magrill. Dot Farley, Dick Sutherland, Pee Wee Holmes, Bob
Reeves and the great horse, Silver King.
That cast speaks for itself, doesn't it?"
"And while on the subject of casts Brown's
next picture of the series 'North of Nevada,'
which is now in the cutting room, holds up
to all

my

promises.

"North of Nevada"

is a well constructed
story of the West with real dramatic moments, full of stunts by Thomson.

BILLY SULLIVAN
Universal star,

new

who

series

is

of

at

present appearing

"Leather

Pushers."

in

the
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A SMALL TOWN MOVIE
Part 3

j

PARTNERSHIP
By George Rice
j

|
!

np HE

old saying, "He who has a partner
has a master," made itself quite evident
as soon as I had induced
competitor,
Howe, to refuse the amusement company's
last offer.
Both of us having operated
our respective houses independent of the
advice or counsel of another, found the
etiquette of partnership irksome.
I was for making an equal declaration,
figuring from the standpoint of similar
value of equipment and attendance. Howe
then presented a daily attendance chart
which registered about ten percent more

my

j
!
'

|
|

•

j

f
i
1

j

s

ARTHUR

S.

KANE
5

KEEPING FAITH WITH
EXHIBITOR

!
I

j
?

Arthur

S.

Kane Promises Further

Advance

in

Product

J

^[T ITH

pride and gratification, Asso*
ciated Exhibitors invites attention
to its fall schedule, revealing what it
considers one of the greatest line-ups
ever presented.
"In two and one-half years' experiin marketing Harold Lloyds," said
Arthur S. Kane, President, "we have
found that the big picture is the thing.
In keeping, we have been moved to get

ence

big pictures

named

of

the

calibre

of

1

j
!
'

!
j

|
|
I

those

Harold
our announcement.
Lloyd in Why Worry? Charles Ray in
The Courtship of Myles Standish,
in

Douglas MacLean in Going Up and
Mabel Normand in The Extra Girl are
the kinds of attractions we are proud

"When

I
J

j

on its career as a
screen entertainment the
reorganized Associated Exhibitors declared its determination to obtain and
serve the very cream of independent
production.
It pledged itself to study
closely the wants of the public and to
exert itself to the utmost to merit the
public's approval.
"We have kept the faith. The theatre
goer has given his answer in a way
that can be neither mistaken nor misconstrued.
it

started

"We have grown consistently. Each
succeeding season has seen a steady,
logical advance in the quality of Associated Exhibitors product, just as we
promised it should.
Our productions
during the season of 1921-22 were good;
those in 1922-23 showed a decided forward step. Now, in 1923-24, we are going far beyond anything that has been

and every one that has been released
has been put to a fair test
is evidence
that they have struck the popular chord,
that they are meeting the wants of the

—

measure.
"In this definitely forward movement
Associated Exhibitors, proud of its success and deeply appreciative of the
many manifestations of approval which
have met its past efforts, confidently expect to keep well in the van."
public in

full

|
J
j

!

s
!

I

J

f
I
I

payable

bills

were taken

I

j

|
:

and let creditors sue.
We
found we were each more than three
thousand dollars in debt.
Of course, we turned to the inevitable
to borrow, from a bank, if possible.
But
tablishment,

—

despite the alluring plans we drew up,
showing all the advantages of one management for two houses, our answer from

J

f
i

j
f
I
I

f
|

1
|

j
j
I
|

|

I
i
I

j

Productions are Ordered in Accordance With Public Demand
the day of the make-it-andGONE
seek-a-market-later class of motion
is

!

J

j
|

pictures,"

says

Woody, General

S.

J.

Manager* of Associated Exhibitors. "The
present

is

making

its

the time

when

official

was

—

We

We

j

f
|
1

j
•

1
j

avowedly requires.
"That the public does know what

"Associated

completely discouraged

so,

started to figure the saving from our
consolidation.
found that the companies would supply two programs to one
place cheaper than to two individual places;
that carbon and supplies in general could
be purchased in larger quantities, and
consequently cheaper and that some of
the help would do double service.
are still juggling figures, and hope
to interest some financial backer.

We

(To

be

Continued)

proud

product
keeping with the policy we are sedulously careful to follow to offer no
production that is lacking the stamp of
It is

—

either character or quality.

"The advantage of the process followed by the independent distributor
and which is the fundamental basis of
the
s
I

•
I

|

j
\
I

;

We

—justly

in

—

same answer,

proud

is

of this array of product.

"You

we

it

wants, that the exhibitor is heedful of
the popular demand, and that Associated's policy is the correct one we consider amply attested, moreover, by the
box-office reports on those of the productions named in our. current announcements which already have had showings.

this:

theatre men have been putting out
good pictures to get business from each
other not to satisfy the public.
Now
that competition has ceased, quality in turn
will decrease, and a slump in attendance
will follow.
You have paid more for your
picture service than you could afford, and
you are in debt. I cannot help you."
All the banks gave us practically the

is

already prepared market.
"Associated Exhibitors are proud to be
beplaying a part in this process.
lieve we are giving the picture fan what
base this belief
he desires most.
partly on the fact that we cause to be
made for distribution by us the character of production that the exhibitor

j

one bank

the public

wants clearly known to the

exhibitor, when the exhibitor transmits
that information to the distributor, and
the distributor, in turn, orders from the
producer a picture to be made after
given plans and specifications for an

in

much confusion in checkwe decided to lump the
pay what we could against each es-

EXHIBITOR

i

equalled.

the

HAND ON PULSE OF

\

!

consented to count only the paid
admissions, which proved the attendance
to be about equal.
The next few days were devoted to
checking the property, with the understanding that whoever had the least in
value should make a cash payment to the
other of an equal amount. I had installed
a new exhaust fan, an improved rectifier,
and a late model Powers projector, as well
as expending a considerable sum for improvements in the auditorium itself. But
as I had neglected to take a lease, while
Howe had secured one on his place for
considerably less rental the values were

Then

S.

J.

finally

hand, and after
ing each item,

WOODY

'

I

and we had words which seemed likely to
terminate our embryo partnership, but he

bills,
J

before.

"The success of each of the offerings
named in our current announcement

j

people in his audience than in mine.
I
had neglected to keep such a chart, basing
my attendance record on actual paid admissions.
However, I learned that Howe was padding his attendance chart by a free distribution of tickets, to such places as laundries, and dry goods houses, where he
would be sure of attendance. I objected,

—

f

to sponsor.

purveyor ot

:

I

]

f
\

Associated

many and

Exhibitors

manifest.

Our

policy are
close contact

with the exhibitor, maintained through
a carefully-selected and
well-organized
field staff, enables us to know exactly
or with as close an approach to exactness as is humanly possible what kinds
of pictures the exhibitor requires.
It is
our constant aim to keep our hand on
the pulse of the man who runs the thea-

—

tre.

"The adoption by many leading first
run exhibitors of the policy of indefinite
runs retaining a film as long as it continues to attract
is only one demonstra-

—

—

the independent distributor's importance to the industry as a whole.
tion

of

:

!

November

10,
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MID- WESTERN EXHIBITORS

WIN TAX DECISION
Federal Court Pleases Missouri and
Kansas Men on Music Matter

time a decision of this queshas been handed down by the Federal
court and sets a strong precedent.
It is the first

tion

'PALACE OF THE KING'

READY TO BOOK

EXHIBITORS

of Missouri and Kansas
are rejoicing over what they believe is
the first note of triumph over the long standdecision handed
ing music tax problem.
down in the Federal court in Kansas City last
week is a precedent and of national importance.

A

Two

weeks ago a motion was

filed

by Mor-

for the Society of
Authors, Composers and Publishers of America, to have a clause stricken from the answer of Samuel Handy, attorney for the
ris

O'Sullivan, attorney

Western Missouri and Kansas state organLeo Feist vs. Stockdale Brothers, owners of the Empire theatre,
Kansas City. It is in the answer in quesizations, in the case of

that exhibitors have based their hope
for victory over the shorter route, avoiding
an endless chain of routine.
tion

The answer

filed

by Mr. Handy contended

that the plaintiff, Leo Feist, contrary to the
provision of the Federal statutes, was not
the principal party at interest in that the
interests of the plaintiff had been signed over
to the national organization, the Society of
Authors, Composers and Publishers of America.
Therefore, the defense contended, the
plaintiff had not come into court under provisions provided by the Federal statutes.
It was after more than an hour of arguing
that the motion filed by Mr. O'Sullivan to
strike out the above mentioned part of the
defendant's answer before trial in court that
Judge Arba S. Van Valkenburgh of the Federal court denied the motion.

IS

Strong Cast Enacts Roles in Story

by

Marion Crawford

F.

GOLDWYN'S

spectacular
medieval
big
production, "In the Palace of the King,"
an Emmett Flynn picture, based upon the
F. Marion Crawford novel, was released to
It
the exhibitors of the country this week.
will receive its New York presentation at
The
the Capitol Theatre at an early date.
first Pacific coast showing will be at Herbert
L. Rothchild's California Theatre, San Fran-

beginning November 10.
picture was adapted by June Mathis,
editorial director for Goldwyn, who has made
the adaptation of "Ben-Hur" and who will
go to Europe to advise with Director Charles
Brabin throughout the filming of that gigantic photoplay.
In preparing the continuity
of the present picture, she stressed the human and highly emotional drama that is
encated by King Philip II of Spain, his
brothers, Don John
Mendoza, a loyal general, and the latter's daughter, Dolores.
The
cast is entirely in keeping with the magnitude
of the production. Blanche Sweet has the leadEdmund Lowe plays
ing role of Dolores.
opposite her in the role of Don John. Hobart
Bosworth is seen as General Mendoza, father
of blind Inez, the latter part being played
by Pauline Starks.
cisco,

The

;

Sam De

King Philip
as his secretary and
Aileen Pringle, as the Princess Eboli.
Grasse appears as

Mong

William V.

II,

RIDICULOUS SALARIES
DENIED BY LESSER
Principal Pictures Official States
Such Reports Hurt Industry

LESSER, before
SOL
West Coast, declared

returning to the
that reports concerning gigantic salaries paid motion picture
stars are entirely incorrect.
"The motion picture industry," says Lesser,
"is just like any other legitimate business.
It must be maintained on a business basis
at all times and these rumors and reports
of fabulous earnings by stars and players of
the silent drama cannot be taken reriously.
"The report that Baby Peggy Montgomery
signed a contract with the Principal Pictures
Corporation of which I am President at a
yearly salary exceeding $1, 000,000 is entirely
unfounded. The motion picture industry cannot afford to pay any such price to any star
if it wanted to stay in business for any length
of time."
Mr. Lesser stated that Baby Peggy's feature pictures made under the Principal Pictures banner would be shown at popular
prices.

"I do not think the reports regarding motion picture actors and actresses' salaries are

motion picture any good," says
"In fact, they are leading a great
campaign against the screen. And furthermore, they are tending to destroy the popularity of the players themselves.
"Naturally, a big screen star can command
a good salary.
Some of them make their
own productions, but no such salaries as recently have been quoted to the credit of our
stars are in existence.
This situation should
be corrected and without any delay."
doing

the

Lesser.

COUNTRY-WIDE ENTHUSIASM FOR MOTION PICTURE DAY
MOTION
THE
TRE OWNERS

PICTURE THEAOF AMERICA an-

In

New York

was held
Sydney S. Cohen, NaPresident, Motion Picture Theatre

on October

City a meeting

26.

nounces that accomplishments of tremendous importance have been made in the
campaign for National Motion Picture
Day on November 19th.
Various state units have begun to show

tional

concrete results
from the preliminary
meetings, and the entire country is pointing toward November 19th as the biggest
day in the year
The Mayor of Pittsburgh has issued
the following proclamation
"For the creation of a fund for the
betterment of motion picture entertainment, Monday November 19th, 1923, has
been set aside throughout the United
States as National Motion Picture Day.
Many of the theatres have pledged twentyfive per cent of the gross receipts of the
day to such fund."
Another endorsement of national importance and value, has come from Hon.
James J. Davis, U. S. Secretary of Labor,
Washington, D. C, who states
"I am
glad to endorse National Motion Picture
Day, and believe a greater use of this
agency as a means of education will bring

the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, voiced" his enthusiastic support of

:

wonderful

results."

Owners of America, presided and called
attention to the aims and constructive purof National Motion Picture Day.
Mr. Charles L. O'Reilly, President of

pose

the movement and urged all New York
theatre owners to get behind it and make
a record of which they could be proud.
"C1

OLLOWING

their

remarks,

reports

were read outlining the plans and campaigns which are being followed in other
sections of the country.
A special committee was then announced to act as points
of contact between the exhibitors and the
general committee and to take care of the
special exploitation of the celebration.

It

was also arranged at this session that a
Monster Mass Meeting of all theatre owners of Greater

New York

Hotel Astor on

vember

Two

5th.

The message

be held at the
afternoon, Nomeetings of the com-

Monday

National Motion Picture Day,
being carried by motor trucks delivering films
throughout Greater New York and New Jersey
or

mittee in charge of this mass meeting are
being held this week.
Also, for use in
the Greater New York territory, special
auto banners as well as lobby signs are
being prepared and 10,000 extra one-sheets
are being printed.
It is also reported that the method of
operation in Greater New York will be
as comprehensive as detailed organization
can make it. The entire city is being districted into zones, with an exhibitor captain in each zone, who is given a set of
cards, with each theatre in his zone on a
separate card.
For the purpose of lining up every theatre and securing from each a pledge of
support, those exhibitor captains are visiting the various theatres in person.
In
this manner, every house in the territory
will be covered.
The actvities on behalf of National Motion Picture Day are constantly checked
up and furthered in Southern California
by means of a weekly meeting, held every
Monday at Los Angeles.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Missouri met on October 12th at St.
Louis and endorsed National Motion Picture Day one hundred per cent.
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Four Masters of Atlanta
N this page are four more reasons the song writers have overlooked on why the South is famous.
They are master showof Atlanta, Ga., and, taking it from the manager of our
exploitation department, they all know what the word "showmanship" means. Each has set his mark and set it high. Each
represents that type of alert exhibitor who is literally on the job
twenty-four hours of the day.
Each believes in making his theatre an institution.
Long live Atlanta!

f~\

men

T\AR-

"r

JAMES, manager

Loew's Grand,

of
for several

years headed the Loew organization in Birmingham as
manager of Loew's Bijou.
When E. A. Schiller transheadquarters to
ferred
his

New

York,

circuit

—

Atlanta

The

Southern
the
the Grand at
to Mr
James.
photo is one of

plum
fell

—

center
publicity wizard.
He is
Kingsmore,
Price
manager of the Howard Theatre, whose style of handling
exploitation won the high approval of Harold Franklin
and resulted in his present
anpointment. that of guiding
beautiful
motion
the most
picture house in the south.
a

Howard

JAMES

F.

JACKSON

WILLARD

C.

PATTERSON

—
November

10,
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CHICAGO BOARD ELECTS
EDWIN SILVERMAN

KANSAS CITY EXHIBITORS
MAKE SLIDE DEAL
Department Store
Screen Ads

to Pay $4200 for
in 35 Houses

Speakers Praise His Sagacity and
Fair-Mindedness

THE

\ DEAL

which will provide more than
enough revenue to annually finance the
Kansas City Division of the M. P. T. O. A.
is being completed with a large Kansas City
department store, the name of the store be-

Trade held this week at its
Suites 316-317, Standard Oil Building,
elected officer for the ensuing year.
Edwin
Silverman, outgoing president, was re-elected
by unanimous vote. Other elections are as
follows
Vice-president, J. L. Friedman,
Celebrated Players Corporation
secretary,
H. L. Hollander, Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
treasurer, I. Maynard Schwartz, Educational.
Board of directors, F. C. Aiken, Pathe; C. E.
Bond, Associated First National S. Meyer.
offices.

ing withheld until the completion of the transA. M. Eisner, president of the organization, announces.
contract between the department store
and the exhibitors' association will net the
latter organization $4,200 annually and will
provide for the running of slides in thirtyfive of the theatres which are members of
Several theatre owners, who
the city body.
prefer not to enter into the contract, will
pay annual dues, as heretofore provided.
The amount received from such service
will pay the office rent, the salary of the
organiaztion's attorney, Samuel Handy, and
leave a comfortable budget with which to
combat antagonistic interests, In the theatres where the slides are to be run, such
service will constitute the annual dues to the
association of the theatre owner.
The contract probably will be for one
year, but in case such an arrangement proves
satisfactory to both parties it is likely that
a longer term contract will be signed at the
expiration of the one now being drawn up.
"It is one of the greatest things ever accomplished by the city organization," said
"We now will be assured of
Mr. Eisner.

:

;

A

funds with which to carry on our
organization in a manner that it should be.
Facing our organization just now are grave
problems the county tax case in the circuit
court, postponed at the request of the countyattorney, and two picketing cases pending in
the same court. Should the county tax measure become a realty it would be almost a
death blow to many exhibitors, as it is far
beyond the bounds of good reasoning."

;

Fox J. Sampson, R. Simons, Hodkinson.
The meeting was attended by the board's
;

J.

DENNISTON

R.
of

full complement.
Coincident with the nomination of Mr. Silverman special mention was
made of the unqualified success achieved by
the local board through the untiring efforts
of its president to faithfully serve the best
interests of both exchanges and exhibitors.
Various speakers lauded the sagacity and
fair-mindedness of Mr. Silverman in his efforts to reconcile differences between the two
factors and also commented upon the state
of efficiency the board has attained during
his regime.
Installation of officers will be held at the
board's annual banquet and dance on Friday,
November 9, at the East Room of the Hotel
LaSalle.
Prominent executives and stars are
expected to be on hand to supplement a
splendid program of entertainment arranged

Monroe, Mich.

sufficient

by

He Guides

—

bites us

all,

Boston saw the closing chapter in the life
of George K. Robinson, old-time actor, stage
director, exploitation manager, and exhibKnown all over the United States, and
itor.
loved wherever he was known, he died Saturday at his home, the Hotel Puritan, Boston,
of heart affliction a few hours after arriving here from a Maine trip with his wife.
His funeral was held last Monday afternoon at the Waterman Funeral Chapel,
Brookline, and was attended by a great number of theatre owners and managers from
all over New England, and by many men
from the Boston film district.
The bodywas then taken to his old home in Worcester, and burial services were held at Hope
Cemetary.
When his old time acting days were over
he was associated with Louis B. Mayer, the
well known producer, as Mayer's resident
manager in Haverhill, Mass., and later went
to the Boston agency.
|

this ambition, but

how few

—

of us succeed in keeping on looking
neither to right nor leic oui always wxtri
our eyes glued to our particular star
and th.s is the tale cf a man who did just

—

'The Green Goddess'

Two Weeks

Draws $93,275
at Capitol

The second week of Distinctive's George
Arliss picture, "The Green Goddess," at the
Capitol Theatre, New York, brought in receipts that were almost as big as the taking
for the first week.
The gross receipts for
the two weeks were $93,275, which comes
very close to the two-weeks record for the
Capitol.

During the fourteen days that it was the
attraction at the Capitol there were almost
150.000 paid admissions.
The picture did so well at its showing at
the Imperial Theatre, San Francisco, that it

was held over

there

for

a

third

week.

To be elected president of one of the
greatest exhibitor organizations, the Motion picture Theatre Owners of
chigan,
is
the honor bestowed upon Joseph R.

M

Denniston, of Monroe, Mich.
He has been a d rector of the organization for the past four years, and by virtue
of that experience is thoroughly conversant
with the working of the organization.
He has played an active part in the affairs of the association during that time,
and holds the record for fidelity attending
directors meetings.
His is a fine example of a small town
showman, assuming the responsibility in
his community that he should.
He is past
President of the Exchange Club of Monroe, is at the present t me President of
;

the

Maynard Schwartz.

Burr Names Casts

Michigan Showmen
TT

I.

the Destinies of

that.

George K. Robinson Former Exhibitor
Dies Suddenly in Boston

annual meeting of the Chicago Film

Board of

action,

in

;

Monroe Building and Loan Associa-

and recently had the acceptance or
of the honor of nommat'on for
Mayor of Monroe tendered him by the b ggest men o F Monroe, which honor he detion,

refusal

;

in

Coming

State

Rights Productions
C. C. Burr is showing his appreciation of
the confidence state rights men have expressed
in his product and business methods, not only
by offering his entire output on the independent market, but by making his new pictures with stories by best authors on an elaborate scale with big stars and the best supporting casts obtainable.

Constance Binney, Doris Kenyon, and
Charles "Chic" Sale are the stars who will
be seen in the new C. C. Burr productions for
this

season.

For "Restless Wives," with Doris Kenyon,
now in the making at the Burr Glendale
studios, Mr. Burr has engaged James Rennie,
Montagu Love, Edmund Breeze, Burr Mc-

Edna May Oliver, Coit Albertson,
Childers, and Tom Blake.
In "Three o'clock in the Morning," starring Constance Binney, the cast includes
Mary Carr, Edmund Breeze, Edna May
Oliver, Richard Thorpe, William N. Bailey,
and Russell Griffin. In the Charles "Chic"
Sale comedy drama Polly Archer, Leslie
King, Harlan Knight. Robert Bentley, William Black, Mary Kitson, Russell Griffin,
Mickey Bennett and a group of boy actors
lend capable support.
intosh,

Naomi

clined because of his other civ'c activlt'es.

Who

wants

to

change places with Ba^ree?
care of Goldwyn.

Mae Busch,

Address

Foremost Russian Director Enroute
to New York on Leviathan
Cables advices received from Paris by Ben

Blumenthal rf the Export and Import Film
Company stnte that Dimitri Buchowetzki, the
famous Russian director, is due in New York

November

3.

Buchowetzki

is coming to study American
the coast, and it is understood
several offers have been made him to direct
pictures during his stay.
Buchowetzki is credited by many critics
with being the greatest director continental
Europe has produced. Among his recent successes were "All for a Woman," "Othello"
and "Peter the Great," every one of which
received praise from the critics on their
Broadway first run presentations.

production

at-
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Tears and Chuckles

Intermingled in
Charles Dickens'
4

David Copperfield'

THE
played

David Copperfield,
by Buddy Martin, is
by the death of his

little

'

left

alone

mother, with only the improvident and penniless Mr. Micawto look after him.
So successful is he, however, in educating himself to be a lawyer
ber

and

later a writer of renown that
he pleads for and wins the hand
sweet Agnes, whom he has
loved since childhood

of the

N the Associated
1
Exhibitors' production of "David
Copperfield," Gorm
Smidd plays the
grown-up
David,
T

-

and Karen Winther
the beloved Agnes.
Because

of the care

used in the

making

this

picture, it
is one of the most
artistic of the year.
of

THE

loquacious Mr. Micaw-

ber, who is "always waiting
something to turn up," is
played by Frederick Jensen.

for

November
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RDDUCTION
PARAMOUNT

have
announces
they
Kate Jordan's novel, "The

started filming

Next Corner,"

Sam Wood

a

production for

Paramount, scenarized by Monte M. Katterjohn.

Allan Dwan has completed "Big Brother,"
the Paramount screen version of the novel of
the same name by Rex Beach.
All that remains to complete "West of
the Water Tower," is ah atmospheric shot
of Maryville, Mo., the town which Homer
Croy wrote about in the novel, and Glenn
Hunter is now in Chicago playing "Merton
of the Movies" at the Blackstone Theatre.

Compson is in Los Angeles ready
work in "The Stranger" a screen
adaptation by Edfrid Bingham of John Galsworthy's "The First and the Last." Richard
Dix and Lewis Stone will play the principal
Betty

to

start

masculine roles and
co-featured.
Tully

three players will be
Marshall, veteran of
stage and screen, who scored heavily in "The
Covered Wagon," will play the title role of
"the stranger" in the picture.
Thomas Meighan in his new picture "Pied
Piper Malone," (written for the star by Booth
all

be supported by Emma
Dunn, who has played mother roles on the
stage for seventeen years without a single

Tarkington)

will

exception.

WARNER

BROTHERS'

next production
"Lucretia Lombard," a screen
adaptation of Kathleen Norris' novel. Monte
Blue and Irene Rich are starred supported
** expected

is,

by Marc McDermott, Alec B. Francis, John
Roche, Otto Hoffman, Norma Shearer and
Lucy Beaumont.
Johnny Hines' second starring vehicle,
"Conductor 1492," is scheduled for shipment
during the week of November 5th.
The week of November 26th will bring
Wesley Barry's third Warner Classic, "George
Washington, Jr." a screen adaptation of
George M. Cohen's famous musical play, to
the East.
Prominent among the supporting
cast are, Gertrude Olmstead, Otis Harlan,
Leon Barry, Charles Conklin, Edward Phillips, and William Courtwright.
David Belasco's "Daddies," is scheduled to
be shipped the first week of December. Mae
Marsh is the star with Harry Myers playing

Joseph M. Schenck has just signed Frank

Borzage

Norma Talmadge

direct

to

in

her

film, "Secrets," which will follow "Dust
of Desire." Eugene O'Brien has been engaged
to play opposite Miss Talmadge and the continuity will be prepared by Frances Marion.
Bessie Love is to appear under the direction of Maurice Tourneur in "Torment,"
his next production for M. C. Levee at the
United Studios.

next

GRAND-ASHER

Worth, Donald Hughes, Dick Smith and
Harry Archer.
Bob Kerr is working on "The Process

According to Monty
comedy, which Alf Goulding
is assisting him with, has a complete plot with
drama and pathos to balance the farcical.
Adam Hull Shirk, who wrote the story for
"The Stain Girl," produced by Ben Wilson,
is now engaged upon a new mystery story.

Server," featuring Jack Earle.

:

Haymaker's
Banks, his

direction.

first

BURR
CC.azine

announces the Ainslee's MagWives," by Izola

story, "Restless

•

now

Forrester,

is

Glendale

Studio

Gregory La Cava.

Kenyon

will play

in the

making

under

the

at the Burr
of
direction

Burr Mcintosh and Doris
prominent

Harlan Knight, portrayer of rural types is
engaged to play in support of "Chic" Sales,
in his first feature picture for this company.

DATHE

promises a most entertaining burlesque of "The Covered Wagon," in "The
Two Covered Wagons," now being edited and
cut at the Hal Roach Studios. It stars Will

Rogers and his dual role

in this travesty is
reported to be his best.
"Ten Dollars or Ten Days," a two-reel
comedy, featuring Ben Turpin is now com-

pleted.

In Mack Sennett's comedy, "The Lighthouse," a lighthouse serves as the background
for the action and the cast includes Billy
Bevan, Harry Gribbon, Madeline Hurlock,
and Kalla Pasha.

T) REFERRED announces

the appointment
of Victor L. Schertzinger v to direct three
of the fifteen plays and novels to be released
this year.
These are, "The Boomerang,"
"The First Year," and "Faint Perfume."
_

The

printing "The Man
from Brodney's," George Barr McCutcheon's
famous romance, produced by David Smith

with

laboratories

J.

are

Warren Kerrigan

in

the

and

lead

Alice Calhoun, Wanda Hawley, Miss Du
Pont, Pat O'Malley and Kathleen Key, supporting.

Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph
very enthusiastic about Blackton's "Let No
Man Put Asunder," and has placed the entire resources of the studios at his disposal, to
enable him to produce a truly super-film.
is

David
of

Smith

who

is

directing

Red Roses," George Randolph

"A

Tale

Chester's

novel, has completed the cast, which
cludes Dustin Farnum, Patsy Ruth

now

in-

Miller
Niles Welch, William Norris, Edith Yorke,'
Sidney De Grey, Violet Palmer, George
Webb, Margaret Landis, Miles McCarthy,
Milton Ross and Charles Meakan.

NATIONAL announces that Richard Walton Tully will bring to the screen
"Bird of Paradise," his Hawaiian love drama,
which as a stage play has enjoyed a coast-tocoast success.
This follows his completion
of the picturization of Rex Beach's "Following Gold."
T? IRST

*

announces that James O.
Spearing has been preparing "The Signal
Tower" for screening. This is Wadsworth

U

Camp's

novel.

short story included in O'Brien's
"Best Short Stories of 1921" and is to be
a Jewel special.
Work on Hoot Gibson's new special production "Hook and Ladder," has been begun and Mildred June has been selected for
the principal feminine role.
"My Mamie Rose," which Irving Cum-

mings

directing, is the first starring vehicle
Go Round" girl, Mary Philbin.
Price. Pat O'Malley, William Collier,
is

of the "Merry

Kate

Max

Davidson, Edwin Brady, Charlie
Murray and other notable players will support

Jr.,

young star.
Booth Tarkington's "The Turmoil," a
Hobart Henley production is well on its way.
Edward T. Lowe wrote the scenario of this
story and the cast includes such notables as
George
Hackathorne,
Emmett Corrigan,
Eleanor Boardman, Pauline Garon, Eileen
Percy, Edward Hearn. Bert Roach, Buddy
Messinger, Kenneth Gibson, Theodore Von
Eltz and others.
William Desmond has just completed the
final episode of "Beasts of Paradise," an
adventure serial in which Eileen Sedgwick
was co-featured.
A new. serial, a mysterv picture, called
"Hands in the Dark," will be directed by

the

HEPWORTH

is
engaging
Donald
Buchanan, who edited and titled "Lily

of the Alley," as editor-in-chief of their productions.
He will soon start work on
"Strangling Threads."

TI/TETRO announces

that Victor Schertzinger
will direct Jackie Coogan's second picture
for this company, entitled "A Boy of Flan-

ders," by Louise

De La Ramee.

roles.

TTNIVERSAL

has purchased the world
* rights to "Captain Blood," Sabatini's latest

release late this year, in 15 chapters of two
reels each.
Century Comedy directors are busily at
work on the first crop of pictures to be released during 1924.
Arvid Gillstrom is directing Buddy Messinger in "Boys Will Be
Boys," which has a supporting cast including Sadie Campbell, Ella McKenzie, Lillian

announces they will be
shortly starting a five reel comedy feature at the Grand Studio under Herman

opposite.

T7ITAGRAPH

William Craft and will star William Desmond. Helen Holmes will also be in this
picture and it is expected to be ready for

Walter Anthony, former newspaper editor
and critic of drama and music has started
work on the Jackie Coogan Productions. He
for the titles of "A Boy
Flanders."
Because of hundreds of requests from exhibitors for more pretentious offerings starring
Viola Dana, Metro have procured
Mabel Wagnells' "A Rose Bush of a Thousand Years" and will start work on it at
once under the new title "Revelation." Monte
Blue will play the leading male role opposite
will be responsible

of

Miss Dana.

The

Name

latest

Is

of the cast of "Thy
being produced under Mr.
is
Robert Edeson, noted
The cast now includes

addition

Woman,"

Niblo's direction
character actor.

Ramon Novarro, Barbara La Marr, Wallace
MacDonald,
V. Mong.

Claire

McDowell and William

"The Fool's Awakening," previously announced as "The Living Past," the Metro^
picturization of William J. Locke's, "The
Tale of Triona," is now completely cast including the following stars, Enid Bennett,
Harrison Ford, Mary Alden, Alec Francis,
Harry Northup, Arline Pretty, Lorimer
Johnston, D. R. 0. Hatswell, Lionel Belmore,.

John Sainpolis, and William Humphrey.

GOLDWYN

has completed "Slave of

De-

from Balzac's "The Magic Skin."
George D. Baker directed Bessie Love and
Carmel Myers, in this new starring vehicle.
Helene Chadwick experienced some amusing reactions to the new blond wig she wore
in
"Law Against Law," Rupert Hughes"
sire,"

production now completed.
The big fight scenes in Owen Davis' melodrama, "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model,'"
are being taken. Max Kaplan, former trainer
for Jack Dempsey, is acting as technical adviser.

Mr. Crosland is filming the King's revel
"Three Weeks," for which Elinor
Glyn is busy selecting the twenty most beautiful extra girls to be found in Los Angeles.
Erich Von Stroheim is still busy on the
cutting and editing of "Greed," based upon
Frank Norris', "McTeague."
Robert C. Benchley, who is the dramatic
critic of
Life and leading contributor toVanity Fair and who is delivering a most
amusing monologue in the "Music Box Rescenes in

view,"

Youth."

is

to

write

the

titles

for

"Second!
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MMMMMMMMMH

the
Banks of the
f*\N
^—' Wabash," is a picture of
simple people, simply told.
It is about "just folks" who

have

aspirations

more

than

mere

to

A BOVE

**
The

is

a scene from the

picture.
of
the
flood rises at Cranberry
Corners, on the banks of

become

thrill

the Wabash, sweeping everyFloods are
thing before it.
no respecters of persons but
sometimes help to straighten
out tangled lives

spokes in

the
wheel,
but who find
that fate usually deals them
a jolt, even as you and I

A BOVE is Mary Carr and Burr Mcintosh.
*f combined talents make "On the Banks

Their

the
a picture
never
Burr
to
be forgotten.
as Captain Hammond is a real human
and Mary Carr as the wife of the artist
longs for a career is well she's Mary Carr
of

Wabash"

Mcintosh
being,

who

—

TAMES MORRISON,

on the left, as David Ham) mond, hits the highspots when he swims the flood, to
rescue his sweetheart who has been trapped in a shack
on the banks of the Wabash, while attempting to save
the plans of an invention of David's

EVANS
MADGE
daughter
the

as the lovely Lisbeth Bixler,
Miss
artist with aspirations.
of
for herself in the picture at the right.
making
capable
of
she
were
she
look
if
as
Doesn't
Cranberry Corners rather an attractive place?

Evans speaks

'On the Banks of the Wabash'
J.

Is Replete with

Stuurt Blackton Gives Us Another Vitagraph Release

Which

Is

Human

Interest

Meeting With Popular Response

;;;
;;

;
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ft

PATHE

has acquired for distribution a seof one-reel "Sportlights," written by
Grantland Rice, and produced by J. L.
Hawkinson, to be released every two weeks.
ries

due about December 16th, is "Wild
and Wooley," the second, "The Super-Sex.
An elaborate tie-up with sport writers is

The

first

being planned.
"Presidential Possibilities" is the title of
the "Sketchograph," from the pen of Julian
Ollendorf, in the October 21st issue of "Topics of the Day."
James Fenimore Cooper's "LeatherstockTales," "The Pathfinder," "The Deeriiig
slayer," and "The Last of the Mohicans"
are to form the basis of a serial production.
C. W. Patton will produce in chapter form
and George Seitz is to direct the production

from an adaptation by Robert Dillon. The
cast including Harold Miller, Edna Murphy
and others started work at Great Bear Lake.
The November 11th program includes Will
Hank," "The Temple
"Hustlin'
Roger's
Dungeon," Ruth Roland's "Ruth of the
Range" a "Snub" Pollard cornedy, "Dear
Ol' Pal" and "Do Women Pay:"", an Aesop
Film Fable.

PRODUCERS

report a deal has been con-

summated with the Syracuse Motion Picture Company, whereby the Producers Segeneral

the

handle

will

Corporation

curity

territorial distribution for a new five-reel
•comedy entitled "A Bride for a Knight," the

which

cast of

headed by Henry Hull and

is

announces

it

will

release

a number of the famous Charles E.
Blaney stage successes, produced under the
personal direction of Mr. Blaney who recently organized Charles E. Blaney's Pictures
The first, "The Love Bandit,"
Corporation.
stars Doris Kenyon, and the supporting cast
includes Victor Sutherland, Cecil Spooner,
Lorenza Valentine, Jules Cowles, Gardner
James, Christian Frank, Helen Keller, Edward Boulden, Walter Jones, Dorothy Walters
and Hal Briggs.

PREFERRED

has completed another production scheduled for the fall, Rida Johnson Young's "Maytime," directed by Gasnier
with a cast including Ethel Shannon, Harrison
Ford, William Norris and Clara Baw.
Foreign rights to all Preferred Pictures
produced within the next five years, are acquired by Ben Blumenthal, president of Export and Import Film Co., Inc.

a deal with the
change, Washington, D.

C, for

to

exhibit

"Marriage Morals" and "Don't
Marry for Money," throughout Maryland,
Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia.

their pictures,

TfXPORT AND IMPORT

just closed a
contract with Mammoth Pictures for world
right?, with the exception of the United States
and Canada, to "Enemies of Children," an
adaptation of George Gibbs novel, "Youth
Triumphant," starring Anna Q. Nilsson.

\ RTCLASS

through Max Weiss, announces the sale of the eighteen single
reel classics, "Tense Moments from Famous
Plays and Great Authors,' 7 to Lande Film
Corporation, for Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, and to Creole Enterprises for
Louisiana and Mississippi.

T^OX

announces the releases for October
* 28, as follows
"The Governor's Lady,"
with a feature cast Tom Mix's "Mile-a-Minute Romeo," the Clyde Cook comedy "Wet
:

;

Weary," the Imperial comedy "The
Monkey Farm," and an educational, "Cloisters

and

SELZNICK

TRUART

reports the sale of "The Empty
Cradle" for Brazil to Ferdinand V. Luporini, and "Patsy" to Supreme Photoplays,
Pittsburgh, for the territory comprising Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.

OTANDARD CINEMA

^

The Booking Sheet
PREFERRED report the booking,

ing of a contract with Bray Productions,
to distribute the new series of twenty
Colonel Heeza Liar Comedy Cartoons.
Inc.,

Under-

Com-

:

;

;

—

McVickers Overture, "Capriccio Espagnole."
Fun from the Press. Comedy, "Do
Women Always Pay?" Feature, "The SpanDancer."

ish

CLEVELAND

—Overture, "Fantasia Hungroise,"
Feature, "The Fighting Blade."
FeaState — Overture, (not mentioned).
Allen

ture,

"The Spanish Dancer."

KANSAS CITY

Newman — Overture,
ture,

;

"Don

Newman News

Bazan."

De

Cesar

Fea-

and Views.

"The Spanish Dancer."

Royal

—Overture,

(not mentioned).

Comedy, "Boys to Board."
"Where the North Begins."
'

Royal
Fea-

NEWARK

—

Braneord Overture, "Poet and Peasant."
Branford Review of Events. Comedy, "The
Optimist." Feature, "The Bad Man."

;

Broadway Strand, Detroit;
ing

Feature, "Strangers of

edy, "Angel Food."
the Night."

ture,

soon
after October 30th, of "The Virginian"
for first run engagements at the following
Palace, CincinBoston, Boston
theatres
Pantheon, Toledo
nati
Strand, Louisville

Opera House, Mansfield

;

Liberty,
Liberty,

Wheel-

Waco

Colorado, Denver
Lotus,
Queen, Austin
Sheridan Orpheum, Leavenworth Orpheum,
Atchison Rialto, Des Moines Grand, Mus;

;

;

;

:

;

katine

Orpheum,

;

Ft.

Madison

Orpheum,

;

Capitol, Passaic
U. S., Hoboken
Lincoln, Union Hill Grenada, San Francisco

Trenton

NEW YORK

Rialto

—Overture Feature,

"Sapho."

Pathe

International Race, "Papyrus vs. Zev." Feature, "On the Banks of the Wabash."
Rivoli Overture,
"Maritana."
Feature,
"If Winter Comes."

—

;

;

Vivian, Daytona Ideal, Columbia
Lincoln,
Troy
Leland, Albany
Park, Utica
Empire, Syracuse
Piccadilly,
Rochester and the Rialto, Ft. Worth.
Some of the additional bookings on the
fifteen pictures to be produced this season by
B. P. Schulberg are from the Jefferson, Ft.
Wayne Victoria, Altoona Nemo, Johnstown Garden, Muskegee Dixie, Carnegie
Rialto, Racine; U. S. Photoplays, Paterson;
Majestic, Carbondale Strand, Hartford; and
;

;

;

;

;

;

LOUIS

ST.

;

Kinema, Fresno

Missouri

—Overture,

"Peer Gynt Suite No.
Missouri News and Magazine. Feature,
"Woman- Proof."
1."

;

;

;

;

the

William Penn

at

T^TTAGRAPH'S
V

PHILADELPHIA

Stanley

Chester.

"The

Gown

Shop,"

the

Larry Semon comedy for the season of 1923-4, has been booked by the Modern and Beacon Theatres, Boston.
There are to be four Larry Semon comedies released by this company, which include
first

Gown Shop," "Lightning
"Horseshoes" and one for which a
not yet been selected.
"The

pATHE'S

"The

Call of the

Love,"
has

title

Wild" has been

--

booked by the following theatres and circuits
I.
H. Libson Circuit, closing for
Strand, Cincinnati, Colonial in Columbus and
Strand in Dayton Rothchild group, signing
for the Granada, San Francisco A. H. Blank
chain, for Palace in Des Moines
Midwest
Theatre Company, including the Midway of
Rockford, Lincoln Square of Decatur, Rialto
in Bloomington, and Rialto at Elgin, 111.
Capitol Theatre Circuit of Kansas City, Mo.,
:

"William Tell" (RosFeature, "Potash

Topics of the Day.
and Perlmutter."
sini)

Grauman's

;

;

including its theatres in Independence, Eldoredo, Manhattan, Chanute in the state of
Kansas, Excelsior Springs and Carthage in
the state of Missouri, and the following theain

Kansas
Summit,
State,

—

Mo. Lynwood, GladAdmiral, Benton and ElsOakland,
Calif.;
Liberty,
Fox, Aurora, 111.; Gem,

City,

Fresno, Calif .;
Gary, Ind.
Palace, Tulsa, Okla.
Capitol,
Charleston, W. Va.
Hippodrome, Lancaster,
Ohio.
;

;

;

LOS ANGELES
Hollywood Overture,

—

A

Medley of Old Favorites.
Feature, "The
Covered Wagon."
Grauman's Million Dollar Overture,
"The Mayflower." Pathe Weekly.
Feature,
"The Courtship of Myles Standish."
Grauman's
Metropolitan
"Carnival
Overture," (Dvorak). Pathe News. Feature,
"Going Up."
Grauman's Rialto Overture, (not mentioned).
Pathe Weekly.
Feature,
"The
"
Spanish Dancer
Loew's State Overture, (not mentioned).
Loew's
State
Pictorial
News.
Comedy,
"Down to the Sea in Shoes." Feature, "Pon-

—

—

—

—

jola."

BROOKLYN

;

tres

—Overture,

;

worth;

announce the sign-

in the

Howard News and Views.

Magazine.

stone,

in the Clouds."

world."

CHICAGO

announces an early release of
"Roulette," William MacHarg's popular
story, which appeared in Hearst's InternaS. E. V. Taylor directed
tional Magazine.
the picture and the supporting cast includes,
Edith Roberts, Norman Trevor, Maurice CosMary Carr, Walter Booth, Montagu
tellc,
Love, Henry Hull, Dagmar Godowsky, Diana
Allen, Effie Shannon and Flora Finch.

;

have now closed
WEBER AND NORTH
Exhibitors Film Ex-

ATLANTA
Howard— Overture, "Orpheus

Mary Thurman.

;

VITAGRAPH

Run Programs

Current First

Strand
Topical
Blade."

—Overture,

(not
mentioned).
Feature, "The Fighting-

Review.
ST.

Capitol
gest.
ture,

—Overture,

PAUL
"Oberon." Capitol DiFea-

Comedy, "Felix Laughs Last."
"Potash and Perlmutter."

CHICAGO

— Overture, "Songs of the Sea."
Digest. Feature. "Ashes of Vengeance."
Riviera — Overture, "Rose." Digest Weekly.
Tivoli

Feature, "Ashes of Vengeance."
Roosevelt— Overture,
(not
mentioned).
Feature, "Little Old New York."
Chicago Overture, "Folk Songs." Digest
Weekly.
Feature, "Flaming Youth."

—
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"The Spanish
INPola
Negri, as

Dancer,"
Maritana,

the beautiful gypsy, tells the
Don
fortune of her lover,
Caesar de Bazan, played by

Antonio
dicts
It's

for
a

Moreno, and prel-im an evil future.
Paramount picture.

T\ON CAESAR DE
^ AN defies Adolphe
jou,

as

the

villainous

BAZMenDon

Paramount's
in
Salluste
"Spanish Dancer." Don Salis finally successful :n
Don Caesar's consent to marry a veiled bride,
in order that he may die by
the bullet like a soldier.

luste

obtaining

MARITANA

fights

like

a

tigress in defense of Don
Caesar, who, despite the edict
of the king that duelling will

be punished by hanging, had
engaged in a sword fight in
defense of Lazarillo, and then
killed an officer of the guards

fCATHLYN

WILLIAMS

plays the stately Queen
Isabel and Wallace Beery the
rascally king, who is so much
in awe of his regal wife that
ue pardons Don Caesar, in
?rder to extricate himself from
the
compromising situation
into which he has implicated
the dancer, Maritana.

Daring Love Highlights Paramount's 'The Spanish Dancer'

yovember

10,
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
The

Cosmopolitan Production Released by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
Adapted from Arthur
Stringer's "Snow Blind" by Bayard Veiller.
Director, E. H. Griffith.
Photographers,
Al Siegler and Jack La Mond.
Length,
8500 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Conrad Dean
Miriam Helston

Lionel

Barrymore

Seena Owen
Louis Wolheim
Gustav von Seyffetiz
Walter Miller
Charles Beyer
Helen Lindroth
Jack Johnston
Louis Deer
Frances Red Eagle
Dan Red Eagle
Paul Panzer

Laird
Father Paquette
Dick Helston

Arkwright
Mrs. Arkwright
Trapper
Eagle Blanket
Singing Pine
Half-Breeds

Dick Helston going north into the woods to open
o' Dice Mine, closed during the war, is set

the Pair

upon by Laird, who has been looting the property,
Helston is carried by Laird to the cabin of Singing
Pine, squaw of the latter.
The squaw gets through
a telegram to Miriam Helston, sister of Dick, that
he has been injured.
Conrad Dean, former aviator
and in love with Miriam, obtains an airplane and
starts across country with Miriam.
Engine trouble
brings down the machine in the forest.
Going for
help Conrad loses his way in a snowstorm, but finds
a cabin.
Miriam goes in search of Conrad and is
stricken with blindness.
She is found by two half
breeds, who take her to a camp.
Laird stops a
fight for possession of the girl, saying he will take
her.
Conrad finds the cabin but is overpowered by
Laird and his crew and strung up, Laird setting
fire to the building.
The outlaw then goes to the
hut where Dick is tied and starts another fire. With
Miriam he sets out across country with a dogsled.

Conrad is released when the binding ropes burn. He
goes to the aid of Dick, warned by Singing Pine.
The two men locate and repair the airplane and
start in search of
Laird and Miriam They find
them.
Tn a fight between Conrad and Laird the
latter is shot by the father of Singing Pine.

By George Blaisdell

HE

of outdoor pictures will get
"Unseeing Eyes." It is a subject which abounds in exteriors, and all of
these are laid in a snow-covered country not

'"P

their

lovers
fill

leading

snow

that is just sufficient in depth to cover
the ground, but plenty of it.
One of the important sequences of the tale
is the airplane trip from Quebec to the mine,

which Conrad

pilots

Miriam when

it

is

learned that on account of the deep snow the
railroads are not functioning.
see the two in the machine with the
The machine
mountains just behind them.
travels alongside a towering ridge, giving opportunity for unusual action and even more
usual background. This phase of the production takes on the added quality of a scenic
as well as that of a drama.
The latter half of the story is packed
with melodrama.
It
is
a recital of the
struggle between the outlaw and the woman
and men from the city between the lawless
man of the woods who would steal a woman
as he does silver ore and the man from
further south who wins the regard of a
woman before claiming her.
Of physical combats in the picture there
are several and they are ungentle affairs, with
nothing of the pink tea flavor about them.
They are genuine mills. This angle of the
story may have appeal for the men more
strongly than for the women. But you never
can tell:
Of combats with rough old mother nature
there are many. too.
There are the pair
in the machine two miles in the air
of Conrad fighting his way through the snowstorm,
and later of Miriam, blinded, groping through
the woods and over the hills of the approach
to the edge of the long, sharp incline, and of
her eventual tumble down the side almost
to the feet of the two half breds so keenly
watching her struggles.
Then there are the battles in the burning
cabins and the later pursuit, something new
in a way for pictures, that of an exciting

We

;

;

:

lends

role,

to

itself

advertising and

exploitation.

In exploiting the film Tom Moore should
be featured, its melodramatic "punches" emphasized and reference made to the fine scenic
effects.

'Held to Answer'
Metro Photoplay in Six Parts. Adapted from
the Novel of the Same Name by Peter
Clark MacFarlane.
Scenario by Winifred
Dunn. Director, Harold Shaw.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

'Harbor Lights'
Associated

Exhibitors

Photoplay

in

Five

Adapted from The Stage Play by
George R. Sims and Henry Pettitt. DiParts.

Tom

rector,

Length, 5,200 Feet.

Terriss.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lieutenant

David
Nelson

Tom Moore

Kingsley

Dora
Lena Nelson

Elsom
Annette Benson
Gordon Begg
Gibson Gowland
Isobel

Captain Nelson

Mark Helstont
Mrs.

Helstont

Mark Rorke

Frank Morland

Gerald McCarthy
Percy Standing

Nicholas

Solomon
Old Tom
Detective

Jeff

Judd

Wood

Lieutenant

comes home

David Kingsley
to

Barlow
Green

A. B. Imeson
Redcliffe.

He

of
is

the

British navy,
to Dora

engaged

Xelson. Squire Frank Morland, a dissipated gambler,
has betrayed Dora's sister Lena.
Morland
hopes to recoup his fortunes by wedding Dora,
who has inherited monej-. Lena goes to Morland's
house to plead with him. She is followed by her
sister.
Kingsley arrives on the scene in time to
rescue Dora from an attack by Morland.
Lena's
former lover, Mark Helstone, shoots Morland and
the squire dies.
Lena is killed by falling over a
cliff.
Kingsley is suspected of having slain Morland, but Helstone, putting out to sea in a small
boat, is wrecked,
washed ashore and before he
breathes his last confesses that he is the murderer.
Dora and Kingsle} are united.

in

—

in

pursuit of an outlaw.
Mr. Wolheim as
cast is excellent.
the leader of the outlaws makes Laird follow a really bad bad man, with seemingly not
There are many Ina redeeming feature.
dians employed in the camp scenes, and they
lend an abundance of "atmosphere."
The production is one that as a story of
the north stands out, and as such, taken in
conjunction with Lionel Barrymore in the

airplane

'Unseeing Eyes'

By George

O RODUCED

T.

Pardv

England, "Harbor Lights"
carries all the time-honored earmarks of
Drury Lane melodrama, which means that its
plot is constructed along familiar lines, with
the usual gallant naval officer hero well to the
front in everything that transpires, the sweetheart who believes in him even when public
opinion brands him as a murderer, the betrayed sister, the gambling, villainous squire
each having their innings and a climax in
which vice is duly punished while virtue
in

triumphant.
exactly the sort of picture likely
to appeal strongly to sophisticated audiences,
but considered as a program attraction, may be
For it moves
classed as good entertainment.
swiftly, every foot of the film is crammed with
reigns
It

isn't

lively action, the thrills come fast and furious,
there's plenty of suspense and a mighty spec-

tacular finish, with matters ending happily for
hero and heroine.
Also, the British atmosphere is pleasing.

The camera

offers

some charming glimpses

of cottage interiors and the weather-beaten
landscapes of an old English town by the
coast, in fact the backgrounds as a whole are
a delight to the eye and the marine shots
particularly well done.
Tom Terriss has directed the feature with
good taste and judgment. Tom Moore, he of
the engaging smile, plays the part of Lieutenant Kingsley with impetuous dash and spirit,
the role is of somewhat heavier calibre than
we are accustomed to see that popular screen
actor appearing in, but. nevertheless, he gives
creditable performance. The remaining members of the cast are British and unknown in
this country.
Isobel Elsom, and Dora of the
tale, is a pretty girl endowed with considerable
emotional ability, the work of Gerald McCarthy, as the villainous squire, and that of Gibson Gowland, as Lena's avenger, deserves
commendation, and the support is adequate

John Hampstead
Marien Dounay
Hiram Burbeck
Bessie Burbeck
Rollie Burbeck
Mrs Burbeck

House

Red Lizard
Maid
Judge
Organist
"Spider"
District

Peters

Grace Carlyle

John Sainpolis
Evelyn Brent
James Morrison
Lydia Knott
"Bull" Montana
Gale Henry

Thomas Guyse
Robert Daly

Welch

Charles West
Charles Mailes

Attorney Searle

John Hampstead, minister

of the House of the
to marry Bessie Burbeck,
wrongfully accused of the theft of a diamond
necklace.
Since he knows the real thief to be Rollie
Burbeck, brother of his sweetheart, he refuses to
make any defense at the trial, and the judge declares
"held to answer."
The hypocritical Hiram
Burbeck, father of Bessie and Rollie, holds a meeting
to force John Hampstead to resign from the church,
but is stunned by the public confession to the
theft of his own son.
Mrs. Burbeck, however, rises
tn the occasion, and thanks John for bringing about
the salvation of her son's soul.
With Bessie in his
arms, John leads the congregation in singing "Praise
God from Whom All Blessings Flow."

Open Door and engaged

is

Hm

By Helex V. Swexsox
production "Held
THEan Metro
ordinary program

to Answer"
picture, handled in

is

In commendation it
ordinary manner.
be said that it adheres sincerely to its
purpose in telling a purely dramatic story,
relieved by no comedy touches, save one, and
in sustaining the interest in a gradually increasing tempo to the climax and the end.
The main theme is that in bringing unhappiness to others we are in danger of becoming unhappy ourselves. This is exempli-

an

may

fied

by the fact that the efforts which two
direct against John Hampstead. the

people

altruistic

minister,

become

boomerangs

in

bringing misery on themselves.
The plot is developed logically, with the
exception of the rather awkard flashback, andl
at no time is any attempt made to quicken;
the interest by irrelevant thrills.' The photography is good, and the interior sets well done r
the only criticism being that a hotel in a
small western city would hardly be so luxurious.

House Peters as the beloved minister of
the House of the Open Door gives an able,
sincere
performance.
There is constant
danger of the part of the self-sacrificing
clergyman becoming sticky with sentimentality, but Mr. Peters, through the strength of
his personality and by his manly appearance,
manages to keep the characterization entirely
human.

He

handles the courtroom scene sympathetand endears himself to his audience
when he refuses to allow Red Lizard to assume the guilt for the crime of which he
is wrongfully accused.
Yet his best opportunity comes when he refuses to resign from
the church on the ground that such an act
would jeopardize his declared innocence.
Tames Morrison gives a very fine performance, despite the fact that he portrays the
part of the exceedingly weak Rollie Burbeck.
John Sainpolis as the sour undertaker, Hiram
Rurbeck, does as much as is possible with
ically,

the part.

Lydia Knott
self-sacrificing

Evelyn

is

excellent as the lovable and

Mrs.

Burbeck.

Brown-eyed

Brent, as Bessie Burbeck. John's
fiancee, has a trick of graceful movement
which is pleasing, and Grace Carlyle as
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CHAPLIN HOBNOBS WITH HENRY FORD
All of Detroit Greets First Citizen of Hollywood,' and Acclaims
Wag of the World
'

Him

the Real

'

ON

Monday, October

16th, Charles

Chap-

violently broke a long-standing rule
of his own and cut loose with a personal appearance in Detroit, which kept that
city in a turmoil of delight from eight o'clock
lin

in the

morning

until midnight.

He was on

his

the Coast to begin
first comedy picture for United
Artists Corporation, after having attended the
of
New York premiere of his "A
Paris," the serious drama which he directed
with Edna Purviance starring.
Accompanied by Hiram Abrams, president
of United Artists, by Arthur W. Kelly, the
"first citizen of Hollywood," as he was ac•claimed, stepped from the train at the Michigan Central Station, and was greeted by a
-whoopingly frantic crowd of Detroiters.

way through
work on his

the city

to

Woman

outstanding incident of the day
THE
Chaplin's meeting with Henry Ford.

was
The
automobile king was

big main plant of the
visited by the comedian in tow of the greeters,
and Mr. Ford himself was there to do the
honors.
One of the newspapers quoted Ford as say"Mr. Chaplin, I came in from Dearing
Chaplin
born, twenty miles, to meet you."
is
reported to have replied, "Mr. Ford, I
came all the way from Los Angeles to see

The repartee brought them a big laugh.
that moment a bevy of cameramen
crashed the sanctum where the celebrities
were gathered and demanded a pose. It is
said that for the first time in the Ford history a picture was posed for in the motor
genius' private office.
you."

At

fact, Ford
INcertainly
will

smiled and replied, "We
do anything for a man that

can make us laugh," and the picture was
snapped with Henry Ford and Edsel Ford
on either side of Chaplin. Later shots
also were taken in portions of the Ford
plant, though Mr. Ford and his son Edsel
personally conducted the cinema star.

A

tremendously popular feature of the
Chaplin visit in Detroit was his appearance
at each of half a dozen high schools and
other public schools by appointment. To the
children he spoke wittily, and as if by inspiration.
He got laughs particularly by

;

Henry
lin

else.
close count registered twenty-five
speeches for the film comedian, including those
made at th City Hall, where he was greeted
by acting Mayor John C. Lodge and members of the City Council, a session of 500
children who were giving a pageant at the
American Child Health Association, a crowd
of 5,000 who gathered at the Hotel Statler
at five in the evening, and the audience of the
Stribling-Burns boxing match at night.

THE

chief formal event of the day was a
banquet at the Board of Commerce with
Harold H. Emmons, the president, as toast
master.
Others at the speakers' table were
C. S. Mott, vice-president of General Motors
Congressman Robert Clancy, Judge
Co.;
Albert J. Murphy Jeff B. Webb, vice-president
Harvey J. Campbell, secretary Hiram
Abrams, president United Artists Arthur W.
Kelly, Los Angeles John H. Kunsky, T. B.
Moule, Howard Pierce, Fred Schaefer, H. W.
Traver, George H. Harbour, William Mac
Lachlan, James Fisher, and George H. Sampson of the Michigan M. P. T. O.
On the
menu were miniature custard pies, a tribute
;

;

;

Chaplin art of his earlier two-reelers.
Flashes f rom Chaplin comedies, old and new,
were screened in honor of the guest and for
laughing purposes.
From his strenuous session at Detroit, Mr.
Chaplin and Mr. Abrams went on to Chicago
where the comedian rested for twenty-four
hours at the Blackstone hotel, and then took
up the rest of his journey to the Coast, Mr.
Abrams returning to New York.
to the

A

and his son Edsal conducted Chapthrough the Ford manufacturing plant.

Ford

crowd
ler,

School was

apologizing

out, and Charlie shook hands with
500 of Detroit's Kiddies.

let

gravely

taking

for

the

pupils

away from

their studies.
"I realize," he also said, "that
prised not to see me with big

pants and

rusty

derby,

smooth-faced

but

man

you are surfeet, baggy

instead find

me

with hair turning
gray, and a perpetual smile. Yes, I have no
mustache and no bananas."
At each school Chaplin was literally a
riot, but he also
was a riot everywhere
a

little,

—

;

;

of 5.000 gathered
Detroit, in order to

before the Hotel Stathear Chaplin speak.

November

10,
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Marien Dounay wears some beautiful gowns

(Continued

and the girl feels the same way about the
forthcoming ceremony. The hero becomes interested in the invention and by praising it,
so enthuses a guest that he buys $50,000
worth of it.

attractively.

The picture as a whole will fill the needs
of the smaller houses which are partial to
a drama with an occasional tear, and where
House Peters is especially popular as a star.

Then

the millionaire, sensing the possiof the invention and also his protege's
interest in his daughter, determines to discredit the proposition.
This he does in time
for the final test, and things look very, very
dark for the hero. But things are even worse
for
the
inventor
and the
millionaire's
daughter for they are trapped in the experimental hut which is highly charged with electricity.
Those responsible for the picture have
spared no effort in making the hut scenes
at this stage highly dramatic and realistic.
The millionaire having attained his end, to
buy up all the stock in the invention, sets
things to rights.
The engagement is broken,
only for the girl to enter another one, with
the hero, and the inventor goes back to more
bilities

'Blow Your

Own

Horn'

R-C Photodrama in Six Parts. Story by
Owen Davis. Directed by James Wesley
Home. Length, 6,315 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Warner Baxter

Jack Dunbar
Nicholas Small
Anne Small
Augustus Jolyon

Ralph Lewis
Derelys Perdue

Eugenie Acker
William H. Turner
Ernest C. Warde
John Fox, Jr.
Mary Jane Sanderson
Eugenie Forde

Dinsmore Bevan
Gillen Jolyon

"Buddy" Dunbar
Yates
Mrs. Jolyon
Mrs. Gilroy Yates
Percy Yates
Julia

Dell

Boone

Billy Osborne
Stanhope Wheatcroft

Timothy Cole

inventions.
The acting

;

time.

'On the Banks of the Wabash'
Vitagraph Photodrama in Seven Parts. Directed by J. Stuart Blackton.
Played by
an All-Star Cast. Length 7,150 Feet.

By Douglas Grahame

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

book-

Anne

thing
it
this
picture
in it that makes for first class motion
story that holds the inentertainment.
no
terest from the 'first scene to the last with
sagging in the middle, a young man making
much out of nothing, able and personable
players, skilful direction, excellent photog-

Mary Carr

Bixler

Cap Hammond
David

A

Burr Mcintosh
James Morrison
Lumsden Hare

...J

Paul Bixler
Ivonne
Lisbeth
Sash Brown
Tilda

raphy, and convincing social atmosphere, such

,

Mary MacLaren
Madge Evans
George Neville
Marcia Harris

Spiffen

Paul Bixler, an artist, lives with his wife and
on the banks of the Wabash.
Paul has
long wished to study abroad.
The Weekly Clarion
announces that the railroad is to come through the
town and that the land values will rise.
Westley
Spiffen sells a lot of property that is worthless unless
the railroad does come through.
His sister, Tilda
Spiffen, a spinister, is in love with "Captain Hammond, who owns the "Sarah Jane" an old-fashioned
stern wheel boat which he still keeps in trim for
emergency. The railroad fails to touch the town
and the people including the Bixlers, lose their
money. Bixler disappears. Hammond contributes
Tilda
to the care of Anne Bixler and her children.
suspects graver interests between the two and gosAnne's disgrace is imminent. The river
sip spreads
Tilda tells Anne that
rises and the town is flooded.
no 'onger hope for Bixler's return; that
-1-e wrfl
catches fire.
While
Bixler
home
dead.
The
he is
the flood is rising Lisbeth. who is in love with
David, Hammond's son, remembers that David's
"'ans for an invention are in his shack by the river.
She goes there to save them and is trapped. David
goes to her rescue but a dynamo falls on his leg
"Cap"
holding him prisoner in the rising waters,
children,

"Blow Your Own Horn."
During the first few scenes of the picture the spectator is tempted to think that

is

this is "another of those war pictures" that
the producers have dared to foist upon the
But it is nothing
public at this late date.
The shots of the doughboys
of the sort.
aboard the transports coming home, and the
landing, are the only things in the picture
that even hint of the late conflict, and they
are far from being boresome.
This is a picture that really matches up
with the title, and the director and author
haven't wasted any time in getting things
going. Action, action and more action is the
principle upon which they have operated.
Briefly the plot concerns the advice of a
self-made millionaire to the hero to "Blow
His Own Horn," to proclaim his merits to
the world, which the hero does to a very conBut of course there are a
siderable extent.
lot of complications that are amusing and
breath taking.
Acting on the rich man's suggestion the
hero masquerades as a man of wealth at a
house party of people who have more money
than they know what to do with, all of them,
that is, except the host, who being not as
well to do as formerly is anxious to have
his son marry the daughter of the hero's
millionaire.
The hero of course has fallen
in love with the daughter, and things look
dubious for his affections for quite a while.
However, the host's son thinks more of inventing things than of marrying a rich girl,

is

Own

well.

in

this

in

Warner Baxter proves himself

good.

ing the younger Jolyon's attention, and his personality entices the millionaire guests to buy stock in
Augustus is more interested in his
the proposition.
invention than he is in marrying, which is more
than can be said for Jack. The latter, realizing that
the girl he loves is beyond his reach, throws himThe final test
self into helping along the invention.
interferis a social affair, but thanks to underhand
then buys up
Small
failure.
is
it
a
ence from Small
the stock which the holders are glad to sell.
all
The invention works, Anne is rescued, and all ends

can't possibly make a mistake
YOU
has every
picture as
ing

picture

particularly
a likeable and capable hero, Derelys Perdue is a
winsome heroine, while Ralph Lewis gives a
convincing portrayal of a self-made, but not
selfish millionaire.
"Blow Your
Horn" is the sort of
picture that will undoubtedly prove more
than an average success wherever it is shown.
It is a subject that will please the young, the
old and folks in middle live.
All of which
means that the exhibitor can show it with
little effort and very considerable profit.

Jack Dunbar returning from the World War broke
and job-less goes seeking his fortune with his "kid"
brother, Ruddy. They meet Nicholas Small, millionaire, and his daughter Anne, who are stalled in an
automobile. Jack fixes up the car, and later applies
for a job at the mansion of Gillen Jolyon who desires
A home party
his son Augustus to marry Anne.
is in progress and the Smalls are among the guests.
Small induces Jack to stay, advising him to throw a
This Jack does
bluff that he is a youn gmillionaire.
with wonderful success, falling in love with Anne.
that is absorbinvention
radio
in
a
Jack is interested

lying sincerity to them all, and not a hint
of mawkishness in the entire seven reels.
Heart interest, "small town" stuff, comedy
and otherwise conflict, action and numerous
spectacular incidents are all in this picture.
People like this sort of stuff, so the exhibitor
is reasonably sure of excellent box office reIt would
turns when he books this picture.
be best though, when showing it, to have the
program balanced by a good comedy, just
to give the people a chance to put their handkerchiefs away.
There are several novel touches in this picture, and Director Blackton has done something really new by providing a "lady" villain.
The spinster, postmistress, denied charm
and beauty, and embittered by over many disappointments, determines to win at all costs
the man of her desire, who happens to be
a hale ex-steamboat captain.
But as the captain is very much interested
in a former sweetheart, now the wife of a
struggling artist, the course of her love is
far from smooth.
So she commandeers,
rather than enlists, the assistance of her
brother, who is quite a rascal on his own.
and things start to happen, mostly to the
disadvantage of the people who unwittingly
stand between her and the captain.
The plot, aided by the postmistress and company, marches right along without pause to
the climax which occurs
when the old
Wabash goes on a rampage, floods the town
and almost drowns everybody in it.
The captain, however, prevents such a
catastrophe by navigating his old steamboat
up and down Main street, just at the right

.

;

who, after a lifetime of disappointments, has dropped out of the picture,
comes back in again and everybody's glad to
see him.
The captain's son and the artist's

lives

get married, the flood stops, the postmistress and her assistants leave town without notice, and all in all, everything turns
out satisfactorily.
notable feature of this picture is the surprisingly good direction, photography and acting.
The director has faithfully portrayed
life in a sleepy river bank Indiana town, and
the camera man has made some wonderfullv
effective shots of a flooded river.
The characterizations are little short of

A

perfect,

flames

when

she

is

rescued

and special mention

is

restored

showman's

SENTIMENT

has been made one of the
predominant ingredients of this quite enphotodrama.
That
tertaining
Vitagraph
is one of the reasons why it will be a success wherever it is shown, because sentiment
has a powerful appeal for almost everybody,
especially when it is naturally portrayed as
has been done to an admirable degree in this
picture.

There are many sad episodes in "On the
Banks of the Wabash," but there's an under-

picture.

'A Million
Universal Photoplay.
side.
Scenario by
Director,

To Burn'
Author, Mary WhiteRaymond L. Schrock

William Parke.
Cameraman,
John btumqr. Length, 4,556 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

to

By Douglas Grahame

due Burr Mc;

and the young couple
Bixler

is

intosh as the hearty steamboat captain Mary
Carr as the loving wife of the artist and
Marcia Harris as the disgruntled spinster.
"On the Banks of the Wabash," while it
will make the women weep and the men
sniff,
is a picture that ranks high
in entertainment
value and an easy one for any showman successfully to sell to his people.
It affords an
excellent opportunity for effective prologs
and in almost every other wav is a real

starts the "Sarah Jane" and starts down
street on the crest of the flood, saving the
Anne is near death by
of the inhabitants.

are' saved from the shack.
his wife and all ends well.

artist

girl

Hammond
Main

";

The

h

w

T? Rubnov
£ J nee
S

w
N.ckol,

Herbert Rawlinson
Kalla p asha
Beatrice Burnham

Daisy Jones

Mark

^

and

^

Sybil

Tom McGuire

*\\?y
Mills

Melbourne McDowell

n

Frederick

We
™?
Mills

Stanton

Geor S e Marion
Margaret Landis

Audltor

Frederick Bertrand

Despite his ambitions and intellectual acquirements
the force of circumstances lands Thomas Gwynne in
the

plebian

position

of

a

Later he becomes manager.

mountain

The

hotel

other

waiter.

employees

and Thomas tries to meet their
wishes by allowing them to do as they please and
helping each individual to follow up the kind of workhe or she has a liking for. The result is unfortunate.
are

a

radical

lot

'
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JACKIE COOGAN,
trusty

upper
at

left

Metro star on his
"Dicky Bird." In the
han-i corner is the Coogan cabin

mount,

Manter Creek, on the eighty-acre ranch

TO

the extreme left he appears with evidence of the damage done by his wicked
and in the center he is "all wet."

rifle,

ACK COOGAN.

Senior, a devotee to rod
and gun, exhibits his "chicken of the sea,"
caught after a fight of fifty-six minutes
giant tuna weighing 114 pounds which he

LONG LIVE THE KID— HIMSELF
Jackie Coogan as Sportsman and as Regular

Roy

Offers Excellent

Exploitation Possibilities

RUMOR

has at any time come to you that Jackie Coogan's life is all work
no play, just pull this page out of your files and show it to those who
And to make your argument conclusive,
doubt that he is a regular boy.
point out that Jackie has made but eight pictures in over four years two a
year which keeps Jackie before the camera less than ten weeks in each twelve
months.
These scenes were taken at the Coogan Manter Creek ranch fifty-five hundred
Coogan, Senior takes Jackie to this enchanted forest
feet up in the high Sierras.
realm for his long summer vacations, and here the two
pals, father and son. hunt and fish and rest to their

IFand

—

—

hearts content.
Jackie is a dead shot with a rifle.
Evidence of the
damage done by his trusty "gat" is shown in his picture with the fox. This cut could be used in exploiting
Jackie's pictures for Metro. Sporting goods shops would
be glad to give a window to enlargements of this layout.

This page is also a sample of the new publicity policy recently
instituted at the Cocgan offices in Hollywood.
It is constructive.
interesting and different and could well be used in house programs.

JACKIE COOGAX

national institution, a household word
is a
blessed with children. His pictures solicit the finest
kind of patronage, and it is only proper that they should be accompanied by exploitation in keeping with the calibre of the star
and the production.
Mrs. Coogan came to town last week with Jackie's first picture
It is an adaptation of Mary Roberts Rinehart's famous
for Metro.
YVe have not seen the production,
novel "Long Live the King."
but we have heard what Marcus Loew and other Metro officials have
And in consequence, we wish to compliment
said after viewing it.
Jackie, Victor Schertzinger. the director and Metro.
David Warfield, the grand old master, sat in at the private showing the other day, and when the picture was finished he was so
in ev>°ry

home

Finally he
filled with emotion that he was unable to express himself.
turned to Marcus Loew and said, "Jackie is the greatest of them all."
It is an interesting coincidence that David Warfield was indirectly
responsible for Jackie's introduction to Charlie Chaplin and the film
world. It was while Annette Kellerman was closing a long tour at
the Los Angeles Orpheum theatre that she called Jackie to the
stage, and the little rascal, then less than four years old, did an
Fate dealt Jackie a high hand that
imitation of David Warfield.
What ioU
night as Chaplin was in the audience, and saw the Kid.

lowed

is

history

!

Jackie Coogan, greatest child of his time, whose histrionic genius
has been acclaimed the world over, and whose happy pictures do
special feats at the box-office, is also Jackie Coogan, regular boy
fact that should be utilized on every occasion in exploitation of his

—

pictures.
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confusion unbounded results and the hotel meets with
At this juncture Thomas inherits a fortune,
disaster.
purchases the hotel and starts his philanthropic
scheme into action again. But the more the employees get the more they want, Thomas gets the worst
of it from all sides, until his wrath breaks all bounds,
he uses physical force to quell his annoyers, philanthropy is abolished and things restored to a common
sense basis.

By George

AX

Pardy

T.

average program attraction, the prin-

appeal of which lies in its lively
"A Million to
action and farcical situations.
Burn" is not likely to fit the requirements
of ultra-critical audiences, but should serve
the needs of any exhibitor in search of a
cipal

picture designed simply to amuse, without
putting any strain on the thinking powers
of his patrons.
It is full of whimsical absurdities and the
plot cannot be taken seriously at any stage
of the proceedings.
Yet there is a moral indicated by the
story's jovial madness, the cold fact that
an indiscreet philanthropist dealing out the
dollars recklessly is fairly certain of ending
up in the role of a philanthropical jay.
You can hardly imagine any chap playing
the fool as the hero does in this instance
before he learns his lesson, but if such a

fellow ever existed, he would probably strike
just the sort of snags that interfered with
the ambitions of Thomas Gwynne, erstwhile
waiter and dreamer of dreams.
The complications which ensue when the
various hotel employees, each given a free
hand in the development of their desires by the
too generous Gwynne, cut loose in the pursuit
of the fine arts, are distinctly funny, and
Herbert Rawlinson plays the part of confiding Thomas with his usual dash and vim.
Beatrice Burnham registers as a charming
heroine and the support is adequate.
The photography throughout is of excellent
quality, exteriors and interiors being skillfully filmed and good lighting effects disIt can be
tinguishing the entire production.
exploited as amusing farce comedy, the title

and

attractive,

is

localities

in

where Herbert

Rawlinson possesses a strong following, the
of the star should be prominently displayed.

name

'Shattered Reputations'
Author and Di-

Lee-Bradford Photoplay.
rector

Not Credited. Length, 4800
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Henry Wainright

Johnny Walker

Hoskins

Sis

Feet.

,

Jackie Saunders

John Mordaunt
Torrance Burton
Helen Grant
Arthur Bowman
Stephen Wainright
Stonehouse
Osborne
Fred
Charles
Alfred Lewis
Joe Hoskins
The discovery of a vein of coal on land owned by
Dave Hoskins results in a welcome change for himAccompanied by Joe and Mul, his
self and family.
son and daughter, Dave goes to the city. There Joe
Young and easily led, he
falls into bad company.
engages in a robbery, is tried, convicted and sent to
prison.
Through Mul's self-sacrificing exertions her
brother's disgrace is kept from the father's knowledge.
Meanwhle Mul and Charles Osborne have fallen in
love.
Joe escapes from prison, takes up with a gang
again and is entangled in another robbery. The intervention of his sister once more conceals his guilt,
but causes trouble between Mul and her lover, who

Dave Hoskins
Vasco de Gama Byles
Fanny Wainright

Finally Joe dies,
does not understand the situation.
his father never learns the truth, Osborne finds out
the real facts of the case and the lovers are united.

By George

A

RATHER
inal

which

theme

trite
is

will appeal

T. Pardy

and not particularly orig-

set

forth in this picture,

mostly to those sentimental

who have not yet lost interest in the
unselfish sister heroine who runs all sorts
of risks to her reputation, including the
threatened loss of a lover, while shielding a
scapegrace brother from the results of his
patrons

wrong-doing.

From

the

moment when

the Hoskins familv

(Continued)

deserts the rural shades for the strenuous
life of a large city trouble begins brewing,
inasmuch as young Joe, having made the acquaintance of a hard-boiled crowd, proceeds
to run amuck in various ways, lands in the
hoozgow and invests his loving sister with
a permanent heartache.

The latter wins a lot of sympathy by her
uncomplaining cheerfulness and pluck in the
face of the manifold annoyances which confront her, although one is driven to wonder
whether the black sheep is really worth the
expenditure of so much honest, self-sacrificing
endeavor, especially when he goes
crooked again, after escaping from jail.
But it is this self-sacrifice angle which
hits some patrons pretty hard and is responsible for the feature's most satisfactory
moments.
Jackie Saunders plays the devoted sister, and does so with plenty of vim,
charm and dramatic finish, not forgetting
to round off neatly the numerous comedy
touches which brighten the role of Mul Hoskins.

The work of Fred Stonehouse,

as Charles
as
Henry

Osborne, and Johnny Walker,
Wainright, deserves creditable mention and
the support is adequate.
While "Shattered Reputations" does not
rank as a suitable attraction for top-notch
theatres, it may pass muster in the smaller
houses.
The title is a catchy one and ought
to be easily exploited.

Following the familiar trail of the oldtime ten, twenty, thirty cent stage dramas,
the villain in this case is the city-bred chap
who woos and wins, to her undoing, a fair
rustic maid.
And, of course, the hero is
an honest homespun individual who couldn't
go wrong if he tried. Ancient material, but
there are still many folks on earth who
like
the simple, rather obvious theatrical
"melo" brand of entertainment, and will put
the O. K. stamp on the picture.
Charles Jones furnishes an agreeable charactor sketch in the role of Andy. Ruth Dwyer
is sweetly charming and wistfully appealing,
as becomes a persecuted heroine.
The support is capable and the village types life-like.
There are many pretty exteriors, the interiors are skillfully filmed and the lighting
is clear and distinct.
The title really doesn't give a clear idea
of what the feature is, but has a certain
value for exploitation purposes.
Play the
picture up as a country love story with melo-

dramatic situations and amusing comedy backgrounds.

'The Extra Girl'
Associated

Exhibitors' Photoplay.
Author,
Scnnctt.
Scenario by Bernard McConville.
Director,
F.
Richard Jones.
Cameraman, Homer Scott. Length, 5,700
Feet.

Mack

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

'Second

Hand

Love'

Fox

Photoplay. Author, Shannon Fife. Scenario by Charles Kenyon.
Director William Wellman. Length, Six Reels.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Andy

Charles Jones

Angela

Ruth Dwyer
Coleman
Harvey Clark
Frank Weed
James Quinn
uGs Leonard

Dugg

Charles

Detective

Deacon
Dugg's Partner
Constable

Andy, a young traveling tinker of free-and-easy
comes to a village where he finds many adventures awaiting him.
He makes the acquaintance
of Angela Trent, who is continually pestered by Seth
Poggns, a miser. The latter is desirious of marrying
Angela, who dislikes him intensely.
Her life is
nature,

something of a mystery to the villagers, a gossiping
lot, and scandal starts when Andy falls in love with
the girl and pays considerable attention to her. More
scandal develops when a strange man is seen emergAndy
ing from where Angela lives, at a late hour.
is also worried by the incident, but it is discovered
The villagers
that she is unhappily wed to a villain.
propose to make Andy leave the place. He is accused
of burning the library and roughly handled when it
transpires that Angela's husband is the guilty one.
In a fight between Andy and the husband, the latter
Her husband's death releases
gets the worst of it.
Angela from her troubles and she faces a happy future with Andy.

By George

ABOUT

T.

Pardy

the most satisfactory way to dispose of a screen villain that we can
think of is to heave him into a quicksand bed
and watch the defeated wretch sink. That's
what happens to the bootlegging rascal who,
as husband of the heroine of "Second Hand
Love," makes her life miserable, commits
arson and is cheerfully ready to tackle most
any crime on schedule, until young Andy,
the itinerant tinker, visits the village and
puts a crimp in hubby's operations.
There's a good deal of conventional stuff
in this comedy drama, but taken on the whole,
"Second Hand Love" is bright and zippy
and registers as a good neighborhood theatre
It treats the small-town gossiping
attraction.
fraternity in ironical vein, getting a good deal
of fun out of the suspicious scandalmongers,
puts over a thrill here and there, of which
the scrap between heroine Angela's worse
half and the resourceful tinker is one of the
best, and winds smoothly into a happy climax
of the kind warranted to please most movie
fans.

Sue Graham
Dave Giddings

Mabel Normand

(

Ralph Graves
George Nichols

Pa Graham
Ma Graham
Belle Brown

Anna Hernandez
Charlotte Mineau

*

Ramsey Wallace

Hacket
Aaron Applejohn
Phillip

Vernon Dent

%

Sue Graham, living in the village of River Bend,
is wooed by Dave Giddings.
She is willing to wed
him, but her parents oppose the match-.and she is
compelled to assent to their wishes.
A> movie contest is held in River Bend.
Sue competes and is
declared the winner, whereupon she goes to Hollywood. But she finds that winning a beauty contest
and obtaining studio work are very different things.
Baffled in her attempts to face the camera, she is
swindler gets her
hired as a wardrobe assistant.
his clutches and through his persuasion she _ induces her parents to dispose of their home and join
The result is that her father is
her in California
Dave arrives in
victimized and loses his money.
Hollywood and endeavors to procure a better paying
But Sue has resolved to devote all
situation for her.
her energies to enmeshing the swindler. After many
adventures she succeeds, her father gets back his fortune and they all return triumphantly to River Bend,
with the lovers united.

A

in

By George

T. Pardy

THIS

picture ought to hit the box office
Films
target squarely in the bullseye
touching on the fife of Hollywood have been
fairly numerous of late, but the lure of a
screen story within a screen story still holds
good when properly handled, and "The Extra
with its clean craftsmanship, fine
Girl,"
photography, admirable direction and clever
!

mingling of pathos and comedy, is warranted
to please all classes of patrons and fill the
seats of any theatre, large or small.
Mack Sennett wrote the narrative set forth
in the film and the work of that master
funmaker's "fine Italian hand" is plainly
visible in the unique farcical touches and odd
twists and turns given the humorous situations.

There

is

also

an

engagingly

sympathetic

the yarn, which ripples along as
smoothly as a brook and hasn't a foot of
superfluous matter in it. The laughs bubble
out freely, but the serious element is present
in full force, witness the really pathetic episode where the old folks find themselves
destitute through the wiles of a swindler enside

gaged

to

in

selling

phony

oil

stock.

Naturally, the peep behind the scenes afforded by the camera should prove one of
Peothe picture's best drawing qualities.
ple never grow tired of looking on the inside
and seeing how films are made. But there
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HERE'S COLLEEN'S ADVICE

FOR ACHIEVEMENT
Colleen Moore, Star of 'Flaming Youth, Says
'Grow Slowly for a Place in the Sun.'

MOORE works on the
COLLEEN
sudden rise makes possible a quick

theory

a
the
petit and inexperienced Colleen stepped into the land
of the motion picture several years ago at the tender
age of fifteen, and played the ingenue lead in "The Bad
Boy," a D. W. Griffith production featuring the late Bobby
Harron, she set up this rule as her guiding principle:
"If you climb 'up slowly, you stay when you get there.
If you jump all of a sudden you're liable to topple."
It was six months ago that First National announced
that Colleen was to be featured in a series of pictures,
the first of which was "The Huntress," already released,
and the second "Flaming Youth," forthcoming in NovemIn the years that intervened between the first inber.
genue role and the First National announcement there
had come more than one offer to stardom. But Colleen
She might satisfy others
shook her head and waited.
as to her starring ability, but she wanted to satisfy herAnd she was a severe critic.
self.
"Swiftly moving stars are seldom permanent," says
Colleen, "Usually they are but meteors, whose rapid rise
dooms them to an even more rapid fall. During the four
and a half years of my apprenticeship before my First
National contract I have played the feminine lead or
featured role in thirty-two motion picture productions, but
never starred. Girls who entered the picture field years
vanished and forgotten.
after I did, have been starred
Some have been stars for a few years, some for a few
months, and others for a few weeks, but they were not
prepared for stellar honors, and the vast majority of them
have failed to make good."
that

When

fall.

—

—

—

ISS

MOORE

further believes that while a player
should not remain in but one type of role, she should
not attempt a characterization for which she is physically
or tempermentally unsuited.
Who decides? Colleen
thinks that the player herself, judging impartially, can
realize her own capabilities.
Laying aside her work in the past as a leading woman,
Colleen has had two widely different roles in her two
latest First National pictures.
In "The Huntress" she
was an Indian maid, belligerent, vivacious and independent.
Her eyes sparkled beneath long dark braids.
She regarded all men as enemies, and when she really
found one she liked, she kidnapped him tied him
hand and foot and demanded that he marry her. It
ll/r

—

—

was comedy drama

laid against a

background of

the high Sierras.

In "Flaming Youth," Warner Fabian's
sensational society novel, it is a different
Colleen.
She is Pat, the youngest of
k
three daughters, who is cast into a mad
Ik
whirl of jazz and excitement at the
kVv
tender age of sixteen.
She is the
as free-thinking young flapper of 1923,

born and bred in an atmosphere of
luxury and of unconventionality.
In the danger years, when college
youths and men-about-town seek
her smile and her kisses, she is

—

1

I

Tj

VERY

phase of acting has
been thoroughly mastered
Colleen
by
Moore in"Flaming Youth."
She handles the
fickle
and
changeable
character
a
modern nappe,
of
with skill and finesse.

'

"

She
to someone in the front seat.
lives through the danger years to come
in love with a mature
out a

woman

Colleen Moore

man.
and it

Quite Adolescent
in First National's

'Flaming Youth'

left alone by the death of her
mother, who regrets her own
loose life because of its influence
I
on Pat.
She is the sport-model
flapper, with straight bobbed hair,
a fondness for cigarettes, long, gay
dances, and long quiet motor rides
under the moonlight, snuggled close

The
calls

characterization is difficult,
for the utmost finesse.

Can she handle

AS

Pat
newest

in
First
offering,

National's

Colleen

passes through all the phases of
adolescent love, of the puppy
variety,
as well as the finale
hopper and
Ritzy
type.
Finally she capitulates to a man
of more mature years

it,

this

young

girl

who

believed in a long apprenticeship?
you
If
ask the men of First National who have seen the
in the cold projection
, production
room, they will
tell you that Colleen Moore in "Flaming Youth" is one
of the most exquisite things the screen has seen; that
her work in the production is going to write her name
permanently in the Hall of Fame.
It begins to look as if the little beginner of five years
ago had it all figured out correctly. Take it slowly and
learn the game through and through.
Then when you're
sure go ahead hard.

—

\oiember

10,
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
isn't

too

much

pathy aroused for the fate-ridden hero, whose
wife proves false, a role portrayed by Guy
Bates Post with all that talented actor's noted
dramatic and emotional power and extremely
effective while the leading man is attired in

of the professional angle, just

enough to whet the appetite and the main
theme of the story keeps its continuity beautifully intact.

Mabel Normand is the village beauty who
wins a movie contest in her native town and
forthwith sets out for Hollywood, aglow with
dreams of screen fame, as many have done
before and will continue to do indefinitely.
role

As

Mounted,

is

star's

likelihood

he

Paramount Photoplay.

Author, George Ade.
Scenario by Tom Gcraghty. Director, Alfred E. Green. Length, 7687 Feet.

exploiting this feature.
The title
a winner, for the public, by this time well
versed in studio terms, knows what an "extra"
means, and the merest hint of Hollywood
atmosphere serves to interest the fans. But
the fun and pathos of the story must not be
lost sight of, nor the excellent work of star
and supporting cast overlooked when adcessfully

is

in

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Rockwood

Lila Lee
John Sainpolis

Wilma Rockwood

Louise Dresser
Robert Agnew
Mary Astor

Lynwood
Updyke

Cecil
Bill

Corporation

Photoplay.

Adapted

from James Oliver Curwood's
Story, "The Man from Ten Strike," Scenario by Fred Kennedy Myton.
Director,
Robert T. Thornby.
Cameraman, Harold
James.

Length, 6068 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Guy Bates Post

Jim Kendall
Olga McGee

Cleo Madison
Mitchell Lewis

Scotty McGee
Hester Stanton

Grace Darmond

In the wilds of Alaska
for gold.
Fortune favors
strike, but his luck turns

Jim Kendall is prospecting
him and he makes a lucky

McGee

pursues his swindling tac-

when his wife, Olga, elopes
with Scotty McGee, whose specialty is selling fake
mining stock. The McGee pair settle down in San
Francisco, where

Later on, Jim became a member of the CanadRoyal Northwest Mounted Police. In the course
of duty he is ordered to the coast to get a man and
woman who are wanted by the law. Under the
alias of "Calgrath, a supposed millionaire, he goes
to San Francisco and finds that his quarry is none
He makes the acother than McGee and Olga.
quaintance of Hestor Stanton, a beautiful girl who
ian

It transpires that some
previously Hester's father died after having
As she is seeking rebeen victimized by McGee.
After many
venge, she joins forces with Kendall.
adventures Kendall succeeds in bringing the faithHester's
and
wins
justice
lover
to
woman
and
her
less

McGee's stenographer.

years

love.

By George

George O'Brien
Vera Reynolds
Hardee^ Kirkland

Rockwood

T. Pari."

JUST

Artistically, the
fairly entertaining!
picture is a success, including as it does
a number of very fine mountain scenic shots,
with some exquisite tinting effects and ex-

The plot, howceedingly good atmosphere.
ever,
travels along a rather conventional
groove, as might be expected when a hero
makes his appearance in the familiar film
guise of a Royal Northwest Mounted trooper.
It is a difficult matter to impart a semblance
of originality to any screen tale dealing with
the activities of these Canadian policemen
and "Gold Madness" emerges on the movie
horizon a bit too late to escape this handicap.
But considered as a program attraction
the feature may be rated as a likely box office
The name of the star possesses conasset.
siderable commercial value, can be prominently played up in the exploitation campaign,
and the title ought to serve as a good advertising lure.
The story's theme is that of the universal
greed for gold and the treachery, heartburnings and tragic shadows which pursue the
seekers after wealth.
There is much sym-

Martha
Bill

'

Tom

Maddox
Gonder

Mike Donlin

Foreman

Rockwood, engineer and Dick Rockwood, dog-

fancier, and two sisters are to receive one million
dollars each, if they marry within five years. Otherwise, their father's wealth is to benefit an Old
Lawyer Bleech, in charge of the
People's Home.
estate, hopes that the institution will get the money.
Dick goes to England and returns in company with

Violet Lynwood, and her
the acquaintance of, and falls
with Louise Halliday. Through the schemlawyer Bleech, Tom and Louise are temColonel Lynwood and his daughporarily separated.
Dick stows away on board,
ter sail for England.
Tom goes as a passenger, Louise is accidentally carAll finally meet and the
ried off by the steamer.
lovers are wed on the last day allowed by the will.
The Rockwood sisters are notified by radio and
marry their lovers at once.
the

he has chosen,

girl

father.
in love
ing of

By George

A
is

of

T.

Pardy

BRIGHT
ought to
light

thing

and amusing comedy which
give good box office results. It

entertainment,

while
audience

to

keep an
humor.

freely

away an
in

the

idle

height

right

sort

hour and
of good

of both

star
assets

and author are
which can be

commercial
in an exploitation campaign.

utilized

George Ade is known from coast to coast
as one of Uncle Sam's leading literary merrymakers, and Thomas Meighan gains new admirers with each successive picture in which
Here, then, is a likely adverhe appears.
tising combination, and the title possesses
a significance which will draw 'em in sure.
Like most of Ade's screen contributions.
"Woman- Proof" owes much of its audiencetickling powers to the witty subtitles, without
which the picture would lose 50 per cent
There's only one Ade,
of its effectiveness.
and his knack of punctuating a story with
brilliant shots of original humor is the despair of all would-be imitators.

The

plot

is

moulded somewhat along comic

a sketchy thing with funny twists
and complications, but holding its interest well
up to the extremely modern-toned climax,
a double wedding aboard ship, performed by
the captain, fulfilling the demands of an absurd will at the eleventh hour, with the radio
broadcasting the event and hurrying two
couples ashore into immediate matrimony.
All of which is strictly up-to-date and certain to please a majority of film patrons.
Thomas Meighan's. genial smile is constantly
in evidence, and his impersonation of the earn-

opera

lines,

York'

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Santussa
Giovanni
Light Fingered
Big Mike
Grandfather

Baby Peggy Montgomery
Sheldon Lewis
Gladys Brockwell
Big Mike

Kitty

Frank Currier
Junior Coughlin

The Ross Kid
Mrs Ross

Dorothy Hagen

Soulful

Boulder

Estelle

Governess

Stockdale

Carl

Sid

Wm.

H. Turner
Jose Devere
Jack Quinn
Max Davidson

The Master Mind
Florrie

Levinsky
Mrs. Levinsky

Emma

Steele

Walter (Spec) O'Donnell
Little Santussa, a poor orphan on her way from
Italy to her wealthy grandfather in America, is lost
from her nurse, and taken care of by Giovanni, a
kindly member of a smuggling gang, who hides
$250 000 worth of diamonds in her rag doll. On
Lighi
arrival in New York Giovanni is arrested, but
Fingered Kitty takes care of the child. The next
the
day however, Big Mike, another member ot
Willie

only to be told later in
her rag
released, that
A search is instituted,
gems were hidden
the
loved
they
because
Giovanni,
and Kitty and
grandtell the whole story to Santussa s
little girl
in
Giovanni
with
ghetto
the
father, who goes to
locating
Kitty is finally successful
search of her.
in
a
trapped
is
but
Santussa, who has lost her doll,
the
burning building. They are saved by firemen
is
doll
rag
the
grandfather takes care of them both,
are returned to the
finally found, and the gems
ring,

purposely

the day
doll the

loses

her,

when Giovanni

m

is

m

customs

officials.

By Helen V. Swensok
Darling of New York" has much to
commend it, an exciting story, a well
apchosen cast, and a star with a universal

THE

peal.

'

,

misplot deals with the fortunes and
doll.
fortunes of little Santussa and her rag
Interwoven with the main line of interest
smuggling ring, which
is the story of the
carving out
utilizes Santussa's doll in the

The

of their nefarious scheme.
The interest is well sustained from the
girl
Italian
little
beginning, where the
grandstarts for America in search of her
father,

The names
valuable

the

just

New

Universal Jewel Production.
King Baggot,
Director. Story by King Baggot and Raymond L. Schrock. Scenario by Raymond
Length 6,260 Feet.
L. Schrock.

Tom makes

tics.

is

Charles A. Sellon

Burleigh

Colonel Lynwood
Wistful Wooer
Isaac Dirge

'Gold Madness'
Pictures

Edgar Norton

Uncle Joe Gloomer
Celeste

Principal

Thomas Meighan

G. Violet

'The Darling of

Ice

Louise Halliday
Milo Bleech

Dick Rockwood

question.

—

less

'Woman-Proof

is

vertising

is

young civil engineer hero who prefers the
din of dynamite and pickaxe to the chime
of wedding bells until he meets the right
girl—registers as a delightfully natural performance.
Lila Lee poses rather stiffly in
the heroine role but the support is excellent.
est

member

of the Royal
convincing.
Somehow
the official tunic seems to sit oddly upon his
shoulders and his best appeal is made as
Jim Kendall in ordinary garments.
Mitchell Lewis fills the heavy part of
Scotty McGee satisfactorily.
Cleo Madison
gives a brilliant performance as the faithless wife.
Grace Darmond is a captivating
heroine, and the cast as a whole is well
up to high grade standard.
•

numerous admirers will in all
pronounce her impersonation of
Sue Graham one of the best contributions
made by the vivacious Mabel to the silent
She is supported by an excellent
drama.
Ralph Graves is immense as Sue's
cast.
honest lover, and appealing, forceful characterfzations are provided by the remainder
of the company.
There ought to be little trouble in suc-

The

clothing.
a uniformed

citizen

a difficult one, demanding versatility as well as emotional strength and
Miss Normand is equally bewitching in its
humorous and dramatic phases.

The

(Continued)

moving

steadily

onward

through

the,
smugglers,
her escapades with the
which
the newsboys and the Je;vish family,
takes her in, until the punch scene at the
end where her rescue from the fire brings
about her discovery by her grandfather.
There is a nice balance between pathos
and comedy. The heart interest is keen at
the moments when the little girl is badly
treated by Big Mike, and from beginning
to end the loving faith and trust which she
places in everyone cannot fail to bring a
tug at the heart strings.
Babv Peggy is without doubt at her best
in this' picture, taking advantage of every
opportunity afforded her, and giving a most
She is vivacious,
excellent performance.

and sad, mischievous and polite by turns,
and by virtue of her merry eyes and enirresistible
altogether
is
smile
gaging
throughout.

Gladys

Brockwell

as

Kitty,

Lewis as Giovanni, and the

rest

good, with the exception
Mike, who is "badder'n bad."
cast

is

Sheldon
of
of

the

Big

There is no doubt that this picture will
have a wide appeal, both for those who
enjoy a good story, and for those who are
Baby Peggy, who
especiailly partial to
gives an excellent performance, and one
of which many more mature stars would
be justly proud.
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.Around about Hollywood
issue dated October

INweourpainted

page 957,

20,

of "Lights Out,"
an F. B. O. production, in which credit
was given to Rex Taylor for the direction.
This was an error. Al Santell was responThis error was an
sible for the direction.
oversight of the reviewer and Exhibitors
Trade Review takes this opoprtunity to corthank you for calling our
rect same.
attention to this.

review

a

We

first American producon whi'-h the director has worked for
six months, will be soon released under the

Victor Seastrom's

tion,

title,

"Name

in a series
J.

Brown,

goes on record as being the first to use the
Radio for house hunting.
Thomson asked
KHJ, the big sending station in Los Angeles,
to broadcast his request for a house.
He
described and specified the
number of rooms and baths
required and the rent he would
pay, as well as the street he
preferred to live on and the
other little details, such as
garage facilities, transporta-

and the like.
referred
promptly
newspaper regular
ing columns.

tion

casting

"The Dawn

The American Society of Cir.ematographers
(cameramen) held a grand ball at the Biltmore in Hollywood on October 27, and of
course a good time was had by each and all.
director of the

"Dippy-Doo-Dads" comedies,

is

Hal Roach,

now

deep

Frank Lloyd has engaged William Von
Brincken to assist him in filming some military and court scenes in "Black Oxen."

in

the mysteries of producing a picture that
from the
deals with the divorce question
There will, of
view point of a monkey.
course, be a wedding scene and a trial at

—

Wagner

Sid

turning the crank on the
comedies for Fox.

"Heritage of the
story, has been

court.

is

Tom Buckingham

Desert,"

a

Zane Grey

finished.

H.

Brow

J.

Produc-

;.

tion, headed by H. J. Brown,
has finished work on its first,

"Running Wild."
The company plans a series of 12 by
Marion Jackson to star Fred
Thomson. Arrangements have
been made with Monogram

He was
the
to
advertis-

new

Paramount's

for

Pictures,

Work

release.

on the second picture, "North
of Nevada." will start next

week

film

become an
active unit in the working of
Hollywood studio.
big
the
The first production which
was handled in its entirety by
laboratory
was
the
new
George Melford's production,
"The Light That Failed,"
laboratory

Jackie

has been completed on
of Love," production is being
Dallas M. Fitzheld up for the continuity.
gerald will direct.

Although

the Alan."

Len .Powers,
Fred Thomson, who is starring
of Western pictures for Harry

Victor Schertzinger will, direct
Coogan in "A Boy of Flanders."

the

at

studljs.

Rifssell

has

Edward
prepared

"The
ished

Lowe,
T.
continuity
the

Hunchback,"

has

has

shooting.

already
Besides

Hackathorne,

who

started

George
has

of
of
of

Pauline Garon.

Clarence L. Brown will
"The Signal Tower,"

Garret Graham has been

direct

for Universal. Virginia Valli
wil be supported in the cast
by Rockliffe Fellowes, Wallace Beery, J. F. McDonald,

appointed

publicity representative at the Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Cal.
Mr.

~"

Graham was formerly

assothe publicity staffs

RESIST

THEM

IF

YOU CAN

Beautiful men, beautiful women, a beautiful story,
and a beautiful castle, are the ingredients in Vitagraph's new feature, "The Man from Brodney's." J.
Warren Kerrigan, Katheen Key, Alice Calhoun, Miss

Laboratories in Hollywood.

DuPont, Wanda Hawley and Pat O'Malley
a few of the

Victor Schertzinger, director, author and
composer, who is now directing his own story
for Metro, wrote the first music score ever
used in connection with a motion picture. The
picture which enjoyed this distinction was
"Civilization," one of Thomas H. Ince's greatest productions.

Zane Grey, famous American

novelist, has
Arizona, to confer with
Director Victor Fleming on the production of
"The Call of the Canyon," the second of
Mr. Grey's stories to be picturized by Paramount. He is accompanied by Lucien Hubbard and the three will be in conference for

Flagstaff,

several days.

Mr. Fleming and members of the
in

cast have
the vicinity of Flagstaff during the
weeks making scenes on the identical

past two
spots described

of Western

by Mr. Grey

in

this

story

life.

"Triumph," Cecil B. De Mille's next
for Paramount, will be a commuting producIntion if present plans do not miscarry.
teriors are to be made at the Hollywood studio, while for exteriors the company will be
taken to New York.
In all probability the New York trip will
be so timed that Mr. De Mille will be working there on "Triumph" at the time his previous production, "The Ten Commandments,"
will have its New York opening.

prominent people

are just
in this production.

Ben Wilson

is making extensive alterathe Berwilla Studios, where he is
His
producing features for Grand-Asher.
plant, it is said, will be one of the best

tions

at

equipped in Hollywood when completed. That
ought to mean better pictures.

One thousand Boy Scouts in Los Angeles
were invited to take part Lu the making of
a motion picture. Were there any rejections
No, with a capital N.
of the invitation?
The boys accepted in a body and they will
be seen in "The Good Bad Boy," which has
just been made by Principal Pictures Corporation.

Thomas H. Ince

casting "The
Galloping Fish" which, it develops, is a story
for laughing purposes only.
trained seal
will be one of the performers in this picture, and the story is said to have some entirely different angles that are as original
as they are unique.
is

busy

A

Joseph
rect a

De Grasse

Rex Beach

has been selected to

story,

di-

"Flowing Gold" for

First National.
De Grasse has been in the
picture game- since 1909.

One

thousand horsemen were used by
Griffith in making the opening scenes
of his latest production, which will be titled,
"America."

D.

W.

~~

"

Dot

ciated with
of the Universal City and Robertson-Cole studios on
the West Coast.
More recently he was the
advertising manager of the Standard Film

been

the

Buddy
Messenger, Bert Roach and

lead, the cast includes,

laboratory is capable
passing one million feet
film through the process
developing each week.

to

on
fin-

"The Turmoil." Hobart

Henlev

The new

gone

who

Frankie

Farley,

Darrow

and

James

Barrows.

What Harry Reichenbach is in the East,
Peter Gridley Smith is proving himself
on the West Coast. Peter is handling publicity for so many stars and directors that
he has to keep a record of when each "breaks"
on the first page.
He is getting a great
"break" out here with his players. First page
stuff right along.
And this is the truth
of Hollywood publicity the average star or
director doesn't care a picayune whether a
line is printed about them anywhere else
so long as it "breaks" out here
chiefly that

—

—

their rivals see

it.

Belasco Productions, Inc., it has been
announced, have purchased the world motion
they will
Cast and

to "Welcome Stranger," and
screen it on an elaborate scale.
production and so forth will be

announced

later.

picture

rights

New York's famous net work of elevated
railways are being built in California now.
An exact reproduction of the "L" is under
construction at Universal City for the streets
of New York that are being used in "My
Mamie Rose."
Work
Elinor

has begun on "Three Weeks,"
Glyn's famous novel, which Alan

Crosland

is

directing.

After nearly seven straight months of hard
work, Erich Von Stroheim and his company,
filming "Greed" have returned from Colfax
in the Northern Californian mining districts.

November

10,
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Baby Peggy Pays Her First
to Times Square

Visit

Little

Feature

become a snappy builder and returned
He has just
to make the town boom.
received the daughter's hand when another
blow returns his senses. He makes a pact to
lage,

home

At the Biltmore on October 26 a reception
and luncheon were tendered Baby Peggy, by
the Principal Pictures Corporation, and the
reception committee in a body that of Harry

—

Wilson, to be more specific, welcomed upward
of a hundred adult guests and about a dozen
children.
Baby Peggy was naive and charming, and proved a most agreeable surprise in
that she was entirely free from the affectation exhibited by children so constantly made
much of by strangers. She was truly delighted with the numerous dolls and other
birthday gifts brought her.

During luncheon Harry Hershfeld played
prompter, and introduced Irving Lesser and
the parent Montgomerys, Larry Semon and
other luminaries of the movie world.
Other
short speeches of congratulation and welcome
were made by a few of the scribes who atIn introducing the famous Jackie's
tended.
mother, Hershfeld's wit, however, got the better of his judgment and he called upon "the
goose that laid the golden egg."
A number of children arrived after the
luncheon and all enjoyed the birthday cake
and played games in a spacious room reserved
for them.

The

Exhibitors Trade Review sincerely
Baby Peggy on her fifth birthday and cordially welcomes her to the big
day and cordially welcomes her.

deliver the real papers, in return
the girl.

for a

new

cow and

'So
Fairly

Long

amusing

Sultan'

—

Short and Sweet

Universal

slapstick

2

reels

author and director
of this two-reel, is the star reporter on a newspaper, the proprietor of which is having trouHe learns that the Sultan
ble with his wife.
of Somewhere is having great success with
his huge harem and decides to send "Chuck"
After getting to
to find out how he does it.
Turkey, the reporter has considerable difficulty into gaining an audience with the sultan.
But he manages to do this by one

"Chuck" Reisner,

star,

clever scheme after another, and finally gets
in disguised as a harem lady.
But he's soon
discovered and thrown out among the dogs.
He gets back in again, however, and so amuses
the Sultan that he draws down the ire of his
favorite.
Then ensues the usual chase. But
"Chuck" manages to discover a good American flivver and makes his escape. This is
fairly entertaining and may serve to round
out an average program.

congratulates

'Twilight

Trails'

—Universal

Average western drama

2 reels

The

'Southbound, Ltd.'
Especially

— Grand-Asher

good comedy

Monty Banks

2 reels

nothing short of a treat
let a cop wear out
a nightstick on his fake soles, the star begins a series of escapes from the uniformed
opes.
He bribes an ample negress to vamp
the next cop, boards a train with a bride
and when her irate husband catches up, moves
on, to find a pretty girl with a dog, which
he hides from the conductor. The girl tells
him of the villain's scheme to steal her grandmother's property and he wrecks two trains
but lands her home in time to circumvent the
this picture.

in

villain.

The

is

Having

incidental action

is

particularly

good, there is no end of good fun in this picture and it is well worth booking.

'Mark

It

Paid'— Grand-Asher

Very diverting comedy

On

way

2 reels

snappy salesman's auto stalls and before he can crank it,
a passing car wrecks his entirely. Forced to
walk he arrives minus shoes, and is refused
admission to the town's successful hotel. He
goes to the only other hotel, whose proprietor
has nothing but unpaid mortgages and a pretty
daughter, and the young man promises to
avenge himself for the snub, the father for
the business lost, and the girl for the advances
made by the fat competitor. He finally lands
his

to Centerville the

in the lawyer's office in time to save everything and win the girl. There are plenty of
clever stunts for Joe Rock, the star, and the
picture is well worth an engagement.

'The Lucky Rube'

— Grand-Asher

Fair to middlin' slapstick

2 reels

Old dependable slapstick comedy forms the
basis of this picture.
Sid Smith plays the
star role, first as a half-wit who awkwardly
injures every extremity of his blacksmith mas-

He is killed in
before.
the ensuing fight and all ends well for the
right people. This is fairly well acted and
there are some interesting western scenes,,
but even at that it doesn't rise above th
average.
wronged twenty years

story of this subject is more or less
conventional.
It concerns a stalwart tenderfoot, his sweetheart who is the foster daughter of a rancher who in turn is at odds with
a neighbor.
The villain turns all these circumstances to his advantage to win the girl.
The neighbor is murdered, the villain, naturally accuses the rancher, the tenderfoot steps
into the tangle by confessing that he committed the crime. But the sheriff discovers
that the villain is the man he wants.
chase
follows and the villain seeks refuge in a hut,
only to find that its tenant is a man he

A

—

Pathe Review No.

40 This is a one reeler
with real entertainment, and with someInthing in it that will please everybody.
teresting shots of odd parts of the world
are shown and there are some excellent colored scenes.
You can't possibly go wrong
with this one.
filled

—

Heeza

Liar's
Vacation Hodkinson.
a fairly amusing one reeler, one of
the Bray cartoon, Col. Heeza Liar series. It
concerns the hero's experience down on the
farm. Safe and sound and may help to round
cut a program.

This

is

—

The

Indian's Lament Universal.
This
very interesting drama of the West
as it used to be, with two men in love with
the same girl, and a lot of Indian trimmings.
There's action, suspense and heart interest
in these two reels.
You can please almost
everybody with this one.
a

is

—

Peg O' the Mounted Universal. Baby
Peggy is the star of this excellent two reel
comedy which is a burlesque of the Mounted
There are many, many good laughs
and you can't go wrong by giv-

Police.

one,

in this

ing

a booking.

it

—

Any Old

Port Universal. Pal, the clever
on the job better than ever
There
in
diverting two reeler.
are laughs and action for everybody in this,
so why hesitate to book it?
dog

actor, is
this highly

Long

So

Sultan

entertaining

fairly

— Universal.

slapstick

with

This is
Turkish

"Chuck" Reisner is the author,
and does his best to aflaughs and succeeds every now and
Good enough to round out a program.

trimmings.
star

'HOLLYWOOD BOUND'
Which

is the title ot
not only the above photo
but the latest effort of Sid Smith as well.
It
is a Grand-Asher comedy.

ford
then.

and

director,

—

Twilight Trails Universal. Conventional
Western drama with a plot that is little more
than the average.

Fairly well acted but with
Western counalmost any program.

some

interesting scenes of the

try.

This can

fit

—

Up in the Air William Fox. The hero
modestly began life as an engineer of a
peanut stand but having no brains for anything but stick-to-itiveness, pursued the lady
through hair-raising perils 'till she gave him
her heart in return for her purse. Fair comedy with truly exciting stunts.

—

—

Jamestown
icles

—

Pathe. Another of "Chronof America," dealing with the chapter

Pocahontas and John Rolfe adds interand punch. It's entertaining and educational so it is sure to please.
A good supplement to any program.
of

est

Roughest Africa

—

A

Pathe.
snappy little
burlesquing the H. A. Snow and
Martin Johnson jungle adventure pictures.
new type of amusement with lots of laughs
and clever mimicry. Undeniably a good filler

travesty

A

on any program.

—

and everything else in sight. Stunned by
the sledge he had tied to a horse's tail, the
halfwit swoons. Before coming to, he has de-

Pathe.
It's a Gift
Marks the return of
Snub Pollard to the single-reel brand of film
fun.
A good clean comedy well worthy of
booking when you are considering single

livered papers for the richest

reelers.

ter,

man

in the vil-

ige
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number
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i

tors

among

numerous
their
stars four of the

most

popular
that
luminaries
grace the screen
So well
today.
known have they
become that the
mere association
their

of

names
produc-

with

a

tion

means

stant

in-

success

HASLES
C
Cray's new
production,

"The

Courtship

of

Standish"
is "packing them
in" to such an

Miles

extent
coast

on
that

the
the

runs are said to
"end
nave
no

anywhere

in

sight."

HAROLD
Worry"

LLOYD'S

production

"Why

meeting with the phenomeis
nal success characteristic of all his features.
The screen version of "Going Up," has been
made so interesting by Douglas McLean's
capable acting that it promises to be even
more popular than the well known stage
Mabel Normand's brown eyes will soon
play.
be seen in a new Associated Exhibitors'
feature for early release.

Four Reasons For Popularity of Associated Exhibitors
A

Quartet of Drawing Cards That Defies any Question as to the

Money Making

Qualities of the

New

Season's Product

—
!

November

10.
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Pfayers ~V/8 J&icruj
Cullex Laxdis is an
how to become a movie

example of
Starting as a
property boy at the old Balboa Studios, he
took his career as a serious undertaking instead of the overnight success the usual screen
aspirant conceives.
Walter Loxg, hails from the Granite
State.
He was born in Nashua, N. H., and
spent most of his boyhood mere.
He has
been in the movies for fourteen years previous to that he was on the legitimate stage
for several seasons.
Ralph Lewis has received an offer to go
to England to play the title role in a film
version cf Peer Gynt.
Barbara La Marr is appearing for the
third time under the direction of Fred Niblo.
She has started work in the leading role,
that of Guerita, a Spanish girl in ''Thy Name

—

THAT

most human attribute curiosity
the showman's biggest asset, if he
is
would only keep that fact well in the

—

—

;

A
Sylvia Ashtox, well known on the screen
for the mother and grand dame roles, is in
New York for a vacation. She has been
away from Broadway for thirteen years and
intends to look the town thoroughly over before she returns to Hollywood.
Spottiswoode Aitkex will play one of the
big roles in a next production to follow "Su-

Is

B
Faire Bixxey is leaving the screen flat
on its back to go on the noisy stage in "Meet
the Wife."

Ralph

Bushmax

giving every"
promise of achieving the leading man build
At the age of 20
of his famous father.
he stands six feet two and one-half inches
in his stocking feet and weighs slightly over
200 pounds.
At the present time he is appearing in a Metro all-star special.
Hobart Bosworth comes from a race of
sailors.
His father was a naval officer during the Civil War.
He is a first-class seaE.

is

man himself.
Edward Burxs, one

of the best known
juveniles of the screen, has just received an
offer from Henrik Ottoman, the famous German film director, to go to Germany and
appear in the leading masculine role opposite
Liane Haid, in a series of six productions.

C
Hallam

Cooley' has played in so many
Universal pictures in the past that regular
patrons of theatres where Universal pictures
are shown know him pretty well, but they'll
see him as a figure not entirely to their liking
in "The Spice of Life."
Jackie Coogax has three more pictures to
make on his present contract with Metro
Pictures.
The first, "Long Live the King,"
will be released in November.
The story is
a new departure for Jackie and he is seen
in a_ role entirely at variance with those involving the ragged cap, the torn breeches and
the all-enveloping sweater.
Lige Coxley, comedian has bought a cottage at Laguna Beach, and expects to spend
most of his winter week-ends there.
Fred Cavexs has been selected by the Mary
Pickford organization as the fencing master
to instruct the various members of the cast
in the use of the dagger and the rapier for
Miss
Pickford's
forthcoming
production
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall."

D
Emma Duxx,

not so long ago a famous
New York stage star, is to support Thomas
Meighan in "The Pied Piper of Malone."
The Duxcax Sisters, now starring in
musical comedy in San Francisco, are to be

Woman."

Louise Lorraixe, one of the leading won.cn of the "Fighting Blood" cast has recovered from a severe cold sustained while

perstition."

Mary Aldex, one of the screen's leading
portrayers of sympathetic roles, of toil worn
mothers, neglected wives and enslaved servants, has never had a hardship in real life.
Jimmy" Aubrey wants to take part in a
prize-fight picture ever since he read the returns of the Firpo-Dempsey scrap, and is
trying with the aid of his scenario writers to
hit upon a good idea along these lines, so
that he can take part in a fistic-fun-film, for
"Joimes" has just coma two-reel comedy.
pleted his third of a series of twenty-four
subjects he is signed to make in two years.

star.

r

foreground of his consciousness. Take note
the following personal items about the
people in your film plays your audience will
swallow the "family secrets" at one gulp
and seek out your throwaways and programs.
A good many tips will put a bee in your own
bonnet keep your eagle eye on this column
of

excellent

appearing in surf scenes at Balboa.

M
CARMEL MEYERS
As

she appears in Goldwyn's

new

novelty drama,

'Slave of Desire'

the

stars

of

many

production of "The
comedy novel famous

screen

a

Heavenly Twins,"

a

years ago.

Elliott Dexter had an uncle who started
Instead he
out to become a circus clown.
became a minister. Mr. Dexter, now making pictures for Grand-Asher, started out to
be a minister and became a stage and screen
star.

Marjorie Daw, whose illness held up the
Renaud Hoffman Company at the Hollywood
Studios for a short time,

is

again at work.

Johx Elliott enjoys the distinction of being an honorary chieftain of the Broul tribe
of Sioux Indians.

be a soldier.

G
the "Man of a Hundred
is being featured in Mack
Sennet comedies, has been given a new title,
that of "The Big Fool," for he is always
up to some sort of a tom-foolery on and off
the screen.

Harry Gribbox,
Expressions," who

H

has

completed

his

latest

"Conductor 1492."

Edward Hortox, widely known comedian,
who was in "Try and Get It." will in the
near future take a flyer in the two-a-day. having been offered booking by the Orpheum
it

is

said.

Creightox Hale has begun the love making scenes in "The Marriage Circle."

K
James Kirkwood has returned to
work and playing opposite him in the
role at the Thomas H. Ince studios

screen
feature
is Lila

Lee. his wife.

Buster Keatox

is

retiring

from the

train

running business, and has a road consisting
of one engine, a tender, baggage car and
three coaches, with almost a mile of rails
thrown in all of which will go under the

—

hammer

at a

has left

New York

Hollywood to take up the leading
"Thy Name Is Woman."

role

for
in

Hedda Nova the noted Russian artiste, has
been doubling in brass, as it were, playing
in the series of animal pictures Col. W. N.
Selig

making

is

at

Selig's

zoo,

and

in

the

O
Peg O'Neill, character comedienne, who
season before

Rockliffe Fellowes, leading and character
man of stage and screen, always wanted to

circuit,

N
Ramox Novarro

had an important

F

picture.

teresting laudations, has just signed for the
leading male role in a Ben Wilson production for Grand-Asher.
Charlie Murray" has been in the land of
the flickering pictures for twelve years and
yet has only held five jobs.

Indian stories with John Fox, Jr.

E

Johxxy Hixes

Carl Miller, romantic male lead in "A
Woman of Paris" whose work has won in-

role in the

last, is

Axdree Lafayette has completed work on
her next production, and is planning to leave
for Paris to make a picture there for American producers. She will return to Hollywood
in about three months.

in "'Neck

and Neck."
George O'Hara sustained a sprained ankle
while filming some scenes for "Fighting
Blood" at Balboa this week. He was able
to continue his work.

P
Jack Pickford

placing the final touches
on his second release. "Valley of the Wolf,"
at the Pickford-Fairbanks Studio in Hollyis

wood.

R
Johx

R. Ralesco has deserted comedies for
a dip into the more serious line of acting,
he has gone to work at the Douglas Fairbanks studios, in "The Thief of Bagdad" and
is getting quite a kick out of his work, which
is a great deal different than being a comic
actor.

Jeax Riley who has just cut her blonde
hair says, "Bobbing the hair is as bad as
getting married.
Before you try it you're
crazy to, and after its done you're always
sorry, and it takes about as long for hair
to grow in. as it does to get a divorce."
Lilliax Rich has fallen victim of the painful studio malady, "Kleigeyes" again.
This
time while playing the feminine lead in "Wysuffered with her eyes while working on "The
coming," at Universal. Recently Miss Rich
Love Master."

great sacrifice.

L

Pilgrimage Play,

now appearing

S
Gloria

Swaxsox

is

enthusiastic

over the

"Zaza" because for years she
wanted to appear in a film version of the
play which made Mrs. Leslie Carter famous on
the stage and added to the laurels of Geraldine
Farrar in the operatic field.
results

of
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Feature Release and Review Chart
is a combination of the "Voice of the Box Office" and
regular release guide, interspersed with current press
comment on various features. It will prove an invaluable
guide for the busy exhibitor who wants and must have all
the important data on each picture in concise form.

Here

the

The Exhibitors Trade Review's Full Data Guide
Monthly Releases

of

Glance

at a

JULY
An exceptionally worthy
Children of Dust

FRED WALTON
Manager

of

American, Grand and
of Bellingham, Wis.

the

Theatres

Liberty

picture.

—

Public Ledger.
Borzage .....First

Phila.

6,000

Nat'l

Tourneur ....First

Special Cast

Brass Bottle

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Feature

Natl

.5,000

Special Cast
Human nature and glowing with life.— Birmingham News.
.6,000
Special Cast .....J. Storm ... Paramount
Children of Jazz
Good entertainment.— Nor. Landmark.
Interesting.— Wise. News.
.5,000
O.
.F. B
Val Paul
Harry Carey
Desert Driven
Sentinel.
Harry Carey proves the man's star of screen.— Milwaukee
.5,622
B. O.
Carleton
.. .F.
Special Cast
Flying Dutchman V.
5,000
S.
Not Credited .Sterner
Neal Hart
Forbidden Range
.6,000
—Paramount
Henaberry
..
...
Holt
...Jack
Leisure
Gentlemen O'
^Kghr/nl.-Oklaftoman
Season's laughing sensation.-Okla. City News u
5 0M
Ralph I nee
Thos. Meighan
Homeward Bound
Unbounded satisfaction.— Post.
Good story of sea.— Birmingham News.
F. B. O. ..9,000
Home
Cast
Special
Itching Palms
.6,000
.

.

.

.

HECTOR QUAGLIOTTI
Better

known

as

"Quag" who owns and

manages the Colonial

at

Vancouver

.

.

.

News Reels Told
in Brief
Pathe News No.

87
celebration

China,

hai,

"Tson Yue"

tional

Shang-

:

features

— Submarines
stations — John R.

— Lloyd

NaAmerican

chosen

Commander

Legion

of the

as

bows

at bier of
President Harding, at Marion,
and lectures there Tokyo, Japan,
Reconstruction work in progress
—Washington, D. C, President
Coolidge designates Navy Day
Arlington, Va., Lloyd George lays
late

—

wreath at the Unknown Hero's
tomb, visits Gettsyburg battlefield

••P^™"'

.

Theodore Roosevelt
Dan Beard and Boy Scouts pay
homage at Roosevelt's grave-

—

Army

demonstrates largest coast
defence gun newest aircraft machine-gun F ormer
Minnesota
Senator
Kellogg, succeeds
Col.
Harvey as Ambassador to Great
Britain
National Stage Children
Association's
contest
Palos
Verdes, Cal., blasting of cliff 700
feet long
Yale wins a decisive
victory
over
Brown Annapolis
and Princeton in tie gridiron con-

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

—

.

.

_

.

.

•

Young

Special Cast

Trilby

Nat

First

Kinograms No. 2297: Hampton
Roads, Baby plane hops off from
submarine deck Spray bathing in
Atlantic gale Lloyd George visits

—

—

—

the nation's capital Fatal accident
in
Berlin
race Brilliant gypsy
tribe wedding
Karl Hussar arrives from Europe— Solving the

—

—

problem

traffic

in

Chicago.

AUGUST
Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Feature

Wm.

5,000
...
Russell
J. France ...Fox
.Preferred ... .6.126
Form an
Special Cast
N.
News.
Y.
entertainment.
good
it's
You won't be sorry for seeing this picture
First Nat'l .5,163
Cline
Jackie Coogan
Circus Days
Cast is well chosen and tends excellent support to lead. San. Fran. Call.
••7,527
.Selznick
Griffith-Tearle ...ArcMnbaud
Common Law
The kind of a story and movie that makes a hit with the majority. Cleve. News.
5,646
Exhib.
Asso.
Baird
Leah
Destroying Angel
First Natl .6,859
Con. Talmadge ..Franklin
Dulcy
Bulletin.
Philadelphia
end.
to
beginning
The picture is truly funny from
R. Barthelmess ..Robertson ...First Nat'l .8,729
Fighting Blade
Asso. Exhib. 5,000
Harbor Lights
T. Moore-Elson
Paramount .8,197
All star cast.
Cruze
Hollywood
A delicious light comedy of motion picture life. San Fran. Examiner.
F. B. O. ...7.415
Wray
Reid
Wreckage
Mrs.
W.
Human
J.
Brought a storm of applause when last reet had been unwound. Cm. Post.
Nat'l .6,336
First
...Reynolds
Colleen Moore
Huntress
Baltimore American.
It is startling and amusing throughout.
..11,250
Fox
Millarde
If Winter Comes
Special Cast
A remarkable and exceptional accomplishment in the M. P. field. Chic. News.
..5,000
Universal
Legally Dead
Milton Sills
Parke
Unusual and original. Portland Oregonian.
Remarkable theme. Tel.
Little Old New York ...Marion Davies
Gold.-Cos.
10,336
.Olcott
Never a dull moment; from beginning to end it grips. San Francisco Exam.
Love Brand
Roy Stewart
Universal
Paton
..5,000
Fiery tale, one of best.
Boston Post.
Man Who Won. The ...Dustin Farnum
Fox
5,000
Miracle Baby, The
Harry Carey
F. B. O. ..5.624
Out of Luck
Hoot Gibson ....Sedgwick ....Universal ..6,000
Spontaneously funnv.—Seattle Times.
Trifle far-fetched.
Toledo Blade.
Purple Highway, The ...Kennedy-Blue ....Kolker
Paramount .6,574
Salomy Jane
Logan-Flynn
Paramount .6,270
Melford
Type of movie that will probably go on forever. N. Y. Telegraph.
Scarlet Lily, The
K. McDonald
Shertzinger ..First Nat'l 16,000
Second Hand Love
5,000
Chas. Tones
Fox
Shadows of North
Universal
..5,000
Wm. Desmond
Soft Boiled
7,054
Tom Mix
Blystone
Fox
The picture is rather below the Mixlan standard. Chicogo Journal.
Spoilers. The
Hillyer
Goldwvn ...8.928
Special Cast
Tea With a Kick
Vic Halperin .Asso. Exhib. 5.000
Special Cast
joldwyn ....6,946
Three Wise Fools
Vidor
Special Cast
Something in it for everybody. Bait. American.
Morn. Sun.
First rate.
Tipped Off
Snecial Cast
.5,000
Not Credited .Playgoers
Yesterday's Wife
Rich-Percy-DaytonLeSaint
C. B. C. ..5,800

Wind
Broken Wing
Alias Night

—

—
.

.

—

.

—

.

—

—

—

.

—

Lloyd George.

Washington, D. C.
Sight-seeing in the Capitol, with
his
wife
and
daughter
after

—

luncheon with President Coolidge.
Kyoto, Japan Child-mothers forget horrors of earthquake in refuge

—

far from the scene of the great
catastrophe.
South
Sudbury,
Mass. An intimate and unusual
picture of Henry Ford at Longfellow's "Wayside Inn" which he
recently purchased. Santa Monica,
Cal.
Girl daredevil in new air

Hampton Roads, Va.
Submarine carrying plane latest
U. S. Naval Marvel, exhibited for
first time in honor of Navy Day.

thrillers.

scene

before

he

Although Peggy is still
a baby, she is woman enough to
gossip over a cup of tea.
Like
Father-like Son-Douglas Fairbanks,
Marine
Jr., arrives in Hollywood.
Golf is a new craze down Hollywood way Warner Baxter, the
originator of the game has such
famous girls as Derelys Perdue
and the million dollar extra girl,
Mary, Louise Hartje, as caddies.

—

Fifty-fifty.
Alan
lieves in equal rights.

of

the
Phillips

does

home.

George

studios,
all

Holubar be-

He is boss
while Dorothy
the bossing at
Walsh, an old

member

of the
Brooklyn NaBaseball team finds that
he is just as popular with the baseball fans as he is with the movie

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

SEPTEMBER
Feature

Age of Desire
Barefoot Boy

Director Distributor

Star

Kirkland

Blinky
Hoot Gibson
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson
Bright Lights of Br*dway. All Star

Broadway Gold

E.

..S.

Wood

Campbell

Hammerstein ..Dillon

A melodrama, not superior or inferior

Length

Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l .5,174

Select Cast
All Star

to

most of them.

Priscilla

with a few
movie girls when along came Wallace Beery.
You can well imagine
what happened.
The only man
among a lot of girls but Bryant
Washburn arrives on the scenes
and spoils Wallace Beery's party.
Everything was wonderful for
Bryant until Charles Ray makes
an appearance.
chatting

—

Among Showmen

—

.

Carmel Myers and

Dean were

—
—

—

.

fans.

Happenings

—

—

—

every

—

—

.

International News No. 88:
Cleveland, Ohio Thousands hear

visualizes
directs it.

tional's

—

test.

:

l

Wierd and fantastic— Dallas Journal.
Powerful.— Charlotte Observer.
Universal .. .4,888
Laemmle
H. Rawlinson
Victor

Navy Denby officiates
on Navy Day and 65th birth anof

.

.

Screen Snapshots No. 3 King
Baggot has a "seeing mind." He

.

,

Fleming
D. Dalton
Law of Lawless
Drawn out but exciting at
Unusual.— Birmingham News.
6,000
Gold-Cos.
'Vnita Stewart .... Hopper
Love Piker
Something for everyone.— Amer
Fair entertainment.— Bait. M. Sun.
.Ass£ Exhib. 6,000
Finis Fox
Special Cast
Man Between
F. B. o.
Man's Man
J. W. Kerrigan
.Universal
... 5,000
Appel
..
Desmond
...O.
...Wm.
McGuire of Mounted
W. Beaudine .First Natl .6,275
Special Cast
Penrod and Sam
News.
Birmingham
American.
every
day
Portrayal of life of an
Hodkinson .4,932
Hartford
Harry Morey
Rapids
Film of Canada.— AOvt.
Forceful energy.— Wilkes-Barre Post.
5,000
Universal
Dillon
Special Cast
Self Made Wife
8,758
Hillyer .... Universal
Lon Chaney
Shock, The
Many thrilling situations during the progress of the plot.—Phila. inquirer.
..5,160
....Universal
Sedgwick
Hoot Gibson
Shoorin' for Love
Fox ....... .6,000
S. Dunlap
Charles Jones
Skid Proof
Exciting.— Toledo Times.
Thrills and action.— Birmingham Age-Herald.
Exhib. 5,000
...Asso.
McGowan
Holmes.
McGowanStormy Seas
7,302

Secretary of

niversary

•

Paramount
times —Port. News

festival

used as airplane
Quinn, cowboy,

.

An important managerial change
has just been taken place at the
Columbia theatre, Seattle. Manager Hal E. Daigler resigned and
was succeeded by Manager Robert
W. Bender, a newspaper man, and
exploitation specialist. Bender has
been with Universal as Northwest
over a
Publicity manager for
year, and has directed the splendid
advertising campaigns put over
by the Columbia. He is a likeable
young fellow with winning personality and plenty of good ideas.
He holds an enviable war record
and was decorated with a medal
by the Italian government for service performed with the ambuBender is
lance service in Italy.
a University of Washington graduate.

.5,800
C. B. C.
Universal ..6,000

The Florence, Star and Gem
theatres second run houses in the

Paramount

south end of town have been con-

Principal

Truart

—

St.

L.

.5,960
...6,765
6,814

Post.

under one management.
O. T. Klawitter owned the Gem,
and John Danz the other two.
solidated

November
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10,

Showmen

Showmen Newsettes
Claude Jensen and
the
of
theatrical

Herberg,
Northwest

& Von

Jensen

Von

of
after a

have sailed

reported that E. E. Wright

sold

his

Manhattan

Charleston, Wash.,

theatre,
to Dr. P. G.

Schmidt.

Call of the Wild,

Fred Jackman Pathe

The ..Buck

Strand

Seattle.

in

Wm.

Petrie has bought the Co-

Columbia City, Seattle,
from J. J. Mclntyre. The house
Petrie
was opened last May.
will launch a live exploitation camlumbian,

paign.

Members

of the manufacturers'
bureau of the Denver Civic and
of
association
Commercial
Denver, Colo., with business men
of the city inspected the Alexander Film Company plant at
Englewood, suburb of Denver, one
day last week and was tendered
a luncheon by Don J. Alexander,
The
president of the concern.
visitors were taken through the
studio and explained every process
of commercial film making.

Dolan and Ripley announce the
opening of their

fine

new

theatre

Aberdeen, Wash., for December 24th, with "The Green Godin

dess" as the opening attraction.

A

8,000

—

A superb & faithful picturization of Jack London's finest story. N. Y. Even. Tel.
Lois Wilson ..Universal
..6,330
Chapter in Her Life, A.. All star
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount .7,413
Negri-Holt
Cheat, The
Universal
5,000
H. Rawlinson ....Parke
Clean Up, The
The sort of picture which ought to go well in small towns. N. Y. Teleg.
10,000
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount
Covered Wagon, The ...Special Cast
F. B. O. ...6,051
Derelys Perdue
Daytime Wives
Fox
Mason- Jones ....Durning
Eleventh Hour, The
Crosland
Goldwyn ..10,501
Enemies of Women ....L. Barrymore
know
Harris. Tel.
As fine an example of M. P. art at its highest as we
of.
Special cast
M. Neilan ..Goldwyn ...6,845
Eternal Three. The
Can hardly be called anything but fair, which is liberal. N. Y. Even. Post.
Goldwyn .10,000
Rubens-Gilbert
Exiles, The
6.000
King
F. B. O.
All Star
Fair Cheat, The
Metro
7,000
Mae Murray
French Doll, The

—

.

Mrs. H. B. Wright will leave
Seattle for Los Angeles November 8th, to join Air. Wright who
is now manager of the Criterion.
Mr. Wright formerly managed the

Length

Distributor

Director

Star

Feature

York from

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

—

.

Going Up
Gold Diggers, The
Gold Madness
Green Goddess, The

Lean-Daw ...Ingraham ...Asso. Exhib. 6,053
Hope Hampton ..Beaumont ....Warners ...7,500
6,000
Thornby
Principal
Guy B. Post
Special Cast
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn ...9,100
Fox
5,000
William Farnum
_.iac

.

.

Gun

Fighter, The
5,000
Houdini
F. B. O.
Haldane of the Sec. Serv. .Houdini
Not only insult your intelligence, but nearly bores you to death. JV. Y. Tel.
5,000
Fox
Hell's Hole
Chas. Jones
First Nat'l .6,566
...Special Cast
Her Reputation
J. Wray
Filled with spectacular episodes that are well filmed.
Port. Telgram.
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley
Universal
12,000
Proven one of the wonders of the theatrical season. N. Y. Even. Telegram.
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle Allan Dwan .Paramount ..5.503
Tom Mix
Fox
Lone Star Ranger
6,000
Will not be likely to die of failure of box office receipts.
N. Y. Teleg.
Beaumont ...Warner's ...8,000
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Ayres-Holt
Wm. de Mille Paramount .6.295
Marriage Maker, The
A picture of individuality, unique and alluringly different.— San. Fran. Call.
Merry Go Round
Philbin-Kerry
Universal
R. Julian
.10.000
A rare accomplishment; a credit to Universal and to the industry. Chic. Amer.
Eichberg ....Fox
Monna Vanns
Lee Parry
8.000
Interesting as a spectacle, but not especially moving as a drama.
Chic. Post.
Vork-Clifford-GlastGasnier
Mothers-In-Law
Preferred ...6,725
One of the really worth while pictures of the season. N. Y. Even. Tel.
Bernard-Carr ....Badger
Potash-Perlmutter
First Nat'l .7,000
One of most humorous productions that ever reached the screen. Pitt. Press.
Glenn Hunter ...Turtle
Hodkinson .6,600
Puritan Passions
Special Cast
Red Lights
C. Badger ...Goldwyn ...6.841
Rosita
Mary Pickford
E. Lubitsch .Unit. Artists 8,800
Viola Dana
Rouged Lips
Metro
5,134
Heerman
AH Star
Selznick ... .9,717
Rupert of Hentzau
Gives nrettv good entertainment for the 10 reels. San Fran. News.
SHent Partner, The
Special Cast
C. Maigne ...Paramount
6.000
While the gist of the story is not original, it holds one's interest.-Balto. Sun.
.Snecisl C*st
Silent Command, The
Fox
7,809
Six Days
Special Cast ....Chas. Brabin Goldwyn ...8.010
Not Credited .Sanford ....6,000
Souls in Bondage
Special Cast
Elmo
Jerome Storm. Fox
St.
John Gilbert
5.778
Special Cast
Niblo
Strangers of Night
Metro
8,079
There is sufficient activity to entertain above the average. N. Y. World.
Three Ages
Buster Keaton
Metro .... .5 150
About as full nf action and color as any picture we have seen. N. Y. Review.
Dix-Wilson
To the Last Man
V. Fleming ..Paramount .7,035

—

—
—

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
—

—

—

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

—

temporary restraining order,

prohibiting picketing by members
of the Kansas City union of motion picture machine operators, of
the Highland theatre, a suburban
large house of Kansas City, was
issued this week by Judge E. E.
Porterfield of the Circuit court,
temporarily ending a feud.

Motion picture houses in Cincinnati have been experiencing
splendid

business

during the past

few weeks. Programs have, for
the most part, been excellent and
the favorable reviews given the
films by local
newspapers have

helped in drawing the crowds.

—

Too much

killing

in

—

becomes gruesome.
Walthall-Lake
Gladys Walton
picture

this

Unknown

if

—

.

OCTOBER
Feature

Ashes

of

Manager
California

the
Granada,
Imperial
and Portola Theatres, San
Francisco.

of

Star

Director

Distributor

Length

First Nat'l .9,893
Deserves the undeniable success with which it has been greeted. N. Y. Rviw.
Bad Man, The
Holbrook Blinn
Edwin Carewe First Nat'l .6,600
Altho not quite as good picture as was a play, is entertaining.
N. Y. Tel.
Day of Faith, The
Special cast. . ...Tod Browning Goldwyn
Desire
All star
. .Lee
Metro
6,500
Drifting
Priscilla Dean
.T. Browning .Universal ...7,000
An entertaining melodrama lacking in story strength. Kansas City Star.
Eagle's Feather, The
Soecial Cast
Sloman
Metro
5,000
Eternal Struggle, The. . Adoree-Williams- R. Barker .... Metro
7,374
A better-than-average picture, cast with expert performers. Chic. Exam.
Extra Girl, The
Mabel Normand ..Jones
Asso. Exhib. 7,000
Held To Answer
Special Cast
Shaw
Met"
5.000
In the Palace of the KingSpecial Cast
Emmett Flynn Goldwyn
Lights Out
R. Stonehouse.
.Santell
F. B.
7.000
Has a good amount of excitement & enough thrills to satisfy anybody. N.Y.Tel.
Long Live the King ....Jackie Coogan .Schertzinger ..Metro
10.000
Lord of Thundergate.
Breamer-Moore ..Jos. DeGrasse First Nat'l
Love Trap. The
Washburn-Forrest J. Ince
Apollo
6,000
Meanest Man in World, .. Lytell-Sweet-etc. Cline
First Nat'l .6,000
Men in the Raw
Jack Hoxie
Marshall
Universal
5.000
Ponjola
Nilsson-Kirkwood Donald Crisp First Nat'l
Ramblin' Kid. The .....Hoot Gibson ....Ed. Sedewick Universal- ..6.000
A pippin of a Western film, refreshing, exciting, romantic. N. Y. News.
Ruggles of Red Gap ....Special cast
Cruze
Paramount .7.990
Anwne with a sense of humor can find ehjovment in the picture. Cin. Post.
Six Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
N. Ross
Universal
..5.000
Viola Dana ..
Social Code, The
Shaw
Metro
5.000
Walsh-Love-MyersGeo. D. Baker Goldwyn
Slave of Desire, The
Steadfast Heart, The
. .Courtot-Striker.. Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
...7.012
T'-under Gate
c a' Cast
DeGrasse ...First Nat'l .6.565
.Wm. Russell .. .Flood
Times Have Changed
Fox
5,08?
Valley of Lost Souls, TheSuth'lnd-H'mltton Fleming ....Ind. Pict.
.4,595
White Sister, The
Lillian Gish
King
Inspiration 13.000
Good entertainment, interesting and well worth seeing. IV. Y: Telegraph.
Wife's Romance. A
Clara K. Young HefFron
Metro
6.000
Wild Party. The
Gladvs Walton ...H. Blache ...Universal
..5.000
P PurWance
Woman of Paris, A
..C^ap'in
Unit. Artists 7.500
G'oria Swanson
Dwan
Zaza
Paramount .7.076
An in'rr'sting picture and Miss Sivanson's work is commendable. N. Y. Tel.

—
—

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

—
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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installed

as

manager of the GoldwynCosmopolitan branch exchange in
Buffalo.
He succeeds Thomas
Brady. Mr. McCabe has recently
been connected with the Goldwyn
home office and was formerly connected with the Fox and First
National organization

The Waldo

in

district,

Canada.
suburb

a

within the limits of Kansas City,
was assured oi a motion picture
theatre of its own this week when
excavation for the Westmoreland
theatre at Seventy-fifth and Washington streets was completed. The
foundation now is under way and

work on

the upper structure

will

begin next week.

Announcement is made by the
management of the Lyric
Theatre
Huntington, Oregon,
that W. M. Catherman who forpresent

merly operated the house died
week.
C. A. Warnacutt
theatre, Craigmont,

of

the

Idaho,

last

Film
re-

is

ported closed.

Eight operators of moving picture

theatres
were arrested at
Memphis, Tenn., charged with "un-

lawfully conducting a motion picture entertainment on Sunday" in
violation of a status of the Tennessee Legislature.
All made bond for $250 each at
police headquarters.
The theatres were not closed by
the police and continued to operate as though nothing had happened.

The cases will be appealed to the
highest courts in the State, in
event that conviction is had.
Ike Geller will open
Walnut Park Theatre, in

his

new

the Albino district of suburban Portland,
shortly.

There was a big party in the
exchange in Albany one
night last week, in welcoming back
from their honeymoon. Mr. and
Mrs. James Bailey.
During the
evening.
E. E. Lowe, assistant
manager of the exchange, presented the young couple with a
handsome chest of silver.
Mr.
Bailey

—

.

week Vin-

last

Fox

Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd

Vengeance

of

McCabe was

.

.

.

HERBERT L ROTHCHILD

Ind. Star.
r/ruart

Purple
5,000
Untameable. The
Universal
..4.776
Soecial Cast
Tno. Stahl ...First Nat'l .7.000
Wanters. The
Where Is This West .... Tack Hoxie ...Marshall
..4.5??
Universal
Harold Lloyd
Newmeyer ..Pathe
Why Worry
6.000
.

Newsettes

.

—

.

On Monday
cent J.
resident

(CONTINUED)

circuit

Europe.

It is

has

G.

well-known

Heruerg,

business trip to New
Seattle and Portland,
for

J.

Feature Release and Review Chart

.

.

—

.

.

—

a booker in the exchange.

is

C.

One
men.

of

the

He

WEIDNER

H.
foremost

manages

Buckeye
the

show-

Colonial

Columbus. Ohio

at
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T rade

Edwin Cai&ve>

BAD
MAN
Slory
Porter

An
L

by

Emerson -Browne

Excellent Example of Lobbyology

exS an excellent combination; of comedy and sincerity, this is undoubtedly one of the best pieces of advertising art work
This displaywas designed and produced by the Art Guild and is being used
hibited by a Broadway Theatre in some time.
by the Strand Theatre, New York, this week.

Review
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Exploitation]

Ideas
4

POLLING

rec-

f\ ord that a majority of American
towns would have been
proud of marked the total
vote amassed by the FarTheatre,

ragut
N.

Y.,

in

a

special

Brooklyn,
election

licity.

on

A

suit of
and Sam.
clothes contributed by Wiener
Bros, was the lure used to
bring the voters out, and
voting was limited to pa-

Penrod

exploitation centered around Norma Pearls
which was featured by a jewelry store
in this instance. On "Ashes of Vengeance"
a preview to the city's journalists, turned
into a state occasion, proved another substantial angle for getting the needed pub-

They
trons who had bought tickets.
were asked to cast ballots for the most
popular boy and while the electioneers
on either side of the lobby, argued
their case, the suit was left on display.
That the interest was intense was indicated by the fact that 40,000 votes
were cast which would give a fairly

Fred Dolle, manager of the Alamo theaLouisville, tied up Goldwyn's Jesse D.

tre,

prestige

pointers

on-the-job

for

from

exploiteers

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

accurate idea of the attendance at the

DO A GOOD JOB— STICK TO

theatre.

Two

were used by H. A.
Hahn, manager of the Opera House in
Greenville, Ohio, in the showing of
The first was
Enemies of Women.
effected with the Darke county Autotie-ups

The
success

priced

Club who placarded the city
streets and highways leading into the
town with special cards reading:

Home

Steam

New

Or we

ville,

Haven,

Norma Talmadge pictures
Mary Anderson Theatre in Louis-

Kentucky, Manager Sine adopts the

method

that the picture suggests.

stance,

during the showing of First Na-

in-

"Smilin' Through," the attraction
crinoline dress worn by the star.
In the case of the Voice of the Minaret"

tional's

was a

program.

is

At first glance the pair of mules
which drew the Circus Days ballyhoo
for the new Bedford 01yr*ip:a ThiMtrc
might have been mistaken for an advertisement for Borax.
A close up
gave the definite details that the First

is

that

we

theatres and then

and

pictures

then

National

"bust"

Henry

didn't

a flivver and
try to

make

priced car.
vers.
that's

He

Attraction was
that Jackie

Coogan was
the star.
The management dug out
an old circus wagon that had been in
dry storage for several years and man-

our

aged to get an article in the newspaper on the history of this antique.

make that mistake. He built
was a success. He didn't

Even
B.

the

wagon wasn't

as old as
the printed memories of
Barnum had a certain glamor

if

the Civil

it

War

a bigger, or fancier, or higher

P.

He

about them and helped arouse interest
in Circus Days and its street bally-

built

went on building fliv'em faster and cheaper,

just

hoo.

all.

In putting across
That's the success recipe of the richest

man

in

stick

to

recipe

is

the
it.

Do a good
And we might add

world.

job
that

Regent

and
his

not copyrighted.

McM

cut-outs from 24-sheets, effectively displaying the big ship, lighthouse, etc.
Door-

were paneled with compo board
scenes topped by more cut-outs. Thirteen
frame displays added to the general effect, and the big green parrot in its cage
helped to draw attention.
Between times
the parrot rode as the "figurehead" on a
Ford truck ballyhoo. A sail, a few canvas
waves, a few. ships, wrecked and otherwise,

Theatre

Who

at the

in

inent women celebrities in the business section of the city. The page was
run in the Sunday rotogravure section, and
the women who were able to identify
themselves when their pictures appeared
were given passes to the theatre.

picture, The Spoilers with the
Lewis chain of confectionery stores in that
city.
The stores were tied up on the
Alaskan Sundae idea. Each store carried
a 22-28 card, advertising that confection
and connecting it up with the screening of
The Spoilers, and a small card was used
on their fountain.

Charles F.
anus of the Colonial
Theatre Q, Tacoma, Wash., had everything,
even the parrot, to exploit First National's
Isle of Lost Ships.
He converted the top
of his marquee into a marine view with

Who's

Grand Rapids,
Mich., Manager Sid Lawrence got together with The Grand Rapid Herald
and effected a very successful exploitation stunt.
The Herald staff photographer went around snapping prom-

Hampton

ways

playing the

Olympia and

human

ing on costly attractions as special events.

in-

For

is

policy and "spoil" our patronage by tak-

In exploiting
the

of us

at

The

it."

build up a nice business with

interest

Conn., exploited Potash and Perlmutter.
In conjunction with one of the department
stores he arranged to run a fashion show
as a sort of prologue to the showing of
Gowns valued at three hunthe picture.
dred thousand dollars were modeled by a
number of pretty girls among whom was
the one who had been chosen to represent
New Haven in the Atlantic City beauty
show. This feature helped to give added
publicity in the newspapers which carried
huge stories supplemented by the department store's advertisements.

at

ing

little too ambitious to open a palace
de luxe for the boulevard trade.

Manager Smart of Anniston, Ala.,
put across a post card stunt which registered its success at the box office in
the form of numerous new patrons.
Post cards signed "Minnie" were sent
to about three hundred of the most
prominent married men in the town,
meet her Monday
asking them to
The cards had the effect of
night.
incensing the wives and starting the
whole town talking about "that hussy,"
with the result that Manager Smart
crowded The Nobel Theatre during
the entire run of First National's
Minnie.
Here's how manager Tod Browning of
in

the newspaper establishment.
stunt resulted in valuable newspaper publicity for the Apollo and its

a

get a

serts.

Gordon's Olympia Theatre

IT!
is

because his knick-knack
But perhaps most of all

The trouble with most
make a success of family

Laundry

used some, two thousand laundry

is

right.

the reason that he has "stuck to

"Careless drivers are Enemies of Women." Three hundred of these were put
out three weeks in advance of the
showing of the picture. The second
was a tie-up with the Ohio Maid
Bakery, who used six thousand of the
"Hot Ovens are Enemies of Women"

The

why Henry Ford

because the darn thing goes. An-

is

other reason

mobile

cards.

reason

first

flanked by a group of pretty ushers in
pirate costume, made the ballyhoo good to
look at, and resulted in excellent business.
M. C. Cooper manager of the Grand Theatre in Grand Forks, N. D., obtained fourteen tobacco stand tie-ups for the showing of Three Wise Fools in his theatre.
Special electros were printed for these tobacco stands, advertising locally popular
cigars and cigarettes
The idea of an "Our Gang Club"
among the juvenile element of the
town's population was successfully
tried out by the Apollo Theatre, Peoria, 111., during a recent
engagement of
one of the Hal Roach comedies at this
house. With the assurance, of Pathe's
Chicago exchanges the theatre management of the Apollo secured the
co-operation of the local newspaper office, which agreed to carry a story on
the organization of the "Our Gang
Club" who were to distribute 500 Our
Gang hats to various candidates apply-

Earl
Payne, manager of the
Kentucky Theatre in Louisville, got the coop.

eration of the Louisville Times in putting
across the First National's Bright Shawl.
The Times started a debate as to whether
the Spanish dancer in the picture should
have been allowed to die in the end or
whether Heggsheimer should have permitted her to live and marry the young
American hero. The readers were asked to
state their opinions as to the proper and
ing in a story not exceeding five hundred
words. The winner of the contest 'of the
best argument was offered as a reward,, a
bright shawl, a duplicate of the one worn
by Lillian Gish which was supplied by
Manager Payne, who ran the picture at
the time the debate was hottest.
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OODLES OF STUNTS IN BARRY FEATURE
Using 'The Country Kid' as a Medium, Exhibitors Are Finding
the Means to Empty Towns Into Theatres

—

so long ago, Nora Bayes sang of the
after they'd seen Paree, but the
hardships of getting 'em back on the
lady chanted an after-the-war pessimism that
showed she'd completely overlooked the inParee wouldn't
genuity of movie showmen.
have had a look-in if they'd called the exhibitors in forum, or rather the farmers
wouldn't have had it might be suggested that
a Paree full of exhibitors would simply have
crowded the farmers out, but that again
takes equally little cognizance of tbe aforesaid
ingenuity.

TOTfarm

—

Right at home in each little and big town
they'd have booked "The Country Kid," if,
to be sure, the picture had been completed

Having the incentive, the exat the time.
hibitors thereupon would have set to work,
as they will soon be doing, to
:

Let the townsfolk get the smell of real,
honest-to-gawd hay, as a young "hick" tossed
it around a haywagon to the tune of a barking pup- and a kid under the wagon seat playing country "Tjunes" on a reed.
Both sides
of the wagon will carry well designed displays

:

Send "Napoleon," cussed old-legged meanderer, round the town with real farm kids
aboard and live placards on each flank,
"Giddy-ap, Napoleon," called out in a backwoods drawl has a warming' ring that catches

even the would-be-sophisticated.
approached on the idea, any and all
of the merchants in a town would tumble
over each other to secure space in the page

the ears of
If

displays

to

newspapers

be carried in all of the town's
of the "Country Week Sale."

Anybody who had anything

to

sell

would

take part of the page
even the real estate
sharks would rise to nibble and the center
of the page the exhibitor would, of course,
reserve to advertise the picture.
Page proofs
of the ad could be pulled at a negligible cost
and spread broadcast by barefoot boys in
:

;

overalls and

little girls in

ginghams.

Very few grown-ups would spurn a chance

C ET

the town buzzing about a cloghoppir.g
contest for amateurs, to take place on the
stage each night during the run and see that
all
contestants wear appropriate costume;
award a prize to the winner, to be chosen
by a hand-raising vote of the audience; the
music would be furnished by a fiddling

farmer.

The

bunch of kids the unforgettable
of going on a hayrack party in a
wagon whose sides told of "The Country Kid"
with Wesley Barry, and whose tailboard carried a good harmonica player looking fresh
from "Back Home." The tunes he'd pla?- and
the grins the kids would wear, the pup that
would yelp and bark and the wagon that
would creak through the town, would have
a force that mightier means could not apa

thrill

proach

and

that

would

capacity with the crowd
could draw in.

fill

tin's

auditoriums

to

"human touch"

To put a good old-fashii.ned deep-lunged
barker with a proper rig and make-up back
jf
a counter ful of farm products in the
lobby of the theatre, trim the lobby up like
a country store and conduct a "country sale"
for the entire week of the showing.
The
.

and the proverbial whi.ttler warming its side, could be placed nearby.
An experienced barker with a ready tongue would
give passersby plenty to laugh at the whittler
would relieve by playing an occasional reel
on a fiddle or harmonica.
belly stove,

;

A

pitchfork, a

town on

pup and
a

a double-barreled grin

hayrack.

Napoleon (below)

ride

^

date of the contest would be adverpesters beforehand.
The nearest
dance hall proprietor would be more than
ready to tie-up with the exhibitor for the
purpose of running a Wesley Barry Barn
Dance each night after the show, and as a
special
feature, the prize-winning amateur
dancer could be the envy of the town by
performing his clog dance here at the end
of the week.
Sunday school and day school teachers, and
other townsfolk whose opinions count, would
be well worth circularizing by letter, and
nothing is as flattering as a direct mail invitation.
Explain that the picture will afford
plenty of good examples of the wholesome
sorts of
fun that kids should have, and
challenge them cn the point that attendance
will demonstrate to them that memory of kid
days has hot entirely 'elt them.
Shrill little tin whistles are always well
appreciated by kids and one to each member
of every party of five kids would make many
kids repeat attendance.
Have a greased pig contest, if there's a
lot adjacent to the theatre, at the end of the
engagement, having every kid retain his admission stub for entrance to the contest.
tised

GIVE

to

a hayrack like the photo in the upper left suggests and at the right is a picture showing how the
country store idea could be put to use in a theaatre lobby.
in

by

—

make any head turn again to look send one through your
could cany a pair of striking banners in addition.

*

November

10,

;

—

. ::

—
:
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Plenty of Booking-Urge in Newest Features
Alert

Showmen

Will Find Consistent Reasons for Booking These Pictures If

Exploitation Opportunities Count
'Big Dan'
Released by

A

BRIEF:

Fox

October 14, 1923

drama showing

the crude nobility to be

Directed by William Wellman. Story by Frederick and Fanny Hatton; with
Charles Jones playing the star role.

found

in the fight world.

the world dreaming
WITH thehalfsporting
page the most

and

fistcuffs

widely

read part of the newspapers, this picture will
more than sell itself with a minimum of effort
exerted by exhibitors.
Any town contains boys who run the track,
or nearby streets, in shorts and minus topshirts, and these never fail to attract attenfew of these, sporting well-done
tion.
placards on their backs, could not help but
turn the curios in the direction of the theatre.
It would be a simple matter to tie up
with sporting goods shops for window displays featuring cutouts of Big Dan.
mound of children's boxing gloves could be
"Teach
topped off with a placard captioned
the Kids to Protect Themselves Take Them

A

A

:

;

to

See Big Dan."

All the barber shops would willingly display miniature rings containing tiny models
of pugilists, and accompanied by carefully designed placards.
Bookshops would welcome the opportunity
to tie-up for an exchange of displays.
For
a shelf or small table of books on physical
culture, displayed in the theatre lobby, they
would build fight rings of the books in their
windows and display cutouts of the picture.
Announce that a Big Dan's Kid Camp will
be organized among kids in the audience
send a few truck loads of kids to the country
one afternoon with an older lad as skating

mission to pool or bath and the theatre.
Any department store would appreciate the
loan of effective cutouts of Big Dan to
incorporate in displays of sweaters, knickers,
and other sport clothes.
The picture in itself contains so strong a
pull that large proportions of the audience
will repeat, once they become acquainted with
Advertise
the engagement.
the dates of
"Ringside Seats for Big Dan Available
See what Happens
to
.

Before and After a Big Fight." The interest
created by the Dempsey-Firpo championship
fight has created such widespread interest
that store window placards would have a
tremendous pull.

two athletic associations may be
any town and a tie-up could be
easily arranged for a boxing contest, admis-

At

least

found

in

limited to the audiences at the theatre,
with a prize offered by "Big Dan."
sion

Put a paid advertisement in the newspapers for the biggest man in town. A good
many sport editors will run stories concerning "Big Dan" as a result.
The big man
would, of course, carry placards through the
town, advertising the picture, and captioned
"
"He's big but not as big as 'Big Dan.'

—

Arrange for a window display of a boxing
ring in which a massive pugilist faced a
nude kid impersonating a fighting Cupid.
Good placards would carry out the idea of
"The only One Big Dan Took the Count
for."

An attractive float could be drawn through
the town, carrying two fighters in a boxing
ring.
The cold weather would not affect
moving more or less conwould be important that banners and signs aboard were aptly worded.
"Fresh air puts a kick in your muscles.
'Big Dan' will show you how it's done."
"Self-protection is the first law of human
them

if

they kept

instructor have hockey games on skates, etc.
All wagons or trucks would carry banners
announcing the picture.
Hire a muscular young man to demonstrate
the value of physical training in a show
window on the busiest street.
Most city mayors or health commissioners
would be glad to proclaim a Health Week,

tinuously.

and

will

;

newspapers would carry stories captioned
"Begin early and Train Them Well."
and stressing the need of outdoors life for
adults and kids.
Traction companies
are always willing to
all
:

.

It

nature."

Half an
possibilities

make

drawer.
thing

a

eye
in

will

"Big

show you
Dan" both

—

the infinite
eyes open

the gold dust filter into your cash
picture contains almost everyreal showman
wants.

The

'The Warners'
BRIEF:

Embodying

the

theme

"No

stations or

spitting

THE that

title

alone

who

is

an exploitation opportun-

sets a fast
likes to originate

ity,

pace for the showman
and develop concealed

ideas.

With memories of "The Dangerous Age"
the picture can be exploited on the basis that
John Stahl has gone a step forward and
backward in the filming of domestic relations.
He has gone forward in filling his story with
action,

humorous touches and dramatic

In the present instance he has gone backward, in comparison with "The Dangerous
Age," by depicting the romance of courtship
and marriage rather than middle-aged life.
There is a display of lavish gowns, which

There
a fashion show appropriate.
idea of the old Cinderella theme in
the lady's maid who wanted to be beautiful
just once.
At first blush the logical emphasis would

makes
an

is

A
upon newspaper advertisements.
"Wanters" Club could be formed. Work it
out along the lines of an employment agency,
from this angle:
"For the Protection of the Wanters Club
fall

believe that hard work is the solution
for everyone who is unhappy through wantAll those
ing what the other person has.
who are interested in joining such a society

we

"

should address

Any

industry that is a big employer of
labor ought to co-operate in such a movement
to help it find suitable employes.
also suggest a series of teaser ads
"Who Are the Wanters" ?
"What Do the Winters Want"?
"
"Who Made the Wanters" ?
"Are You One of the Wanters"?
This can be amplified later by statements
that the "Wanters'
are those dissatisfied
people who are al-

We

:

ways
Such

on

be
of

platforms.

There

window

Baths

or

'TRILBY'

displays.

Turkish

swimmin

pools in your town,
co-operate by selling
tickets including ad-

keep

Wanters."

also
a
exploitation
ingle in the fact that
the
story
centers
around a poor girl
who marries into a
rich family.
She is

new

muffins
and
breads.
using
cutouts
with

If there are

I

is

good

vitamin loaves, whole

good

How

Christmas

1

these

:

:

germs by spitting.
Bakeshops w o u d

bran

:

Happy"

opportunity to tie-up
with
a
department
store on a "Wanters"
Counter
under
the
caption
"Here's
a
Load of Goods for

this

of the narrative furnishes excellent material for signs
or banners
warning
against the spread of

wheat

contests

subject
essays

of Christmas season
gives
another
good

phase

the

newspaper

Have I'd Like."
The appropriateness

wife,
who is
deserted by the other
man
and
develop*
tuberculosis
through

advertise

the

Things Other People

Dan's

and

theme can

a

made

"What I
want Most" or "Some

is based on
departure
of

living,

what

wanting

other person has.

the

story

wrong

situa-

tions.

do for you.''
the

everybody

Ellis.

See 'Big Dan' and see
what clean living can

The

that

wants what the other person has in the story of a
romance of a wealthy young man and his sister's
maid.
Presented by Louis B. Mayer as a John
Stahl production featuring Marie Prevost and Robert

display cards advocat-

ing

October 29, 1923

Released by First National

First
>hoe

National's

Company

in

DOMINATES WALK-OVER WINDOW

Production of "Trilby" was used to excellent advantage by the Walk-Over
Chicago.
A large sign, explaining that Trilby was noted for the symmetry of

her feet as well as a life size portrait of Mile. Andree Lafayette, star of this production,
In advantageously with the display of their finest footwear

tied

quite

untrained

parlor

society

and makes

social blunders.
series
of

A

toons

in

ways
numerous

illustrating

carthe
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they have seen during the
day or anytime during
their lives.
Passes will do
as prizes for this contest,
which should be run in
advance of your play date.
Typewriters play an important
part
in
"The
Steadfast Heart" and this
makes it easy to connect
typewriter
with
local
agencies, and they will be
glad to tie up with a win-

Use stills from the
picture and an appropriate
sign to tie-up with the picdow.

ture.

A

Kissel Car is used in
If there's a
the story.
Kissel dealer in your town
you have an unlimited opportunity for an endless
lot of publicity in the way
of window displays, newspaper and other advertising, ballyhoos and so forth.
If any of the banks in

your town are running advertising campaigns get a
Have
tie-up in this way.

them advertise that it is
better to have a good profit
in the shape of a bank
balance than liquid profits
oil
as are shown in
in
"The Steadfast Heart."
The theme of this story
based on a Collier's
is

Weekly story, which
makes an easy stationery
A window
store tie-up.
"What's Wrong with This Picture" idea,
tied up with the caption "The Wanters Want
to Know" would fill the bill admirably for a
:

teaser campaign.

And when it comes to
"The Wanters" furnishes a
wound around any article

double
title

spreads,
that can be

of merchandise.
a buying sign for those who want the
There is an adbest quality in everything.
vertising tie-up on which the newspaper can
sell space to a majority of its best advertising
merchants in the two words "The Wanters."
It

is

—

'The Steadfast Heart"
November

Released by Goldwyn

BRIEF:

A

romantic drama

the
Corporation.
of

hy Distinctive Pictures
Sheridan Holland and played by

7,

1923

produced
Directed by

hills

all-star cast.

SEVERAL

important commercial link-up.
ganization arrangements, ballyhoos and contests are possible, in putting over this picture.
There are several newspaper scenes in this
subject and that naturally affords an excellent
opportunity to tie-up with one of your local
publications.
Any live editor will be glad
to cooperate with you 100 per cent on the
angle that the late President Harding got
his start in the country newspaper office.
Fredericksburg, Ya., is the town where
of the scenes of the picture are laid.

many
This

town

rich in historical interest
as seven Presidents of the United States came
from there. Arrange a contest for school
children and offer tickets as prizes for correct
answers to a questionnaire as to which of
the seven Presidents came from this place.
"What important events in history took place
little

in this

town"

is

current
the
of
display
issue of this magazine can easily be arranged.
In the center of the window place a large
" 'The
card reading somewhat as follows
:

Steadfast Heart' now playing (your theatre)
was taken from a story in Collier's Weekly."
The picture can be tied up with by stills.
The big fight scene in the picture which
takes place in a country printing establishment affords an excellent arrangement with
Have a cut
a live local printing concern.
made from the still showing the action and
suggest that the printers use it on throwaway blotters, which they will gladly print
free for the sake of the advertisement.
Should there be a "Better Roads" campaign
being waged in your community tie-up with
them by giving stills showing the terrible
effects that were caused by one bad spot on
a road in "The Steadfast Heart."
Link-up with the children's homes and
orphanages around your town *.o the effect
that a little bit of kindness ana patience at
the right time can keep many a child from
becoming a public charge.
Any state or
city social service board will gladly cooperate
with you on this.
If your theatre is near the heart of your
town or city, get some red heart throwaways
printed, with this inscription:
"(Name of
your theatre) is in the heart of (town)." On
the reverse side have, "A picture that will
make every heart glad "The Steadfast
Heart' now at (your theatre)."
campaign can be arranged with the Salvation Army or any similar organization in
your town. Stress the catch line: "A man
may be down, but he's never out."

of the picture, a mountain boy,
is unjustly accused of murder.
This affords
another good school connection in the way
of an essay contest on the theme. "Would
you have such a boy in your school or as a

playmate?"
A newspaper could be induced
to conduct the contest.
Passes will be acceptable prizes.

Another newspaper connection can be arranged with the Heart Throb contest. Have
the readers briefly describe the saddest sight

should be a safe bet
It's another sheik
actually filmed out on the Libyan
This fact you should make use of

box

office

it

angle.

from a
picture
Desert.

ex-

in

ploiting the picture.
Try this. Select a
location and sell the

drug store with a good
manager the idea of a
co-operative tie-up.
Display, an up-to-date
line of perfumes and cosmetics in an Arabian
setting a suggestion of an Arab tent and,

—

man dressed as an old diviner
seated near it.
Build up the atmosphere
with scenes from "Shifting Sands," and to
show the value of the cosmetics in securing beauty, have one or two stills of Peggy
Hyland in the set.
Another lively stunt is a guessing contest.
Your carpenter can make for you an inexpensive hour glass about five or six feet
if

possible, a

tall,

from compoboard and

this almost full with,- sand
to trickle slowly through.
Advertise in your program

isinglass.

and

Fill

allow

The

undoubtedly attract attenyour opportunity to arouse
curiosity in the picture by a snappy lobby
display.
This can be done inexpensively by
tion.

glass

will

Here

is

draping a piece of canvas over the box office,
tent fashion.
On either side have two palm
trees so placed that they will form a sort
of arch.
These your carpenter can build
for you, making the trunks of papier mache
and the tops of imitation green leaf.
You might also dress the ticket chopper
as
an Arab, and further intensify the
Arabian atmosphere by lobby posters of pictures taken out in Tripoli.
To attract the public, a good idea is to
interest the kiddies.
There are available at
the Hodkinson exchanges, novelty illusion
cards.
These are merely post cards one of
which shows a girl fleeing from a sheik. By
working the card as the directions suggest,
it
can be made to appear that the Sheik
is embracing the girl.
You could have these distributed at the
street corners near the public schools.
The
children are sure to fall for it, and will bring
your publicity directly into the home.
If you want to go in for a street ballyhoo

you

can easily ararnge to have someone
dressed as a Sheik, ride a horse through
town.
If you can get a good rider and a
fairly lively horse who can be made to
prance and rear, you have material for a
real interest arouser.

—

A

—

"Shifting Sands"
Released by Luxor Pictures

BRIEF: A
and rearing
stellar

A

role.

Nov.

7,

1923

spectacular desert storv featuring- sheiks
horses, with
Peggy Hvland in the
Directed by Frad Leroy Granville.

PRETTY

a dashing hero, an enSheik, a fiery desert. Mix
them all to-gether, waylay the course of
true love with a rapid succession of obstacles, and you have the kind of a picture

gaging.

which never

girl,

Arab

fails to Interest.

That's the story "of "Shifting Sands" and

it

or by means
of throwaways, a contest to see who can
guess the exact length of time it will take
for all the sand to trickle from the upper
to the lower end.
Have ballot box in the
lobby and offer a prize for the correct answers.

—

etc.

The hero

why

that's

•FRENCH DOLL'
At the opening

New
dow

of the Strand Theatre in Elmira,
York, a beautiful blue and gold silk win-

display

was made

of

Mae Murray

French Doll."

in

"The

November

10.
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You

Men of
the

Neigh borhoods
HIS

is

the frontispiece of a

new department,

the

Exploitation Supplement.

showmanship department in every sense
of the word because it assists the Exhibitor in inbox office profits.
It

creasing his

And

it

a

by the simple method of putting the spotlight
and proved moneymakers, the pictures that have

does

on the tried

is

it

seldom failed to "pack 'em

We
fills

are

in."

proud of establishing

a long felt want.

It

breaks

this

supplement because

it

down precedent and permits

advertising copy from the distributors to run line and line with

the editorial text.

Each

of the

'ads'

appearing in this new department will

Every
mark. Every one of known value
Every one a tried and proved success.

carry a vitally interesting message because true.

pic-

ture mentioned has

as a

drawing card.

Their high value

its

now

lies

in their prestige of reputation.

prestige of being good prints of sure-fire hits.

harvested by

You Men

of the

Neighborhoods!

.

.

.

.

.

.waiting to be
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CHIC

MAE MURRAY

Peacock windows, showing the use of these
feathers for hats, fans, and for the dainty
little feathery shoes, are of value for shops,
because they add to the interest of their
own displays, and stores of any description
are glad to use large cut-outs of Mae Murray as she appears in the farrtous "Peacock" costume.

SETS

FILM STYLES
Photographs of Star Enhance Window
Displays Wherever Shown

The

of the Metro
star continue
From the first

a notable fact that all
ITProductions,
featuring this
is

100 Per Cent

Show
calls for selections

from these

SHORT SUBJECTS
Two

Reels

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

MERMAID COMEDIES
(Jack White Productions)
HAMILTON COMEDIES
TUVENILE COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES
TOONERVILLE

COMEDIES
By Fontaine Fox
CAMPBELL COMEDIES
TORCHY COMEDIES
PUNCH COMEDIES
With Louise Fazenda

SELIG-RORK

PHOTOPLAYS
ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES
By

Arthur Conan Doyle

Sir

A

color scheme of peacock blue for decorating the lobby helps, and it can be tied
in very well with fashion shops and department stories in featuring this color for
Blond ushers can be tastehats and gowns.
fully and artistically garbed in inexpensive
dresses carrying out the color and the peacock motif.

never-ending popularity.
to the last, they are being steadily booked,
and draw large crowds wherever they are
shown.
Photographs of Mae Murray in all of
her myriad fashionable costumes fit in excellently with displays of dresses and gowns
both in large department stores, and in the
smaller women's shops.
Dresses, hats shoes and gloves are all carefully selected by Miss Murray, so that they
may well be used as setting the fashion in
these various items.
In addition to the costume value, there are
many exploitation ideas which can be worked
in with her various pictures.
"Broadway Rose" lends itself very beautifully to the use of the rose in all phases
The lobby
of exploitation and advertising.
might well be decorated with real roses, pictured roses, and artificial roses, and the extensive use of tinsel will fit in nicely with
the spirit of tHe picture.
"Fascination" fits in well with the new
Spanish note, which has become so popular.
Lacey mantillas, high tortoise combs, and the
long Spanish earrings are enjoying such an
extensive vogue among the younger generation of today, that this element may well
be worked into any advertising or lobby disin

Enormous W edding Ring of Brass
Makes Good Exploitation
Along with the popularity of the book is
the sustained interest in Warner Brothers'
production, "Brass."
Because of the everpresent interest in this subject of marriage
and divorce there seems little likelihood that
this film will ever really lose its popularity.
There is no limit to the possibilities of this
production for exploitation, both in featuring
brass, and in the use of the wedding ring.

Export & Import Buy Chaplins
Export & Import Film Company, Inc., have
just announced its purchase of twelve Chaplin subjects for the entire world with the
exception of United States and Canada. They
will immediately reissue these comedies and
will have new prints made up for all territories.

plays.

and

SPECIALS

it

The pictures included
"The Count," "The
Floorwalker," "The Rink," "The Fireman,"
"The Cure," "Easy Street," "The Pawnshop,"
"Behind the Screen," "The Immigrant." "The
Adventurer," "One A. M." and "The Vagabond."

"Jazzmania" has such a catchy title that
cannot fail to draw the younger element.
In some towns painting contests have been

:

among school children to see who could
best blend the gorgeous colors which glorify
held

a peacock's

tail.

Patrons will buck the
One Reel

[-Office line lor these

CAMEO COMEDIES

"SING

THEM AGAIN"
Series

"SECRETS OF LIFE"

LYMAN

H. HOWE'S
HODGE-PODGE
WILDERNESS TALES
By Robert C Bruce
SCENICS BEAUTIFUL
Bv Robert C. Bruce
EARL HURD COMEDIES
SKETCHOGRAFS

By

TONY

Tulian

Ollendorff

SARG'S

ALMANAC

WORLD WANDERINGS

and

SPECIALS

fane Grey Specials

A

WELL known
five

box-office

exhibitor has written us nominating
for the

Zane Grey gre^t western pioductions
winning combination for all time.

They're big red blooded stories, set in our borderlands in
the days of bad men and good whiskey, when glittering
gold was the common goal and only the pioneer who
was quick on the trigger lived to pay his debts.

Any

make tremendous

of these five thrillers will
age in your ticket rolls.

The Only

THE WINNERS—

Nationally

1.

Desert Gold

2.

Riders of the

Short Subjects

y'

I

s

W. Hammons,

Pres.

PICT II P

Name

Theatre

T

C

469 Fifth Ave., New

York

Gentlemen: On or aboutfdate]
w ould

Zano Grey

Inc.

Hodkinson
Corporation

"

to us

EDUCATIONAL FILM

X

w.w.

Shoot this

Coupon
E.

Dawn

The Man of the Forest
The U. P. Trail
The Mysterious Rider

Advertised

EXCHANGES,

yard-

like to Look
specials.

No.

[

]

cf these

:

November
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10,

Giant Telegram Puts Over Idea
for 'Reported Missing'
The theme as well as the popularity

A SCHOOL CAMPAIGN TO
'SAVE THE FORESTS'
Lends

Exploitation of

Itself to

'The

Man

of
the star in "Reported Missing" assure the
long life of this film, which continues to
It is
pack them in all over the country.
now and always has been a pep picture,
which means pep at the box office, with plenty
of thrills and plenty of comedy to keep them
gigantic telegram puts over the
happy.
idea of the picture, and the razor may be
used for comedy exploitation.

of the Forest'

AN

issue which continues to be as live
as the popularity of Hodkinson's "Man
of the Forest," is the theme of forest conThis may be worked in to good
servation.
advantage during the period that this everpopular production is run.
"Save the Forest," campaign never fails
to attract everyone, because it is a vital subPrizes might
ject in which all are interested.
be awarded for the best school composition
on the subject of conservation, and grownups might also be interested in expressing
their opinion on this very important subject.
Posters can be placed on trees throughout the town, bearing the caption
"We are in danger of losing our forests,
write to your Congressman, and urge that
conservation laws be passed."
This thought
can then be tied in with the title of the pic-

A

Screen Version of TVIain Street'
Small Town Magnet
Warner Brothers' "Main Street" is much,
much easier to look at, than the novel was
In fact it's excellent all the way
to read.
through.
The exploitation value is limitless.

A

Just every day people and every day occurences, that happen in your town and our
town all the time.

-

of No Importance'
Continues to Draw

'Woman

Wilde's

"A Woman

of No ImThe importance of
portance," is exemplified in the success of
the picturization of Oscar Wilde's play of
that name, with a selection of players who
would stand comparison with the stage cast.
It has held up box office records everywhere.

ture.

Stress should be laid on the fact the "The
of the Forest" shows the beautiful
forest scenes of the west, and that measures
should be taken to prevent the total wiping
out of these great tracts of natural wealth.

Man

wood and leaves make most atwindow and lobby displays. Furni-

Blocks of

Real Animals Used in Production

tractive
ture stores

would be glad to use a lay-out
which explains the stages of production in

Features never die, and when they are
combined with animal stuff, adventure, thrills,
romance, as is "A Dangerous Adventure,"
the interest and drawing power is unlimited.
Animals, both alive and stuffed, make good
publicity material, and cannot fail to draw

converting the tree to the beautiful furniture
which they are selling.

Read as much
son works from

literature as you can.
Editivelve to twenty hours a

"MAIN STREET"
novel
by SINCLAIR
with Florence Vidor, Monte
Blue and a notable supporting cast

from

Directed

"BRASS"
A

typical

Prevost,
Irene,

of

mar-

Warner cast includes Marie
Monte Blue, Harry Myers,
Rich and Frank Keenan.

Directed by Sidney A. Franklin

"HEROES OF THE
STREET"

good in all industries, that
means large movie attendance. Go after it.
Business

-

by Harry Beaumont

from Chas. G. Norris' novel
riage and divorce.

the crowds.

day, and yet finds time to read fifty trade
papers, besides books, magazines and nezvspapers.

the

LEWIS

is

starring

WESLEY BARRY

THESE PROVEN SUCCESSES
Are new

your patrons

to

if

from the play by

A

PLAY THEM NOW!
rrij

1

r,.

he btorm

with

Virginia

The

and
vmPeters

"Best

to pack them in"
THEATRE, Kendall, Wise.

season"

this

"Greatest

OPERA

Hillsboro, Ohio.
all records for house"
HOUSE, Elba, Neb.

Mcdonald theatre,
Mont.

A Hoba rt

Foolish Wives
"Excellent business.

Book

Starring

it"

Beresford, S.

theatre packed to the guard

rails"

INDIANA THEATRE, Bloomington.
Ind.

"Broke

all

REGINALD DENNY
Universal Jewel

"A real box office picture"
CASTLE CREEK THEATRE,
voye, Wyo.
"100 per cent!
their lips"

They

records!"
Georgetown, Ont.
Super Jewel

A

Honor

with an all star cast
Universal Jewel

Neb.

big

business"

STRAND THEATRE,

"A

this quick !"

Marshfield, Ore.

100 per cent picture!"
THEATRE, Sapulpa,

Okla.

"A riot! Exhibitors can
MERRILL THEATRE,

clean up."
Milwaukee,

Wise.

Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game in Africa
in

four years"

PASTIME THEATRE, Mason,
"Broke

all

box

office

Mich.

records"

LYRIC THEATRE, Manning,

Tex.

"Broke the season record"

Advertised

"THE LITTLE CHURCH
AROUND the CORNER"
greatest of all romantic melodramas.
From the play by Chas. E. Blaney.

cry and Scenario by Olga Printzlau
Directed by William A. Seiter

"RAGS TO RICHES"
starring

A

Harry Rapf Production

Directed by Wallace Worsley

DENIS

ST.

Altoona, Pa.
Harry Pollard

"Biggest matinee

with Marie Prevost and Kenneth
Harlan.
Directed by William A. Setter

WESLEY BARRY

LON CHANEY

"Oh boy Grab
NOBLE THEATRE,
!

Directed by

smacked

Star City

F. Scott Fitzgerald's novel of flapper
life

Hobart Henley Production

Starring

to

AND DAMNED"

The Shock

"Went over big here"
REX THEATRE, Wahoo, Neb.
"Dandy good picture"
RUSSELL THEATRE, Brunswick, Mo.
picture

La-

Parker

William

Ind.

"A knockout"
OPERA HOUSE, Prague,

Universal

"Good audience

all

PARAMOUNT THEATRE,

REX THEATRE,

Trifling with

Phiiipsburg
s'

Henley Pro duction

The Abysmal Brute

D.

"Our

the year"
Superior, Wise.
You'll satisfy yourself
of

"Grab it.
and patrons"

Directed by Reginald Barker

EMPRESS THEATRE,

success

CAPITOL THEATRE,

by'

"THE BEAUTIFUL

all

cast

"Had to turn them awn?"
The OLIVE THEATRE, St. Jos., Mo.

FORUM THEATRE,
"Broke

star

Unfversal Jewel

Universal Jewel

"The ushers had

TERRACE

an

with

Flirt

House

Lem

Beaudine
Harry Rapf Production

Directed

you haven't placed them!

ARCADIA THEATRE, Savannah, Ga.
the Saturday Evening Post

in

LAEMMLE,
Universal Pictures Corp., CARLPresident

"A DANGEROUS

ADVENTURE"
gigantic

novelty sensation featuring

GRACE DARMOND
Directed by S. L. & J. L. Warner
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YOU CAN'T KEEP A GOOD

TOMMY MEIGHAN NEVER
HAD A FAILURE

The Treasure Chest
of the Present

Paramount Star Has Trail Blazed by
Continued Success

AVE

"LT

•"J- profits

—and

It's

you had your share of the steady
Meighan's pictures have made

are continuing to make?
They are
story themes of real box-office value, the
type that brings the whole family to your
theatre.

His "Conrad In Quest of His Youth,"
afforded

limitedless

opportunities

for

tie-

ups and exploitation. Here's an example:
Manager Helmts, of the Rialto Theatre
in Des Moines, went
through the very
simple procedure of two cut-outs, figures
of Thomas Meighan and Margaret Loomis,
taken from the 24 sheets prepared on the
picture.
The two figures were connected
by ribbons, the implication being obvious.
The figure of Meighan as Conrad holds up
a lighted Tandle in the search along the
obscure pathway for Youth.
The display aroused great interest and
apparently brought home the bacon, for
we quote Mr. Helmt as saying:

—

national advertising establishes a
creates a demand for anything, I,
or any other manager, is foolish
not to reap the benefit when the opportunity does present itself."
Mrs. William Clark of Kansas City, did
some very effective work in connection
with another Meighan picture, "If You
Believe It, It's So." By using teaser ads
showing such preposterous ideas as the
Statue of Liberty on a Souse, or Woodrow
"If

a

standard and

Wilson shaking hands with Henry Cabot
Lodge, and remarking, "I agree with you
perfectly," she had the town all agog about
the picture and the family bank account
was richer by a good many shekels, in
consequence.

Meighan, which means all Paramount,
is
ever on the alert to present the
unusual, the best, and most entertaining
in
pictures.
"The Prince Chap," "The
too,

_

Miracle Man," "The City of Silent Men,"
and "White and Unmarried" are pictures
that neither you nor your patrons can
ever forget they establish a standard by
which feature pictures must be judged.

—

Cecil B. De Mille's production, "Manslaughter," starring
Meighan, proves a
drawing card by its title alone.
The
story created a sensation as one of Alice

Duer Miller's stories in "The Saturday
Evening Post." There is nothing insipid
about this work;

it

is

a clash of

unbending

personalities.
It
touches the absorbing
modern topic of how far wealth and influence can go to ward off the consequences
or reckless disregard of the rights
of
others.
Some wonderful prison drama is
introduced, the
exteriors
being
photographed at the famous Tombs prison in

New York

and the Auburn State prison.
For realism Jeanie Macpherson disguised
herself as a crook, committed a petty crime
in

Detroit,

was sentenced

to

the city prison

and served three days. By arrangement with
the publishers of "Manslaughter" there is an
attractive jacket advertising this picture on
every copy of the book. Tie up with your
local bookseller.
There is also great possibilities
for co-operative advertising be-

tween theatres showing "Manslaughter"
and the local automobile agencies.
George Ade, who wrote "Our Leading
Citizen" says of the picture production.
"I wrote the play in the hope that the
patrons of picture houses were ready for a
change from the highly seasoned photodramas which seemed to like two or three
years ago. You have given the play a fine
cast and a first-class production, and for
these I am very grateful."
Of Meighan
the author says: "Meighan himself has
never done better. He is simple, straightforward, sincere.
He lands his comedy

PICTURE

tures

Selznick's 'Conceit'

a great season, this with picmore varied than ever. And

showman's problem now

is

in

mak-

ing the price hurdles now as easily
as he did before some one multiplied
everything by two.
There are many, many wonderful
pictures on the market today, but several of them will not come your way
for, in many instances, some time to
come.
In the meantime there are
just
as many wonderful features
which you have not run which are
available quickly and reasonable.
They are the tried and proven boxoffice attractions which are almost
as sure to make you money as you
are sure of being in the film business
when the newer ones are ripe.

DOWN
and 'Mans Home'

Continue to Draw the Crowds

TWO
crowds,

which continue to «draw the
and to prove that tried-and-true
money makers do not lose their drawing
power, but on the contrary are eagerly sought
by audiences in large and small towns alike,
are Selznick's ever-popular "Conceit," and
"Man's Home."
"Man's Home;," should be treated with
pictures

deftly

The home thought
exploitation.
be played up to good advantage with
items of fireside interest.
all
campaign for the "Betterment of the
Home" would be eagerly taken up by schools
and churches, with the thought of giving
more attention to the home, and from the
mother's standpoint, in making it a more attractive place for the young to remain in.
Co-operation with the "Own Your Home"
campaigns which are doing so much good
work all over the country, would result in a

fine,

distinct

and hits every emotional spot with a
Altogether, it's a bear!"
sure touch.
During the run of "Our Leading Citizen," in Des Moines, this co-operative ad
taken by a local clothing store created a
sensation.
close up still of Thomas
Meighan was cut into small bits and scattered so as to make the face unrecognizable, under a caption, which threw the
readers off the track.
It read:
Here is a photograph of our leading citizen.
Who is he? As a lawyer he is a
good fisherman. Not much of a politician
yet he will get into Congress.
He stands
for clean government and is a favorite
with everyone not only here in Des Moines
but with millions all over this country.

A

"Back

Home

and

Broke," another of
Ade's stories has a good many pointers of
appeal. There are few folks who .have not
at some time or another in thsir lives indulged in day dreams as to what they
would do supposing that a sudden turn of
Fortune's wheel put them in possession
of unexpected wealth.
The dan devil Richard Talmadge takes a flying
leap into an automobile waiting below.
The picture
in which he is starring is very appropriately entitled, "Let's Go," and is a Truart Release.

dignified

may

A

advantage to both.

Lobby displays featuring the home thought
can be worked in excellently. Large cut-outs
of firesides and of rocking chairs would go
well, and these may also be featured in all
advertisements.
"Conceit" also lends itself nicely to this
sort of treatment, for it deals with the conceit of a man who has little regard for the
viewpoints of others.
The home element in both of these pictures are their strongest drawing point, and
should not be neglected by the exploiter
when engaged in calling attention to these
excellent productions.

The

'

right

unerringly
patronage.

kind

in

the

of

advertising
points
of increased

direction

On

the Clothesline Hung the Tale
Of 'Rags to Riches'
When the Warner Brothers picture, "Rags
to Riches," starring Wesley Barry, arrived
in Syracuse, the Empire got busy on extensive

publicity

stores

cards

and exploitation campaign.

made with a number of
for displays of the Barry cut-out
heralds were distributed broadcast,

Tie-ups
;

were

and the Warner

float

appeared

in

Syracuse

for several days.
An opportunity presented
itself to exhibit the feature during the Syra-

cuse-Nebraska

football
game, which attracted 25,000 people.
One of the local papers sponsored a special newsboy matinee.
Across the lobby was hung a clothesline
containing ragged clothes and clsthes worn
by a wealthy boy.
Gold letters were so
placed that the words "Rags" represented
the worn garments and "Riches" the new
clothes.

You can't
Watch your

catch fish with the
advertising copy.

wrong

bait.

Easy Flapper Tie-up with Warner's
'Beautiful and Damned'
It's

not

their

dress

but

their

philosophy,

makes our modern flappers so interesting, and in "The Beautiful and Damned,"
F. Scott Fitzgerald's story filmed by Warner
Brothers, the flappers both male and female
that

are depicted in all their worthless glory.
They court trouble by their selfish, thoughtless ways and get it.
But time and adversity tame these pleasure mad people, "even
as you and I."
There is the exploitation
idea time as one of the characters in the
play gave the keynote,
when he commandered an concealed all the watches of
the guests so that there might be no record
of the fleeting time.
An excellent tie-up,
are large posters of the novel, made from
the 24 sheets prepared for the picture and
exhibited in the book shop windows, together with the novels in book rorm.
_

—

—
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Why Experiment/
/a

afee advantage of the other fellows experience

Plau bhe

PROVEN box-office winners-

Here area fewCERTIFIED successes
Available ab

,

AND

LET LIVE PRICES/
SELZNICK DISTRIBUTING CORP.
LIVE

One Week

Love
Love is an Awful Thing
A Woman of no Importance
of

Conceit

The Midnight Patrol
Reported Missing
A Man's Home

The Heart of Wetona
Marooned Hearts
The Poor Simp
The Woman Game

Pawned

A Lady's Name
Just a

Wife

The Road of Ambition
The Chicken in the Case
The Law of Compensation
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'Love Is

'GARRISON'S FINISH' BIG
HIT IN ATLANTA

MAE MURRAY

Thing

22d Infantry Co-operates with Metropolitan Theatre in Exploitation

SCORE

Popular
Dainty

home

another

He

C. Patterson.

down

Atlanta,

in

run

set the

Willard

for

town talking

when he

Ga.,

pulled a

whale of a stunt for the Metropolitan
Theatre and landed for days on the front
page of the newspapers. With Jack Pick-

Dancing
Box-Office

Magnet
in

ford in "Garrison's Finish" as the feature
attraction Manager Patterson looked about
for a fitting short subject to flank the longer feature.

He

—

in
two-reeler
just
it
a
"The Making of
local laboratory
Better Citizens," which is the pictorial record of the splendid citizen training camp
activities at Camp McClellan, Ala., by the
22d Infantry.

found

from the

4 Proven

Money-Making

v

Manager Patterson

Attractions

"PEACOCK ALLEY"

hands

his

laid

on

moment

that the
22nd Infantry, having completed its participation in the training camp activities in
Alabama, was returning to Port McPherWhereupon like a good
son, in Atlanta.
film •almost

that

the

at

showman Mr. Patterson booked
added

to

feet

for a feature.

What

the
Metropolitan's boxes
"Old Glory" and regimental
colors waving from aloft, and what with
the augmented orchestra and band playing the inspiring "Star Spangled Banner"
as Brigadier-General William A. Johnston,
commander of the Fourth Area Corps from
Ft. McPherson, entered with his s'aff, it

with

draped

"BROADWAY ROSE"

in

was some gala evening

"JAZZMANIA"

dentally, the program in its entirety had
the enthusiastic endorsement of the Better

Films

Committee,

who

some,

TIFFANY
PRODUCTIONS

pleasing

Don't

and

Z.

LEONARD,

distributed by Metro
this

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS,
1540

City.

are interested in the following
Murray productions
)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Mae

"PEACOCK ALLEY"
"FASCINATION"
"BROADWAY ROSE"
"JAZZMANIA"

Without obligation
quote us prices
run.

(Name)

self

in

is

rendered by other members in the cast.
The unexpected which always happens in
this picture develops and maintains the suspense element to a degree rather unusual
is

in

a

The

of a humorous subject.
where he takes a whole family

treating

film

scene

of youngsters unto himself in order to discourage a blackmail scheme, could be developed with full size figures placed in the
lobby. The "Inquiring Reporter" on the town
newspaper might relish asking the fairer sex
the question, "Is love an awful thing?" and
the men, "Do you want your best girl to
think you are a dyed-in-the-wool villian?"

encouraging sign that exhibitors
It's an
zvho advertise and use exploitation ideas, liave
the best box-office records.

Carl Anderson Buys Five Zane

a

comwhole-

picture:

the "over" put you under.
Beover-selling, over-statement, overenthusiasm and over-eagerness in advertising to the public.
let

ware of

Grey Productions
Carl Anderson, president of Anderson Pictures Corporation, has purchased outright
Zane Grey Productions. According to a statement made this week, this gives Mr. Anderson absolute ownership of five successful
western features.
Each is based on a successful novel from
Other rights and
the pen of Zane Grey.
titles are said to be included in the deal.
The photoplays which pass to Mr. Anderson are "Desert Gold," "Riders of the
Dawn," "The Man of the Forest," "The
Mysterious Rfder," and "The U. P. Trail."
All are in either six or seven reels and
particularly appealing as audience attractions.
This constitutes the second purchase to be
announced by Carl Anderson within the past
few weeks. He recently acquired Great Auvaluable
thors Productions, consisting
of
story rights and seven features including

"The Westerners" and "The Gray Dawn,"
by Stewart Edward White "The Dwelling
Place of Light," by Winston Churchill "The
Sagebrusher," by Emerson Hough, and others.
;

;

Celebrate

THOMAS MEIGHAN WEEK
to 16th
at

:

We
(

charming

by booking these surefire Meighan hits available
your Paramount exchange

Broadway,

Gentlemen

he probably
her usual
this and adequate support
as

Daw

December 9th

to:

New York

star really enjoys the role,
Pretty Marjorie
does.

HOFFMAN

Director-General

Send

as

entertaining

Vice-President

ROBERT

specifically

mended "Garrison's Finish"

Produced by

M. H.

at the theater.

was- one of the happiest of the many
stunts that have helped to establish boxoffice success at the Metropolitan.
InciIt

Have You Overlooked Them ?

—

of

parade staged by the regiment on their triumphal return march
through Atlanta streets, and played it up

99

"Love Is an Awful Thing," but isn't so
awfulawful to watch unless we say "awful
Laughter riots through every foot
good."
of this film, produced by Selznfck with Owen
Moore playing his part with humorous zest,
somehow giving you the impression that the

mammoth

the

Thing' But a Good

to Advertise

the reel,

some three hundred

it

An Awful

for

to us will

The Miracle Man
Male and Female
Why Change Your
Wife?
The Prince Chap

Conrad in Quest of His
Youth
Frontier of the Stars

Conquest of Canaan

Cappy Ricks

Civilian Clothes

you please
d ay

The Easy Road
The City of Silent

A

M ;n

White and Unmarried

Prince There

Was

The Bachelor Daddy
Our Leading Citizen

—and every one

If

You

Believe

It's

Who Saw Tomorrow
Back Home and Broke

Man

Manslaughter
The Ne'er Do Well

Homeward Bound
Woman-Proof

a winner!

(Theatre)

(Address)

It,

So

(paramount (pictures
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LARGE photograph of Miss Swanson as she appeared in "Zaza" was used
^by a San Francisco merchant who tied in the sign and the picture with a
showing of Parisian Gowns and created a most artistic display.

GLORIA SWANSON'S

gowns

are

so

universally admired by both male and female film fans that they add to the interest
wherever
shown.
display
of a window
They make excellent tie-ups when used
with showings of gowns and dresses, and
and can also be utilized in combination
with articles of masculine interest, as ilaccessory
automobile
lustrated
by the
In the Paramount prowindow below.
Eighth
Wife"
duction of "Bluebeard's
her gowns are so varied and so unusually
over
the
women's
shops
all
beautiful that
finding
them valuable in
country
are
connection with the showing of their own

fashion

dow

displays.

Above

is

a

center

win-

Oregon, devoted to the
gowns, and using
Swanson in the
of Miss
created
which
a great deal
wedding gown
in

Albany,

exploitation of
the photograph
of

The

sign

"You

graphs of

never tire yourself by seeing Bluebeard's
Eighth Wife" has been worked in
Miss Swanson in combination with a tire dis play in an automobile accessory store

will

Gloria's

Gowns Make

Excellent

Window

these

favorable

comment.

well with the
Albany, Oregon

very
in

Tie-ups

Photographs of the Costumes Worn by Paramount Star Attract Attention
in Windows Wherever Displayed

photo-

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Welding the Link Between Music and Screen
Hymaji of Brooklyn Builds

Brilliant Effects in Lightcraft

of Theatre

FOLKS
happens

tell you that nothing
anywhere but on Broad-

will

Atmosphere

By GEORGE

to

His Fingertips

MERWEDE

B.

new equipment

includes twenty-eight
spot lights back stage, 12 open box
lamps, cove lights, x-ray reflectors,
borders, strips, bunch lights and glass

way.
is

If this is true, then Times Square
a state of mind instead of being a

traps.

The

geographical location.
Just cross the Brooklyn Bridge or
the Manhattan Bridge, then gravitate
to the corner of Fulton Street and

merly.

On

the side of the building, facing

by various

colors of lights, the

name

of the production, star and all musical
features can be used without crowding, making it not only the biggest
flash in Brooklyn but equal to anything
that New York's rialto has ever installed.

Knowing

the

manager of

this

value of variety, the

house has the colored
lamps in all of these signs changed
each week, never giving his public a
chance to take the exterior merely "as
a matter of course".
Then on into the spacious lobby,
where the lighting is modulated, and
where white spot lights, hidden, play
on the carved marble statues artistically
placed. The lobby alone is enough to
assure even the casual observer that
here is a theatre that has tone and
class.

Once

inside,

this

assurance

The programs, made up

is

of
the biggest first run and pre-release
features and well chosen musical presentations, are augmented by color harmonies in lighting that are not surpassed and rarely approached.
Let it be here set forth that Mr.

clinched.

are

traps
lights,

directly

shown

i»

the

small illustration, which is the presentation stage, being an inch thick and
thus permitting their use as flooring of
the stage.

Beneath the glass are the open box
lamps and spots, shooting up and backward as desired. There are ten of
these in number, five being floods and

Way

Rockwell Place, is a tremendous square
steel frame in which may be set about
twenty lines of "copy" in letters two
feet high.
To gain an idea of the size
of this sign, which is always lighted

The new

back of the foot

liance

flash.

glass traps as installed are per-

manent, and form a part of the stage,
instead of being in platforms as for-

Rockwell Place, where the thousands
of electric lights flash out their warm
and welcome message, and you will be
in the center of Brooklyn facing the
Mark Strand Theatre.
Before you even get near it the brilof the outside lighting makes
you think of the famous "White
at its best. Managing Director Edward
L. Hyman has made the exterior a
veritable magnet that draws pleasure
seekers from far and near.
Above the marquee are a dozen huge
five-point electric stars flashing intermittently, each flash exploding a different color.
On each side of the
marquee is a flashing vari-colored sign
ten feet high, reading "Mark Strand,"
and beneath it, four feet high, the title
of the current picture. The flasher is
of the sun-burst type, the pyrotechnics
running through the name as the lights

That Brings Control

five spots,

placed alter-

nately.

By

MANAGER HYMAN
has

given

Brooklyn
I'

L.

which the residents of that
borough are very proud.
They will tell you that they
rank the Mark Strand as
the equal of any home of
photodrama in the
the
Mr. Hyman
greater city.

HYMAN

Managing Director,
Mark Strand

Brooklyn

Hyman is a hrm
believer in lighting effects as an
aid to the presentation of the
silent
Since
charge

is

drama.

in

tion

of

this

theatre

nearly
years
ago

four
his

lighting

with

the

years,

in

used

the

they

to light the

tain that

draw curwas used durSymphonized

ing the
Five
Jazz overture.
spot lights threw a color blend effect, and five
this
covered
with magenta, or red-

floods

crea-

dish purple. The effect
striking and

was most

are out of the usual.
|-j
"-

Co

full blast

-

v

"
.

>

'

:

~

-

would throw

'J

a

too dazzling to face.
of these floods are in the projection booth, side by side, and the
other two are in the dome directly
above
the
auditorium.
They are

Two

electricians.

caused much comment
through the fact that
the audience could not
tell where it came front
Another glass trap effect used is of
the platform type, upon which the singer or artist stands, being illuminated
from beneath with the desired colors.
This was most strikingly used for a
scene from "Robert the Devil."
Open box lamps and spots are at
f

light

manned by four

traps

antique gold

tion of lighting effects that

various theatres grasp it for use.
Among the new lighting equipment
just installed are four specially constructed Mestrum flood lamps, each resembling a projection machine in size
and looks. Each of these floods is ISO
amperes, or equivalent to 25,000 watts,
if

the

combina-

introducing
glass

were used

of his latest
is

and only two or
three weeks ago thousands of dollars
worth of lighting effects were installed.
These, together with the equipment
already in use, bring the lighting up to
the ultimate.
There is hardly a combination that has not been brought into
play, and surely there is no effect that
has not been introduced here, later going out through the country as the

and

In

new

entertainment

One

achievements

ef-

fects and equipment have grown

and

factors.

color, or

of spegelatines

artists.

keen for novelties, both
the way of house decora-

assuming

made

tion of colors, may be
had either for flooding
curtains or for spotting

a motion picture house of

EDWARD

any

use

the

cially

Other

either

side

of the presentation stage,

and some are directly overhead to shoot
down upon the scene or singer. Other
lamps are placed at the entrance, at the
proscenium arch, and for silhouette
lighting open box lamps, on a line with
the stage floor, can be tilted to the desired angle.

Both large stage, upon which the orchestra is placed, and small stage, used
Unfor presentations, have footlights.
der the fabric canopy above the orchestra are cove lights of various colors, all connected to the dimmer system which permits every light in the
theatre to be dimmed up gradually and

November

10,
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On each side
out the same way.
of the orchestra is a huge transparent
window which are lighted from behind with open box lamps, the colors

cenium arch is a transparent column
same material, reaching from the
floor into the flies.
Spot lights at the
base and top of these columns furnish
the lighting.
Another set of these
columns, somewhat smaller, is used on
the presentation stage for any offering
of the

running to greens, blues, pinks, and
color blends.

In

addition

to

the

new Mestrum

that needs such effects.

which can be used also as spot

floods,

used

booth,

mostly

for

These colors run to amber,
straw, rose pink and white.
The Mastrum lamps are dissolving
equipped so that each machine can

vocalists.

handle eight gelatines at one time, the
operator merely working the mechanism for the various colors.
The
gelatines need not be taken from the
machine.
All lights in the theatre are controlled on the huge switch board back
stage which stands about fifteen feet
high by ten feet wide. Two electricians
at this board control all lights for each
presentation, and as the combinations
are set in advance of the show all that
needs be done is to work the levers and
handles which operate the dimmers and
throw in the combinations.
An auxiliary board, somewhat
smaller, controls some of the flood

for

the

new

a rich, satiny fabric that takes
lights, better than any other
material.
At the proscenium arch,
which is sixty feet across by
thirty feet high, is a pair of
llama draw curtains which
close between the audience and
the orchestra. This gives probably the largest surface ever

used

upon

which

to

At

either side of the pros-

of the above lighting was diswith the close being made a
trenmendous smash by' taking out all
gelatines, thus bringing the lights up
full white.
All

solving,

More than 100

lighting combinations

have been worked out by Mr. Hyman,
which are taken as the basis for new

One dome Mestrum flood, light blue,
hitting left half of orchestra, with other

ones as they are worked out.
Although the foregoing sounds as
though this manager gives most of his
attention to lighting, such is not the
case.
He gives equally as much time

orange, on the right
Purple borders large stage. Six
color blend spots and three open box
lamps, magenta, through the glass traps
on silver draw curtains.

Two

(b)

booth

Mestrums,

light

—

selection and presentation
the correct presentation of
the motion picture itself.
to

music

—and

its

to

AT

the right is
revealed some

idea

be

of

what may
by ef-

gained

fective color

ing

light-

on llama ma-

Managing
Director
Edward
terial.

L.

Hyman

Brooklyn

of

the

Strand

uses llama practically exclusively for
all

and
his

shadow

effects
of

the basis
draping.

To

each side may be
seen the large fabric pillars, and adlar^e
joining the
llama draw curtain.

1

mm®

Ml
ill

Jil
;

IHj

THE
jifjl

HI
HI

:

II

fective.

covering orches-

one being rose pink and the
other amber.
Transparent columns
had two orange spots in base and light
green in top. Two light amber transparent windows.
Large stage foot
full blue and one-half green.
tra,

HI

ffl

through the curtains the
most unusual and ef-

Messides.

green

%mi

;

I

throw

effect is

booth

on orchestra and

light

Ha

with
visible

Two
floods

>}M.

lighting

combinations,
and
the
musicians
faintly

(d)

magenta, covering
sides of orchestra and the orchestra.
floods,

dome Mestrum,

has

season,

Two dome Mestrums

half.

Managing Director

equipped his presentation stage
and orchestra with entirely
new material, the predominating motive being llama cloth,

Then there are antique gold draw
curtains and sliver draw curtains for
the small stage, the later curtains being covered with beads which reflect
the rays of the lamps and lend a shim-

Mestrum

the side was a light house, with
its intermittent light.
Of nearly equal importance to the
lights and colors are the curtains and
drapes upon which these combinations

Hyman,

booth floods, violet, on orOne deep blue dome
flood and one violet covering complete
stage. Purple borders large stage. Two
light green spots in top of transparent
columns, shooting downward.

trum

binations during this overture, as follows, with the glass trap lighting being used throughout: (a) Two booth

At

must be thrown.

Two

effectively.

and its lighting as used.
There were four changes of color com-

waves projected upon a scrim which
came down in front of the singer, the
waves reaching up to the singer's knees.
Behind the singer, on the back drop,
a cloud wheel moved the fleecy clouds
across the sky, and now and then a
stroke of lightning would dart across.

light blue entrance spots hitting the
curtains of small stage to augment the
trap lights. Purple borders large stage.

chestra and sides.

overture

spot lighting.
Various effects,
such as lightning, rain, surf and fire,
are operated by attachments to the
lamps, some of them being worked
from back stage and some from the
projection booth.
For instance, a presentation recently
for "Any Old Port in a Storm," a bass
solo, had a genuine motion picture of

floods,

transparent windows have a
covering, also, of llama cloth, on draw
cords, permitting of a double use of
the windows.
Pineapple cloth curtains and drapes are used in various
places and ways, as these take lights

mery magnetism.
It would not be amiss to cite, at this
point,
a typical Symphonized Jazz

and

hitting sides

Two dome

(c)

The

projection
picking out

lights, are Kliegl spots in the

and the musicians.
one light pink on
half of the orchestra and the other
straw color on the other half.
Two
blue,

jj

feB IB
J
:

||;

.1

:
'

S£ia

**

in

presentation stage of the
as shown

Brooklyn Strand,
the photo at the

left,

draws

particular attention to two smalltransparent columns which
er
may be moved at will to any location on the stage.
Back of
them is revealed the silver cycloramic drop
To the fore may be
seen the glass traps, four feet
wide across the stage behind the
Through these five
footlights.
spots and five flood lamps are
projected for various effects.
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TRIED AND TRUE FILMS

Norton

"Monna Vanna," Maurice Maeter-

;

linck
"Monte Christo," Alexander Dumas
"Snowdrift,"
"St. Elmo," Augusta J. Evans
James B. Hendryx "Truxton King," George
;

FOR CHILDREN

;

;

National Board of Review Names
Films Which Are Money-Makers

HP HE

list

of better

for

mo-

which they especially recommend for children. This committee, formed
of members of the National Board of Review, is working in co-operation with the
pictures,

Week

Book

Children's

Many

Committee.

Blacksmith,"

"Village

;

—

Attrac"Brothers Under the Skin," Peter B.
Kyne; "Christian," Hall Caine; "Enemies of
Women," Vincente Blasco Ibanez "Green
"The Ragged
Goddess," William Archer
Edge," Harold MacGrath "Souls for Sale,"
Rupert Hughes; "Spoilers," Rex Beach;
"Vanity
"Strangers' Banquet," Donn Byrne
Fair," William Makepeace Thackeray.
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation Attractions
"Affairs of Lady Hamilton," historical
sources
"Down to the Sea in Ships," whaling literature
"Puritan Passions." Percy
tions

:

;

;

;

;

films of less recent release, and which have
proved to be tried and true money-makers,

are given in the

list.

—

;

;

—

;

;

Mackaye.

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

"The Canyon of the Fools," Richard Mathews Hallett "Fighting Blood," H.
C. Witwer; "Flying Dutchman," legend and
oper "Our Mutual Friend," Charles Dickens
"The Snow Shoe Trail," Edison Marshall
;

;

;

"Thelma." Marie Corelli.
Fox Film Corporation
Attractions
"Brass
Commandments,"
Charles
Alden
Selzer "If Winter Comes," A. S. M. Hutchinson "Just Tony," Max Brand "Lone Star
Ranger." Zane Grey; "Mixed Faces," Roy

—

;

;

Corporation

Pictures
"All

—Attrac-

Were

Brothers

Valfant,"
Ben Ames Williams "Famous Mrs. Fair,"
James Forbes "Fog," William Dudley Pelley; "Hearts Aflame," Harold Titus; "Quincy
Adams Sawyer," Charles Felton Pidgin
"Scaramouche," Rafael Sabatini "Where the
Pavement Ends," John Russell.
Pathe Exchange, Inc. Attractions "The
Call of the Wild," Jack London; "Without
Benefit of Clergy," Rudyard Kipling.
Preferred
Attractions
"Shadows," Wilbur Daniel Steele; "Virginian," Owen Wister.
tions

Life,"
"Don Quickshot,"
Jewel
Chalmers
"Hunchback of Notre
Dame," Victor Hugo "Flirt," Booth Tarkington "Leather Pushers," H. C. Witwer "The
Power of a Lie," Johann Bojer; "The Prisoner," G. B. McCutcheon
"The Ramblin'
;

Stephen

;

;

;

;

;

Kid," E. W. Bowman
ard Harding Davis.

:

;

"Scarlet Car," Rich-

Company

Vitagraph

—

Attractions

"Master of Men," Morgan Robertson.

—

Warner Brothers Attractions "Brass,"
Charles G. Norris "Dangerous Adventure,"
Francis
Guihan
"Main Street," Sinclair
Lewis.

the

:

;

;

CLASSIFIED AD

;

DEPARTMENT

;

—

Selznick
Attractions
"Cricket on
:

Rttei

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word,
situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.

:

Special

on long time contracts.

rates

—

Pictures

:

;

Her

in

;

Metro

;

;

tractions

—

"The Abysmal Brute," Jack London;
"Another Man's Shoes," Victor Bridge; "The
Bolted Door," George Gibbs; "A Chapter

:

Associated Exhibitots Ixc. Attractions:
'Alice Adams," Booth Tarkington
"David
Copperfield," Charles Dickens "The Destroying Angel," Louis Joseph Vance "Lady Godiva,"
Lord Tennyson
"Silas
Marner,"
George Elliot.
Associated First National Pictures,
"Bright Shawl," Joseph
Inc. Attractions
Hergesheimer "Circus Days," James Otis
"Fighting Blade," Beulah Marie Dix "Fury,"
Edmund Goulding "Money, Money, Money,"
Larry Evans "Oliver Twist," Charles Dickens; "Omar the Tentmaker," "The Rubaiyat"
"Penrod and Sam," Booth Tarkington "Potash and Perlmutter." Montague Glass "The
Voice from the Minaret," Robert Hichens.
Film Booking Offices of America At-

—

;

tions:

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

NATIONAL COMMITTEE

Films has formulated a
tion

McCutcheon

Barr

Longfellow's poem.

W. B. M. Ferguson "Richard the
Lion-Hearted," Sir Walter Scott; "Salome,"
Oscar Wilde; "Suzanna," R. E. Drago; "Tess
of the Storm Country," Grace Miller White.
Universal Pictures Corporation Attracish,"

—

Distributing
Corporation
"Bohemian Girl," Balfe's opera

;

the Hearth," Charles Dickens;
"Milady," Alexandre Dumas
"Prince and
the Pauper," Mark Twain
"Prince of a
King," Abbie Earwell Brown "Toilers of the
Sea," Victor Hugo
"Rupert of Hentzau,"
Anthony Hope; "Timothy's Quest," Kate
;

;

;

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion pictures made everywhere for 20c per foot.
Expert cameramen with Bell and Howell cameras.
Give us a trial.
Ruby Film Company, 727 Seventh
Ave.,

New

York, N. Y.

Motion Picture
and exchanged.
rent.

era

and

Exchange.

727

;

Douglas Wiggin.
United Artists Corporation Attractions
"Robin Hood," (legendary) "Garrison's Fin-

—

;

Quarter

"Still" Cameras rented, said
lights for sale and far
of your wants.
Ruby C*mSeventh Ave., New York CJty.

Portable

Keep us advised

—

WANTED

—

Orchestra leader Violin. Extensive experience refApply Exhibierence and with large music library.
tors Trade Review. Box F. T.

Half

Size

Size

y

2 2 inch

2Ya inch
3
inch

854 inches

5 to

xrOL'R

theatre may be a model of
good architecture and tasteful
decoration your ushers courteous
and smartly uniformed your films

$50

-*-

—

9 to 11 inches

"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send

for Descriptive

Booklet

«»j«raK

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

S.

—

the

Kollmorgen Optical Corporation
31-43 Steuben Street

—

with greatest care yet
you will not be giving your audiences the greatest possible enjoyment, and ensuring their return,
until you equip vour projector with
selected

$60

A.

BAUSCH & LOME

M «ii«iiaiaia^^

Cinephor Condenser System

MALCOLM FILM

1

LABORATORIES

I

Cinephor Condenser

1

Write for the Cinephor Booklet, or
get it from your dealer.

244-250 West 49th
Tel.

Cinephor Projection Lens

New York

St.

Bryant 7069

GUARANTEEING
BEST QUALITY
AND SERVICE
Specializing in

AL.

MARKS

BAUSCH & LOMB

OPTICAL COMPANY
635

Rush Work

St.

Paul Street,

Rochester, N. Y.

JOE MALCOLM
-

1
g

New York

Chicago

Washington

San Francisco
London

November

10,
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THEATRE OWNERS ISSUE
PRESS BOOK*
Outlines Several Campaigns for
Exhibitor to Lse on Screen

an

MOTION

PICTURE
THEATRE
OWNERS OF AMERICA have
is-

sued a new kind of "press book."
It is a
press book of copy for the exhibitor to flash
on his own screen.
The exhibitor is not
just told the oft repeated fact that he posassoitnios.

DJE3310S

10
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Our Thanks

to the

Men

of Kansas
^HE EXHIBITORS

TRADE

RE-

VIEW

desires to express its gratification at the action of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Kansas,

m

Inc.,

in

formally expressing

appreciation for the efforts we are making to
help the exhibitor in his battle to secure a repeal
of the onerous admission tax.
This journal shares with many men prominent in exhibitor ranks the view that only by
the closest co-operation between all divisions
of the industry will it be possible to receive
favorable consideration for any proposition
looking toward tax reduction at this time.
Knowing the great urgency for present relief
from the impost that was so cheerfully backed
up by exhibitors in days of necessity and believing the emergency that brought the tax
into existence had passed it has been our aim
to do what we could to help toward an elimination of

the greatest publicity medium in the
world, but to use it and how to talk from
his screen for Motion Picture Day.
The folders have the forms of copy for
Radio Mat typewriter slides, and an inclosed
blank Radio-Mat Slide is attached on which
the exhibitor can at once type the copy and
begin his campaign on the spot.
The "press book" or rather the "screen
book" contains several campaigns for the
exhibitor to carry on his screen and points
out that his screen is valuable in every tieup and exploitation that he uses. The screen
messages are carefully worded and laid out
so that the exhibitor has only to type them,
or have them typed, to get results from a
powerful and well edited campaign.
They
are more direct than by using any other advertising medium and cost nothing.
This directing of the voice of the screen
on a unique campaign for Motion Picture
Day will be the utilizing of an enormous
strength which it has always been conceded
the screen possessed and which with such direction as this means the putting over of a
campaign like Motion Picture Day simultaneously, effectively, and practically without cost as the typewritten slide cost less
than a telephone call or a letter.
This demonstrates the enormous service
that a national office can give, valuable to the
exhibitor at all times but really priceless
when the dangers of taxation and other evils
threaten the industry. By this simple co-operation every exhibitor can do his full duty.
The volume and influence of the letters
of a business house have changed incredibly
since the day of the handwritten letter, the
day of the typewriter slide has come, the
exhibitor can no longer ignore that he must
and can reach his people and get acquainted
with them.
Taxation and censorship proves
that the screen is late in reaching the point
of personal touch and understanding with the
public.
lack of confidence in the policy
and understanding of the industry is always
due to lack of information given the public
by the exhibitor. By making his policy widely
known the exhibitor gets the full support
and interest of his patrons.
The typewriter slide puts at the finger tips
of the exhibitor a publicity power equal to
that of any editor.
It gives him the free
use of his screen which he employs in defending his legitimate interests, giving service
to his patrons.
Now by utilizing this National "press book" of the screen, the exhibitor participates in the nation-wide campaign for Motion Picture Day, which is being carried forward with unity and strength
and yet remains adaptable to every audience.
Each theatre becomes a link of a chain and
therein lies its strength. As an Open Forum
the screen is reflecting not only local but national thoughts and movements.
sesses

HEttHOas TKAOT

it.

So the kind words that come to us from
Kansas confirm our view that petitions will help

A

The hours are loans from Father Time.

Make them pay you

dividends of Prosperity

and Happiness by helping others.

solve this great exhibitor problem.

BOOK
"Main

The World Over"
ONE REEL NOVELTY SPECIAL
Street

New York

and

Northern

JOHN

J.

New

Jersey

IRIS

729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Phone 3377-Bryant

Room

811.
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COSMOPOLITAN TO HAVE

Radio

MORE STUDIOS

s

other permanent facilities for the making of
the finest type of motion pictures.
Work also will begin immediately on the
second of the new Cosmopolitan studios.
Its dimensions are 60 by 200 feet and 30
feet in the clear.
The third new structure
on which work also will be rushed
will be of these same dimensions.
It will
occupy part of the present Cosmopolitan
studio lot.
Production will continue as
heretofore.
The Cosmopolitan Corporation is thoroughly convinced of the superior advantages held by New York City as picture
making headquarters. On this point William Randolph Hearst, president of the

:,:-Mat

Plan Building Three More Outfits
All in

T"|P

U

New York

—

the present time the Cosmopoli-

to

tan Corporation has been making pictures in four studios located in different
sections of New York City. This is in addition to its own studios at 127th street

and Second avenvie.
While these are admitted

to be good and
equipped studios the Cosmopolitan
Corporation has found their total capacity
unequal to its growing need of big stages

well

accomodate the elaborate sets for the
important historical and other special features on its production schedule for the
near future.
Accordingly, the statement was authorized yesterday that the Cosmopolitan Corporation has acquired the necessary real
estate and will immediately rush the huildto

ing

of

York

big

three

new

studios,

all

in

is

company

the Stationery of the Screen

read this your message
would have been read.

REELS
For Sale by

Island.

o

The plans for this studio call for a
structure 80 by 200 feet and 40 feet in the
clear.
In capacity and in its equipment and

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

;

740

Vh

Hand

N. W.

some

decided
its

pictures

in

City."

of

Wear and Tear

KEYSTONE BRAND FLOOR COVERING

BUSINESS BOOSTERS
ST.,

time

Enemy

"

aad-~t

The

Local Pictures Within the Reach of Every Theatre

G

in

New York

of the

Mo-

Lettered

PEERLESS FILM

advantage
in

Cosmopolitan Corporation
ago to make all of

1

A«.i New York

tion Pictures

916

One

New York

Commercial, Educational and Industrial
produced anywhere.

enormous
pictures

is

WELDED WIRE

New

an

is

motion

most important of these
that New York is the centre of stage
r
pla> production.
Consequently here is
where famous actors and actresses of the
stage are most immediately available for
both stage and screen engagements.
"It is folly to minimize the screen's
need of the best artists of the stage in
the casts of its worthiest productions.
"For this and other obvious reasons the
City.

As you

and one of them to have the
greatest capacity of any Eastern studio
except that of the Famous Players on Long

Printing,

making

SMALL ADS OFTEN FILL BIG WANTS

City,

Developing,
Printed Titles.

said:

"There

CO.

ideal covering for theatre floors, aisles

stairs

WASHINGTON,

D. C.

where the wear

continuous and

and

costly.

— THIS THEATRE SAYS:

Don't Fail to Read and Study

"Keystone

is

ever used."

THE MESSAGE TO SHOWMEN ON PAGE
1133. It is an offer you cannot possibly afford to pass by. It will start you on an efficient business basis for less than the cost
price of $2.95.

is

absolutely the best we have
Pittsburgh.

—Lincoln Theatre,

The RUSSELLOID Company
31 N. Second

Harrisburg, Pa.

St.

SUN-LIGHT ARCS

STUDIO
AND

PROJECTION
Send

for first set-

LAMPS

entitled:

HARMER,

*THE INtBRKATlONAI, *ABI£ D'HOTE
(with. Special musid, )
Orgologue Relea*se& iSfoorc

209

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

^
/

INC..

48th

St.

'I'.

Bryant 6366

SO
Reacts.
Standard slide corp. zo9 w.48 st n.y.

RCUSTlCK

West

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

P^
^;^^ 9
L

ETro
\V

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUr:
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

IX

J

| \jf

best tor the leaIt money

IV E*

quickest delivery

~

J

cosMhtss

guaranteed

W
jr<rr>
it-
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ADOLPH ZUKOR. PRESENTS

Ohomas
'

MEIGHAN
Woman-Proof
B

7

GEORGE ADE

Hp OM MEIGHAN

is everybody's favorite.
Starring in anything, he's a success.
Starring in this clean, hilarious American

comedy

by

George

Ade,

he's

packing

theatres everywhere.

At the

New

York, the box-office
performances stretched
over a block.
By popular demand the picture was held another week.

line

at

Rivoli,
a.'ternoon

Al Green

directed,

and Llla Lee

is

the

girl.

<2 (paramount Qiclure

J"

5?

an

/

I

-A

n

TRAOE MARK RE.GI5TERE0

Hom&>
20.

8 oc *'£$tf»-

tt.

»

ste t°J.r

1

C3ffiP aB7

a«

"

org-

«g

ft.

5

GRANADA THEATRE
dcLnSfrancisco

ions.

lie fit.

Pro

GRAUMAN'S
METROPOLITAN THEATRE

/ps Jingeles

of Wo rid Sup remac)
T
RIP
IP®
IS a

known

fact that the

Wurlitzer Unit Organ, £

ing exclusive Hope-Jones Patents,

is

the ultimate

of the world's greatest exhibitors of high-class

Now

pictures.
l>y

Cecil

deMille,

one

comes the purchase of

of

the

world's

Directors, for his palatial residence in Paradise.

carefully

—

Motion Pietm

Read

his

further substantiates the claim of Wurlitzer supre

it

in the art of organ building.
>rgan for your theatre
lat

a Wurlitzer

greatest

pays for

itself in

is

The purchase

not an expenditure

of a Wurlitzer

—

a short time in increased

it is

box

an inves
office rece

Write for Catalogue

Ofc

RUDOLPH WURLITZER &
Executive Offices

WURLITZER ORGAN
GRAUMAN'S
METROPOLITAN THEATRE

CINCINNATI
121 East Fourth Street

NEW YORK
120 West 42nd

CHICAGO
St.

329

S.

Wabash Ave.

SAN FRANCIS
250 Stockton

:

November

1923

17,
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Editor
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CONTENTS
Harry Warner

I

i
i
1
1
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Blanche Sweet
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and

and

EDITORIAL FEATURES

Justifiable Pride

Will Percentage Solve Distribution Problems?
1137
Troy Exhibitor Hands Mr. Overhead Clean K. 0...1138
1139
Are You Overlooking Your Featurettes?

UARRY WARNER
New York

in

arrived

this

week

with Sidney Franklin, the man
who produced and directed
Warner Brothers' newest and
undoubtedly greatest "Classic

Editorial Page

How and Why Waste
Twenty-One Years

"Tiger Rose," the David
Belasco
attraction
featuring
Lenore Ulric. The production
completed.
The first prints
have arrived and been screened.
To say that Harry and the
Warner Brothers are proud is
putting it mildly.
To say that
they have a right to be proud
is
putting it even milder.
This column is not devoted
to the reviews or praise of certain pictures, but it does not
stop us from saying what we
have already written and what
we are about to add
"Tiger Rose" is a masterful
effort
of "Classic" efficiency
is

and

go down

will

in

motion

picture annals as one of the
great features of recent times.

Because

it

is

human.

Because

a picture which will appeal
to the masses.
Because it is
a simple story told in simple
it is

style

by

master

photoplay

"storv tellers."

of
^ LASSICS
hardly

the screen are

to be compared to
classics of business paper jour-

nalism.
Because one is published every so many months
while the other must be published every week.

The

Exhibitors

Trade

Review,

however,
attempts
each week to make that certain
issue a classic from the standpoint of reader interest, news
value,
pictorial
beauty
and
pleasurable style.
And each week we believe
we have additional reason to
feel proud of the effort, because every issue brings more

Production Keynote
Pictures Still Going

—

Old Lady Astor Says

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

of the Screen".
It is

Is

in

1140
1141
1143
1145
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1147
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1147
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.
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1151
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1136
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115o
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Modern Theatre

Among the Showmen

and more new subscribers and
more and more sincere rounds
of applause from the older
Copyright 1923 by Exhibitors

We

are looking forward to
one great goal of keeping it
up.
And that means getting
better and bigger with each
week and always deserving that
great increasing reader interest
which onlv comes from leading
the

field.

K»si»iiaigiilBE^

i
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Geo.

C.

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

Overhead

OUT

George

and
Mr.

Overhead

Studio

is

striking

terror into the hearts
of many of the movie players
these days.
He's a harsh old cuss, rather
dumb as his picture shows, inasmuch as he is a lens hog

proper

whenever

he

tries

to

get into the limelight.
Ycu will note in the above
photo how he gloats over being
in the center of the "close up,"

how poor little Blanche
Sweet, representing the player

and

fraternity,
chilly

is

registering

"crowded out"

the

feeling.

Of course all that
because
Blanche,

is

literal,

herself,
doesn't really feel that way at
all.
In fact, right now, she is
about to become more famous

than ever through the releasing
of the First National feature
"Anna Christie" in which she
is

starred.

But now that sound business
is

entering the ranks of

dom, Mr. Overhead
a mighty flop.

is

film-

due for

And sound business methods
do not mean systems which are
not carried out in every picture.
They must be uniformly and
universally adopted.

A T

Lobbyology
Free Exploitation With Newspaper Help
Read Book See Film Library Slogan
New Films Replete With Booking Urge Ideas
Tried and Proved Pictures

S.

in
Hollywood,
certain other places,

J.

Own

readers.

George

every

turn

you

will

notice that there is a general trend toward better business methods.
It is not alone

Hollywood and Production.
Distribution
is
adopting
newer and saner methods of

in

salesmanship and exploitation.
Exhibition is really setting the
pace by being first to do the

same

thing.

Accordingly

there
springs
forth the same necessary principle in film journalism.
The
old fashioned trade paper is
inadequate in meeting the demands of an industry that has
finally become a real business.
And being the only Business
Paper in the Film Industry, the

E>hibitors

Trade

j

|

Review
j

enjoys
the
distinction
of
possessing the greatest readcr interest in these days of
worry about Mr. Overhead.
Greatest, because it furnishes
the real formula for outwitting
him at every turn.

j

I

j

|

1
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THE WONDERLAND OF THE WEST
Yosemite Valley, one of the greatest national
parks in the world is used as a background for
the Warner Brothers Production of "Tiger
Rose" starring the far-famed Lenore Ulrich

.
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Will Percentage Solve Distribution Problem?
Has Prevailed in Dramatic Field and Manner
Which Rule Works in Distributing Pictures

Review of Custom
in

WILL

percentage
provide
the
solution of
high
production
costs and dissipate the increasing tension as to rentals between disIt is admitted
tributor and exhibitor?
by all with knowledge of the facts that
the cost of film to the theatre owner
is increasing and it is not denied by
well informed men that the disinclination of the exhibitor to pay the prices
that are asked for many current productions has created a "situation."

One

of the climactic phases of that
is
the decision of Famous
Players and in turn Universal to take
advantage of well-stocked shelves and
close down production for an indefinite or at least an unstated period.
companies
In
other
words, the
named have inaugurated a policy of
"watchful waiting."
So far as the two corporations are
concerned the contending forces are
seated on opposite sides of a checkerboard.
The distributor has made a
situation

move.
Other companies, not so situated as
product, are continuing
right on in the task of completing their
schedule, keeping their eye on the ball
even as they "follow through," to borrow a phrase from our recent eminent
English visitor.
surplus

to

PERCENTAGE

we know it in the
of course, an outgrowth of a custom that has prevailed
in the theatre of the stage for many
years.
But where in the case of the stage
performance the custom has been so
intrenched as practically to become a
law the motion picture side of the
amusement field has declined to accept
the practice with any degree of unanimity on the exhibition half, in any
event.
In order to reach a better underfilm industry

as

is,

—

standing of the difference existing be-

tween the two

forms

of

amusement

regarding
let's

percentage
arrangements
examine for a moment the custom

prevailing in the stage department.

as It

A

dramatic

knowledged

company with an

hit will collect

ac-

70 per cent

of the gross receipts of a theatre, the
programs, regular advertising and an average personnel of house attaches.
In the case of a small company with
an indifferent vehicle the theatre may
collect 35 per cent. If a popular musical comedy the theatre may retain but
20 per cent., the visiting organization
collecting 80 per cent, of the gross.
latter furnishing music,

^7 E

are speaking of the average town,
not of large cities. In Chicago or
New York or where the theatre may
have a big overhead in the way of rent
or ground and building investment the
ratio to the theatre may be increased,
to a point as high as 50 per cent.

What

is

the average ratio between

We

inthe picture and the theatre?
cline to the view that from the strictly
rental as distinguished from the per-

centage department the proportion was
prior to the present year roughly 80
per cent, to the theatre and 20 per cent,
to the production.
are averaging
the bad with the good.

We

Perhaps it is fair to state the basis
for the conclusion.
are assuming
the total rentals as $120,000,000 and
the amount taken at the door as five
times as much, basing the latter conclusion on the admission tax returns.
Again estimating the admissions for
the present year as
approximately
$700,000,000 and the sums received
from rentals as $150,000,000 we find if
these guesses are anywhere near right
the ratio will be practically unchanged.

We

Q

NE

of the first instances of a

mo-

picture playing on a percentage basis was George Kleine's "Quo
Vadis," which was exhibited in the
regular theatres by means of road
shows with a percentage generally to
the production of 75 per cent., the picture supplying the musicians and the
paraphernalia necessary for showing
the picture.
One of the approved plans of "playing percentage" is the payment by the
tion

exhibitor of, say, $1,000 guarantee on
the signing of the contract.
The first
$500 taken in at the door is the property of the exhibitor to cover usual expenses.
The next thousand goes to
the house.
From that point on the
split is fifty-fifty or as may be agreed.
It will be noted that under this arrangement the theatre owner is allowed
his expenses and then divides with the

In the event straight perdecided on the ratio turns
around 60 per cent, to the producer.

picture.

centage

is

One of the reasons advanced against
percentage by distributors has been the
expense attached to the system. That
objection has been covered by an arrangement with a local bank, whereby
for a nominal fee, the number is taken
of the opening and closing tickets,
thereby verifying the report returned
by the theatre owner.
It is admitted on both sides of the
house that the opposition to percentage
displayed by exhibitors is not
so
marked today as formerly.
The fear of uncovering books is no
longer present, as the theatre owner
knows the distributor has a pretty accurate idea of the amount of average
business done by any one house.
What the exhibitor does want is a

What

profit.

the

exchangeman wants

his quota.

is

One

of

the

factors influencing

the

owner toward percentage is the
knowledge that if the sum involved is
theatre

of sufficient size the distributor will get
in its ex-

behind the picture and help
ploitation.

The
his

theatre

house

owner knows,

will stand just so

too, that

much

ex-

ploitation.

He knows, also, that in the case of
an ordinary subject or of an acknowledged "lemon" nothing is said about
percentage.
The distributor will most
cheerfully pass the risk on to him.

What
tem

wanted is an equitable syswork for the "whale" as
for the "lemon." There are

is

that will

well as
reports that

worked

out.

such

a

plan

is

being
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Troy Exhibitor Hands Mr, Overhead Clean K.O.
Here's Another 'Exhibitor X' Story of Real Problems Confronting
the Average

SUPPOSING

Showman Who
By

someone had handed

C. L.

Seeks Real Profits.

GRANT

time, he

motion picture
theatre that had never made a
nickel during the year that it had operated, and told you to make good as
its manager.
And supposing in that city of 72,000
inhabitants, there were something like
houses offering all
other
eighteen

you

a

competition,

of

sorts

$200,000

tising,

TyrR.

including a big

house costing a cool half milthree blocks away.

is

this

SYMANSKY

sat

down and

chase the sort of pictures he desired,

year-old

and

still

leave a profit on the invest-

of the Lincoln, in Troy, N. Y.

ment, providing the house was

might be said in way of explanation that the Lincoln is a thoroughly
modern house located in the business

capacity,

It

shown than

quite

Get these animals going
and there is no
The whole trouble lies in get-

trouble.
ting them started.

tried out all
first-runs and sec-

For months the Lincoln
sorts

of pictures,

"I

Manager Lincoln Theatre, Troy, N. Y.

right direction

which could be procured at the Albany
exchanges or talking over matters,
were taboo.

ond-runs, as well as double features;
admission prices were reduced as managers came and went.

^HE lighting system next received

W HEN

and
two

Harry Symansky took over
was still attending

the theatre, he
college.

Although

he

had served

in

the capacity of assistant manager, he
knew but little about the real booking
But he did know that the
of pictures.
overhead was all out of proportion to
the possible receipts of the house,

something that had seemingly been
overlooked by the others.
The Lincoln cost $200,000. It seats
982 persons. So far, so good, said Mr.
Symansky, but how am I going to cut
down my overhead and not overdo it?

Mr. Symansky found a seventeenpiece orchestra that cost $606 for the
week. This was cut to eight pieces,
$300 was saved a week, without even
as a kick from a single patron.
sign artist, drawing $50 a week
and spending a good part of his time
hanging around, was dropped, and the
posters are being done by an outside

so

much

A

man

for $10 a week.
Mr. Symansky saw no need of any

This saved the
assistant manager.
house $50 a week, or $2,500 for the
vear.
Soloists

coming at $125 a week were
dispensed with. Frequent trips to New
York city at about $50 per trip, for the
purpose of either booking pictures

at-

were
changed,
Circuits
the "juice" that went into seventybulbs during the summer months,
saved.

tention.

was
The overhead on the ushers was cut.
There are now four looking after the
patrons at night, each getting $12 a
week, three ushers working in the afternoon, one usher acting as relief
cashier, and receiving a dollar a week
This saves about $500 for the
extra.
year.

All told, Mr. Symansky by being unafraid to reduce his overhead, and like-

wise in doffing his coat and doing a bit
of real work besides, has brought about
the saving of about $600 a week at the
Lincoln, a whole lot of
multiplied by 52.

money when

it's

But Mr. Symansky, however, has
been wise enough not to bank every
nickel that he has saved his house, and
then brag about it. The first thing he
did was to increase his advertising
space in the city's newspapers. Troy
supports two evening newspapers and

one morning sheet.
It is a manufacturing city, and everyone reads the papers. There is no
better medium than the newspapers of
the city to advertise pictures booked.
Mr. Symansky does not believe in
stingy advertising.

But

at

it

responded

an

in

in-

creased attendance.

HARRY SYMANSKY

like a sheep.

in the

his

No
cents prevailing in the afternoon.
sooner did* the public catch on to the
fact that better pictures were being

crowd.
is

filled to

Symansky jumped

Mr.

admission prices by five cents, with the
result that 25 and 30 cents is charged
for the evening show, with 20 and 25

center of the city, attractive both inside and out, but one that ran for a
year and simply didn't draw the

The ordinary human being

adver-

Finding that his admission prices
were below what he would have to
have in the way of a gross, to pur-

just exactly what 23is
Harry Symansky faced a few
months ago when he became manager

Yet

there

that

figured out just why he would attend this or that show because of some
newspaper advertisement. As a result, all of his advertising shows care
and preparation, and so worded that
it presents a striking appeal.

first-run
lion,

realizes

and advertising.

the

same

believe

that

too

many

theatre

owners make the mistake of getting the
people coming, and then thinking that
the battle is over, begin showing a
cheaper grade picture" said Mr. Symansky, in discussing his policies.
"I paid $2,000 for 'Knighthood' and
was told that I was crazy. I got the
attention,

city's

that

day

however,

to this, the figures

on the right

and from
have been

side, of the ledger.

YOL

T
cannot sell Fords for Rolls
Royces," continued Mr. Symansky.
"Like every other exhibitor, I occasionally get a poor picture, and when
I
I do, I lay off on my advertising.
do not try to kid my public. It's not
worth while.
"You may get them once or twice,
by advertising a poor picture as being
one of the season's big hits, and all
that sort of rot, but it does not take
the people long to figure out that they
have been handed a gold brick and they
drop you like a hot potato."
Some of the pictures being shown at
the Lincoln, as giving an idea of Mr.
Symansky' s program, include features
such as "Rupert of Hentzau," "The
Spider and the Rose," "Enemies of

"Three Wise
"Spoilers,"
Fools," "Daughters of the Rich," "If

Women,"

Winter Comes," "Six Days," "The
Broken Wing," "The Green Goddess,"
"The French Doll" and "Little Old
New York."

With such

pictures as these, there is
Ben Turpin or an

included either a

"Our Gang" comedy,
often a scenic.

a

news

reel

and
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Are You Overlooking Your Featurettes?
'You

May Be

Surprised to Learn

How Many People Come

the Tivo-Reel Comedy,' Says
people realize that behind
each comedy, especially the tworeeler, there is a great deal of dramatic pains taken to make it worthy of
much better representation in our theatres than is accorded it throughout the
country.
At present the average exhibitor books
a feature, and then
scratching his head he begins wondering what he should book for a "filler."
He turns towards the two-reel comedy, and chooses it to complete his program. What he should do is to book
his two-reeler as a "featurette," surrounding it with a reasonable amount
of advertising and carefully arranged
music.
It is always advantageous to put a
little effort behind the short-end of the

it

travel just as swiftly.
realizes

that

some

comedies take longer to
make than many dramatic features,
and often these same comedies cost as
two-reel

much

many

as

Few

features.

the
dramatic pains
necessary to incorporate amusing incidents into the thread of a humorous
realize

expended

^

DAVID BADER
Director of Publicity for Century Comedies

box of freshly mixed mortar.
people know, however, that it took
many retakes to get this one scene peror

a

Few
fect

enough

Many

to use.

believe that the dramatic di-

works much harder and longer
than the director of short comedies.
This is not only untrue, but as a matter
rector

the

fact

comedy

director

works

harder to get a scene than his draHe must get a laugh
matic brother.
out of a cold audience. He must know
to put over his ideas, so that they
will be funny, and in addition to that,
he must have a story to weld the hu-

how
mor

reason for writing

my

life's

"My

history in

six volumes, is because I have not the
time to spend in writing only one.

The

average two-reel
comedy, as an example,
must be brief, yet tell a
story
plenty
;

must

substance

of
;

contain

humorous
must have

and a little love
interest.
Yet all of this
must not exceed two
action,

thousand feet of film.
People like their entertainment short and
sweet the sale of short
story magazines proves
this.
So it is with a

—

film

!

Everyone enjoys
a comedian fall
an open man-hole

in preparation.

comedy

is

usu-

more than

these great arts is demanded. To men
handling these various phases of motion picture work, it makes little difference whether it be comedy or
tragedy.
The dramatic field owes a great deal
great
to the short comedy studios.

A

of the most prominent stars on
the screen today had their start in
comedy productions of two or three-

many

reel length.

The

result

was

that

feature

pro-

ducers saw their value to the screen,
and it was comedy's loss, drama's gain.
Of course, we all aspire to bigger
things, and perhaps that is why comedy only holds them temporarily, but
it is good to know that even a tworeeler can bring out the quality of a

good

artist.

of the best examples is Baby
Peggy, youngest screen star in the
world. After being given a chance as
an "extra" she was developed into a
remarkable comedienne, and placed in
two-reel gems. Exhibitors were taught
through Baby Peggy contests, song
tie-ups, etc., the value of getting behind such a tiny star.

(~)NE

Until they have been carefully
uct.
edited and titled, they cannot be sent

;

heavy drama

together.

plus."

famous writer once said

is

ten reels in length
when the director turns it over to the
film editor.
From this vast amount
of film, only two snappy reels must
Consider then, the same
survive.
painstaking attention is given the film
of either the short comedy or lengthy
feature, and the same care is given to
the advertising, exploitation and pubThe
licity of the two-reel comedy.
campaigns may not be as costly or as
extensive, but intimate knowledge of

cannot be called "fun"
Q OMEDIES
until after they are a finished prod-

A

It

HE average two-reel
ally

Yet to live up to its name, a
comedy must be absolutely "brevitystory.

theatres.

while it goes through the slow and
tedious process of production.
The
comedy takes only thirty minutes to
flash upon the screen, but months are

of

TVrOT every one

the

to

program. It is possible and beneficial
to win over short product fans.
The
projection of a comedy should be as
carefully done as the feature, and the
time is never wasted in letting the pa-

upon

See Only

David Bader

FEW

trons know just a little of the comedy
they are going to see.
Comedy as it is seen upon the screen
might give the impression that it is
made with little or no trouble, and with
scarcely any thought.
The sequences
follow each other so rapidly that it
seems as if the work and preparation

to

Marjorie Marcel, Universal star, vies with the Prince
Wales for honors in being unhorsed. The mule

of

is

appropriately

named Maud

those who did dea little space in
world"
the
"telling
about her prospered.
Lloyd,
Chaplin,

And
vote

Semon

Keaton,

and

much

gained
fame, thanks to exhibitors of the world. Today, the exhibitor can
others

these
on
in"
"cash
they
because
names,
educated their patrons
that these stars were

worth

seeing

onlv

into

leneth.

t

seeing in films
in
o - r e e1 s

w
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An Ambitious Program
THATFox

really is an ambitious program outlined by
the
Film Corporation for the calendar year
of 1924.
As supplied by the company the statement sets forth that it "will spend $27,000,000 between
January 1, 1924, and January 1, 1925, in the greatest,
most expensive and most ambitious program of production and business development that was ever undertaken anywhere in the world by a motion picture concern."
The vast sum of money is to be divided, it is stated,
so that $20,000,000 will be spent on new productions to
be made in Los Angeles and New York, $2,000,000
will be invested in plays and books for screen material,
and $5,000,000 will be expended for new studios in Los
Angeles.
Assuming that $80,000 is a very fair average for
feature productions where they are made in bulk and
under a reign of economy especially where the cost
of the story is eliminated
the sum of $20,000,000 will
produce 250 of these pictures.

—
—

In addition to this
lions, logically quite a

sum there will follow
number of them, for

other milprints

and

for exploitation, employing the latter term in its broader phase, all of which will constitute a carrying charge
upon the productions as they enter upon the period of
distribution.
The point is that these sums represent
additional money that will have to be expended.

To be moderately precise, let us say there are 100
prints of each subject, that the average length is six
reels, and that the cost of each print is $220.
.

Multiplying $220 by 100 prints and 250 subjects
have something over $5,000,000.

we

Allowing the moderate sum of $25,000 on the exploiwe have another six

tation of each of these subjects
million.

Consequently the cost of

from $22,000,000

the

product

is

The list may be composed of large subjects to the
exclusion of what is known as average pictures.
It may be composed of a welding of large and average productions.
it

may

be composed of good, every-day pictures.

in his statement distinctly disclaims

any

in-

tention of indulging in extravagant salaries and exorbitant, reckless expenditure.
He promises rigid economy

and

energy in the production of pictures that
will obtain a satisfactory revenue without injuring the
tireless

exhibitor.

Among

the subjects

named by

The average of $80,000 should allow for a fair proportion of expensive pictures to be created out of the
saving on many of their lesser sisters from the figure
stated.

The production of 250 subjects will mean the creation of a great organization
far greater than any the
industry has previously seen.

—

This expansion will extend,

too. to the selling force,

where great preparations necessarily will be made to
handle what may amount relatively to five feature pictures a week.

For

it is

sibility will

Fifty

on the
be

selling force that the greatest respon-

laid.

millions, .too,

will

make

a

big

dent in the

booking figures of the combined exchanges.
It has been estimated that the returns in bookings for
1922 ranged somewhere between one hundred and one
hundred and twenty millions. Also let us assume that
for 1923 the figures will be at least $30,000,000 more,
or, say,

$150,000,000.

Let us further concede, in order to be fair, that the
bookings in 1924 will reach the sum of $176,000,000,

we rather incline to think, that hardly will be
confirmed by the wearer of the thickest rose-colored

a figure,

glasses in the industry.
If the enlarged Fox sales force should be able to
secure bookings to the extent of $50,700,000 it will,
under the conditions described, do approximately 30
per cent, of the business of the American motion picture producers.

That

is

a pretty big contract for one organization to

undertake.

When it comes to making the pictures under the
1924 program there normally will be three courses open
to the company.

Or

Fox program will include great pictures
and program pictures, using that term for want of a
better word.

as a fact the

increased

to $33,000,000.

Entering the exchanges this product will require a return sufficient to pay an additional 35 per cent for
distributor.
This means that in order to bring the
producer the sum of $33,000,000 it will be necessary
to collect in bookings at the exchanges the sum of $50,700,000 before a profit is recorded.

Mr. Fox

ready secured and awaiting production are such plays
"The Fool" and "Loyalties," so it may be accepted

as

the

company

as al-

If

we assume,

for the purposes of comparison purely,
of the

company named is now doing 10 per cent
American business these figures indicate that it
that the

really

an ambitious program.
From this distance it looks as though there will be
fireworks ahead when Arrow, Artclass, Associated Exhas outlined for

itself

hibitors, Burr, Educational, C. B.

C, Famous

Players,

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,
Grand-Asher, Hodkinson, Independent, Metro, Pathe,
Preferred, Principal, Selznick, Truart, Lnited Artists,
Universal, Vitagraph, Warners and Weber & North and
all the other comoanies throw their hats in the ring and
start their annual fight not only to hold their usual
business but to increase its volume.
F.

B.

O.,

First

National,

Truly, $22,000,000 is a lot of money to put into production in the course of one year.

We

hope the pictures made for this program will tie
of such fine average quality and the market of such a
devouring disposition that the product will be consumed
as near 100 per cent as reasonably possible as soon as
the exhibitors get. a peek at it.
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How and Why
Head

Waste

of United Studios

Is

Admits Exception

to the

That is a
any field of business. In the motion picture producing business it is a more difficult
problem than perhaps in any other enbig order

Rule But

Key Note
Insists

System Must Prevail

Efficient Business

OVERCOME

Production

waste!

Studios took over the plant this fact
Since that time
first considered.
changes and renovations have been in
progress. To-day, after spending S8oo,ooo. and much time and thought we
have what we believe to be the most
scientifically laid out plant in existence

was

in

deavor.
Just what is and what is not waste
motion picture producing is something that can be argued until the end
If time and money is
of all things.
wasted, in the literal sense of the word,
in

to-day.

and through this apparent waste a situation or an idea is made possible that

save waste motion entire buildings have been moved for several
blocks, departments have been altered
so as to place them where they are
most needed. In fact, the entire physical machinery of the plant has been
changed about so that money may be
1

'J

greatly helps to put over the picture,
then that is not a waste after all. What
to the hardened business man may at
times seem waste, may in reality be the
source of a great creation on the part
or the artist.
In a business where intangible factors that go to make up the product are
necessary, such as in the making of

motion pictures,

impossible to entirely eliminate waste. In an enterprise
where weather conditions must be gambled with, where personalities play such
an important part in the quality of the
product, and where artistic creations
become part of the selling values,
there will continue a certain amount of
waste.
However, there are various physical
factors that contribute to the success
and production costs of pictures. Any
it

is

waste resulting through the misjudgment or mishandling of these physical
properties

There

is

is

inexcusable.

no reason why a

set

or a

series of sets should not be

time.

There

is

ready on
no excuse for insuffi-

cient lighting, or for delays in arranging locations involving inactivity on the

part of the producing staff and players.
There is no cause for waste motion in
the physical handling of the routine
business of picture making.

^ TRANGE to

say, a great percentage
waste in the past has resulted
not through weather conditions, not
through accidents, but purely through

of

lack of business application to the business end of picture making.

There

is

no reason

why

a

company

should start shooting and then lay off
for days while the director plans other
scenes. There is no reason why a player should be placed on a salary and
then kept idle for weeks before he
starts actual work.
Nor is there any
excuse for the building of sets at the
eleventh hour necessitating
overtime
work on the part of hundreds of men
and then having that set lay unused

—

for days.

In the production of Maurice Tourneur pictures, for instance, the entire
working schedule is laid out before a

saved producers.
Equipment has been discarded by the

and modern improvements inLabor saving devices of every
description have been purchased and
even- step taken with one thought in
mind to save money for the producer

ton,

stalled.

M.
President,

C.

LEVEE

United Studios, Inc., Hollywood,

Calif.

—

in

single scene is shot. Players start

work

they go on salary and stop with
the conclusion of their actual engage-

when

ment. We can tell a week in advance
on what day certain sets will be photographed and on what day location trips
This and other inforwill be made.
mation we have on hand before we
start shooting a scene just as a builder
has his complete plans figured out before he starts laying a foundation.

PRODUCERS

adopting these methods are eliminating waste as much
as it can be eliminated in this business.
This, however, requires facilities and
organization which, as far as the average independent producer is concerned,
are not always at his command.
great many independent producers start
shooting before they know what the
shooting is all about.
The institution that has at its disposal the services of an organization
and the facilities to handle the business
end of producing for the independent
producer will save money not only for
the producer but for the distributor
and the exhibitor as well for they all
must share in the costs made at the

A

source.

To render such

and to renthan any other
institution should be not merely the aim
but the achievement of everyone in the
industry.
To give the usual facilities
means merelv another studio to give
greater facilities and money saving innovations is to offer the producer more
than the physical studio.
The very building of a studio r equires more thoueht than most peonle
der

it

more

a service

efficiently

;

seem

to realize.

terests

When

the present- in-

and management of the United

making

his pictures.

We

did not do this because we were
"good fellows," but because of sound
If we can increase
business reasons.
our business by means of saving money
for the producer we are merelv another example of the doctrine that service pays in this business just as in

any

A

other.

studio to be of greatest service to

the producer must carry expensive organization as well as a tremendous line
of material properties that are used in

picture making.
As to organization, our chart is the
best illustration of how our plant operEirst the office of President carates.
ries with it the entire supervision of the
plant.
Next comes the general manager directly responsible for the indivi-

dual departments.

The Planning Department is the
heart of the organization consisting of
the Chief Planner and schedules the
Material Man, the Purchasing Agent,
the Planners, the Job Chasers, Stage
Space Assigner, Storage Manager and
Employment Manager.

JN

the Construction Department are
the mill, the staff shop, paint and
paper shop, plaster shop, carpenter and
labor departments.
Under the Property Superintendent are the furniture

men, the

set

dressers,

propertv men,

electrical fixtures, draperies

and ward-

robe unit?

Under the electrical superintendent
are in addition to the electricians, the
blacksmiths, tinsmiths, plumbers and
maintenance and repair men. In the
accounting department
are
experts
handling
timefinances,
contracts,
keeping, billing, store accounting, and
adjustments.
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J.

Leaders All

ECAUSE

D.

WILLIAMS

unusually keen imagination there is joined
LJ a n unquestioned genius for organization because his work in
just one enterprise, in the designing and contribution to the
building of First National, is of a magnitude to stamp him as
one of the foremost figures of the industry.

TD

to

his

;
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Twenty-one Years in Pictures
Starting in

1902 7. DJ Has Been Active Force

But He's
was

a busy

ITWilliams

showman's

started

life J.

D.

down

there in
Parkersburg, West Virginia, when
as a boy he sought and obtained a
place as treasurer of the local theatre.
While the job was a big one comparait was not sufficiently
sizable to satisfy his ambitions.

tively speaking

So he quit and went on
starting a theatre program.
J.

The venture was
D. saw things at

exhausted the

from

his

own,

town

his personal point of view,

He

organized a carnival company, a
it he made
the "western wheel."
In 1902 J. D. made his entry into

good sized show, and with

the

motion picture business, showing

"The Funeral of McKinley" under a
black top.

And
say

rather a mild statement to
has been "active ever

it's

Now

Mr. "Williams in Australia was two
years ahead of that record, as scrap
books now in New York will prove.
Full page advertisements at this time
were drawn and written by C. L.
Yearsley, who later came to New York.
In fact J. D. has no hesitancy in attributing his success in the show field
to his large

employment of newspaper

Vancouver

J.

D. opened five pic-

ject.

In 1909 Mr. Williams went to Australia. As an introduction to the amusement lovers of the Island Continent
he promoted what proved to be the
biggest six-day bicycle race ever held

tralia.

in that country.

Just to point out the degree of sucby the contest it may be
noted that the throng in attendance on
the final day totaled 55,000. It was an
unheard of crowd in Australia.
In Sydney Mr. Williams opened
what undoubtedly was the first continuous motion picture show in Australia.
Then came the formation of the
cess attained

D.

J.

For

Williams

Amusement
mo-

a nucleus this first

chain contained five fine
houses, perhaps the finest motion picture houses at the time in the world.
There were three in Sydney and two
in Melbourne.
All were operated on
the continuous plan.
The Melba, in
Burke street, Melbourne, has from that
day to the present been considered one
of the best paying motion picture
houses anywhere. The Lyric of Sydney seated 2200 persons.
tion picture

WILLIAMS
Soon

was early confeature-length subAus-

after his arrival in

—

—

described as the Jesse James of AusStill

further

Wil-

Mr.

confirming

liam's opinion of the future for multireel pictures was the success attained in Australia by Selig's "The
Coming of Columbus." On this subject the books showed a profit of $30,000, against a top figure of $2500 on

ple

any preceding picture.

The

Britania, built by Mr. Williams
1910, was believed to be the finest
It is anpicture house in the world.
other structure of that period which
has continued to be a moneymaker.
The Britania was especially constructed for pictures, the only stage being a six-foot extension for singing
in

purposes.

It

contained

1,200

There was an ornamental

seats.

ceiling

and

also a fifty-foot lobby.

J)URING

Mr. Williams'

activities in

the motion picture business he engaged in other enterprises, among these

being the establishment of
in

Melbourne,

Luna Park,

Australia's

modern amusement park and

first

big

that
full-page advertisement of a
motion picture theatre was printed in
191 1 by Jensen & A^on Herberg in the

paying dividends, and also the taking over
of an automobile agency.
In 1913 J. D. brought about the amalgamation of the three larger amusement concerns of Australia. These
were West Pictures, Spencer's Pictures and the Greater J. D. Williams

Northwest.

Amusement Company.

JN

a preceding article in this depart-

ment the statement was made

the

first

tralia

New

and

Owing

he exhibited a three reel picture
probably the first of its length proAustralia entitled
"The
duced
in
Kelly Gang."
The picture was based on the adventures of Ned Kelly, who may best be

tralia

Greater

The amalgamation brought under
one control about forty houses in AusZealand.

to differences of opinion as to

San Francisco he held many conferences with W. W. Hodkinson,
and as a result of these the two men
came East. As a further result ParaCorporation
was
mount Pictures
formed, and for a time Mr. Williams
was associated with Mr. Hodkinson.
Then J. D. engaged in the brokerage
business, which caused him to make a
From there he went
trip to Europe.
to the Orient, extending his journey to
Australia, where he remained the better part of a year.

ture theatres. This was in the days
of the penny arcade. After two years
in the Canadian province J. D. returned across the border and opened
arcades and picture shows in Spokane,
where also he remained a couple of
years.

Company.

The company since has been known
as Union Theatres Limited and Australasian
Films Limited. The companies, which respectively are devoted
to exhibiting and distributing, are separate, but operate practically as a unit.

ing space. This sum did not represent
a chain, but frequently a single house.
The money thus expended sometimes
represented 20 per cent of the gross receipts of a theatre like the Brittania,
the Lyric or the Colonial. The admission prices prevailing at that time
ranged from 6 cents to 25 cents.

verted to the

JN

Filmdom,

Mr. Williams retired from the
shortly after its formation and returned to the States.

]yj"R.

since."

in

It was his custom at one period on a
two or three reel Biograph like "The
Massacre," "Ramona," or "His Trust"
to spend $1,000 in newspaper advertis-

he

that

Going

Still

Preparing for Greatest Effort

advertising space.

successful, but as
that time he had

possibilities of the

—

still

policy

new company

JN

While on the big island he made one
or two pictures and conceived the idea
of an organization based on lines later
adopted by First National.
Mr. Williams returned to the United
States and consulted T. L. Tally, a
prominent exhibitor of Los Angeles.
Mr. Tally was sold.
The two men
went to San Francisco, where they interested the heads of the Turner &

Dahnken

Circuit.

^ITH

Bruce Johnson of the latter
company, now manager of the foreign department of the Associated First
National, he toured the country conferring with prominent exhibitors. The

company was organized

in

New York

the latter part of 191 5, with Mr.
Williams as general manager, and from
the first became one of the prominent
factors in the industry.
Mr. Williams resigned from First
National in October, 1922, and early in
the present year formed the Ritz Pictures Corporation.
The head of Ritz is a believer in the
policy of preparation in picture making,
declaring that beyond that important
preliminary there must be two insurance policies, these taking the form of
a great story and either a great director or a great star.
J. D. not only is a great organizer,
but he is a believer in organization.
As one of his associates remarked
this week
"J. D. never was a piker.
When he is ready to shoot he shoots
in a big way.
He can't see little things.
He looks right over them."
in

:
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Kansas City

Showmen

Kansas City, Kans. there
a theatre named the Photorium.
Shown above, you
see one of the reasons why
"Mo." can't get ahead of

IN
is

photo of
Meyn,
by all who
know him: "The Grand Old

"Kans."

It

is

a

Manager William

C.

affectionately called

Man

of

Kansas."

the

OAVING

told you above of
a master exhibitor from
each of the two Kansas Citys,
it
is
Missouri's turn again.
This time it is E. W. Wer-

manager of the Warwick
Theatre, and he looks at you

ner,

from the dominating photo

Long

live

Photorium

V^ES, we're back to Kansas
1 again.
At the left you
see R. C. Liggett, who guides
the
destinies
of
the Gene
Gaunthier Theatre. Here you
have an excellent likeness and
sample of the genial show-

in

man, whose personality could

the center of the page. Notice
the shrewd showmanship revealed by those penetrating

One would hardly hesieyes.
tate to admit that Mr. Werner is qualified to set some

no more be kept out of the
house atmosphere than the
pictures on his screen.
One
look
at
Mr.
Liggett and
you know the reason why the
Gene Gaunthier is pojular.

rather "hot paces" when it
comes to advertising campaigns, exploitation "stunts,"
and the general handling of

Add to that palpable assumption the fact that he is a
specialist in catering to that
class hardest to please, the

house atmosphere.

Family Trade.

"

November

1923
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Old/ndy^^stor<Sqys

TO

HARRY WARNER
£)EAR HARRY:

TO
WILLIAM FOX

QEAR WILLIAM

I'll

wager you and Sid
Franklin had a wonderful time on the train all the way from the coast
dreaming of the sure-to-come days of great laurels
when "Tiger Rose" is released.
I've heard
first print,

all

about

Harry.

it,

but those you

call the

==============

where

Haven't actually seen the
hard-boiled boys have con-

me that you'll never have to make another single
picture
that "Tiger Rose" will put the name of "Warner"
in the production Hall of Fame forever and anon.
fided in

—

is

Sure glad to see you home again and to hear that Abe
nearly ready for the harness again.
Old Lady Astor.

w

few days ago by Alexander Arkatov,
one of the D. W. Griffiths of Russia. Alex doesn't
parley the King's English any too admirably, but his good
paid a

New York

visit a

friend,

I.

S. Richter, saves the day.

good news from a land of turmoil and

strife

He

brings

and smiles

at

our worries of production and distribution waste.
His good news is that the ten largest Russian producers
have amalgamated and have set a mutual goal that of producing pictures that will satisfy American fans. Their object is a world market and they realize they must satisfy

—

America

Old Lady Astor.

All pictures over there, by the way, are made on the cooperative basis, whereby the cameraman as well as the
greatest star works on a drawing account with a percentage
in the profits of the picture.
Not so bad.
And that's why Alex smiled when asked his opinion
about the film industry over here stopping to catch its
Only
breath and incidentally to slice the extravagance.
feature pictures are made in Russia, he says.
And yet
certain shorts are very popular, he admits. Will some one
please page Earle Hammons?

—

JJ ERE'S

acknowledging receipt of a formal announce-

ment of Mr. and Mrs. David Isacowitz, of Brooklyn,
announcing the betrothal of their daughter Anna Roslyn
Mr. Brandt is one of the foremost and
lo Harry Brandt.
progressive exhibitors of the big town.
Not only is he a keen showman, but he is just as wideawake when it comes to taking a hand in organization work.
wish to add our congratulations to those of the many
friends Mr. Brandt has made since entering the motion
picture business.

We

CALLAGHAN,

guiding the destinies of
Pictures, has headed out on a mid-west
trip in the interest of his first state right feature, "The
Mask of Lopez." He will pay his respects to Pittsburgh,

Monogram

Cleveland, Indianapolis, Buffalo and Philadelphia.
Incidentally Chicago and Watterson Rothacker is on his
visiting list, the latter being the "printer" of all Monogram
pictures.
"North of Nevada" will be the second release.
They all feature Fred Thomson.

NOTE

from Mrs. Jack Coogan brings the news that
en route to Hollywood with a trunkful of books
which will be read in search for a third story for Jackie's
Metro feature series. As soon as she arrives in studio land
her darling boy will start production on "A Boy in
Flanders."
she

first.

I

read

machines could be had cheap. I know this will interest you because of the great disadvantage you
are under summing up long columns of profits and
predictions by hand.
All types of machines mentioned in the advertisements
guarantee not to add anything over ten million. I thought
this feature especially would appeal to you so your press
agents would not get your production estimates mixed up
any more with the foreign war debts.

ANDREW

AS

:

an "ad"
several
adding

just

is

Q ARL LAEMMLE

is back and optimistic. Why shouldn't
he be ? After seeing them turned away a block long at
the 'LIunchback' premier in Chicago. Carl says the studio
closing idea is an excellent California rainy season idea,
which has been followed yearly for many moons by all
wise producers. He also adds that a real pessimist is one
who has to live with an optimist. But Carl's one of the

_

latter,

which makes

it

quite differential.

CAYS

Elmer Pearson: There is nothing at all wrong
with the film business. It never was better. Never in
the history of the industry have there been such large box
office receipts nor larger gross rentals than this year wdl
record.

And then he sum totals with Pathe is not going to suspend production or purchase because we contracted only
for what we were very sure we could sell, and our sales
department has delivered and is delivering.
:

JTROM

the press of Grosset and Dunlap has just been issued a photoplav edition of "The Spanish Dancer,"
which the publishers describe on the jacket as "Victor
Hugo's story as dramatically told in the play, 'Don Caesar
de Bazan.'
In its profusion of illustrations twenty stills from the
Tola Negri-Paramount picture are used. In the foreword
by Glendon Allvine of the Paramount publicity staff many
The
interesting highlights of production are revealed.
book is already being used with success by several exhibiOld Lady Astor.
tors in exploiting the picture.

ATT ROTHACKER

commuting again, I mean yet
and again, now that he is back
within cab distance of the Twentieth Century. He arrived at Times Square this week for a conference with
William S. Gill of the New York Rothacker headquarters.
As we go to press he is still here, but that is twenty min-

—that

is

is

to say, yet

utes longer than he usually stays before disembarking for
the Windy City. George Kilgore of the Industrial Department of the Chicago plant accompanied Watt East.

Loew- Metro ball at the Astor November 1-2 was a
Twenty-five hundred persons were exregular party.
apparently there were no absentees.
and
attend,
to
pected
The entire Loew-Metro forces, from the big chief down to
Ihe last employe, were present. Also there was an unusual

'THE

representation of the trade at large.
There was dancing in the grand ballroom, and supper was
served not in one room, but in every dining hall or the

lower floors.
Beginning at midnight an entertainment was staged
under the direction of Maestro Granlund, who drew on
Broadway's best and prettiest.
It just happened that Loew Incorporated had earlier in
that is on the initial day, as the evenl spread into
ihe day
declared a divithe second of November most generously
dend for the first time in several periods. And that fact,
of course, inclined to make every one feel all the happier.
The event was one of the largest as well as one of the
most successful ever held by a film organization and that
is saying much about an}- party.

—

—

—

"THOSE who

HIS

T"*

love

*

tale

north woods

of

the

* the great out of
doors will find much
•njoyment in 'North of
Hudson Bay.' It is

and colorful
action.
It is an exciting
spectacle,
and

natural scenic
that will dethe
hearts
of
red-blooded men and
women. It is a drama
of
the
vast
white
wilderness, from the
story by Jules Furth-

lives in the
character of Michael
Dane, the adventureseeking
youth
who
takes the trail into the
Hudson Bay section of
British
America
in
search of gold.

full

of

is

full

Tom Mix

of

beauty

light

Tom Mix

is

thrills

supported by an able cast. The
is Kathleen Key.

girl

who

supplies the

romance

Was

there ever a north

woods story without

its

fight?

with plenty of action.

Snap and Adventure Animate 'North of Hudson Bay'
Vivacious

Tom Mix

Enlivens Fox Spectacular

Drama

of North

Here's a good one

:

November

17,

;
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FAIRBANKS GETS TENTATIVE INJUNCTION

CAMPAIGN FOR NATIONAL
DAY EXPANDS

Order Restrains Leader Film Corporation and Others from

Many

Altering Triangle Pic tures Starring Player
of the most important
ONE
regard
ever handed down

legal decisions

in

property

to

rights of motion picture stars in connection
with their old film is that just reported by
the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court,
York, granting Douglas Fairbanks a
temporary injunction against Hyman Wmik,
the Leader Film Corporation, the Majestic
Motion Picture Company and the Triangie

New

Film Corporation.
order restrains Winik and the Leader
Corporation from re-editing and reconstructing certain Douglas Fairbanks pictures 'by reducing their length and changing
them into shorter pictures of two reels each
and with a connection or sequence, if possible,
between each of the pictures, so as to constitute a more or less continuous serial pic-

The

Film

ture

made up

of

separate

of

pictures

two

reels each.

"Deponent

expected

to

accomplish

this,"

the court opinion says, "by cutting certain
scenes in Fairbanks' negative and changing
the order in which the scenes were shown
on the screen."
The pictures named in the restraining order
are "The Lamb," "Double Trouble," "His
Picture in the Papers," "Habit of Happiness," "Good Bad Man," "Reggie Mixes In."
"Flirting With Fate," "Mystery of the Leap-

Fish," "Manhattan Madness," "American Aristocracy," "The Matrimaniac," "The
ing

Half Breed,"and "Americano."
for
Mr.
Fairbanks,
Messrs.
Counsel
O'Brien, Malevinsky and Driscoll, set forth
that their client had made a contract with
the Majestic Motion Picture Company under
which he was to make pictures which should
be supervised by David W. Griffith that he
made the picture, and that when Mr. Griffith
;

very important factor in his work, and that
his contract with the Majestic Corporation
was originally conditioned upon his having
such supervision.
"In view of the contractural obligation
concerning the supervision of direction by
Mr. Griffith, the approval of the stories to
be filmed and the right of inspection of the
completed photoplay by the plaintiff, there is
sufficient reasons shown to restrain the threatened action of cutting down the five-reel plays
into two-reel plays, and to hold the rights
of the parties in statu quo until evidence
at the trial can resolve more fully the reThe matter
spective rights of the parties.

obviously important to both sides, and
confidence that full justice is being meted
out cannot be had until the complete record
is

is

made- upon a

trial."

New York

Officially Recognizes
National Motion Picture Day
The support and co-operation of the public in making National Motion Picture Day
on November 19 a celebration of widespread
importance is urged by Murray Hulbert, acting mayor of New York City, in a public
proclamation.

By

this action, official recognition

has been

given the event of the theatre owners which
promises to outstrip in magnitude any event
Elaborate
ever sponsored by the industry.
plans for a great parade and pageant are
under way with special programs in all
theatres and added attractions which direct
attention to the progress of the motion picture
theatre as an institution for civic and social
progress.
Reports from other cities indicate a similar
spirit of

enthusiasm.

connection with the Majestic
Company, he also exercised his rights under
a clause of his contract, and refused to make
more productions for that organization.
The rights and assets of the Majestic
Company were acquired by the Triangle
Film Corporation which assigned to Hyman
Winik the alleged right to re-edit and reWinik then
construct the Fairbanks films
organized the Leader Film Corporation and
assigned to it the alleged rights obtained
from the Triangle concern. Next came the
announcement that the Leader Film organization would reissue and reconstruct the
aforesaid pictures.
Mr. Fairbanks contended through his counsel that the pictures made under the contract with Majestic were each composed of
severed

States

and Theatre Chains

Getting Behind

Movement

A T

the special meeting held by the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of
Western

New York

at Rochester last week, National
Picture Day was indorsed unanimously, with every theatre owner present
pledging his written support to participate in
the celebration November 19.
Another highlight of the meeting was the
speech of Congressman MacGregor, in which
he promised to reintroduce his Admission
Tax bill. Congressman Snyder, in a spirited
declaration, pledged his aid to the bill.

Motion

A

meeting

of the national officers and
of directors was likewise held at
Rochester. This body presented an engrossed
testimonial to George Eastman in appreciation
of his services to the industry.
It was voted to hold the next officers and
board of directors meeting at Washington,
in December at the time Congress convenes.
Another development of importance occurred during the past week in which several men of national standing in the industry
who control circuits of theatres pledged their
support to National Motion Picture Day and
agreed to turn over to the national treasury
25 percent of the day's receipts from all of

board

their theatres.
This list includes, among
others, Wilmer & Vincent, with twenty theatres Rowland & Clark, with twenty-five thea;

M. E. Comerford, with fifty theatres;
Robert A. McNeill of San Francisco, with
thirty theatres
Charles E. Whitehurst, with
all the representative houses of Baltimore
Poli's
Circuit,
with approximately twenty
theatres in New England, and W. C. Hunt,
with a string of houses in Pennsylvania and
tres

;

;

New

Jersey.

A

mass meeting of theatre owners of New
England is being held in Boston, November
for the purpose of centering on a definite
campaign the enthusiasm which animates the
theatre owners of New England.
A similar
gathering is being held in Cleveland on November 9.
Work is under way to duplicate in Boston
and Cleveland the campaign which has been
put over in Pittsburgh where Mayor William
Magee has indorsed the day by public
proclamation, and the Chamber of Commerce
is campaigning on behalf of exhibitors.

his

8,

;

Theatre Owners Supply Exhibitors

With Form
No

step

is

Letters

being left unturned by the

Mo-

Theatre Owners of America in
making the campaign for National Motion
Picture Day produce the maximum of benefit.
The attention of theatre owners is betion Picture

or more reels, and affirms that their
reproduction in the form proposed by Winik
will be "detrimental to plaintiff's standing in
his profession, in that he has never appeared in a two-reel picture, but has appeared only in feature pictures of five or
more reels" also that "said acts would be
violative of plaintiff's property rights in the
picture as originally produced, and of his
right's under his contract with the Majestic
Corporation, insofar as said contract provided
direction by Mr.
for the supervision of

ing definitely directed to the campaign for
the repeal of the admission tax and, as a
definite part of the campaign lor National
Motion Picture Day, every theatre owner in
the country has been supplied with two suggested letters with the idea that each owner
of a theatre copy one of the letters on his
own letterhead and mail it immediately to

Griffith."

is

The judicial opinion, which was written
by Justice Edward R. Finch, and concurred
in unanimously by others of the Appellate
Proctor
Division,
namely Justices
John
Clarke, Victor J. Dowling, John V McAvoy
and Francis Martin, concludes as follows

directs

five

;

"It is clear that the plaintiff at all times
considered the supervision of Mr. Griffith a

his

Congressman.

The

letters call attention to the evil which
brought about by the admission tax and

the attention of

importance of
legislative

William R. Fraser, Secretary and General Manager
of Harold Lloyd Corporation, under whose management the independent Lloyd producing organization
has gotten away to a flying start.

their
session.

Congressmen

support

The

in

the

Motion

to the

coming
Picture

Theatre Owners of America have instituted
a sweeping campaign and have stimulated the
interest aroused by National Motion Picture

Day

into a plan of definite action against the

admission tax.
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HAL TO DO FEATURE
LENGTH COMEDIES
'Somewhere

in Kansas' First of

Two

WARNER ARRIVES EAST
TO BUY MATERIAL
Lubitsch's 'Deburau' and 'Irene'
Will Be Warner Classics

a

ear Series Released by Pathe

I

TJAL ROACH'S

first feature length com"--^edv-drama will be "Somewhere in Kansas."
This was considered more truly de-

A S

proof that there will be* no letas far as productions are concerned at the Warner Brothers' studio on
the West Coast, Harry M. Warner, President of the Warner organization, arrived
in New York this week to formulate production plans for the coming season.
With him are Sidney A. Franklin, producer-director of "Tiger Rose," and other
Warner Classics, and Harry Rapf, whose
latest production under the Warner banner
is "Lucretia Lombard."

down

_

scriptive of the story involved in trie production than the original title, "The Fighting
Family." Pathe is the distributor. The photoplay will be a distinctive innovation with surprise comedy twists predominating.
The action of the story is laid in the historical period intervening between the Gold Rush of

and the

'49

Civil

War.

Blanche Mahaffev,

the

celebrated Follies beauty, and Glenn
Tryon will play the leading roles.
supporting cast of notable talent is being assembled for the production.

A

The second production in the series will
be a comedy drama, the story of which will
be laid in New York.
No title has as yet
been selected.
The cast personnel will be
announced in the near future.
complete exploitation campaign, reflecting originality and out-of-tne-ordlnary production slants, will be embodied in tne ex-

Mr. Warner
Warner Studio
in

Harry

known former
"Somewhere in Kansas"

is !aid In tne period
preceding the Civil War and is said to carry
strong
a
underlying strain of sentiment and
heart interest with its abundant touches of
charming humor and wealth of incident.
The feature length comedy drama to be
started in the near future by Hal Roach
will head a possible series of two a year.
This expression of production activities at
the Hal Roach Studios has been made possible by the recent reorganization of this producing company, which has placed the man-

hands of Warren Doane, GenT. J. Crizer. editor
and
Harley Walker, title writer. The new administrative arrangements recently effected

agement
eral

in the

Manager

will afford

promotion

;

;

Mr Roach more time to devote to
work that he has been contem-

some time past.
Relieved of a considerable portion of the
arduous task of actively managing the studio
plating for

forces, Mr. Roach intends to engage personally in the writing and directing of these
comedy dramas. This has been his ambition,
wdfich circumstances hitherto have made imThe young Patht
possible of fulfillment.
producer has for a long time wished to bring
before the public in the form of screen entertainment softie novel and original ideas
With the Hal Roach
in comedy making.
Studios on the smoothest running basis the
company has ever enjoyed and the productive
capacity of the plant still untaxed, the opportunitv for creative effort long sought by

Mr. Roach

is

at last at hand.

of the

feature Sales

Manager

most enterprising

for

Pathe,

in the business.

'GOING UP' A TRIUMPH
SAYS HARBACH

exceptionally

talented cast is headed
and' Blanche Mehaffey, wellFollies beauty.
The story of

new

Scott,

and one

series

Tryon

the

going on

great

flurry

work

at the
top-speed

at

which

was

some of the big studios. At the present
Brummel,"
"Beau
starring
John
Barrymore, is facing the camera the most
pretentious production ever undertaken by
the Warners.
"Daddies," a screen version
of David Belasco's play of the same name,
starring Mae Marsh, is also undergoing
Among the photoplays just
production.
time,

tensive advertising and publicity campaigns
that will accompany the offerings in this

An

of

is

caused on the Coast by the closing up of

A

Glenn

spite

declared that

Film Proves That a Play Need Not
Lose Identity in Retelling
]V O

longer can it be said that a book, a
musical comedy or a play invariably loses
its identity when it is adapted for use on the
screen.
Not only did Otto A. Harbach, distinguished author of the musical comedy hit,
"Going Up," recognize his own child in
Douglas MacLean's pictured attraction) of
that name, but he was so impressed by the
youngster's resemblance to its original self
that he has written Arthur S. Kane, president of Associated Exhibitors, which distributes Mr. MacLean's productions, thanking and congratulating him.

Expressing his appreciation and delight
with the photoplay's fidelity to the original,
Mr. Harbach declared the screened version
of "Going Up" marks the beginning of a new
epoch in motion pictures.
His letter follows

—

Ernst

Lubitsch Production,
the most important,
with others being prepared for shipment East.

completed,

the

"The Marriage Circle"

is

During his stay in New York, Mr. Warner intends to buy up the screen rights of
big plays and successful literary material
for forthcoming Warner productions. Sidney Franklin will assist him in purchasing
story material which he will make producHarry Rapf is also looking
tions from.
for story material on which he will base
his future productions for the Warners.
While most of the eighteen Warner
Classics for the year 1923-1924 have been
completed, preparatory work is now going
on for all forthcoming productions.
Ernst
Lubitsch and his staff are taking up the
necessary research work for "Deburau,"
which will be the next production wT hich
Lubitsch will make for the Warner organization.
It is also understood that the
successful musical comedy, "Irene," will
be listed among the popular plays and stories which the Warners will present in the
season of 1924-1925.

:

"Dear Mr. Kane:
picture, 'Going Up,'

my

I

and

have just seen the
I

wanted

to express

appreciation and delight.
of this credit, of course,

"Much

Douglas

to

MacLean.

His work

belongs
is

clean-

sincere, and always effective, never even
bordering on clowning. He has what I call
an ideal sense of comedy. Moreover, he has
•surrounded himself with an admirable cast.
'Going Up' on the screen opens up an entirely
cut,

new

field

"Accept

in

pictures.

my

thanks and congratulations.
Otto A. Harbach."

"Sincerelv,

French Syndicate Gives Service to
Film Importers in Paris
The French Motion Picture Syndicate
has sent out bulletins announcing the fact
that film importers, editors and theatre
managers may see both foreign and domestic pictures run off in projection rooms at
325 rue Saint-Martin, Paris.
This service is in connection with the
Chamber of Commerce. Anyone wishing
to avail himself of this service has only to
make an appointment and pay a small fee
which defrays the actual cost of projection.

r
A

flower garden of reasons for Ooldwyn's continued world-wide popu'arity.
Key, Claire Windsor,

From left to right the dainty
Bessie Love and Virginia Valli.

blossoms are called:

Patsy

Ruth

Miller,

Kathleen

—

"

November
'

:
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MYLES STANDISH' RAY'S BEST EFFORT
Completion of the Super-Production Marks the Satisfying
of Ambition Long Held by Young Player

IN

producing

"The

Courtship

of

Myles

the most ambitious

Standish,"

effort of
satisfied a life-

his career, Charles Ray
long ambition. "I have had my heart set on
just such a venture as this for a long time,
he confided shortly before the premiere of
this super-production "and I am getting immense satisfaction out of the prospect oi giving the public a picture it will remember
longer than anything else I ever attempted."
No longer as a barefoot boy does Charles
Ray appear on the screen, deeply as he endeared himself to the public in that very
human and appealing characterization. He
has attained full stature as the central figure in productions.
In "The Courtship of Myles Standish,"
Mr. Ray has entered the limited realm of
independent producer-stars who are seeking
to draw from the art of the silver sheet the
highest expression of its powers.
Based on Longfellow's epic poem, in which
America's first love story is told in the
legend of John Alden and Priscilla Mullins,
it
unfolds a thrilling chapter of American
history, the Great Adventure of the Pilgrim
Fathers.
The picture might aptly be titled,
"The Founding of America."
In this achievement Charles Ray enters also
the list of those producers whose cost approaches the million dollar mark.
"The
Courtship of Myles Standish" involved more
than eight months of historical research and
physical labor, and a financial expenditure
of more than $800,000.
During much of the time of the making,
the production entailed an overhead expense
of §11,000 a day.

amazed," declared Florence Lawrence in the
San Francisco Examiner.
"It will
thrill
every spectator.
You will like Ray in his
new characterization." "There is plenty of
suspense," wrote L. B. Fowler in the Daily
News. "It is most thrilling. Don't miss this
production. Don't pass it up."

The

greatest thriller in the picture

the
the
but lashed

series of sea

storm scenes, showing

plucky

Mayflower was

little

all

is

how

to pieces in her memorable voyage to an unknown land. Such realistic scenes, declare

the reviewers, never before were shown.
The Mayflower, by the way, is an exact

Laura La Plante, Universal's newest feature star to
appear

Death Comes
7

J

Al

subsequent showings.

and dramatic

Ray has constructed out
Longfellow poem you will stand
Charles

who

deserves the credit for all
laughs created by the Christie Comedies.

Christie,

at

Age

OHN MEIGHAN,

father

of

Thomas

complication of diseases.
He was seventyfour years old and left a family of seven
children:
Thomas, John, William, James,
King, Mary, and Margaret.
Until his recent illness Mr. Meighan had
spent a great deal of his time with his son,
Thomas Meighan, and was a familiar figure around the motion picture studios where
Tom was working. Whenever he came to
New York he was always a guest at the
Lambs club. He was head of the Pittsburgh
Facing Mills until ten years ago when he
retired from business.
He was a charter

"The Courtship" took Los Angeles by
storm at its world premiere in Grauman's
The
Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles.
house was packed to capacity, the audience
gave audible demonstration of its pleasure,
and crowds continued to beseige the box-office
see the brilliant

John Meighan

Meighan, Paramount star, died Mondav
morning, November 5, at his home in Pitts"burgh, Pa.
Death came as the result of a

—

film which
of the old

to

of Seventy-four

the cast are eighty-seven name parts
the largest number ever to appear in a
motion picture for Mr. Ray insisted upon
surrounding himself with only the most
talented actors possible to obtain.

"When you

a series of five-reelers.

MEIGHAN'S FATHER DIES
IN PITTSBURGH

TN

at all

in

the

Javelin throwing is the latest outdoor sport, and
originated by Helen Chaawick of Goldwyn.

was

replica of the original, save that it is of
steel construction, and represents a cost of
§64,000.
This "set," the most expensive of its di-

mensions

remarkable
work of art that patriotic societies have urged
that it be purchased and placed in a Los
Angeles city ,park as a permanent memorial.
From seventy to 100 men were employed for
ever

built,

is

such

member of the Knights of Columbus and a
member of the Elks lodge in Pittsburgh.
Thomas Meighan and James Meighan left
New York for Pittsburgh when they heard
of the critical condition of their father, but
did not arrive until after his death.

Saunders Reassigns Paramount
Exploitation

a

eleven weeks in this single construction.
Announcement that Charles Ray Productions, Inc., had decided to make a number of
super-productions, all of which would be
placed with Associated Exhibitors for distribution, was one of the important news
events of the past year in picture circles.

Claud

Saunders,

Men

director

of

exploitation.

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has made
the following reassignments of the field force
of his department
Leon J. Bamberger, assistant manager,
with headquarters at the home office in New
York, to cover the New York, New Jersey,
Philadelphia.
Washington,
Albany
and

Production work on "The Courtship of
Myles Standish" was then well under way,
and enough was known of the prodigiousness

Wilkes-Barre exchange territories.
Rick
Ricketson,
Omaha Omaha, Des
Moines, St. Louis, Minneapolis, Kansas City,
Sioux Falls.
Arthur G. Pickett, San Francisco San
Francisco,
Seattle,
Denver, Los Angeles,

of the enterprise to give assurance that Associated had captured the picture prize of the

Portland, Salt Lake City.
William Danziger, Chicago

twelve-months.
This was confirmed with the picture's
premiere, in Los Angeles, a few weeks ago.
The original announcement then proved of
secondary importance only to the presentation of the production itself.

cinnati,

last

—

—

Milwaukee,

— Chicago,

Detroit,

Cin-

Indianapolis.

Peoria.
Russell B. Moon, Boston Boston, New
Haven, Portland, Me.
Leslie F. Whelan, Pittsburgh Pittsburgh.
Columbus, Cleveland, Buffalo.

—

—
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CHICAGO HAILS LAEMMLE
AND 'HUNCHBACK'

SEENA OWEN TO HEAD CAS
OF MYSTERY FILM

Toun Where Producers

'The Leavenworth Case' Scheduled for
Vitagraph Program

Out

at Picture's

Started Turns

Premiere

Chicago,

HE

November

\T ITAGRAPH

announces "The, Leavenworth Case," a picturization of th'e famous
mystery story by Anna Katherine Green, as
its next super- feature.
Seena Owen, Martha
Mansfield, Bradley Barker and Paul Doucet
head the cast.

5.

Chicago premiere of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame at the Harris Theatre last night eclipsed even the world premiere
at the Astor in New York City.
Carl
'"T
J-

'

Laemmle

started his career in the Windy
City just seventeen years ago, and it appeared as though the entire city had combined
to make the premiere of Universal's greatest
effort a gala event.

Whitman Bennett

sent out questionnaires
exhibitors all over the country, asking
them what type of pictures has sure fire
entertainment values. Of the replies received,
80 per cent of the theatre managers declared
in favor of mystery stories, provided the interest was sustained to the end of the picto

sale wr as the largest in the
pictures in legitimate theatres.
Saturday at four o'clock every seat was sold
for the Sunday matinee, and by 2 o'clock
Sunday afternoon the house was gone for
the night performance.
Thousands were turned away, both afternoon and evening. Mr. Laemmle arrived in
Chicago from the Coast Sunday morning, and
E. H. Goldstein, treasurer of Universal, came

The advance
of

history

ture.

r

Holbrook Elinn has made such

phenomNational's 'The Bad

the picture.
It was impossible to clear the house for
forty minutes as his many friends insisted
on offering their personal congratulations.

A

was arranged by James V.
manager of the "Hunchback," and William Roche, Chicago manager
special prologue

Bryson,

general

of the production.
It was considerably more elaborate than
used at the Astor. Two great doors, representing the entrance to the Cathedral of
Notre Dame were constructed. These were
drawn back by two costumed pages.
Among the noted guests were Mayor
Dever, A. H. Lasker, former head of the
Shipping Beard; Lester Retchin, owner of a
chain of theatres
Sam Katz and Abe Balaban, of the Chicago Cinema Palaces Messrs.
Jones, Linick and Schaeffer, Sheriff *Peter M.
Hoffman. Asher Levy, general manager of
Harry Lubliner and
the Orpheum Circuit
his partner, Mr. Trinz, and a representative
turnout of society and literary lights.
;

;

;

Full

List

of

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

Booked by Saenger
Saenger Amusement Company of
Orleans has booked the full list of Gold-

The

New

wyn-Cosmopolitan

releases for the current
for its entire circuit of theatres in
New Orleans, Louisiana and Mississippi.
The contract was sighed by Messrs. Dureau & Gueringer for the Saenger Amusement
Company on their recent trip to New York.
J. R. Grainger and Sam Eckman, Jr., acted
for
Goldwyn- Cosmopolitan in closing the

season

deal.

The

full list of

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

re-

leases will be shown at the fine new theatre
just being completed in Long Beach, Cal.,

and which has not yet been named.
is

said

to

be

This

picture theatre in
Its opening attraction will be

the

finest

Long Beach.
Marion Davies in her Cosmopolitan picture.
"Little Old New York."
This is one of the most important items
of block bookings recorded this season.

is a sample of the most unusual and artistic sets used in the Carlos Production, "The UnPurple," released through Truart. The picture version of this well-known-play has an excellent cast,
including Henry B. Walthall, Alice Lake, Stuart Holmes, and many others

The photo below

known

a

enal success in First
Man' that it has exceeded the stage play
its wide-spread popularity.

New

York. Both were in attendance
in from
at the evening performance.

At the conclusion of the performance the
audience stood and cheered Mr. Laemmle and

The three qualities that go to make a mystery picture a box office success, according
to the exhibitors, are love interest, environment of w ealth and keeping the solution unknown until the end of the last reel.
This classic of detective novels was chosen
by Mr. Bennett as being the most ingenious
in plot of
any mystery story.
From the
moment when the body of Ira Leavenworth
is found in his sound proof study until the
confession of his secretary to the murder
the novelist skillfully evades evidence of the
murderer's guilt.
Mr. Bennett and his director Charles
Giblyn and his continuity writer, Eva Stuyvesant. made every effort in adapting this
story for the
as cleverly as

Tom

film

sustain

to

mystery

the

Miss Green had done.

Cochrane Returns to Japan for

Famous Players-Lasky

Tom

D.

Cochrane, in charge of the dis-

tribution of Paramount pictures in Japan,
will leave
York November 11 to return to Kobe, where new Famous Players-

New

Lasky headquarters were opened

following

the earthquake.
Enroute home he will visit
relatives at Toledo and Chicago and will sail
from Seattle on November 22, arriving in

Kobe about December

6.

Mr. Cochrane spent several weeks

in

New

York conferring with

E. E. Shauer, director
of the company's foreign department, regarding future plans for Paramount distribution in Japan, and on his return will inaugurate an intensive campaign of co-operation with the Japanese government for the
entertainment of the victims of the disaster.

Goes to Rex-Hedwig

Schottenfels

Manager

as

of Sales

Clarence Schottenfels, who has been connected with the advertising department of
Exhibitors Trade Review, has resigned to
accept a position as sales manager for the
Rex-Hedwig Laboratory. 220 West Nineteenth street.
is
popularly known
"Schotty,"
as
he
throughout the trade, is taking with him to
his important post the regrets as well as
the heartiest good wishes of his former associates.
will

carry with him also a wide acHe
quaintance among the men with whom he will
do business, an acquaintance acquired during
many years in the film industry.

Vitagraph Prepares Rotogravures
for Exploitation

The

accessories prepared for the exploita-

"The Man from Brodney's" by Vitagraph includes a four page rotogravure section showing action stills and portraits of this
forthcoming David Smith production.
tion of

The
Alice

portrait

stills

Calhoun,

of

Miss

J.

Warren Kerrigan,

Du

Pont,

Wanda

Hawley and Pat O'Malley.

as well as scenes
from the hand to hand battle between the
Orientals and the whites in the chateau are
particularly attractive.

:

—

;

November

17,

—
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The same reasons led to North Carolina
being left out of the new organization, that
State being served from Charlotte and from
Atlanta.
Henry B. Varner, president of the
North Carolina exhibitors' organization, attended the convention and discussed the needs
of exhibitors in his State, and assured the
gathering that he would do all in his power
to bring about the organization of a second
zone group which would include North and
South Carolina.
Mr. Varner talked

at some length upon
conditions in his State.
The three outstanding features of the situation, he declared,
are the music, capacity and admission taxes
The first-named should be amended through
necessary changes in the copyright law, while
the last two should be eliminated from the
revenue law.
He pointed out that the interests of every exhibitor are bound up in
these three taxes, and urged his hearers to
work to their utmost for the changes he had

outlined.

the day the resolutions commitand had adopted a set of bylaws for the next organization, the object
of which, it was set forth, is the establishment of a closer co-operation among the
members of the motion picture exhibitors organizations of the States of Maryland and
Virginia and the District of Columbia.
The by-laws provide for regular meetings
at least once every six months, the date and
place of meeting to be designated by the
executive council.
The executive council is
to consist of nine members, three to be selected from the exhibitors' association of each
This
State and the District of Columbia.
group will meet on the last Wednesday in
tee reported

BARBARA LA MARR

COMPLAIN OF LENGTH OF
FEATURE PICTURES
Exhibitors Alliance Also Condemns
Use of Road Shows
of
ADOPTION
organization,

for the new
which will be known as
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Alliance, and of resolutions dealing with reforms
needed in the industry marked the second
day's meeting of exhibitors in the Washington territory, the day, and the convention,
winding up with a get-together banquet at
the Arlington Hotel, where all sessions of
the conference have been held.
Shorter pictures, in which the thread of
the story is continuous and not interrupted by
irrelevant scenes, is an outstanding need of
the industry, according to Jake Wells. Citing
a 12-reel picture recently shown by him, Mr.
Wells declared the showing represented a
loss, since the length of the film made it
impossible to hold more than one show in
an evening while, in addition to the money
loss, he received a great deal of complaint
from his patrons regarding the length of time
they had had to sit through the story.
Tt
would have paid him better, he said, to have
paid the same price for an eight-reel film,
which he could have shown twice in an evening.
Another cause of complaint, voiced during
the convention, was the practice of distributors placing films in other than moving picture theatres, a procedure which only serves
to increase the competition, already heavy in
many communities, of the exhibitors to whom
they look for regular business.
This plan
was criticised not only by Mr. Wells, but by
Colonel H. A. Cole, of Marshall, Texas
Frank Durkee. of Baltimore, and Harry M.
Crandall, of Washington.
Discussion of boundary limits for the local
organization occupied considerable time, the
question of including exhibitors in Delaware

by-laws

_

and North Carolina having been brought
It

was pointed out

that

a

number of

It is provided
each month at Washington.
that one member from each State organization shall serve for one year, one member for
two years and one member for three years,
and that, after the first year, one member
of each State organization shall be elected

annually, to serve for three } ears.
resolution declaring that the uniform
contract is in no wise uniform was adopted,
the resolution calling on Will Hays for an
explanation of the matter.
The seating capacity tax and the levy
on the use of music in the theatres was also
discussed and the convention came to a close
with a banquet at the Arlington Hotel.
novel feature of the banquet was the lack of
speeches all oratorical efforts being barred.
vaudeville entertainment took the place of
r

A

A

—

A

Bishop-Cass Theatres Co. Acquires
Valuable Interests
ownership and
^ OMPLETE
most valuable

control of the
theatre interests in the
Rocky
Mountain
region,
conservatively
valued at $1,500,000, have been acquired by
the
Bishop-Cass
Theatres
Company of
it became known this
week.
bond issue of $650,000 will be announced
this week, to complete the transaction by
which Wall street relinquishes its hold on
live important movie theatres in Colorado
and Wyoming.
By buying out eastern interests which had
been instrumental in the development of the
extensive Bishop-Cass enterprises, the company now owns the big Colorado of Denver
theatre seating more than 2,500 persons
the
American theatre, including the building and
the ground which has probably the most
coveted location in Denver; the Majestic
theatre in Pueblo, Col., and both the America
and Iris theatres in Casper, Wyo.

Denver, Colo.,

A

;

"POURING

Starring in Metro's "Strangers of the Night." Note
the excellent fit of the lacey pajamas.

DENVER FIRM GETS ROCKY
MOUNTAIN REGION

speechmaking.
Psychologists agree that
a dangerous thing.
how
But, oh man
Fixtures.
!

we

a

little

woman

love danger.

is

Good

Characters

are

achieved

—not

received.

They grow out of the substance of a man's
soul.
They are put on as a beggar might
put on a stolen coat. They mature like fruit
from the vital fluids of the tree. Fowler.

United Artists Dominates Broadway

W ith

Two

Releases

Dominating public interest among Broadway motion picture theatregoers the week of
November 4 are the two big United Artists

Mary Pickford's "Rosita," at the
Capitol, and Charles Chaplin's "A
of Paris," at the Mark Strand.
Both these attractions are drawing tremendous audiences for every performance.
Miss Pickford's "Rosita" opened at the Capitol October 28, to the biggest day's business that house ever had, and continued to
hold up well during the entire first weekdoing so nearly capacity business that it was
very early decided to hold the picture over
for a second week's run.
So well has
"Rosita" drawn at the Capitol that the announcement was made that the picture had
done the biggest business ever recorded at
this season of the year.
of
Paris,"
Mr. Chaplin's "A
opened at the Mark Strand Sunday, November 4, to very nearly record receipts and attendance, and drew such houses that the management decided very early in the run to
hold it over for a second week.
releases,

Woman

Woman

up.
dis-

have found it unwieldy to handle
Delaware from their Washington exchanges,

tributors

and are putting the State in the district served
from Philadelphia, and it was decided, therefore, that as the interests of that State center
in the latter citv it should affiliate with the
Pennsylvania exhibitors and others in the

Philadelphia

exchange

district.

CAPTURING A POLAR BEAR
An

scene from the Lee-Bradford Production, "Adventures in the Far
This production is reported as one of the most interesting novelty features released
this season.
Plenty of exploitation possibilities, too.

exciting

North."

and

realistic
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LOS ANGELES ENJOYS AN
'ASSOCIATED WEEK'

SCHENCK AND HAYS ADD
VIEWS ON SITUATION

One-Third of Film Capital Theatres
Play Product for Week

Producers Chief Says Industry Has

Faced

T^HE week of October 20 was Associated
x Exhibitors Week in Los Angeles. It was
not

officially

denominated

as

such,

but

circles.

California, Miller's Tally's, and the Criterion,
and, in the downtown district, six weekly
tages, the

—Grauman's Metropolitan,

Loew

Pan-

State, the Hillstreet, Clime's

these twelve, Associated Exhibitors fea-

tures

occupied four, which caused J. S. Woody,
general manager of the organization, to comment: "One-third of the premiere theatres
in the motion picture capital packing 'em
in with Associated product
Not so bad,
my boy, not so bad."
Mr. Woody explained that he used the
phrase, "packing 'em in," advisedly.
He had
telegrams from managers setting forth that
in some of these four houses the offerings
were playing to almost record-breaking
crowds, while reports in Los Angeles newspapers confirmed the assertion that the others
also were doing a land-office business.
The world premiere run of the Mack Sennett-Associated Exhibitors attraction, Mabel
!

Normand in "The Extra Girl," was in full
blast at the Mission, and Charles Ray's big
"The Courtship of Myles Standish," was
continuing its indefinite run, which also was
a world premiere, at Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre.

hit,

Douglas MacLean's "Going Up,"

his

first

independent starring production, opened most
auspiciously at Grauman's Metropolitan, and
Leah Baird, in "Is Divorce a Failure?" was
playing to packed houses at Pantages.
Mr. Woody pointed out that another gratifying point in this situation, so far as Associated Exhibitors is concerned, is that no
effort was made by the organization to consolidate Associated Exhibitors features in a
special week at Los Angeles.
"The experience of the Los Angeles theatre
managers," said the Associated general manager, "as well as many in other parts of the
country, to whose statements we have occasion to call attention from time to time,
the
complete truth of
demonstrates the
promises we made earlier in the season.

Clara Bow, leading woman in the B. P.
Picture "Poisoned Paradise."

Schulberg

ducers to reduce salaries, says Air. Schenck,
"but there will be and it is a friendly. co-operation and understanding that is bound to
lead to the restoration of sanity and normalcy
in the salaries of stars and players.
In New York Will H. Hays declared on
the same day that marked the appearance of
the statement from Mr. Schenck that "the
era of waste and exorbitant spending is past."
"It is not a matter of fighting proper costs,
however large they may be, for the industry is determined to produce the finest
and best pictures that human ingenuity can
create
but it is not willing to produce pictures involving waste and unnecessary expenditures in any part or phase of picture
'

and the Symphony.

Of

Los

that the salaries of motion picture actors
must come down and that the prices of the
theatres showing pictures must go up before
the film industry will be on a stable basis.
"There will be no organized effort by pro-

In Los Angeles are six long run houses
the Mission, Grauman's Million Dollar, the

change houses

Problems

has
given out an interview in which he declares

it

was true, nevertheless, and the fact was much
commented upon by the newspapers and men
high in picture

Its

T OSEPH M. SCHENCK, reaching
J Angeles after a visit to New York,

BERT LYTELL
Man

(Meanest

in the

World.)

PANHANDLER MEDITATES
ON MEANEST MAN
Hinky Dinky Could Give Him

a Lot of

Tips in His Profession

TP HE

meanest man in the world,"
chortled Hinky Dinky, Broadway's infallible panhandler.
"Say,

if

all

them Broadway swells

that

have to tackle for handouts were as mean
as him. I'd be occupying the Presidential
suite
at the
Ritz.
Any one of us
around Times Square could give him a tip
on being mean. In the first place he goes
around looking like a million dollars. Did
you ever hear of anyone giving a florist
a bouquet of flowers for a gift, or John
Rockefeller a can of gasoline?
I

"That's boner number one. As soon as
rains he pulls out an umbrella.
That's
all wet.
What he wants to do is get
it

poured on. It's more uncomfortable
the person but safer for the purse.

"Then he

tries

mean

being

on

people

to

;

making.

"The industry has taken a more severe
accounting of itself than has been realized.
It has quietly but squarely faced its own
problems and now has a firm grip on itself."

M. H. Hoffman, President of Truart
Film Corporation, Tours East
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president of Truart
Film Corporation, recently left New York to
attend the world's premiere performance of
"The Unknown Purple" which took place at
He spent
the Strand Theatre. Providence.
a few days in Providence with Manager
Reed of the Strand and then went to Boston
to confer with William Shapiro of the Franklin Film Exchange, holders of the Truart
franchise for the New England territory.
They plan to make a trip through this territory culminating at the New Haven branch
From there Mr. Hoffoffice of Franklin.

man

proceed to other territories in the
for conferences with other Truart
franchise holders.
will

East

who

couldn't shell out if they wanted to.
That's boner number two. The only way
for a good beggar to be a success is to
mix with the right people. And his line
wouldn't get a loaf of bread for a starving
war hero.

"The mean lawyer who sends him on his
job really wants him to get the land,
because it is good oil property, but the

IN

a

fish

give

him

We

know

that yet.
could
a lot of tips in our profession.
don't

"He

gets wise to the scheme and instead of grabbing off something for himthe girl. He's
self he immediately tells
one of those soft-hearted boobs.

"Then they prospect

for oil

having found out about the
trying to yank them
squares a day and an
the Old Polk's Home.

away

on their lot,
bozo who's
from three

insurance

against

"Say, after watching them folks drill for
Even in the worst
I'll keep my job.
weather the mud ain't more than three
inches deep, and then I get some social
And anyfolks to talk to once in a while.
way, in my line, I don't have to keep my
hands down in dirt all the time. They're
That keeps the finger
in the air mostly.
nails clean and the wife likes to see me
oil

neat.

"I almost forgot to
well spouts and that

you that the oil
Dick gets his girl.

tell

"Speaking of meanest

mean thing he
marry the

did

men

was not

rich guy."

the only real
to let his sister

and not

darned movie camera on board."

first

poor

THE OLDEN DAYS

my

luck," wailed Columbus.
"Here's a chance to make a killing

"Just

Louis Gasnier,

who

Film,

is

to

direct

B.

P.

"Poisoned Paradise."

Schulberg's
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A SMALL TOWN MOVIE
Part 4

Hampered by

w

Creditors

By George Rice

E

needed five thousand dollars with
which to make a settlement with our
creditors, but none of the local financial
institutions could see its way to advance
this or even a smaller amount.
Meanwhile the bills continued to arrive
with every morning mail, often accompanied
with
threats,
and
sometimes
brought in person by a representative of
the firm or a local
collection agency.
It
possible for us to concentrate our
minds on the business under such condi-

was not
tions.

MABEL NORMAND

BATHING BEAUTY AGAIN
DELIGHTS FANS
Will

Appear

in

Anne' Latest

''Mary

Associated Production

1\|ABEL

NORMAND

in

"Mary Anne"

is

her second Mack Sennett production to
Miss
be released by Associated Exhibitors.
Normand is again to have a role which gives
her the opportunity to force her irresistible
personality yet deeper in the affections of
screen fans
When Mack Sennett signed the contract
last July, the prediction was made that Miss
Normand would rise to new heights as a
This has
universally popular comedienne.
been justified by the reception accorded "The
Extra Girl," her first picture under the new

arrangement.
Heretofore Mabel Normand
had adhered closely to the portrayal of light
But in "The
dramatic and comedy roles.
Extra Girl" she demonstrates her right to
be classed among the foremost emotional actresses of the screen

"The Extra Girl" was written by Mack
tells
the story of a "movieIt
Sennett.
struck" countrv-town girl who seeks fame

She is courted by
in Hollywood.
young man in the Indiana home town,
but .she rejects romance io r art and rushes
eagerly to Hollywood when she is led to beBut
lieve she has won a beauty contest.

and fortune
a likely

—

the idea that she is to
it's
all a mistake
be acknowledged as a beauty queen, and the
best she can do at first is to land a job as
At length, though, she beproperty girl.
lieves she is on the verge of seeing her
fondest hopes realized. She is given a chance
as an "extra" doubling for one of the reguShe does her little
lars in a serious role.
utmost to make good with the result that
the director tells her she "is naturally funny."

—

That
tion.

is the blow that shatters her ambiMeanwhile, however, she figures in a

series of antics that all but

wreck the studio

and disrupt the organization.

proposition and find themselves almost ruined
financially.
Then appears on the scene the
He
lover of the heroine's girlhooa clays.
not only exposes the swindler's perfidy but
administers to him one of the most effectAnd the
tive beatings a man ever received.
in

which

this

punishment

tered our office in the Howe theatre just
as we had opened the mail to find two
letters of more than the usual severity
from creditors, one of which threatened
legal proceedings.

remarked that it seemed usekeep up the struggle, and that
the most sensible thing to do would be to
I

had

just

less to try to

declare ourselves bankrupt.

The newcomer

is

adminis-

trated is one of the most realistic fistic comAfter that the girl debats ever screened.
cides she isn't fitted for "the movies" and
signs up to play the role of housewife -for

DOUGLAS MACLEAN

KNOCK-OUT COMEDY FOR
'GOING UP' STAR
Associated Exhibitors' Favorite to
the 'Yankee Consul'

Be

TYOUGLAS MACLEAN

U "The Yankee

has selected "The
the popular stage
success, for his second independent production for Associated Exhibitors. "The Yankee
Consul" will be remembered as the knockout musical comedy which brought fame to
MacLean will have
Raymond Hitchcock.
virtually all-star support in this offering, together with the capable direction of Lloyd
Consul,'-'

heard me.

Ingraham.

"Surely you are not seriously considering
a consignment?"
he asked, as he shook
hands with us both and greeted us with the
first genuine smile we had from a creditor
for a long time.

While "23^ Hours Leave" caused somewhat a sensation, there was yet wider recognition of MacLean's sterling worth when
he achieved an even greater success in "The
MacLean's productions are big
Hottentot."
comedy specials of the type of "The Hotten-

He may

have come to collect money, or
us to increase our film service
with him, or to sell us supplies, yet he

to induce
tried to

do

neither.

Instead he said, "Gentlemen do not for
a moment consider going into bankruptcy.

You have a great
are young men.
future ahead in these twin theatres. They
There is a great
are favorobly located.
deal of traffic passing all the time."
He then advised us to get into new suits

You

clothes

of

for the

ones

we had on were

shiny and fringed at the sleeve ends. The
way this man Thomas could form sentences and speak them with driving effect
made me think that he should have been

an actor.
"I

am no

efficiency

expert,"

explained

you d sheartened men will
consent I will start you on the way to
success, and not charge you a dollar except

Thomas, "but

for

my

if

actual expense while stopping here."

As we regarded Mr. Thomas'

The girl's parents follow her to the coast.
They are induced by a young slicker to invest their savings with him in a wild-cat

fight

The attendance in both houses was fair,
and the daily report sheets showed that
the receipts averaged more than the expenses.
But the margin in our favor was
hardly enough to give each of us a moderate sum on Saturday nights.
It was at this time, when Howe and I
were discouraged, distrusting everyone,
and only too anxious that something would
bust, that a representative of one of the
picture exchanges from which we got a
part of our program visited us.
He en-

debate

an exhibition of fine oratory, and
being too downcast to care much what
happened next, we s raply said, "Go to it."
We placed a few orders with Thomas,
who went away with the promise to return
in a few days to "save us from wrecking
ourselves," as he termed it. We never expected to see him aga'n until he should
chiefly as

:

more orders or make a collecforgot the incident until he returned the following week to save us, and
what he did will be told next.

come
tion.

to get

We

{To be continued)

successful plays or
To
noted authors.
this policy the young actor has adhered, his
first independent production being a screened
version of the Broadway musical comedy hit,
tot,"

picturizations

well-known

stories

of

by

"Going Up."
What Douglas MacLean has acomplished
with "Going Up" is perhaps best attested by
Frank Craven, star in the stage production,
who, having seen the screen offering de"I want to tell you how thoroughly
clared
All
I enjoyed my preview of 'Going Up.'
the old laughs and situation were there and
your additions to the comedy as we played it
:

really add."

story concerns the young author of
book about flying who is forced through
a chain of comic circumstances to make an

The

a

actual flight,
an airplane.

although he has never been

in

The

big scene in the stage
drama was where the young author was up
in the air, risking his life in airplane which
he did not know how to bring back to earth.
Stage craftsmanship proved incapable ol
showing the aviator up among the clouds,

trying to control his machine, side-slippinsj.
whirling into spinning nose-dives and breathtaking loops.

In the screen .version, however, Douglas

is

shown braving the dizzy heights of thin air,
making a thousand hair-breadth escapes in
a series of aerial manoeuvers which leave the
Thus in
spectator dazed with excitement
his- first independent production he has not
only proved himself a star of the first magnitude, but has gone far to win a decisive victory for the silent drama in the long controversy over the respective merits of stage
and screen- productions
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Sunset over the sand dunes, as shown

in

Goldwyn's Production

STROHEIM AGAIN DOES THE UNUSUAL
Goes into "Death Valley
Feature

—A

to Make 'Greed' His
Picture Without a 'Sef'

THERE

are few interested in the motion
picture industry who are not familiar
with the work of Erich von Stroheim.
His spectacular productions, such as "Blind
Husbands," and "Foolish Wives" were so
lavish in every detail as to arouse the admiration of the whole industry.
In his first Goldwyn picture, "Greed," however, he has utilized his art in the creation
of a play so artistic and true to life that it
surpasses anything he has hitherto made, and
is probably one of the most wonderful photoplays ever produced because of its stark realism, and its surpassing beauty.
The adaptation from the novel "McTeague," by Frank Norris, was made by Van
Stroheim himself, and was accomplished after
two months, involving sixteen hours work a
About eight months were consumed in
day.

photography, assembling and editing.
In every foot of the film
on Stroheim has
sought to recapture the stark and absolute
realism which Frank Norris put into his

V

Marcus Schoulder follows McTeague's trail in the soft
salt marsh of Death Valley, and finally surprises
him in an Alkali sink.

of

"Greed."

the story takes place in an old building at
the corner of Hayes and Laguna Streets, a
district which escaped the fire.

New Goldwyn
Tj1

OR

climax of the picture, Director
took the principal members
of his company, his technical staff, and a number of guides on the desert.
They worked there for three weeks with
the thermometer rising as high as 120 dethe

Von Stroheim

novel.
There is no departure from the story
as conceived and written by Norris.

HE

marvel of his settings, however, lies
not in the stupendous and costly studio
sets, as was the case with some of Von
Stroheim's earlier pictures, but rather in the
fact that not a single set was used in the
entire production.
The scenes were filmed in the actual locale
of the story.
Real houses, real stores, real
restaurants, real cities, and a real desert were
utilized.
The notorious Death Valley served
as a background for the action of this unusual motion picture.
To achieve absolute realism in the picture,
Director Von Stroheim, accompanied by his
production manager and his technical director,
set out in search of real locations two months
before the actual filming of the picture began.
great deal of the dramatic action in the
story occurs in a single building, a building
with stores on the ground floor and living
quarters above.
It was in such a building
that "McTeague," the central character, had
his dental office on Polk Street in old San
Francisco.
To this building he brought his bride, and
Norris employed the denizens of that building
as the principal
characters in his story.
Around the corner in an alley, was the old
junk yard and hovel of the Jewish junk
'"P

A

dealer.

\

in San Francisco today
very different from the Polk Street of
Frank Norris' time, which was swept away
entirely by the fire of 1906, and has since
been rebuilt, Von Stroheim and his assistants
were forced to search the older portions of

S the Polk Street
is

the city to find a substitute building.
They succeeded, and most of the action of
Part of the neighborhood people who appeared gratis
in the Easter parade scene.

grees, to get the scenes depicting McTeague's
life and his terrific fight with the pursuing

Schouler.
The task of selecting the cast was pursued
just as diligently as was the selection of the
settings and locations.
The whole field of
motion picture and stage players was combed
to find just the right player for each of the
highly individualized characters in the story.
Gibson Gowland, an English actor, who had

appeared

in

a

few American

pictures,

finally selected, to play the part of

was

McTeague.

"Greed" is the final word in realism— the
most unusual and unique of screen structures
in its absolute fidelity to the original.
Between them, the deceased literary realist.
Frank Norris, and the living screen realist.
Erich von Stroheim, have produced a motion
picture of unrivaled power arid reality.
Erich von Stroheim reads 120 degrees on the thermometer, which he has kept in the only available

shade at the side of his automobile.

;
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UNITED ARTISTS
company of

R0DUCTION

has the crack cavalry

Army,

the famous Third
stationed at Ft. Myer, Virginia, playing the
part of Morgan's Raiders this week in scenes
for D. W. Griffith's next film "America."
This is the first time a cavalry unit has taken
Major Wainright, aide to
part in a film.
Secretary of War, Weeks, lead the troop in
the costume and character of the celebrated
the

Morgan. Colonel Hawkins, in command of
Ft. Myer, assisted Griffith in directing the
maneuvers. The White House staff of photographers were caught in one of the charges,
without serious injuries.
Mortimer Wilson, composer-conductor, is
in Hollywood to do the musical score for
Douglas Fairbanks' new film play, "The
Thief of Bagdad," now well into production
at the Pickford-Fairbanks studio.
The cast for Mary Pickford's next forthcoming production for United Artists release,
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," has been
completed and, according to an announcement
from Miss Pickford's studio consists of even
a greater assemblage of stage and screen stars
than that which supported her in her current
Allan Forrest, Anfilm success, "Rosita."
ders Randolph,
Marc McDermott, Claire
Eames (well known both in this country and
Europe for her brilliant work as England's
famous queen, which part she will play in
this picture)
Estelle Taylor, Mm. Carrie
Daumery, Eric Mayne and Lottie Pickford
Forrest are some of the cast.

HP RUART
J-

has completed "The
Jeopardy," second of Elaine

Drums of
Hammernow being

stein's series for them and it it
cut and titled for a release about December
It was adapted from the novel of the
1st.
same name by Harold MacGrath which also
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post. Arrangements are under way for a photoplay
edition of the novel which will be released
concurrently with the release of the motion

picture.
It was announced some time ago by M. H.
Hoffman, vice-president, that during the
1923-4 season no less than 18 productions will
be offered three Larry Semon productions
four with Richard Talmadge, "The Unknown
Purple," and one other from Carlos Productions
two Roland West productions of
the all-star-successful-stage-play variety, and
two or three with another internationally fa:

;

mous star who cannot yet be announced.
Abraham Carlos, president of Carlos Production, making the Richard Talmadge productions for Truart, arrived in Los Angeles
after a visit to New York where he was
>n conference with M. H. Hoffman, regarding the forthcoming year's product.
Upon
his arrival at the Coast, Carlos engaged Henry
Lehrman to direct the second Talmadge production, being made under the title of the
novel from which it is being adapted "To
Live or Die."

IVFETRO'S
-L"- the

third

Mae Murray

picture

on

program is "Mademoiselle Midnight" which will probably go
into production within the next few weeks
now that Miss Murray has completed "Fashion Row."

Work

Metro

example of the

perfect
transferring

art of
a stage success to the screen.
difficult

AMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

announce
Thais Valdemar, Russian actress has been
added to the Cast of Pola Negri's new starring picture which Herbert Brenon is now

Paramount from the French play
She is playing the role of
Francine, an Apache girl who accompanies
Pola Negri when a turn of fortune lifts them
both from the underworld of Paris to the
finishing for

"Mon Homme."

pinnacle of its social life.
The players featured in support of Pola Negri in this picture are Charles De Roche, Huntly Gordon

and Adolphe Menjou.
Miss Swanson has been in the East five
months working at the Paramount Long
Island studio where she made "Zaza" and
where she is now working in "The Humming
Bird," which has been half completed by
Director Sidney Olcott.
Martin Faust, recently seen in "Under the

Red Robe" and "The

Silent Command," will
be seen in the colorful role of Spike Doyle

Allan Swan's latest production, "Big
Brother," adapted by Paul Sloane from Rex
Beach's serial story of the same name.

in

FIRST NATIONAL

announces

Director

Carewe and company enroute to Algeria
Upon his
to film "A Son of the Sahara."
return he will film, "Snake Bite," the continuity for which is being prepared by Madge
Tyrone.

Thomas

Ince's
"The Galloping Fish,"
has just gone into production includes

which
in

the

Ford

Louise

cast,

Fazenda,

Sterling, Chester Conklin

Syd Chaplin,
and a trained

seal.

WARNER

BROTHERS

will lose John
as he has completed
the picturization of Clyde Fitch's play, "Beau
Brummel," which is being directed by Harry
Beaumont in which Mary Astor is playing the
feminine lead opposite Barrymore and others
in the cast include Irene Rich, Carmel Myers,
Willard Louis, Templer Saxe, Alec Fracis,
Michael Dark, Clarissa Selwynne, Andre De
Beranger and many other equally well known
Mr. Barrymore will leave
screen players.
York where he will again play
for
"Hamlet," which is scheduled for a No-

Barrymore as soon

New

vember 26th opening.

VITAGRAPH

shows

no indication of
Hollywood. David
Smith is rushing production with all speed
on "A Tale of Red Roses," a picturization
of George Randolph Chester's novel in which
Dustin Farnum and Patsy Ruth Miller have

up

let

at their studio

Progress on "The Beggar of

St.

Supice"

the special now in making by the French
unit of Vitagraph is proving satisfactory to
President Smith who visited the studios in
Paris.

"Happiness,"

J.

UNIVERSAL
star.

announces

become a

Laura

that

La

fledged "U"
She has been engaged during the past

Plante
.

is

to

full

two months supporting Reginald Denny in
his first big Universal Jewel production "The

Her first star production,
Spices of Life."
soon to be put into work, will be "The Thrill
It is a lively

Girl."

kind

of

thrills.

home

a

She

through
C.
Harry
Cohn,
announces that Baby Muriel MacCormac
has been added to the cast of "Discontented
B.

^«

Husbands" which includes James Kirkwood,
Grace Darmond, Vernon Steele, Cleo Madison, Arthur Rankin and Carmelita Geraghty.
Baby Muriel MacCormac was previously cast
with Barbara La Marr in "Poor Mens
Wives," with Dustin Farnum in "The Man
Who Won," and in "Painted Women" with
James Kirkwood and Lila Lee.

EDUCATIONAL

announces that Gil Pratt
directing the second of the 1923-4 series of Educational-Hamilton
Comedies in
which Lloyd Hamilton is starred. The picture, which is nearing completion, is as yet
is

untitled.

Earl Montgomery is directing the third of
It has
Educational- Juvenile Comedies.
been titled "Over the Fence" and will be a
the

December

girl
is

romance of a dare-devil

always

searching

a speed demon,

as

new
much at

for

in a racing car or an aeroplane as behind a tea table. How she is tamed and converted into a home-loving mate, they hope to
make into an absorbing screen story. It is
expected it will.be released early in 1924.

release.

Bruce, creator of "Wilderness
Tales," has finished his summer season's work
in the Pacific Northwst and is enroute to
New York, where he will superintend the
final editing and titling of the material secured during the last six months.

Robert C.

FILM BOOKING

OFFICES are now
shooting the scenes of a pirate sequence
in episode No. 9 of "Fighting Blood," at
California.

The purchase of a new
Novak entitled "The Dance

story for Jane
of the Chained
Slave," was announced this week. The story
is an original from the pen of Garrett Els-

doen Fort and

is

a

modern

society

drama with

a novel theme. This marks the first of four
stories to be bought for Miss Novak under
her new contract with Chester Bennett, which
calls for the delivery of four pictures featuring her.

HEPWORTH

PICTURES

has received
the London office,
that owing to the illness of Shayle Gardner,
who plays the lead opposite Alma Taylor,
Its release in
in "Comin' Thro' the Rye."
this country will be delayed accordingly.
advice

cable

from

Meanwhile, Mr. Hepworth has turned his
attention to production on "A Daughter in
Revolt," which he is to direct after "Comin'
This subject is from the
Thro' the Rye."
story by Sidney Gowing and in character and
treatment is entirely different from the other
production.

W/
**

W.
•

HODKINSON

travesty

ilton."

leading roles.

1923-4

Hartley Manners' play, was begun last week with the
arrival in New York of King Vidor who was
selected to direct Laurette Taylor in the same
role which won her such fame on the stage.
After the filming of "Happiness," Miss Taylor will make another of Mr. Manners' plays,
"One Night in Rome."
This will be the
third stage success of her's put on the screen,
the first being "Peg O' My Heart," also
directed by Mr. Vidor, which is still ac-

on

counted a great screen play and a

It

is

on
to

is

working on a
Lady Ham-

"Affairs of
be filmed in

Philadelphia

the embryo movie stars there stormed
the portals of Fay's Theatre last week, in
answer to the announcement of L. R. Brager
he would begin casting on a new picture.
The scenario and continuity have already been
written. The picture will be in two reels and
will be shown as "The Affairs of Lady Philadelphia."

and

all

OLDWYN

receives
news from their
City studios that Alan Crosland,
director of the Elinor Glyn picture, "Three
Weeks," and Emmett Flynn, who is making
the interiors for Owen Davis' "Nellie, the
Beautiful Cloak Model," are competing with
each other for the most beautiful women they
can find amongst the extras. Emmett Flynn
wants them for the modiste shop scenes in
Cloak Model" and
"Nellie, the Beautiful
Crosland wants them for the scenes of the
King's revels in "Three Weeks."

r Culver
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AT

A

the James TheColumbus,
**atre,
Ohio, the whole juvenile

part

out to
the
parade.

in

Gang"

take

"Our
The

stand
concession
your * lobby.

a band playing within five miles of
didn't

Exhibitors

Trade Review

askt us to think up a few idears on how
to exploit the "Our Gang" comedies, the damage done around the Hal Roach studios has
bin terrific.
Mister Bob McGowan he is
our director you no sez a bunch of kids
with idears is worser 'n a whole range of
volcanoes with eruptions.
don't no just what he means because
none of the "Gang" had had any eruptions
since Farina got the meezuls, and gave them
to Fatty and Jackie Condon.
Mickey sed
he got the meezuls to, but Mister McGowan
sez no; what Mickey got was the freckuls,
not the meezuls.
Well, anyway, Mister McGowan sez a kid
with idears is no more to be trusted than
a skunk at a picnic, and so he'll be glad
to see us get rid of a few of our more
serious notions.
It'll make us less dangerous,
he sez, and at the same time help work off
sum of our "animule spirts" whatever that

We

—

is.

'xploitation
means
stunts for the picture, and as stunts is best
things we do 'xcept eating we ought to
make great 'xploitears. Mister McGowan,
tell

us

that

—

—

how when you was

a kid you built a Club
woodshed, nailed up pictures of
Christy Mathewson, Mike Donlan, and Iron
Man McGinnity on the walls, and held those
dark, secrut initiations, during which the
whole neighborhood sent in riot calls for im'Course, you do
mediate assistance.
Well, in Columbus they organized an "Our
Gang" Club all right, but we want to register
they left the initiaan objection right here
What they done was to distribute
tion out.

House

in the

:

the kids at' the theatre the week before
soldier hats and membership
cards for the Club.
The card besides admitting the holder to
membership, carried an announcement on the
reverse side

to

"Our Gang"

"The Our Gang Band

will

be at

Mound

always sez you got to remember one
thing about 'xploiteering that a stunt in the
theatre is always worth two in the home

and High at 9 a. m. sharp. They will conRemember
duct you to The James Theatre.
yon must wear your Our Gang Hat in the

office.

Parade.

he

—

So we'll give you a line on how the "Our
Gang" comedies can be put over by telling
you what was done when the James theatre
in Columbus, Ohio, played two of our artistic

contributions

to

the

silvery

screen

"Saturday Morning and "The Champeen."
The big stunts of the campaign were an
"Our Gang" Club and a grand parade. Clubs
'Member
is one of a kid's biggest failings.

fit*

little sister

and

him who
baby

little sister's

to see a moving picture show free, and he'll
be there, even if he has to hide ma's slippers
and pa's razor-strop.

—

—

park

in

than running away from their Saturday nite
bath.
Just tell a kid he can have a uniform
and march behind the band, and you have
made almost as big a hit as Santy Claus.
Tell him that after the parade he's goin'

By 'The Gang'

They

tell

carriage in some convenient hall-way, and
skoot to watch the big noise.
More kids have bin lost following parades

'Our Gang' Comedies Suggest Parades,
Races and Fairs

The

the

children together,

LET THE KIDS DO THEIR
OWN EXPLOITING

C INCE

excelis

them that you will put
up a little county fair

which were
being run were "Saturday Morning," and
"The Champeen."
pictures

&

stunt

County Fair idea, as
shown in the center
Get some of
below.
the more enterprising

population

turned

NOTHER

-^Ment

Now,

—

:

compliment to any parade
Why not a pony street ballyhoo, or a
race for the boys and the girls at one of
the public playgrounds Saturday morning,
with prizes for the winners? Every neighborhood has its go-getter bunch of kids. Get
some of these and say to them
"Boys I'll put up a little County Fair concession stand in my lobby for you
you
sell the folks pink lemonade, ice cream cones,
and so on, and the profits is yours."
Dress the kids in jockey suits. Decorate
the lobby County Fair holiday style.
Then
sit back and let the kids do the rest.
Tie-up the race idea for the kids and the
County Fair lobby concessions with the Club
and the parade stunt, and then watch the
townsfolks desert their happy homes.
!

;

there is any other weakness that
a kid has besides Clubs and summer vacaThere
tions, it is brass bands and parades.
aint no kid in the world who ever heard

For

So on Saturday morning, October 6th, before the special show at the James Theatre,
the Boy Scout Band got together at the
corner of Mound and High streets brite and
early and waited for the kids to report for
the grand procession. Did they come? Well,
kids is kids in Columbus like anywhere else.
They came in "prodijus numbers" we got
that from the press agent.
And when they marched through the town
all decked out in the "Our Gang" soldier
hats, with the band in the lead playing "Hail,
Hail, the Gang's All Here !" even the schoolteachers at there Saturday morning job of
correcting the
week's composition papers
quit long enough to murmur
"There they
go, the little darlings!"
And that's some

if

"Derby Day." why not stage

a

race

for

the

boys and girls at the public playgrounds on Saturday morning, with prizes for the winners?

;

November
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1923

T)ISTRIBUTIONL
BURR annnounces that
CC.Rogers,
general manager of

Charles

R.

distribution
of Mastodon Films has closed contracts for
the distribution of all their productions in
the Wisconsin territory with the Mid-West
Film Company, and has gone to the Pacific
coast on a sales trip in behalf of the organ•

1923-4
series,
including
"Three
O'clock in the Morning," "Restless Wives,"
ization's

"The Average Woman,"
Your Husband."
Montagu Love plays the role of Webster
Cady in support of Doris Kenyon in "Rest-

"Youth to
and "Lend

Sell,"

Me

Wives," which will
the Independent market.
less

be

distributed

on

t'OX

PICTURES

Mason, John Gilbert, William Russell and
Al St. John will be released in November
also two Sunshine comedies and two Educationals.

The Shirley Mason picture, which will be
released on November 11, is "South Sea
Love," written by Frederick and Fanny
Hatton and directed by David Solomon.
"The Wolf Man" is the title of the John
Gilbert photoplay, which will be released
November 18.
This too, was written by
Frederick and Fanny Hatton, and directed
by Edmund Mortimer. Norma Shearer plays
opposite the star and it is a story of modern

C. C. Burr is receiving the active co-operation of Leo Feist, publisher of the song
"Three O'clock in the Morning," in the exploitation of the film of that name, starring
Constance Binney The co-operation will be

life.

Wests Ltd., publishers of
the song in England will tie-up with showings in the British Isles, where Richmount

inine role.

international,

as

control

Pictures

the

distributing

rights

reported the comple"Black Oxen," which is now being
It
is
expected that
cut, edited and titled
it will be ready for delivery within the next
three weeks.
"Her Temporary Husband," the farce comedy, directed by John McDermott, is now in
the hands of the film editors.
The cutting and editing of "Twenty-One,"
Richard Barthelmess' next release, has been
The cast includes Dorothy
completed.
Mackaill, Joe King, Ivan Sampson, Elsie
Lawson and Bradley Barker.
Thomas H. Ince has scheduled "Anna
tion of

Christie," Eugene O'Neill's stage success, for
release next month.

FILM BOOKING

OFFICES

report a preshowing of "The Mailman," directed by
Emory Johnson, before the U. S. Post Office

and

auditorium

an

high

political

crowded

with

American

diplomats,

foreign

lights

and

society leaders,
over seventy-five

prominent exhibitors in the southeastern portion of the United States.
The program plans as announced some
time ago will have no drastic changes with
the possible exception of changing a release
The next
date as the occasion may demand.
Chester
Bennett's
"The
will
special
be
Lullaby" starring Jane Novak, and then
Emory Johnson's "The Mailman."
Another cash prize is being offered through
Film Fun magazine for the next Johnson

The
started at the West Coast.
second contest was run in the September issue when a new title was sought for "Judith
of Bohemia," at which time the title was
changed to "Passionate Youth." It is a 1924

picture

now

release.

During a period of over five years the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation has built up
a vast student body of 281,000 ambitious
screen writers. These eager fans are rolling
of curiosity that cannot
the box-office of every theatre

a golden snowball
fail to

swamp

in those 3559 communities when "Judgment
It was written by
of the Storm" is shown.
a student, Mrs. Ethel Styles Middleton, a
little working woman of Pittsburgh.

HEPWORTH'S

"Boden's Bov." from the
Tom Gallon, has just
been completed and will be released shortly.
story by the late

Henry Edwards,

in addition to directing this

production, appears in the title role and is
assisted bv Chrissie White. Henry Vibart.

Francis
Green.

GRAND-ASHER
showing

Lister,

Stephen

Ewart

and

Judd

in

held

New York

special

trade

week

"The

a
this

of

by Adam Hull
Shirk, starring Elliott Dexter, with a supporting cast of Mildred Harris, Anders Randolf, Grace Carlisle, De Witt C. Jennings
and others.
"Try and Get It," featuring Bryant Washburn, with a supporting cast of Billie Love,
Edward Horton, Joseph Kilgour and Lionel
Belmore, was viewed by the star at a private
showing.

Way Men

FIRST NATIONAL

officials

William Russell's picture, released on November 25, is "When Odds Are Even," written by Dorothy Yost and directed by James
Flood. Dorothy Devore has the leading fem-

on

that picture.

Shirley

starring

-F

Love,"

story

a

announces Victor Seastrom
has completed the editing of his first

picture for them entitled "Name the Man !",
from the Sir Hall Caine's novel "The Master
of Man."
"The Day of Faith" which Tod Browning
directed from Arthur Somers Roche's novel,
has been completed and its exhibitors' service

book has just been issued.
King Vidor has comnleted his second production, "Wild Oranges," from the novel by
Joseph Hergesheimer and is to be loaned to
Metro for one production, Laurette Tayscreen

MONOGRAM

advises
PICTURES
of the second picture of
the Fred Thomson series from "Shadows of
the Sage" to "North of Nevada." This conclusion was reached because the story as well
as the locale

— Overture,

Howard
News and

"Carmen."
Howard
Comedy, "Vermin the
Feature, "The Spanish Dancer."

Great."

title

is all

in

Nevada.

mon Law."

New — Overture,

reports that the Ki• wanis
Club at Springfield, Mass., at a
special meeting, took as their subject for
the evening "Be Square," the theme of
"Michael O'Halloran," Gene Stratton Porter's screen adaptation of her novel of that
Because of the appeal of the "Be
name.
Souare" theme, the Boy Scouts, the Rotary
Club and other societies are evincing great
interest and bookings are increasing accord-

Pathe

—

"Sunbonnet

Color,

Comedv
"The Affairs

Suzanne."

"The Whole Truth."
of Lady Hamilton."

Feature,

—

Century Overture, "Miss Springtime."
Topical Review.
Comedy, (not mentioned).
Feature, "The Spanish Dancer."

BROOKLYN

Strand

— Overture,

"Cavalleria Rusticana."
Feature, "Richard the Lion

Topical Review.
Hearted."

CHICAGO
Woodlawn —Overture, "Popular

Medley."

Feature, "If Winter Comes."

LOS ANGELES

—Overture,

Loew's State

(not mentioned).

News. Comedy, "Felix the
Feature, "The Bad Man."

Pictorial

State
Cat."

Broadway
Vaudeville

—

"Woman

Feature,

jubilant over the new that
has booked their "Three
O'clock in the Morning," for both his Modern
and Beacon Theatre in Boston, particularly
as he has been considered a criterion of what
1

is

;

•

pictures and the independent pro-

hard

Proof.-"

—Overture,

to

"Light

Rialto

Cavalry."

interest

him

Ri-

Extra

Comedy, "Extra,
Feature, "The Country Kid."

alto-

Magazine.

!"

PHILADELPHIA

—

Street Overture, "Indiana Moon.^
Comedy, "July Days."
Review.
Topical
Feature, "The Little Church Around the
Corner."

— Overture,

Educa"Finlandia."
Feature, "The Gold Dig-

Stanley
tional

and News.

gers."

ROCHESTER
Eastman— Overture, "Invitation

Astor

Newsgraph.

the
to
Feature,

PAUL

— Overture,

Astor
(not mentioned)
Feature, "The Exciters."
.

j

BUFFALO

—

Shea's Hippodrome Overture, (not menPathe and International News.
tioned).
Feature. "If
Comedy, "The Rainstorm."
Winter Comes."

CHICAGO
Roosevelt— "Little Old New York," con-

"Ponjola."

BURR
CC.
Jake Lowry

"Cavalleria Kusticana."

Feature, "Rosita."
Magazine.
Rivoli Overture, "Indian Love Lyrics.''
Comedy, "Fortune Teller."
Rivoli Pictorial.

tinues

it

mentioned).
(not
"The Fighting
Feature,

acts.

Capitol—Overture,
Capitol

"Puritan Passions," the Film Guild picturization of Percy Mackaye's, "The Scarecrow," did even more business during the
second week run at the Cameo in New York
than during the first weeks' run.

ducers have, found

—Overture,

Blade."

ingly-

heretofore.

mentioned).

(not

News.
Our Gang
Comedy.
Feature,
"Broadway Gold."
Metropolitan Overture, "The Marriage
of Fagaro."
Topical Review and Pathe

ST.

WW. HODKINSON

best in

BALTIMORE

—

Rivoli Overture,
"Hungarian Rhapsody
No. 2"
Rivoli Topical Review.
Comedy,
"One Cylinder Love." Feature, "The Com-

Dance." Eastman Current Events.
"Ashes of Vengeance."

The Booking Sheet

is

Views.

69th

"Happiness."

version of

change of

ATLANTA

NEW YORK

GOLDWYN

lor's

Run Programs

Current First

its

highly sucessful run.

—

Riviera Overture, "Songs of the Sea."
Weekly. Comedy, "Yankee Spirit." Feature,

Tivoli— Overture,

"The

Lost

Chord."

Comedy, "Yankee Spirit."
Digest, Weekly.
Feature. "Ponjola."
Chicago Overture. "Ballet Egyptienne."
Comedy, "The Optimist." Feature,
Digest.

—

"The Acquital."

NEWARK

Banford

—Overture,

"Morning,

Noon and
Com-

Night." Branford Review of Events.
Feature,
edy. "Felix in Hollywood."

Common Law."

"The

e
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Lillian Gish

More Soul Stirring
Than Ever in
'The White Sister'

A NGELA CHIAROthat

MONTE
her

hearing

lover has been

killed in Africa, goes to

Father

Saracinesca for
consolation, and through

him

is

the

induced

to

join

Holy Church.

T

N

the Inspira-

tion

Produc-

tion "The White
Sister?' the difficult role of AnI

gela is played by
.Lillian Gish, and
Ronald Colman is
Captain Severi.

C
^

OON

after Angela becomes a nun of the order of
He pleads his
the White Sister, Severi returns.
love for her, and attempts to make her break her
vows.
She refuses, flees from him, and later in the

eruption

of

Mount Vesuvius

he

is

killed.

November
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'Men

in the

Raw'

Universal

Photoplay.
Author,
W. Bert
Scenario by \George Hively.
Director,
George Marshall.
Cameraman,
Harry Fowler. Length, 4,313 Feet.
Foster.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Windy Watkins

J ack H oxie
Marguerite Clayton
Sid J° r dan
Morris Foster
Tom Rerrick

Eunice Holhs

uP u-y
Holhs
Les Elder
Marshall Flynn
Tom Morely
ii-i
Phil

Wm

A ower
Art Manning
.

i

Windy

Watkins, cowboy and champion yarnspinner, tells the boys of Bar Nothing ranch
he
IS wanted by the law for the killing of
Hollis
A Federal Marshall pronounces the storyPhil
true and
attempts to arrest him.
The pair go through a
medley of adventures.
Watkin's innocence is established the real criminal caught and he
wins the
girl he loves.

By George

TN

T.

Pardy

where Jack Hoxie has a folA lowing and fast moving
Western features
are in favor, "Men in the Raw," may bring
satisfactory box office results. It does not
measure up to the entertainment standards
of the better class of theatres. For exploitalocalities

tion

purposes,

the

utilize

name

of

the

star

and dwell upon the story's humorous angles,
thrills and speedy action.
Melodrama and farce are jumbled together into a curious tangle, the plot twists
and turns around so many queer angles that
it is a hard matter to guess what is coming
next and a fair degree of suspense is thus
established.
But the average citizen will be
inclined to pronounce the picture amusing

nonsense and

Among

go

let it

the

exciting

So far as originality is concerned, the plot
hasn't much to boast about.
The theme of
the wife who seeks other distractions because
her husband is too much absorbed in his
business to pay her due attention, is wellnigh worn threadbare in screen service. Yet
thanks to the skilled direction of Thomas
Heffron, artistically beautiful photography
and clever acting, the feature offers pleasing
entertainment and wherever Clara Kimball
Young's admirers rally in force, ought to
bring satisfactory financial returns.
Given an American setting, this tale of
lady fair and gentlemanly crook would savor
strongly of burlesque.
But the sensuous
Spanish atmosphere with its vivid coloring
supplies the necessary realism, you feel that
most anything in the romantic line might
develop in such surroundings, even to the
extent to which Mrs. Joyce Addison carries
her flirtation.
And as the easily satisfied
husband awakens suddenly to a sense of his
domestic responsibilities, love blooming afresh
between the married pair, a perfectly proper
and smoothly conventional climax is attained.
There are many fine photographic effects,
including some remarkably well filmed night
scenes, a number of handsome interiors and
numerous pretty long shots. Clara Kimball
Young fills the role of Joyce Addison acceptably and wears a dazzling array of beautiful gowns with her customary grace and
Lewis Dayton, as the husband, and
ease.
Albert Roscoe, as Ramon, share dramatic
honors with the star.
The support is ade-

calculated
of daring

to hit the fancy of all admirers
deeds are the wild dash for liberty made by
the hero down the snow-encumbered side of
a mountain, a leap over a precipice and handto-hand fight under water.
Most of the
comedy is embodied in the sub-titles, which
are uncommonly well written, full of breezy
humor and sure to "get the laughs."
Jack Hoxie displays eel-like ability, scraps
with immense energy, rides and makes love
with true cowboy zeal in the leading role of
Windy Watkins, Marguerite Clayton registers as a very pleasing heroine and creditable
support is furnished by the rest of the company.
The photography includes many fine
scenic views of plain and mountain, a variety
of good long shots and excellent lighting

quate.

Story and Scenario by
Kecne Thompson.
Photographed by W.
E. Shephard. Titles by Ralph Spence. Directed by William K. Howard.
Length,
12,000 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Barry Macklin

Ezra Sprowl
Milo Sprowl
Ollie Banks
"Dip" McGurk
Luke Hazey
Mrs. Hazey
Andrew J. Macklin

when
as

Young

Adapted from H.

W.

Robert's Novel, "La Rubia."
Scenaria by
Frank Beresford. Director, Thomas HefCameraman, Charles Richardson.
fron.
Length, 5,169 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Addison

Isabel

De

Clara Kimball

Lewis

Young
Dayton

Louis Bates Mortimer
Albert Roscoe
Lillian Adrian

Castellar

Ramon
Joseffa

his
usual.

Arthur Hull
Robert Cauterio

Pablo

Joyce Addison, artist and wife of an American
diplomat in Madrid, resents her husband's neglect

and

attracted

is

Ramon,

by

a

who first
The Ramon

bandit,

robs her, then sits to her for a portrait.
affair leads her into many
complicated

situations.

between husband and outlaw
escape and a better understanding between the diplomat and his spouse.

Finally, an encounter
results in the latter's

By George

TP

T.

Pardy

HE

box office values of this picture lie
drawing power of the star's name,
its
romantic appeal and feminine lure of
magnificent gowns worn in lavish profusion
by Clara Kimball Young.
Exploitation on
in

this

the

basis

is

the

make money with

exhibitor's best
the film.

Aggie Herring
John Steppling

son,

Barry,

The

father

arrives at
reluctantly

the

office,

sends

his

son to Hillsboro to check up on

the

Sprowl.

the mayor's son, is in love with
Lucy and also dislikes Barry. Barry meets "Dip"
McGurk, who agrees to rob the town safe and
get arrested so that Jake, the sheriff, may keep
his job.
The kind-hearted Jake wants to give

"Dip" another chance and
So Jake loses
two bloodhounds

chance to

lets

him

go.

job and Ollie Banks and his
take it.
Meanwhi'e robbers rob
the post-office safe.
Barry pursues them and brings
them to town as prisoners. Bank's has already had
enough of the sheriff's job and so resigns in favor
of Jake.
Barry wins Lucy, and in the end happiness reigns
again in Hillsboro.
his

By Robert

Wedgewood Howell

Marques De Castellar
Evan Denbigh

King

The president of the Macklin Cement Company
is having difficulty in straightening out a deal for
paving materials with Ezra Sprowl, Mayor Hillsne'er-do-well

John

Lou

work.

'A Wife's Romance'

Joyce Addison

Richard Talmadge
Eileen Percy
George Nichols
Tully Marshall
Bruce Gordon
Al Fremont
Matthew Betz

Lucy Frazer
Jake Frazer

late

Metro Photoplay.

Go'

Truart Photoplay.

boro,

effects.

faked by means of dummies, substitute acroor fake photography, it is claimed by
the Truart Company.
The plot, while rather obvious, is none

bats,

the less entertaining in
Occasionally the story
sub-titles,

THIS

is

E.

Harrell

a comedy drama with plenty of

stunts performed by the athDick Talmadge to please the average
patrons.
The picture has a Western locale,
but has no cowboys.
George Nichols, as the sheriff, stands out

acrobatic

letic

as one of the best of the supporting cast.
His characterization is different from the
usual sheriff type.
He is kind-hearted and
quaint, reminding one of Will Rogers a bit.
Macklin, the solid concrete business man,
is played by John Steppling, is amusing and
true to life.
Chases galore fill up about two reels. Besides the motorcycle and automobile chase
and the bloodhounds' pursuit of the escaping crooks.' The most exciting part is the

and

is

the lively
is

situations.
to carry the
excuse to intro-

made

merely an

the would-be witty wording.
Eileen Percy, as the sheriff's daughter,
screens well, but has no chance to show what
Here is a little actress who is
she can do.
accustomed to being cast for bigger roles in
But she steps into the
emotional dramas.
characterization of Lucy Frazer, the sheriff's
daughter, and makes tht most out of the
material she has to work with.

duce

'The Country Kid'

W arncr

William
Brothers
Production.
Bcaudine Director.
Story by Julien Josephson. Length, 5,686 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ben Applegate

Wesley Barry
"Spec" O'Donnell
Bruce Guerin
Kate Toncray
Helen Jerome Eddy
George Nichols
Edward Burns
George C. Pearce

Joe Applegate

Andy Applegate
Mrs. Grimes
Hazel Warren

Mr. Grimes
Arthur Grant
County Judge

The young Applegate

children, Andy, aged four,
aged six, and Ben, aged sixteen, are left alone
Ben, the oldest,
death of their parents.
acts as a parent to them, combining the duties of
housewife and running the farm.
Their guardian.
Uncle Grimes, tries to buy the farm for very much
less than it is worth, and when his offer is refused, he has two younger children put into an orphanage, and makes Ben work for him.
Ben is
forced to accept this situation, but when he receives a plea from the children to come and get
them, he steals them from the asylum, and brings
them to the county judge.
Realizing the duplicity
of Mr. Grimes, the judge dismisses him as guardian,
and accepts the offer of a young neighbor to act
as guardian for the children, providing he gets married.
This helps the shy young man to propose

Joe,

by

'Let's

at that.
situations

freight train sequence.
Talmadge deserves
credit for his nerve carrying out the many
dangerous stunts.
None of the thrills are

the

to the young school teacher and so the children
a~e made happy with a new guardian and their restortaion on the farm.

By Helen V. Swenson

Hp

HE COUNTRY KID"

is

good

enter-

with comedy and heart
interest, and although it attempts nothing
in the way of heavy drama, is a simple tale
tainment,

replete

\

well told.

The comedy touches, as provided by the
two young brothers, Andy and Joey are excellent, and go a long way towards enlivening the piece, and keeping the interest at a
It is very amusing when Joe
high pitch.
feeds Andy with dried apples and molasses,
which the little fellow has so much trouble
swallowing that the audience can feel its own
throat scratching, but when these two young
scamps get a terrible tummy ache, and have
to take castor oil to relieve the pain, the audience is sent into gales of laughter.
Wesley Barry as Ben, the older brother,
struggles so hard with the plowing and providing for the youngsters, and his efforts at
mothering the young ones are so awkward
yet so sincere and earnest that he is endeared
to the audience from the start.

But

to

set

off

trie

humor and

to

add to

the interest of the story, there is pathos intermingled with the comedy, and handled in
such a way as to enhance both. There is a
catch in the throat when Ben, who has
struggled so for his beloved brothers, is
forced to part with them, because his avaricious uncle succeeds in having them sent to
an orphan asylum. His trembling chin and
the real tears that he sheds bring a lump
in the throat, and approbation when he rolls
on the floor in a fight with his uncle.
Wesley Barry as the big brother, Ben,
His
is equally good in comedy and pathos.
delightful freckles serve him excellently in
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the corned}- scenes, and his plaintive brown
eyes are wonderfully expressive and appealing.
It is the sort of part which fits him
best, and he does everything possible with it.
great deal of credit is due to Director
William Beaudine for his method of handling
''Spec" O'Donnell as Joe and Bruce Guerin
as Andy. At no time are they called upon to
do more than their chubby personalities can
handle.
The remainder of the cast is good as
simple folk.
The photography
and direction leave nothing to be desired, and the
scenes were fitting, although no attempt was
made to have lavish settings.
It is a picture which cannot help draw the
crowds.
The tale is simple, but well told.
There are plenty of human touches, both of
comedy and pathos. And the deservedly popular star makes an excellent comedian, and a
touching actor in the more serious scenes.
Garden produce of any kind can be used
effectively for exploitation, and an ordinary
farm wagon would make an excellent bally-

A

and the jump of the engineer when he

realizes
that the other train is bearing down on him
and cannot stop in time, is all done with
breathless speed.
There is a beautiful scene where Trent's
wife is entertaining.
Mah Jongg is being
played, the orchestra and attendants are in
Chinese costume and there is a dance by a
masked dancer.
The box office value of this picture is apparent in that the psychic and spiritualism
It
is such a world-wide interest at present.
is a picture that will interest not only the
serious minded but the individual who enjoys seeing beautiful clothes, scenes, and
thrilling incidents.

M.

Katterjohn.

Cameraman, Al

Length, 8,265 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Diana

Way Men Love'

Lloyd Maitland

Betty

Elliot Dexter
Mildred Harris
Anders Randolf
Grace Carlysle
DeWitt C. Je nnings

Sydney

Trent

Jeanne

Bracey

Carpenter

Austin Farrol, a spiritual and psychic man of
highly charitable disposition, conducts a mission for
emigrants.
He is beloved by these people
and is dubbed "The Prince." by them.
He befriends Lorraine who is being hounded by John
Trent a political "Boss" and because of this is
framed and sentenced to prison. While being taken
to prison the train is wrecked, the officer killed
and "The Prince" reported dead.
He returns

poor

however, under an assumed name and is employed
by the "Boss" who does not recognize him.
Then
follows a series of events which threaten to wreck
the happiness of the "Boss" and his entire familv,
but "The Prince" through his psychic powers rights
this saddened family, and his just reward comes
when he and the girl are again united to carry on
their great

work

in peace.

By Marguerite Brumell

rPHIS
-

1-

picture
control over

person

can

do,

shows the full measure of
mind, and what a psychic
if
disinterested enough in

The part of the Prince,
as played by Elliott Dexter, is done with
the proper restraint, so that the audience
feels the psychic powers of the man.
Anders Randolf is excellent as the Boss.
He registers the domineering nature of such
a man to perfection.
He arrogantly struts
about, ruling his little gathering, much in
the same manner a tyrannical king might rule
self, to

help others.

his subjects.
Failure to do his bidding means one thing,
prison.
For such is his hold upon them all

—a

knowledge of past offences which makes

unsafe for them to refuse him.
In the
scene where he and Lorraine are alone in
the mission, he shows no mercy for her.
Slowly and deliberately, as a cat would
play with a mouse, he paws her hair, gloating over the silken feel of it, and Mildred
Harris, as Lorraine, does a clever bit of acting as she crouches in a corner overcome
it

by abject

terror.

Originality is displayed in the handling of
the trial.
One ray of light coming from a
small, high-set window, illuminates the accused as he receives his sentence, while the
judge and the courtroom are in shadow. That
is all
no long tedious court scene with the
usual jurors, witnesses, and crowds being
shown at lengthy intervals.
The wreck scene is about the most realistic thing it has been our good fortune to
see.
The frantic groping of the switchman
for matches to light his lantern and the
tugging at the switch that refuses to work
is all done in shadow.
The flashbacks showing both trains racing towards each other

—

Claudia

Larry Devereaux
Mercedes
Dr. Dhal
Florian

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Tug Wilson

Kayne
Rufus Kayne
Peter B.

Grand-Asher Photoplay.
Adapted from
Adam Hull Shirk's Story by Joseph V'or.
Sternberg and Florence Hein. Directed by
R. William Neill. Length, 7541 Feet.
Austin Farrol
Lorraine Meade
Johnson Trent
Mrs. Trent
Farley

Bebe Daniels
Dorothy Mackaill
James Rennie
George Fawcett
Hale Hamilton
Katheryn Lean
Mahlon Hamilton
Mary Eaton
Warner Oland
John Davidson

Sheila

Mrs. Wingate
Uncle Billy McGaw
Lord Harrowdale
Mr. Pepperill
Mrs. Rufus Kayne

Sally Crute

Joe Burke
Templar Powell
Lawrance D'Orsay
Dora Mills Adams
H. Cooper Cliffe

Krabfleisch

Old Peter Kayne,

retired Wall Street speculator,
lives with his son Rufus. to whom he has made over
money.
The
his
latter has three daughters, Claudia,
The first contracts an unhappy marSheila, Diana.
riage, Sheila runs wild with a jazz crowd and her example steadies Diana, who falls in love with Maitland, a young lawyer.
At the age of fifty-six Rufus
wearies of society, becomes entangled in an affair
with an adventuress, is blackmailed and loses fortune and home.
The shock kills old Peter. Sheila
is rescued from evil associates. Maitland wins Diana.

By George

T.

Pardy

CHILDREN'S

HISseemed

CHILDREN"

destined to prove a good box
office asset in big city theatres, judging from
the enthusiastic reception given it during the
film s initial showing at the Rivoli, New York.
It is handsomely photographed, lavishly produced and the story, dealing with the feverish activities of wealthy middle-aged parents
and their daughters, all mingling in the whirl
of social dissipation, appeals strongly to a
certain type of audience.
Whether it would be a success or failure
as an attraction for the smaller houses is a
question which must be left to the individual
Every showman
judgment of exhibitors.
knows what best suits his patrons' tastes.
There is nothing actually offensive in a sexual
sense, if we except the scene where a Hindoo
cult fakir attempts the seduction of a white
girl, to be found in the picture, and this situation is not carried to extremes.
But. none the less it will surely be ill reFor, despite
ceived by Southern exhibitors.
his Oriental make-up, the East Indian chap
naturally suggests a negro and black and
white flirtations are certainly not favored
below the Mason and Dixon line.
Booze, jazz, dope and illicit lovemaking are
the themes set forth freely in the narrative,
which terminates in rather gruesome fashion
with the death of the old grandfather from
shock, when he realizes that the fortune he
made for his heirs has gone to eternal smash.
Of course, the feature points a moral, much
after the fashion in which old-time tem-

perance

societies
at their

drunkard
example."

were

wont

meetings

parade

to

as

a

a

"horrible

an agreeable tale, however, no matlook at it. Also, the continuity
wobbles badly, due to the erratic switching
of the action in following the diverse forIt isn't

ter

of

an adventuress at the ripe
awaken any sympathy

fails to

for that peculiarly weak-minded gent. George
Fawcett furnishes an excellent sketch of
Grandpa Peter, and the support is adequate.
For exploitation, reference can be made
to the novel by Arthur Trairl, a popular
author, from which the picture is adapted,
and possibly a tie-up with booksellers may
be arranged. The title possesses advertising
value and the principal members of the large
cast should be featured.

'The Fighting Blade'
National Photoplay in Eight Parts.
Author, Beulah Marie Disc. Scenario by
Josephine Lovett. Director, John Robert-

First

Cameraman, George Folsey.
Time, Ninety-five Minutes.

Seven Parts.

Gilks.

net

son.

AuScenario by Monte
Director, Sam Wood.
in

the

age of fifty-six

'His Children's Children*
Paramount Photoplay
thor, Arthur Train.

hoo.

'The

into

how you

tunes of several sets of characters.
Bebe Daniels, in the star role of Diana,
Hale
hasn't much to do except loo'.c pretty.
Hamilton, depicting Rufus Kayne, who falls

Running

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Karl van Kerstenboock

Richard Barthelmess

Thomsine Musgrove
Oliver Cromwell
Roaring Wat Musgrove
Earl Staverham

Dorothy Mackaill
Frederick Burton
Bradley Barker

Lee Baker

Morgan Wallace

Viscount Erisey
Lory Trevor
Viscount Carisford

Phillips

Tead

Stuart Sage
Allyn King
Marcia Harris

Charlotte Musgrove

Joan
In the seventeenth century during the conflict between Royalists
and Puritans when Cromwell's
Roundheads are gradually overcoming King Charles'
First Cavaliers,
Karl von Kerstenboock, famous
swordsman, comes to England to avenge his sister's
betrayal. Roaring Wat Musgrave challenges Karl and
the latter accepts.
Wat's sister, Thomsine, disguised

as a lad. visits Karl, pleads with him to spare Wat's
Unsuccessful, she afterwards follows him to the
dueling grounds is rescued from drowning by Karl
svho discovers she is a girl and a mutual attraction
After much intrigue the Royalists are
springs up.
defeated by Karl and his Roundheads and the lovers
life.

—

united.

By George

T.

Pardy

ANOTHER

notable addition to the season's long list of elaborate costume plays
It's the sort of a picture that stirs the
pulses, this latest Richard Barthelmess screen
offering, with its romantic appeal, its spirit of
adventure, its flashing of steel, tender love interludes and seventeenth century atmosphere.
new departure for the star "The Fighting
Blade" stands as a tribute to Barthelmess
versatility, the good work of his carefully
selected supporting cast and directorial skill
of John Robertson.
Dorothy Mackaill is an exceedingly attracShe plays the part of Thomsine
tive heroine.
with sweetness and charm, in fact, it seems
the actors vie with each other to make their
respective roles the acme of perfection.
About the only fault to be found with
the film is the unnecessary prolongation of
the scene where Karl is put to the torture
by Colonel Erisey and the latter's henchmen.
The cold-blooded brutality of the proceedings, the prisoner's agony and the gore so
freely sprinkled may be a triumph of realism, but is rather harrowing to the observer.
No longer is the historical film taboo.
Give them the sword-play always so fascinating to watch, the colorful backgrounds and
the usual story in which a pair of constant
lovers battle gallantly against fate, combined
with a fine cast and adequate direction and
they won't complain if the narrative goes
back to the Garden of Eden.
The interiors are wonderfully well filmed
in this picture, there are many beautiful long
shots and close-ups and in point of costume
detail
and atmosphere the feature scores
It can be exploited as a new triheavily.
umnh for Richard Barthelmess.
There cannot be the slightest doubt about
Those
the drawing power of this picture.
who are especially partial to the star will
be delighted to see him in a romantic role,
and those who enjoy a picture which is full
of action, love and beauty will also find
in it a story which will satisfy their every
wish.
Comedy is also present, as shown in
the weakness of the stern Cromwell for
the jolly old English drinking song, and in
Karl's
rather
shocking
treatment
of
Thomasine before he realizes that she is a
girl and not a boy.
!

A

—

—
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to co-operate with the showing
and would doubtless be glad to engage
in parades and exhibitions to show that the
romantic picture which it paints of a police-

be pleased

'April Showers'

of

Preferred Production.
Director, Tom Forman.
Story by Hope Loring and Louis
Duryca Lighton.
Cameraman, Harry
Perry. Length, 6350 Peet.

man's

Kenneth Harlan

Miriam Welton
Shannon O'Rourke
Mother O'Rourke
Matt Gallagher

Priscilla

Moore

Colleen

Ruth

Clifford

Flash Irwin

Bonner
Myrtle Vane
James Corrigan
Jack Byron

Champ

Sullivan

Ralph Faulkner

Muldoon

Tom McGuire

Danny

O'-Rourke, whose policeman father died a
is training to become a member of the force. He is in love with
Maggie Muldoon, who lives across the court. Miriam Welton, a girl of wealth, opens up a neighborhood clubhouse for the purpose of giving happiness
Her efforts are very poorly received,
to the poor.
but she inveigles Danny to come to the club, and
sends a beautiful hat to his sister as a gift.
This
hat brings Shannon the masculine attention which
she craves and leads her to steal in order to be atDanny fails to pass his examination, and
tractive.
is confronted with a demand for one thousand dollars to make good his sister's thefts.
He takes part
in a prize fight in order to get the money, but is
badly beaten. On reaching home, however, he learns
that there was an error in the marking of his paper,
so he is eligible to be a policeman.
Though bruised
he is happy, and he finally wins Maggie, the girl of
the fulfillment of his duty,

in

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Randall Sherrill
Irene Marley

paints a colorful picture of middle class New York life, and
of the traditions of those stalwart men who
make up the great police force of the city.
So happy and sweet is the atmosphere of
their lives that those more luxuriously situated suffer in comparison.

a realistic portrait of simple New
folk whose delicious Irish humor serves
them alike in fair weather and foul, and departs so radically from the hackneyed that
their lives are at no time pictured as drab,
but on the contrary are alive with romance
and beauty.
is

York

The interest is keen from beginning to
end, with comedy and tragedy and heart interest so nicely balanced as to make a complete and satisfying whole, but withal a delicately handled piece with no trace of that
broad treatment which throws so many films
into the category of the low and mediocre.
The
its

love element
vacillations

is

thoroughly delightful

from the depths

heights, but through all it
intensity which nothing can

to

with

burns

the

an

destroy.

The big prizefight scene, which serves as
the punch of the picture, is alive with inThe surging crowds,
terest and excitement.
the flickering lights, the pulsating vividness
of the scene create an atmosphere that is
irresistible, and, and when the hero is finally
knocked out at the end, it hardly seems possible that it is actually a movie.
of

Without Colleen Moore, who plays the part
Maggie Muldoon, the picture would have

lost a great deal of its sprightly

charm.

Her

characterization of the little Irish sweetheart of Danny O'Rourke was excellent in its
Sharp tongued.
colorful treatment.
light,
quick tempered, with a sense of humor and
a tremendous love for her Danny, she kept
the story moving at a rapid pace.
,

Kenneth Harlan as Danny O'Rourke gives
As
a sincere and convincing: performance.
the son of the heroic Big Tim, he upholds
the traditions of the family and of the force,
and stands for only that which is good and
that which is honest.

The remainder

was

well chosen,
with especial credit due to Myrtle
ane as
Mother O'Rourke, and James Corrigan as
Matt Gallagher.

of the cast

V

Because of

its heart interest, because of
sense of humor, and because
of its remarkable realism, it is a picture which
cannot fail to please everyone.
It lends itself excellently to exploitation,
since every policeman in the country would
its

sprightly

Lowell Sherman
Doris Kenyon
Harrison Ford
Edmund Breese
Claire Dorolez

Tom Drake
Graham Drake

Rev.

Connie King

Grimm

Mrs

Shannon
Tyrone Power

Effie

John Kirk
El

Jumbo
Under the

Charles

Murray

persuasion of theatrical promoter Randall Sherrill, Irene Marley
leaves Green Dale and
her sweetheart, Thomas Drake, to become a Broad-

Fighter'

Five Parts. Author, John
Director,
Lynn Reynolds.
Length, 6,000
Jeff Jennings.
in

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

way

star. Sherrill casts aside his mistress, Connie
King, and weds Irene. Tom Drake appears in Sherapartments, a quarrel occurs, during which
Connie is shot and killed.
Through Sherrill's perjury Tom is tried and sentenced to death.
Irene

forces a confession of guilt from Sherrill, races in
a locomotive to the scene of execution and saves
Tom. Irene's husband is killed in a collision and she

marries her faithful lover.

HERE

T.

Pardy

are sensational episodes enough to

stock a fair-sized serial crammed into
the seven reels of "Bright Lights of Broadway." Also, it is elaborately produced, handsomely photographed and presented by a decidedly competent cast.

These facts serve to balance the handicap
of a somewhat shopworn theme, that of the
girl who is lured away from rural surroundings and a faithful sweetheart by the rival
combined attraction of the stage, city life
and a wealthy, unscrupulous suitor.

The

story isn't convincing, at least not so
far as critical audiences are concerned, for
many of the most stirring incidents are obviously theatrical, yet there is always a market for this kind of picture and outside of
the larger houses it ought to make a favorable box office showing.
There is plenty of exploitation material,
the cast comes pretty close to registering
as an all star aggregation, the title has a
popular appeal, the love angle is worth emphasizing and the locomotive race in the
final reel should be played up as a thriller
par excellence.
Doris Kenyon carries off the principal dramatic honors by her sincere and forceful
impersonation of Irene Marley, Harrison
Ford plays the small town lover well, Lowell
Sherman scores heavily as the scheming stage
magnate and the work of the supporting
are
commendation. There
deserves
cast
many really gorgeous interiors, pretty scenic
views and the railroad shots are a triumph
of camera technique.
Among the best situations are those in
which the murder is committed, the scene in
which the heroine extorts a confession from
the real criminal, and her triumphant dash
to

The killing of Connie
aid.
remarkably well staged, leaving a

her lover's

King

is

who is really responsible for the
In this way the suspense is well
maintained, the villain in the case perjures
himself so ingeniously that it doesn't cause
any surprise when the luckless Tom Drake
is convicted of a crime of which he is innocent, and although the average movie fan is
well award that something most always turns
up to save the hero at the eleventh hour, yet
matters look mighty black for him and the
doubt as to
shooting.

climax comes as a distinct relief.
Director Webster Campbell has handled his
material with good taste and skilled techWhatever the shortcomings of the
nique.
film may be so far as originality is concerned, it never drags, the action is speedy
from start to finish and the startlingly melodramatic finale "gets over" in tremendous
style.

William Farnum
Doris May

Euell

Nelly Camp
Joe Benchley

L.

Lew Camp
Marjorie Camp

C.

Shumway

J. Maurice Foster
Virginia True Boardman
Irene Hunt

Alice Benchley
Jacob Benchley
William Camp
Henry Benchley

Arthur Morrison
Cecil

Van Auken

Jerry Campbell

A

feud of seventeen year's standing exists between
the rival families of Camps and Benchleys, living in
Cascade Valley.
The trouble dates from the birth
of girl babies to Joe Benchley and Lew Camp, one
which
dies.
Nell,
of
the survivor, is brought up by
the Benchleys.
Later, the Camps claim her and a
continuous battle is waged between the clans.
Billy
Buell, cowboy and famed gunfighter, is hired to help
the Camps.
He falls in love with Nell, there is
much warfare, but matters are finally settled by
Billy winning Xell for his wife.

By George

nll's

Hp

APRIL SHOWERS"

in

Fredericks.

Cameraman,

Principal Pictures Corporation Photoplay in
Seven Partsi
Author, Gerald C. Duffy.
Scenario by Edmund Goulding.
Director,
Webster Campbell. Length, 6700 Feet.

By George
By Helen V. Swenson

Gun

Feet.

his heart.

It

Fox Photoplay

Billy

Danny O'Rourke
Maggie Muldoon

hero

life is really true.

'Bright Lights of Broadway'

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Lieut.

"The

it,

THE
implies — a

T.

GUNFIGHTER"

Pardy
is

all

that

its

title

"Westerner,"

with
bullets flying like hail, plenty of hard-riding
spectacular stunts, crackling action and a love
romance which ends satisfactorily for the
redoubtable hero and lady of his heart
The plot isn't as logical as it might be, but
those who like this sort of melodramatic
entertainment are not particularly concerned
as to the probability of events screened for
their amusement.
What they want is unlimited speed, jolting thrills and a seasoning
sizzling

In these latter respects the
of sentiment.
feature fills the bill.
It doesn't class as a
Broadway drawing card, but considered as a
program attraction, should make a good box
office showing in the neighborhood and smaller
theatres.

In one particular "The Gunfighter" differs
pleasantly from the ordinary run of these
films of the wild West it gets out of the
common rut and keeps the spectator guessing
as to what the final outcome of the clan feud
will really be. As a general thing the average
Westerner is pretty obvious, but the mixup
caused by the switching of the babies and
the varied complications which ensue, result in the development of so many unexpected angles that the much-desired quality of
suspense is craftily maintained to the finish.
Mr. Farnum has appeared in many features
of a more "classy" type, but we venture to
say that he has never been called upon to
exert himself physically to a greater degree
than when impersonating Billy Buell, dead
The
shot and horsebreaker extraordinary.

—

star has few idle moments, he is on view
nearly all the time and disporting himself
with cat-like ability, making love and showering bullets with equal speed and enthusiasm.
He has to be, for a slow-moving hero would
evidently have stood a very poor chance of
lingering long on earth in the vicinity of the
pugnacious Camp and Benchley families.
These latter, with the exception of the fair
Nelly Camp, register as a peculiarly hard
lot of citizens, second in activity only to
the redoubtable Billy and inferior to none
in general cussedness.
Its exploitation possibilities rest chiefly in
the name of the star, William Farnum having long since established a reputation as a
dashing hero of the dare-devil type, and advertising designed to boost the story's exciting trend and sustained melodramatic ap-

peal.

The Western atmosphere is well developed
and maintained, there are many colorful exteriors, showing vivid views of mountain,
wood and water, with pleasing long shots
William Farnum is
and effective lighting.
his best in such roles as that of Billy
Buell, rides, shoots and scraps like a veritable
demon, subdues his foes and wins his lady-

at

Doris May
love in true border style.
charming heroine and the supporting
efficient.

a
cast

is
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'Why Worry'

Offers Clean Side-Splitting

Associated Exhibitors Present Harold Lloyd in His Latest

H air-Raising

Comedy

and Greatest Rib Tickler

of

Career

—
November
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Herbert Rawlinson has become a waiter
for a while and will "yessir" and juggle
stacks of dishes through several thousand feet
of his latest film, "The Noblest Roman."

most human attribute curiosity
showman's biggest asset, if he
would only keep that fact well in the
foreground of his consciousness. Take note
is

the

of the following personal items about the
people in your film plays your audience will
swallow the "family secrets" at one gulp
and seek out your throwaways and programs.
good many tips will put a bee in your own
bonnet keep vour eagle eye on this column

S

—

A

—

Bert Sprotte, after twenty-nine years on
the legitimate stage, has parked his makeup
box at the Lasky studio. He will be seen as
the sheriff in William S. Hart's super-western
"Singer Jim McKee."
Billy Sullivan has been taking a dip in
the ocean these days and swimming away
out, just to get his wind in proper shape
for some trying scenes in the water that
he is to do in his next vehicle in which he will
make his second starring picture on the Big
U. lot in a H. C. Witwer story of the Leather

!

A
Mary Alden will soon be seen in "The
Yallev of Content," the working title of
"Pleasure Mad." This Metro release is Reginald Barker's version of the Blanche UpMary Alden will have an even
right novel.
greater mother role than any of her former
successes, not excepting "A Woman's Woman."

Pushers

T

B

Edward Tilton

in the cast of "The
Vital Question," a Laval Photoplay, starring
Andree Lafayette.
Lola Todd is Universal City's latest "discovery" in heavy roles.
Miss Todd, the
daughter of one of the veteran employees of
the New York office, was sent to Universal
Her beauty won her
City for a "tryout."
recognition, and she is cast for an impor-

Joe Butterworth has just completed "The
Good Bad Boy" in which he has the feature
Joe
role for Principal Pictures Corporation.
will be remembered as playing Sam so convincingly in "Penrod and Sam.'

C
Helene Chadwick

has been married twice

same man, Lewis Stone, and has gone
many honeymoons while filming the
John M. Stahl production, "Why Men Leave
to the
on as

—

"The Ghost City."
Constance Talmadge has returned

filmdom's champion quick
change artist as the result of her experiences
while making "Angel Face Molly," directed
by Oscar Apfel for Metro. During one day's
work at the studio she wore six different costumes, accompanied by six complete changes
in

E
Theodore Von Eltz is a busy man these
Since signing up for his role of a
days.
captain of industry in Universal's "The Turmoil," he has been besieged with offers from
other producers.

F
Virginia

NORMAN KERRY

is

makeup.

name

Brown Faire wants

to

change the

"The Regulars," a screen artists' club
of which she is president. Anyone who has
of

suggestions for a new name is invited to write
to 1714 Garfield Place, Hollywood. June Mathis, the famed scenarist, was elected honorary president at the last meeting.

G
Gaston Glass is to tour the
ing many personal appearances

country, makin connection
with his most recent roles in Preferred Pictures.
To this end Gasnier has arranged the
shooting schedule of "Poisoned Paradise,"
an adaptation of Robert W. Service's novel,
in which Glass is to be co-starred with Clara

The hero

in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," has
the role of a Captain of the King's Guards in the
He makes a dashing and
Universal Production.

very handsome gallant.

has proposed to Mr. Kerrigan that he join
the team and appear in a competition tournament with other fencing clubs of America.
His skill as a swordsman is exhibited in daring bouts in the picture.

M
June Marlowe is resting after making
"When a Alan's a Man," the Sol Lesser screen
version of the Harold Bell Wright novel.
Carl Miller, who had the record engagement in the film colony when he supported
Edna Purviance in Chaplin's "A Woman of
Paris," is now appearing in a leading role
in Maurice Tourneur's "Jealous Fools."
Pete Morrison is the star of Universal's
new chapter play "The Ghost City." He began
in pictures as a "double" due to his riding skill
and knowledge of horses. His first big part
was in "Keith of the Border." Margaret
Morris who has been less than a year in
pictures is being co-starred with Morrison.
Her beauty and her willingness to undergo
risks in playing dangerous scenes won the
part for her.

Bow.

N

H
Raymond Hatton has now finished "Big
Brother," an Allan Dwan production of Rex
Beach's storv for Paramount.
J

Russell Joy,

who played
the heavy in Lloyd Hamilton's "Extra," has
returned to Hollywood after an eastern tour
in a vaudeville sketch.
the jovial juvenile

K
Norman Kerry
"The Shadow of

be
the East."

seen

will

ing

in

With him

cast are Mildred Harris and
J.

to

Los

Angeles after a delightful two weeks' rest
at Del Monte, one of the most fashionable

D
Dana

is

tant role in

Home."
Viola

series.

Warren Kerrigan who
role in "The Man from

Fox's
in the

Anna

Q. Nils son has signed with Richard
Walton Tully to play the part of Allegheny
Briskow in "Flowing Gold," a Rex Beach
First National officials are greatly
story.
pleased over getting Anna's name on the dotted

line.

P
Baby Peggy

enjoying the thrills of her
city.
After her brief
vacation, she will return West to start her
first feature production for Principal Pictures
Corporation.
first visit to

R

Frank Mayo.
plays the leadBrodney's," the

Vitagraph picturization of George Barr McCutcheon's famous novel has enlisted scores
of actors in the weekly fencing tournaments
of the Los Angeles Athletic Club. The club

is

New York

Forrest Robinson, veteran stage

actor, has
completed his third role for Principal Pictures

Corporation.

George Rigas has just completed his work
in "The Worm."
His latest release is "Rip
Tide," in. which he is starred.

summer resorts in California. She will begin
on her new feature, "The Mirage," within a
month.

Norma Talmadge's

next photoplay, "Sea romantic story of the same period of "Smilin' Through," one of Miss Talmadge's greatest successes.
Co nway Tearle has finished his last scene
in
"Black Oxen" at the United Studios,
signed a new contract at the Lasky Studio
and has left for a week's vacation at Arrowcrets,"

is

head Lake.

V
Florence Vidor

trying on boots and
spurs preparatory to taking up her role of
Barbara in "The Winning of Barbara Worth."
Rudolph Valentino will be back from his
vacation in Sunny It' about November 10,
after which he will judge a beauty contest in
New York about November 26. The winner
will support Rody when he goes back to the
screen in another year or two.
Vola Vale has twelve changes of wardrobe in her role in "The Right to Love."
Theodore Von Eltz is now well established in the new role he is creating in "The
Turmoil" for Universal, the introductory
scenes taking place in his office where he directs his big business undertakings.
is

W

Bryant Washburn,

starring

for Grand-

Asher, started his theatrical experience as
an usher.
But he didn't stay in "front of
the house" long.
His native talent took him
to the realms behind the footlights, from
which he graduated into the movies.
H. B. Warner was born in England ana

came of a famous stage family.
Bert ("Daddy") Woodruff, well know™
character actor who plays an important role
in "Children of Dust," has seen himself only
once or twice on the screen and furthermore
he never attends film shows
Tom Wilson, husky film comedian has just
returned to Hollywood from New York where
he has completed an engagement in "Black

and White."

Y
Togo Yamanoto, who was lately seen in
"The Lord of Thundergate," has an even
greater role in "The Yellow Stigma."

aire
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The <Biq Little Feature
'Derby

Day'— Path

Highly amusing comedy

2 reels

In this latest comedy number .the "Gang"
stage what is undoubtedly the funniest racetrack event that has ever been seen on the
screen. The contest brings together the most
varied assortment of mounts ever assembled
for a test of speed; including a cow, pony,
mule, several breeds of dogs, and even a
tricycle jockeyed by Farina with all the skill
of an Earl Sande or Steve Donoghue. Business is business and Micky the leader of the
gang first starts a lemonade stand across
the way from the race track during one of
the track meets, but frankfurters, lemonade
and all are consumed by the "Gang" so that
business venture is discarded.
Particularly,
as Micky's best girl, whose father owns most
of the horses racing that day, gains admittance for the gang. The gambling instinct
takes control of every last one of the gang
and the only outlet is to stage a race of their
Micky's mother's blouses are comown.
mandeered for the jockeys and those blouses
combined with their "heavy longs" turn out
the nattiest bunch of jockeys ever seen.
Farina may be the smallest of the gang
but the big idea hits her, when she looks
back to see all the gang dismounted and running towards the home plate "shanks mare."
so she too discards her tricycle and with
the advantage of many necks ahead of the
§5.00
rest she gallops in and wins the purse
they didn't show it but we strongly suspicion that Micky did some high financing
don't ever hope
concerning that $5.00.
to see a better comedy, short or long.

—

—

We

—

'A Perfect 36' Educational
2 reels
Very good comedy
The short of comedy we all like to see,
It touches on a
both children and adults.
topic of the day with its opening scene of

"Be Polite Week," which is what gets the
hero, Bobby Vernon, in trouble in the first
place.
He politely assists a man back his
car out of a tight jam, only to be left in the
lurch by the supposed owner who has spotted
the police in pursuit of them.
The police
don't believe in being too polite, so Bobby
is piled into the wagon but succeeds in escaping in a policeman's uniform.
Then follows a lot of hearty laugh provokers before
he can reveal his identity to his friend who
only got a glimpse of uniform before he
dodged, leaving behind his morning drink.
When ernon catches him after a mad chase
through the house, he is helped to don a dress
belonging to his best friend's sister and is
later introduced to the family as "Fanny,
my new wife." Teddy Sampson as Sister
Kate, doesn't know what to make of the
excess affection from her brother's wife but
in the end, ,when she discovers that Fanny
is
a real honesf-to-goodness man, she reAltogether, this is an
turns his affection.
excellent picture, with an excellent cast and
lots of comedy stunts very plausibly done.

V

Following the showing of "From the WinMy House," "By Lantern Light"
and "Moonblind," two more of the series
were booked which shows that they have a
popular appeal and that it is safe to book

dows of

these pictures.

'Hang On'

—Educational

Interesting

1

;

picture worth billing.

'The Ant'

— Educational

Microscopic subject

'From the Windows of

My

House'
1

reel

great beauty of the Wilderness Tales
by Robert C. Bruce has caused them to be
shown several times recently as part of the
regular Sunday evening service at the First
Methodist Episcopal Church in Oneida, X. \

The

.

We

quote

from Reverend Benton

descrip-

tion of this picture
"It has been a long

day since I have seen
any finer photographic work on the screen.
For clearness of definition; for sheer ability

aspects
unsurpassed.
I congratulate you on giving the public such
high-grade material.
to

of

capture the fugitive but
nature's varied moods, it

lovely

is

1

reel

The

Educational
Beautiful scenic

reel

There's not much story to this but the
animals on Abner Fife's farm are good actors and do their stuff like veterans both the
horse who stops his breakneck run at the
gong of the fire bell and the duck that
waddles behind the hired man, gobbling up
all the seeds as fast as they are planted.
The
hired man is the poor but honest suitor for
the hand of the farmer's daughter, Virginia
Vance. He outwits his rival, the fire chief
Good
so all ends well for the sweethearts.
photography and earnest players make this a

reception of these pictures of an educational nature is more than gratifying to
Mr. Tolhurst, the young scientist whose processes have made these interesting microThis one-reel picture
scopic studies possible.
is
excellent because it will round out the
program regardless of the nature of the
longer feature.
It is the first of the "Secrets of Life" series and wherever it has been
shown it seems that the audience's chief concern is, "When will we be shown the next
of the series?" It was selected by the management of the Criterion Theatre, Los Angeles, to accompany the run of Chaplin's "A
Woman of Paris" after some 40 single reel
pictures had been examined.

'Down

to the Ship to See'

—Universal

Good comedy
2 reels
This is a good comedy because of Pal, the
dog comedian. There is the .usual girl parade,
this time they are at the swimmin' hole
at a girl's camp where the hero has gone
Pal helps him out
to see his sweetheart.
of his difficulties there and when, back in
the city, he is chased aboard a ship by a
very, very rough sailor. Pal follows along.
There are some good comedy stunts when
the hero dashes madly up and down the
mast and takes the cabins in one leap, with
the whole crew after him.

'Save the Ship'

—Pathe

Fairly amusing

1

reel

Stan

Laurel is featured in this one-reel
comedy appearing on the November 18th
schedule.
The staid life of a married man
can become quite hectic when he takes his
family-in-law for a holiday on the rolling
deep,

especially

if

a

few sword and

flying-

be encountered on the sea-going picnic.
We've never been on a house boat but the
wilted vegetable garden planted in back seems
to strike the keynote of such an existence
many trials and tribulations and a few minfishes

when the fishing is good
when one catches nothing but flying
fish
The ludicrous idea of starting a fire
in a row boat to keep warm makes for
some good comedy on the part of the occu-

utes of pleasure

but not
!

pants as they slowly sink.

A NIFTY BIT OF SALESMANSHIP
Could she

resist

his

Hardly.
It is a scene from the Educational-Cameo
the picture are Cliff Bowes, Ruth Hiatt and Mark Jones.
Up" was directed by Norman Taurog.

samples?

"Heads Up," and those

in

'The Idea Man'

comedy,

"Heads

Quite good comedy

The
in

—Universal
2 reels

idea man, Bert Roach, is the only one
the picture who favors his own ideas.

—

—

;
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A SAILOR'S LIFE IS THE LIFE FOR ME,' SAYS BOBBY
And from what we can imagine from the above scene, we are agreeing entirely with Bobby. Flanked on the left by Teddy Sampson and on the right by Patricia
Palmer as he is, who wouldn't want to be a sailor? Bobby and the two sea-going beauties are to be seen just as they are above in the newest Christie
comedy,

VERNON

"A

They

certainly

give

him plenty of oppor-

particularly when he
tells of his idea.
"Supposin' I as George
Washington" then we see him as little
Georgie Jr. chopping down the cherry tree
with an axe almost as large as himself and
Bert Roach is quite a big fellow.
George
Washington Sr. comes along, asks the usual
question, receives the usual answer and then
father and son drive off together in a
flivver." As John Smith he has to rely on
Pocahontas to save him just as his prototype did, but not before there is an excellent
bit of comedy which will delight the children
particularly.
In fact the whole thing will
be sure to appeal to the children because all
they are
in
history
that
the characters
familiar with, are brought into the story.
tunity

to

do his

stuff,

—

'The Pitfair

—Pathe

Episode No. 6

2 reels

In this episode of "Ruth of the Range"
starring Ruth Roland the fight waged by
Ruth against the band of ruffians seeking
to deprive her father of the benefits of his
wonderful coal-substitute, "fuelite" continues
unabated and leads the heroine into further
perilous incidents and thrilling situations.

'Fighting

Blood'—F.

B. O.

Episode No. 8

2 reels

Varying the idea of holding a prize fight
in each episode of "Fighting Blood" a barge
fight is introduced,
toric barge battles

fashioned after the his-

between Jim Corbett and

Joe Choyniski and other memorable gladiaof the roped arena.

tors

'Pathe Review No. 46'

A

collection of scenics

1

reel

"The Misting Hour" a group of photogems taken of a lake just at the

graphic
misting

hour are indeed beautiful things.
"Chicago" not as the natives know it but

the city as seen in the ludicrous perspective
of the "Lens Liar." Trick photographic ef"Trolling
for
fects
are very
amusing.
Blues," a reel-an-rod contribution that shows
the excitement and thrill of fishing from a
motor boat. "Lunch a La Volcano," showing
Italian scientists cooking their lunch before
settling down for the afternoon to make observations of the creator and also showing
a bit of action on the part of the crater
the Pathecolor presentation "A Home of

Perfect 36."

It

is

an Educational Release.

Hyeres," shows a peaceful little place where
citizens are not bothered by race track
news, world series or the peace conference
just an every day, happy existence, beautifully done in color.
in

the

Short and Sweet
The
Old

Covered

Schooner

— Grand- Asher.

slap stick brought up to date by
clever funsters, mixed with a thrill or two.
Good enough to appeal to the average audience.
style

—

While the Pot Boils Educational. The
wayside convention of tramps provides a great
deal of human interest comedy.
There are
some good shots of the open country which
make this one interesting.

The Sleepwalker— Grand-Asher. A

mes-

senger boy who has a busy day and a busier
night dodging things and people and after all
wins a rich and beautiful girl give a lot of
laughs in this one.

Roughest Africa
animal

wild

—Pathe.

Clever satire on

and exploration

films.

Many

amusing incidents in this picture that should
please everybody and is certain to please most
any kind of a crowd.

—

One of the Gumps
Universal. This is a wholesome family comedy that has a good human
interest theme that will enable you to put
it over successfully.

Uncle Ben's Gift

— Comedy,

Series
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HE Phil Harris Store in Portland, Oregon, cooperated with the
* management of the Rivoli Theatre, and through the medium of
store window, offered the "Trilby Dress" free to the first lady
who could prove that she had the same size foot as Miss Lafayette,

*T"

their

star

of

this

production.

IN
town
bell,

Stillman Theatre used Norma Talmadge's
their seventh anniversary.
A
Colonial costume, armed with a banner and a
great deal of attention and appealed to the spectators
because of the novelty of the idea.

Cleveland,

* "Ashes

drew

Ohio,

the

Vengeance" to celebrate

of

crier,

attired
a

in

"TREMENDOUS

strides are being made in England in the field of exploitation.
The management of the Palace Theatre at Cheltenham,
used this striking street ballyhoo, consisting of a truck on which a round tower was built and several men in native costume, in connection
with their showing of "The Voice from the Minaret"

Bull's

Eye Exploitation for

First National Attractions

November
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Exploitation

Ideas
LD
and

attic

trunks

cobwebbed

stored
chests
out-of-the-places
were given an airing by
Harrisburg, Pa., folks during the week's showing
there at the Colonial Theatre of
Richard Barthelmess in First

away

National's
The cause
tivity

was

in

The
of

among
the

Bright
all

the

this

Shawl.

hidden

an ingenious
consisted of a wind
small motor.
When
a certain number of
leased a set *of light

revolutions, it rebulbs that gave a
flashing, storm effect.
The idea was devised and executed by the local electric
supplies company and proved one of the

The

bore
"The Destroying
Angel" and created the impression of
being messages from the Black Hand.
The excitement caused proved excelrepresentative.
the cryptic signature,

cards

publicity.

in
Reading, Pa., Manager
Levy successfully pulled off a

Theatre

tie-up with a retailer of boys' clothing
which
proved
successful
to
both
parties.
suit of clothes was offered
to the holder of a
certain coupon
number which was known only to the
printer and would be divulged when

A

award was made. The coupons
were given away only with the purthe

chase of a ticket

to

the

theatre.

A

special matinee was designated as the
day the winner would be announced.
If the holder of the lucky
number
was not in the audience at this time
another number was to be selected at
random.
Both Manager Levy and the
tailor were well pleased by the results
of this advertising scheme.

Working on the theory that the more
unassuming the backgrounds on which he
posted them, the better his posters and
billboards would show up, George Schade
of the Schade Theatre in Sandusky, O..
had his posters of Within the Law placed
on the bare walls of barns, vacant shops
and wooden fences.
He evolved an arresting angle in the wording of his -signs
by making warnings of them as "Bootleggers and members of the Ku Klux
Klan, keep Within the Law." Apparently
he had the right idea in this instance for
his box receipts were most gratifying.

Here's

how

they told the story at the
Empress Theatre, Wellington, New Zealand, during the showing of Fury, .The
lobby was done over in nautical aspect,

and a
hours.

bell in front of the theatre rang the
The bell was tied by a rope to the

invite girls

and boys

submit

to

themes," names of stories they

have
read,
several
hundred word
compositions and general suggestions.
Prizes are offered for the manuscripts
or ideas which are acceptable. Century officials believe that this will
prove a very effective way of getting
material for Buddy.
prestige

pointers

on-the-job

for

exploiteers

from

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
A FEW RULES FOR THE LAZY

SHOWMAN
to help handle the crowds.

Rule

2.

Get

work

to

later

than anybody

but always come in, in a hurry.
This
will make the rest of your help think you
are important.
else,

Rule 3. Book pictures without regarding
our "Booking Urge" page and you won't
have to bother opening your theatre every
night. Moreover this will make your competitor

work

harder.

Hire a lot of incompetent help.
keep you busy all day correcting
their mistakes, and thus will solve for you
the problem of being occupied.
Rule 5. If the attendance at your thea-

They

tre

4.

will

falling

is

cause.
less

Take

don't try to learn the
philosophically you have

off,
it

—

customers to please.

Rule 6. Instruct your employees to be
uncivil to everybody, this will insure your
getting no complaints on the score of
favoritism.
tavontism.
Rule
for you.

7.

Get others to do all your work
Then when something goes wrong,

you won't have

to

blame yourself.

best pullers in the way of lobby displays
that the theatre has ever had.

Shipwrecked fans were brought back to
at the Isle of Lost Ships which played

life

Ont.
conceived the
idea of a lighthouse lobby front with a
The imbig sign, Shipwrecked, over it.
plication was that The Isle of Lost Ships
was a danger signal for people, but that
if they actually went inside and saw the
picture all the trouble and worries of a
real shipwreck would be forgotten.
The
idea caught on and_drew a good attendance
to the First National attraction.
the

Classic

Theatre,

Stratford,

Ward

Manager John V.

Wow

First
That Bow
the
National
Alack Sennet comedy has exploitation possibilities along unique and humorous lines

was demonstrated by the manager of the
He
Palace Theatre in Fairfield, Me.
gathered together twenty dogs and on
each one put two signs with simply Bow
'

Jack Rosenthal, manager of the
Model Theatre, Philadelphia, heralded
the showing of the Hottentot, by employing two nice looking chaps and
dressing them in colorful jockey cos-

tumes

Rule 1. Don't bother exploiting your pictures and you won't have to employ people

Rule

During the showing of First National's Penrod and Sam at the Capitol

In exploiting Buddy Messinger Pictures
Stern, vice president of the Century
Comedies, has turned to the public schools.
As a starter several hundred letters havebeen sent out to principals of all the public schools in Manhattan and the Bronx.

Abe

"idea

announcement by

cial

he staged a race down one of the main
streets.
The event started a lot of talking and proved a good publicity stunt.

These

women

Just before The Destroying Angel
was scheduled to appear at the
Progress Theatre, Third Avenue and
105th street, Manager Brody took occasion to make use of the warning
cards prepared for the Associated Exhibitors feature by Leah Baird's spe-

Joel

storm machine.
It
wheel driven by a
the wheel attained

ac-

Mrs. Frank Emmett, Manager of the
theatre, that every woman wearing a
bright shawl would be admitted free
at" any performance during the week.'
Mrs. Emmett had no idea there were
so many bright shawls in existence
for at each performance the number
of wearers increased in alarming numBut the stunt proved effective
bers.
and she carried the announcement in
her daily advertisement thruout the
week.

lent

box-office permitting the cashier to do the
ringing.
At the top of the lobby was

to ride around the city with
streamers attached to their backs an-

nouncing

the

showing of the

First

National attraction. The boys did not
confine their jaunts to the vicinity of
the theatre, but traversed streets of
the central and business sections of
the city as well.
The
well and brought fans

from distant

stunt
the

to-

worked
Model

points.

Leavenworth, Kansas, Manager
of the Abdallah Theatre exploited Three Wise Fools by means
of a puzzle stunt which proved very
successful.
He arranged with the corner drug store near the theatre to
In

Topper

place in

the

window

a

large

card

40x60 inches, reproducing on it the
block numbers that must be added together in such a way as to total
twenty-one.
Those who were attracted and interested could secure inside, small cards to take home and

work

on.

Tickets to see Three

Wise

Fools were offered as prizes for the
correct solutions.

The

lack of water power in St. John
has made rationing of lights
necessary.
The seriousness of the
situation was relieved with a touch of
humor by the manager of the Queen

N.

B.

Square Theatre using tlie
emergency
measures employed by the authorities to
exploit his showing of The Eternal Flame.
He distributed hand bills, posters, and
teasers reading: Whether the hydro service
works or not, remember we have the
Eternal Flame for three days at the Queen
Square Theatre.
These handed many a
good laugh, and succeeded in drawing the
crowds to the theatre.

W. H. Stuenkel, Chief Gunner's Mate,
United States Navy, conducted a drive for
enlisted men Fond Du Lac, Wis., last
week. At the request of the navy men The
Idea Theatre showed for two days Masters
of Men, the great sea picture adapted from
Morgan Robertson's novel. This picture
has been exploited several times throughout the U. S. by the U. S. Navy in conjunction with the exhibitors during Navydrives.
Why not adopt the r'-n.if you
can arrange it during your showing of the
Vitagraph feature.
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FREE EXPLOITING WITH
NEWSPAPER HELP

READ BOOK AND SEE FILM
LIBRARY SLOGAN

'Main Street' Advertised in Co-operation With Merchants of Town

Pat he's 'Chronicles
of America' Being
Exploited by Libraries

^ NE
/~k

of

surefire

the most startling
exploitation was

complished by

Manager of

examples
recently

N

of
ac-

New

prises, operating throughout upper
York
State in conjunction with the playing of the
Warner Classic "Main Street' in Gloversville

Mr. Carkey made a tie-up with all of the
merchants situated on Main Street in Glov- ersville,
and this enabled him to co-operate
with the Morning Herald in getting out a
six page special newspaper section.
Every
merchant in Gloversville fell in line with
Mr, Carkey's scheme and each one was ex-

editor, Frederick Melcher, is secretary
of
the National Association of Book Publishers
In this issue, the work undertaken by
the
Yale Press, to film thirty-three releases
covering four hundred years of America's
romantic development, is described and the
plans to exploit the product explained in de-

tremely pleased at the result
The front page of the paper carries a deep
"scare-head" calling attention to Main Street,
from the famous novel by Upton Sinclair.

Two

two-column

stories

calling

attention

to

the photoplay are displayed prominently on
the front page, illustrated with cuts, and,
addition, every bit of copy on the front page
is devoted to some enterprise on Main Street.
This is not merely a front page "stunt,"
as on each of the six pages other advertisements are carried by "Main Street" merchants affecting an unusual tie-up throughnewspaper.
Mr. Carkey
the
entire
out
stated that in his arrangement, because of his
big tie-ups with the merchants, the theatrical advertising contained did not cost a
.cent, as thirty per cent of the "Main Street"
section was turned over for the exploitation
of the Warner Classic.

m

Drug

Aid Showing of
'Hunting Big Game'

Stores to

HOUGH

this is by no means an educational picture in its accepted sense of that
term as it is applied to movies, still its educational value to everyone cannot be denied.
.Which fact suggests a very lucrative source

of exploitation in the public schools where,
the children are not the real ones to
be solicited, but rather the teachers and educators.
By convincing them first of the
worth of the picture it would be a comparatively simple matter for them to entourage the children to see it.
This is a
valuable point which you should certainly
give cognizance.
The production is really a huge one and
therefore suggests a great number' of stunts
which will help boost it in your town.
It
might not be a bad idea to stress the fact
that it had a three months' run on Broadway.
Especially in small towns this seems to be
And there are also
good advertisement.

however

.

T"

HERE

seems to be one thing that
neither the adult or the kid can pass
up that s the merry go ruiind.
The
management of Proctors 125th Street,
and Keith's Hamilton in Manhattan
and the Prospect Theatre, Brooklyn,
understood well this psychology and
made much of it during the run of the
"Merry Go Round" at these theatres.
The above cut shows a complete mechanical merry go round rigged up
on the marquee of Proctor s Theatre.
The device is as large as the base will
allow and is brilliantly lighted and
From either side
colorfully decorated.
suspended a large grotesque lookis
1

—

ing clown mask, while

all

around hang

circular cut-outs announcing the name.
The display was a sure fire attention arrester, and resulted in valuable
mouth to mouth publicity in the vicinity.
The lower cut shows the device used
on the marquee of the Hamilton and
This is a large
the. Prospect Theatres.

revolving base on which are mounted
cut-outs of the play characters. Bright
colored pennants and flags have been
rigged up sail fashion, and call attenThe lobby of the
tion to the device.
theatre was further decorated with attractive lobby' cards and mounted stills
surrounded by banners and bright col-

ored streamers.

During the entire time of the expedition,
members carried with them such things
as Mennan's Shaving Cream, Johnson and
Johnson' First Aid kits, Gillette Razors, Lifebuoy Soap, and, Colgate's Tooth Paste. Now
a picturesque display of these goods in a
.background of posters and stills and perhaps
trophies bought back by the party, would
certainlv make an arresting window and
would be of value- to the druggist.

store.

following that idea along a bit furmight be possible to get the manuproducts and- - George
these
of
facturers
'Washington Coffee which was also, used, to
conduct a campaign in the town just previous to and at the- time of the showing.
If you go in for lobby exploitation, you
will find it very effective to put an elephant
it

•

-

.

head on the tickets.eller and the numerous
lobby, posters and wi/d animal heads for
..

-

-

-t

'

'Brass'

novel

You

can be

o'f

mutual benefit to each

Mr. Showman with the posters
and stills for the window display and the
book merchant with a good supply of the
novel and some good snappy buying urge
Copy which you should help him prepare.
And try this scheme. Through the town
clerk or the local furniture store or some
other reliable source, get a list of the newly
married couples. Send to each a form letter
which you should make appear as personal
^s. possible.
Make it in the form of a plea
other,

And

•

MODERN

•

1

decorations.

Ring in Big Returns on

"picturized" should be
an easy seller, especially if the book was
one which experienced a nationwide popularity as "Brass" by
Charles Norris undoubtedly did.
And since it is a story of
marriage a subject in which every one is
always interested, the picture is one which
is good for a showing any time, anywhere.
Don't therefore, let the opportunity of reaping benefits pass you by.
By that we mean, get on the job immediately and arrange for big exploitation.
Your first consideration should be the book

tie-ups which you can effect, as
instance a real big one with the drug-

.

nent historian, Professor Dixon Ryan Fox
of Columbia University, and will be carried
each month in the "Publishers' Weekly."
In this connection the October 6 issue made
the following announcement:
"A brief book
list on 'Columbus' has been prepared
by Professor Fox of Columbia University, a distinguished specialist in New York Colonial
history, for the 'Publishers' Weekly,'
each
month as a new film in the series is released."
In a communication addressed to the Pathe
offices
by Editor Melcher, assurances are
vouchsafed that the publishers whose works
are included in Professor Fox's list, as well
as many booksellers, have already signified
directly their readiness to co-operate with the
local exhibitors on the individual numbers
of the series.
"Read the books and see the picture" will
be the keynote of both book shop and library
displays arranged for the production.
The
idea presents infinite educational possibilities
and is simple enough to permit of its use
in small towns as well as large cities.

A

•the

!

One of the features of the campaign is
the monthly publication of a list of books
dealing with current releases of the series.
list
1 he
prominently
displaped
bv local
booksellers and libraries will direct attention
to the subject being shown at this particular
time.
The list will be prepared by the emi-

J-

gists.

ther,

tail.

Novelty Devices Exploit
'Merry Go Round'

numerous
for

announcement from Pa'the discloses one

of the most nation wide tie-ups
ever arranged for the exploitation of a series
of
motion picture productions.
The scheme
makes practically every book shop and library a ready partner of the exhibitor
in selling the "Chronicles of America"
releases to
the public— both that part of the public
which
already patronizes the screen, and, what
is
even more important the part of the
public
winch has heretofore withheld its support.
The plans have been given official recognition by the book trade in the
October 6
issue of the "Publishers' Weekly,"
whose
.

L. J. Carkey, Exploitation
the Schine Theatrical Enter-

to

•

you,

keep the happiness they

now

have.

Tell

The jeweler can be approached on a
Waltham watch display since this watch was

them they can do so by learning what to avoid
and what to encourage, in securing mutual

used bv the hunters."

congeniality.

. r.

. ..!_,',

Point out that they can get
"dope" from "Brass."

..

1

this

::
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Films Replete with Booking-Urge Ideas

Pages of Practical Suggestions Which Every Showman Will Recognize as Valuable
Assistance in Building Bigger Business
Anna Nilsson was persuaded

'Panjola'
Released by First National

Oct. 24,

1923

—

BRIEF:

Paris, Africa, and Panjola
a soul consuming drink.
Anna Q. Nilsson and James Kirkwood under the direction of Donald Crisp.

A

STORY

of the

new

woman

of Paris with a

Saved from suicide
by a chance passerby, an English lady of
noble birth, loses her identity by assuming a
male role and going into the wilds of Africa
to get way from her former life.
But she is
slightly

slant.

forced to make known her disguise.
Here's a picture whose theme and execution will be acceptable to a large public.
To put it across in your town there are
several ideas, v/hich you can use to an advantage.
"Panjola" as a novel was tremendously
popular.
During the showing of your picture is a good time for the book store to renew the sales by a tie-up with you.
In
conjunction with a display of the novel, show
stills of Anna Nilsson dressed as a man, and
use window cards depicting the high lights
of the story.
Working along the same line you can offer
a copy of the book to every hundredth customer. Stress the fact that anybody stands a
chance of being the purchaser of lucky hundredth ticket.
You can advertise this scheme by means of
finally

handbills.

To

distribute

them get

a

woman

with long hair and dress her in man's attire.
On the front of her hang a sign, "I am
dressed as a man trying to imitate Anna Q.
Nilsson in 'Panjola,' but it can't be done because I won't cut my hair off like she did.
See her all this week at the
Theatre."
The stunt is one which will cause considerable chatter and will undoubtedly bring

your playhouse.
The masquerade idea also presents another
possibility.
Advertise the fact that any girl

the

curious

to cut her
for the sum" of -$9,newspaper value in this item

hair to do this picture,

to

who

will come to the theatre attired as a
will receive free admission.
there
may be few who will take the dare, but undoubtedly many will come to see if anybody

Now

boy

has availed herself of the offer.

There's

500.

and a chance
the

editorial

to

link

up your showing with

columns.

A

lively discussion
the young women of
the town as to whether or not they would
part with their tresses, for the sake of a

can be started

among

picture—and $9,500.
A man's clothing shop could be sold on
the idea of a commercial tie-up in this manIn a window of new winter apparel,
display
conspicuously
sign
like
this
a
"Clothes make a man.
See Peggy Hyland
in 'Panjola' at the
Theatre became
a real man by wearing the proper clothes."
Stills of Miss^Hyland as the male character
could be used here to advantage.
ner.

carelessness.
Don't throw rubbish in the
streets.
Spitting on the sidewalks is punishable by law."
You should select ordinances
which apply best to your iocal situation.
On the back of the wagon have another
placard urging the public not to be guilty
of neglect, to see "Held to Answer" at your
theatre, naming the dates of the run.
There is also an opportunity when yru
run the picture of making use of auto tagging.
Have your printer make some tags >vhich
resemble as nearly as possible those used by
the authorities for breach of regulations.
On the face side of the tag have printed,
"Don't Park Here."
On the opposite side
there should appear, "You are subject to a
fine
entertainment in the Metro Picture
'Held to Answer.'
Drive on to the Blank

—

Theatre." Arrange to have men or boys go
through the town and tag every parked. car.
This scheme will get the auto owners talking, and center interest on your showing.
Auto accidents, fires, broken show windows, etc. are mishaps which occur daily in
every town.
You might capitalize on these
by tacking up On the scene of the accident
cards reading, "Someone will be 'Held to
Inquire at the Blank Theatre
Answer.'
(dates)." You will undoubtedly get a telling

'Held to Answer'
November

Released by Metro

BRIEF:

8,

1923

Peter

MacFarlan's thrilling drama of a
fighting minister, an actress and the criminal courts.
Directed by Harold Shaw, featuring House Peters
who is "Held to Answer" for a theft his friend
has committed.
'"P

KE
is

story

of

a

minister

one which never

fails

and an actress
to compel the
when you add

interest of the public.
And
to that a thrilling criminal court

rise out of

scene involving the two, you have a good theme for a
picture which should crowd your house.
"Held to Answer" in the title alone presents numerous possibilities for inexpensive
and effective exploitation.
particularly
good stunt is to get your printer to make
some small bright colored cards which will
read, "Don't leave the receiver off unless
'Held to Answer.' Compliments of the Blank
Theatre which will be 'Held to Answer' for
real entertainment (dates)."
Hang one on
the mouthpiece of every public telephone.
snappy tie-up might be arranged with
the city officials of your town.
Just before
and during the run of the picture get city
trucks to carry placards something like this
"Don't be 'Held to Answer' for everyday

the curious.

'Slaves of Desire'
Released by Goldwyn
October 14, 1923
F
A s cree.\ version
SlHn" j P t Cd W,th em has of Balzac's "The Magic
's o« the pictorial highP
ltZ'~
(
h

A

,

.

•ih

H
?

T

S '°?:-

as the leacU

directed

M VerS
"

'

by

a" d

George Baker
Ge0rge Walsh

DESPERATE

A

young man, sick of life
existence made endurable again by
the acquisition of a magic skin which
will
enable him to fulfill every wish but will
grow smaller in proportion and take that
much of his life with it.
he uses the
has

A

How

magic talisman and where it leads him makes
an interesting and sensational picture.
Some publicity through the press may be
gained by playing up the fact that a greatgrand daughter of Honore Balzac has a part
the
picturization
of
his
great novel
There's news value in this, and try to make
the most of it.
Get advertising space on the
in

page on which the news story appears.
stills of Miss Balzac in your copy.

Use

You

should be able to get a bank to cooperate with you on "Slave of Desire."
Here's the way to work it. Using stills with
cards calling attention to their savings department, run copy like this
"Don't be a
'Slave of Desire,' with money in the bank
you can buy the comforts of life."
This tie-up may also be used with newspapers in getting up a page or section with
all the banks taking ads.
Miss Myers wears expensive and elabo:

rate

gowns

women
shop.
r

'FIRE, FIRE!'
The warning that everyone heeds. The sure interest arrester at all times. That's why the manager of the Imperial Theatre, Montreal, Canada, linked up with the fireman's parade during Fire
Prevention Week, to exploit the showing at his theatre of "The Midnight Alarm." "He pulled
gratifying results on it, too.

in

the

picture.

Appeal

to

the

by working with a women's apparel

With

a display of their latest

gowns

and wraps, show stills of Miss Myers in her
most elaborate costumes.
If you like the throwaway idea of exploitation, get up a card printed, -in- -red ink
bearing the message, "What is your greatest
desire?"
On the other side there should appear the name of the picture and the date
of the showing at your theatre.
And here is another opportunity to connect
with a book store. Scenes from the picture
in the form of window cards, would be good
to use in connection with a display of the
works of Balzac.
Feature the fact that
"Slave of Desire" is the picturization of
Balzac's famous "The Magic Skin."
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Released by Paramount

BRIEF:

Bebe

human

interest

a

November

Daniels

and

story of

home

George
life

in

Adopted from Arthur Train's novel by
Katterjohn under the direction

of

1923

18,

Fawcett in
New York.

Monte M.

Sam Wood.

Children's Children" is the story of
the follies of modern sophisticated society and the home life of a mother and
father who indulge in wasteful pleasures and
heedlessly permit their children to pursue
their vagrant and ruinous fancies. The scenes
do not originate from Hollywood sets but
are authentic pictures photographed in New
York, the place of the story.
three daughters are brought to a
realization of their dangerous foibles and reclaimed, makes the story one of exceptional
interest to all women and presents numerous
publicity possibilities.

How

Your most fertile commercial tie-up can be
accomplished with the neighborhood book
store.
"His Children's Children" in book
form had a tremendous sales success and
still
has a great field.
With scenes from
the photoplay in window card form and a
number of copies of the book, the shop
owner can arrange an appealing show window. Place in a conspicuous position, a card
urging the public to read the story of "Arnovel showing now at
Theatre."
If you contemplate newspaper advertising,
stress the moral lesson to be learned from the
picture.
good hunch might be to play
up a line like this "Parents you owe it to
your children to see this picture the story
of a family from the first generation to the
third of
human happiness human weakness -human strength."
In your ads appeal to the women readers.
If possible secure space on the woman's page.
That the story deals with the home life of
ordinary people, and uses as a theme the
relation of children to parents in these modern times, is a big selling point to women
great

Train's

A

—

:

;

—

—

—

whose

largest
children.

interest

is

in their

home and

street ballyhoo, have a man dressed
red cap, tights, headpiece with
as Mephisto
horns, devil's mustache and eyebrows, pitch-

For a

—

fork, etc.

Parade through the

streets

Children'

dren's

my method

exposes

It

at the
Theatre.

of snatching victims."

TTIS

thur
the

on
the
pitchfork
such signs as "Warning.
Don't
ChilSee 'His
ing

'His Children's Children'

bear-

The value

of
appeal

pictorial

such a
obvi-

is

ous.

The picture eleborates
the folly of reckless expenditure
of
money.
Some advertising value
to the banks lies in this
Trying up with
fact.
your picture they can advocate the wisdom of
sane banking and carefully considered investments as well as expenditures.

As the picture deals
largely with the lives of
the younger generation it
might be wise to stage
a special performance for
the younger set exclusively.

this

Undoubtedly at
performance
you

Stars of Filmland Pay
WortortoBert LytelU

draw

a lot of people
are not really in the
younger set any longer
but would like to make
themselves believe they
are.
Besides it would
be a novelty, and something
different
always
pulls well with the "flapper and collegiate."
will

who

Here

is

another

which you may
to

Get

utilize.

man
dress

in

the

him

an

the

k

'TAKE NOTICE'
That

what Bert

doing here. The broad grin is occasioned by
a batch of telegrams sent to Loew's State, Cleveland, O., during
the showing of Bert
Lytell in "The Meanest Man in the
World."
The messages posted on a billboard, attached to the
back of an automobile, took their good tidings all over the town.

idea

see

fit

old

town

in

ctffeanzst Mail ttpWbrld
Loews State THe-stra -»

»

is

and
of

style

the

period.
Get a younger man
in the style of the nineties, a
forty dressed in the present

Civil

war

and dress him

man

of about

styles of the
and girl about

conservative man, and a boy
eighteen dressed in the last minute flapper
and "cake-eater" costumes. Have these four
walk side by side through the streets wearing signs reading
"What Will Your Children's Children Be Like?
See 'His ChilTheatre
dren's Children' at the
on (date)."
The interiors in the picture are lavish and
Furniture stores and decorators can
elegant.
use window pictures of these to link up their
merchandise with your picture. These cards
will carry the impression of wealth and
luxury which will be very beneficial to the
merchant as a buying urge.
There is a picnic scene featuring about
This is a human infive hundred children.
terest bit which you should employ to advantage.
:

'Thundergate'
Released by First National

October

1923

—

JUST

as

the

tourist, so

it

the movie public.

should go over

THE FAIRY PRINCE ARRIVES
But instead

of a slipper he brings a stocking,
Hosiery
is
"Real
Silk
of
"Trilby" this
concern, in a tie-up with the Lobby Rialto

and

his

Mills."

name

During the run

Omaha, Nebr., the hosiery concern
offered a pair of silk stockings to ladies
same size foot as Miss
registering the
The idea proved worth while
Lafayette.
for both parties.
Theatre,

lure

works

of
its

That's
big,

it

the East gets the
subtle influence on

why "Thundergate"
being

the

Link up the window display and
your showing by a card to the effect that
the incense burned during the performance of
"Thundergate" can be purchased at this
theatre.

store.
Using window cards of attractive
scenes will add atmosphere to his display and
publicity to you.

Almost every town has a Chop Sa;y resYou might be able to get together
owner and arrange to supply the

taurant.
with the

menu

cards for his dining room during the
run of the picture.
Have these elaborately
decorated with Chinese scenes and emphas^e
conspicuously the name of your theatre ard
running dates of the picture.

Another stunt might be to have Chinese
masks made.
Distribute these to patrons
only.
The masks will prove sure fire stuff
with the kids which will probably result in
an influx of parents to the theatre
to

story

of

Americans trying to advance civilization into
China and being repulsed by the Imperialists.
There is involved an intricate love story
whose ups and downs are real interest
arousers.
In this mystery play of the East there
present themselves a number of ideas for
exploitation.
If there is a shop in your town
which sells Chinese novelties, you can arrange an effective tie-up with the owner in
a display of Chinese incense and incense
burners.
During the showing of the picture
you might burn incense on the stage of your

in

order

secure the coveted toy.

The picture involves a deception through
masquerading on the part of one of the characters.
This opens possibilities for several

You could offer free
twins or triplets in town.
Then you might extend the same offer to
anybody in the town who could successfully
double for any of the stars in the cast.
In this scheme you should be able to inIn a story on
terest the local newspaper.
local "doubles" print pictures of the stars with
This will be a pubtheir local counterparts.
interest arouser and should bring you
lic
customers because they will want to see if the
judges were correct in their decisions.
To arouse interest through the schools why
not inaugurate an essay contest on the subject of the growth of civilization in China?
To writers of the best essays give prizes of
admission tickets to the theatre.
An effective lobby display can be easily
and cheaply rigged up by the use of numerous Chinese lanterns, stands with Chinese
Buddahs, paper dragons and plenty of lobby
cards.
Incense, in burners placed near the
similar

15,

Brief:
Thundergate Where East meets West.
story of Americans in China with Owen Moore,
Sylvia Breamei, Virginia Brown Faire, Tully Marshall and Robert McKim, under the direction of
Joseph De Grasse.

The

is

contests.

admission to

entrance,
odor.

will

all

attract

attention

through

its

:

November

1923

17,
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Jried and Proved Pictures
You Won't Go 'Back Home Broke'
With
If

we may

will put

it

this

Tom Meighan

be permitted a plagiarism, we
way.
picture is only a pic-

A

but not when it's "Back Home and
Broke."
say this because it seems the
public
never tires of Thomas
Meighan.
Which is our reason for advising a rebooking

We

Paramount

The

feature.

public doesn't
the picture is

care much whether
old as long as it is Tom Meighan
With just a few sound exploitaat his best.

seem

to

new or

tion schemes you can probably make
picture go over as big as it did before.
Here is a stunt that was pulled in

this
this

connection by Stanley Chambers, managing
director of the Miller Theatre in Wichita,
Kansas. Through advertising and announcements the Miller Theatre sold the idea that
they were adopting a policy to elevate the
screen,
and exploitated "Back Home and
Broke" as the first attraction to fulfill the
new ideals. The announcement went over
big because the Wichita Beacon, a very conservative newspaper, gave their leading editorial to the theatre.
The story was written
unsolicited by Elmer Peterson, the Governor's
right hand man and the winner last year of
the Pulitzer Prize for the best newspaper
editorial.

Of course

was invaluable

this

publicity,

and you can use it to advantage in securing
space in your local papers when you run,
"Back Home and Broke."

Don't Doubt Your Wife' Will Bear
Repetition
Husbands

over are always wondering

all

just what their wives are doing, and they
will probably keep on wondering and doubting
until the end of time.
Which is probably
a good thing for you because it insures a
susceptible audience for "Don't Doubt Your
Wife," a reshowing of which you will most
likely find, will be readily accepted.

The
among

title

the

suggests some good propaganda
of the town, and a par-

men

and clever stunt was
pulled by Wilmer and Vincent during the
showing of the picture at the Hippodrome
in Reading, Pa.
Here's how they worked it.
Small envelopes were distributed to men in
mills, factories and clubs and on the streets.
On the front of these envelopes was printed
" 'Don't doubt your wife.'
She's as good
ticularly

is.

Just to prove

you to hand her this
Every wife whose
found in her envelope
"Dearest, you
sage
:

it

we

can't

—

much repetition, especially
versally popular comedian.

Why
at

if

it's

not feature a

if

it

stars

uni-

comedy carnival week

your theatre using such proved features as

Chaplin
in
"The Cure," Buster
Keaton in "The Boat," and Larry Semon
in "The Rent Collector."
These stars are
all well liked and are in the public mind

but fortunately by only a few.
These are only a few of the ideas which
you can make use of in the way of exploitation.
There are numerous others suggested
by the title and the text as well.
What's
more the picture as a feature would probably
carry along on its own merits.

Charlie

right at this time because of recent pictures
which are showing or have just finished their
run.

When

the idea of a comedy carnival was
C. B. McDonald, manager of a
number of the Moss theatres, he used these
films, and the public took to it immediately,
with the result that the playhouses enjoyed
a tremendous business on one of the concededly poor weeks of the year.

'Old Homestead' Makes Good Thanksgiving Showing

by

tried

Since Thanksgiving day will soon be here,
is perhaps a good time to think about
reviving a picture like the "Old Homestead"
whose subject concerns the home and family, things about which everyone is thinking

now

Feature the idea of a carnival and don't
on advertising space and general publicity.
You have a good idea back of your
campaign and you should make the most
of it by playing it up as big as possible.

Thanksgiving time. A good idea if you
decided to rebook the picture would be to
follow the plan adopted last year by P.
Magaro owner and manager of the kegent
Theatre in Harrisburgh, Pa.
All the poor children of Harrisburgh were
invited to attend the morning showing of
"The Old Homestead" as guests of the

stint

at

$10,000 Display for 'Pink Gods'
Here is a whale of an exploitation stunt
you can use in a renewed showing of "Pink
Gods." Anything worth $10,000 is bound_ to
attract attention and the display for "Pink
Gods" was worth just that.
George Carpenter of the Paramount-Empress Theatre, Salt Lake City, and Rick
Ricketson Paramount exploiter, tied up Boyd

Of course, there was news value in
announcement and the theatre was given
prominent write ups in all the Harrisburgh
newspapers.
This, you see, not only advertised the picture but secured for Magaro, the
esteem and applause of the townspeople who
were genuinely impressed by the generosity
of this man.
As a result the theatre was
Regent.

the

Park, the leading jewelry store, with a display of diamonds, models of the famous
stones of history, the Cullinan, Star of India, and others, together with mounted stills

well attended at every performance.
Now not every picture will stand revival
but one like "The Old Homestead" whose
appeal is universal.

getter.

from the

picture.

instance

Exhibitor

to
"MANSLAUGHTER"
"The best picture I ever ran.
Meighan does best work to
satisfies."

P.

Why

not

try

this
it

good
your

a
at

'The Flirt' Through
paign Publicity

campaign

As One

unopened."

Cam-

There is no doubt that Booth Tarkington
has a following.
Why not cash in on this
popularity while "the doings good" and stage
a revival of "The Flirt." The picture is undeniably interesting and moreover suggests a
number of exploitation possibilities some of
which have been most successfully employed.

For

ment was made for the printing of a card
the "Sam Fenton Haircut for
Men," so named because it is the cut affected
by the Sanitary Engineer in "The Flirt."
Even that was taken seriously by some men,

husband took the dare,
a card bearing this mesand I haven't been go-

Wilmer and Vincent found

flirt"

You

Results
go wrong on comedy

good comedy. An audience likes to cry but
it's always ready to laugh if you can show
it
something worth laughing about. And a
good comedy, like any masterpiece will bear

advertising

dare

ing out together as much as we should lately.
Leit's get dolled up tonight and go to see
our old screen favorite, Leah Baird in 'Don't
Doubt Your Wife,' at the Hippodrome. They
say it's a great picture."

Exploits

Week Meets With

Good

interesting

a pal as there

business
theatre ?

Carnival

'

ture,

of the

Comedy

ing cards and signed by the "Anti Flirt
Crusade" got immediate response both from
people who got the humor of the thing and
by those who took it seriously.
Then there was the tie-up with the Barbers'
Union which also caused considerable comment and proved very effective. An arrange-

there

was

initiated in

the

"stick

New York

the

which

turned out to be a veritable publicity gold
mine.
The posting of signs supposed to be warn-

Guy

G. Sawyer,

Another:
No

date.

Town

praise too high for

it.

Registers 100% and
M.
Hall, Chester, Vt.

World.

(paramount pictures
'

BACK HOME AND BROKE"
"Meighan's best since 'Manslaughter.' As many favorable
comments as on 'Manslaughter.' Meighan always draws
well."
Frank
P. World.

G.

Leal,

Leal Theatre, Irvington, Cal.

M.

Cparamount pictures

'THE BACHELOR

DADDY"

"Good, honest comedy with sprinkling of thrills. Gang of
kids in it kept our crowds laughing." Jean Dagle, Barth
Theatre, Carbondale. 111.
World.

M

yaramounrpictures

THOMAS MEIGHAN WEEK
December 9th
Celebrate by playing

to 16th

Meighan pictures
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Bring 'The Little Church Around the

Get All the Baseball Fans on 'Trifling
With Honor'

Corner' to Your House
"The Little Church Around the Corner,"

Not only
grown

Warner Bros. Production, is a picture
with a box office title and when you are
running it at your theatre play the title

a

the

Fellowes is
Honor," a Universal attraction has an ap-

much

as you can.
There's a peculiar lure in a couple just
leaving for or just returning from the

up as

wedding ceremony, and you can cash in
on this human idiosyncrasy if -yeujKilK. rigup an automobile -with, white streamers, an
old slipper perhaps trailing at the- back, a
cow bell attached to the tail light, and a
conspicuous sign reading: "On our way to
'The Little Church Around the Corner.'"
Have seated in the car a good looking
couple dressed as bride and groom. Have
the car driven around town stopping until
a crowd gathers perhaps at places w here
you have posters announcing the attraction.

WEDDING RING OF BRASS
Warner Brothers Production "Brass" was exploited
effectively by the E. P. Dutton Book store in New
York.
This flasher socker arrangement, illuminating the papier mache wedding ring attracted a great
deal of attention
-

'Broadway Rose' Will Not Wilt

man down,
from Mae
enough why you

Murray. Which is reason
should take the bull by the horns and run

"Broadway Rose"

again.
•Not every picture lends itself so admirably to exploitation, as this one does and
you should take advantage of the opportunities offered.
Others have profited why
shouldn't you?
In San
Angelo, Texas, the Crystal

Theatre made an arrangement with a
phonograph shop for a joint display of records of the song,

Granby Theatre
with a

florist

in

in

Broadway Rose. The
Norfolk, Va., hooked up

window

a very beautiful

showing which not only announced the
showing of the picture but conveyed the
impression that the picture was pictorially
lovely.
But- the

Sinclair Lewis'

Celebrated Story

"MAIN
STREET"

most lucrative stunt of thebunch from the box office angle was put
across in St. Paul, Minn., by Daily News
and the New Astor Theatre. Fifty dollars
in cash prizes and one hundred theatre
tickets were offered for the best design of
a dancing costume for Mae Murray in
.

"Broadway Rose."
The idea was put across in this manner.
The newspaper rah as a news story, a plea
from Mae Murray to the readers for designs for a

new dancing costume

Directed by
Harry Beaumont

A

Deliciously Humorous, Highly
Dramatic Picturization of One of
the Most
Widely
Circulated

Novels Ever Published

An

astoundingly big cast of
popular supporting players include Harry Myers, Louise
Fazenda, Noah Beery, Robert
Gordon, Alan Hale, Ann Shaefer, Josephine Crowell, Kathryn
Perry, Otis Harlan and others

team.
Every community has a ball
team even if in some places it is only a
gang of young men or kids who get together because they love the game.
But
whatever it is, make use of them in this
way: Get them to attend your theatre on

or gown.

particular night as a body.
Tell the
of
the
local
newspaper
about it and get "him to play it up on his
page.
In this way you will get the publicity across to the ball fan.
But don't devote all your energies to him.
There is in the story enough of human interest material to attract the general public,
too, and you should give them some
attention.
To this end make use of ideas
which the name of the picture suggests,
and you will unearth no end of good

sporting editor

stunts.

Mrs. Castle's 'Slim Shoulders' Makes
Attractive Title

You

can

sell

your

women

audience on

clothes.
You know that don't you? And
especially are they interested in seeing the
things that are nearest to every woman's
heart, when Irene Castle who can wear
clothes like no one else can, is the model.
That gives you your cue for a substantial
reason for showing "Slim Shoulders."
But is is more than just mere parade b3r
Airs. Castle, of lovely clothes for every occasion
It is society drama with sufficient

and suspense aplenty.
fashion value of the picture
affords numerous exploitation outlets. You
thrills,

good

plot,

The unusual

can arrange any number of profitable hookups with gown shops, shoe stores, and
ladies barbers

HAVE YOU BEEN

REPORTED MISSING

with

FLORENCE VIDOR
and MONTE BLUE

A

ball

some

Seasons

for Several

Just as you can't put a good
so you can't keep the "fans"

Praised
by
Exhibitors the Country Over

peal for the kids as well. And its the sort
of a thing folks can let the» children see
because there's a big moral lesson contained in it.
are inclined to figure it
as a picture which will stand a rebooking
if it is capably exploited.
And the means
for doing this are many and varied.
good hunch is to work with the local

We

T

Box-office

is there entertainment value to
folks,
but because
Rockliffe
a baseball hero, "Trifling With

WHEN THE RETURNS COME IN ON THE NET PROFITS
OBTAINED BY SHOWING

"REPORTED
MISSING"?
A CERTIFIED BOX OFFICE WINNER
MADE MONEY FOR EVERY EXHIBITOR
WHO HAS RUN IT

HERE
IT'S

IS

YJ\RNER BKOjj
Classics of the Screen ^

1

——— — ——
November

—

— —

—— — —

—

—

d
-

1923

17,
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Grandma See Harold Lloyd Free

Let

thusiastic

Are You Playing 'Second Fiddle?'
Some day someone will say to you,

normal audience, it is enabout Harold Lloyd. Every nor-

you have

If

mal audience

a

And
make

"What, you never showed Glenn Hunter in
'Second Fiddle?' Why you big boob, you
missed a sure-fire success. That Hodkinson picture is good for two or even three

of course, it is
ridiculous not to
the most of all this
and run as many Harold Lloyd pictures as
possible.
And by that we mean that it
needn't always be a new picture. You will
probably find that the public will be eager
to accept a revival, if the picture is worthy,
and certainly there can be no doubt about
a photoplay like "Grandma's Boy" which
is just a series of hearty laughs and an
hour's 'amusement for everybody.

When

is.

you rebook

use to exploit

by

cessfully

so,

picture you

this

showings!"
are your critic will be right.
So don't get done out of a good opportunity, but arrange a date for the showing
and then go ahead with exploitation plans.
By way of suggestion we might mention
a bally of this sort.
Get two violinists.
Dress one man in the height of fashion,
and have the other shabbily attired. Stand
them side by side outside of the theatre
and let them play. In front of them have a
sign reading: "Which one is the Second
Fiddle?" Find out at the
Theatre
fYou might have these two walk through
the streets together instead of having them
different

And chances

can

method employed sucKinney Loyd, owner and
it

a

manager

of the Skad, Dierks, Ark.
He
the stunt himself and here is how
he tells the story of the adventure.
"First I
gave every grandmother in
town a free ticket. They didn't have to
pulled

come

MUSIC ADVERTISES

after them.
I presented
sonally at their homes, and told

A

good the picture was.

A

them perthem how
This ticket was not

"The first day I dressed up as a clown,
got a poor old horse and put a sign on
either side of him that read:
will see 'Grandma's Boy but
7

won't

let

home

in

me

Then

go.'

led

I

'Everybody
me.
They
him to every

town. By 7.15 you could not get
into this house."

Here you see what one manager did. It
perfectly possible for you to get as good
results if you go about it in the right way.

is

music tie-up was arranged

to

transferable.

'FLIRT'

in an Indianapolis store
advertise the Universal Production, "The Flirt."
verv clever sien was displayed, which bore the
words: "The Flirt Will Come to Life at 2:30."

Several Roads Lead to 'Main Street'
Here's a stunt
that
worked wonders

Main Street

with

in Gloversville, N. Y.,
an easy tie-up which you should be
able to put into practice when you show

and

is

Gopher Prairie attraction.
"Main Street," a Warner production, is
the story of a small town, and life in it.
That makes it virtually important to your
community because the incidents pictured

the big

be happenings in their own lives.
as Dr. Kennicott may be
your village doctor, and Florence Vidor
as Carol, his wife, may be any lady in the
town. That's what we mean when we say
the characters are real.
The Gloversville tie-up was arranged
with all the stores on Main Street. All the
merchants on the street took the name of

may

A

Monte Blue

Whole Evening's
Entertainment

the name of the picture and linked it up
Then each
with displays of their wares.
one took advertising space in a special
eight page section of the local newspaper,
the front page of which carried an eight
column head on the title, and gave the
whole page over to stories and cuts on

the production.

new to your patrons if you haven't
placed them.

Are

THESE PROVEN SUCCESSES
PLAY THEM NOW!
rpj
1 fie

o

witn

Virginia Valli and
Peters A ftfgg
Universal Tewel
The ushers haa to pack them in." Terrace
Theatre, Kendall, Wise.
"Best this season." Fcrum Theatre, Hillsboro
Ohio.
"Broke all records for house." Opera House
Elba, Neb.
Directed by Reginald Barker

OtOrm

House

Foolish Wives
it."

Empress The-

"Our Theatre packed
"Broke

to the guard rails."
Bloomington, Ind.
records!" Rex Theatre, George-

Theatre,

all

Flirt

to turn them
St. Joseph, Mo.

with an all
star cast
Universal Jewel
away." The Olive Theatre,

"Greatest success of the year."
atre, Superior, Wis.

Capitol

The-

"Grab it. You'll satisfy yourself and patrons."
McDonald Theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.

—

A Hobart Henley Production

The Abysmal
Brute^ eg nal.
J
DENNY
Universal Jewel
i

"Excellent business. Book
atre, Beresford, S. D.

Indiana

The
"Had

town, Ont.
Universal Super Jewel

"A

real box office picture."
atre, Lavoye, Wyo.

"100 per cent!

They

all

Castle Creek The-

smacked ther

Paramount Theatre, Star

City,

lips."

Ind.

"A knockout." Opera House, Prague, Neb.
A Hobart Henley Production

Universal Jewel

Trifling ivith
"Went over

big

Honor

here."

with an

all

Rex Theatre, Wahoo,

Keb.

"Dandy

good

picture."

Russell

Theatre.

Brunswick, Mo.
audience picture to big business."
Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa.
Directed by Harry Pollard

"Good

The Shock
"Oh boy!
"A

"A

Grab

Starring

LON chaney

Noble Theatre
Marshfield, Ore.
100 per cent picture !"
St. Denis Treatre
Sapulpa, Okla.
Exhibitors can clean up. "
Merrill
riot!
Theatre, Milwaukee, Wise.
Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game

this

quick."

in Africa

four years."
Pastime Theatre, Mason, Mich.
"Broke all box office records." Lyric Theatre, Manning, Tex.
"Broke the season record." Arcadia Theatre, Savannah, Ga.

'Biggest matinee

in

Advertised

in

the

Saturday

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Evening

CORP.,

CAR1

Post

^nt

pr

MLE

stand still.)
If the local clothier is open on a publicity proposition, arrange to have him display
his latest models
using stills of Glenn
Hunter to set off the showing. Then place
in a conspicuous spot, a sign to this effect:
"Do clothes make the man? Learn the
answer by wearing our clothes and going
"
to see 'Second Fiddle' at the

Lon Chaney Survives 'The Shock'

A

succession of screen
of the underworld, Lon

thrills

—a

story

Chaney

as
the
crippled hero and Virginia Valli as the
beautiful rich girl whom he loves and later
saves, are all elements which you should
make use of to put over Universal's, "The
Shock." The photoplay is a well developed, well produced piece handled with
delicacy to appeal to even the most faint
hearted, and red blooded enough to attract
the "virile he-man."
Besides there are dozens of exploitation
stunts you can use to advantage. This one
has been tried with success.
Since the
land of flowers plays a part in the theme,
drag the idea into your exploitation. At a
specially designated performance announce
free or partially free (as you see fit) admission to all persons bringing fresh flowers
to the theatre.
Make it known before
hand that all these flowers you will donate
to some hospital.
This idea will secure

not only patronage at this performance,
but the good-will of the hospital folks and
the general community as well.
Acquaint yourself well with all the details of the story and then play them up
as big as possible.
You will find there is
still a large part of the community ready
and anxious to see Universal's "The

Shock."
The Paramount production, "Nobody's Money" lends
itself admirably to exploitation.
It is an easy matter
to attract attention by the use of bank notes such as
were issued by the Princess Theatre
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His Announced "Determination to Make Motion Pictures Reach the Very Highest Position as a Medium
Expression," the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Ame rica Presented the Above to the Famous Rochester Magnate.
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FEATURE RELEASE GUIDE
Valuable Information in Condensed Form for
the Busy Exhibitor Who Needs All
Possible Data on Feature Films
Served in At-A-Glance Style

JULY
Feature

M.
Publicity

Brass Bottle
Children of Dust
Children of Jazz
Desert Driven
Flying Dutchman
Forbidden Range

VIDAVER

S.

Director, Kahn-Greenfield
Circuit

News Reels Told
in Brief
International News
Alexandria,

No. 90:
President Cool-

Va.,

Masonic
George
Washington Soldiers and Marines
in tug-of-war at San Francisco
Halifax, N.'.S., U. S. Challenger
loses first Fisherman's Cup Race
to Bluenose, Canadian Defender
Bluenose loses second race on a
declared foul victorious crew and
skipper, Cap'n Angus Walters
New York City, Colonel Montgomery,
otherwise
known
as
"Baby
Peggy" Los
Angeles,
idge

helps
Temple, a

great

start

memorial

—

to

;

—

claimant for two-year old acrobatic
championship, Miss Mary June
Beard On the Atlantic, record
gales imperil trans-Atlantic liners
a continuous adventure for clipper
ships
in path of the storm Coast
Guardsmen reply to call for help;
Aquitania plunging through waves.

—

;

—

liams and H. J. Brow; Lieut.
Williams averages speed of 266.58
miles an hour, fastest ever attained
Aix-La-Chapelle,
Germany,
Separatist revolt
Rhineland Republic flag floats over City Hall
as "rebels" seize temporary power
Leo Deckers, leader of the Rhineland Republic movement
Aftermath of the riots and loyal police
on the job 200 "gobs" pay honor

.

...

Homeward Bound

great American at San Diego,
Army searchlight of 2,000,000 candle power tried out on
towers of Manhattan. N. Y. On
eve of sailing, Miss Megan Lloyd
George signs pledge to observe
Golden Rule Sunday for Near East
Relief Rome, Italy, pictures of
His Holiness Pius XI, containing
intimate glimpses of the Pope within the Vatican walls
receives delegation from foreign lands receiving report from missionary refuto

Cal.

—

—

—

;

;

gee from Japan on whom he bestows blessing at prayer Latonia,
Ky., Zev and My Own beaten in
$50,000 championship race
four
horses in the race with all eyes
on Zev
Zev takes lead in first
;

—

;

;

.

F.

B.

F.

B.

Ralph Ince

Law

Lawless

D. Dalton
Anita Stewart
Special Cast ....
J. W. Kerrigan

Fleming

.

.

.

.

,

,

Wm. Desmond

.

O. Appel
W. Beaudine
Hartford

-

Penrod and Sam

Special Cast ....

Harry Morey

Self

Made Wife
Shock, The

Special Cast

Shootin' for Love
Skid Proof
Stormy Seas

Charles Jones ...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

McGowan-Holmes McGowan
Young
H. Rawlinson ... Laemmle

.

.

.

Victor

.

.5,000

..

.6,000

Gold-Cos.
.6,000
Asso. Exhib. 6,000
F. B. O. ...
Universal
5,000
.

..

.

..

.6,275

.

.

First Nat'l

,

.

..

.

.

.

W.
Managing

.6,000
.5,000

.4,932
Universal
.5,000
Universal
.8,758
Universal
.5,160
Fox
6,000
Asso. Exhib. 5,000

.

.

Special Cast

Trilby

.

O.

Hodkinson

.

Sedgwick
S. Dunlap

...

.

First Nat'l

.

Dillon
Hillyer

Lon Chaney
Hoot Gibson

.

.

Universal

.

.

.

Memoriam

and

finish

In

behind
him
quarter mile

right

holds lead until last
In Memoriam flashes to

front as

comes in view and
easy winner with Zev

line

breezes in
six lengths behind.

Kinograms

.7,302

.4,888

My Own

with

quarter

CITRON

J.

Director, Kahn-Greenfield
Circuit

..

.

.

.

B.

.5,000
.6,000
.5,000
.5,622
.5,000

.

Paramount

.

.

.

.

Paramount
Paramount

.

F.
.

O.
O.

Steiner, S.

.

Hopper
Finis Fox

.

Rapids

No.

Turks

2299:

celebrate coming of peace at Constantinople
and
Smyrna
Gen.
Harrington of Interallied Army
;

AUGUST

on

calls

Feature

Russell

Special Cast

Days

Circus

Jackie

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Wm.

Wind
Broken Wing

Alias Night

J.

.

.

Coogan

Common Law

Griffith-Tearle

Destroying Angel

Dulcy

Leah Baird
Con. Talmadge

Fighting

Blade
Harbor Lights

R. Barthelmess

Hollywood
Human Wreckage
Huntress
If Winter Comes

All star cast

.

.

France

.

.

Fox

.

Forman

Preferred
First Nat'l

Archinbaud
Franklin
Robertson

Mrs.

W.

Reid

Moore

Colleen

J.

Dead
Milton Sills
Parke
Old New York ..Marion Davies ... Olcott
Love Brand
Roy Stewart .... Paton
Miracle Baby, The
of

.

.

.

....

.

.

The

Second Hand Love
Shadows of North
Soft Boiled

The
Tea With a Kick
Three Wise Fools
Spoilers,

.7,415

11,250

Universal ...5,000
Gold.-Cos.
.10336
Universal ...5,000

Fox
Dustin Farnum
5,000
Harry Carey ....
F. B. O.
.5,624
Hoot Gibson .... Sedgwick .... Universal
.6,000
Kennedy-Blue
Paramount ..6,574
Kolker
Logan-Flynn .... Melford
Paramount ..6,270
K. McDonald
Shertzinger ., First Nat'l .16,000
Chas. Jones
Fox
5.000
Wm. Desmond
Universal
.5,000
....
Blystone
Fox
7,054
Tom Mix
Hillyer
Goldwyn ....8,928
Special Cast
Vic Halpern Asso. Exhib. 5,000
Special Cast
Vidor
Goldwyn ....6,946
Special Cast
Special Cast
Not Credited .Playgoers
.5,000
Rich-Percy-Dayton LeSaint
.5,800
C. B. C.
.

.

.

Purple Highway, he ...
Salomy Jane
Lily,

O.

.

Luck

Scarlet

B.

Fox

Legally

Man Who Won, The

York

F.

Millarde

Special Cast

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

Age

of

.

.

.

.

Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l

Barefoot Boy
All Star
Blinky
Hoot Gibson ....
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson
Bright Lights of Br'dway AH Star
Broadway Gold
E. Hammerstein
Call of the Wild, The
Buds
Chapter in Her Life, A All Star
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson
Covered Wagon, The
Special Cast
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue
Eleventh Hour, The
Mason-Jones
.

Kiikland

Lois Wilson
Fitzmaurice

,

Enemies

of

.

Women

Eternal Three, The
Exiles,

The

Fair Cheat,

L. Barrymore ...
S-ecial Cast

Rubens-Bilbert

The

French Doll, The
Going Up
Gold Diggers, The
Gold Madness
Green Goddess, The ....

.

.

.

Paramount

Fighter,

.

F. B.

.

Durning

.

.

.

.

.

,

Crosland

.

,

.

O.

.

Fox
Goldwyn

.

joldwynj

Goldwyn

.

King

.

Paramount

.

,F. B.

.

.

.

.

O.

.

Metro

Ingraham
Beaumont
Thornby

.

.5,174

.5,800
.6.000
.5.960
.6,765
.6,814

.8,000
.6,330
.7,413
.5,000
10,000
.6,051

10,501
.6.845
10,000
.6,000
.7,000

.Asso. Exhi b. 6.053
Warners
.7,500
Principal
.6,000
.9,100
Sidney Olcott, Goldwyn
.5,000
Fox

.

S-ecial Cast

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

William Farnum
Houdini
F. B. O.
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Fox
Hell's Hole
Chas. Jones
.... First Nat'l
Special Cast
Her Reputation
J. Wray
Universal
W. Worsley
Hunchback of Notre Dame Lon Chaney
Paramount
Gray-Naldi-Nagle. Allan Dwan
Lawful Larceny
Fox
Tom Mix
Lone Star Ranger

Gun

.

.

.

Mae Murray
Hope Hampton
Guy B. Post

.

Universal

M. Neilan

All Star

.

Truart ....
Pathe
Universal

.

Parke
Jas. Cruze

.

.

.

.

C.

Paramount

....

Fred Jackson

.

.

Wood

Dillon

.

.

B.

Campbell ....Principal

.

.

C.

Universal
S.

.

.

.

Distributor Length

Director

Star
Select Cast

.

George,
Premier,

War

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

Former
visits

In-

dependence
Hall,
Philadelphia,
wtih Mayor Moore Bluejackets
of U. S. Destroyers Lawrence
and Litchfield back from Turkish
waters display trophies and masHalifax, N. S.,
cotsColumbia
Yankee challenger in cup contest

—

;

—

when

series

ties

Bluejackets

fouls.

.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Desire

— Lloyd

British

.

.

Tipped Off
Yesterday's Wife

—
—
—
—

..8,729
Asso. Exhib. 5,000

First Nat'l ..6,859

Wray

Fatma-

;

Paramount ..8,197

.5,163

Reynolds ....First Nat'l ..6,336

...

governor

city

Hamoun, first woman officer in
Turk Army Mayor Hylan goes
for cuting Coolidge lays cornerstone Masonic Memorial" at Alexandria, Va.
John Orleman drives
street car he drove jn 1868 at
Brooklyn Underground construction work on new subway in New

.

... First Nat'l

Cruze

.

...6,126

Selznick
...7,527
Asso. Exhib. 5,640

.,

.

T. Moore-Elson
.

5,000

Cline

Little

;

—

.

.

.

.

Paramount
.

.6,000
.

.

Carleton

Meighan

Nat'l

First Nat'l

.

Not Credited
Henaberry

Home

Love Piker
Man Between
Man's Man
McGuire of Mounted

.

Neal Hart
Jack Holt
Thos.

First

.

.

Special Cast

Special Cast ....

of

.

.

Palms

—

;

.

Itching

Out

International News No. 91
Great French dirigible, Dixmude,
breaks flying records making 120
hours journey to Sahara and return
from
Toulon,
France Mitchel
Field, L. I., all air speed records
broken in race between "friendly
enemies" Lieutenants A. G. Wil-

Tourneur
Special Cast ..... Borzage
Special Cast
J. Storm
Harry Carey
Val Paul

Special Cast

Gentlemen O'Leisure

Distributor Length

Director

Star

.

.

.

.5,000
.5,000
.6,566
12,000

.5,503
.6,000

Kinograms No. 2300:
Navy
takes care of unused destroyers at

—

San Diego David Lloyd George
for England abroad the Majestic
Miss Lloyd George pledges
aid to Near East Relief London
sails

—

—

anniversary of naval victory, Battle of Trafalgar at Nelson Column; model of H.M.S.
"Vicflagship
Lord
tory",
Nelson's
Renfrew home, otherwise known
as the Prince of Wales, back from

—

Canada

trip to

team

— New

West

beats

Haven, Yale

Point

entire

;

Smythe,
Army, makes remarkable run of
75 yards Boston, real home-spun
for President Coolidge, Mrs. J. N.
Jackson uses ancient wheel My
Own and Zev trail In Memoriam
corps

cadet

attends

;

—

—

in

race at

Latonia,

Ky.,

pictures

by courtesy of Col. M. J. Winn,
Kentucky
Jockey
Mgr.
Genl.
Club; fifty thousand attend; executive staff for In

Memoriam, Bob

Mack Gerner.
Gilmore, trainer.
jockey, Carl Wiedemann, owner
Old battle flags out for ceremony,
N. Y. in review before Admiral
Plunket New York, six mile run
over rough park course with 135
;

men
wins

umn

—

at

start;

—Belmont

Gunnar Milson
Park, N. Y., Aut-

steeplechasing gives

a

thrill.
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Happenings

FEATURE RELEASE GUIDE -(Continued)

Among Showmen

Feature

Main

Marriage Maker, The

The new Grand Theatre at
Winter Haven, Florida, has recently installed a new $15,000 pipe
organ, F. E. William

is

owner and

manager.

The

new

Criterion

.

.

.

Merry Go Round
Mothers-In-Law
Potash- Perlmurter
Puritan Passions
Red Lights

.

Theatre

recently
pacity business.

opened

to

ca-

reported
that
Wade
Warkely is planning on opening
a modern picture theatre at West
Bend, Wis.Up-to-date theatre
equipment will be installed as soon
as the theatre is completed. Work
will start at any early date.
is

The new Hall Theatre

at Cohas been
closed_ for several months, for remodeling, has been recently reopened with first run pictures as

lumbia,

Mo.,

which

_

the policy.

The Southern Theatrical Corporation at Dallas, Texas, just
recently incorporated for the sum
of $100,000_ to finance the erection of motion picture theatres in
Dallas.

H. G. Manning, Enid, Okla., is
the new manager of the American
Theatre.
The American has been
completely remodeled for the presentation of motion pictures and
vaudeville.
New equipment has
been installed.

.

.

.

Warner's

...8,000

.Paramount ..6,295
.

Universal

10,000
8,000
...6,725
.

.Fox
.Preferred
.

.

First Nat'l

Hodkinson
.Goldwyn

.

.

.

.

.

.

.7,000
.6,600
.6,841

Distributor Length
Preferred ....6,000
First Nat'l
10,000

.

.

.

Pay?

It

Eagle's Feather, The
Eternal Struggle, The
Exiles,

.

.

.

.

.

Special Cast
Special Cast
John Gilbert

The

Flyin' Fool,

Lights

.

.

Special

.

.

..

Cast

King

Special

.

.

Ruth

Out

7,000
8,000

.

:

Dustin Farnum
Special

6,000
7,000
7,000
7,000

...

Horan Fox

.Charles

Cast
Cast

Special

The
Held to Answer
of

.

Garson Metro

.Tod BrowningUniversal
.Edw. Sloman .Metro
Metro
Reg. Barker
.Fox
.E. Mortimer
.Fox
.Frank Crane Asso. Ex.
.Harry Millard Fox

Tom Mix

The

Parents
Governor's Lady, The
Foolish

In the Palace

.

7,000

.

.

.

7,000

.

Harry

Hope Hampton
Priscilla Dean

.........

Drifting

.

.

:

CampbellFox
Shaw Metro
.Emmett Flynn Goldwyn

.6,000

.Harold

.

5,000

Cast
Stonehouse. Arthur FanpellF. B.
Warner ...Not Credited Sunset
.

.

9,000

O

6,000

.

.

.

No Mother

1

ambert Hillyer

Asso. Ex.
Van Dyke
Guide HerGenevieve Tobin .Charles HoranFox

to

Special

Cast

.

.

.

.

.

Special

Nat'l
Selznick

.

Special Cast
Welsh-Adoree
Six-Fifty,
The
Slave of Desire ........ Special Cast
Steadfast Heart, The .... Special Cast
.Edmund Cobb
Sting of the Scorpion
.

.

.

.

.J.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of

the Transgressor Special

What Love

Will

Do

.

.

Universal

.

8,000

.

6,000

..

J. Ormont, Independent
Nat Ross ... Universal
G. V. Baker Goldwyn ..
.Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
.Rich. Hatton .Arrow

6,000
5,000
7,000
7,000
5,000

.'.

.

.

.

De Grasse First
James Flood Fox

Special Cast
Thundergate
Times Have Changed ...William Russell

Way

Warner's

.7,000
6,000

Hodkinson

.

.

7,000

.First

Cast

.

6,000

.

....Donald Crist
Albert Austin
...Dinky
f ^ King. A
e
V/m. Baudine
Piinter's Devil, The ....Wesley Barry
.Frank Tuttle
Special Cast
Puritan Passion
E. Sedgewick
Hoot Gibson
Ramblin' Kid, The

Ponjola

.

Cast

.

Wm.

J.

.

Nat'l

J.

.

.7,000
5,000

Crasp .Independent

5,000
5,000
5,000

.Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Sunset
Universal
Gladys Walton ...Her. Blashe

.

Wild Party, The

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Blow Your

Star

Own Horn

Crooked Alley
Dangerous Maid, The
Flaming Waters
Flaming Youth

.

.Lewis-Perdue ....J. W. Home
Special Cast ....Robert Hill
C. Talmadge ....V. Heerman
Eddie Hearn

.

.

Distributor Length
F. B. O.
6,000
Universal
5,000
.

First

.

Nat'l

F. B. O.
.6,000
First Nat'l
Moore .. Jack Dillon
Buster Keaton .. Jack Blystone Metro
5,000
Human Mill, The
Special Cast ... Alan Holubar Metro ....
M. Pourmeur. First Nat'l
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum
David Solmon Fox
Marion Davies
Sidney Scott Goldwyn
Little Old New York
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast
Metro ....
Special Cast
Preferred
May time
..Gasnier
Million tc Burn, A ... Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal
5,000
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast .... Reg. Barker
Metro
Rendezvous, The
Special Cast .... Mar. Neilan
Goldwyn
Scars of Hate
H. G. Moody. Independent 5,000
Jack Livingston
Shifting Sands
Special Cast
F. L. Granville Hodkinson
.6,000
Vio'a Dana
South Sea Love
Metro .... 6,000
Social Code, The
Shirley Mason
Oscar Atsel
Fox
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal
7,000
Thy Name Is Woman
Fred Niblo
Wanters, The
Special Cast
.John M. Stahl First Nat'l
When Odds Are Even ..William Russell .James Flood Fox

Colleen

Hospitality

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"The two-story Famous PlayersLasky exchange

building,

110-112

West Eighteenth street, Kansas City, was purchased by Henry
J. Gabel from W. M. Henson for
$55,000.

The

building was erected
the needs of the film

meet

to

branch.

The

picture,

"Shattered

Dreams," composed the sermon of
Dr. Clarence Reidenbach of the

Westminster
church,

The
on's

Kansas

Congregational
City,
Sunday.

film based on Thomas Dixnovel, was shown and fol-

lowed by a sermon on socialism of

communism.
Located
building,

in

Educational's

new

"Hollywood Gardens"

is

the
latest
addition
to
Kansas
City's film colony. The new business venture was taken by Johnny
Flynn, who several years ago cast
his lot with exhibitors and ex-

change men.

the

City Pathe office, and
Samuel Harding, manager of the
Liberty theatre, were not slow in
obtaining some choice publicity on
the Zev-Papyrus film, which was
brought to Kansas City, as in the
case of other cities, by airplane.
night saw a near riot
scene in front of the Liberty and
a packed house the three following nights with no let-up in sight.

6,000

.

Lone Fighter, The
5,000
J. B.
>chertizenger
Metro ..
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan
First Nat'l .5,000
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast ....Eddie Kline
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5,000
Jack Hoxie
Men in the Raw
Mile a Minute Romeo
Miracle Makers

Harry Graham, manager of

Kansas

Monday

.

.Colin

.

.

bounded by Wyoming and Nevada
on the west and West Virginia
and Ohio on the east.

.

.

Special Cast

Desire

Shattered Faith

M. A. Horti, Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., will start the erection of a
modern motion picture theatre to
cost $50,000, at any early date.
Two late type projection machines and a motor generator set
will be installed,

.

Harlan C. Moore Tom Sorman
...Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd
Edm. Carew .First Nat'l
Holbrook
Blinn
Bad Man, The
Wm. WellmanFox
Big Dan
Charles Jones
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert .....Jack Ford ..Fox
Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
Dancer of the Nile, The Special Cast
.Tod BrowningGoldwyn
Day of Faith, The .... Special Cast

Ashes

Grail,

It

.

Showers
of Vengeance

April

Does

The Baker Theatre, Lochart,
Texas, has been completely remodeled and new projection room
equipment installed.
The Baker

.

Star

Feature

.

Goldburg, of the Goldburg
Enterprises, has recently purchased
a new organ for his Majestic
Theatre at Clarksville, Tenn.
J.

.

.

.

OCTOBER

Theatre,

Enid, Okla., will install a $15,000 pipe organ at an early date.
N. Mayberry is the new manager.

Blue-Vidor
Beaumont
Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille
Philbin-Kerry
R. Julian
Lee Parry
Eichberg
York-Clifford-GlassGasnier
Bernard-Carr .... Badger
Glenn Hunter .... Tuttle
Special Cast
C. Badger ..
.

Monna Vanna

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Street

The United States Army Motion
Picture Service leased quarters
Bauer building, Kansas
in the
City, for three years.
The organization is the booking agency
for theatres in army posts, twentyfive of which will be supplied from
the Kansas City office. The territory to be served from* Kansas
City extends from the Canadian
border south to about the north
boundary of Arkansas.
It
is

.

A

questionable situation prevails
City, pertaining to the
outlook of the season for down
town theatres. Three houses, the

Kansas

in

Garden, Grand and Empress, reopened last week, after having
been dark for some time, the latter showing pictures and musical
comedy at 10, 20 and 30 cents,
while the Garden is housing a
comic opera stock company and the
Grand is showing road shows. Always has there been a keen competition between the large first run
down town motion picture houses
and the combination theatres, and
the

of the present addition
theatre district is being
watched by exhibitors.
The one
relief to it all is that the theatres
are playing to packed houses, but
veteran exhibitors fear this will
not prevail all season.
result

the

to

There are now eight houses in
a chain of theatres owned by William Smalley of Cooperstown
N. Y.
He has just added the
Majestic, of Walton, buying the
same of Frank Medrick, who it is
understood will continue in the capacity of manager.
Myer Schine,
of Gloversville, head of another
big chain, has blue prints of a
1,500 seat house which he plans
to erect in Auburn, in the near
,

future.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Arsin has organized the
L.
Animated
Screen
Advertising

Company

at

.

district

manager of Famous Play-

Canadian Corporation,
the gone to Los Angeles, Cal.

Montreal for
producing industrial

purpose of
cartoon subjects.
E. D.

.

have

ers

side

to

re-

permanently.

Mrs. Wallace Reid

is

includ-

Sohthgate, formerly of ing Toronto, Montreal, and Otta-

Canadian Releasing Corporation
and other exchanges, has been
handling
the
Leonard-Tendler
fight pictui e in the Province of
Quebec for Harry A. Kaufman,
Toronto.

wa

picture

her

lecture

tour

with the

"Human Wreckage."

She

of

the leading theatres in Troy,
Y., reopened as a second-run
house, four changes to the week,

N.

and with

fifteen

and twenty cents

to prevail as admission.
The house
will be handled by Walter Powers.

Up

until recently the theatre was
leased by Benjamin Apple, owner
of a nearby house known as the
American. Mr. Apple relinquished
his lease, however, and will devote
his entire time to the American.

George Ross, Albany, who
became manager of the
exchange in this city,
house,
coming here from New England
L.

appearing at the Palace Theatre,
recently
Montreal, the Loew Theatre in
F.B.O.,

is

Ottawa

Toronto.

The parents

of Leonard Bishop,
manager of the Orpheum and
Royal Theatres, Fort William,
Ontario, and of Harold Bishop,
assistant to John Hazza, Calgary,

in

The Griswold, owned by Proctor
and for many years one

interests,

and

the

Loew

The Galveston Opera House

states, is leading in the $5,000 sales

Co.,

contest drive

now

being conducted

Galveston, Tex., has recently by his company. The drive ends
incorporated for the sum of $5,- December 15, and is now in its
000 to erect motion picture thea- second month.
It includes a trip
tres in this State.
to the Hollywood studios.

at

November

17,

1923
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THE MODERN THEATRE

THE BALCONY

New

IS

REACHED BY TWO SHORT FLIGHTS OF MARBLE STAIRS

High Standard

Tiffin Sets

Comfort

in

Chicago Picture Palace Affords Excel lent Example of Proper Combination
of Architectural Beauty and 'Homey Atmosphere.'

NEW
THE
conceded

be one of Chicago's
finest neighborhood theatres just
celebrated its first birthday. Constructed entirely of steel, concrete and brick,
it is

thoroughly modern and

fire

proof

in every detail.
It was built at an approximate cost
of $750,000 and represented the elaborate growth of plans made twelve
years ago by Vincent T. Lynch, to
furnish amusement for the northwest
section of Chicago.
It was in 191 1 that Mr. Lynch built
a 700 seat theatre on the present Tiffin

The popular acclaim with which
venture was greeted soon led him
to lay plans for a theatre on a larger
site.

this

scale and the New Tiffin is the result
of his judgment of a neighborhood that
lays claim to being one of the fastest
growing sections of Chicago.
Situated at the Southeast corner of

W. North

Ave. and Karlov, it occupies
a space 200 feet in depth by 125 feet in
width.

A

TIFFIN THEATRE,

to

Chicago architect,

Meyer

Frid-

designed the plans and the building was constructed by the G. M. Gottschalg Co. With one of the largest auditoriums in the city, the main floor seats
2300, with a mezzanine balcony to take
stein,

care of 400 people.
The construction of the mezzanine
balcony is an innovation in theatre
building.
Built in loges, containing
individual, extra large wicker chairs,
with plush cushions, furnish the maxiof comfort for patrons viewing
the performances.

mum

HE

balcony is reached by means of
a short flight of wide marble stairs
from either side of the spacious lobby.

'J'

An

easy and perfect viewpoint of the
screen and stage can be had from any
angle of the balcony, which is really
one of the features of the theatre.

general color scheme of the theatre
An
proper, old rose ivory and gold.
18 inch base of black marble skirts the
entire lobby, the floor is made of marble blocks 18 inches square.
beautiful hand carved box-office
of solid walnut is situated in the center of the lobby, at the entrance doors,

A

over which two cashiers preside.
large canopy of ornamental iron
reaches across the entire front of the
double line changeable lettheatre.
ter sign, with nine inch letters, is erected on each end and across the front.
This sign was installed by the Luminus Sign Co., of Chicago.

A

A

attraction sign, built by the
Cusack Co., consists of three
foot letters and is illuminated by 50
watt daylight type lamps, making it

The

Thos.

four or five

visible for a distance of
blocks from the theatre.

The

large lobby, 50 feet wide hy 60
and two stories in height is
lined half way up with Tennessee marble, the balance being decorated in the
feet deep

1

'J

HE color scheme, old rose, ivory
and gold, predominates the theatre

proper,

decorated

with

a

thought

to
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A

ABOVii

are

View

of

the

Screen

May

be

Had From any Angle

of the

Balcony

It is made entirely of steel,
interior views of the new Tiffin Theatre, said to. be one of Chicago's finest neighborhood theatres.
The balcony is reached by means of a short flight of wide marble
brick, and is thoroughly modern and fire proof in every detail.
The general color scheme is old rose, ivory and gold, used in such a way as to be pleasing to the eye,
of the spacious lobby.
and to create an atmosphere of hominess.

two

concrete and
stairs

perfect

from either side

November

17,

warmth and

1923
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pleasing to the eye, rather

than running to gaudiness, creates an
atmosphere of hominess.
A spacious foyer, running the full
width of the auditorium, cozily furfurniture,
upholstered
with
nished
greets the patrons just inside the enLadies' and gentlemen's
trance door.
lounging rooms are provided at the
ends of this foyer. Five aisles, numbered and with swinging doors to prevent drafts and keep out street noises,
lead off the foyer to the mam floor.
Between the aisles and comprising the
back wall of the auditorium are arched
windows, draped with plum colored
plush valances and mauve colored silk
The foyer is covered solid
curtains.
with heavy plum colored carpets, as
are the aisles of the main floor and the
entire balcony, supplied by the Alfred

everyone has expressed their appreciacontribution which Mr.
in beautifying the
neighborhood, and in creating an institution of which they are all proud.
tion

A

great deal of approbation has been
women folk of the
artistic and harmonious color scheme.
The combination of old rose, ivory and
gold, so charmingly combined, without
the least gaudiness or cheapness, has
pleased them to such an extent that the
firm of Alfred Pick Company has since
been beseiged by orders.

Probably the element which is appreby old and young, male and female alike, is the tremendous comfort
ciated

Unit Organ has a three-manual
"TP HE
* sole. The chambers are of model construction,
ample space being allowed for each part of its
mechanism, making it eas'ly accessible to all parts.
Wurlitzer

All the aisles are equipped with the
system of lighting, as installed by
the Kauselite Aisle Light Co.

The balof his own organ novelties.
ance of the musical program is taken
care of by an orchestra of 15 musicians,
under the able direction of John

and comfortable,
HE
'J
of special design and with plenty of
space between rows to allow of easy
The seats were
access and comfort.
supplied by the A. H. Andrews Chair
seats are large

Co.
system, controlled by dimmers, allows for many
color changes, fitting the presentations.
large cove extends over the entire
ceiling and many beautiful lighting effects are obtained by the use of colored
lamps. Four immense cut glass chandeliers hang from the ceiling, furnish
the general lighting and are also controlled by dimmers for color effects.
Special effects are also obtained in the
organ grills, situated in the front walls
of the theatres, as well as on the stage.
Ward-Leonard Co. dimmers are used.
The stage is equipped with plum colored heavy plush curtains, with side
valances and draperies, electrically conelaborate

lighting

A

trolled

Two

from the operating booth.
latest type Simplex projectors,

with arc control devices, double dissolving stereopticon machines and spot
lamps, comprise the major equipment
of the operating booth.

•pHE WURLITZER Hope

jones
Unit Organ installed in the New
Tiffin Theatre is the last word in present day theatre construction. This instrument is one of the largest type organs made by the Wurlitzer Co.
It
has a three manual console, the organ
chambers are divided and the instrument is acclaimed one of the finest
toned and the installation is claimed to
be the most perfect in the country. The
chambers are of model construction,
ample space being allowed for each
part of its mechanism, making it easily
accessible to

of the house. The aisles are spacious,
the seats are wide, and the colors are
so blended as to please the eye.

The swinging doors

at the ends of the
keep the street noises and
draughts from annoying the patrons.
aisles

latest

An

the

expressed by the

Pick Co.

1

of

Lynch has made

all

parts.

Mr. Leo Terry presides as solo organist and composes and originates all

J.

De-

Boer, conductor.

Mr.

Wm.

H. Koch, the manager of

the theatre, has had a long and varied
career in the theatrical business, being
formerly connected, for twelve years,

with the Finkelstein and Ruben Circuit
theatres in Minneapolis and St.

of

The

lights are

softened so that there
glare.
The draperies
are arranged so tastefully that they
cannot help creating an atmosphere of
refinement and good taste.
is

no unattractive

The built-in loges with their extra
large wicker chairs are the very last
word in comfort for those whose health
may not be of the best or for persons
who are especially corpulent.

Paul, Minn.

There can be no doubt that the expenditure of sufficient money to build

'yHE

a house

the house.
The civic pride, which is
so apparent in this great metropolis of
the Middle West, has been stirred, and

created with the comfort and convenience of its patrons in view, is an investment that will more than compensate
for itself. Exhibitors all over the country would do well to follow in the footsteps of Mr. Lynch, both because it
would practically preclude all competition, and because it is such a distinct
artistic contribution to the community
as a whole.

northwest section of Chicago,
because of its phenomenal growth in
recent years has proven that this large
investment has been money well spent.
The patrons of the theatre have expressed their approval of the venture,
both in testimonial letters and in the
manner in which they Lave crowded

THE

of

this

description,

which

is

Y
skilful combination of tre predominating colors, old rose, ivory and gold, a certain warmth and
coziness is attained, which is both pleasing to the eye, and attractive to the tired business man.
The
foyer is covered solid with heavy, plum-colored carpets, and/ the arched windows are draped with ptum«
colored plush valances, with mauve colored silk curtains.

"R
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Among

Showmen

the

j. P. Barkwell of Peabody, Kan., is no
second-rater when it comes to acting as genTo combat a
eral of a complex situation.
two-weeks revival meeting of the churches
in Peabody (which meant stiff competition
in a small town) he offered the use of his
theatre thereby saving the expense of building
a tabernacle. As a result he not only is on
the best of terms with the church people,
but he figures that he's actually money ahead.
•

'

Emmett Nolan, manager of the Star,
Yates Center, Kan., installed a Fotoplayer
in his

A

new Sunday attendance record, as well
new attendance record for the week, was
made at the Liberty theatre, Kansas City,
this
week with "Why Worry," Harold
as a

Lloyd's latest picture.
Sunday there were
5,004 paid admissions at three performances,
while the weekly attendance exceeded 25,000
persons, doing better than a §12,000 business
for the week.

The Star
- Under the able management of Mr. Struble,
the Blue Mouse Theatre of Portland, Ore.,
half just launched a most effective fall busiPrices
have been
ness-getting campaign.
raised to 35c for matinees, and 50c evenings.
An airplane stunt was used'to advertise Goldwyn's production of "Six Days" and it, played
for two -weeks, to capacity, business.

theatre, Sarcoxie, Mo., has been
by Jack Hoshau from James L.

purchased

Newman.
Roy Crawford, vice-president and treasurer of Associated Exhibitors, is a visitor in
Kansas City this week. He also is planning
a trip jo. Topeka, Kas., his home town, and
Wichita, Kas.

Sunday

.

pleasure trips.

This service

without charge
be appreto the patrons

is

and Mr. Moss feels that it
ciated and add immeasurably

will

well-being.

Kansas

Charles H. Barron purchased the half inKansas Theatre, Wichita, Kan.,
owned by the Peerless Theatre Co., thereby
becoming sole owner of the house and plans
improvements including re-decorating and re-

terest in the

•

seating.

Empress,
Osawatomie, Kan., from C. Carson WilPaul
lard Frazier will manage the house.
Graham has purchased the Tourney, McPherson, Kan., from the Sears and Jones
E.

E.

Frazier

purchased

the

;

A. M. Eisner (president of the Kansas
City Division of the M. P. T. O. A v and
owner of the Broadmour in Kansas City)
to further cement the tie of good feeling
between himself and the neighborhood, last
week played host to more than 500 orphans
at a showing of "Penrod and Sam" at his
His action was lauded by the press.
house.

closed for

"Curley" Calvert, a veteran in the film industry in the Kansas City territory, now

making the

tative,

while

territory

as

Fox

a

Russell

Charles

is

represenexploiting

Metro productions.

practically

destroying

two

projectors

The

.operator,
was dazed, but not severely hurt,
to the hospital.

burning the

film.

The

and carried

safe to

REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th kit.;

New

York

H. Rathner, special representative of Sol
and Principal Pictures Corporation,
was in Kansas City last week visiting distributors of their product and appeared great-

"

TICKETS

REGISTERS

I

World Ticket & Supply Co.,Inc.
1600 Broadway, N. Y.

AD
C LASSIFIED
DEPARTMENT
Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

Motion Picture
and exchanged.
era

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for

and

Portable

of your wants.
Ruby CamSeventh Ave:, New York City.

Keep us advised

rent.

Exchange.

727

WANTED

—

—

The idea of serial prologues was used to
advantage by the Palace Theatre, New Castle
The week before the picture
Quebec, Can.
came three men and three women appeared
on the stage and enacted a portion of the
story of 'Passion' which was to appear at
the theatre the following week.
At a very
interesting point the curtain was lowered and
there was flashed on the screen, "To be
continued next Monday, Tuesday and WedBox-office receipts- the--- following
that the curiosity of the pubhad been successfully aroused.

week showed

Manager Kirkland of

the Rialto Theatre
at Oklahoma City,Okla., visited in Dallas,
Texas last week, combining business with

M.

building.

WORLDr/^T

pleased with the business outlook for the

winter.

L.

Theatre

Gardner

has

reopened

Waco, Texas

at

for

his

Gaiety

the

season.

Orchestra leader Violin. Extensive experience reference and with large music library.
Apply Bichibitors Trade Review, Box F. T.

WANTED—A REAL MANAGER
.One who has made good
into a big thing for

and

ready

is

to

get

himself.

Tf you have, or can build up, a following among
Catholics, churches and schools, clergy and laymen,
you can get into our business and reap amazing
returns

for

the

next ten years.
'

'

We

are

exclusive

owners of the official authorized motion pictures of
His Holiness, Pope Pius 11th. These pictures are
wonderful to say the least deeply impressive, instilling the mind of youth and adults alike with highest
feelings of reverence, respect and love for the faith

—

of the Fathers.
religious, gorgeous

veritable

ment and

They

are historical, educational,
scenes, never to be forgotten
a
;

symposium

of

Catholic

knowledge,

senti-

doctrine.

You can go to work at once to get bookings in
your own way, right where you are or in any place
where we are not already represented. This is the
opportunity of a lifetime in an independent and
lucrative field, where real enthusiasm, talent and
exploitation genius

may

function at

its

best.

Do you want" to
Are you the man we want?
We have the gocds.
your fortunes with us?
May we show you the way to a great future? If

cast

The Dallas Film Board of Trade gave a
luncheon at the Adolphus hotel last week for
a get-together meeting and the affair was
reported a success.

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

A «rllsTTrWt^
w 352 ASHLAND AVENUE
\V
f
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO,
7
N.

rear of the

the

who removed

CAMERA EXCHANGE

pleasure.

WELDED WIRE

Texas, was

Rialto theatre at Dallas,

robbed of $75.00 by cracksmen,

and accessories.

and

Knox Lamb

more

in

having been

man.

has been succeeded at Paramount by W. W.
Caldwell, who has been in charge of the
Oklahoma City Paramount branch of posters

lic

operating

after
than a year.

R. J. Stennett and Si Charnisky have taken
over the operation, with a ten year lease,
of the Capitol at Dallas, Texas. Important
Goldwyn and United Artists and a full orchestra will be the policy.
Si Charnisky will
be house manager and Jean Darnell publicity

Joe Gilday, former head of the Paramount
poster and accessories department in Kansas
City, has joined the Metro sales force.
He

nesday."

—

The Palace Theatre now Binion, at Lufkin, Texas suffered a severe fire last week,

again

The Belvick Theatre in the BelmontVickery neighborhood, Dallas, Texas is being opened by manager Long, a Dallas clothing merchant.

quarters for Reinke and
Hostettler, who operate a chain of theatres,
has been opened in room 3, Main Street
Bank building, 1822 Main street.

ly

are

City

Lesser

Circuit.

is

Speaking of outside competition, what of
the plight of Joplin theatres of late.
First
came an Elk's carnival, then a faith healer
"did his stuff" for eleven weeks, only to be
followed by a wild west show, but Joplin
exhibitors still are as active in booking pictures around the Kansas City exchanges as
exhibitors from other parts of the territory.

shows

Wichita Falls, Texas,

the

Mr. Moss, has added another feature to
the "de luxe Cameo Theatre, New York.
He has installed Miss Maude Willis as
hostess and her particular duties are -to aid
women, especially those from out-of-town to
plan their shopping tours and help arrange

house recently.

Al!
give us details of your qualifications, etc.
correspondence strictly confidential. Address Mr. W.
Exploitation
Co.,
Pres.,
National
Benedict,
Vice
J.
612 Hanna Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.
so,

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WOLL CggSS?) FOLDED
W «V Kfr^L^W
I

best fORMfffr. leaYt money

quickest delivery

cooBbiss

guaranteed

—

:

Check Up After The Show

When You

When it's near midnight, you have no patience
Neither
with discrepancies in the cash drawer.
does a patron like to stand and quibble over an
error in making change, or stand impatiently in
line while the cashier computes and sorts out
change.

THE BRANDT UNIVERSO
Makes change in seconds by simple key depression
Pays instantly any amount from
never makes errors.
Your patrons like this kind
one cent to one dollar.
of

service,

and

cashier that you

Sent

On

only
have it.

it's

fair

to

yourself

and

your

Free Trial At Our Risk

BRANDT

MFG.

—

Send for a Brandt Universo use it 10 days free.
Prove for yourself that it saves time, money and worry.
SatisThen pay in easy installments if you wish.
faction

guaranteed.

Brandt Manufacturing Co.

$85.00

Name

Dept. U, Watertown, Wis.

Easy Terms

CO.

Dept. U. Watertown, Wis.
Send me without obligation,
complete description of Brandt
Universo, free trial offer and terms.
....

Address

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN
is

an important part of the equipment

of the

A and J

Covered Wagon

Hunchback

of Notre

.

Dame

Scaramouche

Slide Pencils

ROAD SHOWS

(No. 168

No. f69

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One

Sixty-Five Broadway,

Blue

no.

New York

Red

173

Black

Made
6 other

An

in
colors.

inexpensive

method of making
slides,

neat pencil layouts

and
decorative effects,

in colors.

I
115

3. Pull

l.Cuf ihrough

TRIMOUNT PRESS

the strip

one thickness,

between

ALBANY STREET

straight

away.

two

first

perforations

BOSTON MASS

COMPANY
jR£*f*A*ff PENCIL
PHILADELPHIA — U.S.A.

I

S<J/C2<lO S/i?//

LEWIS

1896

1923

THEATRE BROKERS

AT YOUR

SERVICE

The

intelligent

service

BUYING
We

For Highest Quality

we have rendered

appreciated

The same

Offices,

Are

by

thousands

to
of

the

our

service will be given to

SELLING

Specialists.

profession

has

been

clients.

you

in

LEASING

Consultations and Advice Free,

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
1002 Mutual Life Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Negative Developing, Printing, Tinting,

Toning
Titles

Accurately Translated and Printed in All

Languages

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
TO EXACTING CUSTOMERS

WE MANUFACTURE
STAGE SETTINGS — SCENERY
Velvet and Velour Curtains

REELAB CORPORATION
WEST FORT
1540

LEE, N.

BROADWAY

Phone,

J.

New York

Fort

jgoteltp Scenic ^tutrios

Lee— 123

Offices

Phone, Bryant

—4492

220

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION"
Street
New York

West 46th

Oity

j
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Projector

Carbon Trim

for Every Current
Columbia
for

low

Silvertip

Requirement
Combination

intensity direct current lamps

Columbia H I White Flame
Uppers and Silvertip Lowers
for high intensity direct current
50 Amperes

75 Amperes

lamps

100-120 Amperes

Columbia White Flame

AC

Projector Carbons
for alternating current

Each Combination Without
an Equal.
— inquiries cheerfully answered
with

full

information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

„•.
"

Inc.
San Francisco, CaL

—

PRODUCERS/
"°

|HE OPEN DOOR
JL

that's

for important picwhether you make one or four
the product policy of Associated Exhibtures,

itors.

— we own no

We produce no pictures
no exchanges (but use 34 of
plants and properties with
heads. We devote our time

studios,

them), no physical

their heavy overexclusively to selling.
From the biggest city to the smallest community, Associated men are everywhere in the
never ending business of circulating product.
Producers are best served when given adequate, economical, and successful distribution
that's the aim of
for money making attractions
Associated Exhibitors.

—

.A

s

boated

EXHIBITORS

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

presents

CHARLES
Court
Mgles
Produced by CHARLES BAY
Directed by Frederic

PRODIGIOUS SPECTACLE,

costing nearly

$1,000,000 to produce, and with 87
in the cast

photoplay.

—the largest number ever
A

startlingly

name

assembled in a
of

the

attending

the

portrayal

realistic

parts

struggles, the adventures, the conflicts

Founding of America. Mr. Ray's crowning achievement as a star and a producer warmly acclaimed at its

First Presentation in

Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angeles
Florence Lawrence, The Examiner:
of power and beauty. A tale

"A work

of glorious

romance which will

every spectator.

thrill

plenty of suspense.
ture

is

most

Scenically, the piclightful.

ture

is

magnificently complete.

There

were storms of the elements and of

You will like Charles
new characterization."

the emotions.

Ray

in his

You

Charlie

thrilling.

He

carries

live his part

Longfellow's Epic

with him.

S.

Poem

Kane, President

Physical Distributors, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

Immensity

Beauty

Thrills

de-

If

Don't

you want
it

up."

Triumph

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

is

you with him.

be entertained don't pass

Box-Office

is

In places the pic-

miss this production.

An Attendance-Compelling
From

News: "There

L. B. Fowler, Daily

to

VroductionSj Inc
Sullivan

Adventure

Romance Dramatic Clash

DOUGLAS
class or

WESTEBML UNION

somcr svmsoc

AM

TELl
4IWCOMI CARLTON. MUIDU1
RECEIVED AT

Ba

HI9F

ww

«t?

.

ST..

TTTW

TOW

179 NL

SaNFRaNCISCO CALIF OCT

2 1923

J 3 WOODY

associated exhibi t0r3 inc 35 west for tyf fth st newyork ny
i

i

wish to congratulate you on your latest release going up which we

are featuring at our granada theatre this week stop never in my ex-

perience have

seen as fast

i

closing reel as the last part of this

a

picture stop last reel has more laughs than any feature length comedy not excluding lloyd or chaplin stop it is far better than the

hottentot or 23 ± hours leave both of which were sensational
douglas maclean stop this picture
the

is

for

deserving of presentation at

best houses throughout the country and should duplicate its

successful run at the granada in any locality stop due to the fact

that it has been picturized from the musical comedy going up we are
able to pr.esent it with

a

prologue featuring the song hits and

dances stop thi3 helpe? put over one of the most successful artistic AND FINANCIAL WEEKS

GRANADA HISTORY STOP YOU HAVE

THE

IN

IN THIS SEASON BIG PICTURES AND

GRATULATIONS TO YOU AND DOUGLAS MACLEAN
JACK PARTINGTON

410P

with

MARJORIE

DAW

and distinguished cast
Directed by
Lloyd Ingraham

Adapted by

Raymond
From

Griffith

Broadway success
"Going Up" by
Otto Harbach and Louis A. Hirsch
the

great

Based upon James Montgomery's
"The Aviator"

Produced by

Douglas MacLean
Productions

A

WINNER

WISH TO EXTEND MY HEARTIEST CON-

I

acLEAN
A

challenge to the greatest

screen comedies of the year
John H. Kunsky, Detroit:

"'Going Up'

is

doing exceptional business at the Madison.
Every one delighted. It will make a lot of
money."

Samuel Harding, Kansas City:

" 'Going

Up'

at the Liberty scored splendid success. Audienthusiastic;
ences
tremendous applause.
MacLean and 'Going Up' are credit to entire
industry."

Harry Davis, Million Dollar, Pittsburgh:
"Wholesome, appealing, decidedly well told.
Audiences thoroughly pleased.
Hope for

more

like it."

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

Kane, President
Physical Distributor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

It's hair raising

seen

—

in

S.

and hilarious

as anything

we have

ever

any comedy."

—Robert E.

Sherwood

in

N.

Y.

Herald

OUGLAS
in

Yamk&e

The

Story of Laughing
BPJ'N
§|§j|)

Memory

second Douglas MacLean ProAssociated Exhibitors our
has planned his most ambitious

this the

duction

popular star
achievement.

for

Following a wise policy he selected for picturization another well remembered knockout
musical comedy, "The Yankee Consul." This
piece made Raymond Hitchcock famous on
Broadway and was applauded for three years
by the laugh-seeking American public.

The

film story

is

a perfectly killing

romance of

Consular Service and has a surprise
with a kick that will again make the Nati&n literally roll in the aisles with laughter.
the

U.

S.

acLEAN
Another Bubbling Broadway Success
fHHO one can look back to Henry W.
W3m production of "The Yankee
without recalling

its

Savage's

Consul"
remarkable success on

Broadway.
It is all

Lean

the

more

to the credit of

Douglas Mac-

that he discovered the screen possibilities

of this blithesome musical play.

For three years its merry melodies were whistled
and danced the country over. It was a high
speed laughing success from the first night and
promises a knockout de luxe for the screen comedy wizard, Douglas MacLean, for release during the holidays.

WITH PATSY RUTH MILLER and cast of
Directed by James

W. Home.

Raymond Cannon.
Henry Blossom,

screen favorites.

Jr.,

Adapted by Raymond Griffith and
Broadway musical comedy success by
and Alfred G. Robyn.

From

the

SSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

S.

Produced by

Douglas MacLean

Kane, President

Physical Distributor

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

TP

Productions

i

W

Mack Sennett
presents

MABEL
*

*tte

World Premiere

at

Mission Theatre, Los Angeles

Now

launched cm indefinite run at top

prices

and smashing

all

house records.

Edwin Schallert in Los Angeles Times:
"Mabel is at her very best. Her role is one
that matches her personality much better than
Suzanna, and she doesn't have
big A), which

is

free to be natural
to a

T, or

better.

to

She

Act (with
is

absolutely

and funny, and she

a gin rickey, just as

Florence Lawrence

in

a

is

both

you please."

Los Angeles Exam-

"Miss Normand devotes herself almost
making you laugh. The vibrant
Mabel in her most rib-tickling mood."

iner:

entirely to

:

NORMAND
New

High Level
Reached by Popular Comedienne
As the

greatest

woman

entertainer of a

fun-loving world

Guy

Price in Los Angeles Evening Herald
are going to thrill over Miss Normand

"You

'The Extra Girl.' Just passing on the picit is one of Mabel's greatest efforts in one of the greatest stories Mack Sen-

as

ture briefly,

Mabel

nett has written for her.

than ever.
strings

Her

—bringing

the next.

The

is

more

a star

acting plays on the hearttears

picture

one moment, laughter
is

most appealing."

Her Next—" Mary Anne."

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
Arthur

S.

Kane, President.

Physical Distributor, Pathe Exchange, Inc.

A Super-"Mickey"—A Greater "Molly O
It will

bring back

AROLD
AROLD was a

rich

young

idler

who

imagined he had every disease in the
medical catalogue and fed on pills constantly

He

South American republic in
search of health encountered a revolution
and was thrown into jail as a suspected

went

to a

—

—

plotter

With

his cellmate, a giant nearly nine feet

—quelled

he escaped

tall,

the insurrection

and

Having tasted exercise and found it helped
him more than medicine, he threw away his
pills,

dispensed with the professional serv-

ices of his nurse, fell in love

with her and

quit worrying

Creating

Even

New Box

for a

Office Records

Harold Lloyd Show

—

LLOYD
Just to

Say

it's

a

Harold Lloyd Means

A New Box-Office Record
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
Arthur

S.

Kane, President

Selling Agents

Patnecomedy
TRAM

|

W] S*M

A MESSAGE
EXHIBITORS /
1

O INSURE
your agent

—

you big pictures to act as
production field that's

in the

—

the mission of Associated Exhibitors.
own no theatres
we are independent
independent even of the necessity
distributors
for getting excessive value from one picture to
make up losses on another. You are served as

We

you wish

—

—

to

be served

—with the

sort of

for which your box office hungers
tions that stand on their own feet.

product

—big

attrac-

And you buy as you wish, not to maintain a
law of averages. Here's open market for you,
whether you want one picture or twelve.
Dedicated to you to serve your exact needs
that's Associated Exhibitors' idea and ideal.

—

—

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
ARTHUR S.KANE ^Bta"*, PRESIDENT

!

:

Tnal Balance Sheet

j

4-

.95

$2

Brings

You
A

Complete and

Concise

Ledger

System

Created

Especially
Exhibitors

Need

a
—I

s

for

Who

a Simpler

Business Base.

Jt

Was Created As—

Profit lor the

Penod

Time Saving System for Showmen
many showmen who
WHEN
^4

Exhibitors Trade
Review designed and built this simpli-

accounting for. the practical every-day needs of exhibitors, they had uppermost' in their minds the thought of Service.
fied system..of

time has passed when the hit-andare possible in the management
methods
miss
Hundreds have recognized the
of a theatre.
for
a special systematic layout that
necessity
would solve the problem.
The special offer of $2.95 -for the complete
system, including -binder and a !, cannot posThat amount practically covers
sibly last long.
only the "cost of the cover, the assembling,

The

1

-

packing and handling.
If you pass this opportunity by even for a
day you may be too late. The offer is made on
the basis of "While They Last" and that won't

be long.

-

That's a sure-fire tip to

showmen

have

There are too

the staff of the

asked us to go forward on

movement

for
us not to urgently warn you to get your order
this

in quickly.

Especially if you believe in sound business
really desire a simplified and easily understood system of charging and crediting under

and

such headings as

The Daily Cash Record, General Assets
Liabilities, All Transactions, Bookings,
Advertising, Exploitation, Depreciation, Inand how to arrive at the Balance
ventories
Profits and Loss.
Sheet

and

—

is

—

Every one of these "systems" sold at $2.95
money, but we feel that

a loss to us in actual

your appreciation will

many

times over

make

up for the difference.
Address your

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Broadway,

at

42d

letters or

Street,

wires to

New York

City

MARV
PICKFORD
in

Hosita
<£71

with

cfpaniish

Romance

HOLBROOIC BLINN

Qdapted by Cdtvard Kjiobloc/c

M

JTtory by Movbert "Jatk^,
Photography by Chartex Jiosher

ERNST IAJBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION"
Mary Pickford
Charted* Chaplin
JDouglaj- Jairbankss
D.W.Qriffith
O-firam Qbram<x, President

Form

Letter

Blue

WESTER*! UNION

Night Message

Nite

WESTERN UNION

Night Letter

NL

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Telegram

Day

these three symbols
If none of
appears after the check (number of
words) this is a telegram. Otherwise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

AM

TEL
NEWCOMB CARLTON.

PRESIDENT'

GEORGE W.

E.

Telegram

Day

If

ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

Letter

Ntta

Night Letter

NL

none of

1933

HIRAM ABRAMS
UNITED ARTISTS CORP
NEW YORK N Y
fc!ARY

PICKFORD IN ROSITA OPENED AT THE ORPHEUM THEATRE ON

SATURDAY TO THE LARGEST BUSINESS IN THE HISTORY OF THE
THEATRE AS THE ORPHEUM THEATRE HAS BEEN IN EXISTENCE FOR

SEVENTEEN YEARS THIS IS AN ACHIEVEMENT OF WHICH MISg

HCKFORD CAN

BE

ftjJSTLYy

PROUD
.JONES

1,1

NICK .AND S CHAFFEE

ADOLPH LINICK

these"

three symbols

appears after ike check, (number of
words) this is a telegram. Otherwise its character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

10FTJ 47 BLUE 3 EXTRA

9

Blue

Night Messarjo

RECEIVED AT

CHICAGO ILL 130P NOV

1201

CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

WOMAN of PARIS
A DRAMA OF

FATE

feafurirvC

SdnaJ^urviance
^LU/'/ffen

and Directed by

CHARLES CHAPLIN

"The Public Will Fight To See This
"There is no doubt that the public will fight their way in to see this production
and they will not be disappointed," says Martin J. Quigley, in Exhibi" 'A Woman of Paris' is a distinguished subject.
tors Herald.
There are
marvelous touches of humor, pathos and subtle allusions which have set the
Chaplin comedy pictures apart from all other kinds of pictures the world
over.
It is all handled in a manner as unusual as the world famous genius

—

of Chaplin himself."

Now

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
CMary Pickford

Douglas

Charles Chaplin

D.W.Qriffith
'Jairbank.w
O-firam Qbramj; President

WESLEV

BARRY
in

"THE
COUNTRY KID"
Story

Directed

Warner BrosXlassics
of the

Screen^-

"Little Johnny Jones"
"The Age of Innocence"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"Being Respectable"
"The Tenth Woman"
"Beau Brummel"

"Broadway After Dark"
"The Printer's Devil"
"How to Educate a Wife"
"Geo. Washington,

Jr,"

"Babbitt"
"Tiger Rose"

"The Country Kid"
"Daddies"
"Cornered"
^Conductor 1492"
"Lover's Lane"
"The Marriage Circle"

"Whe
Where

the North Begins'

By

Julien Josephson

By William Beaudine

With Helen Jerome Eddy, Bruce Guerirt and "Spec"
O'Donnell in a Delightfully Human Drama Filled
With Pathos, Romance and Adventure.
Playing the Metropolitan, Baltimore; Rialto, Denver: Modern-

Beacon, Boston;

Strand,

Cincinnati;

Newman, Kansas

Broadway-Strand, Detroit and other key centers.

City;

Classics

of the Screen

WESLEY

BARRY
and

HARRY MYERS
in

p PRINTER'S

DEVIL"
Story

Directed

A Fast

By

Julien Josephson

By William Beaudine

Moving Comedy-Drama With "Freckles"
an Inkstained Cupid in Overalls.

Ready

for Immediate

Booking

lewspapen, startm; today, oat week m
dvinct of ibt opening, [renting of tfac
development of the dance.

Week'* Contort

Hung
nsuaL
that

and »!so oat
Lir
declare in adrctistnf
ray desire to fewer the baa-

interesting

I

it is

first

—

Move."-

^

?Wf P^ecuon W
Grasse-

Associated

/

—

First

National Pictures Inc. presents

^

THUNDERCATE

t.
s tee

Owen Moore, Sylvia

e*ta)

Virginia

r-.lrP

Brown

Faire,

Breamer, Tuliy Marshall

Robert

McKim

Story by Sidney Herschel Small- Scenario by Perry N.Vekroff
Directed by Joseph De Grasse - Cameraman Sam Landers

-"^
..Y«e* S*

5SX«»

""

—

m«»

———

.

A re st

Of course "Thundergate" will be a popular film.
It's drama, and as we have said many times before
the public certainly likes powerful stories and stirring pictures.
Exhibitor's Herald hits the nail right on the
head again when they say: "You can spread yourself a little on this and rest assured your patrons
Follow their advice and you will
will be satisfied."
see it come back many times at the ticket window.

The

A 3ir>6t national Picture
good

- r,or
*

mi-*

Rights Controlled

e* Inc.!1
ucw First National Picture^
'fork
fork/-

Madison Avenue.

New

xv

Zay sure

like

me muc

New York

"There

Times:

is

hardly a better

example of filming a play than The Bad Man."
N. Y. Herald: "One of the most entertaining
pictures that has come along this, year."

"When selections come

N.Y. Evening World:
f

ten best pictures of the year'
this one will be in the money."

along for the

N. Y. Tribune :

"

A

screen triumph."

"Bad Man a Grand

Los Angeles Examiner:
comedy.'*

Los Angeles Times:

"It's

a picture you can

well afford to see."

San Francisco

"A

Bulletin:

Cleveland Plain Dealer:

amusing of

all

rare hit."

"One of

the most

season."

Chicago Tribune:

"The Bad Man

SOME

is

picture."

"Is one of the best
Chicago Daily Journal:
this
year/'
films seen here

Chicago Daily News:

"One of the

best of this

season's pictures."

From

coast to coast, public

alike about

—

and

critics

think

EDWIN CAREWE

MAM
WITH

HOLBROOK BUN
iy

PORTER EMERSON BROWNE

WITH
ALL STAR CA$T">
DIRECTED BY EDWIN CAREWE

0\ND AN

SCREEN ADAPTATION f,JOHH LYNCH
<~SCENARIO FINIS FOX ~>
PHOTOGRAPHY it, SOL POIITO.ASC

A 3ixA>t

S

national Picture

foreign RighLs Controlled by

Associated Kret National
(Is:

383 Madison Avenue.

^

Rctureslncj

New

fork

f

METRO

has the honor to announce the
signing of contracts with Miss Laurette
Taylor whereby she will star in screen versions
of two of J. Hartley Manners' international
stage successes.
Exhibitors the country over will welcome Miss
Taylor. They know what an overwhelming
triumph she scored in her cinema presentation
of "Peg O' My Heart," and the unprecedented
success this charming photoplay enjoyed from
the box-office standpoint. Miss Taylor's name,
theatre owners know, is unquestionably the
greatest box-office asset any motion picture
production could have. Her's is a name that
stands for the very best in the way of wholesome entertainment, a real box-office name if
there ever was one.
Hartley Manners' plays, in which Miss Taylor has
gained world wide fame, are of the sort that the motion
picture industry needs.
With absolutely nothing that
could offend even the most fastidious, they are extraordinarily entertaining, appealing to a marked degree to all
classes, the 100 per cent perfect stories long sought by

J.

the exhibitor of pictures.

1

It was because of this that Metro outbid every other large
producing organization in the business for the rights to
Mr. Manners' plays and the services of Miss Taylor, knowing full well they could offer nothing finer to the vast army
of exhibitors the organization serves all over the world.

M

E

^Pictures

T

Corporation

O

U

Laurette Ti
in J.

Hartley

Mann

(^cveeyi Versions of his 2,
International Sta^e Successes

.

<THAPPINE
and

OfSTE

MIGHT ;*R

internationally
THE
mous stage plays of

faJ.

Hartley Manners brought
to the screen by Metro.
Laurette Taylor, cited by
the Divine Sarah Bernhardt as "America's greatest

actress,"

the

of
Heart," the
star

Peg O' My
one great, outstanding success that will forever linger
in the memory of the present generation of theatre
goers; a star and her plays
that have written some of

the most astounding pages
in theatrical history.

"Happiness" and "One
Night in Rome," two of the
most genuinely satisfactory
productions the exhibitor
could book.

Superb productions, distinguished supporting casts.
Need we say more?

tfuru Imperial Pt
Cxclutiv* Distribute

out 9ttot Britain. Si
Maaaqihtf Direc

y«t/ry #

How they

put

it

over in Frisco

Duster

KEATON
in

Loews

Wield

Three Ages
Whirlwind Campaign
For the Premiere
Warfie Id,

Loew's

Mis
First

San Fran-

cisco, started the ball rolling with
a result bringing campaign based
on suggestions outlined in Metro's

press sheet for Buster Keaton't
first feature length comedy.
All
the stunts were not only practical,
but decidedly effective. Starting
with a teaser 24-sheet, followed
up by other 24-sheets, all carrying out the K. K. K. idea; this
campaign was credited with
bringing the biggest Saturday
business to the Warfield in the
history of the house.
The use of
the laughing man, the traffic
signs, and the various other incidents of this campaign prove
conclusively the desire and ability
of Metro to co-operate with the
exhibitor and make money for

Feature

Length

Comedy

him.

The combination of Buster
Keaton in his initial feature
length comedy is a real opportunity for the exhibitor. At your
exchange will be found the finest
line of accessories ever made
available on any picture.
Every
conceivable thing that will help
in bringing extra money to the

box

office

Someone
fit

and,

—

in
it

is
at your service.
your town will benemight as well be you.

fury Imperial Picture*. Ltd, £xclusiue Distributors Mruyreat Britain. Sir William Jury Manaq inq Director -—
,

tt

<3he WhLtz !Rode" "Breaks Oil Tle&yuU
at the Strand <Hieatre Scut ^^rajzci&co
,

WESTEJUi UNION

CUSS. OF SERVICE SYMBOL
Telegram
letter

Blue

Night Message

Kite

Night letter

N L

Day

these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
Olherwords) this is a telegram.
wiseits character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after (he check.
If

none

AM

of

MEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT

GEORGE W.

E.

ATKINS

CLASS OF SERVfCF

SYMBOL

Telegram
Pay Letter

Blue

Night Message

Nits

Night Litter

N L

If none
of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

words) this

is

Other8 telegram.
is Indicated by the
after the check.

wiseits character

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

symbol appearing
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NEW YORK NY

D W GRIFFITHS THE WHITE ROSE BLOSSOMED INTO FULL BLOOM IN SAN FRANC I S3
YESTERDAY OPENING TO THE GREATEST BUSINESS THE STRAND THEATRE HAS

ENJOYED FOR MORE THAN A YEAR BREAKING ALL PREVIOUS ATTENDANCE AND

RECEIPT RECORDS STOP TODAYS SUNDAY BUSINESS BEAT EVEN YESTERDAYS
TREMENDOUS RESULTS STOP THE AUDIENCES LOVED IT APPLAUDING

SCENE AFTER

SCENE ACCOMPAINED BY HAND CLAPPING AT END OP EACH SHOWING STOP MR

GRIFFITH HAS AGAIN PROVED HIMSELF A MIRACLE WORKER AS MR GEORGE WARREN
DRAMATIC CRITIC OF THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE SO RIGHTLY SAID IN HIS

REVIEW STOP MR GRIFFITH IS TO BE CONGRATULATED FOR

HIS

NEWEST

CONTRIBUTION TO THE MOTION PICTURE WORLD STOP BEST WISHES

M L MaRKOWITZ

NOW BOOKING

STRAND THEATRE

United Qrtists Corporation

—

—

—

Everywhere

THE PICTURE WITH A SOUI*

c/2

RALPH INCE

Production

^Presented, by

MURRAY W. GARS SON
Leland Theatre,
"Six days good business,"

NOT AN UNFAVORABLE
COMMENT
"Comments
Capitol

favorable,"

Theatre,
Exhibitor's Herald.

New

Geo

W.

Bedford,

Allen,

Mass.

ttp^jERE

is a hundred per cent picture in
Pl^jPn every sense and meaning of the term.
A picture that has not received one
word of adverse criticism from the daily press,

public, exhibitors or trade publications.

Brandon Tynan

is

"Excellent picture . , .
Lyric Theatre,
wonderful." D. E. Fitton,

Herald
Harrison, XrV.-Exhibitor' s

unite in classing

it

All

as the ideal box-office attrac-

word in satisfaction to both theatre
owner and patron.
Throughout the hottest weather of the summer "SUCCESS" has lived up to its title, actu-

tion, the last

drawing so much business that many
houses playing it were able to break records
even during the "dog days" of the theatrical
ally

"Strong drawing card."
Boston, Mass.

Loew's Orpheum,

Exhibitor's Trade Review.

season.

is

—

that "SUCCESS"
This means just one thing
simply
cannot
afford not to
a picture you

book.

It's

the kind of picture worth

making
some

dates for, even to the extent of putting

other film on the shelf to

make room

for

it.

You'll want to thank everyone concerned in
the making of

"SUCCESS"

after

you have

played it, and,
It holds a direct appeal for all classes. There
is something in "SUCCESS" that will interest
every man, woman and child in your community, it contains every element that goes into
the making of a perfect picture.

BOOK

IT

NOW

—

—

—

Unite in Praise ojP

THE PICTURE WITH

A SOIXL

TYNAN

With BRANDON
NAOMI CHILDERS~MARft'ASTOR>
and OTHER* NOTABLE PLAVEB-S

KW enters

log

^

*
ott

cb*«

*

aitn a*

—

" 'Success,'
most successful.
chosen cast."—N. Y. Daily News.

— Well

W

'

r

-

Evening

'

p\ot-'

Managed

"Fine

picture

Brandon Tynan

of

heart

interest.

—

is

splendid.

characterizations."

Y.

— N.

to capture the spirit
and
atmosphere of the playhouse.—
Characters are actual types."—
AT. Y. Telegram

"Entertainment plus."—

Albany

Journal.

Excellent

Evening

Journal.

lt

"One
-Alb
dotlC

my

'

that

has

screen."

recently

appeared

on

'oo|»j

^A^^

of the most appealing stories

the

on

the

Exhibitor's Trade Review.

-spi*^

absorbing and compelling
motion picture production. It binds
Boston Post.
the spectator to it."

"An

-rk

Jt

an

patrons
nt ereSt

^
tr r

n d on
^vidson._First cI
tur
- Good ;or

neighborhood "°
house
Use

AW.

ibatect by

ETRO

^Pictures Corporation^
uvy Jmperia.L 'Poctures, Ltd.,
£j¥/*/i I fit)/? T\

///->•..

c lLt;i n,,t

-

T

Ad™-oi;
3nd °ore
d,ence
«*>

^^Motion

or
Picture

most re
and excitement,—
._The
done
the screen
charming seen on
Morning Telegrapn.
»
?.
V Y.
*

^^^UMalong

time.

—

L

^American A

Newspapers

e Picture

Atlanta Georgian-American
Atlanta Journal
Baltimore Sun
Boston Advertiser

Boston Herald

Buttalo Currier
t .hicago Herald-Examiner

Chicago Tribune

Daily Sews
( hicago
Cincinnati Inquirer
Cleveland Plain Healer
Dallas News

Denver Post
Des Moines Register
Uertoit Free Press
Uetroit News
Uetroit Times

Fort Worth Record

Indianapolis Star
Kansas City Journal Post
Kansas City Star

Rock Democrat
Rock Gazette
Los Angeles Examiner
Memphis Commercial Appeal
Milwaukee Telegram
Little
Little

Minneapolis Tribune

New Orleans Times Picayune
New York American
New York Times
New York World
Oklahoma City Oklahoman

Omaha Bee
Omaha World Record

Philadelphia Public Ledger
Pittsburgh Press
Pittsburgh Gazette-Times
Portland Oregonian
Portland Oregon Journal
Rochester American
San Francosco Examiner
Seattle Post Intelligencer
St. Louis Globe Democrat
St. Louis Post Dispatch
Syracuse American

Washington Times

Magazines
Saturday Evening Post
Cosmopolitan
Literary Digest
Fan Magazines
Motion Picture Magazine
Classic

Picture Play
Screenland

Film Fun
Photoplay
Movie Weekly

first

The

largest paid photoplay advertisement ever issued

of a

number of Warner Bros, gigantic $26,000.00 twoThe American Weekly, the widest

page, four-color spreads in

circulated publication in the world.

This advertisement will

Sunday Magazine section of the August 26th
issues of The New York American, Boston Advertiser, Chicago
Herald Examiner, Los Angeles Examiner, San Francisco Examiner, Washington Times, Atlanta Georgian-American,
Seattle Post Intelligencer, Milwaukee Telegram, Rochester
American, Syracuse American, Detroit Times, Fort Worth
appear

in the

Record, Pittsburgh Press.

Watch for

it!

On the left is a list of a few of the metropolitan newspapers and magazines which will carry Warner advertising at
frequent intervals.
Their combined circulation is over
EIGHTEEN MILLION. More than 1,000 newspapers in
other

cities

and towns

will

be pressed into

The Warner Campaign

service.

a revolutionary method of advertising motion pictures which covers the ENTIRE COUN-

TRY

like

is

—advertising which
—YOUR public— YOUR

a blanket

direct to the public

will sell the picture

in

city or

town.

This tremendous advertising campaign, backed up by
Warner quality of photoplay entertainment, makes the
Warner product the biggest box-office bet of the year.
the

Have you booked Warner
Screen"?

Bros.

18 "Classics of the

BIGG
PICT
CAMPAIGN

MOTION
•VERTISING
ATTEMPTED

-4

Lines That
Mean Business!
"At

the Rivoli she delights
in 'Nobody's Darling.'
Peggy does all the funny
things that the grown-up comedians do, but, oh, so much
better."
N. Y. EVENING POST

anew

"The most talented child
on the screen."

ac-

tress

N. Y.

WORLD

"Best part of the picture
program.
Don't
miss
'Nobody's Darling,' for
Peggy
is
everybody's
darling."
N. Y.

TRIBUNE

"The most adorable
of humanity
ever seen."

bit

little

we've

JUDGE

4%
of

CHMIH6'.
CarlLacunnle

presents

Century Comedies
COMJVTINTLY GOOD"

Gdeasedth.ru

UMIVERiAL

— — —

——

—

•

Qfie eWorld's at
J
Qrilby's %et
The mad-cap waif of the Montmartre cap
tuied all hearts with Du Mauriet's immortal
novel.

Again she reigned supreme on
the speaking stage.

And now she is

captivating count*

thousands in eveiy
house in the land.

less

first

run

THE CRITICS OF COUNTRY
MAKE IT UNANIMOUS
"A

picture of exceptional merit and
away from the beaten path, with perfect acting."
New York

Journal.

L~-

*

"Filled
thrill."

"An

*

*

with charm, romance
Detroit Free Press.

and

production, well worth
Indianapolis Star.

artistic

while."

"You

will adore 'Trilby'."
World-Herald.

"A

Omaha

magnificent impersonation."
Chicago Daily News.

—

"Unusual-effectively pictured, admirably directed and acted."
Cleveland
Press.

"A

screen piece-de-resistance. Strong
Duluth Herald.

and fascinating."

5jc.

%

"A

big hit, 'Trilby' has conquered the
Cincincity, captivating everyone."
*
*
*
nati Post.
"An outstanding picture with the
perfect actress."
New York Tele-

gram.
" 'Trilby'

*

*

*

on the screen. You'll
enjoy it enough to see it twice."
New York Daily News.
lives

Richard Waiton Tully
presents his screen
Qeorcje

Du

version of
famous novel

cMaurier's

TRILBY'
niik the celebrated Jrench star
TirtcifJ by

JAMES YOUNG

Wilfred Buckland

-

Jtrt Director

ANDREE LAFAYETTE

Scenario by

—

RICHARD WALTON TULIY

~ George Benoit

tf-S-C'

pHimatographer

A 3irAt national JHcture

i

'eelimbs to the pinnacle.

oL his success!
Just read what the
Moving Picture World says

*

a^.^B

NaHo DaJ
Box "0£6ce

Winner

Reviewed by

W

.

e.

^

Mafe^^-rS^
maU

e ver

isn't

ackie h a<i
reach

,V

^ater

done b»t

as one
Past few

y excee

J^

tltution -

^

Circus

anvth/n
" g L e has
aS
ict "re
that
^
thi r a ,? P
great
i

Tf
L?-

?

%

«*

maker

^C3>

b

i

surely

y TyJer," j ames
tpry

Sol LeSSer

presents

Jackie

Coogan
Days
Circus from
adapted

TOBY TYLER!
James Otis Celebrated story of
w
Ten Weeks with a Circus"
Directed by r~ Eddie Cline

A "JirAt

national Picture

Pictures, Inc., 383 Madison Ave.,
Foreign rights controlled by Associated First National

New

York.

PATHE
1923-1924

Supreme

in

Comedy and Short

The day of the All-Comedy
gram and the All-Short-Subject
gram has arrived.
The time

has

come

propro-

for exhibitors

change their present methods of
program building: (1) to give
diversity and novelty; (2) to induce
an additional day's attendance from
to

the average regular patron

who

(3) to build

up

new

a

clientele that

under present conditions

rarely, if

than dramatic features.
Instances
are legion where a Pathe short picture has been

responsible for the

biggest part of the pull to the box-

and has received the major
portion of the newspaper comment.

office

Pathe

prepared

is

to

these business-building

a number, kind

give you

programs of

and quality

than ever before.

better

Alternate them

with feature programs!

ever, goes to a picture theatre.

A

voted for more Short Subjects, saying that as a whole they were better

at

present only goes twice a week, and

Subjects

large majority of several hun-

Dollar for dollar and picture for

dred newspaper editors, questioned

picture, they are the best value in

recently

the business today.

as

to

preferences,

their

SUMMARY
Feature Comedies

73

Two-Reel Comedies

Serials

Will Rogers (13)'

Harold Lloyd (4)

Mack Sennett (13)
Our Gang (13)

One-Rest, Comedies

Stan Laurel (13)
The Spat Family ((13)

Hal Roach (52)

Her Dangerous Path (10
Ruth

of the

The Way

Range (15

of a

Leatherstocking

Man

episodes)

episodes)

(10 episodes)

(10 episodes)

Ben Turpin (6-8)

Pathe Review
Pathe.

News

(

Every picture or

Aesop's Film Fables (52)

(52)

Topics of the

104)

series of pictures sold

on

Day

its

(52)

own merits

independently of any other motion picture or series of
pictures.

Harold
in

Wherever motion

pictures are pro-

duced, distributed or exhibited,

ceded that Harold Lloyd

is

it is

con-

the supreme

box-office attraction of the business.

proud of nine years' harmonious and successful association with
Mr. Lloyd, and to announce four feature
Pathe

is

Pafh£comedy
TRADE

I

MARK

Four

4

Lloyd
Feature Comedies
comedies of the same superlative quality
as
Grandma's Boy/' 44 Dr. Jack" and
4

44

Safety Last."
44

Why Worry, "the first, is now ready.

It is

a triumph of originality, a riot

of laughter

—different

from and better

than, anything Lloyd has ever done.

"Why Worry," produced by Hal E. Roach

Paftecomedy
TRADE

(

£frf

MARK

Hal Roach presents

Will Rogers
in
The whole
"Follies" and

Two Part Comedies
sorrowed when Will Rogers

city

New

left

the

York.

But a far vaster audience rejoices that the lovable personality, the clean

originality of the

and inimitable humor, the striking

one Will Rogers

the tens of thousands

New

York now
Will Rogers?"

is

now

to entertain

where one was entertained before.

asks,

"What

will the city be without

Millions of picture goers will be saying a year from

now, "What would the screen be without Will Rogers?"

Hal Roach and Will Rogers. What better combination of names could the exhibitors of the nation desire?

13—Sold in

Series of Six,

Paftecomedy
TRADE

/ £f)l

MARK

Hal Roach presents

Our Gang Comedies
Two Parts
Less than a year ago the

was

"Our Gang" comedy

first

released.

It is

believed that today these unique comedies have

a wider

length

distribution

now

than any comedies of

same

produced.

Hal Roach

hit

upon

a great idea.

with striking originality and

The

the

He

developed

it

skill.

very numerous enthusiastic comments from ex-

hibitors published in the trade papers attest the really

amazing popularity of

these delightful comedies.

Pathe is pleased to announce a new series of these
comedies from Mr. Roach, with "Micky," "Sunshine

Sammy," "Farina," "Jackie,"

the

"Tough Kid" and

the rest of the laughable urchins.

13

—Sold in Series of Six.

Paftacomedy
TRADE

7

&m\

MARK

all

Mack

Sennett

presents

Ben Turpin
in

Two Reel Comedies
Mack

Sennett

is

known wherever people know how

Ben Turpin is Ben Turpin. He is alone,
unique. There is no one like him. His box office value
is attested by the fact that he has the most famous eyes
to laugh.

in the world.

Mack

Sennett's

Ben Turpin Comedies have double

value, for they have the pull of

two big names.

Ben Turpin's very name brings

a laugh wherever

it is

spoken.

Pathe is proud to be privileged
dies during the coming season..

A

to present these

Series of Six or Eight

Pafhgcomedy
TRADE

(

&k]

MARK

come-

Mack

Sennett Comedies
Two Parts

Mack

Sennett was the

dies could be

He

made

that

has discovered

first to

show

that screen

come-

would make everyone laugh.

more feminine beauty than even

were unknown
before he put them in his comedies. Salt water was only
used to sail ships upon until Mr. Sennett showed that
beauty was more beautiful against the background of
the far-famed "Follies."

Bathing

girls

—

the sea.

Nobody
that he

loved a fat boy, until Mr. Sennett showed

was

a laugh.

He

was a pioneer comedy producer. He has always
been an originator. He is now, as he has always been,
a leader.
Pathe, supreme in Short Subjects,
ciation with

Mr.

13

is

proud of

Sennett.

—Sold in Series of Six

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

** AR *

its

asso-

Hal Roach presents

Stan Laurel Comedies
Two

Parts

With the release of the first Hal Roach Comedy
which he was featured, Stan Laurel was a star.

in

Succeeding Hal Roach Comedies definitely established him as a real personality, a natural comedian, a
certain favorite-to-be.

Pathe hailed Laurel as a "comer." He has now arrived. He is to be presented in two-reel comedies made
the way Hal Roach makes them.

Pathe prophesied that he would be popular. Pathe
now prophesies that the season of 1923-1924 will bring

him

pretty close to the very top.

Watch Stan Laurel!

—Sold in Series of Six

13

Pafhecomedy
"™

TRADE

f

MARK

Hal Roach Comedies
—Every Week

One Reel
Since the early days

when Harold Lloyd was

the star

Bebe Daniels and "Snub"
Pollard, they have had a wider popularity and distribution than any one-reel comedies made.
of these comedies, assisted by

Hal Roach
dies

what they

quality has
are.

made

That same

the

Hal Roach Come-

improved through
stamp them through

quality,

constant perfection of detail, will
1923-1924.

"Snub" Pollard will

And

they

will

star in

include

them!

some "Dippy-Doo-Dads,"

those marvelous animal-bird comedies that have been
the outstanding novelty of 1923.

Pafhecomecjy
TRADE

[

&k\

MARK

Hal Roach presents

The

Spat Family
Two Part Comedies

with

Laura Roessing, Sidney D'Albrook and
Frank Butler

Are you married?

Have you been married?

Or do you

intend to be married?

Everyone who can answer "yes"
will scream at these novel comedies.
bles that so often are a part of
all

to these questions

married

The
life

petty squabare funny to

except the battlers themselves.

"The Spat Family" comedies show every kind
(

of a

marital row, from the kind where they just run out their
tongues at each other to the kind where they throw the
china.

Great fun for both sexes and

13

all

ages.

—Sold in Series of Six

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

f

&fft\

MARK

—

The most famous motion picture

in the

world

News

Pathe

Twice a week
It's

It

the true feature of every bill that

it's

on.

has "saved the show" for thousands of exhibitors.

standard as sterling

It is as

;

as staple as salt.

Every exhibitor who wants the
the best

Now

-needs
in

its

best,

and nothing but

it.

thirteenth year of usefulness

—and better

than ever.

Pafhepicture
TRADE

/

\ MARIC

Pathe
The word
that

it

shall

"Patheserial" means much. Pathe promises

mean even more.

on merit will be worthy
of exhibition in the best houses of America.

Pathe has planned

ft

serials that

HER DANGEROUS PATH"
with

Produced by

io Episodes
See

Ten

it.

Edna Murphy

Consider

its cost,

big problems in a

Hal

E.

Now

Roach

Ready

novelty, beauty, interest.

young

girl's

life,

each asking the question,

"What

should the girl do?"

RUTH ROLAND
"RUTH OF THE RANGE"
in

Ruth Roland Serials, Inc.,
under supervision of United Studios, Inc.

Produced by

The famous
in the

box-office star in a thrilling,

15 Episodes

Production Completed

human

story of adventure and love

Far West.

Patheserial

serials
Stories
stories as

—

by the best novelists have been selected such
are eagerly sought for the biggest features.

With production such

as

is

given the finest features,

a brilliant future for Patheserials

Emerson Hough's Great Story

"

is

thus assured.

of the Frontier

West

THE WAY OF A MAN "

With Allene Ray and Harold Miller
Produced by C. W. Patton
Directed by Geo. B. Seitz

A

io Episodes
in Production

Now

"The Covered

veritable "scoop" in serials, with a story by the author of

Wagon." Big

in

every

way;

picturesque, thrilling.

A

Goliath of an attraction.

James Fenimore Cooper's World Famous Hero

"LEATHERSTOCKING "
All rights defended

io Episodes

A

superb novelty with tremendous appeal.

in fear of the

warwhoop and

A

In Preparation
story of the

America that

the scalping knife, brilliant, stirring!

Pafhe serial

lived

Fables Pictures, Inc.
presents

Aesop's Film Fables
Cartoonist

Paul Terry

Excruciatingly funny!
Fertile in ideas, novel in conception, original in treat-

ment, and amazingly clever in animation.
There's a laugh in every scene, a

riot of

fun in every

cartoon.

—

Yes and every statement has
been taken word for word from comment by exhibitors
Enthusiastic praise?

sent in to the various trade papers!

For your own sake, play them!

One

a

week

Timely Films,

Inc.

presents

Day

Topics of the
Wri tten bv

the cleverest writers in the world.

Each item

selected

from the newspapers and magazines of everywhere because of human interest and
'

laugh-creating power.

Each paragraph has
Over

know

its

punch, each

line

its

three thousand exhibitors swear by

that

it's

a bright spot in every

shown.

One

a

week

laugh.

it,

for they

show where

it's

The magazine

of the screen

Pathe Review
Every Week
A

of everything that's good, clean and interest-

little

ing to

all

;

and not too much of anything.

Subjects so well chosen, so diversified, so interesting,
so beautifully photographed that

you wish

it

was twice

as long.

Science,

Pathecolor
where,
It

nature,

—the

many

of

art,

industry,

humor,

travel

and

most beautiful colored pictures any-

them now American

belongs on every good

bill

and

subjects.

in every

good house.

Pafhepicture
^^^^TRAD^T
\ MARK.

Prospect Press, Inc.,

New York

'WflQuf A bole
ouisianditifk
picture

(yf ^recLt story

Qf fine cast —

3neltsdin<£ such sterling players as

Tom Moore
!mi lor rest
.

Vbrenee killings

Shannon 2^^~

(Sdm undCreese
f/arrtf <£> Jfbmz/:

loom Ccwts
fifffe ffvssellfriffin

Chawlcs Craig

X Superb
r

"Miekeif "Bennett

&odvca<$

(p4udiencG(?(ppeat

pf-ftd what a Box Office Stile

Produced
i6oo feroadwai/

and distributed

o
faf.

ftENCE WEBERand BOBBY NORTH

foreign rights eontroiied

<ohe j^o/to (Qraatin^& orjo oration /600 Broadway f jyy

bp. pi Neman
(in association uxith(rfdolfJiamish)

presents

1

a Ciarencc

and & stellar
2e ftemer

r

JU

including

Cyril vhadtyiek

Eileen frinQlc

(Shmttne Mdifo

George jyiehols

tf&ftk 7?Z<ann

J?udiafthott

LBroadway
l&iqfols

ber

bobby North
New York

and

,

controlled

by.

^heQYpo/h OSmdn 10 t$orp. jeoo Broadway

ft

It's
,

(

^

east

Production

^gek>oodJ£)U?ell

1GOO

Jordan

Jhrocon
£
with

Jo be produced

.

A BOY

as produeeoL

SAM

ft

btf-

H. HARRIS

in association with Zcujis <and Gordon, )

William ARtthoMy
L.LAWKEteE WEBER
PRESS,

INC.,

NEW YORK

(Spire
and BoBBY lO'ORTH

.

Jf.V.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
are stenciled in

black letters

Look

parent film margin.

in

the trans-

for this positive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

flbout
'0^
Jin Sdui9pd Billon^
Production^

0i

And here's
What the Critics

think:

"BROADWAY GOLD" makes

an inter-

esting picture because it telis a rattling,
melodramatic story with a mystery in :t
that is surprisingly solved in the final

at

reel."
ifflMnfiiuffiiftiiii

lll«!H!inSHNHII

1

iiiii::
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"Plenty of action good photography
Miss Hammerand an adequate cast.
stein is dashing and charming." A". Y.
Times.
"Its treatment is high class in every
way." N. Y. World.
"All the elements of a successful road
attraction." A'. V. Tribune.
"Miss Hammerstein plays her part remarkably well."—N. Y. Evening Journal.
There is a pictorial glitter, melodramatic glamor and a display of some
fine acting to be derived from a viewing
-BROADWAY GOLD'." Exhibitors
of
Trade Review.
Here's a
"First rate audience appeal.

-

—

a

ii——————
The Granada
Cisco
S<3 ii

Fra n

GOLD
BROADWAY
For fiitu
is
Booked

ft

title that will get them right off."—/'' m
Daily.
"It is the calibre of picture that you
may feel safe in showing to whatever

kind of audience you may play to,
cause there is a certain high grade

bedis-

tinction in the quality of story, players
and settings." Reeland Reviews.
"Blaine Hammerstein is at her best in
She acts with excepthe stellar role.
Picture
vividness." Moving
tional

World.
"This feature should be an excellent
one to offset the summer slump or to
open your fall season. Should be a box
winners anywhere." Motion Picoffice
ture Neivs.

"Comes nearer to creating an illusion
of real places than any independent that
has come to attention in a long time.
Holds attention with
suspense." Variety.

its

well sustained

By W. Carey Wondsrly
By arrangement with Young's Magazine

*druart &i/msijfxc (fcrfrctScttiiy

The

Hammerstein Series Stamped
With Approval by Exhibitors and Critics
First of the Elaine

Franchisee! on the Independent Market

by Truart Film Corporation
M. H. Hoffman, Vice-Pres. & Gen'l Mgr.
1540 Broadway. New York

The World Has a Lot of Laughs Coming?

WHERE WE LEAVE THE
OLD ROAD
N

the following' pages

four months of the

you

new

will find the

productions to be released by Paramount for the

season beginning

November

1st,

1923.

We

Each

firmly bepicture carries the complete cast, director, detail of production, etc.
and drawing power, these productions will more than meet our expectations.

lieve that in quality

Pages could be written outlining our opinion of their value to the exhibitor, but just as
they will prove on demonstration, we feel, to be greater in quality than any previous productions
released by this organization, so, do we feel, that in justice not only to the product, but to the exhibitor, these pictures should be accompanied by a plan which will really and actually demonstrate their true value before the exhibitor is asked to sign a contract.

The time has gone by in this industry when there can be any compromise between the good
picture and the bad. The time has gone by when exhibitors can be asked to, or should buy on a
plan that no longer fits the needs of today.
However, by the same reasoning, every fair-minded exhibitor should be
tecting product that has demonstrated its real value at the box-office and it
hibitor's interest, as well as the producer's, to see that such product receives
worth. Good pictures must bring their just reward if good pictures are still

interested in pro-

should be the exnot less than it is
to be made.

Exhibitors throughout the country are in a great state of worry over the quotations received this year for motion pictures which have not yet demonstrated their value to the public.
Under the circumstances the prices quoted do present a real problem to the buyer. However, in
an effort to protect himself against over-paying for bad pictures the exhibitor is unconsciously
working a hardship on the production of real box-office merit.

In certain parts of the country, buying combinations are being formed, under one pretense
or another, in order to force down prices. Destructive forces are being set at work which can, in
the end, do nothing but add further complications to an already difficult situation without solving the question of what good pictures are really worth.

The present-day demand by the public for better pictures has resulted in a better grade of
productions at a higher cost. But whether the pictures are truly better can only be proven
through the box-office. And for those pictures that are so proven, there is unquestionably a
higher box-office value. If that greater value is demonstrated, higher production costs are justified and must reap their just reward for the producer.
exhibitors today are buying without faith in the pictures. No production, regardcan deliver its best at the box office when backed up by an uncertain exhibitor mind.
No picture can receive justice at the hands of an exhibitor unless his mind is at ease as to its
quality. In no other way can he approach the task of putting over each picture with the degree
of confidence that is necessary for a proper result.

Too many

less of merit,

i

Just to screen pictures in advance of selling is not quite sufficient. Actual demonstration
of box-office power must be made, demonstrations of a character that will form a real and safe
basis on which exhibitors can buy Avith confidence, in any community.

To

sell

full step.

after screening,

is

but half a step forward.

Paramount now proposes

to take

tht>

We throw to the four winds every other policy than that of standing on our quality 100%
and rising or falling unqualifiedly on the results of our pictures at the box-office as evidenced by
their appeal to the public.

To meet what Paramount considers a vital necessity in the business today, and "beginning
with the production announced for release after November 1st, every branch and district manager of this organization has been instructed not to negotiate any contract with any exhibitor
until after that exhibitor knows what he is buying.
No exhibitor will be asked to sign a contract for future Paramount Pictures until he has witnessed an actual demonstration of their boxoffice value.

With this as our policy, with firm faith in our industry, in our organization, and in the
certainty that the public will support good pictures, we announce the following definite sales
plan, affecting productions announced for release after November 1st, 1923.
Paramount

will establish in the

United States an adequate number of exhibition

zones.

The

best theatres in each zone will be chosen for the pre-release demonstrations.

Each key-center chosen

will be

terion for the surrounding territory.
showing alone as a basis of value.

with the thought that its result will be a fair criYou will not be asked to accept a Broadway

Back of these demonstration theatres will be placed the best exploitation force in
existence, plus the advertising cooperation of Paramount in providing an adequate but
not unnatural campaign.

You are invited to watch these runs closely
but not before you know.
After we have
with each exhibitor.

made

the demonstration,

and only then, are we

We shall not expect for any picture more
demonstrated

it,

and do your buying accordingly,

than

it is

read\r to negotiate

But after we have
buy it for less than its

worth.

neither shall Ave expect the exhibitor to try to

true value to him.

We

our productions will measure up to the public demand, and we bethis to be true, we will have demonstrated the real
value of the pictures and fair prices may then be established in accordance with the actual drawing power of the pictures.
feel that

lieve that after

We
and the

we have proved

ask you to watch for the coming announcement of the demonstration zones
of theatres in which our productions will be proven out for you.

list

We

believe that in adopting this policy of selling pictures on their demonstrated merit
only, we are going to make it more possible for good pictures to succeed and less possible for
bad pictures to be made.

And we

pledge the seasoned and experienced efforts of every part of our organization to
create, in the future as we have in the past, those productions Avhich will be worthy of the patronage of exhibitor and public alike.
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20 New CParamounl pictures
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Released

3-

Adolph Zuhor,

a

Presents.

Sam Wood,

PRODUCED

Production.

ing

HIS CHILDREN'S

the

Look at the list!
second to none.
story
picture of New York society
of a family from the first generation to the third
weakness
of human
of human happiness

A

CHILDREN"

A

true

—

—

Bebe Daniels. Dorothy Mackaill
James Rennie, George Fawcett.

human strength. Its theme is as big to modern
'49.
life as "The Covered Wagon" to the days of

with

of

melodramatic,

Sensational,

Mahlon
Lawrence

from the novel which is sweepPlayed by a cast

country today.

Hamilton, Hale Hamilton, Mary Eaton, John
Adapted by Monte Katterjohn
D'Orsay.
novel by Arthur Train.

Davidson,

from

the

but,

above

lavishly

mounted

intensely interesting.

all,

8

Jesse

FICTION'S

Rudyard Kipling

portrayed.

fully

known name

"The

most beautiful love story wonder-

in

q

the

is

the

is

story

finest

GEORGE MELFORD production

he

by

ever wrote.

The

Arab riders, the Artists' Ball, the
Arab princess, and many others.

rescue

The

the

carries

story

the

soul

of

lovable

a

from the heights of fame
and back again.

to

the

young

artist

depths of de-

Adolph Zukor,

(Presents

POLA NEGRI
Brenon

JESSE

in

44

I

JUST

LASKY

L.

finished

Willis and Jack

Cunningham.

writes:

looking at a dozen

reels

of

'The Spanish Dancer,' which looks as big
production as 'The Four Horsemen' and
'Robin Hood.'
have produced a super-special

Production

We

*THE SPANISH DANCER?

make motion

that will

Antonio Moreno,

with

McGrew

Written for the screen by F.

spair

a Herbert

Rudyard Kipling with

Jacqueline Lo^an,
Percy Marmont. Sigrid Holmquist;
David Torrence, Luke Cosgrave

big scenes include the attack of a thousand

wild
of

Presents

"THE UGKTthat FAILED

English literature today.

Light that Failed"

L. Lasfcy,

"Pola Negri

is

picture history.

a revelation; Antonio

Moreno

the most gallant, romantic, lovable figure

Su&orted by Wallace Beery, Kathlyn Williams,
GarethHu^ies, Adolj&e Menjou, RobtAgnew

I

is

have

The story is tremendously dramatic,
wonderful comedy relief and brilliancy,
romance and beauty in every scene."

ever seen.

with

Written for the screen by June Mathis and Beulah Marie Dix from the
"Don Cesar de Bazan" by Adolph D'Ennery and P. S. P. Dumanoir.

play

3
Jesse L.Lasky

IF

there

~

You
five

is

one picture for which there
de,

He

is

this

one.

young Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
person or on the screen without falling for

the clean, healthy, breezy all-boy,

is

CAN BOY!

The

screen

lad's

wonderful personality.

The

picture

catches

—

has everything

thrills,

AMERI-

and radiates

this

comedy, the joy-

ous exhuberance of American youth, and, at the bottom,
a sound theme and moral.

And

with such a cast,

it

is

and.

William Elliott Present

an audience

can't look at

minutes in

him.

it

is

set for a big success!

Have you read Where

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR.
m "STEPHEN STEPS OUT "
with

Theodore Roberts,

by NOAH
BEERY, HARRY
MYERS, FORREST ROBINSON,
JAMES BARLOW

Supported

From the story by Richard Harding Davis
Directed by Joseph Henabery
Scenario by Edfrid Bingham

we leave the

Old Road"?
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1923

Jesse L.Lasky, "Presents

u T)RODIGAL
Last Man"

Zane Grey s

'THE CALL OF THE

fast-living

CANYON"

with

Richard Dix

of Nature.

realities

DAUGHTERS"
A

rolled into one.

young generation
Zane Grey will

"To

and

the

contrast of the

and

mighty

the

and

supervise,

the

scenes will be absolutely authentic.

A

^Bebe Daniels.

by

human story, humanly and
the man who made "To

superbly told.

Home

story ran as a serial in the Ladies

Lois Wilson

Directed

Man."

Last

the

The

Journal and

has sold hundreds of thousands of copies as a novel.

Supported by Noah Beery, Lois Wilson, RicardD Cortez and Charles
Directed by Victor Fleming.
Adapted by Doris Schroeder.

Ogle.

—3
Presents

Adolph Zuhpr

FACT
with

this

many

often

is

than

cinating

fiction.

more

times stranger and

Paramount proves

it

fas-

AROUND THE WORLD
IN THE SPEEJACKS"

again

amazing film record of the complete voyage
world made by A. Y. Gowen, in a 98-

around the
foot motor boat.
Everybody has heard of the "Speejacks," and its epicmaking feat.
Front pages of newspapers all over the
country carried the news of the start and successful
finish of the voyage and the four times the "Speejacks"

was reported

A Motion Picture record of A.Y
Gowens famous voyage around the
world in a ninety foot motor boat.

lost at sea.

Adolph Zukor (Presents

GLENN HUNTER

THE

in

"WESTo/^WATERTOWER"
with

"Merton

of

star

of the

selling novel of the season.

vital,

Movies"

And what

in

most important production of

the

the best-

a cast

Big.

!

type ever

its

offered to the screen.

Ernest TorrenCe and

The book struck the country like
The picture will do even more.

a literary bombshell
It

will be easily the

most discussed production of the season.
Supported by George Fawcett and Zasu Pitts.
Adapted by Doris
Schroeder from the novel by Homer Cory.
Directed by Rollin

The

Sturgeon.

picture has

and

logical

a

happy ending, and yet one

true as life

Adolph Zihor

THE

wor'd

turn to

will

f

welcome

J>e screen in

Bill

"Wild

Hart's triumphant
Bill

Hickok"

!

re-

WILLAM

With

two guns and featuring his famous Pinto Pony.
Ethel Grey Terry is the leading woman.
The story is about the old-time frontier and its famous
romantic men and women.
Bill has spent two years
his

gathering the facts.

The same
real

action,

virile

Two-gun
box-office

real

Bill

—and

real

attraction.

Jt

An

original

*/

story

Albert Shelby

They

~

(Presents

S.

HART

in

by

LeVino.

Bill

Hart.
Directed

Screen

by

play

Cliff

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
•

ADOLPH ZUKOB. CWuAxt
-cw YORK cirv

Have you read Where

.

re all

Hatching for

'*j^Sfc(*
(J§E*i

we leave the

Old Road"?

this

by

Smith.

fill

theatres everywhere.

*™*?:^S»I

is

"WILD BILL HICKOK

character,
will

that

itself.

one!

"
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Jesse L.Lasky Presents

a Sam Wood
Rex

two years,

Production of

Beach's

Tom Moore

him by

The

story

is

now

—

a

pal

little

bequeathed

— "The

have been scored in stories of
Miracle Man," "Back Home and
Broke"
you could name a dozen.
But no author or
star has ever had such material as "Big Brother" to
greatest successes

—

and a Big Cast

with.

A

wonderful chance for a tie-up with the strong Big
Brother Movement.

by Monte Katterjohn.

This big
creating a sensation in Hearst's Magazine.

to the screen

a

tells

his best pal.

regeneration

work
Adapted

upon which he spent
powerful and realistic story of

latest novel,

a gangster's inheritance

brother:

*big
'with

REX

BEACH'S

•8-

Jesse

WHAT
What

thrill!

riches.

—

so

much
it

when you book "Flaming

forest fire

through which the

and the batallion of
the

a

entertainment satisfaction,

guarantee

The

to advertise

What

embarrassment of

a story!

An

a picture!

So much
genuine

What

a cast'

to exploit

—

in

the

Production

FLAMING BARRIERS'
with Jacqueline Logan.
Antonio Moreno. Theodore Roberts,

airplane

engines race to the rescue

fire

'

to

Barriers.'
girl

Lasfcy, Presents

Jl George Melford

such,

be yours

will

L

is

Walter Hiers.

Si£rid Holmcjuist.

unforgettable!

thrill

By Byron Morgan,
Dust,"

and

other

author
big

of

"The Roaring Road," "Excuse My
Adapted by Jack Cunningham.

successes.

9-

Adolph £uhor Presents

GLORIA SWANSON

"Zaza,"
AFTER
more of Gloria Swanson

a box-office knockout, they'll cry

"

THE HUMMING BIRD

in.

An ALLAN DWAN

in French vixen roles.
Play "The Humming Bird" and reap the harvest.
love-melodrama of Paris underworld and New York

for

A

Traduction

Presenting the new Gloria Swanson
smart society.
gorgeously gowned and showing real genius as a fiery,
Filmed by the producer of "Zaza"
emotional actress.

From the Broadway play success by Maude Fulton.
Screen play by Julian Johnson.
The star and producer of "Zaza" in another box-office

on the same lavish

scale.

fynocfyout!

JESSE

L.

LASKY,

Jesse
whose

largely responsible for

foresight

and

faith

"The Covered Wagon,"

were
says

*

about "North of 36":

"Probably we
film

novel

by

never get

'It

is

another opportunity to

'North of 36.'

Emerson Hough,

Wagon.'
says,

shall

a masterpiece like

It

is

the

of

Presents

NORTH OF 36
with Jack Holt, Ernest Torrence
— Bv Emerson Hough
a picture bigger than "The Covered Wagon"
and Lila Lee

many, many months.'
"In producing 'North of 36,' we have set for our"
selves the task of surpassing 'The Covered Wagon.'
in

k*A

Lasky

a JAMES CRUZE Production

last

'The Covered
The editor of the Saturday Evening Post
the most popular serial story we have run
author

L.

If

be produced,

ever to

this

is

it.

author and director.

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION l
ADOLPH ZukOQ

Have you read Where

0^„rf,« (

.

t*S^'r '^C%V
:

we leave the

Old Road"?

Made

is

by the same
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Adolph Zukor

Screen play by Clara Beranger.

Presents,

POPULAR

WILLIAM
deMILLE
Production

a

Post as a

screen

it

deserves.

movie

tional

picturesque

—

with Lois Wilson,

Directed by

IRVIN WILLAT.
One

Adolph Zukor. Presents

of the world's best sellers!

THE

last written

Booth Tarhingtons,

*PIED PIPER MALONE"

Meighan, some
Supported by Lois Wilson and a big

by Alfred E. Green.

Adapted by

cast.

Directed

Tom

Geraghty.

and a

POLA NEGRI
in a

contrasting backgrounds of Parisian smart society

the dens of the

and a brand-new screen

Adolph ZuKor, Presents

NEGRI

—

and

kiddies, a girl,

Mr. Meighan will be supported by Lois Wilson
typical Meighan cast.

idea.

playing a vivid, sympathetic role in
a big Parisian love-melodrama by the author of
"Kiki." Pola as a saucy, profane, rough and tumble,
the kind of role that made her famous.
bewitching girl

With

—

most popular of all American authors has at
"Pied
an original story for the screen
Piper Malone." Thomas Meighan, Alfred E. Green,
and Tom Geraghty (star, director and adaptor of
"Back Home and Broke") are now filming it with
It's a splenthe personal assistance of Mr. Tarkington.
around
centering
comedy-romance
American
did

THOMAS MEIGHAN

POLA

Adapted by Doris Schroeder.

romantic love scenes, and action, ac-

tion every minute.

in

Rod LaRoque,

Noah Beery

of a man's uphill fight against tremendous
odds, aided by a girl and a wild, outlaw stallion
(played by the best animal actor on the screen).
fights,

this

the story of an honorable

is

Wagon."
The story

Rides,

Saturday Evening

ZANE GREYS
9fo HERITAGE o/Y^DESEKT

but made right out on the raw
it
Desert, the scene of "The- Coverec

stuff in

Utah

the

Jesse L.Lasky, Presents

writer of

has sold over a million copies.
giving it the production on the
No trace of the studio or conven-

stories,
is

in

allure of

Jack Holt. NitaNaldi.

Western
Paramount

ran

man torn between the
an opera singer and the love of a charming
Who wins out and how, portrayed behind
refined girl.
the doors of New York's best society, makes a picture
with all the punch of "Nice People" and the comedy
values of "Grumpy" and "Clarence."
It

Agnes Ayres.

by America's most popular

it

3

a smashing success as a novel by

Julian Street and stage play by Hubert Osborne,
is more vivid and throbbing than ever.

Supported by Theodore Kosloff, Robert Edeson and Rod LaRocque.

THIS novel,

when

serial,

the novel "Rita Coventry"

Street.

love-drama

EVERT DAT LOVE
with

From

by Julian

Herbert Brenon, production

*MY MAN"

apache underworld.

by Charles de Roche, Lewis Stone and
play "Mon
others. Adapted by Fred Jackson from the
Carco.
Francis
and
Picard
Andre
by
Homme"

all-American production and cast of big names.
They'll cry for Negri-Brenon productions after "The

An

Supported

Spanish Dancer."

k*\
r

—

FAMOUS PLAYERS LAS KY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

Have you read Where

P.

we leave the

Old Road"?
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Adolph ^uhor,

(Presents
ft

GLENN HUNTER
wWHEN KNIGHTS

To

pick

like

that

the
is

She was

La Rocque

is

the heroine of

and

"Manslaughter"

a personality

fit

the world.

in

So

it

—

Jesse L.Lasky, Presents

A

the hero,

that will

feeling of

a CECIL

B. DeMILLE

Production

^TRIUMPH*

a man and a girl of today.
Leatrice Joy, who enjoys a tremendous following among
the fans, is here given the greatest opportunity of her
career.

type of story

good luck that Paramount got
"When
hold of just the story for Glenn Hunter
Knights Were Bold."
Ralph Spence, title writer of
"A Connecticut Yankee," and author of much of thts
year's "Follies," will be right in a field where his
satire and wit are of the sharpest.

strictly
second "Manslaughter."
love story adapted from the popular
Saturday Evening Post serial. Produced with
typical De Mille lavishness of gowns and settings but
laying the chief emphasis upon the heart-struggles of

the

has seen "Merton of the Movies"
is a comedian of a pe-

not the easiest thing

was with a

Francis Wilson's famous comedy by Charles Marlow.
Edited and titled by Ralph Spence and with the star of
"Merton of the Movies."

is

who

Gleen Hunter

that

culiai type.

WERE BOLD"

HERE
modern

NYBODY

jt\ knows

with

Rod

the rest of the cast will

Leatrice Joy and Rod LaRoque

Adapted by Jeanie Macpherson from the Saturday
Evening Post success by May Edginton.

be exclusively big names.

Jesse L.Lasky, (Presents

GALSWORTHY
JOHN
Every
English

a Joseph Henaberv Production

novelist.

THE STRANGER

seller.

"The Stranger"

is

is the most famous living
book he writes is a best

the

production he has

first

ever allowed to go directly to the screen.

This story of love and regeneration

with Richard Dix, Leatrice Joy

ping that you'll wonder

is

so sincere, so grip-

why nobody

particular slant on life before.

this

human document

of the screen.

ever thought of

It

is

the supreme

Leatrice Joy

Dix

is

the

man. Lewis
Stone the brother, and Tully Marshall the down-andpathetic, beautiful, heroic girl.

Adapted by Bertram Millhouser from the story "The
First and the Last" by John Galsworthy.

is

the

outer.

,

A

RGENTINE LOVE"

will

Adolph Zukor. (Presents-

not only duplicate

J\_ anything Ibanez ever wrote but will far surpass
his past success.
Gloria Swanson, as the beautiful Argentine dancer, will
have a role that will, without question, surprise her
most ardent admirers, and place her securely in the
hall of fame as one of the greatest screen artists of
all time.
marvelous picture story, written by a great
artist, which, in splendor and in a consummate characterization, is destined to mark the highest point in Miss
Swanson's brilliant career.

GLORIA SWANSON
wARGENTINE

LOVE*

Jin Allan Dwan Production
'Sy Vicente Biasco Ibanez,

A

Author of

"The Four

Sand."

Horsemen" and "Blood and

Screen play by Julian Johnson.

-3

^FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR.

Have you read Where

Pr,„d,*t

,

we leave die

Old Road"?

oA

message

TO ALL EXHIBITORS
y\

f

X

T

the Minnesota Convention of the Motion Picture Thea-

* re

Owners of America, June,

1921,

a resolution was passed

authorizing the Board of Directors to investigate the

situ-

ation relative to the formation of a theatre owners distributing

corporation.

At the Washington Convention of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, May, 1922, the committee on business relations submitted a unanimous report which was adopted by the
Convention unanimously, urging the Board of Directors and officers of the organization to continue further

its activities

in the

investigation of the formation of a theatre owners distributing

corporation.

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America unanimously resolved that as the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America was purely a membership organization,
a separate organization be created for the distribution of pictures.

The Board

of Directors of the

The Theatre Owners

Distributing Corporation

was formed De-

cember, 1922, for the purpose of supplying all theatre owners,
motion pictures of merit at fair prices under an equitable contract.

was hoped that after the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America gave notice to the producers and the entire trade generally at Minnesota and at Washington, that relief was needed rela-

It

tive to the distribution of pictures, that these interests

would give

(OVER)

some heed

to this public notice

conditions have

grown worse.

by the theatre owners, but instead,

The time

for resolutions, confer-

ences and talks has passed.

The Theatre Owners

Distributing Corporation will

distribute pictures in over thirty centers beginning in

October,

"PRODUCERS
An exhibitor owned and
pictures

is

now

controlled distributing service for motion

offered to

all

producers.

This distributing service embodies thirty-two exchanges fully
manned and equipped a sales organization second to none in

—

the United States and an established clientele.

our purpose to offer to all producers the same equitable business advantages that we, as theatre owners, expect for ourselves.
It is

Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation
25

WEST

NEW YORK.

STREET

43rd

W. A. TRUE.
HARRY DAVIS.
.

President

.

Vice-President

...

D1TTMAR
W. D. BURFORD
SYDNEY S. COHEN
L.

Treasurer

J.

Secretary

.-.

Midwest Theatres,
L. M. Rubens
R. F. Woodbull

Chicago,
Joliet,

III.

III.

Dover, N.

J.

W. W. WatU

Springfield,

Martin G. Smith

John A. Schwalm
Fred Seegert

Toledo, Ohio
Hamilton, Ohio
Milwaukee, Wis.

C. A. Lick

Fort Smith, Ark.

Fred Wehrenberg
Joseph Mogler
J. Silverman
H. W. Sch erer
C. E. Whitehursl

St.
St.

111.

Louis, Mo.
Louis. Mo.

of Directors

Frank G Heller
Merle Davis
Glenn Harper
Samuel Perlin
Ray Grombacker
W. C. Hunt
E. M. Fay
Howard Smith
S. H. Borisky
Fred Dolle
Ralph Talbot

Altoona. Pa.
Johnstown, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.

G. G. Schmidt

A. R. Pramer

Omaha, Neb

E.

William Bender
M. C. Gerhart

South Bend,

Harry

E.

Huffman

W. A. Mendenhall
Eli W. Collins
Joseph W. Walsh.

(OVER)

Inc.

Chairman Board

Ind.

Fort Collins, Col

Denver, Col.
Boise, Idaho
Jonesboro, Ark.
Hartford, Conn.

A. B.

Momand

H. Bingham

Charles Stern

Robert Codd
David Adams
Charles P. Sears
Joseph Phillips
Thomas Arthur

Kokomo,
Butte,

Ind.

Mont,

Los Angeles, Cal.
Oakland. Cal.
Spokane, Wash.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Providence, R.

I.

Buffalo. N. Y.

Chattanooga, Tenn.
Louisville, Ky.

Tulsa, Okla.

Shawnee, Okla.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Bangor, Maine
Niles, Mich,
tonccrd, N. H.
Nevada, Mo.
Fort Worth, Tex.
Mason City, Iowa

N. Y.
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Classics

of the Screen

Ploying
at the

D1VOLI

STRAND
PIALTO
Johnny Jones"
"The Gold Diggers"
"The Printer's Devil"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Age of Innocence"
"How to Educate a Wife"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"The Tenth Woman"
"The Country Kid"

"George Washington,
"Being Respectable"

"Lover's Lane"

"Little

Jr."

"Tiger Rose"

"Beau Brummel"
"Babbit"
"Daddies"

"Cornered"

"Conductor 1492"

Uteres a reason/
1

EIGHTEEN of the BIG pictures for

1923-24

Warner Bros. "Classics of the Screen/'
The Warner product already is booked for
are

New York's most
theatres — the RIVOLI, the
STRAND, the RIALTO.
showing in

5

Of

the

MANY

particular

MARK

photoplays that will be

available, these leading

Broadway

theatres

choice these Warner
"Screen Classics,** The choice was made not
because of any obligation to Warner Bros.,
or because of any previous working agreement, but because the theatre management
saw in these pictures a product of the
highest quality— a quality assured through
selected as their

first

tremendously big story values, prominent
author names, directors of the first rank,
players of proven popularity and the never

5

failing

BIGNESS

with its

sure-fire box-office appeal.

There

of

Warner

MUST be a reason.

production,

There IS a reason!

Jusl what 1923
Jl Reliable Tirade Paper Crilic
Says

—

Motion Picture N e'w

Mothers-in-Law
(Preferred Pictures

—Seven Reels)

(Reviewed by Frank Shelton)
In this picture he gives us a human
has scored again.
document that compares with " The Old Nest " and " Over the
"
But this produchuman interest " ingredients.
Hill." in
tion has an added value in that it is filled with modern touches
and middle-aged
jazz-crazed
youth
lived
by
our
as
of
life
views
Therefore, the picture will appeal to old and young alike.
folks.
From every viewpoint, " Mothers-in-Law " is a distinctly high-class
It is a picture
contribution to our screen fare for the new season.
Everyone connected
that should bring real business to the box office.
with its making is to be congratulated.
The story is one of absorbing interest and will, no doubt, strike
home to many families who are going through just such a career as
And all praise to the players who enact the prinis pictured here.
Edith Yorke as " Mom " Wingate brings a new and
cipal roles.
Her's is
wonderful " mother " portraiture to the shadow stage.
Gaston Glass and
a character painting that breathes naturalness.
Ruth Clifford as the young couple whose marital bark is nearly
sent on the rocks by misunderstandings and different likes and disIt is, by far,
likes, really act
yes, act as they never have before.
the best thing Miss Clifford has done to date.
Joseph Swickard as
the irascible, grouchy, unforgiving pater, puts over a Warfieldian
bit, while Crauford Kent and Vola Vale complete the personnel

GASNIER

.

—

" par excellence."

THEME. " A mother-in-law is just a mother with another child to love." That subtitle aptly describes the theme.
When the young wife of this mother's son is about to go
astray, mother-in-law steps in and after a hard fight makes
the bride see the folly of her ways.

PRODUCTION HIGHLIGHTS.

The storm

scenes.

The

departure of the son for the city. The party scene in the
farmhouse where the " fast set " is driven by the storm. The
excellent characterizations of each member of the cast, especially Miss Yorke, Mr. Glass, Miss Clifford and Mr. Swickard. The Burmese party, a brilliant and spectacular interior.
DIRECTION. One of the best things Gasnier has ever
done. He has not permitted the interest of the observer to
relax for a moment. He has injected surprise after surprise
into his work.
Under his masterful direction, the players
have given of their best.

DRAWING POWER.

You
folks want.
you go after it.
Another " Over the Hill,"-with the sad stuff
relieved by modern jazz stuff.
really high class picture
possessing 100 per cent, entertainment value. The story is
told by a talented cast and is one that will appeal to every
member of the family. Elaborately staged throughout and
brilliantly directed.

should be able to make

Just

what 1923

money with

this

if

SUMMARY.

A

THE CAST
David Wingate
Vianna Courtleigh
"Mom" Wingate
Newton Wingate
Alden VanBuren

_

Gaston Glass
Ruth Clifford
Edith Yorke
Josef Swickard

Crauford Kent
Vola Vale

Ina Philips

By Frank Dazey and Agnes
Gasnier.

Directed by
Christine Johnston.
Scenario by Olga Printzlau. Photographed by Karl Struss.

Distributed by

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP N.
AL LICHTMAN

President

1650 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

^

want

'Jolhs
d foremost Exhibitor
—
Says

- COMMERCIAL CABLES
POSTAL TELEGRAPH MAC
CLARENCE
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K DETROIT MICH AUG
AL LICHTMAN

PREFERRED PICTURES CORPN 1650 BWAY NEWYORZ NY
AM WILDLY ENTHUSIASTIC OVER MOTHERS IN LAW WHICH

CASTING DIRECTION STORY AND ACTING IT IS SUPERB

MARVELOUS PICTURE AND
TICKLED

I

IT IS A TRULY

EXHIBITORS WHO BOOK IT WILL DO

PREFERRED PICTURES ARE SURE TO BE PREFERRED BY

THE PUBL.TC AS WELL AS THE EXHIBITORS

PHIL GLEICHMAN
BROAM AY-STRAND THEATRE

The

"Preferred Fifteen

THE BROKEN WING
MOTHERS-IN-LAW
THE VIRGINIAN
APRIL SHOWERS

MAYTIME
THE BOOMERANG
WHITE MAN

WHEN

IN

FORERUNNER OF YOUR SEASONS PRODUCTS AM

IP A

SIGNED UP FOR THE FIFTEEN

THEMSELVES A FAVOR

JUST SCREENED

I

POISONED PARADISE
A WOMAN REACHES FORTY

THE MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS
THE BREATH OF SCANDAL
THE FIRST YEAR
THE TRIFLERS
FAINT PERFUME
MY. LADY'S HPS

PREFERRED PICTURES
Produc ed by B

.

P.

Hf£5*

SCHU LBERG

Form

It

mm

"Contrary to my usual method of buying pictures,
I am
contracting with
Burr for his new series in advance
of production because I have made money^
on every, picture lever bought from him,

CO

Pres.

Commonwealth Film

New York

WES"

"RESTLESS
A

Written by Izola Forrester v
vigorous .virile society melodramc
Scenario by Mann Page

"YOUTH/TO S

LL"

As published

under

in Ainslees
the/title ".The Gray Path"
Izola Forrester

/by

nm/if angle on the divorce problem
Scenario by Gerald C Duffy

A.
From the Saturday Evening
ey Dorothy; De ja^ers

Even

<?j

you end

Scenario by

Mann

A sensational .original and

L

$tor

&
Page

enthralling

I

Drama - by Marguerite Gove
m
cA great show for the wives who wouldn't /

Scenario by Marguerite Gove

J

The four outstanding attractions of the season
Wire or write to-day for a franchise M

GGBURR PICTURES
MASTODON
FILMS INC
CC

ffCRH. Pre..

133-1S5-137 West 44th St.

New York

City,

N.

Y.

Corp.

City.

,,

A NATIONAL INSTITUTION"
BROADWAY at 47^ ST

,M

MS

NEW YORK CITY
MOE MARK

PRESIDENT « GEN'L M'GR

August £3rd, 1923.

office of

JOSEPH PLUNKETT
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Mr. Hiram Abrams
United Artists Corp.,
729 Seventh Ave.
Hew York City.

Dear Mr. Abrams
D. W. Griffith's "The
White Rose", even with the summer weather
is doing more than a winter "business.

We bad to stop selling
tickets last night, Wednesday. The picture
itself is a great success with our audiences,
and the business is growing bigger and bigger
I

.

thought that you might

like to know this.

With kindest regards,

UIHAM ABnAM/ PftCTIDENT

».>

.V.:

.

EXHIBITORS
ASSOCIATED
KANE pres iden ^ ^ PS!
ARTHUR
Po

*

/y

*'t7owlV*R<f£

S.

t

-

UTOftS

YS,(

H

Tom Moore „
HARBOR
LIGHTS
DIRECTED BY
TOM TERRISS
Ideal /ulm$,Ltd.

"HARBOR LIGHTS"

is a showman's atand proven by years of success

traction, tried

on the

stage.

Millions have laughed and cried over

its

story

of tempestuous lives.

Millions more will be thrilled by the superb
screen version.

A

villainous plot to lure a beautiful girl into

a distasteful marriage

of

Tom

A
the

is

fierce hand-to-hand battle ensues

two men, while the

A

thwarted by the arrival

Moore, her sweetheart.

cunning net of evidence

the innocent hero

between

girl looks on.

when

his

is

drawn around

opponent

is

later

found dead.

A wrong done the girl's sister

is

avenged, but

the sister undergoes a series of strange

adven

tures in the hands of the real criminal.

She escapes for her life, is recaptured and is
thrown over the edge of a steep cliff into the
water below.

Tom Moore, who had risked his own

safety to

find her, plunges 125 feet into a raging sea to

the rescue.

Life boats,
after them.

manned by
It's

sturdy seamen, put out

a desperate fight in the teeth of

a lashing gale.

Then follows the astonishing climax of this
most suspenseful and spectacular sea melodrama.

"HARBOR LIGHTS"
want.
4

A.

.

is

what your people

;

°We've just seen
it,

and

is biggest

it's "

Suerf

Inspiration Pictures Inc., Charles H.Duell, Pres., presents

RICHARD

BARTHELMESS
m
—

Big in Spectacular Splendor
Magnificent
in Dramatic Power Romance Unexcelled
Tragedy
Startling in Thrilling Adventure
Love that Brings Unto Wring the Heart
Barthelmess at his Best in a
bounded Joy

—

Great, Big,

—
—

—

—
1

Smashing Drama.

Story by Beulah Marie Dix Scenario by Josephine Lovatt
Art Director, Everett Shinn; Technical Director, Wiard B.
Ihnen; Photography by George Folsey; Foreign rights controlled by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue, New York.
;

A

John S. Robertson
Production

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

AVAILABLE ON THE OPEN MARKET.

>

)

J\ Ticture

to the Heart's

Vesire

You
me when I was a
baby you who left me to starve,

"You

call

who

yourself a mother?

deserted

;

to

wander about homeless,

a waif

to be kicked about the city streets,
to

become a

thief, a

who gave me up

crook; you

you might
have riches and comfort; who
caused the woman I love to turn
against me you claim a mother's
that

;

love

now?

He turned uncompromisingly toward the woman who pleaded
with the bitter knowledge of her
own unworthiness and yet whose
tragic life amid splendor would
soften the hardest heart.

Here

is

a scene that will bring the

tears to the eyes

And

heart.

it

is

and wring the
one of the

just

moments in
crammed full of heart interest
a picture made by the man
who directed "Humoresque" and
tender and dramatic
a picture

—

with the same strange power
moved great audiences in
Here is something
that picture.
with genuine appeal.
filled

that

Arthur H. Jacobs presents a

Frank Borzage Production
Willzage
;

x)ith

a

¥m. Collier Jr.'-

Mary Philbin -

Myrtle Stedman
Frederick Truesdell - Josef SwicKard - Franhie Lee

stellar cast includinq

Foreign Rights Controlled by
Associated First National Pictures Inop
383 Madison Avenue, New York

A Hirfit

tlationdl Picture

Art

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of

inferior

photographic

we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
quality

are stenciled in

black letters

Look

parent film margin.

in

the trans-

for this positive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Hal Roach

presents

Our Gang Comedies
Two

parts each

you have never shown these comedies
you have something to live for!"

"If

you have never used this comedy you have
something to live for." Mrs. W. M. Kimbro,
Greenland, Greensboro, Ga. (Ex. Herald).
"If

—

The audience

just sits

up and screams

"These kid comedies are the cream. The audience just sits up and screams." L. B. Worth,
Gayety, Ft. Worth, Tex. (Ex. Herald).

—

100 Per cent
"Young Sherlocks is a 100 per cent, comedy."
Henry Saubers, Fad, Fairfax, S. D.
"Great.

Our Gang Comedies

are 100 per cent."

—Jas.

D. Kennedy, Apollo, Indianapolis, Ind.
(Ex.-Herald).

Simply fine
"Pathe is to be congratulated on these, comedies
Clean, funny comedies
They're simply fine.
which please old and young." H. G. Sweet,
Royal, Royal Centre, Ind. (Ex.-Herald).

—

Full of laughs
"These comedies are very good and full of
Creamer, Strand, Chillicothe,
J. W.

laughs."

—

Mo. (Ex. Herald).

As good

as one could

want

"As good as one could want. They please both
and grownups." Ray Dowling, Zark,

—

kids

Zark, Ala. (Ex. Herald).

"FARINA"

Patiiecomedy
TRADE

f

MARK

8v

Elinor Glyn
Scenario by

With

Corinne Griffith
Frank Mayo
Claude King
Myrtle Stedman

Bergere

they met on the wind-swept deck of an ocean greyhound,
racing from Manhattan's turmoil to the silk -stockinged
boulevards of carefree Paris. He was of the government,
bearing secrets of state. She was a siren in satin, breathing
the orchid atmosphere of wealth. She laughed at governments, defied danger, scandal and ruin to win this clean,
strong man.

Her

—has

Maude Qeorge

Elinor

Charles Clary

brilliance against a

Robert de Vdlbis

Ouida

Glyn

A

story

— the most exciting from the pen of

come

to

the screen with

a

dazzling

background of unrestrained passions.

Qoldwyn

Picture

—

When You Made
Love to a Girl
You remember what she
said—What you said
What she did—And what
you did!
These memories stick in
your mind because that
was real drama you were
living.

Whether you live real
drama or see real drama,
stays in your memory
just as vividly—and that
it

why

is

W. GRIFFITH'S
"The WHITE ROSE"
D.

everywhere

proving

Is

one of the greatest boxoffice successes and one

I

of the strongest audience
films of this season.

a grand love story
made so real that audiences thrill with its kisses
It is

—sigh with its disappointments. You give your
spectators something they
never will forget.

And

there

is

a brilliant

Mae Marsh,
Ivor Novello, Carol

cast

with

Dempster, Neil Hamilton

and others of great

note.
9

'The White Rose Is a
Griffith Masterpiece

NOW BOOKING

UNITED ARXLTTT COfiDOQATION
CUAfiLlE

MAQ.Y DICKPOOD

•

CMAPUN

win AM

•

DOUGLAS

ADHAM/

FAIIiDANKJ*

paCJ-IDCNT

•

0.

V. GnJPTTTV)

"WHERE THE
NORTH BEGINS

,

RIN-TIN-TIN. poucTSm
DIRECTED BY

CHESTER M FRANKLIN
a

HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION
ADAPTED FOR
a«o

FRED MYTON

TnZ.

SCREEN a*

CHESTER ^-FRANKLIN

"The
(greatest

Picture of

its

Kind
Ever
Filmed,'

declared
S. L.

Rothafel

of the

Capitol

World's Largest
Picture Palace
r

with a seating capacity of*5,500; cat
ering to the most critical audience
in the most critical city in the world,
and showing to a weekly average
attendance of

THOUSAND

ONE HUNDRED
persons,

THE CAPITOL
New York's

magnificent photoplay
palace, shows nothing but the best
in motion picture entertainment*
That's why the Capitol chose for
presentation the week of August
26th, Warner Bros* sensational
drama of the Northland,

"Where The
North Begins"

S
EXH
BITO
R
A SSOCIATED
KANE president
ARTHUR
I

S.

Yes Sir!
One

-

It

Sells Itself!

of the years best

Arthur

F,

'presents

20

Photoplays

Beck

—

the comedy melodrama

THE
KTROYING

Why

Didn't

To answer

He

that question one

usual drama, with

its

Her?

Kiss

must see

this un-

who

story of a bride

disap-

peared on her wedding night, and sparkling with

comedy by the

Women

gifted star.

will love

it.

Every

girl

longs to be

won by the sort of fighting hero and
won the girl in this red romance.

lover that

MM
Jazzy with Excitement

and Laughs
Feminine

An

thrill of

actress

kidnapped in bathing costume

Wild chase and

Men

a secret wedding!

flight

on a

fleeing yacht!

lured by an angel of destruction!

Si/ Fast reels wit£
Mitchell Lewis FOREIGN «£P«E$e/NTATIve
SIDNEY t GARRETT

Noah Beery - John Bowers Ford
-

Sterling

^mw(XIS

^

PATHE EXCHANGE.
~

,

,NC *
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PRINCIPAL PICTURES 3

BRIGHT LIGHTS OF

BROADWAY

"THE SPIDER AND THE ROSE"
"EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE"
"

directed by

WebsterCampbell
STORY BY
Gerald Duffy
SCENARIO SUPERVISED BY

TEMPORARY MARRIAGE"
"GOLD MADNESS"

Edmund Gouldi ng~

A

B.F.Zeidman
PRODUCTION

Through Leading Exchanges Everywhere

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORP
Loew State Bldg .New York
For Foreign Rights .Apply Direct

to

us

SBBBHfl

CARL LAEMMLE

presents

LOIS WEBER'S

TREMENDOUS PRODUCTION

Adapter in Her Life
Based on the famous story of JEWEL by Clara Louise Burn harn
With 3 tzruly extraordinary cast: induing

CLAUDE GILLINGWATER
JACQUELINE GADSDEN
FRANCES

RAYMOND

ROBERT FRAZER
EVELYN THATCHER
JANE MERCER

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

RALPH YEARS LEY
FRED THOMSON
BETH RAY NOR

"

September

15,

1923

Page
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THE MIDNIGHT ALARM
" Screen Opinions/' Chicago

From
U /^LASS A-c 90%. You can boost
draw big in any locality."

this picture for a special.

It's

the kind that should

From "New York Daily News"
>~pHE Midnight Alarm' shows one of the most realistic film fires we have ever seen.
A Then, too, there's an excellent exhibition of quick fire work —from bed to burning building as it were and a spectacular train crash."
i

—

" Exhibitors Herald "
U i *~T*HE Midnight Alarm' provides excellent entertainment. Here is a fast moving story
A filled with dramatic action and suspense that should appeal to any theatre audience.
It tells an absorbing story that is punctuated by spectacular scenes and punches that
hold the interest unfalteringly. There is a great fire scene that is finely done the wreck
of an automobile by a train, and a suspenseful moment when a great drawbridge is lowBut the
ered just in time to keep a passenger train from plunging into the river.
production boasts more than the spectacular elements. The story runs along a vein of
considerable human interest revolving about the search of an old couple for their long

From

;

lost

granddaughter."

From

U>"pHE

picture carries action

" Motion Picture

and incident

News

99

the way."

all

9

From "Moving Picture World'
action, and a midnight fire that is without a doubt the

U TT'S

best of
chock full of real
kind this writer has seen. 'The Midnight Alarm' is a clever piece of work. The
thrillers are well handled throughout and will keep your audience on the alert all the
while for there is plenty happening in this picture. The frustrated attempt at wrecking the train at the trestle, following a villainous attack on the keeper of the switch
house, is a knockout, and the surprise occasioned when the speeding train mounts the
trestle just as the latter has been lowered would have made the 'nigger heaven' gods
of yesteryear tear the house to pieces with excitement."

A

its

"

From

New York

Evening Journal
with the heroine locked in a safe. The filming

M MpHERE is a great fire
A scale and much attention
From
|(

"

is on an elaborate
was given to many scenes, particularly that of the fire."

New York American

4>*jpHE Midnight Alarm' was set for action and

From

it

99

rings the bell."

" Exhibitors Trade Review "

U 4 TpHE Midnight Alarm' responds to the demand by a very large section of movie
A patrons for a 'sure-enough' thriller which breezes alon£ at cyclonic pace, makes
a direct appeal to the most elemental emotions and winds up by enveloping hero and
heroine in a blaze of glory. The 'blaze' must be taken literally for the fire in which the
villain meets his well-deserved doom at the close registers as one of the most spectacular
episodes in a picture which fairly vibrates with 'big punch' scenes as exemplified by
the attempt to send a limited express crashing to the bottom of a trestle, an auto wrecked
by a train and other exciting bits of realism."

From "New York Tribune'

«QUR advice

is,

"
do not miss 'The Midnight Alarm.'

From

unpHE
A

9

picture
public."

is 'sure-fire'

"

The Film Daily

entertainment.

99
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Great Story of the CIRCUS
thousands watch as the story
unfolds while players perform
pulsating, prodigious phenomena.

A

tense -told tale, tearing
through three-ring traditions with
the mighty march of marvelous
Envy and Sacrifice
Love
thrilling,

,

Something new for jaded
appetites
chance for every Exhibitor to go
the limit in his showmanship
Q Circus -pull
be released b
0. Circus -profit
with a Circus picture
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EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
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protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of
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photographic

we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
quality

are stenciled in

black letters in

Look

parent film margin.

the trans-

for this positive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."
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tinted
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now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Richard Talmadge
in a series oj^productions^

durinf 1923-1924
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the demonstrated popularity of this unique
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/
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high-calibre productions, supporting casts of

/

,

the best suitable available artists, stories of
national reputation

and such as
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Richard Talmadge the opportunities required

by his exceptional abilities— a product, high-
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HARRY LORRAINE HAZEL KEENER
HARRY TODD
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"The White Rose"
Hammers out its appeal in tones that never
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MAE

as
MARSH, who is
greater in this picture than in "The Birth
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him.

Hamilton, one of those real "finds"
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Neil
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master of the films, gives always to his work.
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New York Evening
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u-^D.W GRIFFITH
present?

Ok WHITE

RQfE
NOW BOOKING
CORPORATION

UNITED ARTIXTX

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

MARV PICKPORD

DOUOLAJ" FAIRBANKS'
HIRAM ADRAMJ"

D.
•

W. GRIPPITH

P&£J*IDENT

^

L^4**Z2[

—

DWCRIPCITU/

I

Have You Shown

Onlv Difthe Only

ferent Picture in

Two

m

Years

Week after week your audiences see motion
pictures that are pretty much the same.

A

star; a

there

love story; a kick at the end

you are

—and

I

Do you realize there has been
made in recent years that is

only one picture

Absolutely Different!
Read what

these exhibitors said in trade paper

reports:

'One Exciting Night' turned them away dursecond week: held for a third."—
Middle West.

ing the

"Business very big with 'One Exciting Night.'
Pershing Theatre, St. Louis.

—

"Business splendid."

— Garden,

"

Milwaukee.

"Business at peak during second
Stillman, Cleveland.

week."

"Although 'One Exciting Night' had a four
weeks' run at the Stanton, only seven blocks
Palace,
away, it did a landslide business."

—

Philadelphia.

'Second week, big business."

—New

Theatre,

Baltimore.

Give your audiences a

D.

real

change with

W. GRIFFITH'S

"One Exciting Night*

NOW

9

BOOKIN

JNITED ARTIsfTJ* CORP
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
MARY PICKFORD
D. V/ GRIFFITH
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
HIRAM ADRAMJ"

•

PI5EJ"iDENT

i

PLAYI NG
THE

STANLEY

Greatest

Authors

CIRCUIT

Greatest
Directors

Greatest
Players

Johnny Jones"
"The Gold Diggers"
"The Printer's Devil"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Age of Innocence"
"How to Educate a Wife"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"Tiger Rose"

"George Washington,
"Being Respectable"

"Conductor 1492"
"Lover's Lane"

"Little

Jr."

"Beau Brummel"
"Babbit"
"Daddies"

"Cornered"

"The Tenth Woman"
"The Country Kid"

rilil
mm"

THE STANLEY

CO..

OF AMERICA.
operators of one of the biggest chains of theatres in
the world, controlling scores of the best motion
picture houses in Pennsylvania,
Jersey,

has

WARNER

booked

solid

for

Delaware and
entire

its

New

circuit

BROS. 18 'CLASSICS OF THE

SCREEN.'
Foremost among motion picture booking agencies, The Stanley Co., is never concerned over
WHERE its screen product will come from. But it
does concern itself over the entertaining qualities of
that product a commodity with which it must

—

serve

its

patrons.

Warner

Pictures

have made their mark as

PHOTOPLAYS OF QUALITY. From
chosen story material, by nationally

known

carefully

authors,

and lavishly staged,
the most sought-for

ably directed, faultlessly acted

the

Warner EIGHTEEN

is

product on the market today.

That alone
acquisition by

is

responsible

for

their

prompt

THE STANLEY CO.

The Uproariously
Funny Feature

Comedy With a
"Kick" For Every
American Family

That Ha/ Heard

The

Expre//ion:—

"A Dollar Down
and A Dollar When
You Catch Me"

Starring

with

A Victor Heer man Production
and Direction, bvj
Victor Heerman.
Personally Supervised bjj
Sbortj

Myron Selzrtich.

'

"of the Motion Picture

EXHIBITORS
CTmde REVIEW
9k Business. Paper gfihj^~

3*

FOR MERIT

3*

c

$2.00

Brings

You

All

These

Features

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

One

of the biggest features of
the department "The Feature Releases and Review Chart." This
keeps you in touch with the success or failure of pictures all over
Read the report of "Ashes of Vengeance" and see
the country.
what the local papers said about the picture. .Isn't this department
alone, coming to you every week, worth 4c?
is

Another big department is the Exploitation Ideas Department,
something new and up to the minute.

Then the department "Feature Previews." Don't miss this.
Read each week business articles and stories of exhibitors who have
Learn
meet big debts, how to build up audiences, make the house
Lot of good ideas for you each week.

been successful and overcome almost impossible obstacles.

how
pay.

I
10.000 we recorded
he week. Thb
by writing to the newt papen
Kenethinj

to

reader*

ic

f

fair

I

m
am

thai

conjunction with
(utjh^ a danOai

Vest, lasting the whols-

You

can't go

getting the

next week.

wrong investing

4c a

week

($2 for a whole year) and
52 times beginning

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
Return the coupon.

ui dirv

5* other hand. I
article)
the
today, one week

m

if

* newspaperi,

surtmc

m

advance of the opening, treatmf of the
developmaii of the dinr
Sitting

do

Veek '

Ctaatmt

ihinf interesting and «'jo oat of the
I ant declare in idrtrtmm
it u in* desire to (o*tr trie besaand the tmuat

usuai.

thai

oful art of dancing

1

A Big,

Heart

Throbbing

By

Drama

the Director

of "Humoresque"

LL

the world

knows what

a

Box Office winner Borzage's "Humoresque" was
and

—

how "Children
pushing

its

of

Dust"

is

now

record.

Here's just such another stirring
heart drama, with

and

gripping

all

the pathos

human

interest

scenes that catch the audience,

under the

that

get

make

the patrons like

And added

to that,

it is

skin,

and

it.

filled

with

powerful dramatic situations, and
and fasci-

a mystery so strange
nating,

it

is

enthralling.

A

pic-

ture with real audience appeal.

fitted with

dramatic

thrills!'
rc/

"Tl

id

^Xcent;

*£*

.

i

9

^a^ce?

ofV^
J?^

B.P.

Getting Better and Better,
Says Moving Picture

The byways of love after marriage
when illusions are gone. Adapted by
ner from
directed

the story by Charles
hy Victor Schertzinger.

REFUGE
The

story of a girl

—romance
Lois Zell-

Logue

*

s 'ead,/ er 'ate

a

foy d

sfo;-;'

J*>t°£*W

S

dr 'c

a°//

n^cts

"

*«d

and
Co

?

4i£f?re«

Schulberg presents

Mac DONALD

and

w

99

who married

a beggar to

save a kingdom and found herself a princess.
By Lois Zellner; adapted by Florence Hein;
Directed b} Victor Schertzinger.

The Scarlet Lily

"MONEY, MONEY, MONEY"
A

n

KATHERINE

World

THE LONELY ROAD"

'

—

story with a Alain Street setting a most
timely topic. Adapted by Hope Loring from
the story by Larry Evans and directed by Tom

Forman.

From

the original story by Fred

Sittenham

Directed by Victor
Schertzinger Adapted for the
screen by Lois Zellner and
Florence Hein.
;

;

"DOMESTIC RELATIONS"
A

tensely dramatic stcry of a man who drove a
his life but could not drive her
from his heart. Story and scenario by Violet
Clark; Directed by Chet Withey.

woman from

A 3ir>6t

-s Foreign Rights Controlled

_

[Associated First National Pictures"
es Inc.
.

>,383 Madison Avenue

1

New York
fork/-

Yloticmal Picture

Is Spiritualism
Are there

a Fake?

spirits?

Did you ever

see one?

Can

communicate with the living?

the dead

See

Gonan Doyle Right?"

"Is

Two parts
The

big topic of the

day

tional exposition of fact.

in a picture that

is

a sensa-

Unlimited opportunities for

ballyhoo, for rousing interest and for huge profits.
Produced by 910 Film Corp'n
KOTICl

EWARE OP FILM PIRATES
TIm
*nd in

Poaitrrr

Fran

el

NEVER SOLD

obtained only from Pime'e

lQ Path* rricuca arc the ptcpany

The

rifht (s

Kichufn m

om

of

PiHv

taeh prints can be lcfiUj
the United Slate* o[ America

By Cullom Holmes

Ferrell

Directed by

John Joseph Harvey

"

Her Dan
Wtah

What
girl's

the hope of every
heart?
is

young

A

Love!

What

is

the aim and ambition of

999 out of every thousand
Marriage

Producedlby

Hal

E.

What do women
much as life itself?

Roach

women ?

fect

Edna

love almost as

perfect lover who'll be a per-

husband!

Imagine a girl who has to pick
from ten different men. Life with

Pafheserial

!

What Should
It's

the Girl

Do ?

a question that's asked

and answered

in

:S3 is

m
M mm

erous Path"
Murphy
each one will change her whole
life.
She sees, she lives the life that
will be hers if she marries any one
of them!
Action,
novelty

love,

thrills,

diversity,

10 big episodes, 10 big problems,

10 different short stories,

each semi-complete

Pafheserial

presents

"Down to the Sea in Shoes"
Two parts
A

comedy

and a

that's a yip, a yell

wow
.%

It

pulls a lot of

briny deep;

way

new ones on

laughter the

spills

it

the waves spill foam;

full of

Mack

it's

gags as the sea is full of

Sennett

the

Two

Reel

as

fish.

Com-

what the doctor
cure anemia of the

edies are just

ordered to
box-office.

Pafhgcomecjy
TRADE

[

MARK

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of

inferior

photographic

we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
quality

are stenciled in

black letters

Look

parent film margin.

in

the trans-

for this posirive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Elinor

with Corinne Griffith and Frank
adapted by Ouida Bergere.

Mayo

Directed by Charles Brabin

June Mathis, editorial director

A CHARLES BRABIN production

A

Qoldwyn

Picture

PR\r>C\P&L

PICTURES CO RPORflTIOD

presents

fiby B^TES PQSTin

GOLD
includes

A Q D ESS

ADAPTED FRO IT)

CURLDOODS

sy

mf\T) From TEH STRIKE
£LEO mflDISQn-miTCHELt LEUitS~ 6RACE DflRmOOD
DIRECTED By ROBERT T THORnB/
« CORTLflnD PRQDDCTIQn

JflfDES OLIUER
Tb* £*st

IT)

5 PRinCIPflL PICTURES 5
"GOLD rnflDHESS "THE SPIDER and the ROSE w
w
"BRIGHT LIGHTS of BRQtf QlDfly* "TEmPORAR^ mflRRIflfiE
EAST SIDE — ID E ST SIDE
xx

EXCHAf76ES EUER^LIiHERE
FOR FORE16D RIGHTS APPLV QlRECT TQ US

THRU

\£R Dl D6

PR\DC\PRl PICTURES CORPORflTlQD lo*u^ Stat*

Bid 6

.,

Decu yb»-K ^it^

w

Graham Wilcox

Productions,

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
"Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing"
By Gertrude Page

A
A
A

Famous Star in
Famous Picture from
Famous Story and Play
Mae Marsh, the inimitable and incomparable, is back in
pictures! Mae Marsh, known everywhere and as popular
as she is well known in big city and small! Mae Marsh,
the box-office magnet!

Drama and Romance,
Humor, Adventure,
Heart-stopping Climax
Action,

An all-star cast makes real

every character in a story
millions have read. Intense drama; romance that stirs;
vivid action and thrilling adventure that leads logically
into a stirring finale.

Mae Marsh
In a

at

Her Best

Comedy Drama

With Big Audience Appeal
Now
Allied Producers

Booking

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Hiram Abrams, President
A

Branch Office Located

in

every United Artists Exchange

Published weekly by Exhiritors Review Publishing Corporation.
Executive, Editorial O fflces Knickerbocker Bldg., Broadway and 42nd St., New York City.
Entered as second-class matter, Aug. 25, 1922, at post office it East Stroudsburg, Pa., under the act of March 3, 1879.

Subscription $2.00 year*

Classics

of the Screen

Irnst
—

"By their deeds shall you know them" and the
accomplishments of ERNST LUBITSCH form one of
the most remarkable pages ever written into the history of the motion picture art. His genius already has
been acclaimed on two continents.
The master mind behind

the success of "Passion"
latest of which is Mary
Pickford's current production, "Rosita," has entered

and other great photoplays,

whom he will

into an affiliation with Warner Bros., for
create a series of "Screen Classics?' to be

known

as

ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTIONS.
Thus has Warner Bros, added to its already great
force of producers a master craftsman who knows no
superior in the art of producing screen entertainment.
With relentless analysis, subtle humor, and a general
outlook on life that is as different from the accepted
standards as it is intriguing, ERNST LUBITSCH
brings to the photoplay a quality and distinction that
is singularly his own.

Watch
first

for the

announcement of Warner Bros,

ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION.

THE GREEN GODDESS
An Unbiased Critic
One who

who

are bad,

the

when they
turn when

who

praises only

roasts pictures

they are just

calls

so-so,

when confronted by

true merit—

R Mordaunt Hall of
the

N* Y, Times Says:

"To our mind the

that possesses excellent titling,
pelling

sets,

one
photography and com-

best picture of the three months,

with splendid acting, a story that runs with-

out the slightest hitch,

is

'The Green Goddess/

" 'The

Green Goddess' is one of the few films that will
appeal to artists and artizans* We have not heard of
anybody going to see this picture who was not filled with

praise for

it*"
(Issue of

Sunday, September 16, 1923)

BIGGEST PICTURE HIT

TOPS THEM ALL
"Summing

it

/

up, weighing the pros and cons, giving

marks for good work and taking some of them away for
deficient stories and miscasting, we humbly conclude that
the four best pictures of the quarter are (as they are

still

being exhibited):

"The Qreen Qoddess"
"Rosita"

"Utile Old

New

York"

"The Hunchback
(Issue of

Sunday, September

Produced by

PICTURES
CORPORATION

course

16,

Dame"

1923)

ALSO—

DISTINCTIVE

and— of

of Notre

—

review of
"The Green Goddess/'
published August 15Mr. Hall wrote:

In his

first

is not only beautifully
staged but the acting is excellent and the direction
faultless . .
It is the best
film that Mr. Arliss has
ever made and this is saying
a great deal . . .

"It

"Every player in the cast,
and this includes even

distributed by

those who served as extras,
has done his bit to make
this the best photoplay of
its kind ever produced . .
.

Lo smopoutan

"Here is a photoplay that
shows the dawn of a new
era in the motion picture
world."

NEW YORKS EVER KNOWN

JACK EARLE 888 JsGLLTES GIFT * 88 H

entmy
omedtes
Consistently
Good
Released Thru Universal

The Man Behind
a Great Picture**

/,

EDWIN
CAREWE
Great pictures are not just a matter of luck, they are the result of
brain work.

"The Bad Man" shows

in every
foot the touch of one who knows
his business, that certain something which we can never define
.

but which reflects it's great value
through the window of the boxoffice.
.

°

'

•»

t.

•5»

Edwin Carewe, in "The Bad Man,"
hag shown himself to Be one of

man

our greatest of directors, a

upon whom exhibitors can always
depend to produce a picture that
.

will

make money

Porter^g^erson^Browne,xwith

Holbroofe Blinn
A JiTAt national Picture
Directed

and an all star cast
by Edwin Carewe- Screen Adaptation by John Lynch-* Scenario by
Finis Fox - Photography by Sol. Polito A5.C.

Foreign Rights Controlled by
Associated First National Pictures Inc.

383 Madison Avenue,

New York.

for theni.

Success was
certain with

JAMES KIRKWOOD
ANNA

NILSSON
MARSHALL

fi-TULLY

Was

Success

Q.

Certain!

No

the thrilling Novel by
Cynthia Stockley of a young girl on
the South Jlfrican veldt, masquerade
jng as aJsian.
Ui DONALD CRISP
PRODUCTION

Adapted from

story that has appeared in recent
years excited as much comment as did

"PONJOLA."

Everywhere, friends

were being asked, "Have you read Ponjola?" It was wonderful material for
the screen. And what a picture they

made

of

With

its

it!

characters portrayed by such
great artists asfjames Kirkwood, Anna

—

Q. Nilsson and Tully Marshall and
its direction in the hands of Donald
Crisp, there was not the slightest
doubt as to what the result would be:

A GREAT PRODUCTION!
Depend upon

FIRST RATIONAL

b7\

I

Ml

A Hrfit
I

1

I

I

National Picture
JUL

Rights Controlled
zs Inc.)
Associated First National Pictures
Madison Avenue, New "fork

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
are stenciled in

black letters

Look

parent film margin.

in

the trans-

for this posicive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Produced, by

HAL ROACH

"A

No

distinct departure in serials.
lagging of interest or action.

.
.

.

.

.

.

The
.
humor, pathos.
fight on the smokestack equal to anything we have seen on the screen as a
M. P. News.
thriller."
Thrills,

.

.

atmosphere and characterization
No lack or exfeature.
Each episode is entercitement.
taining enough to make the fan want
to make a special effort to see the
Each episode is emphaticnext.
World.
HI. P.
ally different."

*In

...

like a

.

.

.

.

.

.

Her Dange
with

Edna Murpl

What are the secrets of a young girl's heart?

has been a

What

lover.

does every

Which

girl

want

to

know ?

suitor shall she choose?

man will make her the

Which

husband ? Shall
she marry or be an old maid? Every woman

ffl

best

Big Episodes

girl;

every

man

is

or has been a

All will enjoy the answers to this

question

"What

should the girl do ?"

Pafheserial

How

Often

Do Your

Theatre Audiences

Win Their Bets?
When
of

your patrons enter your theatre every one

them

five,

ever

betting you fifteen cents, or twentyor even eighty-five cents
whatmay be that he will see a good picture.
is

fifty-five,
it

—

—

You ought always

to let

them win those

—

When you
able the

.

bets.

don't, you lose
no matter how profitweek may be.
what you owe your patrons. You bet a

That is
good picture against

their

good money.

RIPFITU
presents

'HITE

Executive, Editorial Offices Knickerbocker BIdg., Broadway and 42nd St.,
Published weekly by Exhibitors Review Plblishing Corporation.
Entered as second-class matter, Aug. 25, 1922, at post office at East Stroudsburg, Pa., under the act of March

New York
3,

1879.

City

Subscription
$2 0© 3ve
v

u

PIONEER TRAILS
'Indians!"

The cry

of horror passed

from wagon

to

wagon

down

the long train of prairie schooners. Lullaby songs
hushed on mothers' tongues. The terror of the long
traverse was upon them.

"Form up! Form up! Right

an' left! Cattle in th'

center!"

The scout, riding shoulder hard against the lead
horses of the landships, swung them about in a circle
which narrowed as bull whackers and mule skinners
obeyed orders until wagon touched wagon, a defense
wall against the redskins.
Night and terror; dawn and the battle; screeching Indians; wailing children; flaming arrow and fire!
Sunset. Triumphant warriors disappeared in the
mountain passes. Out of the smoking debris walked a
boy of four alone!

—

THE GREATEST INDIAN ATTACK EVER SCREENED!

Greatest of all Race
Uracil Romances

JOHNNY HINES
LITTLE
JOHNNY JONES
in

from the celebrated play by

GEORGE M. COHAN
Directed by Arthur Rosson

—

story of a famous Derby won and the heart of
stirring adventure of the
a pretty girl along with it.
Turf, filled with life, action and romance. Bigger and
better in every way than the famous stage play in
which George M. Cohan scored so notable a success.

The

A

It

blocked traffic in
At the

TER,"

MARK-STRAND, New York,

New \&rk an<

last Sunday,

"POTASH

the greatest laugh hit of a decade, with practically

and

PERLMUT-

no advance adver-

tising—due to the newspaper strike, bro ught

In spite of a heavy rain they stood in a line that ex-

persons to the theatre.

tended around the block; they packed the lobby and waited four rows deep in
the theatre.

Joseph Plunkett, managing director of the Strand
said:

"Never have

I

heard such roars of laughter

and whole hearted applause."

"-and you paid four

hundred

"It

is

the funniest full

seen on Broadway in

dollars
t

for this dinner?"

By Montague

Glass
and Charles Klein

Scenario by Frances Marion

Foreign Rights Controlled
Associated First Rational Pictures
i

\

\

JS3 Madison Avenue,

New \brk

i

BARNEY
BERNARD

CAII

•rought out
At the
lice

RIVOLI

Theatre, Baltimore, they found

it

necessary to call out the Po-

Reserves in order to handle the crowds that were fighting to get

Guy Wonders, manager

my house

of the Rivoli said

:

"For the

first

NY.American

time in the history of

QIIINN

MARTIN

highly creditable story

More

laughs than the play*

"The audience held to
their seats from the first
scene."

on Broadway; 9 years on tour; 5
years in London; 3 years in Berlin; 3 years in
Petrograd and 9 years in The Saturday Evening
Post this great international success comes to the
screen as The Best Comedy-Drama Ever Produced
After 9 years

comedy
seasons.

says:*

"As funny on the screen
as it was on the stage,
than which there is no
higher praise. As many
laughs as any Chaplin
film."

innately funny."

i

NEW YORK TIMES

inNY. World:-

:~

"A very amusing and
has been filmed.

in.

the audience applauded."

ALAN DALE
in

the Police in Baltimore

that has

been

•N. Y.

Mail

Well- hou) Sid / know
they were going to
serve, if

on gold plates.

sh and
)ndl Picture

roduced in Association
with A. H. Woods
Directed by Clarence Badger

greatest performance ever given
on the screen by a woman f

JAMES KIRKWOOD
ANNA

NILSSON
&TULLY MARSHALL
Q.

—

A

S long as you have been booking pictures you have
never seen a performance on the screen as that given
by Anna Q. Nilsson as "Desmond"—the mystery man of
the South African veldt, in the screen adaptation of Cynthia

"PONJOLA."

Stockley's great story,
It is positively

wonderful

how

trayed this

difficult role; a

much word

of

this

popular actress has por-

personality that

mouth advertising

is

sure to create

for the exhibitor

who

runs

the picture.

With her
amount of

hair cut, a subject that has been given a vast

willing to

Here

magaamazement, un-

publicity lately in the newspapers and fan

make you rub your eyes
believe that "Desmond" really

zines, she will

in
is

a

woman.

one of the most interesting dramas ever adapted
for the screen.
Every inch of the film spells Big Business.
is

Ul

tin

III

DONALD
CRISP
PRODUCTION
TH
b7\

Fbreign Rights Controlled
es Inc. I
Associated First National Pictures

383 Madison Avenue,

New ""fork

A 3ar>&t
Iff

TIT

YTY

national Picture
Jrt

Wit

JJJ

m

TTT

Dangerous

with Edna Murphy
Are

the

women and girls

of your community

friends of your house?
Get the girls and women coming to
your theatre and you've got the men.

"Her Dangerous Path"
every

woman

appeal;

it

girl's life,

likes; it

is

just

what

has vivid heart

has the vital element of every

"which man

shall

1

pick for

husband?" It has dress, action,
beauty, sympathy, pathos and thrill.

And

while we're talking about

that's just

what men

Show this
your town

like too.

Patheserial.

will

it,

be

Everyone in

asking

the

question

a

Produced by

Hal Roach

What should the girl do?"

Pafheserial
TQAOC

Announcing a milestone

in the progress

of the motion picture art

\

—

|

Yale University Press presents

"The Chronicles
A

Series of Pictures Visualizing

What

high

depict

American

history.

highly graphic form the most important
events which have entered into the mak-

authorities

on American history have

ing of the United

perts

33

How

the

accurately

they are;
pictures, each

of

which

depicts

in

States.

for the first time pictures have been proin every last

of

celebrated
col-

laborated to insure this accuracy, and exin

costume,

direction,

scenario

writing and acting have been employed to

they have been made;
duced which

The most

lights

and

little

detail

insure not only authenticity

but high

grade entertainment value.

Every person who was born
The

first

picture

in or lives in
is

COLUMBUS

—

;

of
the

America"

Making

of a Great Nation

Production value;

must

there have never been produced pictures
of equal length

per foot.

which have

cost so

much

Cost has not been considered

and accuracy have; but every penny
expended shows in the production value \
interest

What they mean

to the exhibitor;

the primary requirement in the production of these pictures has been that they

America will want
parts, now ready
L

to see these pictures

entertain.

that the house

They

epochal

are so

showing them

will

assume

new importance in the community.
Persons who never attend a picture thea-

a

tre are potential

tures.

customers on these pic-

Schools, organizations of

all

kinds,

churches, leaders in the community,
all can readily be interested in seeing the
Chronicles of America.

Hal Roach

presents

"The Spat Family"
Two reel comedies
Hal Roach
creator of

is

beings bicker and spat and get
lots of action and fight out of

an originator, a

new comedy

types, a

trail blazer.

married

Roach has created "The Spat
Family,
something entirely

Did you ever notice how funny

,,

a family

life.

row

new in comedy, a family of three
who dress and look like human
beings, and who like real human

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

—

you're not
in it? That's this new series, a
grouch disturber, a spiller of
laughs.

f

4lll

MARK

is,

if

The Tie That Binds
STEADILY

has grown that feeling on the part
of the exhibitors toward the independent

exchanges.
Steadily has

it

become more evident

showman

vative

to the conser-

that independent pictures are not

only reliable but are equal to the best in the

SHE

ftl

i

in

drawing power and

field

satisfaction.

They are his ally
his right hand bower. Because
he knows that they are more than just dependable.
The price is in keeping with his purse strings. The
service is sure and courteous.

The independent exchange
the faithful servant that

is

it is

always waiting

.... to

like

serve him with

right pictures at right prices at the right time.

Behind the independent exchanges this season is
a mighty wall of independent producers who have
faith in the policy of partnership between the exhibitor and the distributor .... and on that base
they have pledged their entire output to the state
rights

And

field.

within these pages you are

made

intimately

acquainted with the organizations which have

made
made

arrangement ....

it

possible for such an

it

practical for the season of 1923-24 to be

the greatest independent season in the history of
the film industry.

Arrow presents

Neva Gerber
IN

ii

II

VheSantaFeTrail
With

JACK PERRIN

%e Greatest Chapter Play ofAll lime
Written by

—

Directed by

ROBERT DILLON

ASHTON DEARHOLT

now available at
PROGRESS PICTURES CO.
808

S.

WABASH AVE. CHICAGO. ILL.

144 W.VERMONT ST. INDIANAPOLIS.IND.

PROGRESS PICTURES CO.
206 SCH0F1ELD B'LO'G.CINN.O.

518 FILM BUILDING. CLEVE..O

PROGRESS PICTURES INC.
WALTON 5T. ATLANTA. GA.
FILM BUILDING. DALLAS.TEXAS

8 S.CHURCH ST. CHARLOTTE, N.C.
730 GIROD ST. NEW ORLEANS.LA.

106

DE LUXE FILM CO.
1318

VINE

LI

BERTY FILM EXCH.

9 16 G. STREET N.W.

PHILA.. PA.

ST.

LANDE FILM
1022 FORBES

ST.

WASH..D.C

CO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

INDEPENDENT FILMS, INC.
16

PIEDMONT ST. BOSTON. MASS.

130

MERIT PICTURES CORP.
729

SEVENTH AVE.

MEADOW ST. NEW

HAVEN.CONN.

BIG FEATURE RIGHTS CORP.

NEW YORK.NY

221 S.THIRD ST. LOUISVILLE, KY.

OR

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
W.E .SHALLENBERGER.PRES.

220

INTER-OCEAN PHOTOPLAYS,

D

WEST 42 STREET

stributor for United
Ltd.
;

NEW YORK.N.Y.,

Kingdom
162

Wardour

Street,

London

si

WE STAKE OUR REPUTATION
That This

the Most Intense

Drama

And the Finest Acted Production

Offered

Is

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
THIS YEAR.

Wire

The

at

Our Expense

—Letters Won't Do.

Territories Will

Go Too

Fast.

Independent Pictures Corporation
JESSE
1540

Broadway

J.

GOLDBURG, President

New York

City

.1

PRBSBNTS

'ALDA

VALKYRJEN

GORDON

RRIS

GAN JONE

mces

¥

A STORY OP LOVB
HORN IN THE OA YS Of
3

AMC

ropy

ZINCAHNA TIO

o/=

7*

H

e

ascheFfeatures/w.

ralph s pence-

THE WORD HAS
BEEN PASSED
ON TO "LOOK
WISE AND SAY

NOTHING"
-JUST BUY AND
"CLEAN UP"
because

You Are
is

In Danger

a hunch that got there

all

first to please

and make money for everyone
CARMEL MYERS, PAULINE
STARKE, MITCHELL LEWIS,
JAMES MORRISON
and a supporting cast

—

that makes real living
characters in a real story
of thrills, romance and
mystery.
"Spook Picture" from
"Spook Story"
written and produced.

It's a

the

best

DISTRIBUTING
Photo

Products

BY

Export

Company
220 West Forty-Second Street
Phone "Chickering 21 10 New York"

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!

E. K. LINCOLN
in

the Right
OF THE

Strongest"
From

the Novel

By

FRANCES NIMMO GREENE

ALL STAR

With an

Cast

including

George Seigman

Tom

Helen Ferguson
June Elvidge

Santschi

Tully Marshall

Niles

Robert Milasch

Winter Hall,

Welch
etc.

Adapted by

Directed by

DOTY HOBART

EDGAR LEWIS
Titled by

KATHERINE HILLIKER

"ONE OF THE SEASON'S SCREEN SENSA TIONS "

Now Ready for the Independent Market
FOR TERRITORY WIRE TODAY

Zenith Pictures Corporation
110

West 40th

New York
Phone

Street,

City

—Pennsylvania 3649

MAKE the season

of 1923-24 your banner year

by relying on independent
films whenever you need a bolster in your program.
of contentment

Independent exchanges are backed by

know .... with

men you

you know .... and
their salesmen are fellows whose word is dependable at

all

fixed policies

times.

There never is any ambiguous clause in an independent contract. The situation would never permit it. The independent exchangeman knows you
too well and has the same problems before him that
are worrying you at times.

Remember he is conscientiously trying to serve you
with carefully selected product that he knows will
get you big business and keep you on his books as

a partner.

And

this

year he

satisfy your

is

better prepared than ever to

most exacting demands for the big-

gest and best things there are available in filmdom.

Because, as you have just read on the preceding
pages, they are

armed

to the teeth with features

and short subjects that are of known value as box
office attractions of the

highest quality.

Because the independent producer has substituted
the regular feature for the spasmodic picture of
unknown pulling power and thereby provides your
independent exchangeman with the wherewithal necessary to make your association with
local

him an

ideal

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
are stenciled in

black letters in

Look

parent film margin.

the trans-

for this po^cive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Picture

B.

SCHULBERG

P.

Presents

COLLEEN MOORE

and

KENNETH HARLAN
Supported

by

Ruth Clifford
in

APRIL

SHOWERS
TOM FORMAN
A

PRO DUCTION
HIS PICTURE
back

to the springtime of their

own

lives,

little,

away

— make

them

cry a

laugh a good deal, and go

telling their friends

It's

will take people

how good

it is.

a love story of the tenements,

and

there are such scenes as the

in contrast

"Davy Jones' Locker,"
dreamy mermaids. And there's
the big prize-fight scene that's worth the

astonishing cabaret,

with

fifty

price of

any ringside

seat.

Colleen Moore is wonderfully charming as the brave heroine; Kenneth Harlan
who wants to be a
is great as the lad
policeman, and Ruth Clifford is excellent
as the bored debutante.

"April Showers"
real,

It's

just sad

it's

sees

The

out of the ordinary.

enough.

It's six reels

who

is

human, awfully funny, and
of happiness for everybody

it.

story

was written by Hope Loring and

Louis D. Lighton and

its praises

will be sung by millions

PREFERRED PICTURES

Distributed by

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP N.
AL LICHTMAN
i650bboadwav

- President
jjrw York crrv

D.W GRIFFITH
presents

WHITE
RQfE

Oke

For the Millionaire;
For the Shop
No

Girl,

matter whether your audiences are

millionaires, or clerks

and shop

girls,

Too

made up

you

of

try always

to get the best picture possible.

You want

a picture that is beautiful, that has interesting characters who are real
a picture that holds
the audience in tight admiration and rigid interest.

—

You want

the best film the motion picture industry
all times
And when you select that
picture you will be right in taking

can give you at

D. W. Griffith's

"The White Rose"
It is
it

good enough for a millionaire audience, and
it for any kind of audience.

has everything in

See

Book

It!

It!

Play

It!

NOW BOOKING
UNITED ARTIs/TX CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D. W. GR1FPITM
HIRAM ADflAMJ"

•

PfcE.fl

DENT

j.

A

Great Box-office Star
In a Great Audience Picture
Here's a rare combination for every exhibitor. A successful novel millions have read,

turned into a tremendously successful stage
play, then made into an enormously appealing

motion picture by a star of known box-office
value and audience pull A feature sure to
please any kind of public.

See

it.

Graham Wilcox Productions,

Book

it.

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
in

"Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing
By Gertrude Page
The Star

The Picture

Mae Marsh returns to the screen

The picture is as good as the
star, and has everything for all

in this big picture with all the
artistry and charm that brought

A

beautiful
classes of patrons.
love story and lots of action;

and kept her fan popularity. She
and
is at her very best here

—

drama interspersed with
genuine comedy and real pa-

tense

that says a lot. She is dainty,
fascinating, appealing; sure to

thos, and a climax that is without equal.

please.

Now
Allied Producers

Booking

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Hiram Abrams, President
A

Branch Office located

in every

United Artists Exchange

"

"

associated Quthors, lnc\
Jranfc Woods A h £/mer Harris
ZJhompj-on

Buchanan J±L\.CIar/^W. 'JhomasJ
resent

RICHARD

the

LION-HEARTED
Q

cjrank,

Woods Production
J

JZased on Sir•Walter cottLr novel, A ZJhe rJalisman'
with Wallace Beery as l(ing Richard
"
v
the role he created in P*obin siood

'100 percent Entertainment"
"Overnight Sensation^
6. N.

CLASS OF OEP.VICE

W. TELEGRAPH CO.

CANADIAN NATIONAL TEL CO.
Exclusiva Connection with
Night Meae»3<j

WESTERN UNION TEL,
Cable Service to

GO.

all

if

RAM

Money Transferred by Telegraph

HEAD OFFICE, TORONTO, ONT.

BYA 339

N

Night Letter

thi world

no no

Of

theae

GEO.

3D.

PERRY, General Managed

Ottawa, Ont 21

United Artists Corpn Ltd 6 Dundas St W Toronto, Ont.

Have ;)uet screened Richard, the Lion- Hearted' for two
hundred Ottawa prominent citizens and am pleased to
advise same was received with great enthusiasm. Mavor
Plant was so impressed he has forwarded me letter of
endorsation and the Rev. Wesley Megaw, pastor of
Stewarton Presbyterian Church is delivering sermon on
picture. Personally I think it ranks with the "biggest
pictures that have been produced to date from standpoint of production and interest. The cast is hand-picked
and Wallace Beery does best work of his career. The
little touches of comedy relief throughout the picture
make it IOO per cent entertainment and I am pleased to
have the opportunity of presenting 'Richard, the LionHearted' for its world premier showing in Ottawa,and I
feel confident it will become an overnight sensation.
•

O.D.Cloa.key,Mgr. , Regent Theatre,
Ottawa, Ont.

Q

JVbcu JBooking
Producers and Distributors Corporation
729 Seventh Que., JVecu york^
Jiiram Qbrams, President

JBranch Office Located

in euery United

L.

tymboL

c
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Qllied

thrM

spptar* after the cfioch (number ot
word*) tnia It a day mesaaga. Olhc
wlac Ita character > Indicated by th«
aymbol appearing fif
the check.

QrtUtx Cxchanga,

the Greatest Outdoor Picture Ever

hade

Bar None!
CARL

LAEMML£
vill present

came

practically unheralded
our midst," cont nues the
Sun and Globe. "It did not
claim to be one ol ;he thousand
that
and one 'super-specials'
"It
into

'should take New Ycrk
by storm.' But it is
production,
a
nevertheless. For once
let it also be observed
there is a leading man
that is not ever on
guard lest his glossy
And
locks be ruffled.
for once we have witnessed a picture of th;
Far West as it is. The
p'ece has a great deal
suspense for we
of
were continually wondering and

good

worrying.

Hoot can

up and don't miss

SUN & GLOBE

N. Y.

"An unusual type
picture

is

ride.
Step
this picture."

of

Western

on view

at B. S.
theatre
this

Moss

Broadway
Hoot Gibson
of a

N. Y.

week.
gives a good study
type of cowboy."

EVENING JOURNAL

"Hoot Gibson does some gorgeous riding.
If you like tales
of the wild and woolly West
you ought to like 'The Ramblm'
Kid' for
than the

it is

wilder and woollier

West has been

in

many

a day."

N.Y.

MORNING TELEGRAPH

iMfcUBfatift' Kl4

—

(

Telegram from Bernard Depkirt,

Metropolitan Theatre, Baltimore, Md.)

" 'Where the North Begins' breaking

all recorcls.

crowds away

Compelled to turn
first four days,

Stop Holding picture for another week. (Stop) Give us more
pictures of this calibre and there
will be no blues to sing."
i

i

m iS) Metropolitan Theatre.

"The picture had The Capitol
(New York) crowd applauding
a mark of honor in this sophisticated house."— Motion Picture News.

"A fine box-office attraction with
wonder dog a real drawing card;
a whale of an action picture."
— Film Daily.

WHERE

"The audience hung on the edge
of their chairs in their excite— N. Y. Sun & Globe.
ment."

*NORTH
BEGINS

"Both a strong drama and unexcelled animal acting."

— Seattle

"Will prove a winning card on
any program. RIN-TIN-TIN'S
work excels that of the great
'Strongheart.'"

Deaturing the 9amous
Volice Dog Hero

"RIN-TIN-TIN is" not only a dog
— he is an actor."

Warner

"The Tenth

Woman"

Production

"Tiger Rose"

"The Country Kid"
"Daddies"
"Cornered"
"Conductor 1492"
"Lover's Lane"

Transcript.

"The best canine entertainment

we

Bros. 18 "Classics of the Screen"

"Little Johnny Jones"
;The Gold Diggers"
"The Age of Innocence"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"Being Respectable"

—Boston

Chet Franklin

A HARRY" MPF

— Exhibitor's Herald.

"The greatest dog picture ever
— N. Y. Eve. Telegram.
filmed."

RIN-TINTIN
Directed by

Times.

"Beau Brummel"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Printer's Devil"

"How

to Educate a Wife"
"Geo. Washington, Jr."

"Babbitt"

ever Saw."— N.

Y. Eve.

Telegram.

Chas. Dickens'
"Cricket On the Hearth"

Plum Center Comedies
with Dan Mason

Gerson ^gures Corp.

Jos.

with
Swickard
Fritzi

Ridgeway
Virginia B. Fair

PRODUCERS OF

Offersfor the
Tndegerydertflficirket

oAs the

first

of a

series of action melodramas

ORA CAREW

^

supported by

EXHIBITORS

JAY MORLEY^
'TjJrittm and directed

% TOM

GIBSON

One picture per month

JHE PRICE and QUALITY WILL SUPR/SE YOU.
Don't pass this up
The

story of a girl's vain effort to save
her father from himself, no risk was too
great, the depths of Chinatown held no
terror for her, if necessary she did not
hesitate to risk the life of the man she
loved.

EXCHANGES
Get Busy
Our salesmen are in the field now closOur offer of this series
ing territories.
of quality pictures at rock bottom prices
will amaze you.
Wire, write or phone for our proposition to

Gerson Mgtures Corp.
New York

Offices

Room 913
1476 Broadway

and Offices
1974 Page Street
San Francisco, Calif.
Studio

•

.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
PRESENTS

KENNETH HARLAN
MILDRED DAVIS
TULLY MARSHALL

MAUDE GEORGE

MYRTLE STEDMAN
STUART HOLMES

modern Eve reaches for

—

th e yippleof^outlv

BY GILBERT PATTEN
DIRECTED BY LAMBERT HILLYER.

SACRAMENTO PICTURES

CORP-

Thru
leading
xchemcfea
everywhere

JPrincipalPictures

5

TEMPORARY MARRIAGE "
"EAST SIDE, WEST SIDE" ~ "GOLD MADNESS"
" THE SPIDER AND THE ROSE "
*

"BRIGHT LIGHTS OF BROADWAY"

For Foreign
rights apply
direct to us.

PRINCIPAL
PICTURES
CORPORATION
LOEW STATE BLDG.
NEW YORK CITY

WILL ROGERS RIDES THE RODS AND READS
The famous Hal Roach-Pathe

star

had

to

accomplish the

IT

part of the caption during the filming of the initial release of his series of two-reelers, entitled "Jus' Passin' Through."
It was a 'pretty soft' scene for Will, so he took
advantage of the situation to prove up the "Even Dozen Reasons
They
first

Why

Read

It."

An Even Dozen Reasons
Why They Read It
The

Exhibitors Trade Review
is

—The Stairway to
for Exhibitors.
—The Opportunity Door for Producers.
—The Advisor Supreme for Distributors.
4— The At-A-Glance Blue Book for Bookers.
—The Exploitation Poster for Showmen.
6—The Real Stop-&-Shop Guide for Builders.
7— The Who-Where-&-Why of the Players.
8— The Constructive Surveyor of Previews.
9 — The Forum for Widespread Discussion.
10 — The Champion of Filmdom's Ambitions.
11 — Pictorially,
Weekly of Beauty.
12 — The Newsiest of
Publications.
1

Sticcess

2

3
5

a

all

All of which make

it

incomparably

exclusive

The Business Paper of
Industry

the

Film

TRUART film Corporation
announces
Uhe SECOND of a series of

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
Productions
HAROLD M C GRATH'S Renowned Novel

based upon

Uie

DRUMS ^JEOPARDY

<An "Edward "Dillon Production
^Adapted by ^ArthurJibed

The

first series

tions has

been

everywhere.

of five

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

producindependent exchanges
of these foremost exchanges

franchisee! to the best

A

partial

list

be found on the following page.
Their efforts to
independent
obtain the best in
production merits exhibitor
support
and the quality of Truart product will earn the

will

—

public's patronage.

?

The World Has a Lot

of Laughs

Franchise ^Arrang

e

Coming ?

merits Thru

TRUART FILM CORPORATION
K H. HOFFMAN
G~ Oentml Manager

"thee President

15 4 O

Broadway -New York

And
\l

FRANKLIN FILM
BOSTON

KARLTON

CO.,

RENOWN

PICTURES,

INC.,

RENOWN

PICTURES,

INC.,

NEW YORK

BUFFALO
METRO FILM EXCHANGE,
PHILADELPHIA
LANDE FILM CO.,
PITTSBURGH
LANDE FILM DISTR. CORP.,
CLEVELAND

CALIFORNIA,

t^Pt>/pcfSetting

SEATTLE

box-office

be

anywhere"—M.

CALIFORNIA,""'

9

LOS ANGELES
CAPITOL,

NEW

STATE,

LOUIS

,/

"Pictorial glitter, melodramatic
glamour and fine acting."
-,

..

"Holds with

PITTSBURGH
MODERN,
BOSTON
BEACON,
BOSTON
"CAPITOL, DALLAS
NEW, BALTIMORE
CAMEO,

NEW YORK
V.: B. O: CIRCUIT*
NEW YORK
CORDON CIRCUIT,
NEW -ENGLAND
GREY CIRCUIT,
NEW ENGLAND

winner

NEWS

—FILM DAILY

DETROIT
GRAND CENTRAL,
ST.

P.

"First rate audience appeal."

SAN FRANCISCO

CO.,

ATLANTA
DALLAS
NEW ORLEANS
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTR.
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
DE LUXE FILM EXCH.,

"Should

PHILADELPHIA
RANDOLPH,
CHICAGO

CINCINNATI
ST. LOUIS FILM EXCHANGE,
ST. LOUIS
RENOWN PICTURES, INC.,

CHICAGO
F. & R. FILM CO.,
MINNEAPOLIS
SOUTHERN STATES FILM

The Critics agreed,

— EXH.

TR. REV.

its well

sustained

suspense. "—VARIETY

"High calibre— has audience appeal.'*—

"Will
1

"

REELAND REV.

hold the
:

"
'

interest."

-EXH. HERALD

i

I

STANLEY CIRCUIT,
PHILADELPHIA

"Elaine Hammerstein acts with
exceptional vividness."
M. P.

—

WORLD

"It will give excellent satisfac}

tion everywhere."

-HARRISON REPORTS

!

—

!

V

-\\V|

i

THE GOLD RUSH OF

'49

A

David Smith

TDRAIRIE schooners on burning
y^y

s

plains, bearing

brave men, oak-

hearted women, happy children,
lured by the mirage of

TNDIANS
the

all

an All-Star Cast

GOLD

on the warpath

less battle

Production with

A

hopeagainst cruel odds
!

MASSACRE

VQUTH'S

Loyalty, Hope, Love,
the
"tested by Hate's treachery
ever living romance of the Builders
of the Glorious WEST!

An

—

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

pbesioent

Epic of the West

w

Mother/

Years of terrible suffering and of loneliness were

swept aside as these words burst from the
the boy and the

did

—

deserting him, that she might

marrv wealth.

lips of

Here

woman.

as

Back over the years their thoughts flew to a scene
in the dining room of a cheap apartment where
a youngster sat on a table gazing at his mother
who had just finished reading a letter and was
saying: "I can't go and leave my boy!" But she

is

Frank Borzage

at his best.

This scene

is

powerful as anything the screen has ever seen.

It is

direction such as the world raved about in his

"Humoresque."

"The Age

of Desire"

is

indeed a great picture.

Arthur H.Jacobs
presents

a

FRANK BORZAGE Production

%e AGE of DESIRE,
Adapted from the story by Dixie Willson
with a

I

stellar cast

including

Mary Philbin, Myrtle Stedman
and William Collier Jr.
Directed by Frank Borzage

A

3ir>6t

national

Picture

Putting the punch in
newspaper advertisfl]
The

greatest test of all advertising rests

in the action

it

creates in the pockets of

the prospective purchasers of the product you have to

sell.

This applies to whatever you advertise
prunes, penpipes, pajamas or pickles
cil sharpeners or PICTURES.

—

If
If

—

they buy
your advertising is good.
they don't buy, your advertising is

rotten.

The

six ads

shown

on

page are

this

business getters. They
are very attractively arranged, which
means the eye will be caught; they are
interesting in their appeal and therefore will stimulate a desire to buy.

what we

call real

When you

play

the press sheet
will find

tisements

Plan

a

"The Huntress
on this picture and you

reproductions of

reproduced

newspaper

all

on

the adverthis

page.

campaign,

using

these suggestions and you will find that
they will bring the results you require.

!

Hal Roach

presents

Will Rogers
in

Jus Passin Through
A

He
He

loved peace and hated argument.

landed in a quiet

in time to get

chase for a bad

man

got into

in a feverish

escaped from
it

who

is

the

jail.

more he

the most loved come-

ever played

popularity there has
it.

Now

New

York. His

come because he

that he

to a far wider audience just

name

just

it.

Will Rogers

deserved

town

little

mixed up

The more he dodged

dian

two part comedy

get bigger and bigger

is

playing

watch

his

Hal Roach

presents

"Our Gang" Comedies
Two parts
Kids are the funniest things in
world. Every father and mother

They

the

knows

funny because they do
the most unthought of things in the
soberest, most matter-of-fact manner.
That's comedy, pure comedy.
that.

Hal

are

Roach's kids in

"Our Gang"

comedies do

just that.

look, do,

and say things just the way your
kids and mine do.
They are not

dress

"posy," not acting. They are the

And

thing.

No wonder
cessful

these comedies are so suc-

!

MARK

real

that's genius.

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

They

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
are stenciled in

black letters

Look

parent film margin.

in

the trans-

for this po^cive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

The magazine of

the screen

Pathe Review
Would you like a dinner that was
all meat and with no dessert ?
Of course you

wouldn't.

But if you're running shows
just what you're doing.
Pathe Review

is

that are all feature that's

the dessert of your program.

gives that diversity, that contrast that

makes your audience say
show we saw tonight!"

is

needed,

as they leave "that's a

Beautiful, interesting, informational, peppy,
the Pathe Review.

Once a week

Pafhgpicture
TRADE

MARK.

—

It

that

good

that's

Robert W. Chambers'
famous novel

Co- Starring"

CORINNE GRIFFITH
CONWAY TEARLE
and ELLIOTT DEXTER

A Myron Selznick Master Picture
Directed by

George Archainbaud

a
fl

Mill III 1 1 1 1 1,1 111 I II 1
/

1

Supporting Cast Which Includes the Names

jPL Many of The

Screens Most Notable Arte

!

IX

1 1

1 1

in i ii 1 1 1

1 1 1

in 1

1 1

WhoseTremenclous DrawingPower I
P Picture WhoseTremendous
1

Attested By lb Impressive First Run Booking

KQmmonJau)
hu Robert W. Chamber's

Archainbaud
Georee
V/ Scenario Ay
Edward J. Montagne
^ft/totography

hy

Settings by

S tephen Goosson
^S'ilm

Harold

by
McCord
J.
Lied,

entire production under
the personal supervision of

MykpnSelznick
DISTRIBUTING
c r» d o no a t o ni
i

D.W GRIFFITH
presents

WH ITE

Tfc

RQfE
A
"An

Griffith Artistic Masterpiece

and a Real Box-Office Picture
— and a
good
'The White Rose'
"To sum

extremely

'good' picture

picture

box-office attraction,

bid for popularity,

owners

The

makes a successful
and enables theatre

hang out the

to

up,

one that proves a winning

is

S.

R. O. sign.

are 'The White Rose*
these requirements."
G. T.

indications

meets

all

—

—

"A
has a
pretty, happy ending, essential to boxIt has suspense and paoffice success.
thos; it tugs at the heart strings it has the
wholesome, sweet kisses; ardent loveIt

a typical

Griffith production, having an intensely
sympathetic story, one close to home, and
with a happy ending; and because of its
tremendous heart interest and superb acting should prove a superior box-office
M. P. World.
attraction."

Pardy, Trade Review.
"It is a box-office attraction.

is

dramatic gem.

Should prove a big

box-office attraction for

any

Mae

theatre.

Marsh does the best work of her entire
Exhibitors Herald.
career."

—

;

making and intense loves
mortals into

the

that pull

theatre."

— McLellan,

Trade Review.

ARTIwfTvT

Magnificent

comedy

•

r

CORPORATION
D. *M GRIFFITH
POGXIDENT

locations,

relief,

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

MARY PICKFORD
O0U0LAJ* FAIftGANICr
HIRAM AQRAM/

the highest rank in pictorial appeal.

Daily.

NOW BOOKING
UNITED

mere

"Of

J

excellent

gentle
cast."

touches,

—

-

Film

Graham Wilcox Productions,

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
m
What the Critics say
of Mae Marsh picture
"Never anticipated such an

"PADDY

assault-

and-battery of whimsical fun and
emotional appeal." Daily Express.

"A beautiful film in every sense of
the word founded upon a beautiful
story that has been read by millions.
One of the finest photoplays ever

THE

Mae Marsh makes her role
seen.
a living one."- Evening Standard.
"As an entertainment could hardly
It marks a high
be surpassed.
water point. Mae Marsh has never
The
given a finer performance.
final

scene

is

the

thrills

invented
Telegram.

Griffith."

any of

as thrilling as

by

D.

W.

NEXT

"More than
read

5,000,000 persons have
'Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing.'

The

film

good that more

number

than that
Illustrated.

so

is

will

see

it."

.

One of the
Mae Marsh
Production

best films ever made.
an ideal Paddy.
is
has sterling merit."

News
"One

very best

of the

films

Enthusiasm showed ap-

preciation
Mail.

of

the

public."

BEST

yet

produced.

Daily

"First a successful novel, then a
successful play, the film is better
than the play.
Its success is due
largely to Mae Marsh's acting."

Times.

"Here

is

a

real

Paddy

— Mae

THING"

Marsh: Her comedy is delightful,
and audiences like her." The Star.

Now
Allied Producers

Booking:

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Hiram Abrams, President
A Branch

Office located in every United Artists

Exchange

.

"

HIRAM ABRAM3
UNITED ARTISTS CORPN 729 SEVENTH AVE NEWYORK NY

RICHARD THE LION HEARTED SMASHED

REflP Png

nw npmvnn.

mv

ITS PREMIER SHOWING AT THE REGENT AND HAD TO QALL OUT qpirnTAT,

POLICE TO KEEP CROWD IN ORDER STOP PICTURE WAS APPLAUDED AT
EVERY PERFORMANCE WHICH IS UNUSUAL FOR OTTAWA AUDIENCES STOP

HAVE ENDORSATIONS FROM CLERGY SENATORS AND CIVIC BODIES STOP
HAD CIVIC PARADE SATURDAY AND MAYOR OFFICIALLY BROKE SEAL IN
FRONT OF THEATRE OF FILM CONTAINER WHILE TRAFFIC WAS STOPPED

FOR BLOCKS STOP FIRST TIME IN HISTORY OF PICTURES IN OTTAWA
CIVIC BODIES EVER TURNED OUT FOR PARADE CONGRATULATE YOU ON
THIS OVERNIGHT SENSATION IT IS ONE HUNDRED PER CENT

ENTERTAINMENT
D CLOAKEY MGR REGENT THEATRE OTTAWA ONT.

//

LION-HEARTED
Q

cjrank.

Woods Production

JSased on Jlr Walter UcottCr nouel, **Jhe 'Jaliyman
with Wallace Beery aw "King Jflichard "
the role he' created in "Pooin Oiood

Qllied

a

<JVbcu ^Booking
Producers and Distributors Corporation
729 Jeuenth Que., JVecu t/orf^_,
Jiiram Qbrams, President

J3ranch

Office Located

in

euety United

QrtMx Sxchaqge

Five Delivered
%e Virginian

Poisoned

"

daytime
Broken Wing

7

Mothers-in-law

April Showers

COMPLETED

Paradise"

White
Man'

IN

PRODUCTION

tttith the

"

1923-1924 season hardly started, Preferred Pictures
Corporation already has completed one-third of its pro-

duction program and

is

going ahead at top speed.

Five pictures are

finished.

Two
Two

pictures are in production.
pictures are ready to shoot.
Six pictures are in preparation.

Preferred Pictures are of unusual box office
strength and are a sound indication of the quality of the ten
that are on the way.

The

first

five

PREFERRED

""

Ten On The ^foy
N

The First ^ear
*My Ladys Lips
N

The

/;

7

Triflers'

The Breath of Scandal
*

When A ^Vbnian
Reaches Forty

Mansion Of 7
Aching Hearts

Qiie

READY TO SHOOT
They

will

same

be

of the

INT

PREPARATION

same high

standard,
sold on the

production staff and
basis through the same exchanges.

made by^ the
same equitable

Preferred delivered to exhibitors last season eight excellent
pictures that were sold fairly and that got the business.

This year with the Preferred Fifteen, this company has set
a standard even higher and that new standard is being
maintained.
Prefegced will more than make good its every promise.

n

T. £chulberg

PICTURES

Adapted from

the sjrruitpjiY
EVENING BCkST
Famous Story

By £u ge tie R Lyle

Jtsj

"THE RINGTAILED GALLIWAMPUS

Samuel

V* Grand

esents

I

H

BTRY

-

AND

ET IT

- Rose Dione - Carl
All Star Cast-Billie Dove-Edward^orlon ^Joseph Kiltfour
- Adapted by
S^tockdlle-Lionel Belmore - Hazel Deane - Directed by fcullenTate
McLean -Produced by firyant
Jules Furthman - Photographed by Kenneth
Corporation

W^hburn^

by Grand -Asher Distributing

Associated Exhibitors
fiUUffy GA/fMBTT

ARTHUR. S KANE.

PRESIDENT.

Associated Exhibitors
ARTHUR.

S.

KANE,

PRESIDENT.

"Something Has Turned

Up- At Last"
Wilkins Micawbeiy £sa.

T

David

Copperfield
The Masterpiece of the
Greatest of Novelists—
and Humorists-^

Jdkk&nA
A

—

world-celebrated story of plain folks

whom

you know

—most of whom you

love.

all

of

Not

an adaptation but a lavishly illustrated edition
of the original, breathing the appealing

atmosphere throughout.

Dickens

IOLA

resents

11§§NA

Rouded
Lips
With,

TomMcore
c&rom thiLStoru

"UP STAGE "fey
R1TA.WEIMAN
Directed by
HAROLD SHAW

> tv^

si""'

^6

the

^^^^^^^
IU novel y p.
p

de „

above
„d boulders been saa^
we ve
to esercue

,
"Rises head

.

a chance

iest *«>

human,
aU

^

looked prettier
„ P played a
'ole with more
convincing

ton Tim*'*

vjm and allurement.
Many
clever biu of
acting.--!
Exhtbttor't Trad,
Review.

A

^ 0t<V

5*

^fe^
for

ere

9ac&.

to

.an

»5f
AS
eft

ear,.

re.

SV-J,

*6

V5V^
6^

AS'

VJ

fuiy Imperial Pictures
lid.,ixclu$i\)c distributors

tkrucui 9t.3ritaU..Sir
4llyu

Ma

W2

One of **e

tpt) xr"n

»

m

presents

»

^

STRANGERS
WALTER HACKETT'S

V

•i

YORK
NEW
W
YEAR

1

SYMBOL

CLASS OF SERVICE

TELEGRAM
DAY LETTER

BLUE

NIGHT MESSAGE

NITE

NIGHT LETTER

N

L

If
none of these three symbols
eppears after the check (number of
words) this Is a telegram. Otherwise Its character Is I ndicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.

The

filing

WESTE

UNION

NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT

time as shown in the date

line

RECEIVED AT 54 WEST

on

full-rate

telegrams and day

E.

and the time of ceceipt

letters,

NEW YORK

45th ST.,

GEORGE W.

AM

shown on

JED

17 245P

MAD OR

DIRECTOR OP EXPLOITATION METRO PICTURES CORP 1540 BROADWAY
LOErV BLDG

NEW YORK NY

STRANGERS OP THE NIGHT OPENED HERE YESTERDAY TOfABSOLUTE CAPACITY"
BUSINESS MATINEE AND EVENING PERFORMANCES TURNED PEOPLE AWAY ALL
DAY STOP GROSS RECEIPTS WERE LARGEST FOR ONE DAY IN HISTORY OF

THEATRE STOP PRESS AND PUBLIC ALIKE PROCLAIM THIS ONE OF THE BEST
PICTURES IN YEARS KEEP UP GOOD WORK

ANDY WRIGHT

DELMONTE THEATRE

CAPACITY
that's what
they're alU

saving

«|

irm

NIGHT LiT

all

none of

tfl

appears after t%
words) this Is J
wise its charact
symbol appean

messages,

1923 SEP 17

110

day

is

STANDARD

AL>™^VS

212 52 2 EXTRA BLUE

CA 3T LOUIS

Stf

TELEGRAM

If

ATKINS. PIRST VICE-PRESIDENT
at destination as

CLASS OF

PU

6 26

— —

— —

—

,,

of Motion Picture Entertainment

NIBLO

"Product ion

NIGHT

of the

i

ternat LoylolI Siaqe Success

4 YEARS IN LONDON
"Fred Niblo has directed this offering in fine style.
Photography is excellent. Will doubtless enjoy as

—

much

popularity in

"Here

is

screen version as

did in

it

N. Y. Morning Telegraph.

the theatre."

>

its

one that

is

the year's product

going to stand out distinctly in
Fred Niblo has rung the bull's-

Mr. Moore and Miss Bennett gave the best
performances of their career. Perfect is the only
word to fit them both in their respective roles. As
fine a picture as will be seen in a long time."
Exhibitor's
eye,

—

—

Trad* Review.

"The

picture is capitally staged
all

over

Fine staging.
phere throughout."

"One

and

acted.

There

is

tone and

—Metro has a money-maker
—Should draw well any house.—Fine atmos-

quality written

here.

it.

in

Motion Picture News.

of the finest examples of motion picture entertainment.

That applies from every
angle.

ddapttd

fttk

fan

MEREDYTH

BESS

— The

picture

is

one of the best ever
Wonderscreened.
easily

—

ful artistry. Splendid

acting. Marvelous
entertainment."

:

Barbara La Marr

Moving Picture
World.

Enid Berunett
Matt Moore
Robert Ms Kim
Thomas Ricketts

—

Eand Emily Fitxroy

Pictures Ud.,&xclusii?e
Distributors thruout 9reat Britain..
Sir^Wniiam luru, Manaqinq Directors

rfuru Imperial

IS

BURSTON

fr

SIPvE
avy by

JOHN B. CLYMER

LSYMONDS
;be<L

hy

MP V- LEE

ESTELLE
TAYLOP0

DAVID

BUTLER

EDWARD
CONNELLY
and RALPH

LEWIS

6?.

,

it

THUNDERCATE
featuring

Owen Moore, Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall
Brown Faire Robert McKim

Virginia

,

Story by Sidney Herschel SmaU~ Scenario by Perry NAfekroff
Directed by Joseph De Grasses Cameraman Sam Landers
Bob Wells was an

outcast, driven to

the depths by a power he could not

—

Owen Moore
as

"Bob Wells"

understand broken in heart and spirit,
an innocent victim of a political plot.

Kong Sue was

another outcast.

The

worthless son of the Lord of Thundergate; the man responsible for the
downfall of Wells.
Kong Sue flees
from his father's home and seeks refuge in a disreputable inn on the waterfront.

At

and

is

Wells gets mixed up in a
thrown unconscious, into

Owen Moore

appears.

The Lord

Thundergate dies and
Wells, masquerading as the son, becomes the new Lord as a result of
which he learns the truth about his
d.sgrace and quickly corrects matters.

Here
ance

this inn,

fight

Kong Sue's room. He, noting the remarkable likeness of this man to himself, changes clothes with him and disof

as

"Kong Sue"

—

is
drama adventure and romenough to satisfy the greatest

thirst.

A Hrjbt national Picture

Rjrcign Rights Controlled
cs Inc.
Associated First National Picture
3&3 Madison Avenue. Ncw^brk

I

1

o you
call the

man

who

Chuckling with fiendish

glee, as

he notices

someone has given the baby a bag of
candy, boots the youngster aside and sits
himself down and eats it.
that

the old buuard, who, on the plea that babymight get too fat, reaches over and taking
baby's milk, drinks it.

grabbing ail the clathei hsogers, your
soap, the only chair, talks to you half the
night— then goes to steep with a!t the covers
after

over

him—

knowing he

is going to buy himself a big
meal, invites in a few starving dogs to watch

him

eat

thinks it a riot of fun, when passing a beggar,
to gently extract what coins he can find in
the cup.

it.

m

with a

garlic' breatn and a giraffe neck, delights
in rubbittg cheeks with you that he might get
a better view of your paper.

We think he's the
M-M- in the World
what do
you think ?

Goldwun

\

presents

FOOLS
WlSB
KING
VI DOR'S Production

JOHN GOLDEN's

Austin Strong staged

1

2>*rec*e<£ htf

King! VI dor.
j

oP

qreat siage success h%p
hit

WincHcU Smith X^,.

"'•mi

U

itiUUUUUUUUt

1

liUNElMATHIS

i

A STAGE SUCCESS OF THREE SOLID SEASONS has been
made into a brilliant screen triumph. It is undoubtedly one of the most perfect pictures ever
produced. With feverish action and a touch of
humanity. A compelling combination of power
and charm.
In the cast are Eleanor Boardman, Claude Gillingwater, Alec Francis, William
H. Crane, Raymond Hatton, Zasu Pitts, Brinsley
Shaw, John Sainpolis, Lucien Littlefield, William
Haines and others.

i.

i,

John GoldetVs Broadway
Stage

Triumph

Now The

World's Big Picture Success!
As heart-warming as a Spring zephyr. The
laughable, lovable story of three old bachpicture
elors and their adopted daughter.
that goes out to the public to take its place
among the few truly great films of all time.

A

Like a breath of Spring she

came

into their lives.

Goldwyn presents ^he

KING
VIDOR
Production
Adapted from

the play by Austin

Staged ty Winchell Smith
and presented by cJohri Golderu

Strong,

I

never once

lost

faith in you, dear!'

June Mathis
Editorial Director

GoLdwun^Cosnxop^

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of

inferior

photographic

we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"

quality

are stenciled in

black letters

Look

parent film margin.

in

the trans-

for this positive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Did yoa ever see a spirit ?
Whether you ever did
or not you should see

Is

Gonan Doyle Right?
Two

Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle,

parts
ment

k merely the
vestibule for the Hereafter; that we take up
„i
hie in the next world 111st where we leave it
off here; that he is in constant communicaEnglishman,

says

this

,

tion with those

who

,

life

•

Doyle's
little

w
Cullom
c
„

Holmes
sr
\

Ferrell
n

in

It's

of

is

encourage-

picture of the day. Play

it

,

'

up and

and

_

.

the biggest

PROFIT.

Pafhepicture
raxnepiciure
T

,

either for or against

the biggest topic

TRADE

Hope and

is

,

your community

beliefs.

Arthur

,

have passed on; and that

Everybody

to

honest in his beliefs; there are
profit from
others who are not, who seek to r
,
rpi
1 his
great two
the tears or the bereaved.
reel picture shows up the fakers and the crooks
who seek to commercialize Spiritualism.
Sir

i

i

is one
mankind-

their message

a very distinguished

\ MARK,

.rrit,

John

J.

riarvey

Both Bryant Washburn and Elliott Dexter have just begun work
on their first productions for the Grand-Asher Distributing
Corporation. In these two features will be seen all that the combined abilities and brains of an extremely carefully chosen group
of expert and experienced men can produce.
Into these productions will go sincere effort, thought and the

and distributing which has been
the record of both Samuel V. Grand and Harry Asher, who will
act as a guiding critical power to create pictures in which high
box-office value and low cost combine to completely satisfy the
just demands of the exhibitor and the public.
priceless experience in exhibiting

With Cullen Tate

directing Bryant

Washburn and R. William

Neill in a similar capacity for Elliott Dexter, excellent direction

and production is assured. And the marvellous supporting casts
which have been selected for both players will further perfect the
filming of two stories of outstanding dramatic worth.

Samuel V. Grand and Harry Asher take great pride and pleasure
in announcing the two features of which further details may be
found on the next page.

'

'

.

.

SamuelVGrand

^Presents

B RIANT

WASHBURN
and an All-Star Cast
a

In

TRIAND
GET IT

„

directed by

CULLEN TATE
e^/dapted by Jules
Furthman from Eugene
R Lyle Jr's. Saturday)
Evening Post Story nhe
Hingtfaileci Galliwampm
^Produced hy

BRYANT WASHBURN
PRODUCTIONS^
Photographed hy

KENNETH Mc LEAN

NOW IN
PRODUCTION
forHelease fy

GRAND
1432 Gower Street
Uiollyivood Calif-

Samuel

V Grand Presents

ELLIOTT

DEXTER
and an

All-SiarCast

in

<yln QWilliamNeill

Production

THE WAY
MEN LOVE
^Directed

by

R WILLIAM NEILL
Produced by

ELLIOTT DEXTER;
PRODUCTIONS^.
Siory

by

ADAM HULL SHIRK
oJdapied by
FLORENCE HEIN
fPlvotograjihed by

RAY JUNE

NOW IN
PRODUCTION
JorTlclcaseby

ASHER
15

West 44#z Street

'NewTork CifyUT.

the very beginning the Grand- Asher Distributing Corporation set
a standard of feature production which will always act as complete

and

final assurance of superlative value.

The elements

of this

new standard

are the following:

That Grand-Asher features shall be produced only by
have already proven their abilities.
That the actors employed

men who

shall be of established box-office worth.

That no absurd amount of money be spent on unimportant details.
In other words, while no money or effort will be spared to create
fine pictures, yet lavish and gaudy spectacles of little importance
This is as much for our protection
to the story will be avoided.
as

it is

for the exhibitor's.

That no picture

shall leave the

Grand-Asher studios of which the

producers are not proud.
productions of Elliott Dexter and Bryant Washburn
Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation this standard will
be in evidence. And it will be maintained as long as the Corporation exists. Remember, then, that when you hear of a new GrandAsher release, you may be certain that the picture will be as good
as any you have seen.
In the

first

for the

i

D.W GRIFFITH
presents

WHITE
ROfE
./fact

Form
CLASS OF SERVICE [SYMBOL
Telegram

Day

^^^^^
ff JpW^d E
WESTEJBNx
UNION prr"°
\MLg

L

JL

Letter

Bine

Night Message

Hte

Night Letter

1201

|

l^^&Jpl

HI.

If none of these three «ymbob
appears after the cheek (number of
words) this is a telegram. Other.
wise its character is Indicated by the
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BUY
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NY NY

PHILADELPHIA RETURNS UNANIMOUS VERDICT IN FAVOR OF YOUR SUPERB AND
HEART TOUCHING PICTURE THE WHITE ROSE WHICH OPENED MONDAY OUR AUDIENCES
LAUGHED AND WEPT YOU HAVE AGAIN EXPOSED A VIVIDLY ACCURATE CROSS SECTION

OF THE HUMAN HEART FOR THE WHITE ROSE IS BUT A PAGE FROM THE BOOK OF LIFE
TRANSFERRED TO THE SCREEN WITH A REALISM THAT CALLS FORTH UNGRUDGING TO

YOUR WIZARDRY

I

CONGRATULATE YOU WE ARE HOLDING THE PICTURE OVER

ANOTHER WEEK

NOW BOOKING
UNITED ARTIJ-TT CORPORATION
MAUy P1CKPORD
OOUCLAJ- FAIKOANKJ*
HIRAM ADRAMJ-

CHA1JU6 CWAPLIM
•

D. W. G(3/PP1TH
POEJ-IDENT

JULES E MASTBAUM

IOAM

Graham Wilcox Productions,

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
in

"Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing"
By Gertrude Page
"Paddy-the-Next-Best-

Thing"
Mae Marsh Becomes a Comedienne
Allied Producers Comedy Drama

in

Reviewed by Beatrice Barrett

Mae Marsh,

who

the wistful, appealing girl

has brought tears to the eyes of the audience
so often,

instead

forgotten in this production, and

is

we have

a

cious hoydenish girl

new Mae Marsh, a
who will be every

vivabit as

appealing to an audience and keep them laughing and intensely interested for fear they will

miss one of the bright, quickly moving fun
filled

scenes she

There are no

creating for them on the

is

idle

Next-Best-Thing."
funny,

resistibly

moments

in

"Paddy-the-

good, clean fun,

ir-

with one event coming

so

It

is

quickly on top of another that the audience

along with the verve and rush

will be carried

And coupled with the
Mae Marsh and the excel-

and fun of the thing.
splendid acting of

support

lent

given

Darby Foster and

by

George

K.

Arthur,

Lillian Douglas, as well as

the rest of the well picked cast, each of

make

own

whom

worth while, is some of
the most exquisite photography ever put on the
their

bit

screen.

Good, light entertainment
ly entertain

—

is

— which

this production.

will real-

The

story

is

a sketchy affair with just enough plot to carry
the various interesting incidents, but

it

is

the

life

and swing and fun of the action which

will

make

To

the great appeal to the audience.

little more weight to the story they
have introduced a melodramatic ending with
Paddy wandering in the marsh and being

give a

caught in the deadly clutches of the quicksand.

Here those who must have

thrills

with their

pictures to be fully satisfied will find

abundance, with a
familiar

little

Mae Marsh

in the

more

—From M.

Now
Allied Producers

them

in

glimpse of the more
tragic role.

P.

World

Booking

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Hiram Abrams, President
A

Branch Office located

in

every United Artists Ex©hange

"

associated Quthors, Inc.
Jrank. Woods (\ Q Clmer hia iris
Ihompson Buchanan Sll\.CIaHz_LU. "Jhomas
pres-ent

"RICHARD

the

LION-HEARTED
Q

cjranbc

Woods Production

JBased on Sir Walter ScottS nouel , ""Jhe ZJoIisman"
with Wallace Beery as *Kjng Jlichard
"
the role he created in "J^.oBin siood

A

Picture Big in Every

Way

With a Big Audience Appeal
A Frank Woods production

that

is

proving tremendously successful from a

box-office standpoint, with a cast that pulls everywhere.

Wallace Beery as King Richard, the role he created in "Robin Hood."
The beautiful love story of history's most popular monarch and a Queen so
capricious that she nearly wrecked a kingdom.
A plot that holds the spectator; adventure that thrills young and old; intrigue and conspiracy that mystify and grip.
Everything a picture can have for any audience anywhere.

Unusual Opportunities
for Big Exploitation
In every way this feature lends itself
to exceptional exploitation, and that
campaign book gives many suggestions certain to help at the box-office.
You can't go wrong on this picture
that carries on with King Richard's

career where

Hood."

it

was dropped

in

"Robin

Classics of the Screen

^7
\

f

WARNER BROS ^ih"' DAVID BELASCO

ie

Gold
Diggers
t Avery wood
Hop

wo; the

HOPE HAMPTON
'

A NOTABLE CAST INCtUOlNG

WINDHAM STANDING ^LOUISE FAZENDA
by
GRANT CARPENTER
HARRY BEAUMONT
Scenario by

Directed

Comtng"Little Johnny Jones"
"The Age of Innocence"
"Lucretia Lombard"

"Being Respectable"

"The Tenth Woman"
"Beau Brummel"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Printer's Devil"

"How

to Educate a Wife"
"Geo. Washington, Jr."
"Babbitt"
"Tiger Rose"

"The Country Kid"
"Daddies"
"Cornered"
"Conductor 1492"
"Lover's Lane"
"The Marriage Circle"
"Where the North Begins"

Jfr

hand y

Associated

First

National Pictures Inc. presents

HUNDERCATE
Owen Moore, Sylvia Breamer, Tully Marshall
Virginia Brown Faire Robert McKim

^featuring

,

Story by Sidney Herschel SmalK Scenario by Perry N.\ekroff
Directed by Joseph De Grasses Cameraman Sam Landers

Little

from

did he realize that
the moment he

reached out and grasped
this thug by the throat,
his whole destiny in life
was to be changed. An
outcast, then, a powerful
ruler one hour later.

With all the bitterness that comes
from a mind soaked to saturation
point with the knowledge of the
murderous deeds and fiendish
plans these two had laid for him;
of how close they had come to
ruining his career and placing

him

he

in disgrace

you know who

I

said,

—"Don't

am?"

They turned quickly and looked
Slowly it dawned
at the speaker.

upon

their crime steeped brains

was not the Lord Of
Thundergate but an impostor It
was Bob Wells the man against
whom they had directed every
possible scheme that might bring
him down disgraced and ruined.
that

this

—

—

—

is a great moment in "Thundergate," one of the many that
stamp this picture as a melodrama of great audience appeal.

This

national Picture ^

reign

Rjghu Controlled

Ajjooautd V\ts\ Motional Picture
083 Madison Avenue New^brk

We're keeping them
informed about

JAMES KIRKWOOD
ANNA

NILSSON
MARSHALL

6-TULLY

Adapted from the

thrilling

girl

on

masquerade

DONALD
CRISP
PRODUCTION

play "Ponjola" you
to see it on the
screen the enthusiastic readers
of the Cosmopolitan Magazine
plus the great army of those who
are establishing it as one of the
best sellers and to complete the
triangle of ready-made audience builders the readers of
will

Novel by

Cynthia Stockley of a young
the South Jlfrican veldt,
ing as a Man.

Ul

When you

Q.

have waiting

—

The Saturday Evening

Post.

"Ponjola" represents a perfect
product. It is a great picture;
it has a well known cast and the
public have been interested.
Get it in your schedule book

Now

A 3ir>6t national Picture
Rights Controlled by
First National Pictures5 Inc.

Madison Avenue,

New "to:rky

r

Every man's picture and
classic of the screen

—

the real

PAT HE NEWS
Ask
in

man

the

in the street, the

housewife

her home, the child in the school what

is

the best of all motion pictures.

Ask Mr. Every Exhibitor of Everywhere
what picture is the most popular with his
audiences, what picture is the surest of pleasing everybody, the one picture he could not
do without.

The

large majority of all will say the one
and the only, the first and the best, the Pathe

News.

Then

it

must truly be what we

have called

The one

it

call

it

and

for thirteen years—

indispensible film

Pafhgpicture
^^^^^TRADE
/ Jt^.

\ MARK.

—

The most highly praised comedy
ever

made

—

When

Pathe released Dr. Jack many persons
said "the best thing Lloyd has ever done."

With

the release of "Safety Last" the chorus

was almost unanimous,
ever made."

— "the

greatest

comedy

Now

with "Why Worry?" critics, exhibitors,
public, all exclaim "greater than 'Safety Last'."

Just look 'em over;
"It goes on building fun and
excitement which terminates in
It's an
an uproarious climax.
comedy,
excepextraordinary
tionally funny."
M. P. News.

^Lloyd as always great.
solutely

new

Lloyd's

high-water

gags.

clean buffoonery."

—

"A

laugh

in

mark

Wal-

every foot.

A

erection of a statue to Mr. Lloyd
by an appreciative public."

winning funmaker."

Morning Telegraph,

—Trade

view.

Pafhecomedyr

in

— M. P. World.

loping, tearing mock melodrama
of the most lively kind.
sure

"Great enough to warrant the

upe

Ab-

Marks

Qm\

MARK

Re-

As

well

known as

Mack

the Pacific Ocean

—

Sennett Comedies
Two parts
It's a mighty sight easier to sell well known
pictures to your audiences than those that are

unknown.
anyone doesn't know Mack Sennett or
comedies it must be because they've been
hugging the North Pole all their lives.
If

his

When

you can get a Grade
chine why bother with others?

A

laugh ma-

Make a date now to see these high-power
rib rockers at the nearest Pathe exchange.

Pafhgcomedy

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of inferior photographic
quality we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"
are stenciled in

black letters

Look

parent film margin.

in

the trans-

for this pos±cive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Exclusive!

The Great International $100,000.00 Race

Papyrus
A Two

vs.

Zev

Reel Special

motion picture rights to the great

EVERY MAN, WOMAN AND
CHILD IN THE COUNTRY

between

WILL WANT TO SEE THIS

Pathe has acquired the exclusive

International

horse

race

RACE!

Papyrus and Zev at Belmont Park on

All Eastern cities will be able to

October 20th.

The newspapers are
stories

on this great race.

est is intense.

filled

with

The

inter-

You never had such

advance exploitation on any picture.

There

is

Two Reel

no question but what

this

Special will be the true fea-

ture of your show.

show the pictures Sunday, October
21st, since

PRINTS WILL BE SHIPPED ON
THE NIGHT OF THE RACE
Here

is

your opportunity to do big

business with a real showman's pictures.

Order

Now

Pathepicture
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D.W GRIFFITH
<>*
present?

WHITE
ROfE

,

1

i^f #
•

.

.

'M*

•

.
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'

The Story

-IV.

"The White Rose"

pictures a love story of tremen-

—

dous appeal, beautifully told a story of plain people
aimed straight at the heart, and never missing its
mark, a story like a page from life a story that

—

—

will tug at the heart strings of

every class
tion,

;

—a

and that

story that draws

first

every spectator from

on every human emo-

brings tears, then relieving laughter.

The Cast

\

The incomparable Mae Marsh, again under Griffith
direction, does the greatest work of her career.
The

many
to

millions

who knew

welcome her

screen;

known

the

new

triumphant
beautiful

return

Carol

to

the

Dempster,

work in Griffith pictures;
handsome hero and Neil Hamilton,

for her splendid

Ivor Novello, the

a

in this

delicately

her in other days are sure

Griffith "discovery."

The Picture
All the D.

found

W.

Griffith touches in picture-making are

in this film.

It is

those who want
who want deep pathos

artistic for

screen art; pleasing for those

comedy; a woman's picture but also a
man's
is dramatic and entertaining at all times; a film without a dull moment,
with superb photography depicting the most beautiplus subtle

picture; a picture that

ful scenes.

NOW BOOKING
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

DOVGLA.T FAIRBANKS
D.W. GRIFFITH
HIRAM ABRAMJ* • PRESIDENT

What Your Patrons Want
What the Picture Has
Every one of your patrons

—

matter the age, the sex or the
station in life will enjoy "Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing,"
and will find genuine entert unment from the very first

—

flicker to the final scene of a

)

most

thrilling climax.

Mae Marsh

as Paddy, the tom-boy daughter who tries to take
the place of the son, gives one of those rare performances
which have made her loved by millions. Here she is hoydenish, impish, prankish, but always just bordering on the
serious.

Romance for those in love with Love. Thrills for those who
want breath-taking suspense. Adventure for those who
like a real man-to-man fight scene.
Action for those who
want their pulses stirred and a final climax that will make
anybody sit up and take notice

A Big Comedy Drama
With Big Audience Appeal
Graham Wilcox Productions,

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
in

"Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing"
By

Gertrude Page

Now
Allied Producers

Booking

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Hiram Abrams, President
A

Branch Office located

I

in

every United Artists Exchange

9

"By All Means See It.'

"Don't Miss It."

"If you like romantic adventure skilfully done
into a movie, by all means see 'Richard, the

'Richard, the Lion-Hearted, a sequel to
'Robin Hood,' accounted for the string of
hopeful ticket buyers extending
from the
Strand Theatre box office all the way down
47th Street.
We enjoyed Richard quite as
much as we enjoyed Robin. We were happily surprised, because we had not expected
great things.
Wallace Beery as Richard, the
Lion-Hearted, is magnificent.
He is a royal
King!
We should advise every one not to
miss it."
Harriette Underhill, N. Y. Tribune.
'

Lion-Hearted.' It is a colorful tale, and beautiful maidens are saved and villainous foreignThe
ers slain while you pant in suspense.
great difference between 'Richard, the LionHearted' and the 'million dollar spectacles'
which dot Broadway and its side streets is that
tickets don't cost you $2."
N. Y. Sun.

—

—

"Exactly The Thing.

" 'Richard, the Lion-Hearted' is a good picIn the role of Richard, Wallace Beery
is the same splendid, forceful, vital, engaging
are
King that he was in 'Robin Hood.'
given a glimpse of the unforgotten wonders of
'Robin Hood*."
R. E. Sherwood, N. Y. Her-

—

ture.

Telegram.

We

it

—

"Dramatic Moments. 9
"Wallace Beery gives a convincing and vital
There are
performance as King Richard.
dramatic moments, excellently staged scenes,
and it takes us back to the stirring times of

"Strikes

"Pictorially Beautiful.

home.

in

The

—

"Laughs On All

produc-

their
settings are splendid,

N. Y. Times.

associated authors,
Jrank.

Sides.

Woods A

[\

Inc.

Elmer Harris

Uhompson Buchanan S±l\-Clarl(_ ZD.

"J

nomas

present

RICHARD

the
II

LION-HEARTED
Q

cjrank,

Woods Production

Jiased on Sir Walter Scottis novel, *Ohe 'Jalisman
with Wallace Beery as *l<jnp JZichard
the role he created in "PoBin Hood

Qllied

a

JVbcu JBooking
Producers and Distributors Corporation
729 Seventh Que., JVeur yorl\_,
Jiiram Ob rams, President

JSranch

Office Located

99

"We heard laughs on all sides at the subtle,
clever performance of Wallace Beery. Others
were affected as we were.
You might be,
too. if you see the picture.
As for settings,
frills,
and all the rest, they're all just fine.
Excellent, in fact!"— N. Y. Daily News.

Wallace Beery fills the
as are the costumes.
role he had in 'Robin Hood' just as one would
want it, and in the humorous scenes he is excellent.
The cast is far above the average."

w

99

" 'Richard, the Lion-Hearted' is a pictorially
beautiful picture."
N. Y. World.

Home. 99

"Associated Authors
tion struck

—

Telegraph.

initial

Most Enjoyable."

"Wallace Beery gives an interpretation of England's crusading King which is human to the
Nth degree, and which shows the greatness
and the smallness of this medieval hero.
These actions are unconventional and most
enjoyable."^ N. Y. Evening Mail.

ald.

—Morning

99

" 'Richard, the Lion-Hearted,' is exactly the
thing as a photoplay for Associated Authors,
Wallace Beery, the leading actor, the Strand
Theatre, and, most important of all, also for
the movie-going populace."
N. Y. Evening

"A Good Picture."

the Crusaders."

"

""

in euery United

artists Exchange

1'

Not Necessary to Buy Other

Warner

Brothers'

EXHIBITORS SEEKING WARNER

BROS.
"Classics of the Screen" are not compelled to buy any other motion pictures in
order to secure exhibition rights to the
Warner Product. Exchanges distributing
Warner Pictures are expressly forbidden
to press other pictures upon Exhibitors
are buying Warner Classics only.
This rule has no exception.

who

Warner

Pictures are an independent unit

each Exchange distributing them. Contracts made by Exchanges to cover the
booking of Warner Pictures, grouped with
the film product of other companies are
of

invalid.

Product in Order to Obtain
Classics of<* Screen
Agreements between Warner Bros, and
its

distributors specifically provide

"

that

the bookin g and renting of all Warner
Pictures shall be u pon contracts se parate
and apart from the bookin g and renting of

any other

prints films or pictures handled
,

or controlled by the Exchan ge." Warner
Bros, will brook no violation of this contract.

When you, Mr. Exhibitor, want Warner
Pictures and

Warner

Pictures only, you

can have them. Failure on the part of any
of our distributors to fulfill this pledge
should be reported to

WARNER BROS.

PICTURES,

1600 Broadway, New York

Warner

Bros. 18 "Classics of the Screen"

'Little

"Tiger Rose"

The

"The Country Kid"

Johnnv Jones"
Gold Diggers"
Age
of Innocence"
'The
'Lucretia

Lombard"

'Being Respectable"

'The Tenth

Woman"

"Daddies"
"Cornered"

"Conductor 1492"
"Lover's Lane"

"Beau Bruminel"
"Broadway After Dark"
"The Printer's Devil"

"How

to Educate a Wife"
"Geo. Washington, Jr."

"Babbitt"

Inc.

ENEMIES OF WOMEN.

By lbanez. With Lionel Barrymore and
Rubens. Directed by Alan Crosland. Scenario by John Lynch.
Settings by Joseph Urban.
Cosmopolitan Production.

Alma

A

A

SIX DAYS. By Elinor Qlyn.
Charles Brabin Production, featuring
Corinne Qriffith and Frank Mayo. Scenario by Ouida Bergere, June
Mathis, Editorial Director.
A Qoldwyn Picture.

Picture for Picture
Compare

this

product

with any pictures

now on the market
It

THE ETERNAL THREE.
his

own

story.

Pays To Play

Marshall Neilan's great production from
Claire Windsor, Hobart Bosworth, Bessie Love
Co-directed by Marshall Neilan and Frank Urson.

With

and Ray Qriffith.
A Qoldwyn Picture.

THE DAY OF FAITH.

A

Tod Browning
By Arthur Somers Roche.
Continuity by June Mathis. With Eleanor Boardman, Ray
Qriffith. Carmel Myers, Ford Sterling, Wallie Van and Tyrone Power.

production.

A

Qoldwyn

Picture.

THE GREEN GODDESS.

Star-

With Alice
.loyce, David Powell and Harry
Morey. From the famous play by
ring

Qeorge

Arliss.

William Archer. Adapted by Forrest Halsey.
Directed by Sidney
Olcott.

A

Distinctive Picture.

IN

THE PALACE OF THE KING.

Emmett

J. Finn's production from F.
Marion Crawford's famous story. Scen-

ario by June Mathis.

With Blanche

Sweet, Hobart Bosworth, Edmund Lowe,
Pauline Starke, Aileen Pringle, Charles
Clary, Lucien Littlefield, William Mong.

A

Qoldwyn

Picture.

THE

SPOILERS. Rex Beach's

epic of lawless Alaska.

A Jesse

D.Hampton production. Directed
by Lambert Hillyer. With Milton
Sills,

Coming!

A Big

Anna Q.

hlilsson,

Barbara

Bedford, Robert Edeson, Noah.
Beery, Mitchell Lewis, Louise

Fazenda, Ford Sterling, Rockliffe
Fellowes, Sam de Qrasse, Wallace

MacDonald, Robert McKim.
Qoldwyn Picture.

A

Surprise
THREE WISE FOOLS. A King

NAME
THE
MAN!

From John

Vidor production.

Qolden's great stage success by
Austin Strong and staged by
Winchell Smith. June Mathis,
editorial

director.

A

Qoldwyn

Picture.

a masterpiece
SLAVE OF DESIRE.

By

Balzac. Presented by Qilbert E.
Qeorge D. Baker proQable.
With Bessie Love,
duction.

A

Qeorge Walsh, Carmel Meyers.

A

Qoldwyn

Picture.

po titan
RED LIGHTS. A

THE STEADFAST HEART.

Rose's stage play.

With Marguerite

director.
Qriffith.

Clarence Badger production. From Edward E.
Adapted by Carey Wilson. June Mathis, editorial
With Alice Lake, Johnny Walker, Marie Prevost and Ray
x
A Qoldwyn Picture.

Battista,

A

By Clarence Budington Kelland.
Joseph Depew, Miriam
William B. Mack. Directed by Sheridan Hall.

Courtot,

Joseph Striker,

Distinctive Picture.

Mary Alaen,

PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTORS

HOLLY "W

O O D

A ne*W Idea rises oixt of Hollywood
Exhibitors, independent producers, authors and the public

welcome

coming of Hollywood's strongly
organized producing and distributing corporation
company of Hollywood, by Hollywood, for Hollywood
and for the best interests of the entire motion picture
will

the

—

industry.

The

and

distributor

get

together

of

producing

tures

producer,

for

the

the

— of giving the

will

purpose

best

pic-

public to get

HOLLYWOOD

Hollywood
should

will ultimately be

its

money's worth.

—not

be

the

— and U. P. D.,

This

Inc., is the first step in

that direction.

United

is

going to pioneer

and

motion picture

it

— and

Hollywood

it

has the backing of

banking,

business

and

interests.

Our new building at Highland and Selma Avenues
now rapidly rising. We're getting the "sets" ready
and

we'll

is

soon be able to "shoot."

exhibitor a

square deal— and to permit the

PRODUCERS
DISTRIBUTORS

Producer and distributor

motion pictures.

Los Angeles

independent

author,

center of

should work side by side for their mutual benefit.

New York
distributing

You're going to hear a whole
few months.

lot

more about United

in

the next

Our temporary headquarters
Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.

are

at

6812 Hollywood

The.y know big picturesOne Week

TRIANON THEATRE

Two Weeks
.

Birmingham, Ala.

One Week

METROPOLITAN THEATRE
Atlanta, Ga.

Two Weeks
RIVOLI THEATRE
Portland, Ore.
Six

Weeks

ROOSEVELT THEATRE
Chicago,

111.

APOLLO THEATRE
New York

RIALTO THEATRE

-that's

One Week

LIBERTY THEATRE
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Or.e

Week

GARRICK THEATRE
Duluth, Minn.

One Week

AVON THEATRE
Utica, N. Y.

One Week

One Week

POLLS MAJESTIC

STILLMAN THEATRE

Bridgeport, Conn.

Cleveland, O.

STRAND THEATRE

One Week
Newark, N.

Toledo, O.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Two Weeks

LIBERTY THEATRE
City,

One Week

VALENTINE THEATRE

J.

STANTON THEATRE

Kansas

One Week
Waco, Tex.

Indefinite
.

RIVOLI THEATRE
New York
One Week
New York

Cincinnati, O.

BRANFORD THEATRE

Four Weeks

One Week

WALNUT THEATRE

Mo.

One Week

QUEEN THEATRE
Austin, Tex.

One Week

COLISEUM THEATRE
Seattle,

Wash.

why theybookedNormas latest!

Every man and woman
who sat in our projection
room, Monday afternoon
Oct.

22^

to pass critical

judgement on the

si

^%

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
presentation oP

YOUTH
featuring

//

Colleen Moore

voted as one- that they had
just witnessed one of the

BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE
pictures this year has
brought forth . x ^ ^ «
A 3iiat

National
Foreign
Associated
Us

Righu Controlled
Krst National Pictures"
et Inc.

A:383 Madison

Avenue,

New "lork
6H<

'Picture

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
To

protect the exhibitor against screening,

unknowingly, film of

inferior

photographic

we make Eastman Positive Film
identifiable. The words "Eastman" "Kodak"

quality

are stenciled in

black letters in

Look

parent film margin.

the trans-

for this pOMcive

proof that you are projecting the "film that
carries quality

through to the screen."

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted

base,

is

now

available

in

thousand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

\

Hal Roach
presents

St an Laurel Comedies
Two

A
is

new comedy face, sure

to be

parts

famous,

peeking above the horizon
Watch

chap "do

his stuff."

With

sober face and serious

manner he

builds

up

this

his

reached.

situation

Then

until

the

climax

the sun breaks

is

from be-

hind the clouds, his face beams, he wriggles in ecstacy while

your crowd

roars.

That's pantomime and

do it. His manner,
methods are his own.

to

takes an artist

his style

and

his

The name "Stan Laurel" is going to
mean a lot more a year from today than
it

does now.

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

it

X^j)

mark

PfCTURGS
Andrew
OFFER FOR THE INDEPENDENT MARKET

THOMSON

FRED

in a Series of Six

"THE MASK OF LOPEZ"
"NORTH OF NEVADA"
"SHADOWS OF THE SAGE"

Western Pictures

"THE SHERIFF OF TOMBSTONE"
"RIDERS OF THE RIO GRANDE"
"THE DESERT RANCH"

THE EXCELLENCE AND DISTINCTION OF EACH PICTURE
OF THIS SERIES ARE WORTHY OF YOUR CONSIDERATION

Action

Thrills

:

Presenting

:

FRED

HAZEL KEENER
GEORGE MAGRILL

PEE

Suspense

:

Stunts

THOMSON
WEE HOLMES

BOB REEVES

:

Romance

supported by

JOSEPH SWICKARD

TAYLOR GRAVES

WILFRED LUCAS
JOE BUTTERWORTH DAVID KIRBY
FRANK HAGNEY
DICK SUTHERLAND CHESTER CONKLIN
and his Horse, SILVER KING
DOT FARLEY
Produced and Supervised h$

HARRY

J.

BROWN

Directed
albert rogell

5\t FfFTH 6ueN06-WBWYhftK,C(T1f-*PHONE-CONfiACRe 5605
Cable; A(?Pftess-"P(CMONO*'

FRED THOMSON,

on Silver King

Leading

"JUST

man

in

"THE LOVE LIGHT" with MARY PICKFORD
AROUND THE CORNER" — A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
"OATH-BOUND" with DUSTIN FARNUM

UNIVERSAL SERI \L5— "THE

Featured in

EAGLF'S
to

TALONS"

be released shortly.

and

"THE LOST SUBMARINE'

—
November

10,

—
Page 1133

1923

Balance Sheet

Trial

-

i-riod -fidinji

Zi-

•

95
Brings

You
A

Complete and

Concise

Ledger

Created
System
for
Especially
Exhibitors

Need

Who

a Simpler

Business Base.

It

Was Created As
Pram;

_JamtMg

Adtertuma

#j>d

lad

Tuti

Prafa

fa

the

Penod

T/ra£ Saving System for Showmen
many showmen who have
There
Exhibitors Trade
WTHEN
movement
go forward on
asked us
,4

are

the staff of the

YV/

simpliReview designed and
* *
fied system of accounting for the practiupcal every day needs of exhibitors, they had
Service.
of
thought
the
minds
permost in their
built

The time has passed when

the

hit-and-

miss methods are possible in the management
Hundreds have recognized the
of a theatre.
special systematic layout that
for
a
necessity

would solve the problem.

The

special offer of $2.95 for the complete

binder and all, cannot posThat amount practically covers

system, including
sibly last long.

only the cost of the
packing and handling.

cover,

the

assembling,

If you pass this opportunity by even for a
dav you may be too late. The offer is made on
the basis of "While They Last" and that wont

be long.

That's a sure-fire tip to

showmen!

too

this

to

this

for

us not to urgently warn you to get your order
in

quickly.

Especially if you believe in sound business
really desire a simplified and easily understood system of charging and crediting under

and

such headings as:

The Daily Cash Record, General Assets and
Liabilities, All

Transactions, Bookings, Adver-

Exploitation, Depreciation, Inventories
and how to arrive at the Balance Sheet
Profits and Loss.

tising,

—

Every one of these "systems" sold at $2.95 is
a loss to us in actual monev, but we feel that
your appreciation

up for the

will

many

times over

make

difference.

Address your

letters or

wires to

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Broadway at 42d Street, New York City

Motion Picture Accessories
—

Are today standard with many picture houses

They have stood the

tests

of

Time

FULCO SPEEDCO ARC CONTROL
The Benn-Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia,

and

Pa.,

Plaza Theatre, Phoenix, Ariz., are two of the recent
installations.

You should
in effect,

it

write for the
will save

SPECIAL FREE OFFER now

you $17.50.

FULCO-SPEEDCO ARC CONTROL

is really a moneysaver too, as well as improving and maintaining perfect
projection.
Shipped on trial — Send for the Dope on the Special Proposition — Do it Now

Fulco Argo Fireproof

Fulco All Steel Reel
The

Film Cabinet
Required by laics in some
states by Thoughtful Exhibi-

Runs

true as a gear.
Will outwear your projector.
Can't tear off leaders.
A Real Reel

tors in other states

Remember

Disaster

expensive.

Fulco
ented

&

Fire

is

have

Cabinets

a

pat-

—

device
reel-lifting
the
comes
up
Lift the cover

—

14- in. Dia. $2.75-4-in.Hub
15- in. Dia. $3.00-5-in.Hub
Try 'em on your next order
for reels

reel.

Now Made

$2.25-5-in.Hub

11-in. Dia.

pays to be Safe

It

reel ivith a heart of solid

steel.

Fulco Fireproof

With

Enclosed Rewind

Automatic Cut-

Used

in Chicago Theatres

for years

Off for Motor

Made

in both

hand drive and

motor drive models

Drive

Simple, Durable, Safe and
Inexpensive
An insurance policy with no

BEST BY TEST
premiums to pay
A PAIR PROJECTIONISTS ALLIES
Fulco Four for

Fulco No.

The

pride

tionists.

A

Projection

of the expert projecset designed for M. P.

work

by

one

Copper

Terminal

Projectionists

J

1

who

knew.

The only copper terminal which
gives full carrying capacity of the
wire, and also protects the fine
wire strands of the cable.

The

ideal"

connector for projector

Tools you can't afford to be without for that emergency job and
daily maintenance.

spot light, rheostat, etc.

For either Nos.

4 or 6 wire.

MSkes an appreciated

Saves burn

current and cable.

Complete

as

gift.

shown, $5

offs,

7 for $1.00, 15c Each

Sold by All Progressive Dealers
Send

for

your copy of the Fulco Catalogue

Manufactured by
E. E.

FULTON

CO.,

3210 CARROLL AVE.,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
through to

Carries

the

screen,

tone

for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,
every gradation that

skillful

photography has

secured in the negative.

Look

for this positive identification in the

transparent

"Kodak"

film

margin

— " Eastman"

in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

and

Hal Roach presen ts

Our Gang Comedies
Uwo
Each kid
comedies

Parts

Fire Fighters (Pathe), Our Gang comedy
reels).
Every theatre should show
this picture.
Adults, as well as children,
enjoy these children's pranks. Our patrons
are wild over the kids. They are real stars.
Pathe deserves credit for producing such
wholesome pictures. The films are always
in very good condition.
Rev. M. Billmayr,
St. Peter's church, Browerville, Minn.

(two

in each of these inimitable
is

—

good for a hundred

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
These are surely wonderful two reelers,
and good comedies are hard to get. Everj

laughs.

exhibitor should play them.

—

Geo. J. Ehlers
Grand, Worthington, Minn.
Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
We agree with our patrons who say these;
are the cleanest and best comedies on the
market.
The salesman had no difficulty
selling
us
the second series. Will J.
Glaser, Grand, Faribault, Minn.
Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
Our patrons look forward to these comedies,
and we will say they are 100 per cent.
;

—

Some action!
opee, Minn.

—L.

E.

Dawson, Gem, Shak-

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
These are extra fine comedies. In fact, we
were glad to book the second series. Jack
O'Brien, Opera House, Sleepy Eye, Minn.

—

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe).

— No

These are
bet-

ter comedies could be secured for us than
these.
Clean, wholesome, funny they

—

certainly appeal to every
Moore,
family.
R.
L.

—

Columbus Grove. Ohio.

—

member

of the
Roma theatre,
Small town pat-

ronage.

—

Our Gang Comedies (Pathe). Have
run most all the Lloyds, Semons and the
Keatons, and when you run all them
very few other comedies will satisfy. Our
Gang are very clever, but nothing extra.
W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre. Florala,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ala.
Our Gang Comedies (Pathe). These
kids will please more people in general
than any comedy I have run. C. A. KelCuster City, Okla.
ley, Rex theatre,
Small town patronage, fly.

—

—

—

first class

comedies.
Minn.

—F.

reels).
C. Chris-

tians, Palace, St. Paul,

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
The hardest audience to make laugh is the
one we have on amateur night, and the
Our Gang series does the job. They give
100 per cent satisfaction to young and old.
Hitchcock and True, Princess, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Our Gang comedies (Pathe) (two reels).
Drawing more than any feature, these are
the best two reel comedies we know of. We
raise

the admission price every time we
play one of them. C. Mickelson, Rex, Hud-

son, wis.

—

—

Jmas eme„te^_

Want a screening?
Say when!

Pafhecomedy
TRADE

^^^"^ARK

LOUISpresents
B. MAYER
he REGINALD BARKER
PRODUCTION

r

PLEASURE

MAD

99

BLANCHE

UPRIGHTS
novel

"THE VALLEY
\OF CONTENT'

I A P YOUNGER.

9mperiol Pictvtvs XtdGcclusive

Britain
Sir William (Jury Managing Dir.
'Visirihutors ihrwoui CJreai

LOUIS B.M[
presents

mi; MOT

Sir William

diiYi/.

M nvwm.vi n

Divorlnv.

3INALD

BARKER ProJucf™

SURE
A SCREEN
VERSION OF

-

BLANCHE
UPRIGHTS
SENSATIONAL

NOVEL "THE VALLEY OF CONTENT."
A VIVID DRAMA OF
LOVE, LAUGHTER AND

LUXURIOUS LIVING.
GREAT AS A NOVEL

AND STAGE PLAY;
GREATER AS A

PHOTO-DRAMA.
A STORY OF TODAY AND THE
MAD LUST FOR PLEASURE
AMONG THE BRIGHT LIGHTS
AND GILDED CAFES.

\

LOUIS B.MAYER JL

THEY WILL PACK
YOUR THEATRE

REGINALD BAM(Ert£L

MLTEWiALr
A MtTRO PICTURE
WfTM A GUI AT CAST INCIUDING

EARIE WILLIAMS

RfNfE ADOQEE

BEAUTIFUL POSTERS WILL
"SELL" THE PICTURE FOR YOU AS
NOTHING ELSE CAN. BOOST A BIG PICTURE WITH THIS BIG PAPER, EACH
POSTER MEANS MONEY IN YOUR BOXOFFICE. HERE IS PAPER THAT CREATES
A DESIRE TO SEE. ALL OF THESE POSTERS WILL AWAKEN CURIOSITY AND
SEND A STEADY STREAM OF PATRONS

THESE

Louis

B. Mayer

.REGINALD BARKER,

WAllAEE

BEEW

—

BARBARA IaMAW)

PATOMALIEV
JOSEF SWICKARD

TO YOUR THEATRE.
CABLE WILLIAMS

wto'mauey

8ARM8A UMARB
Wallace

um

RENfE

mm

DOLLARS INVESTED IN
SUCH PAPER WILL PAY
BIG DIVIDENDS. USE
LOTS OF THIS PAPER

josefswkkabd

FOR "THE ETERNAL
STRUGGLE" AND INCREASE YOUR BANK ACCOUNT.

Lo "is

REGINALD BARKER

Production

TheKERNAL
STRUGGLE

SES£

B.Mayerpresents THE

Rf6INALD BARKER

Oh
Eternal
Struggle
PRODUCTION

METRO
lciu
re

mS§g

mmm

1
momr

"Ktucitf USiai.it"

Promis e PatronfJhrills and Someone Qjctinq -Greater Qmusemerrts
MH9H0

HQLrecied> by

EDWARD SLOMAN
Tkatot/ra-pked by

Ort 'director

GEOSXJES

KIZARP

J.XHXK5HES

JAMES KIRKWOOD
ELINOR FAIR

LESTER CUNEO

MARY ALDEN

GEORGE SIEGMAN"
and. other JfebabU "Players

(

luruSmpmal Pidures itd.&clustvt.

1M EAGLE'S
FEATHER
JAMES KIRKWOOD
ELINOR FAIR
GEORGE SEIGMAN
MARY ALDEN
LESTER CUNEO
>OOLPH MENJOU
And Others

.

SUPERB POSTERS
TO CREATE MORE BEAUTIFUL POSTERS THAN METRO HAS PROVIDED
FOR THIS PRODUCTION. IF EVER A THEATRE
OWNER HAD REASON TO GO THE LIMIT ON
POSTER DISPLAY HE HAS IT WITH THIS PAPER.
CAN YOU IMAGINE ANYONE WHO EVER GOES
TO THE MOVIES NOT BEING IMPRESSED BY
THE POSTERS SHOWN HERE? IT IS A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO ATTRACT NEW
PATRONS TO YOUR THEATRE.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE

,1*

W
1IJIiPi

S'«^tw.* i

A

METUO

Tht EAGLE'S

piCTUftE

;^

JAMES W R
AOOLPH
C U« 1«
TEVcUNEO- LESTER
^
„ ARY ALDEN
1

EDWARD SLOHANA^ fMab

Story

K.lh.».n.

N~H»

y

VWn,frcd

Dunn

A STORY of LONG ISLAND SOCIETY and the C
ivo
resents

vio A

DANA

COURTS

A MIGHTY
and

the

,

STORY of PASSION
SOCIAL LAW

JH

1/

LOUIS BURSTON
Presents

I

J

DESIRE
Jin Original Story by

JOHN B. CLYMER

and HENRY JR.SYMOKDS

Titi an ALL STAR

CAST

ineludina

MfliyueriteDed(aJ)iotte

flohn ftovders
&stelle

_

uaylor

DaOid J3u£Ler. „.„
iDalter Igxig~~~—
&dv)arcL Connelly^
T{glphJgy)is

|

WALTER,
LONG
J>xryVrnpz.viQ.\ PictuYti

ItcLCxclusiW Distributors^

ihruoul Qveat Britain
Sty

William

MaviaqiviQ (Oivecior

EDWARD
CONNELLY

Ju.ry,
I

mm

THE TEST
these days of conservative booking the
INdependent
producers and distributors are
in-

more confident than ever.
Confident because they

know

their prices

are unquestionably fair and their product equal
to the best.
It is

the day of Testing which pictures

the most
it isn't

money

—the greatest

safer after

all

priced features of

the

profits.

to play the

known

more

make

Whether
sensibly

interest value than

more costly productions some of you exhibi-

tors cannot afford.

One or two days

hardly a fair test to
either side of the probability picture but the independents on the following seven pages are
is

more than willing to place their product in keenest competition for profit comparison.

They suggest an

"All Independent

Week"—

seven days of independent features and independent prices, the results of which they earnestly offer as the solution to the exhibitors

who

are "up a tree."

They sincerely seek such an opportunity
prove up their product— a fair test,

to

SMASHING
BOX OFFICE MONEY GETTERS
C. B. C.'S

and FORGET"
FORGIVE
A
A Woman
Story of

This

is

talking

s

Mistake

the kind of a picture that will have the whole

—

a cast that

Wyndham
Swickard,

means money

Standing,

at the

Taylor,

Estelle

box-office

Pauline

town

including

Garon, Josef

Raymond McKim, Phlo McCullough.

THE
[ARRIAGE MARKET"
€6

Where Hearts and Souls Go

to the

Highest Bidder

Amazingly daring theme. From the pen of Evelyn Campbell.
Sumptuously produced. The cast includes Jack Mulhall, Alice Lake, Pauline Garon, Shannon Day.

"YESTERDAY'S
WIFE"
A
Drama
Tense

It's

of Marriage

and

a sure-fire box-office attraction.

Ideals Shattered

by Wealth
Featuring Irene Rich and

Eileen Percy.

"INNOCENCE"

Love Destroyed By Circumstantial Evidence
It will stand up against the strongest competition.
Anna Q.
Nilsson, Earl Foxe, Kate Lester and Marion Harlan will pack 'em,

"DISCONTENTED
HUSBANDS"

A Real Screen Sensation
Produced against the background of discontentment
in society life.
James Kirwook heads an exceptional cast including Cleo
Madison, Grace
Darmond,Carmelita Geraghty, Arthur Rankin, Baby Muriel
McCormick

"THE BAREFOOT BOY"
Full of Pathos, Romance, Thrills and Drama.
4n exquisitely human dramatization of John Greenleaf
Whittier's poem
—a really exceptional cast headed by John Bowers, Frankie Lee, Sylvia
Breamer, Marjorie Daw, Tully Marshall, Otis Harlan.
Its

Every One

An Audience Picture—A Box Office
BOOK THEM NOW!
C B. C. FILM SALES CORPORATION
1600

BROADWAY

NEW

YORK.

N.

Y

Picture

mm

LEE-BRADFORD CORR "Presents

f

CAPTAIN KLEINSCHMIDT'S

ADVENTURES IN
THE FAR NORTH

1

Sdlted by

Distributed by

One Week
at the

RIALTO

701 Seventh Ave., New York City

H. Lieber

Exhibitors Film Exchange,

Washington, D. C.

Pa.

& Company,

Indianapolis,

Griever Productions,
Chicago, 111.
Specialty Film Co.,
Dallas, Texas.

Ind.

Louis Film Company,

New

Orleans, La.
Seal Productions,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Aywon Film Exchange,

Skirboll Gold

New York
F.

&

City.

R. Film Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

at the

RIVOLI
New York

through

Co.,

Philadelphia,

One Week

LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION

New York
DeLuxe Film

MAX FLEISCHER

Standard Film Company,
Atlanta, Ga.
Distributing Co.,

Mid-West

Milwaukee, Wis.
Film Corporation,
Boston, Mass.
Skirboll Gold Seal Productions,
Cadillac

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Pictures that show the

way to
BIGGER BOX OFFICE RETURNS
Here are 5 pictures with the breath of the gre at outdoors, the greatest variety of scenic
grandeur ever shot— and a powerful, picturesque appeal to back up splendid drama.
West added to the heartIk There is the realism of the Canadian
touching stories of Ralph Connor.

PICTURE

S

THE PICTURE MADE
WHERE THE STUDY IS 1A1D
That is the answer to "what's the matter
with the picture business."

The

public

demands big

pictures, based

on

big stories of international scope.

You
wood

can build the wall of China in Hollybut it will cost a fortune.

—

And

that fortune

must be paid back by

higher rentals.

Is a big special

made

in Tripoli,

England, and the heart of the

Libyan Desert.
It

was made by Fred Leroy Granville, with beautiful Peggy
Incidentally it marks her return to the screen after a long

Hyland.
absence.

Shifting Sands contains the sort of entertainment your audience
wants.

Go

to your nearest

Hodkinson Exchange.

LOOK AND YOU'LL BE SURE TO BOOK
Distributed by

UXOR PICTURES CORP.

HODKINSON
PICT U RES

347Madison Ave.N.Y.C.
Sic.

BRYAN — ELTONHEAD

Schlager

Gen.flgr.

TENSE MOMENTS
rom FAMOUS PLAYS
GREAT AUTHORS

upresenting
JheSertes

&

§i>upet:

feature of

tl)e

Bible from

&Dam

anb €bc

to the isoitgsf of

One

Reprinted from the Film Daily,
Issue Oct. 25th.

Danny You Are Right!

MATERIAL
By
Hollywood

to

find

it?

Talking
question.
the
That's
with a number of directors this
What is the best
came out:
What book
seller of all times?
sells more copies than any of the
"ten best
called
so
rest of the
Is
sellers" year in and year out?
it the type of fiction called "sophisticated,"

trend?

"AFTER SIX DAYS"
Has topped every known
ord in

It is

day

popular

EVERY

theatre

it

box-office rec-

has played.

"AFTER SIX DAYS"
for return engagements
of the houses it has played.

Has been booked
in

84%

"AFTER SIX DAYS"
Has aroused more favorable comment
from the patrons of the theatre than

towards which many

the present

of the Masterful Characters
in "After Six Days"

Here Are Three
Reasons to Prove It

DANNY

—Where

Solomon

of
writers

has

not.

been accorded

ever

a

picture

to

date.

The best seller of all time is
are
Bibles
More
Bible.
the
sold every year than all the rest
of the so called "best sellers"

Independent Exchangemen"AFTER SIX DAYS"

combined.

Which accounts

for

this:

that

the type of picture which is most
successful is that picture which
appeals to the better thinking
the picture which in homeclass
ly sentiment, fine instincts, cleanand sympathetic appeal
liness
reaches out to all kinds of people.

Is

is the greatest "run" picture ever
offered States Rights.
It has more sound exploitation tie-ups
than all the other pictures put together.
It will live forever.
Exhibitors will

It

—

„

the outstanding sensation on the in-

dependent market.

>

In this wild race for material,
these days when bidding for popular
successes finds one producer outdoing
another, this might well be borne in
Because the American people
mind.
are, as a body, fine, clean thinking,
Every chance
home loving people.
they have to demonstrate this they
do right in the little old box office.

bring

in

—

it

will see

back year
it

after year

—Patrons

time after time.

You Are a Real Showman and Want a
Real Clean-up Wire for Our Proposition.

//

Exhibitors: Write Us and

Who Bought

for

We

Will Tell

You

Your Territory

"The Miracle Man," "Humoresque,"
"Over the Hill" are but incidental

You will note that none of
proofs.
the so called "great, spectacular" pictures are mentioned, for the obvious
reason that their appeal lies in another
direction which may, or may not, be
the reason for their success.

artclass pictures Corp.
1540 iSroadtoap &eto ^ork
Phone Bryant 3271

MOSES AND THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS

Here's the Burr5tate Right
1
Sensation for this Season

Inc.

Sire :

" er

Very

of

*» the
truly

.

a

ftest

Exhibitors J
Booked

in

Boston

at

Exchanges

Modern and Beacon

the

Jake Lowry's houses in the hub center have long been considered the
criterion of what is the best in pictures and it is harder to break in there
with an independent picture than anywhere else in the United States.

Am

We

the Law," "Burn 'Em Up
produced and distributed "I
Barnes," "Sure Fire Flint," "The Last Hour," "You Are Guilty" and
others that made picture history in other key points, but we never had one
they considered big enough for these houses until "THREE O'CLOCK

IN

THE MORNING."

"THREE O'CLOCK IN THE MORNING"

CONSTANCE
coupled with a
nationally known and proven star — is the SMASH OF THE YEAR released on a basis that WILL ABSOLUTELY MAKE MONEY FOR
YOU NOW!

BINNEY— a

title

that

is

on the

with

lips of 50,000,000 people,

^i\D>gWR HUSBAND''
'"

v;

MASTODON FILMS,WM INC
C.

BURR,

C.
Pres.

C.

133-135-137

WEST

44th

L

attractions of the season.
to-day for a franchise.

The fburoutstanding

Wire or

write

LACKEY,

R. ROGERS,
Vice- Pres.

NEW YORK

~'C

Treas.

STREET

CITY, N. Y.

Foreign Rights Controlled by Richmount Pictures
220 WEST 42JVD STREET
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.
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anything
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performance.

we

year,

Jissli
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wouldn't

worlds.
story is a gripping one.
splendidly cast, directed and
iv'e

has

it

for

The

been done on the screen or
tresftes."

'

brilliant

photographed, and
a cinema treat."
World.

—Variety.
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"Paddy-the Next-Best-Thing"

"Should be acceptable

in

any house"

Says the M. P. News

Here is one of the most beautifully
photographed film plays it has ever been
our pleasure to view. We have seldom
seen such crystal-clear work, while some
of the sepia printing

is

highly

The production marks
screen

of

our

The picture has its moments. There is
a thrilling horse race, which shows Mae
to be a regular jockey.
The fog scenes
toward the end of the picture have their
thrill and offer more of the above men-

artistic.

tioned wonderful camera work.
the return to the

favorite,

and her work as Paddy

Mae

Marsh,

*

a distinct
vivacious, misis

will

"Paddy-The-Next-Best-Thing"

surely meet with the approval of mothers'
clubs.
It is the quintessence of cleanli-

achievement.
As the
chievous, fun-loving little Irish hoyden,
Miss Marsh contributes to screen literature one of its most appealing characterizations.
Donned in a large blonde wig
and acting against some of the most
beautiful scenic .backgrounds we've seen
in many moons, a new Mae Marsh comes
to the screen. It is a thoroughly refreshing bit of acting.
Miss Marsh went to
London and Ireland to act in this one, so
that the supporting company is 100 per
cent. English.
But in this case this fact
will not detract from the picture on this
side of the pond.

ness.

—A

Classification.
picturization of stage
success in which Peggy O'Xeil, Eileen
Huban and others have appeared.

Production Highlights.
clear photography.

The

Mae

The

—The

crystal-

artistic subtitles.

quaint old Ireland backgrounds.
Marsh's characterization of the. title

role.

Drawing Power.
anv house.

— Should be acceptable

in

Graham Wilcox Productions,

Ltd.

present

MAE MARSH
in

Paddy-the-Next-Best- Thing
By Gertrude Page
Now
Allied Producers

Booking

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Hiram Abrams, President
A

Branch Office located

in every

United Artists Exchange

*

'

associated authors, Indi
.Jmnfc Woods (\ [\ €lmer Ham's
\2hompson Xjuchananajj\.Clarlc ID. "Jhomal

present

*

RICHARD the
LION-HEARTED
Q

cjrank,

Woods Production
r

JSased on Sir Walter Ucottts novel, * Jhe "JaUsman'
t
with Wallace Beery as Kjng Richard
"
the role he created in *JZobin siood

"A Good Box-Office Bet;
Satisfy
"A

Any

highly interesting and
mounted production that promises

colorful,

finely

Should
Type Of Audience*
"Beery 's work in the title role is admirable and will be a revelation because of

well for the new Associated Authors.
"A picture that should appeal to and
thoroughly satisfy almost any type of
audience. Also, it should, because of
the great interest aroused in the character of Richard, the Lion-Hearted on account of the fine performance of Wallace Beery, appeal particularly to all

his excellent

who saw

World.

'Robin Hood.'

moments

scenes in his bath.
"Mr. Beery and the title will
put this over.
"A colorful picture which carries good detail and clever
comedy touches.
"The adventures of Richard
are interesting enough to
make the film compelling."
M.^P.^News.,

Gllied

a

*

JVbcu Jlookjng
Producers and Distributors Coy
729 Jeuenth Que y New york^
Jiiram Qbrams, President

JZranch Office .Located in every United

Qrtist.

comedy

of the picture.

will like this picture

and

that

prove a good box-office bet."

spects be called a sequel to 'Robin Hood* in
that it discloses the adventures of King Richard in the Holy Land. The colorful character of the English king is depicted in all
his glory by the same actor who inter-

—

in the lighter

"Whether your patrons have seen
'Robin Hood' or not makes no difference for we believe that both classes

"Star And Title Will Put it Over"
9
"Clever Comedy Touches*
"Here we have a picture which may in some re

Wallace
preted him in 'Robin Hood*
Beery.
"There is a splendid flavor of com
edy in relief which exploits the
swaggering king in intimate

work

it

will

—M,

lai c/

nnounarii

"THE SPANISH DANCER"
Starring POLA NEGRI

"WILD BILL HICKOK"
Starring WILLIAM S. HART

A

Herbert Brenon Production
With Antonio Moreno
Supported by Wallace Beery, Kathlyn
Williams, Robert Agnew,
Gareth Hughes and Adolphe Menjou.

By William

A

A

A

George Melford Porduction

HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN"
A Sam Wood Production

Noah

Beery, Ricardo Cortez and

Fred Huntley.
Directed by Victor Fleming.

"STEPHEN STEPS OUT"
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR.

"BIG BROTHER'"
By Rex Beach

With Theodore Roberts
Supported by Noah Beery, Harry Myers and

An
With

Currier.

Tom

Allan

Dwan

Production

Moore, Edith Roberts and Raymond Hatton.

by

Richard Harding Davis
Directed by Joseph Henabery.

"AROUND THE WORLD IN THE
SPEEJACKS"
An

James Cruze ^Production

Supported by

Starring

of the Crescent"

Hart Production.

A Zane Grey Production
With Richard Dix, Lois Wilson and
Marjone Daw.

Daniels

and Lawrence D'Orsay.
From the novel by Arthur Train

From "The Grand Cross

G. Hawks

"THE CALL OF THE CANYON"

Dorothy Mackaill, James Rennie, George
Fawcett, Mahlon Hamilton, Hale Hamilton,
Mary Eaton, Warner Oland, John Davidson,

Frank

S.

J.

Smith

With Edward Horton, Theodore Roberts.
Helen Jerome Eddy and Louise Dresser.
From the play by Kaufman & Connelly.

novel

Percy Marmont, Sigrid Holmquist and
David Torrence

With Bebe

William

Clifford

"TO THE LADIES"

"THE LIGHT THAT FAILED"
From Rudyard Kipling's famous
With Jacqueline Logan,

Adapted by

S. Hart.

Directed by

amazing film record of A. Y. Gowen's cruise
around the world in a 90-foot motor boat.

"HOLIDAY LOVE"
A

William de Mille Production

With Agnes Ayres, Jack
Theodore Kosloff and

From

the novel

Holt, Nita Naldi,

Rod La Rocque.

"Rita Coventry" by

Julian Street.

These Pictures are now completed
They will be released one a week beginning

November

4th, following the

'

thc

and
a STARS
"DIRECTORS

and
Supporting
Casts
"WEST OF THE WATER TOWER"

GLENN HUNTER

Starring

MALONE"
THOMAS MEIGHAN

"PIED PIPER
Starring

With Ernest Torrence and May McAvoy
Supported by George Fawcett and ZaSu Pitts.
From the novel by Homer Croy.

Supported by Lois Wilson, George Fawcett

Directed by Rollin Sturgeon.

Directed by Alfred E. Green.

and

A

Joseph

the play

by

Maude

Henabery Production

With Betty Compson, Richard Dix and

Sidney Olcott Production

From

Tarkington

"THE STRANGER"

"THE HUMMING BIRD"
Starring GLORIA SWANSON
A

Emma Dunn

By Booth

Lewis' Stone.

From

Fulton.

the story

"The

Fitst

a»d

-ane i^rey

s

THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT »
An
With Bebe

Irvin Willat Production

Daniels, Ernest Torrence,

Starring

A

George Melford Production
With Jacqueline Logan, Antonio Moreno,
Walter
iers, Charles Ogle and
Luke Cosgrave.
By Byron Morgan.

By Kate Jordan
Sam Wood Production
With Conway Tearle, Dorothy Mackaill,

A

and Lon Chaney
Supported by Louise Dresser,
Ricardo Cortez and others.

"MY MAN"
Starring POLA NEGRI"
Herbert Brenon Production

Announcement of

Supported by Charles de Roche, Huntley Gordon

and Adolphe Menjou.

"Mon Homme"

-

"THE NEXT CORNER"

H

play

Supported by
S. Hart.
Haver and a great cast.
Adapted by J. G. Hawks.
Directed by Clifford Smith.
William S. Hart Production.

Phyllis

A

the

r

MCKEE^
WILLIAM S. HART

By William

Noah Beery

"FLAMING BARRIERS"

From

-,

"SINGER JIM

and Lloyd Hughes.

A

Last"

the

By John Galsworthy %

by

Andre Picard.

demonstration runs.

pears

the foregoing

two-color spread

Paramount Pictures ap-

the Saturday Evening
Post this week
November 3rd; in the November
Ladies Home Journal; now on the newsstands; and in
all the fan magazines.
as

a

—

in

Prints of the first four:

"THE SPANISH DANCER "
"HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN"
" THE LIGHT THA T FAILED "
"STEPHEN STEPS OUT"
are

now

in the

Paramount exchanges

An EPIC

of the golden

brave adventurers blazed

West when
paths to new

homelands through virgin

unmarked mountain

A. DRAMA

prairie

and

wilderness.

of sun-scorched plains

when cruel Indians in vivid warpaint
overwhelmed caravans of prairie
schooners and wreaked horrible
vengeance on innocent

women and

children with scalplock knife and

tomahawk.

A STORY

of youth's fair love, rising

above the hardships and
treachery of frontier

a

girl's

life,

perils

sustained by

unfaltering faith in the

she adored.

A

David Smith Production

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

and

president

man
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Exhibitors Trade Review

EXHIBITORS HERALD
SPECIAL CAST IN

PIONEER TRAILS
(VITAGRAPH)
is what the exhibitor is looking for and the public too, good,
sound screen entertainment, full

Here

—

of human interest, a delightful
love story and the whole enacted
among the most picturesque settings imaginable.
Written and
Seven
directed by David Smith.
reels.

Here is really an excellent picture of
the days of the great gold rush in 1849.
It has everything the exhibitor is looking
for.
love interest, human interest and
melodramatic situations. The scene of the
wagon train attacked by Indians, the settlers' defence of their property and last
fight are at once impressive and show exceptional directorial knowledge. Another
thrilling bit of action is the runaway stage
coach down the steep mountain road and
the checking of the lead horses in their
mad dash by the hero.
final stirring
incident was the escape of Jack Plains
from the court room when things looked

A

darkest.

A
to

splendid picture and one that ought
in any house.

make good

October 20, 1923
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Leah Baird Scores Again
NOTHER

fine ~ audience picture in
which the black-eyed beauty of the

screen has a role that touches the
heart of every woman in every walk of life.
I

Here is a fighting drama of the United
States Air Patrol Service with a thrilling expose of the traffic in souls by California s
Barbary coast smugglers.
Miss Baird

is

supported by an unusual box

office cast including:

George Walsh
George Nichols
Edythe Chapman
Direction

by W.

Mitchell Lewis

Edith Yorke

Richard Headrick
S.

VAN DYKE

NOTE: — Leah
rival

Baird, who is without a
screen stars
as
a platform
making a limited number of per-

among

speaker, is
sonal appearances with "The Destroying
Angel" and "Is Divorce a Failure" before
returning to Hollywood to begin work on
her next series for Associated Exhibitors.

•

X H

E

I

B

T O

I

PHYSfCAL DfSTR/BUTOKS

PRESIDENT

US

tHk Miracle Makers
Look Out!

Women are on the Jury!

MERICAN women through
fn
mm have motion

the box office

given their verdict for the Leah Baird

type of

They

picture.

are being attracted to the screen in ever in-

numbers because of the miracle making
women whose gripping life stories are daringly and
fascinatingly portrayed in all Leah Baird films.

;reasing

The

gifted star has never

had a greater

adventure and romance and sacrifice than
ished

story of
is

furn-

by her new photoplay, "The Miracle Makers."

another of those stirring pictures that made
Meyer of the Palace Theatre at Hamilton,
Ohio, report to Exhibitors Herald:
It

Fred

is

S.

"After five days of starvation on 'The Three Musketeers,'
along comes this Leah Baird picture and does a mighty
good business for the next two days of the week. Box office
returns simply show we don't know a thing about pictures
when we see them. .GRAB IT!"

Exhibitors everywhere are learning about Leah
Baird's drawing power.

Ask Cornwell of the Del Monte, St. Louis.
Ask Libson, of the Lyric, Cincinnati.

Marion davies
%Mie oid wswyo/yc
'By Rjda

Johnson Young ^Adapted by Luther Heed

Settings by Joseph

<A

Urban

(osmopolitan production

T?ROM

coast to coast the

the box-office.
if

(Directed by Sidney Olcott

there

made

Here's a

ever was one.

same

story at

money

picture

Marion Davies

"When
Now her

fortunes for exhibitors in

Knighthood Was In Flower."
newest screen sensation has established

it-

one of the greatest box-office attracmotion picture history. Three
Crowded months on Broadway! Record
business at Balaban & Katz' Roosevelt! A
sensation in London!
And now sweeping
the West Coast!
self a

tions of

JIDVEPJISED
in

THE
SATURDAY
EVENING

POST
~0o

Warnep tHanS*
Ketnain Unchained
ARNER

BROS.

announce
changes

Pictures, Inc.,

to the trade that

no

in its 1923-24 produc-

tion plans are being

made, and that none

are in contemplation.

Several

months ago we announced a

Warner Bros. "Classics of
the Screen." Today we amplify that statement with the announcement of an
program

of 18

additional

TWO

THREE

and probably

big pictures to be released as

SPECIAL

PRODUCTIONS.
Of the original 18 pictures scheduled, twelve
have been completed and four others are in
production. One SPECIAL is now being released, another
is

is

practically finished

in the early stages of preparation.

and a

third

Others

will

be started just as soon as studio space is available.

The

outlook for Warner prosperity was never

so bright as

it

year, carefully
brilliant

is

today.

Our program

mapped out

for the

in the beginning,

with promise for the future.

is

Though

of an elaborateness that assures greatness in the

have been
along safe, sane and economical lines.

finished product, our production plans
laid

They

will

be carried out to the

letter.

"iPhen you

call

me that
A Tom

B.P(5chulbe]^ presents

adapted bytf-fope

Qxrmg

^

,

smile!"

FoTTTldH production

^JjF

and Couis D- Cigfiton from
OvOen Wister and Kirke La Jfief/e

noVel

the

and

y?lay

by

\/ith Kenneth Harlan, Florence Vidor, Russell 6impson.,
Pat

OMalleu

,

Raymond

Hatton.

The Best

Seller of "Best Sellers"

a
AStriumph.

an American

novel,

classic

.

As a

play, a

The best-known and most widely read story

in

the English language.

Made

—a

into a great Preferred Picture

box-

office clean-up.
Foreign Distributor; Export

&

Import Film

Co., Inc.

PREFERRED PICTURES CORPN.
l650 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITV

Another
V
a few rni„
ut

COMEDIES
Two

to
appeal to th e

Hamilton

Appears in

*<»tge- Podge,

T

Looking for the l&dtuxUioruU (flctuuu)
Trade-Mark in YOUR LOBBY as a
Guarantee of a
is

EVENING'S

ENTERTAINMENT
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
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GRIPPING/
Picture this situation:

A

lonely shack on the riverfront; upstairs in the
attic, with the door barricaded, a man and a slip
of a boy.
They have just stolen some valuable
papers.

Downstairs are three murderous characters who
were holding these papers for blackmailing pur-

room

the fourth of the gang,
bound and gagged by the two above, who knows
the papers have been stolen and is trying to get
this information to the others.

In another

poses.

is

Gripping?

If this situation, with the events that
follow don't electrify an audience, then all the
rules of perfect drama can be thrown into the ash

can.

M.

P

Ifrom

story

the,

Fred Kennedy

"C.

LE VEE

re

s

en

s

TOURNEUR
DU T O
C

I

N

by

My ton

featuring

Earle Williams

Ben Alexander

Jane Novak/
Bull

Montana

Directed by

Maurice Tourneur

Righu ConuoUed

5i)

Firei National Picture*

Madiuro Avenue

1

New "tbrk
irk/"

A 3irAt

national Picture

in

mm

Look

at this picture!

Can you imagine anything more
lightful,

army
stance

more pleasing

de-

to the vast

of movie fan friends of Con-

Talmadge than a

role

for

her where she has to don men's
clothes?

As

the

madcap

Lady

Barbara,

Constance again successfully demonstrates to the world that she is
one of the most refreshing actresses
we have on the screen today.
They're going to eat this one alive.

Foreign Rights Controlled by
Associated First National Pictures Inc.
383 Madison Avenue, New York

A Hxfit

llational Picture

Booked, before release,by the
Southern Enterprises
for every key city
lotte,

from Dallas

and from Memphis

to

to

Char-

Jackson-

ville.

Premier showing at The California
Theatre, Los Angeles, extended to a second week in

re-

sponse to the demand.

In-

creased

attendance

at

every

performance enthusiastically
praised by press and public.
;

A

Picture Big

Enough

for the Biggest

Showman

Pafhepicture
TRADE

rhough not yet

shown

to the re-

new ers, several trade papers
'caught " the picture at
elease in

production that has univerHal Roach has
appeal.
that regt loose with a punch
A picture that will
ters.
.

.

.

pre-

Los Angeles

\.

1

its

.

to everyone who likes a
of the open with a tang
All the spirit
the north.
the London classic has been
tained and it is a thoroughly
novel producteresting and

first

should
for

dramatic
prove a

effort.

exhibitor."

the

It

.

.

money-maker

— Exhibitors

Trade Review.

>peal
hiff

.

»n.

.

Some remarkable pho-

.

graphy.
;th

ited

a

.

.

.

Action

fine

Marvellous snow scenes,
:ak wastes and wonderful silMr. Roach need have
uettes.
for

the

success

satisfactory

adaptation
Profine
vides
entertainment.
Should prove a satisfactory audience picture anywhere." Film

London's novel.

.

.

.

.

—

Daily.

moves

sweep and is aniwith the utmost sincerity.

fear

"A very

of Jack

of

his

"Pictorially beautiful with plenty
of red-blooded action.
All
will find real enjoyment in this
offering. Will undoubtedly prove
Ata real box office magnet."
lanta Weekly Film Review.
.

.

—

;

Hal Roach presents

Feature
London's great book has passed through
edition after edition;

millions
it is

;

it

has been

read by

translated into foreign languages

the greatest

dog

story that has ever been

written.

Primitive passions, love, hate,
revenge, bravery and cowardice

stamp the picture from
finish.

It is

start to

an epic of the

far

North, thrilling, beautiful, appealing.
Jt

is

ence.

a picture for every audi-

Hal Roach

presents

from the famous book by

JACK LONDON
he story of a dog with a soul, in the old
days of the

Yukon

trail,

and men and dogs had

when might made

mad
right,

to fight to survive.

Directed by

Fred Jackman

Pafh^picture

us Path
Booked and Praised by Leading
Exhibitors Everywhere
"Have run 100 per

cent.

Pathe

serials since I've

been in

and the average was very good, but Her Dangerous Path is the best serial for adult patrons and would advise

business,

Since playing this serial

every exhibitor to play

it.

ness has increased on

Monday and Tuesday

serial is

played)."

my

busi-

(the days the

— James Cardina, Kensington

Theatre,

Buffalo.

Among
Fay's, Providence, R.

the

prominent theatres booking

I.

Fox's, Springfield, Mass.

Hostettler's Liberty, Lincoln,

Neb.
Hostettler's,

Sioux City,

Hostettler's Majestic,

Island,

la.

Grand

Neb.

Hostettler's Empress, Hastings,

Neb.
Hostettler's,

Norfolk, Neb.

Grand, Terre Haute, Ind.
Majestic, Evansville, Ind.
Jefferson, Huntington, Ind.

Produced by

HAL

E.

ROACH

Her Dangerous Path

Walnut, Louisville, Ky.
Kurtz's, Bethlehem, Pa.
Lyceum, Canton, O.
Grand, Baltimore, Md.
Columbia, Norfolk, Va.
Royal, Des Moines
Alhambra, Charlotte, N. C.
Broadway, Gary, Ind.
Cort, Kankakee, 111.
Frolic, Birmingham, Ala.
Rialto, Birmingham, Ala.
Bonita, Chattanooga, Tenn.
International, El Paso, Tex.
Liberty Amus. Co., San Antonio

N. D.

Strand, Fargo,

Leo Brecher
Baylees Sq.,

Circuit,

New

New

York

Bedford, Mass.

Suffolk, Holyoke, Mass.

T&D

Jr. Circuit,

San Francisco

Scenic, York, Pa.

Abie's O. H., Easton, Pa.

American, Baltimore, Md.
Idle Hour, Belle Haven, Va.
Victory, Kansas City, Mo.
Capitol, Union Hill, N. J.
Garden, Waterbury, Conn.
Family, Indiana Harbor, Ind.
Plumb, Streator, 111.
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w
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LWAKE OF FILM PIKATtS

The romance,

color, adventure, thrills

the mountains and plains of the

makes 'em

and breeziness of

West

in a serial that

lose their breath in the first episode, never

to breathe normally again until they've seen the 15th.

Ruth Roland, the dashing magnet of a score of Patheserials, in a story and a role that fit her like a glove, and
that bring in the kind of audiences you like to have

mm

Do the Dead Really Die?
Is it possible to talk

with the

spirits of the

departed?

See

"Is

Gonan Doyle Right?
Two parts

Louder and louder grows the discussion as
to whether there is anything in Spiritualism.

Here

talked of in the home, the pulpit, the
street and the office.

Who is there in your community who doesn't

It is

is

the real and vital topic of the day

in a sensationally interesting picture.

want

to

know

about it and see the picture?

A real attraction
Written by

Cullom Holmes
Directed by

Ferrell

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
through to

Carries

the

screen,

tone

for

tone from highest light to deepest shadow,
every gradation that

skillful

photography has

secured in the negative.

Look

for this positive identification in the

transparent

"Kodak"

film

margin

— " Eastman"

in black letters.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

and

"Yes, I'm in
pictures now!'

Hal Roach

presents

Will Rogers
in

"Hustlin'

Hank"

A Two Reel Comedy
Personality
Why do

and

Profits

some screen players get

at the box-office

while others,

a big

draw

who may be very

talented, can only be classed as "also rans?"

Personality

is

ality that pulls,

the answer.
that

is

the person-

makes popularity, and

united with real talent
offices of the nation.

It

it

dominates the box-

Will Rogers has personality to an unbeThere is no one like him. As
soon as he walked to the footlights of the
"Follies" the audience was with him.

lievable extent.

That

personality, so likeable, so unique,

QEWARE OF FILM PIRATES

Pafhecomedy
LUc'26

is

with him on the screen. His comedies are
very good, and they are also very different.
See them!

MARK

!

i

